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PREFACE.

DICTIONARIES have certainly not received those improvements, either in

plan or execution, which their increased utility has rendered essentially neces-

sary. The difficulty of their execution sufficiently accounts for this tardiness

in their advancement ;
and the most ignorant reader may often discover an

error in what relates to his own particular branch of knowledge, although he

may be very unequal to appreciate the merits of any other subject. But the

study, or rather the mode of acquiring a knowledge of languages, has made as

little progress as the compilation of dictionaries. Grammarians have multiplied

divisions, and involved themselves in the subordinate details of grammar,
without considering the general and necessary principles of speech, the depend-
ence of oral language on the organs of the voice, or the analogies between the

modes of thinking, the sentiment, and the language of a particular people.

Hence it is, that persons often labour for years to become familiar with the sub-

divisions and classifications of words, when a knowledge of what may be truly

called the spirit of a language, might be acquired in a few hours, and all other

knowledge respecting it would follow as a consequence of imbibing its spirit.

Whoever considers words as the efforts of the mind to communicate its ideas

and feelings, will soon discover the universal principles of language, and the

great similarity of all tongues. With a knowledge of these general elements,
it is easy to recognise, and even to feel, the spirit of any particular language or

dialect
;
and hence, the study of different languages becomes not only simple

and easy, but really instructive, as it presents incomparably the most faithful

pictures of all mental operations, of ideas and passions, as influenced by reli-

gion, laws, and civil polity, or climate. Some linguists, indeed, are contented

with knowing the grammatical distinctions and the names of a coat or a book

in several languages, without any regard to the extension of useful knowledge,
and forgetting that a mere vocabulary may be acquired by a mechanical effort

of the memory, independent of judgment. Such vocabularists make no dis-

coveries in the arts or sciences
; they never extend the actual boundaries of

our knowledge, still less do they meliorate their own minds, give to their rea-

son an absolute ascendency over their passions, or expand their benevolent, at

the expense of their selfish feelings. To obviate such pedantry and lettered

uselessness. has been one of the chief objects of the present edition of this Spa-
nish and English Dictionary, which, it is hoped, contains not only many thou-

sand more words than are to be found in the most copious vocabularies, but

also much practical and useful information, correct data from which the nature
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and operations of the human mind in Spain and in England may be deduced ;

more facts, principles and terms, now used in the sciences, arts, manufactures,
and commerce, than in any similar dictionary hitherto published, and likewise

more of the modern words in the polite or jfamiliar conversation of both coun-

tries.

When it is remembered that words are the representatives of ideas, and

that the language of any people is nearly a perfect picture of what passes or

exists in their minds, it will be evident that a complete dictionary must be a

faithful epitome of their intellectual labours
;

their idiomatic phrases being but

abridged metaphors, or modes of saying one thing and meaning another, the

polite metaphors of the first age become the vulgarisms of the second, the ob-

solete language of the third, and the nervous expression of the fourth. In this

manner, taste, fashion, or the progress of civilization, and the effect of external

circumstances, modulate all living languages ;
and every generation has its

circle of what is esteemed polite phraseology, in defiance of all critical dogmas,
or the more serious denunciations of censors and moralists. This continued

succession of popular phrases (for the words of conversation in one age gene-

rally form but a very small part of any cultivated language), contributes to aug-
ment the interest of well-digested dictionaries, which thereby enable the writer

of taste and reflection to select the best, the most harmonious, the purest, and
most moral phraseology that the language of successive ages affords. To the.

divine, the moralist, and the metaphysician, it is no less important ; as, words

being the offspring of ideas and things, the existence of the former is the most

unequivocal demonstration of that of the latter. For instance, the French have

very justly and naturally a term signifying a man or a woman with a bad

breath, (Pimais and Punaise ;) the Spanish and English, being generally devoid
of this quality, have no corresponding term, and are without any such word.

This, however, is not the only difference between the languages and people of
those countries. With every French thought and word something of colour
and stage effect is associated

;
it is the spirit of the people and of their lan-

guage, while that of Spain and England is metaphysical, or mere abstract truth
and reason. On the other hand, it must be admitted, that the philanthropic
observer of men and manners will view, with profound regret, the super-
abundance of Spanish epithets injurious to women, and feel perhaps disposed
to consider the virtue of females as the fairest criterion of national morality.
However this may be, there is evidently more wisdom in raising than depre-
ciating the moral qualities of those who necessarily teach the first rudiments
of knowledge, and certainly modulate the character of all mankind. Contrary
also to the vulgar and even traditional opinion in Britain, there is, in fact, no
radical and appropriate Spanish term, which exclusively and forcibly conveys
the same idea as the English word jealousy. Nevertheless the Spaniards have ,

evinced great wisdom in carefully guarding their language and sentiments from
the deteriorating influence 'of French corruption. In this respect, their con-
duct presents a noble example to the modern English, who really seem to be
almost ashamed of their mother tongue, and to have nearly forgotten that their
radical langflage is as old, and incomparably better than that of France. The
ashicnable and vulgar foplings of the day have expelled the s and t final
almost entirely from their jargon, and given an Anglo-Gallic pronunciation to

plain English words, that is more analogous to the hideous accents of unfortu-
nate maniacs than the tones of rational beings. Happily this practice is still

confined to the ignorant and comparatively illiterate
; but, however pity may

>e extended to the prude and the coquette, whose imbecile affectation may
abandon the definite and modest term

shift, for the
silly, vague, and not very

delicate one chemise (camis from xajx/rtov would be genuine English) ;
it i;
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impossible to have any other fee-ling than that of ineffable contempt for the

breeched animal, who in the British metropolis has lost his hat to find a cha-

peau. Such things require the admirable pen of Cadalso, in his Eruditos a la

Violeta. This absurdity is, indeed, become so enormous and offensive, as to

astonish and perplex strangers, while it excites the liveliest regret in the minds

of reflecting natives. It has been attempted to palliate this disgrace, by alleg-

ing that the English language is chiefly derived from the French. Some ety-

mologists, it is true, have read English through French spectacles, and indulg-

ed their indolence, or masked their ignorance, by producing parallel words

from the French. As to Home Tooke, the most visionary and illogical of all

etymologists, whatever is correct or good in his work, all his pretended disco-

veries of the E-TTsa TrrsgosvTa, may be traced to what Spanish writers (Aldrete,

Mayans, &c.) have related of the manner in which the Goths corrupted the

Latin in Spain ;
his ribaldry and blasphemy are his own ;

but his errors have

been exposed with equal truth and eloquence by Professor Dugald Stewart.

There is, however, no notion more erroneous or unfounded, than that of the

English tongue being derived from the French, to which it, correctly speaking,

owes nothing whatever. The most cursory investigation must satisfy every

inquirer, that the grand basis of the English is the Anglo-Saxon, mixed with

Latin and Greek, which were popular languages in England at two different

periods of the dark ages. Some barbarous law terms, and a few, but very few,

other words, have been borrowed from the French, while the genius and spirit

of the language still bear the noble features of their Saxon and classic origin.

This was universally admitted, till Bolingbroke, and his follower Pope, in-

troduced the French style into prose and rhyme ;
the former moralized to ob-

literate the remembrance of his treason, and the latter rhymed solely in imita-

tion of Boileau. Their example has been adopted by Gibbon, who aped Vol-

taire
;
but it is the elephant imitating the monkey; his infidelity and occa-

sional obscenity betray his extreme want of morality and judgment, and suit

the Gallic tinsel of his monotonous jargon. In the voluminous writings of

Gibbon, it is perhaps impossible to find one sentence of pure English ;
and the

foreigner, who wishes to have a correct knowledge of the language, will, it is

hoped, never read a page either of Bolingbroke or Gibbon in their English
form. Between the Spanish and English there is much more similarity than

between the French and English; and this Dictionary will furnish satisfactory

evidence, that both nations adopted the same Latin words, with the same sig-

nifications, into their vernacular dialects. Several of those words are marked
disused in both countries, some others are printed in capitals, while whole
families of words are still used, as indagar* from indagare, to indagate. The

judicious traveller, who has studied anatomy and physiognomy, and visited the

inhabitants in the valleys of Aragon and other northern provinces of Spain, and
who has also observed the natives of the Isle of Wight, and the inhabitants in

the valleys of the South Downs, will be at no loss to discover the most unequi-
vocal evidence of indentity of origin, and instantly conclude, that a branch of
the same race of Saxons (the Getae), who invaded the south-west of England,
must also have extended themselves to Spain. The physical traits of similarity
are as striking as those of the ancient Greeks, whose descendants still appear
in the valleys of Granada. The inquisitive reader may perhaps feel disposed
to pursue this subject much farther than it is here expedient. A writer in the

Archaeologia, .published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, has traced

the first inhabitants of Britain to the Iberians
;

but it is easier to frame in-

genious theories than to collect facts and make correct observations. The
Saxon race is much less equivocal.

In order to facilitate the acquisition of English, it may here be proper to
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notice its significant terminations, which somewhat exceed a hundred. The
terminations or affixes an, in, ine, and ana, have a possessive import, and signify

belonging to, as partizan is belonging to a party ;
ee annexed to a verb mark

its personal object, patient, or result
;

er to adjectives signifies before or supe-
rior

;
but when cr, or, and our, are added to words signifying action, they

denote the person who acts
;

as from love, lover : they also become abstract

nouns or general names of things, as from the Saxon mojifc, death, we have
murther or murder, and we was formerly written our, as plesour, now pleasure,
from the Latin placco, and not the French plaisir. Ess and ix are the only
feminine terminations, as ster is used to both sexes

;
the Saxon ric or rick

marks possession or dominion
;
en was the Saxon plural, still used in children,

&c.
;

it also signifies made or consisting of, as golden ; and finished, as proven,

proved; to shorten, i. e. to make shorter: the difference between ed of the past

tense, and en of the participle, is, that in the former the action is considered, in

the latter its effects on the object ; gkt is the same as ed, finished, and the
latter in adjectives often becomes id ; the adjective affixes ant, ent, and sub-

stantive ones ance, ence, and end, denote being or state, as abundant is the

quality of being or existing in abundance
;

and friend from pjieonbe, loving ;

hence the cause of its being still pronounced frend ; ing and ion simply indicate

the existence of quality or action, and ment or mony is of the like import ; i/e,

al, and ar, are adjective terminations expressing quality or disposition ;
when

al is added to a verb, it is the same as ing or ion ; able and ible signify having
or possessing any quality or power ; ic, ick, ique, usque, imply kind, division, or

similarity ;
ical is al and ic ; ch and ish have the same meaning, but the latter

is generally a diminutive
; ide, ulous, incle, and et, are also diminutives

;
oon is

an augmentative ; y is derived from the Saxon 3, and corresponds to the Latin
ia ; Itj, like, and ably, indicate similarity ; ary, cry, and ory, express sort or
kind

; kin, kind, ling, and let, denote family or relation, but the two latter are
also diminutives

; ous, eous, wise, and ways, express kind, or manner of the
word to which they are affixed

;
on makes a personal substantive of similarity,

as patron from pater, father
; full or ful are self-evident

;
less means want or

dismissal
; age and ish imply act, effect, or result, but age also signifies space

of time and price ;
ise or ize are verbal terminations

;
ism denotes collection of

effects or classes of action
;

ist and ite, personal agent ; we, if, mean causing or

producing ; ate, ated, ating, ation, ator, atory, and ace, all imply action or agent ;

el or le, annexed to verbs, make them frequentatives, as to prate, to prattle, c.

ad or ade means mass or heap ;
cide and cidal are to kill

;
ard denotes nature,

species, kind, or manner; ward means looking to, or in the direction of;
hearted is applied to the feelings or passions, headed to the mind and judg-
ment

;
stead and step indicate place ; dom, condition of existence

; head, hood,
and chief, mean principal and state

; ship, skip, or scape, also denote head or

chief; ce, cy, ity, tude, and th, are affixes to nouns of generality; fy is to make,
faction, the act of making, and sometimes the thing made, as petrifaction ; ign
expresses quality ;

ow is of the kind
; some and sum mean quantity ;

and the s,
so much abused by Gallic affectation, is properly an adverbial affix, as back-
ward is the quality of an action, backwards the manner of it

;
stall and still are

to place ;
tide and time are synonymous ;

w is interchangeable with g, as guile
and wile. As to the prefixes, they are chiefly Latin or Greek prepositions,
and have nothing peculiar. Un is of Saxon origin, and is not merely a nega-
tive, but means to reverse the action of the verb to which it is prefixed. En
in composition becomes em, in, ig, il, im, or ir, according to the letter which
immediately follows it. Many writers confound the prefixes en and in, although
the latter properly signifies situation or place, and is also a negative ; thus, to

inquire, means to seek in or search the place, and to enquire only signifies to
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make search. Farther explanations on this head may be found in the gram-
mars of Lovvth, Grant, and Allen, and the Analytical Introduction of Booth.

The Spanish terminations are easily acquired. It was observed by Mayans,
that many Spanish substantives and adjectives are Latin ablative cases singular,
or accusatives plural, as ars, arte, artes

; prudens, prudeute, prudentes. The
d, /, , r, s, x

y
and z, are the only consonants, which can terminate a word,

although b, c, d, <JT, I, w, n, p, r, s, t, x, and z, may end a syllable; c, /, n, r, in

a few words admit of being doubled, and also the vowels a, e, i,
and o, but

more rarely. The organs of speech render 6, p, w, and /, and, c, #, j and q in-

terchangeable in both languages ;
in English s and z are commutable in verbal

terminations. The Latin t is almost always changed in Spanish for c or 2, as

gratia, gracia, ratio, razon
;

the Latin mutes are likewise omitted, as scicntia,

ciencia
;

in other cases an e is prefixed for the sake of euphony, as species
makes especie. The Latin adjectives in bilis obey the same law in Spanish
and English, and make ble ; au is changed to o, as aurum, oro

;
i to e, as infir-

mus, enfermo
;
u to o, as musca, mosca

; ovum, huevo
; / is converted into h, as

facere, hacer
;
m into n, as lympha, linfa

;
Latin infinitives become Spanish by

dropping the final e, as ponere, poner, dormire, dormir, stare, estar
;
some words

are also augmented, by that spirit of magnanimity which animates every Spa-

niard, and which was judiciously observed by Smith in his Theory of Moral
Sentiments

;
as from spes comes esperanza, cor, corazon

; and, as a proof of

their delicacy and temperance, comedere is reduced to comer. These literal

mutations will be evident to the classical reader, and to others any further

notice of them would be useless.

It remains to say something of the great and numerous additions to the

volumes now submitted to the public. Above ten whole sheets have been added
to the recent editions of this Dictionary, which, with the additional matter

gained by compressing the definitions so as to have few short lines, and a

greater length of page, as well as other alterations in the mode of printing, aug-
ment the contents to nearly twenty sheets more than the preceding editions.

In the Spanish-English, there are above 3000 entirely new articles introduced
;

in the English-Spanish above 12,000. Besides these additions, in both parts,
it will be found that very few of the old definitions have been allowed to pass,
without either correction or the addition of many new and appropriate

synonyms, several thousand of which are not to be found in any Spanish or

English dictionary yet published, or indeed in any dictionary of two languages,
which has fallen under the observation of the writer. The corrections have
been made after carefully consulting the writings of father Isla, Capmany,
Jovellanos, &c. and some Spanish living authors of established reputation. In
some words the reader will observe definitions in both parts diametrically
opposite to what are given in almost all other dictionaries

;
he is not therefore

to conclude that they are wrong, but to examine facts, when he may perhaps
discover their general accuracy, and that they are derived from diligent
research. It rarely happens, as in the present case, that compilers of dictiona-

ries are equally well acquainted with words and with things : it is the want of
the latter, and more arduous kind of knowledge, which occasions the defective-

ness of all dictionaries. In this edition, it is believed, more terms of science,
arts, manufactures, and commerce, have been introduced than were ever before

attempted in a dictionary of two languages, and even more than exist in any
English dictionary extant.

Important political circumstances have recently happily combined to promote
an extended intercourse between England and Spain both European and
American. The prejudices of religion, which had hitherto interdicted the dis-

semination of our
literature, are rapidly vanishing before the edicts of a more
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liberal government in the old country, whilst the separation of Spanish America

from its parent state cannot but infuse new life into our commercial enterprise,

and bring us more immediately in contact with a country, the natural resources

of which are boundless
;
and with a people, who have manifested the strongest

desire to cultivate the friendship, and to repose the fullest confidence in the

known integrity and honour, of the British nation. That this copious Diction-

ary of the languages of these countries may be the medium of facilitating the

communication, and of promoting the best interests of each, is not only the

earnest desire, but is also the certain anticipation, of the Editors.

Lastly, the Editors regret, from particular circumstances, they are not per-
mitted to return publicly their thanks to many Spanish and other gentlemen,
who have generously assisted their researches, either by the loan of books, or

by written communications. To James Edwards, Esq. of Binstead, Isle of

Wight, they are however happy in having this opportunity of making their

grateful acknowledgments for the very handsome manner in which he favoured

them with some valuable books from his well-chosen library, and which they
believe to be only a small testimony of his friendship to literature, and of his

zeal for the diffusion of useful knowledge.

EXPLANATION OF THE CONTRACTIONS, &c.

The sm. sf. mean substantives masculine and 'feminine ; 5. implies that the word is of both genders ; va.
vn. IT. verbs active, neuter, and reflective or reciprocal ;

a. adjective : ad. adverb ; pron. pronoun ; pa. par-
ticiple active. The contractions in parentheses are the first syllables of terms of science and arts, or names
of provinces where the word is most used, as (Anat.) Anatomy, (And.) Andalusia, (Ant.) Antiquated, (Ar.)
or

(Arasr.) Aragon, (Arq.) Architecture, (Art.) Artillery, (Aum.) Augmentative, (Bot.) Botany, (Met.) Meta-
phor or Metaphorical ;

and so of the others. Verbs active, neuter, or reciprocal are not repeated, but marked
thus, AFIRMAR, va. m. vr. When a word is substantive, adjective, and adverb, it is marked thus, MAL,
sm. a. ad. The masculine and feminine terminations 0, and A, and diminutives ico, ICA ; ILLO, ILLA

;

ITO, ITA
; UELO, UELA, cannot be misunderstood. The words printed in capitals, like ADULTERATED,

are such as have been derived from the .Spanish, but which have hitherto either eluded the researches of English
etymologists, or been erroneously ascribed to another source : the number might have been increased had
it been more essential. In the Second Volume the English words are accented so as to convey some idea
of their pronunciation. Thus, when a vowel is doubled and pronounced short, the accent is placed on the

first, as in brfaclies, pronounced breches ; when pronounced long, the accent is on the latter vowel, as in

breeding ; bearLike, pro. barelike ; teast&ie, pro. beestlike ; blood, pro. blud ; bloom, pro. blume, &c.



DICCIONARIO NUEVO

DE LAS

LENGUAS ESPAftOLA E INGLESA.

Espanol e Ingles Spanish and English.

In the Spanish language, has but one

sound, and is pronounced as the open

English a in master.

A'. prep, which signifies, to, in, at, according to,

on, by, for, and of; as voy d Madrid, I am
going to Madrid ;

d la Inglcsa, in the En-

glish fashion
;
d oriente, in the east : jugar d

los miypes, to play at cards : d las ocho, at

eight o'clock : d pnieba, de bombas, bomb-

proof: d ley de Castilla, according to the law
of Castile : el vino d pie, he came on foot ;

quie,n d hierro mata, d hierro muere, he who
kills by the sword, dies by the sword ;

das d

dos, two by two : d como vale tafancga ? d

trcinla realcs, for how much a bushel ? for

thirty reals
;
estc libra va d Pedro, this book

is for Peter : este vaso hnele d vino, this glass
smells of wine : real de d ocho, piece of eight,
V. Real.

A 1 coalesces with the masculine article el, and
instead of d cl, as anciently used, al is now
written, as al rey, to the king ;

al papa, to

the pope. This prepositive article is also used
before the infinitive mode of verbs, as al ama-
nccer, at the break of day ;

al parecer, ap-

parently. A 1
is equivalent to the limit or end

of any place or time, d la cosccha pagard, I

shall pay at harvest-time
;
desde aqui d S.

Juan, from this to St. John's day ;
me llegaba

el agua d la garganta. the water was up to

my throat. Occasionally it implies towards
or opposite, as, sefue d ellos, volvid la cara
d tal parte, being towards or opposite them,
he turned his face to such a part.

A 1 sometimes signifies the motive or principle,
as, d instancid de la villa, at the request of
the city : d quc proposito ? to what purpose ?

It also serves to express distributive numbers
;

as, d perdiz por barba, a partridge a-head. It

is likewise a mere explicative in some phrases
joined to a pronoun, as, d mi me consta, la

verdad, I know the truth, or, the truth is evi-

dent to me
; yo me culpo d mi, I blame my-

self, or, I take blame to myself; tu te alabas
d ti, thou praisest thyself; vamos d pasear,
let us take a walk. Before the infinjtive

mode, and at the beginning of a sentence, it

has sometimes a conditional sense, as, d dccir

verdad, if I must speak the truth.
A 1

. This preposition governs almost all parts of

speech, whether substantives, adjectives, pro-

ABA

nouns, or verbs ; d los hombres, to men : de

bueno a malo, from good to bad : d mi, d ti,

a, vosotros, to me, to thee, to you : a jugar,
to play. It sometimes points out the person
in whom the action of the verb terminates,
and is placed before the accusative case, as

amo d Pedro, I love Peter.

A1 is still used in some phrases instead of par,
en, sin, para and la ; and in obsolete writings
for con and de. In composition it serves to

convert substantives and adjectives into verbs,
as iibocar from boca, ablandar from blando,
&c. Formerly it was prefixed to many words,
as abaxar, amatar, &c. but being redundant
these words are now written baxar, matar,
&c.

A1
is frequently used adverbially, as, d deshora,

unseasonably ;
d diferencia de csto, contrary

to this
;
d proposito de eso, in consequence of

that
;
d la verdad, truly ;

d lo menos, at least
;

d sabiendas, knowingly ;
d veccs, sometimes ;

d vista de ojos, evidently, at a glance.
AA. Contraction for authors ; and A. for high-

ness, or for approval.
AARON, sm. V. Barba. [yards.

A'BA, sf. A small measure for lands ofabout two

ABABA, sf. Red poppy, corn-rose. Papaver
rhoeas L. V. Amapola,.

ABABOL, sm. (Ar.) V. Amapola.
ABACERIA, sf. A chandler's shop, where oil,

vinegar, &c. are sold.

ABACERO, RA, s. A retailer of provisions, oil,

vinegar, &c.

ABACISX, a. Belonging to an abbot.

A'BACO, sm. (Arq.) Abacus, highest moulding
on the capital 01 a column.

AB^D, sm. I. An abbot. 2. A curate. Mad, ben-

dito, abbot having almost episcopal jurisdic-
tion.

ABADA, sf. The female rhinoceros.

ABADEJO, sm. 1. Cod-fish : properly Poor-jack.
Cadus pollachius L. 2. Yellow wren. Mota-
cilla trochilus L. 3. (Ant.) Spanish fly ;

blis-

ter beetle.

ABADENGO, GA, a. Belonging to an abbot.

ABADES, sm. pi. Spanish flies, cantharides.

ABADESA, sf. An abbess.

ABADIA, sf. 1. An abbey. 2. Abbacy. 3. A cu-

rate's house.

ABADIADO, sm. (Ant.) Abbey-lands.
ABALADO, DA, a. Spongy, tumid, soft.

9



ABA ABE

ABAIANZADO,DA, a. 1. Balanced. 2. Audacious.

ABALANZAR, va. 1. To balance, to counterpoise.
2. To weigh, to compare. 3. To dart, to im-

pel. vr. 1. To rush on with impetuosity. 2.

To venture.

ABALDONAR,.I. To debase, to revile, to under-

value, to reproach. 2. (Ant.) To abandon.

ABALEAR, va. To fan or winnow corn
; to cleanse

it from the chaff.

ABALLAR, va. (Ant.) 1. To strike down. 2. To
carry off. 3. To move. 4. (Pint.) V. Rebaxar.

ABALI.EJTAR, ra. (Naut.) To haul a cable.

ABALORIOS, sm. pi. Bugles, glass beads.

ABANDERADO, sm. A standard-bearer.

ABANDERI/ADOR, RA, s. A factious person ; a

ringleader.

ABANDERIZAR, va. To cabal ; to stir up distur-

bances

ABANDONADO, DA, a. Abandoned, profligate, de-

spondent.
ABANDO.VAMIENTO 6 ABANDONO, sm. 1. The act

of abandoning. 2. Lewdness, debauchery.
ABANDONAR, va. To abandon, to desert. vr. To

despond, to despair ; to give one's self up to.

ABANICAR, va. To fan.

ABAMCAZO, sm. Stroke with a fan.

ABANICO, sm. I. A fan. 2. A sprit-sail. En aba-

nico, Fan-formed, like a fan. [fold.

ABANILLO, sm. I. Small fan. 2. A ruff, ruffle,

ABANINO, sm. (Ant.) Ruffle, frill, ruff.

ABANIQUKRO, sm. A fan-maker.

ABA NO, sm. A large fan.

ABASTO, sm. A bird belonging to the family of
vultures.

ABARATAR, va. To abate, to beat down the price.
ABARC A, sf. A piece of coarse leather tied on the

soles ofthe feet.and worn by Spanish peasants.
ABARCADO, DA, a. Having the feet supported
by pieces of dry skin. [er.

ABARCADOR, KA, s. Embracer, undertaker,clasp-
ABARCADI^RA 6 ABARCAMIENTO, s. An embrace.

ABARC^R, va. 1. To clasp, to embrace. 2. To
contain

;
to undertake. 3. (Mont.) To go

round and inspect. JUnircar el vicnto, To go
round cattle, game, a hill, &c. with the wind
in the face.

ABARCON, sm. An iron ring. [wind.
ABARLOAR, vn. (Naut.) To bear up, to haul the

AaARquiLLAR, va. To build boats and gondolas
ABARRACARSE, vr. To withdraw into barracks

ABARRADO, DA, a. Striped, clouded.

ABARRAGANARSE. vr. To live in concubinage.
ABARRANCADERO, sm. 1. A deep, heavy road. 2
A precipice. 3. (Met.) Difficult business.

AuAiMtANCAMiKNTo, sm. Act of making or fall-

ing into cavities or ruts ; embarrassment.

ABARRANCAR, va. To break up a road
; to dig

holes. vr. To fall into a pit ; to become em-
barrassed.

ABARRA.R, va. V. Acibarrar. [jera
ABAKRAZ, sra. (Bot.) Louse-wort. V. Yerba.pio-
ABARRENAR, va. (Ant.) V. Barrenar.

ABARRERA, sf. (Mure.) V. Regatona. [ly

ABARRISCO, ad. Indiscriminately, promiscuous-
ABARROTXR, va. 1. To tie down, to bind with

cords. 2.
(Naut..) To trim the hold, to stow

the cargo.
ABARROTE,sm. (Naut.) A small package for fill-

ing up the cavities in the stowage of a cargo.

ABASTADAMENTE, ad. Abundantly, copiously.
ABASTANTE, ad. (Ant.) V. Bastante,

ABASTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Abastecer and Bastar.

ABASTECEDOR, RA, s. A caterer, purveyor or

provider. [vey-
ABASTECER, va. To provide necessaries, to pur-
ABASTECIMIENTO, sm. 1. The office of a pur-

veyor. 2. Provisions.

ABASTIONAR, va. To construct bastions, to fur-

nish with bastions.

AB^STO, sm. I. The supply of a town with pro-
visions. 2. (Met.) Any thing abundant. 3,

Small embroideries.

ABATANAR, va. To beat or full cloth.

ABATE, sm. (An Italian term.) An abb6 wear-

ing a short cloak.

AB^TE, interj. Take care ! Stand out ofthe way
ABATIDAMENTE, ad. meanly, basely.
ABATIDO, DA, a. mean, base.

ABATIMIENTO, sm. 1. Overthrow, destruction. 2.

Discouragement, lowness of spirits. 3. Hum-
ble, obscure condition. Matimitnto del rum-
ba, (Naut.) The leeway of a ship.

ABATfR, va. 1. To throw down, to overthrow.
2. To humble, to debase. vn. To descend, to

stoop. vr. 1. To be disheartened. 2. (Naut.)
To have leeway.

ABAXADOR, sm. 1. Stable-boy in mines. 2. An
abater, he that takes down.

ABAXAMJENTO, sm. Dejection, humbling.
ABAX^R, vn. (Ant.) V. Baxar.

ABAXO, ad. Under, underneath, below. Venirse

abaxo, To fall, to tumble.

ABCION, sf. (Ant.) V. Mcion.
ABDICACION. sf. Abdication.

ABDICAR, va. 1. To abdicate. 2. To revoke, to

annul. [ently.
AUDIO ATIVAMENTE, ad. Exclusively, independ-
ABDICATJVO, VA, a. Exclusive, independent.
ABDOMEN, sm. Abdomen.
ABECE, sm. The alphabet ;

the letters or ele-

ments of speech.
ABECEDX.RIO, sm. 1. A spelling book. 2. A table

of contents.

ABEDUL, sm. The common birch-tree.

ABEJA, sf. A bee. M6ja madstra guia 6 madre,
The queen or queen-bee. Abtja machiega,
Breeding-bee.

ABEJ^R, sm. A bee-hive. V. Colmenar.
ABEJ^R, a. Uva abejar, A grape of which bees

are very fond.

ABEJARROK 6 ABEJORRO, sm. A horse-fly.
ABEJARUCO 6 ABEJERUCO, sm. 1. The bee-

eater, a bird. Merops apiaster L. 2. (Met.)
A mean, despicable fellow.

ABE jERA, sf. Balm-mint, or bee-worth. Meliasa
officinalis L.

ABEJERO, sm. 1. A keeper of bee hives. 2. V.

Mejaruco.
ABEJICA, I.LA, TA, 6 ABEJIJELA, sf. A little bee.

ABEJON, sm. 1. A bee which makes no honey ,

a drone. 2. A rustic play of buzzing in and

striking the ear. [drone.

ABEJONCILLO, sm. A small wild bee, a small

ABELCACADO, DA, a. Mean spirited ; accustom-
ed to act with meanness.

ABEM.ACARSE, vr. To be mean; to degrade
one's self.

AsELLAr, sm. V. Colmenar.
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ABEMOLAR, va. 1. (Mue.) To compose inft-nat.

2. To soften, to quiet.

ABENtiz, sm. Eben tree, the tree which yields

ebony wood.
ABESOLA 6 ABESXJLA, sf. (Ant.) Eye-lash.

ABEKENGEN^DO, DA, a. Having the colour of

the
egg-plant

or mad-apple, lilac.

ABEUNUNCIO, interj. Far be it from me.

ABEROZERA, sf. The strawberry-tree. Arbutus
unedo L.

ABER.KUG.4no. DA, . Full of warts.

ABERTERO, RA, a. V. Jlbrid&ro.

ABERTI}RA, sf. 1. The act of opening ; begin-

ning, commencement. 2. An opening, chink.

3. Openness of mind ; plain dealing. 4. A
leak. 5. (Mus.) Overture.

ABETERXO (6 ab eterno, Lat.) From all eternity.

ABETE, sm. 1. Hook for holding cloth. 2. V.

Abdto.

ABETO, sm. The silver-tree; the yew-leaved
fir. Pinus picca L.

ABETUN.DO, DA, a. Resembling bitumen.

ABEURREA, sf. Mark used to designate proper-

ty iu land.

ABEZANA, sf. Several yokes of oxen ploughing

together.
ABEZ.X.R, va. V.Jlvezar.

ABEzdif, sm. Dill. Anetum graveolens L.

ABIERTAMENTE, ad. Frankly, openly.
ABIERTO, TA, a. I. Open, free, clear. 2. Sincere,

candid.

ABIGAKRADO, DA, a. Variegated.
ABIGARRA\R, va. To cloud or paint with a di-

versity of colours, without order or union.

ABIGF.ATO, sm. (For.) Theft of cattle.

ABIGEO, sm. A thief or stealer of cattle.

ABIGOTA^DO, DA, a. A person wearing long whis-
kers.

ABIHARES, 5m. 1. Narcissus or daffodil. 2. A
precious stone of the colour of the daffodil.

AEINICIO, (6ab initio, Lat.) From the beginning.
ABINTKSTATO, a. (Lat.) Intestate. sm. Process

of a judwe in cases of no will. [L.

ABIOSA, sf. The buffalo snake. Boa constrictor

ABISMAI.ES, s. Clasp nails.

ABISMAR, va. To depress, to humble, to destroy.

ABISMO, sm. 1. Abyss. 2. That which is im-

mense, or incomprehensible. 3. Hell.

ABISPON, sm. A hornet. [bits.

AEITADURA, sf. A turn of the cable around the

ABITA^UE, sm. A rafter or joist, the fourth part
, of a girder.

ABIT^R, va. Mitar el cable, To bite the cable.

ABITAS, sm. pi. Bits. Mitas del Molinete, Car-
rick-bits.

A'BITO, sm. Habit, dress. V. Habito.

ABIT^ES, sm. pi. Top-sail sheet, bits.

ABIZCOCH!DO, DA, a. In the form of a biscuit
;

biscuit-like.

ABJURACION, sf. Abjuration.
ABJUR^R, va. To abjure, to recant upon oath.

ABLANDA\R, va. 1. To soften. 2. To loosen. 3.

To assuage, to mitigate. vn. To grow mild
or temperate : applied to the weather.

ABLAVDATIVO, VA, a. Of a softening quality.
ABLANO, sm. The hazel-tree.

ABLATIVO, sm. Ablative ; the sixth case of La-
tin nouns.

ABLCLIO.V, sf. 1. Ablution. 2. The water with

which Roman Catholic priests purify the
chalice at mass.

ABNEGACION, sf. Abnegation, self-denial.

NEGAX va. To renounce, to deny one's self

any thing.
ABOBADO, DA, a. Stultified, simple, silly.

ABOBAMIENTO, sm. Stupefaction, stupidity.
ABOB^R, va. 1. To stupify. 2. V. Embobar.

vr. To grow stupid.

ABOC^DO, a. Mild, agreeable ; applied to wine.

ABOCAMIENTO, sm. A meeting, an interview.

ABoc.4R,a. 1. To take or catch with the mouth.
2. Mocar la artilleria, to bring the guns to

bear. 3. Mocar un estrtcho, To enter the

mouth of a channel or strait. vr. To meet

by agreement, in order to treat upon, or set-

tle an affair.

ABOCARD!DO, DA, a. Wide-mouthed, like the
wide end of a trumpet.

ABOCHORNJ(.R, va. 1. To swelter, to overheat. 2
To provoke by abusive language.
BOCINADO, a. Bent ; applied to an elliptic arch,
the two faces of which are nearly the same.

ABOCIN^R, vn. (Vulg.) To fall upon the face.

ABOFETEADOR, RA, s. Buffeter
,
one who insults.

ABOFETE^R, va. 1. To slap one's face. 2. To
insult. [cate.

ABOGAC!A, sf. Profession of a lawyer or advo-

ABOGADEAR, vn. To play the advocate ;
used

in contempt.
ABOG^DO, sm. A lawyer ;

an advocate.

ABOG^DO, DA, s. A mediator ; a mediatrix, law-

yer's wife.

ABOGADOR, sm. V. Munidor.

ABOG!R, vn. I. To follow the profession of a

lawyer, to plead. 2. To intercede in behalf

of another.

ABOHET!DO, DA, a. Inflated, swollen.

ABOLENGO, sm. 1. Ancestry. 2. Inheritance

coming from ancestors. [ness.

ABOLEN/A, sf. (Ant.) Baseness, meanness, low-

ABOLICION, sf. Abolition.

ABOLIR, va. To abolish, to annul, to revoke.

ABOLLADO, a. y s. V. Meckugado.
ABOLLADRA, sf. 1. Inequality, indent. 2. Em-

bossed work, relievo.

ABOI.LAJR, va. 1. To emboss. 2. To annoy with

an unpleasant discourse. 3. To stun and con-

found, [the vine.

ABOLLON, sm. A bud or germ, in particular of

ABOLLON!R, va. To emboss. vn. To bud ; ap-

plied in particular to the vine.

ABOLO, LA, 5. (Ant.) V. Muelo.

ABOLORIO, sm. V. MoUngo.
ABOLSADO, DA, a. Puckered

;
folded in the form

of a purse.
ABOMINABLE, a. Detestable, abominable.

ABOMINABLEMENTE, ad. Detestably.
ABOMINACION, sf. Abomination, detestation.

ABOMINAR, va. To detest, to abhor.

ABONADO, DA, a. 1. Creditable, rich. 2. Fit, and

disposed for any thing ; commonly under-

stood in an ill sense. Testigo abonado, An
irrefragable witness.

ABONADOR, ORA, s. A person who is bail or

surety for another.

ABONAMIENTO, sm. V. Mono. [weather.

ABONANZX.R, vn. To clear up, applied to the

ABON^R, va. 1. To bail, to insure. 2. To improve,
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or meliorate. 3. To make good an assertion.

4. To manure lands. 5. To give one credit.

m. To subscribe to any work, to pay in ad-

vance for any thing. vn. V. Monanzar.

ABONADORSW. He who is surety for another.

ABONDX.NCIA, sf. V. Mundancia.

ABOND^R, vn. (Ant.) To be sufficient or enough.

ABONO, sm. 1. Security given for a person, or

the performance of a contract. 2. Dung, ma-

nure. 3. A receipt in full or part.

ABORDADOR, sm. 1. He that boards, one that

approaches. 2. An intruder, who accosts a

person with an air of impudence. [ship.
ABORDAGE. sm. (Naut.) The act of boarding a

ABORDAR, va. 1. To board a ship. 2. To run foul

of a ship. 3. To put into a port.

A'BORDO, ad. On board.

ABORDO, sm. (Met.) Address, attack, shock or

force in execution.

ABORDONAR, vn. To walk, supported by a staff.

ABORRACHA\DO, DA, a. 1. High coloured. 2. In-

flamed, fiery.

ABORRASCAR, va. To raise tempests.
ABORRECEDOR, RA, s. A detester, a disliker.

ABORRECER, va. 1. To hate, to abhor. 2. To re-

linquish, to desert ; in the last sense it is

chiefly applied to birds, which desert their

eggs or young ones. 3. To adventure or spend
ABORRECIBLE, a. Hateful, detestable, [money.
ABORRECIBI.KMENTE, ad. Hatefully, detestably.
ABORRECIMIENTO, sm. Abhorrence, detestation,

dislike. [cer.

ABORRESCER, ABORRER, va. (Ant.) V. Morre-
ABORSO, sm. (Ant.) V. Morto.
ABORTAMIENTO, sm. Abortion.

ABOUTA\R, va. To miscarry. [abortion
ABORTIVO, VA, a. I. Abortive. 2. Producing
ABORTO, sm. 1. A miscarriage. 2. A monster.

ABORTON, sm. 1. The abortion of a quadruped
2. The skin of a lamb born before its time.

ABORUJX.RSE, vr. To be muffled or wrapped up
ABOTAGARSE, vr. To be swollen, to be inflated

ABOTINADO, DA, a. Made in the form of half-

gaiters, closing at the
instep.

ABOTONADOR, sm. An iron instrument used for

buttoning gaiters or spatterdashes.
ABOTONAR, va. To button, to fasten with but-

tons. vn. 1. To bud, to germinate. 2. To
form a button

; applied to eggs boiled with
the white obtruding.

ABOVEDADO, DA, a. Arched, vaulted.

ABOVEDAR, va. To arch, to vault, to shape as a
vault.

ABOYADO, DA, a. A term applied to a farm rent-
ed, with the necessary stock of oxen for

ploughing the ground.
ABOYAR, va. (Naut.) To lay down buoys.
A'BRA, .-?/.

1 . A bay ;
a cove or creek. 2. A dale

or valley. 3. A fissure or crack in mountains
ABRACIJO, sm. An embrace, a hug.
ABRAHONAR, va. (Vulg.) To hold one fast by

the garment.
ABRASADAMENTE, ad. Ardently, eagerly.
VBRASADOR, RA, 5. 1. One who burns or con-
sumes. 2. One who inflames by the heat of
passion.

ABRASAMIENTO, sm. I. The act of burning. 2
The state c r inflammation. 3. The excessive
heat of passion.
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ABRASAR, va. 1. To burn, to reduce to ashes j to

parch the ground. 2. To dissipate, to squan-
der. 3. To provoke. vr. To be agitated by
any violent passion. Mrasarse vivo, To be in-

flamed with passion ; to feel extremely hot.

Mrasarse las paxarillas, To be burning hot.

ABRASILADO,DA, a. Ofthe colour ofBrazil wood.
ABRAZADERA, sf. 1. A ring put around a thing

to prevent its cracking. 2. A cleat. 3. A piece
of timber which fastens the plough-tail to the

plough.
ABKAZADOR, RA, s. 1. One that embraces.

(Cant.) A thief-taker. 2. A hook which serves
to keep up the pole of a draw-well. 3. (Ant.)
One who seduces others into gambling-

ABRAZAMIENTO, sm. Embracing. [houses.
ABRAZA^R, va. 1. To embrace, to hug, to caress.

2. To surround, to encircle. 3. ,To embrace
the opinion of another. 4. To take to one'a

charge. 5. To comprise, to contain.

ABRA\ZO, sm. A hug, an embrace.

A'BREGO, sm. A south-west wind.

ABRENUNCIO, int. (Lat.) A word used to show
our detestation of something.

ABREVADERO, sm. A watering-place for cattle.

ABREVA^DO, a. Softened in water ; applied to
skins. [2. Watering-place.

ABREVADOR,5W. 1. He who waters cattle or land.

ABREVAR, va. To water cattle or lands.

ABREVIACION, sf. Abbreviation. V. Compendia.
ABRE viADOR,RA, s. 1. An abridger, who abridges

or contracts writings. 2. A breviator
; an offi-

cer employed in expediting the Pope's bulls.

ABREVIAR, va. To abridge, to contract.

REViATtjRA, sf. Abbreviation. En abreviatu-

ra, Briefly, expeditiously.
ABREVIATURIA, sf. Office of a breviator.

ABRIBONA\RSE, vr. To act the scoundrel ; to

stroll about, to rove idly.

ABRIDERO, sm. A sort of peach, which, when
ripe, opens easily, and drops the stone.

ABRIDERO, RA,. Of an aperitive nature ; easi-

ly opened.
ABRIDOR, sm. 1. (Bot.) A species of the peach-

tree. 2. One who opens, tfbridora, she who
opens. Mridor de Idminas, An engraver. 3.

Iron used for opening ruffs or plaits.

ABRIGADA, sm. Sheltered
place.

ABRIGA^NO, sm. A shelter for cattle.

ABRIG^R, va. To shelter, to protect ; to pa-
tronise. Mrigucse vm. con ello, (Fam.) De-
fend or protect yourself with it.

ABRIGO, sm. Shelter, protection ; aid, support.
ABR! L, sm. April ;

the fourth month ofthe year.
Estar hecho un abril, 6 parecer un abril, To
be gay, florid, handsome. [shine.

ABRILLANTAR, vn. To sparkle like diamonds, to

ABRIMIENTO, sm. I. The act of opening. 2. An
opening.

ABRIR, va. 1. To open ;
to unlock. 2. To re-

move obstacles. 3. To engrave. 4. To expand
as flowers

;
to distend. Mrir a chasco, To

jest, to mock. Mrir el dia, To dawn. Mrir
el ojo, To be alert or watchful. Mrir la

mano, to accept bribes or gifts ; to-be gene-
rous. Mrir los ojos a uno, To 'undeceive, to

disabuse. vr. l.Tobe open, to tear, applied
to clothes. 2. To extend itself. 3. (Met.) To
communicate, to disclose a secret.
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ABRocHADdn, sm. An instrument used by tai-

lors to button on clothes.

ABROCHADURA 6 ABROCHAMIENTO, s. The act

of lacing or buttoning on.

ABROCHAR, va. To button on, to fasten with

hooks and eyes, to clasp or button on.

ABROGACION, sf. Abrogation ;
the act of re-

pealing a law. [void.

ABROGAR, va. To abrogate, to annul, to make

ABROJO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Caltrops. Tribulus ter-

restris L. 2. (Mil.) A caltrop ;
a crowfoot. 3.

Caltrop fixed on a whip and used by the fla-

gellants to flog the shoulders. pi. Hidden
rocks in the sea. [Worm-eaten.

ABROMADQ, DA, a. 1. Dark, hazy, foggy. 2.

ABROM.ARSE, vr. To be worm-eaten.

BRoquELARSE, vr. 1. To cover one's selfwith

a shield or buckler. 2. To use means of de-

fence in support of one's character or opinion.
ABROTANO, sm. (Bot.) Southernwood. Artemi-

sia abrotanum L.

ABROTONAR, vn. (Naut.) To scucfa-hull.

ABRUMADOR, RA, s. A teazer
;
an oppressor.

BRUMAR, va. 1. To crush, to overwhelm. 2.

To cause great pains or trouble.

BRUTADO, DA, . Brutish, ungovernable in

manners and habits.

ABSESCIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Auscncia.

ABSCESO, sm. An abscess.

BSCONDER, va. (Ant.) V. Esconder.
Assf rmo, sm. (Ant.) V. Axenjo.
ABSOLUCIOX, sf. The act of pardoning or for-

giving ;
absolution.

ABSOLUTA, sf. Dogma, universal proposition.

ABSOLUTAMENTE, ad. Absolutely ;
without li-

mits or restrictions.

ABSOI.UTO, TA, a. 1. Absolute, independent. 2.

Unconditional
; without restriction. 3. Im-

perious, domineering.
BsoLurdRio, sm. An absolutory sentence.

BSOLVEDERAS, s. The facility ofgiving absolu-

BSOLVEDOR, sm. He that absolves. [tion.

BSOLVER, va. 1. To absolve. 2. To acquit. 3.

(Ant.) to fulfil.

BSORTAR, va. To strike with amazement, to

suspend the mind with wonder and admiration.

BSORTO, TA, a. Amazed, absorbed in thought.
BSORVEXCIA, sf. The act of absorbing.
BSORVEH, va. 1. To absorb, to imbibe. V. Em-
papar. 2. To hurry along by the violence of

BSTEMIO, MIA, a. Abstemious. [passion.

BSTENERSE, vr. To abstain, to forbear.

ABSTERGENTE 6 ABSTERSIVO, VA, a. Abster-

gent, abstersive.

ABSTERGER, vc. To cleanse
;
to dispel some pu-

rulent matter.

ABSTERSIOK, sf. Abstersion.

ABSTINENCIA, sf. Forbearance, abstinence
;
the

act of refraining from certain enjoyments.
Dia de abatinencia, A day of abstinence or

ABSTINENTE, a. Abstinent. [fasting.
ABSTINENTEME\NTE, ad. Abstemiously.
ABSTRACCION, sf. 1. Abstraction, the act of ab-

stracting, and state ofbeing abstracted. 2. Re-
tirement from all intercourse with the world.

ABSTRACTIVAMENTE, ad. Abstractively, sepa-

rately.

ABSTRACTIVO, VA, a. Abstractive, having the

power or quality of abstracting.

ABSTRACTO, TA, a. Abstracted ; abstract.

ABSTRAER, va. 1. To abstract or form ideas of
some general quality simply in itself, without

regard to any other particular attribute. 2.

To pass over in silence. 3. To refrain from.
4. To differ in opinion. vr. To withdraw the
intellect from material or sensible objects, in

order to employ it in the contemplation of
those ofthe mind. [rated.

ABSTRAIDO, DA, a. Abstracted
; retired, sepa-

ABSTRUSO, SA, a. Abstruse, difficult.

ABSUELTO, T\,pp. irreg. Absolved ; free.

ABSURDIDAD, ABSURDO, s. Absurdity ; an ac-

tion or expression contrary to the dictates of

reason. [dad.
ABTORIDAD Y ABTORIDAT,*/*. (Ant.) \.Autori-

ABTVAL, a. (Ant.) V. Actual.

ABUBILLA, sf. (Orn.) Hoop or hoopoop. Upupa
epops L.

ABUCHORNARSE, vr. To be muffled or wrapt up.

ABUELA, LO, s. Grandmother, grandfather, an-

cestor.

ABUHADO Y ABUHETADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Pale,
discoloured and swollen.

ABULENSE, a. Native or belonging to Avila.

ABULTADO, DA, a. 1. Increased. 2. Bulky, large.

ABULTAR, va. To increase, to enlarge. vn. To
be bulky or large.

ABUNDANCIA, sf. Abundance, plenty.
ABUNDANTE, a. Abundant, plentiful.

ABUNDANTEMENTE,rf. Abundantly, plentifully.

ABUNDAR, vn. To abound, to have
plenty.

ABUNUELAR, va. To make something in the

shape of a fritter.

ABURAR, va. To burn.

ABURELADO, DA, a. Of a greyish colour.

ABURRIMIENTO, sm. Uneasiness of mind ; de-

spondency, dejection.

ABURRIR, va. 1. To vex, to perplex. T$> ven-

ture, to hazard. Aburrir& mil libras esterlinas

en estaflota, I will hazard a thousand pounds
in this convoy. 2. To relinquish. V. Mortar.

ABURUJADO, DA,. 1. Pressed together. 2. Per-

plexed, entangled in difficulties.

ABURUJAR, va. To press or heap together.
ABUSAR, va. To abuse or misapply a thing, to

turn it to a bad purpose. [tion.

ABUSION, sf. 1. Abuse. 2. Divination, supersti-

ABUSIVAMENTE, ad. Abusively.
ABUSIVC, VA, a. Abusive.

ABUSO, sm. The abuse or ill use of a thing.
ABYACENCIA, sf. (Ant.) Adjacency.
ABYECTO, TA, a. (Ant.) Abject, vile.

ACA, ad. This way, this side. De qudndo acd f

Since when ? Acd no sc estila, That's not the

custom here. Ven ac, Come along. J}cd

y alia, Here and there. Acd, Hey, used in

calling.

ACABABLE, a. What may be finished.

ACABADAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) 1. Perfectly. 2.

(Iron.) Imperfectly, badly.
ACABADO, DA, a. I. Perfect, consummate. 2.

(Iron.) Old, ill dressed, dejected. Es acaba-

da cosa, Low, mean thing.

ACABADOR, RA, s. Finisher, completer.
ACABAI.AR, va. To complete, to finish.

ACABALLADERO, sm. The time and place when
horses cover mares, [mare. 2. Having a bubo.

ACABALLADO, DA, a. 1. Covered ; applied to a,
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ACABALLA"R, va. To cover a mare.

AcABAtLERADO, DA, a. Gentlemanlike.

ACABALLERA'R, va. 1. To render genteel. 2. To
act or behave as a gentleman.

ACABAMIENTO, sm. End, completion ; death.

ACABA"R, va. 1. To finish, to conclude. Acaba

ya, Determine, resolve. 2. To harass. 3. To
obtain. mi. I. To terminate in any thing, as

a sword, which ends in a point. 2. To die
;

to extinguish. vr. To grow weak or feeble.

Es cosa, de nunca acabarse, It is an endless

affair. Jicaba de llegar, He is just arrived.

ACABDILLADAMENTE, ad. (Mil.) Orderly.

ACABDILLADOR, sm. (Ant.) Commander, gene-
ral, [lour.

ACABELL!DO, DA, a. Of a bright chesnut co-

ACABESTRILLA^R, vn. To fowl with a stalking-
horse or ox, that approaches the game, and
shelters the fowler, [an end of the matter.

ACABOSITO, ad. (Joe.) That's enough ;
there is

Ac A i; RONADO, DA, a. Bold, unembarrassed.

ACACHARSE, m. To stoop down, to crouch.

ACACHETEA^R, va. To tap, to pat, to strike.

AcAciA, sf. 1. A shrub of the thorn kind. 2.

The inspissated juice of acacia.

ACADEMIA, sf. 1. Academy, university, literary

society. 2. A naked figure designed from
nature.

ACADEMICO, sm. An academician, a member of
an academy.

ACADEMICO, CA, a. Belonging to an university
or literary society, academic or academical.

ACAKCKDERO, RA, a. Incidental.

ACAECER, en. def. To happen, to come to pass.

ACAECIMIENTO, sm. Event, incident.

ACA"L, sm. A canoe.
A i \ i i.AH, va. 1. To quiet, to still, to silence-. 2.

To mitigate, to soften, to assuage.
ACALONAR, va. (Ant.) To accuse, to calumniate.

ACALORAMIENTO, sm. Ardour, heat
; agitation.

ACALORAR, va. 1. To give heat, to warm. 2. To
inflame, to overheat. 3. To urge on. 4. To
forward, to promote. or. To grow warm in

debate.

ACALUMNIAR, va. (Ant.) V. Calumniar.

ACAMADO, DA, a. Laid flat. Miescs acamadas,
Corn laid by heavy rains or storms.

ACAMBRAYADO, DA, a. Linens or muslins which
have the appearance of cambrick.

ACAMF.LLADO, DA, . Camel-like ; any thing
which bears a resemblance to the camel.

AcAMPAMENTo,sm. (Mil.) Encampment, camp.
ACAAIPAR, va. To encamp.
AcAiwpo, sm. Portion of common given to gra-

ziers or herds for pasture.

AOAMUZADO, DA, a. Shamois-coloured. V. Aga-
muzado.

ACA"NA, sf. A hard reddish wood, which grows
in the island of Cuba.

Ac VN v!.Ano,DA,a.l. What passes throughanar-
row passage or channel. 2. Striated, fluted.

AcANALADoSjSm.p/. The ridge ofa horse's back.

VDOR, sm. An instrument used to cut

grooves in timber.

ACANALAR, va. 1. To make a canal or channel.
2. To flute, to groove.

ACANDILADO, DA, a. Sombrero acandilado, A
hat cocked with sharp points, such as is worn
in several poor-houses in Spain.
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ACANELADO, DA, a. Of a cinnamon-colour.

ACANELAR, va. V. Acanolar.

ACANGRENARSE, vr. To become gangrenous ;

to mortify.

ACANILLADO, DA, o. Applied to any sort of

cloth, which forms furrows from the uneven-
ness of its threads.

ACANTALEAR, va. (Vulg.) To hail large hail-

stones, [four gallon vessels.

ACANTARAR, va. To measure by cantaras, or

ACANTILADO, DA, a. Costa acantilada, A clear

coast, free from rocks and shoals.

ACANTO, sm. (Bot.) 1. Prickly thistle ; brank
ursin. 2. (Arq.) Acanthus leaf.

ACANTONAMIENTO, sm. Cantonment.

ACANTONAR, va. To send troops into canton-
ments, [with sharp-pointed canes.

AcANAVEREAR,a. To prick andwound the flesh

ACANONEAR, va. To cannonade.

ACAPARRARSE, vr. To take refuge under an-
other's clo%k.

ACAPARROSADO, DA, a. Of a copperas colour ;

of a colour between blue and green. [hair.

ACAPIZARSE, vr. (Vulg.) To seize or pull the

ACAPONADO, DA, . Capon-like ; that which re-

sembles a capon or eunuch.

ACARAR, va. To compare, to confront.

ACARDENAL!R, va. To pinch, to make livid, to
beat black and blue. vr. To be covered with
livid spots.

ACAREAMIENTO, sm. Comparing, confronting.
ACAREA^R, va. (Ant.) V. Carcar. [and caresses.

ACARICJADOR, RA, s. A fondler
; one who fondles

ACARICIX.R, va. To fondle, to caress, to cherish.

ACARON, ad. (Gal.) Together, near. V. Junto.

ACARR.ARSE, vr. To shelter one's selffrom the
heat of the sun

; applied to sheep.
ACARREADOR, RA, s. A carrier.

ACARREADURA Y Ac ARREAMiENTO, *. Carriage,
the act of carrying.

Ac ARREAR, va. 1. To carry or convey something
in a cart, or other carriage. 2. (Met.) To oc-

casion, to cause.

AcARREO,sm. Carriage, the act ofcarrying. Co-
sas de acarrco, Goods or efiects^conveyed by
land-carriage for another person's account.

ACAKRETO, sm. Hilo de acarreto, Pack-thread.
V. Acarrio.

AcAso,sm. Chance, casualty, unforeseen event.

ACASO, ad. By chance, by accident. Acaso ?

How ? How now ? [ship.

ACASTILLAGE,SW. (Naut.) The upper works of a

ACASTORADO, DA, . Beavered ; applied to what
resembles the texture of beaver.

ACAT.ABLE, a. (Ant.) Venerable.

ACATAMIENTO, sm. 1. Esteem, veneration, re-

spect. 2. Acknowledgment. 3. Presence, view.

ACATAR, va. 1. To respect, to revere. 2. To ac-

knowledge. 3. To inspect.

ACATARRARSE, vr. To catch cold.

ACATARSE, vr. (Ant.) To be afraid, to dread.

A'CATES, sm. V. A'gata.
'

ACAUDALADO, DA, a. Rich, wealthy, opulent.

ACACDALAR, va. 1. To hoard up riches. 2. To
acquire a name or reputation. [troops.

ACAUDILLADOR, sm. Chief, or commander of

AcAunir.r.AR, va. To head or command troops.

ACCEDENTE, j. Acceding ; he who accedes, in

state treaties.
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ACCEDER, vn.To accede or become accessory to

a treaty or agreement concluded by others.

ACCENSO. SA, pp. ir. (Ant.) Kindled, inflamed.

ACCESIBLE,'. 1. Accessible. 2. Attainable. 3.

Of easy access.

ACCESION, sf. 1. Accession ;
the act of acced-

ing. 2. Access or paroxysm of a fever.

ACCESO,S?. 1. Access. 2. Carnal communication.
3. A mode of acquiring property, accession.

ACCESORIAS, sf. pi. Outbuildings, such as

coach-houses, stables, &c.

AccESORiAMEMK, tni . Accessorily.

ACCESORIO, RIA, a. Accessory, additional. Obras

accesorias, (Fort.) The outworks ofa fortress.

ACCIDENTADO, DA, a. Affected with fits, or who
labours habitually under them.

ACCIDENTAL, a. Accidental, casual, contingent.
ACCIDENTAI.MENTE YACCIDENTARIAMENTE,^.

Accidentally, casually.

ACCIDENTARSE, vr. To be seized with a fit, or

suddenly affected with a disease.

AcciDENTA/o,s7. (Aum.) A severe fit ofillness.

ACCIDKNTE, sm. 1. An accidental, not essential,

quality of a thing. 2. An unforeseen event. 3.

A sudden fit of illness.

ACCION, sf. 1. Action, operation. Accion de

gracias, Act of thanking, thanksgiving. 2.

Faculty of doing something. 3. Lawsuit. 4.

Gesticulation. 5. Engagement. 6. Subject of
an epic or dramatic poem. 7. (Pint.) Position,

posture. 8. (Comer.) Stock, capital in a com-

pany or undertaking ; fund, share.

LCCIONAR, vn. To accompany a discourse with
various motions of the body ;

to gesticulate.
LCCIONISTA, sm. A stock-holder, a share-holder
in a company's stock.

^CEBADAMIENTO, sm. A disease contracted by
beasts in drinking water after being surfeited
with barley.

CEBADAR, va. V. Encebadar.

ACEBEDO, sm. A plantation of holly-trees.

\CEBO, sm. (Bot.) Holly-tree. Ilex aquifolium L.

LcEBucHAL,s?/i.A plantation ofwild olive-trees.

LCEBUCHAL, a. Belonging to wild olives.

LCEBUCHE, sm. (Bot.) The wild olive-tree.

Olea sylvestris L.

LCEBUCHENO, NA, .. Belonging to the wild olive.

LCEBUCIIINA, sf. Fruit of the wild olive-tree.

LCECHADOR, RA, s. 1. A thief lying in ambush.
2. An intruder who pries into other people's
affairs.

LCECHAR, va. 1. To way-lay, to lie in ambush.
2. To pry into other people's affairs.

AccHE,m. Ablack earth, ofwhich ink is made.
ACECHO, sm. The act of way-laying, or laying

in ambush. [bush.
At. ACECHO 6 EN ACECHO, ad. In wait, in am-
ACECHON, NA, s. (Joe.) V. AccchaiUr. Hac6r la

aceckona, To scrutinize, to inquire with care,
to be inquisitive.

ACECINER, va. To salt meat, and dry it in the air
or smoke. vr. To grow old, dry, and wither-

ACEDAMENTE, ad. Sourly, bitterly. [ed.
ACEUAR, va. 1. To sour, to make sour. 2. To

displease, to disquiet.
ACEDKRA, sf. (Bot.) Sorrel. Rumex acetosa L.
Acedera de Indias, (Bot.) Indian sorrel.

AcEDERfLLA, sf. (Bot.) Wood-sorrel. Rumex
acetosilla L.

, sf. 1. Acidity. 2. Squeamishness. 3.

Asperity of address. 4. (Ictiol.) A flounder.

Pleuronectes flesus Block.

ACEDO,D A, a. 1. Acid, sour. 2. Harsh, unpleasant.

ACEDURA, sf. V. Acedia.

Ac EFALO, LA, a. Headless ; applied to a sect or

society which wants a head.

ACELERACION, sf. 1. Acceleration. 2. (Astr.) In

regard to the fixed stars, the difference be-

tween the primum mobile and the solar re-

volution.

ACELERADAMENTE, ad. Speedily, swiftly.

ACKLERAMIENTO, sm. V. Acelcruciun.

ACKLERAR, va. To accelerate, to perform any
thing with expedition.

ACELGA, sf. (Bot.) Beet. Beta vulgaris L. Caru,

de. acelfra amarga, A nick-name given to a

pale-faced person.
ACEMIA. sf. 1. A mule, a beast of burthen. 2.

(Ar.) Tax paid for mules. [teers.

ACEMILAR, a. Belonging to mules and mule-
Ac EMILERIA, sf. 1. The stable or place where
mules are kept. 2. Royal stable for mules.

ACEMILERO, sm. A muleteer, who conducts and
takes care of mules.

ACEMILERO, RA, a. Belonging to mules, in par-
ticular to the king's mules.

ACEMITA, sf. Bread made of fine bran.

ACEMITE, sm. 1. Pollen, fine bran. 2. (Ant.) Su-

perfine flour. 3. Grits. 4. (And.) Potage
made of parched half ground wheat.

ACENDER o ACCENDER, va. 1 . To kindle, to set

on fire. 2. To inflame, to incite. 3. To foment

disturbances, to sow discord.

ACENDRADO, DA, a. 1. Purified. 2. Refined, im-
maculate.

ACKNDRAR, va. 1. To purify or refine metals.

2. To free from stain or blemish.

ACENSUADOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Ccnsualista.

ACENSUAR, va. To farm or lease out for a cer-

tain rent.

ACENTO, sm. 1. Accent, a modulation of the

voice. 2. Accent, a character placed over a

syllable, to mark the modulation of the voice.

3. (Poet.) Voice, word, verse.

ACENTCACION, sf. Accentuation.

ACENTUAR, va. To accentuate, to pronounce
the words with the proper accent.

ACENA, sf. A water-mill. [mill.

ACENERO, sm. The tenant or keeper of a water-

ACEPAR, vn. To take root.

ACEPCION, sf. Acceptation or meaning in which
a word is taken. Acepci6n de pcrsdnas, A
partiality shown to one person in preference
to another, without regard to merit.

ACEPILLADURA, sf. 1. The act of planing or

smoothing with a plane. 2. The shavings of
timber cut off with a plane.

ACEPILLAR, va. 1. To plane. 2. To clean clothes
with a brush. 3. To polish the manners.

ACEPTABLE, a. Acceptable, worthy of accept-
ACEPTABLEMENT

TE, ad. Acceptably. [ance.

ACEPTACION, sf. 1. Acceptation. 2. Approba-
tion. 3. Acceptance of a bill of exchange.
Aceptaciun de hcrencia. Acceptance of an in-

heritance. Jlccptacinn de pcrsonas, V. Jlcep-

ACEPTADOR, RA, s. Accepter. [ciott.

ACEPTANTK, JM. He who accepts.
ACEPTAR, va. To accept, to admit what is given
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or offered. Aceptar pers6nas, To favour some

persons in preference to others. Aceptar una

fetra, To accept a bill. vr. To be pleased oj

gratified.

ACEPTO, TA, a. Acceptable, agreeable.

ACEQUIA. sf. A canal, channel, trench or drain,
for watering lands or othe

ACEQUIADO, DA, a. Intersected 'by canals or

ACEQUIADOR, sm. Canal-maker. [channels
ACEQUIAR, TO,. To make canals or drains.

A( juj.1 JKRO, sm.A person appointed to make and

preserve canals or channels, a dyke-reeve.
A'CER, sm. (Bot.) Maple-tree.
ACERA, sf. 1. A foot-path on the side of a street

or road. 2. The front stones which form the
face of a wall.

ACERADO, DA, a. 1. Steeled, made of steel. 2.

Strong.
ACERAR, va. 1. To steel, to point or edge with

steel. 2. To impregnate liquors with steel. 3.

To strengthen.
AcERHAMEXTE, ad. Harshly, rudelv.

Acr.Rr,iDAi>,s/. 1. Acerbity, asperity. 2. Rigour,
cruelty.

ACERBO, BA, a. 1. Acerb
; rough to the taste,

such as unripe fruit. 2. Severe, cruel.

ACERCA, prep. About, relating to. Accrca de Jo

mie hemos hablado, In regard to what we
have said.

ACERCAMIKNTO, sm. (Ant.) Approaching, ap-
proximating.

vxo, NA. a. V. Cercano.
A' CKRCEN, ad. V. Cercen.

ACKUCAR, va. To approach, to place a person
or thing close to another.

ACERI'CO Y ACERILI.O, sm. 1. A pin-cushion, 2.

A small pillow put on the bolster of a bed.

ACERIXO, NA, a. Made of steel, or belonging to
steel.

ACEKXADAX xa. To cover with ashes.

ACERO, sm. 1. Steel. Accra colado, Cast steel.

2. Edged or pointed small arms, especially all

kinds ofswords. pi. Espada de buenos accros,
A sword of well tempered steel. Comer con
buenos accros, To eat with a keen appetite.
Aciros, (Met.) Spirit, courage.

ACERO i. A, sf. The fruit of the parsley-leaved
hawthorn or azarole.

ACEROLO, sm. (Bot.) The parsley-leaved haw-
thorn. Cratsegus azarolus L.

ACERKAR, va. (Cant.) To seize, to grasp.
ACERRIMAMEXTE, ad. Strenuously.
ACKRIUMO, MA, a. sup. Most strenuous, very

vigorous and strong. [sonably.
-.n \MKXTE. ad. Opportunely, fitly, sea-

no, DA, a. Fit, proper. Su conductafue
<la, He conducted himself with propri-

ety, [thing.
ACKUTADOR, RA, s. One who hits right upon any
ACERTAJO, sm. V. Acertijo.
ACERTAR, va. 1. To hit upon the right point,

to hit the mark. 2. To hit by chance
;
to meet

or find. 3. To conjecture right. 4. To cut
round or make the cloth even. rn. 1. To
turn out true. 2. To happen unexpectedly. 3.

To take root, as plants.
10, sm. A riddle, a puzzling question.

ACERUEI.O, sm. A sort of small pack-sj
used for riding.
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pack-saddle

ACERVAR, va. (Ant.) To heap, to accumulate.

ACERVO, sm. 1. A heap, a pile. 2. The totality
of tithes, or of an inheritance.

ACETABULO, sm. I. Acetabulum, cruet
;
a Ro-

man apothecary's measure. 2. (Anat.) The
articulation of the ischium.

ACETAR, va. V. Acept&r.
ACETOSA. sf. (Bot.) V. Acedera.

ACETOSILI.A, sf. (Bot.) Gilliflower. Oxalis ace-

tosella L.

ACETRE, sm. A small bucket, with which water
is taken out of jars or wells. 2. The holy-

water-pot used in Roman catholic churches.

ExtfrfA, .if. (Ant.) V. Aceytuna.
ACEVILAR. va. (Ant.) To debase, to vilify.

ACEYTADA, sf. (Vulg.) Oil spilled.

ACEYTAR, ra. To oil, to rub with oil.

ACEYTE. sm. 1. Oil
; any unctuous liquor drawn

from olives, almonds, nuts, fish, &c. 2. Resin
which distils from the fir-tree. Jlceyte, depalo,
Balsam copaiba. AccAjteabetinote, Oil or juice
of spruce fir.

ACEYTERA, sf. 1. An oil-jar, oil-cruet, oil-horn.

Jlceytcras, phials for oil and vinegar.
ACEYTERA^ZO, sm. A blow given with an oil-jar

or oil-flask.

ACEYTERO, RA, s. 1. An oil-man, oil-seller. 2. A
horn, or any vessel for holding oil.

ACEYTOSO, SA, a. Oily, containing oil.

CEYTI^NA, sf. Olive, the fruit of the olive-tree.

Acetunas -apatcras, Olives which stand a

long time in pickle. [olives.

ACEYTUNADA, sf. The season for gathering
ACEYTUNADO, DA, a. Of an olive colour.

EYTtJNERo, sm. A person who gathers, car-

ries, or sells olives. [L.

EY-rtfNo, sm. (Bot.) Olive-tree. Olea Europsea
A'CHA, sf. V. Hdcha.

ACHACADIZO, ZA, a. (Ant.) Feigned, fraudulent.

ACHAC^R, va. J.To impute. 2. To frame an
excuse. vr. To ascribe a thing or action to

ACHACOSAMENTE, ad. Sickly. [ons's self.

ACHACOSO, SA, a. Sickly, unhealthy ;
hectic.

ACHAFLANAR, va. To lower one end of a table,

plank, or board
;
to form a declivity.

AcHAPARRA.no, DA, . Of the size of a shrub.
Hombrc achaparrado. A short and lusty man.

ACIIAQUE, sm. 1. Habitual indisposition. 2.

Monthly courses. 3. Excuse, pretext ; secret
accusation. 4. Vice or common weakness

;
a

failing. 5. Composition with a smuggler. 6.

Subject, matter. 7. (For.) Mulct, penalty.
ACHAQUERO, 5m. He who farms the fines laid

on masters of sheep-walks by the board of

ACHAQUIENTO, TA, a. V. Achacoso. [Mesta.
ACHAQ,UILLO Y fro, stti. (dim.) A slight com-

ACHAR, va. V. Halldr. [plaint.
ACHAROLAR.TVI. To paint in imitation ofvarnish.

ACHICADO, DA, a. Diminished, lessened. V.
Aniiiado. [Skeet for baling boats.

ACHICADOR, KA, s. 1. Diminislier, reducer. 2.

ACHICADTJRA, sf. Diminution, reduction.

ACHICAR, va. 1. To diminish. 2. To bale a boat,
or drain a mine. Achicarun cabo, To shorten
a rope.

ACHICHARRAR, va. To fry meat too much; to

overheat.

/VCMICHINQUE, sm. A miner, whose business is

to drain the mines of water.
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AcHicdniA, sf. (Bot.) Succory, wild endive.

Cichorium intybus sive sylvestre L. [rit.

ACHINAR, va. To intimidate, to terrify, to dispi-

ACHINELADO, DA, a. Zapato achinelado, A shoe

made like a slipper.
ACHIOTE Y AcHOTE.sm. (Bot.) The heart-leav-

ed bixa, or anotta. Bixa orellana L.

ACHOCAR, va. 1. To throw one against the wall.

2. To break or knock asunder. 3. To hoard

money.
ACHORIZADO, DA, a. Slashed; made into sau-

ACHUCHAR y AcnucHURRAR,pa. To crush with
a blow, or with the weight of a thing.

AcHn.ADo, DA, a. Waggish, frolicsome.

A'CIA, ad. V. Hdcia.

ACIAGO, GA, a. Unfortunate, melancholy.
ACIAL Y ACIAR, sm. Barnacle

;
an instrument

which farriers put upon the nose of a horse,
to make him stand quiet.

ACIANO, sm. V. Estrellamar.

ACIBAR, sm. 1. The juice pressed from the aloes.

2. Aloes tree. 3. (Met.) Harshness, bitter-

ness, displeasure.

ACIBARAR, -va. 1. To put the juice of aloes into

any thing ;
to make bitter. 2. (Met.) To im-

bitter, to cause displeasure, [against another.

ACIBARRAR, va. (Ant.) To dash one thing
ACICALADOR, RA, 5. 1. A polisher, burnisher. 2.

A tool used for burnishing.
ACICALAD^RA, sf. Acicalamiento, sm. The act

and effect of burnishing.
ACICALAR, vn. To polish, to burnish ; vr.

(Met.) To dress in style, to set one's self off

to advantage.
ACICATE, sm. A long-necked Moorish spur,

with a rowel at the end of it.

AcfcHE, sm. A two-edged tool, used by tilers

for cutting and adjusting tiles.

A'cino, 5771. (Quim.) Acid. Acido muriatico,
Muriatic acid, spirits of salt.

A'CIDO, DA, a. Acid, sour.

ACIERTO, sm. 1. The act and effect of hitting ;

a good hit. Con acierto, with effect. 2. Pru-

dence, dexterity. 3. Chance, casualty.
ACIGUATADO, DA, . Jaundiced

; pale as per-
sons affected with the jaundice. [dice.

ACIGUATARSE, vr. To be seized with the jaun-
ACIJADO, DA, a. Of the colour of the blackish

earth called acije or ac6che.

ACIJE, sm. V. Actchc.

ACIJESO, SA, a. Brownish
; participating in the

nature of the blackish earth called ac6che.

-s/. The citron-tree. Citrus medica L.

ACIMENTARSE. 7vTo establish or fix one's self

in any place.

ACION, sf. Stirrup-leather.
ACIONERO, sm. A maker of stirrup-leathers.
ACIPADO, DA, a. Well milled

;
a term applied

to broad cloth and other woollens.

ACIPHKS, sm. (Ant.) V. Ciprcs.
ACIRATE, 5m. A landmark which shows the li-

mits and boundaries of fields.

ACITARA, sm. A thin wall, a partition-wall.

ACITRON,*??*. A citron dried and made into sweet
meat

; a preserved citron. [debase.
ACIVIT.AR, va. (Ant.) To vilify, to humble, to

ACLAMACION, sf. Acclamation, the act of shout-

ing with joy. Elegir par adamacion, To
elect by acclamation.
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ACLAMADOK, RA, s. Acclaimcr, praiscr.

ACLAMAR, va. 1. To shout with joy, to applaud
2. To cry up. 3. To call in the hawk. vr.

To complain, to be aggrieved.
ACLARACION, sf. Illustration, explanation.
ACLARAR, va. 1. To clear from obscurity, to

make bright. 2. To illustrate, to explain. 3.

To widen ; to thin. vn. To clear up, to re-

cover brightness. [table, &c.

ACLOCADO, DA, o. Stretched, seated at a fire,

ACLOCARSE, vr. 1. To brood, to hatch eggs. 2.

To stretch one's self at full length on the

ground, bench, &c.

ACOBARDAR, va. To intimidate, to terrify.

ACOBDAR, va. V. Acoddr.

ACOCEADOR, RA, f. A horse or mare that kicks.

ACOCEAMIENTO, sm. The act and effect of kick-

ACOCEAR, va. To kick, to wince or winch, [ing.
ACOCHARSE, vr. To squat, to stoop down.

ACOCHINAR, va. 1. To murder, to assassinate. 2.

(Met.) To prevent or obstruct the regular
course of a suit at law

;
to hush up.

ACOCOTAR, va. To kill by a blow upon the poll.

ACODADURA, sf. Flexure of the arm ; the act
of bending the elbow.

AcoDALAR,m. (Arq.) To put lintels or transoms
in a wall to support a window or niche.

ACODAR, va. 1. To lean the elbow upon. 2. To
lay layers of vines, or other plants in the

ground, that they may take root. 3. To
square timber.

ACODERARSE, vr. To put a spring on a cable.

ACODICIAR, va. To stimulate, to urge on. vr.

To be provoked to anger, to be inflamed with

passion.

ACODILLAR, va. 1. To double or bend any thing
to an elbow or angle. 2. To sink down under
a burthen. Acodilldr con la carga, (Met.)
Not to be able to fulfil one's engagements.

ACODO, sm. A shoot, or knot of a layer.

ACOGER, va. 1. To admit one into our house or

company ; to receive. 2. (Met.) To protect,
to give an asylum. vr 1. To take refuge, to

resort to. 2. To embrace the opinion of an-

other. 3. To make use of a pretext for dissi-

mulation.

AcocfoA, sf. 1. Reception, the act and effect

of receiving. 2. The concurrence of a multi-

tude of things in the same place.

Acocioo, sm. \. Collection of breeding mares

fiven
to the owner of the principal steed, to

eep them at a certain price. 2. Temporary
admission of flocks into pasture-ground.

ACOGIMIENTO, sm. V. Jlcogida.

ACOGOLI,A.R, va. To cover delicate plants with

straw, or any thing affording shelter, [plants.

ACOGOLLARDURA, sf. Moulding or earthing up
ACOGOMBRAR, r.a. To dig up the ground about

plants ;
to cover them with earth. [poll.

ACOGOTADO, DA, . Killed by a blow on the

ACOGOTAR, va. To kill by a blow on the poll.

ACOI-ALAN, sm. An insect in Madagascar like

a bug.
ACOLAR, va. To arrange or unite two coats of

arms under the same crown, shield, &c.

ACOLCHAR, va. To quilt ;
to put silk or cotton

between two pieces of cloth, and stitch them

together. [a mass priest. 2. An assistant.

ACOLITO, sm. 1. Acolyte, acolothist, assistant to
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ACOLLADORES, sm.pl (Naut.) Laniards. Acol-

Iad6rcs de los obenqucs, The laniards of the

shrouds.

ACOLLARADO,DA,. PuxaTOS acollarados, Birds

having about their necks a ring of feathers

of a different colour.

ACOLLARAR, va. 1. To yoke or harness horses,

pxen, &c. 2. To couple hounds.

ACOMAB, va. To bend, to crook.

Acr.MKVDADOR, sm. (Ant.) Protector, aider.

ACOMENDAR, (Ant.) V. Encomendar.

ACOMETEDOR, RA, s. An assistant, an aggressor.

ACOMETER, va. 1. To attack, to assault. 2. To

undertake, to attempt. 3. To tempt, to bribe.

ACOMETIDA v ACOMETIMIENTO, s. An attack,

an assault. Acometimiinto de calentura, A
fit, or access of the fever.

ACOMODABLE, a. Accommodable.

ACOMODACION, sm. Accommodation. [bly.

ACOMODADAMENTE, ad. Commodiously, suita-

ACOMODADO, DA, a. 1. Convenient, fit. 2. Rich,

wealthy. 3. Fond of accommodation. 4. Mo-
derate. A' prccio acomodado, At a moderate

price. [dates ; boxkeeper in the theatre.

ACOMODADOR, RA, s. The person that accommo-
Aco MU i) AMIENTO,SWZ. Accommodation; the act

and effect of accommodating.
ACOMODAR, va. 1. To accommodate, to arrange

things. 2. To put in a convenient place. 3.

To reconcile. 4. To provide, to furnish. vn.

To fit, to suit, to be convenient. vr. To con-

form one's self to the opinion, temper, or ca-

pacity of another.

ACOMODATICIO,CIA, . Figurative,metaphorical.
Scnt/.do acomodaticio, The

figurative
sense.

Acowono, sm. J. Accommodation, employ. -2.

Fate, destiny.

AroMi'ANAn<>,'r> A, a. I. Accompanied,attended.
2. An assistant judge, surgeon, physician, &c.

A< oMi'ANAPOR, RA, s. An attendant ; compa-
nion.

ACOMVANAMIKNTO, fm. ]. Attendance, assist-

ance. 2. Retinue. 3. (Mus.) Accompaniment.
ACOMPANASTE, . Accompanying-.
ACOMPVNAR, va. 1 . To accompany, to attend.

2. To join or unite. 3. (Mus.) To sing or play
in concert with others. vr. To hold a con-

sultation, to consult with others. [pass.

ACOIWPASADO, DA, o. Measured by the com-
A<.-UMIM.KXIONADO, DA, a. Of a good or bad

complexion or constitution.

ACOMUI AR, va. V. Acumulnr. [with.

ACOMUNALAR, vn. To communicate, to treat

HABARSE, vr. (Ant.) V. Acomodarse.
-, \\>i i.i.o, sm. (Ant.) Kind of ragout or

stewed meat. [particular to galleys.

ACONCHAR, va. To fit out ; a term applied in

AcoNDicioNA.no, DA, a. Of a good or bad con-
dition. Hombre bicn 6 mnl urm/flicionado, A
iran of a good or bad disposition. Gvneros
bicn o mat acondicionados, Goods in a good
or bad condition.

ACONDICIONX.R, va. To dispose, to aftect, to

constitute. vr. To acquire a certain quality
or condition.

AI:MM;<UAR, r. To vex, to oppress, to afflict.

ACONITO, 5-m. (Bot.) Aconite, wolf's-bane.

ACONSEJABLE,a.Capable or susceptible ofadvice
ADOR RA. s. An adviser, counsellor.
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ACONSEJAR, na. To advise, to counsel. vr. To
take advice, to be advised.

ACONSONANTAR, va. To make use of consonants
where they should not be used.

ACONTAR, va. 1. To count, to enumerate, to cal-

culate. 2. To prop, or support with props. 3.

(Naut.) To shore.

ACONTECEDJERO,RA, a. That which may happen.
ACONTECER, v. impcrs. To happen, to fall out,

to come to pass. Hacer y aconttcer, common
phrase, signifying the promises of any good
or benefit ;

also a threat, a menace.

AcoNTECiMiJeNTO,s?n. Event, incident, casualty.

ACOPADO, DA, a. Having the form of a cup or

vase, [of a cup ; applied to trees and plants.

ACOPAR, vn. To form a round head in the shape
AcoPExADo, DA, a. Formed in the shape of a

toupee. [ing-
AcopiAMiENTo,sw.The act and effect ofgather-
ACOPIAR, va. To gather, to store up. [ing.

ACOPIO, sm. Act and effect of gathering, stor-

ACOPLADO, PA, a. Fitted, adjusted.

ACOPLAR, va. I. To adjust, or fit pieces of tim-

ber-work. 2. To settle or adjust differences,

3. To yoke beasts to a cart or plough. vr.

To make up matters, to be agreed. [pirit.

ACOQ.UINAR, va. To intimidate, to terrify, to dis-

ACORAR, va. To afflict, to depress with grief.
V. Sofocar.

ACORCHARSE, vr. 1. To dry up and shrivel from
the loss of sap. 2. To become torpid.

ACOHDABLEMENTE, ad. V. Acordudamente.

ACORDACION, sf. Remembrance ;
the act of

calling to recollection.

A, sf. V. Carta acordada.

ACORDADAMENTE, ad. By common consent,

jointly, with mature deliberation.

ACORD!DO, DA, a. 1. Agreed. 2. Done with ma-
ture deliberation. Lo acordado, decree of a

tribunal, enforcing the observance of prior

proceedings.
ACORDANZA, sf. (Ant.) V. Memoria.

ACORDAR, va. 1. To determine or resolve by
common consent. 2. To remind. 3. To tune
musical instruments, to dispose figures in a

picture. 4. To deliberate. vn. 1. To agree, to

be agreed. 2. To remember, to recollect. r,r.

] . To come to an agreement. 2. To weigh, to

consider maturely. 3. To threaten. Tu tc

acordards de mi, You shall remember mo.

ACORDE, a. 1. Conformable, correspondent. 2.

Coinciding in opinion. 3. Accord, harmony
either of sounds or colours.

ACORDELAR, va. To measure with a cord ;
to

draw a right line by a wall or street, in ordor

to make it straight.

ACORDEMENTE, ad. By common consent.

ACORDONADO, DA, . 1. Surrounded. 2. Made
in the form of a cord or rope, [with its horns.

ACORNEADOR, RA, 5. A horned beast, fighting

AcoRNEAR,ra. To fight or strike with the horns.

ACORO, sm. (Bot.) Sweet-smelling flag, sweet

cane, sweet grass. Acorus calamus L.

ACORRALAR, va. ]. To shut up cattle or sheep
in pens. 2. To intimidate. 3. To silence.

ACORRUCARSE, vr. V. Acurrucarsf,.

ACORTADIZOS, sm.pl. Shreds cut off, clippings,

parings.

AcoRTAMii':NTo,57n.(A9tr.)Difference in the dis-
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tance from the centre of the globe to th

ecliptic and centre of a planet in its orbit.

ACORTAR, va. 1. To shorten, to abridge. 2. Tc
obstruct. Acortar la vela, (Naut.) To short

en sail.' vr. 1. To shrivel, to be contracted

2. To be bashful ; to fall back.

ACORULLAR, va. (Naut.) To bridle the oars.

ACORVAR, va. To double, to bend.

ACORZAR, va. 1. To dress a child in shor

clothes. 2. V. Acortar.

ACOSADOR, RA, s. A pursuer, persecutor.
ACOSAMIENTO, STTi. Persecution, molestation.

ACOSAR va. 1. To pursue close, to follow ea

gerly. 2. To vex, to molest.

ACOSTADO, DA, a. 1. Stretched, laid down. 2

Having a certain pay or salary.

ACOSTAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of stretching o:

lying down. 2. A certain pay, a fixed salary.

ACOSTAR, va. To lay down ; to put one in bed
vn. y cr. 1. To incline to one side, to lie

down. 2. To be disposed, to adhere. 3. To
approach. 4. (Naut.) To stand in shore. 5

(Naut.) To lie along ; to have a list, Acos
tarse con, To sleep with.

ACOSTICA, sf. Acoustics ; the doctrine or theo

ry of hearing and sounds.

AcosniMBRADAM^NTE, ad. Customarily, ac-

cording to custom.

ACOSTUMBRAR, va. To accustom, to use, to in-

ure. vn. To be accustomed.

ACOTACION, sf. 1. Limit ; the act of setting
bounds. 2. (Met.) Annotation, quotation.

ACOTADA, sf. Citation, quotation.

ACOTAMIENTO, sm. Limitation ; quotation ; an-

notation.

ACOTAR, va. 1. To limit, to set bounds. Ac6-
tomc a Dios, Let God fix my end, leave me
to God ; used at sports to express confidence
in the actual safety of the place. 2. To lop
off the branches of a tree. 3. To quote, to

make annotations. 4. To accept for a certain

price. 5. To witness, to attest. Acoto 6stor-

bos, including all obstacles ; used at juvenile
games. vr, (Ant.) To shelter one's self, to

obtain safety.

ACOTILLO, sm. A large hammer used by smiths.

ACOYGA. pres. sub. irr. (Ant.) of Acoger.
ACOYTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Cuydar and Procurar.

ACOYUNDAR, va. To yoke oxen to a draught.
A'CRE, a. 1. Acrid or sour to the taste. 2.

(Met.) Rough, rude.

ACRECENTADOR, RA, s. One that increases.

ACRECENCIA Y AcKECKNTAMIEPs'TO, S. Increase,

augmentation, accretion.

ACRECENTAR Y ACRECER, va. To increase, to

augment. Derccho de ncrccer, The right of
accretion in cathedral chapters, where a dis-

tribution is made according to the present
residence of the prebendaries.

ACRECIMIEXTO, sm. Increase. V.Aumcnto.
ACREDITADO, DA, a. Accredited, distinguished.
ACREDITAR, va. 1. To assure, to affirm a thing

for certain. 2. To give credit, to procure cre-
dit. 3. To prove. vr. To acquire credit.

ACREEDOR, RA, s. 1. A creditor. 2. (Met.) A
meritorious person.

ACREER, vn. (Ant.) To lend upon pawn.
A'CREMENTE, ad. Sourly, with acrimony.
ACRESCER, (Ant.) V. Acreccr.

ACRIANZADO, DA,o,(Ant.) Educated, instruct-
ed.

ACRIBADTJRA, sf. Sifting. pi. Siftings ; the re-

mains of grain which has been si/Ted.

ACRIBAR, va. 1. To sift. 2. (Met.) To pierce
like a sieve.

ACRIBILLAR, va. I. To pierce like a sieve. 2.

(Met.) To molest, to torment. Los acrecdo-
res me acribillan, My creditors torment me.

ACRIMIITACION, sf. Crimination
; the act of ac-

cusing or impeaching.
ACRIMINADOR, RA, s. An informer, accuser, im-

peacher.
ACKIMINAR, va. 1. To exaggerate a crime or

fault. 2. (Ant.) To accuse, to impeach. 3.

(For.) To aggravate.
ACRIMONIA, sf. 1. Sourness, acidity. 2. (Met.)

Asperity of expression, acrimony. 3. (Met.)
Vehemence in talking.

ACRISOLAR, va. 1. To refine, to purify gold or
other metals in a crucible. 2. (Met.) To clear

up a thing by means of witnesses and proofs.
ACRISTIANAR, va. To christen, to baptize.
ACRITIJD, sf. V. Jlcrimonia.

ACROMION, s/. Acromion, the upper process of
the spine of the scapula or shoulder-blade.

ACRONICTO, TA, a. Acronical ; applied to the

rising of a star when the sun sets, or its

setting when the sun rises.

ACROSTICO, CA, a. Versos acrosticos, Verses,
the initial, middle, or final letters of which,

according to their order, placed separately,
form names, mottos, &c.

ACROTERA Y AcROTERiA, sf. 1. A small pedestal

placed at the extremities of pediments, and

serving also to support figures, &c. 2. The
highest part of columns or buildings.

ACROTERIO, sm. The superior of the three

parts of which the frontispiece of a building
is composed. [hold.

A'CROY, sm. A gentleman of the king's house-

A'CTA, sf. Act. pi. 1. The acts or records of

communities, chapters, councils. 2. Actas dr.

los sanios, The lives of the saints.

ACTIMO, sm. The twelfth part of a measure
called punto ; there are 1728 actimos in a

geometric foot. [process.

ACTITADERO, RA, . (For.) Actionable, fit fora

A.CTITAR, va. 1. To enact. 2. To make judicial
acts ; to sue.

ACTITUD, sf. (Pint.) Attitude, motion, posture.

ACTIVAMENTE, ad. Actively, in an active man-
ner.

A.CTIVIDAD, sf. I. Activity, the power or facul-

ty of acting. 2. Quickness in performing.
ACTIVO, VA, a. Active, diligent. Voz activa,

Suffrage, the right of electing.

/CTO, sm. 1. Act or action. 2. Act or part of a

play. 3. Thesis defended in universities. 4.

Carnal communication. En acto, In the act.

Actos, (Ant.) V. Autos.

CTOR, sm.. 1. Performer, player. 2. (Ant.) Au-
thor. 3. PlaintifF,claimant. 4.Proct.or.attorney.

CTORA, sf. Plaintiff, she who seeks justice.

CTRIZ, sf. Actress.

ACTUACION, sf. Actuation, operation, [rienced.

LCTUADO, DA, a. 1. Actuated. 2. Skilled, expe-
ICTUAL, a. Actual, present.

, s/. 1. Actuality, the actual or pre-
19
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sent state of things. 2.(Fil.) Action or deter-

mination of the form with respect to matter.

ACTUALIZAR, va. To realize.

ACTUALMENTE, ad. Actually, now, at present.

AcTUANT,swi. Propugner ofa thesis in colleges.

ACTUAR, va. I. To digest. 2. (Met.) To consider,

to weigh maturely. 3. To perform judicial acts,

to proceed. 4. To instruct ;
to support a the-

sis.

AcTulRio, sm. An actuary, register, or officer

appointed to write down the acts or proceed-

ings of a court or meeting.
ACTUOSO, SA, a. (Rar.) Active, diligent, care-

ful, solicitous. [a pail or bucket.

ACUBADO, DA, a. Resembling or belonging to

ACUCHARADO, DA, a. Spoonhke, or having the

figure of a spoon.
ACUCHILLADAS, sf.pl. Different coloured, ob-

long pieces in cloths.

ACUCHILLADO, DA, a. 1. Slashed, stabbed. 2.

(Met.) Experienced, skilful by long practice.

ACUCHILLADOR, RA, s. A quarrelsome person,
a bully.

ACUCIULLAR, va. 1. To cut or hack, to give
cuts with a sabre. 2. (Ant.) To murder. vr.

To fight with knives or swords.

ACUCJAR Y ACUDICIAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To stimu-

late, to hasten. 2. V. Codiciar. .

AcuDraiENTO, sm. Aid, assistance.

ACUDIR, vn. 1. To assist, to succour, to sup-

port. 2. To yield, to produce ; to be docile.

3. To have recourse. (Prov.) La casaquema-
da, acudir con el agua. (To come with the

water when the house is burnt down.) After

meat mustard. [not suit me.

ACUENTO, ad. JYo me estd acuento, That does

ACUERDADO, DA, a. Constructed by line or rule.

ACUERDO, sm. 1. Result ofthe deliberation of a

tribunal, assembly, or meeting ; resolution,

agreed. 2. Body of the members of a tribunal

assembled in the form of a court. 3. Opinion,
advice. 4. (Pint.) Harmony of colours. De
acuerdOj Unanimously, by common consent
Poncrse de acuerdo, To agree unanimously
Acu&rdos de reino, Remonstrances made by
the states of the realm.

ACUERNAR, vn. To strike with the horns.

A'CUESTAS, ad. On the back, on the shoulders

ACUITAR, va. (Ant.) To afflict, to oppress. vr
To grieve.

ACULADO, DA, a. Retired.

ACULAR, va. (Vulg.) To force one into acorner
to oblige one to retreat.

Acur.EBRiNADo, DA, a. Made in the form of a
'culverin

; applied to cannon which from
their length resemble culverins. [site

ACULLA, ad. On the other side, yonder ; oppo-
ACUMULACIOX, sf. 1. Accumulation. 2. Act of

filing records.

ACUMUL'ADOR, RA. s. 1. Accumulator. 2. An offi

cer appointed to file the records of a court.

ACUMUL!R, va. 1. To accumulate, to heap to-

gether, to treasure up. 2. To impute, to up-
braid with a fault. 3. To file records.

ACUMULATIVAMENTE, ad. (For.) By way of

prevention ; by way of precaution ; joint

, sf. Coining, milling ; the act of

coining or milling.
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ACU^ADOR, RA, s. Coiner.

ACUN AR, va. 1. To coin. 2. To wedge, or fasten

with wedges. Acunar dindro, (Met.) To
hoard up money. (Prov.) Hermano ayuda y
cunado acuna, Brothers and sisters in law arc

always at variance.

ACURRUCARSE, m. To muffle one's self up in

clothes.

,
va. (Naut.) To take down the

ACUSACION, sf. Accusation, impeachment.
ACUSADOR, RA }

s. Accuser, informer, impeach-
er.

ACUSAR, va. 1. To accuse, to charge with a
crime. 2. To acknowledge the receipt of a
letter. 3. To take charge of. vr. To ac-

knowledge sins to a confessor.

ACUSATIVO, sm. Accusative
; the fourth case in

the declension of nouns. [tion.

ACUSATORIO, RIA, a. Belonging to an accusa-

tfsE, sm. At cards, a certain number esti-

mated to win so much.

ACUTANGULO, a. (Geom.) With acute angles.

A'DA, sf. A small apple of the pippin kind.

ADAFINA .6 ADEFINA, sf. Sort of stewed meat
or fricassee, formerly used by the Jews in

ADAGIO, sm,. Adage, proverb. [Spain.
ADAGUAR, va. (Ant.) V. Mrevar.

ADALA, sf. (Naut.) Pump-deal.
ADAL|D, sm. A band of armed men headed by
a commander. Jidalid mayor, A quarter-
master general.

ADAMADILLO, LA, a. Nice, delicate, pretty.
ADAMADO, DA, a. Damsel-like ; applied to effe-

minate men.

ADAMAR, va. (Ant.) To love violently. vr. To
become as delicate in the face as a lady.

ADAMASCADO, DA, a. Damask-like ; woven or

made in imitation of damask.

ADAPTABLE, a. Capable of being adapted.

ADAPTACION, sf. Act of fitting one thing to an-

other.

ADAPTADAMENTE, ad. In a fit manner.

ADAPTADO, DA, a. Adapted, fitted.

ADAPTAR, va. To adapt, to fit, to apply one

thing to another. .

ADARAGUERo,sm. (Ant.) Man that uses a shield."

ADARAXA, sf. (Arq.) Projecting stones, left to

continue a wall.

AD!RCE,SW. Salt froth ofthe sea dried on canes.

ADARGA, sf. A shield of an oval form, made of

leather.

ADARGARSE, vr. To cover and defend one's

self with a shield.

ADARGAZO, sm* A blow given with a shield.

AoARGuiLLA, sm. A small shield.

ADARMF., sm. Haifa drachm, the sixteenth part
of an ounce. For addrmes^Very sparingly.

ADARVE Y ADARBE, sm. 1. The flat top of a
wall. 2. A wall, a rampart.

ADATAR, va. To place parcels to account under
a certain date.

ADATODA, sf. (Bot.) The willow-leaved Mala-
bar nut-tree.

ADAZA, sf. (Bot.) Common panic.

ADECENAMIENTO, sm. Act pf assembling or

forming by ten and ten.

ADECENAR, va. To form people into bodies by
ten and ten.
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ADEFE"SIO, 5m. Extravagance, folly ; not to the I

purpose.
ADEFUERA, ad. V. For Drfuera.
ADEFUERAS, s.pl. (Vulg.) Out-buildings, build-

ings on the outside of the town, or adjacent
to it. [the stipulated price or wages.

ADEHAI,A, sf. Gratuity given over and above

ADEHESA.DO, STB. Place converted into pasture.

ADEHESAMIENTO, sm. Act of turning land to

pasture, pasturage.
ADEHESAR, va. To convert land into pasture.

ADELANTADAMENTE, ad. Beforehand ; by way
of anticipation.

ADELANTADILLO, a. Red wine made of the first

ripe grapes.
ADELANTADO, sm. An appellation formerly

given to the governor of a province.
ADELANTADO, DA, a. I. Anticipated, advanc-

ed. Bold, forward. 2. Early, when applied to

fruit or plants.

ADELANTADOR, RA, s. One that advances, ex-

tends, amplifies.

ADELANTAMIENTO, sm. 1. Progress ;
the act of

pushing forwards. 2. Anticipation. 3. The
dignity of a governor, and the district of his

jurisdiction.

ADELANTAR, va. 1. To advance, to accelerate.

2. To anticipate, to pay beforehand. 3. (Met.)
To meliorate, to improve. 4. (Ant.) To push
forward. 5. To get a-head, to win a race.

m. 1. To take the lead, to get the start of. 2.

(Met.) To excel, to outdo.

ADELANTE, ad. 1. Farther off; higher up. 2.

Henceforward
;

in future, or for the future.

(Prov.) Quicn adelante no mira, atrds se

qucda, Look before you leap. [L.

ADELFA, sf. (Bot.) Rose-bay, Nerium oleander

ADELFAL, sm. Plantation of rose-bay trees.

ADELGAZADO, DA, a. Made slender, or thin.

ADELGAZADOR, RA, s. One that makes thin or
slender.

ADELGAZAMIENTO, sm. Act of making slender.

ADELGA/AR, va. 1. To attenuate, to make thin
or slender. 2. To lessen, to diminish. 3. To
refine. 4. (Met.) To discuss with subtilty.
vr. To become slender.

ADELINAR, va. (Ant.) To amend. V. Alinar.
ADEMA Y ADEME, s. (Min.) The timber, or

plank-lining, with which the sides of mines
are secured.

ADEMADOR, sm. (Min.) A workman or miner

employed in lining the sides of mines with
boards.

ADEMAN, sm. 1. A gesture or motion ofthe mus-
cles, by which approbation or dislike is ex-

pressed. 2. (Pint.) Attitude. En ademan, In
the attitude or posture of performing some-

thing, [of mines with planks, or timber.

ADEMAR, va. (Min.) To line or secure the sides

ADEMAS, ad. Moreover
; too much.

ADENOMA A, sf. (Anat.) Adenology, descrip-
tion of the glands. [Aleppo.

ADENOS, sm. A sort ofcotton which comes from
ADENOSO, SA, a. Glandulous.

ADENTAL, ad. (Ant.) Singly.
ADENTELLAR, va. To bite, to catch with the

teeth. Mentellar una pared, To leave tooth-

ing-stones or bricks, to continue a wall.

ADNTRO, ad. Within
; inwardly. De botones

adentro, In my heart. Ser muy de adentro,
To be intimate in a housed

ADEQUACION, sf. Fitness
; the state of being

adequate.
ADKQUADAMENTE, ad. Fitly, properly ;

to the

purpose.
ADEQUADO, DA, a. Adequate, fit, idoneous ;

to

the purpose.
ADEQUAR, va. To fit, to accommodate, to pro-

portion.
ADEREZAR, va. 1. To dress, to adorn. 2. (Ant.)
To prepare. 3. To clean, to repair. 4. (Ant.)
To direct ;

to dispose. Aderezar la comida,
To dress victuals.

ADEREZO, sm. I. Act and effect of dressing and

adorning. 2. Gum, starch, and other ingredi-

ents, used to stiffen cloth with. Merezo de

mesa, A service for the table ; applied to oil,

vinegar, and salt. Aderezo de diamantes, A
set of diamonds. Aderezo de caballo, Trap-

pings or caparisons ofa saddle-horse. Adcrczo
de casa, Furniture. Merezo de cspada, Hilt,

hook, and other appendages of a sword.

ADERRA, sf. (Arag.) A rope, made of rush or a

sort of sedge, used for pressing the husks of

grapes.
A'DESHORA, ad. 1. Unseasonably, untimely ; at

irregular hours. 2. (Ant.) Suddenly.
ADESTRADO, DA, a. 1. Instructed ;

broke in. 2.

(Bias.) On the dexter side of the scutcheon :

it is also applied to the principal figure in a

scutcheon, on the right of which is another.

ADESTRADOR, RA, s. 1. Instructor, teacher. 2.

Censor, critic.

ADESTRAR, va. 1. To guide, to lead. 2. To teach,
to instruct. 3. To perform in a skilful man-
ner. vr. To exercise one's self.

ADEUDADO, DA, . 1. Indebted. 2. Obliged.
ADEUDAR, va. 1. To pay duty. 2. (Ant.) To

contract debts. 3. (Ant.) To oblige. vr. To
be indebted.

ADEVINAR, va. (Ant.) V. Adivinar.

ADHERENCIA, sf. 1. Adhesion. 2. Alliance, kin-

dred. 3. Adherence to a sect or party.

ADHERENTS, a. Adherent.

ADHERENTES, sm. pi. Ingredients, tools, or in-

struments necessary for a thing.

ADHERIR, vn. To adhere to a sect or party ; to

espouse an opinion.

ADHESION, sf. Adhesion
;
the act of adhering.

ADIADO, DA, a. Vino al dia adiado, He arrived
or came on the day appointed.

ADIAFA, sf. (Ant.) Feast given on the arrival

of a fleet in port.

ADIAMANTADO, DA, a. Adamantine ; hard as a
diamond.

ADIAR, va. (Ant.) To fix a day.

ADICION, sf. 1. Addition or additament. 2. Re-
mark or note put to accounts. Micion de la.

herencia, Acceptance of an inheritance. 3.

Addition, the first rule of arithmetic.

ADICIONADOR, RA,S. One that makes additions.

ADICIONAR, va. To make additions.

ADICTO, TA, a. Addicted, inclined, or devoted
to a thing.

ADIESTRAR, va. V. Adcstrdr.

ADIESO, ad. (Ant.) At the moment, instantly.

ADIETAR, va. To diet ; to put to a diet.

ADINAS, sf. pi. V. Mivas,
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ADINKRADO, DA, a. Rich, wealthy.

ADINTELADO, DA, a. Falling from an arch gra

dually into a straight line.

ADIPOSO, SA, a. Fat. V. Seboso.

AofR, va. (Ant.) To distribute. Mir la Keren-

da, To accept an inheritance.

ADITAMENTO, sm. Addition ; additament.

ADIVA 6 AofvE, sm. Jackal, an animal resem-

bling a dog of the pointer kind. Canis aureus
L. Adivas, A swelling in the glands under the

ears ofhorses, much resembling the strangles

ADIVINACION, sf. Divination.

ADIVINADO, DA, a. Foretold. [tells events,

ADIVINADOR, RA, s. A diviner, one who fore-

ADIVINAMIHNTO, sm. V. Adivinati6n.

ADIVINAN/A, sf. 1. Enigma. 2. V. Adivinaci6n

ADIVINAR, va. 1. To foretell future events. 2
To guess, conjecture, anticipate or divine

what is to happen. 3. To unriddle an enigma
or difficult problem.

AoivfNo, NA, s. 1. Diviner, soothsayer. 2. One
that divines what is to happen.

ADJETIVACION, sf. 1. Act of uniting one thing
to another. 2. Construction.

Ai)jETivAR,a. 1. To unite one thing to another.
2. To construct the different parts of speech.

AojErfvo, sm. (Gram.) Adjective. [ing.

ADJUDICACION, sf. Adjudication, act of adjudg-
ADJUDICAR, va. To adjudge. vr. To appro-

priate to one's self.

ADJUNCION, sf. 1. Adjunction. 2. An assembly
ofjudges.

ADJUNTA, sf. Letter enclosed in another.

ADJUNTO, TA, a. United, joined, annexed.

AD.TUNTO, sm. V. Adjetivo, and Aditamcnto.

Adjienfios, A body ofjudges commissioned or

appointed jointly to try a cause.

ADJURAR, va. (Ant.) To conjure.
ADMIMCULAR, va. (For.) To increase the pow-

er and efficacy of a thing by adding collateral
aids.

ADMIXICULO, sm. Collateral aid, additional help.
ADMINISTRACION, sf. 1. Administration, the act

of administering a thing. 2. Office of an ad-
ministrator. En administration. In trust;
applied to places in which the occupant has
no property.

ADMINISTRADOR, RA, s. Administrator. Admini-
strador de drden, A knight, who administers
for another, incapable of doing it himself.

ADMIMSTRAR, va. 1. To administer, to govern;
to take care of. 2. To serve an office.

AoMiNisTRATtfRio, RiA, ft. Belonging to an ad-
ministration or administrator.

ADMIRABLE, a. Admirable.

ADMIRABLE, sm. A hymn in Roman Catholic
churches in praise of the eucharisf, at the
time it is reserved in the tabernacle.

ADMIRABLEMENTE, ad. Admirably.
ADMIRACION, sf. 1. Admiration ; act ofadmiring ;

wonder. 2. Point ofadmiration. Es mm admi-
ration, It is a thing worthy of admiration.

ADMIRANTE, pa. He who admires.

ADMIRAR, va. I. To cause admiration. 2. To ad-
mire. vr. To be seized with admiration.

ADMIRATIVAMENTJ:, ad. In an admiring manner.
ADMiRATfvo, ,-A, a. Marvelling, admiring, won-
ADMISI'BLE, a. Admissible. [dering.
ADMISION, sf. Admission.
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ADMITIR, va. 1. To receive, to give entrance. 2.

To accept. 3. To admit, to permit. Bien ad-

mitido, Well received. El asunto no admite
dilation, The affair admits of noMelay.

ADMONICION, sf. Admonition, warning, coun-

sel, advice.

ADMO.VITOR, sm. Monitor, in some religious
communities.

ADNATA, sf. (Anat.) The external white mem-
brane of the eye.

ADO, ad. V. Monde,.

ADOBADO, DA, a. Pickled.

ADOBADO, sm. 1. Pickled pork. 2. Any sort of
dressed meat.

ADOBADOR, RA, s. Dresser, preparer.
ADOBAR, va. 1. To dress or make any thing up.

2. To pickle pork or other meat. 3. To cook.
4. To tan hides. 5. (Met.) To prepare or dis-

pose the mind.

ADOBE, sm. A brick not yet baked.

ADOBERIA, sf. 1. A brick-field. 2. V. Teneria.

ADOBO, sm. 1. Repairing, mending. 2. Pickle,
sauce. 3. Paint for ladies. 4. Ingredients for

dressing leather or cloth.

ADOCENAR, va. 1. To count or sell by dozens.
2. To despise, to contemn.

ADOCTRINAR, va. V. Doctrinar.

ADOLECER, vn. 1. To be seized with illness. 2.

To labour under disease. va. To produce
pain or disease.

ADOLESCENCIA, sf. Adolescence ; youth.
ADOLESCENTE, sm. A person being in the state

of adolescence.

ADONDE, ad. Whither ? to what place ? Monde
quiera, To whatever place you please.

ADONICO Y ADONIO, sm. A Latin verse consist-

ing of a dactyle and a spondee.
ADOPCION, sf. Adoption ; the act of taking an-

other man's child for his own.

ADOPTADOR, RA, s. Adopter ; one that adopts.

ADOPTANTE, pa. Adopting, one who adopts.
ADOPTAR, va. 1. To adopt. 2. To embrace an

opinion. 3. To graft.

ADOPTIVO, VA, a. Adoptive.
ADOQUIER Y ADOQUIERA, ad. (Ant.) Where
you please.

DOQui.v, sm. Long stone used to bind the

flags round fountains.

ADOR,s?tt.The time assigned for watering land.

ADORABLE, a. Adorable ; worthy of adoration.

ADORACION, sf. Adoration ;
the act of adoring.

ADORADOR, RA, s. Adorer ; worshipper ; one
that adores.

ADORAR, va. 1. To adore
;
to reverence with

religious worship. 2. To love excessively. 3.

To kiss the Pope's hand, as a mark of re-

spect and reverence.

ADORATORIO, sm. A name given by the Spa-
niards to the temples of idols in America.

ADORMECEDOR, RA, a. Soporiferous ; that which
causes drowsiness or sleep.

ADORMECER, vr. 1. To cause drowsiness or sleep.
2. To calm, to mitigate. vr. 1. To fall asleep.
2. To grow benumbed, torpid. 3. (Met.) To
grow or persist in vice.

ADORMECIMIENTO, sm. Drowsiness, slumber.

ADORMIDERA. sf. (Bot.) Poppy. Papaver som-
niferum L.

ADORMITRSE, vr. V. Dormitar.
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ADORNADOR, RA, s. Adorner.

ADORNAR, va. 1. To beautify, to embellish. 2.

To adorn with talents. Ella cstd adornada

de todas las prendas y circunstancias que

pide su caracter y scxo, She is adorned with

all the talents and endowments suitable to

her character and sex.

ADORNISTA, sin. Painter of ornaments.

ADORXO, sm. 1. Ornament, decoration. 2. Fur-

niture.

ADQUIRIDOR, RA, 5. Acquirer. (Prov.) A' lucn

adquiridor, buen ezpendedor, After a ga-
therer comes a scatterer.

ADQUIRIR, va. To acquire, to obtain.

ADQUISICIOS, sf. 1. Acquisition, the act and ef-

fect of acquiring. 2. Goods or effects obtain-

ed by purchase or gift, and not by inheritance.

ADRA, sf. Turn, time, successive order.

AvRJii,Ks,sm.pl. Hurdles which are put in carts.

ADUEDE, ad. Purposely ;
on purpose.

ADRIATICO, a. Mar Mriatico, the Adriatic Sea.

AURIZAR, va. (Naut.) To right. Adrizar un

navw, To right a ship.

ADRUBADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Gibbous; protube-
rant ; swelling into inequalities.

ADSCRIBIR, va. To appoint a clergyman to the

service of a church.

ADUANA, sf. I. A custom-house. 2. (Met.) A
house much frequented. Pasar par todas

las aduanas, To undergo a close examina-
tion. 3. (Cant.) Brothel, receptacle for

thieves and stolen goods.
ADUANAR, va. 1. To enter goods at the custom-

house. 2. To pay the duty.

ADUANERO, sm. Customhouse-officer.

Ai)UAR,5?7t. 1. An ambulatory village of Arabs.
2. A cottage of gypsies. [used.

ADUC AR, sf. A coarse sort of silk stuff formerly
ADUENDADO, DA, a. Resembling a ghost ; walk-

ing about like a ghost.
AouFAZOySW. Blow with a timbrel, or tabourine.

ADUFE, sm. Timbrel or tabourine. V. Pandero.

ADUKERO, KA, s. Timbrel or tabourine-player.
ADUJAR, va. (Naut.) To coil a cable.

AJJUJAS 6 ADUJADAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Flakes of
a coiled cable.

Antfi.A, sf. 1. A piece of ground which has no

particular irrigation allotted to it. 2. V. Dula.

ADULACI<SN, sf. Adulation, flattery.

A.DULADOR, RA, s. Flatterer.

ApVLAR,va. 1 . To flatter. 2. To crouch,to cringe.
AnuLATORio, RiA,rt. Adulatory, flattering.

ADULKAR, vn. To bawl, to cry out.

ADur.EROjSm. Herd or driver ofhorses or mules.

ADULTERACION, sf. Adulteration ; adulterating.
AUULTKRADOR, RA, s. One who adulterates.

ADUI/TKRAR, va. 1. To adulterate ; to corrupt
or falsify. 2. (Ant.) To commit adultery.

ADCLTERINAMENTE, ad. In an adulterous man-
ner.

ADULTERINO, NA, a. 1. Adulterous
; begotten in

adultery. 2. Adulterated, falsified, forged.
ADULTERIO, sm. Adultery, [guilty ofadultery.
ADuLTERo,RA,s.Adulterer; adulteress ; aperson
ADtrr.TO, TA, a. Adult, state of manhood.

ADUI//-AR, va. 1. To sweeten. 2. To soften. Adul-
zar los metales,To render metals more ductile.

ADUMBRACIOX, sf. Adumbration, shade in a

picture.

ADUNACION, sf. Adunation, the act of uniting,
and the union itself.

ADUXAR, ra. To unite, to join. [nas
AD^R, ADTJ^RAS, Y ADURO, ad. (Ant.) V. Apd-
ADUSTIOX, sf. (Mod.) Adustion, an excessive

inflammation of the blood.

ADUSTIVO, VA, a. That which has the power
of adusting or burning up.

ADUSTO, TA, a. 1. Adust ; that which is adust-

ed or burnt up. 2. Exposed to the scorching
heat of a meridian sun. 3. (Met.) Gloomy,
untractable.

AHVKNA, sm. A foreigner.

ADVKNKDI/.O, ZA, s. 1. A foreigner who comes
to establish himself in a country. 2. (Ant.) A
Mahometan proselyte, converted to the Ro-

man Catholic religion.

ADVENIMIENTO, sm. Arrival
;
advent.

ADVKXTAJA, sf. (For. Arag.) A jewel or piece
of furniture, which the surviving husband or

wife takes out of the estate of the deceased
consort before the division of the inheritance

be made.

ADVENTicio,ciA,a.l. Adventitious
;
accidental.

2. (For.) Acquired by industry or right ofinhe-

ritance, independent of a paternal fortune.

ADVERBIAL, . Adverbial, belonging to an ad-

ADVERBIALMJENTE, ad. Adverbially. [verb.

ADVERBIO, sm. Adverb ;
one of the parts of

speech, joined to the verbs or adjectives, for

the purpose of qualifying and restraining the

latitude of their signification.

ADVERSAMENTE, ad. Adversely ; unfortunately.

ADVERSARIO, sm. Adversary ; opponent ;
an-

tagonist. pi. Notes and annotations in a com-

mon-place book
;
a common-place book.

ADVERSAxfvo, VA, a. (Gram.) Adversative : an
adversative particle is that which expresses
some difference and opposition between that

which precedes and follows.

ADVERSIDAD, sf. Adversity, calamity.

ADVERSO, SA, a. 1. Adverse, calamitous, afflic-

tive. 2. Opposite, placed in a contrary di-

rection ;
averse.

ADVERTENCIA, sf. 1. Advertence ; attention to ;

regard to. 2. Advice. 3. Advertisement to

the reader.

ADVERTIDAMENTE, ad. Advisedly, deliberately.

ADVERTIDO, DA, a. 1. Noticed. 2. Skilful, intelli-

gent ; acting with deliberation and design.
ADVERTIMIENTO, sm. V. Jldvertencia.

ADVERTIR, va. 1. To advert, to take notice of,

to observe. 2. To instruct, to advise. 3. To
perceive.

ADVIENTO, sm. Advent
;
the name of one of the

holy seasons, comprehending the four weeks
before Christmas.

ADVOCA~CION, sf. 1. Appellation given to a

church, chapel, or altar, dedicated to the holy

virgin, or a saint. 2. Profession of a lawyer.

ADVOCATORIO, RIA, a. Carta advocatoria 6 con-

vocatoria, A letter of convocation calling an

assembly.
ADYACENTE, a. Adjacent ; applied to islands-

lying near a continent, or principal island ;

things contiguous.
ADYUTORIO, sm. (Ant.) Aid, support, succour.

AECHADERO, sm. The place where grain in

winnowed or separated from the chaff.
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AECHADOR, RA, s. Winnower ; sifter of corn.

AECHADtfRAS,s/.p. The refuse of grain, chaff.

AECHAR, va. To winnow, to sift, to separate

grain from the chaff.

AECHO, sm. Winnowing, cleansing.

AEREO, RE A, a. 1. Aerial
; consisting of or be-

longing to air. 2. (Met.) Airy, fantastic ;
des-

titute of solidity or foundation.

AERIFORME, a. (Quim.) Aeriform, state of air.

AKKUI.OGIA, sf. Aerology, the doctrine of air.

AEROMANCIA, sf. Aeromancy, the art of divin-

ing by the air.

AEROMANTico,sm. Professor or student of aero-

mancy. [the air.

Ar.uoMKTRfA, s/. Aerometry, art of measuring
AESCONDIDAS Y A ESCONDIDAS, ad. Privately ;

in a secret manner.

AFABIUI>XD, sf. Affability ; easiness of man-
ners ; civility of address.

AFABLE, a. Affable
; agreeable ; courteous.

AFABI.EME.VTE, ad. Affably, courteously.

AFACA, j?/. (Bot.) Yellow vetch. Vicia lutea L.

AFAG^SMO, sm. A sort of tax or duty. [gry.

AFAMADO, DA, a. 1. Famed, celebrated. 2. Hun-
AFAN, sm. 1. Anxiety, solicitude, eagerness, in

pursuit of worldly affairs. 2. (Ant.) Toil, fa-

tigue.

AFANADAMENTE, ad. Anxiously, laboriously.

AFA.VAPOR, RA, 5. Anxious pursuer of riches.

AFAMAR, va. 1. To toil, to labour
;
to be over-

solicitous. 2. (Ant.) To be engaged in corpo-
ral labour. (Prov.) Jlfanar, afanar y nunca
medrar ; Much toil and little profit.

AFANOSO, SA, . Solicitous
;
laborious ; painful.

AFASCALA.R, va. To stack, to build ricks of corn.

AFAVCIONADO, DA, a. (Ant.) V. Agcstado.
AFEADOR, RA, s. One that deforms, disfigures,

or makes ugly.
AFKAMIENTO, sm. 1. Deformation

; defacing. 2.

Ugliness. 3. Calumny, censure.

AFEAR, va. 1. To deform, to deface. 2. (Met.)
To decry, to find fault with, to censure.

AFECCION, sf. 1. Affection ; inclination, fond-
ness. 2. (Fil.) Properties of a thing. 3. Right
of bestowing a benefice.

\CION, sf. Affectation ; the act of mak-
ing an artificial appearance.

AFECTAUAMENTE, ad. Affectedly ; formally.
AFECTADO, DA, a. Affected, formal, conceited.

AFKCT^DOR, RA, s. One that affects, or acts in

an affected manner.

AFECTAR, va. 1. To feign, to study outward

appearance with some degree of hypocrisy.
2. To unite benefices or livings. 3. To aim at,

to endeavour after with anxiety.
AFF.crfLLO, sm. (Dim.) Slight affection.

AFECTI vo, VA, a. Proceeding from or belonging
to affection

; affective.

AFECTO, sm. 1. Affection, love, kindness. 2.

Passion, sensation. 3. Pain, disease. 4. (Pint.)

Lively representation, tffectos desordena-

dos, Inordinate desires.

AFECTO, TA, a. 1. Affectionate. 2. Inclined, dis-

posed. 3. Reserved
; applied to benefices, the

collation whereof is reserved to the Pope. 4.

Subject to some charge or obligation for

lands, rents.

AFECTUOSAMENTE, ad. Affectionately.
AFECTUOSO,SA,. Affectionate, kind, gracious.

AFELIO, sm. Aphelion, that part of a planet's
orbit which is the most remote from the sun.

AFELPADA, DA, a. Shaggy, villous. Palletes

afelpados, (Naut.) Cased mats.

AFEMINACION, sf. Effemination ; emasculation.

AFEMINADAMENTE, ad. Effeminately, womanly.
AFEMINADILLO, LA, a. Somewhat effeminate.

AFEMINAMIENTO, sm. V. Jlfeminaci6n.
AFEMINAR, va. 1. To effeminate, to emasculate,

to unman. 2. To debilitate, to enervate, to

melt into weakness.

AFERESIS, sf. Aphseresis ; a figure in grammar
that takes away a letter or syllable from the

beginning of a word, as Conia for Cicnnia.

AFERMOSEAR, va. (Ant.) V. Hcrmosear.

AFERRADOR, RA, s. One that grapples or grasps.
AFERRAMIENTO, sm. Grasping, grappling ;

the
act of seizing or binding, rfferramiento de
las velas, (Naut.) The furling of the sails.

AFERRAR, va. 1. To grapple, to grasp, to seize.

2. (Naut.) To furl, to hand the sails. 3. (Naut.

Ant.) To moor. vr. 1. To grasp one another

strongly. 2. (Met.) To persist obstinately in

an opinion.

AFERRAVELASOACERRAVELAS, sf.pl. Furling-
lines

; rope-bands.
AFERVORIZAR, va. V. Enfervorizar.
AFEYTADAMEXTE, ad. Affectedly, artificially.

AFEYTADOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Barber, hair-dresser.

AFEYTAR, va. 1. To shave. 2. To paint, to set

off a person with paints or colours. 3. To clip
the box, wall-trees, &c. in a garden. 4. To
cut the tails and manes of horses and mules

;

to trim them. 5. (Ant.) To decorate,to adorn.

AFEYTE, sm. Paint ;
an artificial colour laid on

a
tiling

in order to beautify it.

AFIAN/AR, va. 1. To bail, to give security for

another. 2. To prop, to support, to secure
with stays, ropes, &c.

AFIAR, va. (Ant.) To promise or give parole for

the safety ofanother, like the ancient knights.
AFICION, sf. 1. Affection ; inclination for a per-

son or thing. 2. Earnestness, eagerness.
AFICIONADAMENTE, ad. Affectionately.
AFICIONADO, DA, s. An amateur ; a devotee.

AFICIONAR, va. To affect, to cause or inspire
affection, [distant regard ; slight affection.

AFICIONCILLA, sf. (Dim.) Sneaking kindness,
AFILADERA, sf. Whetstone, sharpem'ng-stone.
AFILADURA, sf. Sharpening, whetting.
AFiLAMiENTo,sm. Attenuating, act ofthinning.
AFILAR, va. 1. To whet, to sharpen by attrition.

2. To render keen. Ajilar las unas, To make
an extraordinary effort of genius or skill.

vr. To grow thin and meagre.
AFILIGRANADO, DA, a 1. Filigree-like, resem-

bling filigree. 2. (Met.) Applied to persons who
are slender, slim of body, and small featured.

AFILLAR, va. (Ant.) To adopt, to make him a
son who was not by birth.

AFILON, sm. 1. Whetstone. 2. An instrument
made of steel, used by comb-makers for edg-
ing or whetting their tools.

AFI'N, s. (Ant.) Relation by affinity.

AFINACION, sf. 1. Completion ;
the act of finish-

ing, and the state of being finished. 2. Refin-

ing. 3. Tuning of instruments.

AFINADAMKNTE, ad. Completely, perfectly.

AFiKADo.DA,a. Well-finished, perfect .complete
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AFINADOR, HA, s. 1. Finisher ; one that finishes

a thing well. 2. Key with which stringed in-

struments are tuned.

AFINAD^RA Y AFIIJAMIENTO, s. 1. Refining ;
the

act of finishing. 2. Refinement ; perfection.

AFIKAR, va. 1. To complete, to finish, to polish.

2. To tune musical instruments. Afinnr Jos

metalcs, To refine metals, dfinar la voz. To
tune the voice.

AriNcXoo, DA, a. Wished for with anxiety ;

vehemently desired.

AFINIDAD, sf. 1. Affinity ;
relation by marriage.

2. (Met.) Analogy ;
relation to

;
connexion

with.

AFIR, sm. Horse-medicine made up of juniper-
berries.

AFIRM ACION Y AFIRMATIVA, sf. Affirmation ;
as-

sertion.

AFIRMADAMENTE, ad. Firmly.
AFIRMADOR, RA, s. One that affirms.

AFIRMAMIENTO, sm. 1. Affirmation. 2. (Ant.

Arag.) Agreement with a servant on his en-

tering the service.

AFIRMAR, va. 1. To make fast, to secure. 2. To
affirm, to assure for certain, rffirmar una

rarta, At cards, to give one card a fixed va-

lue. vn. To inhabit, to reside, to sojourn.
tr. 1. To fix one's self in the saddle or stir-

rup. 2. To maintain firmly; to advance stea-

dily, [tively.

AFIRMATIVAMENTE, ad. Affirmatively; posi-

AFIRMATIVO, VA, a. Affirmative ; opposed to

negative. [a wound.

AFISTOL^R, va. To render fistulous
; applied to

Arfxo, XA, a. (Gram.) Affix ; applied to letters

added to a word. [lines.

AFLECHATES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Ratlings or rat-

AFLEGIR, va. (Ant.) V. Afligir.

AFLICCION, sf. Concern, affliction,sorrow, grief.

AFLICTIVO, VA, a. Afflictive ; that which causes

pain and grief. Pena aflictiva, corporal pu-
nishment.

AFLICTO, TA, a. (Poet.) Afflicted.

AFLiGiDAMENTE,ad. Grievously, with affliction.

AFLIGIR, va. To afflict, to put to pain, "to

grieve, to torment.

AFLORX.DO, a. V. Floreado.

AFLOXAMIENTO Y AFLOXADXJTIA, 5. Laxation ;

act of loosening or slackening ;
the state of

being relaxed.

AFLOXAR, va. 1. To loosen, to slacken, to relax.

2. To debilitate. 3. (Pint.) To soften the co-

lour in shading. 4. (Naut.) Aflozar los obcn-

ques. To ease the shrouds. vn. 1. To grow
weak ; to abate. 2. To grow cool in fervour
or zeal

;
to lose courage.

AFLUENCIA, sf. Affluence, plenty, abundance.

AFLUENTE, a. 1. Affluent, copious, abundant. 2.

Loquacious ; having a flow of words, [sers.

AFOLL.ADO, DA, a. Wearing large or wide trou-

AFOLLAR,a. To blow with bellows
; to ill-treat.

AFONDAR, va. 1. To put under water. 2. (Naut.)
To sink. vn. (Naut.) To founder ; to go to
the bottom.

AFORADO, a. Privileged person.
AFORADOR, sm. Gauger, or gager.
AFORAMIENTO, sm. 1. Gauging. 2. Duty on fo-

reign goods.
AFORX.R, va. 1. To gauge, to measure vessels or

quantities. 2. To examine goods for the pur-

pose of determining the duty to be paid on
them. 3. To give or take landa or tenements
under the tenure of melioration. [beasts.

AFORISMA, sf. A swelling in the arteries of

AFORISMO, 5m. Aphorism, brief sentence, max-

AFORfsxico, CA, a. Aphoristical. [im.

AFORO, sm. Examination and valuation ofwine
and other commodities for the payment of
duties ; gauging.

AFORRAR, va. 1. To line, to cover the inside of
cloths. 2. (Ant.) To emancipate a slave. 3.

(Naut.) To sheathe. 4. (Naut.) Aforrar un
cabo, To serve a cable.

AFORRO, sm. 1. Lininor. 2. (NaUt.)"Sheathing,
3. (Naut.) Waist of a ship.

AFORTUNADO, DA, a. 1. Fortunate. 2. Hard,

strong. Ticmpo aj'ortunado,Blowing weather.

AFORTUNX.R, va. To make happy.
AFOSARSE, vr. (Mil.) To defend one's self by
making a ditch.

AFRANCES^DO, DA, a. Frenchified; imitating
with affectation the French.

AFRANCESX.R, va. To Gallicize, to give a French
termination to words. vr. To Frenchify, to

imitate the French.

AFRATEL^RSE, vr. To fraternize.

AFRAYI..R, va. (And.) To lop off the branches
of trees.

AFREC HO, sm. (And. yExtrem.) Bran, the husks
of corn ground.

AFRENILLAR, vn. (Naut.) To bridle the oars.

AFRENTA, sf. 1. Any dishonour or reproach ;

outrage ;
an insult offered to the face. 2. In-

famy resulting from the sentence passed up-
on a criminal. 3. Courage, bravery, valour.

AFRENTAR. va. To affront ; to insult to the

face. vr. To be affronted
;
to be put to the

blush. [fully.

AFRENTosAMENTE,fflrf.Ignominiously ; disgrace-

AFRENTOSO, SA, a. Ignominious ; insulting.

AFRETAR, va. To hog and clean the bottom of
a row galley.

A'FRICO, sm. The wind that blows off the Afri-

can coast ; south-west wind. V. A'brego.

AFRISONADO, DA, a. Resembling a Friesland

draught-horse.
AFRONTADAMENTE, ad. Face to face.

AFRONTAR, va. 1. To put one thing opposite to

another. 2. To confront. 3. To reproach one
with a crime to his face. vn. To face.

AFUER, ad. Upon the word of a gentleman.
AFIJERA, ad. 1. Abroad ;

out of the house or

place. 2. Openly, in public. 3. Besides ;
more-

over. Afuira Afu6ra, Stand out of the way ;

clear the way. En afudra, Except, besides.

AFUERAS, sm.pl. Environs of a place.

AFUEROS, sm. pi. Foreign duties.

AFUFAR Y AFUFARSE, vn. y r. To flee, to run

away, to escape. No pudo afufarlos, He
could not escape them.

AFUSTE, sm,. A gun-carriage, dfuste de morte-

ro, A mortar-bed.

AGACH^DA, sf. Submission ; temporizing.
AGACHADIZA, sf. (Orn.) A snipe ;

a small bird.

Hacer la agachadiza, To stoop down, to con-

ceal one's self.

AGACH.ARSE, vr. 1. To stoop, to squat, to crouch.

2. To let a misfortune pass unnoticed.

as
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AGALBAXA'DO, DA, a. V. Galbanero.

AGA"LLA, */.(Bot.) Gall-nut. Agattade Cipres,

Cypress gall. Quedarse de la agalla. o col-

ffado dc fa agalla ; To bo deceived or disap-

pointed in his hopes. -pi. 1. Glands in the

inside of the throat. 2. Gills of fishes. 3. Dis-

temper of the glands under the cheeks, or in

the tonsils. 4. Wind-galls in the pasterns of

a horse. 5. Beaks of a shuttle.

AGALLADO,DA,O. Steeped in an infusion ofgalls.
AcALLdw, sm. A large gall-nut. rfgalldnes, pi.

1. Strings of large silver-beads hollowed like

gall-nuts. 1. Wooden beads put to rosaries.

AGALLUELA, sf. (Dim.) A small gall-nut.

AGAMITAR/W To imitate the voice of a fawn.

AGAMUZX.DO, DA,. Shamois-coloured ; having
the colour of a shamois-skin.

AGARB.-CDO, DA, a. V. Garboso.

AGARBANZ^R, vn. To bud, to put forth young
shoots.

AGARBA"RSE, rr. To cower, to squat like a hare.

AGARENO, sm. A descendant of Agar ; a Mo-
hammedan.

AGA\RICO, sm. (Bot.) Agaric ; a fungous excres-

cence growing on the trunks 01 larch-trees.

AGARRADERO, sm. (Naut.) Anchoring-gronnd.
AGARRA\DO, DA, a. 1. Seized. 2. Miserable,

stingy. ^
[2. Catchpole, bum-bailiff.

AGARRADOR, RA, s. 1. One that grasps or seizes.

AGARRAFA^R, va. (Vulg.) To grasp ;
to grapple

hard in a scuffle.

AGARRA"MA, sf. V. Garrama.

AGARRA^NTE, V. Agarrador.
AGARRAR, va. 1. To grasp, to seize, to lay hold

of. 2. To obtain. Agarrarse de un pclo, To
grasp at a hair, to support an opinion or fur-

nish an excuse.

AGA"RRO, sm. Grasp, the act of seizing.

AGARROCHADOR, sm. Pricker, stabber, goader.
AGARROCHAR v AGARROCHEJLR, va. To prick

with a pike or spear ; to goad.
AGARROTA"R, va. To tie and compress bales

with ropes and cords.

AGASAJADOR,RA, s. One that receives and treats

with impassioned kindA^s.
AGASAJA"K, va. 1. To m^Tfe and treat kindly.

2. To regale. P&7
AGASA"jo, sm. 1. Graceful and affectionate re-

ception. 2. A friendly present. 3. Refresh-
ment or collation served up in the evening.

A'GATA, sf. Agate, a precious stone.

A'GATAS, ad. All fours. Jlndar d gutas, To go
on all fours.

AGAVX.N/A, sf. (Bot.) Hip-tree, dog-rose. Rosa
canina L.

AGAVILI.AR, va. To bind or tie up the corn in

sheaves. v r. (Met.) To associate with a

gang of sharpers.
AGAZAPA"R,??. (Joe.) To nab or catch a person.

vr. To hide one's self; not to be seen.

A'GE, sm. Habitual or chronic disease.

AGEA"R, vn. To cry like a partridge which is

closely pursued.
AGENA~R, va. (Ant.) V. Enagenar.
AGENCIA, sf. 1. Agency, the office of an agent.

2. Diligence ; activity.
AGENCI! R, va. To solicit

;
to endeavour eagerly

to obtain a thing. [cious.

AGENCIOSO, SA, o. 1. Diligent, active. 2. Offi-
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. V. Gengibre.
AGENO, NA, a. 1. Foreign, strange ; remote. 2

Ignorant. 3. (Met.) Improper. Agtno de ver~

dad, Void of truth.

AGENTE, sm. 1. Agent, actor. 2. Solicitor, at-

torney. Agente, dc ncgocios, Broker.

AGENTJZ, sm. (Bot.) Field fennel flower. Nigel-
la arvensis L.

AGEO, sm. Perro de ogeo, Setting-dog used for

partridges.

AGER^TO, sm. (Bot.) Sweet milfoil or maudlin.
Achillea ageraturn L.

AGERMEN.RSE, vr. To enter the society of

gipsies.
AGEST^DO, DA, (Bicn 6 mal.) a. Well or ill

faced or featured.

AGESTE, sm. North-west wind.

AGI, sm. A sort of sauce made in America of
the agi-pepper.

AGIBILIBUS, s. Application and industry used
to obtain the conveniences of life.

AGIBLE, a. Feasible ; practicable.

AGIGANTA'DO, DA, a. Giantlike, gigantic.

A'GIL, a. Nimble, ready, expedite.

AGILID^D, sf. Agility, nimbleness, activity.
. To render nimble ; to make ac-

tive.

, ad. Nimbly, readily, actively.
Aofo v AGIOTAGE, sm. (Com.) Exchange of

paper money for coin or coin for bills.

AGIOTA"DOR, sm. Bill-broker, stock-broker.

AGIOTISTA,STO. Money-changer, bill-broker.

AGIRONX.R, va. To put gussets or coloured tri-

angular pieces in cloths.

AGITABLE, a. Capable of agitation.

AGITACION, sf. Agitation ; the act of agitating.

AGITANA^DO, DA, a. Gipsy-like, resembling gip-

AGITJ(.R, va. 1. To ruffle. 2. To discuss, [sies.

AGLUTINA'NTE, a. Uniting parts together.
AcLUTiNATfvo, VA, a. Agglutinative.
AGN ACION,.?/". Consanguinity ; relation by blood.

AGNA'DO, DA, a. (For.) Consanguineous ; near
of kin

; related by blood.

AGNAT!CIO, CIA, a. Consanguineous ; belonging
to consanguinity,

AGNICION, sf. Agnition or recognition of a per-
son on the stage. [tree.

AGNOcASTO,sm. (Bot.) Agnus castus, or chaste-

AGNOMKNTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Cognomento 6 So-

brenombre.
AGNUS DEI, sm. Agnus Dei

;
a relic or emble-

matic figure of a lamb, blessed by the Pope.
AGOBIX.R, va. 1. To bend the body down to

the ground. 2. (Met.) To oppress. vr. To
vow.

Ac OLA" R, va. (Naut.)To hand the sails.

AcoLpARSE,??r.To crowd,to assemble in crowds.

AGONA" I.ES, a. pi. Games in honour of Janus.

AGO.VE, (in) (Lat.) 6 en la agoniadclameurte,
In agony ;

in the struggle of death.

AGONIA, sf. 1. Agony ;
the pangs of death. 2.

Any violent pain of body or mind. 3. An
anxious or vehement desire.

AcoxfsTA, sm. (Ant.) A dying person.
AGONIZX.NTE, sm. 1. One that assists a dying

person.
2. A monk of the order of St. Camil-

lus, who is bound to assist dying persons.
3.

(Met.) Anxiously desirous. 4. In univer-

sities, he who assists students in their exa-
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mination for a
decree.

5. (Ant.) Dying ; in

the agony of death.

AGO N i /, Ji R, va. 1. To assist dying persons. 2.

To desire anxiously ;
to wish with continu-

ed eagerness. 3. (Met.) To annoy, to pester ;

to importune intolerably. Estar agonizando.
To be in the agony of death.

AGORA, ad. V. Mora. [gur.

AGOR^R, va. To divine, to prognosticate ;
to au-

AGORKRIA, sf. Auguration ; divination.

AGORERO, RA, s. Augur or augurer ; diviner.

AGORGOJARSE, vr. To be destroyed by grubs.

AGOSTADERO, sm. Summer pasture where cat-

tle graze in August.
AGOSTAR, va. I. To be parched with heat. 2.

(Arag.) To turn up or plough the land in

August ;
to fallow. 3. To pasture cattle on

stubbles in August.
AGOSTERO, sm. 1. A boy appointed to assist and

wait upon reapers in the field. 2. A religious
mendicant who begs corn in August.

AGOSTIZO, ZA, a. A person born in August ; a

colt foaled in that month.

Acdsro, sm. 1. August, the eighth month in

the year. 2. Harvest-time. 3. Harvest ;
the

corn gathered and inned.

AGOTAR, va. 1. To drain off waters or other li-

quors. 2. (Met.) To beat one's brains ; to

strike out something. 3. To run out a for-

tune
;
to mispend it,

AcdxE, sm. (Nav.) He who is of one genera-
tion ;

a race so called.

AGRACEJO, 5m. An olive which falls before it

is ripe.

AGRACI-.NO, SfA, a. Resembling verjuice, or the

juice pressed from sour grapes.

AGRACERA, sf. Vessel to hold verjuice a. Ap-
plied to grapes which never ripen. [some.

AGRACIADO, DA, a. Graceful, genteel, hand-

AGRACIAR, va. 1. To adorn or embellish a thing
or person. 2. To grant a favour. 3. To com-
municate divine grace.

AGRADABLE, a. Agreeable, pleasing.
AGRADAR, va. To please, to gratify, to render

acceptable. vr. To be pleased.

AGRADECER, va. 1. To acknowledge a favour.

2. To reward, to recompense.
AGRADECIDO, DA, a. 1. Acknowledged. 2. Grate-

ful, thankful.

AfiRADEcimfENTO, sm. Gratitude, gratefulness ;

the act of acknowledging a favour conferred.

AGRADO, sm. 1. Affability, agreeableness ; the

quality of pleasing. 2. Will, pleasure. Esto
no cs de mi agrado, That does not please me.

AGRADULCE, a. That Avhich is between sweet
and sour. V. Agridulce.

AGRAMADERA, sf. Brake, an instrument for

dressing flax or hemp.
AGRAMADOR, RA, s. One that dresses flax or

hemp with a brake.

AGRAMAR, va. To dress flax or hemp with a
brake.

AGRAMILA'DO, DA, a. Painted like bricks in size

and colour.

AGRAMILAR, va. To point and colour a brick
wall.

AGRAMI/A, sf. 1. The stem or stalk of hemp.
2. Refuse of hemp which has been dress-
ed.

AGRANDAR, va. To increase, to make larger.

AGUANUJADO, DA, a. Filled or -covered with

grain.

AGRAVACION, sf. Aggravation ; the act of ag-
gravating.

AGRAVADOR, RA, s. Oppressor.
AGRAVAMiESTO,sra. (Canon.) Censure ;

threat-

ening excommunication.

AGRAVANTEMENTE, ad. Grievously.
AGRAVAR, va. 1. To oppress with taxes and

other public burthens
;

to aggrieve. 2. To
aggravate ; to render more intolerable. 3.

To exaggerate ; to make larger.

AGRAVATORIO, RIA, a. (For.) Compulsory, ag-

gravating.
AGRAVIADAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) 1. Injuriously,

insultingly. 2. Efficaciously, strongly.

AGRAVIADOR, RA, s. One that gives offence, or

aggravates.
AGKAVIAR, va. 1. To wrong, to injure. 2. (Ant.)
To load, to Burthen. vr. To be aggrieved.

AGRAVIO, sm. 1. Offence, injury, insult. 2.

(Ant.) Appeal.
AGRAZ, sm. 1. Verjuice ;

the juice expressed
from unripe grapes. 2. An unripe grape. 3.

(Bot.) Maple. En agraz, ad. Unseasonably ;

unsuitably.

AGRAZADA, sf. Verjuice-water.
AGRAZAR, vn. To have a sour taste, to become

like verjuice. va. To disgust.
AoRAZON,sm. 1. Wild grape ; abunch of grapes
which does not ripen. 2. (Bot.) Gooseberry
bush. 3. Vexation, displeasure, resentment.

AGREGACION, sf. 1. Aggregation ; the act of

collecting into one mass. 2. The state of be-

ing thus collected.

AGREG^DO, DA, a. Aggregated.
AGREG^DO, sm. Aggregate ;

the collection of

many particulars into one whole.

AGREGAR, va. 1. To aggregate, to collect and
unite persons or things. 2. To collate, to no-
minate.

AGRESION,*/". (Ant.) Aggression, attack, assault

AGRESOR, RA, s. Aggressor, assaulter ; one that
commits the first act of hostility.

AGRESTE, a. 1. Rustic, clownish, illiterate. 2.

Propagated by nature without cultivation.

AGRETE, sm. Sourness with a mixture of sweet.

AGRETE, a. Sourish.

AcFuAMENTE, ad. Sourly ; with asperity or
harshness.

AGHIAR, va. I. To make sour or tart. 2. (Met.)
To make peevish, to irritate, to exasperate.

AGRICULTOR, RA, s. Husbandman or woman.
RA,'*/*. Agriculture, husbandry.
,
a. Between sweet and sour.AGHIDULCE,

AGRIFOLIO, sm. (Bot.) Holly-tree. Ilex aquifo-
lium L.

AGRILLADO, DA, a. Chained ; put in irons.

AGRILLARSE, vr. V. Grillarse.

AGRILLO, LA, a. (Dim.) Sourish, tartish.

AGRIMENSOR, sm. Surveyor ;
a measurer of

land
;
a director of buildings.

AoRiMENstfRA, sf. Art of surveying land.

AGRIMONIA, sf. (Bot.) Agrimony, liverwort.

Agrimonia L.

AGRIO, RIA, a. 1. Sour, acrid. 2. (Met.) Rough,
craggy ; applied to a road full of stones and

. 3. (Met.) Sharp, rude, unpleasant,
27
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Una respuesta agria, A smart reply. 4. Brit-

tle, apt to break, unmalleable, inductile ; ap-

plied to metals. 5. Harsh, graceless ; applied
to colours.

AcRfo, sm. The acid or acrid juice of fruits.

Agrios, orchard or plantation of sour fruit-

trees, [of a horse's knee.

AGRION, sm. (Alb.) Nerve or tumor in the joint

AGRIPALMA, sf. (Bot.) Motherwort.

AGRISET^DO, DA, a. Flowered, like silks.

AGROPILA, sm. German bezoar.

AGRUPA^R, va. To group, to dispose and unite

figures in a picture.

AcRthiA, sf. 1. Acidity ; the sour juice of cer-

tain fruits. 2. A group of trees which yield
fruit of a sourish taste.

A'GUA, sf. 1. Water. 2. (Quim.) Liquor distil-

led from herbs, flowers, or fruit. Agua, dc,

azahar, Orange flower water. 3. Lustre of

diamonds. 4. (Naut.) Leak. Agua ardiente,

Brandy. Aguafucrte, Aqua fortis. Agua
regia, Aqua regia. Agua bendita, Holy wa-

ter. Agua va, A notice to passengers that

water is going to be thrown. Agua viva,

running water. pi. 1. Mineral waters in ge-
neral. 2. Clouds in silk and other stuffs. 3.

Urine. 4. Tide. Aguas mucrtas, Neap-tides.

Aguas vivas, Spring-tides. Entre dos aguas,
Between wind and water ; in doubt, perplex-
ed.

A'GUA ABA"XO, ad. Down the stream.

A'GUA ARRIBA, ad. 1. Against the stream. 2.

(Met.) Up hill
; with great difficulty.

AGUACA\TE, sm. 1. (Bot.) Vegetable marrow, an
American fruit, resembling a large pea. 2.

Emerald, shaped as a pear.

AGUACERO, sm. A short heavy shower of rain.

AGUACHA, sf. (Bax. Arag.) A pool of stagnant
and corrupted water.

AGUACHIRLE, sf. 1. Small inferior wine, con-

sisting of the washings of the wine-press. 2.

Slipslop ; any bad liquor.

AGUACIBERA, sf. (Agr. Arag.) A piece ofground
sowed when dry, and afterwards irrigated.

AGUACIL, sm. A constable. V. Alguacu.
AGUADA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Water-provisions on

board a ship. Haccr aguada, To water. 2.

(Naut.) Port or place whither ships go to

water. 3. (Pint.) Sketch, outline.

AGUADERAS, sf. pi. 1. Frames in which jars of
water are carried by horses. 2. The four

largest and principal feathers of a hawk.
AGUADERO, sm. 1. Watering-place for cattle. 2.

(Naiit.) Watering-port for ships. [sores.

AGUADIJA, sf. Limpid humour in pimples or

AGUADO, DA, a. 1. Watered. 2. Drinking no li-

quor but water.

AGUADOR, sm. 1. Water-carrier, who carries

water to the houses. 2. (Mil.) Aguador del

real, Sutler. 3. Bucket of a water-wheel.

AcuADticHo, sm. 1. Water-course, rush of wa-
ter. 2. Place where earthen vessels with

drinking water are kept.
AcuAotfRA, sf. Disease in horses arising from

a surfeit of water. [water
AcuAcE, sm. (Naut.) Rapid current of sea-

AGV^JAS,sf.pl. Ulcers above the hoofs ofhorses.

AGUAMANIL, sm. Water jug of metal or earth
for a wash-hand stand.
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AcuAMANos,sm. Water for washing the hands.
Dar aguamanos, To procure water for wash-

ing the hands.

AGUAMELADO, DA, a. Washed or rubbed over
with water and honey:

AGUAMIEL, sf. Hydromel, honey and water.

AGUANAFA, sf. (Mur.) Orange-flower water.

AGIJANIEVE, sf. 1. (Orn.) Bird of the family of

magpies. 2. Sleet, small hail or snow : in this

sense, it is properly two words, agua nievc.

AGUANOSIDAD, sf. Aqueous humours in the

body ; serosity.

AGUANOSO, SA, a. Aqueous ; extremely moist.

AGUANTAR, va. 1. To sustain, to suffer, to bear
;

to maintain. 2. (Naut.) To carry a stiff sail.

AGUANTE, sm. 1. Fortitude, firmness ; vigour
in bearing labour and fatigue. 2. Patience,
sufferance. 3. (Naut.) Navio de aguante, A
ship that carries a stiff sail.

AGUANON, sm. Constructor of hydraulic ma-
chines.

AGUAPIE, sm. Small wine. V. Aguachirlc.
GU^R, va. 1. To mix water with wine, vine-

gar, or other liquor. 2. (Met.) To disturb or

interrupt pleasure. [pecting.
AGUARDADA. sf. Expectation ;

the act of ex-

AGUARDAR, ra. 1. To expect, to wait for, to

await. 2. To grant time, e. g. to a debtor.

AGUARDENTERIA, sf. Liquor shop where bran-

dy is sold by retail.

AGUARDENTERO,KA, s. Keeper ofa liquor-shop;
retailer of brandy and strong liquors.

AGUARDIENTE, sm. Brandy.
AGUA^RDO, sm. Place where a fowler or sports-
man waits to fire at the game.

AGUARR^S, sf. Spirit of turpentine used in var-

nishing.

AGUARSE, vr. I. To be inundated with water.

2. To get stiff after much fatigue ; applied
to horses or mules.

AGUATOCHA, sf. Fire-engine.

AGUATOCHO, sm. 1. Fire-engine. 2. Small quag-
rnire.

AGUAVINTOS, sm. (Bot.) Yellow sage-tree.

AGUAXAQUE, sm. A sort of ammoniac gum.
AGUAYTADOR, RA, s. (Bax.) Spy ;

one sent to

watch the motions and conduct of others.

AGUAYTAMIENTO, sm. The act of spying.
AGUAYTAR, va. To search or discover by close

examination or artifice.

AGUAZA, sf. 1. Aqueous humour. 2. Juice ex-

tracted from trees by incision.

AGUAZX.L, sm. V. Pantano.

AGUAZARSE, vr. To be covered with water.

AGUA/O (pintura dc), Painting drawn with

gum-water of a dull, cloudy colour.

AGUAZOSO, SA, a. Aqueous ; extremely moist.

AGUAZUR, sm. (Mur.) Kind of dark green large
leaved barilla plant.

AcvciAR,va. To desire or solicit with eagerness.
AGUDAMESTE, ad. 1. Sharply, lively. 2. Acute-

ly, ingeniously.
AGUDEZA, sf. 1." Keenness or sharpness of in-

struments. 2. Acuteness, force of intellect. 3.

Witty saying. 4. Acidity of fruit and plants.

AGUDILLO, I.LA ; TO, TA, a. (Dim.) A little

sharp, witty, or sprightly.

AGUDO, DA, a. 1. Sharp-pointed, keen-edged. 2.

(Met;) Acute, witty. 3. (Met.) Dangerous,
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e. g. an acute disease. 4. Brisk, ready, active.

AGUELO, LA, 5. (Ant.) Grand father or mother.

AGUERA, sf. (Agr. Arag.) Channel or trench

for conveying water to a piece of ground.
AGUERO, sm. Augury, prognostication.
AGUERR|DO, DA, . Inured to war.

AGUERRIR, va. To accustom to war.

AGUIJADA, sf. 1. Spur, goad. 2. Stimulation;

excitement, pungency.
AGUIJADOR, RA, s. One that goads or stimulates.

AGuuAuuRA,5/.Stimulation; the actofexciting.
AGUIJAR, va. 1. To prick, to spur, to goad. 2. To

incite, to stimulate. vn. To march, or go fast.

AGUIJATORIO,RIA,. (For.) Stimulating ; applied
to an order from a superior to an inferior court.

AGUIJON, sm. 1. Sting of a bee, wasp, &c. 2.

Prick, spur, goad. Dar 6 tirar coces contra el

aguijon, To kick against the spur or goad.
AcuuoNAzo, sm. Thrust with a goad.
AGUUONEAR Y AGUIJONAR, va. V. Aguijdr.
AGUIJONCII.LO, sm. (Dim.) Petty exciter.

A'GUILA, sf. 1. Eagle. Ve mas que un aguila,
He is more sharp-sighted than an eagle. 2. A
gold coin with an eagle ofthe reign of Charles
V. 3. Principal standard of the ancient Ro-
mans. 4. (Astr.) A northern constellation.

AGUILANDO, sm. V. Agidnaldo.
Acuir.ESo, NA, a. 1. Aquiline ; when applied to

the nose, hooked. 2. Resembling or belong-
ing to an eagle.

AGUILILLA, sf. A little eagle ; an eaglet.
AGLT

ILUCHO, sm. 1. Eaglet, a young eagle. 2.

Hobby. Falco subbuteo L. [box.

AGUINALDO, 5m. New-year's gift, Christmas-

AGUIS.AR, va. (Ant.) 1. To dress, to arrange, to

adjust. 2. To cook or provide provisions.

AGUITA, sf. Dim. de agua, A little rain or mist.

ActfJA, sf. 1. Needle, bodkin. 2. Spire ofan obe-
lisk or pyramid : steeple. 3. Sort of paste,
pointed at both ends. 4. Needle-fish, horn-fish.

5. Needle-shell. 6. Hand of a watch
; style of

.
a dial. 7. Rod in a bee-hive. Aguja de ma-
rear, (Naut.) A mariner's compass. Agitja
de camara, (Naut.) A hanging compass.
Aguja cajtotera, (Naut.) Sailing-needle.

Aguja de relinga, (Nairt.) Boltrope-needle.
Aguja de hacer medias, Knitting-needle.
Aguja de pastor, (Bot.) Shepherd's needle,
Venus' comb. Scandix pecten L.pl. 1. Ribs
of the fore-quarter of an animal. 2. Distemper
of horses affecting the legs, neck, and throat.

3. A sort of cotton stuff, made at Aleppo.
Vino de agujas, Wine of a sharp, acrid taste.

AGUJAR, va. To
prick with a needle.

AcujXzo, sm. Prick with a needle.

AGUJERAZO, sm. A large or wide hole.

AGUJEREX.R y AGUJERAR, va. To pierce, to

bore, to make holes. [hole.
AGUJERICO, ILLO, Y UELO, sm. (Dim.) A small

AGUJERO, 5m. 1. Hole in clothes, walls, &c. 2.

Needle-maker, needle-seller. 3. Pin-case ;

needle-case.

AGUJETA, 5/. String or strap of leather ; a lace.

pi. 1. Drink-money given to post-boys or
drivers of mail-coaches. 2. Pains felt in con-

sequence of fatigue.
AcujETERfA, 5/. Shop where leather straps,

laces, or girths, called agnjetas, are made or
sold.

AGUJETERO, RA, 5m. Maker or seller of aguje-
tas or laces.

AGUJON, 5m. (Aum.) A large needle.

AGUOSIDAD, 5/. Lymph, a transparent colour-
less liquor in the human body.

Aoudso, SA, a. Aqueous.
AGUSTINO, NA, Y AGUSTINIANO, NA, 5. Monk or

nun of the order of St. Augustin.
AGUZADERA, 5/. Whetstone.

AGU/ADERO, sm. Haunt of wild boars, where

they turn up the ground and whet their tusks.

AoczADtrRA, sf. Whet
;
the act of whetting or

sharpening a tool or weapon.
AGUZANIEVE, 5/. Wagtail, a small bird.

AGUZAR, va. 1. To wnet or sharpen a tool or

weapon. 2. (Met.) To stimulate, to excite.

Aguzar el ingenio, To sharpen the wit. Agu-
zar las orejas, To cock up the ears, to listen

quickly, to attend to. Aguzar la vista, (Met.)
To sharpen the sight.

AGUZON.X.ZO, 5m. V. Hurgonazo. [grief.
AH ! (Interj. de dolor.) Ah ! an interjection of

AHAJAR, va. V. Ajar. [threads or fibres.

AHEBR^DO, DA, a. Composed of parts like

AHECHAR, va. V. Aechdr.

AHELEAR, va. To give gall to drink, to make
bitter. vn. To taste very bitter like gall.

AHEMBRXDO, DA, a. Effeminate. V.Afeminado.
AHERROJAMIENTO, 5m. Chaining, putting in

irons. [irons.

AHERROJAR, va. To chain, to put in chains or

AHERRUMBRARSE,W. 1. Tobecome ferruginous,
to have the taste and colour of iron. 2. To be
full of scoria, [wheat and other sorts ofgrain.

AHERVORARSE, vr. To be heated ; applied to

AHI, ad. There, in that place ; in that. Depor
ahi, About that

; indicating a common trifling

thing.
AHIDALGADO, DA, a. Gentlemanlike, noble.

AHIJA^DO, DA, s. 1. Godchild. 2. One protected
or peculiarly favoured.

AHIJADOR, 5m. One who puts a young animal
to be nourished by others.

AHIJAR, va. 1. To adopt as a child. 2. (Among
shepherds) To put every lamb with its dam.
3. (Met.) To impute to one what he is not

guilty of. vn. 1. To beget children. 2. To
bud, to shoot out.

AHILARSE, vr. 1. To grow or be faint for want
of nourishment. 2. To grow sour ; applied
to leaven and bread. 3. To be weak ; applied
to plants. 4. To mould or become mouldy.
Ahilarse el vino, To turn and grow ropy ; ap-

plied to wine. [food.

nfLo, sm. Faintness ; weakness for want of

AufNco, 5?7i. Earnestness, eagerness, with
which a thing is solicited or done.

AHIRMAR, va. (Carp.) V. Ajlrmar.
A.mrJin,va. To surfeit

;
to overload the stomach.

vr. To be surfeited
;
to have an indigestion.

AHITERA, 5/. Violent or continued indigestion.

Anfro, TA, a. 1. One that labours under an in-

digestion. 2. (Met.) Disgusted ; tired of a

person or thing.
Anfro, 5m. Indigestion ;

surfeit.

AHOBACHONADO, DA, a. Dull, slovenly ; lazy.

AHOCINARSE, vr. To run or flow precipitately,
like torrents or floods through narrow passages.
AHOGADKRO, sm. 1. Strangling rope used by
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hangmen. 2. Crowd of people, or place diffi-

cult to breathe in. 3. Necklace. 4. Throat-

band ; a part of the headstall of a bridle or

halter.

AHOGADIZO, ZA, a. Harsh, unpalatable ; applied
to sour fruit. Carne ahogadiza, Flesh of ani-

mals suffocated, or drowned.

AHOGADO, DA, a. Stifled, suffocated. Carnero

ahogado, Stewed mutton. Dar mate ahoga-
do, To pin up the king at the game of chess

;

(Met.) To insist upon things being done with-

out delay. Estar ahogado 6 verse ahogado,
To be overwhelmed with business.

AHOGADOR, RA, s. Suffocater.

AHOGAMIENTO, sm. Suffocation ; the act of

suffocating. Ahogamitnto de la madre, Hy-
sterics, an hysteric fit.

AHOGAR, va. To choak, to throttle, to kill by
stopping the breath. 2. (Met.) To oppress. 3.

(Met.) To quench, to extinguish.
4. To wa-

ter plants to excess. 5. (Naut.) To founder,
to go to the bottom. [affliction.

AHOGO, sm. Oppression, anguish, pain, severe

AHOGUIJO, sm. Squinancy ;
a quinsy.

AHOGUIO, sm. Oppression in the breast which
hinders breathing with freedom.

AHOJAR, vn. To eat the leaves of trees ; appli-
ed to cattle.

AHOMBRADO, DA, a. Masculine
; applied to a

woman of masculine features and manners.

AHONDAR, va. To sink, to deepen. vn. 1. To
penetrate far into a thing. 2. (Met.) To pro-
ceed or advance in the knowledge of things.

AHORA, ad. Now, at present, actually. Ahora
ahdra, Just now. Mora ahora empezd el ser-

mon, The sermon began this moment. Por
ahora, For the present. Ahora, bien, Well,
granted, nevertheless.

AHORA, conj. dis. Whether, or. Ahora sigas
por la iglesia, ahora cmprendas la carrera
de las armas, ahora sirvas al rey en su pa-
lacio, siempre te serdn utilcs las estudios,
Whether you follow the church, or the mi-

litary profession, or serve the king in his pa-
lace, studies will always be useful to you.

AHORCADO, sm. Hanged man. [tioner.

AHORCADOR, sm. Hangman, the public execu-

AHORCADURA, sf. The act of hanging. [ged.
AHORCAJARSE, vr. To sit a-stride, or stride-Teg-
AHORCAR, va. 1. To hang, to kill by suspend-

ing by the neck. 2. To lay aside clothes, to

wear them no longer. Ahorcar los habitos, To
abandon the ecclesiastical garb for another

profession. Que me ahorquen si lo hago, Hang
me if I do. vr. To be vexed or irritated.

AHORMAR, va. 1. To fit or adjust to a form. 2.

To wear clothes or shoes until they fit easy.
3. (Met.) To bring one to a sense of his duty.

AHORNAR, va. To put into an oven to be baked.
vr. To be scorched or burnt in the oven

without being baked inwardly; applied to

bread or baked meat.

AHORQUILLADO, DA, a. Forked ; in the shape
of a fork.

AHORQUILLAR, va. To stay, to prop up with
forks. vr. To become forked.

AHORRADG, DA, a. Unembarrassed ; free from
impediments.

AHORRADOR, RA, s. Liberator, emancipator.

A.HORRAMIESTO, sm. Emancipation, enfran*
chisement.

AHORRAR, va. 1. To enfranchise, to emanci-

pate. 2. To economize. 3. To shun labour,

danger, or difficulties. 4. Among graziers, to

give the elder shepherds leave to keep a cer-
tain number of sheep in the pastures.

AHORRATIVO, VA, a. Frugal, thrifty, saving.
Andar 6 ir d la ahorrativa, To be on the

saving hand, to go frugally to work.
AHORRATIVA Y AHORRO, s. 1. Parsimony, fruga-

lity. 2. Saving : that which is saved or spared.
AHOTAS, ad. (Ant.) V. A1 la verdad.

AHOYADOR, sm. One that makes holes for the

purpose of planting.
AHOYADURA, sf. The act of making holes in

the ground. [trees.

AHOYAR, va. To make holes in the ground for

AHUCHADOR, RA, s. Hoarder
;
a churl.

AHUCHAR, va. To hoard up any thing saved.

AHUECAMIENTO, sm. Excavation ; the act of

cutting into hollows, or forming hollows.

AHUECAR, va. 1. To excavate, to hollow, to

scoop out. 2. To loosen a thing which was
close pressed ; to render wool spungy by
combing or beating it. vr. To grow haugh-
ty ; to be proud or elated ; to be puffed up
with pride. [A sea-fish.

AHUMADA, sf. 1. Signal given with smoke. 2.

AHUMAR, va. To smoke, to cure in smoke.
vn. To smoke, to emit smoke.

AHUN, AatJN^uE, V. Ann, Aimque. [shaped.
AHUSADO, DA, a. Formed as a spindle, spindle-

AHUSAR, va. To make a thing as slender as a

spindle. vr. To taper ; to be shaped like a

spindle. [ens away.
HUYENTAodR, RA, s. One that drives or fright-

AHUYENTAR, va. 1. To drive away, to put to

flight. Ahuyentar los paxaros 6 las moscas,
To scare away birds or flies. 2. (Met.) To
overcome a passion, to banish care.

Ai, ad. V. Alii.

AIJADO, sf. Goad. V. Aguijada.
AINAS, ad. (Vulg.) Well-nigh ; almost.

AINDE, ad. (Ant.) V. Adelante.

AIRADAMENTK, ad. Angrily ; in an angry man-
ner, [grow angry.

AIRARSE, rr. To put one's self in a passion ;
to

AISLADO, DA, . Insulated ; embarrassed.

AISLAR, va. 1. To surround with water. 2. To
insulate.

AJADA, sf. A sauce, made of bread steeped in

water, garlic, and salt.

AJAMIENTO, 577*. Disfiguration ; the act of dis-

figuring ; deformity.
AJAR, sm. Garlic-field; plantation of garlic.

AJAR, va, 1. To spoil, to mar, to tarnish. 2. To
abuse, to treat with injurious language. Ajar
la vanidad d alguno, To pull down one's pride.

AJAZO, sm. A large head of garlic.

AJERO, sm. Vender of garlic.

AJETE, sm. 1. Young or tender garlic. 2. Sauce
made of garlic.

AJIACEYTE, 5m. Mixture of garlic and oil.

AJICOL\, sf. Glue made of cuttings or scraps
of gloves, or leather boiled with garlic.

AJILIMOGK 6 AJILIMOGILI, sm. Sauce of pep-
per and garlic made for stewed meat.

AJILLO, sm. Tender young garlic.
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,
sm. Leek. V. Puerro.

A'jo, sm. 1. (Hot.) Garlic. 2. Garlic-sauce for

meat. 3. (Met.) Paint for ladies. 4. (Met.)
Affair discussed or treated upon by many.
Revolver el ajo 6 el ruido, To stir up new
disturbances. Ajo blanca, dish made of bruis-

ed garlic, bread, oil, and water.

AJOBAR, va. To carry upon one's back loads of

great weight. [2. A heavy load.

AJOBO, sm. 1. The act of carrying heavy loads.

AJOFAYNA, sf. V. Aljofayna.
AJOLIO, sm. Sauce made of oil and garlic.

AJONJE, sm. Birdlime ;
a glutinous substance

extracted from the low carline thistle.

AJONJERA 6 AJONGERO, sf. (Bot.) The low car-

line thistle. Carlina acaulis L.

AjdNjon Y ALJONJOLI, sm. (Bot.) The oily

purging grain. Sesamum orientate L.

AjoquESO, sm. Dish made of garlie and cheese.

AJORAR, va. To carry off by violence.

AJORCAS, sf. V. Axdrcas.

AJORDAR, va. (Arag.) To bawl, to cry out.

AJORNALADO, DA, a. Hired to labour for daily

AJORNALAR, va. To hire by the day. [wages.
AJUAGAS, sf. pi. Spavin ;

a disease in horses.

AJUANETADO, DA, a. Having bony protube-
rances on the joints of the feet.

AJCAR, sm. 1. Apparel and furniture which a

bride brings to her husband. 2. Household
furniture.

AJUDIADO, DA, a. Jewish, resembling Jews.

AJUICIADO, DA, a. Judicious, prudent.
AJUICIAR, vn. To proceed with judgment and

prudence.
AJUNTAMIENTO, (Ant.) V. Juntamitnto.

A.JUNTAR, V. Juntar.

AJUSTADAMENTE, ad. Justly, exactly, rightly.

AJUSTADO, DA, a. Exact, right, well fitted
;

stingy. Es un hombre ajustado, He is a man
of strict morals.

AJUSTADOR, sm. Close waistcoat, jacket.
AJUSTAMIENTO, sm. 1. Adjustment, agreement.

2. Settling or liquidation ofaccounts. 3. Writ-

ing which contains the settlement ofaccounts.

AJUSTAR, va. 1. To regulate, to adjust. 2. To
make an agreement. 3. To reconcile. 4. To
examine and audit accounts. 5 To settle and

liquidate a balance. 6. To press close, to op-

press. 7. To fit or adjust clothes. vr. 1. To
come to an agreement, to settle matters. 2.

To conform one's opinion to that ofanother. 3.

To approach, to draw near a place or thing.
AJUSTE, sm. 1. Proportion of the constituent

parts of a thing. 2. Agreement, contract.

AJUSTICIAR, va. To execute a malefactor, to

put him to death.

A'L, art. 1. An article formed by a syncope of
the preposition d and the article el, and placed
before nouns, &c.

; e.g. Eljuezdebe castigar
al dehnqilente, The judge ought to punish the

delinquent. 2. An Arabic article correspond-
ing to the Spanish articles el and la in com-

pound words
; e. g. Alfaharero, a potter. 3.

Used in verbs of motion instead of the Latin

preposition ad: c. g. Voy al rio, I go to the
river. 4. Used with the infinitive of divers
verbs

; e.g. Al amanecer, At the dawn ofday.
AL, P-ron. indec. (Ant.) Other, contrary, V.

Otro and Demas. Par al, V. For tanto.

ALA

A'LA, sf. 1. Wing ; aisle. 2. Row or rile. 3.

(Fort.) Flank. 4. Brim of the hat. 5. Auricle,
the external fleshy part of the ear. A'las del

Corazon, (Anat.) Auricles of the heart. 6.

Fin of a fish. A'la de mezanza, (Naut.) A
driver. pi. (Naut.) Upper-studding

sails.

Alas de gavia, Main-top-studding sails. Alas
dc velacho, Fore-studding sails. Mas dc so-

bremezana, Mizen-top-studding sails. Alas
de proa, Head of the ship. A'las, Protection ;

boldness arising from protection : (Poet.)

Velocity. [tying God.

Ar.A, sm. Alia or Allah, an Arabic word, signi-

ALA, int. Holla; a word used in calling. V.Alld.

ALABADO, sra. Hymn sung in praise of the sa-

crament when it is put into the tabernacle.

ALABADOR, RA, s. Praiser, applauder. [tious.

ALABANCIOSO, SA, a. Boastful, vainly ostenta-

ALABANDINA, sf. Manganese, a semi-metal.

ALABANZA, sf. Praise, the act of praising.
ALA BAR, va. To praise, to applaud. vr. To

praise one's self, to display one's own worth.

ALABARDA, sf. 1. Halberd, a kind of battle-axe.

2. Serjeant's place, from a halberd having
formerly been borne by Serjeants.

ALABARDAZO, sm. A blow with a halberd.

ALABARDERO, sm. Halberdier, armed with a
halberd.

ALABASTRADO, DA, a. Resembling alabaster.

ALABASTRINA, sf. A thin sheet or plate ofalabas-

ter.

ALABASTRfNo, NA, a. Made of or like alabaster.

ALABASTRO, sm. Alabaster ; gypsum.
A'LABE, sm. 1. Branch ofan olive-tree bent down
and reaching to the ground. 2. Flier of a

water-mill, which serves to set it in motion.

ALABEARSE,#r.Towarp,to grow bent or crooked

ALABEGA, sf. (Bot.) Sweet basil. Ocymum basi-

licum L. [the state of being warped.
ALABEO, sm. Warping ; the act of warping, and

ALABESA, sf. A sort ofpike formerly used, and
so called from its being made in Alaba.

ALABIADO, DA, a. Lipped or ragged ; applied
to uneven coined money.

ALACENA v ALHACENA, sf. 1. Cupboard. 2.

(Na6t.) Locker, a small box in the cabin and
sides of a ship. [L.

ALACHA, sf. Shad, may-fish. Clupea alosa parva
ALACIAR, vn. V. Enlaciar.

ALACR.IN, sm. 1. Scorpion, a small poisonous
animal. 2. Ring of the mouth-piece of a
bridle. 3. Stop or hook fixed to the rocker of

organ-bellows, which serves to put them in

motion. 4. Chain or link of a sleeve button.

ALACRANADO, DA, a. 1. Bit by a scorpion. 2.

(Met.) Infected with some vice.

ALACRANERA, sf. (Bot.) Mouse-ear, scorpion-

grass. Myosotis scorpioides L.

ALADA, sf. Fluttering ; motion of the wings.

ALADARES, sm. pi. Locks of hair which hang
over the temples.

ALADO, DA, a. Winged ;
that which has wings.

ALADRADA, sf. Furrow or small trench made

ALADRAR, va. To plough. [by the plough.
ALADRO, sm. 1. Plough. 2. Ploughed land.

ALADROQUE, sm. (Mm.) A fresh anchovy be-

fore it is put into pickle.

ALAFIA, sf. (Bax.) Pardon. Pedir alafia, To
implore mercy and pardon.
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A'LAGA, sf. A species of yellow wheat.

ALAGARERO,ST. Party of horse making an ex-

cursion into an enemy 's country. V.Jjlgardro.
AI.AGARTADO, DA, a. Variegated; having a va-

riety of colours similar to the skin of a lizard.

, sf. (Arag.) Winged ant or pismire.
ALAJA, ALAJAR, &c. V. Alhdja, Alhajdr, &c.

ALAJU, sm. Paste made of almonds, walnuts,

honey, &c.

ALAMA, sf. Gold or silver cloth.

ALAMA.R, sm. Laced or embroidered button-hole.

ALAMBICADO, DA. a. 1. Distilled. 2. (Met.)
Given with a sparing hand, as if coming out
of an alembic or still.

ALAMEICAR, va. 1. To distil. 2. To investigate

closely. Alembicar los sesos, To screw one's

wits, to hammer one's brains.

ALAMBIQ,UE, sm. Alembic, still. For alambiquc,
Sparingly, in a penurious manner.

ALAMBOR, sm. (Ant. Fort.) Inside slope or talus

of a ditch. V. Escarpa.
ALAMBRE, sm. 1. Copper. 2. Copper-wire. 3.

Bells belonging to a flock of sheep. 4. File

on which papers are strung.
AI.AMEDA, sf:

1. Grove of poplar trees. 2. Pub-
lic walk with rows of trees.

ALAMI.V, sm. 1. Clerk of the market appointed
to inspect weights and measures. 2. (And.)
Architect, surveyor of buildings. 3. (Nav.)
Farmer

appointed to superintend irrigation
or distribution of water.

ALAMINA, sf. A fine paid by the potters of Se-
villa for exceeding the number of vessels to
be baked at once in an oven. [&c.

ALAMINALGO, sm. Office of a clerk, surveyor,
ALAMIRE, sm. Musical sign.
A'LAMO, sm. (Bot.) Elm-tree. A'lamo bianco,
White poplar. Populus alba L. A'lamo tem-

llon, Aspen-tree, trembling poplar-tree. Po-

pulus tremula L. A'lamo negro, Black poplar-
tree. Populus nigra L.

ALAMPARSE, vr. To long, to show an anxious

desire, especially in regard to eating and

drinking.
ALAMih>, sm. A bolt, for fastening a door.

ALANCEADOR, sm. One who throws, casts, or
darts. [or spear

ALANCEAR, va. To dart, to wound with a dart

ALANDAL, ALANIA, V. Alhandal, Alhania.

ALANDRE^RSE, vr. To become dry, stiff, anc
blanched

; used of silk worms.
ALANO, NA, s. Mastiff of a large kind.

ALANO, a. Belonging to the Alans or Vandals
of the 5th century.

ALANZADA, sf. Acre of ground. V. Aranzada.
ALANZAR, va. To throw lances ; as in the an

cient chivalrous games.
ALAQUECA, sf. Stone brought from the Indies

and applied externally to stem blood.

ALAO.UEQ.UES, sm. pi. Those who ransom slaves
or captives.

ALAR, sm. I. Part of the roof which overhangs
the wall. 2. Snare of horse-hair for catching
partridges.

ALAR, va. (Naut.) To hawl. V. Alhar.
ALARA (kudvo en), Egg laid before its time

an egg without a shell. [raquidnto
ALARAO,UA, ALARAQUIKNTO, V. Alharaco,Alha
ALARBE, sm. Clown ; an unmannerly person.
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ALARDE, sm. 1. Review of soldiers. 2. Exami-
nation of the swarm, made by the bees, on
leaving and returning to the hive. 3. Glory,
ostentation, vanity. Haccr aldrde, (Met.)
To boast or brag of something.

ALARDOSO, SA, a. Ostentatious, boastful.

ALARGADOR, RA, s. One who enlarges, delays,
protracts, or lengthens out a thing.

ALARGAMIENTO, sm. The act of lengthening
out, delaying, or protracting ; enlargement.

ALARGAR, va. 1. To lengthen out, to make
longer. 2. (Met.) To protract, to put off. 3.

To increase a marked number or quantity. 4.

To reach or hand a thing to another who is

more distant. 5. To resign, to make over :

yet in this sense largar is more used. 6. To
advance ; to send before. Alargar la con-

versation, To spin out a conversation. Mar-
gar el salario, To increase or augment the

pay. Alargar el cabo, (Naut.) To pay out
the cable. vr. 1. To be prolonged ; applied
to time. Se alargan los dias, The days
grow longer. 2. (Naut.) To sheer off.

ALARGUEZ, sm. (Bot.) Dog-rose, hip-tree. Ro-
sa canina L.

ALARIA, sf. A flat iron instrument used by
potters to finish and polish their work.

ARfoA, sf. Hue and cry, shouting of a multi-

tude of people.
ALARIDO, sm. Outcry, shout.

ALARIFAZGO 6 ALARIFADGO, sm. Office of an

Alarifc, or architect and surveyor ofbuildings.
ALARIFE, sm. Architect, surveyor of buildings,

builder.

ALARIXES, sf. pi. A large sort of grapes.
ALARMA, sf. (Mil.) Alarm, a sudden attack.

ALARM.R, va. To alarm, to call to arms.

ALASTRAR, va. 1. To throw back the ears
; ap-

plied to horses and mules. V. Amusgar. 2.

(Naut.) To ballast. Alastrar un navio, To
ballast a ship. vr. To squat close to the

ground to prevent being seen
; applied to

ALATERNO, sm. (Bot.) Mock-privet. [game.
ALATON, sm. 1. Latten, brass. 2. (Bot.) The

fruit of the nettle or lote-tree.

ALATONERO, sm. (Bot.) Nettle or lote-tree

Celtis orientalis L.

ALATRON, sm. Froth or spume of saltpetre.

ALAVANCO, sm. V. Lavanco.
ALAVENSE Y ALAVES, SA, a. Native of Alava.

ALAXOR, sm. Ground rent or duty for the site

of a house. [horse.

ALAZAN, NA, a. Sorrel-coloured ; applied to a

ALAZO, sm. Stroke with the wings.
ALAZOR, sm. (Bot.) Bastard saffron. Cartha-
mus coeruleus L.

A'LBA, sf. 1. Dawn of day. 2. Alb or surplice
worn by priests at the celebration of the mass.

ALBACA, sf. (Bot.) Sweet basil. V. Albahaca.

ALBACEA, sm. Testamentary executor, [cutor.

ALBACEAZGO, sm. Office ofa testamentary exe-

ALBACORA, sm. 1. A sea fish much resembling
a tunny. 2. An early fig of the largest kind.

V. Breva.

ALBADA, sf. Music which young men in the

country give their sweethearts at the break
of day.

AI.BAHACA, sf. (Bot.) Sweet basil. Ocymumba-
silicum L. Alliahdca aqudtica, a sort of winter
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thistle. Mbahdca salvage 6 silvcslrc, Stone

or wild thistle.

ALBAHAQUERo,sm.A flowerpot with sweet basil.

ALBAHAQ.UILLA DEL RIO, s/. (Bot.) Cullen.

Psoralea glandulosa L.

ALBAL^, s. 1. Cocket, a warrant of entry.
2.

A quittance, certificate. Albala de guia, A
passport. [catching partridges.

ALBANKGA, sf. Net for enclosing the hair, or

ALBANAL Y ALBANAR, sm. Sewer, common
sewer ; now corrupted to shore.

ALBANIL, sm. Mason, bricklayer.

ALBANILERIA, sf. Masonry, trade, craft, and

performance of a mason or bricklayer.

Ai.BAquf A, sf. Remnant ;
in collecting tithes,

an odd portion which does not admit of di-

vision, as six or seven head of cattle.

ALBA^R, a. White, whitish. Conejo albar, A
white rabbit. Pino albar, A white pine. This

adjective is confined to a few nouns only.

ALBARAN, sm. 1. Bill advertising that apart-
ments are to let. 2. Note of hand or other

private instrument.

ALBARAZADA, sf. A marble-coloured grape.

ALBARAZADO, DA, a. 1. Affected with the white

leprosy. 2. Pale, pallid, declining
from the

natural complexion to a white colour.

ALBARA^ZO, sm. White leprosy.

ALBARCA, sf. V. Marca.
ALBARCOQ.UERO, sm. (Bot.) Apricot-tree.

ALB!RDA, sf. 1. Pack-saddle for beasts of bur-

then. Bestia de albdrda, Beast of burthen
2. Broad slice of bacon with which fowls are

covered when they are roasted.

ALBARDADO, DA, a. Applied to animals having
a different coloured skin at the loins.

ALBARDAR, va. 1. To put a pack-saddle on
beasts of burthen. 2. To cover with large
slices of bacon fowls which are to be roasted

ALBARDELA, sf. Small saddle to tame colts.

ALBARDERIA, sf. 1. A street, place, or shop
where pack-saddles are made and sold. 2
The trade of a pack-saddle maker.

ALBARDERO, sm. Pack-saddle maker.

AL^ARDILLA, sf. 1. Small pack-saddle. 2. The
Upper tire of masonry which covers the wall
3. Border of a garden bed. 4. Small saddle

-ise of to tame colts. 5. Wool which

grows on the back of sheep or lambs. 6
Earth which sticks to a ploughshare when
the ground is wet. 7. Batter of eggs, flour

and sugar, with which hogs' tongues anc
feet are covered. pi. Ridges of earth raisec

on the sides of deep foot-paths.
ALBARDIV, sm. (Bot.) Matweed. Lygeum spar-

turn L.

ALBARD<SN, sm. Pannel, a kind of pack-saddle
ALBARDONcfixo, sm. A small pack-saddle.
Ar,BARicjo Y ALBARIGO, sm. (Mancha.) A sorl

of wheat which is very white.

ALUARICOQUE, sm. (Bot.) Apricot. Prunus ar-

meniaca L.

ALBARfLLO, sm. 1 . A tune played on the guitar,
for country dances. 2. (Andal.) A small kind
of apricots.

ALBARINO, sm. A composition of white paint
formerly used by women.

Ar-BARR^DA, sf. 1 . A dry wall, fence, enclosure
2 Ditch for defence in war.

5

AtBARRliU, sf. (Bot.) Cebotla albarrana,
Squill. Scilla maritima L. Torre albarrana,
A sort of watch-tower.

ALBARR.Z, sm. (Bot.) Lousewort, stavesacre.

Delphinium staphisagria L.

ALBATARA, 5/. (Med.) Carbuncle in the urethra.

ALBATOZA, sf. A small covered boat.

ALBAYALDADO, DA, a. Covered with ceruse or

white lead.

ALBAYALDE, sm. White-lead, ceruse.'

ALBAYDA, sf. (Bot.) The shrubby gypsophila.

Gypsophila perfoliata L.

ALBAZANO, NA, a. Of a dark chesnut colour.

ALBAZO, sm. An ancient military term, imply-

ing an assault or attack at day-break.
ALBEAR, va. To whiten. V. Blanquedr.
ALBEDRIO, sm. 1. Free will possessed by man

to choose what is good or bad. 2. Free will

directed by caprice, and not by reason.

ALBELLON, sm. V. Albanal.

ALBENDA, sf. Hangings ofwhite linen.

ALBENDERA, sf. 1. Woman who makes hangings
of white linen. 2. A gadding idle woman.

ALBENGALA, sf. a sort of light crape or gauze
worn in the turbans of the Moors in Spain.

ALBENTOLA, sf. A slight net, made of a very
thin thread, for catching small fishes.

ALBERCA, sf. 1. Pool or pond where jcattle

drink. 2. (Castilla Vieja.) Sink, condui't for

carrying off dirty water.

ALBERCHIGA 6 ALBERCHIGO, s. (Bot.) Peach,

Amygdalus Persica L.

ALBERCON, sm. (Aura.) A large pool or pond.
ALBERENGENA, sf. (Bot.) Mad-apple, egg-plant.
Solanum melongena L.

ALBERGAD6R, RA, s. A lodging-house keeper.
ALBERGAR, va. l.To lodge. 2. To keep a lodg-

ing-house. vr. To take a lodging.
ALBERGUE, sm. 1. Lodging-house. 2. Den for

wild beasts. 3. Hospital or charity-school for

orphans. 4. Place, space.
ALBERcuERf A, sf. (Ant.) 1. Inn. 2. Hospital for

travellers, V. Posada.

ALBERGUERO, sm. (Ant.) Innkeeper.
ALBERICOQITE, V. Albaricdque.
ALBERO, sm. 1. Whitish earth. 2. A cloth for

cleaning plates and dishes.

ALBERQUERO, sm. One who takes care of the

pond or pool where flax is steeped.
ALBERftwiLLA, sf. (Dim.) A little pool or pond.
ALBEYTAR, sm. Farrier, a veterinarian, a horse-

doctor.

ALBEYTERfA, sf. Veterinary art, farriery.

ALBICANTE, a. That which whitens or blanches.

ALBIGENSE, sm. Belonging to the sect of Albi-

genses, which sprang up in Albis in France,
at the beginning of the 13th century.

ALBIHAR, sm. (Bot.) Ox-eye. Buphthalmum L.

ALBILLA, a. Applied to an early white grape.

ALBILLO, a. Applied to the wine ofa white grape.

ALBIN, sm. Bloodstone ;
a sort of iron ore of a

brown colour. Hgematites.

ALB|NA, sf. A marshy piece of ground covered
with nitre in the summer season.

ALBf.vo, NA, a. A term applied to white people

begotten by a white man and a negro or mu-
latto woman.

ALBfs, (Met.) Qucdarse- in albis, To be frus-

trated in one's hopes, to be disappointed.
33
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* ^'BITANA, sf. (Naut.) Apron. Allitdna del co-

daste, (Naut.) Inner post.

A'LBO, BA, a. White, in a superior degree.

ALBOGUE, sm. 1. A sort of pastoral flute, much
used in Biscay. 2. A sort of martial music,

played with two plates of brass resembling
the crotalum of the ancients

;
a cymbal.

ALBOGUERO, RA, s. One who makes albogucs,
or pastoral flutes

;
or plays on them.

AI.BOHOL, sm. (Bot.) A species of bind-weed.

ALBONDIGAS, sf.pl. Balls made of forced meat

chopped small with eggs and spice.

Ai.BONDiGcir.LA, sf. (Dim.) A small ball of
forced meat. [being white.

ALBOR, 5771. (Poet.) Whiteness
;
the state of

ALBORADA, sf. 1. Twilight, the first dawn of

day. 2. (Mil.) Action fought at the dawn of

day. 3. Music. V. Jlllada.

ALBOREAR, n. To dawn, to begin to grow light.
A LB6*RGA, sf. A sort of sandal made ofmat-weed.

ALBOUNIA, sf. A large glazed earthen jug.
ALBORNOZ, sm. 1. A sort ofcoarse woollen stuff.

2. Cloak which forms part ofthe Moorish dress.

ALBORONfA, sf. Fried tomates, pumpkins and

pimento, much used by labouring people.
ALBOR6QUE, sm. Regalement given at the con-

clusion of a bargain.'

ALBOROTADAMENTE, ad. Noisily, confusedly.
ALBOROTA^DO Y ALBOROTADIZO, ZA, a. Of a

restless disposition, turbulent.

ALBOROTADOR, RA, s. Disturber, a violator of

peace, one that causes tumults.

ALBOROTAPUEBLOS, sm. 1. Disturber, mover of
sedition. 2. (Fam.) A good natured person
who always proposes feasts in companies and

parties. [turbances.
ALBOROTA" R, va. To disturb, to vex, to excite dis-

ALBOROTO,s/n. Noise, disturbance, tumult, riot.

ALBOROZADOR, RA, s. Promoter of mirth or
merriment.

ALBOROZAR, va. To exhilarate, to promote
mirth or merriment.

[ing-
ALBOROZO, sm. Joy, merriment, gaiety, rejoic-

Ar.BRfciAs, sf. pi. Reward given for some good
news. Ganar las albricias, To obtain a re-
ward for some good news.

ALBCUECA,*/. (Bot.) Pompion, pumpkin, gourd.
Cucurbita pepo L.

ALBUFERA, sf. A lake formed by the tide.

ALBUGINEO, NBA, a. Albugineous, albumenous,
resembling the white of an egg, or white of
the eye.

ALBUHERA, sf. 1 . Fresh water lake. 2. (Extrem.)
Lake formed by water from the mountains.

ALBTJR, sm. 1. Dace, a river-fish. Cyprinusleu-
ciscus. 2. A sort of game at cards.

ALBLTRA, sf. Whiteness, state of being white.

ALBURERO, sm. A player at the game allures.
A i.BURES, sm. pi. A game at cards played in

the Spanish West Indies.

ALCABALA, sf. 1. Excise, a duty per cent, paid
on all saleable commodities. AlcalAla del

viento, Duty paid on goods sold by chance.
El caudal defulano csta rn aJcabala de vien-

to, He lives upon what he earns without pos-
sessing any property. 2. A net. V.

Xdlega.
ALCABALATORIO, sm. Book of rates of the ttlca-

bala. [alcabala ; a tax-gatherer.
ALCABALERO,s?n.On0whofarmsor collects the
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ALCABOR, sm. Flue of a chimney.
ALCABtiz, sm. Arquebuse, a hand-gun.
ALCACEL 6 ALCACER, sm. Green corn.

ALCACHOFA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Artichoke, the head
of an artichoke. 2. Instrument serving to stop
a flux of blood. 3. Fluted mallets used by
rope-makers.

ALCACHOFADO, DA, a. Resembling an artichoke.

ALCACHOFADO, sm. Dish of artichokes.

ALCACHOFAL, sm. Ground where artichokes are

reared.

ALCACHOFAZO, sm. Blow with an artichoke.

ALCACHOFERA, sf. Artichoke.

ALCACJX, sm. (Bot.) Cardoon. Cynara cardun-
culus L.

ALCAHAZ, sm. A large cage. [a cage.
ALCAHA/XDA, sf. A number of birds shut up in

ALCAHAZAR, va. To shut up in a cage.
ALCAHUETE, TA, s. 1. Pimp, procurer, bawd. 2.

One that receives persons in his house who
want concealment.

ALCAHUETEA'R Y ALCAHUETA^R, to,. To bawd,
to procure women.

ALCAiiuETERfA, sf. 1. Bawdry ;
the practice of

procuring women. 2. The act ofreceiving and

hiding persons who want concealment.

ALCAHUETILLO,LA, s.A little pimp, alittle bawd.
ALCAHUETON Y ALCAHUETA/O, sm. (Aum.) A

great pander, a great bawd.
ALCALA!NO, NA, a. Native of Alcala de Henares,

Complutensian.
ALCAI.DA\DA, sf. 1. An inconsiderate action of

an Alcalde. 2. Any word said, or action per-

formed, with an air of authority.

ALCALDE, sm. 1. Justice of peace or judge who
administers justice in a town. 2. He who leads

off a country dance. 3. Ringleader. Tener al

padre, alcalde, To enjoy the protection of a

judge, or other man in power. 4. Game at

cards.

ALCALDEAR, vn. (Joe.) To play the alcalde.

ALCALDESA, sf. The wife of an alcalde, [caldf.

AI.CALDIA, sf. Office and jurisdiction of an al-

ALCALI, sm. (Quim.) Alkali.

ALCAi-fso, NA, Y ALCALIZ^DO, DA, a. Alkaline,

alkalized, that which has the qualities ofalkali.

Ar-cAiM, sm. (Bot.) Coloquint, bitter apple, bit-

ter gourd. Cucumis colocynthis L.

ALCAMON AS, sf.pl. 1 . Various kinds ofaromatic

seeds used in the kitchen, as anise, caraway,
cumin, and other stimulants. 2. V. Mcahuete.

ALCANA, sf. 1. A place where shops are kept
for the sale of goods. 2. V. Alhe.ua.

ALCANCE, sf. 1. The act of following and over-

taking a person. 2. Balance of an account. 3.

Arm's length, distance of the length of an

arm. 4. Range of fire-arms. 5. Capacity, abi-

lity. 6. An extraordinary courier sent after

an ordinary messenger to overtake him. 7.

Wound which horses give themselves by

striking their fore-legs with their feet in tra-

velling. Ir a los alcanccs, To be at one's

heels. JW> poderle dar vn alcance, To be un-

able to get sight of one.

ALCANCES, sf. pi. Profits, gains by any thing.

ALCANCIA, sf. 1. Money-box. 2. Cavalcade, a

procession on horseback. 3. Earthen-ware
balls filled with ashes and used in cavalry

sports, by catching them on shields. 4. (Mil.)
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Stink-pot ; inflamed combustible balls thrown

among the enemy.
Ai,CANCiAZO,sm. Blow with a money-box or ball.

ALCANDARA, sf. Perch or roost of a falcon.

ALCANDIA, sf. (Bot.) Millet, Turkey millet.

Holcus sorghum L.

A i .< \M>IAL, sm. Ground sown with millet.

AI.C'A.NKOR, sm. Camphor, a gum obtained from
the camphor-tree. Laurus camphora L.

ALCANFOKADA, sf. Camphor-tree.
ALCANFORA.OO, DA, a. Camphorated, impreg-

nated with camphor.
ALCANTARA, sf. A wooden cover for velvet

webs in the loom.

ALCANTARILLA, sf. 1 . A small bridge. 2. A sink,

a drain. 3. A sewer or conduit under ground.
ALCANTARILLADO, sm. Work made in the form

of an arch or vault under ground. [ciscan.

ALCANTARiNO,NA,a.Reformedbarefooted Fran-

ALCANZAIJIZO, ZA, a. That which is within

reach, which may b easily reached. Ha-
cerse alcanzadizo, (Met.) To affect igno-

rance, to feign not to understand something.
ALCAX\ZADO, DA, a. Necessitous, wanting.

ALCANZADOR, RA, s. Pursuer, one who follows

and overtakes another.

ALCANZAD^RA, sf. 1. A tumour in the heel or

pastern of a horse. 2. Wound or contusion

arising from a horse's cutting the foreheel

with the hind shoe.

ALCANZAMIENTO, sm. V. Alcancc.

ALCANZA^R, va. 1. To follow or pursue people
until they are found out. 2. To reach a thing,
to extend the hand to take it. 3. To obtain,
to possess power of obtaining a thing desired.

4. To comprehend. 5. To be creditor of aba-
lance. 6. To know a long while. Yo alcanct
d Pedro, quando empec& d estudiar ; I knew
Peter when I began my studies. vn. 1. To
come in for a share. 2. To suffice, to be suffi-

cient. 3. To reach
; applied to a ball. 4. Al-

canzar en dins, To survive. vr. To wound
the pasterns with the feet, as horses do in

travelling. Alcanzarsele poco d alguno, 6 no
alcanzarsele mas, To be of a weak under-

standing.
ALCAPARRA Y ALCAPARRO, s. (Bot.) 1. Caper-

bush. Capparis L. 2. Caper, the bud of the

caper-bush.

ALCAPARRADO, DA, a. Dressed with capers.

Ar.cAPARRAL, sm. Ground planted with caper-
bushes.

ALCAPARROX, sm. (Aum.) A large caper.
ALCAPARROSA, sf. Earnest, ratifying a bargain.
ALCAKAHUEYA, sf. (Bot.) Caraway-seed. Ca-

rurn carvi L.
[L,

Ai.cARAVAN,^sm. (Orn.) Bittern. Ardea stellaris

AI.CARAVANERO, sm. A hawk trained to pursue
the bittern. [rahucya.

ALCARAVEA Y ALCAROVEA, sf. (Bot.) V. Mca-
ALCARCENA, sf. (Bot.) Officinal tare, bitter

vetch. Ervum ervilia L.

ALCARCHOFA, sf. V. Mcachofa.
ALCARCIL, sm. V. Alcacil.

ALCARRACERO, RA, s. 1. Potter who makes or
sells pitchers and earthen-ware. 2. Shelf on
which earthen-ware is placed.

AI.CARUAZA, sf. Pitcher or jug not glazed, in
which water is put to be kept cool.

ALCAREJ^O, NA, a. Belonging to Alcarria.

ALCATIFA, sf. 1. A sort or fine carpets. "J. l/iv -T

of rubbish put under bricks or tiles in floor-

ing. 3. Roof of a house.

ALCATRX.Z, sm. 1 . Pelican. Pclecanus onocrota-
lus L. 2. A sea-fish taken on the coast of

India.
*

ALCAUC!L, sm. Wild artichoke. V. Mcacil.

ALCAYA\TA,S/. A hooked nail
; a hook. [nail.

ALCAYATAZO, sm. Blow with a hook or hooked

ALCAYCERIA, sf. Market-place for raw silk.

ALc.iYDE,sm.l. Governor of a castle or fort. 2.

Jailer, the keeper of a jail.

Ar.r AYDKSA,s/. Wife of a governor or jailer.

ALCAYDIA, sf. 1. Office or place of a governor,
and the district of his jurisdiction. 2. Ancient

duty paid for the passage of cattle.

ALCAZAR, sm. 1. Palace, castle. 2. Fort, for-

tress. 3. (Naut.) Quarter-deck.
ALCAZUZ, sm. V. Regaliza. [shuffled.

A'LCE, sm. At cards, portion cut off" after being
ALCEDON, sm. Halcyon, or king's fisher, a bird

which breeds on the sea-coast. Alcedo L.

ALCHIMIA, sf. Alchemy. V. Mquimia.
ALCINO, sm. (Bot.) Wild basil. Clinopodium

vulgare L.

ALCION, sm. Halcyon. V. Mcedon.

ALCOBA,S/. 1. Alcove ; a recess. 2. Bed-room.
3. Case in which the tongue of a balancu

moves to regulate the weight.
ALCOBAZA, sf. (Aum.) A large alcove.

ALCOBILLA Y ALCOBITA, (Dim.) A small alcove,

ALCOHELA, sf. V. Endibia.

ALCOHOL, s/re.l. Antimony, a mineral substance.

2. Alcohol, highly rectified spirit of wine.

ALCOHOLADO, DA, a. Being of a darker colour

around the eyes than the rest of the body.
ALCOHOLADOR, RA, s. One employed in rectify-

ing spirits, or who paints and dyes with anti-

mony.
ALCOHOLAR, va. 1. To paint or dye with anti-

mony. 2. To rectify spirits. 3. To reduce to

an impalpable powder. mi. To pass in a tilt

or carrousel the adverse party of combatants.

ALCOHOLERA, sf. Vessel for antimony or alcohol.

ALCOHOLIZAR, va. To alcoholise. V. Mcoholar.

ALCOMENIAS, (Ant.) V. Mcamonias.

ALCON, sm. Falcon. V. Halcdn.

ALCORAN, sm. Alcoran, the book of the Moham-
medan precepts and credenda.

ALCORAN!STA, sm. One who expounds the Al-

coran, or the law of Mohammed.
ALCORNOCAL, sm. Plantation of cork-trees.

ALCORNOQCE, sm. 1. (Bot.) Cork-tree. Quer-
cus ruber L. 2. (Met.) A person of rude, un-

couth manners. [tree.

ALCORNDQ,UENO, NA, a. Belonging to the cork-

ALCOROVIA, sf. V. Mcartivea. [soles.

ALCOROQ.UE, sm. (Ant.) Cork-wood clogs or

ALCORZA, sf. 1. A paste for sweetmeats made
of sugar and starch. 2. A piece of sweet-

meat. Parcce hccho de alcorza, He looks as

if he was made of sweet-meat ; a chicken .

ALCORZAR, va. To cover with a paste of sugar
and starch. [lanarius L.

ALCOTAN, sm. Lanner, a bird of prey. Falco

ALCOTANA, sf. Pick-axe.

ALCoTANcfLLo, sm. Lanncret, a young lanncr.

AtcoxoNfA, sf. (Ant.) Cotton cloth. V. Cotonia.
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:, $m. Sulphur, brimstone, V. Azufre
ALCRIVIS, sm. A small tube at the back of a

forge through which runs the pipe of the bel

ALCROCO, sm. (Ant.) V. Azofran. [lows
ALCUBILLA, sf. Reservoir of an aqueduct.
ALCUCERO, RA, s. One who makes and sells oil

bottles, cruets, and phials, which in Spain
are commonly made of tin.

ALCUCILLA, sf. A small oil-bottle, an oil-cruet

ALC^NAR Y ALCURNA, sf. (Ant.) Family, line

age, race. [for daily use

ALCUZA, sf. Oil-bottle which contains the oi.

ALCUZ^DA, sf. A cruet with oil ; as much oi

as fills a cruet.

ALCUZAZO, sm. Blow given with an oil-bottle.

ALCUZCUZ Y ALCUZCUZU, sm. Flour, water
and honey, made into balls, and esteemed by
the Moors.

ALCUZERO, RA, . Belonging to an oil-bottle.

ALCUZON, sm. (Aum.) A large oil-bottle.

A'LDA, sf. V. Halda.

ALDABA, sf. 1. Knocker, a hammer on the door
for strangers to strike. 2. A cross-bar to se

cure doors and windows. Caballo de aldaba
A steed, a horse for state or war.

ALDABADA, sf. 1. Rap given with the knocker
2. Sudden fear or apprehension of approach-
ing danger ; stings of conscience.

ALDABAZO, sm. Violent rap with the knocker

ALDABEAR, va. To rap or knock at the door
with the knocker.

ALDABIAS, sf. pi. Beams horizontally placed on
two walls, on which a hanging partition is

raised.

ALDABILLA, sf. A small knocker or rapper.
ALDABON, sm. 1. A large knocker or rapper. 2
An iron handle oftrunks or chests. [farm

ALDEA, sf. A small village, a hamlet, a large
ALDEANAMENTE, ad. In the village style ; rustic.

ALDEANIEGO, GA, a. Belonging to a hamlet.

ALDEA^NO, NA, s. Villager, an inhabitant of a

ALDEX.R, va. V. Haldedr. [village
ALDEBARAS, sm. (Astr.) Aldebaran or bull's'

eye, a fixed star in the sign of Taurus.
ALDEHUELA Y ALDEILLA, sf. A little village, a

small hamlet.

ALDEORUIO, sm. 1. A small, nasty and unplea-
sant village. 2. A town whose inhabitants are
as rude as peasants.

ALUIZA, sf. A sort of small reed without knots,
of which brooms are made at Toledo.

A/.DRAN, 5??i. One who sells wine to shepherds
in pastures.

ALDUDO, DA, a. V. Haldudo.

ALEACION, sf. The art of alloying metals.

ALKAR, vn. l.To move the wings, to flutter. 2.

(Met.) To move the arms quickly. 3. (Met.)
To recover from sickness, to regain strength
after great fatigue or labour. va. To alloy,
to mix precious metals with alloy.

ALEBRARSE, ALEBRASTRARSE, Y ALEBRE-
STARSE, vr. 1. To squat, to lie close to the

ground as hares do. 2. To be timorous, to
cower.

^ [couraged.
ALEBRONARSE, vr. To be dispirited, or dis-

AI.ECE, sm. A ragout made of the livers of a

large fish, called mulo, cautrht on the coast
of Valencia. [theleaf of a lettuce .

ALECHUGADO, DA, a. Curled or contracted like

3G

ALECHUGAR, va. To curl or contract like the
leaf of a lettuce.

ALECTORIA, sf. Alectoria, stone engendered in
the liver, ventricle, or gall-bladder of acock.

ALEDA, sf. The first wax, or the refuse of wax
in a bee-hive.

ALEDANO, NA, a. Contiguous, adjacent ; a limit.

ALEFANGINAS, sf. pi. Purgative pills made of

cinnamon, nutmeg, the juice of aloes, and
other spices.

ALEFRIS, sm. 1. A rabbet or joint made by par-
ing two pieces of wood so that they wrap
over one another. 2. (Naut.) To groove tim-
bers so as to receive the ends of planks.

ALEGACION, sf. Allegation, production of in-

struments, quotation.

ALEGAR, va. To allege, to affirm, to quote, to

maintain, to plead.
ALEGATO, 5m. Allegation, declaration showing

the ground of complaint of the plaintiff.
ALEGOR A, sf. Allegory, a figurative discourse.

ALEGORICAMENTE, ad. Allegorically.
ALEGORICO, CA, a. Allegorical, not literal.

ALEGORIZAR, va. To turn into allegory, to al-

ALEGRADO, DA, a. Delighted, rejoiced. Me he

alegrado mucho de ver a mi hermano, I was
much delighted at seeing my brother.

ALEGRADOR, RA, s. 1. One who produces mirth
and merriment ; a jester. 2. Twisted slip of

paper to burn.

ALEGRAR, va. 1. To cause mirth, to make mer-

ry. 2. (Met.) To enliven, to beautify. Me-
grar las luces, To snufFthe candles. vr. 1.

To rejoice, to be merry. 2. To grow merry
and rosy by drinking.

ALEGRE, a. 1. Merry, joyful, content. 2. (Met.)
gay, showy, fine ; applied to inanimate

things. Un cielo alegre, A clear beautiful

sky. 3. Brilliant, pleasing ; applied to colours.

4. Lucky, fortunate, favourable.

ALEGREMENTE, ad. Merrily.
ALEGRIA, sf. 1. Mirth, merriment, jocularitv,

pleasure. 2. (Bot.) Bhenne. Sesamum ori-

entale L. 3. Paste made of sesamum and ho-

ney. pi. Rejoicings, public festivals.

ALEGRON, sm. 1. Sudden, unexpected joy. 2.

Flash, a sudden and short blaze.

ALEJAMIENTO, sm. Elongation, removal to a

distance.

ALEJAR, va. To remove to a greater distance,
to separate one thing from another.

A.LEjtfR, sm. V. Alaju.

A.LELARSE, vr. To become stupid.

ALELI, sm. (Bot.) The winter gilliflower, of va-

rious colours : also a general name for violets.

ALEL^YA, sf. 1. Allelujah, a word of spiritual

exultation, Praise the Lord. 2. Joy, merri-

ment. 3. Easter time. Al aleluya nos vcrc-

mos, We shall see each other at Easter. 4.

Small pictures with the word aleluya printed
on them, and thrown among the people on
Easter-eve. 5. (Bot.) Gilliflower.

ALELUYADO, DA, a, Happy, merry, joyful.

ALEMA, sf. The allotted quantity of water for

irrigating a piece of ground.
ALEMANA, sf. An ancient Spanish dance.

ALEMANISCO, CA,. Germanic ; applied to cloth

made in Germany.
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Ai E.VGCVMIENTU, sm. An agreement relative

to pasture.

ALENGUAR, va. To agree, or conclude an agree-

ment, respecting sheep-walks or pasturage.
ALENTADA, sf. Interval between two respira-

tions, a continued respiration.

ALENTADAMENTE, ad. Bravely, gallantly.

ALENTA.DO, DA, a. 1. Spirited, courageous, va-

liant. 2. (Ant.) Bold, daring.

ALENTAR, vn. To respire, to breathe, to draw
breath. va. To animate, to encourage, to in-

spirit.

ALKPINES, sf. pi. Bombazeens.

AI.ERA, sf. (Ar.) 1. Level place where horses

tread out the corn. 2. Right of pasturage
near a treading-place.

ALERCE, sm. (Bot.) Larch-tree. Pinus larix L.

ALERO, sm. The projecting part of a roof ALFARACES,sm. pi. Horses on which the light
which overhangs a wall ; eaves. pi. 1. Pieces

of leather in old coaches which cover the

body, and hang down to the steps. 2. Snares
for partridges.

ALERTA, sm. (Mil.) Watch-word.
ALERTA 6 ALERTAMENTE, ad. Vigilantly, at

tentively, carefully. Estar alerta, To be on
the watch. Alerta d la buena guardia a

proa, (Naut.) Look out well there afore.

ALERTER, va. To render vigilant, to put one
on his guard.

ALERTO, TA, a. Vigilant, alert, guarded.
ALESNA, sf. Awl, a pointed instrument.

ALESNA.UO, DA, a. Awl-shaped, pointed like an
awl.

AI.ETA, sf. 1. A small wing. 2. Fin of a fish.

Metas, (Naut.) Fashion pieces.

ALETADA, sf. Motion of the wings.
ALETAZO, sm. Stroke of the wing.
ALETEAR, vn. To flutter, to take short flights

with great agitation of the wings, to flit.

ALETO, sm. (Orn.) The Peruvian falcon. Falco
Peruvianus L.

ALSTON, sm. (Aum.) A large wing.
AI.ETRIA, sm. A kind of paste. V. Fidtos.

ALEUDARSE, vr. (Ant.) To become fermented,
applied to dough.

ALEVE, a. Treacherous, perfidious. [cows.
ALEV^SA, sf. A tumour under the tono-ue of

ALEVOSAMENTE, ad.

ously.

Treacherously, perfidi-

[trust.

ALKVOSIA, sf. Treachery, perfidy, breach of

ALEVOSO, SA, a. Treacherous, perfidious.

ALE'XIFARMACO, CA, . Alcxipharmic, antidotal,

possessing the power of destroying or expel-

ling poison.
Ai.ExfJAS, sf. pi. Soup made of barley peeled,

cleaned, and roasted. Tiene carade alexijas,
He looks half-starved.

ALFABEGA, sf. V. Mbahaca.

ALFABETICO, CA, a. Alphabetical.
ALFABETISTA, sm. One that studies the alpha-

bet and orthography. [of words.

ALFABETO, sm. Alphabet, the letters or elements

ALFADIA, sf. Bribe.

ALFAGIO, sf. 1. Piece of wood for making win-
dows and doors. 2. (Naut.) Batten. 3. (Ma-
nuf.) Cross-bars on which clothes are hung.

ALFAHAU, ALFAHARERO, V. JHfar, Mfarero.
Ar.FAHARERfA, V. Alfare.ria.

ALFAJOR, sm. V. Alaju.

ALFAFA 6 ALFALFE, s. (Bot.) Lucern.

cago sativa L. [lucern.

ALFALFAR, sm. A piece of ground sown with
ALFANA,

f

sf. A large, strong and spirited horse.

ALFANEQ.UE, sm. 1. The white eagle. Falco
albus L. 2. Tent or booth.

ALFANGK, sm. Hanger, cutlass.

ALFANGETE, sm.A little hanger, a small cutlass.

ALFANJAZO, sm. A cut or wound with a cutlass.

ALFANJON Y ALFONJONAZO, sm. A large hanger
or cutlass.

ALFA^UE, sm. Sand-bank on the sea-coast or

at the mouth of a harbour.

ALFAR, sm. Pottery, a place where earthen-

ware is made.

ALFAR, va. To raise the forehead too much ;

applied to a horse.

cavalry of the Moors was mounted.

ALFARDA, sf. 1. (Arag.) Duty paid for the irri-A ,sf.
of lagation of lands. 2. A beam which supports a.

certain part of a building.
ALFARDERO, sm. A collector of the duty for

watering lands.

ALFARDILLA, sf 1. Silk, now called galloon. 2.

A small duty for watering lands.

ALFARDON, sm. 1. Hoop or ring at the end of

an axle-tree. 2. Duty paid for watering lands.

ALFARERO, sm. Potter, one whose trade is to

make earthen-ware.

ALFARGE, sm. 1. The lower stone ofan oil-mill.

2. Ceiling of a room adorned with carved
work.

ALFARGIA, sf. V. Mfagia.
'

ALFARMA, sf. (Arag.) (Bot.) Wild rue. V.

Mliargama.
ALFAYATE,sm. (Ant.) A tailor.

LFENficARSE, m. To affect peculiar delicacy
and nicety.

ALFEiIiQ,uE, sm. 1. A sugar-paste made with
oil of sweet almonds. 2. (Met.) A person of
a delicate complexion.

ALFERECIA, sf. 1. Epilepsy, a convulsive disor-

der. 2. An ensign's commission.

ALFEREZ, sm. 1. Ensign, cornet. 2. Mferez dc

navio, Ensign of the navy.
ALFEYZAR, sm. The aperture in a wall at the

inside of a door or window.

AT.FICOZ, sm. (Bot.) The serpent cucumber.
Cucumis flexuosus L.

ALFIL, sm. Bishop, at the game of chess.

ALFILER Y ALFILEL, sm. Pin used by women
to fasten their clothes. Jttfilcres, Pin-money,
the money allowed to married ladies for their

private expenses. Con todos sus alfileres 6

de veinte y cinco alfileres, In full dress ;

dressed in style. [pin.

ALFILERAZO, sm. 1. Prick of a pin. 2. A large

ALFILETERO, sm. Pin-case, needle-case.

ALFILETE 6 ALFILETETE, sm. Paste made of

coarse flour of wheat or peeled barley.

ALFOLI, sm. 1. Granary. 2. Magazine of salt.

ALFOLIERO Y ALFOLINERO, sm. Keeper of a

granary or magazine.
ALFOMBRA, sf. 1. Floor-carpet. 2. Field adorned-

with flowers. 3. (Med.) Eruptions on the skin.

ALFOMBRAR, va,. To carpet,to spread with car-

pets.

ALFOMBRAZA,S/.A largo carpet.
37
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ALFOMBRERO, RA, s. Carpet-maker
ALFOMBRfLi.A, sf. 1. A small carpet. 2. (Med.)

Efflorescence or breaking out in the skin.

ALFONDEGA 6 ALFONDIGA, sf. (Ant.) V. Mhon-

diga.
ALFONSEARSE, vr. (Bax.) To jest or joke with

each other ; to ridicule each other in a jocu-
lar style.

Ar,FONsi, sin. A sort of maravcdi.

ALFONSIGO, sm. 1. Pistachio, the fruit of the

pistachio-tree. 2. Pistachio-tree. Pistaciave-
ra L.

ALFONSIN, NO, NA, a. Belonging to the kings
called Alphonso, or Ildefonsus.

ALFONSIXA, sf. A solemn act held in the church
of the Alphonsine college of Alcala, where
several positions either theological or medical
are publicly discussed.

ALFORJA, sf. Saddle-bag, portmanteau. Ha-
cerle d alguno la alforja, To fill one's saddle-

bag with provisions.

ALFORjERo,sm.l.Maker or seller ofsaddle-bags.
2. A lay-brother of some religious orders who
goes about begging bread. 3. One who carries

for others the bag with provisions. 4. Sports-
man's dog taught to guard the bag of game.

ALFORJILLA, ALFORJITA Y ALFORJUELA, sf. A
small saddle-bag, a small wallet or knapsack.

ALFORZA, sf. Plait made in a petticoat.

ALFRONITRO, sm. V. Matron.

A'LGA, sf. (Bot.) Sea-wreck. Zostera marina L.

ALGADONERA, sf. (Bot.) Cudweed, graphalium.
ALGAL.BA, sf. (Bot.) Briony, white briony,

wild hops. Bfyonia alba L.

ALGALIA, sf. 1. Civet, a perfume extracted
from the civet-cat. 2. Catheter, a hollow in-

strument for extracting the urine.

ALGALIAR, va. (Ant.) To perfume with civet.

ALGARA, sf. 1. The thin integument which co-
vers an egg, onion, &c. 2. Foraging or ma-
rauding party of cavalry.

AI.GARABIA,S/. l.The Arabic tongue. 2. (Met.)
Any unintelligible gibberish or jargon. 3.

(Met.) A confused noise of several persons
all speaking at once. 4. (Bot.) Centaury.
Centaurea salmantica L.

AI.GARAIM, sf. 1. A loud cry. 2. A sudden at-

tack. 3. A sort of battering rarn or catapult
used by the ancients.

AT.GAREUO, RA, a. Prating, chattering, loqua-
cious. La, muger algarera nunca lia.cc, Larga
tela, A prating woman works but little.

ALGARRADA, sf. 1. The act of driving bulls into

the pinfold for the bull-feast. 2. (Ant.) Cata-

pult, battering ram.

ALGARROBA, sf. (Bot.) The smooth tare, the

smooth-podded tare. Ervumtetraspermum. L.

ALGARROBAL, sm. A piece of ground planted
with carob-trees.

ALGARROBO Y ALGARROBERA, s. (Bot.) Carob-

tree, or St. John's bread. Ceratonia siliqua L.

ALG!YDA, sf. A ridge of shifting sand.

ALGAYDO, DA, a. Thatched, covered with straw
or rushes. Casas algaydas, Thatched-houses.

ALGAZARA, sf. 1. Huzza, cry of Moors rushing
forth from ambush. 2. The confused noise
of a multitude.

AI.GEBENA, sf. (Mur.) An earthen jug.
A'LGEBRA, sf. 1. Algebra, a branch of the high-
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er mathematics. 2. Art of replacing dislo-

cated members.

LLGEBRfsxA, swi. 1. Algebraist, a person that
understands or practises algebra. 2. One who
understands and practises the art of setting
dislocated members.

ALGECERIA, sf. Place for preparing or selling

gypsum, or plaster of Paris.

ALGECERO, RA, s. Plasterer.

ALGENTE, a. Extremely cold.

ALGERIFE, sm. (Ant.) Large fishing-net.

ALGEZ, sm. Gypsum, in its crude state.

ALGEZAR, sm. Pit of gypsum or sulphate of
lime. V. Yesar. [Yeson.

ALGEZON, sm. Gypsum, plaster of Paris. V.

ALGIBE, sm. Cistern, a receptacle of water.

ALGIBERO, sm. One who takes care of cisterns.

ALGIMIFRADO, DA, a. Dressed, painted.

A'LGO, pro. Somewhat, something.
A'LGO, ad. Somewhat. La medida es algo cs-

casa, The measure is somewhat short. Algo
6 nada, All or nothing. Ser algo que, To be
worth something. Algo, property, faculty.

ALGODON, sm. 1. (Bot.) The cotton-plant. Gos-

sypium herbaceum L. 2. Cotton-wool. Algo-
ddnes, Cotton for an ink-stand.

ALGODONADO, DA, a. Filled with cotton.

ALGODONAL, sm. A cotton-plantation.

ALGODONERO, RA, s. A dealer in cotton.

ALGORIN, sm. A partition of boards in oil-mills

for receiving the olives which are to be ground.
ALGORITMO, sm. Algorithm, an Arabic word

signifying the science of numbers.

ALGOSO, SA, a. Weedy, full of sea-weeds.

ALGRiNAL,sm. Veil wornby ladies. V.Alquinal.
ALGUACIL, sm. 1. An inferior officer of justice ;

a bumbailifF; a market-clerk. 2. The short-

legged spider. 3. High constable. Alguacil
de campo 6 del campo, Guard or watchman
of corn-fields or vineyards. [alguacil.

ALGUACJLAZGO, sm. The place or office of an

ALGCARIN, sm. 1. A small room on the ground-
floor in which any thing is kept. 2. Bucket
in which flour falls from the millstones

ALGUA/A, sf. Hinge.
ALGUIEN, pro. Somebody, some person.
"

LGtiN, pro. Algun tiem.po, Sometime. V. Al-

guno.
LGUNO, NA, a. Some person, some thing, any
one. Ha venido alguno, Did any one come ?

Alguna vez, Sometimes, now and then.

ALGUN TANTO, ad. Somewhat, a tittle.

ALHAEEGA, sf. V. Albahaca.

ALBADID A,S/. (Quim.) Burnt copper from which
the saffron of copper is extracted. [ture.

ALHAGAR, va. To furnish, to supply with furni-

ALHAJA, sf. 1. Showy furniture, pompous or-

nament. 2. A thing of great value, a jewel.

(Prov.) Quien trabaja tien alhaja, He that

labours
spins gold ; the hand of industry

maketh rich.

ALHAJAR, va. 1. To adorn. 2. To furnish.

ALHAJUELA, sf. A little toy.

ALHAMEL, s??i. 1. A beast ofburthen. 2. Porter ;

carrier.

ALHANDAL, sm. Coloquint, bitter apple.

ALHARACA, sf. Clamour, vociferation proceed-

ing from anger, complaint, admiration, &c.

ALHARAQUIENTO, TA, a. Noisy, clamorous.
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Al.IIARGAMA Y ALHARMA,Sm. (Bot.) Wild TU6

Peganum harmala L.

AI.HFI.I. V. Meli.

ALIO'NA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Privet, primprint. Li-

gustrum vulgare L. 2. Flower of privet. 3

Privet ground to powder. 4. Smut in corn

Rubigo.
ALHENARSE, vr. To grow smutty, to be mil-

dewed ; applied to corn. V. Arroyarse,
ALHOCIGO, sm. V. Jllf6nsigo.

ALHOJA, sf. A species ofsmall birds, resembling
a lark.

ALHOLVA, sf. (Bot.) Fenugreek. Trigonella
foenum Gneeum L.

AT.HOXDIGA, sf. A public granary, where corn

is bought and sold. V. Pdsito.

ALHONDIGUERO, sm. The keeper of a public

granary.
ALHORMA, sf. Royal Moorish tent.

ALHORRE, sf. Eruption in the skin of new-born
children.

ALHOSTIGO, sm. V. Alf6nsigo.

ALHOZ, sm. Limit or lot of land in a district.

ALHUZEMA, sf. (Bot.) Lavender. Lavandula

spica L.

AUABIERTO, TA, ff. Open-winged ;
a term ap-

plied to birds that have the wings expanded.
AMA.CAN Y AMACRAN, sm. Jaundice. V. Icte-

ricia. [the jaundice.

AMACANADO, DA, a. Jaundiced, infected with

AMADO, DA, a. y s. Allied
; ally.

AMAGA. sf. (Bot.) Furze, gorse, whim. Ulex

EuropEeus L.

ALIAGAR, sm. Place covered with furze.

AMANZA, sf. 1. Alliance, league, coalition. 2.

Agreement, convention. 3. Affinity, an alli-

ance contracted by marriage.
ALIARA, sf. Goblet or cup made of cow-horns.
ALIARIA. sf. (Bot.) Garlic hedge-mustard, jack
by the hedge. Erysimum alliaria L.

ALIARSE, vr. To be allied, leagued, or coalesced.

A'LiA.s,ad. (Lat.) Otherwise, in another manner.
ALICA, sf. (Dim.) A small wing.
A'LICA, sf. Pottage made of spelt, wheat, and

other pulse.

AMCAIDO, DA,fl. 1. With fallen wings. 2. Weak,
extenuated. 3. Uncocked. Sombrero alicaido,
An uncocked hat.

AMOANTARA, sf. A small lizard, in Sierra Mo-
rena, whose bite is said to be mortal.

AT.ICANTE, sm. A kind of poisonous snake.
A i ICANTINA, sf. Artifice, stratagem, cunning.

Tiene muchas alicuntinas, He is full of delu-
sive stratagems.

AI.ICATADO,S?W. Work inlaid with Dutch tiles.

AMCATES, sm. pi. Pincers with very small

points, used by watch-makers.

AMCIENTE, sm. Attraction, incitement. -

ALICIONAR, va. To give a lesson, to teach.

ALIDADA, sf. Geometrical ruler, a cross-staff.
A i, iDON A, .<?/'.

Stone in the intestines ofa swallow.
AMENAR, ra, (Ant.) V. Enavc-nar.

AMENDE, ad. (Ant.) V. Mlcnde.

AMENTO, sin. 1. Breath, respiration. 2. Vigour
of mind, spirit, valour. 3. Smell, scent. Yo
fui alia, de un aliento, I went thither in a
whiff, without drawing breath.

ALTER, sm. (Naut.) 1. Rower on board a galley.
2. Marine stationed on board a ship.

AMFAFE, sm. 1. A callous tumour growing on
the hind part of a horse's hock. 2. Habitual
ailment or complaint. [bright.

AMFAR, va. To polish, to burnish, to make
AMFARA, sf. Collation, luncheon.

AI.IGACION, sf. Alligation, the act of tying to-

gether. Regla de aligacion. Rule of alliga-
tion ;

in arithmetic. [gether.
ALIGAMIENTO, sm. Act of tying or binding to-

ALIG^R, va. 1. To tie, to unite. 2. (Met.) To
oblige ;

to lie down.

ALIGERAMIENTO,*TK. Alleviation ; lightening.
AI.IGKRAR, va. 1. To lighten. 2. (Met.) To al-

leviate, to ease. 3. To hasten. 4. Jlligerar
un caballo, To make a horse move light and
free in the forehand.

ALIGERO, RA, . (Poet.) Winged, quick, fast.

ALIJADOR, sm. 1. One who lightens. 2. (Naut.)
Lanchon alijador, Lighter, a craft used in

unloading ships. 3. He who separates the
seed from cotton wool.

AMJAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To lighten. Mijar un
navio, To lighten a ship. 2. To separate the
wool or down of cotton from the seed with
the hand or with a gin.

Ai.fjo, sm. I. (Naut.) Lightening of a ship.
Embarcacion de alijo, (Naut.) Lighter. 2. Al-

leviation, [fish.

, sf. (Dim.) 1. A small wing. 2. Fin ofa

AMMANA, sf. 1. Animal which devours game, as

the fox, wild-cat, &c. 2. (Ant.) V. Animal.

AMMENTACION, sf. Alimentation, act ofnourish-

ing.

AMMENTAR, va. 1. To feed, if) nourish. 2. To
supply a person with the necessaries of life.

AMMENTARIO Y ALIMENTISTA, s. One who en-

joys a certain allowance for maintenance.

AMMENTICIO, CIA, a. Relating to aliment.

AMMENTO, sm. 1. Aliment, nourishment, food,
nutriment. 2. (Met.) Incitement, encourage-
ment, incentive.

AMMENTOSO, SA, a. Alimentary, that which has
the power of nourishing ;

nutritious.

AMMPIAR, va. (Ant.) V. Limpiar.
AMXDADO, DA, a. Affectedly nice or elegant.
ALINDAR, va. 1. To fix or mark limits or boun-

daries. 2. To embellish, to adorn. Mindar el

ganado. To drive the cattle to pasture as far

as the limits extend. V. Lindar.

ALINDI, sm. Mercury prepared for mirrors.

AMNADOR, RA, s. 1. One who adorns, or embel-
lishes. 2. (Ant.) Executor, administrator.

AMNAR, va. 1. To arrange, to adorn, to set off.

2. To dress or cook victuals. 3. To season.

ALINO, sm. 1. Dress, ornament, decoration,
cleanliness. 2. Apparatus, preparation for

the performance of something.
ALioNiN,sm. The blue-feathered duck.

ALIOX, sm. Marble. V. Marmol.

ALIPKDE, a. (Poet.) One with winged feet ;

swift, nimble.

\T,iPTE,sm. (Ant.) An attendant appointed to

rub over with unctuous matter and perfume
those who came out of the bath.

AMO.UANTA (parte), Aliquant number, or that

part of a number which never divides it ex-

uctly ;
as 5 is an aliquant of 12. [ed.

Ar.iquEBRADo, DA, a. Broken-winged ; deject-

ALIQUOTA (parte), Aliquot number, or that
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part of a number which exactly measures it

without any remainder ;
as 4 is an aliquot

part of 12.

ALiROiNEs, sm. pi. (Mur.) Wings of fowls strip-

ped of their feathers.

ALISADOR, RA, s. 1. Polisher. 2. An instrument
used to make wax-candles round and taper-

ing on a strong even table. [mg-

ALISAD^RA, sf. Planing, smoothing, or polish-

ALISADURAS, sf. pi. Shavings, cuttings of stone

or any other thing made smooth. [lish.

AMSAR, va. To plane, to make smooth, to po-
ALIS^R Y ALISEDA, s. Plantation of alder-trees.

ALSMA, sf. (Bot.) Water-plantain.
ALISO, 5m. (Bot.) Alder-tree. Betula alnus L.

ALIST.ADO, DA, a. 1. Enlisted. 2. Striped.
AI.IST VDOR, sm. 1. A recruiting officer. 2. One
who keeps accounts.

ALISTAMIENTO, sm. Enrolment, conscription.

ALISTAK, va. 1. To enlist, to enrol. 2. To get
ready, to prepare.

ALITERACION, sf. V. Paronomasia.

ALIVIADOR, RA, s. 1. One who eases. 2. A spin-
dle that serves to raise or lower the running
mill-stone, and acts as a lever.

ALIVIAR, va. 1. To lighten, to make less heavy,
to ease. 2. (Met.) To mitigate grief or sor-

row. 3. To hasten, to move with swiftness.

Ai,f vio, sm. 1. Alleviation, ease. 2. Mitigation
of pain or sorrow.

ALIXAR,S?TI.An uncultivated, low stony ground.
ALIXARAU, va. To divide waste lands'tobe cul-

tivated.

ALIXARERO, sm. One who takes a part or lot

of waste lands to cultivate it.

AI.IXARIKGO, CA, a. Belonging or relating to
uncultivated land.

ALJABA, sf. Quiver, a case for arrows.

ALJAMA, sf. (Ant.) Assembly of Moors
; syna-

gogue. V

AT..TAMIA, sf. (Ant.) 1. Corrupted Arabic, spo-
ken by the Moors. 2. Moorish name of the

Spanish language. 3. (And.) Synagogue.
ALJARFA 6 ALJ^RFE, sf. A tarred net with

small meshes.

AI.JOFAR, sm. 1. Pearl of an irregular shape. 2.

(Met. Poet.) Drops of water or dew ; also
the tears and teeth of ladies.

ALJOFARAR, va. I. To adorn with pearls. 2. To
convert something into the shape and colour
of pearls.

Ai.jor.4YNA Y AI.JAFXNA, sf. An earthen jug.
AL.TOFIFA, sf. Cloth for washing and cleaning

floors.

ALJOFIFA\R, va. To rub with a cloth, to mop.
Ar.j6.vGt, sm. V. tfjonje.

ALJONGERA, sf. V. Ajongcra.
AL.TONGERO, a. Belonging or relating to the car-

line thistle, from which birdlime is extracted.

ALJONJOLI, sin. V. Mevria.
AI.JURA, sf. A moorisligarment, formerly worn
by Christians in Spain.

AI.KAM, sm. Alkali or alcali, a salt extracted
from a plant called by the Arabs kali, by the

Spaniards sosa, and by the English glass-
Solsola L.

AI.KALINO, HA, a. Alkaline. V.Mcalino.
A.r.x\M7,AR, va. To alkalize, to render alkalinn.

;::3,sw, A celebrated confection made
40

by the Arabs ofpearls, lapis lazuli, aloes wood,
and cinnamon, with kermes and gold-leaf.

L^, ad. There, in that place ; thither, or to

that place ; anciently ; in other times. Mia,
va con Dios, (Naut.) About ship, tack about.

ALLANADOR, sm. 1. Leveller. 2. Goldbeater's

paper which contains the beaten gold-leaves.
ALLANAMIENTO, sm. 1. Levelling, the act of

making even. 2. (Met.) Affability, suavity.

ALLANA^R, va. 1. To level, to make even. 2.~To

remove, surmount, or overcome difficulties.

3. To pacify, to subdue. Allcunar la casa, To
enter a house by force under the authority
of a search-warrant. Mlanar el camino, To
pave the way for obtaining something. vr.

1. To abide by a law or agreement. 2. To
tumble down, to fall to ruin.

ALLARIZ, sm. A sort of linen manufactured at

Allariz in Galicia.

ALLEGADIZO, ZA, a. Collected without choice.

ALLEG^DO, DA, a. Near, proximate, [persons.

AI.LEGADOS, sm. pi. 1. Friends, allies. 2. Partial

ALLEGADOR, RA, s. One who gathers or collects.

A 1

padre, allegador hijo expendedor, After a

gatherer comes a scatterer.

ALLEGAMIENTO, 5m. Collecting, uniting.

ALLEGAR, va. 1. To collect, to gather, to unite.

2. To approach, to draw near. 3. (Ant.) To
know carnally. 4. To solicit, to procure.

AI.LENDE Y ALLKNT 6 ALLEN, ad. (Ant.) On
the other side, rfllcnde de. V. Adem/is.

Ar.Lf, ad. 1. There, in that place. Mli mismo,
In that very place. De alii, Thence, from
that place. 2. The moment of time when any

thing has happened.
ALLO, sm. (Mex.) V. Guacamayo.
ALL6zA, sf. A green almond.

ALLOZO. sm. (Bot.) The wild almond-tres

Amygdalus communis L.

AI.LUDEL, sm. Earthenware water-pipe.
A'r,M A, sf. 1. Soul, the immaterial spirit ofman.

2. Human being. JVo parece, ni se ve v,n abni
en la plaza ; There is not a soul in the mar-

ket-place. 3. That which imparts spirit or

vigour to a thing. Un luen general cs r.1

alma de un excrciio, A good general is the

soul of an army. 4. Motto. 5. The principal

part of a tiling. Vamos al alma del ncyocio,

Let us come to the main point of the busi-

ness. (>. (Naut.) Body of a mast. 7. Con-
science. En mi alma, Upon my soul. 8.

Mould for casting statues. 9. Spirit, gallan-

try. JJlma mia, mi alma, My dear, my love.

.j/mn de cdntaro, An ignorant, insignificant
fellow. El alma me da, My heart tells me.

Dar el alma, To expire. Alma, de Dios, He
who is bountiful.

ALMAC AERO, sm. A member of the company of

fishermen on the river of Seville.

ALMACEN,STO. 1. Storehouse, warehouse. 2. Ma-

gazine of military or warlike stores. 3. Naval

arsenal or dock-yard. 4. (Naut.) Almaccn de.

agua, A water-cask. 5. (Naut.) Mmacen de

una bomba de apua, The chamber of a pump.
ALMACENAR, va. To store, to lay up, to hoard.

AT.MACIGA, sf. I. Mastich, a gum obtained by
incision from the mastich-tree, or Pistacia

Icntiscus L. 2. Piece of ground where any

thing is sown to be afterwards transplanted.
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ALMACIG.CR, va. To perfume any thing with

mastich.

ALMACIGO, sm. 1. Collection of plants growing
on a seed-bed. 2. Mastich-trce Pistacia len-

tiscus L. V. Lentisco.

ALMACIGUERO, RA, a. Relating to mastich, of

the nature of mastich. [mer.

ALMADA.XA, ENA, 6iyA,sf.A. large heavy ham-

ALMADEIV, sm. (Ant.) Mine or mineral.

ALMADIA, sf. I. Canoe used in India. 2. Raft.

ALM ADI.4" DO, DA, a. Fainting, languid.

ALMADIKRO, sm. A raft-pilot.

AI.MADRABA, sf. I. Tunny-fishery. 2. Net used
in the tunny-fishery. 3. (Ant.) Place where
bricks are made

ALMADRABERO, sm 1. Tunny-fisher. 2. V.

Tejkro. [2. A mattress.

ALMADRAQUE,SW. (Ant.) 1. A quilted cushion.

ALMADRENA, sf. Wooden shoes or sabots made
of one piece, and used in the mountains of

Leon and Castile.

ALMAGACEN, sm. Magazine. V. Mmacen.
ALMAGANETA, sf. V. Almadana 6 Mmadena.
ALMAGESTO, sm. Almagesta, a mathematical
work written by Ptolemy.

ALMAGRA, sf. (Ant.) V. Mmagre.
ALMAGRA\L, sm. Place abounding in ochre.

A r.MAGRA"R, va. 1. To tinge or colour with ochre.

2. (Among Boxers,) To draw the first blood.

ALMX.GRE, sm. Ochre.
AJ.MAIZAR 6 ALMAIZ^L, sm. 1. A gauze veil

worn by Moors on festive occasions. 2.A belt

or sash worn in some places by priests and
subdeacons.

ALMAJANEQUE 6 ALMAJANEQDIS, sm. A sort of

battering ram used by the ancients.

ALMALA>A, sf. A long robe resembling a sur-

tout, worn by Moorish men and women.
ALMANACK 6 ALMANAQUE, sm. Almanack, ca-

lendar. Hacer almanaqucs, (Met.) To muse,
to be pensive. [manacks.

ALMANAQUERO, sm. A maker and vender of al-

ALMANCEBE, sm. (Ant.) A fishing boat used
on the jiver of Seville.

ALMANDINA, sf. (Mm.) Almandine, a precious
stone of the ruby kind. Rubinus alabundi-
cus L.

Ar.M.4NTA, sf. 1. Space between the rows of
vines and olive-trees. 2. Space between two
furrows. Poner a almanta, To plant vines

irregularly. [edge.
ALMARA.DA, ttf. A triangular poniard without"an

ALMA^RCHA, sf. A town situated on a low mar-
shy ground.

ALMARIO, sm. V. Jlrmario.

ALMARJAL, sm. 1. Plantation of glass-wort. 2.

Low marshy ground where cattle use to graze.
ALMARJO, sm. IBot.) Glass-wort. Salficorni L.

ALMA^RO, sm. (Bot.) Common clary. Salria
horminum L.

ALMARR^ES, srre. pi. Instruments with which
cotton wool is separated from the seed.

ALMARRAXA 6 ALMARRAZA, sf. A glass phial
with holes, formerly used in sprinkling water.

AMW.RTAGA, ALMAJRTEGA v ALMARTIGA.S/". 1.

Litharge. 2. A sort of halter. 3. Massicot
made up with linseed-oil boiled with orange
peel.

AI.MASTIGADO, DA, . Containing mastich.
6

ALMATICA,*/. (Ant.) V. Dalmatica.

ALMATRKRO, sm. A fisherman fishing with shad-

fish nets.

ALMATRfcHE, sm. An aqueduct for irrigating
land.

ALMAZARA, */. (Mur. y Gran.) Oil-mill.

ALMAZARERO, sm. Oil-miller.

ALMAZARRON, sm. V. Mmagre.
ALMEA, */. 1. (Bot.) The star-headed water-

plantain. Alisma damasonium L. 2. The
bark of the storax-tree. Styrax olncinalis L.

ALMEAR 6 ALMI^R, sm. A stack of hay, corn,
or straw, made in the open air.

ALMECINA, sf. (And.) Fruit of the lote.

AuwEcfNo, sm. (And.) V. Mmez.
AI.MKJA, sf. Muscle, a kind of shell-fish.

ALMKLGA, sf. (Extrem. y And.) A furrow open-
ed with a plough to direct others by.

ALMENA, sf. 1. A turret on the ramparts of

ancient fortresses. 2. A two pound weight,
with which saffron is weighed in several

parts of India.

ALMEKADOS, sm. pi. Embattled turrets.

ALMENAGE, sm. A series of turrets around a

rampart.
AI.MENA"R, va. To crown a rampart or castle

with turrets.

AI.MENARA, sf. 1. (Ant.) V. Velador. 2. A fire

lighted in beacons and light-houses. 3, (Arag.)
A channel which conveys back the overplus
water in irrigation.

ALMENDRA, sf. 1. Almond, the fruit of the al-

mond-tree. 2. (Among jewellers) A diamond
of an almond-shape. 3. (Mur.) A ball of silk

of the best quality, which contains but one
silk-worm.

AtMENDR^DA, sf. 1. Almond milk, an emulsion

made of blanched and pounded almonds and

sugar. 2. Any emulsion to induce sleep.

(Met.) Dar una almendrada, To say some-

thing pleasing or pretty.

ALMENDR!DO, DA, a. Almond-like, that which
resembles an almond in figure and size.

ALMENDRAL, sm. A plantation of almond-trees.

ALMENDRERA, sf. (Arag.) V. Mmendro.
ALMENDRERO, RA, a. Plato almendrero, A dish

in which almonds are served up.

ALMENDRICA, ILLA, v JTA, sf. (Dim.) A small

almond.

ALM^NDRILLA, sf. A lock-smith's file made in

the shape of an almond. Mmendrillas, Al-

mond-shaped diamond oar-rings.

ALMENDRILLO, sm. A tough sort of wood of a

species of almond-trees, of which ropes are

made for draw-wells.

ALMENDRO, sm. Almond-tree. Amygdalus com-
munis L.

ALMENDRIJCO Y ALMENDROLOff, sm. A green
almond which still preserves its downy ftusk.

ALMENILLA, sf. 1. A small turret. 2. Ancient

fringe for the dresses of men and women.

ALMETE, sm. 1. Helmet, ancient armour for

the head. 2. A soldier wearing a helmet.

AtMExf 6 ALMEXIA, sf. A kind of old-fashioned

dres3

ALMEZ 6 ALMEZO, sm. The lote or Indian net-

tle-tree. Celtis L.

Ar.MEZA, sf. (Bot.) The fruit of the lote or In-

dian nottle-tree.

4J
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,
5m. Simple sirup. Almibares, Pre-

served fruit.

ALMIBARADO, DA, a. (Met.) Soft, endearing ;

applied to words.

ALMIBARAR, va. 1. To preserve fruit in boiled

sugar. 2. (Met.) To conciliate with soft and

endearing words.

ALMJCANTARADAS, sf. pi. (Astr.) Circles, pa-
rallel to the horizon, imagined to pass through
all the degrees of the meridian, and indicat-

ing the altitude and depression of the stars.

ALMICANTARAT, sf. V. mmicantaradas.
ALMIDON, sm. Starch, a glutinous matter.

ALMIDONADO, DA, a. 1. Starched, dressed with
starch. 2. (Met.) Dressed with affected

nicety ; spruce, beauish.

ALMIDONJ(R, va. To starch.

AI.MIJARERO, sm. Porter, in the mines of Al-

maden, who is charged with examining those

going in and out, and supplying the former
with a light.

Ai.Mfr.LA, sf. 1. An under waistcoat, with or
without sleeves. 2. A short military jacket
formerly worn by pikemen. 3. Scarf which

joins two timbers together. 4. Pork-chop.
ALMIRANTA, sf. (Naut.) 1. The admiral's or
commodore's ship. 2. The admiral's lady.

ALMIRANTAZGO, 5m. (Naut.) 1. Board of admi-

ralty. 2. Admiralty-court. 3. Admiral's dues.
4. Precinct of the jurisdiction of an admi-
ral.

ALMIRANTE,SW. 1. Admiral, a commander of a
fleet. Mmirante generdl, Lord high-admiral.
Contra-almirante, Rear-admiral. 2. (Andal.)
Swimming-master, one who teaches to swim.
3. A beautiful shell, belonging to the species
of rhomb-shells, or Valuta.

ALMIRANTIA, sf. Rank and office of an admiral.

ALMIREZ, sm. A brass mortar in which any
thing is pounded with a pestle.

ALMIROX, sm. (And.) V. Achicoria.

ALMIZCLAR, va. To perfume with musk.
ALMIZCLK, sm. Musk, a highly perfumed drug

taken from the musk deer. Moschus moschi-
ferus L.

ALMIZCLENA, sf. (Bot.) Grape hyacinth, or

grape flower. Hyacinthus muscari L.

ALMIZCLEXO, NA, Y RO, RA, a. That which
smells of musk.

AJLMIZCLERA, sf. Musk-rat.

ALMIZTECA,^/"' V. Mmaciga.
A'LMO, MA, a. (Poet.) 1. That which cherishes

or supports. 2. (Poet.) Venerable, holy.
ALMOCADEN, sm. In ancient times the com-
mander of a troop of militia, now called cap-
tain.

ALMOCAFRE,STO. A gardener's hoe.

ALMOCATI, sm. (Ant.) Marrow ; brain.

ALMOCATRACIA, sf. (Ant.) A duty laid on broad-
cloth and woollens.

ALMOCEDA, sf. Impost on water for irrigation.

ALMOCRATE, sm. Sal ammoniac.
Ai.MODf, sm. V. Mmudi.
ALMODROTE, sm. 1. A sauce for the egg-plant

or mad-apple. Solanum melongena L. 2.

Hodgepodge, a confused mixture of various

ingredients. [dining on the helmet.

ALMOFAB, sm. A part of the ancient armour ra-

, tf. V. Aljofayna.

ALMOFR^X, sm. A friese bag for coarae clothei ;

a seaman's canvas bag.
ALMOGAMA, sf. (Naut.) The hindermost piece

of timber in the stern of a ship.
ALMOGAVAR Y ALMOGARAVE, sm. A chosen ex-

pert soldier in predatory warfare. Mmogd-
cares

,
A sort of light troops in the ancient

militia of Spain, chiefly employed to make fre-

quent incursions into the Moorish dominions.

AtMOGAVARfA, sf. (Ant.) A company of light

troops of the ancient militia.

ALMOHADA, sf. 1. Pillow or bolster stuifed with

wool, feathers, or hair, to rest the head on ;

pillow-case. 2. Fire-pillow, a pyrotechnical
composition used on board of fire ships. 3.

(Naut.) A piece of timber, on which the bow-

sprit rests, called a pillow. 4. Bed of a can-

non, a piece of timber on which the breech
of a cannon rests. Hacer la cuenta con la

almohada, To take time for weighing any
thing maturely. Mmohadapara arrodiuarse,
A cushion to kneel upon.

ALMOHADILLA,*/. 1. A small bolster or pillow.
2. Working case, house-wife. 3. A little

cushion in the harness of draught horses or

mules. 4. Stone projecting out of a wall. 5.

A callous excrescence on the back of mules
where the saddle is put. Cantar d la almo-

hadilla, To sing alone, and without being ac-

companied by musical instruments.

ALMOHADILLADO,DA,. In the form ofa cushion.

ALMOHADON, sm. A large cushion.

ALMOHATRE Y ALMOJATRE,STO. Sal ammoniac.

ALMOHAZA, sf. Curry-comb, an iron instrument
for currying horses.

ALMOHAZADO, DA, ft. Curried.

ALMOHAZADOR, sm. Groom, a stable-boy who
curries horses.

ALMOHAZAR, va. To curry or rub a horse.

ALMOJABA, sf. Smoked tunny fish.

ALMOJABANA, sf. 1. Cake made of cheese and
flour. 2. Paste made ofbutter, eggs, and sugar.

AI.MONA, sf. 1. (And.) Soap manufactory. 2.

(Ant.) A public magazine, storehouse. 3.

Shad-fishery.
ALMONDIGA 6 AiMOWmarfiLA, V. Albdndiga.
ALMONEDA, sf. Auction, a public sale.

ALMONEDEXR, va. To sell by auction.

AtMORADtrx, sm. 1. (Bot.) Sweet marjoram.
Origanum majorana L. 2. V. Sdndalo.

ALMORI 6 ALMURI, sm. A sweet-meat or cake.

AT.MORONIA, V. Alboronia,

ALMORRANAS, sf. pi. Hemorrhoids, or piles.

ALMORREFA, sf. A Mosaic tile floor.

ALMORTAS, gf. pi, (Bot.) Blue or chickling
vetch. Lathyrus sativus L.

Ai.MORzX.DA,5f. V. Ahnucrza.

ALMORZADO, DA, a. One who has breakfasted.

ALMORZADOR, sm. Breakfast case, which con-

tains plates and all other things necessary for

serving up a breakfast.

ALMORZAR, va. To breakfast.

Ai,MOTACEN,sm.l. Officer ofpolice who inspects

weights and measures. 2. Clerk ofthe market.

3. A revenue in Toledo, consisting of a third

part of the fines imposed by the magistrates.

ALMOTACENAZGO, sm. The office ofan inspector
of weights and measures, or of a olerk of th

raarket.
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sf. Custom or duty to the market
clerk. [wool.

ALMOTAZAF Y ALMUTAZAF, sm. The weigher of

ALMOXARIFAZGO, ALMOXARIFADGO, 6 ALMOXA-
RIFALGO, sm. A duty on goods imported or

exported.
ALMOXAR|FE, sm. 1. Officer who formerly col-

lected the king's taxes. 2. Customhouse offi-

cer, [dinate to the Moors.

ALMOZARABE, sm. A Christian who lived subor-

Ai.MtfD, sm. A measure of grain and dry fruit,

being the twelfth part ofa.fancga. Mmud de

ierra,(Mancha.) About halfan acre ofground.
ALMUDADA, sf. A ound which takesL piece of gr

half difanega of grain for sowing it.

ALMUDERO, sm. A police officer who keeps the
standard measures of dry things.

ALMUDI 6 ALMUDIN, sm. 1. (Arag. y Mur.) V.

Alhdndiga. 2. (Arag.) A measure contain ing
six cahices or bushels.

ALMUERDAGO,sm. (Mur. y Gran.) Bird lime.

ALMUERZA, sf. The portion of grain or fruits

held between the two hands.

ALMUERZO, sm. 1. Breakfast. 2. Cupboard.
ALMUTAZA^F, sm. (Ar.) V. Almotacen.

ALNADO, DA, s. A step-child, begotten hi a for-

mer marriage.
ALOARIA, sf. A sort of vault.

ALOBADADO, DA, a. 1. Bit by a wolf. 2. Labour-

ing under morbid swellings.
ALOBUNAofLLo,LA, a. Resembling a wolfa little.

ALOBUNADO, DA, a. Resembling awolfin colour.

ALOCADINAMENTE, ad. Rashly, inconsiderately.
ALOCADO, DA, a. Foolish, acting rather madly.
ALODIAL, a. Allodial, not feudal.

ALODIO, sm. Allodium, a possession not held by
tenure of a superior lord.

ALOE, sm. 1. (Bot.) Aloes-tree. 2. Aloes.

ALOJAMIENTO, sm. 1. Lodging, temporary ha-
bitation. 2. (Naut.) Steerage, or the room in
a ship where the crew sleep.

ALOJAR, va. To lodge, to let lodgings. vr. To
lodge, to reside in lodgings.

ALOMADO, DA, a. Having a curved back like a

pig ; applied to horses.

ALOMAR, va. I. To distribute equally the

strength of a horse, by communicating to his
back part of the force of his forehand. 2. To
turn up with the plough some earth for co-

vering the seed. vr. To grow strong and
vigorous ; applied to a stonehorse.

ALON, sm. The wing of a fowl or bird stripped
of its feathers.

[signifies, Let us go.
ALO"N ! int. Taken from the French allons> which
ALONciLLO,sm. A little wing.
ALONDRA, sf. (Orn.) Lark. Alauda L.

ALONGAR, va. To dilate, to extend.

ALOPECIA, sf. (Med.) A sort of leprosy, which
causes the hair to fall off the head.

ALOPIADO, DA, a. Composed of opium.
ALO^UE, a. Applied to clear white wine or a

mixture of red and white.

ALOQUIN, sm. A stone wall which surrounds the
wax-chandler's place where wax is bleached

ALOSA, sf. (let.) Shad. Clupea alosa L.

ALOSNA, sf. (Bot.) Wormwood. Artemisia ab-
sinthium L.

ALOTAR, va. (Naut.) V. Arrizar. Alotar las,

andas, (Naut.) To stow the anchors.

ALOTON, m. V. Mmeza.
ALOXA, sf. A common beverage made of water,

honey, and spice ; methegfin.
ALOXER! A, sf. A place where metheglin is pre-

pared and sold.

ALOXERO, sm. 1. One who prepares or sells me-

theglin. 2.A box near the pit in the theatres of

Madrid, where the justice sits to keep order.

ALPANATA, sf. A piece of cordovan or shamois,
which potters make use of to smooth their

work.

ALPARCERIA, sf. V. Aparceria.
ALPARGATA, sf. A sort of shoes or sandals made

of hemp. Campania de laalpargata,(A.ra.g.)
A set of ragamuffins, or unprincipled associ-

ates.

ALPARGATADO, r> A , a. Wearing hempen sandals.

ALPARGATAR, va. To make hempen sandals.
A r.p A ii r. vrAzo, 5m. Blow with a hempen sandal.

ALPARGATE, sm. Sandal made of plaited cords.

ALPARGATERIA, sf. A manufactory of hempen
sandals, also the shop where they are sold.

ALPARGATERO,S?/I. A manufacturer of hempen
sandals.

ALPARGATfLLA, sf. 1. A small hempen sandal
2. (Met.) A crafty designing fellow, who en-
deavours to wheedle something out ofanother.

ALPECHIN, 5m. Water which oozes from a heap
of olives.

A'LPES, 5m. pi. The Alps.
ALPICOZ 6 ALPicXz,5m. (Mure.) Cucumber.
ALPISTE, sm. 1. Canary-seed, the seed of cana-

Phalaris canariensis L. 2. Quo-
aarse alpiste, To be disappointed.

ALPISTELA 6 ALPISTERA, 5/. A cake made of

flour, eggs, sesamum, and honey or melted

sugar.

ALPISTERO, 5m. A sieve for sifting canary-seed.
ALQUERIA, sf. House in a farm-yard where

ploughs and other tillage tools are kept.
ALQ,UERMES, sm.A sweetmeat, [bruised olives.

ALO.UERQ.UE, sm. Place in oil mills for laying the

ALO.UEZ, sm. A wine measure containing 12

cdntaras, or about 24 gallons.
ALQ.UICEL 6 ALQUICER, sm. 1. A Moorish gar-
ment resembling a cloak. 2. A sort of carpets
with whichbenches, tables, &c. were covered.

ALQUIFOL, sm. (Min.) Alquifou, or potter's ore ;

it is an ore of lead ; sulphuretted galena is

also so called. [hired.

ALQJJILADIZO, ZA, a. That which maybe let or

ALO^UILADOR, RA, s. One who lets coaches on
hire. [serve for stipulated wages.

ALQUILAR, va. To give or take on hire vr. To
ALQUILATE, sm. Duty paid in Murcia on tho

sale of goods or fruits.

ALQUILER, sm. 1. Wages or hire paid for the

use of any tiling. 2. Act of hiring or letting.

ALO.UILON, NA, a. That which can be let or hir-

ed, such as coaches, horses, &c.

ALQUILONA, sf. Char-woman, a woman hired

occasionally for odd work.

ALQUIMIA, sf. 1. Alchymy, the pretended art of

transmuting metals. 2. Brass, latten, or any
other gold-coloured metal, worked according
to the rules of alchymy. [inilla L.

ALQUIMILA, sf. (Bot.) Ladies' mantle. Alche-

LciumisTA, sm. Alehymist, one who pursues
or professes tho science of alchymy.
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ALQUINAL, sm. A veil or head-dreas for women
At^urrARA, V. Alambique.
ALQUITARAR, va. To distil, to draw by distilla-

tion, to let fall in drops.

sf. Tragacanth, a gum which ex-

udes from the Astragalus tragacantha L.

ALQUITRAN, sm. 1. Tar or liquid pitch, a resin

extracted by fire from the pitch-pine, or Pi

nus resinosa L. (Naut.) Stuff for paying a

ship's bottom, composed of pitch, grease, re-

sin, and oil : it is also used as a combustible

matter. (Met.) Es un alquitran, He is a hot,

passionate man, all fire and tow.

ALQUITRANADO, sm. (Naut.) Tarpawlin or tar-

paulin, a tarred hempen cloth, which serves

to cover the hatches. Cabos alquitranados,
(Naut.) Black or tarred cordage.

ALQCITRANAR, va. To tar, to pay with tar.

ALREDEDORES, sm. pi. Environs of a place.

ALROTA, sf. A very coarse sort of tow.

ALSINE, sf. (Bot.) Scorpion-grass, mouse-ear.

Myosotis scorpioYdes L.

A'LTA, sf. A sort of dance formerly common in

Spain. 2. Public exercise offencing at school.

3. Return of the effective men of a regiment
or company of soldiers.

ALTABAQUE, sm. A small basket in which wo-
men keep their needle-work.

ALTABAO.UILLO, sm. (Bot.) Small bindweed.
Convolvulus arvensis L.

AJLTAMENTE, ad, 1.
Highly. 2. Strongly, firmly.

3. (Met.) In a distinguished manner.

ALTAMIA, sf. (Ant.) A glass made in the shape
of a cup.

ALTAMISA, sf. V. Artemisa.

ALTANERIA, sf. 1. The towering flight of some
birds. 2. Sport, consisting in flying hawks at

other birds. 3. (Met.) Haughtiness, loftiness.

ALTANERO, RA, a. Soaring, towering ; applied
to birds of prey. 2. (Met.) Haughty, lofty,

arrogant, vain, proud.
ALTAR, sm. l.The table in Christian churches
where the communion is administered. Altar
de alma, 6 de anima, A privileged altar. 2.

(Astr.) A southern constellation not visible

in our hemisphere. 3. The place where offer-

ings to heaven are laid.

ALTARERO, sm. One who is employed hi making
or adorning altars for great feasts or festivals.

ALTARICO, sm. A little altar.

ALTEA, sf. (Bot.) Common mallow. Malvasyl-
vestris L.

ALTERABILIDAP, sf. Alterableness ; mutability.
ALTERABLE, a . Alterable, that may be changed.
ALTERACION, sf. I. Alteration ; the act of alter-

ing, and the state of being altered. 2. Un-
evenness of the pulse. 3. Strong emotion of

anger, or other passion. 4. Disturbance, tu-

mult, seditious commotion.

ALTERADO, PA, a. Alterative. Caldo altcrado,
Medicated or alterative broth.

ALTERADOR, RA, s. One who alters.

AITERAR, va. 1. To alter, to change. 2. To dis-

turb, to stir up commotion. Alterdr la, mo-
neda, To raise or lower the value of coin,
either in weight or alloy.

ALTERATIVO, VA, a. Alterative.

ALTERCACIO.V, ALTERCADO, s. An altercation,
debate, or controversy.
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ALTF.RCADO"R, UA, s. One who argues or debates
a question in an obstinate manner. fly.

ALTERCAR, va. To contend, to dispute obstinate-

ALTERNACIOX, sf. Alternation, the reciprocal
succession of things.

ALTERNADAMENTE, ad. V. Alternatirfnnentc.

ALTERNADO, a. (Bot.) Alternate ; applied to the
leaf which is higher than that in front.

ALTERNAR, va. To alternate, to perform by
turns, to change one thing for another. zn.

To alternate, to succeed reciprocally. Los

gustos y los pesares alternan, Pleasures and
sorrows alternate.

ALTERNATIVA, sf. 1. Alternative, choice oftwo

things, so that if one be rejected, the other
mustbe taken. 2. The right ofarchbishops and

bishops to dispose of prebends and benefices

alternately with the Pope in their dioceses.

r.TF.RVATivAVKVTK, rf. Alternatively.
ALTERNATIVO, VA, a. Alternative, alternate.

ALTERNO, NA, a. (Poet.) Alternate.

ALTEZA, sf. 1. Height, elevation. 2. Highness,
a title given to princes, and in Spain to the
board of Castile, tribunal of inquisition, ex-

chequer, &e.

AI.TIBAXO, sm. (Esg.) 1. A downright blow. 2.

(Ant.) A kind of flowered velvet. pi. ]. Un-
even ground. 2. (Met.) Vicissitudes of human
affairs

; vulgarly, the ups and downs in life.

ALTILLO, LA, a. A little high.
ALTILLO, sm. Hillock ; a little hill or height.

Ar.TiLopjuo, QUA, (Rar.) Altiloq(l6nte, (Poet.)
a. Using high-sounding, pompous language.

ALTIMETRIA,S/. Altimetry; the art of taking
or measuring altitudes or heights.

ALTISIMO, MA, <i. Extremely lofty or high.
ALTISIMO, sm. The Most High j God.
ALTISON^NTE Y ALTISONO, NA, a. Altisonant,

high-sounding, pompous in sound, [sounding.
ALTITONANTE, ad. (Poet.) Thundering, high-

TrrtfD, V. Altura.

ALTIVAMENTE, ad. In a haughty, arrogant mari-

ner, [haughty.
ALTIVARSE, vr. To grow or be arrogant and

ALTIVEZ, sf. Haughtiness, arrogance, pride.

ALTIVO, VA, a. Haughty, proud.
A X

LTO,TA, . 1. High, elevated, (Naut.) Alt<i ma r,

high seas. 2. Tall, lofty. 3. (Met.) Arduous,
difficult. 4. (Met.) Eminent, excellent. 5.

Enormous, atrocious. 6. Deep. 7. Late
; ap-

plied to moveable feasts. Altas por Abrilson
las pasqnas, Easter falls late in April.

A'LTO, sm. 1. Height. 2. Storv, a flight of

rooms. Casa, de tres altos, A house three

stories high. 3. (Naut.) Depth or height of a

ship. 4. High land, high ground. 5. (Milic.)
Halt. 0. (Mus.) Notes put over the base.

A'LTO, int. 1. V. Al6n. 2. Alt6 ahi, Stop there.

3. Alto dc aqui, Move off.

A'LTO, ad. 1. Loud. 2. De lo alto, From above1
.

3. Sc me pasO por alto, I forgot. 4. Por alt.,

By stealth
; by particular favour. Melid los

gcneros por alto, He smuggled the goods.
ALTOZANO, sm. A height or little hill.

ALTRAMUZ, sm. (Bot.) Lupine. Lupinus L. Al-

2ra7/mces,Lupines which are mixed with ivory

beads, and used as black balls in giving votes

in cathedral
chapters, especially in Castile.

\LTURA, sf. 1. Height, the elevation above the
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surface of tho earth. 2. Height, one of the

three dimensions of a solid body. 3. Summit
ofmountains. 4. Altitude, the elevation ofthe

pole, or of any of the heavenly bodies. Estar

en grande altura, To be raised to a high de-

gree of dignity, favour, or fortune. Mturas,

The heavens. Dios de las alturas, God, the

Lord of the heavens. [by the lee

AtvAv. 6 TOM^R FOR LA LIJA, (Naut.) To bring

Ai-tJniA, sf. (Bot.) French bean, kidney bean

Phaseolus vulgaris L.

AI.UCINACION, ALUCINAMIENTO, s. Hallucina-

tion, [error.

ALUCINAJI, TO,. To blind, to deceive, to lead into

ALUCON, 5m. (Orn.) Aluco owl. Strix aluco L.

ALT?DA, sf. (Entom.) Winged emmet or pis-

mire. Formica L. [tort

ALUDEL, sm. (Quim.) Cucurbite, a kind of re-

ALUDIR, vn. To allude, to have reference to.

ALUEffE, ad. (Ant.) Distant, far off.

ALUFRA.R, va. (Vulg.) To discover, to descry,
to discern at a distance.

ALUMBR-ioo, DA, a. I. Aluminous, relating to

alum, or consisting of alum. 2. Flustered

with wine.

ALUMBRA.DO, sm. Illumination, festal lights.

Mumbrddos, Illuminati, a sect.

AI.UMBRADOR, RA, s. Link-boy, or girl ; one who

lights or gives light.

ALUMBRAMIENTO, sm. 1. Illumination, the act

of supplying with light. 2. Illusion, deceit,

false appearance. 3. Child-birth. Mumbra-
miento bueno dfeliz, A happy child-birth.

ALUMBRA^R, va. 1. To light, to supply with light.
2. To restore sight to the blind. 3. To en-

lighten, to instruct, to adorn with knowledge.
4. (Among dyers) To dip cloth into alum-
water. 5. To open the ground about the roots

of vines, that the winter rain may penetrate
to the roots. Dios alumbre d vd. con lien, 6

Dios dc d rd.felizparto, God grant you a
safe delivery.

Ar.u.MBRE, sm. Alum, a mineral salt of an acid

taste. Alumbre catino, A kind of alkali drawn
from the plant glass-wort. Mumbre dc rusu-

ras, Salt of tartar. Mumbre zucarino, Alum
and the white of an egg formed into a paste.

AJ.UMBRERA, sf. Alum-mine. Mumbrera arti-

ficial, Alum-works.

AM'MINOSO, SA, a. Aluminous, relating to alum,
or consisting of alum.

AI.UMNO, NA, s. Foster-child, disciple.

ALUN, V. Mumbre.
ALUNA^DO, TIA, a. 1. Lunatic. 2. Spasmodic ; ap-

plied to a horse which labours under a contrac-
tion of the nerves. 3. Long tusked ; applied to

a boar whose tusks have grown semicircu-
lar. 4. Tainted ; applied to salt pork.

ALUQUETE, sm. (Ant.) A match, V. Pajuela.
ALUSION, sf. Allusion, a hint, an implication.
Ar-usfvo, VA, a. Allusive, hinting at something.
ALUSTRA.R, va. To give lustre to any thing.
ALUTACION, sf. Layer or stratum of grains of

gold, which is found in some mines ofthat ore.

AT.UVION, sf. A great swell of waters. [mic.
A'LVAREZ, sm. The son ofrf'lvaro : a patrony-
ALVEXRIO, sm. (Anat.) The inward cavity of

the ear. [river.

A'LVEO, 5m. 1. Source of a river. 2. Bed of a

ALVEOLO, sm. 1. Socket of the teeth. 2. Seed
vessel, the cavity in which the seeds of plants
are lodged. [vetch or tare. Vicia sativa L.

ALVERJA Y ALVERJA^A, */. (Bot.) Common
ALVIDRIA^R, va. To glaze earthen-ware.

A'LZA, sf. I. (Among shoe-makers) A piece of
leather put round the last to make the shoe
wider. 2. (Among rope-makers) An instru-

ment used in rope-walks to keep up the rope-
yarn in the act of spinning it. 3. Advance in

the price of any thing.

ALZACUELLO, sm. A black collar bound with lin-

en, which clergymen wear round their necks.

ALZ!DA, sf. 1. A town, village, &c. situated on
an eminence. 2. Appeal. Juez dc alzadas, A
judge in appeal causes. 3. Height ; stature.

ALZADAMENTE, ad. By large parcels, wholesale.

ALZA^DO, sm. Apian of a building which shows
its front and elevation. 2. Fraudulent bank-

rupt. Mzddos, Spare stores ; things laid by
for some future use.

ALZADTJRA, sf. Elevation ; the act ofraising up.

ALZAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of raising up. 2.

Bidding a higher price at an auction.

ALZAP!NO, sm. A hook fastened to the wall, to

keep up a curtain.

ALZAPRIMA, sf. 1. A lever. 2. (Naut.) A hand-

spike. Dar alzaprima, (Met.) To deceive,
to ruin by artifice.

ALZAPRIMJLR, va. 1. To raise by means of a le-

ver or fulcrum. 2. (Naut.) To move with

hand-spikes.
AL/APUERTAS, sm. A player who acts no other

part but that of a dumb servant.

ALZ!R, va. 1. To raise, to lift up ; to erect, to

construct. 2. To repeal a decree ofexcommu-
nication, to recall from banishment. 3. To
carry off. 4. To hide, to conceal, to lock up.
5. To cut the cards. 6. (Among printers) To

father
the printed sheets for the bookbinder.

. To fallow, to plough for the first time. 8.

(Naut.) To heave, to hoist. Mzar cabeza, To
recover from a calamity or disease. Mzar
de codo 6 el codo, To drink much wine or

liquor. Mzar de obra, To cease working.
Mzar dc eras, To finish the harvesting of

grain in the farm yards. Mzarfigura, To
assume an air of importance. Mzar el dedo,
To raise the two fore fingers in asseveration
or affirmation of any thing. Mzar la casa,
To quit a house, to move out of it. Mzar
vdas, (Naut.) To set the sails: (Met.) To
decamp, to move offbag and baggage. vr. 1.

To rise in rebellion, to form an insurrection.
2. To appeal. Mzarse con el dinero, To run

away with the money. Mzarse con el banco,
To make a fraudulent bankruptcy.

A;

MA, sf. A mistress of the house. j)ma de
Races; A house-keeper. Ama, de leche, Nurse.

AMABILIDAD, sf. Amiability, affability.
AMABLE, a. Amiable, pleasing, lovely.

AMABLEMENTE, ad. Amiably, lovely.

AMA.CA, V. Hamaca. [L.
AMACENA, sf. (Bot.) A damson plum. Prunus
AiAcoLLARSE,z?r. To throw out shoots or stalks.

AMADOR, RA, s. A lover, a sweetheart.

AMADOT^RI, sm. A sort of cotton brought from
Alexandria. [hamadryads.

AMADRIAS 6 AMADRiADES,5/.pZ. Wood-nymphs;
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AMADRIG^RSE, vr. 1. To burrow; to get into

the burrow. 2. (Met.) To live retired
;
to de-

cline all intercourse with the world.

AMADRINAR, va. 1. To couple, to yoke together
horses or mules. 2. (Naut.) To join one thing
to another, in order to strengthen it.

AMADRONA.DO,DA,. Resembling strawberries.

Rosario amadronado, A rosary, the beads of
which resemble strawberries.

AMAESTRX.DO, DA, a. 1. Taught, tutored, in-

structed. Caballo amaestrtido, A horse com-

pletely broken in. 2. Artfully contrived.

AMAESTRlR,m. To teach,to instruct,to break in.

AMAGAMINTO, sm. V. Amago.
A.MAG.4R, va. 1. To lift up the hand or arm in

a threatening attitude. 2. (Met.) To manifest
a desire of doing or saying something. vr.

(Ar.) To crouch, to stoop.

AMA.GO, sm. 1. The act ofthreatening : a threat.

2. Symptom or indication of disease.

A'MAGO, sm. 1. The unpleasant taste of honey
gathered from blighted flowers. 2. (Met.)

Squeamishness ;
distaste.

AMAJAPAR, vn. 1. To retire for shelter into a

sheep-fold. 2. To secure sheep in a fold.

AMAXGAM A, sf. Amalgam ; mixture of metals.

AMALGAMACION, sf. Amalgamation ; the act of

uniting metals with quicksilver.
AMALGAMA.R. va. To amalgamate. [breast.

AMAMANTA.R, va. To suckle ; to nurse at the

AMAMBLUCEA, sf. A sort of cotton stuff.

AMANCEBA.DOJ DA, a. Attached, excessively de-

voted.

AMANCEBAMIENTO, sm. Concubinage ;
the act

of living with a woman not married.

AMANCEB.ARSE, vr. To live in concubinage.
AMANCILLAR, va. 1. To stain, to defile, to pol-

-lute. 2. To offend, to injure. 3. (Met.) To
tarnish one's reputation.

AiMANECER, va. (Poet.) To illustrate, to en-

lighten. vn. 1. To dawn, to begin to grow
light. 2. To arrive at the break of day. M
amanccer, At the break of day. 3. (Met.) To
begin to appear, or to show itself, [nerists.

AMANERADO, DA, a. Applied to painters man-

AMASOJAR, va. To gather by handfuls ; to make
up into handfuls.

AMANSADOR, RA, s. One that tames, mitigates,
or pacifies.

AMANSAMIENTO, sm. The act of taming.
AMANSAR, va. 1. To tame, to domesticate. 2.

(Met.) To soften, to mitigate, to pacify.

AMANTAR, va. To cover with a blanket or any
loose garment.

AM-ANTE, p. y s. Loving ; lover. [might.
A'MANTKNIENTE, ad. Firmly, with all one's

AMANTES,STO./. (Naut.) Runners, ropes which
form part of the running rigging of a ship.

AMANTILLAR, va. (Naut.) To top the lifts, to

hoist one end of the yard-arms higher than

AMANTIF.LOS, sm.pl. (Naut.) Lifts, [the other.

AMANUENSE,SI. Amanuensis.

AMANAR, va. To do a thing cleverly, or with
skill and address, to be handy. vr. To ac-

custom one's self to do things cleverly, or
with skill and address.

AMA&OS, sm. pi. I. Tools or implements for

the execution of a work. 2. (Met.) Means
and preparations for performing a thing.
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A.MAP6LA,*/. (Bot.) Poppy. Papaver L. Ama-
p6la morada, Corn-poppy, corn-rose. Papa-
ver rhseas L.

AMAR, va. 1. To love, to regard with affection.

2. (Met.) To have a tendency to ; applied to

inanimate things.

AsiARAcfNo, a. Unguento amaracino, A sort

of ointment made* of marjoram.
AMARACO. V. Mejorana. [L.

AMARA.NTo,s7Ji. (Bot.) Amaranth. Amaranthus
AMARG^DO, DA, a. Embittered.

AMARGALEJA, sf. The bitter or wild plum.
AMARGAMENTE, ad. Bitterly.

AMARG.R, va. 1. To make bitter. 2. (Met.) To
exasperate, to offend. vn. To be bitter or

AM.ARGO, GA, a. Bitter. [acrid.

AMARGOS, 5m. pi. 1. Sweet-meats made up of
bitter almonds. 2. Bitters, drops made of bit-

ter herbs and other ingredients.
AMARGON, sm. (Arag. Bot.) Dandelion, lion's

tooth. Leontodon taraxacum L. [vour.
AMARGOR, sm. Bitterness, a bitter taste or fla-

AMARGOSAMENTE. V. Jlmargamente.
AMARGOSO, SA, a. Bitter. V. Amargo.
AMARGUILI.O, LLA, a. Bitterish, somewhat bit-

ter. It is also used as a substantive.

AMARGT^RA, sf. Bitterness. V. Amargor.
AMARICA.DO, DA, a. Effeminate.

AMARILLA.ZO, ZA. a. Of a pale yellow colour.

AMARILLEX.R, vn. To incline to yellow ; to grow
yellow. [yellow.

AMARILLEJO, JA ; fro, TA, a. Yellowish, a little

AMARILLENTO, TA, a. Inclining to yellow.

AMARILLEZ, sf. The yellow colour of the body.
AMARILLO, LLA, a. Yellow ; gold colour.

AMARILLO, sm. Jaundice
;
a disease incident to

silk worms when young, chiefly occasioned

by southerly winds.

AMARIPOSA.DO, DA, a. Butterfly-like, [rum L.

AM!EO, sm. (Bot.) Bitterwort. Teucrium ma-

AMARRA, sf. 1. A cable. 2. (Manej.) Martingale.
Amarra, (Naut.) A word of command, cor-

responding to the English belay, lash, o.r

fasten. Jimarras fixas, Moorings. Amarras

dcpopa, Stern-fasts. Jimarras deproa, Head-
fasts. Jimarras de traves, Breast-fasts. Tc~

ner buenas amarras, (Met.) To have power-
ful friends or interest.

AMARRADERO. sm. 1. A post or pillar to which

any thing is made fast. 2. (Naut.) A birth,

the place where a ship is moored. 3. (Naut.)
A safe mooring place.

AMARRA.R, va. To tie, to make fast, to lash.

Amarrar un cabo de labor, To belay a run-

ning rope. Amarrar un baxel entre viento y
marca, To moor a vessel between wind and
tide. Amarrar un baxel con codera sobre

el cable, To moor a ship with a spring on the

cable. Amarrar con reguera, To moor by
the stern.

AMARRAZONES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Ground-tackle.

AMARIUDO.D A,.Dejected, gloomy, melancholy.
AMARTELAR, va. 1. To court, to make love to

a lady. 2. To love, to have a particular re-

gard for a person.
AMARTILL^R, va. 1. To hammer, to give strokes

with a hammer. 2. To cock a gun or pistol.

AMASADERA, sf. A trough in which the dough
fur bread is kuoaded.
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AMASAD<SR, RA, 5. One who works dough into

bread.

AMASADthiA, sf. Kneading, act of kneading
AiASAMiENTO,sm. The actofuniting or joi

AMASA^R, va. 1. To knead, to work dough
AiASAMiENTO,sm. The actofuniting orjoining.

MASA^R, va. 1. To knead, to work dough. 2.

(Met.) To arrange matters well for the at-

tainment of some purpflie
MAsfjo Y AMASADIJO, 1. A quantity of flour

kneaded for making bread. 2. The act of

kneading, or the preparation for it. 3. A quan-

tity of mortar or plaster. 4. (Met.) Medley, a

mixture ofheterogeneous things which cause

confusion. 5. A task. 6. An agreement or

compact made for some evil design. 7. The

place where the dough for bread is made.

MArfsTA, sf. (Min.) Amethyst, a precious
stone of a violet colour.

AMATORIO, RIA, a. Amatory, relating to love.

AMARIS, sm. A kind of Indian linen.

AMAYNAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To strike or lower the

sails. 2. To relax in some desire.

AMAYTINAR, va. To observe attentively, to

watch with close attention.

AMAZONA, sf. An amazon ; a masculine woman.
AMAZORCADO, DA, a. Pennached ; applied to

flowers terminating in different colours.

AMBAGES, sm.pl. 1. Circuit. 2. (Met.) Amba-

ges, circumlocution or multiplicity of words
used to describe or explain a thing. [ties.

AMBAGI^SO, SA, a. Ambiguous, full of ambigui-
A''MBAR, sm. Amber. Succinum L. A'mbar gris,

Ambergris. Es un dmbar, It is brilliant
; ap-

plied to liquors. [found in the Atlantic.

A'MBARA, sm. (let.) Amberfish, a large fish

AMBARAR, va. (Ant.) To perfume with amber.

AMBARIBA, sf. (Bot.) Sweet centaury or sultan

flower. Centaurea moschata L.

AMBARILLA, sf. (Bot.) Muskmallow. Hibiscus

!abelmoschus

L.

AMBARfNO, NA, a. Relating to amber.

AMBICION, sf. 1. Ambition, a desire of prefer-
ment or honour. 2. Covetousness.

AMBICION^R, va. To crave, to pursue with anx-
ious desire.

AMBICIOSAMENTE, ad. Ambitiously. [ous.

AMBICIOSO, SA, a. Ambitious, aspiring ; covet-

AMBIDEXTRO, TRA, a. Ambidextrous, having the
use of either hand with equal facility.

AMBIENTE, a. Ambient, surrounding ; going
AMBIENTE, sm. The ambient air. [round.
AMBiotr, sm. A French word, signifying an en-

tertainment composed of cold and warm
dishes, set all at once on the table.

AMBIGUAMKNTE, ad. Ambiguously. [ty.

AMBIGUEDAX sf. Ambiguity, doubt, uncertain-

AMBIGUO, GUA, a. Ambiguous, doubtful.

A'MBITO, sm. Circuit, circumference.

AMBLAR, va. (Ant.) To amble ; to pace.
AMBLEO, sm. A short thick wax-candle with
- one wick only.

AMBLIGONIO, sm. Ambligonium. V. Triangulo.
A'MBOS, EAS, pro. Both. A'mbos 6 A'mbas a

dos, Both or both together.
AMBRAC^CN, sm. A sea-fish of an enormous size.

AMBROLLAR, va. To confound, to perplex.
AMBROSIA, sf. 1. Ambrosia, the imaginary food

of the gods. 2. (Met.) Any delicious viand or

liquor. 3. A sweet gentle purging draught.
4.

(Bot.) Ambroria Campestre, Buckthorn.

AMBROSIANO, NA, a. Belonging to St. Ambrose.

AMBULANTE, a. Ambulatory.
AMBULATIVO, VA, a. Of a roving turn.

AMEBKO, sm. A dialogue in verse.

AMEDRENTADOR, RA, s. One that threatens,

frightens, discourages.

AMEDRENTJLR, va. To frighten, to deter, to dis-

courage.
AMELGA, sf. A ridge between two furrows

thrown up by the plough.
AMELGA^DO, sm. A little hillock to mark the

boundaries of a field.

AMELGAR, va. 1. To open furrows with the

plough. 2. To throw up earth to mark boun-

daries, [amellus L.

AMELO, sm. (Bot.) Golden star-wort. Aster

AMELONADO, DA, a. Shaped like a melon.

AMEN, sm. A Hebrew word, signifying at the

end of a prayer, So be it. Voto de amen, A
partial vote, given without the least previous
discussion or inquiry. Sacristan de amen,
One who blindly adneres to the opinion of
another. Amen de, (Vulg.) Besides ; except.

AMENAZA, sf. A threat, a menace.

AMENAZADOR, RA, s. One who threatens.

AMENAZAR, va. To threaten, to menace.
AMENES 6 AMIENES, sm.pl. Amiens, a sort of

stuff manufactured at Amiens in France, also

called burato in some parts of Spain. Jlmcnes

figurados, lisos, rayados 6 listados ; Flower-

ed, plain, striped Amiens.

AMENGDAR, va. 1. To diminish. 2. To defame.

AMENIDAD, sf. 1. Amenity ; pleasant and deli-

cious view of verdant fields. 2. (Met.) The
florid variety of elegant language.

AMENIZAR, va. 1. To render pleasant or agree-
able. 2. (Met.) To adorn a speech with eru-

dition and pleasing sentiments. [ed.

AMENO, NA, a. Pleasant, delicious ;
ornament-

AMENTE, a. V. Demente.

AMEOS, V. And.

AMERAR, va'To mix wine or other liquor with
water. vr. To soak or enter

gradually into

the ground, or through a building, as water.

AMERCENDEAR, va. To bestow
favours^

to do

good, to favour.

AMETALADO, DA, a. Having the colour of brass.

AaiETfSTA Y AMErfsTO. V. Jlmatista.

AMI, sm. (Bot.) Royal cumin, bishop's weed.
Ammi majus L.

A X

MIA, sf. A large sea-fish of the order Thora-
cici. Scomber amia L.

AMI^NTO 6 AMI^NTA, s. (Min.) Amianthus, a
filamentous fossil.

AMICI SIMO, MA, a. sup. Most friendly.
Ax

MIEDO, ad. For fear. V. De miedo.

AMIENTO, sm. A leather strap, with which th0

helmet is tied under the chin.

AMfcA, sf. (And.) A school for girls.

AMICABLE, a. 1. Friendly, amicable. 2. (Met.)
Fit, suitable.

AMIGABLAMENTE, ad. Amicably.
AMIGO, GA, s. A friend.

AMfoo, GA, a. Friendly ;
illicit lover.

AMicufLLo, LA, s. A little friend; a term com-

monly used to express contempt.
AMILAN^R, va. To frighten, to terrify.

AMILLARAMIEVTO, sm. Assessment of a tax,

AMILLARAR, va. To assess a tax.
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DA, fl. Liable to pay a tax called

millones, which is levied on wine, vinegar,
oil, meat, soap, and tallow-candles.

AMIMAR, va. V. Mimar.

AMISTAD, sf. 1. Amity, friendship. 2. A con
nexion founded upon a carnal intercourse. 3

Civility, favour. Hacer amistad d alvuno.
To treat one with kindness. 4. (Rar.) Incli-

nation, desire.

AinisTAR^ra. y r. To reconcile, to bring about
a reconciliation.

AMISTOSAMENTE, ad. In a friendly manner.

AMISTOSO, SA, a. Friendly, amicable.

Aiwrro, sm. Amice, a square piece of linen with
a cross in the middle, which forms the under-

most part of a priest's garment when he offi-

ciates at the mass.
AMNisrfA 6 AMNESTIA, s/. Amnesty, an act of

oblivion published by a sovereign.
AX

MQ, MA, s. 1. Master or mistress of a house.

2. Amo, Proprietor, owner. 3. Foster-father.

4. Overseer. 5. Ama, A nurse. V. Ama.
AMOBLAR, va. V. Moblar.

AMODITA, sf. A sort of small serpent, otherwise
called a horned serpent.

AMODORRA^DO, DA, a. Heavy with sleep.

AMODORRARSE, vr. To be drowsy, togrow heavy
with sleep.

AMOGOTADO, DA, a. Steep with a flat crown ;

applied by seamen to a mountain descried at

sea.

AMOHECERSE, vr. To grow mouldy or rusty.

AMOHINAR, va. y r. To put out of humour, to

irritate. [smoked tunny-fish.

AMOJAMADO, DA, a. Dry and clean, like a

AMOJONADOR, sm. One who marks the limits of

lands, who sets landmarks.

AMOJONAMIENTO, sm. The act of setting land-

marks.

AMOJON.AR, va. To set landmarks, to mark roads
with mounds of earth or stone.

AMOLADERA, sf. Whetstone ; grindstone.
AMOLADOR, sm. 1. Grinder, whetter. 2. An un-

skilful coachman, a bad driver.

AMOLAotrRA, sf. The action ofwhetting, grind-
ing, or sharpening by attrition, Amoladuras,
The small sand which falls from the whet-
stone at the time of whetting or grinding.

AMOLAR, va. To whet, grind, or sharpen an

edged tool by attrition.

AMOLDADOR, sm. One who moulds or fits.

AMOLDAR, va. 1. To mould, to cast in a mould.
Amoldar las agujas, To polish or finish nee-
dles. 2. (Met.) To adjust according to the
rules of reason, to bring one to his duty. 3.

(Ant.) To brand or mark cattle.

AMOLLADOR, RA, s. One who lets pass a winning
card having a superior one.

AMOJ.LAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To ease off, to ease

away. 2. To play an inferior card to a win-

ning one, having a superior card in one's

hand, in the game of revcrsy.
AMOLLETX.DO, DA, a. Having the shape of a

loaf of bread.

AMOMO, sm. (Bot.) Stone-parsley, hone-wort.
Sison amomum L.

AMONDONGDO, DA, a. Sallow, coarse. Mugcr
a-mondongada, A coarse-featured black wo-
man.

AMONEDAR, va. To coin, to stamp metals for

money.
AMONESTACION,S/. 1. Advice, admonition,warn-

ing. 2. Publication of marriage-bans.
AMONESTADOR, RA, s. Monitor ; one that admo-

nishes.

AMONEST^R, va. 1. To advise, to admonish. 2.

To publish bans of marriage.
AMONIACO, sm. Ammoniac.
AMONTAR, vn. To fly or take to the mountains.

AMONTONADOR, RA
?
s. One that heaps or accu-

mulates.

AMONTONAMIENTO, sm. Accumulation ; the act

of accumulating.
AMONTONAR, va. 1. To heap or throw tilings

together without order or choice. 2. (Pint.)
To group a crowd of figures in a. painting.
vr. To fly into a passion ; to grow angry or

vexed, and not listen to reason.

AMOR, sm. 1. Tenderness, affection, love. 2. The
object of love. 3. A word of endearment.
Amor mio 6 mis amorcs, My love. Par amor
de Dios, for the love of God ; an expression
of eafer solicitation, as charity, &c. Amor
mio 6 mis amorcs, (Bot.) Sea-daffodil. Pan-
cratium maritimum L. Amor de hortelano ;

(Bot.) Goose-grass, cleavers. Galium apa-
rine L. Al amor de la lumlre, Close to the

fire, so that it warms without burning. pi.
1. Amours, criminal love. 2. (Bot.) Burdock.
Arctium lappa L. De mil amores, ad. With
all my heart.

MORADtrx, sm. (Bot.) V. Mejorana.
AMORATADO y AMORETADO, DA, . Livid

;
in-

clining to the colour of mulberries.

ftiORcfLLO, sm. Slight love, kindness.

AMORGADO, DA, a. Stupified from eating the

husks of pressed olives : applied to fish.

AMORICONES, sm.pl. (Bax.) Looks, gestures, and

actions, expressive of love and fondness.

MORfo, sm. Friendship. V. Enamoramicnto.

AMORISCADO, DA, a. Resembling the Moors.

AMORMADO, DA, a. Applied to horses having the

glanders.
AMOROSAMENTE, ad. Lovingly; amorously.
AMOROSO, SA, a. 1. Affectionate, kind, loving.

2. Lovely, pleasing. 3. Gentle, mild, serene.

La tarde estd amoroso*, It is a charming even-

ing. 4. Tractable, easy, facile.

AMORRAR, vn. 1. To hold down the head ; to

muse. 2. To return no answer to what is

asked or said
;
to remain silent with down-

cast looks.

AMORTAJAR, va. To shroud a corpse, to wrap
it up in a winding-sheet.

AMORTECERSE, vr. To faint, to be in a swoon.

AMORTECIMIENTO, sm. Swoon ; fainting.

AMORTIGUACION, AMORTIGUAMIENTO, s. Morti-

fication, the act of deadening.
AMORTIGUAR, va. 1. To mortify, to deaden. 2.

To temper, to mollify. 3. To soften colours,
that they be not too "glaring.

AMORTIZACION, sf. Mortmain, the state ofbeing
inalienable ;

the action by which property is

rendered inalienable.

A.MORTIZAR, va. To render an estate inalienable

by transferring it to an ecclesiastical commu-

nity.

Vaios, A'MAS, pron, (Ant.) V. Amlws
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AMOSCAR, va. To flap flies, to frighten them

away with a flap. vr. 1. To shake off the

flies. 2. To become irritated.

AMOSQUH.ADO, DA, a. Applied to cattle when
tormented with flies, that thrust their heads

under the evergreen oaks, furze, &.c.

AMOSTACHADO, DA, a. Wearing whiskers.

AMOSTAZARSE, XT. To fly into a violent pas-
sion ; to be vexed.

AMOTINADOR, RA, s. Mutineer; one that stirs

up a mutiny or revolt. [sedition ; mutiny.

AMOTIKAMIENTO, sm. The act of stirring up a

AM OTIS A. n, va. 1. To excite rebellion. 2. (Met.)
To perturbate the mind ;

to disorder the

mental faculties.

AMOVER, va. To depose, to remove.

AMOVJBLE, a. That which can be moved at will ;

a term applied to ecclesiastical livings.

A'MPA, V. Hampa.
AMPARA, sf. 1. 'Seizure of chattels or moveable

property. 2. (Ant.) V. Amparo.
AMPARADOR, RA, s. Protector ; favourer.

AMPAUAK, va. 1. To shelter, to favour, to pro-
tect. 2. (For. Arag.) To make a seizure of

chattels or moveable property ; to sequestrate.

A'inparar en la posesion, (For.) To main-

tain in possession. vr. I. To claim or enjoy

protection. 2. To preserve ;
to recover.

AMPARO, sm. 1. Favour, protection, sanction.

2. Refuge, asylum. 3. (Ant.) Breastwork,

parapet. [scios.

AMPIIIBIO, V. Anfibio. Amphiscios, V. Anfi-

AMPIIISBENA, V. Anfisbena.

AMPHITEATRO, V. Anfiteatro.

AMPLAMZKTJB, ad. Amply, copiously.

AMPLIACION, sf. Ampliation, enlargement ; the

act of ampliating or enlarging.
AMPLIADOR, RA, s. Amplifier, one that enlarges.
AM PI. i \MENTE, ad. Amply, largely, copiously.
AMPLIAR, va. To amplify, to enlarge.
AMPMATIVO, VA, a. Amplifying ; having the

power of ampliating or enlarging.
AMPLIKICACION,*/". Amplification, enlargement.
AMPUFJCADOR, RA, s. Amplifier.
AMPLIFIC AR, va. 1. To amplify, to enlarge. 2. To

use the figure ofspeech termed amplification.

A'MPLIO, LIA, a. Ample, extensive ; dilated.

AMPLITUD, sf. 1. Amplitude, extent, greatness.
2. (Naut.) Amplitud magndtica, Magnetic
amplitude, or an arch of the horizon contain-

ed between the sun and the centre thereof,
at the east or west point of the compass. 3.

(Astr.) An arch of the horizon intercepted
between the true east and west point there-

of, and the centre of the sun or star at their

rising or setting.

A'MPLO, LA, a. V. Amplio.
Ampo dc la nieve, Whiteness. This expression

is used comparatively ; e. g. Blanco como el

ampo de la mere, White as the driven
snow.

AMFOLLA. sf. 1. A blister formed by raising the
cuticle from the cutis. 2. A phial, a cruet. 3.

A small bubble of water, formed either by
the fall of rain or boiling.

AMPOLLAR, va. 1. To blister, to raise blisters.

2. To make hollow, to excavate. r>r. To rise
in bubbles by the force of the wind.

AMPOLLAR, a. Resembling a blister.

AMPOLLETA, sf. (Dim.) 1. A small phial. 2. An
hour-glass, a glass filled with sand, which,

running through a narrow hole, marks the

time. 3. (Naut.) Watch-glass, by which the

watch on board ships is regulated.
AMPRAR, vn. (Arag.) To borrow ; to ask of an-

other the use of something for a time.

AMUCHACHADO, DA, a. Boyish, childish.

AMUCHIGUAR, vn. (Ant.) To augment, to mul-

tiply.

AMUGAMIENTO, sm. V. Amojonamiento.
AMUGERADO, DA, a. Effeminate, having the

face, actions, and sentiments of a woman.

AMUGERAMIKNTO, sm. V. Afeminacion.
AMUGRONADOR, RA, s. One who trains vine

shoots.

AMUGRONAR, va. To carry the large shoot of a

vine under the earth in order that its extre-

mity may spring up far enough from the ori-

ginal stock.

AMULARSE, vr. To become sterile.

AMULATADO, DA, a. Of a tawny complexion,
resembling that of a Mulatto.

AMULETO, s~m. Amulet, hung about the neck
for preventing or curing a disease.

AMUNICIONAR, va. To supply with ammunition.

AMURA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Tack of a sail. Amura
mayor, Main tack. Amura del trinquetc, The
fore-tack. 2. (Naut.) A word of command.
Amura a labor, Aboard larboard-tacks. Amu-
ra a estribor, Aboard starboard-tacks. Amura
trinquete, Aboard fore-tacks. Cambiar la

amura, To stand on the other tack.

AMURADAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Spirketing, or
'
spirket-rising, the range of planks between-

the water ways and the lower edge of the

gun-ports of a ship of war.

AMURAR, va. (Naut.) To haul the tack aboard.

AMURCAR, va. To strike with the horns ; appli-
ed to a bull.

AMURCO, sm. Blow or stroke with the horns

AMUSGAR, va. I. To throw back the ears, as a

sign of biting or wincing in horses and mules.

Amusgdr las orejas, (Met. Ant.) To listen*

2. To contract the eyes to see better.

A'NA, sf. 1. Ell, a measure smaller than a yard.
2. An animal of the fox kind in the Indies. 3.

Medical prescription, signifying equal parts.
ANABAPTISTA 6 ANABATISTA. sm. Anabaptist,

a sectary, who holds that children ought not

to be baptized until they have attained the

age of reason. [gascar.

ANACALIFA, sm. A poisonous animal of Mada-

ANACALO, LA, s. (Ant.) A baker's servant.

ANACARADO, DA, a. Of a pearly white colour.

ANACARDEL, sm. A kind ot Madagascar serpent.

ANACARDINA, sf. Confection, or sweet-meat,
made of anacardium or cashew-nut.

ANACARDO, sm. (Bot.) Cashew-tree. Anacar-
dium occidentale L.

ANAcoRETA,sm. Anchorite, arecluse, an hermit.

ANACORETICO, CA, a. Relating or belonging to

a recluse or hermit.

ANACOSTA, sf. A sort ofwoollen stuff. [ontic.

ANACREONTICO, CA, 6 ANACREONCIO, a. Anacre-

ANACRONISMO, sm. Anachronism, an error in

computing time, whereby an event is placed
at an earlier or later period than it actually

happened.
49
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A'NADE, sm. j f. Duck. Anas boschas L.

ANADKAR, v n. To waddle, to shake from side

to side in walking, like ducks.

ANADEJA, sf. (dim.) A duckling.
ANADINO, NA, s. A young duck.

ANADON, sm. V. A'nade.

ANADONcfLLO, sm. A grown duckling.
ANAFAYA, sf. A sort of cloth formerly manu-

factured in Valencia.

ANA>E, sm. A portable furnace or stove.

ANA>ORA, sm. Anaphora, a figure, when seve-

ral periods of a speech are begun with the

same word. [L.

ANAGALIDE, sf. Pimpernel. Anagallis arvensis

ANAGIRIS,S/. (Bot.) Stinking beantrefoil. Ana-

gyris foetida L.

ANAGtfFos, sm. pi. Vases, vessels, or other

works adorned with sculpture in basso re-

lievo, so that the figures seem standing out

from the ground.
ANAGOGIA v ANAGOGE, sf. The mystic sense

of the holy Scripture.

A?>AGOGiCAMENTE,arf. In an anagogical manner.

ANAGOGICO, CA, a. Anagogetical.
ANAGRAMA, sf. Anagram, a transposition ofthe

letters of a name, word, or sentence, by
which another word or sentence is formed.

ANA^L, V. Anual, Anal, and Jinnies.

ANALECTICO 6 ANALEPTICO, sm. (Med.) Resto-
rative.

ANGLES, sm. pi. Annals or historical accounts

digested in the order of years.
AMTALISIS, sf. 1. Analysis ;

a solution of any
thing, whether corporeal or mental, to its

first elements. 2. Mathematical, or critical,
or chemical analysis.

ANALISTA, sm. 1. Annalist, a writer of annals.

2. Student of geometry and algebra.

ANALITICAMENTE, ad. Analytically.
ANALITICO, CA, a. Analytical, that which re-

solves any thing into first principles.

ANAI.IZAU, va. To analyze.
ANALOGAME.WTE, V. Anal6gicamente.
ANALOGIA, sf. 1. Analogy, resemblance or rela-

tion which things bear to each other. 2. Se-
cond part of grammar.

ANALOGICAMKNTE, ad. Analogically.
ANAI.OGICO, CA, ANALOGO, GA,. Analogical or

analogous.
ANANAS, sm. (Bot.) Ananas, pine-apple. Brome-

lia ananas L.

ANAPKLO, sm. (Bot.) Wolf's-bane. V.Napelo.
ANAPESTO. sm. A Latin verse, consisting oftwo

short syllables and a long one.

ANAQPEL, sm. Shelf or board fixed against or

supported in book-cases, &c. on which any
thing may be placed.

ANARANGEAR, va. To pelt with oranges.
ANAUANJADO, DA, a. Orange-coloured.
AifARQui A. sf. Anarchy. [rule.

ANARQuico,cA,rt. Anarchial, confused, without

ANASARCA, sf. (Med.) Anasarca, a dropsy.
AXA^OTK, sm. Says, a kind of woollen stuff

like eerge.

ANASTASIA, sf. V. Artemisn.
/N *ASTOMOSIS, sf. (Anat.) The inosculation of

vessels, or the conjunction of their extremi-
ties, by means whereof they communicate
With each other, as vein with vein.
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, sm. (Ret.) Anastrophe, an inver-
sion of words, whereby those which should
have been precedent are postponed.

ANATA, sf. Annats, the first fruits or emolu-
ments which a benefice or employ produces.
Media unata, The annats of the half year.

ANATEMA, s. 1. Anathema, a curse pronounced
by ecclesiastical authority ; excommunica-
tion. 2. (Ant.) A person anathematized or

excommunicated .

ANATEMATISMO, sm-. V. Excomunion.

ANATEMATIZAR, va. 1. To anathematize, to ex-

communicate. 2. To curse, to imprecate.
ANATisTAjSwi. Officer for the half-year's annats.

ANATOCISMO, sm. Anatocism, the accumulation
of interest upon interest.

ANATOM!A, sf. I. Anatomy, the art of dissect-

ing the human body. 2. Doctrine of the
structure of the human body. 3. (Pint.) Ske-

leton, by which painters and sculptors study
the structure of the human frame.

ANATOMICAME.VTE, ad. Anatomically.
ANATOMICO, CA, a. Anatomical.

ANATOMISTA, sm. Anatomist, professor of ana-

tomy.
ANATOMIZAR, va. 1. To anatomize or dissect an

animal body. 2. (Pint.) To form and draw,
with the utmost exactness, the bones and
muscles in statues and figures.

ANAVAJADO, DA, (Ant.) Having knife scars.

A'NCA, sf. Croup, the buttocks of a horse. A1

ancas 6 d las ancas, Behind. A 1 ancas 6 d las

ancas defulano, With the assistance of Mr
Such-a-one.

ANCADO, sm. (Alb.) A distemper, consisting
in a painful contraction of the nerves and
muscles.

A NCHAMENTE, ad. Widely, largely.

ANCH^RIA, sf. (Among merchants and traders.)
The width of stuff or cloth.

ANCHETA, sf. Venture, goods which a person,
not engaged in trade, sends or carries on his

own account to India.

ANCHICORTA, sf. (Joe.) A short broad sword.

A'NCHO, CHA, a. Broad, wide, extended in

breadth. Ponerse. muy ancko, (Met.) To
look big ;

to be elated with pride. Vida an-

efta, A loose life.

ANCHOVA Y ANCHOA, sf. Anchovy. Clupea en-

crasicolas L.

ANCHOR 6 ANCHO, sm. V. Anchura.

ANCHUELO, I.A. a. Somewhat wide.

ANCHURA, sf. Width, breadth. A 1 mis ancku-
ras 6 d sus anrhuras. At large, at full liber-

ty. Vivo d mis anchuras, 1 live just as I

choose.

ANCHUROSO, SA, a. Large, wide, spacious.

ANCHUSA, sf. (Bot.) Alkanet. Anchusa tincto-

ria L.

ANCIAN^R, vn. (Poet.) V. Envejeccr.
ANCIANIA, sf. (Ant.) In the military orders of

friars, the dignity and jurisdiction of the
four oldest fathers in the convent.

ANCIANIDAD, sf. I. Old age. 2. Antiquity.
ANCIANO, NA, a. Old, stricken in years.

A'N'CLA, sf. Anchor. Zafar el ancla para dar

fondo, To clear the anchor for coming to. El
ancla vienc al baxel, The anchor comes home,
El ancla ha soltado el fondo, The anchor i
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a-trip. Pcscar una, anda, To draff for an an-

chor. Alotar las anclas, To stow the anchors.

Arganeo de ancla, An anchoring. Cana del

ancla, The shank of the anchor. Cepo del

anda, The anchor-stock. Cruz del ancla.

The crown of the anchor. Orcjas del ancla,

The flukes of the anchor. Unas del ancla,

The anchor arms. Pico del anda, The bill

of the anchor. Al anda 6 andado t
At an-

chor. Jlndadelaespcranza, Sheet-anchor.

Anda dd ayuste 6 de uso, The best bower-
anchor. Anda sencilla 6 de leva, The small

bower-anchor. Anda del crcciente, The flood-

anchor. Anda del menguantc, The ebb-an-

chor. Anda de la mar haciafuera, Sea-an-

chor. Anda de la ticrra 6 playa, Shore-an-

chor. Anclas descrvidumbre, Bower-anchors.

ANCLADERO,sm. (Naut.) Anchor-smith.

ANCLAGE, sm. 1. The act of casting anchor. 2.

Anchor-ground, or anchoring-ground. Dere-
cho de ancla(re

} Anchorage.
ANCLAR, vn. To anchor.

ANCLOTE, sm. Stream-anchor.

AXCLOTILLO, sm. Kedge-anchor.
ANCOX, sm. An open road, a bay.
A'NCORA. V. Anda. Eckar dncoras, To cast

anchor. Llevar dncoras, To weigh anchor.
Estar en dncoras 6 sobre las ancoras, To lie

at anchor.

ANcoRAGE,sm. V. Anclagt.
ANCORAR, V. Andar. [painters.

ANCORCA, sf. A pale yellow earth used by
ANCORERIA, sf. Anchor forge.

ANCORERO, sm. Anchor-smith. [L.

Asct/SA, sf. (Bot.) Bugloss. Borago officinalis

ANDABATA, 5m. A gladiator who fought hood-
winked.

ANDABOBA,S/. V. Parar.
ANDAD A, sf. A thin hard baked cake without

crumb. Andddas, The traces of game mark-
ed on the ground. [learn to walk.

ANDADERAS,S?.^. Go-carts, in which children

ANDADERO, RA, a. Accessible, of easy access.

ANDADO, 5m. Step-son ; a son-in-law.

ANDADO, DA, a. 1. Beaten, much frequented ;

applied to a road. 2. Worse for use, thread-
bare. 3. Usual, customary.

ANDADOR, RA, 5. 1. A good walker. 2. Messen-

ger of a court. 3. (Naut.) A fine sailer
; a swift

sailing vessel. 4. Inferior minister of justice.
ANDADORES, pi. 1. Leading strings. 2. Alleys

or small walks in a garden.
ANDADURA, sf. 1. Gait, the act and manner of

walking. 2. Amble, an easy pace of a horse.

ANDALIA, sf. Sandal.

ANDALUZ, ZA, a. Native of Andalusia.

ANDAMIO, 5m. 1. Scaffold. 2. (Ant.) Platform
of a rampart. 3. Gait, manner of walking. 4.

(Naut.) Stage ; gangboard.
ANDANA-, sf. 1. Row, rank, line. 2. (Naut.) An-
dana de los canoncs dc un costado, A tier of

guns j also a broadside. 3. (Naut.) Andana
de rizos, The reefs in the sails of ships.

ANUA\INOS, sm. pi. Leading strings.
ANDANTESCO, CA, a. That which belongs to

knighthood, or knight errants.

ANDANZA, 5/. Occurrence, event.

ANDAR, vn. 1. To go, to walk, to move along.
2. To act, to proceed, to behave, to transact.

3. To elapse. 4. To go, move or act ; applied
to machines. Andar en cuerpo, To go abroad
without a cloak or surtout. Andar del cucrpo,
To go to stool. Andar por dr.cir 6 por haccr

una cosa, To be determined to say or do a

thing. Andar a caza dc gun<ras, To waste
one's/ time in fruitless pursuits. Andar en

carnes, To go stark naked. Andar de zeca

en mcca, To be roving and' wandering about.

Todo se andard, Every thing will be looked

into. Es preciso andar con eltiempo, It is

necessary to conform to the times. Andar
c/t dares y tomares 6 en dunes y dirctes, To
be in cross purposes ;

to deal in ifs and ands.

Andar en buena vela, (Natot.) To keep the

sails full. Andar todo, (Naiit.) To bear up
the helm. A' mejor andar. At best, at most.

A 1

peor andar, At worst,. A1 mas andar, In
full speed. Andar el mundo al reves, To re-

verse the order of nature, to do any thing
contrary to the manner it ought to be.

ANDAR, interj. Well, never mind. Anda, Stand
out ofthe way. Anda hijo, Come along, child.

ANDARAGE, sm. The wheel of a well, to which
the rope and bucket are fastened. [tion.

ANDARIEGO, GA, a. Restless, ofa roving disposi-

ANDARIM, sm. A fast walker. Andarincs, An
Italian paste of the size of lentils, used for

soups. [cilia alba L.

ANDARIO, 5m. (Orn.) The white wagtail. Mota-

ANDARIVEL, 5m. (Naut.) A girt line.

A'NDAS, sf.pl. A bier, a hearse. [China.

ANDATIS, 5/. A sort of stuff manufactured in

ANDEN, 5m. 1. A shelf. V. Anaqael. 2. A path
round the draw well for the horse, which

puts the wheel in motion.

ANDERO, sm. One who carries the shafts of a
bier on his shoulders. [makers.

ANDILIJ, 5m. A burnishing stick used by shoe-

A'NDJTO, sm. A gallery which surrounds the
whole or a considerabl

ANDOLA
poets.

ANDOI.INA 6 ANDORINA, sf. V. Golondrina.

ANDORGA, 5/. Llenar la andorga, To fill the

belly, to eat much.

ANDORINA, 5/. (Naut.) A truss, a parrel.

ANDORRERO,RA, Y ANDORRA, s. (Vulg.) Street-

walker.

ANDOSCO, CA, a. Two years-old; applied to

ewes. [clothes.

ANDRAJERO, 5m. Ragman, who deals in old

AJJDRAJO, sm. 1. Rag of worn clothes. 2. (Met.)
A despicable thing or person. Haccr andra-

jos, To tear to rags.

ANDRAJOSAMENTE, ad. Raggedly.
ANDRAJOSO, SA, a. Ragged, dressed in tatters.

ANDRIANA, sf. A kind of gown formerly worn

ANDRINA, sf. A sloe. V. Endrina. [by women
ANDKf.vo, sm. (Bot.) Sloe-tree, black thorn.

Prunus spinosa L.

AXDROGINO Y ANpROGENo,sm. Hermaphrodite,
an animal uniting both sexes.

ANDROMINA, sf. (Bax.) Trick, fraud, artifice.

ANDRosEMo,57rt. (Bot.) St. John's wort. Hype-
ricum ascyron L. [habited by Arabs.

ANDUAR, sm. A kind of ambulatory village in-

ANDULARIOS, sm,. pi. A long and wide gown.
A.NDULE.NCU. sf, (Joe.) OccurreucQ, event.

,
.

or a considerable part of a building.

, sf. An unmeaning expletive used by
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ANDtiLLO,S9n.l. Carol oftobacco. 2. V. Pandero.

ANDURRI^LES, sm. pi. By-roads, retired places.

ANEA, sf. (Bot.) Great cat's tail, reed mace.

Typha latifolia L.

ANE.AGE, sm. Alnage, ell measure.

ANEJ(.R, va. 1. To measure by ells. 2. (Burgos.)
To rock in a cradle.

ANEBLAR, va. To cloud, to darken, to obscure.

ANEGACION, sf. Overflowing, inundation.

ANEGADIZO, ZA, a. Liable to be overflowed.

ANEGADO, DA, a. Overflowed. Navio anegado,
(Naut.) A water-logged ship.

ANEGAMiENTo,sm. V Anegacion.
ANEG^R, va. To inundate, to submerge. vr.

To be inundated. [ness.

ANEGOCI.DO, DA, a. Overwhelmed with busi-

ANEGRAS Y ANAGROS, s. pi. A corn-measure in

some parts of Spain.
ANEMONE, sf. (Bot.) Anemone or wind flower.

ANEMOSCOPIO, sm. Anemoscope, a machine in-

vented to foretel the changes of the wind.

A' ANEQUIN 6 DE ANEQUiN, ad. So much a head ;

applied to the shearing of sheep.
ANEURISM A, sf. 1. A disease of the arteries, in

which they become excessively dilated. 2.

An extraordinary dilatation of an artery.

ANEXA^R, va. To annex, to join, to unite.

ANEXIDADES, sf. pi. Annexes, things annexed.

ANEXION, sf. Annexion, union, conjunction.
ANEXO, XA, a. Annexed, joined.

ANEXO, sm. A benefice or church depending on
another as its principal or he"ad.

ANriBio, BIA, a. Amphibious.
ANFIBOLOGIA, sf. Amphibology, words or sen-,

tences of a double or doubtful meaning.
ANFIBOLOGICO, c A, a. Amphibological, doubtful.

ANFIBRACO, sm. Amphibrachys, a foot in Latin

verse. [site to each other.

ANFICEFALO, sm. A bed with two bolsters oppo-
ANFIMACRO, sm. Amphimacer, a foot in Latin

ANFION, sm. Opium. [verse.
ANFISBEVA Y ANFISIBENA, sf. Amphisbsena, an

amphibious serpent with a tail as big as its

head, and which moves backwards or for-

wards with the same facility.

ANFISCIOS, sm. pi. Amphiscii, people of the

torrid zone, whose shadows at different times
fall north and south. [mg-

ANFiTEATRo,s?R.Amphitheatre,a circular build-

ANFRACTUOSIDADES, sf. pi. (Anat.) Anfractuo-

sities, convolutions of the brain or cerebrum.

ANGARILLAS, sf. pi. 1. Hand-barrow, in which
mortar, stones, &c. are carried. 2. Baskets

hung to a horse's or mule's side. 3. Cruet-
stands. 4. V. Jlguaderas.

ANGARILLON, sm. A large wicker basket ; a

large hand-barrow.

ANGARIPOLA, sf. A kind ofcoarse striped linen.

Angaripdlas, Gaudy ornaments on clothes.

A'NGARO, sm. Light, fire or smoke, used as a

signal.

A'NGEL, sm. 1. Angel, a spiritual being. 2. A
sort offish much resembling a ray. 3. (Art.)
Earshot. Manga de A'ngel, Sleeve of a coat
ruffled or plaited like a woman's ruffle.

A'ngel custodio 6 de la guarda, Guardian

angel. A'ngd de guarda, Protector, patron.
A'ngd patudo, Nickname of a person more
malicious than commonly supposed.
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ANGELICA, sf. (Bot.) Angelica. Angelica L.

Angelica carlina, (Bot.) Carline thistles, ash-

weed. Carlina acaulis L. [angelic.
ANGELICAL Y ANGELICO, CA, a. Angelical or

ANGELIC ALMEXTE, ad. In an angelic manner.
ANGELICO Y ITO, sm. (Dim.) A litt!'

child.

ANGELON, sm. (Aum.) Great angel. Angelon
de retablo, Nickname given to one dispropor-

tionately corpulent and besotted.

ANGELOTE, sm. l.A large figure of an anirol

placed on altars. 2.A fat, good-natured child.

ANGEO, sm. A coarse sort oflinen made in Anjou.
ANGINA, sf. Quinsy, a tumid inflammation in

A''NGLA, sf. A cape. [the throat.

ANGOSTAMENTE, ad. Narrowly.
ANGOSTA^R, va. To narrow, to contract.

ANGOSTILLO, LLA, a. A little narrow.

ANGOSTO, TA, n. Narrow, close, strait. Venir

angosta, To fall short of one's expectations,

ambition, or merit. [3. Distress.

ANGOSTTJRA,S/. 1. Narrowness. 2.A narrow pass.
A X

NGRA, sf. A small bay, a cove. [the knees.

ANGUARIXA, sf. A loose coat hanging down to

ANGUILA, sf. (let.) Eel. Mursena anguila L.

fluguila dc cabo, (Naut.) A port rope with
which sailors are flogged on board the galleys.

Angu'das, Slips or planks on which the keel

of a ship slides when launching into the wa-
ter, [rope.

ANGUIL^ZO, sm. A lash or stroke with a port

ANGTJILERO, RA, s. Basket or pannier for eels.

ANGUINA, sf. (Alb.) The vein of the groins.

ANGULAR, a. Angular, having angles. Pledra

angular, The corner stone in a building.

ANGULARMENTK, ad. With angles.

ANGULEMA, sf. A sort of coarse linen manu-
factured at Angoultme, of hemp or tow. An-

gidemas, (Bax") Fulsome flatteries.

A'NGULO, sm. Angle. A'ngulo optico, The vi-

sual angle. Jl'ngulos de un picadero, The
corners of a riding house.

ANGULOSO, SA, a. Angular, cornered.

ANGURRIA, V. Sandra.

ANGTJSTIA, sf. Anguish, affliction.

ANGUSTIADAMENTE, ad. Painfully.
ANGUSTIADO, DA, a. 1. Painful, afflicted with

pain. 2. (Met.) Narrow-minded, miserable.

ANGUSTIAR, va. To cause anguish, to afflict.

ANHELAU, vn. 1. To breathe with difficulty. 2.

To desire anxiously, to wish eagerly. Anhe.-

lar honores, To aspire
at honours.

ANHELITO, sm. Respiration.
ANHELO, sm. A vehement desire ; anxiousness.

ANHKLOSO, SA, a. Anxiously desirous.

ANHEMELES, sm. pi. (And.) Horses or other

beasts of burthen destined for the convey-
ance of goods to the sea-side.

ANIIINA, sf. (Orn.) An aquatic bird of prey in

Brasil, called the darter. Plotus L.

ANIAGA, sf. (Mur.) The yearly wages of a

ploughman or labourer.

ANIDAR, vn. 1. To nestle, to make a nest. 2.

(Met.) To dwell, to inhabit, to reside. 3. To
cherish, to shelter. Andar anidando, To pre-

pare for lying in ; applied to women great
with child. [blar.

ANIEBL^-R, va. To darken, to obscure. V. Ane.-

ANIFALA, sf. Bread made of bran.
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ANILI.AR, va. To form rings or circles in work ,

used by cutlers.

ANILLEJO Y ANILLETE, sm. A small ring.

ANIM.O, sm. 1. A ring of gold, silver, &c. worn
on the finger. 2. (Naut.) Hank or grummet.
Venir como anillo al dedo, To come in the

very nick of time. 3. (Arq.) Astragal.

A'NIMA, sf. 1. Soul. V. Alma 2. (Art.) The
bore or diameter of the chase of a gun.
A'nimas, Ringing of bells at a certain hour,

generally at sun-setting, which admonishes
the faitliful to pray for the souls in purgato-

ry. A 1 las animas me volvi 6. casa, At sun-

setting I returned home.

ANIMACION, sf. Animation.

ANIMADOR, RA, 5. One who animates, animator

ANIMADVERSION, sf. Observation, remark, stric'

ture.

ANIMADVERTENCIA, sf. Admonition, advice.

ANIMAL, sm. 1. A living creature, an animal

2. In contempt, we say that an ignorant and

stupid person is un animal.

ANIMAL, a. Animal, relating to an animal.

ANIMALADO, DA, a. Animalizcd.

AMMALAZO, sm. A large or big animal.

ANIMALEJO, ico Y ILLO, sm. A small animal
animalcule. [animal

A MM A 1.6 N y ANIMALOTE, sm. A large or big
ANIMALUCHO, sm. An ugly, hideous animal.

ANIMAR, va. 1. To animate, to enliven, to incite.

2. To give power or vigour to inanimate

things. [myrrh.
A'NJME 6 GOMA ANIMA, sf. A resin resembling
ANIMERO, sm. One who asks charity for the

souls in purgatory.
A/NIMO, sm. 1. Soul, the immaterial spirit of
man. 2. Courage, valour, fortitude. 3. Mind,
intention, will. 4. Thought, attention. Hacer
buen animo, To bear up under adversities.

ANIMOSAMENTE, ad. In a spirited manner, cou

rageously.
ANIMOSIDAD, sf. Valour, courage ; boldness.

ANIMOSO, SA, a. Brave, spirited. [manner.
ANINADAMENTE, ad. In a childish, puerile
ANINARSE, vr. To grow childish, to act in a

childish manner.

ANIQUILABLE, a. Annihilable, that may be an-
nihilated.

ANIQUILACION, sf. Annihilation, reducing or
reduced to nothing. [hilates.

ANIQ.UILADOR, RA, s. Destroyer, one who anni-

ANiquiLAMiENTO, sm. V. Atiiquilacion.
ANIQUILAR, va. To annihilate, to destroy, to

put out of existence. vr. To decline, to de-

cay ;
to humble.

ANIS, sm. (Bot.) Anise. Pimpenella anisum L.

Anises, Anise seeds preserved in sugar.

Llegar a los anises, To come the day after
the feast. [with anise.

ANisAoo, DA, a. Applied to spirits tinctured

ANISILLO, sm. (Dim.) Small anise.

A.NivERsARio, RIA, a. Annual, yearly, anniversa-

ry, returning with the revolution ofthe year.
ANIVERSARIO, 5m. 1. Anniversary, a day cele-

brated every year. 2. A mass or service yearly
performed for the soul of a person deceased,
on the day of his or her death. Libra de ani-

rcrsarios, An obituary of the persons for
whom anniversaries are to be performed.

s, 5m. pi. Blankets or coverlets ma-
nufactured in Holland, and at Rouen.

ANNOJO, (Mur.) V. Annjo.
A'NO, 5/. Anus, the orifice of the fundament.

ANOCHE, ad. Last night.
ANOCHEOER, vn. To grow dark. Anoche,c&rle

a uno en alcruna parte, To be benighted some-
where. Al. anocheccr, At night-fall. vr. To
grow dark. Yo amaneci en Madrid, y ano-
ehecA en Toledo, I was in .Madrid at dawn,
and in Toledo at dusk.

ANODINAR, va. To administer or apply anodyno
medicines.

ANODJNO, NA, a. Anodyne, that which has the

power of mitigating pain.

ANOMALIA, sf. Anomaly, irregularity, deviation

from rules.

ANOMALIDAD, 5/. Irregularity.

ANOMALO, LA, a. (Gram.) Anomalous.

ANON, 57. (Bot.) The annona-tree, the custard

apple-tree. Annona L.
ANON A, 5/. 1, Annona or custard-apple, the

fruit of the annona-tree. In some parts it is

called guanava. 2. Store of provisions.

ANONADACION, 5/. 1. Annihilation, the act or

state of being reduced to nothing. 2. Self

contempt.
ANONADAR, va. 1. To annihilate, to reduce to

nothing. 2. (Met.) To diminish or lessen in

a considerable degree. vr. To humble or

abase one's self to a low degree.
ANONIMO, MA, a. Anonymous.
ANOTACION, 5/. Annotation, note.

ANOTADOR, RA, s. Commentator, annotator.

,
va. To write notes, to comment.

ANOTOMIA, 5/. V. Anatomia.

A'NQUE, V. Aunque.
ANQUETA. Estar de media anqueta, To be in-

commodiously seated.

ANO.UIBOCENO, NA, v ANQUIBOYUNO, NA, a.

Having a croup like an ox
; applied to horses

and mules. [horses and mules.

ANQUISECO, CA, a. Lean crouped ; applied to

A'NSAR, sm. A goose. Anas anser L.

ANSARERIA, sf. The place where geese are rear-

ed.

ANSARERO, 5m. A goose-herd. [to geese.
ANSARINO, NA, a. (Poet.) Belonging or relating
ANSARINO, sm. A gosling.
ANSARON, 5m. A large goose.
A'NSER, V. A'nsar.

ANSI, V.Asi.

A'NSIA, 5/. Anxiety, anguish, ardent desire.

ANSIADAMENTE, ad. Anxiously, earnestly.
NSIAR, va. To desire anxiously, to wish for

ardently.

ANSIEDAD, (Ant.) V. Ansia.

A.NSINA, V. Asi. [dently.
ANSIOSAMENTE, ad. Anxiously, earnestly, ar-

ANSIOSO, SA, a. 1. Anxious, having a longing
desire. 2. Attended with anxiety, or great
uneasiness.

ANT. prep, y ad. V. Ante and antes.

A'NTA, sf. Tapir, a kind of elk found in Brasil
and Paraguay. Tapir L.

ANTACEO, 5m. (let.) A large fish of the family
of sturgeons, from which isinglass is pre-
pared. Acipenser huso L. [bands.

ANTAGALLAS sf. pi. (Naut.) Sprit-sail reef-
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ANTAGOKISTA, sm. Antagonist, an opponent
who contends with another.

ANTAMILLA, sf. (Burg.) V. AHamia.
ANTANA. Llamarse antana, To unsay, to re-

tract, to deny what one said before.

ANTANA/O, ad. (Bax.) A long time since.

ANTANO, ad. (Bax.) Last year. (Prov.) En los

n>dos de antano no hay paxaros hogaTio,
Time must be seized by the forelock.

ANTAPOCA, sf. A security which a debtor gives
to his creditor.

ANT!RTICO, CA, a. Antarctic, belonging to the

South pole.

A'NTE, sin. 1. A dressed buck or buffalo skin. 2.

(Ant.) The first course or number of dishes

set at once on the table.

A'NTE, prep. Ante, mi, Before me, in my pre-
sence. Ante todas cosas 6 ante todo, Before
all things, above all.

ANTEAOO, DA, a. Buff-coloured, of a pale yel-
low colour.

ANTEANTEANOCHE, ad. Three nights ago.
ANTKANTEAYER, ad. Three days ago.

ANTEANTIER, ad. (Ant.) V. Anteanteayer.
ANTEAVER, ad. The day before yesterday.
ANTKBKAZO, sm. The fore arm. [bed.

ANTEC!;HA, sf. A carpet laid along side of a

ANTECAM YRA, sf. 1. Ante-chamber, a room
which leads to the chief apartment. 2. (Naut.)
The steerage.

ANTECAMARILLA, sf. A room leading to the

king's ante-chamber.

ANTECAPILL.V, sf. The space before the entry
to a chapel.

DENTE, sm. 1. Antecedent, that which

goes before. 2. The first proposition of an

enthymeme. 3. A noun to which a relative

is subjoined. [dently.

ANTECEDKNTEMENTE, ad. Previously, antece-

ANTECEDJSR, va. To precede.
ANTECESOR, RA,S. Predecessor, one that held a

place or employment before another. Ante-

ccsjres, Ancestors,
ANTE cni .vos, sm.pl. (Arq.) Fluted mouldings.
ANTECO, CA, ffl. Applied to the Anteoci or in-

habitants of the same meridian at the same
distance on each side the equator.

ASTTECOGER, va. 1. To bring any person or

thing before one. 2. To gather in fruit be-

fore the due time.

ANTECOL^MNA, sf. (Arq.) A column placed in

the front of porticos.

ANTECORO, sm. The entrance which leads to

the choir.

ANTECRISTO, sm. Antichrist.

ANTEDATA. sf. A date anticipated in letters

and other writings.

ANTEDATAR, va. To antedate, to date earlier

than the true time, or before the proper
time.

ANTE DIEM, (Lat.) The preceding day, the day
before. DC antedia, (Ant.) Yesterday, prior,
before.

ANTEIGLESIA,S/. l.The portico at the entrance
of a church. 2. The parochial church ofs;.u/ui

towns in Biscay. 3. The district belonging
tf) a parish

ANTEj,AcidN, sf. Preference.

ANO, NA, a. About the dawa of day.

ANTEMA^O, ad. De antemano, Before hand.

ANTEMERIDIANO, NA, a. Done or passed in the
forenoon.

ANTEMULAS, sm. 1. Keeper or driver of mules.
2. Foremost muleteer.

ANTEMURAL, sm. 1. A fort, rock, or mountain,
which serves for the defence of the body of
a fortress. 2. (Met.) A safeguard, defence.

ANTEMURALLA v ANTEM^RO, V. Antemural.

ANTENA,.-?/. (Naut.) A lateen yard.
ANTENAI.LAS, sf. pi. Pincers.

ANTENOCHE, ad. The night before last. 2. (Ant.)
Before night-fall.

ANTENOMBRE, sm. A title prefixed to a proper
name, but not to a family name, and equiva-
lent to Sir in the English, as Don Pedro, Sir

Peter, &c.

ANTEOJO, sm. A spy glass. Antcojo de larga
vista, A telescope. Antedjo de puno, Opera
glass. pi. 1. Spectacles. 2. Pieces of felt or
leather cut round, and put before the eyes of
vicious horses.

ANTE OMNIA, (Voz Latina,) Before all things ;

above all.

ANTEPAGAR, va. To pay before hand.

ANTEPASADO, DA, a. Passed ; elapsed ; applied
to time.

ANTEPASADOS, sm. pi. Ancestors, forefathers,

predecessors.
ANTEPECHO, sm. I. Breastwork, parapet, battle-

ment. 2. Footstep of a coach. 3. Poitrel, or

harness, for the breast of a draught horse. 4.

Breast roller of a loom for weaving tapestry.
5. The part of a ribbon frame or loom, which

passes from the right to the left, to the point
in which the weaver's strap is placed. Jlntcpe-

chos, (Naut.) The iron hawse of the head.

ANTEPENULTIMO, MA, a. Antepenult.
ANTEPONER, va. 1. To prefer. 2. To place be-

fore.

ASTEPORTICO, sm. Vestibule or porch at the en-

trance of a building.

ANTEPUERTA, sf. A curtain or screen placed
before a door.

ANTEquiNO, sm. (Arq.) V. Esgucio.
ANTKRA, sf. (Bot.) Anther, the roundish head
which contains the prolific pollen on the sta-

mens of flowers.

ANTERIOR, . That which precedes in time or

place ;
anterior.

ANTEKIOKIDAD, sf. Anteriority, priority ; the
state of being before

; preference.
ANTEKIORMENTK, ad. Previously.
A'.NTI.S, prep. Before, beforehand. A'ntesdelos

Marquesas van los Duques,ThQ Dukes go
before the Marquises.

A'NTES, ad. First, rather, better. Haga vm.
esto antes, Do this first. Quisiera antes cxta

que aquello, I would rather have this than
that. Ji'ntes morir que pecar, Better to die

than to sin. It also denotes preference of
time or place. Ji'ntes bicn, Rather. A'ntes

dd dia, Before day or at day-break. .3'nicx

con antes, As soon as possible. De antes, Of
old, in ancient tinies. Las cosas de antes son

mi;,!j difrrentes de las de aliora, The affairs

of ancient times widely differ from tlios,e of

the present day. [to the sacristy
fAI $ An apartment which leads
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AXTESALA, sf. An apartment which leads to the

principal hall of a building. Hacer antcsala,

To dance attendance in an ante-chamber.

ANTKSTATIJRA, sf. A small entrenchment of

palisadoes and sand-bags, run up in haste, to

dispute with the enemy a tract of ground,

part of which is already in his possession.

ANTETEMPLO, sm. Portico.

ANTEVKR, va. To foresee.

ANTKVISPERA, sf. The day before yesterday.
A.vri, An inseparable preposition, signifying

against, as antipapa, antipope. [thias L.

ANTIA, sf. (let.) The mutton fish. Lahrus an-

ANTICARDENAL, 5m. A schismatic cardinal.

ANTICIPACION, sf. Anticipation, the act of tak-

ing up something before its time.

ANTICIPADA, sf. An unexpected thrust or blow.

ACTICIPADAMENXE, ad. Prematurely, by way
of anticipation.

ANTICIPADOR, RA, s. One who anticipates or

conceives beforehand ; anticipator.

ANXICIPAMIENTO, sm. V. Anticipacldn.
ANTIC IPANTE, pa. Anticipated ; applied by

physicians to a fit of the fever which returns

before the stated period.
ANTIC IPAR, va. To anticipate, to do something

before the time appointed. [critic.

ANTICRITICO,SW. Anticritic, an opponent to a

ANTIDORAL, a. (For.) V. Rcmuneratorio.

ANTIDOTA.RIO, sm. 1. A book in which the com-

position of medicines is described and direct-

ed
;
a dispensatory. 2. The place in an apo-

thecary's shop for cordials and other medi-

cines, against poison.

AsxipOTO; sm. 1. Antidote, a medicine given to

expel poison. 2. (Met.) A preventive or pre-
servative against vice or error.

ANTIKR, ad. The day before yesterday ;
a con-

traction of antes de ayer.
ANTIFATO, sm. Black coral.

ANTIFAX, sm. A veil which covers the face.

ANTIFONA, sf. An anthem.
AXTIFONAL 6 ANTIFONARIO, sm. A book of an-
thems which contains all that are sung dur-

ing the year.
ANTIFONERO, sm. Precentor, he who chants
anthems and leads the choir.

ANTIFRASIS, sf. Antiphrasis, the use of words

opposite to their propsr meaning.
ANTIGO, GA, a. (Ant.) Old, ancient.

ANTIGUAI.LA, sf. 1. A monument of antiquity,
such as ruins ofancient buildings, &,c. 2. Anti-

quity, ancient account. 3. Ancient custom out
of use.

ANTIGUAMENTE
, ad. Anciently, formerly.

ANXIGUAMIENXO, 5m. The act of making old.

AJ.TIGUAR, vn. To obtain seniority, as member
of a tribunal, college, &c. va. \. To anti-

quate ; to make obsolete. 2. To abolish the
ancient use of a thing. [the days of yore.

ANTIGUF.DAD, sf. 1. Antiquity. 2. Ancient times,
ANTIGUISIMO, MA, a. sup. Very ancient.

ANTIGUO, GUA, a. Stricken in years, old ; having
long held an employment or place.

ANTIGUO, sm. 1. An antique or ancient produc-
tion of the fine arts of Greece or Rome. 2.

An aged member of a college or community ;

an ancient. *1ntiguos, The ancients ; the il-

ustrious men of antiquity.

Armi.ocf A, 5/. An apparent contradiction be*

tvveen two sentences or passages ofan author.

ANTIMONIAL, . Antimonial, relating or belong-

ing to antimony.
ANTIMONIO, sm. Antimony, a mineral. Antimo-

nio de agujas, Purified antimony, so called

from its fibrous or needly appearance.
A.VTINOMIA, 5/. Antinomy, a contradiction be-

tween two laws, or between two articles of

the same law. [tion.

ANTINOO, sm. Antinous, a northern constella-

ANTIPAPA, sm. An anti-pope, a pope who is

not canonically elected. [pope.

ANTIPAPA.DO, sm. The unlawful dignity of anti-

ANTIPARA, sf. 1. A screen placed before an-

other to cover it. 2. A gaiter which covers

merely tho fore part of the legs and feet.

ANTIPARASTASIS, 5/. (Ret.) A figure, by which

one, charged with a crime, asserts, that what
he is accused of is praise-worthy.

ANTIPASTO, sm. A foot ofLatin verse consisting
of four syllables, the first and last of which
are short, and the second and third long.

ANTIPATES, sm. A sort of black coral ;
also a

precious black stone.

A\TiPATiA,5/. Antipathy, a natural contrariety
to any thing, so as to shun it involuntarily.

ANTIFATICO, CA, a. That which has a natural

contrariety or aversion from any thing.

ANTIPERISTASIS, sf. The action of two contrary

qualities, one of which, by its opposition,
ANTIPHONA. V.Antifona. [heightens the other.

ANTIPHONERO. V. Antifonero.

AtfTipdcA, 5/. (For. Arag.) A writing or deed

by which the obligation is acknowledged to

pay a certain rent.

ANTIPOC AR,??ffi. 1. (For. Arag.) To acknowledge,
in a public instrument, the obligation to pay
a certain rent. 2. (Bax. Arag.) To resume
the performance of a duty which has been

suspended for some time.

ANTPOD A.s,sm.pl. 1. Antipodes, people living on
the opposite side of the globe, so that their

feet are opposed to ours. 2. (Met.) Persons of

contrary dispositions, sentiments, or manners.
ANTIPODIA v ANTIPODIO, s. An extraordinary

dish added to the usual or regular meal.

ANTIPONTIFICADO, 5m. V. Antipapddo.
ANTIPTOSIS, sf. (Gram.) A figure in grammar
by which one case is put for another.

ANTiptJTRiDo,DA,. Antiseptic, antiputrescent.

ANTIQUADO, DA, a. Antiquated ; obsolete, out
of use. [antiquity.

ANTIQUX.RIO, sm. Antiquary, a man studious of

ANTIQUISIMAMENTE, ad. sup. Very anciently.

ANTIQUISIMO, MA, a.
s?/.p. Very ancient. [numL.

ANTIKRI.VO, sm. (Bot.) Snap-dragon. Antirrhi-

ANTISCIOS, sm. pi. (Astr.) Two points of the
heavens equally distant from the tropics.

ANTisp6Dio,5TO.(Farm.) A composition prepared
by apothecaries,to supply the place ofspodium.

A.\TisTRo?A-,5/. 1. Antistrophe, a figure wherein
two terms or things mutually depend on each
other. 2. A dance much used among the an-

cients.

ANTITESIS, 5f. 1. (Gram.) A figure whereby
one letter is substituted in the room of an-
other. 2. (Ret.) A contrast or opposition in

the words of a discourse.
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sm. Antitype, a figure, image, or

symbol.
ANTIYER, ad. V. Anteayer.
ANTojADizAMEXTE,arf. Capriciously, longingly.
ANTOjAofzo, ZA, a. Longing, capricious.
ANTOJAMIENTO, sm. A longing, an earnest or
vehement desire.

ANTOJANZA, sf. V. Antojo.
ANTOJ.X.RSE, m. To long, to desire earnestly.

Antojdrsele a uno alguna cosa, To desire or

judge without reflection.

ANTOJERA, sf. 1. A spectacle-case. 2. An eye-
flap for horses and mules.

ANTOJERO, sm. Maker or vender of spectacles.
ANTOJO, sm. 1. A vehement desire, a longing.

2. A surmise formed without any sufficient

foundation. 3. Spectacles, telescope. 4. Eye-
flap for mules, and horses.

ANTOJUELO, sm. A slight desire of a thing.
ANTONIANO Y ANTONiNO,sra. A monk of the or-

der of St. Anthony the abbot.

ANTONOMASIA, sf. (Ret.) Antonomasia, a figure
by which a title is put for a proper name

;

thus we say, The Orator, for Cicero.

ANTOSOMASTICO, CA, a. Belonging or relating
to antonomasia.

ANTOR, sm. (For. Arag.) Vender or seller of
stolen goods, bought bona fide.

ANTORCHA, sf. (Poet.) Torch, flambeau, taper.
ANTORCHERO, sm. A candlestick for tapers, &c.
ANTORIA, sf. The action of discovering the first

seller of stolen goods. [nabar.
A'NTRAS, sm. Vermilion

; native or factious cin-

A'NTRO, sm. (Poet.) Antre, cavern, den, grotto.
AsTROPOFAGo,sm. A man-eater, cannibal.

ANTROPOLOGIA, sf. Anthropology, the doctrine
of the nature and structure of man.

ANTRUEJAR, va. To wet with water, or play
some other carnival trick.

ANTRUEJO, sm. The three last days of the car-
nival.

ANTRuioo, sm. (Ant.) V. Antruejo.
ANTUVION, sm. (Joe.) A sudden, unexpected

stroke or attack. De antuvion, Unexpected-
ly. Fulano vino de antuvion, Such-a-one
came unexpectedly.

ANUAL, a. Annual, lasting only a year. Plan-
tas anuales, (Bot.) Annual plants. [nual.

ANU ALIDAD, sf. State or quality of being an-

ANUALMENTE, ad. Annually.
ANUBADA, sf. An ancient tax paid in Spain.
ANUBARRADO, DA, a. Clouded ; applied chiefly

to linens and silks.

ANUBL^DO, DA, a. 1. Overcast, clouded, cover-
ed with gloom. 2. (Speaking of colours)
Somewhat more obscure than the rest.

ANUBLAR, va. 1. To cloud, to darken the light
ofthe sun with clouds. 2. (Met.) To cloud or

obscure merit. m. 1. To be blasted, wither-

ed, or mildewed
; applied to corn and other

plants. 2. (Met.) To miscarry, to be discon-

certed
; speaking of plans or projects.

ANUDADO, DA, a. Knotted.

ANUDAR, va. 1. To knot, to complicate with
knots. 2. To join, to unite. vn. To wither,
to fade, to waste or pine away. Anudarse la

voz, (Met.) To throb from passion or grief,
not to be able to speak.

ANUENCIA sf. Condescendence, compliance.
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ANUENTE, a. Condescending, courteous.

ANULABLE, a. That which can be annulled.

ANULACION, sf. Cessation, abrogation.
ANCLADOR, RA, s. One who makes null or void

ANULAR, va. To annul, to make void.

ANULAR, a. Annular, having the form of a ring
Dedo anular, The ring-finger or fourth finge.

ANULArivo, VA, a. Derogatory, having the pow-
er of making void.

ANULOSO, SA, a. Composed of many rings, or

having the form of them.

ANUNCIACION, sf. Annunciation ; the angel's
salutation of the blessed Virgin.

ANUNCIADA, sf. 1 An order of monks instituted
in 1232, by seven Florentine merchants. 2. A
religious order for women, instituted by Jane,
queen of France, after her divorce from Louis
XII. 3. An order of knights, instituted by
Amadous VI. duke of Savoy.

ANUNCIADOR, RA, s. One who announces.

ANUNCIAR, va. 1. To announce, to bring the
first tidings of an event. Seldom used in this

sense. 2. To prognosticate, to forebode.

ANUNCIO, sm. Omen, presage.
A'NUO, UA, a. V. Anual.

ANVERSO, sm. Obverse
; applied to the head

side in coins and medals.

A'NVIR, sm. (South Amer.) A red liquor ex-

pressed from the fermented leaves of tobac-

co : its exhalations are intoxicating, and
taste very pungent. V. Mo.

ANZOLADO, DA, a. Hooked in.

ANZOLERO, sm. (Arag.) One whose trade it is to

make fish-hooks.

NZ^ELfro, sm. A small fish-hook.

ANZUELO, sm. 1. Fish-hook. 2. (Met.) Allure-

ment, incitement. 3. A kind of fritters made
in the shape of a hook. Caer en el anzuelo,
To be taken in, to be tricked or defrauded.

Roer el anzuelo, To escape a danger. Tra-

gar el anzuelo, To swallow the bait. [L.

A'NA, sf. Stink-fox. Canes Vulpes Americanus

ANA.DA, sf. 1. The good or bad season which

happens in a year. 2. Moietv of arable land.

ANADID^RA, sf. Addition, additament. Anadi-

dura d los pesos en la venla de cosas, Over-

weight allowed in the sale of goods.

ANADIR, va. 1. To add. 2. To exaggerate.
ANAFEA, Papdl de anafea, Brown paper.

ANAFIL, sm. A musical pipe used by the Moors.

ANAFILERO, sm. A player on the anafil.

ANAGAZA, sf. 1. A bird-call, lure, or decoy, for

catching birds. 2. (Met.) Allurement, entice-

ment to mischief.

ANAL, a. Annual. Cordero anal, A lamb that

is one year old : a yearling.

ANAL, 5m. 1. An annual offering on the tomb
of a person deceased. 2. (Ant.) Anniversary.

ANALEJO, sm. An ecclesiastical almanack,

pointing out the regulation of the divine

office or service.

\NASCAR, va. (Bax.) To collect by degrees,
small things of little value. [val.

ANAZA Y ANACEA, sf. An annual feast or festi-

ANEJAR, va. To make old. vr. To grow old, to

become stale
; applied to wine and eatables.

ANEJO, JA, a. Old, stale.

ANICOS, sm. pi. A number of years. Ya tiene

sus anicos. He is of a good round age. Hacer
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auieos, To break into small bits. Hacerse

nnicos, To take too much exercise, to over-

heat one's self.

ASffr,, sm. 1. (Bot.) The Indigo-plant. Indigo-
fera anil L. 2. The mass extracted from the

leaves, and stalks, of the indigo-plant. 3. A
blue colour.

ANINERO, 5m. Skinner, a dealer in lamb-skins.

'ASiNEs, sm. Coarse tow. [lambs.
ASfNOS, sm. pi. The fleecy skins of yearling

ANIRADO, DA, a. Dyed blue.

ANO, sm. 1. A year, twelve months. 2. A long

space of time more than what is regular or

necessary. 3. The companion or partner who
falls to one's lot, in family diversions, the

first day of the year. Mai ano, Surely, with-

out doubt. Mai ano para el, The deuce take

him. Jl'nos, The birth-day of a person. Dar
los anos, To keep the birth-day. Estar en

anos, To be in years.

ANOJAL, sm. Piece of land cultivated some

years and then allowed to rest.

ANOJO, JA, s. A yearling calf.

A$ORA Y ANORIA, sf. A draw-well.

ANOSO, SA, a. Old, stricken in years.

ANUBLADO, DA, a. Blindfolded.

ANUBLAR. V. Anublar.

ANUBLARSE, vr. To be afflicted with grief in

the midst of prosperity and joy.

AN^BLO, sm. Mildew : a disease incident to

grain. V. Tizon.

ANUDADO, DA, a. Knotted.

ASUDADOR, RA, s. One who knots or ties.

ANUDAR, va. 1. V. Anudar. 2. To make fast,

to unite, to tie close. Anudar los labios, To
impose silence.

ANUSGAR, va. 1. To choke, to stifle. 2. To vex,
to annoy. vn. To bo vexed or displeased.

AocXoo, DA, a. Hollowed. V.Ahuecar.

AOJADO, DA, a. Bewitched.
AOJADOR, RA, 5. A

conjurer,
one who bewitches.

AOJADURA Y AOJAMIENTO, s. Witchcraft, the
act of bewitching.

AOJAR, va. To fascinate, to charm, to bewitch.

AOJO, sm. The act of bewitching.
AORTA, sf. (Anat.) Aorta, the great artery,
which rises immediately out of the left ven-
tricle of the heart. [egg-

AOVADO, DA, a. Formed in the shape of an

AOVAR, va. To lay eggs ; applied to fowls.

AOVILLARSE, vr. To grow or be contracted into
the shape of a clew.

APABIT.AR, va. To prepare the wick of a wax-
candle, so that it may be in readiness for be-

ing lighted. vr. 1. To die away ; applied to

the light of a candle which is going out. 2.

(Met.) To^sink
under the hand of death.

APACENTADERO, sm. Pasture, grazing ground.
APACENTADOR, sm. A herdsman ; a pastor.
APACENTAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of tending

grazing cattle. 2. Pasture.

APACENTAR, va. 1. To tend grazing cattle. 2.

To graze, to feed cattle. 3. (Met.) To teach,
to instruct spiritually. 4. (Met.) To inflame
the passions ;

to incite desires.

APACIBH.IDAO, sf. Affability, mildness of man-
ners, meekness of temper.

APACIBLE, a. 1. Affable, meek, mild of temper.
2. Pleasant, calm, moderate. Tiempo apaci-

ble, (Na6t.) Moderate weather. Scmblantc,

apacible, A serene countenance. Sitio apa-
cible, A pleasant place.

APACIBLEMENTE, ad. Mildly, gently, agreeably.
APACIGUADOR, RA,*. Pacificator, peace-maker.
APACIGUAMIENTO, sm. Pacification, the act of

appeasing or making peace.
APACIGUAR, va. To appease, to pacify, to qui-

et. vn. (Naut.) To grow moderate ; applied
to the wind and sea.

APADRINADOR, RA, s. Patron, defender, pro-
tector ; one who supports or cherishes.

APADRINAR, va. To support, to favour, to pa-
tronize, to protect.

APAGABLE, a. Extinguishable ; that which may
be quenched.

APAGADO, DA, a. Humble-minded, submissive,

pusillanimous.
APAGADOR, sm. \. One who quenches or extin-

guishes. 2. Extinguisher, a hollow cone put
upon a candle to quench it. 3. A small bit

of cloth put on the jack of a harpsichord to

deaden the echo of the chords.

APAGAMIENTO, sm. Extinction, the act of

quenching.
APAGAPENOLES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Leech-ropes,

leech-lines.

APAGAR, va. 1. To quench, to extinguish. 2

(Met.) To efface, to destroy. 3. (Pint.) To
soften colours which are too bright or glar-

ing. Jlpagar la cal, To slack lime. Apagar
la sed, To quench the thirst. Apagar la voz,
To put a mute on the bridge of stringed mu-
sical instruments for the purpose of lowering
the sound.

APAGULLAR, va. I. To strike an unexpected
blow. 2. To take by surprise.

APAINELADO, DA, a. Made in imitation of half

an ellipsis ; applied to an arch.

APALABRAR, va. 1. To appoint a meeting for

conferring on some subject or other. 2. To
treat by word of mouth.

APALAMBRAR, va. (Ant.) To set on fire. Apa-
lambrdrsc de sed, To be parched with thirst.

APALANCAR, va. 1. To lift or movs with a le-

ver. 2. To supplant.
APALEADO, DA, a. Cudgelled, caned.
APALEADOR. RA, s. One who cudgels or canes.

ApALFAMiENTO,sm. Basting, drubbing ; beating.
APALEAR, va. 1. To cane, to baste, to drub. 2.

To beat out the dust with a cane or stick. 3.

To move and shovel grain to prevent its be-

ing spoiled. Apalear el dinero, To heap up
money with shovels ; to be excessively rich.

APALMADA, a. (Bias.) Palm of the hand stretch-

ed out in a coat of arms.

APANCORA, sf. The common erab. Cancer
msenas L.

APANDILLAR, va. To form parties ; to divide

into factions. vr. To be divided into parties
at play.

APANTANAR, va. 1. To make a reservoir orpan-
tano. 2. To fill a reservoir with water.

APANTUFLADO, DA, a. Wearing shoes made in

the slipper fashion.

APANADO, DA, a. Resembling woollen cloth in

body and texture.

APANADOR, RA, s. 1. One who grasps or seizes

with the hand. 2. A pilferer.
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APAADURA, sf. The act of seizing, grasping,
or snatching away.

APANAMIENTO. V. Apaiio.
APAN AR, va. 1. To grasp or seize with the hand.

2. (Met.) To take or carry away. 3. To filch,

to pilfer. 4. To dress, to set off, to make up.
5. To patch, to mend. vr. To submit to, to

reconcile one's self to do any thing.
A P^NO, sm. 1. The act of disposing of a thing

in a fit manner. 2. A patch or other way of

mending a thing.
APANUSCADOR, RA, s. One who rumples a thing

by pressing or squeezing it rudely.
AP \NUSCAR, va. To rumple ;

to crush or con-

tract into inequalities.

APAPAGAY!DO, DA, a. Parrot-like, that which
resembles a parrot.

APAPAGAVARSE, vr. To be dressed in greeny
to be of a parrot colour.

APARADOR, 5m. 1. Buffet, sideboard. 2. Dresser i

in the kitchen. 3. Workshop of an artizan. 4.!

Wardrobe. Estar de aparador, To be decked >

out or dressed in style for receiving visits.

APARA^R, va. 1. To stretch out the hands or

skirts of clothes for catching or receiving
any thing thrown by another. 2. (Among
gardeners) To dig and heap the earth round

plants which are somewhat grown. 3. (Among
shoemakers) To close the upper and hind-

quarters of a shoe. 4. (Ant.) To couple male
and female animals. 5. Apardr un navio,

(Naut.) To dub a ship.

APARATADO, DA, a. Prepared, disposed.
APARA"TO, sm. 1. Apparatus, preparation, dis-

position. 2. Pomp, ostentation, show. 3. Cir-

cumstance or token which precedes or ac-

companies something. Hay aparatos de

Hover, It looks as if it were going to rain.

El mal mcne con aparatos de ser grave, 6

con malos aparatos, The disease is attended
with indications of danger.

APARATOSO, SA, a. Pompous, showy, ushered
in with great preparations.

APARCERIA, sf. Partnership in a farm.

APARCKRO, sm. I. Partner in a farm. 2. An as-

sociate in general.
APAREAR, va. To match, to suit one thing to

another. vr. To be coupled in pairs by two
and two.

APARACER, vn. y vr. To appear unexpectedly,
to make a sudden appearance. [mg-

ApAREcmiENTO, SHI. Apparition, act of appear-
APAREJADO, DA, a. Prepared, fit, ready.
APAREJADOR, RA, 5. 1. One who prepares or

gets ready. 2. Overseer of a building, who
instructs and directs the workmen, and dis-

tributes the materials. 3. (Naut.) Rigger.
APAREJAR, va. 1. To prepare, to get ready. 2
To saddle or harness horses or mules. 3

(Naut.) To rig a ship. 4. (Pint.) To size a

piece of linen of board on which something
is to be painted. 5. To prepare the timber
and stones for a building.

APAREJO, sm. 1. Preparation, disposition. 2
Harness. 3. Sizing of a piece of linsn or boarc
on which something is to be painted. 4

(Naut.) Tackle and rigging employed on
board a ship. Aparejo de umante y csfre.Ua,

Runner and tackle. Aparejo de amura. Tack-
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tackle. Aparejo debolinear, Bow-line tackle.

Aparejo de combos, Luff-tackle. Aparejo de
estrelleras de combds, Winding-tackle. Apa-
rejo de estrique, Garnet, a, tackle wherewith

goods are hoisted in and out of the hold.

Aparejo de penol, Yard-tackle. Aparejo de

pescante, Fish-tackle. Aparejo de polea,
Burton, a small tackle used in

hoisting
things in and out of a ship. Aparejo real.

Main-tackle. Aparejo de virador, Top-tac-
kle. Aparejo de rolin, Rolling-tackle. Apa-
rejo del tercio de las vcrgas mayores, Quar-
ter-tackle.

APAREJOS, pi. 1. The apparatus, tools, imple-
ments, or instruments, necessary for a trade.

2. (Pint.) The materials necessary for prim-
ing, burnishing, ^ind gilding.

ApAREjuELO,s/re. A small apparatus. Aparejue-
los, (Naut.) Small-tackle. Aparejuelos de por-
tas, Port-tackle. Aparejuelos de rizos, Reef-
tackle. Aparejuelos de socayrc, Jigger-tackle.

APARENT^DO, DA, a. (Ant.) Related, allied.

APARENT^R, va. To make a false show. El rico

aparenta pobreza y el vicioso la virtud, The
rich man affects poverty, and the vicious vir-

tue, [venient, seasonable, fit.

APARENTE,. 1. Apparent, but not real. 2. Con-

APARENTEMENTE, ad. Apparently. [ing.

APARICION, sf. Apparition, the act of appear-
APARIENCIA, sf. 1. Appearance, outside. 2.

Mark, vestige. 3. (Ant.) Probability. Cabal-

lo de aparienda, A stately horse. pi. I. Phe-
nomena discovered by astronomical observa-

tions. 2. Scenes and decorations of the stage.

APARRA^DO, DA, a. Crooked or spreading like

vines ; applied to trees and plants.

APARROQUIADO, DA, a. Belonging to a parish,
as an inhabitant or parishioner.

APARROO.UIAR, va. To brin^ or attract cus-

tomers to a shop. [division of a passage.
APARTADERO, sm. Parting-place, cross roads,
APARTADIJO, sm. A small part, share, or por-

tion of a certain whole. Hacer apartadijos,
To divide a whole into shares.

APARTADIZO, sm. A small room, separated or

taken from another apartment, of which it

made a part.

APARTADIZO, ZA, a. Shy, retired, untractable.

APARTADO, DA, a. 1. Separated. 2. Distant, re-

mote, retired.

APARTADO, sm. 1. A retired room, separate from
the rest of the apartments of a house. 2. A
smelting-house, where gold is separated from
silver. 3. A small box, at the post-office, into

which such private letters are put as are to

be kept separate from the rest.

APARTADOR, RA, s. 1. One who divides or sepa-
rates. 2. A sorter of different sorts of wool or

of rags in paper-mills. Apartado de ganado,
One who steals sheep or cattle. Apartador
de metales, One who smelts ores.

APARTAMIKNTO, sm. 1. Separation, the act of

separating. 2. Formal renunciation of a

claim, right, or action. 3. (Ant.) Divorce.
4. (Ant.) Apartment Apartamicnio de ga-
nado, The act of stealing cattlo. Aparta-
miento meridiano^ (Naut.) Departure, me-
ridian distance or difference in tho 1 lati-

tude.
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va. 1. To part, to separate, to divide.

2. To dissuade one from a thing. 3. To remove
a thing from the place where it, was. 4. To
sort letters. vr. I. To withdraw from a

place. 2. To be divorced. 3. To desist from

a claim, action, or plea. [paragraph.
Ap.iRTE,s?tt. Break in a line, space marking a

ApAiiTE, ad. 1. Apart, separately. 2. Aside on

the stage. Dexar aparte, To lay aside.

ApAitvAr, va. 1. To arrange the corn for being
threshod. 2. To heap, to pile, to throw to-

gether.
APASCENTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Apacentar.
APASIONADAMENTE, ad. Passionately.

APASIOXADO, DA, a. 1. Passionate. 2. Affected

with pain. 3. Devoted to a person or thing.

APASIONAR,#<I. To excite or inspire a passion.
vr.To be taken with a person or thing to ex-

cess.

ApAnco, CA, a. Apathetic, indifferent.

APATUSCAR, va. To do things in a bungling
manner, with precipitation and confusion.

ApAxtfsco, sm. 1. (Joe.) Ornament, dress, ar-

ray. 2. A thing done in a bungling manner,
with precipitation and confusion.

AHAYSA.IJO, DA, a. Resembling a landscape ; ap-

plied to a painting more broad than high.
APAZOTE, sm. (Bot.) American basil. Ocimum
americanum L.

APEA, sf. (Cast.) A rope with which the fore-

feet of horses are tied when grazing.
APEADERO, sm. l.A block or step, with the

aid of which a person mounts a horse or

mule. 2. A house provisionally taken by a

person corning from abroad, until he can pro-
vide himself with a permanent habitation.

APEADO R, sm. A land surveyor.
APEAMIENTO, sm. V. Apeo.
APEAK, va. 1. To alight from a horse, mule, or

carriage. 2. To measure lands, tenements, or

buildings. 3. To scoat or scotch a wheel, to

stop a wheel by putting a stone or piece of
wood under it. 4. To prop a building in order
to take down a structure contiguous to it. 5.

To take a thing down from its place. 6. (Met.)
To dissuade. 7. (Met.) To remove difficulties,
to surmount obstacles. 8. To displace from an

office, to degrade. 9. (Ant.) To walk. Apear
el rio, To wade or ford a river. Apear una
caballeria, To shackle a horse or mule. vr.

(Met.) Jlpearse por la cola, 6 por las orejas,
To give some absurd answer.

APECHCJGAR, va. 1. To push with the breast, to
come breast to breast. 2. (Met.) To under-
take a thing with spirit and boldness, with-
out considering the danger which the enter-

prise may be attended with.

APEDAZAR, va. To patch, to mend, to repair.
APEDERNAI.ADO, DA, a. Flinty, as hard as flint.

APEDRAR. V. Apedrear.
APEDREADERO, sm. A place where boys assem-

ble to throw stones at each other.

APEDREADO, DA, a. 1. Stoned, pelted. 2. Cara
apedreada, A face pitted with the small pox.

APEDREADOR, sm. One who throws stones, or

APEDREAMIENTO, sm. Lapidation. [pelts.
APEDREAR, va. To stone, to throw stones, to

kill with stones. vn. 1. To hail. 2. (Met.)
To talk in a rude uncouth manner, or with

asperity. vr. To be injured by hail ; applied
to grain, vines, &c. &c.

APEDREO, sm. Lapidation, the act of stoning.
APEGADAMENTE, ad. Studiously, devotedly.
ApEGAMiENTO,sm. 1. Adhesion, the act and state

of sticking to something. 2. (Met.) Attach-
ment.

APEGAR, vn. (Ant.) To adhere, to stick to some-

thing. vr. To be much taken with a thing.
APEGO, sm. Attachment, a particular affection,

or inclination for a thing.

APELACION, sf. Appeal, the act of removing a
cause from an inferior to a superior court.

Mtdico de apelacion, A physician whose ad-

vice is taken in dangerous cases. Ao Iiabcr

6 no tendr apelacion, To be despaired of, to

be given over by the physicians.

APELADO, DA, pp. Appealed.
APELADO, DA, a. Of the same coat or colour ;

applied to mules or horses.

APELAMBRAR, va. To steep skins or hides in

pits or vats filled with lime-water, that the hair

APELANTE, a. Appellant. [may come off.

ApELAu, vn. 1. To appeal, to transfer a causo
from an inferior to a superior court. 2. To
have recourse to, to seek remedy for some

urgent necessity or distress. 3. To be of the
same colour, applied to the hair of horses or

mules. Apelar un tiro de caballos de coche,
to match a set of coach horses. Apelar el en-

fermo, To escape from the jaws of death in

a fit of sickness.

APELATIVO, a. Nombre apelativo,A.n appellative

name, which belongs to a whole class of be-

ings, [away.
APELDAU, vn. (Joe.) To flee, to set off, to run

APELDE, sm. 1. Flight, escape. 2. The first

ringing of a bell before day-break in convents

of the Franciscan order. [ger.

APELIGRADO, DA, a. In danger, exposed to dan-

APELIGRAR, va. To endanger, to expose to dan-

APELIOTES, sm. North-east wind. feer
'

APELLAR, va. (Among curriers) To grease and

curry skins and hides, to dress leather.

APELLIDADO, DA, a. Named.
ApELLiDAMiENTO,sm. The act ofgiving a name,

or of calling one by his name.

APELLIAR, va. 1. To call one by his name. 2.

To proclaim, to raise shouts of acclamation.

3. (Ant.) To convene.

APELLIDO, sm. 1. Surname, family name. 2. A
peculiar name given to things. 3. A nick-

name ; epithet. 4. The assembling of troops.

APELLUZGADO, DA, a. Modelled, formed.

APKLLUZGAR, va. To model, to mould.

APELMAZAR, va. To compress, to render less

spongy or porous.
A'PELO, ad. Apropos, to the purpose. Venir n

pelo, To come to the point, [wearing plumes.
APENACHADO, DA, a. Adorned with plumes,
APENAS, ad. 1. Scarcely, hardly, with a deal of

trouble. 2. No sooner than, as soon as.

APENDENCIA, sf. (Ant.) Appurtenance, [tion.

APENDICE, sm. Appendix, supplement, addi-

ApEiiuscAR. V. Apanuscar.
APEO, sm. 1. Boundary, limit of lands or tene-

ments. 2. Frame with props, stays, &c. put
under the upper parts of a building, while

the lower parts are repairing.
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va. To walk swiftly, to run like

partridges and other birds.

APERADOR, sm. 1. One who lias the care of a

farm, and the agricultural implements. 2. A
cartwright, who builds and repairs carts and

wagons.
APERAR, va. To carry on the trade of a cart-

wright, to build and repair carts and wagons.
APERCIBIDO, DA, a. Provided.

APERCIBIMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of providing
or getting ready. 2. Arrangement, adjust-
ment. 3. Order, advice. 4. Summons.

APERCIBIR, va. 1. To prepare, to provide, to get

ready. 2. To warn, to advise. 3. To summon.

APERCION, sf. Act of opening. V. Abertura.

APERCOLLAR, va. 1. (Bax.) To seize one by the

collar. 2. (Met.) To snatch away a thing in

haste, and, as it were, by stealth. 3. (Bax.) To
assassinate, to kill in a treacherous manner.

APERDIGADO, DA, a. 1. Broiled, toasted. 2. Con-
demned and burnt by the inquisition ; by
way of derision.

APERDIGJ(.R, va. V. Perdigar.
APERITVO, VA, a. Aperitive, that which has

the power and quality of opening.
APERNADOR, sm. A dog which seizes the game

by the legs or hams.

APERNAR, va. To seize by the hough or ham ;

applied to dogs.
APERO, sm. 1. The whole of the agricultural

implements used on a farm. 2. The whole of
the tools and implements necessary for a
trade. 3. A sheep-cot, or sheep-fold.

APERREADO, DA, a. Harassed. Andar aperrea-
do, To be harassed or fatigued.

APERREADOR, RA, s. One that is importunate,
an intruder.

APERREAR, va. To throw one to the dogs to be
torn to pieces. vr. To toil and beat about ;

applied to hounds and pointers.

APERSON^RSE, vr. (Ant.) To appear genteel.
APERTURA. V. Abertura.

APESADUMBRADO, DA, a. Concerned, vexed.

APESADUMBRAR, va. To vex, to cause trouble

and affliction.

APESARADAMENTE, ad. Mournfully, grievously.
APESARAR. V. Apesadumbrar.
APESGAMIENTO, sm. The act of sinking under

a load or burthen.

APESGAR, va. To overload, to press down under
a load or burthen. vr. To grow dull or hea-

vy ; to be aggrieved.
APESTADO, DA, a. Pestered. Estar apestado de

alguruL r.osa, To have plenty of a thing, even
to loathing and satiety. La plaza cstd apes-
tada de vcrduras, The market-place is full

of greens.
APESTAR, va. 1. To infect with the plague or

pestilence. 2. To cause or produce an of-

fensive smell. In this sense it is common-
ly used as a neuter verb in the third per-
son ; e. g. Aqui apesta, There is here an
offensive smell. 3. (Met.) To corrupt, to

turn from a sound into a putrid state. 4. To
pester, to cause displeasure. Fulano me
apesta con su qfectacion, He sickens me with
his affectation.

APETECEDOR, RA, y. One who desires or longs
for a thing.
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APETECER, va. To long for a thing, to desire it

earnestly.

APETECIBLE, a. Desirable, that which is wor-

thy of being wished for.

APETENCIA, sf. Appetite, hunger.
APETITE, sm. (Raro.) Sauce, relish to excite

the appetite.

APETITO, sm. 1. Appetite, desire of food. 2.

That which excites desire.

APETITOSO, SA, a. Pleasing to the taste. 2.

(Ant.) Pursuing sensual pleasures.

APEYNAZADO, DA, a. Made of cross-pieces.

APE/UNAR, vn. To tread firm on the hoof.

APIADADOR, RA, s. One who pities or commise-
rates.

APIADARSE, vr. To pity, to commiserate, to

treat with compassion.
APIARADERO, sm. A shepherd's account of the
number of sheep which compose his flock.

APICARADO, DA, a. Roguish, knavish, impu-
dent.

A'PICE, sm. 1. Apex, summit, the utmost

height or highest point. 2. The smallest part
of a thing. 3. (Met.) The most intricate or
most arduous point of a question. A'picfs,
Anthers or small roundish knobs, which grow
on the tops of the stamens in the middle of
flowers. Estar en los dpices,To have a com-

plete and minute knowledge of a thing.
APJLADOR, sm. One who piles the wool up at

the sheep-shearing time.

APILAR, va. To pile or heap up, to put ono

thing upon another.

APIMPOLLARSE, vr. To shoot, to germinate.
APINADO, DA, a. Pyramidal, pine-shaped.
APINADT^RA Y APINAMIENTO, s. The act of

pressing together.

APILAR, va. To press things close together, to

join, to unite.

A'PIO, sm. (Bot.) Celery. Apium L. A'pio
montano, (Bot.) Common lovage. Ligusti-
cum levisticum L. A'pio de. risa

} (Bot.)
Crow-foot. Ranunculus L.

APIOLA^R, va. 1. To gyve a hawk. 2. To tie hares
or other game together by the legs. 3. (Met.)
To seize, to apprehend. 4. To kill, to murder.

APIQ.UE, ad. Almost, nearly.

APISONAR, va. To ram down earth or other

things with a rammer.

APITONAMIENTO, sm. 1. Putting forth the tender-

lings. 2. Passion, anger.
APITONAR, vn. 1. To put forth the tenderlings ;

a term applied to deer, and other horned ani-

mals. 2. To bud, to germ. va. To pick, as

hens do their eggs, that the chickens may
come out. vr. To treat each other with abu-

sive language.
APLACABLE, a. Placable, easy to be appeased,
meek, gentle. [peasing.

APLACACION Y APLACAMJENTO, s. Act of ap-

APLACADOR, RA, s. One who appeases.

APLAC^.R,
va. To appease, to pacify.

APLACIBLE, a. V. Agradablc.
APLACIENTE, a. That which pleases, [ground.
APLANADEKO, sf. A roller for levelling the

APLANADOR,SW.A leveller,one who makes even.

APLANAMIENTO, sin. The act of levelling.

APLANAR, va. 1. To level, to make even. 2. To
terrify, or astonish by some unexpected no-
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relty. vr. To tumble down to the ground ;

applied to a building. [iron.

APLANCHADO, DA, a. Ironed, smoothed with an

APLANCH.ADO, sm. A parcel of linen which is

to be ironed, or has been ironed. 2. Act of

smoothing or ironing linen.

APLANCHADORA, sf. A woman whose trade it

is to iron and get up linen.

APLANCHAR, va,. To iron linen, or to smooth it

with a hot iron.

APLANTILL.AR, va. To adjust or fit a stone, a

piece of timber, or a board, according to the

model.

APLASTADO, DA, a. Caked.

APLASTAR, va. 1. To cake, to flatten or crush

a thing, to make it lose its shape. 2. To con-

found an opponent, so that he does not know
what to say or to answer.

APLAUDIDO, DA, . Applauded.
Ari.AfDiR, na. To applaud, to praise with

shouts of acclamation.

APLAAJSO, sm. Applause, approbation, praise.

APLAYAR, vn. To overflow. [vening.

APLAZAMIENTO, sm. Convocation, act of con-

APLAZ.AR, va. 1. To convene, to call together.
2. To invest. 3. To concert, to regulate.

APLEBEYAR, va. (Ant.) To render vile, or ser-

vile like plebeians. [another.

APLEGA.R, va. (Arag.) To join one thing to

APLIC.BLE, a. Applicable, that which may;

be

applied.

APLICACION, sf. 1. Application, the act of ap-

plying or state of being applied. 2. Attention

given or paid to a thing, assiduity, ^plica-
don de bienes 6 hacienda. The act of adjudg-
ing estates or other property.

APLIC.ADO, DA, a. Studious, intent on a thing.

APLICA^K, va. 1. To apply, to put one thing to

another. 2. (Met.) To apply some thoughts or

ideas to a subject under discussion. 3. (Met.)
To attribute or impute a word or fact. 4.

(For.) To adjudge. vr. 1. To study or devote
one's self to any thing. 2. To earn a living.

APLOMADO, DA, a. 1. Of the colour of lead. 2.

(Met.) Heavy, dull, lazy.

APLOMADO, sm. 1. (Among bookbinders) A com-

position of lead-glance, glue, and water, with
which books are marbled. 2. Lead ore, mine-
rals impregnated with lead.

APLOJTAR, va. 1. To overload, to crush with too
much weight. 2. To raise a wall perpendicu-
larly, by means of a plummet and line. vn.
To stand erect, to stand in a perpendicular po-
sition. vr. To tumble, to fall to the ground.

A'POCA,S/. Receipt, acquittance, discharge.
APOCADAMENTE, ad. 1. In a scanty manner. 2.

Abjectly.

APOCADO, DA, pp. Lessened, diminished.

APOCA^DO, DA, a. 1. Pusillanimous, mean-spirit-
ed, cowardly. 2. Narrow-hoofed

; speaking of
a horse. 3. (Ant.) Of mean, low extraction.

APOCADOR,RA, s. One who lessens or diminishes.
APOCALIPSIS Y APOCALIPSI, sm. Apocalypse.
APOCAMIEXTO, sm. Abjectness of mind, mean-

ness of spirit.

ApocAR, va. 1. To lessen, to diminish. 2. (Met.)
To cramp, to contract. vr. To humble one's
self, to undervalue one's self.

APOCEMA 6 APOCIMA. V. Pdcima.

ArocopAu, va. To make use of the figure call-

ed apocope, to take away the last letter or

syllable of a word.

APOCOPE, sf. 1. (Gram.) A figure, where the
last letter or syllable of a word is taken away.
2. (Cir.) Amputation of any part of the body.

APOCRIFAMESTE, ad. Apocryphally, uncertain-

ly, on a false foundation.

APOCRIFO, FA, a. Apocryphal, fabulous, of
doubtful or uncertain authority.

APODADOR, sm. A wag, one who ridicules,

scoffs, or gives nick-names.

APODAR, va. 1. To give nick-names, to scoff, to

ridicule. 2. (Ant.) To compare one thing
with another. 3. (Ant.) To appraise.

APODENCA.DO, DA, a. Pointer-like, resembling a;

pointer, or setting dog.
APODERA.DO, DA, a. 1. Empowered, authorised.

2. Powerful.

APODERX.DO, sm. An attorney, agent.
APODERAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To give possession of

a thing. 2. To empower, to authorise. vr. 1.

To possess one's self of a thing. 2. (Ant.) To
become powerful' or strong.

AroDo,sm. Nick-name, a name given in jest or

contempt.
APOFISIS, sf. (Med.) Apophysis, the prominent

part of some bones ; the same as process.

APOGRAFO, sm. Transcript or copy of some
book or writing.

APOGEO, sm. Apogceori, apogee, or apcgoeum ;

a point in the heavens, in which the sun or
a planet is at the greatest distance possible
from the earth in its whole revolution.

APOLILLA\DO, DA, a. Moth-eaten.

ApOLiLLADtfRA, sf. A hole eaten by moths in

clothes, and other things made of wool.

APOLILLAR, va. To gnaw or eat clothes, or
other things ; applied to moths. vr. To be
moth-eaten.

APOLINAR Y ApoLfNEO, NEA, a. (Poet.) Belong-
ing to Apollo.

APOLOGETICO, CA, a . Apologetic or apologetical,
that which is said or written in defence of a

thing.

APOLOGIA, sf. Apology, defence, excuse.

APOLOGICO, CA, a. That which relates or be-

longs to an apologue.
APOLOGISTA, sm. One who pleads in excuse or

favour, he that apologises, an apologist.

APOLOGO, sm. Apologue, a fable or story con-
trived to convey some moral truth.

APOLOGO, GA, a. V. Apologico.
APOLTRONX.DO, DA, a. Intimidated, frightened ;

fixed, motionless.

APOLTRONARSE, vr. To grow lazy, to loiter.

APOMAZAR, va. 1. To glaze printed linens with

pumice-stone for the purpose of painting on
them. 2. (Amono- silversmiths) To burnish

gold or silver with pumice-stone.
APOMELI, sf. A decoction prepared of honey-
comb dissolved in vinegar and water.

APONER, va. (Ant.) To impute. V. Imponer.
ApopLEcfA, sf. Apoplexy, a sudden privation

of all sensation by disease.

APOPLETICO, CA, a. Apoplectic.

APORCADURA, sf. The act of raising earth

around celery, or other plants.

APORCAR, va. To cover garden plants with earth
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for the purpose of rendering them ripe and
mellow.

A' PORFIA, ad. With strife and contention.

ApoRisMA,sm. Echymosis, an extravasation of
blood between the flesh and skin, caused in

bleeding, when the opening in the vein is

made larger than in the skin.

APORISMARSE, vr. To become an echymosis.
APORRACEAR, va. To pommel, to give repeated

blows.

APORRAX vn. To stand mute, to remain silent

on an occasion when silence may be injurious.
vr. To become importunate or troublesome.

APORREADO, DA, pp. 1. Cudgelled. 2. Dragged
along.

APORREAMIKNTO, sm. The act of beating or

pommelling. [cers.

ApoRREANTE,ja.Cudgeller ; applied to bad fen-

APORREAR, va. To beat or cudgel. vr. To
study with close and intense application ; to

apply one's self to intellectual labour. Apor-
rearse en la jaula, To engage in fruitless

toils
; to drudge to no purpose. [ling.

APORREO, sm. The act of beating or pommel-
APORRILLARSE, vr. To get swellings in the ar-

ticulations ;
a term applied to horses.

APORRILLO, ad. (Bax.) Abundantly, plentifully.

APORTADERAS, sf. pi. A sort of chests, wider
at the top than at the bottom, in which pro-
visions are carried on a horse or mule.

APORTADERO, sm. A place where a ship or per-
son may stop.

APORTAR, tin. 1. To make a port, to arrive at a

port. 2. To reach an unexpected place.

APORTELLADO, sm. (Ant.) Formerly an officer

of justice, a member of the council of large
towns, that administered justice to the peo-
ple of the neighbouring villages.

APORTILLAR, va. 1. To make an opening or
breach in a rampart or wall. 2. To break

down, to break open. vr. To tumble down ;

to fall into ruins.

A'POS, sm. Shore bird, sea swallow, sand mar-
tin. Hirundo riparia L.

APOSENTADOR, RA, 5. One who lets lodgings.
Jlposentador, Quarter-master who prepares
quarters for troops. Jlposentador de camino,
An officer of the king's household, who goes
before the royal family to provide and pre-
pare convenient houses for their reception.

AposENTAMiENTO,sm. 1. The act of lodging or

taking up a temporary habitation. 2. (Ant.)A room.
APOSENTA R, va. To lodge ; to give or afford a

temporary dwelling. vr. To take a lodging
or temporary habitation ; to take up resi-

dence at night.

APOSENTILLO, sm. A small room.

APOSENTO, sm. 1. A room or apartment in a
house. 2. A temporary habitation ;

an inn.

3. A box or seat in the play-house. Casas de

aposento, Houses in Spain which are obliged
to lodge persons of the king's household.

Aposento de corte, The apartment or habita-
tion destined for the king's servants. Hu6s-
ped de aposento, A lodger belonging to the

king's household.

APOSESIONARSE, vr. To take possession of a

thing ; to possess one's self of a thing.

ArosicidN, sf. (Gram.) Apposition, a figure,
when two or more substantives are put to-

gether in the same case, without any copula-
tive conjunction between them.

APOSIOPESIS, sf. (Ret.) A figure of speech, by
which a speaker affects to say nothing on a

subject, at the same time he really speaks of
it. [tion.

APOSITO, sm. Any external medicinal applica-

APOSPELO, ad. 1. Against the grain. 2. Con-

trary to the natural order. [on purpose.
APOSTA Y APOSTADAMEXTE, ud. Designedly,
APOSTADERO, sm. 1. A place where soldiers or

other persons are stationed. 2. (Naut.) A
station for ships.

APOSTADOR, sm. Bettor, one that wagers.
APOSTAL, sm. (Ast.) A convenient fishing

place in a river. [thick.

APOSTALEOS, sm. pi. Planks from 5 to 7 inches

APOSTAR, va. 1. To bet, to lay a wager. 2. To
distribute horses on the road to relieve

others, to place relays. 3. To post soldiers or

other persons in a place. 4. (Ant.) To dress,
to adorn. Apostdrlas 6 apostdrselas, To con-

tend ; to defy, or bid defiance. vr. To emu-

late, to rival, to stand in competition, to en-

deavour to equal or excel.

APOSTASIA, sf. Apostasy, departure from the

religion formerly professed.

APOSTATA, 5m. Apostate, one that has forsaken

his religion.

APOSTATAR, vn. To apostatise, to forsake one's

religion. [tillar.

APOSTELAR, va. To write short notes. V. Aytos-

APOSTEMA, sf. An apostume, abscess, tumor.

APOSTEMAR, va. To swell and corrupt into mat-
ter

; to form an abscess. vr. To get an ab-

scess
;
to be troubled with a purulent humour.

APOSTEMERO, sm. Bistoury, a chirurgical in-

strument for opening abscesses.

APOSTEMILLA, sf. A small abscess.

APOSTEMOSO, SA, a. Relating to abscesses.

APOSTILLA, sf. A brief note put to a book or

writing.
APO STILLAR, va. To put brief notes to a J>ook

or writing. vr. To break out in pimples or

pustules.
APOSTOL, sm. Apostle, missionary. Apdstoles,

(Naut.) Hawse pieces.

APOSTOLADO, DA, a. 1. The dignity or office ofan

apostle. 2. The congregation of the apostles.
3. The images or pictures of the 12 apostles.

AposTOncAMEtfTE, ad. Apostolically.

APOSTOLICO, CA, a. I. Apostolical, that which
in any manner belongs to the apostles. 2.

Apostolic, that which belongs to the Pope,
or derives from him apostolical authority.

APOSTOLOS,STO. pi. (Ant. For.) Dimissory apos-
tolical letters.

APOSTRE, ad. (Ant.) V. Postreramente.

APOSTROFAR, va. To apostrophize, to address

one
;
to apply to another by words.

AposTROFE,sm.(Ret.) A diversion of speech to

another person than the speech appointed
did intend or require.

APOSTROFO, sm. The contraction of a word by
the use of a comma ; as, Vamislad for la

amistad ; but this contraction is now disused.

, sf. (Ant.) 1. Gentleness, neatness in
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person. 2. (Ant.) Good order and disposition
of things.

APOSTURAGE. V. Barraganetes.
APOTE, ad. Abundantly, largely.

APOTEGMA, sm. Apothegm, a short, remarkable

saying.
APOTEOSIS, sf. Apotheosis, deification.

APOTICARIO, 5m. (Ar.) V. Boticario.

APOTOME, sm. (Alg.) The remainder or differ-

ence of two incommensurable qualities.

APOYADEHO, sm. Prop, support.

APOYADURA, sf. Flow of the milk which comes
out of the breast when nurses give suck to

children.

APOYAR, va. 1. To favour, to protect, to patro-
nize. 2. To bear upon the bit

; spoken of

horses which hang down their heads. Apoy-
ar las espuclas, To spur. 3. To confirm, to

support or prove, Apoya esta scntenda con
un texto de la escritura, He confirms this

sentence by a text of Scripture. vn. To rest

on. La columna apoya sobre cl pedestal, The
column rests on the pedestal. vr. To lean

upon a person or thing. Apoyarse en los es-

tribos, To bear upon the stirrups.

APOYO, sm. 1. Prop, stay, support. 2. (Met.)
Protection, patronage. Apoyo de la vejez de

alguno, One who supports the aged or alle-

viates the oppressed.
APRECIABLE,. 1. Valuable, respectable, worthy

of esteem. 2. That which can fetch a price ;

marketable.

APRECIACION, sf. Estimation, valuation.

APRECIADAMESTE, ad. In a valuable, respecta-
ble manner.

APRKCIADOR, RA, s. Estimator, appraiser ; a

person appointed to set a price upon a thing.

APRECIAR, va. To appreciate, to estimate, to

value. [upon a thing.
APRECIATIVO, VA, a. Relating to the value set

APRECIO, sm. I. Appraisement, the value set

upon a thing. 2. Esteem, approbation.
APREHENDER, va. I. To apprehend, to seize, to

lay hold of one. 2. To fancy, to conceive, to

form an idea of a thing. Aprehender la po-
sesion. To take possession. Aprehender los

bienes, To seize or distrain goods.
pxEHF.xsnS.v, sf. 1. The act of seizing, appre-
hending, or taking up a criminal. 2. Percep-
tion, acuteness ; a ready and witty saying. 3.

Apprehension, fear. 4. The act of putting the

king's arms or seal on a house, until the rfghts
of the different claimants are discussed, 01

the true owner appears.
APREIIENSIVO, VA, . Apprehensive, quick to

understand, fearful.

APREHENSOR, RA, s. One who apprehends.
APRKHENSORIO, RIA, a. Apprehending, seizing.
APREMIADOR, RA,S. One who compels or forces

to do a thing.
APREMIAR, va. l.To press, to urge, to con-

strict. 2. To compel, to oblige.
APREMIO, am. 1. Pressure, constriction. 2. Ju-

dicial compulsion.
APRENDKR, va. 1. To learn ; to acquire know-

ledge of a thing by study. 2. (Ant.) To
seize, to apprehend.

ApRENDi/, XA, Y APRENDIGON,, s. Apprentice,
or prentice.

ApRENDizAoE, sm. Apprenticeship, the years
which an apprentice is to pass under a master
to learn a trade.

APRENSADOR. sm. Presser, calenderer.

APRENSAR, va. 1. To dress cloth in a press, to ca-

lender. 2. To vex, to crush, to oppress. 3.

(Naut.) To stow wool, cotton, &c. on board
a ship. [tor.

APRESADOR, RA, s. 1. Privateer, cruiser. 2. Cap-
ApRESAMiENTO,sm. Capture, prize.

APRESAR, va. 1. To seize, to grasp. 2. (Naut.)
To take or capture an enemy's ship.

APRESTAR, va. To prepare, to make ready.

APRESTO, sm. Preparation for a thing.

APRESURACION, sf. The act of making haste.

APRESURADAMENTE, ad. Hastily.

APRESURADO, DA, a. 1. Brief, hasty. 2. Acting
with precipitation.

APRESURAMJENTO, sm. V. Apresuracton.
APRESUR^R, va. To accelerate, to hasten.

APRETADAMENTE, ad. Tightly, closely.

APRETADERA, sf. A strap or rope to tie or bind

any thing with, Apretadcras, Pressing re-

monstrances.

APRETADERO, sm. Truss or bandage by which

ruptures are restrained from relapsing.

APRETADILLO, LLA, a. Somewhat constrained,
rather hard put to it. Apretadillo estd cl en-

fermo, The patient is in great danger.
APRETADO, DA, a. 1. Mean, miserable, narrow-

minded, illiberal. 2. Hard, difficult, dangerous.
APRETADOR, sm. 1. One who presses or beats

down. 2. An under-waistcoat without sleeves.

3. A sort of soft stays without whalebone for

children. 4. A net for tying up the hair. 5. A
coarse sheet wrapt round mattresses, to keep
them even and tight. 6. An instrument which
serves for tightening things, and pressing
them down ;

a rammer. [ing down.

APRETADURA, sf. Compression, the act of press-
ApRETAMiENTO,sm. 1. Crowd,great concourse of

people. 2. Conflict. 3. Avarice, narrowness.

APRETA.R, va. 1. To compress, to tighten, to

press down. 2. To distress, to afflict with ca-

lamities. 3. To act with more energy and vi-

gour than usual. 4. To urge earnestly. 5. To
darken that pa.rt of a painting which is too

bright and glaring. Apretar las soletas, To
run away. Apretar con uno, To attack a per-
son. Jlpret.ar la mano, To correct with a

heavy hand, to punish severely.
APRETON, sm. Pressure, the act of pressing. 2.

Struggle, conflict. 3. A sudden violent

looseness of the body. 4. A short but rapid
race. 5. The act of throwing a thicker shade
on one part of a piece of painting.

APRETURA, sf. 1. A crowd, a multitude press-

ing against each other. 2. Distress, conflict,

anguish. 3. A narrow, confined place.

APUIESA, ad. In haste, in a hurry.
APRIETO, sm. Crowd ;

conflict.

APRIMIR, va. 1. To compress, to force into a

narrower compass, to depress. 2. To restrain,
to crush, to subdue.

APRISA, ad. Swiftly, promptly.
AFRISAR, va. To hasten, to hurry, to push for-

wards, [cot.
APRISCADERO Y APRISCO, sm. Sheepfold, sheep-

. (Ant.) from Apren der,
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APRISIONADAMENTE, ad. Narrowly, contracted-

ly, with little breadth or wideness.

APRISONA'DO, a. (Poet.) Bound, subjected.
APRISIONAR, va. To confine, to imprison.
APRO, sm. V. Pro.

APROAR, vn. (Naut.) To turn the head of a ship
towards any part. va. To benefit.

APROBACION, sf. Approbation.
APROBADOR, RA,S. Approver, one who approves.
Ar-iioB.4NTE, sm. I. A probationer ; one who

proves his qualifications for an office. 2. Ap-
prover.

A PRO BAR- va. To approve, to like, to be pleased
with.

APROBATIVO, VA, a. Approbative, approving.
APROCHES, sm. Approaches, the several works
made by besiegers for advancing and getting
nearer to a fortress. Contra-aproches', Coun-

ter-approaches. Las trincheras se llaman
lineas de aproches, the trenches are called

lines of approach.
APRON, sm. (let.) A small fresh-water fish, re-

sembling a gudgeon.
APRONTAR, va. To prepare hastily, to get ready

with expedition and despatch. [tion.

APRONTO, sm. A speedy expeditious prepara-

APORPIACIO.V, sf. Appropriation, assumption,
the act of appropriating or assuming a thing.

APROPIADAMENTE, ad. Conveniently, fitly, pro-

perly.

APROPIADOR, sm. Appropriator.
APROPIAR, va. 1. To appropriate, to assume. 2.

To assimilate, to bring to a resemblance. 3.

To accommodate, to apply. vr. To appro-
priate any thing to one's self, to encroach.

APROPINQUACION, sf. Approach, the act of ap-

proaching.
APROPINO_UA\RSE, vr. To approach, to draw near.

APROPRIAR. V. Apropiar.
APROVECER, vn. To make progress.
APROVECHABLE, a. Profitable, that which may

be rendered useful or serviceable.

APROVECHADAMENTE, ad. Usefully, profitably.

APROVECHADO, DA, pp. Improved ;
taken ad-

vantage of. a. Sparing, parsimonious.
ApRovr.cHAMiENTO,sm. 1. Profit, utility, advan-

tage. 2. Progress made in an art or science,

proficiency. 3. Land, commons, houses, &c.

belonging to a town or city. V. Propios.
APROVECHAU, vn. To make progress, to ad-

vance, to become useful. va. 1. To profit of
a thing, to employ it usefully. 2. (Ant.) To
protect, to favour. 3. (Ant.) To meliorate.

vr. To avail one's self of a thing, to take ad-

vantage of a thing.

APROXIMACION, sf. Approximation.
APROXIMAR, va. To approximate, to approach.
APTAMENTE, ad. Conveniently, fitly, aptly.

APTITUD, sf. Aptitude or fitness for obtaining
or exercising an employment.

A'PTO, TA, a. Apt, fit, idoneous, able to perform
a thing.

APUESTA, sf. A bet, a wager. Ir de apucsta,
To undertake the performance of a thing in

competition with others.

APUESTO. TA, a. 1. (Ant.) Elegant, genteel. 2.

(Ant.) Opportune, fit.

APUESTO, sm. Epithet, title. V. Apostura.
APULGARAR, va. To force with the thumb. vr.
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(Raro.) To contract black spots from havinw
been doubled up when moist

; spoken of li-

nen.

APUNCHAR, va. (Among comb-makers) To cut
out the teeth of a comb.

APUNTACION, sf. 1. Annotation, the act of not-

ing down. 2. The act of marking musical
notes with exactness.

APCNTADO, DA, a. 1. Pointed, marked. 2. El
canon estd apuntado muy bazo, (Art. y Naut.)
The gun dips.

APUNTADOR, sm. 1. Observer, one who notes or
marks. 2. (Naut.) Gunner, who points the

guns. 3. Apuntad6r de comedias, A prompter,
one who helps the players, and suggests the
word to them when they falter.

APUNTALAR, va. 1. To prop, to support with

props. 2. (Naut.) To shore a vessel.

APUNTAMIENTO, sm. 1. Observation, remark. 2.

Abstract, summary, heads of a law-suit point-
ed out by the report in a court of justice ; a

judicial roport.

APUNTAR, va. 1. To aim, to take aim. 2. To
point out, to mark, to indicate. 3. To put
down in writing any remarkable idea read or

heard. 4. To touch lightly upon a point. 5.

To fix or fasten provisionally a board or other

thing. 6. To begin to appear or show itself.

El dia se apunta, The day peeps or begins
to appear. 7. To sharpen edged tools. 8. To
prompt or help players, by suggesting the

word to them when they falter. 9. To offer.

Apuntar y no dar, To promise readily and
not perform. vr. 1. To begin to turn, to be

pricked ; applied to wine. 2. (Bax.) To be
half seas over, or half drunk.

APUNTE, sm. V. Apuntamiento.
APUNTO, sm. The words suggested by a prompt-

er on the stage.

APUNADAR, va. (Arag.) To strike with the fist.

APUNAR, va. (Ant.) To seize with the fist.

APUNEAR, va. V. Apunadar.
APUNETKJLR, va. To strike repeatedly with the

hand clenched. [tion.

APURACION, sf. (Ant.) Indagation, investiga-
APURADAMENTE, ad. 1. At the nick of time. 2.

Punctually, exactly. 3. Radically.
APURADERO, (Ant.) sm. Inquiry, disquisition
which ascertains the true nature of a thing.

ApuuAno, DA, a. 1. Poor, destitute of means,
exhausted. 2. Evident. 3. Excellent.

APURADOR, sm. 1. A refiner, purifier. 2. One
who spends or consumes. 3. One who gleans
and picks up olives left by the first reapers.

APURAMIENTO, sm. Research, inquiry, verifica-

tion.

APURAR, va. 1. To purify, to depurate. 2. To
clear up, to verify, to investigate minutely.
3. To consume, to drain, to exhaust. Apurar
a uno, To tease and perplex one. vr. To
grieve, to be afflicted.

AptJRO, sm. 1. Want, indigence. 2. Anguish,
affliction.

APUKRIR, va. (Burg.) To hand or deliver a

thing to another.

AQUA, ad. (Ant.) V. Acd.

AQUADRILLAR, va. To form or head parties.

AQUARIO, sm. Aquarius, one of the 12 signs of
thn Zodiac.
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A<iu ARTELADO, DA, a. Quartered, divided into

quarters.

AQUARTELAMIENTO, sm. The quartering of

troops,and the place where they are quartered.
AQUA RTELAR, va.l.To quarter troops, to distri-

bute them into quarters. 2. (Naut.) Aquar-
teJar fas relas, To flat in the sails.

AQ.UARTILLAR, vn. To bend in the quarters un-

der a heavy load ; applied to beasts ofburthen.

AQUATICO Y Ao.uXxiL, a. Aquatic, that which
inhabits or grows in the water. [mirse.

A<it'EDA.H, va. (Ant.) To detain. rr. V. Dor-

Ao.uEDtfCTO, sin. 1. Aqueduct, a conduit of wa-
ter. 2. Canal which runs from the ear to the

mouth. It was anciently written Aqilcdacho.
ACICEJAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Acceleration.

AQUEJAR, va. l.To complain, to lament. 2. To
fatigue, to afflict. 3. (Ant.) To stimulate, to

incite. 4. (Ant.) To pin up closely.

AquEL, LLA, LLO, pron. demonst. He, she, that.

AQUEN Y AQUENDE, ad. (Ant.) Here, thither.

A X

Q.UEO,EA, a. Aqueous, watery. Humor aqiieo,

Aqueous humour which runs from the eye.

AojuERENciARSE, vr. To be fond of a place > a
term applied to cattle.

AQUESE, SA, so, A demonstrative pronoun, re-

lating to a person or thing somewhat distant.

AQUESTAR, va. To conquer, to acquire, [that.

AquESTE, TA, TO, pron. demonst. (Ant.) This,

AQUESTE, sm. (Ant.) Question, dispute.

Aquf, ad. 1. Here, in this place. 2. To this

place. 3. Now, at present. 4. Then, on that

occasion. Aqui de Dios, Assist me, O God.

Aqui fud ello, Here did it happen. He aqui,
Look here, behold. De aqui adelante, Hence-
forth. DC aqui para alii, To and fro, up and
down. De aqui, From this. [sent.

AQCIESCENCIA, sf. (For.) Acquiescence, con-

AQ.UJETAR, va. To quiet, to appease. vr. To
grow calm, to be quiet.

A'Qtm.A ALBA, sf. Corrosive sublimate mixed
with fresh mercury.

A.u ir.ATAR, va. 1. To assay gold and silver. 2.

To examine closely, to find out the truth of
a thing. [millefolium L.

AQUII.EA, sf. (Bot.) Milfoil, yarrow. Achillea

AQ.UILENA, sf. (Bot.) Columbine. Aquilegia
vulgaris L.

AQJTILIFERO, sm. (Among the Romans) The
standard-bearer, he who carried the Roman
eagle.

*AojnrJNo, NA, a. Aquiline, resembling an ea-

gle ; when applied to the nose, hooked. V.

Jffuile.no. [The north point.
Ao.un.dN, sm. (Poet.) 1. Due north-wind. 2.

AquiLONAr. y AqciLONAR, a. Northern, north-

erly. Tiempo aquilonal, (Met.) The winter
season. [processions.

AQ.UITIBI. sm. Nickname of priests hired for

AO.COSIDAO, sf. Aquosity, wateriness.

AO.UOSO, SA, a. Aqueous, watery.
A'RA, sf. 1. Altar, the place where offerings are
made to heaven. 2. The consecrated stone,
on which a consecrated linen cover is laid

during the celebration ofthe mass. 3. (Among
Plumbers) A cistern head. Amiga Jiasta las

aras, A friend until death.

ARABESCO, sm. (Pint.) Arabesk, whimsical or-
naments of foliage in painting.

ARABIGA, sf. A stone resembling spotted ivory.

ARABIGO,GA, YAitABico,c A, rt. Arabic, Arabian.

ARACADEP, sm. A flat fish in the seas of Brasil.

ARADA,S/. (Agr.) Ploughed ground ; husbandry.
ARADA, sm. 1. A plough. 2. Ploughed ground.
ARA DOR, sm. 1. A ploughman. 2. A hand-worm,

flesh-worm, ring-worm.
ARADORCICO, sm. A small hand-worm.

ARAIHIO, sm. (Arag.) V. Arddo.

ARADURA, sf. 1. Aration, the act or practice of

ploughing. 2. Quantity of land which a yoke
of oxen can conveniently plough in the

course of a day.
ARAGA.N, sm. Idler. V. Haragan.
ARAGONESA. Uva Aragoncsa, A large black

grape, very frequent in Aragon.
ARAMBEL, sm. (Ant.) 1. Drapery, furniture of

a^room or bed. 2. (Met.) Rag, tatter, or piece

hanging from cloths.

ARAMBRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Alambre.

ARAMIA, sf. A piece of ploughed ground fit for

sowing.
ARANA, sf. (Ant.) Imposition, trick, deception.

ARANATA, sf. An animal of the shape and size

of a dog, a native of America.

ARANCEL, sm. 1. The fixed rate and price of

provisions or other things. 2. The regula-
tions by which the rate and price of bread

and other things are fixed.

ARANcfL, sm. Price current, tariff. V. Arancd.

ARAND^NO, sm. (Bot.) Bilberry. Vaccinium

myrtillus L.

ARANDELA, sf. 1. The pan of the socket of a

candlestick. 2. A guard around the staff of a

lance. 3. Nave-box of a gun carriage. 4.

Arandelas, (Na6t.) Half ports, square boards

with a hole in the middle, to which a piece
of canvass is nailed, to keep the water out

when the cannon is in the port-hole.

ARANnftLo, sm. Pad, or small hoop, used by
women, which in Castile is called Cadcrillas.

ARANIEGO, a. Taken in a net, which is called

aranucla ; applied to a voung hawk.

ARANZADA, sf. An acre of ground : in the opi-
nion of some Spanish linguists, it is as much
land as a pair of oxen can plough in a day.

ARAJ!A,S/. 1. (Entom.) Spider. 2. (let.) Sting-
bull, common weaver, sea-spider. Trachinus
draco L. 3. Chandelier, girandole. 4. Play
among boys. 5. (Ant.) Net for catching birds.

6. (Naut.) Crow-foot. Es una arana, He is

an industrious man. 7. (Mur.) V. Arrebatina.

ARANADOR, RA, s. One who scratches.

ARANAMIENTO, sm. The act of scratching.
ARAJ?AR, va. I. To scratch. 2. To scrape, to ga-

ther by penurious diligence. Aranar riquezas,
To gather riches with great eagerness. Ara-
narse con los codos, To rejoice in other peo-

ple's misfortunes. Aranar la cubierta, To
make great exertions, to get clear of danger.

ARANAZO, sm. A long deep scratch.

ARANERO, a. V. Zahareno.

ARANO, sm. A scratch, any slight wound.

ARANON, sm. Sloe, the fruit of the black thorn.

ARANUELO Y ARASIUELA,*. 1. A small species of

spiders very destructive in corn fields, vines,
<&c. 2. A very slight

net for
catching

birds.

ARAPENDE, sm. Ancient measure of 120 square
feet.

Co
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ARAR, va. I. To plough the land. 2. (Na6t.)
Arar con el ancla, To drag the anchor. JVb

me lo hardn creer quantos aran y cavan, No
man shall ever make me believe it.

ARATORIO, RIA,. Belonging to a husbandman.

ARBELix>\,sm. Gutter for drawing off the wa-
ter from roads and bridges.

ARBELO, sm. (Geom.) A curvilinear figure,

composed of three segments of a circle, and
three acute angles.

ARBIT^NA. V. Albitana. [will.

ARBITRABLE, a. Arbitrary, depending upon the

ARBITRACION, sf. (Ant.) Arbitration.

ARBITRADOR, sm. Arbiter, arbitrator, umpire.
ARBITRAL, a. V. Arbitrario.

ARBITRAMENTS, ARBITRAMIENTO, v ARBI-
TRAGE, sw.The award of an arbitrator.

ARBITRAR, va. 1. To adjudge, to award as an ar-

bitrator. 2. (Ant.) To discover, to find out. 3.

To judge after one's own feelings and senti-

ments. 4. To strike out means and expedients.
ARBITRARIAMENTE, ad. In an arbitrary manner.

ARBITRARIO, RIA, ARBITRATIVO, VA, a. Arbi-

trary, that which depends upon the will.

ARBITRATOR, RIA, a. That which belongs or
relates to arbitrators.

ARBITRIO,S/R. l.Free and uncontrolled will and

pleasure. 2. Means, expedients. 3. Arbitra-

tion, bond, compromise. 4. Arbitrio de juez,
The discretionary power of a judge in cases
not clearly decided by the law. 5. Arbitrios,

Duty or taxes imposed on wine, vinegar, oil.

meat, and other provisions exposed for sale.

ARBiTRiSTAjSra. Schemer, projector, contriver.

A'RBITRO, sm. Arbiter, arbitrator.

A'RBOL, sm. (Bot.) 1. A tree. 2. (Naut.) Mast,
V. Palo. 3. In some machines, the upright
post which serves to give them a circular mo-
tion. 4. Drill, a pointed instrument used for

making holes in metal. 5. Body of a shirt

without sleeves. 6. Upright post, around
which winding stairs turn. A'rbol de amor,
(Bot.) Judas-tree. Cercis siliquastrum L.
A'rbol de clavo, Clove-tree. Eugenia carvo-

phillata L. A'rbol del coral, Coral-tree.

Erythrina Corallodendron L. A'rbol del pa-
raiso. 6 drbol paraiso, Flowering ash. Frax-
inus ornus L. A'rbol mari.no, (let.) A fish

much resembling the star-fish, but larger.
ARBOLA.DO, DA, a. 1. Planted with trees. 2. Mast-

ed. Arbolado en la hoya, Masted hoy-fashion.
ARBOLAD^RA, sf. (Naut.) A general name for

masts, yards, and all sort of round timber.
Maestre de arboladura,A master mast-maker.

ARBOLAR, va. To hoist, to set upright. Arbolar
el navio, (Naut.) To mast a ship. rr. Arbo-
hirse el caballo, To rear on the hind feet, as

ARBOI.ARIO, sm. V. Herbolario. [horses.
ARBOL^ZO, sm. (Aum.) A large tree. [tree.
AUBOLECILLO Y ARBOi.Ecf co,s?tt.(Dim.) A small

ARBOLEDA, sf. Grove, plantation of trees.

ARBOLEJO, sm. A small tree.

ARBOI.ETE, sm. Branch of a tree put on the

ground, to which bird-catchers fasten their

lime-twigs. [trees his study.
ARBOLisTA,sm.Arborist,anaturalist who makes
ARBOLLONT, sm. Flood-gate, sluice, dam, con-

ARBOR, sm. (Ant.) V. A'rbol. [duit. channel.
A RBOREO, RE A

, a. Relating or belonging to trees.

Gti

ARBORIZA"DO, DA, a. Arborescent, resembling
trees and foliage ; applied to dendrites or
stones having the appearance of foliage.

ARBOTANTE, sm. Arch of stone or brick raised

against a wall to support a vault. Arbotdnte
de pie de. campana, (Naut.) Bell-crank, the

place where the ship's bell is hung.
RBtJSTO y ARBUSTA, s. A shrub.

A'RCA, sf. 1. Chest, a large wooden box. Areas,
Coffer, iron chest for money. Hacer areas,
To open the coffers or treasury chest. 2. (In

glass houses) The tempering oven, in which

glass-ware, just blown, is put to cool or an-

neal. 3. Sepulchral urn, a tomb. 4. Head of
a spout or pipe, through which water runs
down into a drain. Area de noi, (Met.) Lum-
ber chest. Area de fuego, (Naut.) Fire-chest,
a small box, filled with gun-powder, com-

bustibles, pebbles, nails, &c. used to annoy
an enemy who attempts to board a ship. Ser
area cerrada, To be yet unknown

; applied
to persons and things. Sangrar a uno de la

vena del area, To drain one of his money.
Area de agua, Reservoir. Areas, Cavities
of the body under the ribs.

ARCABUCEAR, va. 1. To shoot with the cross-

bow. 2. To shoot a criminal by way of pu-
nishment.

ARCABUCERIA, 5m. 1. A troop of archers. 2.

Number of cross bows. 3. Manufactory
' of

bows and arrows. [bows and arrows.

ARCABUCERO, sm. 1. Archer. 2. Manufacturer of
ARCA str 7. ,sm.Arquebuse ,a fire-arm

,
a hand-gun .

ARCABUZAZO, sm. A shot from a gun, and the

wound it causes. [Cynara sylvestris L.

ARCACIL, sm. (Bot.) A species of artichoke.

ARCADA, sf. 1. Violent motion of the stomach,
which excites vomiting. 2. Arcade or row
of arches in bridges, and other buildings.

A'RCADE, a. 1. Native of Arcadia, Arcadian. 2.

Belonging to the Roman academy of polite

literature, called arcades.

ARCADOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Arqueador.
ARCADUZ, sm. 1. Conduit or pipe for the con-

veyance of water. 2. Bucket or jar for rais-

ing water out ofa draw-well. 3. (Met.) Chan-
nel for enforcing a claim, obtaining a place,
&c. Llevar una cosa par sus arcaduces, To
conduct an affair through its proper channel.

ARCADUZAR, va. To convey water through con-

duits.

ARC AISMO,sm. Archaism, the mixture ofancient

or antiquated words with modern language.
ARCAM, sm. A very venomous serpent, spotted

black and white, which is found in the coun-

try of Turkestan.

ARC^NGEL, sm. Archangel. [ment.
ARCAMDAD, sf. A profound secret of great mo-

ARCANO, NA, a. y s. Secret, recondite, reserved.

ARCA^R, va. (Among Clothiers) To beat the

wool with a bow of one or two cords.

A'KC AZ, firn. I. A large chest. 2. (Arag.) A bier,

on which the dead are carried to be buried.

ARCAZA, sf. A large chest.

A'RCE, sm. (Bot.) Maple-tree. Acer L. [conry.

ARCEDIANATO, sm. Archdeaconship ;
archdea-

JAncEDiANO, sm. Archdeacon.

ARCEN, sm. 1. Border, brim, edge. 2. Stone laid

round the brim of a well.
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ARCHERO, sm. Archer.

ARCHIDUCAUO, sm. Dignity of an archduke,
and an archduchy, or the territory belonging
to an archduke.

ARCHIDTTCAL, a. That which belongs or relates

to an archduke or archduchy.
ARCHIDT^^UE, 5m. Archduke.

ARCHIDUQUESA, sf. Archduchess.

ARCHILAUD, sm. A. musical instrument shaped
and stringed as a lute, but of a larger size.

ARCHIPAMPANO, sm. (Joe.) A word used to ex-

press an imaginary dignity or authority.

ARCHIPIELAGO, sm. Archipelago, a part of the

sea crowded with islands.

ARCHIVAR, va. To deposit a thing or writing
in an archive.

ARCHIVERO Y ARCHIVISTA, sm. Keeper of an

archive, master of the rolls.

ARCHIVO, sm. 1. Archives, the place where

public records are kept. 2. (Met.) A person
who is entrusted with the most profound se-

crets, a confidant.

ARCILLA,S/. Argil, white pure earth, alumina.

ARCILLOSO, SA, a. Clayish, argillaceous.
ARCIPRESTADGO 6 ARCIPRESTAZGO, sm. The

dignity of an archpriest.

ARCIPRESTE, sm. Archpriest, the first or chief

presbyter.

A'RCO, sm. 1. Arch, a part of a circle not more
than the half. 2. Bow, a weapon for throwing
arrows. 3. Fiddle bow. 4. Hoop, any thing
circular with which something else is bound,

particularly casks and barrels. 5. (Naut.) Bow
of a ship. Area del cielo 6 de San Martin,
Rainbow.

A'RCOLA, sf. A sort of coarse linen.

ARcoN,sm. 1. A large chest. 2. A great arch.

A'RCTICO, CA, a. Arctic, northern. V. A'rtico.

ARCUAoo,DA,a. Gauged or gaged. V.Arqueado.
A'RDA, sf. Squirrel. V. Ardilla.

ARDALEADO, VA,pp. Made thin or clear.

ARDALEAR, va. To thin, to make thin.

ARDASES, sf. pi. The coarser sort of Persia silk.

ARDASINAS,S/./>/. The finer sort of Persia silk.

ARDEDOR, sm. A kind of serpent.
ARDENTIA, sf. 1. Heat. 2. (Naut.) Phosphoric

sparkling of the sea when it is much agitated.
ARDEOLA, sf. A small kind of heron.

ARDER, vn. 1. To burn, to flame, to blaze. 2.

To be agitated by the passions of love, ha-

tred, anger, &c. Arderse en pleytos, To be

entangled in lawsuits.

ARDERO, RA, a. Squirrel hunter ; applied to

dogs.
ARDD, sm. Stratagem or artifice.

ARDIDO, DA, a. 1. Heated
; applied to grain,

olives, tobacco, &c. thrown into a state of fer-

mentation. 2. (Ant.) Bold, intrepid, valiant.

ARDIENTE, a. 1. That which burns. Calentura
ardientc, A burning fever. 2. Ardent, pas-
sionate, active.

ARDiENTE,sm. A luminous exhalation in marshy
places, called, by the vulgar, Will o' the

wisp, or Jack with the lantern.

ARDIENTEMENTE, ad. Ardently.
ARDILLA, sf. Squirrel. Sciurus vulgaris L.

ARDIMIENTO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Conflagration. 2.

(Met.) Valour, intrepidity, undaunted cou-

rage.

ARMNCULO, sm. (Albeyt.) An inflamed swell-

ing or ulcer on the backs of animals.

AUDIT K, sm. An ancient coin of little value, for-

merly current in Spain. JYb vale un ardite,
It is not worth a doit.

ARDOR, sm. 1. Great heat. 2. (Met.) Valour,

vivacity, spirit, vigour.

ARDOROSO, SA, a. Fiery, restless-; applied to a
horse. .

ARDUAMENTE, ad. In a difficult, arduous man-
ner.

ARUUIDAD, sf. Extreme difficulty.

A'RDUO, DUA, a. Arduous, difficult.

A'REA, sf. 1. Area, the surface contained be-

tween any lines or boundaries. 2. A bright
circle which surrounds the sun, moon, or

stars
;
a halo.

ARENA, sf. 1. Sand, particles of stone not join-
ed. 2. Place where wrestlers and gladiators

fought. Edijicar solrc arena, To build upon
sand. Semlrar en arena, To labour in vain.

Arena de hdya, Pit sand. Arena movediza,

(Naut.) Quick-sand. Arenas, Gravel formed
in the kidneys.

ARENACEO, EA, a. Arenaceous, gravelly.
ARENAL, sm. A sandy ground, a sandy beach.

ARENALEJO Y ARENAi,ii,LO,sm. 1.A small sandy
piece of ground. 2. Small, fine sand.

ARENAR, va. To cover with sand.

ARENCON, sm. (Aum.) V. Arenque.
ARENERo,sm. One who deals in sand.

ARENGA, sf. Harangue, speech, popular oration.

ARENGAR, vn. To harangue, to deliver in pub-
lic a speech or oration.

ARENCA Y ARENILLA, sf. Small, fine sand.

ARENILLAS, pi. (In gunpowder mills) Saltpetre
refined, and reduced to grains as small as

sand.

ARENISCO, CA, Y ARENOSO, SA, a. Sandy, abound-

ing with sand.

ARENQUE, sm. Herring. Clupea harengus L.

Artnque ahumado, A red herring.
AREOMETRO, sm. Areometer, an instrument for

measuring the density and gravity of spiritu-
ous liquors.

AREOPAdfTA, sm. Judge of the supreme court
of

judicature
in Athens.

AREOPAGO, sm. The supreme court of judica-
ture in Athens.

ARESTA, sf. (Ant.) 1. Coarse tow. 2. V. Espina.
ARESTN, sm. Frush, a disease in horses, con-

sisting in a scabby incrustation of the heel

up to the pastern.
ARKSTINADO, DA, a. Afflicted with the disease

called the frush.

ARFADA, sf. (Naut.) The pitching of a ship.

ARFAR, va. (Naut.) To pitch : applied to a ship.
ARFIL. V. Alfil.

ARGADIJO Y ARGADir.i,o,sm. 1. Reel. V. Deva-
naddra. 2. (Met.) A blustrous, noisy, restless

person. 3. Large basket made of twigs of
osier. 4. (Ant. y Met.) Structure of the hu-
man body.

ARGADO, sm. Prank, trick, artifice.

ARGALLA, sf. V. Algdfia. [grooves.
ARGALLERA, sf. A kind of saw for cutting
ARGAMANDEL,sm. Rag, tatter.

ARGAMANDIJO, sm. (Joe.) Collection of trifling

implements used in trade or business. Dueno
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6 senor del argamandijo, Powerful lord arid

master.

ARGAM^SA, sf. Mortar, a cement for building.
ARGAMAS^.R, va. l.To make mortar. 2. To ce-

ment with mortar.

ARGAMASON, sm. A large piece of mortar found

among the ruins of a building.
ARGAMUIA, sf. (Hot.) Starwort. V. Amelo.
A'RG ANA, sf. A machine resembling a crane, for

raising stones and other weighty things. A'r-

garias, 1. Baskets or wicker vessels in which
fruit or other things are carried on a horse.

2. Large nets in which forage is carried.

ARGANEL, sm. A small brass ring, used in the

composition of an astrolabe.

ARGANEO, sm. (Naut.) Anchor-ring, a large

ring in the anchor to which the cable is fasten-

ed.

A'RGANO, sm. An ancient warlike machine.

A'RGEL, a. 1. This adjective is applied to a
horse whose right hind foot only is white. 2.

(Met.) Unlucky, unfortunate.

ARGELINO, NA, a. Algerine, belonging to Al-

giers.

ARGEMA, sm. A thin pellicle or skin formed in

the pupil of the eye.
ARGEMONE, sm. (Bot.) Prickly or horned pop-

py. Argemone mexicana L. [lour.

ARGEN, sm. (Bias.) Argent, white or silver CO-

ARGENT, 5m. (Ant.) V. Plata.
ARGENT!DO, DA, a. 1. This term was formerly

applied to a shoe pierced with holes, through
which the fine white colour of the stuff was
seen with which it was lined. 2. Voz argen-
tada, A clear, sonorous voice.

ARGENTADOR,sra.One who silvers or covers su-

perficially with silver.

ARGENTA^R, va. To plate or cover with silver
; to

give an argent colour.

ARGENTARIO Y ARGENTERO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Sil-

ver-smith. 2. (Ant.) Master of the mint.

ARGENTERIA, sf. 1. Embroidery in gold or sil-

ver. 2. (Met.) Expression which has more

brilliancy than solidity.

ARGENTIFODINA, 5/. Silver mine.

ARGENTINA, sf. (Bot.) Satin cinqucfoil ; tor-

rnentil cinquefoil. Potentilla argentea L.

ARGENTO, sm. 1. (Poet.) Silver. 2. Argento
vivo sublimado, Sublimate. V. Soliman.

ARGILLA, sf. V. ArciUa.

ARGIRITAS, sm. pi. Marcasites, which are found
in silver mines.

ARGIROGONIA, sf. Philosopher's stone.

ARGOLLA, sf. 1. Largo iron ring ;
a staple.

Argollas de curcna, Draught hooks of a gun-
carriage. Argollas de amarni, Lashing-
rings. 2. Pillory ; a public punishment in

putting a ring round the neck.

ARGOLLETA, ARGOLL|CA, Y ARQOLLJTA, sf. A
small staple ; an iron ring of a small size.

ARGOLLON, sm.A very large iron ring ;
a large

staple.

A'RGOMA, sf. (Bot.) Prickly broom or cytisus.

Spartium spinosum L.

ARGOM^L, sm. Plantation of cytisus.
ARGOMON, sm. Large prickly broom.

ARGONATJTAS, sm. pi. I. Argonauts, the compa-
nions of Jason, who embarked on board the
Argo for Colchis, to obtain the golden fleece.

2. Argonautas de San Nicolas, The name of
a military order at Naples.

A'RGOS, sm. 1. Argo, the celebrated ship of the

Argonauts. 2. (Met.) An ablo, clever person.
ARGOUD!N, sm. A kind of cotton, manufactur-

ed in different parts of India.

ARGUAxAquE, sm. Gum ammoniac.
ARGUCIA, sf. Subtilty, which degenerates into

sophistry.

ARGUE, sm. 1. Machine for moving largo
weights ; windlass. 2. Machine for drawing
fine gold wire.

ARGUELLARSE, vr. To be emaciated ; to be iu
a bad state of health.

ARGUELLO, sm. Faintness, want of health.

ARGUENAS, sf. pi. V. Angarilas.
ARGUIR, sm. To argue, to dispute. va. To

give signs, to make a show of. something,
Argttirle a uno su conciencia, To be pricked
by one's conscience.

ARGULL A Y ARGULLO, s. (Ant.) V. Orgullo.
A'RGUMA. V. Argoma.
ARGUMENTACION, sf. Argumentation.
ARGUMENTADOR, RA, s. Arguer, a rcasoner.
ARGUMENT^R. V. Argnir.
ARGUMENTILLO, sm. A slight argument.
ARGUMENTO, sm. 1. Objection started against

the opinion of another. 2. In the universities,
the person who argues or disputes is some-
times called so. 3. Summary of the points
treated on in a work. 4. Indication, sign, to-

ken.

ARGUMENTOSO, SA, a. Ingenious, laborious.

ARGUYENTE, pa. Arguer ; arguing.
A'RIA, sf. 1. Tune or air. 2. Verses to be set to

music, the last of which in each stanza ge-

nerally rhymes.
ARIB^R, va. To reel yarn into skeins.

ARIEO, sm. Reel for making skeins.

ARICJCR, va. To plough across the ground sown
with corn ; to clear it of weeds.

ARIDEZ, sf. Drought, want of rain.

A'RIDO, DA, a. 1. Dry, wanting moisture. 2.

(Met.) Dry, barren ; applied to style or con-
versation.

ARIENZO, sm. 1. A little ram. 2. (Ant.) An old

coin of Castile. 3. V. Adarme.

A'RIES, sm. Aries, or ram, one of the twelve

signs of the zodiac.

.RilcTA, sf. Arietta, a short air, song or tune.

ARIETE, sm. Battering-ram, an ancient warlike

machine for battering walls.

ARIETINO, NA, a. Resembling the head of a ram.

ARIJA, sf. Mill-dust, that part of the flour

which flies about the mill. [soil.

, JA, a. Light, easily tilled
; applied to

ARILLO, sm. A small hoop. Arillos, Ear-rings.
ARIMEZ, sf. Part of a building which juts or

stands out.

ARINDAJO, sm. (Orn.) Jay.

[L.

Corpus glandarius

ARISARO, sm. (Bot.) Wake-robin. Arum arisa-

rum L.

ARISCO, CA, a. 1. Fierce, rude,untractable, stub-

born
; applied to brutes. 2. (Met.) Harsh,

unpolished, churlish.

ARISMETICA, sf. Arithmetic. V. Aritmctica.

ARISPRIETO, sm. Species of wheat, with a black-

ish beard, which yields more flour than the

white. It is also called arisnegro and rubion.
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. sm. 1. Awn, beard of corn, sharp pr
kles growing upon the ears of corn. 2. Edge
of a rough piece of timber in naval architec

ture. Aristas, Salient angles formed by th<

meeting of two cylindrical vaults of equal

height, which cross each other.

Am ST!RCO,SW. 1 . A severe censurer ofanother 's

writings. 2. The third spot of the moon.
ARISTINO. V. Arestin.

ARISTOCKAXIA, sf. Aristocracy, a form of go-
vernment which places the supreme power
in the nobles.

ARISTOCR.-CTICO, CA, a. Aristocratical.

AmsTOLd^uu, sf. (Bot.) Birthwort. Aristolo-

chia L.

AIUSTOSO, SA, a. Having many prickles on the

ear ; spoken of corn. [of Aristotle.

ARISTOTELICO, CA, a. Belonging to the doctrine

RITMETICA, sf. Arithmetic.

RITMETICO, sm. Arithmetician.

ARITMETICO, CA, a. Arithmetical.

ARLEQUIN, sm. Harlequin, a buffoon who plays
tricks to amuse the populace, a jack pudding.

AKLET. sm. A sort of cumin, which forms a

considerable branch of trade in the East In-

dies.

RLIEN.K.NSE, sm. A sort of linen.

RLo,swi. (Bot.) Berberry or pipperidge bush.

Berberis vulgaris L.

ARLOTA 6 ALROTA, sf. Tow of flax or hemp,
which falls from it while it is dressing.

A'RMA, sf. Arms, all sorts of weapons for attack
and defence. Arma, arma, 6 a lasarmas,To
arms. Arma arrojadiza, A missile weapon.
Arma, de fuego, Fire-arms. Arma blanca,
Side-arms for cutting or thrusting. pi. 1.

Troops, armies. 2. Ensigns armorial, coat of
arms. Armas y dineros bucnos manos quie-
rcn, (Prov.) Arms and money ought to be

put into wise hands. Hombre de armas, A
military man. Maestro de armas, A fencing-
master. Pasar por las armas, To be shot as
a criminal. Rendir las armas, To lay down
the arms. 3. (Met.) Means, power, reason.

A'RMA, sf. Alarm or arms. Arma falsa, False
alarm

;
this expression is used instead of

falsa atarma. Tener el pueblo en arma, To
keep the people in alarm.

ARM AC ION, sf. Concert of flutes.

ARMADA, sf. Fleet, squadron. Armada de bar-

lovcnto, (Naut.) The fleet stationed to the
windward.

ARMADERA. sf. (Naut.) The principal timbers
of a ship.

ARMADIA, sf. Raft, a frame or float made by
laying pieces of timber across each other.

ARMADIJO, sm. Trap or snare for catching game.
ARMAD!LLA, sf.A small squadron ofmen ofwar.
ARMADILLO, sm. Armadillo, a small four-footed

animal, covered with hard scales like armour.
Dasypus L.

ARMANDO, DA, pp. 1. Armed. 2. Gold or silver

placed on other metal.

ARMANDO, sm. A man armed with a coat of mail.

ARSIADOR, 5m. 1. Owner, one who fits out pri-
vateers. 2. Privateer, cruizer. 3. One who
recruits sailors for the whale and cod-fishery.
4. Jacket.

ARMADURA, sf. 1, Armour. 2. The compages

of the integral parts of a thing. 3. Skeleton.
4. Frame of a roof. Armadura del tcjado,
The shell of a building. Annadura de una,

mesa, The frame of a table.

ARMAJJLL, sm. (Mur.) Fen, moor, bog.
ARMAJARA, sf. (Mur.) A plot of ground well

dug and dunged for rearing garden plants.

ARMAMENTO, sm. Armament, warlike prepara-
tion. Armamcnto naval, A naval armament.

ARMANDijo,sm. V. Armadijo.
ARMA^R, va. 1. To arm with offensive or defen-

sive weapons. 2. To square with one's opi-
nion. 3. To set a snare for catching animals.

4. To place one thing above another. 5. To set

up a person'in business. Armar la cuenta,To
make up an account. Armarla, To cheat at

cards. Armarla con queso, To decoy. Armar
na vio, 6 baxcl, To fit out a ship. Armar pleyto
6 ruido, To stir up disturbances ; to luck up
a dust. Armar una casa, To frame the tim-

ber-work of the roofof a house. vr. To pre-

pare one's self for war. Armarse depaciencia,
To prepare one's self to suffer.

ARM.X.RIO, sm. 1. A press, a kind ofwooden case

or frame for clothes and other things. 2. A
niche, made of brick, in which bees lodge
themselves for want of hives.

ARMATOSTE, sm. 1. An unwieldy machine or

piece offurniture, which is more cumbersome
than convenient. 2. A trap, a snare, V. Ar-

madijo. [cant thing.

ARMATRNCHE, sm. (Joe.) Trifle, an insignifi-

ARMAZON, sm. 1. Armour ; breast armour. V.
Armadura. 2. Carcass of a ship. 3. Fishing-
tackle. 4. A wooden frame for supporting
bells either in the foundry or belfry. JVb tener

mas que la armazon, To be only skin and bone.
ARMEI,*NA, sf. Ermine skin.

ARMELL A.
:sf. Staple or ring made ofiron or other

metal. Armellas, (Naut.) Pieces of iron dou-
bled in the shape of a n with two large points,
that they may be nailed to any part ofa ship.

ARMELLUELA, sf. A small staple or ring.

ARMERIA, sf. 1. Building, where various sorts

of arms are kept either for curiosity, osten-

tation, or use. 2. Trade of an armourer or

gun-smith. 3. (Ant.) Heraldry.
ARMERO, sm. 1. Armourer or gun-smith. 2.

Keeper of arms or armours.

ARMIGEKO, KA, a. (Poet.) Warlike.

ARMILX.R, a. Esfera armildr, Armillary sphere.
ARMILLA, sf. Principal part of the base of a co-

lumn.

ARMINO, sm. Ermine, a small animal, having a
white pile, and the tip of the tail black, and

furnishing a valuable fur. Mustela Erminea
L. Arminos, (Bias.) Figures of a white field

interspersed with black spots.

ARMIPOTENTE, a. Mighty in war. [lities.

ARMISTICIO, sm. Armistice, suspension of hosti-

ARMOISIN, sm. A thin silk or taffety manufac-
tured in Italy and in the East Indies.

ARMON!A, sf. 1. Harmony, just proportion of
sound. 2. Concord or correspondence of one

thing with another. Hacer 6 caitsar armo-

nia, To excite admiration, to produce novel-

ty. 3. Friendship. Correr con armonia To
live in peace.

ARMONIACO.SW. Gum ammoniac.
69
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AKMONICO, CA, a. Harmonic, harmonical, adapt-
ed to each other, musical.

ARMCNIOSAMENTE, ad. Harmoniously.
ARMONIOSO, SA, a. 1. Harmonious, sonorous,

pleasing to the ear. 2. (Met.) Adapted to

each other, having the parts proportioned to

each other.

ARMUELLE, sm. (Bot.) Orach. Atriplex L.

A'RNA, s/. Bee-hive. [vensis L.

ARNACHO, sm. (Bot.) Rest-harrow. Ononis ar-

ARNES,STO. 1. Coat of mail or steel net-work for

defence
; armour. 2. Store-room for the ac-

coutrements of cavalry. Arntses, Necessary
tools, utensils, furniture used in a house,
trade, or kitchen. Ameses de calallo, Trap-
pings and furniture of a horse.

ARIULLA, sf. A small bee-hive.

A'RO, sm. 1. Hoop of wood, iron or other me-
tals ; iron staple. 2. (Bot.) V. Yaro.

AROCA, sf. A sort of linen somewhat more than
three quarters wide,

AROMA, 5. 1. Flower of the Aromatic myrrh-
tree. 2. Peculiar odour. 3. A general name
given to all gums, balsams, woods, and herbs
of strong fragrance.

AROMATICIDAD, sf. An aromatic or fragrant
quality, perfume.

AROMATICO, CA, a. Aromatic, fragrant.
AROMATIZACION, sf. Act of making aromatic.

AROMATIZAR, va. To aromatize, to perfume.
AROMO, sm. (Bot.) The aromatic myrrh-tree.
AROZA, sm. Foreman in iron-works or forges.

A'RPA, sf. A harp.
ARPADO, a. Serrated, toothed.

ARPADOR, sm. Harp-player, harper.
ARPADX^RA, sf. V. Arano.

ARPAR, va. 1. To tear clothes to pieces, to rend
and reduce to tatters. 2. To claw, to tear

with nails, claws or talons.

ARPELLA, sf. (Orn.) Harpy. Falco rufus L.

ARPEO, sm. (Nadt.) Grappling iron.

ARPIA, sf. 1. (Poet.) Bird of prey represented
by poets as having the face of a woman, and

long claws ; a harpy. 2. A ravenous woman
;

an ugly, scolding shrew.

ARPILLERA, sf. Sack-cloth, coarse linen made
of tow.

ARP STA, sm. Player on the harp by profession
ARPOXADO, DA, a. Harpooned, like a harpoon.
ARPOX,S?. Harpoon, a harping-iron.
ARPONERO, sm. Harpooner, he who throws the

harpoon.
ARQUEADA, sf. Stroke with the fiddle-bow,

whereby sounds are produced from the

strings of a musical instrument.

ARQ.UEADO, a. Arched.

ARQUEADOR, sm. 1. Ship-ganger, an officer

whose business it is to measure the dimen-
sions of ships. 2. One who forms arches. 3
Wool-beater.

ARQ.UEAGE, sm. The gauging of a ship.

ARQUEAMIESTO, sm. V. Arqueo.
ARQ.UEAR, va. 1. To arch, to form in, the shape

of an arch. 2. (Among Clothiers) To beat the

dust out of the wool so as to make it fit for

use. 3. (JNaut.) To gauge or measure the di

mensions of ships. Arqucar las cejas, To arch
the eye-brows as a sign of admiration ; to ad-

mire. pr. To grow hog-backed.
r'< i
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ARQOEO, sm. 1. The act of bending any thing
into the form of an arch. 2. (Naut.) The ton-

nage, dimensions, or burthen of a ship.
ARQUERIA, sm. Series of arches.

A.RQUERO, sm. 1. One whose trade is to make
arches, hoops, or bows for arrows. 2. Trea-

surer, cashier. 3. Bowman, archer.

ARQ.UETA, sf. A little chest, a small trunk.

ARQUETIPO, sm. Archetype.
ARQUETON, sm. A large trunk. [dling size.

ARQUETONCILLO, sm, A trunk or chest of a rnid-

ARQUIBANCO, sm.A bench or seat with drawers.

ARQUIEPISCOPAL, a. Archiepiscopal. V. Arzo-

lispal.

RQUILLA, sf. A little chest.

ARQ.UILLO, sm. A small arch.

ARQ.UIMESA, sf. Scrutoire, a case of drawers
for writing, with a desk. [gogue.

ARQUISINAGOGO, sm. Principal in the svna-

ARQUITA, sf. A small chest. [of building.
ARQuiTECTo,sm.Architect, a professor ofthe art

ARQJJITECTONICO, CA, a. Architectonic.

ARQUiTECTURA,5/".Architecture, art ofbuilding.
ARQUITR^.BF.,S//I. Architrave, that part of aco-
lumn which lies immediately upon the capital,
and is the lowest member of the entablature.

ARRABA.L, sm. 1. Suburb. 2. (Joe.) The poste-
riors. Arrab&leS) Suburbs or extremities of
a large town.

ARRABALERA, sf. V. Rabera,

ARRA^BIO, sm. Cast iron. V. Hierro.

ARRAC^DA, sf. Ear-ring. Arracddas. (Met.)

Young children hanging about a widow.

ARRACADILLA, sf. A small ear-ring.

ARRACFE, sm. 1. Causeway, paved road. 2.

(Naut.) Reef, ridge of hidden rocks lying
close under the surface of the water.

ARRACIMX.RSE, vr. To be clustered together
like a bunch of grapes.

ARRAEZ, sm. Captain or master of a Moorish

ship.

ARRAL^R, vn. V. Ralear.

ARRAMBLAR, va. 1. To cover with sand and

gravel; applied to torrents and rivulets

which overflow the adjacent country. 2. To
sweep away, to drag along.

ARRANCADA,S/. Sudden departure, violent sally.

ARRANCADERA, sf. Large bell worn by those

animals which guide the rest of the flocks.

ARRANCAPERO, sm. 1. The thickest part of the

barrel of a gun. 2. Starting-point, course or

route.

ARRANCADO, DA, a. Boga .arrancada, (Na6t.)

Strong uniform rowing. De loga arrancada,
With long strokes of oars.

ARRANCADOR, RA, 5. Extirpator, one who roots

out, a destroyer.
ARRANCADURA Y ARRANCAMIENTO, s. (Ant.)
The act of pulling up by the roots.

ARRANCAR, va. 1. To pull up by the roots.

2. To pull out a nail, to draw out a tooth.

3. To carry off with violence. 4. To force

up phlegm, bile, &c. 5. To start and pur-
sue one's course. 6. To run away from a

place. Arrancar la espada, To unsheath

the sword. Arrancarsele d uno el alma, To
die broken-hearted. Arranca pinos, Nick-

name for little persons.
ARRANCASIEGA. sf, 1. Poor corn, halfmowed and
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half pulled up by the roots. 2. A quarrel or

dispute attended with injurious language.
ARRANCHARSE, rr. To mess together ; applied

to soldiers and crews of ships.

ARRANCIARSE, vr. To grow rancid.

ARRANQUE, sm. 1. Extirpation, the act of pull-

ing up by the roots. 2. Sudden and violent fit

of passion. Un hoinlirc de mucho arranque, A
man of hasty temper. 3. Sudden and unex-

pected event. 4. Arch-stone ofa vault support-
ed by imposts and pillars. Carbon dc arran-

que, Charcoal made of the roots of trees. Ar-

ranque del caballo, The start of a horse.

ARRAPAR, va. To snatch away, to carry off.

ARRA.IMEZO Y ARRAPO, sm. 1. Tatter or rag

hanging down from old and torn clothes. 2.

(Met.) A mean, worthless, despicable person.
A'RRAS, sf. pi. 1. Thirteen pieces of money,
which the bridegroom gives to the bride, as a

pledge, in the act of marriage. 2. Dowry, a

sum of money assigned by a husband to his

wife, for her maintenance after his death,

which, according to the Spanish laws, can-

not exceed the tenth part of his fortune. 3.

Arras de la boddga, (Naut.) Wings of the

hold. 4. (Orn.) Macaco. Psittacus ara Buff.

ARRASAR, va. 1. To level, to make even, to

smooth the surface of a thing. 2. To demo-

lish, to destroy. Arrasar un vaso de algun
licor, To fill a glass with liquor up to the
brim. Arrasar un baxel, (Naut.) To cut
down a vessel, to cut away part of her dead
works. zm. To clear up, to grow fine

; ap-
plied to the weather.

ARRASTRADAMENTE, ad. 1. Imperfectly, in an

imperfect manner. 2. Painfully, wretchedly.
ARRASTRADERAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Lower stud-

ding-sails.

kRRASTRADERo,sm.(Naut.) A place on the sea-

coast, gently sloping towards the sea, where
ships are careened

;
a careening place.

ARRASTRADO, DA, a. Dragged along, Andar
arrastrado, To live in the utmost misery and
distress. [along the ground.

ARRASTRAMIENTO, sm. The act of dragging
ARRASTRANTE, sm. Claimant of a degree in col-

leges. V. Bay6tas.
ARRASTRAR, va. 1. To drag along the ground. 2.

To bring one over to our opinion. 3. Arras-
trar la causa, cl pleyto, los autos, &c. To
move a lawsuit into another court. 4. Arras-
trar layctas, To wear a long student's gown
in the university. 5. To lead a trump at cards.
Haccr alguna cosa arrastrando, To do a

thing against one's will, to do it ill.

ARRASTRE, sm,. 1. The act of leading a trump
at cards. 2. The act of dragging a long o-own
in some universities. 3. Ceremoniousvisit.

ARRATE, sm. A pound of sixteen ounces.

ARRAXAQJDE, ARREXACA, 6 AKREXACO. V. Ar-

rexaquc. [.
ARRAYAN, sm. (Bot.) Myrtle. Myrtus bostica

ARRAYANAL, sm. Plantation of myrtles.

ARRAYG^DAS,5/.p/. (Naut.) Foot-hook shrouds.

ARRAYGAR, vn. 1. To root, to fix the root. 2.

To give security in land. rr. 1. To establish
one's self in a place, to fix one's residence or
abode. 2. To be of long continuance ; as a
custom, habit.

ARRAYCO, 5m. Landed property. Es kombre
de arraygo, He is a man of considerable

landed property.
A'RRE, A word used by drivers of horses, mules,
&c. to make them go on. Arre borrico, Go
on, ass.

ARREAR, va. To drive horses, mules, &c., to
make them go on. rr. To be a muleteer.

ARREBANADOR, HA, s. Gleaner, gatherer.

ARREBANADURA, .sf.
The act of gleaning, ga-

thering, picking up, or scraping togetner.
ARREBANAR, m. To glean, to gather, to scrape

together, to pick up.
ARREBATADAMKXTE, ad. Precipitately, head-

long, in an inconsiderate manner.

ARREBATADO, DA, a. 1. Rapid, violent, impetu-
ous. 2. Precipitate, rash, inconsiderate. Mu-
crte a.rrebatada, A sudden death. Hombrc
arrcbatado, A rash, inconsiderate man.

ARREBATADOR, RA, s. One who snatches away,
or takes any thing by violence.

ARREBATAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of carrying
away by violence or precipitation. 2. Fury,
rage, extreme passion. 3. Rapture, ecstasy.

ARREBATAR, va. 1. To carry off, to take away
by violence and force. 2. To snatch and seize

things with hurry and precipitation. 3. To at-

tract the attention, notice, &c. vr. To be led

away by passion. 2. To be made or brought
to perfection by means of fire. 3. To assem-
ble at the sound of the alarm-bell. Arrcha-
tarse el pan, is said of bread which is scorch-

ed from the excessive heat of the oven. Ar-
rebatarse las mieses, is said of crops which
are got in more early than usual on account
of uncommon hot weather. Arrebatarsc el

caballo, is said of a horse which is overheated.

ARREBArf ifA, sf. The act ofcarrying offa thing
precipitately out of a crowd.

ARREBATO, sm. (Ant.) Surprise, a sudden and

unexpected attack made upon an enemy.
ARREBOL,STO. 1. The red appearance of the sky

or clouds. 2. Rouge, red paint for ladies.

ARREBOLAR, ra. To paint red. vr. To lay on

rouge.
ARREBOLERA, sf. 1. A woman who sells rouge.

2. Alkanet, a plant of which vegetable rouge
is made. 3. (Ant.) A small pot or saucer with
red paint.

ARREBOLLARSE, vr. To precipitate one's self,
to fall headlong.

ARREBOZADA, sf. Swarm of bees.

ARREBOZAR, va. To overlay meat with a jelly.
vr. 1. To muffle or wrap one's self up. 2.

To be clustered around the bee-hive ; spoken
of bees.

ARREBOZO, sm. V. Rebozo.

ARREBUJADAMENTE, ad. Confusedly, with dis-

order or confusion.

ARREBUJAR, va. To gather up any pliable thing,
as cloth, &c. without order : to throw toge-
ther with confusion. vr. To cover and roll

one's self in ths bed-clothes. [L.

ARRECAFE, sm. Cardoon. Cynara cardunculus

ARRECIAR, vn. To increase, to augment. vr.

To grow stronger, to recover one's strength.
ARRECIFE, sm. 1. Causeway, a road paved with

stone. 2. Reef, a ridge of hidden rocks lying
close under the surface of the water.
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,
sm. A sudden flood.

ARRECIRSE, vr. To have one's limbs benumbed
with excessive cold, to grow stiff with cold.

ARRECOGER. V. Recoger.
ARREDONDEAR, va. To round. V. Redondcar.

ARREDOR, ad. (Ant.) V. Al redcdor.

ARREDRAMIENTO, sm. The act of removing to a

greater distance.

ARREDRAR, va. I. To remove to a greater dis-

tance. 2. To terrify, to cause dread.

ARREDRO, ad. Backwards. It is generally used
to drive away Satan.

ARREGAZADO, DA, a. Having the point turned

up. JVaHz arregazada o arremangada, A
cocked nose.

AUREGAZAR, va. To truss, to tuck up the skirts

of clothes.

ARREGLADAMENTE, ad. Regularly ; according
to rule.

ARREGLADO, a. Regular, moderate.

ARREGLAMIENTO, sm. Regulation, instruction

in writing.
ARREGLAR, va. 1. To regulate, to reduce to or-

der. 2. To adjust the administration of pro-
vinces, and enact laws for them. vr. To con-
form to law, rule, or custom.

ARREGLO, sm. Rule, order. Con arr6glo, Con-

formably, according^
to.

ARREGOST^CRSE, vr. To relish or have a taste

for a thing, to be attached to it.

ARREJACXR, va. To plough across a piece of

ground sown with corn to clear it ofweeds.

ARREJADA, sf. (Agr.) Paddle of a plough.
ARRELDE v ARREL, sm. 1. Weight of four

pounds. 2. Bird of a very small size.

ARRELLANARSE, vr. 1. To sit at ease, to incline

one's seat for greater ease. 2. (Met.) To
make one's self comfortable.

ARREMANGADO, DA, a. Lifted upward. Ojos
arremangados, Uplifted eyes.

ARREMANGAR, va. To tuck up the sleeves or

petticoats. vr. To be fully resolved actually
to perform something.

ARREMANGO, sm. The act of tucking up the
clothes.

ARREMEDADOR, RA, s. Mimic, a ludicrous imi-
tator of another's actions or manners.

ARREMEMBRAR, va. (Ant.) To remember.

ARREMETEDOR, sm. Assailant, aggressor.
ARRKMETER, va. 1. To assail, to attack with

impetuosity and fury. 2. To seize briskly,
such as a sword, lance, &c. 3. To shock or

offend the sight.

ARREMETfDA,s/. 1. Attack, assault, invasion. 2.

Start of horses from a barrier, or other place.

ARREMOLINADO, DA, a. Whirled, turned round.

ARREMPUJAR, va. 1. To move or detain a thing
with violence or force. 2. To drive away, to

shove off from a place.

ARREMUECO, sm. 1. Caress, a demonstration of
love or friendship. 2. Movement of the lips

expressive of contempt or scorn.

ARRENDABLE, a. Rentable, that which can be
rented. [at a certain rent.

ARRENDACION, sf. The act of
renting,

or taking
ARRENDADERO, sm. An iron ring fastened to

the manger, to which horses are tied.

ARRENDADO, DA, a. Obedient to the reins ; ap-
plied to horses and mules.
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ARRENDADOR, sm. 1. Renter, tenant or lessee,
who holds lands, houses, &c. 2. V. Arrenda-
dero. [nant.

ARRENDADORcfLLo, STO. A petty renter or te-

ARRENDAjo, sm. 1. (Orn.) The mocking-bird, an
American bird which imitates all the notes and
sounds it hears. 2. Mimic, buffoon, a person
who imitates the words and actions of others.

AKRENDAMIENTO, sm. The act of renting or

letting to a tenant. [rent.

ARRENDANTE, sm. Tenant, occupant who pays
ARRENDAR, va. 1. To rent, to hold by paying

rent, to let to a tenant for rent. 2. To bridle a
horse. 3. To tie a horse by the reins of a bridle,
or the strings of a headstall. 4. To mimic, to

imitate as a buffoon, to ridicule by a burlesque
imitation. 5. To thin plants which stand too
thick. Arrendar a diente, To rent or let on
condition of allowing commonage.

ARRENDATARIO, RIA, s. 1. One who lets for rent,
a lessor. 2. Lessee.

ARREO, sm. Dress, ornament, decoration. Ar-

r6os, Appendages, dependencies.
ARREO,ad. (Vulg.) Successively, uninterrupted-

ly. Llcvar arreo, To carry on one's shoulders.

ARREPAPALO, sm. A sort of fritters or buns.

ARREP^SATE ACA COMPADRE, A boyish play of

running and touching each other before

reaching a certain station. Arrepasate is a

compound word from Arre and pasar.
ARREPENTIDAS, sf. pi. Penitents, women who,

sensible of their faults and errors, shut them-
selves up in convents to do penance.

ARREPENTIMIENTO. sm. Repentance, penitence.

ARREPENTIRSE, vr. To repent, to express sor-.

row for having said or done something.
ARREPISTAR, va. (In paper-mills) To grind or

pound rags into a fine pulp.

ARREP!STO, sm. The act of grinding or pound-
ing rags, in paper-mills, into a fine pulp.

ARREPTICIO, CIA, a. Possessed or influenced by
the devil.

ARREO.UESONARSE, vr. To agitate or churn
milk in order to separate the butter from it.

ARREqufrE, sm. Singeing iron for burning or

taking off the down which remains on cotton

goods. [stances ofa case. 3. Requisites.

ARREO.UIVES, sm.pl. 1. Ornaments. 2. Circum-

ARRESTADQ, DA, pp. y a. 1. Confined, impri-
soned. 2. Intrepid, bold, audacious.

ARRESTAR,#ft. To arrest, to confine, to imprison.
vr. To he bold and enterprising, to engage
with spirit in an enterprise or undertaking.

ARRESTO, sm. 1. Spirit, boldness, in undertak-

ing an enterprise. 2. (Mil.) Prison, arrest.

ARRKTIN, sm. V. Filipichin.

ARREXACO, s-m. V. Vencejo.
ARREXAQUE, sm. 1. Fork with three prongs bent

at the point. 2. (Orn.) Swift, martinet. Hi-

rundo apus L. [wood, and brambles.

ARREZAFE, sm. A place full of thistles, brush-

ARRIADA, sf. Swell of waters, flood, overflow-

ing. [Arius.

ARRIANO, NA. a. Adherent to the tenets of

ARRIAR, va. (Naut.) 1. To lower, to strike. .<3r-

rinrlabandera,Tostrike the colours. Arriar

las vergas y los masteleros^o strike the yards
and top-masts. 2. Arriar un cabo, To pay
out the cable, tfrriar en bandn, To payout
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the whole cable. Arriar la gavia, To let go
the main top-sail. 3. To destroy by floods,

or a sudden fall of rain.

ARRIATA Y ARRIATE, s. 1. (Jard.) A border in

gardens, where herbs, flowers, &c. are plant-
ed. Arrlates, Treillage or trellis, a contexture

of pales, wood, or osier, around beds or walks

in a garden. 2. A causeway, a paved road.

ARRIAZ Y ARRIAS, sm. (Ant.) Guard of a sword.

ARRI R \. ad.l. Above, over, up. 2. (Naut.) Aloft.

3. (Naut.) At the top of the mast-head. 4.

(Met.) A high post
or station in which a per-

son is placed with respect to others. 5. In the

hands of the king. La consuha csld arriba,

The business is laid before the king. Estd

decretado de arriba, It is decreed by high

authority. Arriba diclw, Above-mentioned.
De arriba abdxo, From top to bottom. jVo

arriba de seis raras, Not above six yards. Ir

agua arriba, (Naut.) To work up the river.

De arriba, From heaven.

ARRI BAD A, sf. l.(Naut.) The arrival of a vessel

in a port. 2. (Naut.) Arribada de un baxel d

sotavento, The falling off of a vessel to lee-

ward. Llega el baxel de arribada, The ship

put into port by stress of weather.

ARRIBAGE, sm. Arrival.

ARRIBAR, vn. (Naut.) 1. To put into a harbour
in distress. 2. To fall off to leeward. 3. Ar-
ribar todo, To bear away before the wind. Ar-
ribar d escota larga, To bear away large.
Arribar sob re un baxel, To bear down upon
a ship. 4. (Met.) To recover, to grow well

from a disease or calamity. 5. (Met.) To at-

tain one's end, to accomplish one's desire.

ARRfBO, sm. Arrival.

ARRICETE Y ARRIETE, sm. Shoal, sand-bank.

ARRicisES,sm. pi. The saddle-straps, to which
the stirrup-leathers and girths are fastened.

ARRIEDRO. V. Arredro y Atrds.
ARRIENDO. V. Arrendamiento.

ARRIERIA, sf. The trade of a driver of mules,
or other beasts of burthen.

ARRiEidco, ILI.O, Y ITO, sm. One who carries

on the trade of mule-driving in a petty way
ARRIERO, sm. Muleteer, he who drives mules

or other beasts of burthen, carrying good
from one place to another.

ARRIESGADAMENTE, ad. Dangerously, in a ha-

zardous manner.

ARRIESGADO, DA, a. 1. Perilous, attended with
hazard. 2. Dangerous to be dealt with.
Hombrc arricsgado, A dangerous man,

ARRIESGAR, va. To risk, to hazard, to expose
to danger. vr. To be exposed to danger.

ARRIMADERO, sm. Scaffold, stage for having a
view of something ;

a stick or support to

lean upon. [and other nice furniture.
AiiRiMAofLLO, sm. Room adorned with carpets,
ARKIMADI/O, a. y sm. 1 . That which is designed

to be applied to any thing. 2. (Met.) Parasite,

sponger, one who meanly hangs upon another
for subsistence. 3. (Met.) Support, prop.

ARRIMADO, DA, pp. V. Arrimar. Tene/r arrima-
do 6 arrimados,To be possessed by evil spirits

ck nut at the bai
'

sm. A block put at the back part
of a fire to burn gradually with the help of
small wood.

[ing.
ARRIMADtfRA, sf. Approach, the act ofapproach-
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ARRIMAR, na. 1. To approach, to draw near, to

join one thing to another. 2. (Naut.) To stow
the cargo, to trim the hold. 3. To lay a thing
aside, to give up the use of a thing. 4. To lay
down a command. 5. To displace, to dismiss.

6. Arrimar el clavo, To prick or hurt a horse

at the time of shoeing him. Arrimar el clavo

d uno. (Met.) To impose, to deceive. vr. I.

To lean upon a thing, to be supported by it.

2. To join others for the purpose of forming
a body with them. 3. (Met.) To come to the

knowledge of a thing. 4. Arrimarse el punto
de la difficultad, To come to the point. 5.

Arrimarse al pareccr de otro, To espouse an-

other's opinion.
ARRIME, sm. In the game of bowls, the mark

for the balls to arrive at.

ARRiMO,sm. 1. Approximation, the act of join-

ing one thing to another. 2. Staff, stick,

crutch. 3. (Met.) Protection or support of a

powerful person. 4. (Among Builders) An
insulated wall which has no weight to support.
Hacer el arrimon, (Joe.) To stagger along a

wall, supported by it, in a state of intoxica-

tion. Estar de arrimon en acecho de alguno,
To stand watch over somebody.

ARRINCONAR, va. 1. To put a thing in a corner.

2. (Met.) To remove one from a trust or

place he held, to withdraw one's favour or

protection. vr. To retire or withdraw from
intercourse with the world.

ARRISCADAMENTE, ad. Boldly, audaciously.

ARRISCADO, DA, a. \ . Forward, bold, audacious,

impudent. 2. Brisk, easy, free. Cabalfo arris-

rado, A high-mettled horse. 3. (Ant.) Bro-

ken or craggy ground.
ARRISCADOR, sm. Gleaner of olives, one who

picks up the olives which drop on the ground
at the time of gathering them from the trees.

ARRISCARSE, r>r. I. To hold up the head with
an affected briskness. 2. To be proud, haugh-
ty, arrogant.

ARRITRANCA, sf. A sort of wide crupper for

mules, and other beasts of burthen.

ARRIZAR, va. (Naut.) 1. To reef, to take in reefs

in the sails. 2. To stow the boat on deck. Ar-
rizar el andar, To stow the anchor. Arri-

zdr la artilleria, To house the guns. 3. (On
board the galleys) To tie or lash one down.

ARROBA, sf. 1. A Spanish weight of twenty-
five pounds, containing each sixteen ounces.

2. A Spanish measure, containing thirty-two

pints. Echar por arrobas, (Met.) To exag-
gerate, to make hyperbolical amplifications.

ARROBADIZO, ZA, a.'Feigning ecstasy and rap-
ture.

ARROBADO, (Por.) ad. By wholesale.

ARROBADOR, sm. One who treats by Arrobes.

ARROBAMIENTO, sm. 1. Ecstatic rapture or ele-

vation of the mind to God. 2. Amazement,
astonishment, high admiration.

ARROBAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To weigh or measure

by Arrobes. 2. To make even, to plane. vr.

To be in a state of rapturous amazement, to

be out of one's senses.

ARROBERO, RA, s. One who makes and provides
bread for a religious community, [compass.

ARROBTA,S/. The weight ofan Arrobeiuasmall

ARROBO, sm. V. Arrola.micnto.
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ARROCERO, sm. A grower of, or dealer in rice.

ARROCINADO, DA, a. Stupid like an ass.

ARROCINARSE, vr. To become dull and stupid.

ARRODELADO, DA, a. Bearing a target, shield,
or buckler. [buckler.

ARRODELARSE, vr. To be armed with a shield or

ARRODILLADT^RA Y ARRODILLAMIESTO, s. The
act of kneeling or bending the knee.

ARRODILLAR, vn. To bend the knee down to

the ground. vr. To kneel, to touch the

ground with the knee. [vines.
ARRODRIGONAR y ARRODRIGAR, va. To prop
ARROGACION, sf. 1. Arrogation, the act ofclaim-

ing in a proud manner. 2. Adoption ofa child

which has no father, or is independent of
him. [ner.

ARROG AT>6n,sm. One who claims in a proud man-

ARROGANCIA, sf. 1. Arrogance, haughtiness,
loftiness. 2. Stately carriage of a high-met-
tled horse. [Haughty, proud, assuming.

ARROGANTE, a. 1. High-minded, spirited. 2.

ARROGANTEMENTE, ad. Arrogantly, in an arro-

gant manner.

ARROGAR, va. To arrogate, to claim in a proud
manner. vr. To appropriate to one's self, to

claim unjustly, for instance, the jurisdiction.

ARROGIO, sm. V. Arroyo.
ARROJADAMENTE, ad. Audaciously, boldly.
ARROjADILLO, sm. Handkerchief, or other piece

of silk or linen, which women tie around the
head to keep it warm.

ARROJADIZO, ZA, a. 1. That which can be easily
cast, thrown, or darted. 2. Spirited, bold,

courageous. [ward. 2. Bold, intrepid.
ARROJADO, DA, a. 1. Rash, inconsiderate, for-

ARROJADOR, sm. Thrower, caster.

ARROJAR, va. 1. To dart, launch, or fling any
thing. 2. To shed a fragrance, to emit light.
3. To shoot, to sprout. 4. (Naut.) To drive
or cast on rocks or shoals

; applied to the
wind. 5. To make red hot ; as an oven. 6.

To turn away or dismiss in an angry manner.
vr. 1. To throw one's self forward with im-

petuosity.
2. (Met.) To venture upon an en-

terprise in an inconsiderate manner.
ARROJO, sm. Boldness, intrepidity.
ARROLLADOR, sm. Roller, a kind of cylinder

used for moving weighty things.
ARROLLAR, va. 1. To roll up, to enwrap. 2. To

carry off, to sweep away ; applied to a storm
or torrent. 3. (Met.) To defeat, to rout an

enemy. 4. (Met.) To confound an opponent,
to render him unfit for returning an answer.
5. Arrollar a. un nino, To dandle a child. 6.

(Ant.) To lull to rest.

ARROMADIZARSE, vr. To catch cold

ARROMANZAR, va. To translate into the com-
mon or vernacular Spanish language.

ARROMAR, va. To blunt, to dull the edge or

point. [sowing.
ARROMPER, va. To break up the ground for

ARROMPIDO, DA, a. Broken up, ploughed.
ARROMPIDO, sm. A piece of ground newly bro-
ken up for culture.

ARROMPIMIENTO, sm.. The act of breaking up
ground for culture.

ARRONZAR, va. (Naut.) To haul or pull a cable
or hawser, without the aid of the capstern,
windlass, or tackle.
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ARROPADO, DA, a. Covered with must ; appli-
ed to wine.

ARROPAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of clothing or

dressing. 2. Dress or clothes.

ARROPA R, va. 1 . To cover the body with clothes,
to dress. Arropate que sudas, Cover yourself
as you sweat

; ironically addressed to a per-
son who has done little and affects to be fa-

tigued. 2. Arropar el vino, To mix wine in
a state of fermentation with boiled wine, to

give it a body. 3. Arropar las vinos, To co-

ver the roots of vines with dung and earth.

ARROPE, sm. I. Must or new wine boiled or

prepared at the fire. 2. A kind of decoction
made by apothecaries in imitation of must.
3. Conserve made of boiled honey. Arropc
dc moras, Mulberry sirup.

ARROPEAS, sf. pi. Irons, fetters. In Asturia

they are called farropeas, and in Gallicia

ferropeas. [&c.
ARROPERA, sf. Vessel for holding must, sirup,

ARROPIA, sf. (And.) Cake made of flour, honey,
and spice. [cakes.

ARROPIERO,STO. (And.) Maker or seller ofsweet

ARROSTRAR, va. 1. To set about or perform a

thing in a cheerful manner. 2. Arrostrar d
los peligros, d los trabajos, d la muerte, To
encounter dangers, fatigues, death. vr. To
close with the enemy, to fight him face to face.

ARROXAR, va. To make red hot.

ARROYADA Y ARROYADERO, s. The valley,

through which a rivulet runs.

ARROYAR, va. To overflow or inundate sown

ground. vr. To be smutted ; spoken of

wheat, and other grain and plants.
ARROYICO Y ARROYUELO, sm. Rill, a small

brook, a little streamlet. [river.
ARROYO Y ARROYATO, 577?,. Rivulet, a small

ARROZ, sm. Rice. Oryza sativa L.

ARROZAL, sm. Field sown with rice.

ARROZAR, va. To ice a liquid in a slight man-

ner, to congeal it a little.

ARRUAR, vn. To grunt like a wild boar.

ARRUFADO, DA, pp. Sheered, incurvated. Na-
vio muy arrufado, (Naut.) A moon-sheered

ship.

ARRUFADI^RA, sf. (Naut.) Sheer of a ship.

ARRUFALDADO, DA, a. I. Having the clothes

tucked up. 2. (Ant.) V. Arrvfianado.
ARRUFAR, va. To incurvate, to form the sheer

of a ship.

ARRUFIANADO, DA, a. Having the sentiments

and manners of a ruffian
; impudent.

ARRT^FO, sm. V. Arrvfadura.
ARRUGA, sf. 1. Wrinkle, a corrugation or con-

traction into furrows. 2. Rumple, or rude

plait in clothes.

ARRUGACIONY ARROGAMIENTO, s. Corrugation,
the act and effect of wrinkling.

ARRUGAR, va. 1. To wrinkle, or contract into

wrinkles. 2. To rumple, to fold, to make pli-

cations in paper, clothes, &c. Arrugar la

frente, To knit the brow. vr. To die.

ARRUGIA, sf. A cavity dug in the ground to

discover gold. [work.

ARRUGON, s,n. Prominent decoration of carved

ARRUINADOR, RA, 5. Ruiner, demolishes

ARRUINAMIENTO, 5m. Ruin, destruction, the act

of ruining or destroying.
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,
va. I. To throw down buildings, toj

demolish. 2. (Met.) To destroy, to cause 1

great mischief.

ARRULLADOR, RA, s. 1. A person who lulls

babes to rest. 2. Flatterer, cajoler.

ARRULLAR, va. 1. To lull babes to rest. 2. To
court, to coo and bill.

ARRLLO, sm. 1 The cooing and billing of pi

geons or doves,

babes to rest.

2. Lullaby, a song to lull

ARRUMACO, sm. 1. Caress, the act of endear-

ment, profession of love or friendship. 2.

Motion of the lips expressive of contempt.
ARRUMAGE, sm. (Naut.) Stowage of a ship's

cargo.
ARRUMAR, va. (Naut.) To stow the cargo.
ARRUMAZON, sm. 1. (Naut.) The act and effect

of stowing. 2. Horizon overcast with clouds.

ARRUMBADAS, sf. pi. Wales of a row-galley.
ARRUMBADOR, RA, s. 1. One who heaps or piles.

2. (Naiit.) Steersman.

ARRUMBAR, va. 1. To put any thing away in a

lumber-room as useless. 2. (Met.) To refute

one in the course of conversation. 3. To de-

cant wine, to pour it off gently into another
vessel. vr. (Naut.) To resume and steer the

proper course.

ARRUMBLAR, a. V. Arramblar.

ARRUMUECO, sm. V. Arrumaco. [the same suit.

ARRUNFLARSE, vr. To have a flush of cards of

ARSENAL, sm. Arsenal, dock-yard. [arsenic.

ARSENICAL, a. (Quim.) Arsenical, relating to

ARSENICO, sm. Arsenic, a ponderous mineral

substance, which facilitates the fusion of

metals, and proves a violent corrosive poison.
ARTALEJO,STO. A little pie.

ARTALETE, sm. A sort of tart.

ARTANITA, sf. (Bot.) Sow-bread. Cyclamen
europseum L.

ART.K, va. (Ar.) V. Precisar.

A'RTE, sf. 1. Art, a collection of rules and pre-

canal which conveys the blood from the heart

to all parts of the body. Artirius dc la ma-

dera, Veins formed in wood and timber by
the various ramifications of the fibres. A'spe-
ra arteria, 6 traquiarlcria, The wind-pipe.
2. (Ant.) Sagacity, cunning.

ARTERIAL, a. Arterial, belonging to the arteries.

ARTERIOLA, sf. Small artery

ARTERIOSO, SA, a. V. Arterial. [ful.

ARTERO, RA, a. (Ant.) Dexterous, cunning, art

ARTESA, sf. 1. Trough in which dough of bread
is worked. 2. Canoe, a boat hewn out of the

trunk of a tree.

ARTESANO, sm. Artisan, artist, manufacturer,

ARTESILLA, sf. 1. A small trough. 2. A sort of

festive exercise on horseback. 3. A trough
into which the water is poured out of the

bucket of a draw-well.
ARTE SON, sm. 1. A round kitchen trough, in

which dishes, plates, &c. are washed and
scoured. 2. Ceiling carved in the shape of a

trough ; ornamented vaulting.
ARTESONADO, DA, a. Shaped in the form of u,

trough ; applied to ceilings.

ARTESONCILLO, sm. A small trough.
ARTESUELA, sf. A small kneading-trough.
ARTETICA, sf. Arthritis, gout, disease of the

joints.

ARTETICO, CA, a. Afflicted with the arthritis.

A'RTICO, CA, a. (Ast.) Arctic, northern.

ARTICULACION, sf. 1. Articulation, the juncture
of moveable bones in animal bodies. 2. Clear
and distinct pronunciation of words and syl-
lables.

ARTICULADAMENTE, ad. Distinctly, articulately.

ARTICULAR, va. 1. To articulate, to pronounce
words clearly and distinctly. 2. To form the

interrogatories which are put to witnesses
examined in the course of law proceedings.

ARTICULAR y ARTICULARIO, RIA, a. Belonging
to the joints.

cepts by which any thing is performed. 2.J ARTicyLO,sm. 1. Article, a particular part ofa
before a court of jus-Trade, all that is accomplished by the skill

and industry of man. 3. Caution, skill, artful-

ness. 4. Book which contains the rudiments
of an art. 5. Grammar. DC arte, (Ant.) So,
that. JVo lencr arte ni parte en alguna cosa,
To have neither art nor part in a thing ; to
have nothing to do with the business. Arte

tormentaria, Art of artillery or military en-

ginery. A'rtes mecanicas, Mechanical" arts,

occupations, or handicrafts. A'rtes liberates,
Liberal arts. Las bcllas dries, The fine arts.

A'rtes, Management ; manage.
'

A'RTE, sm.yf. Used in both genders. Maestro
en artcs, Master of arts.

ARTECILLO, LLA, s. Petty art or trade.

ARTEFACTO, sm. Mechanical work performed
according to the rules of art.

ARTEJO, sm. Joint or knuckle of the fingers.
ARTEMISA 6 ARTEMISIA, sf. (Bot.) Mug-wort.
Artemisia vulgaris L.

ARTENNA, sf. An aquatic fowl of the size of a

goose, found in the island of Tremiti in the
Adriatic gulph.

ARTERA, sf. An iron instrument for marking;
bread before it is baked.

ARTERAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Artfully, cunningly

writing. 2. Plea put in before a court
tice. 3. Question or query of an interrogato-

ry. 4. (Gram.) Part of speech, as the, an. 5.

Joint or juncture of moveable bones in ani-

mal bodies. Formar articulo, To start an
incidental question in the course of a law-

suit. Articulo de la muerte, Point of death.

ARTIFICE, sm. 1. Artificer, artisan, artist. 2.

Inventor, contriver.

ARTIFICIAL, a. Artificial, made by art, not na-

tural. Fuearos artificialcs, Fire-works.

ARTIFICIALMENTE, ad. Artificially, [manner.
ARTIFICIAR, .Toactor do a thing in an artful

ARTIFICIO, sm. 1. Art with which a thing is per-

formed, workmanship. 2. (Met.) Artifice,

cunning. 3. Machine which facilitates the

performance of something. [fu%-
AiiuFICIOSAMENTE, ad. I. Artificially. 2. Art-

ARTIFICIOSO, SA, a. 1. Skilful, ingenious. 2.

Artful, crafty, cunning. [tion.

ARTIGA, sf. Land newly broken up for cultiva-

ARTIGAR, va. To break and level land before

cultivation.

ARTILLAK, va. To mount cannon in a ship.

ARTII.LERIA, sf. 1. That branch of military art

which teaches the use of cannon. 2. Artille-

ARTERIA, sf. 1. (Anat.) Artery, a cylindrical' ry, cannon, piece of ordnance. Parquc de
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artilhria, Park of artillery. Tren dc artillc-

ria, Train of artillery. Poner 6 asestar toda
la artilleria, (Met.) To set all engines at

work for obtaining something ;
to leave no

stone unturned.

ARTILLERO, sra. 1. Professor of the art of artil-

lery. 2. Gunner, artillery-man.
ARTIMANA, sf. 1. Trap, snare, gin for catching
game. 2. Device, stratagem, artifice. [ley

ARTiMON,sm. (Naut.) Mizen-mast ;
sail ofa gal

ARTISTA, sm. 1. Artist ; artisan, tradesman. 2
He who studies the fine arts, logic, poetry, &c

ARTI&ADO, PA, a. Skilful, dexterous, versed in

some art or trade.

ARTIZAR, va. (Ant.) To work with skill.

ARTOLITOS, sm. A concave stone of the nature
of a sponge.

ARTRODIA. sf. A kind of articulation which
connects one bone with the socket of another

ART^NA, sf. An ewe whose lamb has perished.
ARTURO, sm. (Astr.) Great bear, a constellation

A'RULA, sf. A small altar.

ARUNAR, V. Aranar.

ARUJIAZO, sm. A large scratch. V. Aranazo.

ARUNON, sm. 1. Scratcher. 2. Pick-pocket.
ARUSPICE Y ARIJSPEX, sm. Augurer, sooth

sayer. [animals
ARUSPICNA,S/. Divining from the intestines of

ARVEJA, sf. (Bot.) Vetch, tare. Lathyrus
aphaca L.

ARVEJAL, sm. Field sown with vetches or tares

ARVEJO, sm. (Bot.) Bastard chick-pea, or Spa-
nish pea. Cicer arietinum L.

ARVEJON, sm. (Bot.) Chickling-vetch. Lathy-
rus sativa L.

ARXICAYADO, DA, a. Oxygenated, impregnated
or combined with oxygen. [mists.

ARXICAYO, sm. Oxygen, of the Spanish che-

A'RZA, sf. (Naut.) Fall of a tackle.

ARZoBispADo,sm. Archbishopric.
ARZOBISPAL, a. Archiepiscopal.
AR/oBfspo, sm. Archbishop.
ARZOLLA, sf. (Mur.) V. Almendruco.
ARZON, sm. Fore and hind bow of a saddle.

A's, sm. 1. Ace. 2. Roman copper coin.

A'sA.,sf. 1. Handle of a vessel. 2. Gum benzoin.
V. JJsafctida. 3. Vault made in the form of
the handle of a basket. Amiga del asa, 6 ser

muy del asa, A bosom friend. Dar 6 tomar
asa, To afford or borrow a pretence. En asas.

Having the hands in the girdle and the el-

bows turned out.

A' SABIENUAS, ad. Willingly, knowingly.
ASABORIR, va. (Ant.) V. Saborear.

ASACION, sf. The act of roasting.
ASADERO, RA, . That which is fit ibr roasting.
ASADO, DA, a. Roasted

; dressed.

ASADOR, sm. 1. Spit, a long prong on which
meat is driven to be turned before the fire.

2. Jack, an engine which turns the spit. Pa-
rece que come asadores, He walks as stiff as
if he had swallowed a spit. 3. Asador de

lomba, (Naut.) The pump-hook.
ASADORA zo, sm. Stroke or blow with a spit.

ASADORCILLO, 5m. Small spit.

ASAD^RA, sf. Entrails of an animal.
AsADtiRA Y ASADURIA, 5/. Toll paid for cattle.

ASADURILLA, sf. Small entrails.

ASAETEADOR,ST. Archer, bow-man.
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ASAETKAR, va. To attack, wound, or kill with
arrows.

ASAETINADO, DA, a. Like satin ; applied to
cloths. [from the East Indies.

ASAFETIDA, sf. Asafcetida, a gum-resin brought
ASALARIAR, va. To give a fixed salary or pay.
As ALTADOR, sm. I. Assailant, assailer, assaulter.

2. Highwayman.
As ALTAR, va. 1. To form an assault, to storm

a place. 2. To assail, to surprise, to attack

unexpectedly.
AsALTo,s77i. 1. Assault or storm formed against

a place. 2. Assault, the act of offering vio-

lence or injury to a person. 3. (Met.) A sud-
den gust of passion.

ASAMBLE A, sf. 1. Assembly, meeting, congress,
committee. 2. In the order of Malta, a tri-

bunal established in every grand priory of
the order. 3. Assembly, a beat of the drum
directing the soldiers to join their compa-
nies, or to assemble in the alarm-place.

ASAR, va. To roast, to dress meat by turning
it round at the fire. vr. To be excessively
hot.

ASARABACARA, sf. (Bot.) Wild ginger or nard,
common asarabacca. Asaruni europium L.

ASARGADO, DA, a. Serge-like, made in imita-

tion of serge.

ASARINA, sf. (Bot.) Bastard asarum. Pseudo
asarum L.

A'SARO, sm. V. Asarabacara.

ASASINAR, (Ant.) V. Asesinar.

ASATIVO, VA, a. Dressed or boiled in its own
juice, without any other fluid.

ASA/, ad. (Ant.) Enough, abundantly.
ASBESTINO, NA, o. Belonging to asbestos.

ASBESTO, sm. 1. Asbestos, a fossil which may
be split to threads and filaments, incombus-
tible by fire, which merely whitens it. 2. A
sort of incombustible cloth made of the fila-

ments of asbestos.

ASCALOMA, sf. A &eed onion,

ASCENDENCIA, sf. A line of ascendants, as fa-

thers, grandfathers, &c. from whom a person
descends.

ASCENDENTE, sm. I . An ascendant. 2. Horo-

scope, the configuration of the planets at the

hour of birth.

ASCENDER, vn. 1. To ascend, to mount. 2. To
be promoted to a higher dignity or station.

ASCENDIENTK, sm. jf. 1. An ascendant. 2. As-

cendency, influence, power.
ASCENSION, *y.l. Ascension, the act of mounting

or ascending. 2. Feast of the ascension of"

Christ. 3. Exaltation to the papal throne. 4.

R-ising point of the equator.

ASCENSIONAL, a. (Astr.) That which belongs to

the ascension of the planets, right or oblique.

ASCENSO, sm. Promotion to a higher dignity or

station.

ASCETA, sm. Hermit.

ASCETICO, CA, a. Ascetic, employed wholly in

exercises of devotion and mortification.

A'SCHIA, sf. Grayling or umber, a delicate

fresh-water fish found in rapid streams with

stony bottoms.

A'scios, sra. pi. Ascii, people who, at certain

times of the year, have no shadow at noon ;

such are the inhabitants of the torrid zone.
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Ascfao, sm. (Bot.) St. Peter's wort, St. An
drew's cross. Hypericum elatum L. [asL

AscLEPiADA,.v/.(Bot.) Swallow-wort. Asclepi

ASCLEHIADEO, sm. A kind of Latin verse of

four feet, containing a spondee, achoriambus
and two dactyles.

A'sco, sm. Nauseousness, loathsomeness, qua
lity of raising disgust, and turning the sto-

mach. Es un asco, It is a mean, despicable

thing. Hacer ascos, To excite loathsome

ness, to disease the stomach.

ASCONDRIJO, sm. (Ant.) V. Escondrijo.

A'SCUA, sf. Red hot coal.

A'SCUAS ! interj. (Joe.) How it pains ! Estar en

ascuas, To be upon thorns. Estar hecho un
ascua 6 echar ascuas, To be high coloured by

agitation or ano-er.

Lscuso, ad. (Ant.) V. A' Escondidas.

ASEADAMEXTE, ad. Cleanly, elegantly.

ASEADO, DA, a. Clean, elegant, neatly finished

ASEAR, va. To set off, to decorate, to adorn, to

embellish.

ASECHADOR, 5i. Ensnarer, way-layer.
ASECHAMIE\TO, 6 AsECHANZA, 5. 1. Way-lay-

ing. 2. Artifice, trick, stratagem.
AsKcnAR,va. To way-lay, to watch insidiously
ASECHOSO, SA, a. Inclined to insidious artifices

ASECLA, sm. Follower.

ASECUCION, sf. V. Consecution.

ASECURACION, sf. 1. Certainty, security, safety.
2. Insurance, exemption from hazard obtain-

ed by the payment of a certain sum.

ASEDADO, DA, a. Silky, that which resembles
silk in softness and 'smoothness.

ASEDAR, va. To work flax and hemp so as to

make it feel like silk. [ades.
ASEDIADOR, RA, *. One who besieges, or block-

ASEDIAR, va. To besiege, to lay siege to a

strong place or fortress.

ASEDIO, sm. Siege, the act of besieging a for

tified place.

ASEGLARARSE, vr. To secularize ; applied to
the clergy who relax in their duty for the

pleasures of the world.

ASEGUND^R, va. To repeat with little or no in-

termission of time.

ASEGURACION, 5/. I. Security, safety. 2. In

surance, a contract for insuring from hazards
and dangers.

ASEGURADOR, sm. Insurer, underwriter.

ASEGCRAMIENTO, 5/tt. V. Aseguracion.
ASEGURAR, va. 1. To secure, to insure. 2. To

preserve, to shelter from danger. 3. To bail,
to give security. 4. (Naut.) To insure against
the dangers of the seas. Asegurar las velas,
To secure the sails. Asegurarse de la altura,
To ascertain the degree of latitude in which
we find ourselves.

ASEMBLAR, va. (Ant.) To resemble.

ASEMEJAR, va. To assimilate, to bring to a
likeness or resemblance. vr. To resemble,
to be like another person or thing.

ASENDEREADO, DA, a. Beaten, frequented ; ap-
plied to roads.

ASENDKREAR, va. I. To persecute, to pursue
with repeated acts of vengeance and enmity.
2. To open a path.

AsENGLADtfRA, sf. (Naut.) A day's run, the way
a ship makes in 24'hours.

ASEKJO T ASENCIO, (Ant.) V. Axenjo.
ASENSO, 57/1. Assent, the act of giving one's

consent.

ASENTACION, sf. (Ant.) Adulation, flattery.

ASENT^DA, 5/. A stone ranged in its proper
place. De una asentadti, At once, at one

sitting. A' Asentadas. V. A' Asentadillas.

ASENTADERAS, 5/. jtl. (Fam.) Buttocks, the seat.

A' AsENTADftLAS, ad. Sitting on horseback,
like a woman, with both legs on one side.

ASENTADO, DA, a. 1. Seated, planted. 2. Clear,
serene. En kombre asentado, ni capuz tun-

dido, ni camison curado, (Prov.) Self do,
self have.

ASENTADOR, 5m. A stone-mason, a stone-cutter.

AsENTADtJRA Y AsENTAMIENTO, 5. 1. (For.)
Possession of goods given by a judge to the

claimant or plaintiff for non appearance of
the respondent or defendant. 2. Establish-

ment, settlement, residence. 3. (Ant.) Ses-

sion, act of sitting. 4. Site.

ASENTX.R, va. 1. To place on a chair, bench, or

other seat
; to cause to sit down. Asentar el

rancho, To stop in any place or station to

eat, sleep, or rest. 2. To suppose, to take for

granted. 3. To affirm, to assure. 4. To adjust,
to make an agreement. 5. To note, to take
down in writing. 6. To fix a thing in any par-
ticular place. 7. (For.) To put a claimant or

plaintiff in possession of the goods claimed
for non-appearance of the respondent or de-

fendant. 8. To assess, to charge with any
certain sum. Asentar bien su baza, To esta-

blish one's character or credit. Asentar casa,
To set up house for one's self. Asentar con

maestro, To bind one's self prentice to a
master. Asentar plaza, To enlist in the ar-

my. vn. 1. To fit, to sit well, as clothes. 2.

To sit down, to take a seat. 3. To settle, to

establish a residence or domestic state. vr.

1. To settle, to subside, as liquors. 2. To
perch or settle after flying ; applied to birds.

3. To sink, to give way under the weight of
a work, as a foundation.

ASENTIR, vn. To coincide in opinion with an-

other, to be of the same mind.

ASENTISTA, 5m. A contractor, one who contracts
to supply the navy or army with provisions,
ammunition, &c. Asentista de construction,
(Naut.) Contractor for ship-building.

ASENOREAR, va. (Ant.) V. Senorear.

ASEO, 5m. Cleanness, cleanliness, neatness.

ASEQ,UI, 5m. (Mur.) Duty on every 40 head of
cattle.

SEQufBLE, a. Attainable, that which may be
obtained or acquired.

ASERCION, sf. Assertion, affirmation.

AsERRADERo,5m. 1. Saw-pit where timber and
other things are sawed. 2. Horse or wooden
machine on which timber or other things are

sawed.

ASERRADIZO, ZA, a. Proper to be sawed.

ASERRX.DO, DA, a. Serrate, serrated, dented
like a saw

; applied to the leaves of plants.

ASERRADOR, 5m. Sawer or sawyer, one whose
trade is to saw timber into boards or beams.

AsERRADtiRA,5/. Sawing, the act ofcutting tim-

ber with the saw. Aserraduras, Saw-dust.

ASERRAK, va,.To saw, to cut timber with the
77
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saw. Aserrar piedras en un molino, To saw
stones in a saw-mill.

ASERTIVAMENTE, ad. Affirmatively.
ASERTIVO, VA, a. Assertive. V. Afirmativo.
ASERTO. 5771. V. Ascrcion.

ASERTORIO, V. Juramcnto.

ASESAR, vn. To become prudent, to acquire
prudence and discretion.

ASESINAR, va. 1. To assassinate, to murder trea-

cherously. 2. To betray the confidence ofan-

other, to be gujlty of a breach of trust.

ASESINATO, sm. 1. Assassination, the act of as-

sassinating. 2. Treachery, deceit, fraud.

ASESINO, sm. 1. Assassin, one who kills trea-

cherously. 2. Impostor, cheat, one who prac-
tises fraud, and betrays the confidence ofan-
other. 3. Small spot of black silk which la-

dies put near the corner of the eye.
ASESOR, RA, s. 1. A counsellor, adviser, conci-

liator. 2. Assessor, a lawyer appointed to as-

sist the ordinary judge with his advice in the
conduct of law proceedings.

ASESORARSE, vr. To take the assistance of

counsel, used of a judge who takes a lawyer
to assist him.

ASESORIA,S/. l.The office or place of an asses-

sor. 2. The pay and fees of an assessor. 3.

Tavern where wine is sold by small quantities.

ASESTADERO, sm. (Arag.) Place where a short

sleep is taken after dinner. [non.

ASESTADOR, sm. Gunner who points the can-

ASESTADURA, sf. Aim, the act of pointing the

cannon, or taking aim.

AsKSTAR,??a.l.Toaim,to point, to take aim. 2.

(Met.) To try to do some mischief toothers.

ASETADOR, sm. An instrument for polishing
iron. [tion.

ASKVERACION, sf. Asseveration, solemn affirma-

ASEVERADAMENTE, ad. V. Afirmativamente.
ASEVERAR, va. To asseverate, to affirm with

great solemnity, as upon oath. ,

ASFALTA, sm. Asphaltum, a kind of bitumen.

ASFODELO, sm. Asphodel. V. Gamon.
A'SGA, pres. subjunct. irreg. of Asir.

A'SGO. V. Asco.

Asi, ad. 1. So, thus, in this manner. 2. There-

fore, so that, also, equally. Asi lien, As well,
as much so, equally. Asi qua, So that, there-

fore. Es asi, 6 no es asi, Thus it is, or it is

not so. Asifuera yo santo, como fulano es

docto, IfI were as sure of being a saint, as he
is learned. 3. Followed immediately by como,
is equivalent to, in the same manner or pro-

portion, as Asi como la modestia atrae, asi

se huye la disolucion ; In the same propor-
tion that modesty attracts, dissoluteness de-

ters. But when the particle como is in the

second part of the sentence, asi is equal to.

so much. Asi, asi, So so ; middling. Asi quc

~lleg6 la noticia, As soon as the news arrived.

Asi que asi, It matters not, whether this or

that way. Asi que asd 6 asado, Let it be as

it will. Asi me estoy, It is all the same to

me. Como asi, Even so, just so, how so.

A'SIA, sf. A stone in Asia resembling pumice
ASIDERO, sTTi. t. Handle. 2. (Met.) Occasion

pretext. Asideros, (Naiit.) Ropes with which
vessels are hauled along the shore.

ASIDILLA, sf. V. Asldc.ro.
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ASIDO, IOA, pp. 1. Seized, grasped, laid hold of.

2. Fastened, tied, attached. Fulano estd asi-
do A su propia opinion, He is wedded to his
own opinion.

AsiDiro, DUA, a. Assiduous, constant in appli-
cation.

ASIENTO, sm. 1. Chair, bench, stool, or other
seat. 2. Seat in a tribunal or court of justice.
3. Spot on which a town or building is or was

standing. 4. Solidity of a building resulting
from the reciprocal pressure of the materials

upon each other. 5. Bottom of a vessel. G.

Sediment or lees of liquors. 7. Treaty. 8.

Contract for supplying an army, town,- &c.
with provisions, &c. 9. Entry, the act of re-

gistering or setting down in writing. 10.

Judgment, prudence, discretion. 11. District
of the mines in South America. 12. List, roll.

13. Sort of pearls, flat on one side and round
on the other. Hombre de asiento, A prudent
man. Asienios de popa, (Naiit.) Stern seats

in the cabin. Asiento del estdmago, Indiges-
tion, crudity. Asiento de mollno, Bed or
lowest stone in a mill. Dar 6 tomar asiento
en las cosas, To let things take a regular
course. Asicntos, posteriors, nates, seat ;

bindings at the wrists and necks of shirts.

ASIGNABLE, a. That which may be assigned.

ASIGNACION, sf. 1. Assignation, the act of as-

signing. 2. Distribution, partition. 3. Des-
tination.

ASIGNAR, va. To assign, to mark out, to deter-

mine, to ascribe, to attribute.

ASIGNATURA, sf. Catalogue of the lectures de-

livered in universities m the course of a year.

ASILLA, sf. 1. A small handle. 2. A slight pre-
text. pi. 1. Clavicles, the collar bones of
the breast. 2. Small hooks or keys employ-
ed in the different parts of an organ.

AsiLO,sm. 1. Asylum, sanctuary, place of shel-

ter and refuge. 2. (Met.) Protection, sup-

port, favour. 3. (Ant.) A sea-insect which

pursues the tunny fish.

ASIMESMO, ad. V.Asimismo.

ASIMIENTO, sm. 1. Grasp, the act of seizing or

grasping. 2. Attachment, affection.

ASIMIL!R, vn. To resemble, to be like, to have
likeness to.

ASIMILATIVO, VA, a. Assimilating, that which
has the power of rendering one thing like

another. [ner.

ASIMISMO, ad. Exactly so, in the same man-

ASIMPLADO, DA, a. Having the air of a simple-
ton, or silly person.

ASIN Y ASINA, ad. (Ar.) V. Asi.

ASINAR, va. (Ant.) V. Asignar.
ASINARIAS, sf. pi. Birds, in Brasil, which are

(

:

very ugly, and whose voice resembles the I

braying of an ass.

ASISI.NO, NA, . Asinine, belonging to an ass.

ASIR, va. To grasp or seize with the hand. vn.

To strike or take root. vr. To dispute, to

contend, to rival. Asirse de alguna cosa, To
avail one's self of an opportunity to do or

say something.
ASISIA, sf. (For.) Part of law proceedings con-

taining the depositions of witnesses.

ASISON, 5777. (Extrem.) Bird belonging to the

family offrancolins.
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ASISTENCIA, sf. 1. Actual presence. 2. Reward
or recompense gained by personal attend-

ance. 3. Assistance, favour, aid. .islsttncia

de SevillU) Appellation given to the chief

magistracy of Seville. JSsistencias, Allow-
ance made to any one for his subsistence,

maintenance, or support.
ASISTENTA, sf. 1. The wife of the chief magis-

trate of Seville. 2. Servant maid who waits

on the maids of honour at court, and also on

religious women of any of the military orders

in their convents.

ASISTENTE, sm. 1. Assistant, he who assists. 2
The chief officer ofjustice at Seville.

ASISTIR, vn. 1. To be present, to assist. 2. To
live in a house or frequent it much. va. 1.

To accompany one in the execution of some

public act. 2. To serve or act provisionally
in the room of another. 3. To attend a sick

person.
A'SMA, sf. Asthma, diseased respiration.

ASMADERO, RA, a. (Ant.) Discerning, intellec-

tual, [to compare.
ASMAR, va. (Ant.) To consider ; to estimate

;

ASMATICO, CA, a. Asthmatic, troubled with the
asthma.

A'SNA, sf. A she ass. A'snas, Rafters or secon-

dary timbers let into the great or ridge-beam
of the roof of a house.

ASNADA, sf. A brutal action.

ASNADOS, sm. pi. Large pieces of timber, with
which the sides and shafts in mines are se-

cured. [Brutal.

ASNAL, a. 1. Asinine, relating to an ass. 2.

AsNALES,s/. pi. Stockings larger and stronger
than the common sort. [an ass.

ASNALMENTE, ad. 1. Foolishly. 2. Mounted on
ASNAZO, sm. 1. A large jack-ass. 2. (Met.) A

brutish ignorant fellow.

ASNERIA, sf. (Joe.) Stud of asses.

ASNERO, sm. (Ant.) Ass-keeper.
ASNICO, CA, s. 1. A little ass. 2. Andiron, irons

at the end of a fire-gate in which the spit
turns. [a ruinous building.

ASNIM.A,S/. Stanchion or prop which supports
ASNILLO, LLA, s. A little ass. Asnillo, Gras-

hopper, field-cricket. [ass.

ASKING, NA, a. (Joe.) Asinine, resembling an
A'SNO, sm. 1. Ass, an animal of burthen. 2.

(Met.) A dull, stupid, heavy fellow. Asno de

muchos,lolosle comen, (Prov.) Every body's
business is nobody's business. El hijo del
asno dos veccs rozna al dia, (Prov.) Birds of
a feather flock together. JVo se hizo la miel

para fa boca del asno, (Prov.) It is not for
asses to lick honey ; we should not throw
pearls before swine.

ASOBARCADO, sm. A porter.

ASOBARCAR, va. To lift a weighty thing up
from the ground with one hand.

ASOBINARSE, vr. To fall down with a burthen
so that the head comes between the fore feet

;

applied to beasts of burthen.
[gish.

ASOCARRONADO, DA, a. Crafty, cunning, wag-
ASOCIACIO.V Y ASOCIAMIENTO, sf. Association,

the act of
associating.

ASOCIADO, sm. Associate who accompanies an-
other with equal authority to execute a com-
mission.

ASOCIAR, to,. To take an associate. vr. To as-

sociate or unite with another.-

ASOHORA. ad. (Ant.) Suddenly, unexpectedly.
ASOLACIOJI Y ASOLADURA, sf. Desolation, de-

vastation.

ASOLAPOR, RA, s. Destroyer, one who desolates.

ASOLAMIENTO, sm. Depopulation, destruction.

ASOLANAR, va. To parch or dry up : applied to

easterly winds.

ASOLAR, va. To level with the ground, to de-

stroy, to devastate. vr. To settle and get
clear

; applied to liquors.

ASOLEAR, va. To sun, to expose to the sun. vr.

To be sun-burnt, or discoloured by the sun.

Asor.vAMiENTo.STO.Stoppage, the act ofstopping
ASOLVARSE, vr. To be stopped ; spoken ofpipes,

canals, &c. through which water is running.
ASOMADA, sf. 1. Appearance, apparition, the act

of appearing for a short time. 2. (Ant.) The
spot whence any object is first seen or descri-

ASOMADO, DA, a. Fuddled, half seas over. [ed.

ASOMAR, vn. 1. To begin to appear, to become
visible. Asoma el dia, The day begins to

peep. 2. (Naut.) To loom. va. To show a

thing, to make it appear. Asom6 la cabeza a
la ventana, I put my head out of the window.

vr. To be flustered with wine, [frightened.

ASOMBRADIZO, ZA, a. Fearful, timid, easily

AsoMBRADOR,sm. Terrifier, one who frightens.

AsoMBRAMiENTO,sm. V. Asombro.

ASOMBRAR, va. 1. To frighten, to terrify. 2. To
astonish, to cause admiration. 3. (Poet.) To
shade, to darken, to obscure. vr. To take

fright ; applied to a horse.

ASOMBRO, sm. 1. Dread, fear, terror. 2. Amaze-

ment, astonishment, high degree of admira-
tion, [amazing.

ASOMBROSO, SA, . Wonderful, astonishing,

ASOMO, sm. 1. Mark, token, sign, indication. 2.

Supposition, conjecture, surmise. JVt par
asomo, Not in the least, by no means.

ASONADIA, sf. (Ant.) Tumultuous hostility.

ASONANCIA, sf. 1. Assonance, consonance. 2.

Harmony or connexion of one tiling with
another.

ASONANTAR, va. (Poet.) To mix assonant with
consonant verses, in Spanish poetry, which is

inadmissible in modern verse.

ASOJTAVTE, a. Assonant, last word in a Spanish
verse vhose accented vowel is the same as
the preceding, as mildncs, azdtes.

ASONAR, vn. 1. To be assonant, to accord. 2.

(Ant.) To unite in riots and tumultuous as-

semblies.

ASORDAR, va. (Ant.) To deafen with noise.

ASOSIEGO, (Ant.) V. Sosiego. [ed cellars.

ASOTANAR, va. To vault, to make vaults or arch-

A'SPA, sf. 1. Cross, a frame formed by two
cross sticks in the shape of an X. 2. Reel, a

turning frame, on which yarn is wound into

skeins or hanks. 3. Wings of a wind-mill.

Aspa de cuenta, A clock-reel. Jlspa de San
rfndres, Coloured cross on the yellow cloaks
of penitents by the Inquisition.

ASPADO, DA, a. 1. Having the arms extended
in the form of a cross, by way of penance or

mortification. 2. (Met.) Having one's arms

confined, and their movements obstructed, by
tight clothes.
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ASPA DOH, 577i. Reel, a revolving wheel on which

yarn is wound. [thread or silk.

ASPADOR, RA, s. Reeler, one who reels yarn,
AspALATo,sm. (Bot.) Rosewood. AspalathusL.
AspALTo,sm. 1. Asphaltos. 2. V. Espalto.
ASPAMIENTO. V. Aspaviento .

ASPAR, va. 1. To reel, to gather yarn off the

spindle, and form it into skeins. 2. To cru-

cify. 3. (Met.) To vex or mortify, Asparse
a gritos, To hoot, to cry out with vehemence.

ASPAVIENTO, sm. 1. Dread, fear, consternation.
2. Astonishment, admiration, expressed in

confused and indistinct words. Aspavientos,
Boasts, brags, bravadoes.

ASPECTO, sm. 1. Sight, appearance. 2. Aspect,
countenance. 3. Situation or position of a

building. 4. Relative position of stars and

planets. A1

primer aspccto, 6 al primer as-

pecto, At first sight. Tener buen 6 mat as-

pccto, To have a good or bad aspect.

A'SPERAMENTE, ad. Rudely, in a harsh manner.

ASPEREAR, vn To imbitter, to render rough
and acrid to the taste. va. (Ant.) To exas-

perate, to irritate.

ASPERETE, a. V. Aspcrillo.

ASPEREZA,S/. 1. Asperity, the quality of being
harsh to the taste and hearing. 2. Rough-
ness, ruggedness, inequality, or unevenness
of the ground. 3. Austerity, sourness, rigour,
or harshness of temper.

ASPERGES, sm. A Latin word, used for aspersion
or sprinkling. Quedarse aspe.rges, To be frus-

trated or disappointed in one's expectations.
ASPERIEGA,S/". A sour apple of the pippin kind.

ASPERILLO, IXA, a. Tart, sourish, like unripe
fruit. [vant.

A'SPERO, sm. A silver coin current in the Le-

A'SPERO, RA, a. 1. Rough, rugged, uneven. 2.

(Met.) Harsh and unpleasing to the taste or
ear. 3. (Met.) Severe, rigid, austere. Aspera
artiria. V. Traquiarteria.

ASPERON, sm. Grindle-stone or grind-stone.
ASPERSION, sf. Aspersion, the act of sprinkling.

ASPERSORIO, sm. Instrument with which holy
water is sprinkled in the church.

A'SPID Y A'SPIDE, sm. 1. Aspic, a small kind of

serpents. Coluber aspis L. 2. Sort of culverin.
3. (Met.) Person of a very choleric temper.

ASPIRACION, sf. 1. Aspiration, the act of aspir-

ing, or desiring something high. 2. Pronunci-
ation ofa vowel with full breath. 3. (Mus.) A
short pause which gives only time to breathe.

ASPIRADAMENTE, ad. With aspiration.

ASPIRANTE, pa. Aspirant.
ASPIRAR, va. 1. To inspire the air, to draw in

the breath. 2. To aspire, to wish ardently
for an employment or dignity. 3. To pro-
nounce with full breath.

ASQUEAR, va. To consider with disgust or dis-

like, to disdain.

ASQUEROSAMENTE, ad. Nastily, nauseously.
ASQUEROSIDAD, sf. Nastiness, filthiness.

ASQ.UEROSO, SA, a. 1. Nasty, filthy, nauseously
impure. 2. Loathsome, fastidious, squeamish.

A'STA, sf. 1. Lance, a long spear with a sharp
point. 2. Part of the deer's head which bears
the antlers. 3. Handle of a pencil, brush. 4.

(Naut.) Staff or light pole erected in different

parts of the ship, on which the colours are dis-
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played. Asta de bandera de popa, Ensign-
staff. Asta de bandera dc proa, Jack-staff.

Asta de tope, Flag-staff. Asta de bomla,
Pump-spear. Astas, Horns of animals, as

bulls, &c. Darse de las astas, To snap and

carp at each other.

ASTACO, sm. Lobster, crayfish or crawfish.
AsxAoo 6 ASTERO, sm. Roman pikeman or

lancer.

ASTER, sm. (Bot.) Star-wort.

ASTERIA, sf. 1. Star-stone, a kind of precious
stone. 2. Cat's eye, a sort of false opal.

AsTERisco,sm. 1. Asterisk, a mark in printing
in the form of a small star. 2. (Bot.) Oxeye'.
Buphthalmum L. [tion.

ASTERISMO, sm. (Ant.) Asterism, a constella-

ASTIL, sm. 1. Handle of an axe, hatchet, &c. 2.

Shaft of an arrow. 3. Beam of a balance. 4.

Any thing which serves to support another.

ASTILICO, sm. A small handle.

ASTILLA, sf. 1. Chip of wood, splinter of timber.
2. (Ant.) Reed or comb of a loom. 3. Astilla

muerta de un baxel, (Naut.) The dead rising
of the floor-timbers of a ship. De tal, palu, tal

astilla, (Prov.) A chip of the same block.

ASTILLAR, va. To chip, to cut into small pieces.

ASTILLAZO, sm. 1. Crack, the noise produced
by a splinter being torn from a block. 2.

(Met.) The damage which results from an

enterprise to those who have not been its

principal authors and promoters.
ASTILLEJOS, sm. pi. (Astr.) Castor and Pollux,
two brilliant stars in the sign Gemini.

ASTILLERO, sm. 1. Rack on which lances, spears,

pikes, &c. are placed. 2. One who makes
reeds or combs for looms. 3. Astillero de con-

struccion, Ship-wright's yard, dock-yard. 4.

(Ant.) Bottom ofthe ship. Poner en astillero,

(Met.) To place one in an honourable post.
ASTILLICA Y AsTiLtfrA, sf. A small chip.

ASTRAGALO, sm. 1. (Arq.) Astragal, a little

round member, in form of a ring, serving as

an ornament at the tops and bottoms of co-

lumns. 2. (Artil.) A kind of ring or moulding
on a piece of ordnance, at about half a foot

distance from the mouth, serving
as an orna-

ment to the piece. 3. (Bot.) Milk-vetch.

ASTRAL, a. That which belongs to the stars, or

bears a relation to them.

ASTRANCIA, sf. (Bot.) Master-wort.
ASTRICCION Y ASTRINGENCIA, s/. Astriction,

compression.
ASTRICTIVO, VA, a. Astrictive, styptic.

ASTRICTO, TA, a. 1. Contracted, compressed. 2.

Determined, resolved. [stars.

ASTRIFERO, RA, (Poet.) Starry, sideral, full of

ASTRINGENTE, a. Astringent. [press.

ASTRINGIR, a. To astringe, to contract, to com-

A'STRO, sm. 1. Luminous body of the heavens,
such as the sun, moon, and stars. 2. Illustri-

ous person of uncommon merit.

ASTROLABIO, sm. Astrolabe, an instrument

chiefly used for taking the altitude of stars

at sea. [telling things by the stars.

ASTROLOGIA, sf. Astrology, the practice offore-

ASTROI.OGICO, CA, Y AsTRor.ooo, a. Astrologi-

cal, that which belongs to astrology.

ASTROLOGO, sm. Astrologer, one who professes
to foretel future events by the star*.
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L, sf. Astronomy, a mixed mathe-
matical science teaching the knowledge of

celestial bodies, their magnitudes, motions,

distances, periods, eclipses, and order.

AsTRox6Mico, CA, a. Astronomical, that which

belongs to astronomy.
ASTROS-OHIO, sm. Astronomer, one who studies

the celestial motions.

ASTROSAMEXTE, ad. Slovenly, in a coarse, slut-

tish manner.

ASTROSO, SA, a. 1. Indecent, sordid, base, vile.

2. (Ant.) Unfortunate.

ASTUCIA, sf. Cunningness, craftiness, slyness.

ASTURIO.V, sm. Ponv, a small horse.

ASTUTAMENTE, ad. Cunningly, in a sly artful

manner.

ASTUTO, TA, a. Cunning, sly, crafty.

AsrBiAR, vn. (Burg.) To guard against the rain.

ASUETO, sm. Holyday for schoolboys and stu-

dents
;
vacation.

AsuLcAR. V. Surcar.

ASUMIR, va. To ascend, to assume any dignity.
vr. V. Arrogarse.

ASUNCION, sf. 1. Assumption, the act of taking

any thing to one's self. 2. Elevation to a

higher dignity. 3. Ascent of the Holy Virgin
to heaven.

stfNTO, sm. Subject, the matter treated upon.
ASURAMIENTO, sm. Ustion, the act of burning,

and the state of being burnt.

ASURARSE, vr. 1. To be burnt in the pot or

pan ; applied to meat. 2. To be parched with

drought ; applied to fields.

SCRCAR, va. To furrow sown land for the pur-
pose of rooting out the weeds.

SURE/, sm. The son of Suero, ancient patro-

nymic, usual in Spain.
Asuso, ad. (Ant.) Upwards ;

above.

ASUSTAR, va. To frighten, to terrify. vr. To
be frightened or struck with fear."

A'TA, prep. (Ant.) V. Hasta,

'ATABAcAoo, DA, a. Having the colour of to-

bacco.

ATABAL, sm. 1. Kettle-drum. 2. Atabalero.

ATABALEAR, vn. To imitate the noise of kettle-

drums. [drum.
ATABALEJO 6 ATABALiLLo,sm. A small kettle-

ATABAI.ERO, sm. Kettle-drum player.
ATABANADO, DA, a. Having white spots about

the head, neck, and flanks ; applied to horses.

ATABARDILLADO, DA, a. Applied to diseases of
the nature of spotted fevers.

ATABE, sm. A small vent or spiracle left in wa-

terpipes.

ATABERNADO, DA, a. Retailed in taverns
; ap-

plied to wine and other liquors.

ATABLADERA,^/*. Roller, machine for levelling
the soil.

ATABI.AR, ra. To level land sown with corn by |

means of a levelling board (on which the

driver stands), drawn by two horses, like a
harrow.

ATACADERA, sf. Rammer used in splitting
stones with gunpowder.

ATACADO, DA, pp. 1. Attacked. 2. (Met.) Irre-

solute, not constant in purpose,
not determin-

ed. 3. (Met.) Close, miserable, narrow-mind-
ed. Calzas atncadas, Breeches formerly worn
in Spain, which covered the legs and thighs.'

FFombre de colzas atacadas, A strict observer
of old customs, and rigid in his proceedings.

ATACADOR, sm. 1. Aggressor, he that invades or

attacks. 2. Ramrod or rammer, an instrument
with which the charge is forced into guns.

ATACADURA v ATACAMIENTO, s. Stricture, act

and effect of tightening.

ATACAR, va. 1. To fit clothes tight to the body,
to lace them very close. 2. To force the

charge into fire-arms with a ramrod. 3. To
attack, to assault. Atacar bien la plaza,

(Joe.) To cram or stuff gluttonously.
ATACHONADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Buttoned, laced.

ATADERAS, sf. pi. Garters.

ATAUERO, sm.. \. Cord or rope, with which

something may be tied. 2. The place where
a thing is tied. JVo tener atadero, To have
neither head nor tail

; applied to a speech or

discourse. [eel.

ATADIJO, sm. An ill-shaped little bundle or par-
ATADITO, TA, a. Somewhat cramped or con-

tracted.

ATADO, sm. Bundle, parcel. Atado de r.cbollas,
A string of onions. [rassed.

DA, a. Pusillanimous, easily embar-

ATADOR, sm. 1. He who ties. 2. A man who
binds sheaves of corn ; a binder.

ATADURA, sf. 1. Alligation, the act of tyinor to-

gether. 2. (Ant.) tic, fastening. 3. (Met.)
Union, connexion. Ataduras de galeotes y
prcsos, A number of prisoners tied together,
to be conducted to the galleys.

ATAFAGAR, va. 1. To stupify, to deprive of the
use of the senses. 2. (Met.) To tease, to mo-
lest by incessant importunity.

ATAFETANADO, DA, a. Resembling tiffany, a

light thin silk. [saddle.

ATAHARRE, sm. The broad crupper of a pack
ATAHORMA, sf. (Orn.) Osprey, a kind of sea-

eagle. Falco ossifragus L.

ATAIFOR 6 ATAIFORICO, sm. (Ant.) Round ta-

ble
; deep plate.

ATAIRAR, va. To cut mouldings in the pannels
and frames of doors and windows.

ATAIRE, sm. Moulding in the pannels and
frames of doors and windows.

ATAJADfzo,sm. Partition of boards, linen, &c.

by which a place or ground is divided into

separate parts. Atajadizo de la caxa de agua,
(Na6t.) The manger-board.

ATAJADOR, sm. 1. One that intercepts or stops
a passage, or obstructs the progress of an-

other. 2. (Ant. Mil.) Scout. 3. Atajador de

ganado, A sheep thief.

ATAJAR, vn. To go the shortest way ; to cut off

part of the road. va. 1. To overtake flying
beasts or men, by cutting off part of the road,
and thus getting before them. 2. To divide or

separate by partitions. 3. To intercept, stop,
or obstruct the course of a thing. 4. Atajar
ganado, To steal sheep. 5. Atajar la tierra,
To reconnoitre the ground. vr. To be con-

founded with shame,dread, or reverential fear.

ATAjo, sm. 1. Cut by which a road or path is

shortened. 2. Partition, division. 3. A sepa-
rate part of a flock. 4. Ward or guard, made
by a weapon in fencing. 5. Expedient, conve-

n'iency. JYo hay atajo sin trabajo, There is

no conveniency without some inconveniency.
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6. Obstruction. Salir al altajo, To interrupt
another's speech, and anticipate in a few
words what he was going to say in many,

ATAL, a. (Ant.) V. Tal.

ATALADRAR, va. (Ant.) To bore. V. Taladrar.

ATALANTA, sf. (Ant.) Fixed and coagulated
sulphur.

ATALANTAR, va. To stun, to stupify. vn. To
agree, to accord, to be pleased.

AxAtAvA, sf. 1. Watch-tower, which overlooks
the adjacent country and sea-coast. 2. Height,
whence a considerable track of country may
be overlooked. 3. Guard, placed in a watch-
tower to keep a watchful eye over the adja-
cent country and sea-coast.

ATAI.AYADOR, RA, s. 1. Guard or sentry station-

ed in a watch-tower. 2. (Met.) Observer ; in-

vestigator.

ATALAYAR, va. 1. To overlook and observe the

country and sea-coast from a watch-tower or

eminence. 2. To spy or pry into the actions

of others.

ATALVINA, sf. V. Talvina.

ATAMBIEN, ad. V. Tambien.

ATAMIENTO, sm. J. Pusillanimity, meanness of

spirit. 2. Embarrassment, perplexity.
ATAN, ad. (Ant.) V. Tan.

ATANASIA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Tansy. Tanacetum vul-

gare L. 2. (Imprent.) A sort of types, be-

tween Pica and English Roman.
ATANCARSE, vr. To be embarrassed or perplex-

ed
; to stop short.

ATASES, ad. (Ant.) V. Hasta.

ATANOR, sm. (And.) A siphon or tube for con-

veying water.

AT.Y.N^UIA, sf. 1. Depilatory, a sort ofointment,
made up of unslaked lime, oil, &.c. to take

away hair
; mixture of orpiment and lime. 2.

Refuse of silk which cannot be spun.
ATASTO, (Ant.) V. TV [tain.

ATANER, v. imp. (Ant.) To belong, to apper-
ATAPA^R, va. (Ant.) V. Tapar.
ATAQ.UE, sm. 1. Attack. 2. Trenches, made to

cover troops, which besiege a place. 3. Fit

of the palsy, an apoplectic fit. 4. (Met.) Ver-
bal dispute.

ATAQUIZA, sf. The act of provining or laying a

branch of a vine in the ground to take root.

ATAQUIZAR, va. To provine or lay a branch of

a vine in the ground to take root.

AT^R, va. 1. To tie, to bind, to fasten. 2.

(Met.) To deprive of motion, to stop. Atar
bien su dedo, To take care of one's self, to be

attentive to one's own interest. Al atar de

los trapos, At the close of the accounts. Lo-
co de atar, A fool, that should wear a strait-

waistcoat. Atatela al dedo. Tie it to the

finger ;
said to ridicule a person led by vision-

ary expectations. vr. 1. To be embarrassed
or perplexed, to be at a loss how to extricate

one's self from some difficulties. 2. To con-

fine one's self to some certain subject or mat-
ter Marse a la letra, To stick to the letter

of the text. Marse las manos, To tie one's

self down by promise.
ATARACKA y ATARACE, 5. Marquetry, chequer-

ed work, wood, or other matter inlaid or va-

riegated. [ga^e -

ATARACEAR, va. To chequer, to inlay or varie-

ATARAVTADO, DA, a. 1. Bit by a tarantula. 2.

Having a tremulous head and hand, as if bit

by a tarantula. 3. (Met.) Surprised, astonish-

ed, amazed.
ATARAZANA 6 ATARAZANAT,, s. 1. Arsenal, a

public dock-yard. 2. Shed in rope-walks, for

the spinners to work under cover. 3. Cellar,
where wine is kept in casks.

ATARAZAR, va. To bite or wound with the teeth.

ATARDE, ad. (Ant.) In the evening. V. Tarde.

ATARE.ADO, DA, a. Busied, occupied ; tasked.

ATAREAR, va. To task, to impose a task. rr.

To labour or work with great application.

ATARO.UINAR, va. To bemire, to cover with
mire. vr. To be bemoiled, to be covered
with mire. [before it is nailed.

ATARRAGA.R, va. To fit a shoe to a horse's foot

ATARRAJAR, va. To form the thread of a screw,
to make a screw with a screw-plate.

ATARCGADO, DA, a. (Fam.) Abashed, ashamed.

ATARUGAMIENTO, sm. (Vulg.) Act and effect of

wedging.
ATARUGAR, va. 1. To fasten or straiten with

wedges. 2. To stop with wedges. 3. (Met.)
To silence one, so that he does not know
what to answer.

ATARXEA, sf. 1. A small vault made of brick,
over the pipes ofan aqueduct, to prevent them
from receiving any hurt. 2. A small sewer
or drain for carrying off the filth of houses.

ATASAJADO, DA, a. Stretched across a horse.

ATASAJAR, va. To cut meat into small pieces,
and dry it by the sun, in imitation of hung-
beef.

ATASCADERO, sm. 1. A deep miry place, in

which carriages, horses, &c. stick fast. 2.

(Met.) Obstruction, impediment.
ATASCAR, va. l.(Naut.)Tostop or father aleak.

2. (Met.) To throw an obstacle in the way of

some undertaking to prevent its being carried

into effect. vr. 1. To stick in a deep miry
place. 2. (Met.) To stop short in a speech or

discourse, without being able to proceed.
ATAT^D, sm. 1. Coffin in which dead bodies are

put into the ground. 2. (Ant.) A measure for

corn. [fin.

ATAUDADO, DA, a. Made in the shape of a cof-

AuxfA, sf. Damaskening, the art or act of

adorning gold, silver, or steel, with inlaid

work of various colours. [shion.

ATAUXIADO, DA, a. Worked damaskening fa-

ATAVIAR, va. To dress out, to trim, to adorn,
to embellish.

ATAVILLAR, va. (Arag.) To unfold a piece of

cloth so that the selvages are open to view
on both sides. [son.

ATAVIO, sm. The dress and ornament of a per-
ATAXEA Y AxAxfA, sf. V. Atarxea
AX

TE, prep. (Ant.) V. Ante.

ATEDIARSE, vr. To be disgusted or displeased,
to consider with disgust.

ATEISMO,S/TI. Atheism or disbelief of God.

ATEISTA, sm. Atheist, one who denies the ex-

istence of God.
ATEMORI/AU Y ATEMORAR, va. To terrify, to

strike with terror.

ATEMPA, sf. Pasture in plains and open fields.

ATEMPERACION, sf. The act and effect of tem-

pering.
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ATEMPERAR, va. 1. To temper, to form metals

to a proper degree of hardness. 2. To soften

to mollify, to assuage. 3. To accommodate
to modify.

ATEMPLAR, va. (Ant.) V. Templar, [by turns

ATEMPORADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Alternate, serving
ATKNACF,AR 6 ATENAZAR, va. To tear off the

flesh with pincers.

ATENCION,S/. 1. Attention, the act of being at

tentive. 2. Civility, complaisance. 3. (In th

wool-trade) A contract of sale, whereby the

price of wool is not determined, but left tc

be regulated by what is paid by others. ?

atencwn, Attending ; in consideration.

ATENDER, vn. 1. To attend or be attentive, t

fix the mind upon a subject 2. To expect, t

wait or stay for.

ATENEDOR, sm. (Ant.) Partisan, sectarian.

ATENER, vn. 1. To walk at the same pace will

another. 2. To guard, to observe. vr. To
stick or adhere to one for greater security.

ATENTACION, sf. Procedure contrary to the or

der and form prescribed by the laws.

ATENTAUAMENTE,/W/.. 1. Prudently, considerate

ly. 2. Contrary to law.

ATENTADO, DA, a. 1. Discreet, prudent, mode
rate. 2. Done without noise, and with greal

circumspection.
ATENTADO, sm. 1. Proceeding of a judge nol

warranted by the law. 2. Excess, transgres
sion, offence.

ATENTAMENTE, ad. 1. Attentively, with atten-

tion. 2. Civilly, politely.

ATENTAR, va. 1. To attempt to commit any
crime. 2. To try with great circumspection
3. To encamp. vr. To proceed with the ut-

most circumspection in the execution of an

enterprise.

ATENTO, TA, a. 1. Attentive, bent upon a thi

2. Polite, civil. Atento, In consideration.

ATESUACION, sf. Attenuation, the act of making
thin or slender. [diminish, to lessen

ATENUAR, va. To render thin and slender ; to

ATEO, sm. V. Meista.

ATERCIANADO, DA, a. Afflicted with a tertian

or intermitting fever. [velvet

ATERCIOPELADO, DA, a. Velvet-like, resembling
ATERICIARSE. V. Jltiriciarsc.

ATERILLADO, DA, a. Crumbled or sifted fine.

ATERiMiE.\TO,S7tt. Act ofgrowing stiffwith cold

ArERfRSE, vr. To grow stiff with cold.

ATERRAMIENTO, sm. I. Ruin, destruction. 2.

Terror, communication of fear.

ATERRAR, va. 1. To destroy, to pull or strike

down ; to prostrate. 2. To terrify, to apf
to cause terror or dismay. vr. (Naut.) To
stand in shore, to keep the land on board.

AXERROXARSE, vr. To clod, to gather into con-

cretions, to coagulate.
ATERRORIZAR, va. To frighten, to terrify.

ATESAR, va. 1. To harden or stiffen a thing. 2.

(Naut.) To haul taught.
AXESORAR, va. 1. To treasure or hoard up

riches. 2. To possess many amiable qualities
and perfections.

AXESTACION, sf. Attestation, certificate.

AxEsxAoo, DA, a. Attested, witnessed.

ATESXADOS, sm.pl. Certificates, testimonials.

ATESTADURA, sf. 1. The act of cramming, or

stuffing. 2. Must, poured into pipes and butts,
to supply the soak'age. [stuffing.

ATESTAMIENTO, sm. The act of cramming or

ATESTAR, va. 1. To cram, to stuff. 2. To fill up
pipes or butts of wine. 3. To attest, to wit-
ness.

AXESTIGUACION, sf. Deposition upon oath.

ATESTIGUAR, va. To depose, to witness, to at-

test, to affirm as a witness. Mestiguar con

alguno, To cite or summon one as a witness.

ATETADO, DA, a. Mammillated, mammiform.
AXEXAR, va. To suckle, to give suck.

ATETILLAR, va. To dig a trench around the
roots of trees, leaving the soil against their

trunks. [ening.
ATEZAMIENTO, sm. The act and effect of black-

ATEZAR, va. To blacken, to make black. vr.

To grow black.

ATIBORRAR, va. I. To stuff or pack up close

with locks of wool, tow, &c. 2. To cram with
victuals.

A'TICISMO, 5m. 1. Atticism, a concise manner
of speech, used by the Athenians. 2. Nice,

witty and polite joke.
A'TICO, CA, a. 1. Attic, elegant, poignant ; ap-

plied to wit and humour. 2. Superior to ob-

jection or confutation. Testigo dtico, An irre-

fragable witness. 3. Upper part of a building.
ATICURGA, sf. Base of an attic column.
A x

TIENTAS, ad. In the dark, at random.

ATIESAR, va. To make hard or stiff.

ATIFLE, sm. An instrument in the shape of a

trevet, which potters place between earthen

Is, to prevent them from sticking to each
other in the kiln or oven, [the skin of a tiger.

AXIGRADO, DA, a. Tiger-coloured, resembling
AxiLDADtiRA, sf. 1. Dress, attire, ornament. 2.

Culture of the mind, good breeding. 3. Punc-
tuation.

ATILDAR, va. 1. To put a dash or stroke over a

letter. 2. To censure the speeches and actions

of others. 3. To deck, to dress, to adorn.

ATINADAMENTE, ad. 1. Cautiously, judiciously,
prudently. 2. Pertinently, appositely, to the

purpose.
ATIN^R, vn. 1. To touch the mark, to reach the

point. 2. To hit upon a thing by conjecture.
ATINCAR, sm. Tincal

; when refined, it is the
Borax of commerce.

ATIPLAR, va. To raise the sound ofa musical in-

strument. vr. To grow very sharp or acute ;

applied to the sound of a musical instrument.

ATIRANTAR, ra. To fix collar beams in a building.
ATIRICIARSE, vr. To grow jaundiced, to be in-

fected with the jaundice.
ATISBADOR, RA, s. A person who pries into the

business and actions of others.

ATISBADURA, sf. The act of prying into the

business and actions of others. [closely.

ATISBAR, va. To scrutinize, to pry, to examino

ATISUADO, DA, a. Tissue-like, made tissue-fa-

shion, [cites.

ATIZADERO, sm. Exciter, the thing which e.t-

ATIZADOR, RA, s. 1. One who stirs up or incites

others. 2. Poker, an instrument to stir the
fire. 3. (In Oil-mills) The person who puts
the olives under the mill-stone. 4. (In Glass-

houses) He who supplies the furnace with
wood or coals.
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ATIZAR, vet. 1. To stir the fire with a. poker.
2. (Met.) To stir up or rouse and incite the

passions. Atizar la Idmpara 6 el candil, To
raise the lamp wick, and fill it with oil. Ati-

zar la Idmpara, (Joe.) To fill the glasses.
Pedro par quc atiza ? For gozar de la ce-

niza, (Prov.) Why does Peter sow ? Because
he expects to reap.

ATIZONAR, va. To join bricks and stones close

together, and fill up the chinks in a wall

with mortar and brick bats. vr. To be

smutted
; applied to grain.

ATLA.NTE, sm. He who bears the weight of go-
vernment, in allusion to Atlas. Mantes,
(Arq.) Figures or half figures of men, some-
times used instead of columns.

ATLANTICO, CA, a. Atlantic. Mar Atlantico,
The Atlantic Ocean.

A'TLAS, sm. 1. Atlas, a collection of maps. 2.

(Anat.) The first vertebra or joint of the

neck. 3. (Com.) A kind of rick silk manu
factured in the East Indies.

ATLETA, sm. Wrestler, he who wrestles.

ATLETICO, CA, a. Athletic, belonging to wres-

tling ;
robust.

ATMOSFERA, sf. Atmosphere, the air which en-

compasses the earth, and carries off vapours
ATMOSFERICO, CA, a. Atmospherical, belonging

to the atmosphere.
ATOAR, va. (Naut.) To tow or haul a vessel

through the water by the help of a rope.

ATOBAR, va. To astonish, to cause admiration

ATOCHA, sf. (Bot.) Feathergrass, bass-weed

Stipa tenacissima L.

ATOCHA^L 6 ATOCHAR, sm. A field where bass-

weed grows.
ATOCHAR, va. To fill with bass-weed.

ATOCINADO, DA, a. (Vulg.) Corpulent, fat

fleshy.

ATOCIN^R, va. 1. To cut up a pig into parts fit

for salting and drying. 2. (Met.) To assassi-

nate or murder in a perfidious manner. vr

(Vulg.) To swell with anger and rage, to be

exasperated.
A ;

TOLE,SW. A liquor much drank in Mexico
extracted from Indian corn in its milky state

and mixed with other ingredients.
ATOLLADERO, sm. 1. A deep miry place. 2

(Met.) Obstacle, impediment, obstruction.

ATOLLAR, vn. To fall into the mire, to stick in

the mud. vr. (Met.) To be involved in great
difficulties. [and effect of stupifying

ATOLONDRAMIENTO, sm. Stupefaction, the acl

ATOLONDRAR, va. To stun, to stupify, to ren

der stupid. vr. To be stupified, to grow dul

or stupid. [mirse
ATOMECERSK 6 ATOMESCERSE, (Ant.) V. Entu
ATOMISTA, sm. Atomist, one who holds the ato

mical philosophy, or the system of atoms.

ATOMISTICO, CA, a. Atomical, consisting of

atoms.

A'TOMO, sm. \. Atom, such a small particle as

cannot be physically divided. 2. Any thing

extremely small. JVo exr.cder en un dtomo,
To stick closely to one's orders and instruc-

tions. Repardr en un dtomo, To remark the

minutest actions. Jltomos, Minute parts seen

by a solar ray in any place.
ATONDAR, va. To spur a horse.
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, TA, a. Astonished, amazed. [ner.

ATONTADAMENTE,ad!. Foolishly, in a stupid man-
ATONTAMIENTO,STO. The act of stupifying, and

state of being stupified.

ATONTA.R, va. To stun, to stupify. vr. To be

stupid, to grow stupid.
ATORA, sf. (Ant.) Law of Moses.

ATORAR, vn. 1. To stick in the mire. 2. To fit

closely the bore of a cannon ; applied to a
ball.

ATORDECER, va. (Ant.) V. Aturdir.

ATORMECER, (Ant.) V. Adormecer,

ATORMENTADAMENTE, ad. Anxiously, torment-

ingly. [ments or gives pain.
ATORMENTADOR, RA, s. Tormentor, one who tor-

ATORMENTAR, va. 1. To torment, to give pain
2. (Met.) To cause affliction, pain, or vexa-
tion. 3vTo rack or torment by the rack, to
obtain a confession of the truth.

ATOROZONARSE, vr. To suffer gripes or colic ;

applied to saddle horses.

ATORTOLAR, va. To confound, to intimidate.

vr. To be frightened or intimidated, like a
turtle.

ATORTORAR, va. (Naut.) To frape a ship, to

strengthen the hull with ropes tied round it.

ATORTUJAR, va. (Vulg.) To squeeze, to make
flat by pressing.

ATOR/OI*ARSE, vr. To be griped, to be troubled

with pains in the bowels.

ATOSIGADOR, sm. Poisoner, one who poisons.

ATOSIGAMIENTO, sm. The act of poisoning, and
state of being poisoned.

ATOSIGAR, va. 1. To poison, to infect with poi-
son. 2. (Met.) To harass, to oppress.

ATOTI, sm. An American plant.

ATRABANCAR, va. To huddle, to perform any
thing in a hurry, without considering whether
it be ill or well done.

ATRABANCO, sw.The act of huddling, or doing
a thing with precipitation and hurry.

ATRABILARIO, RIA, Y ATRABILOSO, SA, a. Atra-

bilarious, melancholy. [ous ;
black bile.

ATRABILIS, sf. The state of being atrabilari-

ATRACAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To overtake another

ship, to come up with her. 2. To cram, to

fill with food and drink beyond satiety.
vr.

1. To be stuffed with eating and drinking. 2.

(Naut.) Atracarse al costado, To come along-
side of a ship.

ATRACCION, sf. Attraction, the act or power of

attracting.

ATRACTIVO, VA, a. Attractive, having the pow-
er of attracting.

ATRACTIVO, sm. Charm, something fit to gain
the affections.

ATRACTIZ,^/*. The power of attracting.

ATRAER, va. 1. To attract, to draw to some-

thing. 2. To allure, to invite, to make an-

other submit to one's will and opinion. vr.

(Ant.) V. Juntarse and Extenderse.

ATRAFACADO
,
D A, a. Much occupied ; laborious.

ATRAFAGAR, vn. (Bax.) To toil, to exhaust

one's self with fatigue.

ATRAGANTARSE, vr. 1. To stick in the throat or

wind-pipe. 2. (Met.) To be cut short in con-

versation.

ATRAIDOHADAMENTE, ad. Treacherously, in a

treacherous manner.
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ATRAIDORA'DO, DA, a. Treacherous, faithless,

perfidious.

ATRAILLAR, va. .1. To leash, to bind with a

string. 2. To follow game, being guided by a

dog in leash.

ATRAIMIENTO, sm. The act of attracting, and
state of being attracted, [er ofdying black.

ATRAMENTOSO, SA, a. That which has the pow-
ATRAMPARSE, vr. 1. To be caught in a snare.

2. To be choaked, to be stopped or blocked

up. 3. To be involved in difficulties.

ATRANCAR, va. 1. To bar a door. 2. To step
out, to take long steps. 3. (Met.) To read so

fast as to skip over passages, to omit some
sentences.

LTRAPAR, va. 1. To overtake, to lay hold of

one who is running away. 2. To impose upon,
to deceive.

LTRAS, ad. 1. Backwards, towards the back. 2.

Past, in time past. Hacerse atrds, To fall

back. Qucdarsc atrds, To remain behind.

Volterse, atrds, (Met.) To retract, to unsay.
Hacia atrds, Far from that, quite the contrary.

ATRASADO, DA, a. Mrasado de medios, Short

of means, poor.
ATRASADOS, sm. pi. Arrears, sums which -re-

main behind unpaid though due.

ATRASAR, va. 1. To leave another behind : in

this sense seldom used. 2. To obstruct an-

other person's fortune or advancement. 3.

To protract or postpone the execution or per-
formance of something. Atrasar d relax,
To retard the motion of a watch. vr. 1. To
remain behind. 2. To be in debt.

ATRASO, sm,. 1. Backwardness. 2. Loss of for-

tune or wealth. 3. Arrears of money.
ATRAVKSADO, DA, a. 1. Squint-eyed, looking ob-

liquely. 2. Cross-grained, perverse, trouble-

some. 3. Mongrel, of a mixed or cross breed.

ATRAVESADO, sm. One of the muscles of the
neck. [peace.

ATRAVESADOR, sm. Disturber, a violator of

ATRAVESANTO, sm. Cross-timber, timber which
crosses from one side to another. Atravesaiio

firme dc colchar, (Naut.) A cross-piece for

belaying ropes. Atravesanos de los propaos,
Cross-pieces of the breast-work. Atravesa-
nos de las latas, Carlines or carlings, two
pieces of timber lying fore and aft from one
beam to another, directly over the keel.

ATRAVESAH, va. 1. To lay abeam, piece of tim-

ber, or plank, athwart a place. 2. To run

through with a sword, to pass through the

body. 3. To cross or pass over. 4. (Bax.) To
bewitch by a spell or charm. 5. To bet, to stake
at a wager. 6. To lay a trump on a card
which has been played. 7. (Nniit.) To lie to.

Atraoesar el corazon, (Met.) To move to com-
passion. Atravesar losgtneros, To buy goods
by wholesale in order to sell them by retail.

Atravesar todo el pais, To overrun or tra-

verse the whole country. No atravesar los

umbrales, Not to darken one's door. vr. I .

To be obstructed by something thrown in the

way. 2. To interfere in other people's busi-
ness or conversation. 3. To have a dispute.
4. (Naut.) To cross the course of another
vessel under her head or stern.

ATRAVESIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Travesia.

ATRAZADERAS, sf. pi (Ant.) Shifts, tricks,

ATRAZAR, va. (Ant.) To practise shifts. It is

still used vulgarly in Aragon.
ATREGUADAMENTE, ad. Madly, rashly.
ATREGUADO, DA, a. Rash, foolish, precipitate,

or deranged.
ATRESNAI..AR, va. To collect sheaves of corn into

heaps, that they may be carried and stacked.

ATREVERSE, vr. 1. To be too forward from want
ofjudgment or respect. 2. To dare, to ven-

ATREVIDAMENTE, ad. Audaciously. [ture.

ATREVIDILLO, LLA, a. Somewhat audacious.

ATREVIDISIMO, MA, a. Most audacious.

ATREVIDO, DA, a. Forward, audacious, bold.

ATREVIDO, sm. A muscle of the shoulder blade.

ATREVIMIENTO, sm. Boldness, audaciousness.

ATRIAQUERO, sm. (Ant.) A manufacturer and
retailer of treacle. Apothecaries were for-

merly called so.

A.TRIBUCION, sf. 1. The act of attributing some-

thing to another. 2. Attribute, attribution.

ATRIBUIR, va. To attribute, to ascribe as a qua-

lity, to impute as to a cause. vr. To assume,
to arrogate to one's self.

ATRIBULAR, va. To vex, to afflict. vr. To be

vexed, to suffer tribulation.

ATRIBUTAR, va. (Ant.) To impose tribute.

ArRiBimvo, VA, a. Attributive.

ATRIBUTO, sm. Attribute, the thing attributed

to another
;
a quality adherent.

ATRICAPILLA, sf. (Orn.) The Epicurean war-
bler. Motacilla ficedula L.

ATRICESES,STO. pi. The staples or iron rings to

which the stirrup-straps are fastened.

ATRICION, sf. 1. Attrition, grief for sin arising
from the fear of punishment, and a sense of

the deformity and odiousnessof sin. 2. (Alb.)
Contraction of the principal nerve in a horse's

fore-leg.

ATRL, sm. A stand for the missal, and other

church-books in Roman catholic churches.

ATRILERA, sf. An ornamental cover laid over

the stand of the missal, or other church-

books, while divine service is performed.
ATRiNCHERAMiENTO,sm.Intrenchment. Atriii~

cherami6ntosdeabordage,(Na.ut.) Close quar-

ters, breast-works on board of merchant ships,
from behind which the crew defend them-
selves in case of the ship being boarded by
an enemy.

ATRINCHERARSE, vr. To intrench, to cover one's

self from the enemy by means of trenches.

A'TRIO, sm. 1. Porch, a roof supported by pil-

lars between the principal door of a palaco
and the stair-case. 2. Portico, a covered
walk before a church door.

ATRISTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Entristeccr. [sin.

ATRITO, TA, a. Feeling attrition, sorrowful for

A'TRO, HA, a. (Poet.) Dark, black, obscure.

ATROCEME.VTE, ad. (Ant.) V. Atrozmente.

ATROCHAR, en. To go by bye and cross paths.
A' TROCHE IMOCHE, ad. Helter-skelter, in a

hurry, and without order.

ATROCIDAD, sf. 1. Atrocity or atrociousnesa,
enormous wickedness. 2. Excess. Es una
atrocidad lo que come, lo que trabaja, He eats

or works to excess.

ATROFIA, sf. Atrophy, a gradual wasting of the

body for want of nourishment.
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, CA, ft. Affected with atrophy.
ATROMPETADO,DA,a. Trumpet-like, having the

shape ofa trumpet. Ticne narices atrompeta-
das, His nostrils are as wide as the mouth of

a trumpet. [prudence or reflection.

ATRONADAMENTE, ad. Precipitately, without

ATRONADO, DA, a. Acting in a precipitate, im-

prudent manner. [a thundering noise.

ATRONADOR, RA, s. Thunderer, one who makes
ATRONADURA, sf. V. Alcanzadura.

ATRONAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of thundering.
2. Stupefaction caused by a blow. 3. Crepane
or ulcer in the feet or legs of horses, gene-
rally occasioned by a blow.

ATRONAR, Va. 1. To make a great noise in imi-

tation of thunder. 2. To stun, to stupify
vr. To be thunderstruck.

ATRONERAR, va. To make embrasures in a wall.

ATROPADO, DA, a. Grouped, clumped ; applied
to trees and plants. [order.

ATROPAR, va. To assemble in groups without

ATROPELLADAMENTE, ad. Tumultuously, con-

fusedly, [hasty, precipitate manner.

ATROPELLADO, DA, a. Speaking or acting in a

ATROPELLADOR, RA, s. Trampler, one who over-

turns or tramples under foot. [under foot.

ATROPELLAMiENTo,STO.Concu1cation,trampling
ATROPELLAR, va. 1. To trample, to tread under

foot. 2. Atropellar las leyes, To act in defi-

ance of the law. 3. To insult with abusive

language. 4. Atropellar al caltallo, To over
work a horse. vr. To hurry one's self too
much in speech or action.

ATROZ, a. 1. Atrocious, enormous
;
cruel. 2

Huge, vast, immense. Estatura atroz, Enor-
mous stature. [mast.

ATROZAR, va. (Naut.) To truss a yard to the

ATROZMENTE, ad. 1. Atrociously. 2. Excessive-

ly, to excess. Trabajar atrozmente,Towork
to excess.

ATRUHANADO, DA, a. Scurrilous, acting the

buffoon, using low jests.
ATTELABE, sm. A sea-spider.

ATUENDO, sm. (Ant.) Pomp, ostentation.

ATUFADAMENTE, ad. Peevishly, morosely.
ATUFAR, va. To vex, to plague. vr. To be on

the fret ; applied to wine and other liquors
in a state of fermentation.

ATUMNO, (Ant.) V. Otono.

ATTJN, sm. Tunny or tunny-fish. Scomber
thynnus L. Pedazo de atun, An ignorant
stupid fellow. For atun y ver al duque,
(Prov.) To kill two birds with one stone.

ATUNARA, sf. Place for the tunny-fisheries.
ATUNERA, sf. 1. A fishing-hook used in the

tunny-fishery. 2. A net with which the tun-

ny-fish is caught.
ATUNERO, sm. A fisherman engaged in the tun-

ny-fishery, a fishmonger who deals in tunny-
fish.

ATURAK, va. 1. To stop or shut up closely. 2.

(Ant.) To endure, to bear ;
to procrastinate.

ATURDIMIENTO, sm. Perturbation of the mind
;

dullness, drowsiness.

ATCRTUR, va. 1. To perturb or perturbate, to

confuse. 2. To stupify with wonder or ad-

miration. .

[lence.

ATURRULLAR, va. To confound, to reduce to si-

ATUSADOR, sm. 1. Hair-dresser, who cuts the

hair. 2. One who trims box, and other plant*
in a garden.

ATUSAR, va. 1. To cut the hair even, to comb
it smooth and even. 2. To shear or trim the

box, and other plants in a garden. vr. To
trim and dress one's self with too much care
and affectation. [lected in a furnace.

ArurfA, sf. Tutty, a sublimate of calamine col-

A'TUTipi,KN,ad. (Bax.) Abundantly, plentifully.
AdcA, sf. A goose. V. Oca.

AUCTORIZAR, (Ant.) V. Autorizar, [ness.

AUDACIA, sf. Audacity, boldness, audacious-

AUDAZ, a. Forward, bold, daring, audacious.

AUDIENCIA, sf. 1. Audience, a hearing given by
men in power to those who have something
to propose or represent. 2. Audience-cham-
ber, the room in which an audience is given.
3. A court of oyer and terminer, whose juris-
diction is more limited than that of the chan-

cillerias, or chanceries. 4. Law-officers ap-

pointed by a superior judge to institute some

judicial inquiry. 5. Audiencia de Jos grados
en Sevilla, A court of appeal in Seville. 6.

Jludiencia pretorial en Indias, A court of ju-
dicature in India, which in some respects is

not subordinate to the viceroy.
AUDITIVO, VA, a. 1. Having the power of hear-

ing. 2. Invested with the right of giving an
audience.

AUDITOR, sm. 1. Auditor, a hearer. 2. A judge.
Auditor de la nunciatura, A delegate of the

Nuncio, appointed to hear and decide appeal
causes respecting complaints against bishops.
Auditor de rota, One of the twelve prelates
who compose the Rota at Rome, a court
which inquires into and decides appeal-causes
in ecclesiastical matters, which are carried

thither from all Roman Catholic provinces
and kingdoms. [tor

AUDITORIA, sf. The place and office of an audi-

AUDITORIO, sm. Auditory, an audience.

AUDITORIO, RIA, a. Auditory. V. Auditivo.

A X

UGE, sm. 1. Great elevation in point of dig-

nity or fortune. 2. (Astr.) Apogee of a planet
or star.

AUGMENTAR, (Ant.) V. Aumeiitar.

ATJGURACION, sf. Auguration, the act of prog-
nosticating by the flight of birds.

AUGURAL, a. Aug'urial, belonging to augury.
AUGURAR. V. Agorar.
AuGtjREs,s?7i.77/. Augurs, persons who pretend

to predict future events by the flight ofbirds.

AUGT/STO, TA, a. August, great, grand, magni-
ficent.

ACJLA, sf. 1. Hall where lectures are given on
a science or art. 2. The court or palace of a

sovereign.
AULAGA

, sf. V. Aliaga.
A'ULICO, CA, a. Belonging to a court or palace.

Consejo dulico, Aulic counsel.

AULLADERO, sm. A place where wolves assem-
ble at night and howl.

AULLADOR, RA, S. Howler.

AULI.AR, vn. To howl, to yell, to utter cries in

distress.

AuLLfDO v AT^LLO, sm. Howl, the cry of a wolf
or dog ; a cry of horror or distress.

AUMENTABLE, <z. Augmentable.
, sf. Augmentation, increase
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AUMENTADOR, RA, 5. Enlargcr, amplifier ; one
who augments, increases, or amplifies.

"

JMKNTAR, va. To augment, to increase, to en-

rge.

JMENTA.TIVO, VA, a. Increasing, enlarging.
wENTo, sm. Augmentation, increase, en-

irgement. Aumtntos, Promotion, advance-

lent, an increase of fortune ajid riches.

r.v, ud. I. Yet, as yet, nevertheless, notwith-

standing. V. Todavia y Tambien. 2. Still,

"iarther, even. Esto cs estimable aim con estas

ircunstuncias, It is estimable even with all

circumstances.
'

ux DKSQDARTELADO, (Naut.) Abaft the beam ;

ipplied to a wind which blows pretty large.
UNA, ad. Jointly, to the same end or pur-
JOSO.

JNAR, va. 1. To unite, to assemble 2. To in-

irporate, to mix. vr. To be united or con-

3derated for one end.

\o,UK, ad. Though, notwithstanding.

PA, Up, up ; a word used to animate chil-

dren to get up.

URA, sf. I. A bird of Mexico. 2. (Poet.) A
3ntle breeze. Aura popular, (Met.) Popu-
rity, state of being favoured by the people.

JRELIANENSE, a. Belonging to or made at Or-
s.

L.UREO, sm. 1. An ancient gold coin of the

reign of king Ferdinand. 2. (Among Apo-
thecaries) A weight of four scruples or nine-

ty-six grains of a pound troy.

;REO, REA, a. Golden, gilt. Aureo numero,
Golden number, the lunar cycle, or cycle of
the moon, comprehending nineteen solar

ears and seven intercalary months.

JREOI.A, sf. Glory, a circle of rays which sur-

rounds the heads of images or of saints in

pictures.

RICAI.CO, sm. Aurichalcum, formerly a mix-
ture of gold and silver

; brass.

JRICULA, sf. 1. Auricle, one of the two ap-
pendages of the heart, or of the two muscular

caps which cover the two ventricles thereof.
2. (Bot.) The bear's-ear.

IMCULAR, a. Within the sense or reach of

learing. Testigo auricular, An auricular
witness.

LUKIJ--ERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Auriferous, containing
or producing gold.

AURIGA, sm. 1. (Poet.) A coachman. 2. (Astr.)

Wagoner, one of the Northern constellations.

AUUOKA, sf. 1. The first, dawn of day. 2. (Poet.)
The origin or first appearance of a thing. 3.

A beverage made up of the milk of almonds
and cinnamon water. 4. (Naut.) The morning
watch-gun. 5. Aurora boreal, A luminous
meteor seen in the northern latitudes. Color
de aurora, A colour made up of white, red.

and blue.

AURRAOADO, DA, a. Badly tilled and cultivated
;

applied to land.

AuuusficE. V. Aruspice.
AUSKXCIA, sf. 1. Absence, the state of being

absent. 2. The time of being absent. Servir
auscncias y enfermedadcs, To perform the
functions of absent or sick persons. Tcner
alguno buenas 6 malas auscncias, To be ill

or well spoken of in one's absence.

ACSENTARSE, vr. To absent one's self from a

person or place,

AUSENTE, a. Absent, distant from a person or

place.

Auspfcio, sm. 1. Auspice, or presage drawn
from birds. 2. (Met.) Prediction of future
events. 3. Protection, favour, patronage.

AUSTERAMENTE, ad. Austerely.
AUSTKRJDAU, sf. Austerity, severity, rigour.
AUSTERO, RA, . Austere, severe, rigorous.
AUSTRAL v Au STRING, NA, a. Austral, southern.

AUSTRO, sm. South wind.

AUTAN, ad. (Ant.) V. Tanto. Beber de autan,
To drink as often as invited.

AUTENTICA, sf. 1. A certificate. 2. (Ant.) An
attested copy.

AUTENTICA\DO, DA, jjp. Authenticated, attest-

ed.

AUTENTICACION, sf. The act of rendering au-

thentic or genuine.
AuTENTicAMENTE,arf. Authentically, in an au-

thentic manner.

AUTEXTICAR, va. To attest, to legalize, to ren-

der authentic.

AUTENTICIDAD, sf. Authenticity, genuineness.
AUTENTICO, CA, . Authentic, genuine.

j
AUTILLO, sm. (Dim.) 1. A particular act orde-

!
cree of the Inquisition, distinguished from a

! general sentence. 2. (Orn.) A bird, belong-

|
ing to the family of owls. Strix aluco L.

iAuxivo, VA, a. (Ant.) V. Activo.

AUTO, sm. 1. A judicial decree or sentence. 2.

A writ, warrant. 3. An edict, ordinance. Auto

defe, A sentence given by the Inquisition,
and read and published to a criminal on a

public scaffold. 4. (Ant.) Act, action. Auto

definitive, Definitive act, which has the force

of a sentence. Auto sacramental, An allego-
rical or dramatical piece of poetry on some

religious subject represented as a play. Autos,
The" pleadings and proceedings in a law-suit.

Estar en los autos, To know a thing pro-

foundly.
AUTOGENE, sm. (Bot.) Daffodil.

AI/TOGRAFO, sm. Autograph, first copy, arche-

type.

AUTOMATO, sm. Automaton, a machine which
has the power of motion within i self.

AUTOR, RA, s. 1. Author, the first cause or in-

ventor of a thing. 2. One that composes a

literary work. 3. Manager of a theatre. 4.

(For.) Plaintiff or claimant.

AUTORIA, sf. The employment of a manager of
a theatre.

AUTORIDAD, sf. \. Authority or power derived
from a public station, merit, or birth. 2. Os-

tentation, pompous display of grandeur. 3.

Words cited from a book or writing, in sup-

port of what has been said or asserted.

AUTORITATIVAMKNTE, ad. In an authoritative

manner, with due authority.

AUTOKITATIVO, VA, a. Arrogant, assuming an

improper or undue authority.

AuToRi/ABr,!':,rt. That which can be authorised.

AUTORI/ACIOX, ff. Authorisation, the act ofau-

thorising.

AUTORIZA^OAMENTK, ad. In an authoritative

manner. [ble.

, DA, a. Respectable, commenda-
87
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AUTORIZADO, DA, pp. Authorised.

AUTORIZADOR, sm. He who authorises.

AUTORIZAMIENTO, sm. V. Autorizacion.

AUTORIZAR, va 1. To authorise, to give power
or authority to do something. 2. To attest, to

legalise. 3. To prove an assertion by pas-

sages extracted from the work of an author.
4. To exalt the lustre and merit of a thing.

AUTUMNAL, a. (Rar.) Autumnal, belonging to

autumn.

AUXILIADOR, KA, $. Auxiliary, helper, assistant.

AUXILIAR, va. 1. To aid, to help, to assist. 2.

To attend a dying person.
AUXILIAR, a.Auxihar, helping, assistant Tro-

pas auxiliares, Auxiliary troops.

AUXILIATORIO, RIA. a. (For.) Auxiliary.
AUXILIO,SM. Aid, help, assistance.

A'VA-AVA, sf. (Bot.) A plant so called by the

inhabitants of Otaheite, from the leaves of
which they extract an intoxicating liquor.

AVACADO, DA, a. Cow-like, resembling a cow
;

applied to a horse big-bellied, and of little

spirit.

AVAD^RSE, m. 1. To become fordable ; applied
to rivers. 2. (Met.) To subside ; applied to

passion.
AVAHAR, va. 1. To warm with the breath, or

with steam and vapour. 2. To wither ; appli-
ed to plants.

AVALAR, vn. -(Gal.) To shake, to tremble ; ap-

plied to the ground or earth.

AVALENTADO, DA, a. Bragging, vainly boast-

ing, puffing.
AVALIAR Y AvALUAR, Va. (Ant.) V. Voluar .

AVAI.IO, sm. (Ant.) Valuation, estimation.

AVALLAR, va. To enclose a piece of. ground
with pales or hedges.

AVALO, sm. 1. A slight shock. 2. An earthquake.
AVALORAR, va. 1. To estimate, to value. 2.

(Met.) T>o inspirit, to animate.

AVALOTE, sm. Commotion, insurrection.

AVAI.UACION, sf. Valuation, rate, assessment.

AVAMBRAZO, sm. Piece of ancient armour that

served to cover the arm from the elbow to

the wrist.

AVAMPIES, sm. (Ant.) Instep of boots, or spat-
terdashes.

A VANCE, sjii. 1. (Mil.) Advance, attack, assault.

2. (Among Merchants) An account of goods
received and sold. 3. A balance in one's fa-

vour, [dicho.
AvANDicHO Y AvANTofcHo. (Ant.) V. Sobre-
AVANGUARDA Y AVANGUARDIA, sf. (Mil.) V.

Vanguardia.
AVANTAL, sm. Apron.
AVANTALILLO, sm. A small apron.
AVANTE, ad. 1. (Naiit.) A-head. Halaavantc,

Pull a-head. 2. V. Adelante.

AVANTREN, sm. Limbers of a gun-carriage.
AVANXADO, DA, . Advanced. Avanzado de

cdad, 6 de edad avanzada, Advanced in years,
stricken in years.

AVANZAR, vn 1. To advance, to attack, to en-

gage. 2. To have a balance in one's favour.

va. To advance, to push forward.

AVANZO, sm. 1. (Among Merchants) An ac-

count of goods received and sold. 2. A ba-

lance in one's favour. [way.
AVAOS, ad. (Vulg.) Clear the way, out of the

AVARAME!NTE, ad. Avariciously, in a covetous
manner.

AVAREAR, (Ant.) V. Varear.

AvARiciAjS/". Avarice, cupidity, covetousness.

AVARICIAR, va. y n. (Ant.) To covet, to desire

anxiously.
AVARIENTKMKNTE, ad. Greedily, covetously.
AVARIKNTEZ, ftf. (Ant.) V. Avaricin.

AVARIENTO, TA, ft. Avaricious, covetous.

AVARO, RA, a. Avaricious, covetous.

AVARRAZ, V. Mlmrraz.
AVASAM.IR, va. To subdue, to subject. vr. To
become subject, to become a vassal.

A'VE, sf. 1. Bird, a general name for the fea-

thered kind. 2. Fowl. Arc, de rnpiha, A bird

of prey. J3ve brava 6 silrcstrc, A wild bird.

tfvcfria, A kind of wild pigeon : (Met.) An
insipid spiritless person ; usually applied to

women. Todas las avcs con sus pares, (Prov.)
Birds of a feather flock together. Esvn ate,
He is as light as a feather. Jlvc nor,t.urna,

(Met.) One who rambles about in the night-
time.

AVECHTJCHO,STW. 1. (Orn.) Sparrow-hawk. Fal-

co nisus L. 2. (Met.) Ragamuffin, a paltry
fellow, despicable in his mean appearance, as

well as in his sentiments. [bird.

AVECICA, AvEcfi.LA, Y AvECiTA, sf. A small

AVECINAR, va. To bring near. V Avetindar.
vr. To come near, to approach.

AVECINDAMIEMTO, sm. 1. Acquisition of the

rights of a denizen or freeman. 2. The act

of residing in a place, invested with the

rights of a denizen.

AVECINDAR, va. To admit to the privileges of
a denizen, to enrol in the number of the citi-

zens of a place. vr. 1. To acquire the rights
and privileges of a denizen or citizen. 2. To
approach, to join. [being really so.

AVEJENTADO, DA, o. Appearing old, without

AVEJENTAR, vn. y r. To look old, to appear
older than one really is from sickness, grief,
hard labour, &c.

AVELAR, vn. (Naut.) To set sail.

AVELENAR, (Ant.) V. Envenc.nar.

AVKLI.ANA, sf. Filbert, the fruit of a species of

the hazel or nut-tree. Ave.llanal'ndica, 6 de fa

India 6 nucz unglientaria, Myrobalan, or In-

dian nut, at present only used in perfumes.
AVKLLANADO, DA, a. Of the colour of nuts.

AvEi.LANAR, sm. A plantation of hazels or nut-

trees, [a nut.

AVELL ANARSE, vr. To shrivel, to grow as dry aa

AVELLANERA, sf. V. Avellano.

AVELLANERO, RA,S. A dealer in nuts and filberts.

AVELI.ANICA, sf. A small nut.

AVEM.ANO, sm. (Bot.) A hazel or nut-tree.

Corylus avellana L.

AVE MARIA, sf. Ave Mary, the angel's saluta-

tion of the Holy Virgin. Al ave Maria, At
the fall of night. En un ave Maria, In an
instant.

AVENA,S/. (Bot.) 1. Oats. Avena L. 2. (Poet.)
A pastoral pipe, made of the stalks of corn,
and used by shepherds.

AVENADO, DA, . 1. Belonging or relating to

oats. 2. Lunatic, liable to fits of madness
with lucid intervals.

AvENA~L,4Wt.A field sown with oats.
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B'YKNAR
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AVENAMIENTO, sm. The act ofdraining or draw

ing off water.

VE.N'AR, va. To drain or draw off water.

VENATE, sm. Water-gruel, oatmeal and wa
tcr boiled together.
VENENAR, va. To poison. V. Envenenar.

-CIA, sf. 1. Agreement, compact, bar

gain. 2. Conformity, union, concord. Mat
vale mala avenencia, que buena scntencia

(Prov.) A bad composition is better than a

good lawsuit. [sion, opportunity
AVKNK.NTEZA 6 AVENINTEZA, sf. (Ant.) Occa-

AVENICEO, CEA, a. Oaten, belonging to, or

made of oats.

AN , M'HA, sf. 1. A sudden impetuous overflow
of a river or brook. 2. (Met.) A conflux or

concurrence of several things. 3. (Arag.
Agreement, concord. Avenidas, Avenues or

roads meeting in a certain place.

VENIDO, DA, a. Agreed. Biendmal avcnidos

Living on good or bad terms.

AVENIDOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Mediator, one that in-

terferes between two parties to reconcile
them.

VENIR, va. To reconcile parties at variance
to accommodate matters in dispute. vr. I

To settle differences on friendly terms, to get
reconciled. 2. To join, to unite.

AVESTADERO, sm. (Ant.) A winnowing place
AVEXTADO, DA, a. Escotasaventadas, Flowing

sheets.

AVENTADOR, sm. 1. Winnower, one who sepa-
rates chaff from grain by means of the wind
2. A wooden fork with three or four prongs,
used for winnowing the corn, by throwing
the straw and chaff in the air. 3. A fan or kind
of round mat, used by poor people for blowing
the fire ; it also serves in the room of adust-

pan, to carry out the sweepings of houses.

AVENTADURA, sf. Wind-gall, a disease inhorses,
Accntadura de estopa, (Naut.) A leak.

AVENTAJA, sf. 1. Advantage, profit. 2. (For.

Arag.) Part of the personal estate or chattels
of a person deceased, which his or her sur-

viving consort takes before a division of the
furniture is made.

AVENTAJADAMENTE, ad. Advantageously, con-

veniently, opportunely.
AVFNTAJADO, DA, a. 1. Advantageous, profit-

able, convenient. 2. Beautiful, excellent. 3.

Having additional pay ; applied to common
soldiers.

AVENTAJAR, va. ]. To acquire or enjoy advan-

tages. 2. To meliorate, to improve. 3. To
surpass, to excel.

AVENTAR, va. 1. To move or agitate the air, to
blow. 2. To toss or throw something in the

wind, such as corn, to winnow it. 3. To ex-

pel, to drive away. 4. (Naut.) To work out
the oakum

; spoken of a ship. vr. 1. To be
filled with wind, to be inflated or puffed up.
2. To escape, to run away. 3. (Extrem.) To
be tainted

; applied to meat.

AVENTARIO, sm. (Alb.) Nostril of an animal

through which the air passes.
AVENTURA. sf. 1. Adventure, event, incident.

2. Casualty, contingency, chance. 3. (Ant.)
Hazard, risk. 4. Duty formerly paid to lords
of tha manor.

12

AVENTURA, ad. Peradventure.

AVENTURADO, DA, pp. Risked.

AVENTURADO, DA, a. Bicn 6 mal avcnturodo,
Fortunate or unfortunate.

AVENTURAR, va. To venture, to hazard, to risk,

to endanger.
AVENTURERO,SW. Adventurer, a knight-errant.
AVENTURERO, RA, a. 1. Voluntary ;

undisci-

plined j applied to recruits and soldiers. 2.

Adventurer ; applied to a person who volun-

tarily goes to market to sell any articles. 3.

V. Adnenedizo.

AVER, V. Habtr.

AVERAMIA, sf. A kind of duck.

AVERAR, va. (Ant.) To aver, certify, or affirm.

AVERDUGADO, DA, a. Having many pimples or

scars in the face.

AVERGONZAR Y AvERGONAR, Va. To abash, to

make ashamed, to put to the blush.

AVER!A, sf. 1. Damage sustained by goods or

merchandise ; detriment received by ships
and their cargoes. Averia gruesa, General

average. Averia particular, Particular ave-

rage. Averia ordinaria. Usual average. 2.

(In the Indian Trade) A certain duty laid on
merchants and merchandise. 3. A collection

of birds ; an aviary.

AVERIADO, DA, a. Averaged, damaged.
AVERIARSE, vr. To make average, to sustain

damage.
AVERIGUABLE, a. Investigable, what may be

verified or ascertained.

AVERIGUACION, sf. Investigation, the act of

searching or finding out the truth. Averigu-
acion judicial, A judicial inquiry, an inquest.

AVERIGUADAMENTE, ad. Certainly, surely.

AVF.RIGUAPOR, RA, s. A searcher or examiner,
one who investigates.

AVERIGUAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Averiguadon.
AVERIGUAR, va. To inquire, to investigate, to

search out. Averigudrse con alguno, To
bring one to reason. Averigtlelo vdrgas, It

is difficult to investigate.
A VERIO, sm. 1. Beast of burthen. 2. Flock of

birds

AVERNO, sm. (Poet. Mit.) Hell.

AVERSAR, va. (Ant.) To manifest aversion ; to

be repugnant.
AVERSION, sf. I. Aversion, opposition, repug-
nance, dislike. 2. Fear, apprehension.

AVERSO, SA, a. Averse, hostile ; perverse.
AVERTIR, (Ant.) V. Apartar.
AVES, ad. V. Afinas.
AVESTRTJZ, sm. (Orn.) Ostrich. Struthio L.

AVEZAR, va. (Ant.) V. Acostumbrar.

AVIADO, sm. (New Spain) One supplied with

money, and other articles, to work a silver-

mine.

AVIADOR, sm. 1. He who supplies others with

money and other articles to work some sil-

ver-mines. 2. He who provides provisions ind
other things for a journey. 3. (Naut.) The
smallest auger, used by calkers.

A.VIAR, va. I. To provide provisions and other

articles for a journey. 2. To hasten the exe-

cution of a thing.
A.VICIAR, va. I. (Ant.) To render vicious. 2. To
give a luxuriant bloom and verdure to plants
and trees
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A'VIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) Greedy, covetous.

AVIEJARSE, vr. To grow old. V. Avejentarse.
AVIENTO, sm. A fork with two or three prongs,

used for separating the straw from the gram.
V. Bieldo.

AVIESAMENTE, ad. Sinistrously, perversely.
AVIESAS, ad. (Ant.) Adverse, contrary, per-

versely.

AVIESO, SA, a. 1. Fortuitous, irregular, out of

the way. 3. (Met.) Mischievous, perverse.

AVIGORAR, va. To invigorate, to animate or in-

spire with vigour and spirit.

AVILANTEZ Y AviLANTEZA, sf. Forwardness,
boldness, audaciousness.

AVILLANADO, DA, a. Having the manners of a

peasant, clownish, mean.

AVILI.ANARSE, vr. To grow mean or abject, to

degenerate.
AVILLAR, va. (Ant.) V.Envilecer.

AVINAGRADO, DA, pp. 1. Soured. 2. (Met.)
Harsh of temper, crabbed, peevish.

AVINAGRAR, va. To sour, to make acid.

AVINONES, SA, a. y s. Native of, or made at,

Avignon.
Avio, sm. 1. Preparation, provision. 2. (In

South America) Money and other articles

advanced for working silver-mines.

AVION, sm. (Orn.) Martin, martinet, martlet,
or window-swallow. Hirundo urbica L.

AVIRADO, DA, a. (Ant.) V. Convenido.

AVISACIO.V, sf. (Ant.) V. Aviso.

AVISADAMENTE, ad. Prudently.
AVISADO, DA, a. 1. Prudent; cautious. 2. Ex-

pert, sagacious, skilful. Mai avisado, 111 ad-

vised, injudicious.

AVISADOR, sm. Adviser, admonisher.

AVISAR, va. 1. To inform, to give notice. 2. To
advise, to counsel, to admonish.

Aviso, sm. I . Information, intelligence. 2. Pru-

dence, care, attention. Estar 6 andar sobre
aviso

,
To be on one's guard. 3. (Naut.) Ad-

vice-boat, a light vessel sent with despatches
from one place to another.

AVISPA,S/. Wasp, a stinging insect. Vespa L.

AVISFADO, DA, pp. Stung, pricked. a. Lively,
brisk, vigorous, vivacious.

AVISPAR, va. 1. To spur, to drive with the spur,
to urge forward with the spur and whip. 2.

To investigate, to observe closely. vr. To
fret, to be peevish.

AVJSPERO, sm. 1. Nest made by wasps. 2.

Comb or cavities in which the wasps lodge
their eggs.

AVISPON, sm. A large vasp.
AVISTAR, va. To descry at a distance, to see

far off. vr. To have an interview or meet-

ing to transact some business.

AviT^R, va. (Naut.) To bit the cable.

AVITONES, sm. pi. (Naut.) V. Abitones.

AVITUALLAR, fa. (Mil.) To victual, to supply
with victuals or provisions. fly.

AVIVADAMENTE, ad. In a lively manner, brisk-

AvivADOR, RA, s. \. One that enlivens or in-

spirits. 2. A plane, with which timber work
is fluted. 3. (Mur.) Paper full of pin-holes,
which is laid over the eggs of silk-worms,
that the young worms or larvae may creep
through it.

AVIVAR, va. 1. To quicken, to enliven, to cn-
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courage. Avivar el paso, To hasten one's

step. 2. To heat, to inflame. 3. To vivify
the eggs of silk-worms. 4. To heighten the

brightness of colours. vn. To revive, to

cheer up, to grow gay or gladsome, Avivar
el ojo, To be watchful.

AVIZORAR, va. To watch with care and atten-

tion, to spy, to search narrowly.
A'vo, sm. One of the parts into which a frac-

tion is subdivided.

AVOCACION Y AVOCAMIENTO, s. (For.) Avoca-

tion, business ;
the act of calling aside.

AVOCAR. va. 1. (For.) To remove a lawsuit
from an inferior to a superior court. 2. Avo
tar la artilleria, To point the ordnance.
Avocarse con alguno, To be agreed, to be of
the same mind or opinion. V. Abocar.

AVOL, a. (Ant.) V. Vil.

AVUCASTA, sf. Widgeon, a kind of wild ducks.
Anas penelope L.

AVUCASTRO, sm. (Ant.) Troubler or importu-
nate person.

AVUTARDA, sf. Bustard, a wild turkey. Otis
tarda L.

AVUTARDADO, DA, fl. Bustardlikc.

Ax, interj. V. Ay. sm. V. Axe..

AXADA, (Ant.) V. Azada.

AXAMAR, (Ant.) V. Llamar.

AXANAR, (Ant.) V. Allanar.

AXA^UEFA, sf. (Ant.) Cave, cellar.

AXAR, (Ant.) V. Hallar.

AXARAFE, sm. (Ant.) Olive plantation.

A'XE, sm. An habitual complaint.
AXE A, sf. A sort of brush-wood, used for firing

in the environs of Toledo.

AXEBE, (Ant.) V. Alumbre.

AXEDREA, sf. (Bot.) Winter-savory. Satureia

hortensis L.

AXEDREZ, sm. 1. Chess, a game. 2. (Naut.)

Netting.
AXEDREZADO, DA, a. Chequered, diversified by

alternate colours, like a chess-board.

AXENABE, sm. (Bot.) Wild or hedge mustard.

AXENJO, sm.. (Bot.) Wormwood.
AXENUZ, sm. (Bot.) The fennel flower. Nigella

arvensis L.

Axf
,
sm. (Bot.) The red Indian dwarf pepper.

AXIMEZ, sm. (Andal.) An arched window with

a pillar or mullion in the centre to support
it.

AXIOMA, sm. Axiom, a proposition evident at

first sight.

AXORCAS, sf. pi. Gold or silver rings, worn by
Moorish women about the wrists or ankles.

AXUAR, sm. 1. Articles of dress and furniture

which a bride brings with her at the time of

marriage. 2. Household furniture.

AXUFAYNA,S/. (Ant.) A basin or deep dish.

AY ! interj. An exclamation of pain or grief.

Ay de mi ! Alas, poor me !

AYANQUE, sm. (Naut.} The main haliard.

AYENO, NA, a. (Ant.) V. Ageno.

AVER, ad. 1. Yesterday. 2. Lately, not long

ago. De aycr acd, From yesterday to this

present moment.
AvyE, int. (Ant.) V. Ay de mi.

A X

YO, YA, s. Tutor or governess, a person who
has the care of the education of children.

AYONTAR, (Ant.) V. Juntar.
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ATRAZO, sm. Blast, a violent gust of wind.

A'YRE, sm. 1. Air, the element which cncom

( passes the terraqueous globe. 2. Wind. 3
Briskness of the motion of a horse. 4. (Met.)
Gracefulness ofmanners and gait. Esto no es

del ayre de vm, That is not in your manner
5. Aspect, countenance, figure of the face. 6.

Musical composition. Ayres naturalcs, The
native air

; (Met.) Mien of the inhabitants of
a country. Bebcr los ayres y los vientos, To
desire anxiously. Creerse del ayre, To be apt
to believe, to be credulous. Hablar al ayre
To talk idly. Que ayres traen d vm.por aca !

What good wind brings you here ? Tomar c

ayre, To take a walk. DC ayre, ad. In f

pleasing manner. De buen 6 mal ayre, In a

pleasing or peevish manner. En el ayre, In
an expeditious manner.

AYRF.ARSK, m. 1. To take the air, to expose
one's self to the air. 2. To cool one's self, to

obstruct perspiration. [breeze.

AYRECICO, LLO, y TO, sm. (Dim.) A gentle
AYROX, sm. (Aum.) 1. Violent gale. 2. Orna-
ment of plumes. 3. (Orn.) The crested crane.

AYROSAMENTE,,ad. Gracefully. [mien.
AYROSIDAD, sf. Graceful deportment, elegant
AYROSO, SA, a. 1. Airy, exposed to the wind

;

windy. 2. Graceful, genteel. 3. Successful.

AYUDA, sf. 1. Help, aid, assistance. Ayuda de

parroguia, Chapel of ease. 2.' An injection,
a clyster. 3. Syringe with which clysters
are injected. Ayuda de costa, A gratification

paid over and above the salary. sm. Deputy
or assistant of one of the" high officers at

court. Jlyuda de cdmara, A valet de cham-
bre. Jlyuda de cdmara del rey, Groom of
the bed-chamber. Dios y ayuda, This can-
not be done but with the assistance of God.
Jlyuda de oratorio, Clergyman in an oratory
who performs the office of sacristan. Jlyuda
de cocinero, (Naut.) The cook's shifter.

Jlyuda de dispense, (Naut.) The steward's
mate. Jlyuda de virador, (Naut.) A false

preventer.

AYUDADOR, RA, s. Assistant, helper ; one who
assists the chief shepherd or herdsman.

AYUDANTE, sm. 1. (Mil.) Adjutant, aid-de-camp.
2.

Jlyudante
de cirujano, A surgeon's mate.

AYUDAR, ra. To aid, to help, to favour. Jlyudar
d misa, To serve the priest at mass. vr. To
adopt the most proper measures for obtain-

ing success.

AYUNADOR, RA, s. One who fasts.

AYUNAR, va. To fast, to abstain from food ; to

keep the canonical fast. Jlyunar al traspa-
so, To fast from holy Thursday to the next

following Saturday after ringing the gloria.
Jlyunar despues de harto, To fast after a

good repast.
AY#NAS (En), ad. I. Fasting, without eating.

2. Without knowledge. Quedar en ayunas,
To be ignorant of an affair, to know nothino-
of the matter.

AvtfNO, sm. Fast, abstinence from food.

AYUNO, NA, . 1. Fasting, abstaining from
food. Estoyayuno, I have not yet broken my
fast. 2. Abstaining from certain pleasures.
3. Ignorant of a subject or topic of conversa-
tion. En ayuno, (Ant.) V. En ayunas.

,
sm. Anvil. V. Yunquc.

AYUNTADOR, RA, s. One who unites, joins, or
assembles.

Avu NTAMiENTO,sm. 1 Union, junction. 2. (Ant.)
Carnal copulation. 3. Body of magistrates of
cities and towns, composed in Spain of a Cor'

regidor or Alcalde, and Regidores ; the first

corresponding to Mayors, and the latter to

Aldermen in England. Casa dc ayuntamien-
to, Town-house, Guildhall, senate-house.

AVUNTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Juntar y Anadir.

AvtiNTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Junta.

Avtiso, ad. (Ant.) V. Abaxo.

AYUSTAR, va. (Naut.) To bend two ends of a
cable or rope. Jlyustar con costura, To bend
with a splice. Jlyustar con gorupo, To bend
with a knot and seizing.

AytfsTE, sm. (Naut.) Bending or splicing where-

by two ends of a rope or cable are joined.

A'z, sm. V. Haz.

A'ZA, sf. V. Haza.

AZABACHADO, DA, a. Jetty, black as jet, or of
the colour of jet.

AZAB^CHE, sm. (Min.) Jet, a black shinin;/
fossil. Succinum nigrum L. Azaldches,
Trinkets made of jet.

AZABARA, sf. (Bot.) The Barbadoes aloe. Aloo

perfoliata L.

A/ABRA, sf. A small coasting vessel in the

Cantabrian Seas. [Odrc.
AZACAN, sm. 1. (Ant.) Water-carrier. 2. V
AZACAYA,S/. Conduit of water, a water-pipe.

AZACHE, a. Of an inferior quality; applied to

silk.

AZADA, sf. (Agr.) Spade.
AZADADA, sf. Blow with a spade.
AZADICA Y AZADILLA, sf. A small spade.
AZADON, sm. Pick-axe, mattock. JJzadondcpc-

to, Handspike or lever armed with a kind of
chissel to introduce it between roots or stones.

AZADONA.DA, sf. Blow or stroke with a pick-axe.
A1 trcs azadonadas sacar agua, (Met.) To
obtain easily the object of one's wishes.

AZADONAR, ra. To dig or break up the ground
with a spade or pick-axe.

AZADOJJAZO, sm. Stroke with a mattock.

A/ADONCILLO, sm. A small pick-axe.
AZADONERO, sm. 1. Digger, one that opens the

ground with a spade. 2. (Mil.) Pioneer.

AZAFA-JA,S/. Lady of the queen's wardrobe.

AZAFATE, sm.A. low, flat-bottomed basket.

AZAFRAN, sm. (Bot.) Saffron. Crocus L. Aza-

fran bastardo y azafran romi 6 romin, (Bot,)
Bastard saffron, dyers' safflower. Carthamus
tinctorius L. rfzafran del timon, (Naut.)

After-piece of the rudder. Azafran del laja-

mar, (Na(tt.) Fore-piece of the cut-water.

Azafran de Venus, (Quim.) Crocus martis,
the calx or oxyd of metals of a saffron co-

lour.

AZAFRANADO, DA, pp. Saffron-like, of the co-

lour of saffron.

AZAFRANAL, sm. A plantation of saffron.

AZAFRANAR, va. To tinge or dye with saffron,
to impregnate with saffron.

AZAFRAN^RO, sm. Dealer in saffron.

AZAGADOR, sm. The path for cattle.

AZAGAYA, sf. Javelin, a spear or half pike for-

merly usd both by foot and horse
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AZAGAYADA, sf. Cast of a javelin.

AZAGUAN, sm. (Ant.) V. Zaguan.
AZAHAR, sm. Orange or lemon flower, Agua

de azahar, Orange-flower water. Azahar

brabo, Narrow-leaved blue lupine. Lupinus
angustifolius L.

AZALEJA, sf. (Ant.) Towel.

AZALON, sm. (Orn.) A small bird, an enemy to

the crow and fox.

AZAMBOA, sf. (Bot.) V. Zamboa.

AZAMBOO, sm. (Bot.) The zamboa-tree, a kind
of quince-tree.

AZANORIA, sf. (Bot.) Carrot. V. Zanahoria.

AZANORIATE, sm. 1. Preserved carrots. 2. (Met.

Arag.) Fulsome, affected compliments.
AzASfA, AZANERJA, V. Hazana, Hazaneria,

fye.

AZAR, sm. 1. Unforeseen disaster, an unexpect-
ed accident. 2. Unfortunate card or throw at

dice. 3. Obstruction, obstacle, impediment.
Tencr azar con alguna cosa, To have an an-

tipathy against a thing.
AZARBE, sm. (Mar.) Trench or drain which

carries off the overplus of irrigation-waters.

AZARCON, sm. 1. Bluish ashes or earth made of
calcined lead. 2. A high orange colour. 3.

Earthen pot or boiler.

AZARIA, sf. A kind of coral.

AZARJA, sf. Instrument for winding raw silk.

AZARNEFE, sm. (Ant.) Orpiment. V. Oropi-
mente.

AZAROSAMENTE, ad. Unfortunately.
AZAROSO, SA, a. Unlucky, unfortunate.

AZAROTE, sm. Styptic, glue for closing wounds.

AZAYA, sf. Instrument used for reeling silk.

AzAYNADAMEifTE, ad. Perfidiously, viciously ;

applied
to horses.

AZCON Y AZCONA, sm. y/. (Ant.) A dart.

AZCONILLA, sf. A small dart.

AZEMAR, va. (Ant.) To instruct, to adorn.

A'ZIMO, MA, a. Unleavened.

AZIMUT, sm. (Astr.) Azimuth, the assumed
vertical circle which passes through the cen-

tre of a planet.

AZIMUTA.L, a. Relating to the azimuth.

AZNACHO, sm. (Bot.) Tree resembling a pine.
AZOE, sm. (Quim.) Azot,or nitrogen.
AzoFAR, sm. Latten. V. Laton.

AZOFAYFA, sf. V. Azufayfa.
AZOGADAMENTE, ad. In a quick and restless

manner.

AZOGAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of overlaying
something with quicksilver. 2. The act of

slaking lime. 3. State of restlessness and

agitation.

AZOGAR, va. To overlay with quicksilver.

Azogar la cal, To slake lime. vr. 1. To un-

dergo a salivation. 2. To be in a state of agi-
tation, to be at a loss how to act.

AZOGUE, sm. 1. (Min.) Quicksilver. Hydrargy-
rum L. Es un azogue, He is as restless as

quicksilver. Azogucs, Quicksilver ships, the

ships which carry the quicksilver from Spain
to South America. 2. A market-place.

AzoGUEjOjSm. A small market-place.
AZOGUER!A, sf. (New Spain) The place where

quicksilver is incorporated with metals.

AZOGUERO, sm. 1. Dealer in quicksilver. 2.

New Spain) A workman who incorporates
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quicksilver, salt, and other materials, with

pounded silver ore, to extract the silver.

AZOLAR, va. To model timber with an adz, to

cut away the superfluous pa,rts.

AXOLVAR, va. (Ant.) To stop or obstruct water
conduits.

AZOMAR, va. (Ant.) To incite or stimulate ani-

mals to right. [us L.

AzoR,sm. (Orn.) Goshawk. Falco palumbari-
AZORADO, a. Navio azorado, A ship which sails

heavy on account of her cargo being ill

stowed.

AZORAFA, sf. (Ant.) V. Girafa.
AZORAMIENTO, sm. Trepidation, the act of

trembling with fear.

AZORAR, va. 1. To frighten, to terrify, to con-
found

; applied to birds which arc pursued
by the goshawk. 2. To incite, to irritate.

AzoRRAMiENTo,sm.Greatheavinessofthehead.
AZORRARSE, yr. To be dull or drowsy from a

great heaviness of the head.

AZOTACALLES, s?. pi. Street-loungers, idlers

who are constantly walking the streets.

AZOTADO, s?/i. 1. A criminal who is publicly

whipped. 2. He who lashes himself by way
of'mortification.

AZOTADOR, RA, s. Whippcr, one who iiiflictd

lashes with a whip.
AZOTA\R. va. 1. To whip, to lash. 2. Azotar las

calles, To lounge about the streets. 3. (Met.)
Azotar d ayre, To beat the air, to act to no

purpose. 4. (Nadt.) rfzotar con paletu, To in-

flict the punishment called cobbing on board

English ships, which consists in being struck

on the breech with a cobbing-board. 5.

(Naut.) Azotar la ampolleta, To flog the

glass, when the steersman turns it before the

sand has entirely run out.

AZOTAYNA 6 AZOTINA, sf. (Joe.) A drubbing, a

sound flogging. [breech.

AZOTAZO, sm. A severe lash or blow on the

AZOTE, sm. 1. Whip, an instrument of correc-

tion with which lashes are inflicted. 2. Lash

given with a whip. 3. (Met.) Calamity, af-

fliction. Pena de azotes, A public whipping
inflicted by the hangman. Mano de azotes, 6

vuelta de azotes, The number of lashes which
a delinquent or criminal is to receive.

AZOTEA, sf. The flat roofof a house, a platform.

AZRE, sm. (Bot.) Maple-tree.
AZUA, sf. Beverage prepared by the Indians

with the flour of Indian corn.

AztfcAR,sm. Sugar, a sweet juice extracted from
the sugar-cane. Azucar de pilon. Loaf-sugar.
Azucar de lustre, Double loaves, fine powder-
ed sugar. Azucar mascabado, Single loaves.

Azucar negro, Coarse brown sugar. Azucar

piedra 6 cande, Sugar-candy. Azucar tercia-

do 6 pardo, Clayed sugar. Azucar dc plomo,
Calcined sugar of lead. Azucar y cancla,

Sorrel-grey ; a colour peculiar to horses.

AZUCARADO, DA, . 1. Sugared. 2. Sugary,

having the taste of sugar. 3. (Met.) Affable,

pleasing. Palabras azucaradas, Soothing,
artful words.

AZUCARADO, sw. A kind of paint for ladies.

AZUCARAR, va. To sugar, to sweeten ;
to soften.

AZUCARERO, sm. 1. Sugar-dish, sugar-basin. 2.

Confectioner.
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AzccARfM.0, sm. Sweetmeat of flour, sugar,
and rose-water.

AZUCESA, sf. (Bot.) White lily. Lilium candi-

durn It. Azuc&nas, the military order of the

lily, founded by king Ferdinand of Aragon.
AZUD, sf. A dam with a sluice or flood-gate,

by which water is conveyed into the canals

for irrigating lands.

AztfiM, sf. Persian wheel, consisting of earthen

pitchers fixed along the sides ofa wheel, each
ofwhich is filled and emptied by a revolution ;

these machines are constructed near rivers

or wells to raise water for irrigation.

AZUELA, sf. Addice, a carpenter's tool used in

trimming a piece of timber. Azuela de con-

siruccion, A ship-wright's adze. rfzuela

urra, A hollow adze.

UFAYFA, sf. Jujub orjujubes, the fruit of the

ujub-tree. Rhamnus zizyphus L. [tree.

UFAYFO Y AZUFEYFO, sm. Jujub or jujube-
ti
ZUFAYFO Y AZUFEYFO, sm. Jujub or jujube-

ZUFRADO, DA, pp. y a. 1. Whitened or fumi-

gated with sulphur. 2. Sulphureous, contain-

r-Azu

AZ<

f'

ing sulphur.
UFRADOR, sm. A small stove for bleaching
ool with the fumes or smoke of sulphur.

ZUFRAR, va. To bleach, to fumigate with

sulphur.
,s/tt. Sulphur, brimstone. Azufre vivo,

ative sulphur. [phur.

UFROSO, SA, a. Sulphureous, containing sul-

a. Blue. Azul celeste, Sky blue. Azul

obsciiro, Dark blue. Azul de Prusia, Berlin

or Prussian blue. Azul subido, Bright blue.

Jzul Turqidd Turquesado, Turkish or deep
blue.

Aj.nl verdemar 6 de costras, Sea-blue,

resembling sea green. Darse un verde con
dos azules, To be highly entertained with a

very pleasing amusement. *

Azui., sm. Lapis lazuli
;
a mineral.

AZULAO.UE, sm. V. Zulaque.
AZULAR, va. To dye or colour blue.

AZULEA, sf. Bluishness.

AZULEAR, vn. To have a bluish cast.

AZUI.EJADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Covered with blu-

ish tiles.

AZULEJO, sm. 1. Dutch glazed tile painted
with various colours. 2. (Bot.) Blue bottle,
corn-flower. Centaurea cyanus L.

AZULINO, NA, a. Of an azure colour, inclining
to azure.

AZUMAR, va. To dye the hair.

AZUMBAR, sm. (Ant.) V. Alisma.

AZUMBRADO, DA, a. Measured by azumlres.

AztiMBRE, sf. Measure of liquids which makes
the eighth part of an arobe, and about half
a gallon English measure.

AZUQUERO, 5m. (And.) V. Azucarcro. [arms.
AztfR, a. Azure, the blue colour in coats of

AZUT, sf. Dam raised across a river to change
its course.

AZUTEA, sf. Terrace. V. Azotea.

AzuTERO,sm. Sluice-master,he who has the care

ofdams, sluices, and flood-gates ; dyke-reeve.
AZUZADOR, RA, 5. Instigator.

AZUZAR, va. 1. To set on dogs, to incite them to

fight. 2. To irritate, to provoke, to stir up.

BAB BAB

BIS the second letter of the Spanish alpha-
bet, the sound and use ofwhich is frequent-

ly confounded with that of the consonant V,
even in writing, except before L and R, which
are always preceded by B. B. stands for Bles-

sed ;
B. A. for Bachelor of Arts ; and B. C.

for Basso Continuo, or thorough bass.

B mol, in music, B-flat. B quadrddo, B-sharp.
BAB A, sf. Drivel, slaver, spittle running from

the mouth.

BABABui,s/n. The mockingbird. V. Arrendaj6.
BAB!DA, sf. Thigh-bone.
BABADERO Y BABADOR, sm. Bib, a small piece
of linen put under the chins of infants when
feeding.

BABANCA, sm. (Ant.) V. Bobo.

BABARA, sf. I. A Landau or Berlin, an oblong
coach. 2. A kind of country dance.

BABAZA, sf. 1. Frothy humour running from
the mouth. 2. Aloe. 3. A viscous worm of
the snail kind, without a shell. Limax L.

BABAZORRO, sm. (Arag.) Clown, a coarse ill-

bred man.

BABEAR, vn. To drivel, to slaver.

BABEO, sm. The act of drivelling or slavering.
BABERA, sf. 1. Fore part of the helmet which

covers the cheeks, mouth, and chin. 2. A
foolish, silly fellow.

BABERO, 5m. V. Babador.

BABER6L, sm. V. Babera.

BABIA, sf. Estdr en babia, To be absent in mind,
heedless, inattentive.

BABICAIDO, DA, a. Slavered, covered with sa-

liva fallen from the mouth.

BABIECA, sm. Esun babieca, He is an ignorant,
stupid fellow.

BABILLA, sf. Thin skin about the flank or cham-
brel of a horse.

BABILONIA, sf. Es una babilonia, There is such
a crowd, it is all uproar and confusion.

BABILONICO, CA, a. Belonging to Babylon ; con-

fused.

BABOR, sm. (Na6t.) Larboard, the left-hand side

of a ship, standing with the face towards che

head. A' babor d timon, A-port the helm.
A! babor todo, Head a-port. De babor d es-

tribor, Athwart ship.

BABOSA, sf. 1. A viscous worm of the snail

kind without a shell. Limax L. 2. Aloe. 3.

An old onion which is transplanted, and pro-
duces others. 4. A young onion.

BABOSEAR, va. To drivel, to slaver, to cover

with spittle.

BABOSILI.A, sf. A small viscous worm of the

snail kind.

BABOSILLO, LLA ; UELO, LA, a. Somewhat dri-

velling or slavering.

, SA, a. Drivelling, slavering.
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BACA, sf. 1. Berry, Baca de laurel, Bay-berry.
. 2. Breach in a dyke or dam. Bacas, (Ant.)
Quick tune on the guitar.

BACADA, sf. (Ant.) V. Caida.

BACALI.AO, sm. Ling, poor jack, cod-fish. Ga-
dus morhua et molva L.

"BACAyA.LEs,sf.pl. Bacchanals.feasts ofBacchus.

BACANTE, sf. Bacchante, priestess ofBacchus;
lewd

drinking person.
BACARA 6 BACARIS, sf. (Bot.) Great flea-bane.

Baccharis L.

BACARI, a. Covered ; applied to the oval shields

covered with leather, and used in the wars

against the Moors.

BACERA, sf. (Bax.) Obstruction in the milt, a

swelling of the belly.

BACETA, sf. The stock or four remaining cards

in the game of Reversi.

BACHE, sm. 1. A deep miry hole in a road. 2.

A place where sheep are shut up to sweat pre-

viously to their being shorn. V. Sudadero.

BActuco, CA, a. Relating or belonging to Bac-
chus.

BACHILI.ER, sm. 1. Bachelor, one who has ob-

tained the first degree in the sciences and
liberal arts. 2. Babbler, prater, one who talks

rauch, and not to the purpose.
BACHILLERA, sf. Forward, loquacious woman.
BACHII.LER, RA, a. Garrulous, loquacious.

BAIIILLERATO, sm. Bachelorship, the degree

qffljfa
function of a Bachelor.

B.4<7Hv,.cEREAR, vn. To babble, to prattle, to

tfAk much and not to the purpos9.
BACHILLEREJO, sm. A talkative little fellow.

BACHILLERIA, sf. Babbling, prattling.
BACHILLER!LLO, LLA ; co, CA ; TO, TA, a. Lo-

quacious, talkative. V. Bachillerejo.

BACIA, sf. 1. A metal basin used for several

purposes ;
2. Barber's basin.

BACIGA, sf. A game played with three cards.

BACIS, sm. A large pan or basin which serves

as a close-stool. [ed.

BACINA, sf. Poor-box in which alms are collect-

BACINADA, sf. Filth thrown from the basin of
a close-stool.

BACINEJO, sm. A small close-stool.

BACISERO v BACINERA, s. The person who
carries about the poor-box in a church, and
collects the alms.

BACINETA, sf. 1. A small poor-box in which
alms are collected. 2. Bacineta de arma de

fuego, The pan of a gun-lock.
BACiNETE,sm. 1 .A head-piece, formerly worn by

soldiers, in the form of a helmet. 2. Cuirassier,

aH horseman formerly armed with a cuirass.

BACINICA 6 BACINILLA, sf. A small earthen

close-stool for children.

BAcuLO, sm. 1. Walking stick, a staif. Bdcidv
de Jacob, Jacob's staff, a mathematical in-

strument which serves to take heights and
distances. Bdculo de peregrine, Pilgrim's
staff. Bdculo pastoral, Bishop's crosier. 2.

(Met.) Support, relief, consolation.

BADA. V. Mada.
BADAJADA,S/.I.A stroke of the clapper against

the bell. 2. Foolish language, idle talk.

BADAJO, sm. 1. Clapper or tongue of a bell. 2.

An idle talker, a foolish prattling fellow.

BADAJAZO tm. (Aum.) A large clapper.

BADAJEAR, vn. (Ant. Vulg.) To babble, to talk
much nonsense.

BAPAJUELO, sm.. (Dim.) A small clapper.
BADA"L, sm. 1. Muzzle, a fastening for the mouth

of animals, which hinders them to bite. Echar
un badal a la boca, To stop one's mouth. 2.

Shoulder and ribs of butcher's meat. 3. (Cir.)
Instrument for opening the mouth.

BADANA, sf. A dressed sheep-skin. Zurrar la

badana, To dress a sheep-skin : (Met.) To
give one a hiding or flogging.

BADAZAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Keys of the bonnets ;

ropes with which the bonnets are laced to the
sails. V. Barjuleta.

BADEA, sf. 1. Pompion or pumpkin. Cucurbita

pepo L. 2. (Met.) A dull, insipid being.
BADEN, sm. Channel made by a sudden fall of

water.

BADIANA, sf. (Bot.) Indian aniseed, badiana.
Illicium anisatum L.

BAPIL, sm. Fire-shovel.

BADILAZO, sm. Blow with a fire-shovel.

BADINA, sf. Pool of water in the roads.

BADOMIA, sf. Nonsense, absurdity.
BADui-Aqt'E, sm. 1. Ragout of stewed livers

and lights. 2. A stupid person of little sense

or reason.

BAFANE^R, va. To boast, to exaggerate.
BAFANEIUA, sf. Romancing, gasconading.
BAFANERO, sm. Boaster, bragger.
BA"GA, sf. 1. A rope or cord with which the

loads ofbeasts of burthen are fastened. 2. A
little head of flax with its seed.

BAGAGE, sm. 1. Beast of burthen. 2. Baggage
carried by beasts of burthen.

BAGAGERO, sm. Driver, he who conducts beasts

of burthen or baggage.
BAG^R, rn. To yield the seed ; applied to flax.

BAG^SA, sf. V. Carcavera.

BAGATELA, sf. Trifle.

BAGAZO, sm. (And.) The remains of grapes,

olives, palms, &c. which have been pressed.

BAGILLA, sf. Service, the dishes, plates, and

other vessels necessary for serving up a dinner.

B^ORE, sm. A delicious fish in the American
seas and rivers. Silurus bagre L.

BAGUILMTO, sm. (Ant.) A small staff. [L.

BAHARi,sm. (Orn.) Sparrow-hawk. Falconisus

BAnf A, sf. Bay, an arm of the sea stretching
into the land.

BAno, sm. 1. Steam, the smoke and vapour of

any thing moist and hot. 2. (In Cloth Manu-

factories) A tenter with hooks which serve

to bring the cloth to a certain breadth.

BAHORRINA, sf. I. Collection of filthy things
mixed with dirty water. 2. Rabble. [less.

BAH^NO, NA, a. Vile, low, contemptible, worth-

BAHURRERO, sm. (Ant.) Sportsman who catch-

es birds in nets or snares.

BAJOCA,S/. 1. (Mur.) Green kidney-beans. 2.

(Mur.) A dead silk-worm.

BAL A,sf. 1. Ball, bullet, shot. BaJas roxas, Red-

hot balls. Balasencaxonadas,Case-shot. Balas

cnramadas 6 encadenadas, Chain-shot. Balas

de metraUa, Grape-shot. 2. Bale of goods. 3.

Bale of paper, containing ten reams. 4. Small

hollow ball of wax filled with water, and used

to play tricks during the carnival. 5. Printer's

ball with which the ink is applied to the form
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BALADA 6 BALATA, sf. Ballad, a song.

BALADI, a. Mean, despicable, worthless.

BALADOR, RA, s. Animal that bleats. [der L
BALADRE, sm. (Bot.) Rose-bay, Nerium olean-

BALADRON, sm. Boaster, bragger, bully.

BALADRONADA, sf. Boast, brag, fanfaronade.

BALADRONEAR, vn. To boast, to brag.

BALAGAR, sm. Long straw or hay preserved
for winter fodder.

BALAGO, sm. 1. V. Balagar. 2. Hay-rick. 3

Thick spume of soap, of which wash-balls

are made up. Sacudir 6 menear el balago,
To give a sound drubbing.

BALAGUERO. sm. Rick of straw.

BALANCE, sm. 1. Fluctuation, vibration, motion
of a body from one side to another. 2. Equi-
librium or equipoise of a rider on horseback.

3. Balance of accounts. 4. (Ant.) Doubt. 5.

BALANCEAR, vn. 1. To balance, to vibrate, to

fluctuate, to roll. 2. (Met.) To waver, to be

unsettled. va. 1. To weigh, to examine. 2.

To settle accounts.

BALANCERO. V. Balanzario.

BALANCIA,S/". 1. (And.) Water-melon. 2. Scale,
a vessel suspended by a beam against ano-
ther. 3. A kind of white grape.

BALANCIJJ, sm. 1. Splinter-bar of a carriage,

swing-bar of a cart. 2. Iron beam for striking
coins and medals. 3. (Ant.) Poy, a rope-
dancer's pole. Balancings, (Naiit.) Lifts,

ropes belonging to the yard-arms, and serv-

ing to raise or lower the yards. Balancines
dc- la bruxula, (Naut.) Brass rings by which
the compass is suspended in the binnacle.

BAI.ANI>RA,S/. (Naut.) Bilander, a small vessel
which carries but one mast.

BALANDRAN, sm.A loose surtout worn by priests
when they are at home.

BALANTE,^, (Poet.) Bleating. In cant, a sheep.
BALANZA, sf. 1. Scale, a vessel suspended by a
beam against another. 2. Balance, A pair of
scales. 3. A kind of fishing net. 4. (Met.)
Comparative estimate, judgment. Fiel de

'unza de la romana, Needle of the balance.

BAL.AX, 57??. Balass or spinel ruby.
BALA/O, sm. A shot. [of utterance.

BALBUCENCIA, sf. Stuttering speech, difficulty
BALBUCIENTE, a. Stammering, stuttering.
BALCON, sm. Balcony, a frame of wood, iron,

or stone before the window of a room. [nies.
BALCONAGE v BALCONERIA, sm. Range of balco-

BALCONAZO, sm. A large balcony.
sm. A small balcony.

BALDA, sf. (Ant.) Trifle, a thing of little value,
A' la lalda, Living in a heedless imprudent
manner.

BAIJJAQUI 6 BALDAQtrfjfo, sm. Canopy sup-
ported by the columns over the holy Sacra-

ment, and Pope's head in processions.
BALDAR, va. 1. To cripple, to take away the use

of a limb. 2. To break a set of books, or other

things, by taking away one or more of them.
3. To trump or win a trick in a game at cards,
4. To obstruct, or hinder.

BALDE, sm. Bucket used on board of ships.
BALDE (DE) ad. Gratis, for nothing, without

a recompense. En balde, In vain, to no pur-
pose, ineffectually.

BALDEAR, vn. (Naut.) To throw water on the
deck and sides of a ship, for the purpose of

cleaning them.

BALDERO, RA, a. (Ant.) Idle. V. Baldio.

BALDES, sm. A piece of dressed skin, soft and

pliable.

BALofo, DIA, a. 1. Untilled, uncultivated ; ap-
plied to land. Campos baldios, Commons. 2.

Idle, la/y. Hombre baldio, Vagrant, vaga-
bond.

BALDO, DA, a. Unfurnished with a card of the
same suit, which has been played by another.

BALDON, sm. Censure, reproach, insult.

BALDONAR 6 BALDONEAR, va. To insult with
abusive language, reproach.

BALDOSA, sf. A fine square tile. [faddle.

BALDRAQUE, sm. (A cant word) Trifle, fiddle

BALD RES, sm. (Ant.) V. Baldcs.

BALEARICO, CA, 6 BALEARIC, RIA, a. Balearic,

belonging to the Baleares, or isles of Major-
ca, Minorca, &c.

dndar en balanza, (Met.) To be in danger of !BALERIA, gf. A large quantity of balls, bullets,
losing one's property or place. 5. Gallows, in'

BALAN/A\R, ra. V. Balancear. [cant.

BALAN/.ARIO, sm. Balancer, he who weighs and

adjusts the coins in the mint.
BALANXO. sm. V. Balance.

BAi.AN/.oN,sm. Copper pan used by silversmiths.

BALA^OU, sm. (let.) A kind of sprat of the size
of a pilchard.

BALAR, vn. To bleat as a sheep. Jlndar balando
par alguiui cosa,To be gaping after something.

BAI.ATA, sf. (Ant.) Ballet, an historical dance.

BALASOR, sm. Balassor, a stuff made of the bark
of trees, which comes from China.

BALAI^STRA y BALAUSTRIA, sf. Flowers of the
wild pomegranate.

BALAUSTRX.DA Y BALUSTRERIA, sf. Balustrade,
a row of small pillars called balusters.

BALAUSTRADO, DA, YBALAUSTRAL, a. Made in
the form of balusters, cr adorned with balus-
ters.

BALAI^STRE, sm. Small pillars, with which ba-
lustrades are formed. BaJaustres de navio.

(Naut.) Head rails of a ship.

or shot heaped together.
B ALETA, sf. A small bale.

BALHURRIA, sf. (Cant.) Low people.
BALIDO, 6m. Bleating, the cry of a sheep.
BALI'JA, sm. 1. Portmanteau or portmantle,a bag

in which clothes .are carried. 2. Mail, the

post-man's bag in which the letters are con-

veyed. 3. Post or postboy who carries letters

from one place to another.

BALIJON, sm. A large portmantle.
BALITADERA, sf. Call, an instrument made of

reeds for calling fawns.

BALLAR, va. (Ant.) V. Cantar.

BALLENA,*/. 1. Whale, BalaenaL. 2. Train-oil,

oil drawn by coction from the blubber or fat

of the whale. 3. Whale-bone. 4. (Astr.) One
of the northern constellations.

BALLENATO, sm. Cub, the young of a whale.

BALLENER, sm. A sort of a vessel which has
the shape of a whale.

BALLKSTA, sf. Cross-bow, an ancient missive

weapon. A 1 tiro de ballesta, (Met.) At a

great distance.
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BALLESTAZO, sm. Blow given or received from

any thing thrown from a cross-bow.

BALLESTEADOR, sm. Cross-bower, arbalist.

BALLESTEAR, na. To shoot with a cross-bow.

BALLESTERA, sf. Loop-holes through which
cross-bows were discharged.

BALLESTER!A, sf. 1. Archery, the art ofan arch-

er, or of shooting with a bow and arrow
2. Number of cross-bows, or persons armed
with cross-bows. 3. Place where cross-bows
are kept, or arbalists quartered.

BALLESTERO,.sm. I. Archer, arbalist, cross-bow
er. 2. Cross-bow maker. 3. King's archer or

armourer, whose business it is to keep the

arms of the royal family in order. Ballestcro

de maza, Mace-bearer. Ballesteros de corte,
The king's porters, and the porters of the

privy council, were formerly so called.

BALLESTILLA, sf. 1. Small cross-bow. 2. Instru-

ment for bleeding cattle, but which is at pre-
sent called fleam. 3. Cross-staff, an instru-

ment for taking heights. 4. (Naut.) Fore-

staff, an instrument used for taking the alti-

tude of the sun, stars, &c.

BALLESTON, sm. Large cross-bow, arbalet.

BALLESTRiNquE, sm. (Naut.) Clove-hitch, by
which one rope is fastened to another.

BALLICO, sm. (Bot.) Red or perennial darnel,

rye-grass. Lolium perenne L.

BALLUECA, sf. (Bot. Arag.) Wild oats. Avena
fatua L.

BALON, sm. 1. Large foot-ball, with which the

game of that name is played. 2. The game of
foot-ball. 3. Balloon. 4. Large bale. 5.

(Naut.) State-vessel in Siam. G. Bale of

paper containing 24 reams.

BALONCITA, sf. Saveall.

BALOTA, sf. Ballot, a little ball used in voting.

BALOTADA, sf. Ballotade, leap
of a horse in

which he shows the shoes of his hinder feet.

BALOTAR, va. Ballot, to choose by ballot with-
out open declaration of the vote.

BALSA, sf. l.Pool, a lake of standing water. 2.

(Naut.) Raft or float for conveying goods or

persons across a river. 3. (Andal.) Half a
butt of wine. 4. (In Oil-mills.) The room
where the oil is kept. Estar como una balsa
de aceyte, To be as quiet as a pool of oil ;

spoken of a place or country.
BALSAMERITA, sf. A small smelling bottle for

balsam.

BALSAMIA, sf. (Ant.) Fabulous tale.

BALSAMICO, CA, a. Balsamic.

BALSAMIA, sf. (Bot.) Balm.
BALSAMITA MAYOR, (Bot.) Costmary. Balsami-

ta vulgaris L. Balsamita menor, (Bot.)
Maudlin tansy. Tanacetum annuum L.

BALSAMO, sm. 1. Balsam of balm. Bdlsamo
de Maria, Balsam of Tolu. Es un bdlsamo,
It is a balsam

; applied to generous wine and
other delicious liquors. 2. (Med.) The purest
and soundest part of the blood.

BALSAR, sm. A marshy piece of ground with
brambles.

BALSEAR, -cm. To cross rivers on floats or frames
of timber joined together.

BALSERO, sm. Ferry-man.
BALSILLA, sf. A small float or raft.

BALSOPETO, sm. I. A large pouch carried near

the breast. 2. (Bax.) Bosom, the inside of the
breast.

BALTEO, sm. (Ant.) Officer's belt.

BALUARTE,sm. l.(Fort.) Bastion,a mass ofearth
raised in the angles of a polygon, with flanks,

faces, and a gorge. 2. (Met.) Defence, sup-
port. Eso es el baluarte de lafe y de. la. reli-

gion, This is the bulwark offaith and religion.
BALTJMBA Y BALT^MA, sf. Bulk or quantity of

things heaped together.
BALTJMHO Y BALUME, sjn. A heap of things
which take up much room.

BALZA, sf. Banner, standard.

BAMBALINA, sf. Scene, the hanging of the the-

atre adapted to the play.
BAMBALEAR Y BAMBANEAR, xn. V. Bambolear.

BAMBALINA, sf. The upper part of the scenes
in theatres, which are fixed.

BAMBAROTEAR, vn. To bawl, to cry out.

BAMBARRIA, sm. 1. (Bax.) A fool, an idiot. 2.

An accidental but successful hit or stroke at

billiards.

BAMBOCHE, sm. A landscape representing ban-

quets or drunken feats, with grotesque fi-

gures. Esun bamboche, 6 parece un bamboche,
A thick short person with a red bloated face.

BAMBOLEAR 6 BAMBONEAR, vn. To reel, to

stagger, to totter, to dangle. [germg-
BAMBOLEO Y BAMBONEO, sm. Reeling, stag-

BAMBOLLA, sf. Ostentation, boast, vain show.

BAN, sm. A sort of fine muslin brought from
China.

BANANA, sf. The fruit of the plantain tree.

BANASTA, sf. A large basket made of twigs or

laths. Meterse en banasta, To meddle with

things which do not concern one.

BANASTERO, sm. 1. Basket-maker or dealer in

baskets. 2. (Cant.) Jailer.

BANASTO, sm. A large round basket.

BANCA, ff. 1. Form, a long wooden seat without
a back. 2. Banca de plaza, A table for selling
fruit. 3. A sort of washing box in which wo-
men place themselves when they are washing
at the brink of a brook or river. 4. Basset, a

game of chance at cards.

BANC^L, sm. I. An oblong plot of ground for

raising pulse, roots, and fruit-trees. 2. Ter-

race in a garden. 3. Carpet thrown over a

form or bench by way of ornament.

BANCALERO, sm. Carpet-manufacturer.
BANCARIA. V. Fianza bancaria.

BANCARROTA, sf. Bankruptcy, the failure of a

merchant, tradesman, &c. who declares him-

self insolvent.

BANCAZA Y BANCAZO, s. A large form or bench.

BANCO, sm..l. Form or bench without a back. 2.

A strong bench with four legs fcr the use

of carpenters ;
c. g. Banco dr. (tcrpilii;r, \

planing bench. 3. Athwart, or bench of row-

ers. 4. A bank, a place where money is laid

up to be called for occasionally. 5. Company
ofpersons concerned in managing ajoint stock

of money. 6. The cheeks ofthe bit ofa bridle.

Banco de arena,, A sand bank. Banco dc hiclo,

A field of ice. Banco de rio, Sand-bank in a

river. Banco pinjado, An ancient warlike ma-

chine for battering. Pasar banco, To flog tho

sailors on board a galley. Razon de pic de

banco. An absurd reason, a groundless motive.
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BAND A, sf.'l. Sash worn by military officers

when on duty. 2. Ribbon worn by the knights
of the military orders. 3. Band or body of

troops. 4. Party or number ofpersons confede

rated by a similarity of designs or opinions. 5

Bank, border, edge ;
side of a ship. La banda

del norte, The north side. A 1 la banda

(Naut.) Heeled or hove down. En banda

(Naut.) A-main. Arriar en banda, To let gc
a-main. Caer, 6 estar en banda,, To be a-mam
Dar d la banda, To heel. Bandas del tajamar
(Naut.) The cheeks of the head.

BANDADA, sf. Flock of birds flying together.
BANDRRIA, sf. (Naut.) An iron maul with a

wooden handle, used for driving large nails

and pegs into the planks or timbers of a ship
BANDE.AR, va. To traverse, to pass, to cross from

one side to another
; to band. vn. To form

parties, to unite with a band. rr. To conducl
one's self with prudence for earning a liveli-

hood, to shift for one's self.

BANDEJA, sf. A silver waiter.

BANDERA, sf. I. A pair of colours of a regiment
of infantry. 2. Infantry, soldiers who serve on
foot. 3. Flag or colours which distinguish the

ships ofthe different nations.Bandera de popa
(Naut.) The ensign. Bandera de proa, (Naut.
The jack. Bandera de quadra, The royal
standard. Bandera bJanca, 6 de paz, The flag
of truce. Vuelode la bandera, The flag of the

ensign. Arriar la bandera, To strike the

colours. Salir con banderas desplegadas, To
get offwith flying colours. Asfgurar la bande-

ra, To fire a cannon-shot with ball at the time
of hoisting the colours. Dar la bandera,(Met.
To submit to the superior talents or merits of
another. Levantar banderas, (Met.) To put
one's self at the head of a party.

BANDERETA, sf. A small flag. Bandertlas,(Mi\.)
Camp-colours.

BANDERICA 6 BANDER^LA, sf. 1. A small flag
a banner. 2. A small dart with a bannerol
which dexterous bull-fighters thrust into the
shoulders and neck of a bull. Poner d uno
una banderilla, (Met.) To taunt, to ridicule

to revile.

BANDERII.LEAR, va. To put small flags on bulls,
at bull feasts.

BANUERILLERO, sm. He who sticks bannerets in

a bull's neck.

BANDERIZAR, va. V. Aband-erizar. [faction.

BANDERIZO, ZA, a. Factious, given to party or

BANDEROLAS, sf. pi. Bannerols, camp-colours.
BANDIBULA, sf. Mandible or jaw, the bone of

the mouth in which the teeth are fixed.

BANDIDO. sm. 1. Banditto, highwayman. 2. Fu-

gitive pursued with judicial advertisements.

BANDfM, sm. Seat in a row-galley.
BANDITA, sf. A small band.

BANDO, sm. I. Edict or law solemnly published
by superior authority. 2. Faction, party.
Echar bando, To publish a law or edict.

BANDOLA, sf. 1. A small musical instrument
with four strings resembling a lute. 2. (Naut.)
Jurymast, a mast set up occasionally at sea,
in the room of a mast lost.

BANDOLERA, sf. Bandoleer. Dar 6 guitar la

bandolr.ra. To admit or dismiss one from tlie

king's life-guards in Spain.
13

BANDOLERO, sm. Highwayman, robber, free-

booter.

BANDOSIDAD, sf. (Ant.) V. Parcialidad.

BANDOG, sm. (Ant.) Large sausage.
BANDTJI.LO, sm. (Vulg.) Belly, the whole of the

bowels or intestines.

BANDT^RRIA, sf. A musical instrument resem-

bling a fiddle. [Burgundy.
BANGE, sm. A sort of stuff manufactured in

BANOVA, sf. (Arag.) Bed-quilt, bed-cover.

BANQUERA, sf. 1. Small open bee-house. 2.

Frame on which bee-hives are placed in a

bee-house.

BANQUERO, sm. Banker. V. Cambista.

BANQUETA, sf. 1. A stool with three legs. 2.

(Fort.) Banquette or footbank behind the

parapet. Banquetas de rruena, Gun-carriage
beds. Banquetas dc calafate, (Naut.) Calk-

ing stools.

BANQUETE, sm. Banquet, a splendid repast.

Banquete cascro, A family feast.

BANQUETEAR, vn. To banquet, to feast.

BANQJJILLO, sm. A little stool without a back.

BANZOS, sm. pi. Cheeks or sides of an embroi-

dering or quilting frame.

BANA, sf. V. Banadero.

BANADERA, sf. (Naut.) Skeet, a narrow oblong
ladle or scoop for wetting the sails, decks,
and sides of a ship, or for baling a boat.

BANADERO, sm. Pool, or puddle, in which wild

boars wallow or bathe themselves.

BANADO, sm. V. Bacin.

BANADOR, RA,S. One who bathes. Banador,T\ib
or vat with liquid wax, into which wax-chan-
dlers dip the wicks for forming wax-candles.

BANAR, va-. 1. To bathe, to immerse or wash in

water. 2. To water, to irrigate. El rio baTia

las murallas de la ciudad, The river washes
the walls of the town. 3. To candy biscuits,

plums, &c. with melted sugar, which forms
an incrustation when cold. 4. (Pint.) To wash
over a painting with a. second coat ofbright or

transparent colours. 5. To overlay with some-

thing shining or pellucid. Baiiarse en agua
rosada, To bathe in rose-water, to be highly
pleased. 6. To extend or enlarge.

BANERO, sm. Owner or keeper of baths.

BANI!, sm. A small pool in which deer bathe
themselves. [or bathes in them

BANisTA,sm. He who drinks the mineral waters

BANG, sm. 1. Bath
;
the act of bathing in water,

wine, or other liquor. 2. Bagnio, the house or

place where people bathe,a large tub or trough
for bathing. 3. Incrustation or coat made with

sugar over sweetmeats, or with wax over any
thing. 4. Coat ofbright paint put over another.

5. Varnish
;
the art of glazing or putting var-

nish on a picture. 6. Prison in which Moors
confine their prisoners until they are ransom-
ed. 7. (Quim.) Bath for retaining an uniform

heat from the fire ;
as Bano de arena, Sand-

bath ;
Bano de Maria, Balneum Mariee.

BANUELO, sm. (Dim.) A little bath.

BAGS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Beams, the main cross

timbers, stretching from side to side. Baos de

las cubiertas alias, The beams of the upper
deck. Bao maestro, The midship beam. Baos
del sollado. Orlop beams. Baos del saltillo de

proa, The collar-beams. Baos de los palos,
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Trestle trees. Baos y crucetas de los palos.
Cross and trestle trees.

BAPTISMO, sm. V. Bautismo,

BAPTISTERIO, sm. Baptistery.
BAPTIZAR, (Ant.) V. Bautizdr.

,
sm. 1. (Ant.) The blow which a body

ives in falling. 2. A water-trough in glass-
houses.

BAQUERIZA, sf. (Ant.) A cow-house for cattle

in winter
;
a stable.

BAQUETA, sf. 1. Ramrod, the stick with which
the charge is forced into fire-arms. 2. Switch
used in a riding-house, in breaking in young
horses. Mandar a baqueta, 6 d la baqueta, To
command imperiously. Tratar d baqueta, To
treat a person in a haughty manner. pi. 1.

Drum-sticks, sticks with which drums are

beaten. 2. Gantlet, a military punishment. 3.

Rods of holly-wood, used in beating wool.

BAQTJETA/O, sm. Violent fall, great blow given
by the body when falling. Tropect y di un

baquetazo, I tripped and fell violently.

BAQUETEAR, va. To inflict the punishment of
the gantlet. Baquetear la lana, To beat wool.

BAQUETILLA, sf. A little rod.

BAQUICO, c A, a. Bacchanal, relating to Bacchus.

BARADERO, sm. (Naut.) Skeed or skid. Bara-
dt.ro de baxa mar, A muddy place in which
vessels stick at low water. [sel.

BARADT^RA, ff. (Naut.) The grounding ofa ves-

BARAHUNDA, sf. Hurly-burly, a great bustle or

confusion.

BARAHtrsTE, sm. V. Balaustre.

BARAHUSTIT.LOS, sm. pi. Small balusters.

BAR!JA ,sf. 1 .A complete pack ofcards. 2.(Ant.)
A quarrel. Mcterse en burajas, To seek a quar-
rel. Entrarse en la baraja, Not to enter upon
a hand, to give a game up : (Met.) To relin-

quish a claim, to desist from a pretension.
BARAJADUHA. sf. 1. Shuffling of cards. 2. Dis-

pute, difference.

BARAJAR, r. J . To shuffle the cards, to change
their position with regard to each other. 2. To
bar a cast at dice. 3. (Met.) To jumble things
together. Barajar un negocio, To entangle or

perplex an affair. Barajarle d algunouna pre-
tension, To frustrate one's pretensions. Ba-

rajar ima proposition, To reject a proposal.
vn. To wrangle, to contend.

BARANDA, sf. Railing of timber, iron, or brass,

around altars, fonts, balconies, &c. Barandas
de Jos corredores de popa de un nario, Stern-
rails. Echar de baranda, (Met.) To exagge-
rate something, to boast.

BARANDA" no.sw. Series of balusters, balustrade.

BARAM>AT,,s?n. The under-piece ofa balustrade,

in which the rails or balusters are fixed, [ing.

BARANUILLA,*/'. A small balustrade, a small rail-

BARANGAY, sm. An Indian vessel, worked with
oars.

BARAR, vn. (Naut.) To strike aground, to be
stranded. Burar en la costa, (Naut.) To run
on shore.

BARYTA, sf. 1. Barter, exchange, low price, or

little value of things exposed for sale. V. Ba-
ratura. 2. An after game in backgammon.
3. (Ant.) A fraudulent barter. A 1 la burntn.

Confusedly, disorderly. Mala barata, Profu

sion, prodigality.
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BARATADOR, sm. 1. (Ant.) BARRATOR, impos-
tor, deceiver. 2. Barterer.

BARATAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To BARTER, to traffic

by exchanging one commodity for another.
2. (Ant.) To make fraudulent barters, to

cheat, to deceive. 3. (Ant.) To give or re-

ceive a thing under its just value.

BARATAS, sm. A kind of sea-mouse.

BARATEAR, vn. (Ant.) To cheapen j
to sell at

an under price. [tion.

BARATERIA, sf. (Ant.) BARRATRY, fraud, decep-
BARATERO, sm. He who by art or force obtains

money from the fortunate gamesters.
BARATIJAS, sf.pl. Trifles, things of small value.

^^RATILLO, LLA. . Cheap, of little value.

vRArfi.Lo, sm. 1. Trumpery or trifles sold in a

public place. 2. A place where petty pedlers
sell things of little value about the fall ofnight.

BARATISTA, sm. (Ant.) Barterer, trafficker.

BARATO, TA, a. 1. Cheap, bought or sold for a
low price. De barato, Gratuitously, gratis.
2. (Met.) Easy.

BARATO,SW. 1. Money given by the winners at a

gaming table to the by-standers as part of the

gain. 2. (Ant.) Fraud, deceit. 3. (Ant.)

Plenty, abundance. 4. Cheapness, low price.
Hacer barato, To sell under value in order to

get rid of goods. Darde barato, (Met.) To
grant for argument's sake, a thing to be so.

Lo barato es caro, The cheapest goods are

dearest. Nijuega, ni da baratof To act with

indifference, without taking a part with, or

engaging in a faction.

BARATRO, sm. (Poet.) Hell.

BARATT^RA, sf. Cheapness, lowness of price,
little value set upon things.

BARAX^NDA, sf. Noise, great confusion.

BARATJSTRE, sm. V. Balaustre.

BARBA,sm. l.Chin,the part ofthe face where the

beard grows. 2. Beard, the hair which grows
on the lips and chin. 3. The first swarm of

bees which leaves the hive. 4. The roof of the

bee-hive,where the new swarm begins towork.

Barba cabruna, (Bot.) Yellow goat's beard.

Tragopogon pratense L. Barba dc aarou,

(Bot.) Indian turnip. Arum esculentum L.

Barba de cabra, (Bot.) Queen of the mea-
dows. Spiraea ulmaria L. Jlmarrado a barba
de crato, (Naut.) Moored by the head. Tcm-
blar la barba, To shake with fear. Barba d

barba, Face to face. A 1 barba regado, In

great plenty. Por barba, A head, a
piece.

A'

polla por barba, Every man his bird. sm.

Player who acts the parts of old men on the

stage. pi. (Naut.) 1. Hause or hawse, tho

position of the cable of a ship, when she is

moored by the head, with two anchors cut, on
the starboard and larboard bow. 2. Slender

roots of trees or plants ; fibres, filaments. 3.

A disease under the tongue of horses. Barbas

enredadas, A full hawse. Barbas de ballena,

Whalebone. Barbas honradas 6 hombre dc

rcspcto, A respectable man. Dccir d vno en

sits barbas alguna cosa, To tell a man a thing
to his face. Echar Io d las barbas, To reproach
a man with something. Hacer la barba, To
shave, to take off the beard ; (Met.) To speak
ill of somebody. Mcntir por la barba, To tell

a lie in a barefaced manner. Pcla rse las barbas, -
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(Met.) To fly into a violent passion. Subirse d

ias barbas, To fly into one's face. Tcner bue*

nas barbas, To have a graceful mien : ap-

plied to a fine woman. Ecliar d la buena bar-

ba. To induce one to pay for what he and his

companions have eaten and drank. Andar,
cstar, 6 trahcr la barba sobre el kombro, To
wear the face on the shoulder, to be alert, to

live watchful and careful, Tenerpocasbarbas,
To be young or inexperienced.

BARB ACAN A, sf. 1. (Fort.) Fausse braye, an ele-

vation of earth about three feet high, which
runs along

1 the foot of the rampart towards the

field. 2. A low wall around a church-yard.
BARBADA, sf. 1. Beard of a horse, or that part of

the mandible which bears the curb of the

bridle. 2. Curb, or iron chain made fast to

the upper part of the branches of the bridle,

and running under the beard of the horse. 3.

(let.) Pout, or whiting pout. Gadus barbatus

L. Agua dc la Barbuda, Barbadoes water, a

liquor distilled from the sugar-cane.
BARi5ADAMi:NTE,ffld.(Rar.)Strongly, vigorously.
ARBADILLO, LLA, . 1. Having little beard. 2.

Having slender filaments, applied
to plants.

BARBADO, DA, a. Bearded, having a beard.

BAUDA uo, sm. 1. Man grown up. 2. Vine trans-

planted with the roots. 3. Shoots issuing
from the roots of trees.

BARBAJA, sf. (Bot.) V. Barba cabruna. Barbd-

jas. (Agr.) The hairy filaments of the roots

of plants.

BARBAJOVE, sm. (Bot).) Lady's finger.

BARBANCA, sf. Confusion, noise, uproar.
BARBAR, vn. 1. To get a beard. 2. Among bee-

masters, to rear or keep bees. 3. To begin to

strike root
; applied to plants.

BARBARA, sf. Santa barbara, (Naut.) Powder
room or magazine on board of ships of war.

BARBARAMENTE, ad. 1. In a cruel barbarous
manner. 2. Rudely, without culture in point
of learning and manners.

BAUBARESCO, CA, a. Belonging or peculiar to

barbarians.

BARBARICAMENTE. V. Bdrbaramentc.
BARBARIDAD. sf. 1. Barbarity, fierceness, cruel-

ty. 2. Rashness, temerity. 3. Rudeness, want
of culture in point of manners or learning.
4. Barbarous expression or action.

BARBARIE, sf. Barbarousness, impurity of lan-

guage, incivility of manners
; rusticity.

BARBARISMO, 5m. 1. Form ofspeech, contrary to

the purity of language ; barbarism. 2. Crowd
of barbarians. 3. Barbarousness.

BARBARIZAR, va. To make barbarous, wild,
or cruel.

BARBARO, RA, a. 1. Barbarous, fierce, cruel. 2.

Rash, bold, daring. 3. Rude, ignorant, un-

polished.
BARBARO, sm. A Barbary horse.

BARBAROTE, sm. A great savage or barbarian.

BARBATO, TA, a. Bearded, applied to a comet.

BARBAZA, sf. A long beard.

BARBEAR, r,n. To reach with the beard or

lips.

BARBECHAR, va. To plough the ground and
prepare it for sowing.

BARBF.CIIA/.ON 6 BARBOCHJON, sm. (Among
Farmers) The fallowing time.

BARBECHRA, sf. 1. Series of different suc-

cessive ploughings. 2. Fallowing time or

season. 3. Act and effect of ploughing or

fallowing.
BARBECHO, sm. 1. First ploughing of the

ground, in order to plough it again. 2. Ground

ploughed in order to be sown. Como en un
barbecko, 6 por un barbccho, With too much
confidence or assurance.

BARBERA, sf. A barber's wife.

BARBER! A, sf. 1. Trade of a barber. 2. Barber's

shop.

BARBERITO, IJLLO, sm. A spruce little barber.

BARBERO, sm. 1. Barber, one who shaves, or

takes off the beard. 2. (let.) Mutton-fish.

Labrus anthias L.

BARBETA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Rackline. 2. (Naut.)

Ring-rope, a rope occasionally tied to the

ringbolts of the deck. Bateria d burbeta,

Barbet-battery, having neither embrasures
nor merlons, and where the cannon fire over
the parapet.

BARBIBLANCO, CA, a. Having a beard grey or

white with age.
BARBICA v ITA, sf. A small beard.

BARBICACHO, sm. Riband or band tied under
the chin.

BARBICANO, NA, a. Having a grey beard.

BAREIESPESO, SA, a. One who has a thick beard.

BAUBIHECHO, CHA, a. Fresh shaved.

BARBILAMPINO, N A, a. Having a thin beard.

BARBILINDO, DA, a. Well shaved and trimmed.

BARBILLA, sf. 1. A small beard. 2. Point of the

chin. 3. Morbid tumour under the tongue of
horses and cattle.

BARBILLERA, sf. 1. Tuft of tow, put between
the staves of a cask or vat to prevent it from

leaking. 2. Bandage put under the chin of a

dead person to keep the mouth shut.

BARBILUCIO, CIA, a. Smooth-faced, pretty,

genteel.

BARBINEGRO, GRA, a. Black-bearded.

BARBIPOMENTE, a. 1. Having the beard grow-
ing ; applied to a boy or lad. 2. (Met.) Be-

ginning to learn any art or profession.

BARBIQ.UEJO, sm. 1. Handkerchief, with which
the Indians muffle the chin. 2. (Naut.) Bob-

stay, a strong rope which keeps the bowsprit
downwards to the stem.

BARBIRUBIO, BIA, a. Red-bearded, having a red

beard.

BARBIRT/CIO, CIA, a. Having a black and white
beard.

BARBITENIDO, DA, a. Having a painted beard.

BARBIZAENO, NA, a. Having a rough beard.

BARBO, sm. (let.) Barbel, a river fish. Cypri-
nus barbus L.

BARBON, sm. 1. An old man of a grave and
austere aspect. 2. A man with a thick, strong
beard. 3. A lay brother of the Carthusian
order.

BARBOQUEJO, sm. 1. A piece of rope put into a
horse's mouth instead of a bridle, to guide
him and keep him from biting. 2. Hind part
of the under-jaw of a horse.

BARBOTAR, va. To mumble, to mutter.

BARBOTE, sm. Fore part of a helmet. V. Babera.

BARBT^DO, DA, a. Having a long beard. A 1
la,

muffcr barbuda de Ujos la* saluda. (Ref.)
1)0
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Flee a woman witjts^a
beard as you would a

bear.

BARBT?DO,SW. Vine transplanted with the roots.

BARBULLA, sf. Loud, confused noise,, made by
people all talking together at the same time.

BARBULLAR, va. To talk loud and fast, with
disorder and confusion.

BARBULLON, NA, a. Talking loud, fast, and con-

fused.

BARCA, s/. (Naut.) 1. Boat, barge. Barca chata

parapasar gente, A ferry-boat. Barca longa,
A fishing boat. 2. (Met.) Fortune, chance of

life. Conduce bien su barca, He steers his

course well.

BARCADA, sf. 1. Passage in a ferry-boat from
one side of the river to the other. 2. A boat

full of persons or goods. Barcado de lastre,

A boat-load of ballast.

BARCAGE, sm. 1. Fare paid at a ferry for pass-

ing over water. 2. Ferry, passage-boat for

carrying goods or persons over in a boat.

BARCAZA, sf. A large ferry-boat.

BARCAZO, sm. A large barge.
BARCELLA, sf. Measure for grain.

BARCEO, sm. Dry bass or sedge for making
mats, ropes, &c.

BARCINA, sf. 1. Net, made of bass or sedge, for

carrying straw. 2. Large truss of straw.

BARCINAR, va. To load a cart or waggon with
sheaves of corn, in order to carry them to

the threshing-place.
BARCINO, NA, 6 BARCENO, NA, a. Ruddy, ap-

proaching to redness, pale-red ;
reddish gray.

BARCO, sm. (Naut.) Boat, barge ;
bark. Barco

aguador, A watering boat. Barco chato, A
flat-bottomed boat. Barco de la vez, A pas-

sage-boat.
BARCOI.ONGO Y BARCOLUENGO, sm. An oblong

boat with a round head.

BARCON v BARCOTE, sm. A large boat.

BARDA, sf. 1. Ancient armour of horses to cover
them from arrows and javelins. 2.StrawBrush-
wood or fence wood, laid on fences,mud-walls,
&c. to preserve them. Aun hay sol en bardas,
There are even still hopes of attaining it.

BARDADO, DA, a. Caparisoned with a defensive

armour
; applied to a horse.

BARDAGO, sm. (Naut.) Loof-hook-rope.
BARDAGUERA,S/. A sort of sedge used in mak-

ing ropes for draw-wells.

BARDAL, sm. Mud-wall, covered at the top with

straw, brush or fence-wood. Salta bardales,
A nick-name given to bold mischievous

boys.
BARDANA, sf. (Bot.) Common burdock. Arc-

tium lappa L. Barddna mcnor, (Bot.) Lesser
burdock. Xanthium strumarium L.

BARUANZA, sf. Jlndar de bardanza, To go
here and there.

BARDAR, va. To cover the tops of fences, mud,
or other walls, with straw or brushwood.

BARDAXA \ BARDAXE, sm. V. Sodornita.

BARDILLA, sf. Small brushwood.

BARDO, sm. Bard, poet.
BARDOMA, sf. Filth, dirt, mud.

BAUDOMERA, sf. (Mur.) Weeds or small wood
carried off by currents.

BAP.FOI,, sm. A coarse stuff, which comes from
the coast of Gambia.
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BARGA, sf. 1. The steepest part of a declivity.
2. Hut covered with straw, or thatched.

BARGANTE, (No), ad. V. JYb Embargante.
BARIGA, sf. A sort of silk which the Dutch

bring from India.

BARILLO, sm. An inferior sort of silk, which the

Portuguese bring from the East Indies.

BARIPTO, sm. A precious stone of a blackish
colour.

BARITONO, sm. Voice of a low pitch, between
a tenor and a base.

BARJULETA, sf. 1. Knapsack, haversack, a tra-

velling bag carried on the shoulders. 2. A
sort of double purse used in some chapters
of Aragon for distributing the dividends of
the incumbents. Ladroncillo de agujeta, de-

spues sube d barjuleta, (Prov.) A young
filcher becomes an old robber.

BARJLOAR, vn. (Naut.) To grapple for the pur-
pose of boarding.

BARLOAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Relieving tackles, or

relieving tackle pendants.
BARLOVENTEAR, vn. 1. (Na6t.) To ply to wind-

ward, to beat about: 2. (Met.) To rove about,
to wander up and down.

BARLOVENTO, sm. (Naut.) Weather-gage, the

point from whence the wind blows. Costa de

barlovcnto, The weather-shore. Costado dc

barlovento, The weather-side. Gdnar el bar-

lovento, To get to windward, to gain the
wind.

BARNABITAS, sm.pl. Members of the religious

community of St. Paul.

BARNZ, sm. 1. Varnish, a liquid laid on paint-

ings, wood, metal, &c. to make them shine.

2. Paint or colours laid on the face. 3. Gum
of the juniper tree. 4. Printer's ink.

BARNIZAR, va. To varnish, to cover with some-

thing shining.

BARO, RA, a. Thin, loose.

BAROMETRO, sm. Barometer, an instrument for

measuring the weight of the atmosphere, or

the height of mountains.

BARON, sm. A degree of nobility ofmore or less

eminence in different countries. Barones del

timo7i, (Naut.) Rudder pendants and chains.

BARONAL, a. Baronial, relating to a baron.

BARONESA, sf. Baroness, a baron's lady.

BARONIA, sf. Barony, honour or lordship which

gives title to a baron.

BAROSANEMO, sm. Aerometer, an instrument
for measuring the air.

BARQUEAR, vn. To cross in a boat, to go to

and fro in a boat.

BARQUERO, sm. Waterman, ferryman.
BAR^UETA, sf. A small boat.

BARQ.UICHUELO, sm. (Dim.) Small bark or boat.

BARQUII.LA, sf. 1. A little boat. 2. Barquilla de

la corredera, (Naut.) The Jog, a triangular

piece of wood fastened to the log-line, which
serves to measure the ship's way. 3. Thin
boat-formed or conical pastry cake.

BARQ.UILLERO, sm. 1. One who makes or sells

wafers. 2. Iron mould for making wafers.

BARQ.UILLO, sm,. I. Cock-boat, a small boat used

on rivers and near a sea-coast. 2. Paste made
to close letters. 3. A thin pastry cake rolled

up in the form of a tube or cone. 4. A mould
with holes used by wax-chandlers.
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BARQPIN 6 BARQ.CINERA, s. Large bellows for

iron-works or furnaces.

BARQUINERO, sm. Bellows-maker.

BAR^CIXO, sm. Wine-bag. V. Odre.

BX.RRA, sm. 1. Iron crow or lever. 2. Bar or in-

got of gold, silver, &c. 3. Rock or sand-bank

at the mouth of a harbour. 4. List or gross

spun thread in cloth, left as a mark of defec-

tive manufactory. 5.(Among Wax-chandlers)
A plate with holes for framing small wax-
candles. G. (In Horse-mills) Bar, set in mo-
tion by the staves of the trundle. 7. The

fleshy part of a horse's jaw, which has no

teeth. 8. (In Heraldry) The third part of a

shield. Estirar la barra, (Met.) To make
the utmost exertions for attaining some pur-

pose. Tirar la barra, (Met.) To enhance the

price. De barra d barra, From one point to

another. Barras, (Among Pack-saddle Ma-

kers) The arched trees of a pack-saddle. Bar-

ras de cabrestante y molinete, (Naut.) The
bars of the capstern and windlass. Barras de

cscotillas, (Naut.) Bars of the hatches. Bar-
ras de portas, (Naut.) Gun-port bars. Estar
en barras, (Met.) To be on the point of set-

tling an affair. Sin dano de barras, (Met.)
Without injury or danger.

BARRABASADA, sf. Embarrassment, perplexity;

plot, intrigue.

BARRACA, sf. Hut for soldiers, or for fishermen
on the sea-coast.

BARRACHEL, sm. Head-constable, the principal

alguacil.

BARRACO, sm. V. Vcrraco. \. A boar. 2. Spume
thrown up by must when it is in a state of
fermentation. 3. An ancient kind of ship-

guns now disused. 4. Snag, a tooth which

grows over another.

VRRADO, DA, . 1. (Among clothiers) Corded,
or having stripes rising above the ground ;

striped. 2. (Bias.) Barred.

BARRACAN, sm. I. (Ant.) Companion. 2. (Ant.)
Bachelor, an unmarried man. 3. Barracan, a

strong kind of camlet. 4. (Ant.) Man of

spirit and courage.
BARRAGANA, sf. 1. (Ant.) A concubine. 2. Mar-

ried woman or lawful wife, who (being of in-

ferior birth) does not enjoy the civil rights
of the matrimonial state.

BARRAGANERIA, sf. 1. Unmarried state. 2. Con-

cubinage.
BARRAGANIA, sf. (Ant.) V. rfmancebamiento.

BARRAGANETES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Top-timbers.
BARRAL, sm. A large bottle containing an ar-

roba or 25 pints of water, wine, &c.
BARRANCA, sf. A deep break or hole made by

mountain-floods, or heavy falls of rain.

BARRANCO,STH. 1. V. Barranca. 2. (Met.) Great
difficulty or embarrassment which obstructs
the attainment of some purpose.
ARRANCOSO, SA, a. Broken, uneven, full of
breaks and holes.

BARRAQUE. V. Traque Barraque.
BARRAQUEAR, va. To grunt like a boar.

BARRAQUILLA, sf. A little hut. [piece.
BARRAQUILLO, sm. (Ant.) A short light field-

BARRAR, va. 1. To daub, to smear, to paint
coarsely. 2. (Ant.) To bar, to barricade.

PARREAR, va. 1. To bar, to barricade, to fortify

BAR

with timbers, fascines, pales, stakes, &c. 2.

(Arag.) To cancel a writing. 3. To secure or

fasten a thing with a bar of iron, or other me-
tal. vn. To glance along a knight's armour
without piercing it

; applied to a lance vr.

1. V. Mrincherarse. 2. To wallow, to roll in

mud, mire, or any other thing filthy ; applied
to wild boars.

BAKREDA, sf. V. Barrera.

BARREDERAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Studding ,ails.

BARREDERO, sm. Mop, pieces of cloth fixed to

a pole to wipe any place.

BARREDERO, RA, a. Sweeping along any thing
met with.

BARREDURA ,sf.Act ofsweeping. pi. 1. Sweep-
ings, filth swept away. 2. Remains, residue,
that winch is left of grain or other things.

BARRENA,sf. 1. Auger ,borer,gimlet. 2. A strong
iron with a sharp point, to make holes in rocks
or stones which are to be blown up with gun-
powder. Barrena de diminution, A taper au-

ger. Barrena de guia, A centre bit.

BARRENADO, DA, pp. 1. Bored. 2. (Met.) Bar-
renado de cascos, Crack-brained, crazy,

wanting right reason.

BARRENADOR, sm. (Naut.) Auger.
BARRENAR, va. 1. To bore, to pierce, to make

holes with a borer or gimlet. Barrenar tin

navlo, (Naut.) To sink a ship. 2. (Met.) To
defeat one's intentions, to frustrate one's de-

signs.

BARRENDERO, RA, s. Sweeper, dustman.

BARRENERO, sm. In the mines of Almaden, the

boy that serves with the boring tools.

BARRENO, sm. 1. A large borer or auger. 2. Hole
made with a borer, auger, or gimlet. 3.

(Met.) Vanity, ostentation, Dar barrcno,

(Naut.) To bore and sink a ship.

BARRENA, sf. (Ant.) V. Barreno.

BARRENO, sm. Earthen pan.
BARRENON, sm. Large earthen pan.
BARRENONCILLO, sm. Small earthen pan.
BARRER, va. 1. To sweep,to clean with a broom.

2. (Met.) To cut off the whole, not to leave

any thing of what there was in a place. Bar-
rcr un navio de popa d proa, (Naut.) To rake
a ship fore and aft.

BARRERA, sf. 1. Clay-pit. 2. Inner circular pal-

ing within which bull-feasts are performed.
3. Mound or heap of earth from which salt-

petre is extracted. 4. Cup-board with shelves
where crockery-ware is kept. 5. Parapet. 6.

Barrier, turnpike. Salir d barrera, (Met.) To
expose one's self to public censure.

BARRERO, sm. 1. Potter. 2. (Extr.) Height, emi-

nence, a high ridge of hills. 3. Clay-pit ;

place full of clay and mud.

BARRETA, sf. 1 . Small bar. 2. Lining of a shoe.

3. Helmet, casque. Barrttas, Pie~ces of iron

which hold the bows of a saddle together.

BARRETEAR, va. 1. To secure or fasten a thing
with bars. 2. To line the inside of a shoe.

BARRETERO, vn. In mining, one who works
with a crow, wedge, or pick.

BARRETftLO, sm. Small helmet or casque.
BARRETON, sm. Large bar.

BARRETONCILLO, sm. Small bar.

BARRIADA, sf. Suburb, district or ward of a city.

BARRICA, sf. Keg, a small barrel.
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". BARRICADO ; a collection ofbar-

rels or beams to form a cover like a parapet.
BARRIDO, sm. Sweep, the act of sweeping.
BARRIGA, .vf.

1. Abdomen, belly, that part of the

human body which contains the bowels. 2.

Pregnancy, state of being pregnant. 3. Mid-
dle part of a vessel where it swells out into a

larger capacity. Tener la barriga d la boca,
To be very big with child. Volverse la albar-

da d la bttrriga, To be frustrated in one's

wishes and expectations.

BARRIGON, sm. A big belly.

BARRIG^DO, DA, a. Big-bellied.

BARRIGUILLA, .<?/.
A little belly.

BARRIL, sm. 1. BARREL, a round wooden vessel

of different dimensions. 2. Jug, a large earth-

en vessel with a gibbous or swelling belly
and narrow neck. 3. (Naut.) Water-cask.

BARRILEJO, s-m. A small barrel.

BARRILERIA, ff. A number of barrels collected

in one place.

BARRILETE, sm. (Naut.) Mouse. Barrilete de

estay, The mouse of a stay. Barrilete de

remo, The mouse of an oar. Barrilete de

virador, The mouse of a voyal. Barrilete

dc banco, (Carp.) Hold-fast, a tool used by
joiners, which serves to keep the stuff steady
on the bench when worked.

BARRiLk-o, ILLO Y iTO, sm. Keg, a small barrel.

BARRILLA, sf. 1. A little bar. 2. (Bot.) Barilla,

salt-wort, an herb which is burnt to ashes,
and afterwards used for making glass, soap,
&c. or yielding soda.

BARRILLAR, sm. Barilla-pits, where the barilla

is burnt, and at their bottom collected in a

stony mass, which is called rocheta : it is the

barilla ashes of commerce.

BARRIO, sm. 1. One of the districts or wards
into which a large town or city is divided. 2.

Suburb. Jlndar dc barrio, 6 vestido dc barrio,
To wear a plain simple dress.

BARRIONDO, DA, a. Sharp, sour.

BARRISCAR, va. To Jump, to sell or buy in the

gross.

BARRfrA, sf. 1. A small bar. 2. A small keg.
BARRIZAL, sm. Place full of clay and mud.

Barrizal dc ollcros, A potter's clay-pit.
BARRO, sm. 1. Clay, a mass formed of earth and

water. 2. Vessel of different shapes and co-

lours.made of sweet-scented clay,for drinking
water. 3. Lock of wool put into the comb.
Dar 6 tencr barro d mano, To have money or

the necessary means to do any thing. pi.
1 . Red pustules or pimples in the faces of

young persons. 2. Fleshy tumours growing
on the skin of horses or mules.

BARROCHO, sm. V. Birlocho.

BARROSO, SA.
({.

1 . Muddy, full of mire. Camino

barroso, MvMdy-road. 2. Pimpled, full of

pimples called barros. 3. Of a pale-yellow ;

applied to oxen.

BARROTE, sm. 1. Iron bar with which tables are

made fast. 2. Ledge of timber laid across

other timbers. Barrotcs, Battens, scantlings
or ledges of stuff, which serve for many pur-
poses on board a ship. Barrotcs de las esco-

tillas, Battens of the hatches.

BARROTINES, sm. pi. Barrotincs dc los baos,

(Naut.) Carlings or Carlines, Barrotincs. 6
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baos de la toldflla, (Naut.) Carline knees, or
the beams of the stern.

BARRUECO,STO. Pearl of unequal form, and not

perfectly round.

BARRUMB!DA, sf. Great expense made by way
of ostentation.

BARRUNTADOR, RA, s. Conjecturer, one who
guesses by signs and tokens.

BARRUNTAMIENTO, sm. The act of conjecturing
or guessing by signs and tokens.

BARRUNTAR, ra. To foresee or conjecture by
signs or tokens.

BARRUNTO, sm. Conjecture, the act of conjec-

turing.

BARTULOS, sm. pi. Affairs or business.

BARULE, sm. The upper part of the stockings
rolled up over the knee, as was anciently the

fashion.

BARZON, sm. 1. Idle walk. 2. The strap with
which oxen are yoked to the plough-beam.

BARZONEAR, vn. To loiter or rove about with-

out any certain design.
BASA,S/. 1. Basis or pedestal of a column or

statue. 2. (Met.) Basis or foundation of a

thing. Basa cula, Locker of the thumb-plate
in a stocking frame.

BASAMENTO, sm. (Arq.) Basement.
BASAR 6 BAZAR, sm. Turkish market-place.
BASCAS, sf. pi. Squeamishness, inclination to

vomit.

BASCOSIDAD, sf. Uncleanliness, nastiness, filth.

BASCUI.A, sf. Lever, pole, staff.

BASE,S/. 1. Base, basis. 2. Chief or ground
colour, the principal colour used in dying

any stuff. Base de distincion, Focus of

glasses spherically convex on both sides.

BASILIC A, s/. 1. Royal or imperial palace. 2. Pub-

lic hall where courts of justice hold their sit-

tings. 3. Large and magnificent church.

BASILICON, sm. Basilicon, an ointment prepar-
ed of resin, wax, and oil of olives.

BASILIO, LIA, a. Basilian, monk or nun of the

order of St. Basil.

BASILISCO, sm. 1. Basilisk, a kind of serpent.
2. Ancient kind of ordnance.

BASO, SA, (Ant.) V. Baxo.

BASQUEAR, va. To be squeamish or inclined to

vomit.

BA SQUILL A, sf. Disease in sheep arising from

a plenitude of blood.

BASOJJINA,*/. Upper petticoat worn by Spanish
women, especially when they go abroad.

BASTA, ad. Enough ; halt, stop.

BASTA, sf. Stitch made by tailors to keep clothes

even, before they are sewed. Bastas, Stitches -

put into a mattress at certain distances

through wool, cotton, or some other soft sub-

stance, to form a quilt. [hire.

BASTACE, sm. Porter who carries burthens for

BASTAGO Y BASTIGA. V. VAstago.

BASTANTE, a. Sufficient, enough.
BASTANTAMENTE, ad. Sufficiently.

BASTANTERO,sra. In the chancery of Valladolid,

and other Spanish courts of justice, an officer

appointed to examine into the powers pre-

sented, whether they are sufficient, and drawn

up in a lawful form.

BASTAR, rn. 1. To suffice, to be proportioned
to sometliing. 2. To abound to be plentiful.
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BASTARDA, sf. 1. Bastard file. 2. Piece of ord-

nance. 3. (Naut.) Main-sail of a galley.

BASTARDEAR, vn. 1. To degenerate, to fall from
its kind ; applied to animals and plants. 2.

(Met.) To fall from the virtue of our ances-

tors, or the nobleness of our birth.

BASTARDEI.O, sm. (Arag.) Draft-book of a no-

tary, which contains the minutes or first

draughts of acts, deeds, instruments, &c.

BASTARDIA, sf. 1. BASTARDY, state of being
born out of wedlock. 2. (Met.) Speech or ac-

tion unbecoming the birth or character of

a gentleman.
BASTARDILLA, sf. (Ant.) A kind of flute or

musical instrument.

STARDO, DA, a. BASTARD, spurious, degene-
rating from its kind and original qualities.

VRDO, sm. 1. A son born out of wedlock.

2. A short, thick bodied, and very poisonous
snake. 3. Bastardo de un racamento, (Naht.)

Iarrel-rope.

STE, sm. (Arag.) V. Basto.

ITKAR, va. To BASTE, to stitch loosely, to

nv slightly.
ITF.CER Y BASTESCER. (Ant.) V. Mastecer.

;TERO, sm. One who makes or retails pack-
iddles.

ITIDA, sf. (Ant.) An ancient warlike engine
for covering approaches.

*BASTIDOR, sm.. Frame for stretching linen, silk,

&c. which is to be painted, embroidered, or

quilted. Bastiddrcs, (Naut.) Frames for can-

vas bulkheads, provisional cabins, and other

temporary compartments.
BASTILLA, sf. Hem, the edge of cloth doubled
and sewed to keep the threads from spread-

ing or ravelling.

BASTIMENTAR, va. To victual, to supply with

provisions.
BASTIMENTO, sm. I. Supply of provisions for a

city or army. 2. (Ant.) Building, structure.

3. Thread with which a mattress is quilted.
4. (Naut.) Vessel. Bastimentos, First fruits,

in the order of Santiago or St. James.

BASTION, sm. Bastion.

EX STO,S?. 1. Pack-saddle for beasts of burthen.
2. Ace of clubs in several games of cards.

Bustos, Clubs, one of the four suits at cards.

3. Home-spun, unmannerly clown.

BASTO, TA, a. 1. Coarse, rude, unpolished. 2.
-

(Ant.) Supplied with provisions.
BASTOS, sm. 1 . Cane or stick with a hfcad or knob

to lean upon. 2. Truncheon, a staff of com-
mand. 3. (Met.) Military command. 4. (A-
mong silk-weavers) The roller of a silk frame
which contains the stuff. 5. Carrot of snuff,

generally weighing about three pounds. 6.

(Arq.) Fluted moulding. Dar baston, To stir

the must with a stick to prevent its becom-
ing ropy. Bastones, (Bias.) Bars in a shield.

BASTONAZO Y BASTONADA,S. BASTINADO, stroke
or blow given with a stick or cane.

BASTONeii,LO,sm. 1. Small cane or stick. 2. Nar-
row lace which serves for trimming clothes.

BASTONEAR, r. To stir must with a stick to

prevent its becoming ropy.
B A STONE RO,STO. 1. Master ofthe ceremonies at a

ball, steward ofa feast. 2. Assistantjail-keeper.
BASIJRA, sf. 1. Sweepings, filth swept away. 2.

Dung, the excrements of animals used to
manure the ground.

BASURERO, sm. 1. He who carries dung to the
field. 2. Dust-pan. 3. Dung-yard, dung-hill.

BATA, sf. 1. Night-gown, a loose gown, used by
gentlemen for an undress. 2. Refuse of silk.

BATACAZO,STO. Violent contusion received from
a sudden or unexpected fall on the ground.

BATAHOI.A, sf. Hurly-burly, bustle, clamour.

BATALLA, s/".l.Battle,thecontest,conflict or en-

gagement ofone army with another. 2. (Ant.)
Centre ofan army in contradistinction to the
van and rear. 3. Fencing with foils. 4. (Met.)

Struggle or agitation of the mind. 5. (Pint.)

Battle-piece, a painting which represents a
battle. 0. Just, tournament. Campo de balailn

,

Field of battle. Cuerpo de batalla de una cs-

qntulra, The centre division of a fleet. En
Imtnlla, (Mil.) With an extended front.

BATALLADOR, RA, s. 1. Combatant, a fighting

person ; warrior. 2. Fencer with foils.

BATALLAR, vn. 1. To fight, to be engaged in

battle. 2. To fence with foils. 3. (Met.) To
contend, to argue, to dispute.

BATALLOLA, sf. V. Batayolas.
BATALLON, sm. Battalion, a division of infantry.
BATALLOSO, SA, V. Belicoso.

BATAN, sm. Fulling-mill where cloth is fulled

or cleansed from oil and grease. Batancs, A
boyish play of striking the soles of the feet,

hands, &c.

BATANADO, DA, a. Fulled, milled.

BATANAR, va. To full cloth. [roughly.

BATANEAR, va. To bang or beat, to handle

BATANERO, sm. Fuller, a clothier.

BATATA, sf. (Bot.) Spanish potatoe, or sweet po-
tatoe of Malaga. Convolvulus batatas L.

BATATIN, sm. (Bot.) Common potatoe. Solanum
tuberosum L.

BATAYA, sf. (Ant.) V. Batalla.

BATAYOLAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Rails. Batayolas dc

los empallctados, (Naut.) Quarter-netting
rails. Batayolas de las cofas, (Naut.) Top-
rails. Batayolas delpasamano, (Naut.) Gang-
way rails.

BATEA,^". 1. Painted tray or hamper of japan-
ned wood which comes from the East Indies.

2. Trough for bathing the hands or feet. 3.

Boat made in the form of a trough.
BATEAK, V. Bautizar.

BATEGUELA, sf. A small hamper or tray.

BATEL, sm. Small vessel. [boat.

BATELEJO, ico, ILLO, Y ITO, sm. Yawl, a small

BATEO, sm. Baptism.
BATER, (Ant.) V. Batir.

,
sm. 1. Battery, a number of pieces of

ordnance arranged to play upon the enemy ;

also the work on which they are placed. Ba-
teria a barbeta, A barbet battery. Bateria en

terrada, A sunk battery. Bateria a rebate, A
ricochet battery. Bateria cruzante, Cross

battery. Bateria dc cocina, Kitchen-furniture.

2. (Naut.) Tier or range of guns on one side

of a ship. Bateria cntera de una banda,

(Naut.) A broad-side. Nario dc bateriafore-

aila, (Naut.) A ship which carries her ports at

a proper height out of the water. 3. (Met.)

Repeated importunities that a person may do

what is solicited. 4. Batterv, the act and e&ect
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of battering. 5. (Met.) Any thing which
makes a strong impression on the mind.

BATERO, RA, s. Mantua-maker, one whose trade

is to make gowns.
BATIDA, sf. 1. A hunting party for chasing wild

animals. 2. Noise made by huntsmen to cheer

the hounds and rouse the game.
BATIDERA, sf. 1. Beater, an instrument used by

plasterers and bricklayers for beating and

mixing mortar. 2. An instrument used by

glass-makers for stirring the sand and ashes

in melting pots in glass-houses.

BATIDERO, sm. 1. Collision, the clashing of one

thing against another. 2. Uneven ground,
which renders the motion of carriages un-

pleasant. Guardar Los batideros, To drive

carefully in broken roads : (Met.) To guard

against "inconveniencies. 3. (Naut.) Wash-
board. Batidero de una vela, Foot-tabling of

a sail. Batidero de proa, Wash-board of the

cut water.

BATIDO, DA, (i. 1. Changeable ; applied to silks,

the warp of which is of one colour, and the

woof or weft of another. 2. Beaten, as roads.

BATIDO, sm. Batter of flour and water for mak-

ing the host, wafers, or biscuits.

BATiDOR.sm. l.Scout, one who is sent to explore
the position of the enemy, and the condition

of the roads. 2. Ranger, one who rouses the

game in the forest. 3. One of the Life-guards,
who rides before a royal coach. Batidor de

canamo, A hemp-dresser. Batidor de oro 6

plata, A gold or silver beater, he who makes

gold or silver leaves.

BATIENTE, sm. 1. Jamb or post of a door. 2.

Portcell. 3. Baticnte de, la bundera, (Naut.)

Fly of an ensign. 4. Baticnte dc un digue,

Apron of a dock.

BATIFI'T.LA, (Ant.) V. Batihoja.

BATJHOJA, sm. 1. Gold-beater. 2. Artisan who
v/orks iron and other metal into sheets. 3.

Warp of cloth which crosses the woof.

BATIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) 1. The act and effect

of beating. 2. The thing beaten.

BATI PORTER, ra. (Naut.) To house a gun on
board a ship, to secure it by tackles and

BATIPOKTES. sm. pi. Port-cells. [breechings.
B A-i f R,ra.. 1 . To beat,to dash,to strike two bodies

tog-ether. 2. To demolish, to rase, to throw
down. 3. To move in a violent manner. 4. (In

Paper-mills) To fit and adjust the reams of

paper already made up. 5. To strike or fall on
without injury, spoken ofthe sun or wind. El
ricrzo bate d Madrid,The north-wind blows on
Madrid. Batir banderas, To salute with the

colours : (Naut.) To strike the colours. Batir

el campo. (Mil.) To reconnoitre the enemy's
camp. Batir moncda, To coin money. Batir

fas olas, To ply the seas. Batir hoja, To beat

metals into leaves or plates. vr. 1. To lose

courage, to decline in health or strength. V.

Mftf.irse. 2. (Met.) Batirsc el cobre, To toil

hard for useful purposes.
B\iisr\, sf. Batist, cambric or lawn.

BATOJAR, va. To beat down the fruit of a tree.

BATUCAR, va. To beat liquors and other things
in a violent manner to and fro, to mix things

by long and frequent agitation.
BATIJQUKKIO. sm. Ao-itation. disturbance
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BATURiLLO,sm. 1 Hotch-potch, salmagundi, a

medley altogether suitable. 2. (Met.) Mix-
ture of unconnected and incongruous ideas
either in conversation or writing.

BAUL, sm. 1. Trunk, a kind of chest for clothes.

2. Belly. Llenar el baul, (Vulg.) To fill the

BAULILLO, sm. A small trunk. [paunch.
BAUPRES, sm. (Naut.) Bow-sprit. Botalon del

bauprts, The bow-sprit boom.

BAUSAN, NA . s. 1. Effigy or human figure made of

straw, or other matter. 2. Fool, idiot. 3.

(Naut.) Bow-sprit. 4. Down, downy hair.

BAUTISMAL, a. Baptismal, belonging to baptism.
BAUTISMO y BAUT! zo, sm. Baptism.
BAUTISTERIO, sm. Baptistery, the place where
the sacrament of baptism is administered.

BAUTIZAR, va. 1. To baptize. 2. (Naut.) To
duck seamen in those seas where they have
not been before. Bautizar un baxel, To give
a name to a ship. Bautizar el vino, To mix
water with wine.

BAUZADOR, RA, s. V. Embaucador.

BAXA, sm. Bashaw, a Turkish governor.
BAXA, sf. ] . Diminution of price. 2. A dance in-

troduced into Spain by the natives of Lower
Germany, as Alta was by those of the Upper.
3. Ticket of admission in an hospital. 4.

(Mil.) Head of casualties in a muster roll.

Dar baxa, (Mil.) To discharge from service.

Dar de baxa, (Mil.) To make a return of the

casualties which have happened in a corps.

BAXADA, sf. 1. Inclination of an arch with re-

gard to the horizon. 2. Descent, the act of

descending, and the road or path by which a

person descends.

BAXADO, DA, pp. Descended. Baxado del ciefo,

Dropped from heaven,uncommonly excellent .

BAXAMAR, sf. Low water.

BAXAMEXTK, ad. Basely, lowly, meanly.
BAXAR, xn. 1. To descend, to go down. 2. To

lessen, to diminish. va. 1. To lower, to take

from a higher to a lower place. Baxar la

cuesta, To go down hill. 2. To bow, to bend

downwards. 3. To lower the price, to abate

the price in selling. 4. To lessen the value ofa

thing
1

. Baxar depunto, To decay, to decline,
5. To humble, to bring down. Le baxare los

brios, I will pull down his courage. Baxar ios

humos, To become more humane. Baxar los

rs,
To be ashamed. Baxar la cabeza, To

y without objection. Baxarse dc la querel-

la, (For.) To give up a law-suit, to relinquish
a claim. Baxar la tierra, (Naut.) To lay the

land. Ba.xar par un rio, (Naut.) To drop
down a river. Baxar las velas, (Naut.) To
lower the sails.

BAXEL, sm. (Naut.) Vessel ;
a general name

for all ships, barges, hoys, lighters, boats, &c.

Baxcl desaparejado, A ship unrigged or laid

up in ordinary. Baxel boyante, A light ship.

Baxel de baxo bordo, A low-built ship. Baxel

marincro, A good sea-boat. Baxel vclero. A
swift sailer.

BAXELERO, sm. Owner or master of a vessel.

BAXERO, RA, a. That which is under ; as, Sd-

bana baxera, The under sheet.

BAXETE, sm. 1. Person of a low stature. 2.

Voice between a tenor and a base.

BAXEZA, sf.l.A mean act, an unworthy action.
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2. A low, deep place. Baxeza de animo, Low-
ness of spirits, weakness of mind. Baxeza de

naciiniento, Meanness of birth.

JAXILLO, sm. Wine-pipe in a vintner's shop.

JAXIO, XIA, a. (Ant.) V. Baxo.

AXIO, sm. -1. A shoal, sand-bank, shallow, or

flat. 2. (Met.) Decline of fortune or favour.

3. Abatement.

BAXO, XA, a. 1. Low, not high. 2. (Met.) Hum-
ble, despicable, abject. 3. Bent downwards.
4. Dull, faint, not bright ; applied to colours,

5. Mean, coarse, vulgar ; applied to lan-

guage. Baxa de ley. Of a base quality ; ap-

plied to metals. Baxo de la mar, (Naut.)
Shoal or sand-bank.

BAXO, ad. 1. Under, underneath, below. V.

Abaxo y Debaxo. 2. In an humble, submissive

[manner.

3. For lo baxo, Cautiously, in a cau-

tious, prudent manner. 4. Baxo mano, Un-
derhand, privately, secretly.

Axo, sm. 1. Base, a voice or note which is an

eighth lower than the tenor. 2. Player on the

base-viol or bassoon. 3. Low situation or

place. Baxo relieve, (Esc.) Bas-relief, fi-

gures raised above the field or ground. 4.

Baxo monte, Coppice, a wood which contains

only shrubs and low wood. '
5. Quarto baxo,

Ground-floor. Bdxos, Hoofs offore and hind

feet of horses ;
under petticoats of women.

BAXON, sm. 1. Bassoon, a wind instrument of

musick. 2. A player on the bassoon.

BAXONCILLO, sm. Counter-base.

BAXUELO, LA, a. Somewhat low. [Baxeza.
BAXURA. sf. (Ant.) 1. A hollow place. 2. V.

BAYA, sf. I. Berry, the fruit of various vegeta-
bles. 2. Pole used as a partition to separate
horses in a stable. 3. Scoff, jest.

BAYAL, a. Not steeped or soaked ; applied to

flax.

BAYAL, sm. Lever composed of two pieces of

timber, one of which is straight and the other

bent, fastened together with an iron ring,
and used in raising mill-stones.

BAYETA, sf. Baize or bays, a kind of cloth of an

open texture, a sort of flannel. Bayeta de al-

r.onchcr, Colchester baize. Bayeta faxucla,
Lancashire baize. Bayeta miniquina, Long
baize. Bayeta del sur o cien hi j

os, White list

baize, drrastrar bayetas, To claim a degree
in superior colleges,the claimants whereofare

obliged to visit the college in wide loose gowns
with a train ofbaize. Jlrrastrar bayetas,(Met.)
To enforce a claim with care and assiduity.

pi. 1. Pall, the black
covering

thrown over the
dead. 2. (In Paper-mills) Felts used in the
manufacture of paper.

BAYETO>-ES,S?.P/. Coatings. Bayctonesmotca-
dos, Spotted coatings. Bayetones de nubes,
Clouded coatings. Bayetonts rayados, Strip-
ed coatings.

BAYLA, sf. 1. (Ant.) V. Bayle. 2. (let.) Sea-
trout. Ser dueno 6 amo de la bayla, (Ar.) To
be the principal or chief of any business.

BAYLADERO, RA, a. (Ant.) Applied to music fit

for dancing.
BAYLADOR, RA, s. 1. Dancer. 2. (Cant.) Thief.
BAYLADORcfLLo, fLLA, s. A little dancer.

BAYLAR, vn. 1. To dance, to move in measure.
2. To move in a rapid, lively manner. 3. To

BAZ

move by a short brisk gallop ; applied to

horses. Baylar el agita dclante, To dance at-

tendance, to wait with suppleness and obse-

quiousness. Baylar sin son, To dance with-

out music ; to be too eager for performing
any thing to require a stimulus.

BAYLAR IN, NA, s. 1. Dancer, caperer, one who
dances in a frolicsome manner. 2. A fiery

high-mettled horse, which prances and
bounds in a restless manner.

BX.YLE,sra. 1. Dance, a motion of one or many
in concert. 2. Ball, rout. 3. Farce, a Spanish
interlude between the second and third act;

4. Bayle de baton gordo, A rustic dance or

hop among the lower classes of the people.

Bayle de cuenta, Dance with a fixed number
of steps and figures. 5. Bailiff, a judge or

justice. Bayle general, Chief justice of tho

exchequer.
BAYLECITO, sm. A little dance or hop.
BAYLETE, sm. Cavalcade, a procession on horse-

back.

BAYLIA Y BAYLI./CZGO, s. 1. District of the ju-
risdiction of a Bayle or Bailiff. 2. District

of a commandery in the order of the knights
of Malta.

BAYLI^GE, 5m. A commandery or dignity in

the order of Malta, the incumbent whereof
is called Baylio.

,
sm. Y a. 1. A bay horse. 2. Brown but-

terfly used in angling with a fishing-rod.

BAYOCO, sm. 1. Copper coin current in Rome,
Naples, and other parts of Italy. 2. (Mur.)

Fig, either not yet ripe, or which has wither-

ed and fallen before it was ripe.

BAYONA, (Arda), sf. The little care an exhibi-

tion or festival gives to those whom it costs

nothing, compared with those whom it costs

much.

BAYONETA, sf. Bayonet, a short sword fixed at

the end of a musket. Bayoneta calada, A
fixed bayonet. [net.

BAYONETAzo,sm. Thrust or stroke with a bayo-
BAYOQUE. V. Baydco.
BAYUCA, sm. Tippling-house.
BAYSARE, sm. Large sea-fish, resembling a

sea-calf.

BAYVEL, sm. (In Masonry and Joinery.) BEVEL,
a kind of square, one leg of which is fre-

quently crooked.

BAZA, sf. Trick at cards, a number of cards re-

gularly laid up and won by one of the play-
ers. JVb dexar m,eter baza, Not to suffer ano-
ther to put in a single word. Tener bien sen-

tada su baza, To have one's character well
established.

BA/AO, sm. Fine sort of cotton brought from
Jerusalem.

BXzo, sm. Spleen or milt, one of the viscera

which is found in the left hypochondres.
BA\ZO, ZA, a. Brown inclining to yellow. Pan

bazo, Brown bread.

BAZOFIA, sf. 1. Offal, waste meat which is not
eaten at the table. 2. Refuse, any thing ofno
value.

BAZUC^R, va. To stir liquids by shaking the
vessel in which they are contained.

BAZUQJJEO, sm. The act of stirring liquids by
shaking the vessel.
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BE, The cry of sheep and lambs when they
bleat

j
name of the second letter, B.

BEATA, sf. 1. Woman who wears a religious ha-

bit, and is engaged in works of charity. 2. Fe-

male hypocrite, affecting piety and religion.

BEATERIA,S/. Act ofaffected piety and religion

by the Pope declares that a person deceased is

in heaven, and may be reverenced as blessed.

BEATIFICAMENTE. ad. Beatific-ally.

BKATIFICAR, va. 1. To beatify, or declare the

blessed state of a person deceased ; applied to

the Pope. 2. To render a thing respectable.

BEATIFICO, CA, a. (Teol.) Beatific, beatifical.

BEArfLLA, sf. A sort of fine thin linen.

BEATISTMO MA, a. sup. Beatisimo padre, Most

holy father ; applied to the Pope.
BEATiTtJD, sf. 1. Beatitude, blessedness, the

state of the blessed in celestial enjoyment. 2.

Title given to the Pope.
BKATO, TA, a. 1. Happy, blessed

;
beatified. 2.

Wearing a religious habit without being a

member of a religious community.
BEATO,TA, s. 1. A pious person devoted to works

of charity and virtue, and abstaining from

public diversions. 2. One who lives in pious

retirement, and wears an humble, religious
dress.

BEATONO, NA, v BEATOK, s. Hypocrite, pre-
tended saint.

BEBEDERO, sm. 1. Drinking vessels for birds and
other domestic animals. 2. Place whither fowls

resort to drink. Bcbcdcros, Stripes of cloth

used by tailors for lining the inside of clothes.

BEBEDERO, RA, 6 BEBEDIZO, ZA, a. Potable,

drinkable, such as may be drunk.

BEBEDIZO, sm. 1. Philter or love potion super-

stitiously administered to excite love. 2.

Physical potion for brutes, drench.

BEBEDO, DA, a. Drunk, intoxicated.

BEBKDOR, RA, s. Tippler, toper.

BEBER, va. 1 . To drink, to swallow any liquid. 2.

To pledge, to toast. Bcbcr a la salud de algu-
no, To drink to another's health. Sin comcrlo
m beberlo, To suffer an injury without hav-

ing had any part in the cause or motive of it.

fiebcr dc codos, To drink at leisure and luxuri-

ously. Beber las palabras, los accentos, los

semblantes y acetones a, otro, To listen with
the greatest care, to swallow or adopt the

speech, accent, features, and actions of ano-
ther. Beber los pcnsamicntos d alguno, To
anticipate one's thoughts. Beber los ricnios,
To solicit with much eagerness. Le quisicra
It rlier la seajgre,! would drink his heart's blood.

fibber como una cuba, To drink as a fish. Be-
bcr el caliz, To drink the cup of bitterness.

BEBERES,sni./>Z.(Ant.) Opportunities for drink-

ing often, as at feasts or invitations. [ard.

BEBERRON, sm. Tippler, inaltworm, low drunk-

BEBIDA, sf. 1. Drink, beverage, potion. 2. The
short time allowed to workmen and day-
labourers to drink and refresh themselves in

the intervals of labour.

BEBDO, DA, .<?. ]. An intoxicated person. Bicn

bebido, Half drunk. 2. Drench or physical

potion for brutes. 3. (Ant..') V. Brlnda
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BEBISTRAJO, sm. An irregular and extravagant
mixture of drinks. [draughts.

BEBORROTEAR, va. To sip, to drink by small

BEBRAGE, sm. Beverage. V. Brebage.
"

EEC A, sf. I. Part of a student's dress in the

shape ofan oar, which is worn over the gown.
Bdcas, Stripes of velvet, satin, &c. with
which the fore part of cloaks is lined by way
of ornament. 2. Tippet worn by the dignita-
ries of the church. 3. Foundation, a revenue
settled and established for the maintenance
of students. [becabunga L.

BECAEUNGA, sf. (Bot.) Brook-lime. Veronica

BECADA, sf. (Orn.) Wood-cock.

BECAFIGO, sm. (Orn.) Fig-pecker, epicurean
warbler. Motacilla ficedula L. Becafigo raro,

(Orn.) Great red-pole, or red-headed linnet.

Fringilla cannabina L.

BECARDON, sm. (Arag.) Snipe.
BECERRA, sm. 1. (Bot.) Snap-dragon. 2. Earth

and stones swept down by mountain floods.

BECERRfLLo, LLA
', TO, TA, s. (Dim.) 1. Calf, the

young of a cow. 2. Tanned and dressed calf-

skin.

BECERRO, RA, s. 1. A yearling calf. 2. Calf-skin

tanned and dressed. 3. Register in which are

entered the privileges and appurtenances of

cathedral churches and convents. 4. Manu-

script bound in calf-skin, and found in the

archives of Simancas, containing an account

of the origin and titles of the Spanish nobili-

ty. Becerro marino, A sea-calf.

BEcoQ.ufN, sm. Cap tied under the chin.

BEDEL, sm. 1 . Beadle, an officer in universities,

whose business it is to inspect the conduct of

the students. 2. Apparitor of a court ofjustice.
BEDELfA, sf. The place and employment of a

beadle.

BEDELIO, sm. Bdellium, an aromatic gum.
BEDIJA, sf. Flock, a small lock of wool.

BEDIJERO, RA, s. A person who picks up and

gathers the locks of wool which are dropped
on the ground during the shearing.

EDURO, sm. V. Bequadrado.
BEFA.S/. 1. Irrision ;

the act ofderiding ,scoffing,
or laughing. 2. Garland, a wreath of flowers.

BEFABEMI, sm. Musical sign.

BEFAR, va. 1. To mock, to scoff, to ridicule. 2.

To move the lips, and endeavour to catch

the chain of the bit ; applied to horses.

BEFEDAD, sf. (Ant.) The deformity of bandy-
BEFEZ, a. (Ant.) V. Baxo. [legged.

BEFO, sm. 1. Lip of a horse or other animal. 2.

Thick, projecting under lip, and bandy legs.

BEGARDO, DA, s. Heretic of the 13th century
who pretended to be impeccable.
^ofN, sm. 1. Common puff-ball, fuzz-ball.

Lycoperdon bovista L. 2. (Met.) Peevish,

wayward child, which puts itself out of hu-

mour from any slight motive.

BEGUERIO, sm. The district and jurisdiction
of a Beguer or magistrate in Catalonia and

Majorca.
BEGLINO, NA, s. Heretic of the 14th century,

pretending to be without sin.

BEHETRIA 6 BIENFETRIA,S/. 1.A town whose in-

habitants are invested with the right of elect-

ing their own magistrates. 2. Confusion,
disorder.
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Lugar de behelria, (Met.) A place where a

perfect equality prevails without the least

distinction of rank.

BEITO, (Ant.) V. Benito.

BEJUC!L, sm. A place where reeds grow in

considerable quantities.

BEJUCO, sm. 1. Thin or pliable reed or cane

growing in India. 2. Filaments growing on

some trees in America.

BEJUQU!LLO, 5m. 1. A small gold chain brought
from India, and worn by women about the

neck. 2. Root of an Indian plant called ipe-

cacuanha.

BEL, LA, a. V. Bella.

BELDAD, sf. Beauty ;
at present only applied

to exalt the beautifulness of women.

BELEofN, sf. Sort of cotton stuff of a middling

quality.

BELENO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Hen-bane. Hyoscyamus
niger L. 2. Poison.

LERICO, sm. (Bot.) Myrobalan. Hernandia

sonora L.

ELFO, FA, a. Blob-lipped or blubber-lipped,

having a thick under lip. Dientc bclfo, Snag
tooth, a tooth which stands beyond the rest.

BELFO, sm. Thick under lip of a horse.

BELHEZ, sf. A large jar in which oil or wine
is kept. [ture.

BELHEZO, sm. 1. A large jar.
2. (Ant.) Furni-

BELICO,C A, a. Warlike, military, relating to war.

BELICOSO, SA, a. 1. Warlike, martial. 2. Quar-
relsome, irascible, easily irritated.

BELICOSIDAD, sf. Warlike state.

BELIGERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Warlike, belligerous.

BELIGERANTE, a. Belligerent.

BELfxRE, a. (Vulg.) Low, mean, vile, of vulgar
sentiments and manners

; roguish.
JBELLACADA, sf. 1. A nest of rogues, a set of

villains. 2. (Bax.) Knavery, roguery.
BELLACAMENTE, ad. Knavishly, roguishly.
BELLACO, CA, a. 1. Artful, sly. 2. Cunning, ro-

guish, deceitful.

BELLACO, sm. Rogue, a villain, a swindler.

BELLACoNAZo,sm.Greatknave,an arrant rogue.
BELLACUELO, sm. Artful, cunning little fellow.

BELLADAMA 6 BELLADONA, sf. (Bot.) Deadly
nightshade. Atropa belladona L.

BELLAMENTE, ad. Prettily, gracefully.
BELLAQUEAR, va. To cheat, to swindle, to play

knavish, roguish tricks.

BELLAQJJERIA, sf. Knavery, roguery, the act

of swindling or deceiving.
BELLK?,A, sf. 1. Beauty, an assemblage of fine

features and graces. 2. Decoration or orna-

ment, which sets off the front of buildings.
Dccir bcllezas, To say fine things.

BELLO, LLA, a. Beautiful, handsome, perfect.
Bella pedrcria, Fine jewels. Bello principio,
An excellent beginning. De su bella gracia.
Of one's own accord. Par su bella cara ne
se le concederd, It will not be granted for
his pretty face's sake, or without any pecu-
liar cause or motive.

BF.LLORIO, IA, a. Mouse coloured; applied to
the coat of horses.

BELLORITA, sf. (Bot.) Common daisy. Bellis

perennis L.

BF.LLOTA, sf. ]. Acorn, the fruit of an oak, but,

particularly of the ever-green oak. 2. Bal-

sam or perfume box, in the shape ofan acorn,
to carry balsam or perfumes. Bellota marina,
Centre-shell, a shell in the shape ofan acorn.

BEI.LOTE, sm. Large round-headed nail.

BELLOTEAR, vn. To be fed with acorns ; appli-
ed to swine.

BELLOTERA, sf. Season for gathering acorns,
and feeding swine with them. [acorna.

BELLOTERO, RA, s. One who gathers or sells

BELLOTERO, sm. (Ant.) Any tree which bears

acorns.

BELLOTICA, ILLA, ITA, sf. Small acorn.

BELORTAS, sf. pi. The iron rings or screws
with which the bed of the plough is fastened

to the beam.

BEMOL, sm. (Miis.) B-flat.

BEMOLADO, a. Having B-flat.

BEN, sm. (Ant.) V. Bien.

BEN 6 BEHEN, sf. Fruit of the size of a filbert,

which yields a precious oil by expression.
BENALAQUE, sm. House or hut in a vineyard.
BENARRIZA, sf. A very savoury bird of the fa-

mily of Ortolans.

BENDECIR, va. 1. To devote something to the

service of the church ; to consecrate. Btnde-
cir la bandera, To consecrate the colours.

2. To bless, to praise, to exalt. Dios tc ben-

diga, God bless thee.

BENDICION, sf. Benediction, the act of blessing.
Ecliar la bendicion, (Met.) To give up a bu-

siness, not to have any thing more to do witli

it. Es una bendicion 6 es bendicion, (Vulg.)
It does one's heart good to see what a plenty
there is. Miente que es una bendicion. (Iron!)
It is a blessing to hear how he lies. Hijo y
fruto de bendicion, A child begotten in wed-
'lock.

BEND|CHO, CHA, pp. irreg. (Ant.) of Bendecir.

BENDITO, TA, pp. of Bendecir.

BENDITO,TA, a. 1. Sainted, blessed. 2. Simple,
silly. Us un bendito, He is a simpleton, or

silly mortal. El bendito, V. Mabado.
BENECIR Y BENEDICIR, va. (Ant.) V. Bendecir.

BENEDICITE, (Lat.) Permission solicited by
ecclesiastics with this word.

BENEDICTA, 5/. Benedict, an electuary made up
of various powders, herbs, purging roots, and

stomachics, mixed with honey.
BENEFACTOR, sm. Benefactor. V. Bicnheckor.

BENEFATORIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Behetriu.

BENEFicENCiA,sf. Beneficence,active goodness.
BENEFICACION, sf. Benefaction.

BENEFICI^DO, sm. The incumbent of a bene-

fice which is neither a curacy nor prebend,
but a sinecure.

BENEFICIADOR, RA, s. Administrator or admi-

nistratrix, who improves or meliorates.

BENEFICIAL, .- Relating to benefices or eccle-

siastical livings.

BENEFICIAR, va. 1. To do good. 2. To cultivate

and meliorate the ground, to work and im-

prove mines. 3. (Ant.) To confer an ecclesi-

astical benefice. 4. To purchase a place or

employ. Beneficiar una compania dc cabal-

Icria, To buy the commission of a captain
of horse. Beneficiar los efectos, libranzas t/

otros crcditos, To resign and make over ef-

fects, credits, and other claims.

BKNEFICJARIO, sm, Beneficiary, he that is in
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possession of a benefice which he holds in

subordination to another.

BENEFICIO, sm. Benefit, favour, or advantage,
conferred on or received from another. 2.

(Ant.) Paint. 3. Right belonging to one ei-

ther by law or charter. 4. Labour and cul-

ture ; applied to the ground, trees, mines, &c.
5. Utility, profit ; a benefice. Benejicio cura-

do, Benefice to which a curacy is annexed.
6. Purchase of public places, employs, or

commissions hi the army. 7. Act of resign-

ing and making over credits and demands for

sums not equal to their amount. Bcnejicio de

inventario, Benefit of inventory, the effect

whereof is, that the heir is not obliged to pay
debts to a larger amount than that of the in-

heritance. JYo tener qficio, ni bencficio, To
have neither profession nor property ; applied
to vagabonds.

BKNEFICIOSO, SA, a. Beneficial, advantageous,
profitable.

BENEFICO, CA, a. Beneficent, kind, doing good.
BENEMERENCiAjS/". (Rar.) Meritorious service.

BEKEMERITO, TA, a. Meritorious, deserving of

reward.

BENEPLACITO, sm. Good-will, approbation,

permission.
BENEVOLENCIA, sf. Benevolence, good-will,

kindness.

BENEVOLO, LA, a. Benevolent, kind.

BENGALA, sf. (Ant. Burgos.) Muslin.

BENIGNAMENTE, ad. Kindly, favourably.

BENIGNIDAD, sf. 1. Benignity, graciousness,
kindness, piety. 2. Mildness of the air or

weather.

BENIGNO, NA, a. 1. Benign, gracious, pious. 2.

Mild, temperate, gentle.

BENINO, sm. Pimple, a small red pustule in the

face.

BENITO, TA, s. Benedictine friar or nun.

BENIVOLENCIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Bencvolencia.

BENJUI, 5m. Benzoin or Benjamin, a <mm-resin.

BENQUERENCIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Bienquerencia.
BEODEZ, sf. (Ant.) Drunkenness, intoxication.

BEODO, DA, a. Drunk, drunken.

BEQUADRADO, sm. (Mus.) B quadrate.
BEQUE, sm. (Naut.) 1. Head of the ship. 2.

Privies for the sailors made in the head-gra-
tings.

BEQUEBO, sm. (Orn.) Wood pecker. Picus L.

BERAM, sf. Coarse cotton stuff"which is brought
from the East Indies.

BERBE.VA, sf. V. Verlena.

BERBERIS 6 BERBERO, sm. (Bot.) Barberry,

berberry, piperedge-bush.
BERBI, sm. A sort of woollens. [boring.

BERBiquf, sm. A carpenter's breast-bit for

BERCEKIA, sf. Green-market, where cabbage
and other vegetables are sold.

BERCEHO, RA, s. Green-grocer.
BERENGENA, sf. (Bot.) Egg-plant, mad-apple
Solanum melongena L.

BERENGENAIJ6, DA, a. Having the colour of a

mad-apple.
BERENGENAL, sm. A mad-apple plantation. Me-

terse en un bcrengcnal, To involve one's self

in difficulties.

EERENGENAZO, sm. Blow given with a mad
apple
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BERGAMO'TA, sf. I. Bergamot, a sort of pear. 2.

Snuft' scented with the essence of bergamot.
BERGAMOTE 6 BERGAMOTO, sm. (Bot.) Berga-

mot-tree.

BERGANTE, sm. Brazen-faced villain, a ruffian.

BERGANTIN, sm. (Naut.) Brig or brigantine, a
two-masted vessel.

BERGANTINEJO, sm. Small brig.

BERGANTON, NA, s. (Aum.) Brazen-faced, im-

pudent person.
BERGANTONAZO, sm. Most impudent ruffian.

BERILO y BERIL, sm. 1. Beryl, a precious stone
of a green colour. 2. Edge of some shoal or

sand-bank.

BERLINA, sf. Landau or Berlin, an open car-

riage, with a front and back seat.

BERLINGA, sf. 1. Pole driven perpendicularly
into the ground, at the top of which is fast-

ened a rope, and carried to another pole,
which serves to hang clothes upon to be
dried. 2. (Naut.) Round timber of six inches
in diameter.

BERMA, sf. (Fort.) Berm, a small space of

ground at the foot of the rampart towards the

moat, to prevent the earth from falling into

the ditch.

BERMEJEAK, vn. To be of a reddish colour, to

incline towards red.

BERMEJIZO, ZA, a. Reddish.

BERMEJO, JA, a. Of a bright reddish colour.

BERMEJON 6 BERMILLON, (Ant.) V. Bcrwcllon.

BERMEJUELA,S/. (let.) Rochet, a small river fish.

BERMEJUELO, LA, a. A little reddish.

BERMEJURA, sf. Ruddy colour.

BERMELLON, sm. Vermilion, or cinnabar, a red

and ponderous mineral, being an oxide of

quicksilver.

BERMUDIANA, sf. (Bot.) Bermudian lily-plant.

Sisyrinphium L.

BERNASDINAS, sf. pi. Fanfaronades, false boasts.

BERNARDO, DA, s. Bernardino religious.

BERNEGAL, sm. Bowl, a wide-mouthed cup or

vessel to hold liquids.

BERNIA, sf. 1. Rug, a coarse nappy woollen

cloth, of which coverlets are made for mean
beds. 2. Cloak made of rug.

BERNIZ, sm. V. Barniz. [Hum L.

BERRA, sf. (Bot.) Water parsnep. Sium latifo-

BERRAZA, sf. 1. V. Berra. 2. Common water-

cress

BERREAR, 'in. To cry like a calf, to low, to

bellow.

BERREGUETAR,zm.(In games atCards)To cheat,
to play slight-of-hand tricks like sharpers.

BERRENCHE,S?. Courage ; great petulancy.
BERRENCHIN, sm. 1. Foaming, grunting, and

blowing of a wild boar at the rutting time.

2. Cry of angry wayward children.

BERRENDEARSE, m. \. (And.) To grow yellow ;

applied to wheat nearly ripe. 2. To be stain-

ed or tinged with two different colours.

BERRENDO, DA, a. 1. Stained or tinged with two

different colours. 2. (And.) Ripe wheat which

gets a yellow colour. 3. (Mur.) Applied to a

silk-worm which has a duskish brown colour.

BERRERA 6 BERRIZAL, sf. V. Berraza.

BERRiDO, sm. The cry and bellowing of a calf,

or other animal.

J. Child or person in a violent passion.
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Da

s
Ml

_,. (Bot.) Water-cresses. Sisymbrium
nasturtium L. Andar d laflor del berro, To
stroll and wander about

BERROCA"!,, sm. Place full of rocks.

BERKOQIJEN A, a. Piedraberroquciia, Granite, a

hard stone composed of
large concretions,

generally of an ash colour with black spots,
or red variegated with black and white.

BERRUECO, sm. 1. Rock. 2. Pin, a small horny
induration of the membranes of the eye.

BsuRtJGA, sf. Wart, a horny protuberance

growing on the fiesh.

BERUUGAZA, sf. Large wart.

BERRUGOSO, SA, a. Warty, full of warts, [ons.

BERRUSA, sf. Sort of stuff manufactured at Ly-
BERZA, sf. (Bot.) Cabbage. Brassica L. Berza

de pcrro, (Bot.) Wild mercury, dog's cab-

bage. Theligonum cynocrambe L. Berzajlo-

rida, Cauliflower. Berza crespa, Savoy-cab-

bage. Estdr en berza, To be in the blade,

applied to grain.

BERZAZA, sf. A large head of cabbage.
BESADOR, RA, a. Kissing ;

kisser.

SAMANOS, sin. 1. Levee or court-day, when
he nobilityassemble at court,to kiss the king's
laud. 2. Salute, performed with the hand.

WESANA, sf. First furrow opened in the ground
with a plough.

BE^AR, va. 1. To kiss any thing with the lips, as

a mark of fondness or respect. 2. To touch
one another closely ; applied to inanimate

things. A1

besar, (Naut.) Home, or block on
block. Besar d azote, (Met.) To kiss the rod,
to receive a chastisement with patience and

resignation. Llegar y besar, No sooner said

than done. Besar la mono, 6 los pies, Ex-

pressions of courtesy and respect vr. To
accidentally strike heads or faces together.

BESICO Y BESITO, sm. A little kiss. Besicos de

monja, (Bot.) A kind of convolvulus.
BESO,STO. 1. Kiss, a salute given with the lips.

0. Violent knock of persons or things against
each other. 3. (Among Bakers) Kissing
crust, where one loaf touches another. Beso
de monja, A delicious kind of sweet-meat.
Damn beso aljarro, (Vulg.) To toss about
the pot, to drink freely.

BESTF.ZUELA, sf. A little beast.

BESTIA, sf. 1. Beast, a quadruped. Bestia de al-

barda
,
A beast of burthen. Bestia de silla, A

saddle mule. Gran bestia, An elk, a large and

stately animal of the stag kind. 2. (Met.)
Dunce, idiot, rude ill-bred fellow.

BESTIAGE,STO. An assembly of beasts of bur-
then.

BESTIAL, a. Bestial, brutal, belonging to abeast.

BESTIALIDAD, sf. V. Brutalidad.

BESTIALMENTE, ad. In a brutal manner.
BjESTIEcfcA, fLLA, ITA, V BESTIEZUELA, sf. A

little beast.

BESTION, sm. Large beast.

BESTOT.A, sf. Paddle, or paddlestaff, for clean-

ing the coulter of the plough.
BESTURIN, sm. Bistouri.

BESUCADOR, sm. Kisser, one who kisses.

BESUCA.R, ra. To give many kisses.

BESUCON, sm. (Aum.) Hearty kiss.

BE8UGADA,s/". A lunch or luncheon, or supper
of sea breams.

BESUGO, sm. (let.) Sea bream, or red gilt head,
a fish frequent in the Bay of Biscay. Sparus
pagrus L. Ojo de besuoro, Squint-eyed. Ya,

tfi veo besiigo, (Met.) I can anticipate your
design. [breams.

BESUGUERA, sf. A pan for dressing besugos or

BESUGUERO, sm. 1. Fishmonger who sells

breams. 2. (Ast.) Fishing-hook and tackle

for catching breams.

BESUGUETE, sm. (let.) Red sea bream. Sparus
erythinus L.

BESUQUEO, sm. Embracing kiss.

BETA, sf. (Arag.) Any bit or line ofthread. Beta
de la ma,dera, The grain of the wood. Betas,

(Naut.) Pieces of cordage for serving all sorts

of tackle.

BETARRAGA Y BETARRATA, sf. (Bot.) Beet-

root. Beta vulgaris L.

BETLEMITAS, sm. pi. Bethlemites, a religious
order established in America.

BETONICA, sf. (Bot.) Betony. Betonica L.

BETUM, BETUME, Y BETUMEN, sm. (Ant.) V.
Betun.

BETUN, sm. 1. Bitumen, a kind offossil pitch. 2.

Cement, made chiefly of lime and oil. 3.

(Naut.) Stuffwith which the masts and bot-

toms of ships are payed. Betun de colmena,
Coarse wax, found at the entrance of the hive.

BETUNAR, va. To pay or cover any tiling with

pitch, tar, resin, &c.

BEtJNA, sf. (Arag.) A gold coloured wine, made
of a grape of the same name.

BEUT, sm. A kind of sea-fish.

BEXINA, sf. (Ant.)
V. Alpechin.

BEXINERO, sm. (And.) One who separates the

lees or watery sediment from the oil.

BEYUP#RA, sf. A large kind offish, caught off

the coast of Brasil.

BEZAARTICO, CA, a. V. Bezodrdico.

BEZANTE, sm. (Bias.) Round figure like apiece
of money on a shield.

BEZAR Y BEZAAR, sf. Bezoar, a stone, formerly
esteemed as an antidote.

BEZO, sm. I. Blubber-lip, a thick lip. 2. (Ant.)
A lip in general. 3. Proud flesh growing
around a wound.

BEZOAR, sm. V. Bezdr. [with bezoar.

BEZOARDICO, CA, a. Bezoardic, compounded
BEZON, sm. Battering-ram.
BEZOTE. 6m. A ring which the Indians wear in

their under lip by way of ornament.

BEZ#DO, DA, a. Blubber-lipped, or blop-lipped.

BIAMBONAS, sf.pl. A stuffmade in China of the

bark or rind and covering of
plants.

BIASA, sf. A kind of coarse silk, which the

Dutch
bring

from the Levant.
BIAZAS, sf. pi. Saddlebags made of leather.

BIBARO, sm. Beaver, castor. Castor fiber L.

BIBERO, sm. A sort of linen, which comes from
Galicia.

BIBLIA, sf. Bible, the sacred volumeln which
are contained the revelations of God.

BIBLICO, CA, a. Biblical, relating to the bible.

,
sm. Book-lover, book-worm.

A, sf. Bibliography, a knowledge
of manuscripts and books.

BiBn6cRAFO, sm. Bibliographer, one who pos-
sesses much knowledge of manuscripts and
books.
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BIBLIOMANIA, sf. Book-madness, au extrava-

gant passion for books. [person.
BIBLIOTAFO, sf. One who lends his books to no

BIBLIOTECA, sf. LibraryT
BIBLIOTECARIO, sm. Librarian.

BICA, sf. (let.) A sea fish, resembling a bream.

BICERRA, sf. A kind of wild or mountain goat.

Capra ibex L.

BICHERO, sm. (Naut.) A long pole with a hook
fixed at the end, a boat-hook. Jlsta de bichero,
The shaft of a boat-hook. Gancho de bichero,
The hook of a boat-hook.

BICHO, CHA, s. l.A general name for small

grubs or insects. 2. Bicho, (Met.) A little

fellow, of a ridiculous figure and appearance.
Mai bicho, A mischievous urchin. 3. Slut,
BITCH ; a term of reproach to women.

BICOCA, sf. 1. Sentry box. 2. A small borough
or village. 3. Thing of little esteem or value.

BICO^UETE, sm. A bonnet or head dress for-

merly worn.

BICOQ.UIN, sm. Cap. V. Becoquin.
BICORNE, a. (Poet.) Bicornuous, having two

horns.

J$icos, sm.pl. Small gold points or lace,formerly
put on velvet bonnets by way of ornament.

BIDENTE, sm. 1. Two-pronged spade, used in

breaking up the ground. 2. Sheep. 3. (Bot.)
A sort of hemp, called water hemp.

BIELDA, sf. Pitch fork with 6 or 7 prongs and a
rack used in gathering and loading straw.

BIELDAR, va. To winnow corn, to separate the

grain from the chaff by means of a wooden
fork with two or three prongs.

BIELDO Y BIELGO, sm. Winnowing fork with
two or three prongs.

BIEN, sm. 1. Supreme goodness, an attribute pe-
culiar to God alone. 2. Object of esteem or

love. 3. Good, utility, benefit. 4. (Ant.) Pro-

perty, estate. El bien de lapatria, The public
welfare. Bidnes, Property, fortune, riches.

Bienes defortuna, Worldly treasures. Decir
mil bienes, To praise, to commend.

BIEN, ad. 1. Well, right. Ha vivido bien, He
has lived in a just and upright manner. 2.

Happily, prosperously. El enfermo va bien,
The patient is in a fair way of doing well. 3.

Willingly, readily. 4. Heartily. Comid lien,
He dined heartily. Camind bien, He walked
at a great rate. 5. Well, well

;
it is all well ;

said in a threatening tone. 6. As well as, in

the same manner as. 7. Bien que, Although.
8. Bien si, But if. 9. Mora bien, Now, this

being so. Bien estd, Very well. 10. Mas bien,
Rather. Si bien me acuerdo, To the best of

my recollection. Hay bien de eso, There is

plenty of that. Y bien, y que tencmos con eso,

Well, and what of that. Joined to adjectives
or adverbs it is equivalent to very, as bien

rico, very rich ; and to verbs, much, as, El
bebio bien, He drank much. Ser bien, To be

food,
useful, or convenient. De bien, d bien

por bien, Willingly, amicably.
BIENAL, a. Biennial, of the continuance of two

years.

BIENANDANZA, sf. Felicity, prosperity, success.

BIENAVENTURADAMENTE, ad. Fortunately, hap-
pity-

BIENAVENTURADO, DA, o. 1, Blessed, enjoying
110
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the blessings ofheaven. 2. Fortunate, success-
ful. 3.

(Iron.) Simple, silly, harmless.

BIENAVENTURANZA, sf. 1. Beatitude, enjoy-
ment of celestial bliss. 2. Prosperity, human
felicity. Bienaventuranzas, The eight beati-

tudes of heaven mentioned in the Scriptures.
BIENESTAR, sm. Well-being, possessing and

enjoying all the comforts of life.

BIENFECHOR, RA, (Ant.) V. Bienhechor.

BIENESTANTE, sm. He who possesses ease and
affluence ; well-being.

BIENFORTUNADO, DA, a. Fortunate, successful.

BIENGRANADA, sf. (Bot.) Curl-leaved goose-
foot. Chenopodium botrys L.

BIENHABLADO, DA, a. Well and civilly spoken.
BIENHECHOR, RA, s. Benefactor, one who con-

fers benefits and favours upon another.

BIENIO, sm. Term of two years.

BIENQUERER, vn. To wish the good of another,
to esteem.

BIENQUERER, sm. Esteem, attachment.

BIENQUISTO, TA, a. Generally esteemed and

respected.

BIENVENIDA, sf. Welcome, kind reception of a
new comer.

BIENVISTA, sf. (Ant.) 1. Prudence, sound judg-
ment. 2. Good appearance.

BIENZA, sf. The thin film which sticks to the
inside of the shell of an egg.

BIERZO, sm. A sort of linen, manufactured at

Bierzo. [forms.

BIFORME, a. Biformed, compounded of two

BIFRONTE, a. Double-fronted or double-faced.

BIGA, sf. The traces or harness of two horses.

BIGAMIA, sf. 1. Bigamy, the crime of having
two wives at once. 2. Second marriage.

BIGAMA, sm. 1. Bigamist, one who has two
wives living. 2. He who has married a widow.
3. A widower, who has married again.

BIGARDEAR, vn. To be a bigamist ;
to dissemble.

BIGARDIA, sf. Jest, fiction, dissimulation.

BIGARDO, sm. An opprobrious appellation giv-
en to a friar of loose morals and irregular
conduct.

BJGARRO, sm. A large sea snail.

BIGARRADO, DA, o. V. Abigarrado.
BIGATO, TA, a. Ancient coin which had the

impression of a chaise and two horses.

BIGNONIA, sf. (Bot.) Trumpet-flower.
BIGORNETA, sf. A small anvil.

BIGORNIA, sf. Anvil, an iron block, or large piece
of iron, on which smiths forge their metal.

BIGOTA, sf. (Naut.) Dead-eye. V. Vigota.
BIGOTAZO, sm. Large whiskers.

BiG6TE,sm. Whisker, the hair growing on the

upper lip and cheeks unshaven, mustachio.

Hombre de bigote, (Met.) A man of spirit and

vigour. Tencr bigotes, (Met.) To be firm and
undaunted

; to be obstinate, to be a BIGOT.

BIGOTERA, sm. I. Leather cover for whiskers or

mustachios. 2. Ornament of ribbons, worn by
women on the breast. 3. Folding-seat put, in

the front of a chariot. Pegaunabigotcra. To
play one a trick. Bigotiras, Face, mien.

Tener buenas bigoteras, To have a pleasing
face or graceful mien ; applied to women.

BIJA, V. Achiote.

BILANDER, sm. (Naut.) Bilander, a small mer-
chant vessel.
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, NA, a. Native of Bilboa.

BILBILITANO, NA, a. Native of Calatayud.

BILIAR, a. Biliary, relating to the vessels which

contain bile.

BILINGUE, a. Double-tongued, deceitful.

BiLi6so, SA, a. Bilious, abounding in bile.

Bfus, sf. Bile, a thick yellow bitter liquid.

BILLAR, sm. Game of billiards, or billiard-table.

BitL-iLDA 6 BILLARDA, sf. A kind of children's

play.

BILLETE, sm. Billet, small paper note. Billete

de banco, A bank note.

BILLETICO, sm. A small billet, a love-letter.

BILMADOR, sm. V. Mgebrista.
BILORTA, sm. l.Ring made of a twisted yellow

twig. 2. Flying report. 3. (Na-ut.) Burr, a

kind of iron ring used for various purposes
on board of ships. 4. A sport among country

people, somewhat resembling cricket.

BILOKTO, sm. Bat having a crooked head.

BILTROTEAR, vn. To ramble about the streets.

BILTROTERA,S/. A woman who makes it her busi-

ness to ramble about the streets and gossip.

BIMAES, sf. A kind of Brasil wood.

BIMESTRE, a. Of two months' duration. sm.

Two months' leave of absence or furlough.

BINADERA, sf. Instrument with teeth used by
husbandmen to take away weeds from ground.

to windward. Birar de bondo en rcdondo, To
put the ship to leeward. Birar por las aguas
de otro baxel, To tack in the wake of ano-
ther ship. Bira, bira ! Heave cheerly.

BiRA7,ONEs,sm./>Z. Land and sea breezes, which
blow alternately.

BiRisfs v BISBIS, sm. Biribi, a sort of game.
BiRictr, sm. Sword-belt.

BiRfLLA, sf. Ornament of gold or silver, for*

merly worn in shoes.

BIRLA, V. Bolo.

,
sm. One who knocks down at a

blow : used in the game of nine-pins.

BIRL^R, va. 1. At the game of nine-pins, to

throw a bowl a second time from the same

place. 2. To knock down at one blow, to kill

at one shot. 3. To snatch away an employ-
ment which another was aiming at. 4. To
dispossess.

BIRLI, Por arte de birli birloque, (loc. fam.) To
have done any thing by occult and extraor-

dinary means.

BIRLO, sm. (Ant.) Bowl for playing.
BIRLOCHA, sf. Paper kite.

BIRLOCHO, sm. High open carriage with four

wheels and two seats.

BIRLON, sm. Large middle pin in the game of

nine-pins.

BINADOR, sm. Digger, he" who digs the samejBiRLONGA, sf. Mode of playing in the game at

ground again. ! cards called ombre. A' la birtonga, In a ncg-
BINAR, va. To dig or plough a piece of ground

j

the second time.

BINARIO, sm. 1. A number which consists of

two unities. 2. Time, consisting of two equal
motions.

BiNATERAS,s/.pZ.(NaM.)Beckets,stropsorends
of ropes, wooden brackets or hooks, used to

confine ropes and tackles to their places, and
to prevent them from being fouled.

BINAZON, sm. The act of digging or ploughing
a niece ofground a second time.

BINOCULO, LA, a. Binocular, having two eyes,

employing both eyes at once.

BINZA, sf. Pellicle, a. thin skin on the inside of
the shell of an egg ; any thin membrane.

BiocRAFfA, sf. Biography.
BIOGRAFO, sm. Biographer, a writer of lives.

BIOMBO, sm. Screen.

BIPARTIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) Bipartite, divided
into two correspondent pieces or parts.

BIPEDAL, a. Bipedal, two feet in length ; hav-

ing two feet.

BIPEDO, sm. Biped, an animal with two feet.

BIO.UITORTES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Quarter gallery
knees.

sm. Borer, an instrument used by
carpenters and cabinet-makers to make holes.

BIRA DA, sf. Birada de borda, (Naut.) Tack,
the act of putting the ship about.

BIRADOR, sm. (Naut.) Top rope. Birador de
mastcllero sencilloddoble, A single or double

top rope. Birador de cubierta, Voyal.
BIRA^R, va. (Naut.) 1. To wind, to twist. 2. To

tack, to put or go about. Birar el cabrestantc.
To heave at the capstern. Birar para proa,
To heave a-head. Birar para popa, To heave
astern. Birar el cable, To heave taught. Bi-
rar de bordo, To tack or go about. Birar de

ligent, careless manner.

BIROLA, sf. 1. Brass cap or ferrule fixed on the

end of canes or walking-sticks. 2. Goad, a

pointed instrument with which oxen are dri-

ven forward by the drivers. 3. Birola de cha-

vetas, (Naut.) Forelock-ring.
4. Birolas dc

pantales, (Naut.) Hoops of the stanchions

between decks.

BIRRETA, sf. Cardinal's red cap.

BIRRETE, sm. Cap. V. Gorro 6 Boncte.

BIRRETINA, sf. Grenadier's cap.

EISA, sf. (Bot.) An oriental plant.

BISABUELO,LA,S. Great grandfather or grand-
mother.

BisAcRA, sf. 1. Hinge, the joint upon which a
door or gate turns. 2. Piece of box-wood,
with which shoe-makers polish and finish the

soles of shoes. Bisagras y pernos, Hooks
and hinges. Bisagras de laporteria, (Naut.)
Port hinges.

BISAGUELO, LA, (Ant.) V. Bisabuelo.

BISALTO, sm. (Bot.) Pea. Pisum sativum L.

, sf. (Ant.) Halberd.

BISEL, sm. The basil edge of the plate of a

looking-glass, or of the crystal door of a
shrine in which relics are kept.

BISEXTIL, a. (Ant.) V. Bisiesto.

BISIESTO, a. Belonging to a leap year, which
consists of 366 days, and happens every four

years. Mudar bisiesto 6 d,e bisiesto, To
change one's ways and means, to alter one's

course.

BISILABO, BA, a. Consisting of two syllables.

BISLINSUA, sf. (Bot.) Double tongue, or nar-

row-leaved butcher's broom. Ruscus hypo-
glossum L.

BISNIETO, TA, (Ant.) V. Biznitto.
- - - , BISOJO, JA, a. Squint-eyed, looking obliquely,

bordo tomando por arantf, To put the shipl BISONTE, sm. Bison, a'large quadruped of tho
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family of oxen, having a bunch on its back,
and chiefly found in the forests of Poland.

Bos bison L.

BISONADA v BisoNERf A, sf. A rash and incon-

siderate speech or action, done without the

least knowledge or experience.

BISONO, NA, a. f. Raw, undisciplined ; applied
to recruits or new levied soldiers. 2. Novice,

tyro. 3. Unbacked horse, not yet broken in

or tamed for use.

BisrAL, (Ant.) V. Episcopal.
BISPO, sm. (Ant.) V. Obispo.

BISPON, sm. Roll of oil cloth, a yard in length,
used by sword cutlers.

BISTOLA, sf. (Manch.) V. Arrejada.
BISTORTA, (Bot.) Bistort or snake-weed. Poly-

gonum bistorta L.

BISTRETA, sf. Payment made before the money
becomes due.

biscuit is carried on board a ship. 2. One
who makes or sells biscuits.

BizcocnfLI.O y BizcocHiTO,sm.A small biscuit.

BJZCOCHO, sm. 1. Biscuit, or sea-biscuit, a kind
of hard dry bread. 2. Paste made of fine

flour, eggs, and sugar. 3. Whiting made of
the plaster of old walls.

BI/COCHUELO, sm. Small biscuit.

BIZCOTELA, sf. Biscuit lighter and thinner
than the common sort.

BIZMA, sf. Comforting cataplasm or poultice.

BIZMAR, va. To apply a cataplasm or poultice.

BIZNA, sf. Zest, membrane which quarters the
kernel of a walnut.

BIZNA\GA, sf. (Bot.) Mountain parsley or Spa-
nish carrot, the sprigs whereof are used as

toothpicks. Daucus visnaga L.

BIZNIETO, TA, s. Great grandson, -great grand-
daughter.ucuuiiicD uuu. uaugixtci.

BISUNTO, TA, a. That which is dirty or greasy. BLA^GO, (Ant.) V. Bordon.
BISURCA'DO, DA, a. Bifurcated, forked.

\
BLA"NCA, sf. 1. Copper coin of the value of half

BITA'CORA, sf. (Naut.) Binnacle or bittacle, a a maravedi. No tener blanca, 6 estar sin

box in the steerage of a ship, wherein the

compass is placed. Ldmpara 6 Idntias de la

bitacora, A binnacle lamp.
BITADURA, sf. (Naut.) Cable bit, a turn of the

cable around the bits.

BITAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Bits, large pieces of tim-

ber placed abaft the manger, to belay the ca-

ble, when the ship rides at anchor. Forro de

bltus, Lining ofthe bits. Contrabitas, Stand-
ards of the bits. Bita de molinete, Knight-
head of the windlass.

BITCHEMARE, sm. Fish on the coast of China
which is salted and cured like cod.

BITONES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Pins of the capstern.
BITOQUE, sm. (And.) Bung, a wooden stopper

for the bung-hole of a cask. Tener ojos de

bltoque. (Vulg.) To squint.

BITOR, sm. (Orn.) Rail, a bird called the king
of the quails.

BITUMEN, sm. V. Betun.

BITUMINO&O, SA, a. Bituminous, containing
bitumen.

BIVAR, sm. Gander.

BIVERIO, sm. V. Vivar.

BIXA, sf. (Bot.) Anotto, a sort of reddish yel-
low die.

Bf/A, if. (let.) Fish belonging to the family
of tunnies. Scomber pelamis L.

BIZARRAMENTE, ad. Courageously, gallantly.

BIZARREAR, vn. To act in a spirited and gal-
lant manner.

BI/ARRIA, sf. I. Gallantry, valour, fortitude

of mind. 2. Liberality, generosity, splen-
dour.

BI/.AIIRO, RRA, a. 1. Gallant, brave, high-spi-
rited. 2. Generous, liberal, high-minded.

Er/.A.-/. AS, sf.pl. Saddle-bags made of leather.

BI/CACHA, ff. An animal with a long tail in

the kingdomjof Peru, the flesh of which re-

sembles that*bf a rabbit.

BI/CAR, ra. To squint, to turn the eyes ob-

liquely.

Bizco, CA, a. V. Bisojo.
BIZCOCHADA, sf. Soup made of biscuit boiled

in milk with sugar and cinnamon.

BIZCOCHA'R, ta. To make or bake biscuit.

1 Biscuit-cask, a cask in which
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blanca, Not to have a doit to bless one's self

with. 2. (Orn.) Magpie. 3. Blanca morfea,

Alphps,
a white scurf, tetter, or ring-worm.

BLANCAZO, (Vulg.) V. Blanquecino.

BLANCHETE,sm.(Ant.) 1. A little white lap-dog,

originally from Malta. 2. White selvage.

BLANCO, CA, 1. White. Hijo de la gallinag
, (blanca, (Bax.) A lucky fellow. 2, (Naut.)

Untarred.
BLA"Nco,sm. 1. White star, or any other remark-

able white spot in horses. 2. First white sheet

pulled at a printing-press, after the form is

got ready. 3. Mark to shoot at with a gun,
bow, or cross-bow. Dar en el bianco, To hit

the mark. 4. (Met.) Object of our desire, a

thing we wish for or aim at. 5. Mixture of

whiting, lime, &c. to size or lay the first coat

for painting. Blanco dc estuco, Stucco whit-

ing, made of lime and pounded marble. G.

Blank left in writing. Cldula 6 patcnte en

bianco, A blank paper to be filled up by the

person to whom it is sent. Labor blanca,
Plain work. Tela 6 ropa blanca, Linen. Jlr-

mas blancas, Side-arms, to thrust and cut

with. De punta en bianco, Point blank.

Dexar en bianco alguna cost/, To pass over

a thing in silence. Hombre bianco, o mugcr
blanca, An honest man, or an honest woman.
El bianco del ave, The breast of a fowl. Quc.-

darse en bianco, To be frustrated in one's

expectations, to be left in the lurch.

BLANCOR Y BLANC^RA, 5. Whiteness, freedom
from colour. Blancura del ojo, (Alb.) A white

spot or film on the eye.

BLAND^LES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Backstays. V.

Brandalcs.

BLASDAMENTE,
sweetly.

ad. Softly, mildly, gently,

BLANDEAD6R, RA, s. One who softens, or ren-

ders soft and rhild.

BLANDEAR, va. l.To soften, to render mild. 2.

To make one change his opinion. 3. To
brandish, to flourish. vn. \ . To slacken, to

yield, to be softened. 2. To tread tenderly.
3. Blandear con otro, To fall in with another's

opinion. vr. To be unsteady, to move from

one place to another.
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BI.ANDENGUE, sm. A soldier armed with a

lance, who defends the limits of the province
of Buenos Ayres.

BLANDEO, sm. The good or bad quality of the

soil of forests and pasture lands.

BLANDEZA, (Ant.) V. Delicadeza.

BLANDIENTE, a. Having a tremulous motion

from one side to another.

BLANDILLO, LLA, a. Somewhat soft.

BLANDIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Adulation, flattery

BLANDiR,a. 1. To brandish a sword,pike,lance

&c. 2. (Ant.) To flatter. vr. To quiver, to

move with a tremulous agitation from one

side to another.

BLANDO, DA, a. 1. Soft, pliant, smooth to the

touch. 2. (Met.) Mild, gentle, grateful, pleas

ing. Blando de boca, Tender-mouthed ; ap

plied to a horse : (Met.) Indiscreet, talkative

Blando de carona, (Met.) Soft, not bearing

fatigue or labour : (Met.) Fond of women

apt to fall in love with every woman one

meets with. Blando de corazon, Tender
hearted. Hombre blando, A gentle, mild man
Llevar blanda la mano, To carry a gentle

hand, to reprimand with mildness, to punish
with mercy. Tiempo blando, Mild, moderate
weather.

BLANDON, sm. 1. Wax taper with one wick
2. A large church candlestick in which wax
tapers or flambeaux are placed. 3. Soft side

of a stone. 4. Light of the stars.

BLANDONCILLO, sm. A small candlestick for

wax tapers.

BLANDUCHO, CHA, Y BLANDUJO, JA, tt. (BaX.)

Flabby, loose, soft, not firm.

BLANDURA, sf. 1. Softness, the qualit
soft. 2. Daintiness, delicacy. 3. (Met.) Gen~-

tleness of temper, sweetness of address. 4

Lenitive or emollient application. 5. Soft

endearing language. 6. White paint used

by women. 7. Mild temperature of the air.

BLANDUKILLA, sf. A sort of fine soft pomatum
BLANQUEACION, sf. The act of blanching or

whitening. [whitens
BLANQUEADOR, RA, s. One who blanches or

BLANO.UEADURA, sf. Whiteness, the state of

being white ; whitening.
BLANQUEO Y BLANQUEANIENTO, sm. 1. The act

of making white or bleaching. 2. Whitewash
El blanqueo del lienzo, The oleaching of linen

BLANQUEA.R, va. 1. To bleach, to whiten; to

white-wash. 2. To give coarse wax to bees
in winter. Blanquear cera, To bleach wax.

vn. To show whiteness.

BLANQUECEDdR, sm. An officer employed in the

mint, to blanch, clean, and polish the coin.

Bi. \\QUKCEK, va. To blanch coin, to give gold,
silver, and other metals, their due colours.

BLANQUKciNO,NA,ffl. Whitish.inclining to white.

BLANQUERIA, sm. Bleaching place, bleach-field.

BLANQUERO, sm. Tanner, one whose trade is to
tan and dress leather.

BLANQ.UETA, sf. (Ant.) Coarse blanket.

!, sm. White paint used by women.
LO, (Ant.) V. Mbayalde.

BLANQUICION Y BLANQUECIMIENTO, s. The act
of blanching the metal before it is coined.

ILANQUILLA, sf. 1. Doit, a very small coin. 2.

Sort of long yellowish plum. 3. White grape.
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BLAN$ufr,LO,i.LA. a. Whitish, somewhat white.

BLAN^UIMIENTO, sm. The act of blanching coin
or wrought metal, by boiling it with water,
and salt of tartar. [clay.

BLANQUIZX.L, 5m. (Agr.) Whitish clay, pipe
BLANQUIZCO, CA, a. Inclining to white.

BL.O, a.
^Blas.) Azure, faint blue.

BI.ASFEMABLE, a. Blamable, culpable, faulty.

BLASFEMADOR, RA, s. Blasphemer. [ously.
Bi-ASFtMAMENTE, ad. Blasphemously, impi-
BLASFEMX.R, vn. 1. To blaspheme. 2. To curse,

to make use of imprecations.
BLASFEMATORIO,RI A, a. Containing blasphemy.
BLASFEMiA,5/. 1. Blasphemy ,the use ofimpious
and irreverent language in speaking of God.
2. Gross verbal insult offered to a person.

BLASFEMO, MA, a. Blasphemous. [mous.
BLASMA^R, va. (Ant.) To vilify, to make infa-

BLASON, sm. Heraldry, blazon, the art of draw-

ing or explaining coats of arms. 2. Figures
and devices which compose coats of arms or
armorial ensigns. 3. Honour, glory. Hacer
Mason, To blazon.

BLASONADOR, RA, s. Boaster, bragger.
BLASONA^NTK,^. Vain-glorious ; boaster.

BLASON^R, va. 1. To blazon, to draw or explain
armorial ensigns. 2. To make a pompous
display of one's own merits. Blasonar del

arnes, To crack and boast of achievements
never performed.

Br,.4vo, VA, a. (Ant.) Yellowish grey and red-

dish colour.

BLEDo,sm.Strawberryblite. Blitum virgatum L.

BLENNO, sm. (let.) Hake, blenny. Blen-
nius L.

BU!NNO, sm. A kind of fish.

BLINDAGE, sm. (Mil.) Blind, a covering made
by the besiegers of a strong place, to protect
themselves from the enemy's fire ; it con-
sists of branches of trees, sand bags, wool-

packs, &c.

BLONDA, sf. Broad lace made of silk. Escofieta
de blonda, Head dress made of silk lace.

BLONDINA, sf. Narrow silk lace.

BLONDO, DA, a. Having a fair complexion or
flaxen hair.

BLOQUE.R, va. (Mil.) To form a blockade. Bio-

quear unpuerto, (Naut.) To block up a port.

BLOQUEO, sm. Blockade. [Boa L.

BOA, sf. Large serpent, found in Calabria.

BOALA^GE, sm. (Ar.) Pasturage of black cattle.

BOARRETE, sm. Storm or tempest at sea.

BoXro, sm. 1. Ostentation, pompous show. 2.

Shout of acclamation.

BOBA"DA, sf. V Boberia. [dolt.

BOBX.LIAS, sm. (Bax.) A very stupid fellow, a
BOBALICON Y BoBX/o, 5m. Great blockhead.

BoBAMENTE,arf. 1 . Without trouble or care. 2.

Foolishly, stupidly. Estd comiendo su renta

bobamente, He spends his income in a foolish

manner.

SOBATEL, sm. (Fam.) V. Bobo.

SoBArico, CA, a. Silly, foolish, stupid.

JOKKA^R, va. 1. To act or talk in a foolish and

stupid manner. 2. To waste one's time in

trifles, to loiter about.

JOBERIA, sf. Foolish speec*'i or action
; foolery.

JOBILIS, ad. De bobilis bdbilis, (In Cant Lan-

guage) Without pain or merit.

Ho
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BOBILLO, LLA; TO, TA, s. 1. A little dolt or fool.

2. Big-bellied jug with one handle. 3. Frill or

lace formerly worn by women around the

tucker.

BOBINAS, sf.pl. Bobbins, a large sort of spools
used in ribbon looms.

Bocfs/MAMENTE, ad. Most foolishly.

BOBO, BA,S. 1. Dunce, idiot, ass; one who has

little capacity or understanding. 2. Sort of ruff

formerly worn by women around the neck. 3.

(Ant.) Stage Buffoon. 4. (Orn.) Booby. Pele-

canus sula L. El bobo si cs callado,por scsudo

cs rcputado, (Prov.) A fool that talks little

may pass for a wise man. A' bobas, Foolishly.

BOBON, NA, s. Big dolt, great fool.

BOBONCILLO,LLA, s. A little dolt.

BOBOTE, sm. Great idiot or simpleton.

BOCA, sf. 1. Mouth, the aperture in the face at

which the food is received. 2. Entrance, open-

ing, hole. 3. Pincers with which cray-fish hold

something. 4. Thin or cutting part of edge-
tools. 5. Taste, flavour, relish; one who eats.

Instrumento de boca, Wind-instrument. 6.

(let.) Shrimp. Boca de escorpion, Calumni-
ator. Boca del estdmago, Pit of the stomach.

Boca defuego, Piece of ordnance. Boca de

lobo, (Met.) Dark dungeon: (Naut.) Lub-
bers' hole. Boca de lobo del tamborete, Cap
hole for the top-mast. Boca de la cscotitla,

Hatchway.Boca de m-a,Smilingcountenance.
Boca de rio 6 de pucrto, Mouth of a river or

of a harbour. Andar de boca en boca, To be

the talk of the town. Cerrar 6 tapar a uno la

boca, To stop one's mouth. Coserse la boca,
To shut one's mouth. Boca de oro, Melli-

fluous tongue. Boca de gacha, Nickname of

a person who mumbles his words, sputtering,
and speaking unintelligibly. A 1

bocadejarro,
A hearty draught, drinking without a glass or

measure. Decir alguna cosa con la boca chica.

To offer a thing for mere ceremony's sake.

Jlndar con la boca ablerta, To go gaping about.

Guardar la boca, Not to commit any excess

in eating or drinking ;
to be silent. Hablar

par boca deganso, To exaggerate maliciously
other people's reports. Irse de boca, To
speak much without reflection. La boca hace

jurgo, To be as good as one's word. No de-

cir esta boca es mia, To keep a profound si-

lence. Ne tener boca para negar 6 decir no,
Not to dare to say no. Punto en boca, Mum.
mum, not a word. Tener buena 6 mala boca,
To talk well or ill of others. A1 boca de in-

vicrno, About the. beginning of winter. A1

boca de nochc, At the fall of night. Boca a

boca, ad. By word of mouth. Boca con boca,
Face to face. A' boca dc costal, Profusely,
without rule or measure. A1 boca llena, Per-

spicuously, openly. A 1

pedir de boca, Accord-

ing to ong'* desire. De manos a boca, Un-

expectedly. DC boca, Verbally, not really ;

used of boasting or threatening.
BOCACALLE,*/". Entry ,

end or opening ofa street.

BOCAC.X.Z, sm. Opening left in the wear or dam
of a river, sluice, or flood-gate.

BOCACI Y BOCACJN, sm. Fine glazed buckram,
much used by tailors.

BOCA.DA, sf. (Ant.) A mouthful.

BOCADEAR, TO. To divide into bits or morsels.
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BocApfLLO,j?m. 1. Scrap. 2. Thin, middling sort

of linen. 3. Narrow ribbon or lace, tape, inkle.

4. Lunch or luncheon given to labourers in

the field about ten in the morning.
BOCAPITO, sm. Small bit or morsel.

BOCADO, sm. I. Morsel, a mouthful of food. 2.

Bite, a wound made with the teeth. 3. Part of
a thing torn off with the teeth or pincers. 4.

Poison given in eatables. 5. Mouth-piece of a
bridle. 6. Bocado sin hueso. Profitable em-
ployment without labour

;
a sinecure. Con el

bocado en la boca, With a full stomach. Con-
tarle a uno los bocadoSjTo watch how another
eats. No tener para un bocado, To be in ex-
treme distress. pi. 1. Slices of quinces, ap-
ples, pumpkins, &c. made up into conserves.
2. (Naut.) Wads of great guns, hause-plugs.

BocAx, sm. 1. Pitcher, an earthen vessel with
a narrow mouth. 2. Mouth-piece of a trum-

pet or other wind instrument. 3. (Naut.) The
narrows of a harbour.

BOCAMANGA, sf. That part of a sleeve which
is near the wrist.

BOCAN.DA, sf. A mouthful of wine or other

liquor. Bocanada de gcnte, Mob, a tumultu-
ous rout. Bocanada dc riento, A sudden blast

of wind. Echar bocanadas,To boast of one's

valour, noble birth, &c. Echar bocanadas de

sangre, To throw up mouthfuls of blood ;

to vaunt of noble blood.

BOCAR,I(.N, 5m. Fine sort of buckram.

BOCAZA, 5/. A large wide mouth.

BOCEJ$LR, va. V. Bocezar.

BOCEL, sm. I. Brim, lip, or upper edge of a
vessel. 2. A fluted moulding. 3. Fluting plane,
an instrument for fluting mouldings.

BOCELAR, va. To make fluted mouldings.
BOCELETE, 5m. Small moulding plane.

BOCELON, sm. Large moulding plane.

DCERA,S/. Crumbs, or other remains of eating
or drinking, sticking to the outside ofthe lip.

BOCEZA.R, va. To move the lips from one side

to another, as horses and other animals do
when they eat.

BdcHA, sf. 1. Bowl, a wooden ball for playing
at bowls. 2. Fold or double in clothes, where

they do not fit well, but purse up. Jucgo de
las bochas, The game at bowls. Pan de bo-

chas, White bread.

BOCHAR, va. To throw a ball so that it hits

another, in the game at bowls.

BocHjCzo, 5m. Stroke of one bowl against
another.

BOCHE, sm. Cherry-pit or chuck-hole. V. Bate.

BOCHIN, 5m. (Ant.) Hangman.
BOCHISTA, 5m. A goodbowler,or player at bowla.

BOCHORNO, 5m. 1. Hot, sultry weather, scorch-

ing
heat. 2. Blush, the colour of the cheeks

raised by shame or passion.
BocfN, sm. Round piece of bass mat put about

the nave of a cart, as a cap of defence.

BOCINA, 5m. 1. Sort of large trumpet, a bugle-
horn. Bocina de cazador, A huntsman's horn.

2. Speaking-trumpet. V. Vocina. 3. A kind
of shell. 4. Constellation called ursa minor,
or the lesser bear.

BOCIN^R, va. (Ant.) To sound the trumpet,

bugle-horn, or huntsman's horn.

BOCINEKO, 5m. Trumpeter.
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BociNftLA, sf. Small speaking trumpet.
BOCOLICA, sf. Exquisite

or delicious eating.

BocoN,sm. 1. A wide-mouthed person. 2. Brag-
gart, a talkative boaster.

BODA, sf. Marriage, the feast by which it is

solemnized, a wedding. Boda de hongos, A
beggar's wedding. Perrito de todas bodas,

(Met.) Parasite who runs from wedding to

wedding. Aun ahora se come el pan de la

boda. (Prov.) The honey-moon is not yet
over. De tales bodas tales costrus 6 tortas,

(Prov.) A bad beginning a bad end.

B6oE, sm. A he-goat.

BODEGA, sm. 1. Wine vault, a cellar. 2. Abun-
dant vintage or growth of wine. 3. Store-

room, warehouse, magazine. 4. (Naut.) Hold,
the whole space in a ship between the floor

and the lower deck, where goods and stores

are stowed. Bodega de popa, After-hold.

Bodega de proa, Fore-hold.

BODEGON, sm. 1. Mean chop-house or cook's

shop. 2. Sign ofa cook's shop or eating-house.
3. Tippling-house, a low inn. Bodegon de

puntapie, Stall where cow-heels and black

puddings are sold. Echar el bodegon par la

vcntana, To put one's self into a violent pas-
sion. En que bodegon hemos comido juntos ?

Out of which platter did we eat together ?

A rebuke for too much familiarity.

BODKGONCILLO, sm. Low chop-house.
BODEGONEAR, va. To run from one tippling-

house to another, to frequent mean eating-
houses.

BODEGOSERO, RA, s. One who keeps a low

chop-house or tippling-house. [of a cellar.

BODEGUERO, RA. s. Butler, one who has the care

BODEGUILLA, sf. Small cellar or vault.

BODIAN, sm. Sea-fish resembling a tench.
BOD Go,sm. A small loafmade ofthe finest flour,
and presented as an offering in the church.

BODIJO, sm. Unequal match, a hedge-marriage
performed with little ceremony or solemnity.

BODOCAL, a. Applied to a kind of black grapes.
BODOCAZO, sm. Stroke of a pellet shot from a

cross-bow.

BODOLLO, sm. Prunincf-knife, pruning-hook.
BODO^UE, sm. 1. Pellet, a small ball of clay shot
from a cross bow. 2. Dunce, idiot. 3. Extre-
mities ofthe ribs of mutton. Hacer bodoqucs,
To be reduced to dust, to be dead.

BODOQUERA, sf. 1. Mould in which pellets are
formed. 2. Cradle, or that part of the stock of
a cross bow where the pellet is put. 3. Strings
with which the cord of a cross bow is tied.

Boi>OQuiLLo,sm. Small pellet or bullet of clay.
BODORRIO, sm. (Vulg.) V. Bodijo.
BODRIO, sm. 1. Soup, broken meat, and garden

stuff, given to the poor at the doors of con-
vents. 2. Any hodge-podge ill dressed, any
medley of broken meat.

BOB, sm. (Ant.) V. Bucy.
BOEMIO, sm. Sort of short cloak formerly worn

in Spain.

BOEZUELO, sm. Stalking ox, which serves to
screen fowlers engaged in the pursuit of birds.

BOFADA, sf. Ragout or fricassee made of the
livers and lungs of animals.

BOFES, sm. pi. "Lungs. Echar los bofes, To
strain one's lungs.

BOFENA, sf. (Ant.) V. Bofes.
BOFETA Y BOFETAN, s. A sort ofthin stiff linen.

BOFETADA, sf. Slap, buffet, box, a blow on the
face given with the hand. Dar una bofetada,

(Met.) To treat with the utmost contempt.
BOFETON, sm. 1. Violent blow upon the face.

2. Stage decoration representing one or two

folding doors. [face.

BOFETONCILLO, sm. A slight box or slap on the

BOFORDO, sm. (Ant.) A short lance or spear.

BOGA, sf. 1. (let.) Ox-eyed cackerel. Sparus
boops L. 2. Act of rowing. 3. (Naut.) Rower,
one who rows: in this sense when it signi-
fies a man, it is a masculine substantive. 4.

(Extr.) Small two-edged knife in the shape of

a poniard. 5. White branch about which
silk-worms work their cones.Boga arrancada,

(Naut.) All hands rowing together with all

their strength. Boga larga, A long stroke,
Dar la boga, To give the stroke. Boga avantc,
Stroke's man.

BOGADA, sf. 1. Rowing stroke. 2. Bucking of
clothes with lye.

BOGADOR, sm. Rower, one who rows.

BOGANTE, pa. (Poet.) Rower ; rowing.
BOGAR, vn. To row. Bogar d quartcles, To row

by divisions. Bogar d barlovento, To row
abroad. Bogar a sotavento, To row to lee-

ward.
BOGAVANTE. sm. 1. (Naut.) Stroke's-man of a
row galley. 2. Lobster of a large size.

BOGETA, sf. (let.) A kind of herring.
BOGIGANGA, sf. (Ant.) A company of strolling

players.

BOHKMIO, sm. 1. Short cloak formerly worn by
the guard of archers. 2. V. Gitano.

BOHENA 6 BOHENA, sf. (Ant.) 1. V. Bofes. 2.

Pork sausages.
BOHONERO, sm. V. Buhonero.

BOHORDAR, va. To throw wands, called bokor-

dos, in tournaments.

BOHORDO, sm. 1. Blade of flag, a water-plant.
2. Wands, the hollow end of which is filled

with sand, and which tilters throw at one
another in tournaments. 3. Stalk of a cab-

bage run into seed. 4. Prancing of a horse.

BOIL, sm. Ox-stall, a stand for oxen.

BOITRINO, sm. A kind of fishing net.

BOJA, (Ant.) V. Buba.

BOKAS, sf. Sort of cotton stuff brought from
the East Indies, and is either blue or white.

BOL, sm. Armenian bole, a sort of red earth,

chiefly used by gilders. Bolus L.

BOLA, sf. 1. Ball, a round body of any matter.
2. Game of throwing bullets or bowls. 3.

Lie, falsehood. 4. (Naut.) Truck, acorn
; a

round piece of wood at the end of the ensign
staffs and vanes. Escurrir la bola, To take

French leave, to run away. Rncde la bola,

Take things easy. Pie con bola, Just enough,
as much as is wanted, neither too much nor
too little.

BOLADA, sf. Throw or cast of a ball or bowl.

BOLADO, sm. Cake of clarified sugar used in

Spain for drinking water.

BOLANTIN, sm. Fine sort of pack-thread.
BOLARMENICO, sm. V. Bol.

BOLAZO, sm. Violent blow with a bowl.

BoLcnAcA 6 BOLCHACO, s. Purse, pocket.
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Bor^A,5/. Swing-tree bar ofa carriage, to which
the traces are made fast.

BOLEAR, vn. 1. To play at billiards for mere

amusement, and without staking money. 2.

To throw wooden or iron balls for a wager. 3.

(Mur.) To boast, to lie extravagantly. va.

I. To dart, to launch. 2. Bolear el sombrero,
To fix the hat on the head.

BOLEO, sm. The road or place where balls are

thrown.

BOLERO, sm. Child eloping from its parents or

school.

BoLETA,sf. 1. Ticket giving the right of being
admitted into a place. 2. Billet or ticket

which directs soldiers where they are to

lodge. 3. Ticket or warrant for receiving

money or other things. 4. Small paper with
tobacco sold at chandlers' shops.

BOLETAR, va. To roll up tobacco in small bits

of paper for the purpose of selling them.

BOLETIN, sm. 1. Warrant given for the payment
of money. 2. Ticket for the quartering of
soldiers. 3. Ticket granting free admittance
at a theatre or other place of amusement.

BOLICHE, SM. 1. Jack, a small ball which serves
as a mark for bowl-players. 2. All the small

fish caught at once in a drag net near the

shore. Juego de boliche, Pigeon-holes, a

game played on a convex table with a ball
;

troll-madam. Boliches, (Naut.) Fore-top bow-

lines, and top-gallant bowlines.

BOLICHERO, RA, s. One who keeps a pigeon-
hole, or troll-madam table.

BOLILLA, sf. A small ball.

BOLILLO, sm. 1. Jack,a small ball or bowl. 2. Bob-

bin, a small pin of box or bone used in mak-

ing bone lace. 3. Mould or frame on which
the cuffs oflinen or gauze, worn on the sleeves

of counsellors of state and inquisitors, are
starched and made up. pi. 1. Paste nuts,small
balls made of sweet paste. 2. Starched cuffs

worn by counsellors of state and inquisitors.

BOLIN, sm. Jack, a small ball. V. Boliche.

BOLINA, sf. 1. (Vulg.) Noise and clamour of a
scuffle or dispute. 2. (Na6t.) Bowline, a rope
fastened to the leech or edge of a square sail,

to make it stand close to the wind. Bolina de

barlovento, Weather bow-line. Bolina de so-

tavento .6 de revts, Lee bow-line. Bolina de

tringuete, Fore-bowline. Dar un salto a la

bolina, To ease or check the bowline. Presen-
tar la bolina, To snatch the bowline. Nave-

gar de, bolina, To sail with bowlines hauled.

Jr a la bolina, To sail with a side wind. JVa-

TW buen bolinador, A good plyer, a ship
which makes great progress against the di-

rection of the wind. Echar de bolina, (Met.)
To make fanfaronades, or idle boasts.

BOLISEAR, va. To haul up the bowline in light
winds.

Boi.iNETE,sm. (Naut.) A moveable capstern on
the deck, in which the whipstafF moves.

BOLISA, sf. Embers, hot cinders.

BOI.LA, sf. Duty on woollen and silks retailed

for home consumption, levied in Catalonia.

BGI.LADURA, sf. V. Molladura.
Boi.i.jCR, va. 1. To put a leaden seal on cloths

to indicate their fabric. 2. To imboss. to

raise figures.
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Bor,LisRO,RA,s.Pastry-cook,seller ofsweet cakes.
BOLLICO Y BoLLfro, sm. Small loaf made of

flour, sugar, milk, and eggs.
BOLLIDO, DA, a. Boiled. V. Cocido.

BOLLIR, (Ant.) V. BulUr.

BOLLO, sm. 1. Small loafor cake made of sugar,
flour, milk, and eggs. 2. Bruise made in me-
tal or any similar matter. Bollo maimon, A
sort of cake filled with sweet-meats. 3. Mor-
bid swelling. 4. Bdllos, Ancient head-dress
of women, consisting of large buckles. 5. (In

Peru,) Bars of silver extracted from the ore

by means of fire or quicksilver. Bollos de re-

lieve, Embossed or raised work.

BOLLON, sm. I. Brass-headed nail used in coach-
es and furniture. 2. Button which shoots from
a plant, especially from a vine-stock.

BOLLONADO, DA, 1. Adorned with brass-headed
nails. 2. Furnished with shoots, buds, or

BOLLUELO, sm. V. Bollico. [buttons.

BOLO, sm. 1. One of the nine pins or pieces of

wood, which are set up on the ground to be
knocked down by a bowl. 2. Round or ob-

long cushion on which women make lace. 3.

Large piece oftimber, in which the shafts and
rests of a winding stair-case are fitted. Dia-
blos son bolos, (Prov.) Contingencies cannot
be depended upon. Es un bolo, He is an

idiot, an ignorant, stupid fellow. Juego de

bolos, A game at nine pins.

BOLONES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Square bolts or mor-
tar-bed pintles, which serve to fasten the

cheeks to the bed. [low.

BOLONIO, sm. An ignorant, rattle-brained fel-

BOLSA, sf. 1. Purse. 2. Purse-net made of
silk or worsted, with running strings to draw
the mouth together. 3. Pouch or net used by
sportsmen to put the game in. 4. Bag in

which public papers and despatches are car-

ried by ministers and secretaries of state. 5.

Bag for the hair. 6. Bag lined with furs or

skins to keep the feet warm. 7. (In a Gold-

mine) The vein which contains the purest

gold. 8. (In Surgery) A morbid swelling. 9.

Scrotum. 10. Bolsa de pastor, (Bot.) Shep-
herd's purse. Thlaspi bursa pastoris L. Bolsa
de dios, Alms, charity. Bolsa real, sf. Royal
exchange. V. Lonja. Bolsa rota, Spendthrift.

Castigar en la bolsa, To fine. Dar 6 echar otro

nudo a, la bolsa, To become extremely fru-

gal, to lessen one's expense. Page de bolsa,
A minister's servant who carries the official

papers. Tener como en la bolsa aJguna cosa,
To be as sure of a thing as if it were in one's

pocket. Tener 6 llevar bien herrada la bolsa,
To have the purse well lined; to have

money.

BOLSE^R, vn. (Arag.) To purse up, to pucker ;

applied to clothes,hangings, and other things.

BoLSERfA, sf. (Ant.) Manufactory of purses.

BOLSERO, sm. Cashier, treasurer.

BOI,SICA v BOLSITA, sf. Small purse.

BOLSICO, sm. Poke, pocket.

BOLSILLO, sm. 1. Small purse. Bucn bolsillo 6

gran bolsillo, A large capital, or great sum
of money. Bolsillo secreto, The king's pri-

vate purse. 2. Pocket. Hacer bolsillo, To
make money.

BOLSO, $m. Purse of money, a money bag.
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?, sm. Large purse. pi. 1. Large bars of

on put in vaults or arches to secure the

lilding. 2. (In Oil-mills) Large planks or

boards with which the oil-reservoir is lined

from the bottom to the edge. 3. Stones on
which an arch or vault is sprung.

BOLULA, */. V. Bululu.

BOMBA, sf. 1. Pump, an engine for raising wa-

ter from wells, ships, or other deep places
Bomba de guimbalete, (Naut.) Common
pump. Bomba de rosario 6 de cadcna, Chain-

pump. Bomba de proa, Head-pump. Bomba
de mano, Hand-pump. Bomba de carena,

Bilge-pump. Bomba libre, Pump in good
trim. Cargar la bomba, To fetch the pump.

ir Ala bomba, To pump ship. La bomba
td atascada, The pump is foul or choked
i bomba llama, The pump sucks. La bomba
tA aventada, The pump blows. Bomba de

ego 6 dc baho, Steam-engine. Bomba de

>agar incendios, Fire-engine. 2. Bomb, a
)llow iron ball or shell filled with gunpow-
sr, and furnished with a vent for a fusee or

ooden tube full of combustible matter, to be

iro.wn out from a mortar. Bomba incendia-

i, Carcass, an iron shell with holes, filled

nth combustibles, and thrown out from
lortars. Estar A prueba de bomba, To be

bomb-proof. 3. Bomba 6 manga marina, A
water-spout.

BOMBARDA, sf. 1. Ancient thick piece of ord-

nance called a bombard. 2. (Naut.) Bomb-
ketch or bomb-vessel, a ship fitted out for

throwing bombs and shells.

BOMBARDEAR 6 BOMBEAR, va. To bombard,
to throw bombs into a place ; to discharge
bombs.

BOMBARDEO, sm. Bombardment.
BOMBARDERO, sm. Bombardier, an artilleryman

charged with throwing bombs.

BOMBAST, sm. Bombazeen, dimity.
BOMBAZO, 5m. Report of a bomb which bursts.

BOMBO, 5m. 1. Humming of bees, wasps, and
other insects. 2. Large drum.

BON, NA, (Ant.) V. Bueno y hacienda. [son.
BONACHON, NA, s. Y a. Good-natured, easy per-
BONANCIBLE, a. Moderate, calm, fair, serene ;

applied to the weather at sea.

BONANZA, sf. 1. Fair weather at sea. Ir en bo-

7ianza,(Naut.) To sail with fair wind and wea-
ther. 2. Prosperity, success. Ir en bonanza,
(Met.) To go on prosperously, to do well.

BONA/O, ZA, a. (Fam.) Good-natured, kind.

BoNDAD,5/. 1. Goodness, the qualities which
render a thing good. 2. Suavity or mildness
of temper.

BONDADOSO, SA, a. Kind, generous, bountiful.

BONDON, 577?. Bung, a stopple which is put into
the bung-hole of a barrel.

BONETAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Bonnets, pieces of
canvas laced to the sails, to make more way
in light winds.

BONETADA, sf. Salute or salutation made by
taking off the hat or bonnet.

BoNETE,sm. 1. Cap, bonnet. 2. Secular clergy-man who wears a bonnet, in contradistinction
to ,a monk who wears a hood or cowl. 3. Bon-
net, a kind ofout-works of a fortress. Tirarse
los bonetes, To pull caps. Bravo 6 gran bo-

BOQ

nete, (Iron.) A great dunce. 4. (Ant.) Wide-
mouthed phial tor conserves.

BoNETERfA, sf. 1. Shop where caps and boa-
nets are made or sold. 2. Trade of a cap or
bonnet maker.

BONETERO, RA, s. 1. Cap and bonnet maker or
retailer. 2. (Bot.) Prickwood, gatheridge, or

spindle-tree. Euonymus europaeus L.

BONETILLO, sm. 1. Small cap or bonnet. 2. Or-
nament in the shape of a bonnet, which
women wear over their head-dress.

BONICAMENTE, ad. Prettily, neatly.

BONICO, CA, a. Pretty good, passable. Jlndar A
las bonicas, (Met.) To take things easily, to

do them at ease, not to burthen one's self

with business. Jugar A las bonicas, To play
at ball by dodging it from one hand into ano-

ther.

BONIFICAR, va. 1. To credit, to place to one's

credit. 2. To meliorate, to improve.
BoNiriCATfvo, VA, a. (Ant.) That which makes

any thing good, or makes up for it.

BONILLO, LLA, a. 1. Somewhat handsome. 2
(Ant.) Somewhat great, large, or big.

BONINA, sf. (Bot.) A kind of chamomile.

BONITAMENTE, ad. (Fam.) V. Bonicamentc.
BONITO Y BONITALO, sm. Sea-fish resembling a

tunny. Scomber pelamis L.

BONITO, TA, a. (Dim. ofbueno.) 1. Pretty good,
passable. 2. Affecting elegance and neatness.

3. Graceful, beautiful. 4. Soft, effeminate.

BONVARON, sm. (Bot.) Common groundsel. Se-

necio vulgaris L
BONZO, sm. In China and other heathen na-

tions, one who professes a life of austerity
and seclusion from the rest of the world, in

convents or deserts.

BONIGA, sf. Cow-dung.
BONIGARES, sm. pi. Round white figs.

BOOPE, sm. A kind of whale found off the

coast of Brasil.

BOOTES, sm. Bootes, a northern constellation.

BOQUE, sm. He-goat.
BOQUEADA, sf. Act of opening the mouth, a

gasp. A1 la primera boqueada, Immediately,
without delay. La ultima boqueada, The last

ga*p.
BOQUEAR, vn. 1. To gape, to open the mouth

wide. 2. To breathe one's last, to expire. 3.

(Met.) lo end, to terminate. va. To pro-
nounce, to utter a word or expression.

BOQUERA, sf. 1. Opening or sluice made in a
canal for irrigating lands. 2. Opening made
in inclosures to let in the cattle. 3. Eruption
on the corners of the lips, which hinders the

rnouth from being freely opened. 4. Ulcer in

the mouth of beasts.

BOQUERON, sm. 1. Wide opening, a large hole.

2. (let.) Anchovy. Clupea encrasicolus L.

BOQUETE, sm. Narrow entrance of a place.

BOQ.UIABIERTO, TA, a. Having the mouth open ;

walking about gaping.
BOQJUIANCHO, CHA, a. Wide-mouthed.

uiANGt/sTO, TA, a. Narrow-mouthed.

BoquicoNEjUNO, NA, o. A rabbit-mouthed
horse

; hare-lipped.
8oo,uiDi5Ro, RA, a. Hard-mouthed.

3oquiFREsco, CA, a. Fresh-mouthed
; applied

to horses which have a soft salivous mouth.
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, D.A, a. Having the mouth con-

tracted.

BOQUIHENDIDO, DA, a. Large-mouthed.
BoQuiHUNDioo, DA, a. Having the mouth sunk

in from age or want of teeth.

BOQUILI.A, sf. 1. Little mouth. 2. Opening of a

pair of breeches at the knees. 3. A small

opening in a canal for irrigating lands. 4.

Chisel for mortising. 5. Mouth-piece of a

musical instrument, such as a trumpet,
French horn, &c.

BOQUIMUELLE, a. 1. Tender-mouthed ; applied
to a horse. 2. Unwary, easily imposed upon.

BOQJJIN, sm. Coarse sort of baize.

BOO.UINATUR.AL, a. Well-mouthed, neither too

tender nor too hard ; applied to a horse.

BO^UINEGRO, sm. A blackish sort of snails.

BOQ,UIRASGADO, DA, a. Deep-mouthed ; spoken
of a horse.

BOQUIROTO, TA, a. Loquacious, garrulous.

BoquiRtTBio, BIA, a. Simple, artless, easily im-

posed upon.
BOQUISECO, CA, a. Dry-mouthed ; applied to a

horse.

BOO.UISUMIDO, DA, . V. Boquihundido.
BoQUITA, sf. Small mouth.

BOQUITUERTO Y BOQ.UITORCIDO, DA, . Wry-
mouthed, distorted with crying.

BORBOLLAR Y BoRBOLLONEAR, VII. To boil, to

rise up in bubbles by ebullition.

BORBOLLON 6 BORBOTON, sm. 1. Ebullition, the

act of boiling up with heat. 2. (Met.) Flow
of language, hastily and incorrectly uttered.

A1

borbolldnes, In bubbling or impetuous
manner, in hurry and confusion.

BORBOTAR, vn. To boil up in bubbles.

BORCEGUI, sm. A kind of half boot which
comes up to the middle of the leg.

BORCEGUINERIA, sf. A shop where buskins or

half boots are made or sold.

BORCEGUINERO, RA, s. Maker or retailer of bus-
kin or half boots.

BORCEJ..LAR, sm. (Ant.) Brim of a vessel.

BURDA, sf, 1. Hut. cottage. 2. (Na6t.) Gunnel
or gun-wale, the upper part of a ship's side

from the half-deck to the forecastle. 3. (Ant.)
Brim, edge.

BoRDAD A
, sf. (Naut.) Board, tack. Dar una

bordada, To tack, to make a tack. [tafFety.

BORDADILLO, sm. Double flowered taffeta or

BORDADO, DA, pp. Embroidered.

BORDADO, sm. Embroidery. Bordado de pasa-
do, Plain embroidery, of one colour only,
without light or shade.

UORDADOR, RA, s Embroiderer.

BoRDADtjRA, sf. 1. Embroidery, figures raised

upon a ground with a needle
; variegated

needle-work. 2. (Bias.) Border which sur-

rounds the inside of an escutcheon.

BORDAR, va.l. To embroider, to raise figures on

any stuff with silk, gold, or silver thread. 2.

To perform any thing according to art. BayIa

que lo borda, He dances charmingly. Bordar
a tambor, To embroider with a lace point, in

a small circular frame or in a regular frame
with a tambour needle ;

to tambour.

BORDE, sm. 1. Border, the outer part or edge of
a thing. 2. Brim, the upper edge of a vessel.

3. Bastard, child begotten out of matrimony.
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4. Shoot or bud of a vine. A' borde, (Ant.)On the brink
; on the eve.

BORDEAR, vn. (Nadt.) To ply to windward,
BORDEL, (Ant.) V. Burdel.

BORDIONA, sf. (Ant.) V. Ramera.
BORDO, sm. 1. Border, the outer part or edge of

a thing. 2. Ship or vessel. Fue d bordo,
(Naut.) He was aboard ship. 3. Board, the
side of a ship. Bordo con bordo, Board and
board, side by side

; when two ships are close
to each other. Bordo sobrc bordo, Hank for

hank, when two ships tack together, and ply
to windward. Bordo d la tierra, To stand in

shore. Bordo dlamar, To stand off. 4. (Naut.)
Board, tack. Bordo corto, A short board.
Bordo largo, A long board. Buen bordo, A
good board. Dar bordos, (Naut.) To tack :

(Met.) To go frequently to and fro. Correr
sobre el mismo bordo con el enemigo, (Naut.)
To run on the same tack as the enemy.

BORDON, sm. 1. Pilgrim's staff. 2. Base of a

stringed musical instrument. 3. Base of an

organ. 4. Vicious repetition of certain words
in a discourse. 5. Burthen of a song. 6.

(Met.) Staff, guide or support of another.

Bordones, (Naut.) Shores, outriggers.
BORDONCICO Y BORDONCILLO, sm. A small staff.

BORDONEA.R,vn. 1. To try the ground with a staff

or stick. 2. To strike with a staff or cudgel .

3. To rove or wander about to avoid working.
4. To play well on the thorough bass.

BORDONERIA, sf. Vicious habit of wandering
aliout in an idle manner, on a pretence of
devotion.

BORDONERO, RA, s. Vagrant, vagabond.
BORDURA, sf. (Bias.) V. Bordadura.

BOREAL, a. Boreal, northern, belonging to the

north-wind and the northern region.
BOREAS, sm. Boreas, the north-wind.

BORGONA, sf. Burgundy wine.

BORGONOTA, sf. Sort of ancient helmet. A1 la

Borgondta, In the Burgundy fashion.

BORLA, sf. 1. Tassel, bunch of silk, gold, or

silver lace. 2. Doctor's bonnet in universi-

ties, decorated with a tassel.

BORLILLA Y BORLITA, sf. Small tassel.

BORLON, sm. 1. Large tassel. 2. Napped stuff,

made of thread and cotton yarn.
BORNE, sm. 1. The end of a lance. 2. Tree of

the oak kind. [chor.

BORNEADERO, sm. (Na6t.) Birth of a ship at an-

BORNEADIZO, ZA, a. Pliant, flexible.

BORNEAR, TU. 1. To bend, turn, or twist. 2.

(Arq.) To model and cut the pillars all round.

Bornear la verdad, To comment, to explain
or expound the truth. Bornear las palabras,
To turn words into different senses. rn.

1. To edge, to sidle. 2. To warp, to turn.

El navio bornea, (Naut.) The ship swings or

turns round her anchor.

BORNEO, sm. 1. Act of turning or winding a

thing. 2. (Naut.) Swinging round the anchor.

BORNERA, sf. A blackish sort of a mill-stone.

BORNERO, RA, Ground by a black mill-stone ;

applied to wheat.

BORNI, sm. (Orn.) Lanner, a kind of falcon.

Falco lanarius L.

BoRONA,sf. A sort of grain resembling maize

or Indian corn.
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A, sf. Dish made of apples, pumpkins,
and green pepper, chopped together.

BORRA, sf. 1. Yearling ewe. 2. Goat's hair, with

which the pannels of saddles, cushions, &c.
are stuffed. 3. Nap raised on cloth by shear-

ers. 4. Dregs or lees of oil, the refuse of any
thing ; hairy wool. 5. Tax or duty on sheep.
6. (Met.) Useless words or expressions, with-

out any sense or meaning. Acaso es borra ?

Do you think that to be nothing else but

chit-chat and idle talk ?

BORRACHA, sf. Leather bag or bottle for wine.

BORKACHF.AR, vn. To be often drunk.

BORRACHERA, BoRRACHERIA, Y BoRRACH^DA,
sf. 1. Drunkenness ;

act of drinking to ex-

cess. 2. Drunken feast, where excesses in

eating and drinking are committed. 3. In-

dian tree, the seed whereof, mixed with wa-

ter, and drank, intoxicates. 4. (Met.) Mad-
ness, great folly.

BORRACHEZ, .if.
1. Intoxication. 2. Perturba-

tion of the judgment or reason.

BORRACHO, CHA, a. 1. Drunk, intoxicated. 2.

(Met.) Inflamed by passion. Al borrachofino,
ni el agua basta, ni el vino, (Prov.) A complete
drunkard is never satisfied either with wine
or water. 3. Coloured, applied to biscuit ba-

ked with wine ;
or <o fruits and flowers of a

violet or purple colour, [drunkard, a tippler.
BORRACHO.V Y BoRRACHONAzo. sm. Great

BORRACHUELA, sf. (Bot.) Bearded darnel. Lo-
lium temulentum L. Its seeds, mixed with

bread-corn, intoxicate.

BORRACHUELO, sm. Little tippler.

BORRADOR, sm. 1. Rough draft of a writing in

which corrections are made. 2. Waste-book
in which merchants or tradesmen make their

daily entries.

BORRAGEA^R, vn. To scribble, to write without
care on any certain subject.

BoRRvCjo, sm. (And. y Extr.) V. Rescoldo.

BORRAR, va. 1. To blot or efface a writing. 2.

(Met.) To cloud, to darken, to obscure. Bor-
rur la plaza, To abolish a place or employ.

BoRRASCA,sf. l.Storm.tempest,violent squall of
wind. 2. (Met.) Hazard, danger, obstruction.

BORRASCOSO, SA, a. Stormy, boisterous.

BORRAX, sm. V. Mincar. [lis L.

BORRAXA, sf. (Bot.) Borage. Borago oflicina-

BORREGADA, sf. Large flock of sheep or lambs.

BORREGO, GA,S. 1. Lamb not yet a year old. 2.

(Met.) Simpleton, a soft, ignorant fellow.
JVb Jiay tales borregos, There is no evidence
of its truth.

BoRREGUERo,sm.Shephcrd,he who tends lambs.
BoRREGuftLo, LLA, s. (Dim.) Little lamb.

BORREN, sm. Pannel of a saddle.

BORRIBA, sf. Kind of engine for raising water
to a certain height.

BORRICADA,*/. 1. Drove of asses. 2. Cavalcade
or procession en asses by way of amusement.
3. (Met.) Silly or foolish word or action.

BORRICO, CA, s. 1. Ass. 2. Fool. Es un borrico,
He can bear great labour and fatigue. Puesto
.en el borrico, (Met.) Determined to do some
business or other. Poner 6, alsuno sobre un
borrico, To threaten any one with a whip-
ping.

f

BORRICON Y BORRICOTE, sin. 1. Large jack-ass.

2. (Met.) Plodder, dull, heavy, and laborious
man. 3. (Among Sawyers) Horse, a three-

legged machine on which sawyers saw their

timber.

BoRRiQUERO,sm. One who keeps or tends asses.

BORRIO.UETE DE PROA, sm.(Naut.)Fore-topmast.
BORRIQUILLO, LLA ; Y TO, TA, s. A little ass.

BORRIO.UILLOS, pi. Cross-bars of the frame of a
table.

BORRO, sm. 1. Wether not yet two years old. 2.

Dolt of slow understanding, 3. Duty laid on

sheep.
BORRON, sm. 1. Blot or stain of ink on paper. 2.

Rough draft of a writing. 3. First sketch of
a painting. 4. Blemish which tarnishes or

defaces. 5. Unworthy action which disgraces
one's character and reputation.

BORRONA zo, sm. Great blot or blur.

BORRONCILLO, sm. Small blot or stain.

BORROSO, SA, a. 1. Full of dregs and lees. 2.

Done in a bad and bungling manner. Letra

borrosa, Letter badly written, and full of
blots and corrections.

BORROSO, 5m. Bungler, a petty tradesman.

BORRUFALLA, sf. (Vulg. Ar.) Bombast, a pom-
pous show of empty sounds or words.

BORRUMBADA, sf. V. Barrumbadd.

BORUJO.V, sm. Knob, protuberance. [tree.

, sf. Withered leaf which falls off the

,
va. 1. To run over, to overflow. 2. To-

vomit. 3. (Met.) To utter lofty words.

BOSCAGE, sm. 1. Tuft, clump, or cluster of trees

or plants. 2. (Pint.) Boscage, landscape with

trees, thickets, and animals.

BOSFORO, sm. Strait or channel by which two
seas communicate with each other.

JBosquE, sm. Tract of land planted with trees

and brushwood.

BOSQUECILLO, sm. Small wood, a/coppice.

BOSQ.UEJAR, va. 1 . To make a sketch of a paint-

ing. 2. To design or project a work without

finishing it. 3. To explain a thought or idea.

rather in an obscure manner. 4. To make a

rough model of a figure or basso-relievo in

wax, clay, plaster of Paris, or any other soft

matter.

BOSO.UEJO, sm. 1. Sketch of a painting. 2. Any
kind of work unfinished. 3. Unfinished wri-

ting or composition. Estar in bosqurjo, To-
be in an imperfect or unfinished state.

BosT^R,sm. Ox-stall, or stand for oxen.

BOSTEZADOR,STO. Person who yawns repeatedly.
BOSTEZAR, vn. To yawn, to have the mouth,

opened involuntarily.

BOSTEZO, sm. Yawn, oscitation.

BoxA, sf. 1. Small leather bag to carry wine. 2,

Butt or pipe with hoops, to contain wine or
other liquids. 3. Boot, a leather covering for

the feet and legs. 4. (Ant.) Marriage, wed-

ding. 5. (Naut.) Water-cask. Botafuertc,
Jack-boot, a wide strong boot. Estar con las

botas puestas, Ready to perform any thing
that may be required.

BOTADOR, sm. 1. Driver, one who drives or im-

pels. 2. Punch, an iron instrument for driving
out nails. 3. Crow's bill or pelican, an iron

instrument used by dentists to draw teeth. 4.

(Naut.) Starting pole used to shove off a
boat from the shore.
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EOTAFCEGO, 5m. Linstock, a wooden staff with
a match at the end of it, used by gunners in

firing cannon.

BOTAGUENA, sf. (Cast.) Sausage made of the

haslets of pigs.
BOTA LOS, sm. (Naut.) Boom, a long pole used in

setting up studding or stay-sails. Botalon del

foaue, Jib-boom. Botalones, Fire-booms.

BOTAMEN, sm. (Naut.) All the casks on board
a ship, which contain wine and water.

BOTANA, sf. 1. Plug or stopple used to stop up
bung-holes. 2. Cataplasm or plaster put on a

wound to heal it. 3. Scar remaining after a
wound is healed.

BOTANICA, sf. Botany, the science of plants,
or natural history of vegetables.

BOTAXICO, CA, a. Botanic or botanical.

BOTANICO 6 BoxANfsTA, sm. Botanist, one
skilled in the science of plants, or who pro-
fesses botany.

BOTANOMANCIA, sf. Superstitious divination

by herbs.

BOTANTES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Shores, out-riggers.
BOTAR, ra. 1. To cast, to throw, to fling, to

launch. 2. To vow, to make vows. Botar a

Dios, To vow to God. Botar al agua alguna
embarcation, (Naut.) To launch a ship. Bo-
tar en vela, To fill the sails. Botar afuera
los botalones, To bear off the booms.

BOTARATE, 5?.. Thoughtless,blustering person.
BOTAREL, sm. (Arq.) Buttress, a mass of stone
which supports the spring ofarches or vaults.

BOTARG A, sf. 1. Sort of wide breeches formerly
worn, gaskins. 2. Motley dress of a harle-

quin. 3. Harlequin, buffoon. 4. Kind of large

sausages. 5. (Ar.) V. Dominguillo.
BOTASELA, sf. (Mil.) Signal given with a trum-

pet for the cavalry to saddle.

BOTAVANTE, fern. (Naut.) Pike used by seamen
to defend themselves against an enemy who
attempts to board.

BOTAVARA, sf. (Naut.) A small boom or pole
which crosses the sail of a boat in a diagonal
direction. Botarara de congreja, Gaff-sail

boom.

BOTE, sm. 1. Thrust with a pike, lance, or

spear. 2. Rebound of a ball on the ground.
3. Gallipot, a small glazed earthen vessel.

4. Toilet-box, in which women keep paint,

pomatum, &c. 5. Chuck-farthing, a play in

which the money falls with a chuck into the

hole beneath. 6. Canister, a tin vessel for

tea or coffee. Bate de tabaco, Snuff-canister.

7. (Naut.) Boat, an open vessel commonly
worked by oars. Bate de lastre, Ballast-light-
er. Bote de maestranza 6 tninueta, Ship-
wright's boat. Bote en piczas dc armazon.
Boat in frame. Estar de bote en bate, To be
full of people ; spoken of a boat. De bate y
roleo, Instantly. pi. 1. (In places where the

wool is washed) Heaps of wool piled up se-

parately. 2. Bounds made by a horse with-
out malice.

BOTECARIO, 5m. (Ant.) A certain war-tax.
BOTECICO Y BoTECiLLO,5m. 1. Small pot. 2. Skiff.

BOTELLA,S/. Bottle,a glass or crystal vessel with
a narrow neck

;
also the quantity of wine or

other liquor contained in a bottle. Hemos ,

bebido tres bolcllas, We drank three bottles. I
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BOTELLER, sm. (Ant.) V. Botillero.

BOTEQUIN, sm. (Naut.) Small boat.
BOTERI A

, sf. In ships, collection of leather bags
of wine.

BOTERO, 5m. One who dresses and makes lea-

ther bags and leather bottles for wine.

BOTEZA, sf. V. Embotamiento.

BOTICA, sf. 1. Apothecary's shop where medi-
cines are prepared and sold. 2. Potion or
medicine given to a sick person. 3. Shop in

general. 4. (Ant.) Furnished house or lodging.
BOTICAGE, 5m. Rent paid for a shop.
BOTICARIO, 5m. Apothecary, one who makes
up or sells medicines.

BOTIGA, 5/. (Arag.) Shop, a place where any
thing is sold.

BOTIGUERO, sm. Shop-keeper, one who attends
an open shop.

BOTIGUILLA, sf. A small petty shop.
BoTfJA, 5/. Earthen jar with a short and nar-

row-neck. Botija para aceyte, An oil-jar.

BOTIJERO, sm. One who makes or sells jars.
BOTIJILLA 6 BOTIJUELA, 5/. A small jar.

BoTitLA, 5/. 1. A small wine-bag. 2. Woman's
half boot.

BoTit,LERiA,5/. Lice-house, where iced creams,
jellies, sweetmeats, and liqueurs, are prepar-
ed or sold. 2. (Naut.) Steward's room and
stores. 3. (Ant.) Ancient war-tax.

BOTILI.ERO, 5m. One who prepares or sells

iced liquors and jellies.

BOTILLO, 5m. A small wine-bag, a leather bottle.

BOTIN, 5m. 1. Buskin, a half-boot formerly
worn by players on the stage. 2. Spatterdash.
3. Booty taken by soldiers in an enemy's
camp or country. 4. (Naut.) Lashing.

BOTINERO, sm. A soldier who takes care of and
sells the booty.

BOTINICO, Y fLLo, sm. A little buskin or half-

boot.

BOTIO.UERIA, 5/. Perfumer's shop, where per-
fumes are sold.

BOTIQUIN, sm. Travelling medicine-chest.

BoTivoi,EO,5m. Act of recovering a ball which
has just touched the ground.

BOTO, TA, a. 1. Blunt, round at the point. 2.

(Met.) Dull of understanding.
BOTO, sm. Large gnt filled with butter, and

thus preserved and carried to market.

BOTON, 5m. 1. Button, bud, or gem, put forth

by vines and trees in the spring. 2. Bit of

wood or bone, covered with silk, thread,

cloth, or other stuff. Boton de metal dorado
6 plateado, A gilt or plated button. 3. (Esgr.)

Tip of a foil made roundish, and covered

with leather. 4. Button or knob of doors and

windows, to pull them after one. Boton de

cerradura, The button of a lock. 5. Annulet
of balusters, and also of keys, serving for an
ornament. 6. (Mont.) Piece of wood which
fastens a fowlin^-net. Baton defuego, Cau-

tery in the fomfof a button, wherewith any
thing is caut^r ; zed. Boton de oro, (Bot.)

Upright crow-foot. Ranunculus acris L.

Contarle los botones a uno, (Esgr.) To give
one as many thrusts as and where he pleases.
De botones adentro, Internally.

BOTONADTJRA, sf. Set of buttons for a suit of

clothes.



BOZ BRA

BOTONAZO, sro. (Esg.) Thrust given with a foil.

BoroNcfCO,M.O, Y TO, sm. (Dim.) A small button.

KO, KA, s. Button-maker ; button-seller,

ii A, sf. Button-maker's shop.
OR, sm. (Ant.) Venereal tumour.

TOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) V. Boto.

BOTRITES, sin. A kind of burnt cadmia in the

form of a bunch of grapes which adheres to

the upper part of the furnace.
. sm. Measure of liquids in Italy, con-

taining about four pounds.
BOUMNGRIN, sjn. Bowling green.
BOVAGK Y BOVATICO, sm. Duty formerly paid
on horned cattle in Catalonia.

Bo v v.j) A., sf. 1. Arch or vault. 2. Cave or cavern,
a subterraneous habitation, in the form of a

vault or arch. 3. A subterraneous vault for the

dead in churches. HabJar enboveda,To speak
big, to brag. Boveda dc jardin, Bower.

VEDAR, va. To vault or cover with ashes.

VEDILLA,^/". A small vault made of plaster,
in the roof of a house. Bovedillus, (Naut.)

Counters, arched parts of a ship's poop.
BoKedillus costalcras, Arches two feet wide,
more or less. Subirse a las bovcdillas, (Met.)
To be nettled, to be in a passion.
JVINO, NA, a. Belonging to black cattle.

Box, sm. 1. (Bot.) Box-tree. Buxus L. 2.

Round piece of box, on which shoemakers
close their work. 3. (Naut.) Act of doubling
a point or head-land.

BOXA,S/. (Mur.) Southern-wood. V. Mrdtano.
BOXAR. va. 1. To sail round an island, and mea-

sure the circumference thereof. 2. To scrape
off the rough integuments, stains, and mois-

ture of leather, that it may the better take

the colour. vn. To measure around, to con-

tain.

BOXKAR, va. (Naut.) V. Boxar.

BOXKDAI,, sm. Plantation of box-trees.

BOXEO Y Boxo, sm. (Naut.) Act of sailing
round an island or head-land.

BOY, (Ant.) V. Buey.
BOYA. sf. 1. (Naiit.) Buoy, a barrel, block, or

piece of cork, fastened to an anchor to serve as

a signal for sailors. 2. Piece of cork fastened
to a fishing-net to keep it from sinking. 3.

(Ant.) Butcher. 4. (Ant.) Hangman, public
executioner. Boya dc barril, Nun-buoy. Boya
conicti,Can-buoy.Boya depalo,Wooden-buoy.
Boya lie, cable, Cable-buoy. Echar afuera la

boya a la mar, To stream the buoy. La boya
nada a la vista, The buoy floats in sight.

BOYADA, sf. Drove of oxen or bullocks.

BOYAL, a. Relating to black cattle.

BoYAiNTE, pa. 1. Buoyant, light, sailing well ;

applied to a ship. 2. (Met.) Fortunate, suc-
cessful.

BoYAK, -en. (Naut.) To be a-float
; applied to a

ship which was on shore.

BOYAR, sm.. (Naut.) Kind of Flemish bilander.

BOYA/.O, sm. Large ox or bullock.

BOYERA, sf. Ox-stall, a stand for oxen.

BOYERO, sm. Ox-herd, or ox-driver,

BOYKZUELO, sm. A young or small ox.

BOYUNO, NA, a. Belonging to black cattle.

BOZA, sf. (Naut.) One end of a rope made fast

in a bolt-ring, till the other brings the tackle
to its place. B6zas, (Naut.) Stoppers, short]
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ends of cables used to suspend 6r keep some-

thing ii\its place. Bozas dc. launa del ancla,
Shank painter. Bozas dc cable 6 cubiertas,

Cable-stoppers. Bozas de combate 6 de las

rcrgas, The stoppers of the yards. Bozas
de los obenques, The stoppers of the shrouds.

BOZAL, sm. 1. Muzzle, a sort of bag made of

bass- weed, to prevent beasts of burthen
. from browsing on the road or injuring corn-

fields. 2. Muzzle with bells, worn by horses

and mules when travelling. 3. Muzzle for

dogs, to prevent their biting ;
for calves, to

prevent their sucking.

BOZAL, a. 1. Muzzled ; applied to negroes lately

imported, and also to inhabitants of the less

Slished
provinces of Spain, newly arrived in

adrid. 2. Novice, inexperienced in trade or

business. 3. Wild, not broken in
; applied to

horses.

BOZALEJO, sm. A small muzzle.

Bozo, sm. I.Down, which precedes the beard.

2. Headstall, a part of the halter which goes
round the mouth and head of a horse.

BRABANTE, sm. Brabant or Flemish linen.

BRABERA, sf. Air-hole, ventilator.

BRABIO, sm. Prize obtained at public games.
BRACEADA, sf. Violent extension of the arms.

BRACEX.GE,S?M. 1. Act of beating the metal for

coining in the mint. 2. (Naut.) Act of tying

any thing with braces. 3. Depth of water.

BRACEAR, vn. To move or swing the arms.

va. (Naut.) To brace. Bracear las vergas, To
brace the yards.

BRACERO, sm. 1. Gentleman-usher, one who
hands a lady about. 2. Labourer who hires

himself for some work by the day. 3. A
strong-armed man.

BRACETE, sm. A small arm.

BRACIL, sm. (Ant.) Armour of the arm com-

posed of various pieces.
BRACILLO v BRACITO, sm. 1. The fleshy part of

the arm ; a little arm. 2. Branch of the

mouth-bit of a bridle for a horse or mule.
BRACO. CA, a. (Ant.) 1. Pointing or setting ; ap-

plied to a pointer, 2. Broken-nosed, flat-nosed.

BRAFONERA,sf.(Ant.) l.Piece ofancient armour
which covered the upper part of the arm. 2.

In clothes, a roller which girded the upper
part of the arms ; a plaited sleeve.

BRA G A,sf Child's clout. Bragas, Gaskins,akind
of wide breeches

;
breeches in general. Cal-

zarse las bragas, To wear the breeches ; ap-

plied to an imperious wife,who lords it over her

husband. Viose clpcrro en bragas de cerro y
no conoci6su companero. (Prov.) Set abeggar
on horseback and he will ride to the devil.

BRAGADA, sf. I. The flat of the thigh in beasts,
from the flank to the hough. 2. Bragada dc

una curva, (Naut.) The throat of a knee.

Madera de bragada, Compass-timber.
BRAGADO, DA, a. 1. Having the flanks of a diffe-

rent colour from the rest ofthe body. 2. (Met.)

Ill-disposed, being of depraved sentiments.

BRAGADURA,S/. l.Part ofthe human body where
it begins to fork. 2. Fork of a pair of breeches,
which makes them wide and easy. 3. Flat of

the thigh inbeasts,from the flank to the hough.
BuAGAZAS,5/.^/.l.Wide-breeches.2.(Met.)Hus-
band who suffers his wife to wear the breeches.
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BRAGUERO, 5m. 1. Truss, a bandage for keeping
up a rupture or hernia. 2. Bragucro de ca-

non, (Naut.) Breeching of a gun, the rope
with which it is lashed to the ship's side, to

prevent its recoiling too much. Braguero
de una vela, Bunt of a sail. 3. Piece put into

some part of clothes to render them stronger.
BRAGUETA, sf. 1. Opening of the fore-part of a

pair ofbreeches. 2. (In Architecture) Kind of

quarter or projecting mould. Hidalgo de bra-

gueta, He who enjoys the privilege of a hidal-

go, or gentleman, for having got seven male
children without one intervening female.

BRAGUETERO, sm. (Vulg.) Lecher, one given
to women.

BRAGUETON, sm. Large opening in the fore-

part of the breeches.

BRAGUILLAS, sf. pi 1. Little breeches. 2. A
child breeched for the first time. 3. Ugly,
dwarfish person.

BRAHONERA Y BRAHON, (Ant.) V. Brafonera.
BRAHMA, sf. Rut, the season of the copulation

of deer and other wild beasts.

BRAMADERA, sf. 1. Rattle. 2. Call or horn, used

by shepherds to rally and conduct the flock.

3. Horn, used by the keepers or guards of

vineyards and olive plantations, to frighten

away the cattle.

BRAMADERO, sm. Rutting-place, where deer,
and other wild beasts, meet in rutting time.

BRAMADOR, RA, s. 1. Roarer, bawler, a noisy

person. 2. (In Poetry) Inanimate things,

emitting a sound like roaring or groaning.
BRAMANTE, sm. 1. Pack-thread, a strong thread

made of hemp. 2. A sort of linen.

BRAMAR, vn. 1. To roar, to groan. 2. (Met.) To
roar, to storm, to be boisterous ; applied to the

wind and sea. 3. (Met.) To fret, to be in a

passion, to be sorely vexed.

BRAMIDO, sm. 1. Cry uttered by wild beasts. 2.

Clamour ofpersons enraged, and in a passion.
3. Tempestuous roaring of agitated elements.

BRA MIL, sm. Painted line used by sawyers and

carpenters to mark the place where boards

or timbers are to be cut or sawed.

BRAMONA, sf. Soltar la bramona, To break out

into injurious expressions, to use foul lan-

guage ; chiefly applied to gamblers.
BRAN DE INGLATERRA, sm. An ancient Spanish

dance.

BRANCA, sf. 1. Gland of the throat. 2. (Ant.)
Point. Branca s, Claws, talons, &c.

BRANCA"DA, sf. Drag-net or sweep-net, used at

the mouth of rivers, or in the arms of sea.

BRANCAURsf.NA,.v/. (Bot.) Bear's breech, brank
ursine. Acanthus spinosus L.

BRANCHAS, sf. pi. Gills of a fish.

BRANCO, CA, a. (Ant.) V. Blanco.

BRANDALES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Back stays, strong
ropes which serve to support and sustain the

top-masts and top-gallant masts. Brandaf.es

del mastelero de gar-ia, The main-top-back

steys.Brandalcs volantcs,Shifting back-stays.

BRANDECER, va. To soften. V. Mlandar.
BRANDEMBT?RG,5?H. Large and wide-riding coat.

BRANDIS, SJH. Great coat. Brandises, Collars
of ladies' night gowns which extend to the
neck.

BRANI>O,STO. Tune adapted to a dance.
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BRANZA, sf. Staple or ring to which the chains
of galley-slaves are fastened.

BRAN A, sf. (Gal.) 1. Summer pasture. 2. Dung,
withered leaves, and other remains of fodder,
found on summer pasture-grounds.

BRAO.UILLO, LLA, s. Small pointer.

BRAQUILOGIA, sf. Brachylogy, laconism.

BRASAS, sf.pl. Cinders, live coals almost burnt
to ashes. Ir, correr. 6 pasar como gato por
brasas, To run as light as a cat on burning
coals. Estar hccho unas brasas, To be all in

a blaze ;
red faced. Estar en brasas 6 como

en brasas, (Met.) To be uneasy or restless.

BRASAR, V. Mrasar.

BRASERICO, LLO Y TO, sm. A small pan to hold

coals
;
a chafing-dish.

BRASERO, sm. l.Brasier, a pan to hold coals.

2. Place where criminals are burnt.

BRASiL,sm. 1. (Bot.) Brasiletto. Caesalpina bra-

siliensis L. 2. Brasil-wood, used by dyers
3. Rouge, a red paint used by ladies.

BRASILADO, DA, . 1. Of a red or Brasil-wood
colour ; ruddy.

BRASILENO, NA, a. Brasilian.

BRASiLETE,sm. An inferior sort of Brasil-wood,
of a paler red than the fine sorts.

BRASMOLOGIA, sf. The science which treats of
the flux and reflux of the sea, and investi-

gates its causes.

BRAULIS,S/. Cloth or stuff with white and blue

stripes, which comes from the coast of Bar-

bary.

BRAVA,S/*. (Naut.) Heavy swell of the sea.

BRAVAMENTE, ad. 1. Bravely, gallantly. 2. Cru-

elly, inhumanly, barbarously. 3. Finely, ex-

tremely well. Escribe bravamrntc, He writes

extremely well. 4. Plentifully, copiously.
Hem-os comido bravamentc, "We have made
a hearty dinner.

BRAVATA,.*?/'. Bravado.boast or brag,an arrogant
menace, intended to frighten and intimidate.

BRAVATO, TA, a. (Ant.) Boasting, impudent.
BRAVEADOR, RA, s. Bully, hector.

BRAVEAR, va. To bully, to hector, to menace
in an arrogant manner.

BRAVERA,.^ Vent or chimney of certain ovens.

BRAVEZA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Bravery, valour. 2.

(Ant.) Vigour. 3. Fury of the elements.

BRAVIAR, (Ant.) V. Bramar.

BRAVILLO, LLA, a. Rather wild, not yet tamed.

BRAVIO, VIA, a. 1. Ferocious, savage, wild, un-

tamed. 2. Wild, propagated by nature, not

cultivated ; applied to plants. 3. Coarse, un-

polished ; applied to manners. [beasts.

BRAVIO, sm. Fierceness or savageness of wild

BRAvo, VA, a. 1. Brave, valiant, strenuous. 2.

Bullying, hectoring. 3. Savage, wild, fierce ;

applied to beasts. 4. (Met.) Severe, untrac-

table. 5. (Met.) Rude, unpolished, uncivil-

ized. 6. Sumptuous, expensive. 7. Excellent,
fine. Bravacosa, (Iron.) Very fine indeed ! El
ama brava es Have dc su casa, (Prov.) A
severe mistress makes the servants honest.

BUAVOSIUAD, sf. V. Gallardia.

BRAVURA, s/. 1. Ferocity, fierceness; applied
to wild beasts. 2. Bravado, boast, brag.

BRAZA, sf. 1. Fathom, a measure of length, con-

taining six feet. 2. (Naut.) Brace which is tied

to the yards. Brdzas, (Naut.) Braces, the
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taccnto, Lee-braces. Brazas de la cebadera

Sprit-sail braces. Afirmar las brazas de bar-

lovento, To secure the weather-braces. Halar
sobre las brazas, To haul in the braces.

BRAZA.DA, sf. Movement of the arms by stretch-

ing them out, or lifting them up.

BRAzAoo, sin. An arm-full, as much as can be

taken in the arms at once. Un brazado de le-

na, An arm-full of fire-wood. Un brazado de

hcno, A truss of hay.

BRAZX.GE, sm. Number of fathoms, depth of

water. V. Braceagc.
BRAZA.L, sm, 1. (Ant.) Brachial muscle. 2. An-

cient piece ofarmour,which covered the arms.

3. Bracelet. 4. Ditch or channel for convey-
water from a river or canal to irrigate

As. 5 Bracer, a wooden instrument for

playing balloons. 6. (Naut.) Rail. Brazales

de proa, Head-rails. Brazal del media de

proa, The middle rail of the head.

KAZAI.ETE, sm. 1. Bracelet, an ornament for

the arms. 2. Ancient iron piece of armour.

BrazaUtes, (Naut.) Brace pendants.
BRAZA.R, va. (Ant.) To embrace. V. Abrazar.

BRAzAzo,sra. Large or long arm.

BRA.ZO,S?W. 1. Arm, the limb which reaches from
the shoulder to the hand. 2. (Met.) Bough or

branch of a tree. 3. (Met.) Valour, strength,

power. 4. Each end of a beam or balance.

Brazo de arana, Curved branch of a giran-
dole or lustre. Brazo dc mar, Arm of the

sea. Brazo de silla, Arm of a chair. Brazo
a brazo, Arm to arm, with equal wea-

pons. A1 brazo partido, With the arms only,
without weapons; with main force,arm to arm.

Brazos del reyno, States ofthe realm ; that is,

prelates, nobility, and corporations. A 1

zrza de brazos, By-dint ofmerit and labour.

Con los brazos ablertos, With open arms,

cheerfully. Cruzados los brazos, With the

arms folded, idle. Dar los brazos d uno, To
embrace one. Hecho un brazo de mar, With

great show or pomp. Ser el brazo derecho de

alguno, To be one's right hand, or confi-

dant.

BRAZOLAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Coamings of the

hatchways.
BRAZUELO, sm. 1. Small arm. 2. Shoulder or

forethigh of beasts. V. Bracillo.

BRE A, sf. 1. Pitch; artificial bitumen compos-
ed of pitch, resin, and grease mixed together.
2. Coarse canvas for wrapping up wares

;

sackcloth.

BRE.R, va. 1. To pitch. 2. To vex, to plague, to
thwart. 3. (Met.) To cast a joke upon one.

BREBX.GE, sm. 1. Beverage, a drink made up
of different ingredients. 2. (Naut.) Grog.

BRECA. sf. Bleak or blay, a river fish much
like the Besugo.

BRECHA, sf. L Breach made in the ramparts
of a fortress by the fire of battering ordnance.
2. Opening or aperture made in a wall or

building. 3. (Met.) Impression made upon
the mind by persuasion or self-conviction.
Batir en brecha, To batter a breach in a. for-

ification. (Met.) To persecute one, and cause
lie destruction.

. Escaro.ropes belonging to the yards of a ship. Brazas BRECHO, sm. V. Esca

debarlovento, Weather-braces. Brazas de so- BREDO, sm. V. Bledo
BKKGA, sf. 1. Strife, contest, affray. 2. (Met.)
Pun, jest, or trick played upon one. Dar
Iti-t'tru, To play a trick.

BKKJJADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Very elaborate.

BRKC AR,rn. 1. To contend, to struggle. 2.(Met.)
To struggle with troubles, difficulties, and

dangers. va. To work up dough on a board
or table with a rolling-pin or roller. Bregar
el area, To bend a bow.

BREGUERO,-ST/I. (Ant.) A wrangler.
BREN, sm. Bran. V. Salvado.

BRENCA, sf. (Bot.) Maidenhair. Adiantum ca-

pillus Veneris L. V. Culantrillo. pi. 1. Sluice

posts, the posts of a water or flood-gate. 2.

Filaments, the three cristated capillaments
of saffron.

sf. Craggy, broken ground, full of
brakes and brambles.

6 BRENA.R, sm. Place full of briers

and brambles. [bles.

BRENOSO,SA,. Craggy, full of briers and bram-

BREQUE, sm. Small river fish. V. Breca. Ojos
de breque, Weak or bloodshot eyes.

BRESCA, sf. (Arag.) Honey-comb.
BRESCADILLO, sm. A small tube made of gold

or silver. [birds

BRETADOR, sm. Call, whistle or pipe to call

BRETON A, sf. A sort of fine linen, manufactur-
ed in Britanny.

BRETE,sm. 1. Fetters,shackles,irons for the feet

2. Indigence, perplexity. Estar puesto en un

brete, To be hard put to. 3. Kind of food in

India, consisting of a masticated leaf in the

shape of a heart, and of a spicy juice.

BRETON, sm. Young sprouts of cabbage.
BREVA, sf. 1. Early fig, the first fruit of the fig-

tree. 2. Early large acorn. Mas blando quc
una breva, More pliant than a glove ;

brought to reason.

BREVA.L, sm. (Ast. Bot.) Early fig-tree. Ficus L.

BREVE, sm. 1. Apostolic brief, granted by the

pope or his legates. 2. (Ant.) Card of invita-

tion, ticket, memorandum in a pocket-book,
3. Brief, in music.

BREVE, a. Brief, short, concise. En breve,

Shortly, in a little time. [concise

BREVECICO, ILLO, ITO, a. Somewhat short or

BREVEDX.U, sf. Brevity, shortness, conciseness

BREVEMENTE, ad. Briefly, concisely.

BREVETE, sm. V. Mcmbrete.

BREVEZA,S/. (Ant.) V. Brcvedad.

BREVIARIO, sm. 1. Breviary, which contains

the daily service of the church of Rome. 2.

Brevier, a small letter used in printing. 3.

(Ant.) Memorandum-book. 4. (Ant.) Abridg-

ment, epitome.
BREZAL, sm. Place planted with heaths.

BREZO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Heath, ling. Erica L. 2.

(Ant.) Bed upon thorns.

BRIA.GA, sf. Rope made ofbass-weed, tied round

the shaft or beam of a wine-press.

BRIA.L, sm. Rich silken petticoat,worn by ladies.

BRIBA, sf. Truantship, idleness, neglect of busi-

ness or duty. A' la briba, In an idle, lazy,

and negligent manner.

BRIBER, vn. To lead a vagabond life, to rove

and loiter about.
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, sf. 1. A beggar's tale, to move com-

rsion.
Echar la bribia, To go a begging.

V. Biblia.

BRIBON 6 BRIBION, NA. s.y a. Vagrant,impostor.
BRIBONADA, sf. Beggar's trick, mean cunning.
BRiBONAZo,S7/i.Great cheat,impudent impostor.
BRIBONCILLO, 5m. Little gull, young impostor.
BRIBONEAR, vn. V. Bribar.

BRIBONERIA, sf. Life of a vagrant or vagabond,
a beggar's trade.

BRIBONZUELO, sm. V. Briboncillo.

BRICHO, sm. Spangle, used in embroidery.

BRIDA, sf. 1. Reins of a bridle ;
a bridle com-

plete. 2. Horsemanship, the art of managing
a horse by means of a bridle. 3. (Met.)

Curb, restraint, check. A 1 la brida, Riding
a bur-saddle with long stirrups.

BRIDAR, va. 1. To put a bridle to a horse, to

bridle. 2. To curb, to check, to restrain.

Bui DON, sm. 1. Horseman riding a bur-saddle

with long stirrups. 2. Horse accoutred with
a bur-saddle and long stirrups. 3. Small
bridle used for want of a larger one.

BRIGA, sf. (Ant.) V. Poblacion.

BRIGADA, sf. Brigade, a certain number of bat-

talions and squadrons, under the orders of a

brigadier or general of brigade.

BRIGADIER, sm. 1. Brigadier or general of brig-
ade ^.Brigadier en la real armada, Officer of

the navy, who commands a division of a fleet.

BRIGOLA, sf. Ram, a machine used in ancient

times for battering walls.

BRILLADOR, RA, a. Brilliant, sparkling, radiant.

BRILLADURA Y BRILLANTKZ, sf. Brilliancy. V.
Brillo.

BRILLANTE, a. V. Brillador.

BRiLLANTE.sm.Diamond cut in triangular faces.

BRILLAR, vn. 1. To shine, to emit rays of light,
to sparkle. 2. (Met.) To outshine in talents,

abilities, or merits.

BR|LLO, sm. Brilliancy, lustre, splendour.
BRIN, sm. 1. Fragments of the capillament of

saffron. 2. Sail-cloth. 3. Strong sort of
linen of which tents are made. [hops.

BRING ADOR, RA, s. One who leaps, jumps, or

BRINCAR,CTI. 1. To leap, to jump. 2. (Met.) To
step over others in point of promotion. 3.

(Met.) To omit something on purpose, and

pass to another. 4. (Met.) To fret, to fly into

a passion. Estd que brinca, He is in a

great passion ;
he is quite mad with anger.

BRINCHO,STH. A mode of playing at a game
of cards, called Reversi.

BruNciA, sf. Peel or outward coat of an onion.

JBiuNco, sm. l.Leap, jump. 2. (Ant.) Small jewel
formerly worn by ladies in their head-dress,
which moved to and fro with quick motion.

BRINDAR, vn. l.To drink one's health, to toast.

2. To pledge, or invite one to drink.

BRIN-DELES DE CHAPINES, pi. Tapes or ribbons
with which clogs are tied.

.BIUNDIS, sm. Act of drinking the health of
another ; a toast. [pump.

BRINGABALA, sf. (Naut.) Brake or handle of a

BRINQUILLO 6 BRINQ.UINO, sm. 1. Gewgaw, a
email trinket. 2.Sweetmeat which comes from

Portugal. Estar 6 ir hecho un brinquino, To
be as spruce and trim as a game cock.

BRfo, 5m. 1. Strength, force, vigour. 2. (Met.)

Spirit, resolution, courage, valour. Es un
hombre de brios, He is a man ofmettle. Jlaxar
los brios a afguno, To pull down one's spirits,
to humble.

BRIDLES, sm.pl. (Naut.)- Bunt-lines, small-lines
fastened to the foot of square-sails to draw
them up to the yard.

BRioLiN,sm. (Naut.) Slab-line, fastened to the
foot rope of the main-sail and fore-sail, which
serves to draw them up a little,that the steers-
man's view may not be obstructed by them.

BRIONIA, sf. (Bot.) Briony. Bryonia alba L.

BRIOSAMENTE, ad. In a spirited manner, cou-

BRIOSO, SA, a. Vigorous, full of spirit, high-
minded.

BRISA, sf. 1. Breeze from the north-east. 2.

Brisa carabinera, A violent gale. 3. Skin or

peel of pressed grapes. V. Orujo.
BRISCA, sf. A game at cards.

BRISCADO, DA, a. Mixed with, silk; applied to

gold and silver twist.

BRISCAR, va. To embroider with gold or silver

twist mixed with silk.

BRITAKICA, sf. (Bot.) Water dock. Rumex
aquaticus L.

BRIVISCO, CA, a. (Ant.) V. Biblico.

BR*ZA, sf. (Naut.) V. Brisa.

BRIZAU, va. (Ant.) To rock the cradle.

BRIZNA, sf. Fragment, small remain
; splinter.

BRIZNOSO, SA, a. Full of fragments or scraps.

BRIZO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Cradle which is rocked. 2.

A species of sea-urchin. Echinus L.

BROCA, sf. 1. Reel on which embroiderers wind
their twist, silk, or thread. 2. Drill, an instru-

ment for boring holes in iron. 3. Shoemakers'
tack or round nail to fasten the sole to the

last. 4. Button. [stuff'.

BROCADEL 6 BROCATEL, sm. Brocade, a rich silk

BROCADILLO, sm. Brocade with gold or silver

BROCADO,SW. Gold or silver brocade, [flowers.
BROCADO, DA, a. Embroidered, like brocade.

BROCADURA, sf. Bite of a bear.

BROCAL, sm-. 1. Stone laid round the brim of a

well. 2. Metal rim of the scabbard of a sword.

3. Brocal de bota, Mouth-piece of a leathern

bottle for wine.

BROC AMANTON,s?rt. Crotchet of diamonds worn

by ladies on their breast.

BROCARDICO, sm. Axiom at law.

BROCATEL,sm. 1. Ordinary kind ofstuffmade of

hemp and silk. 2. Spanish marble of a yellow
ground, with white veins.

BROCATO, sm. (Ar.) V. Brocado.

BROCHA, sf. I. Painter's brush, pencil. 2. (Ant.)
Jewel. 3. (Ant.) Button, clasp. 4. Cogged
dice, used by gamblers and sharpers, [cade.

BROCHADO, DA, a. Relating or belonging to bro-

BROCHADURA, sf. Set of clasps, or hooks and

eyes, formerly worn in coats and cloaks.

BROC HE, sm. Clasp, hooks and eyes.
BROCHICA Y BROCHUELA, sf. Small clasp.

BROCHON, sm. 1. Large clasp. 2. Washing-brusJi
used by plasterers to white-wash walls.

BROCHURA,*/. Act of putting a book in boards.

BROCULA, sf. Drill for piercing iron or other

metal.

BROCULI, sm. Broccoli, a sort of cabbage.
Brassica oleracea L
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BRODIO, sm. Hotch-potch, a pottage of bread

and meat given to beggars at the door.

BRODSTA, sm. Poor scholar or student who
comes to the doors of convents, and other

religious communities, for his portion of

brodio, or hotch-potch.
BKOM \. sf. 1. Rubbish mixed with mortar to fill

up the chinks of the foundations of walls. 2.

Water-gruel made of oatmeal boiled in water.

3. Any thing weighty. 4. A person dull and
tiresome in conversation. Es una broma, He
is a stupid, unpleasant fellow. 5. (Naut.)

Ship worm which perforates the bottoms of

ships. Teredo navalis L.

BROMADO, OA, a. Worm-eaten ; applied to the

bottom of a ship.

BROMAR, va. To gnaw, like the ship-worm.
BROMO, sm. (Bot.) Wild-oats. Avena fatua L
BRONCE, sm. I. Bronze, a yellow metal, chiefly

composed of copper. 2. Trumpet made of
brass. 3. Any thing strong and hard. Scr un

bronce, To be indefatigable. Tener uncommon
de bronce, To have a heart as hard as steel.

BKONC KA.DO,sin. The act and effect of bronzing.
BRONCEADURA, sf. V. Bronccado.

BRONCEAR, va. 1. To give a bronze or brass

colour. 2. To adorn with pieces of brass,

latten, or gilt copper. [bronze.
BRONCERIA, sf. Collection of things made of
BRONCHA, sf. 1. Kind of poniard^ 2. (Ant.)

Jewel. 3. (Ant.) Plasterer's washing brush.

BRONCISTA, sm. A worker in bronze.
BRONCO. CA, a. 1. Rough, coarse, unpolished. 2.

(Met.) Rude, unmannerly,clownish. 3.Harsh,
rough to the ear ; applied to musical sounds.

hu<:i;rEr>AD, sf. I . Harshness, roughness of
sound. 2. Rudeness of manners. 3. Unmal-
leability, in metals. [quarrel.

BRONQ.UINA, */. (Bax.) Dispute, contention,
BRONIR, va. V. Brunir.

BROQ,UEL,JWI. 1. Shield or buckler ofwood, iron,
iVc. 2. (Met.) Support, protection. Raja bro-

queles, Bully, bragger, boaster.

BROQ,uELA>.o,s/.Stroke with a shield or buckler.

BROQUELEKO, sm. 1. One who makes shields or
bucklers. 2. He that wears shields or buck-
lers. 3. Wrangler, one inclined to dispute.

BROQUELETE, sm. A small buckler.

BROQ.UEI,ILLO, sm. 1. Small shield. 2. Sort of
small ear-rings worn by women.

BROSLAR, va. (Ant.) To embroider. V. Bordar.
BROS^UIL, sm. Sheep-fold or sheep-cot.
BROTA, sf. Bud or germ of a vine.

BROTADO, DA, a. Budded.
BROTADURA, sf. Budding, the act of shootinw

forth buds and germs.
BR6TANo,sm.(Bot.)Southern-wood.V.j9fcrdtao.
BROTANTE, sm. (Arq.) V. Arlotantc.

BROTAR,re. l.To bud, to put forth young shoots
or germs. 2. To break out, to appear ; applied
to the small-pox and other eruptions.

BROTE y BROTO, sin. 1. Germ of vines, bud of
trees. 2. Fragment, crumb, chip.

BROTON, sm. I. Large clasp for a kind of wide
coat, which is called sayo. 2. (Ant.) Shoot,
tender twig. 3. Sprout of cabbage.

BROZA, sf. 1. Remains of leaves, bark of trees
and other rubbish. 2. Thicket, brush-wood, on
mountains. 3. Useless stuffspoken or written.

4. Printer's brush, to brush off the
ink from the types. Gcntc d<' tin 1

People without trade or ernplov
de toda broza, To do all sorts of work.

BROZAR, r. (Among Printers) To brush tii

BROZOSO, SA, a. Full of rubbish. [types.
BRUCERO, sm. Brushmaker.
BRUGES 6 BK&ZA.S, sf.pl. The upper li|

u dar de bruces, To fall headlong to the

ground. De bruces, 6 d bruces, ad. With the
face to the ground.

BRUETA, sf. Wheel-barrow.

BRUGIIJOR, sm. Glaziers' nippers used in par-

ing off the corners or edges of glass.

BRUGIR, va. To pare off the corners and edges
ofpanes ofglass already cut with the diamond.

BRUGO, sm. A sort of grub.
BRUJA, V. Arena.

BRULOTE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Fire-ship, a vessel

loaded with combustible matters, or artificial

fire-works. 2. Warlike machine of the an-
cients for throwing darts or fire-arrows.

BRUMA,S/'. 1. V. Broma. 2. Winter-season. 3.

Mist arising from the surface of the sea.

BRUMADOR, RA, s. (Ant.) V. Mrumador.
BRUMAL, a. Brumal, belonging to the winter

BRUMAMIENTO, sm. Weariness, lassitude, the
state of being spent with labour or fatigue.

BRUMAR, va. (Ant.) V. Mrumar.
BRUMAZON, sm. Thick fog or mist at sea.

BRUMO, sm. The whitest and finest wax, which
wax-chandlers use to polish or varnish tapers
and wax-candles. [ris L.

BRUNELA, sf. (Bot.) Self-heal. Prunella vulga-
BRUNETA, sf. 1. Sort of black cloth. 2. (Ant.)

Unwrought silver.

BRUNETE, sm. (Ant.) Coarse black cloth.

BRUNO, NA, a. Of a brown dark colour.

BRUNO, sm. (Ast.) 1. A little black plum. 2.

Plum-tree.

BRUNIDO, DA, a. Burnished.

BRUSIIDOR, RA, s. 1. Burnisher, an instrument
used in burnishing. 2. Tool of box-wood,
used in finishing the seams of leather breech-
es. 3. One that burnishes or polishes.

BRUNIMIENTO, sm. Act and effect of polishing.
BRUNIR, va. 1. To burnish. 2. To put on rouge.
BRUSCA, sf. 1 . (Naut.) Bevel, sweep, or round-

ing of masts, yards, &c. on board a ship. 2.

Brush-wood, small-wood.
BRTJSCATE.sm.A sort ofhash made ofmilt,lamb's

livers, chopped up with eggs, and stewed in

a pan with almond-milk, herbs, and spice.

BRUsco,s?re.l.(Bot.) Kneeholly,butcher's broom
or prickly pettigree. Ruscus aculeatus L. 2.

Trifling remains not minded on account of
their little value ; as, loose grapes dropping
at the vintage ; fruit blown from the treo,
&c. 3. Refuse of wool at the shearing time.

BRUSCO, CA, a. Rude, peevish, forward.
/

BRUSELA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Lesser periwinkle. Vinca
minor L. 2. Bruselas, Sort of broad pincers
used by silversmiths.

BRUSELES, sm.pl. Pin or slice used by apothe-
caries to mix their drugs.

BRUTAL, a. Brutal, brutish, acting like brutes

BRUTALIUAD, sf. 1. Brutality, the quality of
brutes. 2. Brutal action.
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BRUTALMENTE, ad. Brutally,, in a brutal or bru-

tish manner.

BRUTsco,cA,a.(Ant.) Grotesque. V. Grutcsco
BRUTEZ y BRUTEZA, sf. (Ant.) V. Brutalidad

.BRUTEZA, sf. Roughness, want of polish ; appli-
ed to stones.

BRUTO, sm. 1. Brute, a creature without reason
2. (Met.) An ignorant, rude, and immoral

person.

BRtJTO,TA.a.Coarse,unpolished,in a rough state.

En bruto, In a rough state, not polished, not

wrought. Diamante en bruto, A rough dia-

mond. Made/ra en i?-Mto,(Naut.)Rough timber.

BRIJXA, sf. (Vulg.) Witch. Es una bruxa,6pa-
rece una bruxa, She looks like a witch. Parece

que la han chupado bruzas, She looks as pale
and lean as ifshe had been sucked by witches.

BRUXEAR, vn. 1. To practise witchcraft. 2. To
rove about in the night-time.

BRUXERIA, sf. Witchcraft.

BRUXO, sm. Sorcerer, conjurer, wizard.

BRUXULA, sf. l.(Naut.) Sea-compass. 2. Small
hole which serves as a direction to point a

gun. Mirar par bruxula, (Met.) To pry into

other people's affairs and actions, and exa-

mine them closely.

BRUXULEAR, va. 1. (At Cards) To examine one
card after another, for the purpose of knowing
one's hand. 2. (Met.) To discover by conjec-
tures the nature and issue of an event.

BRUXULEO, sm. 1. Act of examining the cards,
held at a game, one after another. 2. Scruta-

tion, close examination. 3. Guess, conjecture.
BRUZA, sf. Round brush for cleaning horses

and mules. Bruzas, (In Woollen Manufac-

tories) Brushes with which the bur of cloth

is laid down one way to show the grain. DC
bruzas, V. De bruces.

Btr, sm. Word used by nurses to frighten chil-

dren into silence.

BtJA, sf. Pustule, a pimple with matter which
breaks out on the skin, Buas, (Ant.) V. Biibas.

BUAR, va. To place boundaries, to limit.

BuXRDA, sf. Sky-light, a window placed hori-

zontally in the ceiling of a room.
BUARO vBuARfLi>o, sm. Buzzard, a bird ofprey.
BUBA, sf. (Ast.) Pustule, small tumour. Bubas,

Buboes.

BIJBALO, 5m. (Ant.) V. Bufalo.
BUBATICO, CA, a. Having buboes or glandular

tumours.

BUBILLA, sf. Small pustule, a pimple. [ter.

BUBON, sm. Large morbid tumour, full of mat-

BUBOSO, SA. . Afflicted with a disease in the

groin.

BucARAN,sra. (Arag.) Fine glazed buckram.

BUCARITO, sm. Small earthen vessel of scented
or odoriferous earth. [earth.

BUCARO, sm. Vessel made of fine odoriferous

BUCEAR, va. To dive, to go under water in

search of any thing.

EUCELARIO, sm. (Ant.) Vassal or servant who
boarded in a house.

BUCEO, sm. Diving, the act of going under wa-
ter in search of any thing.

BUCERO, a. Black nosed
; applied to a hound

or setting dog.
BtfcEs, (De), ad. V. De Bruces.

Bt''n.v,5/. Large chest or box. V. Hucha. Bu-
136

cha pescadera, (Naut.) Buss, a vessel em-
ployed in the herring fishery.

BUCHAR, va. To hide or conceal.

BUCHE, sm. 1. Craw or crop, the first stomach
of birds and fowls. 2. Maw or stomach of

quadrupeds. 3. Mouthful of water or any
other liquor. 4. Young sucking ass. 5. Purse,
wrinkle, or pucker in clothes which do not fit

well. 0. Breast, the place where secrets are

pretended to be kept. 7. (Fam.) Human
stomach. Ha llenado lit n rl bnclte, (Vulg.)
He has stuffed his budget well. Hacer el

buche, (In Cant Language) To eat. Hacer cl

buche a otro, To make one dine heartily.
Buche de almizclc, Musk bag of the musk
deer ; also a little bag to put perfume in.

BUCHECILLO, sm. Little craw.

BUCHETE, sm. Cheek puffed with wind.

BUCINADOR, sm. Trumpeter.
BUCINAR, va. To publish or proclaim any thing

at the sound of a trumpet,
BUCLE, sm. Buckle, hair crisped and curled.

BtJco, sm. (Ant.) 1. (Naiit.) Ship, vessel. V.

Buque. 2. Buck, a male goat. 3. Opening,
aperture.

BUCOLICA, sf. 1. Pastoral or rural poetry. 2.

(Joe.) Food.

BUCOLICO, CA, a. Bucolic, relating to pastoral

poetry.
BUCOSIDAD, sf. (Naut.) Tonnage, burthen. V.

Buque.
BUDIAL, sm. Marsh, fen.

BUDION, sm. (let.) Peacock fish. Labrus pavo L.

BUEGA, sf. (Arag.) Landmark.

BUEN, a. V. Bueno. Used only before a sub-

stantive, as Bucn hombre, A good man.
Bucn alma, A good soul.

BUESA, sf. Property, fortune.

BUENABOYA, sm. Seaman who engages spon-

taneously to serve on board a galley.

BuENAMENTE,rf. Freelyspontaneously, conve-

niently. De buenamcntc, Ofone's own accord.

BUENASDANZA, sf. The good fortune of any
one.

BUENAVENTURA, sf. 1. Fortune, good luck. V.

l'< titura. 2. Prediction of fortune-tellers.

BUENO, NA, a. 1. Good or perfect in its kind. La
butna de la Catalina, The good Catharine. El
bueno del euro, The good curate. 2. Simple,

plain, without cunning or craft. 3. Fit or pro-

per for something. 4. Sociable, agreeable,

pleasant. Tener bucn dia en buena compania,
To spend a pleasant dayin agreeable company.
5. Great, strong, violent. Buena calentura,
A strong fever. 6. Sound, healthy. 7. Useful,
serviceable. 8. (Iron.) Strange, wonderful,
notable ;

used before the verb scr, as, Lo lue-

no es que quicra ensenar a su maestro. The
best of it is, that he wishes to teach his ma-

ster.. Buenos dias, Good day ;
a familiar sa-

lute. Buenasnochcs, Goodnight. Bucnas tar-

dcs, Good evening. Monde bueno? DC don

de bueno ? Where are you going ? Where do

you come from ? Buenas artes y lucnas li-

'tras, The fine arts and belles lettres. De but

no a bueno, 6 dc biicnas a luenas. Freely', will-

ingly, gratefully. A 1
buenas, Willingly.

BUENO, ad. Enough, sufficiently. Bueno 6

bueno cstd, Enough, no more.



BUH BUL

BcENTARECER,sm. Good council ; pleasing as-

pect.
BUENPASAR, sm. Independent situation, com-

fortable subsistence.

BUENA, sf. Black pudding.
BUERAS, sf. pi. (Mur.) Pustules or pimples

breaking out about the mouth.

BUESO. sm. (Ant.) One ridiculously dressed.

BUEY, 5m. l?Ox, bullock. 2. Bue.y ma-rino, Sea-

calf. 3. Buey de, caza, Stalking ox. A 1

paso
de bucij, At a snail's gallop. Buey de agua,
Great body of water issuing from a conduit

or spring.

BUEYAZO, sm. Large or big ox.

BUEYKCILLO, sm. Little ox.

BUEYEZUEI.O, sm. Stalking ox.

BUEYUNO, NA, a. Belonging to black cattle.

Bth", interj. Poh, poll.

BUFA, sf. 1. Breaking wind without noise. 2.

Jest, joke.

BUFADO, DA, a. Bursting with a noise ; appli-
ed to glass drops blown extremely thin.

BtJFALA Y BUFALO, 5. Buffalo, a kind ofwild ox.

BUFAR, Tn. 1. To puff and blow with anger. 2.

To snort, to blow through the nose as a high-
mettled horse.

BUFETE, sm. Desk or writing table.

BUFETILLO, sm. Small desk or writing table.

BUFI, sm. Kind of watered camblet.

BUFIDO, sm. 1. Blowing of an animal, snorting
ofahorse. 2. Expression ofanger and passion.

BUFO, sm. Harlequin or buffoon on the stage.

BUFO, FA, a. Opera bufa, Comic opera.
BUFON, sm. Merry-andrew, jack-pudding.
BUFONAD A, sf. 1. Buffonery, a low jest. 2.

Sarcastic taunt, ridicule.

BUFONAZO, sm. Great buffoon.

BUFONCILLO, sm. Little merry-andrew.
BUFONEARSE, vr. To jest, to turn into ridicule.

BUFONERIA, sf. V. Bufonada y Buhoneria.

BtJFos,sm.7^. Ancient head-dress of women.
BUGADA, sf. Buck, the lye in which clothes

are washed.

BUGACETA, sf. (Naut.) A small vessel.

BUGALLA, sf. Gall-nut growing on oak leaves.

BtJGE, sm. Iron ring fixed in the inside of each
end of the nave-hole, which keeps it from

burning and wearing.
BUGELLADA, sf. Kind of paint for ladies.

BUGIA, sf. J. Wax-taper, a slender wax-candle.
2. Candlestick in which a wax-taper is put.

BUGIER, sm. Gentleman usher of the king's
household. V. Uxier.

BUGIERIA, sf. Office at court where the wax-
candles are kept, and given out for the use
of the palace.

BUGI.OSA, sf. (Bot.) Wild bugloss. Lycopsis
arvensis L.

BUGULA, sf. (Bot.) Alkanet, a species of bu-

gloss.

BUHARPA, sf. 1. Window in the roof, garret-
window. 2. Garret, a room on the highest
floor of the house.

BUHARDJLI.A, sf. Small garret.
BUHARKO, sm. (Orn.) Eagle-owl. Strixbubo L.

BUHEDAL, sm. Pool of stagnant water.

BUHKDO, sm-. Marl, a kind of calcareous earth.

BUHERA, sf. Embrasure, loop-hold. V. Troncra.

BDHERO, sm. Owl-keeper.

BUHO,STW. Owl. Esun bu/to, He is an unsocial
man ;

he shuns all intercourse with others.

BUHONEKIA, sf. Pedler's box, in which small
wares are carried, and sold about the streets.

BUHONERO, sm. Pedler or hawker who goes
about selling small wares.

BUIR, va. To polish, to burnish.

BUJALAZOR Y BUJARASOL, sm. Fig, the inside

pulp of which is of a reddish colour.

BUJARRON, sm. V. Sodomita.

BULA, sf. 1 . Bull, an instrument despatched out
of the papal chancery, and sealed with lead.

Ecltar ias Mas (i uno, (Met.) To impose a
burthen or troublesome duty. Tc?ier bula.

para todo, To take the liberty of acting at

pleasure, according to one's own fancy. 2.

(Ant.) Bubble on water. [iron.

BULAR, va. To mark or brand with a red-hot

BULARCAMAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Breast-hooks,

compass timbers, which serve to strengthen
the stem of a ship.

BULARIO, sm. Collection of papal bulls.

BULBO, sm. (Bot.) Bulb, a kind of onion with
several coats. Bulbo casldno, (Bot.) Earth-

nut, pig-nut. Bunium bulbo-castanum L.

BULBOSO, SA, a. Bulbous, containing bulbs, con-

sisting of many layers.

BULDA, sf. V. Bula.

BuLDEhiA, sf. (Ant.) Injurious expression.
BULERO, sm. One who is charged with distri-

buting bulls of crusades, and collecting the
alms of charity given for them.

BULETO, sm. Brief or apostolic letter granted
by the pope, or his legate and nuncio.

BULLA, sf. Shout or loud cry of one or more

persons. 2. Crowd, mob. Meterlo a bullu, To
carry off the matter with a joke. 3. V. Bolla.

BULLADOR, sm. Cheat, swindler.

BULLAGE, sm. Crowd, a multitude confusedly
pressed together.

BULLAR, va. (Naut.) V. Bollar.

BuLLEBtfLLE, sm. Busy-body, a person of lively
and restless disposition.

BULLECER, (Ant.) V. Bullir y Alborotar.

BULI.ICIO, sm. 1. Noise and clamour raised by
a crowd. 2. Tumult, uproar, sedition.

BULLICIOSAMENTE, ad. In a noisy, tumultuous
manner.

BCJLLICIOSO, SA, s. 1. Lively, restless, noisy,
clamorouj. 2. Seditious, turbulent. 3. (Poet.)

Boisterous, applied to the sea.

BuLLIDOR, RA, d. V. BullicWSO.

BULLR, vn. 1 . To boil, to be agitated by heat, as

water and other liquids. 2. (Met.) To be lively
or restless. 3. (Met.) To be industrious and
active in business. Bullirle d uno alguna
cosa, To be earnestly desirous of a thing.
va. To move a thing from one place to ano-

ther ;
to manage a business.

BULLON, sm. 1. Kind of knife. 2. Dye bubbling

up in a boiler.

BULTILLO, sm. Little lump or tumour.

BULTO, sm. 1. Bulk, any thing which appears

bulky. 2. Protuberance, tumour, swelling. 3

Bust, image of the human head and neck. 4.

Pillow, bolster. Coger 6pcscarelbulto,(Met.)
To lay hold of one, to seize one. Figu.ru, o

imdgen dr, bulto, Figure or image in sculpture
Mcnear, 6 tocar d otro d bulto, To give one a
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nice drubbing. Ser de bulto, To be bulky. A 1

bulto, By the bulk. Comprar las cosas d bulto,

To buy wholesale, or by the lump.
BuLULu,sm. (Ant.) Strolling comedian, who

alone represented in old times a comedy or

farce, changing his voice according to the

different characters.

BUNETO, sm. Hedge-sparrow.
BUNJO, sm. Sort of earth-nut or pig-nut.

BUNOLERO, RA, s. One that makes or sells bunns.

BUNUELO, sm. Bunn or fritter made of a paste
of flour and eggs, and fried in oil. Es buhu-
do ? Is it nothing ? observed to those incon-

siderate persons, who would have things
done without the necessary time.

BUPKESTE, sm. Sort of Spanish fly.

BuquE,s?rc. 1. (Naut.) Bulk, capacity,or burthen
of a ship. 2. Hull of a ship. 3. Vessel, ship.

BUKATO, sm. 1. Sort of woollen stuff much
worn for mourning, and clergymen's dress.

2. Transparent veil of a light silk stuff, worn
by women.

BURBA, sf. African coin of small value.

BURBALUR, sm. Whale of a large kind.

BURBUJA, sf. Bubble, a small bladder of water,
filled and expanded with air.

BURBUJEAR, vn. To bubble, to rise in bubbles.

BURBUJITA, sf. Small bubble.

BURCHO, sm. Naut.) Sort oflarge sloop or barge.
BURDAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Back-stays.
BURDEGANO, sm. (Ant.) Mule, offspring of a

horse and she-ass.

BURDEL, sm. Brothel. a. (Ant.) Libidinous.

BURDELERO, RA, s. V. Mcahuett.

BURDINALLA.S, sf. (Naut.) Sprit-top-sail-stay .

BURDO, DA, a. Coarse, common, ordinary.
BURBLES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Wooden rollers with

a point for- different uses. Bureles de hierro

para engarzar motones, Splicing fids. V.
Pasador. Burel, (Bias.) Bar, being the ninth

part of a shield.

BURENGUE, sm. (Mur.) Mulatto slave.

BUREO,SW. 1. Court ofjustice, in which matters
are tried relative to persons of the king's
household. 3. Entertainment, amusement,
diversion. Entrar en buero

}
To meet for the

purpose of inquiring into or discussing a

subject.

BURGA, sf. Hot spring of mineral waters used
for bathing.

BURGALES, sm. 1. Ancient coin made at Bur-

gos. 2. Wind blowing from Burgos.
BURGES, sm. Native or inhabitant of a village.

BURGO, sm. Borough. Burgo-maestre, Burgo-
master, the chief magistrate of the cities in

Germany.
BURIEL,&. Reddish, between dark red and black.

BURIEL, sm. 1. Kersey, a coarse cloth. 2. Rope-
walk, manufactory for cordage.

BURIL, sm. Burine, graver, a tool used in grav-

ing. Buril de punta, Sharp-pointed burine.

Buril chaple redonda, Curved burine.

BURIL^CDA, s/. 1. Line or stroke of a burine. 2.

Grains of silver taken out by an assayer, to

try whether it is standard silver.

BURILADURA, sf. 1. Act of engraving with a

graver. 2. Print or picture engraved.
BLRILAR, va. To

v engrave, to grave, to picture

by incisions made with a burine or graver.m

BURJACA, sf. Leather- bag carried by pilgrims
or beggars.

B T
RLA,S/. 1. Sneer, an expression cf derision
or contempt. 2. Trick, a slight fraud or de-
ceit. Burla burlando le dixo buenas clarida-

des, Between joke and earnest he told him
some plain truths. Burlas, Falsities advanc-
ed in a jocular style. Dexadas las burlas.

Setting jokes aside. Hablar de burlas, To
speak in jest. Hombre de 'burlas, Empty
jester. JVb es hombre dc burlas, He is a

plain honest man. Decir algunas cosas en-
Ire burlas y veras, TO say something be-
tween

joke
and earnest. De burlas, In jest.

BURLADOR, RA, s. 1. Wag, jester, scoffer. 2.

Earthen vessel, so contrived that the liquor
runs out through hidden holes when it is put
to the lips. 3. Hidden or concealed squirt,
which throws out water on those who come
near.

BURLAR, va. 1. To ridicule, to mock, to scoff.

2. To play tricks, to deceive. 3. To frustrate
one's views, to destroy one's hopes.

BURLERIA, sf. 1. Fun, pun, artifice. 2. Romantic
tale. 3. Deceit, illusion. 4. Derision, reproach.

BuRLESco,CA, a. Burlesque, jocular, ludicrous.

BURLESCO, sm. (Rar.) Wag, jester, scoffer.

BURLETA,IT,LA,Y iTA, sf. Little trick ,fun ,or joke.

BURLON, NA, s. Great wag, jester, or scoffer.

BURRA, sf. A she-ass. Cacr de su burra, To
fall from one's hobby-horse, to become sen-
sible of one's errors.

BURRADA, sf. 1. Drove of asses. 2. Stupid or
foolish action or saying.

BURRAGEAR, va. V. Borragcar.
BURRAJO, sm. Dry stable-dung to heat ovens.

BURRAZO, ZA, s. Large or big ass.

BURRERO, sm. 1. Ass-keeper, who sells asses'

milk for medicine. 2. Jack-ass-keeper.
BURRILLO, sm. (Fam.) V. Analejo.
BURRO, sm. 1. Ass. 2. Stupid, ignorant being.
Es un burro cargado de letras, He is an un-

mannerly clown with all his learning. 3.Horse
on which sawyers saw boards or timber. 4.

Wheel which puts the machine in motion that,

twists and reels silk. Es un burro an el tra-

bajo, He works and drudges like an ass. Bur-
ros de la mesana, (Naut.) Mizen-bow-lines.

BURRUCHO, sm. Young or little ass.

BURRUMBADA, sf. V. Barrumbdtla.
BURUJO. sm. 1. Skin or dregs of pressed olives

or grapes. 2. Lump of pressed wood, or any
other matter.

BURUJON y BURULLOK, sm. 1 . Large knob or

lump. 2. Protuberance in the head caused

by a stroke.

BURIJJONCILLO, sm. Little knob or protuberance.
BUSAKDAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Breast-hooks, com-

pass-timbers, which serve to strengthen the

stem.

BUSCA, sf. I. The act of searching a
registry

or

office for some papers or writings. 2. Terrier,
or other dog, which starts, rouses, or springs
the game. 3*. Troop ofhuntsmen, drivers, and

terriers, that overrun a forest to rouse the

game.
BUSCADOR, RA, s. Searcher, investigator.

BUSCAMIENTO, sm. Search, research, inquiry
BUSCAFIES sm. 1. Squib running about between
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people's feet. 2. (Met.) Word dropped in the

course of conversation to come at the bottom
of something.

BUSCAK, va. To seek, to search, to endeavour to

find out. Buscar tres pies f/l guto y el ticne

quatro, To pick a quarrel. Quicn busca halla,

He that seeks will find. Buscar el vivo A una

pieza, 6 caiion. To take the calibre of a gun.
Busc^.uufDos.A-m. Restless, quarrelsome fellow.

BUSCAVIUAS, sm. A person prying into the ac-

tions of others.

Btrsco, sm. (Ant.) Track of an animal.

BUSCQN, NA, s. 1. Searcher. 2. Cheat, pilferer,

filcher, petty robber.

BUSILIS, sm. (In Cant Language,) The point in

Question

where the difficulty lies. J)ar en el

usHis, To hit the mark.

Buso, sm. Hole. V. Agujero.
Btisro, sm. 1. Bust, a figure representing the

human head and neck. 2. Tomb.

BUTIFARRA, sf. 1. Sort of sausage made in

Catalonia. 2. Gaskins, long wide breeches

like trousers.

BUTILLO, LLA, . Of a pale yellowish colour.

BUTIOXDO, DA, a. (Ant.) V. Hcdiondo.

BUTIKO, sm. (Ant.) Butter. V. Manteca.

BUTORIO, sm. (Orn.) Bittern. Ardea stellaris L.

BUTRI.VO, sm. Fowling-net for catching birds.

BUTRON, sm. Net for birds. V. Buytron.
BUXEDA, BUXEDAL, 6 BuxEDO, s. Plantation

of box-trees. [lue.

BUXKRIA, sf. Gewgaw, bauble, toy of little va-

BUXETA. sf. 1. Box made of box-wood. 2. Per-

fume-box.

BUXETILLA, sf. Small perfume-box.

BUXETO, sm. Burnisher, a polishing stick used

by shoemakers to give a gloss to their work.

Bt;xo, sm. Wooden frame on which painters fix

their canvass to paint on.

Buv, sm. (Ant.) V. Bu.ey.

BUYO, sm. 1. Hut, shepherd's cottage. 2. Buf-

falo snake. Boa constrictor L.

BUYTRE, sm. (Orn.) Vulture. Vultur L. Mas
va!e pdxaro en mano que buytrc volando,

(Prov.) A bird in the hand is worth two in

the bush.

BUYTRERA, sf. Place where fowlers feed vul-

tures.

BITYTRERO,SWI. Vulture-fowler, one whose busi-

ness is to feed and chase birds.

BUYTROX, sm. 1. Basket made of osiers to catch

fish. 2. Partridge-net. 3. Furnace where sil-

ver-ores are smelted to extract the ore. 4.

Snare or inclosure into which game is driven.

Buz, sm. Kiss, given out of respect and reve-

rent regard. Huccr el buz, To do homage or

pay respect in a servile manner.

BtfzANo, sm. 1. (Ant.) Diver. 2. Kind of cul-

verin.

Buzo, sm. 1. Diver, one that goes under water
in search of things dropped into the sea or

rivers. 2. An ancient kind of ship. De buzos,
V. De bruccs.

Bu/.os, sm. 1. Conduit, canal. 2. Hole through
which letters are thrown into the post-office.
3. Lid or cover of cisterns, ponds, jars, &c.
4. (In Foundries) Hook, to take off the

lids of melting-pots. 5. Sluice of the water-

course at a mill. 6. Ancient kind ofbattering
-
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CIs
the third letter of the alphabet, and be-

fore e and i has generally the sound of the

English th in thick, or the soft z in zeal ; be-

fore a, o, u, I, and r, it sounds like k. It is

also a numeral, as, C. 100; 1^. 500, and

ClQ. 1000. The Spanish Academicians con-

sider ch as a distinct letter, double in figure
but simple in value, and therefore place it

after all the other words beginning with a c.

In this work it is retained in the place usual in

English. Ch has always the soft sound in Spa-
nish, the same as in the English word church,

except in words derived from Greek or He-
brew, as Christo, Melchisedech, &c. where it

is pronounced as k ; but in such words the h
is often omitted, or the orthography changed,
as in mccanica, qucrubin, quimira, &c.

CA, part. (Ant.) Because, for, the same as.

CAB ADEI.AXTRE, ad. (Ant.) In future, hence-
forward, [pacity in different provinces.

CA.B d CABE, sm. Corn-measure of different ca-

CABACO, sm. 1. End or small piece of wood. 2.

(N ai,t.) End of round timber, which remains
wlnn masts are made.

CAEAI., a. 1. Just, exact
; applied to weight or

m'-isure. 2. Perfect, complete. M cabal, Per-

fectly, justly. 3. Falling to one's share or di-

vidend. For su cabal, With all his might,
most earnestly. For sus cabales, Exactly,
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perfectly, to the very point ; according to

rule and order ; for its just price, according
to what it is worth.

CABALA, sf. 1. Cabala, mystical knowledge of
the celestial bodies. 2. Secret science of the

Hebrew rabbins. 3. Cabal, intrigue.
CABALERO, sm. (Ant.) Horseman, a soldier on

horseback.

CABALGAD v, sf. 1 . People onhorseback making
an incursion into a country. 2. Cavalcade, a

procession on horseback. 3. Booty or spoils
taken by an incursion into an enemy's coun-

try.

CABALGADOR, sm. 1. Horseman who goes in

procession. 2. (Ant.) Mounting-block, whence

people mount on horseback.

CAB A I.GA D#RA, sf. Sumpter, a beast of burthen.

CABAI.GAR, vn. 1. To parade on horseback, to go
in a cavalcade. 2. To mount on horseback.

va. 1. To cover a mars ; applied to a stone-

horse. 2. Cabalgar la artilleria, To mount
cannon on their carriages.

CABAI.GAR, sm. (Ant.) Harness.

CABALHUESTE, sm. Kind of saddle.

CABALISTA, sm. Cabalist, one skilled in the tra-

ditions of the Hebrews.

CABALISTICO, CA, . Cabalistic, relating to the

cabala. [pos L.

CABALLA, sf. Horse-mackerel. Sc3mber hip-
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CABALLAPA, sf. Stud of horses or mares.

CABALLAGE, sm. 1. Place where mares and she-

asses are served by stone-horses, or jack-
asses. 2. Money paid for that service.

CABALLA.n,sm . Mackerel. Scomber scombrus L.

CABAi.i,AR,a.Belonging to or resembling horses.

CABALLEJO,STO. 1. Little horse, nag. 2. Wooden
frame for shoeing unruly horses.

CABALLERATO, sm. Right of laymen to enjoy
ecclesiastical benefices by virtue ofthe pope's

dispensation. 2. The benefice enjoyed by vir-

tue of the said dispensation. 3. Privilege of

gentleman or esquire, in Catalonia, granted
by the Spanish monarch, and giving a middle
rank between the nobility and citizens.

CABALLEREAR, mi. To set up for a. gentleman.
CABAM.ERESCO, CA, a. Belonging to, or having

the appearance of a gentleman. [man.
CABALLERETE 6 ITO, sm. Spruce young gentle-

CABAT.LERIA, sf, 1. Saddle-horse, saddle-mule.

Caballeria menor, Jack-ass. 2. Cavalry, horse-

troops. 3. Art of managing a horse, and

mounting on horseback. 4. Military order, as

Calatrara, &c. 5. Assembly of knights of

military orders. (5. Institution and profession
of knights. 7. Body of the nobility of a pro-
vince or place. 8. Service rendered by knights
and nobles. 9. Share of spoils given to a

knight, according to his rank and merit. 10.

Lot or measure of land. 11. Pre-eminence
and privileges of knights, nobleness of mind
Libros de caballeria, Books of knight erran-

try. Caballeria andante, The profession of

knight-errantry. Jindarse en caballerias,

(Met.) To make a fulsome show of super-
fluous compliments.

CABAM-ERIZA, sf. 1. Stable, a house for beasts

2. Number of horses, mules, &c. standing in

a stable.

CABALLERI zo, sm. Head groom of a stable. Ca
ballerizo del rey, Equerry to the king. Ca-
ballcrizo mayor del rey, Master of the horse
to the king.

CABALLERO, sm. 1. Knight, member of a mili-

tary order. 2. Horseman, soldier on horseback
3. Nobleman. 4. Cavalier, a sort of fortifica-

tion. 5. Old Spanish dance. 6. (Orn.) Red-

legged horseman, gambet. Tringa gambetta
L, 7. Caballero andante, Knight-errant who
wanders about in quest of adventures

poor reduced gentleman strolling from place
to place. 8. Ir caballero, To go on horseback
9. Caballero de sierra o de la sierra, Ranger
of a forest or mountain. A 1 caballero. Above
in a superior degree. Jlrmar a caballero, T<
arm one's self as a knight. Mctersc a cabal
Iera* To assume or affect the character of ?

gentleman or a knight. Caballero pardo
(Ant.) Upstart knight ; gentleman by creation

not family.
CABALLERosAMKNTE,-rf. Generously, nobly, in

a gentlemanlike manner.

CABALLEROSO, SA, a. 1. Noble, generous, gen
teel. 2. Gentlemanlike, having the manner;
and deportment of a gentleman. [tleman

CABALLEROTE, sm. Graceless, unpolished gen
CAB \LI.ETA, s/. Field-cricket. Gryllus campes

Iris L.

CABAI.I.ETE, sm. 1. Ridge of a house formincr an
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acute angle. 2. Horse, an instrument of tor-

ture. 3. Brake, an instrument for dressing
hemp and flax. 4. Ridge between two furrows,
raised by a ploughshare. 5. Cover over the

funnel of a chimney, made of tiles in a pyra-
midical form. 6. Bridge of the nose. 7. Gal-
lows ofa printing-press. Caballete de aserrar,

Sawyer's trestle or horse. Caballete de colchar

cabos, (Naut.) Rope-laying trussel, a stake-

head. Caballete de pintor, Painter's easel.

ABALL*co Y ITO, 5m. 1. Little horse, pony. 2.

Stick or cane on which children ride, a

rocking-horse.
^ABALLILLO, sm. (Ant.) Small ridge.

^AEALLO, sm. 1. Horse, a quadruped used for

riding, draught, and carriage. Caballo padre,
Stone-horse, a stallion. Caballo de montar, 6

silla, Saddle-horse. Caballo de albaro, Pack-
horse. Caballo castrado, 6 capado, Gelding.
Caballo de cache, Coach-horse. Caballo fri-

son, Draught-horse, Flanders-horse. Caballo

de guerra. Charger. Caballo de aldaba 6 de

regalo, Sumpter or state horse. Caballo de ar-

cabuz. Horse that stands the fire. Caballo de

caza, Hunter. Caballo dc brida y de corredor,

Racer, a race-horse. Caballo rabon, Docked

horse, a short-tailed horse. Caballo desore-

jado, Cropped horse. Caballo de escuela,
Horse well broken in at the manege. Caballo

dc vara, Shaft-horse. Caballo aguililla, Peru-

vian horse very swift. Hacer mal d un ca-

ballo, To break in a horse, to make him an-

swer to spur and bridle. Sacar bien sit cabal-

lo, (Met.) To extricate one's self decently out

ofa difficulty. Caballo de buena boca, (Met.) A
person who accommodates himself readily to

every thing whether good or bad. Caballo de

frisia, (Mil.) Chevaux-de-frise, a military in-

strument. Caballo depalo, (Joe.) Any vessel

to go to sea in
; (Vulg.) Rack for criminals.

Caballo marino, River horse. Hippopotamus
L. : Pipe-fish, sea-horse. Syngnathus hippo-

campus L. 2. Figure on horseback, equivalent
to the queen, at cards. 3. Trostle, bench on
which planks or boards are laid for masons and

plasterers to work on. 4. Knight in the game
of chess. A1

caballo, On horseback. Cabal-

los, Horse, cavalry, soldiers mounted on
horseback. 5. Bubo, tumor in the groin. 6.

Thread which ravels others. Huir d una dc

caballo, To have a hair-breadth escape ; to

extricate one's self from any difficulty by
prudence and energy.

CABALLON, sm. 1. Large, clumsy horse. 2. Ridge
of ploughed land between two furrows.

CABALLONA, sf. Queen in the game of chess.

CABALLUELO, sm. (Dim.) Little horse.

CABALLING, NA, a. Belonging to a horse, [ly.

CABALMENTE, ad. Exactly, completely, perfect-

CABALtJSTE, sm. Kind of saddle.

CABAN A, s/.l .Shepherd's hut, cottage, or CABIN.

2. Flock of ewes or breeding sheep. 3. Drove
of asses for carrying corn. 4. (Extr.) Weekly
allowance of bread, oil, vinegar, and salt, for

shepherds. 5. Line drawn on a billiard-table,

within which the players must play. G. Land-

scape representing a shepherd's hut or cot-

tage, with fowls, and other domestic animals.

7. Cabana real, A meeting of the owners of
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travelling flocks, who compose the council of

mesta.

ABANAL, sm. Road for flocks of sheep and

droves of cattle.

CABANERO, sm. (Ant.) Shepherd ;
drover.

CABANERO, RA, a. Belonging to the drove of

mules and asses which go with a flock of

sheep.
CABANILO CABAJJAL, a. V. Cabanero.

CABANIL, sm. Herd or keeper of mules and

asses, which are kept for c?rrying corn.

CABANUELA, sf. Small hut or cottage. Caba-

nudas, Festival of the Jews of Toledo.

CABAZA, sf. Large or wide cloak with hood and

sleeves, worn in bad weather.

CABDAL, V. Caudal.

CABDILLAR, va. V. Acaudillar.

CABE, sm. Stroke given by balls, in the game of

argolla, whereby the player gains a point.
Dar un cabe al bolsillo, d la hacienda, 8,-c.

(Met.) To give a shake to one's purse, to

hurt one in his business, fortune, &c. Cabe

de pala o paleta, Opportunity, fortunate mo-
ment to attain any object.

ABE, prep. (Ant.) V. Cerca 6 Junto.

ABECEAR, vn. 1. To nod with sleep, to hang the

head on one side or another. 2. To shake the

head, as a sign of disapprobation. 3. To raise

or lower the head ; applied to horses. 4. To
incline to one side ; applied to a load which
is not well balanced. 5. (Naut.) To pitch.
va. 1. In writing to give some letters the ne-

cessary thick stroke. 2. (Among Bookbinders)
To put the head-band to a book. 3. to garnish
cloth with edgings of tape or lace. 4. To cau-

terise a vein. 5. To head wine, by adding
some old to give it strength. [head.

CABECEO, sm. Act of nodding or shaking the

BECEQ.UIA, sm. (Ar.) Inspector of watering
sluices, guardian of water-courses.

'ABECERA, sf. 1. Upper end of a hall or table. 2.

Bolster or pillow at the head of a bed. Estar
6 asistir d la cdbecera del cnfermo, To nurse
or attend a sick person. 3. Beginning of an
instrument or other writing. 4. Executor,
trustee. 5. Office of an executor or trustee.

6. Captain. 7. Capital of a kingdom, or of a

province. 8. V. Vineta.

CABECERO, sm. 1. Lintel, the upper part
of a

door-frame. 2. Head of a branch 01 a noble

family. 3. Compress.
CABECIANCHO, CHA, a. Broad or flat headed;

applied to nails.

CABEC{LLA Y ITA, sf. 1. Small head. 2. Wrong-
headed person, full of levity, indiscretion,
and whims. .

CABELLAZO, sm. Large bush of hair.

CABELLEJO, sm. Little hair.

CABELLERA, sf. 1. Long hair spread over tn*e

shoulders. 2. False hair. 3. Tail of a comet.

CABELLO, sm. Hair of the head. Llevar d uno de
un cabello, To lead one by the nose. Nofal-
tar en un cabello. Not to be wanting in the
least thing. JVo monta un cabello, It is not
worth a rush. Hender un cabello en el ayre,
To split, a hair, to be wonderfully acute. En
cabello, In a dishevelled manner. Asirse de
un cabello, To catch at a hair, to adopt any
pretext. pi. 1. Large sinews in mutton,
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which, by much boiling, are split into small fi-

bres. 2. Fibres, the slender filaments ofplants.
Cabellos de angel, Conserve of fruit cut into

small threads. Estar colgado de los cabellos,
To be in anxious expectation of the issue of
a critical affair. Tomar la ocasion por los ca-

bellos, (Met.) To profit by the occasion. Traer

alguna cosa por los cabellos, (Met.) To ap-

propriate a thing to one's self in a violent

manner. Arrancarse los cabellos, To pull or

tear one's hair. Arrastrar d uno por los ca-

bellos, To drag one away by the hair.

CABELLTJDO, DA, a. Having long and thick hair.

ind of sea-fish.
,
sm. Kind

CABELLUELO, sm. Thin and short hair.

CABER, vn. 1. To be able or capable to contain.

2. To have room, place, or right ofadmission.
3. To be entitled to a thing. 4. To fall to one's

share. Honra yprovecho no caben en un saco,

(Prov.) Honour and money are seldom found

together. JVo caber de gozo, To be overjoyed.
JVo caber dc pies, To have no room to stand.

No caber en el mundo, To be elated with ex-

cessive pride, to be puffed up with vanity.
JYto caber en si, To be full of one's own me-
rits. Todo cabe, It is all possible ; it may
well be so. Todo cabe en fulano, He is ca-

pable of any thing. JVo cabe mas, Nothing
more to be desired ; any thing that has ar-

rived at its ultimate point. va. To contain,
to comprise, to include. [tools.

CABERO, sm. Maker of handles for working
CABESTRAGE, sm. 1. Halter, and other head-

tackling for beasts. 2. Money paid to a dri-

ver for conducting cattle to market. 3. Act
of tying a beast with a halter or collar.

CABESTRANTE, sm. V. Cabrestante.

CABESTRAR, va. To halter, to bind with a hal-

ter. vn. To fowl with a stalking-ox.
CABESTREAR, vn. To follow one willingly who

leads by a halter or collar
; applied to beasts.

CABESTRERIA, sf. Shop where halters and col-

lars are made and sold.

CABESTRERO, sm. One who makes or retails

halters and collars. [by a halter.

CABESTRERO, RA, a. being so tame as to bo led

CABESTRILLO, sm. 1. Sling suspended from the

neck, in which a sore arm or hand is carried.

2. Kind of hoop, which keeps the cheeks of a
saw tignt. 3. Gold or silver chain, formerly
worn by women about their necks. Buey dc

cabestrillo, Stalking-ox.
CABESTRO, sm. 1. Halter, put on the head ofan

animal to lead it with. 2. Bell-ox, a tame
bullock with a bell round his neck, to lead

the rest of a drove of black cattle. Traer al-

guno de cabcstro, To lead one by the nose. 3.

(Ant.) Chain. V. Cabestrillo. 4. Pimp to his

own wife.

CABEZA, sf. 1. Head, that part of the body,
which contains the brain, face, &c. 2. Part of

the head which comprehends the cranium and
forehead. 3. Precious stone of an irregular

shape. 4. A person. 5. Source or spring of

water. 6. Chapter of a book or treatise. 7.

Judgment, talents. 8. Beginning of a thing,
e. g. of a book. 9. End or extremity of a

thing, e. g. of a beam, or a bridge. 10. Head
of a nail. 11. Head of cattle. Cabeza mayor,
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Head ofblack cattle. Cabeza menor, Head of

sheep, goats, &c. 12. Chiefgovernor or com-
mander. Cabeza de la iglesia. A title of the

Pope. 13. Title-page of a book. 14. Diameter
of a column. 15. Principal town of a pro-
vince. 1C. Head of a process. Cabeza de

aguas, High water. Cabeza de un muelle,
Pier or mole head. Cabeza de ajos, Head of

garlic. Cabeza de monte, Top of a mountain.
Cabeza de perro, (Bot.) Snap-dragon. Cabe-

zas, Principal parts of a vessel
;
an equestrian

game. Cabeza torcida, Wrong-headed fellow.

Cabeza rcdonda, (Met.) Blockhead. A 1 un
nolver de cabeza, In an instant. Dar de cabe-

za, To decline in one's fortune, power, or au-

thorit}
r

. Es mala cabeza, He is a man of bad

principles. Hablar de cabeza, To speak with-
out ground or foundation. Hacer cabeza,

(Ant.) To face the enemy. Llevar en la ca-

beza, To be frustrated in one's views and ex-

pectations. Meter la cabeza en el puchcro, To
follow another's dictates, whether right or

wrong. No tencr 6 no llevar pics ni cabeza

alguna cosa, To have neither head nor tail.

Otorgar de cabeza, (Ant.) To give a nod of

approbation. Perder la cabeza, To lose one's

senses, to be at a loss how to act. Poner las

cosas pies con cabczas. To jumble things to-

gether in a confused manner. Sacar de su ca-

beza alguna cosa, To strike out a thing. Te-
ner una cabeza de hierro, 6 de bronce, To be

indefatigable in business. Mala cabeza, 6 tc-

ner mala cabeza, (Met.) Without judgment
or reflection

; weak-minded. De cabeza,
From memory.

CASE/A i) A, sf. 1. Stroke or butt given with the
head. 2. Halter, collar. 3. Headstall of a bri-

dle. 4. Pitching of a ship. 5. (Among Book-

binders,) Head-band of a book. 6. Instep of a
boot. Dar cabezadas, To nod, to fall

asleep.
Darse de cabezadas, To screw one's wits in

the investigation of a thing without success.

CABEZAGE, sm. (Ant.) Poll-tax. A1

cabezage,
Per head, so much a head.

CABE/AI^S. 1 . Head-piece in a powder-mill. 2.

Small square pillow. 3. Compress, a bolster of
folded linen laid on a wound. 4. Long round
bolster which crosses a bed. 5. Post of a door.

Cabezdlcs de cochc, Standards of the fore and
hind parts of a coach, to which the braces are
fastened. G.Mattressor piece ofcloth onwhich
peasants sleep on benches or stones at the fire.

CAIT./ALEJO, ico, II.LO, Y ixo, sm. 1. Little

pillow or bolster. 2. Small compress.
CABEZALERO, RA, s. (Ant.) V. Mbacea.
CABKZO, sm. 1. Summit ofa hill. 2. Shirt collar.

CABEZON, sm. 1. Register of the different taxes

paid to government, and of the names of the
contributors. 2. Collar of a shirt. 3. Opening
of a garment for the head to pass through. 4.

Cavesson or noseband, used in taming or

breaking in a horse. Llevarpor los cabezones,
To drag along by the collar. Enlra por la

manga, ysale por el cabezon, (Prov.) Applied
to those favourites who assume authority and

dominion, and originating in the ancient ce-

remony of adoption, by passing the person
through a wide sleeve of a shift.

CABEZORRO, sm. Large, disnroportioned head.
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CABEZT^DO, sm. (let.) Chub. Cypr'-aus cepha-
lus L. [head. 2. Headstrong, obstinate.

DA, a. 1. Large-headed, having a big
CABEZUELA, sf. 1. Small head. 2. Blockhead,

dolt, simpleton. 3. Coarse flour. 4. Rose-bud,
from which rose water is distilled. 5. Little

glass-tube in a velvet-loom. 6. (Bot.) Eryn-
go. Eryngium tricuspidatum L.

C ABEZt'ELo, sm. Little head or top ofany thing.
CABIAL, sm. Caviare, the salted eggs of a stur-

geon.
CABIDA, sf. Space or capacity of any tiling.

Tener cabida con una persona, To be in high
favour, to have a strong influence over one.

CABIDO, sm. Knight of the order of Malta, who
has the right to claim a commandery.

CABIDO, a. (Ant.) Esteemed, well received.

CABILDAUA,^/". (Bax.) Hasty, ill-grounded re-

solution or proceeding of a chapter or other
ecclesiastic body. [ter.

CABILDANT, sm. He who has a vote in a chap-
CABILDEAR, tn. To hold a chapter.
CABILDKRO, a. Belonging to a chapter.
CABILDO, sm. 1. Chapter of a cathedral or col-

legiate church. 2. Session of a court of jus-
tice. 3. Meeting of a chapter, and the place
where the meeting is held.

CABILI.A, sf. (Naut.) Wooden pin with which
the outside planks of vessels are fastened.

CABII.LO, sm. Small end of a rope.
CABIMJENTO,SW. l.Right of claiming a comman-

dery in the order of Malta. 2. V. Cabida.

CABIO, sm. Lintel of a door.

CABITO, sm. V. Cabillo. Cabitos, Small lines.

CABIZBAXO,XA,. 1. Down in the mouth, crest-

fallen. 2. Thoughtful, pensive, melancholy.
CABIZCAIDO, DA, . Applied to persons who
hang their head on their breast.

CABIZTUERTO, TA. 5. Wry-headed; hypocritical.
CABLE, sm. Cable, a strong rope fastened to the

principal anchor of a ship. Cable de esperan-
za, Sheet-cable, the largest on board a ship.

CABO, sm. 1. End or extremity of any thing. 2.

Cape, headland, or promontory. 3. Place, seat.

4. Requisite. S.Lowest card in the game called

reversi. 6. Paragraph, article, head. 7. Chief,

head, commander. 8. Haft, handle. 9. Cord-

age. Cabodearmeria.(N&v.)'The original man-
sion of a noble family. Cabo de ano, The reli-

gious offices performed on the anniversary of
a person's death. Cabo de barro, Chisellsd dol-

lar of Mexico
;.
last payment or balance of an

account. Cabo dcforzados,Keeper or overseer
of galley slaves. Cabo de esquadra, Corporal.
Cabo de ronda de alcabalas, Tide-waiter,
custom-house officer. Coger todos los cabos,

(Met.) To weigh all the circumstances of a
case. Cabos negros en las mugeres,J$\a,ck hair,

eyes,and eye-brows ofawoman. Cabos blancos,

(Naut.) Untarred cordage. Dar cabo, (Naut.)
To throw out a rope for another to take hold
of. Al cabo, At last. Dar cabo d alguna cosa,
To perfect or complete a thing ;

to destroy a

thing. De cabo, Again, once more, encore. De
cabo d rabo, From head to tail. Estar al cabo
de algnn negocio, To be thoroughly acquaint-
ed with the nature of an' affair. Estar alguno
al cabo 6 muij al cabo, To be at death's door.

JYb tcncr cabo ni cuenta una cosa, To have
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ither head nor tail ; applied to a perplexed
iness. POT cabo 6 por il cabo, Lastly. For

ni HIT tin cabo, By no means. Voice r a cogcr el

rub'u. To resume the thread of a discourse.

CABORAI., sm. (Ant.) Captain.

CABOTAGE, sm. (Naut.) 1. Coasting-trade, 2.

Pilotage.
CABRA

, sf- 1 Goat. Capra L. 2. Engine formerly
used to throw stones. 3. Cabra monies, "Wild

goat. Capra ibex L. La cabra siempre tira al

monte, What is bred in the bone will not come
out of the flesh ;

or Cat after kind. pi. l.Red

marks on the legs caused by fire. 2. Small

white clouds floating in the air. Echar cobras

6 las cabras, To play for who will pay the

ckoning. Ecluir las cabras d oro,To throw

ie blame upon another.

BRAHIGADURA, sf. Caprification.
CABRAHIGAL 6 CA^RAIUGAR, sm. Grove or

plantation of wild fig-trees.

CABRAHIGAR, va. To improve or meliorate a

fig-tree ;
that is, to string up some male figs,

and hang them on the branches of the female

fig-tree, to make it produce better fruit.

CABRUIIGO, sm. The male wild fig-tree, or its

fruit which does not ripen.

CABRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Cable.

CABRF.i A, sf. (Ant.) Wooden machine for throw-

ing stones.

CABREO, sm. Register, especially of the privi-

leges and charters of cathedral churches.

CABRERIA, sf. Herd of goats.

CABRERO, sm. Goat-herd, a keeper of goats.
CABRESTANTK, sm. 1. (Naut.) Capstan, a large

windlass for heaving up the anchor. 2. Ma-
chine for moving and raising weighty things,
such as stones for building.

CABRIA, sf. 1. Axle-tree. 2. (Naut.) Sheers, a

machine used for setting up and taking out
masts for want of hulks. 3. Crane.

CABRIAL, 5m. Beam. V. Viga.
CABRILLA, sf. 1. Little goat. 2. (let.) Prawn.
Cancer squilla L. pi. 1. (Astr.) Pleiades, a

northern constellation. 2. Stones thrown ob-

liquely on the water, called duck and drake.

3. Marks on the legs occasioned by fire.

CABRILLEAR, vn. To throw stones along the

surface of water.

CABRJO, sm. Rafter, beam, or other timber,
used in building.

CABRIO, a. Resembling goats.
CABRIOLA, sf. 1. Caper made in dancing, by
moving the feet several times across each
other before they reach the ground. 2. Nim-
ble leap, hop, or jump. [jump.

CABRIOLAR 6 CABRIOLEAR, vn. To caper, to

CABRIOLE, sm. 1. Kind of cloak used by ladies.

2. Narrow riding coat without sleeves.

CABRITA. sf. 1. Little she-kid. 2. (Ant.) Kid-
skin dressed. 3. (Ant.) Ancient engine to cast
stones.

CABRITERO, sm. 1. Dealer in kids. 2. One who
dresses or sells kid-skins.

CABRITILLA, sf. A dressed or tanned lamb or
kid-skin. [a goat.

CABRITII.LO v CABRITO, sm. Kid, the young of

CABRITUNO, NA, a. (Ant.) Of the goat kind.
CABRON. sm. 1. Buck, he-goat. 2. One who con-

sents to the adultery of his wife.

CAC

CABRONADA, sf. (Bax.) Infamous action which
a man permits against his own honour.

CABRONAZO, sm. (Avun.) One who prostitutes
his own wife.

CABRONCILLO, CITO, v ZUELO, 57/1. 1. Easy hus-
band. 2. Fetid herb resembling the Celtic

spikenard.
CA BRUNO, NA, a. Resembling a goat.

CABSA, sf. (Ant.) V. Causa.

CABU, sm. Barren ground.
CABUJADA, sm. Hunting-saddle.
CABUJON, sm. Rough, unpolished ruby.
CABU YA, sf. 1. Sort of sedge or grass, of which

cords are made in America. 2. (Ant.) Cord
or rope made of the aloes-plant.

CAC A, */. 1. Excrements of a child. 2. Word
used by children who wish to go to stool.

CACAIIUAL v CACAOTAL, sm. Plantation of
chocolate trees.

CACAHUATE, sm. (Bot.) American earth-nut.

CACAO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Chocolate-tree. Theobro-
ma cacao L. 2. Cocoa, the fruit of the cho-
colate-tree.

CACAREADOR. RA, s. 1. Cock that crows, alien
that cackles, 2. Boaster, braggart.

CACAREAR, xn. 1 .To crow,to cackle. 2. To exag-
gerate one's own actions, to brag, to boast.

CACAREO, sm. 1. Crowing of a cock, cackling
of a hen. 2. Boast, brag. [pan.

CACEAR, va. To toss or shake something in a

CACERA, sf. 1. Canal, channel, or conduit of
water. 2. Sort of pig-nuts.

CACERIA, sf. 1. Hunting or fowling party. 2.

(Pint.) Landscape representing field sports.

CACERILLA, sf. Small drain or canal.

CACERINA, sf. ( ouch in whichCartridge box or pouch i

carabineers carry powder and ball.

CACEROLA, sf. Stewing pan.
CACETA, sf. Small pan used by apothecaries.

CACHA, sf. Handle of a knife. Hasta las cachas,
full to the brim.

CACHED A, sf. Stroke ofone top against another,
when boys play at tops.

CACHARADO, sm. kind of linen.

CACHAR, va. (Ant. Cast.) To break in pieces.

CACHARRO, sm. 1. Coarse earthen pot; also a

piece of it. 2. (Met.) Any useless, worthless

thing. [(dias) Rum.
CACHAZA, sf. 1. Inactivity, tardiness. 2. (In-

CAGHERA, sf. Coarse shagged cloth or baize.

CACHETAS, sf. pi. Teeth or wards in a lock.

CACHETE, sm. 1. Cheek, the side of the face be-

low the eye. 2. Fist, a blow given with the
hand clenched. Cachctcs de un naxio,

(Naut.) Bow of a ship.

CACHETERO, sm. Short and broad knife with a

sharp point, used by assassins.

CACHETUDO, DA, a. Plump cheeked, full offlesh.

CACHICAN, sm. Overseer of a farm. [horn.

CACHICUERNO,NA, a. Having a handle or haft of

CACHIDIABLO, sm. 1. Hobgoblin. 2. Disguised
in a devil's mask. 3. Having an odd and ex-

travagant appearance. [cheeks.

CACHIFOIXAR, ra. To puff or blow with the

CACHIGORDETE, TA ;
Y ITO, TA, a. Squat, thick

and plump.
CACHILLAD A, sf.(Bax.)Litter, number ofyoung
brought forth by an animal at once, [rivers

CACHir6LLA,s/.White butterfly on the banksof
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CACHIPORRA, sf. 1. Stick with a big knob usec

by country people. 2. Vulgar exclamation.

CACHIPORRO, sm. (Joe.) Chub-face.

CACHIVACHE, sm. 1. Broken crockery ware, or

other old trumpery, laid up in a corner. 2

(Met.) A despicable, useless, worthless fellow

CACHO, sm. 1. Slice, piece ; applied to lemons

oranges,or melons. 2.Game ofchance at cards

3. (let.) Red surmullet. Mullus barbatus L.

CACHO, CHA, a. Bent, crooked, inflected. V
Gacho.

CACHOLAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Cheeks of the masts

CACHONES, sm. pi. Breakers, waves broken by
the shore, or by the rocks and sand-banks.

CACHONDA,.Perra cachonda, A bitch which i&

hot or proud. Cachondas, (Ant.) Slashed

trowsers formerly worn.

CACHONDEZ, sf. (Ant.) Lust, carnal desire.

CACHOPO, sm. 1. Gulph ofthe sea between rocks

2. Trunk or stump of a tree which is dry.

CACHORRENAS, sf. pi. (And.) Sort ofsoap, made
of oil, orange, bread, arid salt.

CACHORRILLO Yrro,sm. 1.A little cub or whelp
2. A young man

;
in contempt. 3. A little

pistol.

CACHORRO, RA, s. 1. Grown whelp or puppy
young of animals. 2. Pocket pistol.

CACHUCHO, sm. 1. Oil-measure containing the

sixth part of a pound. 2. Cartridge. 3. (Ant.)

Clumsy earthen-pot. 4. Place for each arrow
in a quiver.

CACHUELA, sf. Fricassee made ofthe livers and

lights of rabbits.

CACHUELO, sm. (let.) Small river fish resem-

bling an anchovy.
CACHTJLERA, sf. (Mur.) Cavern or place where

any one hides.

CACHUMBO, sm. Kind of hard cocoa wood, of
which rosaries, &c. are made.

CACHUNPE, sf. Paste made of musk, and other

aromatics, which the Chinese carry in their

mouth to strengthen the stomach.

CACHUPIN, sm. A Spaniard who goes and set-

tles in the Indies.

CACICAZGO, sm. Dignity and territory of a Ca-

cicfue or Indian prince.
CACILLO Y CACITO, sm. Small saucepan.
CACIQUE, sm. Prince or nobleman among the

Indians.

CACO, sm. 1. Pick-pocket. 2. A coward.

CACOFONIA, sf. Cacophony, a harsh or unhar-
monious sound.

CACOQUIMIA, sf. Cacochymy, depraved state of
the humours of the human body.

CACOQUIMICO, CA, a. Cacochymical.
CACOQUIMIO, sm. He who suffers melancholy,
which makes him pale and sorrowful.

CADA, part. Every, every one. Cadauno, Each
one. Cada vez, Every time. Cada dia, Every
day. A 1 cada palabra, At evc%

ry word. Dar a
cada uno, To give to every one. Cada qual,

Every one.Cadavez queEvery time that. Ca-
da y quando, Whenever, as soon as.

CADAHALSO, sm. (Ant.) Wooden shade pro-

jecting from a wall.

CADALECHO, sm. Bed made ofbranches of trees,
and much used in the huts of Andalusia.

CADALSO, sm.l.Scaffold raised for the execution
ofmalefactors. 2. Temporary gallery or stage,
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erected for shows or spectators. 3. (Ant.)
Fortification or bulwark made of wood.

CADAI?AL Y CADANEGO, GA, a. Yearly, annual.

CADANERO, RA, a. Annual, which lasts a year.
Muger cadanera, A woman who bears every
year.

CADARZO, sm. Coarse, entangled silk, which
cannot be spun with a wheel.

\DASctJNo, NA, a. (Ant.) V. Cada uno.

CADAVER, sm. Corpse, a dead body.
CADAVERA, sf. 1. Corpse or dead body. 2. Skull,

the bones of the head freed from the flesh.

CADAVERICO, CA, a. Cadaverous, of a pallid
colour.

CADEJO, sm. I. Entangled skein of thread. 2.

Entangled hair. 3. Many threads put toge-
ther to make tassels.

CADENA, sf. 1. Chain, a series of links fastened
one to another. 2. (Met.) Tie caused by pas-
sion or obligation. 3. Mortice, a hole cut into

wood that another piece may be put into it.

4. (Met.) Series of events. 5. Number of ma-
lefactors chained together to be conducted to

the galleys. 6. Bar of iron, with which a wall
is strengthened. 7. Frame of wood put round
the hearth of a kitchen. 8. Treadle of a rib-

bon-weaver's loom. 9. Turning handle which
moves a wheel. Cadena de rocas, Ledge or

ridge of rocks. Cadena depuerto, Boom of a

harbour. Estar en la cadena, To be in prison.
Balas de cadena, Chain-shot. Renunciar la

cadena, To give up all one's effects to get
out of prison.

CADENADO, sm. Padlock. V. Candado.
CADENCI A, sf. 1. Cadence, fall ofthe voice, flow

of verses or periods. 2. (In Dancing) Corre-

spondence ofthe motion of the body with the

music. Hablar en cadencia, To affect the

harmonious flow of rhyme when speaking in

prose.

JADENCIADO, DA, v oso, SA, a. Belonging to a

cadence.

JADENETA, sf. Lace or needle-work wrought
in form of a chain.

Y frA, sf. Small chain. Cadenilla

y media cadenilla, Pearls distinguished by
their size.

ADENTE, a. 1. Decaying, declining, going to

ruin and destruction. 2. Having a correct

modulation in delivering prose or verse.

ER, vn. (Ant.) V. Caer.

ADERA, sf. Hip, the joint of the thigh.

ADERILLAS, sf. pi. Hoops worn by ladies in

full dress.

ADETE, sm. Cadet, a volunteer in the army.
ADILLAR, sm. Place abounding with burdock.

ADILLO ,sm. (Bot.)Common burdock. Arctiurn

lappa L. Cadillos, First threads or fag end of
a web, or the loose threads of the end of a

warp.
ADIZ, sm. Kind of coarse stuff.

, sf. Calamine. V. Calamina.

,
sm. Ferret hole. V. tJuronc.ro,.

I/ADOCE, sm. (let.) Gudgeon. Cyprinus gobio L.

ADOSO 6 CADOZO, sm. (Ant.) Hole or deep
place in a river.

ADCCAMENTE, ad. In a weak, doting manner.

ADUCAR, vn. 1. To dote, to have the intellect

impaired by old age. 2. To be worn out by
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service and use. Caducar el legado 6 eJfidei-

comiso, To become extinct
; applied to a le-

gacy or fiduciary estate.

CADUCEADOR, sm. King at arms, who proclaims
war and peace.

CADUCEO, sm. Herald's staff; caducous.

CADUCIDAD, sf. (For.) State or quality of

being worn out with labour, or debilitated by
age.

CADtJco, CA.a. 1. Worn out with fatigue, senile,

enfeebled by age. decrepit. 2. Perishable, of

short duration. Mai cttduco, Epilepsy.
CADUQOEZ, */. Weakness, last stage of life, se-

nility.

CAEDIZO, ZA, a. Ready to fall, being ofshort du-

ion, or little consistence. Hacer caediza

cosa, To let a thing fall designedly. Pc-

caedizas, Pears dropping from the tree.

C\EDVR\,sf. (Among Weavers) Loose threads

dropping from the weaver's loom when weav-

ing.

CAER, . 1. To fall to the ground, to tumble
down. Caer 6 plomo, To fall flat. 2. To lose

one's situation, fortune, or influence. 3. To
fall into an error or danger. 4. (Met.) To de-

viate from the right road, or to take the wrong
one. 5. (Met.) To fall or become due ; a.s. in-

stalments or payments of debts. 6. To fall to

one's lot. 7. To befall, to happen to, to come
to pass. 8. To die. Caer a esta parte, To be
situated on this side. Caer a la mar, (Naiit.)
To fall overboard. Caer 6 sotavento, To drive

to leeward. Caer en la cuenta, To bethink
one's self. JVo cacr en las cosas, Not to com-

prehend a thing. Caer de sueno. To fall asleep.
Caer bicn a caballo. To sit well on horseback.
Este color cac lien con este otro, This colour is

well matched with the other. Caer de la gra-
tia de alguno, To lose one's favour. Caer en

cama, 6 en la cama, To become sick. Cacr
en alguna cosa. To obtain knowledge of a

thing. Caer cnfalta, To fail in the perform-
ance of one's engagements. Caer en gratia,
6 en gusto, To please, to be agreeable. Caer
la balanza, To be partial. Caerse a pcdazoSjTo
be very fatigued, or very foolish. Caerse de

dnimo,To be dejected. Caerse de risa,To burst
out into laughter. Caerse en flor, To die in

the bloom of age. Al cacr de la, hoja, At the
fall of the leaf, about the end of autumn.
Dexarsccaer alguna cosa en la conversation,
To drop something in the course of conver-
sation. Caer el color, To fade. Caer en nota,
To be disgraced or scandalized. Caer en cHo,
To understand or comprehend a thing. Estar
id cacr. About falling.' ready to fall. Caerselc
a vno alguna cosa de la boca, To use frequent-
ly, to repeat. Caersele a uno la cara de vcr-

gucnza, To blush deeply with shame. va.
To throw down, to cause one to fall.

CAFA, sf. Cotton stuff of various colours and
kinds.

CAFAIU>, sm. Kind of cloth made at Damascus.
CAFAREO, 5m. Abyss.
CAFE. sm. 1. Coffee, berry of the coffee-tree.

Coffea L. 2. Coffee, decoction of roasted
coffee-berries. 3. Coffee-house,

v 6 CAFTAN, sm. Embroidered garment
worn by the chief Turkish officers.

CAFETKRA, sf. 1. Coffee-pot in which coffee is

made. 2. Coffee-service.

CAFETERO, sm. One who makes or sells toffee,
a coffee-man.

CAFILA, sm. 1. Multitude ofpeople, animals, or

other things. 2. Caravan, a troop of merchants
or pilgrims travelling together in Arabia and
Persia.

CAFRE, a. 1. Savage, inhuman
; belonging or

relating to the Cafrees. 2. (Mur.) Clownish,
rude, uncivil.

CAGA-ACEYTE, sm. A little bird whose excre-

ments are of an oily substance.

CAGACHIN,,SW. Kind of gnat orfly. which stains

the clothes of its captor with its dung as soon
as it is taken.

CAGADA, sf. 1. Excrement. 2. Ridiculous ac-

tion, or unfortunate issue.

CAGADERo.sm. Place where people resort tofor

the purpose of exonerating the belly.

CAGADILLO, sm. A sorry little fellow.

CAGADO, sm. A mean-spirited, chicken-hearted

fellow.

CAGAFIERRO, sm. Scoria, dross of iron.

CAGAJON, sm. Dung of mules, horses, or asses.

CAGALAOLLA, sf. One who goes dressed in

trowsers and a mask dancing in processions.

CAGALAR, sm. Tripe.

CAGALERA.S/. Looseness of the body, diarrhoea.

CAGAMEI.OS, sm. Kind of mushroom.

CAGAR, va. 1. To exonerate the belly. 2. (Met.)
To soil, stain, or defile a thing.

CAGAROPA, sm. V. Cagachin.
CAGARRACHE, sm. 1. One who washes the

olives in an oil-mill. 2. Bird of the family of

starlings, with long legs, and of a dark grey
and white colour.

CAGARRIA, sf. Kind of mushroom, called St.

George's agaric. Agaricus georgii L.

CAGARRUTA, sf. Dung of sheep and goats.

CAGATORIO, sm. V. Cagadero.
CAGON, NA, s. 1. Person afflicted with a diarrhoea,

or looseness. 2. Cowardly, timorous person.

CAGUE, sm. (Nadt.) Kaag, a Dutch vessel with
one mast, a kind of bilander.

CAHIZ, sm.. 1. Nominal measure sometimes of

twelve fanegas, or about 12 English bushels.

2. V. Cakizada.
C A in 7.AD A. sf. Tract of land which requires
about one cahiz of grain to be properly sown.

CAIDA, sf. 1. Fall, the act of falling. 2. Decli-

vity, descent. 3. Any thing which hangs down
as hangings, curtains, &c. Caida de la proa,
(Naut.) Casting or falling off. Caida de una

vela, Depth or drop of a sail. Ir 6 andar de

capa caida, (Met.) To decline in fortune and
credit. A 1 la caida de la tarde, At the close

of the evening. A 1 la caida del sol, At sun-

set. pi. 1. That part of a head-dress which

hangs down loose. 2. Coarse wool cut off the

skirts of a fleece.

CAfoos, sm. pi. 1. Rents or annual payments
become due, and not paid. 2. Arrears of

taxes.

CAi>fAN, sm. Alligator, an American crocodile.

CAIMIENTO, sm. I. Lowness of spirits, want of

bodily strength. 2. Fall, the act of falling.

CAI'QUK, .7ra.(Naut.) Kind of skiff or small boat.

CAL, sf. Burnt lime-stone, of which mortar is
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made. Cal viva, Quick or unslaked lime. Ser

de cal y canto, (Met.) To be as strong as if

built with lime and stone.

CAI.A, ff. L (Na6t.) Small bay. 2. Small piece
cut out of a melon, or other fruit, to try its

flavour. 3. Hole made in a wall to try the

thickness of it. 4. Probe, an instrument with

which surgeons search a wound. 5. Injection,
made of soap, oil, and salt, to open the bow-
els. Hacer cala y catu. To examine a thing for

the purpose of ascertaining its quantity and

quality.

CALABACERA, sf. Pumpkin. V. Calabaza.

CAi.ABACERO,.sm.Retailer ofpompions or pump-
kins.

CAI.ABACICA, fi.i.A v ITA, sf. Small pompion.
CALABACILLA, sf. 1 . Piece ofwood turned in the

shape of a gourd, around which a tassel of

silk or worsted is formed. 2. Ear-ring in the

shape of a pear.

CALABACIN,STO. A small,young.tender pumpkin.
CALABACINATE, sm. Fried pumpkins.
CALABACINO,SW. Dry gourd or pumpkin scoop-

ed out, in which wine is carried ; a calabash.

CALABA/A, ff. 1. (Bot.) Pompion, pumpkin or

gourd. Cucurbita L. 2. Calabash. Calabaza

viridtcra, Bottle gourd, which, when dry, is

used for carrying wine or drink. 3. Small but-

ton joining the ring of a key. Dar calabazas,
To reprove, to censure

;
to give a denial

; ap-

plied to a woman who rejects a proposal of

marriage. Tener cciscos de cahibaza, To be sil-

ly.ignorant,or stupid. Nadar sin calabazas,To
swim without pumpkins ; not to need the sup-

port of others, to stand on one's own bottom.
( 'A i. A i: A /.A D \,sf. 1 . Knock with the head against

something. Darse calubazadas, (Met.) To la-

bour in vain for the purpose of ascertaining
something. 2. Liquor drunk out of a calabash.

CAI.AKA/AK, sm. Piece of ground sown or

planted with pompions.
CAI.ABAZATE, sm. Preserved pumpkin candied

with sugar. 2. Piece of a pumpkin steeped in

honey or treacle. 3. Knock of the head against
a wall.

f

CALABA/.ONA, sf. Large winter pumpkin.
CALABOBOS, sm. Small, gentle, continued rain.

CALABO/.AGE, sm. Fee paid by prisoners to the

jailer.

CALABO/.O, sm. 1. Dungeon, a close subterrane-
ous prison. 2. Pruning-hookor pruning-knife.

CALABRIADA,;?/. (Ant.) LA mixture ofdifferent

things. 2. A mixture of white and red wine.

CALABROTK, sm. (Naut.) Stream-cable.

CALACANTO, sm,. (Bot.) Flea-bane.
CA LADA. sf. 1. Rapid flight ofbirds ofprey. 2. In-

troduction. 3. (Ant.) Narrow, crajrgy road. 4.

Reprimand. D.ir nun ca'adfi. To reprimand.
CALADU, sm. Open work in metal, wood, or

linen. CaU'idos, Lace with which women's

jackets were adorned. Calado de ugua,
(Naiit.) Draught of water.

CALADOH, sm. 1 . One who pierces or perforates.
2. (Nai'.t.) Caulking-iron, an iron chisel used

by '"Milkers in working oakum into the seams
or shakes of ships. 3. Probe, a surgeon's in-

strument.

CAI.ADRK, sf. A bird belonging to the family of
larks.
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CALAFATE Y CALAFATF.ADOR, 5m. Caulker, a
workman employed in caulking ships. .

CALAFATEADURA. sf. Caulking.
CALAFATERIA. sf. The act of caulking.
CAT.AFATEAR Y CALAFF.TEAR, ra. (Naut.) To

fill up the seams or shakes of a ship with

oakum, pitch. <fec. to caulk or calk.

CALAFETIN, sm. Calker's boy or mate.

CALAFRAGA,S/". (Bot.) Saxifrage. Saxifraga L.

CALAGE, sm. (Arag.) Chest, trunk, or coffer.

CAL AGO/O, sm. Bill or hedging hook. [ing.

CALAGRANA, sf. Kind of grape only fit for eat-

CALAGUALA, sf, A thick red root common in

Peru. [of Calahorra.

CALAGURRITANO, NA, a. Belonging to the city
CALAHORRA, sf. A public office where bread is

distributed in times of scarcity. [scl.

CALALUZ, sm. (Naiit.) Kind of East Indian ves-

CALAMACO,sm. Calimanco, woollen stuff, with a

glossy surface. Cala macosflorcc'idos,Flowered
calimancoes. Calamacos lisas, Plain caliman-
coes. Calamacos rayados, Striped caliman-
coes.

CALAMAR,STW. (let.) Sea-sleeve, calamary, afish

which, when pursued, emits a black liquor,
and thus effects its escape. Sepia loligo L.

CALAMBRE, sm. Spasm, cramp, an involuntary
contraction of the fibres and muscles.

CALAMBUCO. sm. (Bot.) Calambac wood, the

aromatic aloes.

CALAMENTO 6 CALAMINTA, s. (Bot.) Mountain-
balm or calamint. Melissa officinalis L.

CALAMIDAD, sf. Misfortune, calamity.
CALAMINA 6 PIEDRA CALAMINAR, sf. Calamino,

zinc ore, or lapis calaminaris, a mineral which,
when mixed with copper, forms brass.

CALAMITA, sf. L Loadstone. 2. V. Catamite.

CAJ. \ni.TE, sm. Kind of small green frog, which
resides among reeds, and does not croak.

CALAMITOSAMENTE, ad. unfortunately, disas-

trously, [wretched.
CALAMITOSO, SA, a. Calamitous, unfortunate,

CALAMO, sm. 1. Reed. Culumo aromdtico, Sweet

cane, sweet flag. Acorus calamus L. 2. Pen.

Cc'.lamo currente. (Vox. Lat.) Off hand, in

haste. 3. Sort of flute.

CALAMOCAMO. a. Estar 6 ir calainocano, To be

somewhat fuddled : it is also applied to old

men who begin to droop. [of a house.

CALAMOCO. sm. Icicle hanging from the eaves

CALAMON, sm. L (Orn.) Purple water-hen, or

gallinule. Fulica porphyrio L. 2. Round-
headed nail. 3. Stay which supports the beam
of an oil-mill.

CALAMORRA, sf. (Bax.) The head.

CAI.AMOURADA, sf. Butt, a stroke with th.3 head

of horned cattle. [horned animals.

CALAMORRAR, ra. To strike with the head, as

CALANDRAJO. sm. 1. Rag hanging down from a

garment. 2. Ragamuffin ;
a mean, paltry

fellow.

CALANDRIA, sf. L (Orn.) Buntin. calendar lark.

Alauda calendra L. 2. Calender, a press in

which clothiers smooth their cloth.

CAT.ANIS, sm. (Bot.) V. Ccilamo aromritico.

CALAJJA, s/. 1. Pattern, sample. 2. Character,

quality. Es hombre dc lucna 6 ma 1
.','

He is a good or ill-natured man. Es una cosa

de mala calana, It is a bad thing.
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CALAHATILLO, sin. Maggot or worm prejudicial
to corn and fruit.

CALA!R, va. 1. To penetrate, to pierce. 2. (Met.)
To discover a

design,
to comprehend the

meaning or cause ot a thing. 3. To put, to

place. 4. To imitate net or laca work in linen

or cotton. Calar el timon, (Naut.) To hang
the rudder. Calar el palo tie un mi.rio, (Naiit.)

To step a mast. Calar el can de un anna dc

fue<ro, To cock a gun. Calar el melon, 6 la

siinthiij To cut, a piece of a melon to try its

flavour. Calar elpuente, To let down a draw-

bridge. Calar la bayone.ta, (Mil.) To fix the

bayonet. Calar la cuerda, (Mil.) To apply the

match to a cannon. Calar las cubas, To gage
barrel or cask. Calar el sombrero en la ca-

za hasta las ccjas, To press the hat down
the eyebrows. vn. To sink into the wa-

ter. Calar tantos pies, (Naut.) To draw so

many feet water. vr. I. To enter, to intro-

duce one's self. 2. To stoop, to dart down on

prey. Calarse, el falcon sobre Ins aves, To
dart or pounce on the game ; spoken of a

hawk.

CALAR,a.Calcareous,abounding with limestone.

CALAVERA, sf. I. Skull, the bones of the head.

2. (Met.) Blockhead, stupid fellow, dolt.

CALAVERAUA, sf. Ridiculous, foolish, or ill-

judged action.

CALAVKREAR, vn. To act in a foolish manner,
to proceed without judgment.

CAI.AVERII.LA v CALAVERITA,S/.I. Little skull.

2. (Met.) Little crazy fellow, [or chesnuts.

CALBOTE, s?n. (Extrem.) Bread made of acorns

CALCAMAR..STO. Sea-fowl on the coast of Brasil.

CALCANA"L 6 CALCANAR, sin. Heel-bone, the

hindermost part and basis of the foot. Tencr
el scso en los calcanarcs, To have one's brains

in the heels ;
to be stupid.

CALCANEO, sm. The heel.

CALCANUELO, sm. A disease of bees.

CALCE, sm. 1. One of the iron plates nailed

round the felloes of wheels. 2. (Naut.) Top.
3. (Ant.) Cup, a chalice. 4. (Ant.) Small ca-

nal to convey water for irrigation.

CALCEDOMA, sf. Chalcedony, a precious stone

CALCES, sm. (Naut.) Mast-head.
CALCETA, sf. I. Under stocking, generally made

of thread. 2. (Met.) Fetters or shackles worn

by criminals.

CALCETERIA, sf. 1. Hosier's shop where thread

stockings are sold. 2. Trade of a hosier.

CALCETERO, RA, 5. One who makes, mends, or

sells thread stockings.
CALCETON,sm.Large stocking worn under boots
CALCIDE 6 CALCIDES, sf. Kind of pilchards.

CALCILLA, sf. Small stocking. [sand
CALCI.VA, sf. Mortar, a mixture of lime and

CAXCINACION, sf. Calcination, pulverizing by
fire. [ble by means of fire

CA'LciN*AR,r<7. To calcine, to render bodies fria-

CALCOGRAFIA, sf. Chalcography, art of en-

CALCOGRAFO, sm. Engraver. [graving
CALCULABLE, a. Calculable.

CALcuLACiox.s/.Calculation, the act ofreckon-

ing, the result of arithmetical operations.

CALCULATOR, sm. Calculator, accomptant.
CALCULAR, va. To calculate, to reckon, to com

pute, to cast up.
18

CAI.CULO, sm. 1. Calcule, computation, the re-

sult of an arithmetical operation. 2. (Med.)

Calculus, a stone in the bladder. 3. Small

stone used by the ancients in forming arith-

metical operations.

CALDA, sf. 1. Warmth, heat. 2. Act of warming
or heating. Cdldas, Hot baths.

CALDARIA., Ley Caldaria, Water ordeal, by
which the innocence of a person accused was
considered as being fully proved, by his draw-

ing his arm unscalded out of a caldron of

boiling water.

CALDEAR, xa. J. To weld iron, and render it

fit to be forged. 2. To warm, to heat.

CALDEO, sm. The language of Chaldea.

CALUKRA, sf. Caldron, a pot, kettle, or boiler.

Caldera de xalon, Soap boiler ; place where

soap is made and sold. Caldera de pcro bo-

tero, (Vulg.) Davy's locker, hell.

CALUERADA, sf. A caldron full, a copper full.

ALUERERfA, sf. 1. Brazier's shop, where cal-

drons and coppers are made and sold. 2. Trade
of a brazier.

CALDERERO, sm. 1 . Brazier, one who makes and
sells copper and brass ware. 2. Tinker, who
goes about mending or brazing vessels. 3.

(Among Wool-washers) One that is charged
with keeping the fire constantly burning un-

der the copper or boiler.

CALDERETA, sf.l. Small caldron, a kettle, a pot,
Caldercta de agua bendila, Holy-water pot.
2. Kettle full. Caldercta de pescado gtiisado,
Kettle full of slewed fish.

CALDERico v CAi.DERfLLA, 5. (Dim.) A small

kettle.

CALUERfLLA, sf. (Dim.) 1. Holy-water pot. 2.

Copper coin,, worth 2, 4, and 8 maravedis. 3.

The lowermost part of a well where the wa-
ter is collected, and which has the shape of

a caldron.

C ALDERO, sm.'l. A caldron or boiler in the form
of a bucket, a copper. 2. Caldero hornillo,

Pan, stove. Caldero de brca, (Naut.) Pitch

kettle. Caldero del equipage, (Naut.) Mess
kettle.

CALUEROIT, sm. 1. Large caldron or kettle. 2.

Mark of a thousand 9. 3. (Imprent.) Para-

graph TF. 4. (Mus.) Sign denoting a suspen-
sion of the instruments.

CALDERUELA, sf. 1. Small kettle. 2. Small pot
or dark lanthorn, used by sportsmen to drive

partridges into the net.

CALDILLO Y CALDITO, sm. Sauce of a ragout
or fricassee, light broth.

CALDO, sm. Water in which meat has been

boiled, broth. Caldos, Wine, oil, and all spi-
rituous liquors exported by sea. Caldos sul-

cidos. Pressed juice of herbs. Revolver caldos,

(Met.) To excite disturbances, to stir up com-
motions. Caldo alteradoj Alterative broth,

generally made of veal, partridges, frogs,

vipers, and various herbs.

CALDOSO, SA, a. Having plenty of broth.

CALDUCHO, sm. (Bax.) Plenty of broth ill-sea-

soned and without substance, hog-wash.
CALECER, xa. V. Calcninr.

CALECICO, sm. Small chalice.

CALEFACCION, sf. Calefaction, the act of wann-
ino- one's self

;
the state of being warmed.
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CALEFACTORIO, 57/1. Stove or place in convents,

designed for people to warm themselves.

CALKMBtfo, sm. Kind of Indian tree.

CAI.ENCAS, sf. Kind of East India calico.

CATENDA, sf. Martyrology ,
a book which treats

of the acts of the saints ofthe day. Calendas,
Calends, first day of every month.

CALENDAR, va. (Ant.) To date.

CAF.KNDARIO, sm. \. Almanac, calendar. 2.

Date. Haccr calendarios, (Met.) To make al-

manacs
; to muse, to be thoughtful, [term.

CAI.KNDATA, sf. (Ant.) Date. An Arragon law

CAI,ENDULA, sf. (Bot.) Wild marygold. Calen-
dula arvensis L. Calendula afpina, (Bot.)

Leopard's bane. Arnica montana L.

CAI.KXTADOK, sin. 1. One who warms or heats.

2. Warming-pan. 3. Watch of too large a size.

CAI.KNTAMIENTO.SW. 1. Calefaction, the act of

warming or heating. 2. Disease incidental to

horses, and occasioned by hard working.
CALFNTAR, va.. \ . To warm, to heat. 2. To roll

and heat a ball in one's hand before it is played.
3. (Met.) To urge, to press forward, to de-

spatch speedily. Calcntar d alguno lasorejas,
To chide or reprove one severely. Calcntar d

alguno ci asicnto n la silla, To become tire-

some by making too long a visit. Calcntar d
homo, (In Cant Language) To overheat one's

noddle, to drink too much spirituous liquor.
Tr. 1. To be hot or proud ; applied to beasts.

2. To dispute warmly, to bo hurried along by
the ardour of debate. Calentarscle d. uno la

boca, To speak incoherently from excessive
ardour. [take a bit of a warning.

CAI.KNTON, sm. Darsc im calcnton, (Fain.) To
CAT-KNTUKA, sf. 1. A fever. 2. Warmth, gentle

heat. Calcnhira dc polla por comer gullina, A
pretended sickness, to be well treated and ex-

cused from work. El. nrgocionolc dafrio ni

catrntura, He takes the business extremely
coolly, or with great indifference.

CAI.KNTURIENTO, TA, a. Feverish or feverous;

tending to produce a fever.

CAI.ENTURII.I.A, sf. Slight fever.

CAI.RNTURON, sm. Violent fever. [ry.

CAI.KPINO, sm. (Vulg.) Vocabulary, dictiona-

CAI.KR, v. impcrs. (Ant.) To behove.

CAI.ERA, sf. Lime-kiln.

CAI.KRIA, sf. House, place, or street, where
lime is burnt and sold. [of lime.

CAI.KKO, RA, a. Calcareous, having the nature

CAI.ERO, sm. One who breaks and burns lime-
stone, [wheels, and drawn by two mules.

CAI.ESA, sf. Calash, a Spanish chaise with two
CAI.KSERO, sm. Driver of a calash.

CAI.KSIN, sm. Single horse chaise.

CALKSINERO, sm. Owner or driver of a single
horse chaise.

C A LET A, sf. (Naut.) Cove, creek, a small bay.
CALETRK,S/. 1. Understanding, judgment, dis-

cernment. 2. (In abusive Language) The
head.

CAM, sm. (Qnim.) V. Jt'lcali.

CAMBiTA/s/rt. Inhabitant of a hut.

CAMBRAR, xa. To examine the caliber ofa ball

or fire-arm.

CAI.IBRK, sm. 1. Dimensions and diameter of a
ball. 2. Caliber or dimensions of the bore of a
cannon or other fire-arm. 3. Diameter of a
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column. Scr de liven 6 mal calibre^ To be of
a good or bad quality.

CAI.ICK, (Ant.) V. Caliz.

CAI.ICHK, sm. Pebble or small piece of lime-

stone accidentally introduced into a brick or
tile at the time of its being burnt. [India.

CAMCUD 6 CAi.icuT,s/.Silk stuffimported from
CAM DA n, sf. 1 . Quality, the nature or property

of a thing relatively considered. 2. Impor-
tance or consequence of a thing. 3. Condi-
tions or terms of an agreement. 4. (Ant.)

Heat, warmth. Dincros son calidad, (Met.)

Money is superior to nobility. Calidadcs,
Conditions in playing a game.

CAI.IUE/, sf. Heat.

CAMDO, DA, a. 1. Hot, piquant. Es cfilida la

pimicnta, The pepper is hot. 2. Crafty, artful.

CAMF.NTAR, V. Calcntar.

CAMENTK, a. Warm, hot, scalding. Hierro ca-

licntc, Red hot iron. Tcner la sangre calicn-

f.c, (Met.) To face dangers with great spirit.

En calicntc, Piping hot, on the spot, imme-

diately, instantaneously.

CAI.IETA, sf. Kind ofmushroom growing at the

foot of the juniper tree.

CAI.IKA, sm. Calif or caliph, successor ; a title

assumed by the princes successors ofMoham-
CAMFATO, sm. The dignity of caliph. [med.
CAMKICACION, sf. 1. Qualification. 2. Judg-
ment, censure. 3. Proof.

CAMKICADO, o\, a. Qualified, authorised.

CAMKICADOR, SM. l.One who is qualified to say
and do something. 2. Calijicador del sunto

flficio..Officer of the Inquisition, appointed to

examine books and writings.

CAI.IKICAR, va. 1. To qualify, to render a thing
fit for the purpose to which it is intended. 2.

Te authori/c, to empower. 3. To certify, to

attest. 4. To illustrate, to ennoble. vr. To
prove one's noble birth atid descent according
to law. [the Roman soldiers.

CAM'GA,S/. A kind of leather half boots worn by
CAI.IGIMDAD, V. Obscuridad.

CAMGINOSO, SA, a. J. Dark, cloudy. 2. Intricate,

difficult to be understood.

CAi.fi.i.A, sf. A slight injection, made of soap,

oil, and salt, to relieve the bowels.

CAMMACO, sm. V. C'alamaco. [sembling lead.

CAI.IN, sm. Kind of metallic composition re-

CALINA, sf. Thick vapour, resembling a mist or

fog. [Indies.

CAI.II'EDK'S, sm. A tardigrade animal of the

CAi.i/,57rt. 1. Chalice, a cup used in acts of wor-

ship. 2. Bitter cup of grief and affliction. 3.

Calix, the outwardfccover of the petals of

flowers.

CAI.I/.O, /A, a. Calcareous, limy. [ly.

CAM.A CAI.I.ANDO, ad. Privately, secretly ,tacit-

CAI.I.ADA, sf. Dish of tripe, [noise, privately.
DK CAM.ADA, 6 A I.AS CAI.T.ADAS, ad. Without

CAIJ.ADAMENTK. ad. Silently, tacitly, secretly,

privately, in a reserved manner.

CAI.I.ADARIO, sf. Red or black cotton stuff,

which comes from Bengal.
CAM.A no, DA, . 1. Silent, reserved. 2. Discreet.

CAI.I.AMIKNTO, sm. Act of imposing or keeping
silence. [low voice.

CAM.AMHCO, CA, Y CAI.T.ANDITO, TA, . In a

CAM,AK, vn. 1. To keep silence, to be silent,not
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to utter a syllable. 2. To omit speaking of a

thing, to pass it over in silence
; to cease sing-

ing, spoken of birds. 3. To dissemble, to pre-
tend not to have heard what was said. 4.

(Poet.) To abate, to become moderate, to grow
calm ; applied to the wind or sea. Collar su

pico, To hold one's tongue, to pretend not to

nave heard or seen any thing or the matter in

question. Buen callar se pierde, Check thy
own vices and proclaim not those of others.

Matalas callando, By crafty silence he obtains

his ends. La muger y la pera. la qiie calla es

buena. (Prov.) A silent woman and a silent

Elum
are best. Qtiien calla otorga, (Prov.) Si-

)nce implies consent. Calle cl que did y hable

el que tomd, (Prov.) Let the giver be silent,

and the receiver loud with gratitude. Corta-

picos y callares, Be silent
;
an advice to chil-

dren not to be talkers, or to ask improper
questions. vr. (Ant.) To be silent.

CA.LLE, */. 1. Street, paved way between two
rows of houses. 2. Pretext or pretence. 3.

(Joe.) Gullet. Calle de drbolcs, Alley or walk
in a garden. Boca de callc, Entrance of a

street. Calle de hombrcs, Street crowded
with people. Calle mayor, Main or leading
street. Calle pasagcra, Thoroughfare. Calle

sin salida, Blind alley without a thoroughfare.
Calle traricsa, Cross-street. Mborotar la

calle, To cause an uproar in the street, to

disturb the public tranquillity. Azotar la cal-

le, To walk the streets, to loiter about. Cal-

le hita, To go from house to house. Dexar a
uno en la calle, To strip one of his all. Echar

algun secreto en la calle, To proclaim a secret

in the streets. Hacer callc, To make way, to

clear the passage ; (Met.) To overcome diffi-

culties. Llcvarsede callesalguna cosa, (Met.)
To carry every thing before one. Qucdar en la

calle, To be in the utmost distress. Scr buena
una cosa solo para cchada a la calle, Not to be
worth keeping. Calles piiblicas, The public
streets.

CALLEAR, va. To clear the walks in the vineyard
of the loose branches which run across them.

CALLEJA, sf. V. Callejutta.

CALLEJEAR, va. To walk the streets, to loiter

about, the streets.

CALLEJERO,RA, s. Street walker, one who loiters

about the streets.

C^LLEJO y CALLEYO, sm. (Burg.) Pit made by
sportsmen, into which the game falls when
pursued.

CALLEJON, sm. 1. Narrow lane between two
walls. 2. Narrow pass between mountains.

Callcjon dc c0ra&a*e,(Naut.) Orlop-gang-way.
CALLEJONCILLO, sm. A little narrow passage.
CALLEJUELA, sf. 1. Lane or narrow passage,
with houses on each side, which runs across
the main streets. 2. (Met.) Shift, subterfuge,
evasion. Dar pan y callejuela, To help one
in his flight. Todo sc sabc, hasta lo de la cal-

lejuela, In time every thing comes to light.

CALLEMANDRA, sf. Kind of woollen stuff with a

glossy surface, like calamanco.

CALLIAXTO, TA, a. Having swelling welts or

borders, applied to horse shoes.

CALL^ZO, sm. V. Callejon y Callejuela.
CXi.Lo, sm. 1. Hard or callous substance raised

on the hands or feet, a corn, a wen. 2. Ex-

tremity of a horse's shoe. Cdllo, Tripes, the
intestines of black cattle, calves, and sheep.
Hacer d tcner callos, (Met.) To harden the
hands by labour.

GALLON, sm. \. Big corn or wen. 2. (Among
Shoemakers) Rubber,a whetstone for smooth-

ing the blades of awls.

CALLOSIDA^D, sf. Callosity, callousness.

CALLOSO, SA, a. Callous, having a hard thick

skin. [cocoa trees.

CALLotr, sm. Wine extracted from palms and
CALM A, sf. 1. (Naut.) A calm

;
settled still wea-

ther. 2. (Met.) Suspension ofbusiness, cessa-

tion of pain. Ticrras cdlmas, Flat, bleak

country, without trees. En calma, (Naut.)
Smooth sea. [dyne.

CALMJ(.NTE, p. y s. Mitigating; narcotic, ano-

CALM^R, vn. 1. To fall calm, to be becalmed.
2. (Met.) To be pacified or appeased.

CALMOSO, SA, a. 1. Calm. 2. (Met.) Tranquil.
CALOCA.R, sm. Kind of white earth or clay.

CALOCHA, sf. Clog, or wooden shoe.

CALOFRI!DO, DA, a. Chilly, shiverinjr
with cold.

CALOFRI.X.RSE vCALOSFRi.4RSE,rr. To be chilly,
to shudder or shiver with cold, to be feverish.

CALOFRIO v CALOSFRIO, sm. Indisposition, at-

tended with shivering and an unnatural heat.

CALOMA, sf. (Naut.) Singing out of sailors when
they haul a rope.

CALONGIA, sf. House of canons. V. Canongia.
CALONIAR, va. To fine, to impose a pecuniary

penalty.
CALONA, sf. 1. V. Calumnia. 2. Fine or pecu-

niary punishment for calumniating.
CALOR, sm. 1. Heat, a sensation excited by fire

2. (Met.) Warmth, ardour, fervour ; applied
to sentiments and actions. 3. Brunt of an ac-

tion or engagement, where the conflict is most
violent or severe. Dar color d la cmpresa,
To encourage an undertaking. Dar color,

(Among Tanners) To raise the colour of a,

hide by heating it over the fire. Gastdr el ca-

lor natural en alguna cosa, (Met.) To pay
more attention to a business or affair than it

is worth.

CALOROSO, SA, a. V. Caluroso.

CALOSTRO, sm. Colostrum, the first milk given
by the fomale after bringing forth her young.

CALOTO, sm. A metal, brought from Pompayan,
in America, to which the vulgar attribute pe-
culiar virtues, and therefore frequently mix
it with the tongue of bells.

CALpiz^uE, sm. Rent-gatherer, a steward.

CALSECO, CA, a. (Ant.) Cured with lime.

CALUMBRECERSE, vr. (Ant.) To grow mouldy.
CAL^MXIA Y CALIJNIA, sf. Calumny, false

charge, slander. Jjfianzar dc calumnia, (For.)
To oblige the accuser to prove his allegations
under the legal penalties.

CALUMNIADOR, RA, s. Calumniator, a slanderer.

CALUMNI^R, ra. To calumniate, to slander, to

accuse falsely. [slanderous manner.

CALUMNIOSAMENTE, ad. In a calumnious or

CALUMNIOSO, SA, a. Calumnious, slanderous.

CALUROSAMENTE, ad. Warmly, ardently.

CALUROSO, SA, a. 1. Warm, hot. 2. Heating,
communicating or exciting heat.

CALVA, sf. 1. Bald crown of the head, bald pate
139
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2. Game among country people, in which

they knock one stone against another. Cal-

va de almete, Crest of a helmet.

CALVAR, va. I. To hit a stone in the game of

Calva. 2. (Ant.) To impose upon one, to de-

ceive.

CALVARIO, sm. 1. (Met. y Fam.) Debts, tally,

score. 2. Place where the bones of the dead

are deposited, a charnel-house. 3. Calvary.
hill or elevation on which are crosses repre-

senting the stations at MounJ Calvary.

CALVATRUENO, sm. 1. Baldness, extending over

the whole head. 2. (Met.) Blockhead.

CALVA\ZA, sf. Large bald pate.

CALVERO, CALVIJAR, Y CALVITAR, sm. Piece of

barren ground situated among fruitful lands.

CALVETE, sm. Little bald pate, when a small

part of the head only is bald.

CALVEZ, sf. Baldness, want of hair on the head.

CALVILLA, sf. Little baldness*.

CALVINISTA, sm. Calvinist, a follower of Calvin.

CALVO, VA, a. 1. Bald, without hair on the head.

2. Barren, uncultivated ; applied to ground
situated among fruitful lands. Ticrra calra,

Barren soil, without any trees or other plants.

CALYS, sf. (Bot.) Alkauet or orchanet.

CALZAS, sf.pl. 1 . Long loose breeches, trousers.

2. HosejStockings. Calzas acuch/lladas, Slash-

ed trousers. Colzas bermejas, Red stockings,

formerly worn by noblemen. Colza de arena,

Bag filled with sand, with which malefactors

were formerly chastised. Medias colzas, Short

stockings, which were formerly worn, and
reached only up to the knees. En calzas y

julon, (Met.) In an odd or imperfect state

'Erharlc unit calza a alguno, To point out a

person, to be guarded against- Meter en una

ralza, (Met.) To screw up a person, to put
him on-his mettle. Tomur las calzas tic, villa-

diego, To make a precipitate flight or escape
Hombre dc calzas atacadas, (Met.) A rigic
observer of old customs.

CALZADA, sf. Causey or Causeway, a paved
high-way.

CAI.ZADERA, sf. Hempen cord for fastening the

abarcas, a coarse kind of shoes.

CALZADILLO 6 CALZADITO, sm. Small shoe.

CALZADO, sm. 1. All sorts of shoes, sandals, or

other coverings of the feet. 2. Horse which
has got four white feet. Calzados~, All articles

serving to cover the legs and feet. Trdemc
los calzados, Bring me my stockings, garters,
shoes.

CALZADOR, sm. 1. Leather or horn used to draw

up the hind quarters of tight shoes. 2. En-
trar con cahador, (Met.) To find great dif-

ficulties in entering a place.

CALZADURA, sf. \. Act of putting on the shoes.

2. Felloe of a cart wheel. 3. Drink money,

enemy with the utmost vigour. Calzar los

guantes, To put on gloves. Calzar las mesas,
To secure tables by putting bits of thin boards
under them to make them stand fast. Calzar
el ancla, (Naut.) To shoe the anchor. Calzar
los drboles, To cover the roots of trees with
fresh earth. Calzar anclia, (Met.) Not to be

very nice and scrupulous. Calzdrse d alguno,
(Met.) To govern or manage a person. Cal-

zarse los cstfibos, To thrust the feet too far

into the stirrups. El que primero llega, esc

la calza, (Prov.) First come first served.

CALZATREFAS, sf. (Ant.) Snare, trap.

CAL/O, sm. V. Calce. Cdlzos, (Naut.) Boat-

scantlings, skids.

CALZON, sm. Ombre, a game at cards. pi. 1.

Breeches, small clothes. Calzones marinerds,
Trowsers, long breeches worn by sailors. 2.

(Naut.) Goose-wings : to make goose-wings
of the main and fore-sail, is to haul and furl

them in such a manner, that while the bunt
is reefed to the yard, the foot and wings may
still catch the wind.

CAT.ZONAZO, sm. Big pair of breeches. Es un
calzonazo, (Met.) He is a weak soft fellow.

CALZONCILLOS, sm. pi. 1. Linen drawers .

under breeches. 2. Ombre, a game at en

CAMA, sf. 1. Bed, couch, a place of repose.
Cama con ruedas, A truck-bed. 2. Bed-hang-
ings and furniture. 3. Seat or couch of wild'

beasts, c. g. the form of a hare, the burrows
of rabbits,' &c. 4. Chest or body of a cart. f>.

Cama del arado, The piece of wood in a

plough which connects the plough-share with
the beam, the sheath. G. Cama del w;lon,
The part, ofa melon which touches the ground .

7. Piece ofwood which strengthens the posts
of a wine press. 8. (Ant.) The grave. 9. Slice

of meat put upon another to be both dressed

together. 10. Every lay of tallow or wax put
on candles when making. 11. Branch of a

bridle to which the reins are fastened. I'J.

Piece of cloth cut slopewise, to be joined to

another, to make a round cloak. 13. (Amovfg
Gardeners) Layer of dung and earth for rais-

ing plants. 14. (In Mints) Box or case wood
which contains the dye. 15. (In Conchology)
Stratum or layer of small shells. Ilaccr

cama, To keep one's bed, to be confined to

one's bed on account of sickness, tfticcr la

cama, To make up the bed. Hacerle la cama
d alguno 6 d alguna cosa, (Met.) To pave
the way for a person or thing.

CAMADA, sf. Brood of young animals, a litter.

Camada de ladrones, Den of thieves, a nest

of rogues.
CAMAFEO, sm. Cameo, a gem on which figures

are engraved in basso-relievo.

given to shoemakers for fitting on new
shoes.

CALZAR, va .1. To put on shoes. 2. To strengthen
with iron or wood. 3. To scoat or scotch, to

stop a wheel by putting a stone or piece of

wood under it before. 4. To carry a ball of a

determined size
; applied to fire arms. Calzar

CAMAL, sm. 1. Hempen halter. 2. Chain for

slaves.

CAMALEON, sm. Chameleon. Lacerta Chame-
leon L. Camaleon bianco, (Bot.) White car-

line thistle. Carlina acaulis L. Camaleon

negro, (Bot.) Black carlinc thistle. Calina

corymbosa L.

CAMALKOPARDO, sm. Cameleopard, an ani-

las herramicntas, To put a steel edge to iron mal taller than a camel, and spotted like a

tools. Calzar las espuelns, To put on spurs.; leopard.
Calzar cspuclas al encmi"o

t
To pursue the|CAMABiiLA.s/.(Bot.)CUamomile. V.Manzanilla.
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M-LA, sf. Chaplet or rosary of one or

three decades. Tener muchas camdndulas,
(Iron.) To make uso of many tricks and ar-

tifices, to shuffle.

T VMAMIULENSE. . Belonging to the religious
order ofCamandula, or reformed Benedictine.

:>I:LERO, RA, a. Y s. Full of tricks and

artifices, dissembling, hypocritical.

CAMANO.NCA, sf. Kind of stuff formerly used for

linings.
CAM AKA, sf. 1 . Hall or principal apartment ofa

house. 2. Alcove, part of a chamber separated

by an estrade. 3. Granary, a storehouse of
threshed corn. 4. Stool, evacuation by stool.

5. (Naut.) Cabin of a ship. 6. Cdmara alta.

(Nadt.) Roundhouse of a ship. 7. Chamber
in a mine. 8. Chamber of great guns and
other fire-arms. 9. Residence of the king and
.court. Cdmara, del rcif, The room in which
the king holds a levee for the gentlemen of
the bed-chamber

; exchequer ; or royal aca-

demy. Cdmara alta 6 de los pares, The house
of lords. Cdmara laxa 6 de los comunes, The
house of commons. Cdmara de ciudad, rilla,
u l/irur, (Ant.) V. Concejo d Jlyujitamienlo .

Cdmara dc CastiUa, Supreme council, which
consists of the president or governor of that

of Castile and other ministers. Philip II. in

1588, erected it into a council. Moza de cd-

mara, Chamber-maid.
CAM AKADA, sf.l. Comrade,partner, companion.

2. Society or company of people united ;
as-

sembly. 3. (Ant.) Battery. Camaradas dc

rancho, Messmates. Camaradas de navio,

Shipmates.
CAMAKAGE, sm. Granary rent, hire for a gra-

nary.
CAMARANCHON,S/M. Garret,the uppermost room

in a house, where lumber is kept.
CAM A.R ERA, */. 1. Head waiting-maid in great

houses. 2. Keeper of the queen's wardrobe.

CAMARERIA, sf. Place and employment of a
valet de chambre.

CAMARERO, sm. 1. Valet de chambre, the first

man-servant in great houses.
'

2. Steward or

keo-per of stores. 3. Lord chamberlain.

KTA, .<?/". Small bed-chamber.

CAMARIENTO, TA, a. Troubled with a diarrhoea.
or looseness of body.

CAMARILLA, sf. 1. Small room. 2. (In public
Schools) The room where boys are flogged.

COIAIUN, .>///. i. Place behind an altar where,
the images are dressed, and the ornaments!
destined for that purpose are kept. 2. Closet.
3. A lady's dressing-room. 4.(Ant.) Conclave.

CAMARINA,
.<</'. Copse, short wood, a low shrub.

CAM ARISTA, sm. I. Minister of state, and mem-
ber of the privy council of Castile and the

. Indies. 2. (Ant.) Guest who has a room to

himself, without having any intercourse with
the rest of the family. 3. Maid of honour to
the queen and the infantas of Spain.

(JAMA RITA, sf. Small chamber or room. [ber.
CAMARLENGO. 5771. (Ar.) Lord of the bed-cham-
CAM ARON.5/71. (let.) Shrimp. Cancer crangon L.

N-ERO. sm. One who catches or sells
shrim

AMAROT
a birth.

sm. (Naut.) Room on board a shin

,
s~n. Nickname jocularly applied

to any person.
CAMASTRO, sm. Poor miserable bed.

CAMASTRON, sm. Sly artful fellow.

CAMASTRONAy.o,sm. Great impostor, hypocrite,
or dissembler.

CAMATONES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Iron fastenings by
which the shrouds are attached to a ship's
sides.

CAMBALACHE, sm. Traffic by exchange, barter.

CAMBALACHEAR, CAMBALECHAR v CAMALA-
CHAR, va. To barter, to exchange one thing
for another.

CAMBALEO, sm. An ancient company of come-
dians consisting of five men and a woman.

CAMBAS, sf.pl. Pieces put into a cloak, or other

round garment, to make it hang round.

CAMBAYAS, sf. pi. Kind of cotton stuff which
comes from Bengal.

CAMBIABLE, a. Fit to be bartered or exchanged.
CAMBIADOR, sm. 1. One who barters or tramcs

by exchanging one thing for another. 2. Tra-
der in money, a banker ; money-changer.

CAMBIAMIENTO, sm. Change, alteration.

CAMBIANTE, a. Bartering, exchanging.
CAMBIANTE, 577?. Variety of hues exhibited by

cloth of various colours, according to the

manner in which the light is reflected. Cam-
'biante de letras, A banker.

CAMBIAR,#. 1. To barter,to exchange one thing
for another. 2. To change, to alter. Cambiar
de mano, To change from the one side to the

other ; applied to horses. 3. To give or take

money on bills, to negotiate bills and exchange
them for money. 4. To transfer, to make over,
to remove. Cambiar las velas, (Naut.) To
shift the sails. Cambiar la comida, (Better
vomitar la comida) To bring up the victuals.

Cambiar el seso, (Ant.) To lose one's senses.

5. To carry on the business of a banker.

vr. To be translated or transferred.

CAMBIJA, sf. 1. Reservoir, basin of water. 2.

Perpendicular line intersecting another. 3.

Square, an instrument made to measure and
describe right angles.

CAMBIL, sm. (Ant.) An old kind of medicine.

CAMBio,sm. 1. Barter, exchange ofone thing for

another. 2. Giving or taking of bills of ex-

change. 3. Rise and fall of the course of ex-

change. 4 Public or private bank. 5. Compen-
sation. 6. Certain humour contained in the

small veins ofan animal. 7. Return ofa favour,

recompense. Cambio scco, Usurious contract;
accommodation bill. Dar 6 tomar d cambio,
To lend or borrow money on interest. Cam-
bio por letras, Trade in bills of exchange.

CAMBISTA, sm. Banker, trader in money.
CAMBIUNTE, sm. A kind of camblet.

CAMERA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cdmara 6 Quarto.

CAMBRA>, sm. Cambric, kind of fine linen, first

manufactured at Cambray.
CAMBRAYAdo, DA, . Resembling cambric.

CAMBRAYON, sm. Coarse cambric.

CAMERON, sm. (Bot.) Buckthorn. Rhamnus ca-

tharticus L.

CAMBRONAL, sm. Thicket of briers, brambles,
and thorns.

CAMBRONERA, sf. (Bot.) Thorn, brambles. Cam-
brontra Jtfricana, (Bot.) African buckthorn
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i, sm. (Bot.) American myrtle tree.

CAMBUX, sm. 1. Child's cap tied close to its

head to keep it straight. 2. Mask, veil.

CAMEDAFNE,S/. (Bot.) Mezereon, spurge-olive,
or

dwarf-bay. Daphne mezereum L.

CAMEDRIO o CAMEDROS, sm. (Bot.) Speed-
well, or mountain germander. Veronica cho-

maedrys L.

CAME0Ris,sm. (Bot.) Germander. Camidrisde

agua, Water germander. Teucrium scor-

dium L.

CAMELEA, sf. (Bot.) Widow wail, a shrub.

CAMELETE, sm. Kind ofgreat gun. [farfara L.

CAMELEUCA, sf. (Bot.) Colt's-foot. Tussilago
CAMELINA, sf. (Bot.) Purging flax.

CAMELLA, sf. 1. She-camel. 2. Ridge in plough-
ed land. 3. Pail into which camels, cows, and
other animals, are milked

;
a milK-pail. 4.

Yoke, fastened to the head of an ox.

CAMELLEJO, sm. I. Small camel. 2. Small piece
of ordnance, used in former times.

CAMELLERIA, sf. 1. Stable or stand for camels.

2. Employment of a camel-driver.

CAMELLERO, sm. Keeper or driver of camels.

CAMELLO, sm. 1. Camel, a large quadruped and
beast, of burthen, having a lump on its back.

2. Ancient short cannon of 16 pounds caliber.

3. Engine for setting ships a-float, in plaqes
where there is but little water.

CAMELLO-P \RDAL, sm. V. Carnalleopardo.
CAMELLON ,sm, 1. Ridge turned up by the plough

or spade. 2. Long wooden trough, out of

which cattle drink. 3. Carpenter's horse. 4.

Bed of flowers in a garden. 5. Camblet. Ca-

mellones listados, Cambleteens.

CAMELOTE, sm. Camblet.

CAMEMORO, sm. (Bot.) Cloud-berry.
CAMEPITIOS, sm. (Bot.) Common ground-pine.
CAMERHODODENDROS, sm. (Bot.) Dwarf rose-

bay.
CAMERO, sm. 1. Upholsterer, one who makes

beds and other furniture. 2. One who lets

out beds on hire.

CAMERO, a. Belonging to a bed or mattress.

CAMIAR, V. Cambidr y Vomitar.

CAMILLA, sf. 1. Small bed. 2. Bed on which wo-
men repose after child-birth, and on which

they receive compliments. 3. Horse, on which
linen is aired and dried at the fire. Camilla

baza. Low frame, on which cloth shearers

put their work.

CAMIN^DA, (Ant.) V. Jornada.

CAMINADOR, sm. Good walker.

CAMINANTE, sm. Traveller, walker.

CAMINAR, rn. 1. To travel, to walk. 2. To move

along ; applied to rivers and other inanimate

things. Caminar con pies de plomo, (Met.)
To act with prudence. Caminar derecho,

(Met.) To act with uprightness and integrity.
CAMINATA. sf. 1. Long walk for the sake of

exercise. 2. Excursion into the country.
CAM!NO, sm. 1. Beaten road for travellers, high

road. 2. Journey from one place to another

3. Turn of a boat, or cart, for removing goods
from one place to another. 4. (Met.) Profes-

sion, station, calling. 5. (Met.) Manner, mode,
or method of doing a thing. C. High road. Ca-
mino cubierto. (Fort.) Covert-way. Camino
deherradura. Path, a narrow road, fit only for
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people on foot or horseback. Camino carrt-

ero,Road for carriages and wagons. Camino
de Santiago, (Astr.) Galaxy, the milky-way.
Camino real, High road : (Met.) The readiest
and surest way of obtaining one's end. DC un
camino 6 dc una via dos mandados, (Prov.)
To kill two birds with one stone. Irfucra de

camino, (Met.) To be out of one's latitude, to
act contrary to reason. Ir su camino, To pur-
sue one's course, to persist or persevere in

one's views. Jfo llevar alguna cosa camino,
To be without foundation and reason. Pro-
curar el camino, To clear the way. Salir al

camino, To go to meet a person ; (Met.) To
go on the high-way to rob. DC camino, In
one's way, going along. Fid a Madrid y de
camino nice una visita, I went to Madrid,
and in my way thither I paid a visit.

CAMIO, sm. (Ant.) V. Gambia.

CAMISA, sf. 1. Shirt, shift
;
the under linen gar-

ment of men and women. 2. Alb or surplice,
worn bv priests and deacons. 3. Thin skin of
almond's and other fruit. 4. Slough of a ser-

pent. 5. Side of a rampart towards the field.

6. Stock of counters used at a game at cards.

7. (Ant.) Catamenia. 8. Rough-casting or

plastering ofa wall before it is white-washed.
Camisa alquitranada, embreada, 6 defuego,
(Naut.) Fire-chemise, a piece of canvas thick-

ened by means of a melted composition of

pitch, sulphur, rosin, tallow, and tar, and co-

vered with saw-dust, used in branders and

fire-ships. Camisa de una vela, (Naut.) The

body of a sail. Tomar la muger en camisa,
To marry a woman without money. Est6s
en tu camisa ? Are you in your senses ? Ju-

gar hasta la camisa, To play the shirt off

one's back Metersc en camisa de once va-

ras, To interfere in other people's affairs.

Vender hasta la camisa, To sell all to the last

shirt. Saltar de su camisa, (Met.) To jump
out of one's skin.

CAMISETA, sf. (Ant.) Short shirt or shift with

wide sleeves.

CAMISILLA, sf. Small shirt.

CAMISOLA, sf. 1. Ruffled shirt. 2. Frock worn

by the rowers in a galley.

CAMISON, sm. 1. Long and wide shirt. 2. Frock

worn by labourers and workmen.

CAMISOTF., sm. Armour for the body worn in

ancient times.

CAMITA, sf. Small bed.

CAMOMILA, V. Manzanilla.

CAMON. sm. 1. Large bed. 2. Frame of laths,

which serves to form an arch. Camoit de vi-

drios, Partition in a large apartment made

by a glass frame. pi. 1. Felloes of cart

wheels, shod with ever-green oak instead of

iron. 2. Incurvated pieces of timber in the

wheels of corn mills.

CAMONCILLO, sm. State stool in a drawing-
room ;

a cricket richly garnished.

CAMORRA, sf. (Vulg.) Quarrel, dispute, [son.

CAMORR! STA, .*., (Bax.) Noisy quarrelsome ner-

CAMOTE, sm. (Bot.) Spanish potato. Convolvu-

lus batatas L.

CAMPAL. a. Belonging to the field, and en-

campments. Batalla campal, Pitched battle

fought between two armies.
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CAMPAMENTO, sm. Encampment.
CAMPANA, sf. 1. Bell, a hollow body of mixet

metal, formed to sound. 2. (Met.) Parish

church, parish. Esta tierra cstd debaxo la

campana de talparte, That land is situated in

the parish of, &c. 3. Any thing which has

the shape of a bell. 4. Bottom of a well made
in the form of a bell. 5. Chimney, the funne
of which is bell-shaped. G. (In Woollen Ma
nufactories)Iron hoop, corded crosswise, serv-

ing to keep up the yarn from the bottom of
the copper when put into the dye. 7. Glass

vessel, wider at the top than at the bottom
like an inverted bell. Campana dc vidrio, A
bell-shaped glass vessel, with which gardeners
cover delicate plants. Campana dc buzo, Div-

ing bell. Campana de rebato, Alarm-bell. A 1

campana herida 6 a, campana tanida, At the

sound of the bell. Otr campanas y no saber

donde, To have heard of a fact, but not to be
well informed of its true nature and com-

plexion.
No habcr oido campanas, Not to be

informed of the most common things.

CAMPANA".DA, sf. Sound produced by the clapper

striking against the bell. Dar campanada,
(Met.) To cause scandal, to make a noise.

CAMPANA".Rio,.sm. 1. Belfry, the place where the
bells are rung. 2. (Joe.) Noddle, head. 3.

Rack in velvet-looms.

CAMPANE.A.K, va. 1. To ring the bell frequently.
2. To divulge, to noise about. Mid se las cam-

panecn, (Met.) Not to be willing to interfere

in affairs foreign to one's self.

CAMPANULA, sf. Sudden circular motion with
the feet in dancing.

CAMVANEO,SWI. 1. Bell-ringing, chime. 2. Can-
tonrnent.

CAMPANERO, sm. 1. Bell-founder, a person who
casts bells. 2. Bellman, he who rings bells.

CAMPANETA, sf. Small bell.

CAMPA".NIL, a. Metal campanil, Bell-metal.

CAMPANULA, sf. I. Small bell. 2. Small bubble.
3. (Anat.) Epiglottis. 4. Little tassel serving
as an ornament for ladies' gowns. 5. (Naut.)
Cabin-bell. G. (Bot.) Bell-flower. Narcissus
bulbocodium L. 7. Campanulas de otono,

(Bot.) Snowflake, garden daffodil. Leucojum
autumnale L. Tener muchas campanillas,
(Met.) To be loaded with honours and titles.

CAMPANILLAZO, sm. 1. Strong, violent ringing
of bells. 2. Signal given with the bell.

CAMPANILLEAR, na. To ring a small bell often.

CAMPANILLERO, sm. Bellman, one who claims
the attention of the public by ringing his bell.

CAMPANINO, sm. Kind of marble.

CAMPASTE,^. Excelling, surpassing.
CAMPANUDO, DA, a. 1. Wide, puffed up, bell-

shaped ; applied to clothes. 2. Campaniform ;

spoken of flowers which have the shape of
bells. 3. Pompous, lofty, high-sounding ; ap-
plied to the style.

CAMPANULA, sf. (Bot.) Bell-flower. Narcissus
bulbocodium L.

CAMPANA, sf. 1. Flat, level country. 2. Cam-
paign, that space of time during which an

army keeps the field, without going into quar-
ters. Campana naval, (Naut.) Cruize. Viueres
de campana, (Naut.) Sea provisions, stores.
Batir 6 correr la campana, To reconnoitre

the enemy's camp or motions. Estar 6 hal-

larse en campana, To make a campaign.
CAMPER, vn. 1. To encamp, to be encamped.

2. To excel in abilities, arts, and sciences.

Campar con su estrella, To be fortunate or

successful.

CAMPEA DOR, sm. (Ant.) Warrior who excelled
in the field

;
thus the celebrated Cid, Ruy

Diaz de Vivar, was called Cid campeador.
CAMPEAR, vn. 1. To be in the field. 2. To frisk

about in the fields or lawns
; applied to brutes.

Campear de sol d sombra, To be at work
from morning to night. 3. To be eminent, to

excel.

CAMPEJAR, vn. (Ant.) V. Campear.
CAMP-ON, sm. 1. Champion, one eminent for

warlike exploits. 2. Second, he who accom-

panies another in a duel.

CAMPERO, RA, a. Exposed to wind and weather
in the open field.

CAMPERO, sm. 1. Friar who superintends the

management of a farm. 2. One who inspects
and overlooks another's lands and fields. 3

Pig brought up and fed in the fields.

CAMPES, (Ant.) V. Campestre.
CAMPESICO, sm. Small field.

CAMPESINO, NA, Y CAMPESTRE, a. Rural, cam-

pestrial, belonging to the country, resem-

bling the country.
CAMPILLO Y CAMPIELLO, sm. Small field.

CAMPINA. sf. Flat tract of arable land.

CAJUPO, sm. 1. Tract of flat and even country.
2. Field, space, range of material or immate-
rial things. 3. Crops, trees, plantations. 4.

Ground of silks and other stuffs ;
field. 5.

Camp. G. Ground on which an army is drawn

up. 7. Ground of a piece of painting. Estan

perdidos los campos, The crops have failed.

Campo uno y abierto, Plain and open country.

Campo volante, A flying camp. Campo dv

batalla, Field of battle. Descubrir campo 6

el campo, To reconnoitre the enemy's camp ;

(Met.) To inquire how the matter stands.

Haccr campo, To clear the way ; (Ant.) To
engage in close combat. Hacerse al campo,
To retreat, to flee from danger. Dexar el cam-

po abierto, libre, fyc. To decline any preten-
sion or undertaking where there are compe-
titors. Hombre de campo 6 del campo, One
who cultivates the ground, and leads a coun-

try life. Ir a, campo travieso, To cross the

field, to make a short cut. Partir el campo y
el sol, To mark the ground ofthe combatants.
Dar campo d la fantasia, To give a free

range to one's fancy. Quedar en el. campo,
To come off victorious in an engagement or

dispute. Salir al campo, To go out to fight a
duel. Campo d campo, (Mil.) Force to force.

AMUESA, sf. Pippin, an apple of an excellent

flavour. Camuusa blanca, White pippin.

CAMUESO, sm. \. (Bot.) Pippin-tree. 2. Simple-
ton, fool.

AMUNAS, sf. pi. All seeds, except wheat, bar-

ley, and rye.

AMUZA, sf. Chamois, goat. V. Gamuza.

AMUZON, sm. Large chamois skin.

AN, sm. 1. (Ant.) Field. 2. (Ant.) Dog. 3,

(Poet.) Dog-star. V. Canicula. 4. (Ant.) Ace
in dice. 5. (Ant.) Trigger of guns and other
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fire-arms. C. Ancient piece of ordnance. Can
rostro, (Ant.) Pointer or setting dog. Can de

levantar, Dog which starts the game. Can de

lusca, Terrier. Can que mata al lolo, Wolf-

dog. De komlre que no habla y de can que no

ladra, guardate .mucko, porque de ordinario
son Iraidorcs ; (Prov.) Beware of the man
who does not talk, and of the dog which does
not bark, for commonly they are both trai-

tors. Canes, (In Architecture) Modillons.

brackets, corbels.

CANA, sf. Long measure, containing about two
ells. Cdnas, Grey hairs. Peynar canas, To

. grow old. JYo pcynar muchas canas, To die

young. Tencr canas, To be old ; it is also ap-

plied to things.
CANABALLA. sf. (Naut.) Kind of fishing-boat.

CANAL, sm. 1. Channel through which water

passes. 2. (In Woollen Manufactories) Pole
which runs across the copper. 3. Trough for

cattle to drink out. 4. Gutter which conveys
tho rain from the roof of a house to the

ground. 5. (Among Weavers) Comb of the
loom. 6. Any passage of the body. 7. Hemp
after it has' been once hackled. 8. (Naut.)
Channel. Canal de la mancha, (Naut.) British

Channel. 9. Bar of a hot-press. Canal de toci-

no, A hog killed, cleaned, and gutted. Canal
de im brulote, (Naut.) Train-though of afire-

ship. Jlbrir en canal, (Met.) To reproach bit-

terly, to reprimand severely.
CANAL.DO. DA, a. V. Jlcanalado.

CANALEJA, sf. 1. Small trough for cattle to

drink out. 2. (In Corn-mills) Small channel

through which the grain is conveyed from
the hopper to the mill-stones.

CANALERA, sf. (Arag.) Gutter.

CANALETE, sm. Paddle, a small ore for canoes.

CANALITA, sf. Small channel or canal.

CANALIZO, sm. Narrow channel between two
islands or sand-banks.

CANA^LLA, sf. 1. Mob, rabble, multitude, popu-
lace. 2 (Ant.) Pack of hounds.

CANALLUZA, sf. Roguery, vagrancy.
CANALON, sm. Large gutter or spout.
CANAPE, sm. Couch or long seat, furnished with

a mattress to sit or lie on with ease.

CAN^RIO, RIA, s. 1. Canary-bird. 2. Kind of

quick dance, set to music, introduced into

Spain by natives of the Canaries. 3. (Naut.)
Kind of barge used in the Canary Islands.

CANASTA, sf. 1. Basket, hamper. 2. Olive-mea-

sure, used in Seville, which contains half a

fanega.
CANASTILLA, sf. ]. Small basket. 2. Present
made to ladies of honour, and also to coun-

sellors, on bull-feast days. 3. Swaddling-
cloth.

CANASTLLO, sm. 1. Small tray, made oftwigs of

osier, to carry sweetmeats. 2. Small basket.

CANA^STO y CANA^STRO, sm. Large basket.

CANCABTJZ, sm. Veil for covering the face.

CX.NCAMOS, sm.pl. (Naut.) Bolt-rings, to which
the breeches and tackle ofthe guns are fixed.

Cdncamos de argolla, Ring-boKs. Cdnr,a-
mos dc ganclio, Hook-bolts. Cdncamos dc

ojo, Eye-bolts.

CANCAMTJRRIA, sf. (Bax.) Sadness, melancholy.
CANCAMUSA, sf. Trick or fraud made use of to
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deceive one. Ya le entiendo la cancamtisa, I

am aware of the device.

CA\NCANA, sf. Form or stool on which boys are
chastised in public schools.

CANCAN!CLLA, sf. 1. Play-thing to play a trick

with. 2. (Ant.) Deception, fraud.

CANCANO, sm. (Vulg.) Louse.

CANCEL, sm. 1. Wooden screen at the doors of
churches and halls to obstruct the cold, wind,
or idle curiosity. 2. Glass-case in a chapel
behind which the king stands without per-

forming the genuflexions during the celebra-

tion of r'.ass ; (Ant.) CHANCEL. 3. Limits or

extent of a thing.
CANCELADIJRA Y CANCELLACION, sf. Cancella-

tion, the act of expunging or annulling a

writing.
CANCELAR. va. To cancel, to expunge, or an-

nul a writing. Cancelarde Jamemoria.(Met.)
To efface from the memory.

CANCELAR!A y CANCELERIA,S/. Papal chancery,
the court or board at Rome, whence all apos-
tolic grants and licenses are expedited.

CANCEL^RIO, sm. Chancellor in universities,

who grants all the degrees which are solicited

and approved of by the academical college.

CANCELLER, sm. (Ant.) 1. Lord Chancellor. 2.

Ancient name of schoolmasters in collegiate
churches.

NCEi.LERfA, sf. (Ant.) Chancery.
CANCER, sm. 1. Cancer, virulent incurable ulcer.

2. One of the twelve signs of the zodiac.

CANCERARSE, m. 1. To be afflicted with a can-

cer. 2. To turn to a cancer, as wounds, which
are of a malignant nature.

CANCEROSO, SA, a. Cancerous.
CANCHELAGUA 6 CANCHALAGUA, sf. A medici-

nal herb, a species of gentian of Peru.

CANCILLA, sf. Wicker-door or wicker-gate.

CANCILLER, sm. Chancellor. Gran conciUcr de,

las Indias, High chancellor of the Indies.

CANCILLERESCO, CA, a. Belonging to the writ-

ing characters used in chancery business.

CANCILLERIA, sf. (Ant.) V. ChanciUeric;.

CANCION, sf. 1. Song, a composition of verses

set to music. 2. Poem of one or more equal
stanzas. Volter d la misma cancion. To re-

turn to the old tune, to repeat the old story
over again.
ANcioNcfL-LA, s/. Canzonet, a little song.

CANCIONERO, sm. Song-book, a collection of

songs.
CANCIONISTA, sm. Author or singer of songs.

CANCRO, V. Cancer. [loclc.

CANDACILLO Y CANDADfro, sm. Small pad-

CANDADO, sm. 1. Padlock, a lock hung before,

a door, trunk, &c. 2. Pendant, ear-ring. Echdr

6 poner candado d los labios, (Met.) To keep
a secret, to be silent. Candados, Cavities

around the frog of horses' feet.

C-A'.ND'UWO, sm. Ancient rustic dance.

CANDOR, va. (Ant.) To lock.

CANDARA, sf. Frame of laths for siftirg sand,

CANDE, a. V. Azucar. [earth, and gravel.

CANDEAL, a. Siliginose, made of fine wheat.

CANDEDA, sf. Flower or blossom of the walnut-

tree.

CANDELA. s/. 1. Candle. 2. Flower or blossom of

the chesnut-tree. 3. Candlestick. 3. Ir.cima-
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tion ofthe balance-needle to the thing weigh-
ed. 5. Light, fire. Jlrrimazsc a la candda, To
draw near the fire, dcabarsc la candda, (Met.)
To be near one's end. Jhabarsc la candda 6

canddilla en aJmonedas y subhastas, To sell

by inch of candle ,
to knock down a thing- to the

*
highest bidder at public auctions, the candle

being burnt. Estar con la candda en la mano,
To be dying ;

it being customary in Spain, in

similar cases, to put a blessed candle in the

hand of a dying person. La mn^cr y la tdano
la catcs (i la nindela, (Prov.) Neither a wife

nor cloth should be examined by candlelight.

CANDEI.AUKO, sin. Candlestick. V. Camlt !in>.

CANDKI.ADA, sf. Sudden bla/e from straw or

brushwood.
|

CAXDKI.ARIA. sf. 1. Candlemas, or the feast of

th Blessed Virgin, which in Roman Catho-

lic countries is celebrated with many lights
in churches. 2. (Dot.) Mullein. Verbascum

lychnitis L. V. Gordolobo.

CAXDEI.KRA/O, sm. 1. Large Candlestick. 2.

Stroke or blow given with a candlestick.

CANDELERIA, sf. Tallow and wax-chandler's

shop.
CANDEi.ERo.sm. 1. Candlestick. Candclcro con

mltchos brazas, Chandelier, a candlestick with

many branches. 2. (Ant.) Wax or tallow

chandler. 3. Lamp, a light made with oil and a

wick. 4. Fishing-torch, commonly made of

pine, or of the bark of a birch-tree. Poncr 6

estar en d canddcro, (Met.) To be high in

office, to hold an exalted station. Candelero

dc ojo, (Naut.) Eye-stafichion, or iron stay
with a ring. Candclcro ctrgo, Blind stanchion

or iron stay without a ring. Cttttdelcros,

(Naut.) Stanchions or crotches, pieces of

timber which support the waist-trees. Can-

ddcros dd toldo, Awning-stanchions. Can-
ddcros de los portal-ones, Entering-rope stan-

chions. Canddcros de trinehefasy parapetos,
Quarter-netting stanchions.

CANDELETON, sm. Large stanchion.

CAXPELICA Y CANDELILLA, sf. Small candle.

CANDELILLA,^/". 1.(In Surgery) Bougie put into

the urinary passage to keep it open. 2. Blos-

som ofwhite poplars, asps and other trees, /fa-

cer la candeliau, To stand on the hands and

head, with the feet straight upwards, as boys
do in play. Le hueen los ojos canddillas con
el vapor del vino, His eyes sparkle with the

fumes of wine. Marhas canddillas haccn un
cirio jinsquiil. <> nnichos pocos haccn unmucho.

(Prov.) Light gains make a heavy purse.
CAXPKM'/.AS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Brails, small ropes
reeved through a block, arid made use ofin fur-

ling the two courses and the mizen. Canddi-
zas dc btrrlorcnto. Weather-braces. Candcli-

z(tftdfsot(ivcnt.o,lucc.-bT?Lces. Curgar !as may-
orcs sobre las canddizas, To brail up the
courses. [any body.

CANDE ,<.IA, .*/. Incandescence, white heat in

CANDKSTK. n. Incandescent, tending to a white

he,at, like heated iron.

CANUIAL,. Making fine flour; applied to wheat.
CANUIOAMKM tv.,ati. In ;i sincere,candid manner.
CANIMDATO. >///. Candidate, one who solicits a

^ place.
. Whiteness, white colour. 2.Can-

dour, sincerity, purity of mind. 3. Simplicity.
AXDIDO, DA, a. \ . White, snowy, grey, pale. 2.

Candid, without cunning or malice. 3.Simple.
r1AMI i KI ,S7H. Beverage used in Andalusia, made
ofwhite wine.yolk ofeggs,sugar,and nutmeg.
Axuir., sm. 1. A kitchen or stable lamp com-

posed of two egg-shaped iron cups, placed
over each other, the upper is moveable and
contains the oil. the under, the droppings, and
is attached to a hooked iron rod. 2. Lamp,
with oil and a wick to give light. 3. Cock of

a hat. 4. Long irregular fold in women's pet-
ticoats. 5. Fishing-torch. V. Candclcro. Pucde
arder en nn cnndil. It would burn in a lamp ;

applied to generous wine, and also to persons
of brilliant parts. 0. Top ot a stag's horn.

Escoger una cosa ('/ moco de candi', To exa-

mine closely, to choose after a close exami-
nation. Bayle de candiljA. low hop by the

light of a poor lamp.
CAMHKADA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Small lamp full of oil.

2. Oil spilt from a lamp. 3. Spot of lamp-oil.

CAXDILA/.O, sm. Blow or stroke given with a

lamp.
CANDII.EJA, sf. 1. Inner part of a lamp which

contains the oil. 2. (Bot.) Deadly carrot.

Thapsia villosa L.

CAXDIF.EJO, sm. Small lamp, [cum lychnitis L.

CANIHLERA,S/H. (Bot.) Bastard mullein. Verbas-

CANDII.OX, sm. Large open lamp. Estar ron d
candUon en los ftosjnlale$,'To attend a dying
person. In the hospitals of Spain, it is cus-

tomary to stand near the bed of the dying
person, with the cross in one hand and a

lar<je lamp in the other.

T A, sf. 1 . Barrel or keg for carrying wine
to and fro in vintage time. 2. Large earthen

jar, the inside of which is pitched, and where-
in wine is fermented and preserved.

CANDIOTERO, sm. One whose trade it is to

make barrels, called candiotas.

CAXDOXG A, sf. 1 . Mean, servile civility, intended
to deceive one under the appearance of kind-

ness and-friendship. 2. Merry, playful trick.

Dttr fandono-a o chasco, To play a carnival

trick. 3. Old mule no longer fit for service.

CAXDOXGO, sm. Wag who turns the actions of
others into ridicule. Seda de candongo 6 de

candongos, (Mur.) The finest silk reeled up
into three small skeins. [into ridicule.

CANDONGUEAR, va. To jeer, to sneer, t6 turn

CAND NGUERO, 5m. Wag, one that is ludicrous-

ly mischievous ; satirist.

CAXDOR, sm. 1. Supreme whiteness. 2. (Met.)

Candour, purity of mind, ingenuousness.
CANECER, vn. V. Encanecer.

CANKCIKLO, sm,. (Arq.) Corbel, modillon.

CAXKI.A.S/. (Bot.) Cinnamon, the second bark of

an aromatic tree in Ceylon. Laurus cinnamo-

mum L. *3tfua de canda, Cinnamon-water.

CANKI.ADO, DA, a. V. rfcandado.

CAXELO, sm. Cinnamon tree.

CANEi,6\,5m. 1. Gutter. V. Canalon. 2. Sweet-

meat, in the centre whereof is a slice of cinna-

mon or lemon. 3. Icicle, a shoot of ice hang-
ing down. Cane!ones. End of a cat of nine-

tails, which is thicker and more twisted than

;
the rest. [age.

.CANE/, sf. Hair hoary or gray with age ;
old
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CANFOR y CANFORA. V. Mcanfor.
CANGE, sm. Exchange of prisoners of war.

CANGEAR, va. To exchange prisoners of war.

CANGILON,SW. 1. Earthen jar or pitcher to carry
wine or water. 2. Oblong earthen jar fastened

to the rope of a draw-well, or to a wheel for

lifting water, and put in motion by means of

a horse or mule. 3. Metal tankard for carry-

ing wine or water.

CANGREJA, a. Vela cangreja, (Natit.) Boom-sail,

brig-sail, or gaff-sail.

'

[Truckle cart.

CANGREJO, sm. 1. (let.) Craw-fish, crab. 2.

CANGREJUELO, sm. Small craw-fish.

CANGRENA, sf. Gangrene, a mortification.

CANGRENARSE, rr. To be afflicted with a gan-

grene or mortification.

CANGRENOSO, SA, a. Gangrenous, mortified.

CANGROSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Cancerous.

CANiA, sf. (Bot.) Nettle. V. Ortiga.

CANICULA, sf. (Astr.) Dog-star. Canicula ma-

rina,, (let.) Lesser spotted dog-fish. Squalus
catulus L.

CANICULARKS, sm.pl. Dog-days. [Indies.

CANIDO, sm. Kind of parrot found in the West
CANfjo, JA, a. y s. Weak, infirm, sickly. Fulano

cs un canijo, He is a weak, puny being. \l.o.

CAN! L, sw. Coarse bread, dog's bread. V. Colmil-

CANILLA, sf. 1. (Anat.) Canilla depicrna, Shin

bone. Canilla dc Irazn, Arm-bone. 2. Any of

the principal bones of the wing of a fowl. 3.

Small wooden pipe forced into a cask or barrel

to draw off liquor. 4. Quill, put into a shuttle,

on which the woof is wound. 5. Unevenness
or inequality of the woofin point of thickness

or colour. Irse como iina canilla 6 de canilla,

To labour under a violent diarrhoea ; (Met.)
To let the tongue run like the clapper of a mill.

CANILLADO, DA, a. V. Jlcanillado.

CANILLERA, sf. 1 . Ancient armour for the shin-

bone. 2. Woman who distributes skeins of

thread to be wound on spools.

CANILLERO, sm. 1. Hole made in a cask or vat

to draw off the liquid it contains. 2. Weaver's

quill-winder.

CANINA, sf. Excrement of dogs. [manner
< '\MNAMENTE, ad. Jn a passionate, snarling
CANINERO, SOT. One who gathers the excre
ments of dogs for the use of tan-yards, [ing

CAN i s /:/,.<?/. Inordinate appetite or desire ofcat

CAMNO, N A
,
a. Cam'no, relating to or resembling

dogs. Hambrc ca.nina, Canine appetite ; vio-

lent, inordinate hunger. Diodes caninos,

Dog-teeth, the teeth between the incisors

and grinders. Miisculo ran/no, Canine muscle
of the upper lip,

which serves to draw it up
CASIQ.UI, sf. J. Fiiu: muslin which is

brought
from the East Indies. 2. Kind of glass phial

CA.vo, NA. . Hoary, gray -headed with age^ 2

(Met.) Deliberate, prudent, judicious.

CANOA, sf. Canoe, a boat used by the Indians

and made by hollowing out the trunk ofa tree

CANOERO, sm. One who conducts or steers a

canoe. [they go on a fishing party
C.VNOI, sm. Basket used by the Indians when
CANofxA, sm. Small canoe.
CANON, sm,. 1. Canon, the decision of an cede

siastical council relative to the doctrines or

discipline ofthe church. 2.Whole ofthe books
which compose th<? Holy Scriptures. 3. Fee

|
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paid as a mark of acknowledgment of superi-

ority in a higher lord. 4. Catalogue, list. Cd-

noncs, Canons or canonical law.

JANONESA, sf. Canoness, a woman who lives in

a religious house, and observes its rules, with-

out having taken the vows of a monastic life.

'ANONGE, (Ant.) V. Candnigo.
'ANONcfA, sf. Prebend or benefice of a canon.

!ANONGIBLE, a. Relating to canons and canoni-

cal prebends.
JANONIA, (Ant.) Y CANONICATO. V. Canongia.
^ANONICAMENTE, ad. Canonically, conformably
to the laws of the church.

/ANONICO, CA, a. Canonical, conformable to the

canons or ecclesiastical laws. Iglesia 6 casa

candnica, House or monastery of regular
canons. 2. V. Candnicamcnte.

"ANONIGO, sm. Canon or prebendary. Candnigo
reglar, A canon of Pamplona and of the Pre-

monstratensian or Norbertinian order of re-

ligious, [of the canon law.

^ANONISTA, sm. Canonist, a professor or student

/ANONIZABLE, (i. Worthy of canonization.

/ANONI/ACION, sf. Canonization, the act of de-

claring a saint.

/ANONIZAR, va. 1. To canonize, to declare one a

saint. 2. (Met.) To applaud or praise a thing.
3. (Met.) To prove any thing good or bad.

CANOPO, sm. Miner, one who digs for metals.

CANORO, RA, a. 1. Canorous, musical, tuneful.

2. Shrill, loud.

CANOSO, SA, a. Hoary, gray-headed with age.

CANQ.UE, sm. Kind of cotton stuff brought from
China. [some, tiresome manner.

CANSADAMENTE, ad. Importunely, in a trouble-

CANSADo,DA,/>/>.Wearied, exhausted, impaired.
Una pelota cansada, A spent ball. Una, vista,

cansada, An impaired eye-sight. Una lamina

cansada, A worn-out copper-plate. a. 1.

Tiresome, troublesome. 2. Performed with

much pain or fatigue.

CANSADO, sm. Troublesome person who tires

and fatigues others.

CANSAKCIO Y CANSAMIJENTO,SW. Weariness, las-

situde, state of being exhausted with fatigue.

CANSAR, va. 1. To weary, to tire, to fatigue, to

molest, to harass. 2. To exhaust land. rr.

To tire one's self, to be fatigued.

CANSERA, sf. Fatigue, weariness. Fulano cs un

ra, He is a pestering fellow.

CANSO Y CANSOSO, (Ant.) V. Canjado.

CASTABLE, a. I. Tunable, harmonious, musical.

2. Pathetic, affecting.

CANTADA, ?f. Cantata, a musical composition,

consisting of recitations, and songs, sung- by

CANTAPOR,,stn. V. Cantor. [one.

CANTALETA. sf. Pun, jest, joke. Dar cantalrta,

To deride', to laugh at, to turn to ridicule.

CANTAR, sm. Song set to music to be sung.

Cantares, Canticles or Song of Solomon.

C'antares de gesta, Old metrical romances,

detailing the actions of heroes.

CANTAR, va. I. To sing or utter harmonious mo-

dulations of the voice. 2. To recite and relate

in a poetical manner. 3. (Met.) To creak, to

make a harsh, grinding noise ; applied to carts.

4. To divulge a secret. 5. (At Cards) To an-

nounce the frump. Cantor el gobierno del ti-

mon, (Naut.) To cond or con, to order the
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steersman how to steer the ship. Catar d li-

bro abierto, To sing off-hand. Cantar de pia-

no, To make a plain and full confession. Can-
tar la victoria, (Met.) To triumph. Cantarle

d una lapolra, (Met.) To have a foretoken of

a change of weather by pains in a diseased

part of the body. Cantar misa, To say mass.

{!'. c.a otro cautnr, That is another kind of

speech. Cantar en tinaja, (Met.) To be fond

of one's own praise.

CANTAKA^/. 1. Largo narrow-mouthed pitcher.
V. Cantaro. 2. Wine measure which contains

one arfi-ba of eight azumbrcs, about 32 pints.

CANTAHAI., sin. Kind of press or cupboard with

many draw
CANTAUCICU 6 CANTARCI'LLO, sm. Little song.
CA.NT.YIIK;:A, .'f.

Shelf to put jars, pitchers, and
other water veiisels on.

ANTAKIOA, sj'.
J. Cautharides, Spanish flies.

Mela; vesicalorius L. 2. Blistering-plaster. 3.

Blister, a collection of water under the skin.

IANTAKILLO, M,A, s. 1. Small jar or pitcher, 2.

(Bot.) Oval-leaved androsace. Androsace
maxima L. [constantly singing.

CANTAKIN, sin. Continual singer, one who is

CANTAKJ.NA, sf. A woman who sings on the

stage.
CAST A no, s/n.l . Large narrow-mouthed pitcher.

2. Wine measure of different sizes in the

kingdom of Aragon. 3. Vessel into which the
votes are put at an election. Entrar u estar en

cdntaro, To stand a chance of obtaining a

place. Estar en cuntaro, To be proposed for

an office;. Llover d cantaros. To rain heavily,
to pour. Moza de cantaro, Water-girl, who
carries water for the use of the house

; fat,

bulky woman. Volvn- Ictsnuecesal cdntaro,
To renew a contest.

CANTATRIZ, .s/.
V. Caniariiia. [at one.

CANTAZO, sm. Wound given by flinging a stone

CANTELES, sm. pi. Ends of old ropes put under
casks on board a ship, to make them lie fast.

CANTEUA, sf. {. Quarry, a place where stones
are dug. 2. (Met.) Talents or genius evirtced

by a person. Lcvantur una cantera, To cause

disturbances, to raise commotions.
CA.NTF.REAU. vn. To hang up flitches of bacon,

that the brine may run oft' them.

CANTKRIA, sf. 1. Art of hewing stone, the trade
of a stone-cutter. 2. (Ant.) Quarry. 3. (Ant.)
Parcel of hewn stone.

CANTEIJO, s-m. 1. Stone-cutter, one whose busi-
ness is to hew stones. 2. Part of a hard sub-
stance which can be easily separated from the
rest

;
c. g. cantcro de pan, Crust of bread.

Cante.ro dc kcredad, (Arag.)- Piece ofground.
CANTKRON, sm. Large tract of land.

CANTIA, sf. (Ant.) V. tyiantia.

CANTICA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cantar.

CANTICAR, va. (Ant.) V. Cantar.

CANTICIO, sm. Constant or frequent singing.
CANTICO, sm. Canticle, the Song of Solomon.
CANTIDAO, sf. 1. Quantity, that property of a

thing which may be counted, weighed, or
measured. 2. Length of time used in pro-
nouncing a syllable. Cantidad continua,
(Filos.) Continued quantity. Cantidad dis-

(treta, (Filos.) Distinct or separate quantity,
as of numbers, grains, &c.

, sf. V. Cantar.

CANTIL, sm. Steep rock.

CANTILENA, sf. .V. Cantinela.

CANT|LLO, sin. Small rock, little stone.

CANTIMARONES,*. pi. (Naut.) Kind of boats.

CANTIMPLORA, sf. 1. Syphon, a crooked tube or

pipe for drawing off water or other liquor. 2.

Vessel for cooling liquors.

CANTINA, sf. 1. Cellar where wine or water is

kept for use. 2. Case, containing one or two
flasks, which are used to cool wine on a

journey or march. Cantinas, CANTEENS, small

tin chests set in cork wood, and covered with

leather, for carrying wine and other liquors
on a march or journey.

CANTINJCLA, sf. 1. Ballad, a short song. 2. Irk-

some repetition of a subject. $J)kora se vienc

c6n esa cantinela ? Does he come again with
that old story ? [liquors and plate.

CANTINEKO, sm. Butler, servant intrusted with

CANTINA, sf. A vulgar song in Galicia.

CANTI/AL, sm. Stony ground, pla.cc full of
stones.

CANTO, sm. I. Stone. 2. Game ofthrowing the

stone. 3. Act of singing. 4* End, edge, or

bordeP of a thing. Canto de mesa, Extremity
of a table. De canto, On the edge or end. EL
lailr'dlo estd de canto, y no de piano, The
brick is put on its edge, and not on the flat

part. 5. (Ant.) Canticle. V. Cantico. 6. Art
of music. 7. Canto, a part of an epic poem.
8. (Extr. y And.) Hard crust of a loaf. {).

Thickness of a thing. A 1 6 al canto, Immi-

nent, very near. Con un canto d los peclios,
With the utmost pleasure, with the greatest

alacrity.

CANTON, sm. 1. Corner, exterior angle formed

by two lines. 2. (Bias.) Part ofan escutcheon.

CANTONADA, sf. (Arag.) Corner. Dar canto-

nada,To laugh at a person on turning a corner.

CANTONAR, va. V. Acantonar.

CANTONEARSE, vr* V. Contonearse.

CANTONEO, V. Conloneo.

CANTONERA, sf. 1. Square plate nailed to the

outside corner of a" chest, trunk, or box, to

strengthen it. 2. Woman of the town.

CANTONERO, RA, a. Standing idle at the corner

of a street.

CANTOR, RA, s. 1. Singer, one whose profession
is to sing. 2. One who composes hymns or

psalms. 3. Small kind of singing bird.

CANTORCILLO, sm. Petty, worthless singer.

CANTORIA, sf. (Ant.) Musical canto
; singing.

CANTORRAL, sm. Piece of stony ground, place
full of stones, [poorer classes of the people.

CANTUDAS, sf. pi. Large coarse knives for the

CANTUESO, sm. (Bot.) French lavender. Lavan-
dula stoschas L.

CANTURfA, sf.l. Vocal music. 2. Musical com-

position. 3. Method of performing musical

compositions. Esta composicion tiene buena

6 mala canturia, That piece of music is well

or ill performed.
CANTUSAR, va. To enchant. V. Encantiisar.

CANUDO, DA, a. Hoary, gray ; ancient.

CANA, sf. 1. Cane, reed. Arundo L. 2. Stem,
stalk. La cana del trigo, Stem of corn. 3.

(Bot.) Indian reed used for walking-sticks
Canna indica L. 4. (Anat.) Bone of the arm
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or leg. 5. Subterraneous passage or commu-
nication in mines. 6. Shaft of a column or

pillar. 7. Marrow, the oleaginous substance

found in bones. 8. Tournament. Caiia dci

pulmrm, (Anat.) Windpipe, the passage ofthe

breath. Cana de la media, Leg ofa stocking.
Caiia deltimon, (Naiit.) Tiller, a strong piece
of wood fastened to a ship's rudder, which

serves to steer her. Cana de pcscar, Fishing-
rod. Cana dc -caca, Shinbone of beef. Cana
dulce 6 de azacar, (Bot.) Sugar-cane. Saccha-

rum officinamm L. Cana de un canon, Chase
of a gun. Canas de cebadcra, (Naut.) Sprit-
sail sheet-blocks. Hubo toros y canas, (Met.)
There was the devil to pay. Pescador de cana,
mas come que gana : (Prov.) An angler eats

more than he gets. Canas; Equestrian exer-

cises of throwing canes.

CANADA, sf. 1. Glen or dale between two
mountains. 2. Canada real, Sheep-walk for

the travelling flocks which pass from the

mountainous and colder parts of Spain to the

flat and warmer parts of that country. 3.

(Astur.) Measure of wine.

CANADICAS 6 CANAoixAS, sf.pl. Small mea-
sures for wine., [cassia-tree.

CANAFISTOLA, sf. Cassia fistula, the fruit of the

CANAFISTOLO, sm. (Bot.) Purging cassia-tree.

Cassia fistula L.

CANAHEJA v CANAIIERLA, sf. (Bot.) Fennel-

giant, or gigantic fennel. Ferula communis L.

CANAL, sm. \. Wear or wier for fishing, made
of caries or reeds. *2. (Ant.) Plantation of

canes or reeds. 3. Small sluice, or channel.

for catching fish. 4. Conduit of water.

CANALIEGA..S/". (Arit.) Wear or wier for fishing.

CANAMA, sf. Assessment of taxes, paid by a

village or other place. Cusa caiiama, House

exempt from taxes. Cogedor de caiiama,

Tax-gatherer.
CANAMAR, sm. Field sown with hemp-seed.
CANAMA/.O, sm. 1. Tow of hemp. 2. Coarse
canvas made of the tow of hemp. 3. Painted
or checkered stuff for table carpets, made of

hemp.
CANAMENO, NA, a. Hempen, made of hemp.
CAN AMiKL,6'w.(Bot.)Sugar-carie.V. Cana dulce

CANAMIZ, sm. Kind of Indian vessel.

CANAMIZA, sf. Stalk of hemp. V. Jlgramiza.
CANAMO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Hemp. Cannabis L
Cdnamo silvcstre,Basfard hemp, which grows
wild in the fields. 2. Cloth made of hemp. 3

(Poet.) Slings, nets, rigging, and other

things, made of hemp.
CARAMON, sm. Hemp-seed.
CANAR, sm. 1. Plantation of canes or reeds. 2
Wear for catching fish.

CANAREJA, sf. V. Canakeja.
CANARIEGO, OA, a. Pcllejos fanariegos, Skins

of sheep which die on the road when travel-

ling. [Parietaria officinalis L
CANARRdvA, sf. (Bot.) PelHtory, wall-wort

CANAYERA, sf. (Bot.) Common reed-grass
Arundo donax L.

CANAVERAL, sm. Plantation of canes or reeds

CANAVKRKR 6 CANAVERAR, V. Acanavcrear.
CAN AYR KI A, sf. Place where reed-grass or

reeds grow.
CA.NAVEREUO, Sm, Retailer of canes or reeds.
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CANAVETE, sm. 1. Penknife. 2. Small locust, a

grashopper.
ANAZO, sm. Hostile blow given with a cane.
Dar canazo, (Met.) To shock by a scandalous

expression.
UANEKIA, sf. Conduit of water, a water pipe.
~ANERO, sm. 1. Conduit-maker, director ofwa-

ter-works. 2. Angler, one who fishes with a

rod, hook, and line.

ANILAVADO, DA, a. Small limbed ; applied to

horses and mules.

ANILI.A 6 CANITA, sf. Small cane or reed.

ANIVETE, .sm. Small knife, or penknife.
^ANIZA, sf. Kind of coarse linen.

^ANIZAL, sm. V. Canaveral.
AN i/o, sm. 1. Hurdle, a frame made of canes
or reeds, for rearing silk-worms. 2. Hurdle,
used by hatters for shearing hats.

ANO, sm. 1. Tube, pipe, or cylinder, made of

wood, glass, or metal. 2. Common sewer. 3.

Spring ; spout through which spring water
runs. 4. Cellar or other place for cooling wa-
ter. 5. (Ant.) Mine. 6. (Ant.) Subterraneous

passage. 7. (Ant.) Warren or burrow. V.
Vivar. Canos 6 can6ncs del organo, Tubes
or pipes ofan organ.

IANOCAZO, sm. (Ant.) Coarse flax.

CANON, sm. 1. Tube or pipe, hollow and cylin-
drical. 2. (In Glass-houses) Tube or pipe
for blowing glass. 3. Quill, the hard strong
feather of the wings of fowls, of which pens
are made. 4. Down, or soft feathers of fowls.

5. Hollow folds in clothes. 6. Strongest part
of the beard, next to the root. 7. Cannon,
great gun. A' boca de canon, At the mouth
of a cannon. Canon dc latir. Battering piece
ofordnance. Canon de campana, Field-piece.

dalero, Tube of a candlestick. 9. Canon de

chimenea, Funnel, the shaft of a chimney, the

passage for the smoke. 10. Canon de csculera,
Well of a staircase

;
that is, the cavity in

which it stands frorii the top to the bottom.

11. One ofthe four spindles of the bar of avel-

vet loom. Canones, Bits of a horse's bridle.

CANONAZO, sm. 1. Large piece of ordnance. 2.

Cannon-shot.

CANONCICO, ILLO, Y ITO, sm. Small cannon.

CANONEAR, va. To cannonade. vr. To can-

nonade each other.

CANONEO, sm. Cannonade.

CANONERA, sf. 1. Embrasure through which a

cannon is pointed. 2. Large tent.
[organ.

CANONERIA, sf. The whole of the pipes of an
CANOTA SUAVE, .*/. (Bot.) Yellow-seeded soft

grass. Holcus saccharatus L.

CANUCEI.A 6 CANUELA, sf. Small cane or reed.

Canuefa dcsc.ollada, {Bot.) Large fescue-

grass. Festuca clatior L.

CANUTAZO, sm. (Bax.) Information, private ac-

cusation, suggestion, whisper, tale. Fuc con

su canutazo, He went to carry his tale.

CANUTER|A, sf. V. Canoncriti.

CANUTii.i.o,s??i. 1. Small tube or pipe. 2. Bugle,
small glass tubes of different colours, stitched

to the tassels and flounces ofwomen's gowns,
to make them appear more brilliant. Canutillo
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de kilo de oro 6 de plata para bordar, Quill

of gold
or silver twist for embroidery.

C \ s i' TO
,
sm. I . Part of a cane from knot to knot.

2. Pipe made of wood or metal. 3. Pin-case.

4. Blast, gust. V. Soplo. 5. Informer, tale-

bearer. V. Soplon. [Swietenia mahogani L.

CAOIJ.V 6 CAOBANA, sf. (Bot.) Mahogany tree.

CAOS, sm. 1. Chaos, the confused mass of the

universe before the creation. 2. Confusion.

CAOSTKA, sf. (Ant.) V. Clnuitt.ro.

CAOUPjsm.Caoup, an American tree with leaves

like an apple-tree, and fruit like an orange.

CAPA, sf. I. Cloak, a large outer garment with-

out sleeves, worn by gentlemen over the rest

of their clothes. 2. Tegument, cover, layer. 3.

Coat or hair of a horse. 4. (Met.) Cloak, pre-

tence, or pretext. 5. Property, fortune. V.

CavdaLCy.Large quadruped in America,which
brays like an ass, resembles a large hog in

shape, and feeds upon fish. 7. (Among Bell-

founders) Third mould used in casting bells.

8. Coat of paint put over another. Capa del

cielo, (Met.) Canopy of heaven. Capa de rey,

(Ant.) Kind of linen. Cfipa magna, Pontifical

cope worn by bishops when they officiate.

Capa pluvial, A pluvial or choir cope worn

by prelates in processions. Capa del timon,

(Naut.) Rudder-coat, or tarred canvass, put
on the head of the rudder, near the helm-

port. Capa de fogonaduras, (Naut.) Mast-

coat, or tarred canvass, put about the mast
near the partners. Capa de los costados,

foitdos, polos y vcrgas, (Naut.) Coat of tar,

pitch, resin, tallow, and other materials, with
which the sides of a ship's bottom, masts, and

yards, arc payed or covered, to preserve them
from the weather. Capa y sombrero, (Naut.)

Hat-money, allowance per ton to the captain
on his cargo. Capa rota, (Met.) Emissary sent

in a disguised manner to execute some im-

portant commission. Jlndaro ir dc capacaida,
To be down in the mouth, or crest-fallen.

Defender una cosa a capa y espada, To defend

a tiling with all one's might. Echar la capa
al toro, (Met.) To expose one's self to danger.
Eslar 6 estarse a la capa, (Met.) To have a

good or sharp look-out. Gente dc capa parda,
Common country-people, whose chief dress

is a brown frie/e cloak. Hombre de buena

capa, A man ofgenteel address. Gente de capa
n^ra,Townsmenof a decent appearance and
situation in life. Ministro de capa y espada.
Counsellor by brevet, though not brought up
to the bar. Puerto de arrcbata capas, Windy
place where cloaks are troublesome. Quitar
6 quitarse la capa, To gamble the shirt off

one's back. Sacar bien su capa, (Met.) To
disengage one's selffrom arduous difficulties.

Tirar d uno de la capa, To pull any one by
the cloak, to warn him of an impending dan-

ger. A' la capa, (Naut.) Lying-to. Dc. capa
y gorra, In a plain manner.

CAPACETE, sra. Helmet, casque.
CAPACHA, sf. 1. Frail, hamper. V. Capacho. 2

Frail-basket. 3. (Vulf.) The religious order
of St. John of God.

CAPACHAZO, sm. Blow given with a basket.

;Kuo, ,sm. He vcho carries things ir

CAPACHO, sm. I. Frail, hamper, large basket.

2. Capacho de alban'd, Bricklayer's hod, in

which mortar is carried. 3. (In Oil-mills)

Bass-frail, through which the oil is filtered. 4.

Mendicant hospitaller, who collects charity
for the sick. 5. (Orn.) Common owl, barn-

owl. Strix flammea L.

APACIDA.D, sf. 1. Capacity, the power of re-

ceiving and containing a thing. 2. Extent of a

place. 3. Opportunity or means of executing
a thing. 4. (Naut.) Bulk or burthen of a ship.
5. (Met.) Talent, genius, mental ability.

AP!DA, sf. 1. Any thing wrapt up and carried

in a person's cloak. 2. Lark. V. Mondra.

APADO, DA, pp. Castrated.

APADOR, sm. 1. One whose business is to geld
or castrate. 2. Instrument used in gelding or

castrating.
DAPADURA, sf. 1. Act of gelding or castrating.

2. Scar which remains after castration.

APAR, ta. 1. To geld, to castrate. 2. (Met.)
To curtail, to diminish one's authority, in-

come, fec.

APARAZON, sm. 1. Carcass of a fowl stripped
of all its flesh. 2. Caparison, a sort of cover

put over the saddle of a horse. 3. Cover of a

coach, or other things, made of oil cloth. 4.

(Mur.) Frail made of bass, in which horses

feed when out of the stable.

APARRA, sf. 1. Sheep-louse. V. Garrapata. 2.

Earnest, money given to confirm a bargain.
3. V. AUaparra.
APARLLA, sf. A small tick, which molestsbees.

APARRON, sm. (Ant.) Bud of a vine or tree.

!APARHOSA v CAPARROS, s. Copperas, green
vitriol, sulphat of iron.

!APATA.z,sm. 1. Overseer, a superintendent. 2.

One who is charged with receiving the marked
metal which is to be coined in the mint 3.

Steward who superintends a farm. 4. Warden
of a company or guild.

IAP^Z,
a. 1. Capacious, able to hold other

things. 2. Ample, spacious, roomy, wide. 3.

(Met.) Fit, apt, suitable. 4. (Met.) Learned,

ingenious, capable. Capaz de prucba, Capable
of trial ; what may be proved. Hacerse capaz .

de alguna cosa, (Met.) To render one's self

master of a thing, to acquire a complete
knowledge of it.

CAPAZA, sf. (Arag.) V. Capacho.
CAPA/MENTE, ad. Capaciously, amply ;

with

capacity.
CAPAZO, sm. 1. Large frail or basket made of

bass. 2. Blow given with a basket.

CAPA /ON, sm. Very large frail made of bass.

CAPCIOSO, SA, a. Captious, insidious, artful.

CAPCIOSAMENTE, ad. Insidiously, captiously.

CAPEADOR, sm. Cloak-stealer.

CAPEAR, va. 1. To strip or rob one of a cloakin

any inhabited place. 2. (Naut.) To try, or lay
to. 3. To challenge a bull with one's cloak.

CAPEL, sm. (Arag.) Pod or ball of a silk-worm.

CAPELA, sf. Star of the first magnitude in the

left shoulder of the constellation Auriga.

CAPELARDIENTE, sf. V. Capilla ardiente.

CAPELLADA, sf. Toe-piece put to the forepart
of a shoe.

CAPELLAN, sm. 1 . Chaplain, a clergyman who is

preferred to an ecclesiastical" benefice. 2.
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Clergyman who says mass in a private family

Capellan de navio, Chaplain ofthe navy. Ca

pellan de regimiento, Chaplain of a regiment
CAPEI.LANIA, sf. Foundation or revenue settlec

and established by some person, and erected
into an ecclesiastical benefice by the bishop

CAPELLA'R, sm. Moorish cloak, worn in Spain
CAPELLE YA,sf.(Ant.)Hood, a cover for the head

CAPELLINA, sf. 1. Head-piece of a helmet, or

casque. 2. Hood worn by country-people. 3

(Ant.) Trooper armed with a helmet.

CAPELO, sm. 1. Duty, or dues, received in an-

cient times by bishops from their clergy. 2

(Ant.) Hat. V. Sombrero. 3. Red hat, or cap
of a cardinal. [cloak

CAPEO, sm. Act of challenging a bull with a

CAPEON, sm. Yearling or young bull challenged
with a cloak.

CA PKRO, sm. Priest who carries the cope, or plu-
vial, in cathedral and collegiate churches.

CAPEROLES, sm. pi. (Naut.) V. Coronamiento.
CAPERUCITA 6 CAPERUCILLA, sf. Small hood.

CAPERUZA, sf. Cap ending in a point which in-

clines towards the back part of the head. Ca-

peruza de chimenea, Covering of the top of
a chimney, which consists of bricks or tiles

set up in a pyramidal form. Caperuza defo-
gon, (Naut.) Hood of the caboose or cook-
room. Caperuza de polo, Hood of a mast-
head when the ship is unrigged. Dar en ca

peruza, (Met.) To frustrate or disconcert
one's views and designs.

CAPERUZON, sm. Large hood.

CAPIALZA^DO, sm. Arch, sloping on the outside,
and indented on the inside

CAPIBARA, sm. A kind offish.

CAPICHOLA, sf. Kind of silk stuff.

CAPIDENGUE, sm. Small cloak, worn by ladies

CAPIELLO, sm. (Gal. y Ast.) V. Capillo.

CAPIGORRISTA, sm. (Bax.) V. Capigorron.
CAPIGORRON, sm. 1. Vagabond who strolls and

roves idly about
;
a parasite. 2. (Extr.) Stu-

dent who has taken the minor orders, and
will not take any more.

CApfi,, sm. Little cap or hood.

CAPILAR,. Capillary ; applied to the small veins
and arteries of the human body, or strait tubes.

CAPILLA, sf. 1. Hood to cover and defend the
head. 2. Cowl, the hood ofa monk or friar. 3.

Chapel. 4. Band of musicians, paid to play
and sing in a chapel. 5. Chapter or assembly
of collegians, to treat on the affairs of their

college. 6.(Among Printers) Proof, the rough
draught of a sheet when first taken. 7. Porta-
ble chapel for military corps. Caxa de capilla,

(Naut.) Chest for chapel ornaments. Capitta
ardientc, Room where a dead body lies in

state, lighted up or set off with many lights.
Estar en la capilla, To prepare for death ;

spoken of criminals who are in the chapel of
a prison, previous to thair being carried to the

place of execution : (Fam.) To await with

impatience the issue of an affair.

CAPILLADA, sf. A hoodful of any thing.
CAPILLEJA Y CAPILLITA, sf. Small chapel.
CAPILLEJO, sm. 1. Small hood. 2. Skein of silk

for sewing.
CAPILLER 6 CApiLLERO,sm.Clerk or sexton who

has the care of a chapel ; a church-warden
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CAPIIXETA, sf. 1. Small chapel. 2. Hood used

by the knights of Calatrava.

CAPILLO, sm. 1. Child's cap. 2. Fee paid to cler-

gymen for baptizing a child. 3. Lining put
under the toe-piece of a shoe. 4. Hood of a
hawk. 5. Bud or germ of a rose. 0. Net for

catching rabbits. 7. Colander through which
wax is strained. 8. (Ant.) Kind of cowl which
served the peasantry for hat and cloak. Ca-

pillo de hierro, Helmet. Scda de todo cajril'u,
Coarse sort of silk.

CAPILLTJDO, DA,
cowl of a monk.

Resembling the hood or

CAPINGOT, sm. Riding coat without sleeves.

CAPIRON, sm. (Ant.) Covering for the head.

CAPIROTADA, sf. Sort ofAmerican paste, made
up of herbs, eggs, garlic, and spice.

CAPOTE, sm. 1. Ancient cover for the head,
at present only worn by doctors in the univer-
sities. 2. Sort of half gown worn by some of
the collegians ofSalamanca. 3. Sharp-pointed
white or black cap, worn in processions. Toii-

to de capirote, Blockhead, ignorant fool, 4.

Capirote de colmena, Cover of a bee-hive
when it is full of honey. 5. V. Papirotc.

CAPIROTERO, a. Accustomed to carry a hood ;

applied to a hawk.

CAPISAYO, sm. Garment which serves both as

a cloak and riding coat.

CAPISCOL, sm. (In Toledo) Precentor ; sub-

chanter.

CAPISCOLIA, sf. Office and dignity of a precen-
tor.

CAPITA, sf. Small cloak.

CAPITACION, sf. Poll-tax.

CAPITAL, sm. 1. Sum ofmoney put out at inter-

est. 2. Fortune of a husband at the time of his

marriage. 3. Capital stock of a merchant or

trading company. 4. (Fort.) Line drawn
from the angle of a polygon to the point of
the bastion and the middle of the gorge. sf.

Principal or chief city of a country.
CAPITAL, a. 1. Belonging or relating to the

head. Remedio capital, Remedy good for the

head. 2. Principal, capital, essential. Encmigo
capital, Principal enemy. Error capital, Capi-
tal error. Letra capital, Capital letter. Peca-
dos capitales, Capital sins. Pena capital,

Capital punishment.
APITALISTA

,
sm. Capitalist, possessor of funds.

APITALMENTE, ad. Capitally, mortally.

APITA^N, sm. 1. Captain, a military officer who
commands a company.2.Commander-in-chief
of an army. 3. Ringleader of a band of rob-

bers. 4. Capitan a guerra, The mayor or chief

magistrate ofa place, invested with a power to

direct military affairs. 5. Capitan de bandcra,

(Naut.) Captain of the fleet. Capitan de fra-

gata, He who has the command and rank of

a lieutenant-colonel. Capitan de navio, He
who has the command and rank of colonel.

Capitan de guardias de corps, A captain in

the king's life-guards. Capitangeneral, Com-
mander-in-chief of an army, of a fleet, or a

lord-lieutenant ofa county or province. Capi-
tan de puerto, (Naut.) Port-captain. Capitan
del puerto, (Naut.) Harbour-master, wator-

bailiff. Capitan de gallinas de un navio d&

guerra, (Naut.) Poulterer of a man of war.
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Capitan de macstranza en los arsenales,

(Naut.) Store-keeper in a dock-yard. Capitan
ilc 11 c< r(sen las plazas dp, armas, Town-major
in strong places. (>. (In the Wool Trade)
Overseer who superintends the washing of

wool.

APITAIVA, sf. Admiral's ship. [ral.

CAPITANA/O, sm. Great warrior; an able gene-
CAPITANEAR, xa. 1. To have the command in

chief of an army. 2. To head a troop of peo-

ple, though they be not military men.
CAPITA*! A, sf. 1. Commission and employment

of a captain. 2. Company of officers and sol-

diers commanded by a captain. 3. Military
government of aprovince. 4. Chief authority,

power, command.

CAPITKL,*W. 1. Spire over the dome ofa church.
2. (Arq.) Capital, head or uppermost part of
a column or pilaster.

APITOL, sm. (Ant.) V. Capitulo y cabildo.

APITOLINO, NA, a. Belonging or relating to the

Capitol.

CAPITOLIO, sm. Capitol, a celebrated public

building at Rome.
CAPITOV, sm. (let.) Pollard, chub. Cyprinus ce-

plialus L.

CAPITOSO, SA, a. Obstinate, capricious, whim-
sical.

CAPITULA, sf. Part of the prayers read at di-

vine service.

CAPITULACION, sf. 1. Agreement or convention
relative to some important affair. Capitulation
de matrimonio, Articles of intermarriage,
matrimonial contract. 2. (Mil.) Surrender of
a place on certain terms and conditions.

C A piTULARjSw?. One who has the right ofvoting
in a civil or ecclesiastical community, [ter.

CAPITULAR, a. Belonging or relating to a chap-
CAPITULAR. ra. 1. To conclude an agreement,

to draw up the articles of a contract. 2. (Mil.)
To capitulate, to settle the terms on which
a place is to be surrendered. 3. (For.) To im-

peach, to accuse by public authority. vn. To
sing prayers at divine service.

C API i UI.ARIO. sm. Book which contains the

prayers to be read or sung at divine service.

CAPITULARMENTI:, ad. According to the rules
or laws of a chapter.

CAPITUI.ZRO, sin. y n. Capitular ; capitulary.
CAPITM.O. am. I. Chapter, meeting or assembly

-lliedral for the election of prelates, or
to deliberate on other ecclesiastical matters. 2.

Meeting or assembly of any secular commu-
nity or corporation. 3. Chapter, the division
or section of a book or other writing. 4.

Charge preferred against a person for neglect
ofduty. 5. Capilulos mairimotimfcs, Articles
ofintermarriage ; conditions of the matrimo-
nial c.mlract. f)ar un capitulo, (Mot.) To
lecture or reprimand severely. Gcinar 6 per-
(Jer capitulo, (Met.) To carry or lose one's

point.

ris, xf. Sort ofcadmia.

Q&PKOvliiTE, sin. Fortune-teller by the help of
loke.

CAPO, sm. (Ant.) V. Cabo.
"in. Bark of the capoc-tree, which pro-

duces very fine cotton.
CAPOL. DO, sm. I. Minced meat, or meat cut into

small pieces and dressed. 2. Act of cutting or

tearing into ends and bits.

APOLAR,?;^. 1 . To mince or chop meat into very
small bits. 2. (Mur.) To behead, to decapitate.

CAPON, sm. 1. Castrated person or brute. 2. Ca-

pon, a castrated cock fattened for use. 3. Fillip
on the head, a jerk of the finger let go from
the thumb. 4.(Gal.) Fagot, a bundle of brush-
wood for fuel. 5. (Naut.) Anchor-stopper at

the cat-head. G. Capon degalera, Kind of sal-

magundi made on board of row-galleys, and

composed chiefly of biscuit, oil, vinegar, and

garlic. Capon de ceniza, Stroke on the fore-

head with a dust-bag.
CAPONA. sf. Sort of Spanish dance. Llave capo-

na, Key worn by a lord of the bed-chamber,
who is such by brevet only, and without per-

forming the duty of that office.

CAPONADO, DA, pp. Tied together, such as

branches of vines.

C- PONAn, ?'. 1. To tie up the branches ofvines,
that they may not obstruct the

tilling
of the

ground. 2. To cut, to curtail, to diminish.
! CAPONKRA. sf. 1 . Coop, pen, or inclosure to fat-

ten capons and other poultry. 2. (Met.) Place

where one lives well at other people's ex-

pense. 3. (Fort.) Caponier, a passage under
a dry moat to the outworks. Estar metido en

caponera, To be locked up in a jail.

CAPORX.L, sm. 1. Chief, ringleader. 2. (Ant.)
Commander of a division of ships.

CAPOTA, sf. (Manuf.) Head of the teasel or ful-

ler's thistle, used to raise the nap on woollen
cloth.

CAPOTE, sm. 1. Sort of cloak with a round lined

cape, commonly made of coarse camblet, to

keep off the rain. 2. (Met.) Austere, angry
look or mien. 3. Thick cloud or mist hanging
over a mountain. 4. (In some Games at Cards)
Capot, when one player wins all the tricks.

Dar capote, (Met.) To leave a guest or visitor

without a dinner, for coming late. A 1 mi ca-

pote, In my opinion, according to my way
ofthinking. Capote de ccntinela, A sentinel's

great-coat, or watch-coat.

CAPOTERO, 5771. One who make or sells cloaks.

CAPOTILLO, sm. Short cloak worn by women.

Capotillo de dos faJdas, Short, loose jacket
fast before and behind, and open on both

sides.

CAPOTON, sm. Large wide coat.

CAPOTUDO, DA, a. Frowning. V. Ccnudo.

CAPRICHO, sm. 1. Caprice, whim, fancy. 2.

(Mus.) Irregular but pleasing composition. 3.

(Pint.) Invention or design of a painting.
Homlre de capricho, Queer ,

whimsical fellow.

CAPRICHOSAMKNTE, ad. In a capricious or ob-

stinate manner.

CAPRICHOSO, SA, a. 1. Capricious, whimsical,
obstinate. 2. Fanciful, full of imagination and
invention.

CAPRICHUDO, DA, a. Obstinate, stubborn.

CAPRICORNIO, sm. 1. Capricorn, the tenth sign
of the zodiac. 2. Cuckold, one that is mar-

ried to an adulteress.

CAPRIMULGA, sf. Goat-sucker, a kind' of owl.

CAPRINO, NA, a. (Poet.) Goatish. V. Cabruno.

CAPSARIO, sm. One who guards the clothes of

persons who are going to bathe.g t
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CAPSULAS, sf. pi. Seminal capsules of plants.

CAPTAR,.TO captivate, to engage the benevo-
lence of another, to win by soft and endear-

ing words.

CAPTIVAR, va. V. Cautivar.

CAPTIVIUAD, sf. V. Cautividad.

CAPT^RA, sf. Capture, seizure, the apprehen-
sion of a criminal, or caption of a debtor.

CAPTURAR,a. To apprehend, to take up, to ar-

rest.

CAPUCHA, sf. I. Circumflex (A), an accent used
to regulate the pronunciation. 2. Hood of a
woman's cloak.

CAPUCHI'NA, sf. 1 . Capuchin nun who follows the

rules of the order of St. Francis, and goes
barefooted. 2. (Bot.) Indian cress, nastur-

tium. Tropaeolum L. Capuchinas, (Naut,)
Crotches and knees.

CAP'UCHINO, sm. Capuchin monk, of the order
of St. Francis, who is barefooted, and wears
his beard.

CAPUCHIXO, NA, a. Relating or appertaining to

Capuchin friars or nuns. Chupa capacliina.
Waistcoat with a back of an inferior stuff.

CAPTJCHO, sm. Cowl or hood forming part of a
monk's dress.

CAPULIN, sm. (Bot.) An American fruit re-

sembling a cherry.

CAPULLITO, sm. Small pod of a silk worm.
CAPULLO, sm. 1. Pod of a silk-worm. 2. Flax

knotted at the end, which knot resembles the

pod of a silk-worm. 3. Germ or bud of roses

and other flowers. 4. Coarse stuff made of

spun silk. Scda de capullos, Ferret-silk, gro-

gram yarn. 5. Shell of an acorn.

CAPUMPEBA, sf. (Bot.) Name of a Brasil plant.

CAPtJz,sm.l.(Ant.) Kind oflong morning-gown
formerly worn. 2. (Ant.) Old-fashioned cloak.

CAPUZAR, ra. Capuzar un baxel, (Naut.) To sink

a ship by the head.

CAQ,I;EXIA, sf. (Med.) Cachexy, deranged con-

stitution.

CAQUIMIA, sf. An imperfect metallic substance.

CAR, sf. (Naut.) Extreme end of the mizen-

yard and rnizen.

CAR, ad. (Ant.) V. Porque.
CARA, sf. 1. Face, visage, countenance, the cast

of the features. Fulano me recibid con buena

cara, He received me with a cheerful coun-
tenance. Fulaname mostrd mala cara, I was
received by her with a frown. 2. Cover of
melted sugar for pastry. 3. Presence of a per-
son. 4. Surface of a thing. Cara dc acelga,
Pale, sallow face. Cara dc pasqua, Smiling,
cheerful countenance. Carade pocosamigos,
Churlish look, froward countenance. Cara de

vaqueta 6 de bronze, Brazen face. Cara dc

vicrn.cs santo, Lean, meagre face. Cara de

carton, Wrinkled face. Cara empcdrada 6

apedreada, A face pitted by the small pox.
Hacer la cura, (In Tar Manufactories) To
make an incision in a pine-tree in order to ex-

tract the resin. Cara, decebo, Pale face. A 1

cara descubierta, Openly, plainly. Andar
con la cara descubierta, To act in a plain and

open manner ;
to proceed with frankness and

without evasion or reserve. A' primera cara,
At first sight. Dar a alguno con las puertas
en la cara, To shut the door in one's face.
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Dar en cara, (Met.) To reproach, to upbraid.
Dar el sol de cara, To have the sun in one's
face. Decirselo en su cara, (Met.) To tell one
to his face. Haccr earn, To face an enemy.
Hombre de dos caras, Double dealer, an in-

sidious artful fellow. La cara se lo dice, His
face betrays him. Lavar la cara 6. aio'uno,

(Met.) To flatter, to please with blandish-
ments. La-car la cara a afguna cosa, To
brush up, to clean ; e. g. a painting, house, or
coach. J\\t conoccr la cara al miedo 6 a ia nc-

ccssidad, To be a stranger to fear or distress.

JVo sabe en donde tienc la cura. He does not
know his profession or duty. JV</ tfncr ram
para hacer 6 decir alguna cosa, Not to have
the face or courage to say a thing. Vo Tolrrr
la cara alms, (Met.) To pursue witb spirit
and perseverance. Vplver a la cara fas pa-
labras injuriosas, To retort or return abusive

language. Salir a la cara el contc.nto. la cn-

fcrmcdad, la vergilenza, Satisfaction, infirmi-

ty, shame, to be expressed in the face. Cara
a cara, Face to face. De cara, Opposite, over

against, regarding in front.

CARABA, sf. (Naut.) Kind of vessel used in the

Archipelago.
CARABE, sm. Amber.

CARABELA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Long, narrow, three-

masted vessel. 2. Large basket or tray to

carry provisions in.

CARABELON, sm. (Naut.) Brig or brigantine.

CARABINA, sf. 1. Fowling-piece. 2. Carbine or

carabine, a small firelock used by cavalry.
Carubina rayada, Rifle carabine.

CARABINA/O, sm. Report of a carabine, effect

of a carabine shot.

CARABINERO, sm. 1. Carabinter. a horse-soldier

armed with a carabine. 2. (In the Spanish
service) Kind of light horse attached to every
regiment of cavalry.

CARABO, sm. 1. (let.) Sort of crab or cockle. 2.

(Orn.) Large horn owl. 3. (Ant.) Kind of

vessel. V. Caraba. 4. Kind of setting dog,
5. Earth beetle. Carabus L.

CARACHEjSm. Kind of scab incident to Peru-

vian sheep.
CARACOA, sf. Small row-barge used in the Phi-

lippine islands.

CARACOL, sm. 1. Small cone in a clock or watch,
round which the chain is wound. 2. Snail, n.

slimy animal, some of which have shells on
their backs. Caracal marine, Periwinkle. 3.

Winding stair-case. 4. Oblique pace in the

manege. Hacer caracoles, (Met.) To cara-

cole, to go to and fro. JVo se le du tin caracal,
It does not matter, it is not worth a rush.

CARACOLA, sf. A small whitish -shell snail.

CARACOLEAR, vn. To CARACOLE.
_

I

CARAcoi.Ejo,sm. Small snail, or shell of a snail.

CARACOLERO, RA, s. One who gathers and sells

snails.

CARAcoLi,sm.Kind of metallic composition re-

sembling pinchbeck.
CARACOLILLA, sf. Small snail-shell.

CARACOT.ILLO, sm. 1. Small snail. 2. (Bot.)

Snail-flowered kidney bean. Phaseolus cara-

calla L. 3. Sort of purple-coloured thread.

Caracolillos, Sort of shell-work wrought on

the edgings of clothes byway of ornament.
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CARACOLfxo, sm. Small snail.

CARACON, sm. (Ant.) Kind of small vessel.

'VK\I TKK, sm. 1. Character, distinctive quali-

ty of persons and things. 2. Adventitious

quality impressed by a post or office. 3. Let-

ter used in writing or printing. 4. Mark put

upon sheep. [manner.
CARACTERISTICAMENTE, ad. In a characteristic

CA.RACTERISTICO, CA, a. Characteristic.

CARACTERI/ADO, DA, a. Distinguished for emi-

nent qualities or talents. Es hombre muy c,a-

rin-ti'rr,ii(h, He is a man endowed with un-

common talents.

CARACTERIZAR, va. 1. To characterize, to dis-

tinguish a person or thing by peculiar quali-
ties. Le caracterizdron de sabio, He was
classed among wise men. 2. To confer a dis-

tinguished employment, dignity, or office. 3.

To mark, to point out.

ARAcue HO, CHA, a. (Ant.) Mouse-coloured.

ARADELANTE, (Ant.) V. En ciddanle.

CARADO, DA, a. Faced. This adjective is always
joined to the adverbs bien or mal ;

e. g. Bien
card do, Pretty faced ;

Mal carado, 111 faced.

ARAfiAcu, sm. Kind of cotton.

ARAMANCHON, sm. Garret. V. Camaranchon.

CARAMANGZA, sf. Chinese medicinal drug.
CARAMBA, interj. (Vulg.) Hah, strange!
CARAMBANO, sm. Icicle, a shoot of ice broken

off from a large piece.

CARAMBOLA, sf. 1. Manner of playing at the bil-

liard table. 2. Method of playing the game at

cards, called Revesino. 3. (Met.) Device or

trick to cheat or deceive. 4. East India fruit.

CAR \MBOLEAR, vn. To play the carambola.

CARAMBOLERO, sm. Player at carambola.

CARAMBU, sm. (Bot.) Willow herb.

CARAMEL, sf. (let.) Kind of pilchard.

CARAMELA, sf. (Ant.) V. Caramillo.

CARAMELO, sm. Kind oflozenge made of sugar,
oil of sweet almonds, and other ingredients.

CARAMENTE, ad. 1. Dearly, at an high price. 2.

Bitterly, severely.

CAKAMIELLO, sm. Kind of hat formerly worn.

CARAMILLAR, vn. To play on the flagelet.

CARAMILLRAS, sf. pi. Pot-hooks.

CARAMELO, sm. 1. Flagelet, a small flute. 2.

(Bot.) Glasswort, saltwort. Salsola kali L.

3. H
ther

eap of things confusedly jumbled toge-
. 4. Deceit, fraudulent trick. 5. Pick-

thanking, tale-carrying. Armaruncaramttlo.
To raise disturbances, to excite dissension.

CARAMU YS, sm. Kind of sea-snail. Nerita L.

GARAMUZAL, sm. Transport vessel used by the
Moors. [Indies.

CARANQ.UE, sm. Kind of flat fish in the West
CAKANTAMAULA, sf. I. Hideous mask or visor.

2. (Met.) Ugly, hard-featured person.
CARANTONA, sf. 1. Hideous mask or visor. 2.

Old coarse woman who paints and dresses in

style, in order to please. Carantdnas, Caress-

es, soft words, and acts of endearment to
wheedle or coax a person.

CARANTONERO, sm. Flatterer, wheedler, cajoler,

CAR!NA, sf. Kind of resinous American gum.
CARAOS, sm. Act of drinking a full bumper to

one's health.

CARAPA, sf. Oil of a nut, the fruit ofan Ameri-
can tree, which is said to cure the gout.
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CARAPU/.A, V. Caperuza.
CARAQ.UENO, NA, a. Belonging to Caraccas.

CARASCHULLI, sm. Indian shrub resembling a

caper-bush.
CARATULA, sf. 1. Mask made of pasteboard. 2.

Cover for the face to defend it from bees,

musquitoes, &c. 3. (Met.) Band of players.
CARATCLERO, sm. One whose trade is to make

or sell masks.

CARAU/, sm. (Ant.) V. Caraos.

CARAVA, sf. (Ant.) Meeting of country people
on festive occasions.

CARAVANA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Sea-campaign per-
formed by the knights of Malta. 2. Caravan,
a company of traders travelling together, for

security, through deserts. Hacer 6 corrcr ca-

ravanas, (Met.) To take a variety of steps
for

obtaining
some end.

CARAVELA, sf. Kind of light vessel easily navi-

gated.
CARAVENERA, sf. Caravansary, a large public

building for the reception and accommoda-
tion of caravans.

CARAVERO, sm. Loiterer, one who neglects his

duty for the purpose of frequenting cararas.

CARAY, sm. Tortoise-shell. V. Carey.
CARAZA, sf. Broad large face.

CARBASO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Kind of fine flax. 2.

(Poet.) Sail of a ship. 3. An ancient short

petticoat coming only to the knee.

CARBON, sm. 1. Charcoal, coal made by burn-

ing wood under a cover of earth or turf. 2.

Carbon dc picdra, Pit-coal. 3. Black pencil.
V. Carboncillo. 4. (Ant.) Blot, stain, spot.
V. Mancka.

CARBONADA, sf. 1. Broiled chop or steak. 2.

Kind of pancake made of milk, eggs, and

sugar, and afterwards fried in butter.

CARBONAD|LLA, sm. Small carbonada.

CARBONciLto, sm. 1. Small coal. 2. Black

crayon made of rosemary wood, heath, ha-

zel, or willow, burnt in an iron tube, and

quenched in ashes.

CARBONCOL, sm. V. Carbunclo.

CARBONERA, sf. Place where charcoal is made
and preserved for use.

CARBONERIA, sf. Coal-yard, coal-shed.

CARBONERO, sm. 1. Charcoal-maker, collier, a

digger of coals. 2. Dealer in coals. 3. (Naut.)

Ship employed in the coal trade.

CARBONIZADO, DA, a. Carbonated, impregna-
nated or united with carbon.

CARBUNCLO v CARBUNCO, sm. 1. Carbuncle, a

precious stone resembling a ruby. 2. Red

pustule or pimple.
CARBUNCOSO, SA, a. Of the nature of a carbun-

cle, or resembling it.

CARBUNCULO VCARBUNCULA, 5. V. Carbunclo.

CARCAJADA, sf. Loud laughter, horse-laugh.

CARCAMAL,57re. Nick-name of old people, espe-

cially of old women.
CARCANAL 6 CAKCANAR, sm. Heel-bone. V.

Calcanar.

CARCAPULI, sm. 1. (Bot.) Indian yellow orange
of Java and Malabar. 2. (Bot.) The large

carcapulla-tree in America, which produces
a sweet fruit resembling a cherry.

CARCAVA, sf. 1. Inclosure, mound, hedge, ditch.

2. (Ant.) Pit or grave for interring the dead
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CARCAVAR6CARCAVEAR,rfl.Tofortifyacamp
CARCAVERA, s/.Vulgar prostitute about ditches

CARCA vo, sm.(Ant.) The cavity ofthe abdomen
CARCAVON, sm. Large and deep ditch.

CARCASS Y CARCAZA, sf. 1. Kind of fire-engine
2. Ribbon with a case at the end, in which the

cross is borne in a procession. 3. Quiver. 4

Ornament of the ankle worn by the Moors
V. Axorca.

CARCEL, sf. 1. Prison, a building in which cri-

minals are confined. 2. (Among Carpenters)
Wooden cramp used to keep glued planks fast

together, that they may join well. 3. (Cast.)
Two small cart-loads of fire-wood. 4. Cheek
of a. printing-press. Cdrcdcs, (Among Wea-

vers) Cog-reeds of a loom.

CARCEI.AGE y CARCERAGE, sm. Prison-fees.

CARCELERIA, sf. i. Imprisonment. -2. Bail or se

curity given for the appearance of a prisoner
set at

liberty.
3. (Ant.) Whole number of

persons confined in a jail.

CARCELERO, sm. Jail-keeper. Fiadorcarcclero,
One who is bail or surety for a prisoner.

CARCERAR, va. To imprison. [India

CARCOA, sf. Row-barge used in some parts of

CARCOLA, sf. Treadle, a piece of wood moved

by the weaver's foot to raise and lower the

stays of the loom.

CARCOMA, sf. 1. WT

ood-louse, an insect which

gnaws wood and timber. 2. Dust made by the

wood-louse. 3. (Met.) Grief, anxious con-

cern. 4. (Met.) One who runs by degrees

through his whole fortune. 5. (Med.) Cari-

osity or rottenness of a bone.

CARCOMER, va. 1. To gnaw, to corrode ; appli-
ed to the wood-louse. 2. To consume a thing

by degrees. 3. (Met.) To impair, gradually,

health, virtue, &c. vr. To decay, to decline

in health, virtue, &c.
CARCOMIDO. DA, a. 1. Worm-eaten, consumed.

2. (Met.) Decayed, declined, impaired.
CARDA, sf. 1. Teazel, or teasel, the head of a

thistle for raising the wool on cloth before it

goes to the shearer. 2. Card, an instrument
with which wool is combed, and prepared for

spinning. 3. (Met.) Severe reprimand or cen-

sure. I. (Naut.) Small vessel built snow-
fashion. Gente de la carda, 6 los de la carda,
Idle street-walkers ; wicked licentious people.

CARDADOR, sm. Carder, one who combs wool.

CARDADURA, sf. Act of carding or combing
wool.

CARDAESTAMBRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Cardador.
CARD^-MINO DE PRADOS, sm. (Bot.) Meadow-

cresses, lady's smock. Cardamine pratensis L.

CARDAMOMO, sm. (Bot.) Cardamomum, a medi-
cinal seed. Amornurn cardamomurn L.

CARDAMOURI, sf. Kind of drug used for dying.
CARDER, va. 1. To card or comb wool, to ren-

der it fit for spinning. 2. To raise the wool
on cloth with a teasel, "ardarlc A uno la

lana, (Met.) To win a large sum at play.
Cardarh a alguno la Zanffl,"(Met.) To repri-
mand severely.

CARDELISA, */. (Orn.) Goldfinch, thistle finch.

Fringilla carduelis L.

CARDENAL, sm. 1. Cardinal, an eminent digni-

tary ofthe Roman Catholic Church. 2. (Orn.)

Virginian nightingale, cardinal grosbeak.
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Loxia cardinalis L. 3. Weal or discoloration
made by a lash or blow.

CARDENALA-TO, sm. Dignity of a cardinal.

CARDENALIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cardenal&to.

CARDENALICIO, CIA,. Belonging or appertain-
ing to a cardinal.

CARDENCHA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Fuller's thistle. Dip-
sacus fullonum L. 2. Card or comb, an in-

strument for carding or combing of wool.

CARDENCHAL, sm. Place where fuller's thistles

grow.
CARDENILLO, sm. I. Verdigrise, rust of copper

2. Verditure, agreen paint made ofverdigrise
CARDENO, NA, a. Of a dark purple colour.

CARDERO, sm. Card-maker.

CARDIACA, sf. (Bot.) Mother-wort.

CARDI^CO, CA, a. Cardiac, cordial
; having the

quality of invigorating.
CARDIAL, a. (Ant.) Cardiacal, cardiac.

CARDiALGiA,s/.(Med.)Cardialgy,or heart-burn

CARDIJ(XGICO, CA, a. Belonging to cardialgy.
CARDICO 6 CARDITO, sm. Small thistle.

CARD|LLO,STO. (Bot.) Golden thistle. Scolyraus
maculatus L. Cardillo de comer, (Bot.) Peren-
nial or star-thistle. Scolymus hispanicus L

CARDINAL, a. Cardinal, principal, fundamental
Vicntos cardinales^N'mds from the 4 cardinal

points. Virtudes cardinales, Cardinal virtues,

justice, prudence, fortitude, and temperance.
Numeros cardinales, Cardinal numbers, abso-

lute numbers, opposed to ordinal or relative

numbers.

CX.RDINE, sm. Hinge, a joint on which a door

or gate turns. Cdrdines, Poles, the extremi-

ties of the axis of the earth.

CARDITA, sf. Small vessel.

CARDIZAL, sm. Land covered with thistles.

CARDO, sm. 1. Artichoke. V. Mcachofa. 2. Cardo
silvestre 6 borriqueno, (Bot.) Wild artichoke.

Carduus leucanthus L. 3. Cardo aljonjero,

Sow-thistle, cardoon. Cynara cardunculus L.

4.Cardo /t0r<e?jse,(Bot.)Chard. Culcusacarna
L. 5. Cardo corrcdor, (Bot.) Sea-holly, field

eringo. Eryngium campestre L. 6. Cardo ben-

dito 6 santo, (Bot.) Holy-thistle. Centaurea
benedicta L. 7. Cardo marino, (Bot.) Globe-

thistle. Carduus crispus L. 8. Cardo huso,

(Bot.) Black chameleon thistle. Atractilis

humilis L. Cardo setero. Thistle surrounded

with mushrooms.

ARDON, sm. (Bot.) 1. Fuller's thistle. Dipsacua
fullonum L. 2. The act and effect of carding.

CARDONCILLO, sm. Kind of small thistle, [wool.

RDiJcHA, sf. Large iron comb for combing
RDtJME 6 CARDtiMEN. sm. Shoal or multi-

CARDUZA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cardu. [tude of fishes.

^ARDUZADOR. sm. Carder. V. Cardador.

^ARDUZAL, sm. V. Cardizal. [To shear cloth.

CARDUZAR,. l.To card or comb wool. 2. (Ant.)

AREAR, va. 1 . To confront criminals, to bring
them face to face. 2. To compare. 3. To tend
a drove of cattle, or flock of sheep. vr. To
assemble or meet for the purpose of treating
on business.

CARECKR,?m.Towant,to be in need ofsomething
~AUECIENTE, a. (Ant.) Wanting.
ARECIMIENTO, V. Carencia.

!!ARKSA, sf. (Naut.) 1. Careening or repairing
of a ship. Media carcna, Boot-hose-topping.
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Carena mayot, Thorough repair. 2. (Poet.)

Ship. 3. (Ant.) Forty days' penance on bread
and water. Dar carena, (Met.) To blame, to

find fault with, to reprimand ; to banter, to

joke.

CARENAGE, sm. V. Carencro.

CARENAR, r. To careen a ship, to pay a ship's
bottom. Aparejo de carcnar, Careening jeer.

CARENCIA, sf. Want, need, the state of being
deprived or in want of a thing.

CARESERO, sm. Careening-place.
CARKO,sm. 1. Confrontation, the act of bringing

criminals or witnesses face to face. 2. Com-
parison, the act of comparing. 3. (Fort.)
Front of a bastion or fortress.

CARJSRO, RA, a. Being in the habit of selling

things dear.

CARESTIA, sf. 1. Scarcity, want. 2. Dearness
or high price originating from scarcity.

CARETA, sf. 1. Mask made of pasteboard. 2.

Wire-cover of the face worn by bee-keepers
when they smother or examine the hives. 3.

V. Judia.

CARETO, TA, a. Having the forehead marked
with a white spot or stripe ; applied to horses.

CAREY, sm. Tortoise-shell.

CAREZA, sf. V. Carestia.

CARGA, sf. 1. Load, burthen
; cargo. 2. Charge

of a cannon or other fire-arms. Carga de ba-

las encaxonadas, Case-shot. Carga muerta,

Overloading, dead load. 3. Corn measure in

Castile, containing fourfanegas, or bushels.

4. Medical preparation for curing sprains and
inflammations in horses and mules. 5. Impost.,

duty, toll, tax. Carga real, King's tax, land

tax. 6. (Met.) Burthen of the mind. 7. (Ant.)

Discharge ofcannon and other fire-arms. Car-

ga cerrada, Volley, a general discharge. Car-

ga concejil, Municipal office which all the

inhabitants ofa place must serve in their turn.

Dar a uno una carga cerrada, To scold or

reprimand one severely. Dar con la carga
en tierra, 6 en elsuelo, (Met.) To sink under

fatigue and distress. Echar la carga a otro,

(Met.) To throw the blame upon another.

Llevar los soldados a la carga } (Mil.) To lead

soldiers to the charge. Volver a la carga so-

bre el encmigo, To return to the charge. Ser

aJguna cosa de ciento en carga, To be a thing
of little value. Navio de carga, (Naut.) Ship
ofburthen, amerchantman. Jl' carga cerrada,

Boisterously, inconsiderately, without reflec-

tion. A 1 cargas, Abundantly, in great plenty.
A1

cargas le vicnen los regalos, He receives
loads of presents. A1

cargas va el dinero, He
spends a world of money.

CARGADAS, sf. pi. Game at cards, in which he
that wins the greatest number of tricks loses

as well as he who wins no trick.

CARGADER AS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Down-hauls, brails.

Cargadera de una vela de estay, Down-haul
ofa stay-sail. Cargaderas de las gavias, Top-
sail brails. Jlparcjo de cargadera de raca-

mcnto, Down-haul tacklo.

CARGADERO, sm. Place where goods are loaded
or unloaded, shipped or unshipped, [tracted.

CARGADILLA, sf. Increase of a debt newly con-

CARGA.DO, sm. A Spanish step in dancing, put-
ting the right foot in the place of the left.

DA, a. Loaded, full. Cargado dc e*-

paldas, Round-shouldered, stooping. Estar

carga do de vino, To bo top-heavy, or half-

seas over.

CARGAUOR, sm. 1. Freighter, a merchant who
ships and exports ^oods for other markets. 2.

Rammer, a stick with which the charge i.s

forced into guns. 3. He that loads great guns.
4. (Ant.) In New-Spain, he who is hired to

conduct a cargo from one place to another.

pi. 1. (Naut.) Tackles. V. Palanquines. 2.

Plates of copper or pallets used in gilding.

CARGAMENTO, sm. (Naut.) Cargo, freight of a

ship.

CARGAR, ra. 1. To load, or carry a load
; ap-

plied to men and beasts. 2. To charge the ene-

my ,
to attack the enemy with spirit and visrour .

3. To ship goods for foreign markets. Cargar
dflete, To ship goods on freight. 4. To load or

charge a gun. 5. To overload or overburthcn
6. To charge in account, to book. 7. To impu3>
or lay on taxes. 8. To impute, to arraign, to im-

peach. 9. To crowd. Carga rdelantero, (Met.)
To be top-heavy or fuddled. Cargar arriba,

una vela, (Naut.) To clue up a sail. Cargar la

consideration, (Met.) To reflect with conside-

ration and maturity. Cargar la inano, (Met.)
To pursue a thing with eagerness : (Met.) To
reproach with severity} to extort. Cargar lot

dados, To cog dice. Cargar sobre uno, To im-

portune, tease, or molest. vr. 1. To inclinn

with the whole body towards a point or place.
El vicnto se ha cargado al norte, The wind
has veered to the north. 2. To charge one's

own account with the sums received. 3. To
maintain, to support or take a charge upon
one's self,

CARGAZON, sf. 1. Cargo or lading of a ship. 2.

Cargazon dccabeza, Heaviness of the head. 3.

Cargazon de tiempo, Cloudy, thick weather.

CARGO, sm. 1. Burthen, loading. 2. (Madrid)
Load of stones which weighs forty arrobas. 3.

Total amount of debts and demands, state-

ment of debtors and creditors. 4. (Met.) Em-
ployment, dignity, office. Cargo concejil, A
municipal office. 5. (Met.) Obligation to per-
form something. 6. (Met.) Command or di-

rection of a thing. 7. Fault or deficiency in

the performance of one's duty. 8. Cargo dc

conciencia, Remorse, sense of guilt. Hacer

cargo d alguno de una cosa, To charge ono
with a fault. Haccr cargo de alguna cosa, To
make one's self acquainted with a thing. Ser
en cargo, To be debtor.

CARGOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Grievous, weighty, inju-
rious, [load.

CARGUE, sm. 1. Loading a vessel. 2. License to

. V. Carguio. [ment.

CARGUERO, RA, a. Having an office or employ-
CARGUILLA Y CARGUITA, sf. Small or light load.

CARGUJO, sm. Cargo of merchandise.

CARIA, sf. (Arq.) 1. Fust, the body of a column.

2. V. Caries. [tenance.

CARIACEDO,DA, a. Having a sour-looking coun-

CARIACONTECIDO, DA, a. Sad, mournful, ex-

pressive of grief.

CARIACUCHILLADO, DA, . Having the face

marked with cuts or gashes.

CARI^DO, DA, a. Carious, rotten.
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, I!A, a. Long-visaged, with an

aquiline or hooked nose. [cheeked.
CARIAMPOLLADO, DA, a. Roundfaced, plump
CARIANCHO, CHA, a. Broad-faced.

CARIATIDE,S/. Caryates or caryatides, columns
or pilasters under the figures of womei
dressed in long robes.

CARfBE, sm. Cannibal, man-eater, a savage
barbarous fellow.

CARIBITO, sm. A river fish of the bream species

CARIBOBO, B A, a. Having a stupid, sheepish look.

CAR|CAS, sf.pl. (Arag.) Sort of kidney beans.

CARicATtTRA, sf. Caricature.

CAR^CIA, sf. Caress, act of endearment.

CARICIOSAMENTE, ad. In a fondling or endear

ing manner.

CARicioso,sA,.Fondling,endearing,caressing.
CARICUERDO, DA, a. Having a serene or com-

posed mien.

CARiDAD,sf. 1. Charity, kindness, good-will, be
nevolence. 2. Alms, relief given to the poor.
3. Refreshment of bread and wine, which
confraternities cause to be given to travel-

lers at the church-door. [dent.

CARIDELANTERO, RA, a. Brazen-faced, irnpu-

CARIDOLIENTE, a,. Having a mournful counte-

nance, expressive of grief.

CARIDOSO, SA, a. V.
Caritativp.

CARIES, sf. 1. Caries or cariosity, rottenness of
the teeth or bones. 2. Pellicle or thin skin

which surrounds the bone.

CARIESCRITO, a. Corrugated, shrivelled ; ap-
plied to a melon.

CARIEXENTO, TA, a. Brazen-faced, impudent.
CARIFRUNCIDO, DA, a. Having a face contract-

ed into wrinkles by age or affliction.

CARIGORDO, DA, a. Having a full or plump face.

CARILARGO, GA, a. Long-visaged.
CARILLA. sf. 1. Little or small face. 2. Mask used

by bee-keepers. V. Careta. 3. Silver coin in

Aragon worth 18 dineros, or deniers, having
the king's image on one side. 4. V. Liana.

CARILLENO, NA, a. Plump-faced, having a full

face. [Dear, beloved.

CARILLO, LLA, a. Dear, bearing a high price. 2.

CARIUJCIO, CIA, a. Having a shining or glossy
face.

CARILLIJDO, DA, a. Plump-cheeked.
CARiNA,sf. 1. (Arq.) Building raised by the Ro-
mans in the form of a ship. 2. (Bot.) Hard
shells of fruits.

CARINCURINI, sm. An Indian tree.

CARINEGRO, GRA, a. Being of a swarthy com-

plexion, [plied to man.

CARININFO, FA, a. Having a womanish face
; ap-

CARINANA, sf. (Ant.) Ancient head-dress like a

nun's veil.

CARfffo, sm. 1. Love, fondness, tenderness. 2.

Soft or endearing expression. 3. Anxious de-

sire of a thing. [manner.
CARINOSAMENTE, ad. In a fond or affectionate

CARINOSO, SA, a. 1. Affectionate, endearing, be-

nevolent. 2. Anxiously desirous, longing.
CARIOFILATA, sf. (Bot.) Herb bennet, common

avens. Geum urbanum L.

CARIOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Carious, liable to corrup-
tion, [dus L.

CARIOTA, sf. (Bot.) Wild carrot. Daucus luci-

CARIPANDO, DA, a. Idiot-like, stupid-faced.
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CARIPARJO, JA, a. y s. Resembling, having a
similar face ; likeness.

CARIRAIDO, DA, a. Brazen-faced, impudent.
CARIREDONDO, DA, a. Round-faced.

C^RIS, sm. Kind of ragout or fricassee much
used among the Indians.

CARISEA, sf. Kind of kersey.
CARISMA, sm. (Teol.) Divine gift or favour.
CARISTI *.. sf. 1. A small bird so called. 2. (Ant.)

V. Carestia,

CARITA, sf. Little or small face.

CARITATERO, sm. A distributor of charity.
CARITATIVAMENTE, ad. In a charitable manner.

CARITATIVO,VA, a. Charitable, of a humane and
benevolent disposition.

CARLAN, sm. (Arag.) He who owns the duties
and jurisdiction of a district.

CARLANCA, sf.A mastiff's collar made of strong
leather, and stuck full of nails, to serve as a
defence against wolves. Tener muchas car-

lancas, To be very cunning or crafty.

CAKLANCON, sm. (Met.) Person very subtle and

crafty.

CARLANIA, sf. Dignity and district of the juris-
diction of a carlan, an ancient magistrate in

Aragon.
CARLEAR, vn. To pant. V. Jadear.

CARLIN, sm. An ancient silver coin of the reign
of Charles V.

CARLINA, sf. (Bot.) Carline thistle. Carduus
acaulis L.

CARI.INGA, sf. (Naut.) Step of a mast.

CARLOEK, sm. Kind of isinglass imported from

Archangel.
CARMEL,sm. (Bot.) Ribwort, plantain, rib-grass.

Plantago lanceolata L.

CARMELITA, s. Carmelite, a religious man or

woman of the Carmelite order.

CARMELITANO, NA, a. Belonging to the Carme-
lite order.

CARMEN, sm. 1. (Granada) Country-house and

garden. 2. Carmelite order.

CARMENADOR, sm. Teaser, one who scratches

cloth for the purpose of raising the nap.

CARMENADTJRA,S/". Act of teasing or scratching
cloth, in order to raise the nap.

CARMENAR, . 1. To prick or card wool. 2. To
scratch cloth, for the puupose of raising the

nap. 3. To pull out the hair of the head. V.

Rcpelar. 4. To win another's money at play.

CARMES, sm. Kermes, the cochineal insect.

CARMESI, sm. 1. Cochineal powder. 2. Bright
red, somewhat darkened with blue

; purple.
CARMESIN Y CARMESO, (Ant.) V. Carmesi.

CARMIN, sm. 1. Carmine, abright red or crimson

pigment, made of cochineal and Roman alum.

Carmin baxo, Pale rose colour. 2. (Bot.)
Wild rose or dog-rose. Rosa canina L.

CARMINAR, va. To expel wind.

CARMINATIVO, sm. Carminative ; a remedy used

for expelling wind.

CARN!DA, sf. Bait ;
a piece of meat used as a

lure to catch fish or ensnare wolves.

CARNAGE, sm. 1. Salt beef. 2. (Ant.) Carnage,

slaughter.

CARNAL, a. I. Carnal, fleshy ; proceeding from
the flesh, or belonging to it. 2. Sensual, lust-

ful, lecherous. 3. (Met.) Worldly ; opposed to

spiritual. 4. United by kindred.
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CAR.VAL, 5m. Time of the year in which meat

may be eaten ; opposed to Lent and other fast

(

1

\u> ALIDAD, sf. Carnality, lustfulness. [days.

CARNALMENTE, ad. Carnally, sensually
CAKNAVAL, sm. Carnival, the feast held before

Shrovetide, V. CarnestoUndas.

CARNAZA,S/. 1. Fleshy part of a hide or skin. 2.

Meal, consisting of an abundance of meat.

CARNE, sf. 1. Flesh, the fibrous and soft part of
the animal body. 2. Meat ;

flesh intended and
used for food, in contradistinction to fish. 3.

Pulpous and fleshy part of fruit. 4. A boyish
play with a hollow bone. Came, de mcmbrillo,
Pulp of quinces, boiled, cooled, and preserved.

Kirne

de pelo, Flesh of small quadrupeds, as

res, rabbits, &c. Came depluma, Flesh of
sorts of fowls. Came momia, Mummy, a
ad body preserved by means of aromatics
d balsams

; (Fam.) Flesh of meat without
nes

; (Pint.) V. Espalto. Carne nucva, Meat
ould at Easter, when the Lent is over, and
meat is new to the people. Carne sin hueso,

(Met.) Employment of much profit and little

trouble. Carne y sangrc, Flesh and blood, near
kindred. Echtir carnes, To grow fat. Hacer
carne, (Ant.) To resent. Ni es came ni pcs-
cado, (Met.) He is neither fish nor flesh

; an

insipid fellow. Poncr toda la came en el asa-

dor, (Met.) To hazard or stake one's all. Ser
una y carne, (Met.) To be hand and glove, to

be intimate or familiar. Tomar la muger en

carnes, To take a wife in her smock. Temblar
las carnes, (Met.) To shudder with fear or
horror. En carnes, Naked. Carne de grajo,
(Met.)Brown,meagre woman. Tener carne de

pcrro, To have much fortitude or resolution.

CARNECERIA v CARNESCERIA, (Ant.) V. Car-
niceria.

CARNECICA, LI. A, Y TA, sf. Small excrescence
of flesh

rising
in some part of the body.

CARNEO, EA, (Ant.) That which has flesh.

CAKNERADA, sf. Flock of sheep.
CARNERAGE, sm. Tax or duty laid on sheep.
CARNERARIO, sm. Charnel-house.

CARNEREAMIENTO, sm. Poundage, penalty for
the trespass of sheep.

CARNEREAR, va. To fine the proprietor of sheep
which have done damage.

CARNERERO. sm. Shepherd. V. Pastor.

CARNF.RIL, sm. Sheep-walk, pasture for sheep.
CARNERO, sm. 1. Sheep, a cloven-footed quad-

ruped which bears wool. 2. (Arag.) Sheep-
skin dressed or tanned. 3. Family vault, bu-
rying-place, charnel-house. 4. (Ant.) Larder.
Camera adalil, 6 camera manso para guia,
Bell-weather. Camera de simiente, Ram kept
for breeding.. Camera ciclan, Ridgil or ridg-
ling. Camera marina, (let.) White shark.
Squalus carcharias L. Camera verdc, Hashed
mutton. JV0 hay talcs cameras, There is no
such thing. [to sheep.

GARNERUNO, NA, a. Resembling or belonging
CAR.VESTOLENDAS, s/.;>?. Three carnival days
before Shrove-tide, or Ash-Wednesday.

CARNICERIA, sf. 1. Shambles, slaughter-house.
. Carnage, havock, slaughter. Hacer carni-

ceria, To cut away a great quantity ofproud
flesh. Parcce carniceria, It is as noisy as the
shambles.

CARNICRO, sm. 1. Butcher, one that kills ani-

mals to sell their flesh. 2. One who delights
in blood and carnage. 3. Pasture-ground for

fattening cattle. 4. (Fam.) Person who eats

much meat.

CARMCERO, RA, a. 1. Carnivorous or flesh-eat-

ing ; applied to animals. 2. Belonging to

shambles. Libra carnicera, Pound for butch-
er's meat, which is generally double the

weight of the pound for dry goods, and varies

from 24 to 32 ounces. [V. Tabu.

CARNICOL, sm. Hoof of cloven-footed animals.

CARNIVORO, RA, a. Carnivorous, flesh-eating ;

applied to animals. [or dogs' meat.
CARNfZA, sf. (Bax.) 1. Refuse of meat. 2. Cats'

CARNOK, sm. Coomb, an English measure of

grain or seed, containing four Winchester
bushels.

CARNOSID^D, sf. 1. Proud flesh, growing on the

lips ofa wound, or a fleshy excrescence ofany
part of the body. 2. Fatness, an abundance
of flesh and blood.

CARNOSO, SA, Y CARN^DO, DA, a. 1. Fleshy, full

of flesh. 2. Full of marrow ; pulpous, applied
to fruit.

C.A.RO, RA, a. 1. Dear, high-priced. 2. Dear, be-

loved, affectionate. Caro bocado, (Met.) A
dear morsel. La barato es caro, Cheap things
are dearest. Tener en caro,To estimate highly.

CAROCAS, sm. pi. Caresses, endearing actions or

expressions.

CAROCHA, sf. Seed or eggs, which the queen or

mother bee deposits in the cells of a bee-hive.

CAROCHAR, va. To lay and hatch eggs ; applied
to the queen bee. [current in Spain.

CAROLUS, sm. Ancient Flemish coin, formerly
CARONA, sf. I. Inward part of the saddle, which

touches the animal's back. 2. Part of the ani-

mal's back on which the saddle lies. Esquilar
la carona, To shear the back ofa mule, which
is the general custom in Spain. A1

carona,

(Ant.) Immediate to the skin or back.

CARONOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Old, galled and cast

off; applied to beasts of burthen. [ing.

CAROQUERO, RA, s. Wheedler, flatterer
;
caress-

CAROSIEI A, sf. I. (Bot.) Species of the palm-
tree. 2. Date, the fruit of that species of the

palm-tree.
CAROTAS, sf. pi. Rolls of tobacco ground to

powder.
CAROTIDAS, sf.pl. The carotid arteries.

CAROZO,SW. Pellicle, or thin skin, which covers
the grains of a pomegranate.

CARPA, sf. 1. (let.) Carp, a fresh-water fish.

Cyprinus carpio L. 2. Part of a bunch of

grapes which is torn off. 3. (Anat.) Metacar-

pus, a bone of the arm. [form.

CARPANEL, sm. Arch made in a semi-elliptic

CARPE,STO. (Bot.) Horn-beam-tree, wych-hasel.

Carpinus betulus L.

CARPEDA.L, sm. Plantation of horn-beam-trees.

CARPENT^.NO, NA, V. Carpetano.
CARPENTE^R, va. V. Jlrrejacdr.

CARPENTER|A, sf. V. Carpinteria.
CARPETA, sf. 1. Table-carpet, or other covering

ofa table. 2. Port-folio, a leather case in which
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papers
are kept. 3. (Ant.) Small curtains

hung before the doors of taverns. 4. (Arag.)
Cover of a letter.

CARPETANO, NA, a. Belonging to the kingdom
of Toledo, formerly called Carpetania.

CARPINTEAR, va. To do carpenter's or joiner's
work.

CARPINTERIA, sf. 1. Trade and business of a

carpenter. 2. Shop or place where that trade

is carried on.

CARPINTERO, sm. Carpenter, joiner. Carpintero
de bianco, Joiner who makes utensils of wood.

Carpintero deprieto 6 carretas, Cart-wright,

wheel-wright. Carpintero de obras de afuera,

Carpenter who timbers or roofs houses. Car-

finte.ro de ribera 6 de navio, Ship-carpenter,

ship-wright. Maestro carpintero de remos,
Master oar-maker. Segundo carpintero, Car-

penter's mate.

CARPION, sm. Large carp, resembling a trout.

CARPIR, vn. To tear, to scrape, scratch, and
scold.

CARPO, sm. (Ant.) Wrist.

CARPOBALSAMO, sm. Fruit of the tree which

yields the balm of Gilead.

CARPOFAGO, sm. One who lives on fruit.

CARQUESA 6 CAR^UESIA,^. (In Glass-houses)

Annealing furnace for tempering or cooling

plate-glass.

CARQUESA 6 CARO.UEJA, sf. (Bot.) Rest-harrow,

green-weed. Genista tridentata L.

CARRACA, sf. 1. Large and slow sailing ship of

burthen. 2. Rattle, an instrument used instead

of bells the three last days of the holy week.

CARRACO, CA, a. Old, withered, decrepit.

CARRACON, sm. 1. Ship ofburthen of the largest
size. 2. Large rattle. 3. Animal worn out

with age and fatigue.

CARRAX, sm. Barrel, butt, vat, pipe for trans-

porting wine in carts or wagons.
CARRALEJA,sf.Black-beetle with yellow stripes,

which, when lightly pressed, yields an oily
substance that is much used by farriers.

CARRALERO, sm. Cooper, one who make barrels

or wooden vessels for liquids.

CARRANCLO, sm. A blue-feathered bird, very
common in Estremadura. [solemn.

CARRANCIJDO, DA, a. Starched, stiff, affected,

CARRANQ,UE,STW. A Peruvian bird like a crane.

CARRASCA, sf. (Bot.) Kermes-oak. Quercus
coccifera L.

CARRASCAL, sm. Plantation of kermes-oaks.

CARRASCO, sm. (Bot.) Evergreen oak-tree.

Quercus ilex L. [tree.

CARRASCON, sm. (Bot.) Large evergreen oak-

CARRASPADA, sf. Beverage made of red wine,

honey, and spice, and used by common peo-

ple on Christmas holidays.

CARRASPANTE, a. Harsh, acrid, strong.

CARRASPERA, sf. Sore throat, attended with

hoarseness.

CARRASPI^UES, sf. (Bot.) Rock-cress, naked-

stalked candy tuft. Iberis nudicaulis L.

CARRASO.UENO, NA, a. 1. Harsh, sharp, biting ;

applied to things. 2. Rough, rude, sullen ;

applied to persons.
CARREAR Y CARREJAR, (Ant.) V. Acnrrear.

CARRERA, sf. 1. Quick movement of man or

beast from one place to another. -2. Race
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ground, on which horsed run a race. 3. High-
road, leading from one town to another. 4.

(In Madrid) A street, as, La carrera de San
Francisco, St. Francis-street. 5. Alley, a walk
in a garden ; an avenue leading to a house,

planted with trees, in the form of a street. 6.

Row of things, ranged in a line. 7. Range
of iron teeth in cards for combing wool. 8.

Line made by dividing and separating tlio

hair. 9. Girder, the largest piece of timber in

a floor, next to the beams. 10. Stitch in a

stocking, which has broken or fallen. 1.1.

Course and duration of life. 12. Profession
of arms or letters ; course or mode of action.

13. Street or high-road destined for any pub-
lic procession. 14. Spanish step in dancing.
V. Carrcrilla. Carrera de cordcleria, Rope-
walk. Carrera de Indias, Trade from Spain
to South America. Estar en carrera. To be
in the way of earning a livelihood. Poncr d
uno en carrera, To provide one with an em-

ployment. No poder hacer carrera con algu-
no, Not to be able to bring one to reason. A 1

carrera abicrta, At full speed. De carrera,

Swiftly, inconsiderately, rashly. Partir de

carrera, (Met.) To act in a rash and incon-

siderate manner.

CARRERILLA, TA, sf. 1. Small race or course. 2.

Rapid motion with the heel and toe, back
and forward, in a Spanish dance. 3. (Mus.)
Rise or fall of an octave.

GARRETA, sf. 1. Long narrow cart, drawn by
oxen. 2. Carreta cubierta. Gallery of a siege,
or the 9,overed passage to the walls of a for-

tress.

CARRETADA, sf. 1 . Cart-full, cart-load. 2. Great

quantity of any thing. A' carretadas, Copi-
ously, in abundance.

CARRETAGE, sm. Cartage, trade with carts.

CARRETE, sm. 1. Small reed for winding off silk

or gold and silver twist. 2. Fishing pulley, or

wheel, which gives line to a fish until it is

exhausted with fatigue.
CARRETEAR, va. 1. To convey or transport in a

cart. 2. To drive a cart. vr. To draw uneven-

ly ; applied to horses which are put to a cart.

CARRETEL, sm. 1. Wheel or pulley of a fishing-
line. 2. (Naut.) Log-reel. 3. (Naut.) Spun-
yarn-winch. 4. Rope-walk reel. 5. Car retel

de carpintero, Carpenter's marking-line.
CARRETERA, sf. High, public road.

CARRETERIA, sf. 1. Number of carts. 2. Trade
of a carman. 3. Cartwright's yard.

CARRETERO, sm. 1. Cartwright, one whose trade

is to make carts and wagons. 2. Carman,
driver of a cart. Voz de carretero, Harsh,
loud, and unpleasant voice. Jurar como un

carretero, To swear like a carman. 3. (Astr )

Wagoner, a northern constellation.

CARRETfL, sm. (Ant.) Cart-road.

CARRETILI.A, sf. 1. Small cart. 2. Go-cart, in

which children learn to walk. 3. Squib,
cracker. 4. Small wheel. V.Rodaja. 5. Wheel-
barrow. De carretilla, By custom ; without

reflection or attention. Saber de carretilla,

To know by heart.

CARRETO.v,sm. 1. Small cart in the shape of an

open chest. 2. Go-cart, for children to learn

to walk. 3. (Ant.) Gun-carriage. 4. Carrcton
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de Idmpara, Pulley for raising or lowering

lamps. 5. (Toledo) Stage for religious plays.

CARRETJNERO, sm. Driver of a cart.

CxRRicdcHE, sm. 1. (Ant.) Cart with a box like

a coach. 2. Old-fashioned coach. 3. Muck-
cart, dung-cart.

CARRICOLA, sf. Kind of phaeton.
CARRICURENA,S/. Carriage of a light field-piece

with shafts, to be drawn without a limber.

CARRIEGO, sm. 1. Osier basket in the shape of a

jar, used for fishing. 2. Large rough basket

used in bleaching flax-yarn.

CARRft, sm. 1. Rut, the track ofa coach or cart-

wheel. 2. Narrow road where one cart only
can pass at a time. 3. Furrow opened by the

plough.
CARRILI.ADA, sf. Oily or me Jlar substance of

a hog's cheek. Carrillada de vaca 6 camera,
(Ext.) Cow or sheep's head without the

tongue.
CARRILLAR, va. (Naut.) To hoist light things

out of the hold by means of a tackle.

CARRILLO. sm. 1. Small cart. 2. Cheek,the fleshy
art of the face from the eye to the jaw-bone.
. (Naut.) Tackle for hoisting light things out

of the hold. Carillos de monja boba, de trom-

petero, &c. Bluffy-cheeked. Correr carillos,

Horse-racing.
CARKILLUDO, DA, a. Plump or round cheeked.

CARRIOLA, sf. 1. Truckle-bed which runs on
wheels. 2. Small chariot ; curricle.

CARRIZAL, s?n.Land which is full ofreed-grass.
CARRIZO, sm. (Bot.) Common reed-grass. Arun-
do phragmites L.

CARRO, sm. I. Cart, a carriage with two wheels
for transporting luggage and other heavy
things. Varas del carro, Shafts of a cart.

Guardacantones de un carro, Wheel-iron
of a cart. Estacas del carro, Staves or rails

ofthe body ofa cart. Arquillo del carro, Hoops
which compose the top of a cart, and support
the tilt. Toldo del carro, Tilt, the cloth

thrown over the hoops of a cart. 2. Carriage
of a coach without the body. 3. (Astr.) The
greater bear

;
a northern constellation. Carro

rnenor, The lesser bear. 4. Carro de ezequiel,
Sort ofwoollen stuffmanufactured in Langue-
doc. 5. Carro de oro, Brussels camblet. 6.

Carro triunfal, Triumphal car. 7. (Naut.)

Manufactory for cables and other ship cor-

dage. 8. Measure for wood. Media carro de

Jena, A cord of wood. Untar el carro, (Met.)
To bribe. Cogerle d uno el carro, To be un-

lucky or ill-fated. [other insects.

CARROCHA, sf. Seminal substance in bees and
CARROCHAR, vn. To shed the seminal sub-

stance
; applied to bees and other insects.

CARROCILLA, sf. Small coach.

CARROCIN, sm. Chaise, curricle. [wheels.
CARROMATO, sm. Kind of low -cart with two
CARROMETERO, sm. Carter, charioteer.

CARROI? A, sf. Carrion, putrid flesh unfit for use.

CARRONAR, va. To infect a flock of sheep with
the scab.

CARRONO, NA, a. Putrified, putrid, rotten.

C ARROZA, sf.l.Large coach ; superb state coach.
2. (Naut.) Awning, a cover, sail or tarpawling,
spread over a boat, or part of a ship, to keep
off the weather. 3. (Naut.) Kind of cabin!

made on the quarter-deck of a ship, of tarred
boards.

CARRUAGE, sm. All sorts of carriages or vehi-
cles for transporting persons or goods.

CARRUAGERO, sm. Carrier, carter, wagoner.
CARRUCHA, sf. V. Garrucha.

CARRtrco, sm. Small cart used in mountainous

parts of the country for transporting salt.

CARRUJ.ADO. DA, a. Corrugated, contracted into

wrinkles. V. Encarrujado. [woollen stuff.

CARS.ATA. 6 CRESO, *. Kersey, an English
CARTA, sf. I. Letter, a written message, an

epistle. 2. (Ant.) Public order. 3. Royal ordi-

nance published or issued by the privy coun
cil. 4. (Ant.) Writing-paper. 5. Map. G. Carta
de marear, Sea chart. Carta plana, Plain

chart. 7. Order, directions. 8. Playing cards.

Carta blanca, Letter or commission with a
blank for the name to be inserted at pleasure ;

full powers given to one to act as he thinks

proper. Carta acordada, Letter from a su-

perior to an inferior court. Carta ablerLa,

Open order, addressed to all persons without

exception. Carta canta, Written evidence.
Carta cuenta, Bill or account of sale. Carta
credencial 6 de crcencia, Credentials. Carta,

de credito. Letter of credit. Carta de dote,
Articles ofintermarriage. Carta de encomien-

da, Letter of safe conduct through the king-
dom. Carta de espera 6 moratoria, Letter of

respite, given to a debtor. Carta de guia,
Passport. Carta de examen, License granted
to a person to exercise his trade or profession.
Carta de horro, Letters of enfranchisement,
Carta de libre, Guardian's discharge. Carta
de naturaleza, Letters ofnaturalization. Car-
ta de pago, Receipt, discharge. Carta de

pago y lasto, Acquittance given to a person
who has paid money for another that is the

chief debtor. Carta de sanidad, Bill of health.

Carta de venta, Bill of sale. Carta forcra,

(Ant.) Judicial despatch or decree ; royal

grant of privileges. Carta pastoral, Pastoral

letter or mandate issued by a bishop. Carta

plomada, Deed or other writing having a seal

of lead affixed to it. Carta receptoria, War-
rant, voucher. Carta de vecindad, Burgher-
brief. Carta requisitoria, Letters requisito-
rial. JVb ver carta, To have a bad hand. Pecar

por carta de mas 6 de menos, To have either

too much or too little. Perder con luenas car-

tas, (Met.) To fail of success, although pos-
sessed of merit and protection. Venir con ma-
las cartas, (Met.) To attempt to enforce an

ill-grounded claim ; to be without the neces-

sary documents.

CARTABON, sm. 1. Square, rule, or instrument
vised by carpenters, joiners, and other work-

men, to measure and form their angles. Echar
el cartabon, (Met.) To adopt proper measures
for attaining one's end. Cartabon de cola,

Small square piece of glue. 2. Quadrant, a

gunner's square, or instrument for elevating
and pointing guns.

CARTAMA y CARTAMO, s. Wild saffron.

CARTAPACIO, sm. 1. Memorandum-book. 2.

Book in which scholars put down the dic-

tates of the masters or professors. 3. Portfo-

lio, a leather case for letters and other writ-
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ings. Razon de cartapacio, (Ant.) Far-fetched
and groundless argument.

CARTAPEL,sra. 1. Memorandum filled with use-

less and trifling matter. 2. (Ant.) Edict, or-

dinance, [vere reprehension.
CARTAZO, sm. Letter or paper containing ase-

CARTEAR, vn. To play some low cards, in order
to try how the game stands. va. 1. (Naiit.) To
steer by the sea-chart. 2. (Ant.) To turn over
the leaves ofabook. vr. To be in the habit of
an epistolary correspondence with each other.

CARTEL, sm. 1. Edict or other writing posted
up in public places. 2. Agreement made by

belligerent powers relative to the exchange of

prisoners. 3. (Ant.) Challenge sent in writing.
4. (Naut.) Cartel-ship or flag of truce.

CARTELA, sf. 1. Slip of paper, piece of wood, or

other materials on which a memorandum is

made. 2. Bracket or stay on which carved
work rests. 3. Iron stay, which supports a

balcony, projecting far beyond a wall.

CARTELEAR, va. (Ant.) To publish libels.

CARTELON, sm. Long edict.

CARTERA, sf. 1. Port-folio, pocket-book. 2. Let-
ter-case. 3. Flap, the piece that laps over the

pocket-hole of a coat.

CARfERIANA, sf. Sort of silk which comes from
Milan.

CARTERO, sm. Letter-carrier.

CARTETA, sf. Kind of game at cards.

CARTIBANAS, sf.pl. Pieces of paper glued to the
leaves of a book to facilitate the binding.

CARTICA, sf. Small letter or note.

CARTIERO, sm. (Ant.) Quarter of a year.
CARTILAGINOSO, SA, a. Cartilaginous.
CARTII.AGO y CARTILAGEN, sm. (Anat.) 1. A

cartilage. 2. Parchment, a skin dressed for

writing.
CARTILLA 6 CARTITA, sf. 1. Small or short let-

ter or note. 2. Small prayer-book, in which
children are taught to read. 3. Certificate of
a clergyman being duly ordained or invested
with sacerdotal power. Cosa que no estd en
la cartilla, A thing which is rather strange
or uncommon. Leerle d uno la cartilla, (Met.)
To give one a lecture, and teach him how to

behave. No saber la cartilla, (Met.) To be

extremely ignorant.
CARTON, sm. 1. Pasteboard. 2. Kind of iron or-

nament, imitating the shape of the leaves of

plants. 3. Cartoon ;
a painting or drawing

made on strong paper. Parece de carton. He
is as stiff as a poker. Estar hecho un carton,
To be as thin as a whipping-post.

CARTUCHERA, sf. Cartridge-box 5
a pouch or

case in which soldiers carry their cartridges.

CARTUCHO, sm. 1. Cartouch, a case or bag filled

with gun-powder and grape-shot. Cartucho
de fusil, Musket cartridge. 2. Small target.
V. Targeta.

CARTULARIO, sm. Cartulary, archives or regis-

try in which records and other writings are

kept.

CARTULINA, sf. Piece of pasteboard or parch-
ment, which embroiderers put under their

flowers of silk, gold, or silver twist, to raise

CARTI/XO, sm. 1. Carthusian monk. 2. Kind of
skin first used by Carthusian monks.

CAR#NCULA, sf. I. Small protuberance of flesh.

2. Crustaceous excrescence formed on an ul-

cer or wound.

CARVALLO, sm. (Bot.) Kind of ever-green oak
with rough leaves. Quercus grarnuntia L.

CARVI, sm. 1. (Bot.) Carraway. Carum carvi L.

2. Carraway-seed.
CASA, sf. 1. House, edifice. 2. Family residing

hi a house. 3. Line or branch of a family. 4.

Checkers ofa chess or draught-board. Case <i

malicia, 6 de malicia, House which has no up-

per story, for the purpose of being exempted
from court-lodgers. Casa de aposento, House

obliged to lodge persons belonging to the

king's household. Casa de campo 6 de, placer.

Country house. Casa de contratacion de las

Indias en Cadiz, The India-house in Cadiz.
Casa de coyma, (Ant.) Gaming-house. Casa
de locos, Mad-house : (Met.) Noisy or riotous

house. Casa de moneda, Mint. Casa de posa-
da, Lodging-house, where lodgers may have
bed and board. Casa de tia, (Joe.) Jail. Casa

fucrte, (Ant.) House surrounded with a moat.
Casa liana, (Ant.) Country-house without a

moat or defence. Casapubiica, Brothel, baw-

dy-house. Casa de sanidad, Office pf the board

of health. Casa solariega, Ancient mansion-
house of a family. Apartar casa, To take a

separate house. Levantar la casa, To move
into another house. Estar de casa, To have
a free access, to visit frequently, and in a fa-

miliar manner. Franqucar la casa, To grant
a free access to one's house. Guardar la casH,
To stay at home. Hacer su casa, (Met.) To
raise or aggrandize one's own family. JVo tc-

ner casa ni hogar, To have neither house ncr

home. Poner casa, To establish a house, to

begin housekeeping. Ponerle d una casa, To
furnish a house for another. Ser muy de casa,

To be very intimate in a house, to be on fa-

miliar terms. En casa de tia, pero no cada dia,

(Prov.) We may visit our relations yet with-

out being troublesome. Pues ya que sc, qm inn

la casa calentemonos, (Prov.) Since the house

is set on fire, let us warm ourselves. Casa dd
ScTwr, Church or temple. Casasanta, Church
of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. Casa

robada, Empty house.

CASACA, sf. Coat, an upper garment made to

fit close to the body, with sleeves and skirts.

Casaca de muger, A woman's jacket. Vulrer

casaca, To become a turn-coat, to forsake

one's party and principles.

CASACION, sf. Abrogation ;
the act of annulling

or
repealing

a law.

them. [St. Bruno.

sf. Carthusian order, instituted by
CARTUxArro, NA, a. Carthusian.
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CASACON, Great-coat, worn over other

clothes to keep off the cold and rain.

CASADA, sf. (Ant. Arag.) Ancient family man-
sion, [of an age to be married.

CASADERO,RA, a. Marriageable, fit for marriage,

CASADILLA, sf. A young bride. [peals.

CASADOR, sm. (Ant.) One who annuls or re-

CASAL, sm. (Ant.) Country-house ofan ancient

family. [country-house.

CASALERO, sm. (Ant.) One who resides in his

CASAMATA, sf. (Fort.) Casemate, akiad ofbomb-

proof vault or arch in the flank of a bastion.
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CASAMENTERO,RA,S. Match or marriage maker.

CASAMIENTO, sm. I. Marriage, marriage-con-
tract between a man and woman. 2. (Game
of Basset) Act of betting money on a card. 3.

Portion, a wife's fortune.

CASAM#RO, sm. (Fort. Ant.) Single wall with-

out a terre-plain. [house.

CASAPUERTA, sf. Porch, a wide entrance of a

CASAQufLLA, sf. Kind of short and loose jacket
with sleeves, worn over other clothes.

CASAR, sm. 1. Hamlet, a small village. 2. Coun-

try-house for labourers to sleep in.

CASAR, aw. To marry, to take a wife or husband,
to enter into the conjugal state. va. 1. To
marry, to join a man and woman in marriage ;

applied to clergymen. 2.(Met.) To sort things
so as to match one another. 3. To repeal, to

abrogate, to annul. Casar la pension, To re-

lieve a benefice from all incumbrances, by pay-

ing the annats at once. Antes que te cases mira
lo que haces, Look before you leap. Casarse

consu opinion, To be wedded to one's opinion.

CASVTIENDA, sf. Tradesman's shop.

CASAZO, sm. (Fam. Aum.) Great event, &c.

CASCA, sf. 1 .-Husks of grapes after the wine has

been pressed out. 2. Bad wine or liquor ofany
kind. 3. Bark for tanning leather. 4. Kind of

sweet bread.

CASCABEL, sm. 1. Bell used for hawks, cats, or

dogs, and also for beasts ofburthen. 2. Button
at the end of the breech of a cannon. 3. Rat-

tlesnake. Crotalus L. Echar d uno el cascabel,

(Met.) To throw off a burthen, and lay it

on another. Echar 6 soltar el cascabel,

(Met.) To drop a hint in the course of con-

versation, to see how it takes. Ser un casca-

bel, (Met.) To be a crazy or rattlebrained

fellow. Tener cascabel, (Met.) To be uneasy
or unhappy in one's mind.

CASCABETADA, sf. 1. Jingling with small bells.

2. Inconsiderate speech or action. 3. (Ant.)

Noisy feast.

CASCABELEAR, va. To feed one with vain hopes ;

to induce one to act on visionary expecta-
tions. vn. To act with levity, or little fore-

cast and prudence.
CASCABEIJLLO, sm. Kind of small black plum.
CASCABILLO, sm. 1. Hawk's bell. V. Cascabel.

2. Chaff, the husk which contains wheat or

other grain. 3. Husk of an acorn.

CASCACIRUELAS, sm. Mean, despicable fellow.

CASCAD A, sf. Cascade, water-fall. Cascades,
Small plaits or folds in the drapery of paint-

ings.

CASCADO, DA, pp. Broken, burst, decayed, in-

firm. Vidrio cascado, (Met.) Singer who has
lost his voice. Eslar muy cascado, To be in

a precarious state of health. Cascades, Small
broken pieces of land. [asunder.

CASCADTJRA, sf. Act of bursting or breaking
CASCAJAL 6 CASCAJAR, sm. 1. Place full of

gravel and pebbles. 2. Place on which the
husks of grapes are thrown.

CASCAJO, sm. 1. Gravel
;
sand mixed with small

stones. 2. Fragments of broken vessels and
old furniture. 3. Covering of siliquous plants
and kernels. 4. (Met.) Copper coin. 5. Bit of
a bridle. Estar hecho un cascajo, To be very
old and infirm.
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CASCAJOSO, SA, a. Abounding with gravel or

pebbles. [pound a thing slightly.

CASCAMAJAR, va. (Arag.) To break, bruise, or

CASCAMIENTO, sm. Act of breaking or bruising.
CASCANUECES, sm. Nut-cracker.

CAscAFiSoNES, sm. One who shells hot pine-
nuts and cleans the seed.

CASCAR, va. 1. To crack, burst, or break into

pieces. 2. To beat or strike with the hand,
stick, or other weapon. Cascar d uno las lien-

dres, (Met.) To dress one's jacket, to give
one a fine drubbing. -or. To be broken into

pieces.

CASCARA, sf. 1. Rind, peel, or husk, ofvarious
fruits and other things. 2. Bark of trees. 3.

Lansquenet, a game at cards. Ser dc la cds-

cara amarga, (Met.) To be ill-tempered, or
of a harsh, ill-natured disposition.

CASCARAS, int. (And.) O ! exclamation expres-
sive of astonishment or admiration.

CASCARELA, sf. Lansquenet, a game at cards.

CASCARILLA 6 CASCARITA, sf. 1. Small thin

bark. 2. Peruvian bark. [do navalis L.

CASCAROJA, sf. Ship-worm, ship-piercer. Tere-

CASCARON, sm. 1. Egg shell of a fowl or bird. 2.

Arch or vault which contains the fourth part
of a sphere. 3. Niche where the sacrament is

placed for adoration in Roman Catholic
churches. 4. Trick won in the game of lans-

quenet. Mm no ha salido del cascaron, y ya
tiene prcsuncion, (Prov.) He is yet a chicken,
and assumes the man.

CASCARRON,NA,. Rough, harsh, rude. Vino cas-

carron, Wine of a rough flavour. Voz cascar-

rona, Harsh, unpleasant tone ofvoice, [shell.

CASCARUDO, DA, a. Having a thick large rind or

CASCARULETA, sf. (Vulg.) Noise made by the
teeth in consequence of chucking under the

chin.

CASCO, sm. 1. Skull, cranium, the bone which in-

closes the brain. 2. Potsherd, fragments of a

pot or other earthen vessel. 3. Quarter of an

orange, lemon, or pomegranate. 4. Coat or

tegument of an onion. 5. Helmet or head-

piece ofancient armour. 6. Cask, pipe, vat, or

other wooden vessel in which wine is pre-
served. 7. Casco de un navio, (Naut.) Hull of
a ship. Casco y quilla 6 d riesgo, Act of

lending or borrowing money on the bottom of
a ship ; bottomry. 8. Crown of a hat. 9. Prin-

ter's ball, with which the ink is applied to the

forms. 10, Sheep-skin stripped of the wool.

11. Hoof of a horse. Casco de casa, Shell of
a house. Casco de lugar, Dimensions of the

ground on which a house is built. Quitar d

raer del casco, (Met.) To dissuade or divert

one from a pre-conceived opinion. Cdscos,
Heads of sheep or bullocks without the

tongues and brains. Lavar d uno los cascos,

(Met.) To flatter, to tickle one's vanity. Le-

vantarle d uno de cascos, (Met.) To fill one's

head with idle notions of grandeur. Romper
los cascos, (Met.) To disturb, to molest. Te-

ncr los cascos d la gineta, (Met.) To be on
the high horse. Tener malos cascos, (Met.)
To be crazy or hair-brained.

CASCOTE, sm. Rubbish, ruins of buildings, frag-
ments of matter used in building.

CASCOTERIA, sf. Wall or work made of rubbish
1GI
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CASCUDO, DA, a. Large hoofed
; applied to

horses.

CASCUN, (Ant.) V. Cada uno.

CASEACION, sf. (Ant.) Coagulation of milk to

form cheese. [cheese.

CASEOSO, SA, a. Caseous, cheesy, belonging to

CASERA, sf. House-keeper, a woman-servant
that has the care of a family.

CASERAMENTE, ad. Homely, in a plain manner.

CASERIA, sf. 1. Messuage, a building in the

country for the residence of those who take

care ofa farm. 2. Economical management of

a house. 3. (Ant.) Brood of chickens, [town.

CASERIO, sin. A series of houses
; village or

CASERNA, sf. 1. (Mil.) Barracks. 2. Magazine
or lodgement which is bomb-proof.

CASERO, RA, s. Landlord or steward of a house.

CASERO, RA, a. Domestic, homely, in a family

way. Bayle casero, Family-dance. Muger
casera, A woman much attached to her fami-

ly concerns, a good housewife. Fulana estd

muy casera, She dresses in a very plain and

homely manner. Exemplo casero, Domestic

example. Remedio casero, Domestic medi-
cine. Pan casero, Household bread. Lienzo

casero, Homespun linen.

CASERON,STO. (Aum.) Great house-owner.

CASETA, sf. 1. Small house. 2. Peasant, rustic.

CASI, ad. Almost, nearly, somewhat more or

less. Cdsi que, 6 cast cast, Very nearly.

CASIA, sf. (Bot.) Cassia. Laurus cassia L.

CASICA, CASILLA, 6 CASITA, sf. Small house,
cabin.

CASILI.AS, sf. pi. I. Points or houses of a back-

gammon table. 2. Square or checkers of a

chess or draft-board. Sacarle d uno de sus ca-

sillas, (Met.) To molest, tease, or harass.

CASILI.EK, sm. (In the Royal Palace) Person

appointed to empty the close-stools.

CAsfLLo,S7?i. 1. Trifling or slight cause .2. (Iron.)
A momentous affair, matter of consequence.

CASIMBASJ.S/'. pi. Pails or buckets for taking out
the water made by a ship, which the pumps
are unable to discharge.

CASIMIRO y CASIMIRAS, s. pi. Kerseymeres.
CASIMOUO, (Ant.) V. Quasimodo.
CASINA,S/.I. Farm-house occupiedby soldiers to

check the progress of an enemy. 2. Cottage.
CASO,SW.I. Event, occurrence. 2. Contingency,

casualty, unexpected accident. 3. Occasion,

opportunity. 4. Case stated to lawyers, phy-
sicians, or other persons, to demand their ad-

vice.. 5. (Gram.) Inflexion or termination of
nouns. Caso de conciencia, Case ofconscience.
6, Peculiar figure of written characters. En
caso dc eso, In that case. En todo caso, At all

events. Estar 6 no cstar en el r.aso, To com-

prehend or not comprehend something. Ha-
ce.r caso de una persona, To esteem or re-

spect a person. Hacer 6 no alguna cosa al

raso, To be material or immaterial. Ser 6 no
ser al caso, To be or not to be to the purpose
Vamos al caso, Let us come to the point, JYo

estoy en el caso, I do not understand the
matter. Caso que, In that case. Dado caso,
6 demos caso, Supposing that. De caso pen-
sado, Deliberately. Caso negado, Proposition
admitted only to be refuted.

CASO, SA, a. V. JYulo.
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ASOORVAN, sm. (let.) Fish in the West Indies
of an exquisite flavour.

ASORIO, SOT. Inconsiderate marriage, contract-
ed without judgment and prudence.

CASPA, sf. Dandruff, scurf or dirt which sticks

to the head. [head of the dandruff.

CASPERA, sf. (Ant.) Comb for cleansing the

CASPITA, int. Expressive ofadmiration or won-
der.

CASPOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Full of dandruff.

CASQ.UETAZO, sm. Blow given with the head.

CASQ.UETE, sm. 1. Helmet, the head-piece of
ancient armour. 2. Concave covering of the

head, made of linen, leather, silk, or paper.
3. Helmet shell ; a kind of sea-shell. 4. Cata-

plasm, composed of pitch and other ingredi-
ents to take the scurf off the heads of children.

CASQUIBLANDO, DA, a. Soft-hoofed
; spoken of

horses which are soft in the hoof.

CASQUIDERRAMADO, DA, a. Wide-hoofed
;
said

of horses which have a broad hoof.

CASQUIJO, sm. Gravel, sand and pebbles.
CASQ.UILLA, sf. Cell in which the queen bee re-

sides.

CASQUILLO, sm. 1. Small steel helm. 2. Iron
socket with which a spear is shod. 3. Point
of an arrow shod with iron.

CASOJUILTJCIO, CIA, a. Gay, frolicsome.

CASO.UIMULENO, NA, a. Narrow-hoofed, like

mules. [acting with levity.

CASQUIVANO, NA. a. Impudent, inconsiderate,

CASTA, sf. 1. Cast, race, generation, lineage,

particular breed. 2. Kind or quality of a thing.
Hacer casta, To get a particular breed of
horses or other animals.

CASTAMENTE, ad. Chastely, in a chaste manner.

CASTANA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Chesnut, the fruit of the

chesnut-tree. 2. Bottle, jug, or jar, in the shape
of a chesnut. 3. Hair tied up behind in the

form of a bottle. Castana pilonga 6 apilada,
Dried chesnut, seasoned andkept for pottage.
Castana regoldana, Wild or horse chesnut.

CASTANAL 6 CASTANAR, sm. Grove or planta-
tion of chesnut-trees.

CASTANAZO, sm. Blow given or received by a

chesnut being flung at a person. [tation.

CASTANEDo,sm. (Astu.) Chesnut-grove or plan-

CASTANERA, sf. (Astn.) Country abounding
with chesnut-trees.

CASTANERO, RA, 5. Dealer in chesnuts.

CA STAN ETA, sf. 1 .Noise made with the fingers on

dancing the fandango and bolero, two cele-

brated Spanish dances. 2. Castanet. V. Cas-

tanuela.

CASTANETAZO, sm. 1. Blow given with a casta-

net. 2. Sound or crack of a chesnut which
bursts in the fire. 3. Crack given by the joints.

CASTANETEADO, sm. Rattling sound of casta-

nets in dancing.
CASTANETEAR, vn. I. To rattle the castanets in

dancing. 2. To crackle ; applied to knees

which make slight cracks in walking. 3. To
cry ; applied to partridges.

CASTANO, sm. (Bot.) Chesnut-tree. Fagus cas-

tanea L. Castano de Indias, Indian chesnut-

tree.

CASTANUELA, sf. 1. Castanet, small concava

shells of ivory or hard wood, which dancers

rattle in their' hands on dancing thefandan-
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ro, bolero, or other Spanish dances. 2. (Bot.)

Sickly ox-eye. Buphthalmum spinosum. L.

Estar como una castanuela, To be very gay.
Castanuelas, (Naut.) Cleats, pieces of wood
fastened to the yard-arms to prevent the ropes
from sliding off the yards. Castanuelas de mu-

cscas, Notched cleats. Castanuelas de ponton,
Pontoon cleats.

CASTANUELO, LA, a. Being of a light chesnut-

colour ; applied to horses.

CASTELLAN ,
srn. Governor or warden of a castle.

Castellan de amposta, (Arag.) Governor of a

castle belongingto the Knights of Malta.

C ASTELLANI A, sf. District belonging to a castle.

CASTELLANO, sm. 1. Ancient Spanish coin. 2.

Fiftieth part of a mark of gold . 3. Mule got by
a jack-ass and a mare

;
the foremost mule in

a cart or wagon. 4. Spanish language.
CASTELLANO, NA, a. Belonging to Castile.

CASTELLAN, sm. 1. (Ant.) Building or ruins of

an ancient castle. 2. (Bot.) Tutsan, park-
leaves. Hypericum androsaemum L.

CASTHJAD.S/. Chastity, freedom from obscenity.

CASTIELLO, sm. (Ant.) V. Castillo.

CASTIFICADOR, sm. One that renders chaste, or

inspires others with principles of chastity.

CASTIFICAR, ra. To render chaste.

CASTIGACIOX, sf. 1. Castigation. 2. Correction
of errors of the press.

CASTIGADAMENTE, ad. Correctly.
CASTIGADERA, sf. 1. Rope with which a bell is

tied to a mule, or other beast of burthen. 2.

Small cord with which the ring of a stirrup
is tied to the girth. [chastises.

OASTIGADOR, RA, s. One who reproaches or

CASTIGAMIENTO 6 CASTIGAMENTO, sm. (Ant.)
V. Castigo.

CASTIGAR, va. 1. To chastise, to punish. 2. To
treat in a barbarous manner. 3. (Ant.) To ad-

vise, to inform. 4. (Met.) To correct proof-
sheets or writings. vr. (Ant.) To mend.

CASTIGO, sm. 1. Chastisement, punishment. 2.

Censure, animadversion, reproach. 3. (Ant.)

Example, instruction. 4. Alteration or cor-

rection made in a work.

CASTILLAGE, sm. V. Castilleria.

CASTILLE.TO, sm. 1. Small castle. 2. Go-cart in

which children learn to walk.
CASTILLERIA. sf.l. Toll paid on passing through

a district which belongs to a castle. 2. (Ant.)
Government, of a castle.

CASTILLO, sm. \. Castle, a fortified building. 2.

Whole of the mounting of a velvet loom. 3.

Cell of the queen-bee. 4. Castillo de proa,
(Naut.) Fore-castle, Castillo roquero, Castle
built on a rock. Hacer castillos en el ayre,
(Met.) To build castles in the air, to form
chimerical projects. Jugar d Castillo 6 Leon,
To play Castle or Lion, to toss up a coin and
bet on what side it may fall.

CASTILLUELO, sm. Small castle.

CASTfzo, ZA, a. Of a noble descent, of a good
breed. Caballo castizo, Blood horse. Estilo

castizo, Simple, easy style, [easy. V. Castizo.

CUsro, TA, a. l.Pure, chaste, honest. 2. Simple,
CASTOR, sm. J. Beaver, an amphibious quadru-

ped. Castor L. Castor y Pdlux, (Naut.) Castor
and Pollux, St. Elm's fire, or Jack with a lan-

tern, an ignis fatuus, which sometimes ap-

pears on the maets and yards of shipe in stormy
weather. [cloth.

CASTORCILLO, sin. Kind of rough serge like

CASTOREO, sm. Castoreum, a liquid matter,
found in the inguinal region of the beaver.

CASTRA, sf. Act of pruning or lopping off tho

superfluous branches of trees or plants.

CASTKADERA, sf. Iron instrument with which

honey is taken out of the hive.

CASTRAi)6R, sm. One that performs the act of

gelding or castrating.
CASTRAutfRA, sf. 1 . Act of gelding or castrating.

2. Scar which remains after an animal lias been
castrated. [ing.

CASTRAMETACION,*/. Castrametation, encamp-
CASTRAPUERCAS, sm. Sow-gelder's whistle.

CASTRAR, va. 1. To geld, to castrate. 2. To cut

away the proud flesh about a wound. 3. To
prune or lop off the superfluous branches of

trees or plants. 4. Castrar las colmenas, To
cut the honey-combs out of bee-hives.

CASTRAZON, sf. 1. Act of cutting honey-combs
out of the hives. 2. Castrating or gelding
season. [fession.

CASTRENSE, a. Belonging to the military pro-

CASTRO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Place where an army is

encamped. 2. (Gal. y Ast.) Ruins of ancient

fortified places. 3. Game played by boys, con-

sisting in small stones being arranged in the

form of a camp. 4. Act of taking honey-
combs out of hives.

CASTRON, sm. Castrated he-goat.

CASUAL, a. Casual, accidental. [event

CASUALIDAD, sf. Casualty, an unforeseen

CASUALMENTE, ad. Casually, accidentally.

CAstjcHA,s/.Poor, miserable hut. [casuarius L.

CASuEL,sra. (Orn.) Cassowary, emeu. Struthio

CASUISTA, sm. Casuist, one that studies or set-

tles cases of conscience.

CASTjLLA,sf. Vestment worn by priests over the

alb and stole when they say mass.

CASULLERO, sm. One who makes casullas, and
other vestments for the performance of divine

service.

CATA, sf. I. Act of trying a thing by the taste.

Dar d cata, To give upon trial. Echar cata,
To make a careful inquiry. 2. (Ant.) Plum-
met for measuring heights.

CATA, ad. Mark, beware.

CATABRE, sm. (Naut.) Sheep-shank. [&c.
CATACALDOS, sm. Taster of wine, liquors, soup,
CATACLISMO, sm. Deluge, inundation.

CATACT^MBAS, sf. pi. Catacombs, subterraneous

grottoes for the burial of the dead.

CATADOR, sm. Taster, one who tries by taste.

CATAI>IJPA,S/. Water-fall, cataract. V.Catarata.

CATADtJRA, sf. 1. Act of trying by the taste. 2.

Gesture, face, countenance. 3. Mode of

guarding or inspecting criminals.

CATALEJO, sm. Telescope. [cine.

CATALICON, sm. Catholicon, an universal medi-

CATALINA v CATALINILLA, sf. Small kind of

parrot.

CATALNICA, sf. Parrot. V. Cotorra.

CATALOGO, sm. Catalogue, a list or enumera-
tion of persons or things.

ATALtrFA, sf. Kind of floor carpet. [tion.

ATAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Observation, inspec-
ATAN, sm. Indian sabre or cutlass.
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CATANANCA, sf. (Bot.) Lion's foot.

CATAPLASMA, sf. Cataplasm or poultice.

CATAP^CIA, sf. (Bot.) Lesser or caper-spurge.

Euphorbia lathyris L.

CATAP^LTA, sf. Catapult ;
an ancient warlike

engine used to throw stones.

CATAR, va. I. To taste, to
try by the taste. 2.

To view, to inspect, to inquire, to investigate,
to examine. 3. To judge, to form an opinion.
4. To esteem, to respect. 5. To bear in mind.

6. To cut the combs out of bee-hives. Quando
mcnos se cata, When a person thinks least ofit.

CATARANA, sf. (Orn.) Sheldrake, a bird resem-

bling a teal. Anas tadorna L.

CATARATA, sf. 1. Cataract, a disease of the
eye,

consisting in an inspissationof the crystalline
humour. Batir las cataratas, To remove ca-

taracts : (Met.) Not to understand clearly and

distinctly the nature of things. 2. Cataract,
water-fall. Catarata del ciclo, Heavy fall of
rain.

CATARIBERA, sm. 1. Man-servant appointed to

follow the hawk on horseback, and bring it

down with its prey. 2. (Joe.) Lawyer appointed
to examine into the proceedings of magis-
trates, charged with the administration of

justice.

CATARRAL, a. Catarrhal, inflammatory.
CATARRO, sm. Cold, a disease caused by cold.

CATARROSO, SA, a. Catarrhal, catarrhous, trou-

bled with a cold.

CATARTICO, CA, a. Cathartic, purging.
CATASTRO, sm. General tax laid chiefly on land,
and assessed according to the circumstances
of the contributors.

CATASTROFE, sf. 1 . Catastrophe, the turn which
unravels the plot of a play, and brings on its

conclusion. 2. Unfortunate event, pregnant
with ruin and destruction.

CATAVIEKTO, sm. (Na6t.) Dog-vane.
CATAVINO, sm. 1. Small jug or cup used to taste

wine in cellars. 2. Small hole made at the

top of large wine-vessels for tasting the wine
contained in them. pi. 1. One whose employ-
ment is to try wine by the taste, and inform
the buyers of its quality. 2. Tipplers who
run from tavern to tavern, to drink in luxury
and excess.

CATEAR, va. To inquire after, to investigate, to

discover.

CATECISMO, sm. Catechism, a book containing
the Christian doctrine explained.

CATECUMENO, NA, s. Catechumen, one who is

yet in the first rudiments of Christianity.

CATEDRA, sf. 1. Seat or chair in which profes-
sors or masters instruct their pupils in the

sciences and arts. 2. Office and functions of
a professor or teacher of the sciences and arts.

Pedro regcntd la cdtedra tantos aiios, Peter

filled the professor's scat so many years. 3.

See, the seat of pontifical or episcopal power.
CATEDRAL, sf. Cathedral, the head or episcopal

church of a diocese. [church.

CATEDRALIDAD, sf. Dignity of a cathedral

CATEDRAR y CATEDREAR, vn. To obtain a pro-
fessor's chair in an university.

CATEDRATICO, sm. ] .Professor in an university
who publicly delivers lectures on the sciences
and arts. 2. Contribution formerly paid by
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the inferior clergy to the bishops and prektes
in Roman Catholic countries.

CATEDRILLA, sf. Small or poor chair.

CATEGORIA, sf. Class, rank ; an order of ideas,

predicament. Scr hombre de categoria, To
be a man of estimable qualities and talents.

CATEGORICAMENTE, ad. In a categorical, posi-
tive, or decisive manner. [cisive.

CATEGORICO, CA, a. Categorical, absolute, de-

CATEQUISMO, sm. Catechism, a form ofinstruc-
tion by means of questions and answers con-

cerning religion.

CATEQUISTA, sm. Catechist, one who instructs

by questions and answers in religious matters.

CATEQUIZANTE, pa. He who catechises.

CATEQUIZAR, va. 1. To catechise, to instruct in

the Christian faith by means of questions and
answers. 2. (Met.) To persuade, to bring one
to an opinion or resolution to which he is ad-

verse, [animals, or things.

CATERVA, sf. Confused multitude of persons,
CATETO, sf. (Arq.) Perpendicular line which

intersects the volute by passing through its

centre.

CATICIEGO, GA, a. Pur-blind, sho/t-sighted.
CATIMARON, sm. Indian raft.

CATINO, (Ant.) V. Cazuela.

CATITE, sm. Loaf of the best refined sugar.
CATIVACION, CATIVAMIENTO, CATIVAZON, Y CA-

TIVERIO, (Ant.) V. Cautiverio.

CATIVO, (Ant.) V. Cautivo.

CATO, sm. Japan earth, a gum or resin obtained

by the decoction of some vegetable substance
in water.

CATOLICAMENTE, ad. In a catholic manner.

CATOLICISMO, sm. The whole body of the Ro-
man Catholic church and its belief.

CATOLICO, CA, a. 1. General or universal. 2.

True, infallible. 3. Catholic, an appellation

peculiar to the king of Spain. El Rey cat6-

lico, His catholic majesty. 4. No estar muy
catolicOj Not to be in good health.

CATOLICO, sm. 1 . One who professes the Roman
Catholic religion. 2. (Quim.) Chemical fur-

nace fit for all kinds of chemical operations.

CATOLICON, sm. V. Catalicon.

CATOPTRICA, sf. Catoptricks, that part of optics
which treats of vision by reflexion.

CATOPTRICO, cA,a.Catoptrical, relating to vision

by reflexion. [four added to ten.

CATORCE, a. Fourteen, the cardinal number of

CATORCENA, sf. The conjunction of 14 unities.

CATORCENO, NA, a. Fourteenth, the ordinal of

fourteen, the fourth after the tenth. V. Pano.

CATRE,SW. Small bedstead for one person only.
Catre de mar, Hammock or cot. Catre dc

tixera a la inglesa, Field-bed.

CATRICOFRE, sm. Press-bed which shuts up in a

case or trunk. [ported from Surat,.

CATTEQ,UI, sm. Kind of blue cotton stuff im-

CATtjRES, sm. (Naut.) Kind of armed vessel of

Bantam.
CATUCALICE, sf. (Bot.) Bastard or fool's parsley,

cicely, lesser hemlock. JEthusa cynapium L.

CAUCE, sm. Drain, an open channel for convey-

ing water to fields and gardens.

CAUCERA, .<?/.
V. Cacera.

CAUCHIL, sm. Small basin or reservoir of water.

CAUCION, sf. 1. Security given for the perform-
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ance of an agreement. Caucion juratoria,
Oath taken by a poor person to return to

prison, when called on, having no bail. 2.

Caution, warning, foresight, prevention.

CAOCIONAR, va. To guard against an evil or loss.

CAUCJONERO, sm. (Ant.) One who becomes

surety or bondsman for another.

CAUDA, sf. Train or tail of a bishop's robe when
he performs divine service.

CAUDAL, sm. 1. Property, fortune, wealth ;

especially as far as it consists in money. 2.

Capital or principal sum. 3. (Met.) Plenty,
abundance. Hacer caudal de alguna cosa,To
hold a thincr in high estimation.

CAUDAL, a. Rich, wealthy. Jiguila caudal,
The red-tailed eagle.

CAUDALEJO, sm. Middling fortune.

CAUDALOSO, SA, a. 1. Carrying much water ;

spoken of rivers. 2. (Ant.) Rich, wealthy.
CAUD ATARIO, sm. Clergyman whose business is

to carry the train of a bishop's robe when he
officiates at divine service.

CAUDATO, TA, a. 1. Having a tail ; applied to a
comet. 2. Bearded, hairy.

CAUDiLLo,sw.l.Commanderofatroopofarmed
men. 2. Chief or director of a company or

CAUIMJN, sm. V. Mcaudon.
CAULICULOS 6 CAULICOLOS, sm. pi. Ornaments

of the capital of columns of the Corinthian
order.

CAtJRo, sm. North-west wind.

CAUSA, sf. 1. Cause, the first principle which

produces a thing. 2. Motive or reason of

doing a thing. 3. Affair in which one takes
a share or interest. 4. Law-suit. 5. Criminal
cause or information. Causa publica. Public

good or welfare.

CAUSADOR, RA, s. One who causes.

CAUSAL, sm. Ground on which something is

done. [effect.

CAUSALIDAD, sf. Connexion between cause and

CAUSANTE,P. y sm. 1. He who causes. 2. (For.)
The person from whom a right is derived.

CAUSER, va. 1. To cause, to produce. 2. To sue,
to enter an action. 3. To occasion.

CAUSIDICO, sm. Advocate, counsellor, [suits.

CAUSIDICO, CA, a. Forensic, belonging to law-

CAUSON, sm. Burning fever which lasts several

hours, but is not attended with any bad con-

sequences.
CAUSTICO, sm. 1. Caustic, a corrosive or burning

application. 2. Ray of reflected light which
unites with others in one point.

CAUTAMENTE, ad. Cautiously, with precaution.
CAUTELA,S/. 1. Precaution and reserve with
which a person proceeds in some business.
2. Artfulness, craft, cunning.

CAUTELAR, va. To take the necessary precau-
tion, to proceed with prudence.

CAUTELOSAMENTE, ad. In a cautious manner.
CAUTELOSO, SA, a. Cautious, acting with pru-

dence.

CAUTERIO, sm. 1. Cautery, caustic medicine
;

burning with a hot iron. 2. Corrective or

preventive remedy.
CAUTKRIZACION, sf. Cauterization, the act of

burning with a hot iron, or applying caustic
medicines.

CAUTERIZADOR, sm. He who cauterizes.

CAUTERIZAR, va. 1. To cauterize, to burn with
a hot iron, or apply caustic medicines. 2. To
correct or reproach with severity.

CAUTIVAR, va. 1. To take or make prisoners of
war. 2. To imprison, to deprive of liberty. 3.

(Met.) To captivate, to charm, to subdue.

CAUTIVERIO Y CAUTIVIDAJJ, s. Captivity, tho
state of being taken prisoner of war.

CAUTIVO, VA, s. Captive, a prisoner of war.

CAUTO, TA, a. Cautious, wary.
CAVA, sf. 1. Digging and earthing of vines. 2.

Cellar where wine and water are kept for the
use of the royal family. 3. (Ant.) Ditch. 4.

(Ant.) Subterraneous vault. Vena cava, Large
vein which receives the refluent blood, and

conveys it to the heart.

CAVADIZO, ZA, a. Dug out of a pit ; chiefly ap-

plied to sand.

CAVADO, DA, a. Hollow, concave.

CAVADOR, sm. 1. Digger, one who digs or turns

up the ground with a spade. 2. Grave-digger.
CAVADIJRA, sf. Hole dug into the ground ; act

of making hollow. [ridges.
CAVALLILLO, sm. Water-furrow between two

CAVAR, va. 1. To dig or turn up the ground. 2.

To paw ; applied to horses. 3. (Met.) To
think intensely or profoundly. vn. To pene-
trate.

CAVERNA, sf. 1. Cavern, a hollow place under

ground. 2. Hollow inside or depth of wounds.

CAVERNILLA, sf. Small cavern.

CAVERNOSO, SA, a. Full of caverns.

CAVI, sf. A Peruvian root, called oca, dried

and dressed.

CAVIDAD, sf. Cavity, hollowness, hollow.

CAVIDOS, sm. Portuguese measure of length.
CAVILACION, sf. Cavillation, a disposition to

make captious objections.

CAVILAR,. To cavil, to raise frivolous or cap-
tious objections.

CAVILLA, sf. Iron-pin, tree-nail.

CAVILLAR, sf. 1. (Bot.) Sea-holly. Eryngium
maritimum L. 2. (Naut.) Tree-nail, wooden

pin. 3. (Naut.) Belaying pin to which the

running rigging is fastened.

CAVILLADOR, sm. Tree-nail maker.

CAVILLAR, va. To use tree-nails. Cavillar uit

baxel, To drive tree-nails into a ship.

CAVILOSAMENTE, ad. In a captious or cavillous

manner.

CAVILOSIDAD, sf. Captiousness. .

CAVILOSO, SA, a. Captious, cavillous, apt to

raise frivolous objections.

CAVO, VA, a. 1. (Ant.) Concave. 2. Having only
twenty-nine days ; spoken of a month.

CAX A, sf. 1. Box or case made of wood, metal,
or stone. 2. Coffin. V. Maud. 3. Chest in

which money is kept. 4. Warehouse. 5. Drum.
6. Printer's case, divided into square cells,

which contain the types. 7. Room in a post-
office where the letters are sorted according
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to their different places of destination. 8.

Portable writing-desk. 9. The well or cavity
in which a stair-case is raised. 10. Wooden
case ofan organ. Caxa de escopeta, Stock of*

a fire-lock. Caxa de brascro, Pan in which
coals are kept ; a brazier for warming a room.
Caxa de cache, Body of a coach. Caxa dc
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agua. (Naut.) Manger of a ship. Caxa de

balas, (Naiit.) Shot-locker. Caxa de bombas,
(Naut.) Pump-well of a ship. Caxa de lastrc.

(Naut.) Ballast-case. Caxa de consulta, (For.)
Counsellor's brief. Caxa de cartuchos, (Mil.)

Cartridge-box. Caxa de mar, (Naut.) Sea-
chest. Caxa de hueso roto, Cradle for a
broken limb. Libro de caxa, (Among Mer-

chants) Cash-book. Caxa defarol ddpanol
de pdlvora, (Naut.) Light-room. Meter las

vergas 6 entenas en caxa, (Naut.) To place
the yards or lateen yards in a horizontal posi-
tion. Echar con caxas destempladas, To dis-

miss from service, to turn away in a harsh
manner. Estar en caxa, To equilibrate, to be
in equipoise. Elpulso estd en su caxa, (Med.)
The pulse is even and natural. Notario de

caxa, (Arag.) Notary public of the city of

Zaragoza. [tured in China.

CAXA-MENGALA, sf. Kind of linen manufac-

CAXERAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Cavities or holes in

blocks, which contain the sheaves whereupon
the running tackle moves.

CAXERO, sm. I. Cashier, cash-keeper. 2. Basin
of water or reservoir close to the principal
locks in irrigation canals. 3. (Ant.) Pedler,
hawker. V. Buhonero.

CAXETA. sf. 1. Snuff-box. 2. Poor's box. Caxc-

tas, (Naut.) Braided cordage.
CAXETIN, sm. Very small box.

CAXISTA, sm. Compositor who arranges and

adjusts the types in printing.
CAXITA Y CAXUELA, sf. Small box.

CAXO, sm. (Among Bookbinders) Notch or

groove for the pasteboards in which books
are bound.

CAXON, sm. 1. Box or chest in which goods are

conveyed from one place to another. 2. Chest
of drawers ; drawer under a table. 3. Mould
for casting the pipes of an organ. 4. Space
between the shelves of a book-case. 5. Tub
in which wet cloth is laid. 6. Wooden shed for

selling provisions. Scr de caxon, To be a mat-
ter of course, or a common and usual thing.
Ser un caxon de sastre, (Met.) To have one's

brain full ofconfused ideas. Caxonesdecdma-
ra, (Naut.) Lockers in the cabins of ships.

CAYADA, sf. V. Cayado.
CAYADILLA, sf. (Dim.) Small shepherd's hook.

CAYADO, sm. 1. Shepherd's hook. 2. Crosier, the

pastoral staff of a bishop. 3. Walking-staff of
old persons.

CAYANTO, sm. Kind of stuff manufactured in

Lisle.

CAYELAC,sm.Sweet-scented wood which grows
in Siam.

CAYKPUT, sm. Cajeput oil, a green, fragrant,
and volatile oil prepared from the Melaleuca
leucadendron L.

CAYMAN, sm. 1. Cayman, alligator, the Ameri-
can crocodile. Lacerta alligator L. 2. (Met.)

Crafty, wily, artful fellow. [sea.

CAYOS, sm. pi. Rocks, shoals, or islets in the

CAYOTE, sm. (Bot.) Citron. V. Cidra.

CAYOU, sm. Cashew-nut.

CAYREL, sm. 1. Head of false hair or wig worn
by women to embellish their head-dress. 2.

Furbelow, a kind of flounce with which wo-
men's garments are trimmed. 3. Silk-threads
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to which wig-makers fasten the hair of which

wigs are composed.
CAYRELADO, DA, a. Adorned with flounces.

CAYRELA.R, vn. To adorn with flounces.

AYUco,'sm. (Naut.) Small fishing-boat used in

some parts of America.

CAZ, sm. Canal, trench or ditch, made close to

rivers for the purposes of irrigation.

CAZA, sf. 1. Chace, hunting, fowling, all sorts of
field sports. 2. Game. 3. (Naut.) Chase, a

vessel pursued at sea by another. 4. Chase, the

act ofpursuing another vessel. 5. (Ant.) Thin
linen resembling gauze. Cazamayor.Huntuig,
the act ofchasing wildboars,stags,wolves,&c.
Caza menor, Shooting or fowling, the act of

chasing hares, rabbits, partridges, &c. Anaar
en caza de alguna cosa, (Met.) To go in pur-
suit of a thing. Levantar la caza, To rouse or

start the game. Dar caza, (Naut.) To chase

or give chase to a vessel. Ponersc en caza,

(Naut.) To manoeuvre in order to escape from
another vessel. Espantar la caza, (Met.) To
injure one's claim by an untimely application.

CAZABE, sm. Bread made in Havannah of the

root of the cassavi or cassada-plant. Jatropha
manihot L.

CAZADERO, sm. Place for pursuing game.
CAZADOR, RA, s. 1. Huntsman, sportsman. 2.

Animal which gives chase to another. 3.

(Naut.) Vessel which gives chase to another.

4. (Met.) One who prevails upon another, and

brings him over to his party. Cazador de al-

forja, One who sports with dogs, snares, and

other similar devices.

CAZAMOSCAS, sm. (Orn.) Fly-catcher, a bird.

Muscicapa L.

CAZAR, va. 1. To chase, to hunt, to fowl, to sport ,

to go in pursuit of game. 2. (Met.) To attain

or gain a difficult point by dexterity and skill.

3. (Met.) To gain one's friendship by caresses

and deceitful tricks. 4. fNaut.) To give chase

to a ship. 5. Cazar una vela, (Naut.) To tally

a sail, to haul the sheet aft. Cazar moscas,

(Met.) To waste one's time in idle amuse-

ments. Cazar con perdigones de plata, To
kill with silver shot ; applied to those who

buy game, instead of killing it.

CAZCALEA^R, vn. To run to and fro with affected

assiduity and diligence, without performing

any thing valuable or important.
CAZCARRI AS,s/7>Z. Splashings ofdirt on clothes.

CAZCARRIENTO, TA, a. Splashed, bemired.

CAZO, sm. 1. Copper sauce-pan with an iron

handle. 2. Copper or iron ladle for taking
water out of a large earthen vessel. 3. (Ant.)
Back part of the blade of a knife.

CAZOLEJA 6 CAZOLETA, sf. 1. Small sauce-pan.
2. Pan of a musket-lock.

CAZOLERO,sm. Mean person who does women's
work in the kitchen. V. Comine.ro.

CAZOLETA, sf. 1. Pan of a musket-lock. 2. Boss
or defence of a shield. 3. Shell of a sword.

4. Kind of perfume.
CAZOLILLA, sf. Small earthen pan.

CAZOLON, sm. Large earthen pot or stew-pan.

CAZON, sm. 1 .(let.) Tope, Sweet William. Squa-
lus galeus L. 2. (Ant.) Brown sugar. [ry.

CAZONAL, sm. Fishing-tackle for the tope-fishe-

CAZONETE, sm. (Naut.) Toggel, a wooden pin
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from five to six inches long, with a notch in

the middle, used to fasten the end of a port-

rope, [of knives.

CAZI^DO, DA, a. Having a thick back ; spoken
CAzuEr,A,s/.l. An earthen pan or vessel to dress

meat in. 2. Meat dressed in an earthen pan.
3. Kind of pit in the play-houses in Spain,
reserved for the ladies, and where no gentle-
men are admitted. 4. Cazuela moxi 6 moxil,

(Mure.) Tart made of cheese, bread, apples,
and honey. 5. Pan for baking tarts and pies.
V. Tartera.

CAZUMBRAR, va. To join staves together with

hempen cords, and tighten them with the

strokes of a mallet.

CAZUMBRE, sm. Hempen cord with which the

staves of wine-casks are joined and tightened.

CAZUMBRO.V, sm. Cooper, one who makes bar-

rels, pipes, and all sorts of casks in general.
CAZUR, sm. (Bot.) Unleaved Aralia. Aralia nu-

dicaulis L.

CAZTJRRO, RA, a. 1. Silent, taciturn. 2. (Ant.)

Making use of low language.
CE, intcrj. Hark, here, come hither. For ce 6

par be, In one way or other.

CE\, sf. (Anat.) Thigh-bone. V. Cia.

CE^TICO, CA, a. Affected with rheumatic pains
in the thigh or hip. V. Cidtico.

CEB.A.DA, sf. (Bot.) Barley. Hordeum vulgare
L. Cebddti ladilla, (Bot.) Common long-eared
barley. Hordeum distichon L.

CEBAi>.4i,, sm. Field sown with barley, [bread.

CEBAUAZO, ZA, a. Made of barley ; applied to

CEBADERA, sf. 1. Kind of bag or cloth in which
the feed is given in the field to working cat-

tle. 2..(Naut.) Sprit-sail.

CEBADERIA, sf. (Ant.) Barley-market.
CEBADESO, sm. 1. Place where game or fowls

are fed. 2. One whose business is to breed and
feed havyks. 3. Mule which on a journey car-

ries barley for the rest. 4. Bell-mule which
takes the lead in a herd of mules. 5. Paintino1

which represents domestic fowls in the act of

feeding, (i. Entrance of a tile-kiln. 7. Dealer
in barley.
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KBADfLi.A,s/. 1. (Bot.) Sneeze-wort. Achillea

ptarmica L. 2. Hellebore powdered, and used
as snuff.

CEB^DO, a. (Bias.) Applied to the picture of a
wolf with a lamb or kid in its mouth.

CEB!UURA, sf. Act of feeding.
CEBAR, va. 1. To feed animals. 2. To fatten

fowls, and other domestic animals. 3. (Met.)
To keep up a fire by adding fuel to it. 4.

(Met.) To drive in with force, as nails into

wood. 5. (Met.) To excite and cherish a pas-
sion or desire. 6. To prime, to put powder into

the pan of a gun. 7. To let off a rocket or

squib. 8. Ce.bur un anzuelo, To bait a fish-

hook. vr. To be firmly bent upon a thing.
CEBELI.INA, sf. Sable. Mustela zibellina L.
CEBICA. sf. V. Cibica.

CEBO, sm. 1. Food given to animals
; fodder. 2.

Fattening of fowls and other animals. 3. Bait
or lure for wolves and birds of prey. 4. (Met.)
That which excites or foments a passion. 5.

Kind of monkey. V. Cefo. (). Cart-grease.
If, pesr.ar, Bait for fishing. 7. Gunpow-

<~tr ;bi tho priming of guns.

CEBOLLA, sf 1. (Bot.) Onion. Alh'um cepa L
2. Any bulbous tunicated root. Cebolla albar-

rana, (Bot.) Squill. Scilla maritima L. Ce-

bolla ascalonia, (Bot.) Shallot, Ascalonian

garlic. Allium ascalonium L.

CEBOLL.A.NA, sf. (Bot.) A large myrobalan, re-

sembling onions.

BOLLARySW. Plot ofground sown with onions
CEBOLLERO, RA, s. Dealer in onions.

CEBOLLETA, sf. A tender onion.

CEBOLLINO, sm. (Bot.) Chive or cive. Allium

schoenoprasurn L.

CEBOLLON, sm. A large onion. [sons,

CEBOI.LUDO, DA, a. Ill-shaped ; applied to per-

BOiV, sm. A fat bullock or hog. Ccbones de

Galicia, Stall-fed bullocks.

CEBONcfr.r.o, sm* A young fat pig.

CEBRA, sf. Zebra, a kind of ass. Equus zebra L.

CEBRAT.A.NA, sf. 1. A long wooden tube or pipe.
V. Cerbatana. 2. (Art.) Piece of ordnance re-

sembling a culverin.

CEBURRO. V. Mijo ceburro.

CECE^R, va. 1. To pronounce the s in the same
manner as the c, which is a considerable

fault in the Spanish pronunciation. 2. To call

one by the word ce-ce.

CECEO, sm. The act ofpronouncing the s in the

same manner as the c.

CECEOSO, SA, a. Committing the fault of pro-

nouncing the s in the same manner as the c

CECHA, sf. Kind of vessel for drinking water.

CECIAX, sm. Cod or other fish cured and dried

in the air.

CECIAS, sm. North-west wind.

CEcfNA, sf. Hung beef, or salt beef, dried bj
the air or smoke. Echar en cecina, To salt

and dry meat.

CECINX.R, va. To make hung beef. V. Acecinar.

CEDACERIA, sf. Shop where sieves are made or

sold.

CEDACERO, 5m. One who makes or sells sieves.

CEDACILLO Y CEDACITO, sm. A small sieve.

Cedacito nuevo tres dias en estaca, (Prov.) A
new broom sweeps clean.

CEnlzo,sm. Hair-sieve or strainer. Ver o mirar

por tela de cedazo, To see through a hair-

sieve ; that is to see readily other people's

faults, but not one's own.

CEDA/UELO, sm. A small hair-sieve or strainer.

CEDKXTE, pa. Ceding, granting.
CEUER, va. To grant, to resign, to yield, to de-

liver up. vn. 1. To submit. 2. To happen, to

turn out ill or well. 3. To abate, to grow less.

CEBIZO, ZA, a. Tainted ; applied to meat.

CEDO,,ad. (Ant.) Immediately. V. Lucgo.
CEDRIA, sf. Resin, distilled from the ceda'r.

CEDRIDE v CEDRio,sra. Fruit of the cedar-tree.

IEDRINO, NA, a. Belonging to the cedar-tree.

CEDRO, sm. (Bot.) Cedar. Pinus cedrus L.

CEDULA, sf. 1. Slip of parchment or paper
written or to write upon. 2. Order, bill, de-

cree. 3. Lot. 4. Schedule ; warrant. Ccdula
de aduana, A permit. C&dulade abono, Order
to remit a tax to a town or province. Ctdula
de, cambio, Bill of exchange. Cedilla de invrt-

lidos, Warrant for the reception of invalids

C&dula real, Roval letters patent. Ccdula dr.

comunion 6 confr.sion, Card or certificate of

one having taken the sacrament. Ccdula ante
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diem, Secretary's summons or notice ofmeet-

ing to the members of a society. Echar c.&-

dulas, To draw or cast lots.

CEDULAGE, sm. Fees or dues paid for the expe-
dition of decrees or grants.

CEDULILLA 6 ITA, sf. A small scrap or slip of

paper.
CEDULOR, sm. A long edict, a large libellous

bill or paper. Poner cedulones, To post up
edicts or libels.

CEFALICA, sf. Cephalic vein. [head.

CEFALICO, CA, a. Cephalic, belonging to the

CEFALO, cm. (let.) Mullet, a kind of perch.

CEFIRO, sm. Zephyr, the West wind
', poetical-

ly, any soft gentle breeze.

CEFO, sm. A large kind of monkey, a native of

the northern parts ofAfrica. Simia cephus L.

CEGADOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Flatterer, sycophant.
CEGAJEZ, sf. (Ant.) Weakness of sight.

CEGAJO, sm. A he-goat two years old.

CEGAJOSO, SA, a. Blear-eyed ; having the eyes
dim with rheum or water.

CEGAR, vn. To grow blind. va. 1. To blind, to

make blind, to deprive of sight. 2. (Met.) To
darken or obscure the light of reason. 3. To
shut a door or window. Cegar los conductos

tos pasos, 6 caminos, To stop up channels,

passages, or roads. Cegar una via Ac, agua,
(Naut.) To fother a leak.

CEGARRixA,sm. One who contracts the eye to

see at a distance. A' ccgarritas 6 a ojos ce-

garritas, Having the eyes shut.

CEGATO, TA, a. Short sighted.

CF.GATOSO, SA, a. V. Cegajoso.
CEGUKCILLO 6 CEGUEZUELO, sm. Little blind

fellow.

CEGUEDAD, sf. 1. Blindness, privation of sight.
2. (Met.) Ignorance, intellectual darkness.

CEGUERA,S/*.!. Infirmity or disorder in the eye.
2. Absolute blindness.

CEGITERES, sm. Kind of martens.

CEGUINUELA, sf. (Naut.) Whip staff of the

helm. V. Pinzote.

CF.GUTA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cicuta.

CEJA, sf. 1. Eye-brow, the hairy arch over the

eye. 2. Edging of clothes. 3. (In stringed in-

struments) Bridge on which the cords rest. 4.

Summit of a mountain. 5. Circle of clouds

round a hill. Dar entre ccja y ccja, (Met.) To
tell one to his face unpleasant truths. Hasta
la$ rrjas, Full up to the eyes. Quemarse las

ccjas, (Met.) To study with the most intense

application ; literally, to burn one's eye-brows.
CF.JADERO, sm. Rope or traces of harness fasten-

ed to the swing-tree of a carriage or wagon.
CEJAR, vn. 1. To retrograde, to go backward.

2. (Met.) To slacken, to relax.

CEJIJT^NTO, TA,. Having eye-brows which join
one another.

CEJO, sm. 1. Thick mist or fog which usually
arises from rivers. 2. (Ant.) Frown, a look of

displeasure.

CEJUELA, sf. A small eye-brow.
CELADA, sf. I. Ancient piece of armour which

covered the head. Cdada Bo?-gonona, Bur-

gundy helmet, which covered the head, and
left the face free. 2. Ambuscade, ambush. 3.

Artful trick to deceive one. 4. Part of the key
of the cross-bow. 5. Horse soldier formerly

armed with a cross-bow. 6. (Naut.) Decoy or

stratagem used by a small ship of war to

bring an inferior vessel within gun-shut.
CELADILLA, sf. Small helmet.

CELADOR,RA,S.! . Curator, one who in congrega-
tions and churches takes care that every thing
is right and regular. 2. Monitor, in schools.

CELADT^RA, sf. Enamel. V. EsmaUe.
CELAGE,STO. 1. Colour of the clouds, originating
from the reflected rays of the sun. 2. Small
cloud moving before the wind. 3. Painting
which represents the rays of the sun breaking
through the clouds. 4. Presage, prognostic.
5. Sky-light, upper part of a window. Cda.ges,

Light swiftly-moving clouds.

CELAR, vn. y a. 1. To fulfil the duties ofan office

with care. 2. To watch any person's motions
from fear. 3. To cover, to conceal. 4. V.
Rezclar. 5. To engrave, to cut in wood.

CELDA, sf. 1. Cell, the apartment of a religious

person in a convent. 2. Small cavities or di-

visions in bee-hives, which contain the honey.
3. (Naut.) Small cabin on board a ship. 4.

Small room.
CELDILLA 6 CELDITA, sf. Small cell.

CELEBERRIMO, MA, a. sup. Most celebrated.

CELEBRACION, sf. 1. Celebration, solemn per-
formance. 2. Praise, applause, acclamation.

CELEBRADOR, sm. One who applauds or praises
a thing or person.

CELEBRANTE, sm. A priest in the act of cele-

brating the mass, or preparing to say it.

CELEBRAR, va. 1. To celebrate, to perform in a

solemn manner. Celebrar misa, To say mass.

2. To praise, to applaud, to commend. 3. To
revere, to respect, to venerate.

CELEBRE, a. 1. Celebrated, famous, renowned.
2. (Met.) Gay, facetious, agreeable in con-

versation, [celebrity.

CELEBREMENTE, ad. Facetiously, merrily ; with

CELEBRIDAD, sf. 1. Celebrity, a transaction

splendidly solemn. 2. Celebriousness, renown,
fame. 3. Pomp, magnificence, or ostentation,
with which a feast or event is celebrated.

CELEBufLLO, sm. Cerebel, the hind part of the

brain.

CEi.EBRo,sm.l. Skull which contains the brain.

2. Brain, the soft substance contained within

the skull. 3. Collection ofvessels and organs
in the head from which sense and motion
arise. 4. (Met.) Fancy, imagination.

CELE.MI.V, sm. Dry measure, which is the 12th

part of a/fflreeo-a, and makes about an English

peck. [full.

CELEMINADA, sf. (Ant.) A celemin, or peck-

CELEMINERO, sm. (Ant.) Ostler who measures

out the grain in inns.

CELERADO Y CELERARIO, (Ant.) V. Malvado.

CELERARIO, sm. (Ant.) Usurer, one who lends

money at interest.

CELERIDAD,S/. Celerity, velocity, swift motion.

CELESTE, a. I. Celestial, belonging to the hea-

venly regions. 2. Relating to the seat of the

blessed. 3. Sky-blue.
CELESTIAL, a. 1. Celestial, belonging to the

heavenly regions. 2. (Met.) Perfect, agreea-

ble, delightful, excellent.

CELKSTIALMKNTE, ad. Celestially ; perfectly.

CELT.", >i. V. Ccfo.
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v.

i

CJELIA, sf. (Ant.) Beverage made of wheat.

CELIACA,*/. 1. Celiac artery, which conveys the

blood to 'the lower belly. 2. Kind of diarrhoea.

CEMACO, CA, a. Relating to the lower belly.
Fluxo cetiaco, Flux or considerable looseness

of the body.
CEI.IBATO v CELIBE, sm. 1. Celibacy, the state

ofa single life. 2. One who leads a single life.

CEI.ICO, CA. a. Celestial, heavenly.
CEMDONIA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Celandine, swallow-

wort, tether-wort. Chelidonium majus L. 2.

Swallow-stone, a small stone with various

impressions.
CEi,iNi>RATE,5TO. Ragout made with coriander-

seed.

LITA, sf. Fish caught in the straits of Gib-

altar.

I.LA, sf. V. Celda.

LLENCA, sf. A common prostitute.

LLESCO, CA, a. Decrepit, wasted and worn
out with age and infirmities.

CELLfscA, sf. V. Ventisca.

CELLO, sm. Hoop.
CELOSIA, sf. Lattice of a window.

CELOSO, SA, a. 1. Light and swift-sailing ; ap-

plied to small vessels. 2. Crank, unable to

carry sails; spoken of vessels and boats.

CELSITUD,S/. 1. Celsitude, elevation, grandeur.
2. Highness, a title, now expressed altcza.

CELTICO, CA, a. Celtic, belonging to the Celts.

CELULA, sf. A small cell or cabinet.

CELULfLi-A, sf. A very small cell or cabinet.

CEMBELLfxA, sf. Hart's-horn.

CEMENTACION, sf. Cementation.

CEMENTAR, va. V. Cimentar.
CEMENTERIO 6 CEMETE RIO, sm. V. Cimentcrio.

CENA, sf. 1. Act ofsupping. 2. Supper. 3. Scene,

stage. Jueves de la cena, Maundy Thursday,
Thursday before Good Friday. Mas mat6 la

cena que sand Avicena, (Prov.) Suppers have
killed more than Avicenas ever cured. Cena
del rey, (Nav. y Ar.) Tax paid for the king's
table, called yantar in Castile.

!ENTACHO, sm. Basket or hamper made of bass-

weed for carrying fruit and greens.
CENACULO, sm. The cenatory hall in which our
Lord administered the last supper to his dis-

ciples.

CENAUERO, 5m. (Ant.) A place for supping.
CENADOR, sm. 1. One who is fond of suppers,

or who sups to excess. 2. Summer-house in a

garden, an arbour. Cenador chinesco, Chinese

temple.
CKNAG AL, sm. Quagmire, a marshy place full of
mud and dirt. Meterse en un cenagal, (Met.)
To be involved in an unpleasant arduous affair.

CENAGOSO, SA, a. Muddy, miry.
CENAR, na. To sup, to eat the evening meal. Ce-
nar d escuras, To sup in the dark for the pur-
pose of saving the candle ; to be miserly.

CENCENO, if A, a. 1. Lean, thin, slender. 2. (Ant.)
Pure, simple. Pan cenccno, Unleavened bread..

CENCERRA,.?/. l.Bell worn by the leading mule.
V. Ccnccrro. 2. Clack of a mill, which strikes

the hopper, and promotes the running of the
corn. 3. Senor cencerra, Mr. Rattlehead

;
an

appellation given by the students of the great
college of Alcala to the collegian who arrived
last. 4. The meat between the throttle and the

22

ribs of that part of mutton which is commonly
called the saddle.

CENCERRADA, sf. Noise made with bells and
horns at the door of an old bridegroom or

widower the night of his marriage.
CENCERREAR, vn. 1. To jingle continually ; ap-

plied to wether, mule, or horse bells. 2. To
play on an untuned guitar, which sounds ill

and hard. 3. To make a dreadful noise, such
as knockers, bolts, windows, and doors, strain-

ed or moved by the wind.

CENCERREO, 5m. Noise made by wether, mule,
or horse bells. [or horse bells.

CENCERRIL, a. Resembling the noise of wether
CENCERR|LLA Y CENCERRfLLO, 5. A small

wether, horse, or mule bell.

CENCERRo,5?n. 1. Bellworn by the leading mule,
which serves as a guide for the rest to follow.

2. Ill-tuned guitar. 3. (Orn.) Wood-crow.
Corvus L. JVo quicro perro con ccncerro, I do
not want a dog with a bell

;
that is, I do not

like to engage in a business that is more trou-

blesome than profitable. A 1 ccncerros tapados,
Privately, by stealth. Irse d cencerros tapa~
dos, To take French leave, to sneak off.

CENCERRON^TW.A small bunch of grapes which
remains after the vintage. [to land.

CENCIDO, DA, a. Untilled, uncultivated
; applied

CENCRIS 6 CENCRO, sm. Kind of serpent with
white spots, resembling millet.

CENDAL, sm. 1. Light thin stuffmade either of
silk or thread. 2. Furbelow, flounce, or trim-

ming of gowns or other garments. 3. (Poet.)
Garter. Ccnddles, Cotton for an ink-stand.

CENDEA, 5/. (Navar.) Meeting of the inhabit-

ants of several villages to deliberate on some

public business.

CENDOLILLA, 5/. (Ant.) A forward girl, acting
with littlejudgment.

CENDRA,5/. Paste made of boiled pot-ash, burnt

marrow oframs' horns, and other ingredients,
which is used to clean silver. Ser una cendra,

(Met.) To be as lively as a cricket.

CENDRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Acendrar.

CEN^FA, 5/. 1. Frame of a picture. 2. Printed or

painted border ofany kind of stuff. 3. Valance,

fringes and drapery hanging round the tester

and head of abed. 4. Middle piece of a priest's

garmert, called casulia, which divides it into

two parts. 5. (Poet-) Bank of a river or lake,
the brim of a pond. 6. Cenefa de un toldo.

(Naut.) Centre of an awning.
CENicERO,sm. Ash-hole, the place where ashes

are put.

CENICIENTO, TA, a. Ash-coloured.

CEN|T, 5m. (Astron.) Zenith, the point over our

head, opposite the Nadir.

CENIXA, sf. 1. Ashes, the substance to which all

bodies are reduced by burning. 2. Coarse

ashes, which remain in the strainer when the

lye is made. V. Ccrnada. 3. Ashes, the remains
of the dead. Cenizas azulcs, Blue paint ex-

tracted from various fossils by burning them ;

the most perfect of which is the lapis lazuli.

Cenizas de ultramar Ultramarine. Dar con
los huevos en la ceniza, (Met.) To overset

an affair which was in a way of doing well.

Din de ccniza, 6 midrcolcs de ceniza, Ash-

Wednesday. Haccr ceniza d cenizas alguna.
1G9
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cosa, (Met.) To be reduced to nothing, to

come to nothing. Poner d uno la ceniza en

la /rente, (Met.) To reproach any one with a CENTELLADOR, RA, a. Brilliant.
1

him blush or ashamed. CENTEI,LA\NTE, a. Sparkling, flashingthing which must make
CENIZO, sm. (Bot.) Summer and winter savory.

Satureia hortensis L.

CENXZO, ZA, a. V. Ceniciento.

CENIZOSO, SA, a. Covered with ashes.

CENOBIO, sm. (Ant.) V. Monasterio.

CENosfTA, sm. One who professes a monastic

life. [ties ; cenobitical.

CENOBITICO, CA,. (Ant.) Living in communi-

CENOFEGIAS, sf. pi. The feast ofthe tabernacles

among the Jews.

CENOGIL, sm. Garter.

CENORIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Zanahoria.

CENOTAVio,sm.Cenotaph; amonument erected

in memory of a person whose remains are bu-

ried in another place.

CENS^L, s. y a. (Arag.) V. Censo y Censual.

CENSALISTA, sm. (Ar.) V. Censualista.

CENSATARIO y CENSERO, sm. One who pays an

annuity out of his estate to another person.

CENSO, 577i. 1. Money which the proprietors of

lands or houses yearly receive for the use of

their property. Rent, revenue, tax. 2. Poll-

tax, formerly in use among the Romans. 3.

Censo de la poMacion, Enumeration ofthe in-

habitants of a province or country. Censo al

quitar. Rent paid by a tenant at pleasure.
Censo de por vida, Annuity for one or more
lives. Censo de agua en Madrid, Money paid
in Madrid for the water which the inhabitants

receive for their houses and gardens.
CENSOR, sm. 1. One appointed by public autho-

rity to examine new books and publications,
whether they contain any thing contrary to

religion and good manners. 2. Critic, re-

viewer ofliterary compositions. 3. Censorious

person, who finds fault with the actions of
others without reason.

CENSORIA, sf. Office of censor.

CENSORINO, a. Censorian.

CENSUAL,a.Belonging to lawful interest, on mo-

ney advanced or sunk in useful undertakings.
CENSUALISTA, sm. A person in whose favour an

annuity has been imposed, and who has the

right to enjoy it until his death.

CENSU^RIO, sm. (Ant.) V. Censualista.

CENstjRA,s/. 1. A critical review of literary pro-
ductions. 2. Censure, blame. 3. Reproach
without foundation. 4. Spiritual punishment.
5. Register, list. G.The office ofRoman censor.

CENSURABLE, a. Censurable, worthy ofcensure,
or liable to be censured.

CENSURADOR, sm. One who censures.

CENSURA.R, va. 1. To review, to criticise. 2. To
censure, to blame, to find fault with. 3. To
record, to enter into a list or register. 4. To
correct, to reprove.

CENTAUREA 6 CENTAURA, sf. (Bot.) Centaury.
Centaurea L.

CENTAURO, sm. 1. Centaur, a poetical being, sup-

posed to be composed of a man and horse. 2.

(Astr.) Archer, a southern constellation.

CENTELLA, sf. 1. Lightning, the flash which at-

tends thunder. 2. Flash struck out of a flint

with steel. 3. Remaining spark of passion or

discord. Ser riro como una centdla 6 ser una
170

crntella, To be all fire and tow, to be all life

and spirit.

CENTELLA\R Y CENTELLEAR, vn. To sparkle, to
emit rays of light, to throw out sparks.

CENTELLEO, sm. Spark, scintillation.

CENTELLICA 6 fxA, sf. A small flash or spark.
CENTELLON, sm. (Aum.) A large spark or flash.

CENTENA, sf. 1. Centenary ,
the number ofa hun-

dred. 2. (Ant.) Stubbles ofrye. 3. Hundredth,
the ordinal of hundred.

CENTENA.DAS, ad. A1 centenadas 6 d centenarcs,

By hundreds.

CENTENA^, sm. Field sown with rye. 2. Cente-

nary, the number a hundred.

CENTENA.R, sm. V. Centenal.

CENTENAR, sm. V. Centena y Centenario.

CENTENA"RIO, RIA, a. Centenary, secular, hap-
pening but once in a century.

CENTEN^RIO, sm. A feast which is celebrated

every hundred years.
CENTENAZO, ZA, a. Belonging to rye. Paja cen-

tcnaza, Rye-straw.
CENTENO, sm. (Bot.) Rye. Secale L.

CENTENO, NA, a. A numeral adjective, which

signifies hundred.

CENTENOSO, SA, a. Mixed with rye.

CENTESIMO, MA, a. Centesimal, hundredth.

CENTILACION, sf. (Ant.) V. Brillo.

CENTILLO, sm. V. Cintillo.

CENTILOQUIO, sm. A work divided into a hun-
dred parts or chapters, as Ptolemy's book on

astronomy.
CENTIMA^NO, NA, a. (Poet.) Having a hundred

hands.

CENTINELA, sf. 1. (Mil.) Sentry or sentinel
;
a

soldier posted on guard either in camp or

garrison. 2. (Met.) One who observes closely
or pries into another's actions. Ccntinela

ava?izada, Advanced guard. Centineia d ca-

ballo, Ved'et, a sentinel on horseback. Ccnti-

nela perdida, Forlorn hope, a soldier on guard
close to the enemy's camp ;

also a small body
of troops detached on some desperate service.

Hacer centinela, 6 cstar de centinela, To stand

sentry, to be on guard.
CENTINODIA, sf. (Bot.) Knot-grass. Polygonum

aviculare L.

CENTIPLICJJ.DO, ad. A hundred times more.

CENTIPLJCAR, va. V. Ccntuplicar.

CENTOLLA,S/. (let.) Center-fish, a kind of turtle
with spotted scales.

CENTON, sm. 1. Coarse covering of warlike ma-
chines in ancient times. 2. Cento, a literary

composition formed by joining scraps from
other authors.

CENTR.DO, DA, a. (Bias.) Applied to a globe

placed on the centre.

CENTRAL y CENTRICAL, a. Central, relating or

belonging to the centre.

CENTRICO, a. Punto cintrico, Object, end of

one's views. V. Centra.

CENTRIFUGO, GA, a. Centrifugal, that which flies

back or recoils from the centre.

CENTRIPETO, TA, a. Centripetal, tending to-

wards the centre.

CKNTRO, sm. 1. Centre, the middle point in a

%ure. equally remote from its extremities. 2.
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Height and depth of a thing. 3. (Met.) The
main or principal object of one's desires and
exertions. 4. (Bot.) Disk, on the central part
of flowers. Estar en el centra de la batalla,
To be in the centre of the action. Estar en yu

centra, (Met.) To be satisfied with one's fate,

El mando es el centra d que aspira la am-

bition, Command, is the point to which am-
bition aspires.

CENTO PLICAR, va. To centuplicate ; to make a

hundred-fold.

CENTUPLO, PLA, a. Hundred-fold.

CENTURIA, sf. 1. Century, a period ofone hun-
dred years. 2. (Among the Romans) Com-
pany of 100 soldiers, commanded by a cen-

turion.

CENTURION, sm. (In Rome) Centurion, a milita-

ry officer who commanded 100 men.

NZALO, sm. (Ent.) Gnat. Culex L.

NzlvA, sf. 1. A governess of children. 2.

Nursery-maid.
CENA^R, vn. To frown, to look angry.
CENIDO, DA, a. 1. Moderate, not extravagant in

point of pleasure or expense. 2. Ringed, en-

circled with rings ; applied to bees and other

insects.

CESTIDOR Y CENIDT}RA, s. Belt, girdle.

CENIGI.O, sm. (Bot.) Goose-foot, summer-cy-
press. Chenopodium L.

CENIR, vn. 1. To gird, to surround
;
to put on a

belt or girdle. 2. To environ, to hern in. 3.

(Met.) To reduce, to abbreviate, to contract.

Ccnir cspada, To wear or carry a sword. Ce-

nir el viento, (Naut.) To haul the wind. vr.

To reduce one's expenses.
CENO, sm. 1. A supercilious look, a frowning or

ruffled countenance. 2. Ring or ferrule put
round any thing. 3. (Alb.) Circle round the

upper part of a horse's hoof. 4. (Poet.) A
mournful or gloomy aspect of the sea.

CENOSO, SA, a. 1. Hoof surrounded with ele-

vated rings ; applied to horses. 2. V. Cenudo.

CEiJtJDo, DA, a. Frowning, supercilious,
i CEO, sm. (let.) Doree or dory. Zeus faber L.

CEP A, sf. 1. That part of the trunk of a tree

which joins the root, and stands in the

ground. 2. Stock of a vine. 3. (Met.) Stock
or origin of a family. 4. (Met.) Bud or root

of the horns and tails of some animals. 5.

Root of the wool. 6. First foundation of co-

lumns, pilasters, or arches.

CEPACABALLO, sm. (Bot.) Cardoon. Cynara
cardunculus L.

CEPADGO, sm. (Ant.) Jail fees.

CEPEJON, 5m. The highest and largest branch
of a tree torn from the trunk.

CEPILLADIJRAS, sf. pi. Shavings pared off with
a plane.

CEPILLA".R, va. To plane. V. Accpillar.
CEpfLLO, sm. 1. Plane, an instrument used to

smooth the surface of boards. 2. Brush, an
instrument made of bristles for cleaning
clothes. 3. Poor-box, a small chest in which
alms are put. La curia que, afianza el hierro
cortante del cepillo, The wedge which keeps
the iron of a plane tight.

CEPITA, sf. A small poor-box.
CEPO, sm. 1. Block on which an anvil is put. 2.

Stocks, a wooden machine with holes for con-

fining the neck and legs of offenders by way
ofpunishment ;

on board of ships these stocks
ore called bilboes. 3. Kind of reel or turning
frame, on which silk is wound before it is

twisted. 4. Trap or snare for catching wolves.
5. Charity-box put up in churches and other

public places. 6. V. Cefa. 7. (Ant.) The
stocks with which a great gun is made fast in

the carriage. Cepo del ancla, (Naut.) An-
chor-stock. Cepo de maniguetes, (Naut.)

Cross-piece of the kevil. Cepo de molincte,

(Naut.) Knighthead of the windlass. Cepos,
Notched cleats or timbers fixed across other

timbers to strengthen or secure them where

they are pierced. Cepos quedos, No more of
that ; said to make a person change the topic
of conversation.

CEPON, sm. A large trunk of a tree, an old vine

stock.

CEPORRO, sm. An old vine pulled up by the roots.

CEQ,UI 6 CEQUIN, sm. A gold coin, formerly
used by the Moors in Spain ; at present cur-

rent in Venice and other parts of Italy.

CERA, sf. 1. Wax, a thick tenacious matter ga-
thered by bees. 2'. Tapers and candles made
of wax. 3. Foot-path in the street. V. Acera.
Cera aleda, The first coarse wax with which
bees bedaub the inside of the hive. Cera vir-

gen, Virgin wax. Cera de las oidos, Ear-wax.
Hacer de alguno ccra y pdbilo, (Met.) To
mould one like wax, to make him say or do
what one pleases. No hay mas cera que la que
arde, (Met.) To have spent the last of one's

fortune. Ser una cera, 6 coma una cera, 6
hecha una cera, (Met.) To be as pliable as

wax, to be of a pliant or gentle disposition.
Melar las ceras, To fill the combs with honey .

Cdras, The whole cells of wax and honey
formed by bees.

CERACHATES, sf. pi. Wax-stones, a kind of yel-
low agate. V. Ccrites.

CERAFOLIO, sm. (Bot.) Common chervil. Scan-
dix cerefolium L.

CERAPEZ, sf. Cerate, a plaster made ofwax and

pitch.
CERASINA. sf. Beverage made of rice, [serpent.

CERASTA, CERA^STE, 6 CERASTES, s. Horned
CERASTIO DE GRANADA, sm. (Bot.) Mouse-ear.
Cerastiam L.

CERATOFILON, sm. (Bot.) Horn-wor.t, or pond
weed. Ceratophylum L.

CERBATAN A, $f. 1 . Tube made ofwood or metal,

through which pellets of clay are blown by
way of amusement. 2. Acoustic trumpet for

deaf people, to help the hearing. 3. Ancient
culverin of a very small caliber.

CERBELO, (Ant.) V. Cerebelo.

CERCA, sf. 1. Inclosure, hedge, or wall, which
surrounds a garden, park, or corn-field. 2.

(Ant.) District belonging to a city or other

place. 3. (Ant.) Yard. Las cercas, (Among
Painters) Objects placed in the fore ground
of a painting.

CERCA, ad. 1. Near at hand, not far off, close by.
2. With regard to, relating or belonging to.

3. En cerca, Round about. Tener buen 6 mat

ccrca, To admit, or not admit of a close exa-

mination. Tocar de cerca, (Met.) To be near-

ly allied to, or near akin.
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CERCA\DO, 5m.A garden or field inclosed or sur-

rounded with a fence ; an inclosure.

CF.RCADOR, sm. One who incloses or surrounds.

CERCADT^RA, sf. (Ant.) Inclosure, walls, fence.

CERCAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Act of inclosing.

CERCANAMENTE, ad. Nigh, at a small distance.

CERCANIA, sf. Proximity, neighbourhood, vi-

CERC^NO, NA, a. Near, close by. [cinity.

CERCA^R, va. 1. To inclose, to surround with a

hedge or wall. 2. (Mil.) To invest a town, to

block up a fortress. 3. To crowd about a per-
son. 4. (Ant.) To brinur or put near. V. Acer-

car. Cercado de desdickas y trabajos, In-

volved in troubles and distress.

CERCEN 6 A CERCEN, ad. At the root.

CERCENADAMENTE, ad. In a clipping manner.

CERCENADERA, sf. Clipping-knife used by wax-
chandlers.

CJERCENADOR, 5m. One who pares, or clips and

lops off, the ends or extremities of things.

CERCENADURA, sf. Act of clipping, paring, or

lopping off.

CERCEN^R, va. 1. To lop off the ends or extre-

mities. 2. To reduce, to lessen
; applied to

expenses.
CERCERA, sf. Air-tube which reaches from the

ceiling of a vault up to the surface of the

ground, to extract the foul air.

CERCETA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Widgeon, garganey, a

kind of small wild duck. Anas querquedula L.

'2. (Among Sportsmen) The first pearl which

grows about the bur of a deer's horn ; an
antler. 3. (Ant.) Tail of a horse.

CERCHA, sf. A wooden rule for measuring con-

vex objects.
CERCH^R. V. Jlcodar.

CERCHON, sm. V. Cimbria.

CERCILLO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Ear-ring. V. ZarcUlo.
2. Tendril of the vine. V. Tixereta. 3. (Ant.)

Hoop. V. Zarcillo.

CERCIO 6 CERCION, sm. An Indian mocking-
bird, belonging to the family of starlings,
which imitates the human voice. [affirm.

CERCIORAR, va. To assure, to ascertain, to

CERCO, sm. 1. Hoop or ring which surrounds a

thing. 2. (Mil.) Blockade of a place. 3. Cir-

cular motion. 4. Circle, a private assembly.
5. Frame or case of a door or window. En
cerco, Round about. Poncr cerco d una plaza.
To block up a place. Levantar el cerco, To
raise a blockade. Entrar en cerco, 6 venir al

cerco, To use superstitious rites or customs.
Echar cerco, To surround game with dogs.
Cerco de pucrta 6 ventana, The frame of a

door or window. Cerco del sol y de la Ittna,

Halo, coloured circle, round the sun or moon.
Hacer un cerco, To strike or draw a circle.

CERCOPITECO, sm. Kind of long-tailed monkey.
CERDA, sf. 1. Strong hair growing in a horse's

tajl
or mane. 2. Corn just cut down, and

formed into sheaves, to be carried to the

threshing floor. 3. Bundle of flax broken,
but not yet hackled. 4. Sow. Ccrdadepuerco.
Hog's bristles. Ganado de cerda, Herd of
swine. Cerdas, Snares for birds.

CERD.A.MEN, sm. Handful of bristles.

CERDA\NA, sf. Kind of dance in Catalonia.

CERD^ZO, sm. 1. A large hog or pig. 2. (Ant.)
Hair-sieve. V. Cedazo.
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CERDEA^R, en. 1. To be weak in the fore-quarter
on account of a dangerous wound ; applied to
bulls. 2. To emit a harsh and inharmonious
sound ; applied to musical instruments. 3. To
decline a request or demand by subterfuges
and evasions.

CERDILLO 6 CERDITO, sm. A small hog or pi<r.

GERDO Y CERDT?DO, sm. Hog or pig. Cerdo de

muerte,A pig which is a twelve-month old,and
fit to be killed. Ccrdo de vida, A. pig which
is not yet old or fat enough to be killed.

CERDOSO, SA, Y CERDUDO, DA, a. Bristly, full of
bristles : it is also

applied to men whose
breasts are covered with hair.

CEREBELO, sm. (Anat.) Cerebellum, the hind

part of the brain or little brain.

CEREBRO. V. Celebro.

CKRECILLA, sf. V. Guindilla.

CERECITA, sf. A small cherry.
CEREMONIA, sf. 1. Rite, religious ceremony ;

outward form in religion. 2. Form of civility ;

an affected compliment paid to a person.
Guardar cercmonia, To stick to the ancient
ceremonies and established customs of a so-

ciety or community. El lo hace de pura cere-

monia, He does it out of mere compliment
or ceremony. De ceremonia, With all cere-

mony or pomp.
CEREMONIAL, sm. A book of the ceremonies
used on public occasions.

CEREMONIAL, a. Ceremonial, that which relates

to ceremony.
CEREMONIATICAMENTE, ad. Ceremoniously, in

a ceremonious manner.

CEREMONIX.TICO, CA, a. Ceremonious, adhering
to ceremonies, full of affected politeness.

CERE.MONIOSAMENTE, ad. According to the out-

ward rites and ceremonies.

CEREMONIOSO, SA, a. Ceremonious, fond of

ceremonies, polite.

CEREO, sm. (Bot.) Torch-thistle. Cactus L.

CERERIA, sf. 1. Wax-chandler's shop. 2. Office

in the royal palace where the wax-candles

are kept for the use of the royal family.

CERERO, sm. 1. Wax-chandler. 2. Idle vagrant.
CERERO, a. Idle, loitering from street to street.

CERE/A, sf. Cherry. Ctriza garrafal, The
large heart cherry.

CEREZAL, sm. Plantation of cherry-trees.

CEREZO, sm. (Bot.) Cherry-tree. Primus cera-

sus L.

CERGAZO, sm. (Bot.) Rock-rose. Cistus L.

CERIBON 6 CERiBONES,sm. (Ant.) Act ofan in-

solvent debtor surrendering his whole estate

to his creditors. Hacer ceriboncs, (Ant.) To
make very submissive and affected compli-
ments.

CERIFLOR, sm. (Bot.) Honey-wort. Cerinthe L.

CER|LLA, sf. I. Thin wax-tapers rolled up in a

globular form. 2. Ball made of wax and
other ingredients, much used by women in

formsr times as a kind of paint. 3. Wax-tab-
let. 4. Wax of the ear.

CERIMONIA, (Ant.) V. Ceremonia.

CERITES, sm. Wax-stone, or yellow agate.

CERMENA, sf. A small early kind of delicious

pear, called the Muscadine pear.

CERMENO, sm. (Bot.) Muscadine pear-tree.

, sf. 1. Coarse ashes which remain in
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the strainer after the lye ia put on. 2. Size

laid on a pieco of canvass to prepare it for

p.-rinting. 3. Plaster of ashes and other ingre-
dients used by farriers in the cure of horses.

CER.VADEKO. sm. 1. Coarse linen which serves
as a strainer for the lye to buck clothes with.

2. (Ant.) Thread and silk skeins for making
ribbons.

CERNEDERO, sm. 1. Apron worn by persons em-

ployed in sifting flour, to prevent their clothes

from being covered with the dust. 2. Place
destined for sifting flour.

CERNEDOR^'w.One who sifts flour with a sieve.

CERNEJAS, sf. pi. Fetlocks of a horse grov/ing
behind the pastern joints.

:RNER, va. To sift, to bolt, to separate the bran
coarse flour from the fine meal. vn. 1.

To bud and blossom. 2. To drizzle, to fall in

;ry small drops. vr. 1. To waggle, to wad-

le, to move from side to side. 2. To soar ;

spoken of birds.

CERNICALO, sm. (Orn.) Kestrel, wind-hover.
Falco tinnunculus L. Coger 6 pillar un cerni-

ralo, To be fuddled, to be half seas over.

Niof LLO, sm. 1. Thick mist or small rain. 2.

A short and waddling gait.

CERNIDO, sm. 1. The act of sifting. 2. The flour

sifted.

CERNIDURA, sf. The act of sifting. [rify.

CERNIR, va. 1. V. Cerner. 2. To examine, to pu-
CEKO, sm. Cipher, an arithmetical mark, which

standing for nothing itself, increases the va-

lue of the other figures, as 10, ten. Ser un
ce.ro, To be a mere cipher.

CEROFER.A.RIO, sm. Acolothist, who carries the

light in the service of the Roman Catholic
church.

CEROLLO, LLA, a. Applied to grain reaped ra-

ther green and soft.

CERON, sm. Dregs of pressed wax formed into

a cake.

CEROTE, sm. 1. Shoemaker's wax, consisting of

pitch and bees-wax 2. Panic, fear. 3. Cerate,
a plaster made of wax and other ingredients.

CEKUTKRO, sm. Piece of an old hat, used by
artificial fire-work-makers to wax the twine
or packthread for sky rockets.

CEROTO, sm. A soft cerate made of oil and wax.

CEROYA, sf. Crops of corn which begin to grow
yellow.

CERquiLLo, sm. 1. A small circle or hoop. 2. The
seam or welt of a shoe. 3. Tonsure ofa monk
or other religious persons.

CERQUITA, sf. (Dim.) Small inclosure.

CERQuiTA,ad. At a small distance, nigh or near
in point of time or place.

CERRA.DA, sf. 1. The strongest part of a hide or

skin which covers the back-bone ofan animal.
2. (Ant.) Shutting or locking up of a thing.
Hacer cerrada, To commit a gross fault or

palpable mistake.

CERRADERO, RA, s. 1. Staple or iron loop which
receives the bolt of a lock. 2. (Ant.) Purse-

strings. Echar la cerradera, To lend a deaf

ear, to refuse.

CERRADIZO, ZA, a. That which may be locked
or fastened.

CEKRADO,DA,. 1. dose, reserved, dissembling.
2. Secreted, concealed. 3. Obstinate, inflexi-

ble. Cerrado coma pie de muleto, As stub-
born as a mule. Cerrados los ojos, Without
examination. A puerta cerrada, Privately,
secretly.

CERRADOR, sm. 1. Porter or door-keeper, one
who takes care of a door. 2. Tie, fastening.
3. Bond, obligation.

CERRAD^RA, sj. 1. The act of shutting or lock-

ing up. 2. Lock, an instrument composed of

springs and bolts, used to fasten doors or
chests. Cerradura de golpe, Spring lock.

3. Park or piece of ground surrounded with
a wall, hedge, or fence ; an inclosure.

CERRADURftLA 6 iTA, sf. (Dim.) A small lock.

CERR^JA, sf. 1. Lock of a door. 2. (Bot.) Com-
mon sow-thistle. Sonchus oleraceiis L. Todo
es agua de cerrajas, It is all good for no-

thing ; literally, It is all sow-thistle water.

CERRAJEJ.R, vn. To carry on the trade ofa lock-

smith, to make locks.

CERRAJERIA, sf. 1. Trade of a lock-smith. 2.

Shop or forge where lock-smiths' work is

made.

CERRAJERO, sm. Locksmith, one who makes
locks, keys, bolts, &c.

CERRAMIENTO,SWI. l.The act ofshutting or lock-

ing up. 2. Inclosure, the act of inclosing, or

ground inclosed. 3. The finishing of the roof
of a building. 4. Partition walls which sepa-
rate the different rooms of a house. 5. (Ant.)
Conclusion of an argument ; inference.

CERRA.R, va. 1. To shut up the inlets or outlets

of a place, to obstruct a passage. 2. To fit a
door or window in its frame or case. 3. T<jt
lock a door, to fasten it with a bolt or latch.

4. To include, to contain. 5. To fence or in-

close a piece of ground. 6. (Met.) To termi-

nate or finish a tiling. 7. To stop up, to ob-

struct. 8. To prohibit, to forbid, to interdict.

9. To engage the enemy. Cerrar la carta,
To fold up a letter. Cerrar la cuenta, To
close an account. Cerrar la boca, (Met.) To
be silent. Cerrar la mollera, (Met.) To begin
to get sense. Cerrar la oreja, (Met.) Not to
listen to one's proposals. Cerrar la puerta,
(Met.) To give a flat denial. Cerrar los ojos,
To die

; to sleep : (Met.) Blindly to submit
to another's opinion. M cerrar del dia, At
the close of the day, at night-fall. A1 cierra

ojos, (Met.) Blindly , inconsiderately. vr. 1 .

To remain in one's opinion firm and unshaken.
Cerrarse de campina, To adhere obstinately
to an opinion. 2. To grow firm and hard ; ap-
plied to the bones of children. 3. To be shut
or locked up. 4. To grow cloudy and over-
cast ; spoken of the sky. 5. To close up ; ap-

plied to the ranks and files of a body oftroops.
Cerrarse todas laspuertas, To be guarded on.

all sides, or against any thing which may
happen.

CERRAURJAL, sm. (Ant.) Water conduit.

CERRAZON,SWI. Dark and cloudy weather which

precedes tempests.
CERREJON, sm. Hillock, a small hill or eminence.

CERRERO, RA, a. 1. Running wild from one hill

or eminence to another. 2. (Ant.) Haughty,
lofty.

CERRIL, a. I . Mountainous, rough, uneven ; ap-

plied to a country or
ground. 2. Wild, un-
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tamed ; applied to cattle. Puente cerril, A
small narrow bridge, intended merely for cat-

tle. 3. (Met.) Rude, unpolished, unmannerly.
CERRILLAR, va. To mill coined metal, or mark

it at the edge.
CERRILLO, sm. A little eminence. Cerrillos, The

dies for milling coined metal.

CERRION, sm. 1. Icicle, a shoot of ice hanging
down. 2. Fresh cheese.

CERRO, sm. 1. High land, which is in general

craggy, rugged, and rocky. 2. Neck of an
animal. 3. Back bone, or the ridge it forms.

4. Flax or hemp which is hackled and cleaned
Cerro cnriscado, A steep and inaccessible

mountain. En cerro, Nakedly, barely. Pasar
dtraerlamano por el cerro, (Met.) To flatter,

to cajole. Como por los cerros de Ubeda,

(Fam.) Foreign to the purpose, totally dif-

ferent.

CERROJILLO, sm. 1. (Orn.) A wagtail, warbler
Motacilla provincialis L. 2. A small bolt.

CERROJO, sm. Bolt, a short piece ofiron to fasten
a door or window. Tentar cerrojos, (Met.)
To try all ways and means to succeed in one's

undertakings. [tow.

CERRON, sm. Kind of linen in Galicia made of

CERRUMADO, DA, a. Having weak or defective

quarters ; applied to horses.

CERRTJMAS, sf. pi. Weak or defective quarters
in horses.

CRTAMEN,sm. 1. (Ant.) Duel; battle. 2. Con-

troversy, disputation.

CERTAMENTE, (Ant.) V. Ciertamente.

^ERTERIA, sf. (Ant.) Dexterity. V. Tino.

CERTERO, RA, a. Dexterous or skilled in shoot-

ing and fowling.
CERTEZA, sf. Certainty, that which admits no

doubt.

CERTIDTJMBRE, sf. 1. V. Certeza. 2. (Ant.) Se-

curity, obligation to fulfil any thing.
CERTIFICACION, sf. 1. Certificate, an instrument

attesting the truth of some fact or event. 2
Return of a writ. 3. Certainty, security.

CERTIFICADOR, 5m. One who certifies.

CERTIFICAR, va. 1. To assure, to affirm, to cer-

tify. Certificar el pliego 6 la carta, (In the

Post-office) To assure that a letter will arrive

where it is directed. 2. To prove by means
of a public instrument.

CERTIFICATORIO, RIA, a. That which certifies,
or serves to certify.

CERTINIDAD Y CERTixtJo, (Ant.) V. Certeza.

CERtJLEO, LEA, a. Sky-blue or light blue.

CERTJMA, sf. V. Cerrumas.

CERVAL, a. Belonging to a deer, or resembling
it. Micdo ccrval, Great timidity.

CERVARIO, RIA, a. V. Cerval.

CERVATICA, sf. V. Langoslon.
CsRVAxfco 6 CERVATILLO, sm. A small deer.

CERVATO, sm.A
young deer, not yet full grown.

CERVECERIA, sf. 1. Brewhouse. 2. Alehouse
where beer is sold.

CERVECERO, sm. One who brews or sells beer.

CERVDA, sf. Extremity of the ribs of pork.
CERVEZA, sm. Beer or ale, a liquor prepared

from malt and hops.
CERVICABRA, sf. Gazelle, an animal which par-

takes both of the figure of the deer and of the

goat.
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CERViotJDo, DA, a. 1. High or thick marked. 2

(Ant.) Obstinate, stubborn.

CERVIGUILLO, sm. Nape, the joint of the neck
behind.

C'ERvfKO, NA, a. Resembling a deer, or belonging
to it.

CERVIOLAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Cat-heads. V. Ser-
violas.

CERVIZ, sf. Nape, the hind part of the neck,
Hombre de una cerviz, A stubborn obstinate
man. Ser de dura cerviz, To be incorrigible.
Baxar la cerviz, (Met.) To humble one's self.

Levantar la ccrviz, (Met.) To be elated, to

grow proud.
CERV^NO, NA, a. Resembling or belonging to a

deer
; being of the colour of a deer.

CESACIO 6 CESACION A DIVINIS,S. (Latin.) Sus-

pension from religious functions. [stop.
CESACION Y CESAMIENTO, s. Cessation, pause,
CESAR, vn. To cease, to give over.

CESAR, sm. Name of the Roman Emperor. 0'
Cesar 6 nada, Neck or nothing.

CESAREO, KEA, a. Imperial, belonging to an em-

peror or empire. Operacion cesdrea, The
Cesarian operation, by which a child is cut
out of the womb of the mother.

CESE, sm. Cease ;
a mark put against the names

of military men who are pensioners on the

civil list, that their pay should cease.

CESIBLE, a. That which may be ceded.

CrsfoN, sf. Cession, or transfer of goods or es-

tates made in one's favour
; resignation. Ce-

sion de bienes, Surrender of the whole estate

of an insolvent debtor into the hands of his

creditors.

CESIONARIO Y CESONARIO, RIA, s. One in whose
favour a transfer is made.

CESPED 6 CESPEDE,sm.l.That part of the rind

of a vine where it has been pruned. 2. Sod, or

turf covered with grass. Cesped francos,
(Bot.) Common thrift, sea-gillyflower. Sta-

tice armeria L.

CESPEDERA, sf. Field where green sods are cut

CESTA, sf. Basket, pannier. Llevar la cesta,

(Met.) To pander, to procure women for the

lust of others.

CESTADA, sf. A basket-full.

CESTERf A, sf. Place where baskets are made
or sold.

CESTERo,sm.One that makes or retails baskets.

CESTILLA 6 CESTITA, sf. A small basket.

CEST|CO 6 CESTILLO, sm. A little basket.

CESTO, sm. Maund, a hand basket. Estar hecho

un cesto, To be overcome by sleep or liquor.

Quien hace un cesto hard ciento, (Prov.) He
that steals a pin will steal a pound ; literally,
He that makes one basket will make a hun-

dred. Ser alguno un cesto, To be ignorant
and rude.

CESTON, sm. 1. A large pannier or basket. 2.

(Mil.) Gabion, a wicker basket filled with

earth, and used in trenches and redoubts to

cover troops from the enemy's fire.

CESTONADA, sf. Range of gabions to cover

troops from the fire of the enemy.
CESTRO, (Ant.) V. Sistro.

CESURA, sf. Csesura, a figure or a pause in

poetry.

CETACEO, CEA,<Z. Cetaceous, of the whale kind.
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CETIS, sm. An old Galician coin, which made
the sixth part of a Spanish maravcdi.

CETRA, sf. A leather shield formerly used by
the Spaniards.

CETRE, sm. A small brass or copper bucket. V.
Acetre.

CETRJREA, sf. 1. Falconry, the art of taming,
teaching, and keeping falcons, and other
birds of prey. 2. Fowling with falcons.

CETRERO, sm. 1. Verger, he that carries a staff

and cloak before the bishop, dean, or chap-
ter. 2. Falconer, sportsman.

CETRIFERO, sm. One who bears a sceptre.

CETRINO, NA, a. 1. Citrine, lemon-coloured, ofa
le yellow. 2. (Met.) Jaundiced, melancholy.

CTRO, sm. 1. Sceptre, the ensign of royalty
')orneinthe hand. 2. (Met.) Reign of a prince.
J. Verge borne by dignified canons on solemn

sions. 4. Wand or staff borne by the de-

f confraternities in their feasts and

meetings. 5. Perch or roost for birds.

CEIJMA, sf. (Ret.) Zeugma, a figure in Rhetoric.

CEVIL, a. (Ant.) Vile, despicable. V. Civil.

CEVILIDA.D, sf. (Ant.) Misery, meanness. V.
Civilidad.

CEVBA, sf. (Bot.) 1. Sea-weed or sea-moss. 2.

Large tree in the Indies, with a poisonous
juice.

CHA, sf. 1. (In New Spain) Tea, the leaf of a
shrub which grows in China, and several parts
of Africa. 2. A very thin and light kind of
stuff used by the Chinese.

CHABACANAMENTE, ad. In a bungling manner.

CuABAC-iNA, sf. An insipid kind of plum.
CHABACANERIA, sf. Want of cleanliness and

elegance. [finished.

CHABACANO, NA, a. Coarse, unpolished, ill-

CHABETA 6 CHAPETA, sf. Forelock-key. Per*
der la chabeta, (Met.) To lose one's senses.

CHABNAM, sf. Sort of muslin, called also rosee.

CHACAL, sm. Jackall, an animal of the size of a
fox. Canis aureus L.

CHACX.RT, sf. Kind of cotton stuff.

CHACHARA, sf. Chit-chat, idle prate ; garrulity.
Todo cso no es mas que chachara, That is all

mere chit-chat.

CHACHAREA.R, vn. To prate to no purpose.
CHACHARERA, sf. Forward, talkative woman.
CHACHARERIA, sf. Verbosity, verbiage, garru-

lity, [talker.
CIUCHARERO Y CnACHARON, sm. Prater, idle

CHA^CHO, sm. i. Stake at the game of ombre. 2.

Word of endearment to children.
CH AciNA,s/.(Extrem.) Pork seasoned with spice

for sausages and balls.

CHACOI,I, sf. A light red wine of a sourish taste,
which is made in Biscay.

CHACOLOTEAR, vn. To move and clap, as a
horse-shoe does for want of nails.

CH ACOLOTEO, sm. The clapping of a horse-shoe
for want of nails.

CHACONA, sf. Tune of a Spanish dance of that
name.

CHACOTA, sf. Noisy mirth. Echar a chacota al-

guna cosa, To carry a thing off with a joke.
Hacer chacota de alguna cosa, To turn a thing
into ridicule.

[scoff.

CHACOTF.AR, vn. To indulge in noisy mirth, to

CHACUTKRO, $m. A wag, a merry-andrew.

CHACOTERO, RA, a. Waggish, ludicrous, acting
the merry-andrew.

CHACRA,^ An Indian rustic habitation without
order or neatness.

CHACUACO, sm. Clown ; a coarse ill-bred man,
CHAFALDETES, sm. (Naut.) Clue lines.

CHAFALLA, sf. An old tattered suit of clothes.

CHAFALLAR, va. To botch, to mend or patch in

a clumsy manner.

CHAFALLO, sm. Coarse patch, place mended in

a botching and clumsy manner.

CHAFALLO.V, NA, s. A botching tailor.

CHAFAR, va. 1. To make velvet or plush lose its

lustre by pressing or crushing the pile. 2.

(Met.) To cut one short in his discourse, so

that he does not know what to say.

CHAFAROTE, sm. A short broad Turkish sword.

CHAFARRINADA, sf. 1. Blot or stain in clothes.

2. (Met.) Spot in reputation and character.

CHAFAHRINAR, va. To blot, to stain.

CHAFARRINON, sm. Blot, stain. Echar un cha-

farrinon, (Met.) To disgrace one's family by
some mean or dishonourable action.

CHAFERCONEAS, sf. pi. Kind of printed or
coloured linen.

CHAFLAN, sm. Bevel, obtuse angle.
CHAFLAN^R, va. To form a bevel, to cut a slope.

CHALAN, NA, s. 1. Dealer, trader. 2. Jobber,

regrater, forestaller.

CHALANE!R, va. 1. To buy and sell, as a dealer
and chapman. 2. To forestall, to regrate.

CHALANERIA, sf. Artifice and cunning used by
dealers in buying and selling.

CHALECO, sm. An inside waistcoat.

CHALON 6 CHALUN. sm. Shalloon, a kind ofwool-
len stuff.

CHALtrpA,5/". (Naut.) Sloop, a small light vessel,
a long boat.

CHAMALEON, sm. V. Camaleon.

CHAMARA.SCA, sf. A brisk fire, made of brush-

wood, but of short duration.

CHAMARAz,s/.(Bot.) Water-germander. Teu-
crium scordium L.

CHAMARILLERO, sm. 1. Broker who deals in old

pictures and furniture. 2. Gambler.

CHAMARILLON, sm. A bad player at cards.

CHAM ARIZ, sm. (Orn.) (And.) Blue tit-mouse
Parus ceeruleus L.

CHAMARON, s. (Orn.) Long-tailed titmouse. Pa-
rus caudatus L.

CHAM.ARRA, sf. Garment made of sheep skins,
or of very coarse frieze.

CHAMARRETA, sf. A short loose jacket with
sleeves.

CHAMBERGA, sf.l.A long and wide cassock with

facings and sleeves ofthe same stuff, or ofthe
colour of the lining. 2. A regiment raised in

Madrid during the minority of Charles the

lid. 3. Kind of Spanish dance accompanied
by a merry song. 4. A narrow silk girdle.

CHAMBERGO, GA, a. Slouched, uncocked ; ap-

plied to a round hat worn by the regiment of

Chamberga, and ever since a round uncocked
hat has retained that name.

CHAMELOTE, sm. Camblet. Chamelote de aguas,
Clouded camblet. Chamelote deflores, Flow-
ered camblet.

CHAMELoxfNA, sf. Kind of coarse camblet.
i CHAMELOTON, sm. Coarse camblet.
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CHAMERL^CO, sm. Kind of close jacket with a

collar, formerly worn by women.
CHAMICERA, 5/. A piece of wood scorched and
made black by fire.

CHAMICERO,RA,. Belonging to scorched wood.

CHAMIZA, sf. Kind of wild cane or reed.

CHAMIZO, 5m. A piece of wood half burnt.

CHAMORRA, sf. (In the jocular style) A shorn
head.

CHAMORRAD A, sf. Butt given with a shorn head.

CHAMORRAR, va. To cut the hair off with shears.

CHAMORRO, RA, a. Shorn, bald, without hair.

Trigo chamorro, (Bot.) Beardless wheat.
Triticum sativum aristis carens L.

CHAMPADA, sf. A large stately tree in Malaga.
CHAMPAN, sf. Kind ofAmerican vessel ofabout

seventy or eighty tons burthen.

CHAMPION, (Ant.) V. Gladiator.

CHAMPURRAR, va. 1. To mix one liquor with
another. 2 (Met.) To speak with zflB uncon-
nected mixture of words of different lan-

guages.
CHAMUSCADO, DA, a.Tipsy, flustered with wine ;

addicted to some vice.

CHAMUSCADO, DA,pp. Singed ; tinged, inclined.

CHAMUSCAR, va. To singe or scorch the outside

of a thing.
CHAM#sco, 5m. V. Ckamusquina.
CHAMUSCON, 5m. A large singe or scorch.

CHAMUSQUINA, 5/. 1. The act of scorching or

singeing. 2. (Met.) Scolding, wrangling, high
words. Oler a chamusquina, (Met.) To come
from hot words to hard blows.

CHANCEAR, vn. To jest, to joke. vr. To in-

dulge in jests and jokes.

CHANCELLOR, va. V. Cancelar.

CHANCELLER, (Ant.) V. Canciller.

CHANCERO, RA, a. Jocose, merry, given to jests.
CHANCHARRAS MANCHARRAS, sf.pl. (Bax.) No
andemos en chancharras mancharras, Let us
not go about the bush, or make use of sub-

terfuges and evasions.

CHANCICA 6 CHANCILLA, 5/. A little fun or jest.

CHANCILLERESCO, CA,a. Belonging to the court
of chancery.

CHANCILLERIA, 5/. 1. Chancery, the supreme
tribunal of equity and justice. 2. The office

and dignity of a chancellor. 3. The rights
and fees of a chancellor.

CHANCITA, sf. A little fun.

CHANCLETA, 5/. Slipper. V. Chinela. Andar en

chancleta, To go slipshod.
'

CHANCLOS, sm. pL 1. Pattens, pieces of wood
with an iron ring, worn under the shoes by
women to keep them from dirt. 2. Strong
leather clogs worn over shoes to preserve

gentlemen's feet from moisture and dirt.

CHANFAYNA, s/. 1. Ragout of livers and lights.
2. A trifling worthless thing.

CHANFLON, NA, a. 1. Made in a coarse and

clumsy manner ; applied to things and per-
sons, 2. Finished in a bungling manner

; ap-

plied to counterfeit money. [larger.

CHANFLON, 5m. Money beaten out to appear
CHANGOTE, 5m. An oblong bar of iron.

CHANTER, va. V. Vestir.

CHANTRE, sm. Precentor, a dignified canon of
a cathedral church. [centor.

i, sf. The office and dignity of a pro-

CHANZA, */. Joke, jest, fun, Chanza pesada, A
sarcastic taunt.

CHANZONETA, sf. 1. Joke, jest. 2. A little merry
song, a ballad.

CHANZOXETERO, sm. Sonnetteer, a petty poet.
CHAOS, sm. V. Caos.

CHAPA, sf. 1.A thin metal plate which serves to

strengthen or adorn the work it covers. 2.

Rosy cheek, blush. 3. Rouge, paint used by
ladies. 4. A small bit of leather laid by shoe"-

makers under the last stitches to prevent the

bindings giving way. 5. Chapas defreno, The
two bosses or pieces put on each side of the
bit of a bridle. 6. Transom and trunnion

plates in gun carriages. Hombre de chapa, A
man ofjudgment, abilities, and merit.

CHAPADAMENTE,arf.(Ant.) Perfectly, elegantly.
CHAPALETA, sf. (Naut.) A kind ofvalve made of

strong leather, which is put at the bottom of
a ship's pump, and serves as an embolus or
sucker.

'

CHAPAR, va. (Ant.) To plate, to coat.

CHAPARRA, sf. 1. Species of oak. V. Chaparro.
2. A coach with a low roof.

CHAPARRADA, sf. V. Chaparrdn. [trees.

CHAPARRAL, sm. Plantation of ever-green oak-

CHAPARRO, sm. (Bot.) Ever-green oak-tree.

Quercus ilex L.

CHAPARRON, sm. A violent shower of rain.

CHAPEAR, va. To adorn or garnish with metal

plates. vn. V. Chacolotear.

CHAPELETA DE UNA BOMBA, sf. (Na6t.) The
clapper of a ship's pump. ChapeUtas de los

imbornales, (Naut.) The clappers of the scup-
per holes. [the head, like a bonnet or hai.

CHAPELETE, sm. (Arag.) An ancient cover for

CHAPELINA, sf. An ancient small gold coin.

CHAPELO Y CHAPEO, (Ant.) V. Sombrero.
CHAFER! A, ^f.Ornament consisting ofanumber

of metal plates.

CHAPERON, sm. Ancient hood or cowl.

CHAPETA 6 CHAPILLA, sf. A small metal plate,

Chapeta, Red spot on the cheek.

CHAPETON, sm. An European settler in Peru.

CHAPETON.(.DA, sf. A disease incident to Euro-

peans who settle in Peru, before they are ac-

customed to the climate of that country.
CiiApfN, sm. Clog with a cork sole lined with
Morocco leather, wornby women to keep their

shoes clean. Chapin de la reyna, Tax of 150
millions ofmaravedis formerly levied in Spain
on the occasion of the king's marriage.

CHAPINAZO, sm. Stroke or blow given with a

clog or patten.

CHAPINERIA,^/". Shop where clogs and pattens
are made and sold, [sell clogs and pattens.

CHAPINERO,STO. One whose trade is to make and

CHAPINITO, sm. A small clog.

CHAPITEL, 5m. 1. The upper part ofa pillar rising
in a pyramidal form. 2. A small moveable
brass plate over the compass. 3. V. Capital.

CHAPLE, sm.Graver, the tool used in engraving.
CHAPODAR, va. To cut or lop off the branches

of trees and vines.

CHAPOTE, 5m. Kind of black glue or wax in

America, which is said to be used for cleaning
the teeth.

CHAPOTEAR, va. To wet with a spunge or wet
cloth.
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vn. To paddle in the water so as to splash
or scatter it about.

CHAPUCEAR. va. To botch, to bungle, to per-
form clumsily.

CHAPUCERAMENTE, ad. In a coarse or clumsy
manner.

CnApucERf A, sf. A clumsy performance.
CHAPUCERO, 5m. 1. Blacksmith, who makes

nails, trevets, shovels, and other iron work
2. Bungler, botcher, one who performs his

work in a clumsy manner.

CHAPUCERO, RA, a. Rough, unpolished, rude.

CHAptfz, sm. 1. The act of ducking one, or put-

ting his head under water. 2. A clumsy per-
formance. V. Chu.puceria. Chapuces, (Naut.)
Mast

spars.
CHAPUZAR, va. 1. To duck, to put one's head
under water. 2. To paddle with the oars.

vn. To dive, to plunge suddenly into water.

CHAQ.UETE, sm. Game resembling back-gam-
mon.

CHAQUIRA, sf. Kind of pearl-white glass beads

much esteemed by the Peruvians, and sold to

them by the Spaniards.
CHARADRIO, sm. (Orn.) Common roller. Cora-

cies garrula. L. V. Gdlgulo.
CHARANCHAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Battens used as

supporters on board a ship.

CHARANGUERO, RA, a. Showy, tawdry colours.

CHARANGUERO, sm. Pedler, hawker.
CHA RCA, sf. Pool of water collected on purpose

to make it congeal to ice. [cotton.

CHARCANAS, sf. Kind of stuff made of silk and

CH!RCO, sm. Pool of standing water. Pasar el

charco. To cross the seas. Hacer charcos en
el estomago, To drink too much water.

CHARLA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Bohemian chatterer, silk-

tail. Ampelis garrulus L. 2. Idle chit-chat

or prattle.

CHARLADOR, RA, 5. V. Charlatan.

CHARLAR, vn. To prattle, to babble, to prate.
CHARLATAN, NA, s. Prater, babbler, idle talker.

CHARLATANEAR, vn. V. Charlar.

CHARLATANERiA,s/. Garrulity, loquacity, char-

latanry, [ings of a prater, verbosity.
CHARLATAN!SMO, sm. The conduct and proceed-
CHARMILLA, sf. (Bot.) Hornbeam tree. Carpi-
nus betulus L.

CHARNECA,S/. (Bot.) Mastic-tree. Pistacealen-
tiscus L.

CHARNECAL, sm. Plantation of mastic trees.

CHARNELA, sm Hinge of a box.

CHAR.VETA, sf. (Ant.) Iron plate.

CHAROL, sm. Varnish, a matter laid on wood or
metal to make it shine.

CHAROLAK, va. To varnish.

CHAROLIST A, sm. Gilder, varnisher, orjapanner.
CHARPA, sf. Belt with a hook at the end on
which fire-arms are hung.

CHARPAR, va. To scarf, to lap one thing over
another.

CHARO.UILI.O, sm. A small pool or puddle.
CHARRADA, sf. Speech or action of a clown.

CHARRADAMENTE, ad. Clownishly, tastelessly.
CHARRETERA, sf. 1. Stripe of cloth or leather,

used under the foot to fasten trousers or

gaiters. 2. Epaulet, a gold, silver, or silk tas-

sel, worn by military men on the shoulder.

CHARRIOTE, sm. V. Carro.
23

CHARRO, RA, s. 1. A clownish, coarse, ill-bred

person. 2. Peasant of Salamanca.

CHARRO, RA, a. Gaudy, loaded with ornaments
in a tasteless and paltry manner.

CHASjSm. A low word, denoting the noise made

by the cracking of wood or tearing of linen.

CHASCO, sm. 1. Fun, joke, jest.
2. An unex-

pected contrary event or disappointment. 3.

Lash, the thong or point of the whip. Dar
chasco, To play a merry trick.

CHASQUEA R, va. To crack with a whip or lash.

vn. 1. To crack as timber does at the approach
of dry weather. 2. To play a waggish trick.

CHASQUI, sm. (Peru) Post-boy or messenger on
foot.

CHAsojcfoo, sm. 1. Crack of a whip or lash. 2,

Crack, the noise made by timber when it

breaks into chinks or splits.

CHATA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Round-leaved Egyptian or

hairy cucumber. Cucumis chate L. 2. (Na6t.)
A flat-bottomed boat. Chata alijadora, Light-
er. Chata de arbolar, Sheer-hulk. Chata de

carenar, Careening-hulk.
CHATO, TA, a. Flat. Nariz chata, A flat nose.

Embarcacion chata, A flat-bottomed vessel.

CHAVARI, sm. Kind of linen.

CHAVETA, sf. 1. Forelock key. V. Chabita. 2.

Forelock plate.

CHAVONIS, sf. A kind of muslin.

CHAtfL,sm.A kind ofblue silk stuffmanufactured
in China, resembling European grogram.

CHAZA, sf. 1. Point where the ball is driven

back or where it stops, in a game at balls. 2.

(Naut.) Birth on board a ship. Hacer chaza,
To walk on the hind feet

; applied to a horse
that rears.

CHAZADOR, 5m. A person employed to stop the

ball and mark the game.
CHAZAR, va. 1. To stop the ball before it reaches

the winning point. 2. To mark the point
whence the ball was repulsed or driven back.

CHELES, 5m. pi. A kind of cottoa stuff of dif-

ferent colours.

CHELIN, sm. Shilling, an English coin, worth
about four and one half reales de veHon.

CHKNO, NA, a. (Ant.) Full. V. Lleno.

CHEQUILLO, LLA, TO, TA, a. dim. (Ant.) V. Chi-

quillo,
CHEREMIA Y CHEREMILLA, (Ant.) V. Chirimia.

CHERNA, 5/. (let.) Ruffle, a fish resembling a
salmon. Perca cernua L.

CHERQ_UEMOLA ; sf. Kind of stuff made in the

East Indies of silk and bark.

CHERUBIN, sm. (Ant.) V. Qucrubin.
CHERVA, sf. (Bot.) Great spurge, Palma Chris-

ti. Ricinus communis L.

CHEVRON, sm. (Bias.) Chevron, a piece repre-

senting two rafters of a house joined, and
without a division.

CHEVRONADO, DA, a. (Bias.) Coat charged with
chevrons.

CIUA, sf. 1. A shojt black mantle, formerly
worn in mournings. 2. Cowl, made of fine

cloth, and worn by the nobility by way of
distinction. 3. A white medicinal earth.

CHIAR, vn. To chirp or chirrup like birds. V.

Piar.

CHIBA, sf. Goat. V. Cobra.

CHIBAL, sm. Herd of goats.
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CHIBALETE, 5m. Chest of drawers with a desk

for writing. V. Escritorio.

CHIBJ^TA, sf. (And.) Shepherd's club or staff.

CHIBA\TO, sm. Kid between six and twelve
months old.

CHIBETERO Y CniBiTA
1

L,sm. Fold or pen where
kids are put.

CnfBO, sm. I. Kid, a he-goat not yet twelve
months old. 2. Pit, a place for the lees of oil

which glides from the press.

CHIBON, sm. 1. A young cock-linnet. 2. Sort of

gum which is brought from America.

CHIBOR, sm. Kind of monkey. V. Cefo.
CHICADA, sf. Herd of sickly kids.

CHICARRERO, 5m. V. Zapatillero.

CHICHA, sf. 1. Children's meat. 2. Beverage
made of Indian corn. Ser cosa de chiclia y
nabo, To be of little importance. Tcncr pocas
chichas, To be very lean.

CHICHARO, sf. (Dot.) Pea. Pisum sativum L.

CHICHARRA, sm. Frothworm, harvest-fly. Ci-

cada spumaria L. Es unu, chicharra, A prat-

tling, chattering person. Cantar la chichar-

ra, To be scorching hot.

CHICHARRAR, va. V. Jlchicharrar.

CHICHARRERO, 5m. A hot place or climate.

CHICHARRO, sm. 1. (let.) -A young tunny-fish.
2. (let.) Horse-mackerel. Scomber trachu-

rus L. 3. Roll of tobacco kindled at one end
and smoked at the other.

CHICHARRON, sm. Dried morsel of lard fried in

a frying-pan.
CHICHERIA, sf. Tavern where the beverage

called chicha is sold.

CHICHISVEADOR, sm. Gallant, wooer. [love.

CHICHISVEAR, va. To woo, to court, to sue for

CIIICHISVEO, sm. Court and attendance paid to

a lady ; cicisbeo.

CHICHON, sm. 1. Lump on the head occasioned

by a knock or blow. 2. Bruise. V. Molla-
dura. [lump.

CmcHONcfLLo 6 CHICHONCITO, sm. Small

CHICHOTA, sf. A complete or perfect thing or

business, so that nothing is wanting.
Cnfco, c A, a. Little, small. Chicho congrande.
Both great and small.

CHICO, CHICA, s. A little boy or girl.

CHICOLEAR, va. To joke or jest.

CHJCOI.EO, sm. Joke, jest
in gallantry.

CHICORIA, sf. V. Achicoria.

CHICORROTICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. Very
little or small.

CmcoRRorfN, a. Very small.

CHICOTE, TA, s. 1. A fat strong boy or girl ;

used to express affection. 2. (Naut.) End of
a rope or cable.

CmcozAFOTE, sm. An American fruit resem-

bling a peach both in colour and taste.

CHICUELO, LA, s. A little child.

CHIFLA, sf. 1. Whistle, a small wind-instru-

ment. 2. (With Book-binders) Paring knife

with which skins are made thin.

CmFLACAYOTEjSm.A large kind ofpumpkin in

America.

CHIFLADERA, sf. Whistle.

CniFLAmhiA, sf. Whistling.
CniFLAn, (With Book-binders) To pare lea-

ther for covering books. vn. 1. To whistle,
to raise a sound with a small wind-instrument.
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2. To mock, to jest. 3. To tipple, to drink to

CHFLE, sm. 1. Whistle. 2. Call, an instrument
used by bird catchers to decoy birds into their
snares. 3. (Na6t.) Priming-horn used by the

gunners of the navy. 4. (Naut.) Tide. Aguas
chifles, Neap-tide.

CHIFLETE Y CHIFLO, sm. V. Chifia.

CniFLfDo, sm. Sound of a whistle or call.

CHILACAYOTE, sm. (Bot.) American or bottle

gourd. Cucurbita lagenaria L.

CHILE, sf. (Bot.) Small American red pepper.
Capsicum annuum L.

CHILERA, sf. (Naut.) Row-lock-hole.

CHILINDRINA, sf. Trifle ; a thing of little value.

CHILINDRON, sm. 1. Kind of game at cards. 2.

Assemblage, collection. 3. Cut in the head.

CHILLA, sf. Call for foxes, hares, or rabbits.

Clano de chilla, Tack, a sort of nail. Tobias
dc chilla, Thin boards. Chillas, Kind ofEast
India cotton stuff.

CHILL!DO, sm. Roof, consisting of shingles or
thin boards.

CHILLADOR, RA, s. Person who shrieks or

screams ; a thing that creaks.

CHILLER, vn. 1. To scream, to shriek
;
to creak,

as a cart-wheel. 2. To imitate the notes of
birds. 3. To hiss ; applied to things frying
in a

pan.
CHiLLERAs,sf./Z. (Naut.) Shot-lockers in which

balls are kept on board a ship.

CHILL|DO, sm. 1. Squeak or shriek
;
a shrill dis-

agreeable sound. 2. Bawling of a woman
or child.

CnfLLO, sm. Call. V. Chilla.

CHILLON, sm. 1. Bawler, screamer, shrieker. 2.

Common crier. 3. Nail, tack. Chillon real,

Spike or long nail used to fasten large timbers

or planks. Clavo cliillon, Tack or small nail.

CHILD, sm. Chyle. V. Quito.

CHIMENEA, sf. 1. Chimney ;
a fire-place with a

funnel, through which the smoke ascends. 2.

(Met.) Head. Se le sulid el hutno d la chi-

menea, The vapour has mounted to his head
;

spoken of one affected with drink.

CHIMERA, sf. Chimera, a vain and wild fancy.
CHI MIA Y CHIMICA, sf. Chemistry. V. Quimtca.
CHIMISTA, sm. (Ant.) Chemist.

CHIMO, sm. Kind of antispasmodic used in

South America.

CHINA, sf. I. Pebble, a small stone. 2. A medi-
cinal root brought from China. 3. Porcelain,
china

;
a fine sort of earthenware. 4. China

silk or cotton stuff. Media China, Cloth
coarser than that from China. 5. Boyish play
of shutting the hands, and guessing which
contains the pebble.

CHINX.R, vn. V. Rechinar.

CHIN^RRO, sm. A large pebble.

CHINATEX.DO, sm. Stratum or layer of pebbles
or small stones.

CHIN.A.ZO, sm. A large pebble.
CHINCH ARRA\ZO, sm. Thrust or cut with a sword

in an affray.
CHINCHARRERO 6 CHINCHORRERO, s?re. Place

swarming with bugs.
CHfNCHE, sm. Bug, a fetid insect. Cimex L.

Caer 6 morir como chinches, To die like rotten

sheep ; literally, like bugs.
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CHINCHERO, sm. Bug-trap made of twigs.
CHINCHILLA, sf. A small quadruped in Peru re-

sembling a squirrel, well known for its fur.

CHISCHON, sm. V. Chichon.

CHINCHORRERIA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Lying jest. 2

Whisper, mischievous tale.

CHIJVCHORRERO, RA, s. Insidious tale-teller.

CHINCHORRO, sm. 1. Fishing-boat used in Ame-
rica. 2. Kind of fishing-net.

CHINCHOSO, SA, a. Peevish, fastidious.

CHINELA, sf. 1. Slipper. 2. Kind of pattens or

clogs worn by women in dirty weather.
CHINILLA 6 CHINITA, sf. A small pebble.

CHINO, NA, a. Chinese, any thing which is from
China ; applied particularly to a species of

dogs. Cams familiaris turcicus L. $Somos chi-

nos ? Do you think me a simpleton ?

HIO CHIO, sm. Chirping of sparrows.
HIQUERO, sm. 1. Hog-sty, a place where hogs
are kept. 2. (Extr.) Hut for goats and kids.

HiQUicHAquE, sm. 1 . ( Vulg.) One whose trade

is to saw wood and timber. 2. Noise made

by things rubbing against each other.

CmquiLLo, LLA, s. A small child.

CHIQUITICO, CA; CHIQUITILLO,LLA; CHIQUIR-
RITICO, CA ; CHIQUIHUITILLO, LLA, ITO, TA :

CHIQUITIN Y CHIQUIRRITIN, a. (Dim.) Very
small, or little.

CHIQUITO, TA, a. Little. small. Hacerse chiquito,

(Met.) To dissemble or conceal one's know-

ledge or power. [corner.

CHIRIBITIL, sm. A narrow and low little hole or

CHIRIGAYTA, sf. (Mur.) Kind of gourd.
CHIRIMIA, sf. Clarion, a musical wind-instru-

ment. sm. Clarion-player.
CHIRIMOYA, sf. A kind of American pear.

CHIRINOLA, sf. 1. Game played by boys. 2.

Trifle, a thing of little importance or value.

CHIRIPEAR, vn. (Joe.) To prattle ;
to clatter.

CHIRIVIA, sf. I. (Bot.) Parsnip. Pastinaca sati-

va L. 2. (Orn.) Wagtail. V. Jlguzanieve.
CHIRLA, sf. Muscle. V. Mmega.
CHIRLADOR, RA, s. A clamorous prattler, a

talkative person.
CHIRLAR, vn. To prattle, to talk much and loud.

CHIRLO, sm. A large wound in the face ; the
scar it leaves when cured.

CHIROMANTICO, sm. Chiromancer, professor of

chiromancy.
CHIRRIADO, sm. V. Chirrido.

CIIIRRIADOR, RA, a. 1. Hissing like hog's lard,

oil, or dripping, in which something is fried.

2. Creaking, as a door.

CHIRRIAR, vn. 1. To hiss, as hog's lard or oil in

which something is fried. 2. To creak as a
door or cart. 3. To sing out of tune or time.

CHIRRICHOTE, sm. A presumptuous man. Chir-

r/chdtcs, A nick-name for French priests who
travel in Spain.

CHIRRIDO, sm.. Chirping of birds.

CHIRRIO,SW. The creaking noise made by carts
and wagons.

CHIRRION, sm. A strong muck or dung cart
which creaks very loudly ; one-horse cart.

CniRRioNERo,sm. One who drives a dung-cart.
CHIRUMBELA, sf. V. Churumbela.
CHinuRGico. V. QuiruTgico.
CHisGARAvi,6'TO. An insignificant noisy fellow,
who meddles and interferes in every thing.

CHO

CHISGUETE, sm. A small draught of wine.

CHISM^R, va. (Ant.) To tattle. V. Chismear.

CHISME, sm. I. Tale or story which is intended
to excite discord and quarrels. 2. Variety of
lumber of little value.

CHISMEAR, va. To tattle, to carry tales.

CHISMOSO, SA, a. Tattling, tale-bearing, propa-

gating injurious rumours.

CnfspA, sf. I. Spark emitted by some igneous
body. 2. A very small diamond. 3. (Rar.)
A short gun. 4. Small particle. V. Jlfiaja. 5.

Penetration, acumen. Fulano tiene chispa,
Such a one is very acute. Ser una chispa, To
be all life and spirit. Echar chispas, (Met.)
To be in a violent passion.

CHISPAS ! interj. Fire and tow.

CHISPAZO, sm. l.The act of a spark flying off

from the fire, and the damage it does. 2. (Met.)
Tale or story carried from one to another with
a view of breeding discord.

CHISPEAR, vn. 1. To sparkle, to emit sparks. 2.

To rain gently or in small drops.
CHISPERO, sm. Smith who makes kitchen uten-

sils.

CHISPERO, RA, a. Emitting a number of sparks.

Cnfspo, sm. (Bax.) V. Chisguete.
CHISPORROTEAR, vn. To hiss and crackle as

burning oil or tallow mixed with water.

CHISPORROTEO, sm. Sibilation, hissing, crack

ling.

CHISPOSO, SA, a. Sparkling, emitting sparks.

CHISTAR, vn. To mumble, to mutter. JVb chistn

palabra, He did not open his lips.

CHISTE,SW. 1.A fine witty saying. 2. Fun, joke,

}'est.

Dar en el chiste, To hit the nail on the
lead. [men keep their fish

CHISTERA, sf. A narrow basket in which fisher-

CHISTOSO, SA,O.. Gay, cheerful, lively, facetious.

~H|TA, sf. 1. The ankle-bone in sheep and bul-

locks. 2. Game with this bone. No vale una,

chita, It is not worth a rush. Tirar a dos
chitas. To have two strings to one's bow. Dar
en la chita, (Met.) To hit the nail on the
head. Caga chitas, (Vulg.) Nick-name to de-

formed wandering persons.
CHITES, sm. Kind o'f cotton stuff.

CHITICALLA, sm. One who keeps silence, and

divulges not what he sees.

CHITICALLAR, va. To keep silence. IT 6 andar

chiticallando, To go on one's tip-toes, not to

make a
noise^.

CHITO, sm. A piece of wood, bone, or other sub-

stance, on which the money is put in the

game of chito. Irse a chitos, To lead a de-

bauched life, to run from pleasure to pleasure.
CHITO 6 CHITON, interj. Hush ! not a word !

Mum ! Mum ! Con el rey y la inquisicion

chiton, (Prov.) Towards the king and inqui-
sition be silent and respectful.

CHO ! interj. A word used by the drivers of

mules or horses to make them stop.
CHOC A, sf. 1. Part of the game given to a hawk.

2. Slick or paddle with which soap-boilers
stir the lie of barilla or ashes when they make

soap.

3HOCADOR,RA,s. One that irritates or provokes.
^HOCALLO, (Ant.) V. Zarcillo.

!!HOCANTE, a. Provoking, irritating.

JHOCAR, vn. \. To strike, to dash against one
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another. 2. To fight, to combat. va. To pro-
voke, to vex, to disgust.

CHGCARREAR, -an. To joke, to jest, to act the
buffoon.

CHOCARRER|A, sf. 1. Buffoonery, low jests,
scurrilous mirth. 2. Deceiving, cheating at

play. V. Fulleria.

CHocARRERo,sm. l.Buffoon, one who practises
indecent raillery, or grossjocularity. 2. Cheat,
or sharper at play. V. Fullero. [ry.

CHOCARRERO, RA, a. Practising indecent raille-

CHOCARRESCO, CA, a, (Ant.) V. Chocarrero.
CHOCHA 6 CHOCHAPERDIZ, sf. (Orn.) Wood-

cock. Scolopax rusticola L.
CHOCHEAR, vn. To dote, to have the intellect

impaired by age.
CHOCHERA 6 CHOCHEZ, sf. Dotage, the speech
and action of a dotard.

CHOCHILLA, sf. A small hut, a low cottage.
CHOCHO, CHA, a. Doting, having the intellect

impaired by age.
CHOCHO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Lupine. V. Mtramuz.

2. A sweetmeat or confection with a bit of
cinnamon in the middle of it. Ch6chos, All
sorts of sweetmeats given to children.

CHOCLAR, vn. 1. (In the Spanish game oftfrgol-
la) To drive the ball right out by the rings.
2. (Ant.) To bolt into a room.

CHOCLO, sm. V. Chanclo.

CHOCLON,^. (In the Spanish game ofJlrgolla)
The driving of a ball through the rings.

CHOCO, 5?rt. (Viz. y Gal.) The small cuttle-fish.

Sepia sepiola L. V. Xibia.

CHOCOLATE, sm. Chocolate, a paste composed
ofcocoa-nut, sugar, and cinnamon ; beverage.

CHOCOLATERA, sf. Chocolate-pot, in which the
chocolate is boiled and beat up.

CHOCOLATERO, sm. One who grinds or makes
chocolate.

CHOCOLOTEAR, vn. V. Chacolotear.

CHODE, 5777. Paste made of milk, eggs, sugar,
and flour.

CHOFA. sf. Falsehood, lie, false assertion.

CHOFEAR, va. To utter falsehoods. V. Mentir.

CHOFERO, sm. V. Chofista.

CHOKES, sm.pl. Lungs. V.Bofes.
CHOFETA, sf. Chafing-dish, a vessel for making

any thing warm, a portable grate for coals.

CHOFI-STA, sm. 1. One who lives upon livers and

lights. 2. One that tells or asserts falsehoods.

CKOLLA, sf. 1. Skull or upper part of the head.
2. (Met.) Faculty, powers of the mind, judg-
ment. JYo tienc ckolla, He has not the brains
of a sparrow.

CHOPA, sf. 1 . (let.) Kind of sea-bream having a

black spot on its tail. Sparus melanurus L.

2. (Naut.) Top-gallant poop, or poop-royal.
CHOPO, .sm. (Bot.) Black poplar-tree. Populus

nigra L.

CHOQ.UE, sm. 1. Shock, the striking or dashing
of one thing against another. 2. (Mil.) Skir-

mish, a slight engagement. 3. Difference, dis-

pute^ contest. CJioques de hcnchimicntos,
(Naut.) Filling pieces. Cheques dc entremi-

ses, (Naut.) Faying-chocks.
CHOQ.UEZUELA, sf. (Anat.) The whirlbone ofthe
knee in the knee-pan.

CHORCA, sf. Pit or hole dug in the ground. V.

Hoyo.
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CHORCHA, sf. V. Chochaperdiz.
CHORDON, sm. Raspberry-jam. V. Churdon.
CHORICERO, 5771. One who sells sausages.
CHORIZO, sm. Pork-sausage, a gut fifled with
minced meat, salt, and spice.

CHORLITO, sm. 1. (Orn.) Curlew or grey plover,
Scolopax arquata L. 2. (Orn.) Redshank,
Scolopax calidris L.

CHORREADO, sm. Satin.

CHORREAR, vn. 1. To fall or drop from a spout ;

applied to liquids. 2. (Met.) To come succes-

sively, or one by one ; applied to things and

persons. Esta noticia esta cfiorrcandosangre,
This piece of news is piping-hot.

CHORRERA, sf. 1. Spout or place from whence
liquids drop. 2. Mark left by water or other

liquids. 3. Ornament which was formerly ap-
pended to military crosses or badges of mili-

tary orders. 4. Frill of a shirt.

CHORRKTADA, sf. Water or other liquid rushing
from a spout. Hablar d chorrctadas, (Met^
To speak fast and thick.

CHORRILLO Y CHORRITO, sm. 1. A small spout
ofwater or any other liquid. 2. The continual

coming in and outrgoing of money. Irse por
el chorrillo, (Met.) To drive with the current,
to conform to custom.

CHORRO, sm. 1. Water, or any other liquid, issu-

ing from a spout or other narrow place. 2. A
strong and coarse sound emitted by the
mouth. 3. Hole made in the ground for play-

ing with nuts. Soltar d chorro, (Met.) To
burst out into laughter. A 1

chorros, Abun-
dantly, copiously.

CHOURON, sm. Hackled or dressed hemp.
CHOTACABRAS, sf. (Orn.) Goat-suck, r. Capri-
mulgus L.

CHOTAR, va. (Ant.) To suck. V. Mamar.
CHOTO, sm. A sucking kid.

CHOTUSO, NA, a. 1. Sucking ; applied to young
goats or kids. 2. Poor, starved

; applied to

lambs. Oler d chotuno, To stink like a goat.
CHOVA, sf. (Orn.) Jay, chough. Corvus glan-

darius L. [la L,

CHOYA, sf. (Orn.) Jackdaw. Corvus monedu-
CHOZ, sm. Sound which is the effect of a blow

or stroke. Esta especie me lui dado ckoz, I

was struck with amazement at this affair.

CHOZA, sf. Hut, a shepherd's cottage.

CHOZNO, NA, s. Great grandson or great grand-
daughter.

CHOZUELA, sf. A small hut or cottage.
CHUBARBA, sf. (Bot.) Stone-crop. Sedum al-

bum L.

CHUBASCO Y CHUBAZO, sm. (Naut.) Squall, a
violent gust of wind and rain.

CHT?CA, sf. The concave part of a ball which is

used by boys for playing.
CHUCALLO, (Ant.) V. Zarcillo.

CHUCERO, sm. (Mil.) Pikeman, a soldier armed
with a pike.

CHUCHA, sf. Opossum, an American animal of
the order Ferae. Didelphis L.

CHUCHEAR, va. 1. To fowl with calls, gins, and
nets. 2. To whisper. V. Cuchichear.

CHUCHERIA, sf. 1. Gewgaw, bauble, a
pretty

trifle without value. 2. Tid-bit which is nice

but not expensive. 3. Mode of fowling with

calls, gins, and nets.
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CHUCHERO, sm. Bird-catcher.

CHT^CHO, sm. 1. (Orn.) Long eared owl. Strix

otus /.<. 2. A word used to call a dog.
CHUCHUMECO, sm. A sorry, contemptible little

fellow.

CHUCHURRA.R, va. 1. To press and squeeze a

thing so as to make it lose its shape. 2. To
bruise, to pound with a

pestle.

Cntrco, sm. (Extr.) Francis.

CHUECA, sf. 1. Pan or hollow of the joints of

bones. 2. A small ball with which country-

people play at crickets. 3. Fun, trick.

CHUKCA.ZO, sm. Stroke given to a ball.

CHUFA, sf. I. (Bot.) The edible cyperus. Cype-
rus esculentus L. 2. (Ant.) Rodomontade, an

empty boast. Echar chufas, To hector, to

act the bully.
CHUFA^R 6 CHUFEA\R, vn. I. To mock, to bur-

lesque. 2. To hector, to bully.

CHUFETA, sf. 1. Jest, joke. 2. Small pan with
feet and a handle, used to hold live coals.

CnuPArfvo, VA, a. Of a sucking nature, having
the power to suck.

CHUPETA, ILLA, Y ITA, sf. A short waistcoat.

CHUPETE, sf. Ser alguna cosa de chupete, To
possess great delicacy and good taste.

CHUPETEAR, va. To suck, to use suction ; to

kiss the skin of children.

CHUPETIN, sm. A man's inner garment or dou-
blet.

CHUPETON, sm. Suction.

CHUPON, sm. 1. Sucker, a young twig shooting
from the stock. 2. The act of sucking. 3.

Doublet. V. Chupctin.

CHUPON, NA, a. One who with cunning and de-

ceit deprives another of his money.
CHUPODA, sf. A mean, blood-sucking strumpet.
CHURDON, sm. Raspberry-jam.
CHURLA 6 CHURLO, s. Bag in which cinnamon
and other spices are brought from the East
Indies.

I CHURRA, sf. The little pin-tailed grouse. Te-

CHUFLETA, sf. Taunt, jeer, contemptuous scoff. t trao alchata L.

CHUFLETEAR, vn. To sneer, to taunt, to show CHURRE, sm. Thick dirty grease.

contempt. CHURRETADA. V. Chorretada.

CHUFLETERO, RA, a. Taunting, sneering. 'CHURRETOSO, SA,a. Gushing, spouting; applied

CHULA\DA,S/. 1. Droll speech or action, pleasant
j

to fluids.

conversation. 2. Contemptuous word or
ac-j CHURRIBURRI, sm. 1. A low fellow. 2. Rabble.

tion.
j

CHURRIENTO, TA, a. Greasy.
CHULE^R, VOL. 1. To jest, to joke. 2. To sneer,! CHURRILLERO, RA, s. (Ant.) V. Churrullero.

to taunt, to ridicule. CHURRO, RA, a. Applied to sheep that have

CHULERIA, sf. A pleasing manner of acting and

speaking.
CHULETA, sf. Veal steak, or mutton-chop, fried

or broiled.

CHULILLO, LLA, Y TO, TA, s. A comical little

wag.
CHUI.LA, sf. (Arag.) Slice of bacon.

CutJLO, LA, s. 1. Punster, jester, merry-andrew.
2. An artful, sly, and deceitful person. 3.

Butcher's mate or assistant. 4. Bullfighter's

assistant, ready to assist him if he should be

in danger. 5. V. Picaro.

CHUMACERA, sf. (Naut.) Cloth put on the side

of a boat to prevent the oars from wearing it.

CHUMAR, va. (Vulg.) To drink. V. Beber.

CHUMBO, 6 HIGO DE CHUMBO, s-m. Indian fig.

CH^NGA, sf. Jest, joke. Estar de cliunga, To
be merry, or in good humour.

CntfpA, sf. Waistcoat.'

CHUPADERA, sf. (Anat.) The emulgent vein

which brings down the urine.

CHUPADERO, RA, a. Sucking, drawing out milk
or other liquids with the lips ; absorbent.

CHUPAUO, DA, a. Lean, emaciated.

CHUPAOOR, RA, s. 1. One who sucks or draws
out with the lips. 2. A child's coral.

CHUPADURA, sf. The act and effect of sucking.
CHTJPA-FLORES,CHUPA-MIEL,CHUPA-ROMEROS,

s. (Orn.) Humming-birds. Trochili L.

CHUPALANDERO, sm. A kind of snail that lives

on trees and plants.

CHUPAMELONA, sf. (Joe.) A coxcomb.

CHUPA^R, va. \. To suck, to draw out with the

lips. 2. To imbibe moisture ; applied to vege-
tables. 3. (Met.) To spunge, to hang meanly
and artfully upon others for subsistence. Chu-

parse los dedos, To eat with much appetite.

Chupar la sangre, (Met.) To quit another's

property with cunning and deceit.

coarse wool in consequence of being fed in

plains. V. Riberidgo.
CHURRULLERO, sm. 1. Tattler, prattler, gossip.

2. Deserter.

CHURRUPEA"R, rn. (Bax.) To sip, to drink by
small draughts.

CHURRUS, sm. Kind of silk stuff interwoven
with a little gold and silver.

CHURRUSCARSE, vr. To be scorched, to begin
to be burnt, as bread, stewed meat, &c.

CHURRUSCO, sm,. Bread which 'is too much
toasted, or which begins to burn.

CHURUMBELA, sf. Wind instrument resembling
a hautboy or clarion.

CHURUMO, sm. Juice or substance of a thing.

Hay poco churumo, There is little cash.

CHUS NI MUS, (Bax.) JYo decir chus ni mus, Not
to say a word.

CHUSC^DA, ^/".Pleasantry, drollery, buffoonery.

CHUSCO, CA, a. Pleasant, droll, merry.
CHUSMA, sf. 1. The crew and slaves of a row-

galley. 2. Rabble, mob.
CHUTEAR, va. V. Cuchuchear.

CHUZAZO, sm. 1. Pike, a long weapon for a foot

soldier. 2. Blow or stroke given with a pike.

CHUZO, sm. (Naut.) Pike used on board a ship
to keep off the enemy at boarding. Chuzos,

Copiousness, abundance of any thing. A'

chuzos, Abundantly ; impetuously. Echar

chuzos, To brag.
CHUZON, NA, s. 1. A crafty, artful, cunning per-

son. 2, Wag, punster, jester. 3. A large pike.

CIA, sf. Hip-bone.
CIABOGA, sf. (Naut.) The act of tacking or put-

ting a row-galley about with one side of the

oars. Haccr ciaboga, to turn the back, to

flee.

CIAESCURRE, sf. The act of putting about and

backing a row-galley.
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CIASCO, sin. (Ant.) Hip-bone. V. Cm.
CiANo,5w. (Bot.) The blue bottle. Cyanella L.

CIANGEEAR 6 CIANQUEAR, va. (Ant.) To draw
the hip-bone well in a painting.

CIAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To hold water, to back a

row-galley, to stop with the oars. 2. (Ant.)
To retrograde. 3. (Met.) To slacken in the

pursuit of an affair.

CIATICA, sf. Sciatica, lumbago, or hip-gout.
CIATICO, CA, a. Sciatical, afflicting the hip.

CIBARIO, RIA, a. Concerning all species of food
or provisions ; chiefly applied to regulations
relative to that subject. [dad.

ClBDAD, ClBDADE, Y ClBDAT, (Ant.) V. Ciu-

CIBELEO, LEA, a. (Poct.)of Cybele,belonging to

Cybele.
CIBERA, sf. 1 . Quantity ofwheat which is put at

once into the hopper. 2. All sorts of seeds or

grain fit for animal subsistence. 3. Coarse re-

mains of grain and fruit, the substance of
which has been extracted by chewing. 4.

Every operation which engages the powers
of imagination and fancy. 5. Hopper in a

corn-mill, the box into which corn is put to

be ground.
CIBICA, sf. Clouts, the iron plates nailed to the
end of the axle-tree, or any other implement
exposed to friction.

CIBICON, sm. A large kind of clouts.

CIBOLO, LA, s. A quadruped called the Mexican
bull.

CICATEAR, vn. To be sordidly parsimonious.
CICATERIA, sf. Niggardliness, avarice, sordid

parsimony.
CicATERiLLO, LLA, s. A sordid or avaricious lit-

tle person. It is also used as an adjective.

CJCATERO, RA, a. Niggardly, sordid, parsimo-
nious.

CJCATERUELO, sm. An avaricious or niggardly
little fellow, a little miser.

CiCATRicfLLA, sf. A small scar, the mark of a

slight wound.

CICATRIZ, sm. 1. Cicatrice, the scar remaining
after a wound. 2. (Met.) Impression which
remains in the mind of some feeling or pas-
sion.

CICATRIZACION, sf. Cicatrization, the act of

healing a wound.

CICATRIZAX, a. Belonging to a cicatrice or scar.

CICATRIZAR, va. To heal a wound, to apply
such medicines to wounds as skin them.

CICATRIZATIVO, VA, a. That which has the

power of cicatrizing, or of healing and skin-

ning
a wound.

CICEON, sm. Mixture of meal, honey, water,
and other ingredients.

CICERCHA, sf. Small kind of chick pea.
CicEROSiANo, NA, a. Ciceronian ; applied to

style.

CICII.AON, sm. (Bot.) Bitter vetch. Orobus L.

CICION, sm. An intermittent fever.

CICLADA, sf. Kind of undress for ladies.

CICLAN, sm. A male animal which has but one
testicle.

CICLAR, va. To clean, to polish, to burnish.

CICLO, sm. Cycle, a round of time, a space in

which the same revolution begins again, a

periodical space of time.

CYCLOPS, sm. Cyclops.
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CfiE

, sf. 1. (Bot.) Hemlock. ConiumL. Ci-
cuta aquatica, (Bot.) Water-hemlock, Cicuta
virosa L. Cicuta de Espana, Spanish hemlock.
2. Pipe or flute made of reed, a flagelet.

CIDRA, sf. 1. Fruit which has the smell, taste,
and shape of a lemon. 2. (Ant.) Conserve
made of citrons.

CIDRACAYOTE, sm. (Bot.) The American gourd.
Cucurbita citrullus, folio colocynthidis L.

CIDRAL, sm. Plantation of citron trees.

CiDRfA, sf. V. Cedria.

CIDRO, sm. (Bot.) Citron-tree. Citrus L.

CIDRONELA, sf. (Bot.) Common balm. Melissa
officinalis L.

CJEGAMENTE, ad. Blindly, without sight.
CIEGO, GA, a. 1. Blind, deprived ot sight. 2.

(Met.) Swayed by some violent passion. Cie-

go de ira, Blind with paasion. 3. Choaked or
shut up ; applied to a passage. 4. Large
black pudding. V. Morcon. A1

degas, Blind-

ly, in the dark.

ClEGUECICO, CA ; LLO, LLA
', TO, TA, Y ClE-

GUEZUELO, LA, a. y s. A little blind per-
son.

CIELO, 5m. 1. Heaven, the expanse of the sky ;

atmosphere. 2. Habitation of God and pure
souls departed. 3. The supreme power, the

sovereign of heaven. 4. Climate. Esteesun
cielo benigno, This is a mild climate. Espana
goza de benigno cielo, Spain enjoys a salubri-

ous air. Mudar cielo, To change the air. 5.

Roof, ceiling. El cielo del toldo de un bote,

(Naut.) The roof of a boat's awning. Cielo

raso, Flat roof. El cielo de la cama, Tester or

cover of a bed. El cielo del cocke, The roof
of a coach. El cielo de la boca, The roof of
the palate. Estar hecho un cielo, To be splen-

did, to be most brilliant. Tomar el cielo con
las manos, (Met.) To be transported with

rapture or passion.

CIEN, a. One hundred
;

it is always used be-

fore substantives instead of ciento, as, Cien

doblones, A hundred pistoles.

CIENAGA, sf. A miry place. V. Cenegal.
CIENCABEZAS, sf. (Bot.) Common eryngo.
Eryngium campestre L.

CIENCIA, sf. 1. Science, an art attained by pre-

cepts or built on principles. 2. Knowledge,
certainty. A1 ciencia ?/ pacie?icia, By one's

knowledge and permission. Cierta cicncia,

Complete knowledge.
CIENO, sm. Mud, mire, a marshy ground.~

IENT, (Ant.) V. Cien y ciento.

IENTANAL Y CiENTENAL, o. (Ant.) Centenary,
consisting of 100 years.

3iENTE, a. (Ant.) Learned, knowing, skilful.

^IENTEMENTE, ad. (Ant.) In a knowing, sure,
and prudent manner.

iENTiFicAMENTE,ad. Scientifically, in a scien-

tific manner.

IETIFICO, CA, a. Scientific.

IENTO, a. One hundred.

CIENTO, sm. 1 . A hundred. Un ciento de hue cos
',

A hundred of eggs. 2. A hundred-weight.
V. Quintal. pi. 1. Tax assessed at so much

per cent. 2. Piquet, a game at cards.

CIENTOPIES, sm. Wood-louse, millepedes, hog-
louse. Oniscus assellua L.

IERNE,.?/. (Ant.) Blossom of vines and corn.
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En ciernc, In blossom. Estar en cierne,

(Met.) To be in its infancy.
CIERRA ESPASA, The war-hoop of the ancient

Spaniards.
CIERRO, 5m. The act and effect of enclosing.

CIERTAMENTE, ad. Certainly.

CIERTO, TA, a. 1. Certain, doubtless. 2. Used in

an indeterminate sense, as, Cierto lugar, A
certain place ;

but in this case it always pre-
cedes the substantive. Ciertos son Los toros,

The story is true ; it is a matter of fact. Me
dan par cierto que, I have been credibly in-

formed that. For ctirto, Certainly, surely ;

in truth.

IKRVA, sf. Hind, the female to a stag.

KRVO, sm. Deer, hart, stag.
K.IVO VOLANTE, sm. Stag-beetle. Lucanus
cervus L,

CIERXO, sm. A cold northerly wind. Tener vcn-

tana al cierzo, (Met.) To be haughty, lofty,

elated with pride.
CIFAC 6 CLAQUE, sm. (Ant. Anat.) The peri-
toneum.

CIFRA, sf. 1. A secret or occult manner of writ-

ing, intelligible to those only who have a key
to it. 2. Intertexture of letters engraved on
seals or painted on coaches. 3. Contraction,
abbreviation. 4. An arithmetical mark. En ci-

fra, Briefly, shortly, in a compendious man-
ner : obscurely, mysteriously.

CIFRAR, va. 1. To cipher, to cast up accounts.

2. To write in ciphers. 3. To abridge or

shorten a discourse.

CIGARRA, sf. Balm-cricket. Cicada L.

CIGARRAL, sm. (Toledo) Orchard or fruit-gar-
den.

CIGX.RRO, sm. A small roll of tobacco, kindled
at one end and smoked at the other.

CIGARRON, sm. 1. A large roll of tobacco for

smoking. 2. A large balm-cricket.

CIGATERA, sf. Prostitute that submits to every
thing.

CIGONAL, sm. Machine in the shape of a stork's

neck, with which water is drawn up out of

wells by the help of a crank or draw-beam.

CIGONINO, sm. (Orn.) A young stork.

CIGONUELA,.*?/. (Orn.) A small bird resembling
a stork.

CiouATERAjS/. (America) Kind ofjaundice, oc-

casioned by eating diseased fish.

CicuATO, TA, a. V. Ariguatado.
CIGUDA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cicuta.

CIGUENTK, sm. Kind of white grape.
CIGUENA, sf. 1. (Orn.) White stork, a bird of

passage. Ardea ciconia L. 2. Crank of a bell,
to which a cord is fastened to ring it. 3. Ci-

gttena de piedra de amolar, The iron winch
of a grind-stone. 4. Cigttena de cordelcria,

(Naut. ) A laying-hook or winch.

CIGUENAL, sm. V. Cigonal.
CIGUENO, sm. 1. A male stork. 2. (Joe.) Tall,

slender, and silly-looking person.

CIGUENUELA, sf. Small crank of a bell.

ClGUENUELO DE LA CANA PEL TIMON, (Nailt.)
The goose-neck of the tiller.

CIGZAQUE, sin. (Mil.) ZIGZAG, line ofapproach
made in the form of a Z.

CIJA, sf. 1. Dungeon, dark narrow prison. 2.

(Ant.) Granary-.

CILANTRO, sm. (Bot.) Coriander. Coriandram
sativum L. V. Culantro.

CILICIO, sm. 1. Hair-cloth, very rough and

prickly. 2. A cilicium, or hair covering for

the body, in ancient times frequently worn as

penance. 3. Girdle or band made of bristles

or netted wire, with projections or points, and
worn in mortification of the flesh. 4. (Mil.)
Hair cloth laid on a wall to preserve it.

CnJ NDRICO, CA, a. Cylindric or Cylindrical ;
in

the form of a cylinder.

CiLfNDRO, sm. Cylinder, a body which has two
flat surfaces and one circular

;
a roller.

CILLA, sf. Granary for tithes and other grain.

CILLAZGO, sm. Store-house fees paid by the

persons concerned in the tithes which are

kept in a granary.
CILLERERO, sm. Steward, provider.
CiLLERfzA, sf. A nun who has the direction of

the domestic affairs of the convent.

CILLERO, sm. 1. Keeper of a granary or store-

house where tithes are kept. 2. Vault, cellar,

store-room.

CIMA,S/. 1. Summit of a mountain or hill. 2.

Top of trees. 3. Heart and tender sprouts of

cardoons. 4. End or extremity of a thing. A 1

la por cima, (Ant.) Lastly, to conclude. For

cima, At the uppermost part, at the very top.
Dar cima,, To conclude happily.

CIMACIO, sm. Moulding which is half convex
and half concave. Cimacio del pedestal, Cor-
nice of a pedestal.

CiiwX.R, va. (Ant.) To clip or cut the tops of dry

things, as plants, hedges.
CIMARRON, NA, a. Wild, unruly ; applied to men
and beasts.

CiMBALARiA,s/.Ivy-wort; a plant which grows
on old walls.

CIMBALILLO, sm. A small bell.

CIMBALO, sm. Cymbal, a musical instrument
used by the ancients.

CIMBARA, sf. (And.) A large sickle, used to cut

away low shrubs and other plants.

CIMBEL, sm. 1. Decoy-pigeon, which serves to

lure others. 2. Rope with which decoy-

pigeons are made fast.

CIMBORIO 6 CIMBORRIO, sm. Cupola. V. Cu-

pula.
CIMBORN.{.LES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Scupper-holes.

V. Imbornales.

CIMBRA, sf. 1. A wooden frame for constructing
an arch. 2. Cimbra de una tabla, (Naut.)
The bending of a board.

CIMBRADO, sm. Quick movement in a Spanish
dance.

CIMBRAR Y CIMBREAR, va. To brandish a rod

or wand. Cimbrar a alguno, To give one a

drubbing. vr. To bend, to vibrate.

CIMBRENO, NA, . Pliant, flexible ; applied to a

rod or cane which doubles easily.

CIMBREO, sm. Bending or moulding of a plank
CIMBRIA, sf. V. Cimbra.

CIMBRONAZO, sm. Blow or stroke given with a

foil. V. Cintarazo.

CIMENTADO, sm. Refinement of gold.

CIMENTADOR, sm. (Ant.) He who lays the foun-

dation of any thing.

CIMENTAL, (Ant.) V. Fundamental.

CIMENTAR, tin. 1. To lay the eround-work or
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foundation of a building. 2. (Met.) To esta-

blish the fundamental principles of religion,

morals, and sciences. 3. To refine or purify
metals.

CIMENTERA, sf. (Ant.) The art of laying the

ground-work or foundation of a building.

CIMENTERIO, sm. Cemetery, church-yard.
CIMERA, sf. Crest of a helmet.

CIMERIO, sm, A very dark place.

OIMERO, RA, a. Placed at the height of some
elevated spot.

OIMIEXTO, sm. I. Ground-work or foundation of

a building. 2. (Met.) Basis, origin. Cimiento

ClNCTJENTENO, NA, . Fiftieth.

CINCUESMA, sf. (Ant.) Pentecost, the 50th day
after Easter.

CINEREO y CiNERiciOj (Ant.) V. Ceniciento.

CINGARO, RA, s. Gipsy. V. Gitaiw. [ing.

CiNGLADtTRA, sf. (Naut.) One day's run orsail-

CINGLAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To sail with a fair wind
and full sails. 2. To brandish a rod or wand.

CINGULO, sm. 1. Girdle or band with which a

priest's alb is tied up. 2. (Ant.) A military

badge. 3. Ring or list at the top and bottom
of a column.

CINICO, CA, a. Cynic, cynical ;
satirical.

CINICO, sm. 1. Philosopher of the sect of Dio-

genes. 2. Spasm which causes convulsions,
similar to those of a dog when mad.

CINIFE, sm. The long-shanked buzzing gnat.

CINOCEFALO, sm. Kind of monkey or baboon.

real, A composition of salt, vinegar, and

brick-dust, for purifying gold.

CI.MILLO, sm. Decoy-pigeon, which serves to

call and ensnare others.

CJMITA.RRA, sf. Cimeter, a short curved sword.

CoiiTiiaio 6 CIMINTERIO, 5m. V. Cimenterio.

OIMORRA, sf. Glanders, a disease in horses, con-

sisting- in a morbid running from the nostrils.

CINABRIO, sm. 1. Kind of gum, distilled from a

tree in Africa. 2. Cinnabar. 3. Vermilion or

artificial cinnabar, made of mercury and sul-

phur sublimed.

CINA-VIGIWINO, 5m. An aromatic ointment, the

chief ingredient of which is taken from the
j

bead-tree.

CINAMOMO, 5m. (Bot.) The bead-tree. Meliaj
azedarach L.

CiNCA,5/. Hacer cinca en el juego de bolos, To
gain five points in the game of nine-pins.

CINCEL, sm. Chisel, an edged tool.

CINCELADOR, 5m. Engraver, sculptor, stone

cutter.

CINCELADITRA, s/. Fretwork
;
embossment.

CINCELAR, va. To cut with a chisel, to engrave,
to emboss.

CINCF.LITO, sm. Small chisel.

CiNci-i 6 CINCK, sm. Zink, spelter.

Cf.NciiA, sf. Girth, a band by which the saddle

or burthen is fixed upon a horse. Ir rompien-
do cinchas, To drive on full speed.

CINCHAOURA, */. The act of girthing.
CINCHAR, va. To girth, to bind with a girth.

CI\CHERA,S/. 1. Girth-place, the spot where the

girth is put on a mule or horse. 2. Vein
which horses or mules have in the place where

they are girthed. 3. Disorder incident to

horses and mules, which affects the place
where they are girthed.

CINCHO, 5m. 1. Belt or girdle used by labourers

to keep their bodies warm. 2. The iron hoop
which goes round the felloes of a wheel. 3.

Vessel made of bass-weed, in which cheese
is moulded and pressed. 4. Disorder which
affects the hoofs of horses. V. Ceno.

Lv, sm. A broad girdle.

CINCHUELA, s/. 1. A small girth. 2. A narrow
riband.

Cisco, sm. An arithmetical character, by which
the number five is denoted. a. Five.

\Ai,,a. Five years old; applied to beasts.

v RAM v, s/. (Bot.) Cinquefoil. Poten-
tilla reptans L.

CiNcoMEsfno, N-A, a. Five months old.

IL, sm. Fifty.

CINCUENTANAL, a. (Ant.) Fifty years old.

CiNcuENTAYNA,5/.(Ant.) AwomanSOvearsold.lCfppos, sm.pl. I. Mile-stones. 2. Finger-posts.
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A, $/*. Cynosure, the polar star in the
tail of the Lesser Bear.

CINQUENO, NA, a. (Ant.) V. Quinto.

CINQ.UENO 6 CINQUII.LO, sm. Game at cards

played among five persons.
CINTA, sf. 1. Ribbon or riband

; tape. 2. A
strong net used in the tunny fishery. 3. The
lowest part of the pastern of ahorse. 4. Cintas

de navio, (Naut.) Wales. Cintas galimas,
(Naut.) Bow-wales or harpings. 5. (Ant.)
Girdle. V. Cinto. 6. First course of floor tiles.

Andar 6 estar con las manos en la cinta, To
be idle. En cinta, Under subjection ;

liable

to restraint. Espada en cinta, With the sword
on one's side. Estar en cinta, To be preg-
nant, or with child.

CINTADERO, sm. That part of the crossbow to

which the string is made fast.

CINTAGORDA,^/. Coarse hempen net for the tun-

ny fishery. [of ribands.

CINTAJOS o CiNTARAjos,sTO.pZ. Knot or bunch

CINTAR, va. To adorn with ribands.

CINTARAZO, sm. 1. Stroke or blow given with

the flat part of a broad-sword. 2. Chastise-

ment given to a horse with the stirrup-leather.

CINTAREAR, va. To strike with the flat part of

a broad-sword.

CINTEADO, DA, fl. Adorned with ribands.

CINTERIA, sf. (Ant.) Trade in ribands.

CINTERO, 5m. 1. One who weaves or sells ri-

bands. 2. (Ant.) Harness-maker. 3. (Ant.)

Belt, girdle. 4. (Arag.) Truss. 5. Rope with
a running knot thrown on a bull's head.

CINTILLA, sf. A small riband.

CINTII.LO, sm. 1. Hat-band. 2. Ring set with

precious stones.

CINTO, 5m. Belt, girdle. V, Cintura y Cingulo.

CINTREL, sm. Rule or line placed in the centre of

a dome to adjust the ranges of brick or stone.

CINTIJRA, sf. 1. Waist, the small part of the

body where a girdle is worn. 2. (Ant.) Small

girdle to bind the waist. Meter en cintura,

(Met.) To keep one in a state of subjection.
. Narrow part of a chimney. V. Canal.

CINTURICA, ILLA 6 fxA, sf. A small girdle.

CINTURON, 5m. A broad-sword belt.

CINIDERO, sm. (Ant.) V. Cenidor.

CiPERO,s?K.(Bot.) Cyperus or sedge. Cyperus L.

CIPION, sm. (Ant.) A walking-stick.

CIPOLINI, 5m. Kind of greenish marble.
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CIPRES, sm. (Bot.) Cypress-tree. Cupressus
sempervirens L. Baya del ciprds, The cy-

press nut or berry.

CIPRESAI.J sm. Grove or plantation of cypress-
trees.

CIPRKSINO, NA, a. Resembling or belonging to

cypress.
CiquiRic-iTA, sf. Caress, act of endearment ;

flattery.

CIRATO, sm. A hill or small height.
CIRCKXSE, a. Belonging to a circus.

CIRCO, S7rt. 1. Circus, a spacious place in ancient

Rome, for exhibiting games or other public
amusements to the people. 2. (Orn.) The
moor-buzzard. Falco jEruginosus L.

CIRCOSCRIBIR, va. (Ant.) V. Circunscribir.

CIRCUIR, va. To surround.

CUITO, sm. 1. Circuit, the space enclosed in

circle. 2. Circumference of that space.

CULACION, sf. Circulation. Circulation de

la sangre, Circulation of the blood.

CIRCULANTE, a. That which circulates.

CIRCULAR, a. Circular, round like a circle ; cir-

cumscribed by a circle. Carta circular, A
circular letter, a letter directed to several

persons who are concerned in some common
affair.

CIRCULAR, vn. To circulate, to go from hand
to hand, as money.

CIRCULARMENTE, ad. Circularly, in the form of
a circle.

CIRCULO, sm. 1. Circle, a plane figure compre-
hended under one line, which is called the

circumference. 2. A superstitious ring or cir-

cle. 3. District. 4. Figure of speech, wherein
a sentence begins and ends with the same
words. Circmos del imperio, Circles of the

German empire, provinces or districts.

CIRCUMPOLAR, a. Circunipolar, near the pole
CIRCUNCIDANTE, sm. He who circumcises.

CJRCUNCIDAR, va. 1. To circumcise, to cut the

prepuce. 2. (Met.) To diminish, to curtail or

modify any thing.

CIRCUNCISION, sf. 1. Circumcision, the act of

circumcising. 2. A religious festival.

CIRCUNCISO, SA, a. Circumcised.

CiRcurfDAR, va. To surround, to encircle.

CIRCUNFERENCIA, sf. Circumference, the peri-

phery of the circle.

CIRCUNFERENCIAL, a. Belonging to the circum-

ference, surrounding.
CIRCUNFERENCIALMENTE, ad. In a circular or

surrounding manner.

CIRCUNFLEXO, sm. Circumflex ; an accent (*),

composed of the acute and grave
CmcuNFLEXo, XA, a. Oblique; bent round.

CIRCUNLOCUCION, sf. Circumlocution.

CIRCUNLO^UIO, sm. The act of expressing in a
number of words that which may be said in a
few.

CiRcuNscRiuf R, va. To circumscribe, to enclose
in certain lines or limits.

CiRcuNscRiprfvo, VA, a. Circumscriptive ; sur-

rounding or enclosing a superficies.

CIRCUNSPECCION, ^/".Circumspection, prudence,
general attention. Para estar lien con todos
se, requiere circunspeccion, To be on good
terms with every one requires a deal of cir-

cumspection.

CIRCUNSPCTO, TA, a. Circumspect, cautious.

CIRCUNSTANCIA. sf.l . Circumstance, something
appendant or relative to a fact. Refiri6 cl

caso con todas sus circunstancias, He gave a
full and minute account of the case. %. Inci-

dent, event. 3. Condition, state of affairs.

En las circunstancias presentee, In the actual
state of things.

CIRCUNSTANCIADO, DA, a. 1. According to cir-

cumstances. 2. Circumstantial, minute.

CIRCUNSTANTES, sm. pi. By-standers, persons
present.

CIUCUNVALACION, sf. Circumvallation ; the act
of surrounding a place. Linea de circunvala-

cion, (Fort.) Line of circumvallation.

CIRCUNVALAR, va. 1. To surround, to encircle.

2. (Fort.) To surround with trenches or in-

trenchments.

CIRCUNVECINO, NA, a. Neighbouring, adjacent,
contiguous.

CmcuNVExfR, va. (Ant.) To circumvent, to

overwhelm by deceitful artifices.

CiRcuNVOLCcioN, sf. Circumvolution ; the act
of rolling round. [es.

CIRI.L,STO.A large candlestick used in chtirch-

CIRIMONIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Ceremonia.

CIRIXEO, 5TO. Mate, assistant.

CIRIO, sm. A thick and long wax candle or ta"-

per. Cirio pascual, Paschal candle to which
five pieces of incense are attached in the form
of a cross.

CiRso,sm.(Cir.) 1. Schirrus, an indurated gland,
or other morbid induration in the animal

body. 2. Tuft of mane hanging down over a
horse's face. 3. Fibre of the roots of plants.

CIRROSO, SA, a. 1. Scirrhous, affected with a
morbid induration. 2. Fibrous. Raices cirro-

sas, Fibrous roots.

CIRUELA, sf. Prune, a stone fruit of different

qualities. Prunum L. Cirutla pasa, A dried

plum ;
a prune. Cirudla vcrdal, A green gage.

Clruila defrayle, The long green plum.
CiRUELAR,sra.A large plantation ofplum-trees.
CIRUEI.ICA, ftLA, y ITA, sm. A small plum.
CIRUELICO, fLLO, Y iTO, sm. A dwarf plum-tree.
CIRUELO, sm. (Bot.) Plum-tree. Prunus do-

mestica L.

CIRUGIA, sf. Surgery, the art of curing wounds
and sore? by manual operations.

CIRUJANO, sm. Surgeon, one who cures sores

and wounds by manual operations. Primer

cirujano de navio, Surgeon of a ship. Segun-
do cirujano de navio, Surgeon's mate.

CmuRcf A, sf. (Ant.) V. Cirugia.
CISALPINO, NA, a. Cisalpine, belonging to the

country between Rome and the Alps.

CISCA, sf. Kind of reed with which huts and

cottages are roofed.

CISCA^R, va. To besmear, to make dirty. TIT.

To ease nature. Ciscarse de miedo, To dirty
one's self from fear.

Cisco, sm. Coal-dust ; a coal broken into very
small pieces.

CISION, sf. Incision. V. Cisura 6 Incision.

CISMA, sm. 1. Schism, a separation or division

in the church. 2. Disturbance in a community.
CISMATICO, CA, a. 1. Schismatic ; inclining to

or practising a schism. 2. Author or abetter

of disturbances in a community.
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CISMONTANO, NA, a. Living on this side of the.

mountains.

CISNE, sm. 1. (Orn.) Swan, a large water-fowl.

Anas cygnus L. 2. A constellation in the

northern hemisphere. 3. (Met.) A good poet
or musician. 4. (Cant.) Prostitute.

CISPADANO, NA, a. Belonging to the country
between Rome and the Po.

m. A small linen bag with coal-dust,
used by painters and draftsmen to mark their

designs or sketches.

CISTEL 6 CisTER,sm. Cistertian order institut-

ed by St. Bernard.

CISTERCIENSE, a. Cistertian, belonging to the

order of St. Bernard.

CISTERNA, sf. I. Cistern, a receptacle of water

for domestic use. 2. Reservoir, an enclosed
j

fountain.

, fLLA, Y iTA, sf. A small cistern.

CIS.URA, sf. Incisure, incision.

CITA, sf. 1. Assignation, an appointed meeting
of two or more persons. 2. Quotation of the

passage of a book.

CITACION, sf. 1. Quotation ; a passage adduced
out of an author as evidence or illustration.

2. Summons, citation, judicial notice,

QITADOR, RA, $. One who cites.

CITANO, sm. V. Zutctno.

CITAR, ra. 1. To make an appointment ofmeet-

ing a person at a fixed time to treat on busi-

ness. 2. To quote, to cite a. passage from an
author. 3. To summon before a judge ;

to

licial notice.

C*TARA~, sf. 1. Cithara or cithern, a musical in-

strument resembling a guitar. 2. Partition

wall of the thickness of a common brick. 3.

Body of troops covering the flanks of those

who are advancing to charge the enemy.
CITARISTA, s. One who plays on the cithern.

CITARISTICO, CA, . (Poet.) Belonging to poetry
adapted to the cithara.

CITARIZAR, vn. (Ant.) To play on the cithara.

CITATORIO, RIA, a. Applied to a summons to

appear in a tribunal of justice.
CITERIOR, a. Espana citerior, The higher or

north-eastern part of Spain.
CITISO, sm. (Bot.) Shrub-trefoil. Cytisus L.

Giro, sm. A word used to call dogs.
ClTOCREDENTE, (I. Credulous.

CITOLA, sf. 1. (In Corn-Mills) Clack or clapper,
a piece of wood which strikes the hopper,
and promotes the running of the corn. 2. V.
Citara.

CITOLERO, RA, 5. (Ant.) V. Citarista.

CITORIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Citation. [notice.

CITOTE, sm. Summons, a judicial citation or

CITRA, ad. (Ant.) On this side.

CITRAMONTANO,NA,. On this side ofthe moun-
tains.

CITRINO, NA, a. Lemon-coloured. V. Cetrino.

CITUM, sm. Beverage made of barley.

CIUDAD, sf. 1. City, a large place enjoying
more privileges than a common town. 2.

Corporation.

CIUDADANAMENTE, ad. Civilly, in the manner
of a citizen.

CIUDADANO, sm. 1. Liveryman of a city. 2. Citi-

zen, freeman who enjoys the privileges of a

city. 3. Inhabitant of a city; rank of the
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community. 4. (Ant.) A degree of nobility
inferior to that of caballeru, and superior to
the condition of a tradesman.

CIUDADANO, NA, a. Belonging to a city or to

citizens
; citizen-like.

CIUDADELA, sf. (Fort.) Citadel, a small fortress,
situated on a commanding ground to defend
a town.

Civico, CA. a. Civic. V. Domtstico.

CIVIL, a. 1. Civil, polite, courteous. 2. Civil,
not military, not ecclesiastical. 3. (Ant.) Of
a low rank or extraction. 4. In law, civil, not
criminal.

CIVILIDAD, sf. 1. Civility, politeness, urbanity.
2. (Ant.) Misery, distress.

CIVILIZACION, sf. 1. Civilization. 2. Act of jus-
tice by which a criminal process is converted
into a civil cause.

CIVILIZAR, va. To civilize.

CIVILMENTE, ad. 1. In a civil or polite manner.
2. According to the common law. 3. (Ant.)

Poorly, miserably, meanly.
CIZALLA, sf. Fragments or filings of gold, sil-

ver, or other metal.

CLAMAR, na. 1. (Ant.) To call. V. Llamar. 2.

To cry out in a mournful tone. 3. (Met.) To
show a want of something ; applied to inani-

mate substances, as, La ticrra clama por
agua, The ground wants water.

CLAMOR, sm. 1. Outcry, scream, shriek. 2. Sound
or peal of passing bells. 3. (Ant.) The public
voice.

CLAMOREAR, va. To implore or solicit assist-

ance in a mournful manner. vn. To toll the

passing-bell. [bell.

CLAMOREO, sm. Sound or peal of the passing-

CLAMOROSO, SA, a. Clamorous, plaintive sounds.

CLAMOSO, s A, a. That which calls out, or solicits.

CLANDESTINAMESTE, ad. In a clandestine man-
ner, [and reserved.

CLANDESTINIDAD,S/. The quality of being close

CLANDESTiNo,NA,ffl.Clandestine, secret, private.

CLANGA, sf. V. Planga.
CLAOSTRA, sf. V. Claustro.

CLARA, sf. A short interval of fair weather on
a rainy day. Me aproveche de una clara para
salir, I availed myself of a fair moment to go
abroad. Clara de huevo, White of an egg.
Claras, Pieces of cloth ill woven, through
which the light can be seen. A 1 la clara, 6 a
las claras, Clearly, evidently. [roof.

CLARABOVA, sf. Sky-light ;
a window in the

CLARAMENT y CLARAMIENT, (Ant.) V. Clara-

mente.

CLARAMENTE, ad. Clearly, openly, manifestly.

CLARAR, va. (Ant.) V. Adarar.

CLAREA,s/.Rambooze,a beverage made ofwhite

wine, sugar, cinnamon, and the yolk ofan egg.

CLAREAR, vn. To dawn, to grow light. m. 1.

To be transparent, translucent, not opaque.
2. (Met.) To be cleared up by conjectures or

surmises. Clarearse de hambrc, To grow
lean and thin with hunger.

CLARECER, vn. To dawn, to grow light.

CLARETE, a. Being of the colour of claret ; ap-

plied to wine.

CLARiDADYCLAREZA,5/.l.Clarity, brightness,

splendor. 2. Clearness, distinctness, freedom

from obscurity and confusion ; applied to ideas.
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3. Freedom and resolution in communicating
one's thoughts. Yo le dixc dos daridadcs,
I told him my mind very clearly. 4. Glory
of the blessed. 5. (Met.) Celebrity, fame.

Salir d puerto de daridad, (Met.) To get
well over an arduous undertaking.

CLARIFICACION, sf. Clarification, the art of

making any thing free from impurities.

CLARIFICAR, va. 1. To brighten, to illuminate,
to supply with light. 2. To clarify, to purify.
or clear from obscurities. Clarijicar la sangre
To purify or cleanse the blood.

CLARiFicATivo,VA,.Purificative or purificato-

ry ; having power or tendency to make pure
CLARIFICO, CA, a. (Ant.) Clarified, resplendent

CLARILLA,*/. (And.) Lye, a liquor impregnated
with ashes, or any other alkaline salt.

CLARfitiENTE, sm. Ancient lotion used by the

ladies for beautifying the face.

CLARIN, sm. 1. Trumpet, a kind of musical wind-
instrument. 2. (In Organs) Stop or instrument

by which the different sounds are regulated. 3.

Trumpeter, one who sounds a trumpet. 4. Fine

and transparent cambric, used for ruflles.

CLARINADO, DA, a. Applied to animals with
bells in their harness.

CLARINATA, sf. (Joe.) Tall shrill-voiced person.

CLARINERO, sm. Trumpeter, one whose busi-

ness is to blow the trumpet.
CLARINETS, sm. 1. Clarinet, a straight wind in

strument. 2. Player on the clarinet.

CLARION, sm. Crayon, a roll of paste of various
colours for drawing or designing.

.CLARISA, sf. Nun of the order of St. Ckyr.
CLARO, RA, a. I. Clear, bright, transparent. 2.

Pellucid, transparent. 3. Light, not deeply

tinged. Azul daro, A light blue. 4. Evident,
manifest, indisputable. Es una verdad dara,
It is an undeniable truth. 5. Open, frank, in-

genuous. C. (Ant.) Celebrated, illustrious. 7.

(Met.) Sagacious, quick of thought.
CLARO, sm. 1. Light, clearness ;

that which af-

fords clearness. 2. Break in a discourse or

writing. 3. Rays of light falling on a painting
or picture. Clara y olscuro, Drawing with
one colour only. 4. Opening or space between
the columns of a building or other things. 5.

Clearness or thinness of cloth and stuff. C.

Sagacity, acuteness of mind. 7. (Naut.) A
clear spot in the sky. Poner 6 sacar en daro,

(Met.) To render manifest or evident
;
to

place a point in its true light. Vamos daros,

(Met.) Let us be clear and correct. Pasar la

noche de daro en daro, To have not a wink
of sleep all the night. Pasar de daro en daro,
To run a thing over or through from one part
to another. Pasarse de daro en daro alguna
cosa, (Met.) To be forgotten. De daro en

daro, Evidently, manifestly. Claro, d Por lo

daro, Clearly, manifestly. [furniture.

CLAROL, sm. Inlaid work ; applied chiefly to

CLAROR, sm. (Ant.) V. Resplandor.
CLASE, sf. 1. Class or rank of the people, order

of persons. 2. Division of school-boys, classed

according to their attainments. 3. A set of

beings or things. Cldses de navio, (Naut.)
Rates ofships. Primera dase,A first-rate ship.

CLASICO, CA, a. 1. Classical, classic ; relating to

antique authors. 2. Principal, remarkable, of

the first order or rank. Error ddsico, A gross
error or mistake.

CLAUDICACION, sf. Claudication, the act and
habit of halting or limping.

CLAUUICAR, nn. 1. To claudicate, to halt or

limp. 2. (Met.) To act or proceed in a bun-

gling and inconsiderate manner, without rule

or order. [sealer.

CLAUQUiLLADOR,sm.(Ant.Arag.)Custom-house
CLAUQUILLAR, ra. (Ant.) To put the custom-
house seal on bales of goods.

CLAUSTRA, */. (Ant.) V. Claustro.

CLAUSTRAL, a. 1. Claustral, relating to clois-

ters. 2. Claustral, applied to monks of the

orders of St. Benedict and St. Francis.

CLAUSTRERO, a. (Ant.) Applied to the members
of a cloister.

CLAUSTRICO, ILI.O, srn. A small cloister.

CLAUSTRO, sm. 1. Cloister, piazza, or gallery
which runs around the court of a convent,
and joins the different parts of the building.
2. Assembly or meeting of the principal
members of an university. 3. (Anat.) Womb.
4. (Ant.) Room, chamber.

CLAUSULA, sf. 1. Period ;
a single part of a dis-

course. 2. Clause ;
an article or particular

stipulation.

CLAUSULAR,O. To close a period, to terminate
a speech.

CLAUSULILLA, sf. A little clause.

CLAUSURA, sf. 1. Cloister, the inner recess of a
convent. 2. Confinement, retirement. Guar-
dar dausura, 6 vivir en dausura, To lead a
monastic or retired life.

CLAVA, sf. \. Club, a heavy stick. 2. (Naut.)

Scupper, or scupper-hole.
CLAVADO.DA, a. 1. Exact, precise. El relax estd

dorado d las cinco, It is just five by the clock.

Venir davada una cosa d otra, To fit exact-

ly. 2. Nailed, armed or furnished with nails.

3. Belonging or relating to a club, especially
to that of Hercules.

yi.AVADURA, sf. The act ofdriving a nail to the

quick of a horse's foot in shoeing.
/LAVAR, va. 1. To nail, or drive a nail into a

thing ;
to fasten with nails. 2. To stick, to

prick ;
to introduce a pointed thing into an-

other. Se dav6 un alfiier. He pricked him-
self with a pin. Me clavi una cspina, I

pricked myself with a thorn. Ctavar d un
caba/lo, To prick a horse in shoeing. Cla~

varle d uno d corazon alguna cosa, To be ex-

tremely affected by something. Clavar la ar-

tilleria, To spike or nail up guns. Clavar lay

ojos d la vista, To stare, to look with fixed

eyes. 3. To cheat, to deceive. 4. To set in

gold or silver. 5. (Mil.) To ground. Clavar
las armas, To ground the arms.

'LAVAKIO, sm. 1. Treasurer, cashier. 2. A cer-

tain dignitary of the church of Valencia.

!LAVAz6N, sm. 1. Set or parcel of nails. 2.

(Naut.) Assortment of the different nails used

in the construction of ships.

!LAVE, sf. 1. Key-stone, which binds and closes

the sweep of an arch. Echar la dave, (Met.)
To close a speech, to terminate an affair. 2.

Key to any work or writing, to develope the

characters of which it treats. 3. (In Music)
Tune -to which every composition, whether
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long or short, ought to be fitted. 4. Chime or

concord of bells. 5. (Ant.) Key. V. Llave.

6. Harpsichord. V. Clavicordio.

CLAVECIMBANO 6 CLAVICIMBALO, (Ant.) V
Clavicordio.

CLAVEL, sm. (Bot.) Pink, a flower. Cldvel de

muerto, (Bot.) Common marigold.
CLAVELINA, sf, (Bot. Arag.) Pink, a flower.

CLAVELLINA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Jamaica pepper-tree.
2. (Bot.) Spanish carnation, aflower. 3. (Ant.)

Stopple, made of tow, and put into the vent-

hole of a great gun.
CLAVELON, sm. 1. (Bot.) A large pink. 2. Clave-

lon de Indian, (Bot.) Indian pink.

CLAVEQ.UE, sm. Stone resembling a diamond
but of little value ;

a false diamond.

CLAVERA, sf. 1. Mould for nail heads. 2. Hole
in a horse-shoe for fastening the latter to the

hoof. 3. (Extrem.) Boundary where land-

marks are set up.
CLAVERIA, sf. 1. Office and dignity of the key-

bearer in the military orders of Calatrava
and Alcantara. 2. Management and admi-
nistration of foreign property.

CLAVERO, RA, s. 1. Keeper ofthe keys, treasurer,
cashier. 2. (Bot.) Clove-tree, which produces
the aromatic spice called cloves. 3. .Key-
bearer, the knight of the orders of Calatrava
and Alcantara, who takes care of the castle,

convent, and archives.

CLAVETE, sm. Tack, a small nail.

CLAVETEAR, va. 1. To nail, to garnish with brass
or other nails. 2. To point or tag a lace.

CLAVICORDIO, sm. Harpsichord, a musical in-

strument with brass or iron strings.

CLAVICULA, sf.(A.n&t.) Clavicle, the collar-bone.

CLAVIGERA, sf. (Arag.) Cut or opening made
in mud walls to let in the water.

CLAVIGERO, sm. Bridge of a harpsichord, in

which the pegs are fastened.

CLAVIJA, sf. 1. Pin, peg, or tack ofwood or iron,
thrust into a hole for rolling or winding some-

thing around. 2. Peg of a stringed musical
instrument. 3. Clavija maestro,, The fore

axle-tree pintle. Jlpretar d uno la clavija,

(Met.) To push home an argument.
CLAV!LLO 6 CLAVITO, sm. 1. A small nail. 2.

Clavillo de hebilla, Rivet of a buckle.

CLAVIORGANO, sm. An organized harpsichord ;

a very harmonious musical instrument, com-

posed of strings and pipes, like an organ.
CL.VO, sm. 1. Nail, an iron spike with a head
and point. Claw trabadero, Bolt with a key
on the opposite side. Clavo plateado, Tinned
nail, a nail dipped in lead or solder. 2. Corn,
a hard and painful excrescence on the feet. 3.

Spot in the eye. 4. Lint, linen scraped into a
soft woolly substance, to be put in wounds or

on sores. 5. Clove, a valuable spice brought
from the East Indies. 6. (Na6t.) Rudder of a

ship. 7. (Met.) Severe pain or grief, which
thrills the heart. 8. Tumour between the hair

and the hoof of a horse. 9. Head-ache. V.

Xaqueca. De clavo pasado, Franticly , utterly
abandoned. Bar en el clavo, (Met.) To hit

the mark. Echar un clavo en la rueda de la

fortuna, (Met.) To fix one's fortune. JVb

importa un clavo, It does not matter a pin.
Sacar un clavo con otro clavo. (Met.) To cure

CLI

one excess by another. Ilacer clavo, To set ;

applied to mortar.

CLEMATIDE, sf. (Bot.) Traveller's-joy, the up-
right Lady's bower Clematis angustifblia L.

CLEMENCIA, sf. Clemency, mercy.
CLEMENTE, a. Clement, unwilling to punish.
CLEMENTEMENTE, ad. Mercifully, meekly.
CLEMENTINAS, sf. pi. Collection of the canons

published by Pope Clement the Fifth.

CLEMESI, CLEMESINA, 6 CLEMESINO, NA, a.

(Ant.) V. Carmcsi.

CLEPSIDRA, sf. Water-clock, an hour-glass,
serving to measure time by the fall of a cer-
tain quantity of water.

CLERECIA, sf. 1. Clergy. 2. Meeting or assem-

bly of clergymen..
CLERICAL, a. Clerical, belonging to the clergy
CLERIC ALMENTE, ad. In a clerical manner.

CLERICATO, sm. State and dignity of a clergy-
man. Clericato de cdmara, The clergy em-

ployed in the palace of the pope.
CLERIC ATURA, sf. State of a clergyman.
CLERIGO, sm. A clergyman. CUrigo dc cdma-

ra, Roman Catholic clergyman employed in

the government of the papal dominions. Cle-

rigo de corona, Roman Catholic clergyman
who has received the tonsure. Cltrigo de

misa, A presbyter. CUrigo de rnisa y olla,

A priest who is only fit for choir duty. Cli-

rigo menor, A priest of the minor order.

CLERIGUILLO, sm. A little petty clergyman ;
a

term of contempt.
CLKRIZON, sm. Chorister, a singing-boy belong-

ing to a cathedral.

CLERIZONTE, sm. 1. One who wears a mean
clerical dress without being ordained. 2. Ill-

dressed priest.

CLERO, sm. Clergy, a body of men set apart by
due ordination for the service of God. Clcro

secular, Secular clergy, who do not make the

three solemn vows of poverty, obedience,
and chastity. Clero regular, Regular cler-

gy, who profess a monastic life, and make
the above vows.

CLIBAN^LRIO, RIA, a. (Ant.) Belonging to a por-
table oven.

CLIBANO, sm. A small moveable oven.

CLIENTE, sm. Client, a person under the pro-
tection and tutorage of another. [client.

CLIENTELA, sf. Clientship, the condition of a

CLIENTULO, LA, s. V. Cliente.

CLIMA, sm. 1. Climate ;
a space upon the surface

of the earth between the circles, parallel to

the equator. 2. The particular quality of a

region in point of air, seasons, soil, &c.

CLIMATERICO, CA, a. Climacteric, or climacte-

rical, containing a number of years, at the

end of which some great change is supposed
to befal the body. Estar climaterico alguno,
To be ill-humoured.

CLIMAX, sf. Climax, rhetorical figure.
CLIMENO DE ESPANA, sm. (Bot.) Chickling, or

everlasting pea.
CL|N, sm. (Ant.) V. Crin. Tenerse d los clincs,

(Met.) To make every effort not to decline

in rank or fortune.

CLINOPODIO, sm. (Eot.) Large wild basil.

CLISTEL 6 GLISTER, sm. Clyster, an injection
into the rectum. V. Jlyuda.
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CLI STELE"RA, sf. Person who administers clys-
ters.

CLISTERIZAR, va. To administer clysters.

,SA, a. Declivous, gradually descending.
CLO, CLO, sin. Clucking of a hen when she is

hatching or calling her chickens. [&c.
CLOACA, sf. Sewer, a conduit for dirty water,
CLOCAR, va. To cluck. V. Cfoquear.
CLOCHEL, sm. (Ant.) V. Campanario.
CLOCLEAR, vn. To cackle like a turkey-cock.
CLOQ.UE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Grapnel, a grappling

iron, with which, in battle, one ship fastens

on another. V. Code. 2. Harpoon.
CLOQUEAR, va. 1. To cluck, to make a noise like

a hen that hatches or calls her chickens. 2.

To angle, to fish with a rod, hook, and line.

CLOQUERA, sf. The state of hatching in fowls.

CLU^TERO. sm. A person who has the manage-
ment of the harpoon in the tunny-fishery.

CLORIS, sf. (Orn.) Greenfinch.

CLOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) V. Cerrado.
CLUCIA DONOSA, sf. (Bot.) The balsam-tree.

CLUECA, a. Clucking and hatching ; applied to

a hen.

CLUECO, CA, a. Decrepit, worn out with age.
CNEORON, sm. (Bot.) Widow-wail.

COA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cola.

COACCION, sf. Coaction, compulsion. [ther.

COACERVAR, rw. To coacervate, to heap toge-
COACTIVO, VA, a. Coactive, having the force of

restraining or compelling ; compulsive.
COADJUTOR, RA, s. 1. Coadjutor, fellow-helper,
an assistant. 2. Coadjutor, a person elected

or appointed to a prebend without enjoying
the benefit thereof until the death of the in-

cumbent.
CoADJUTORf A, sf. 1. Coadjuvancy, help, assist-

ance. 2. Right of survivorship of a coadju-
tor. 3. Office or dignity of a coadjutor.

COADMINISTRADOR. sm. One who governs a dio-

cese by virtue of a bull, or by appointment
of a bishop.

CoAnuNAcioN,s/. Coadunition, the conjunction
of different substances into one mass. [ther.

COADUNAR, va. To mix or jumble things toge-
COADYUDADOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Coadyuvador.
COADYUTOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Coadjutor.
COADYUTORIO, RiA, a. (Ant.) That which assists.

COADYUVADOR, sm. Fellow-helper, assistant.

COADYUVAR, ra. To help, to assist.

Co AC LILAC ION, sf. Coagulation, concretion.

COAGULANTE, a. That which coagulates.
COAGULAR, vn. To coagulate, to condense, to

become concrete.

COAGULO, sm. 1 . Coagulum, coagulated blood. 2.

That which causes or produces coagulation.
CoAi.LA, sf. (Orn.) Woodcock. V. Chocfuiper-

diz y Codorniz. [in loving.
COAMANTE, a. (Ant.) A partner or companion
COAPOSTOL, sm. Co-apostle, a fellow-labourer

in the propagation of the Gospel.
CoAPTAcioy. sf. Coaptation, the adjustment of

parts to each other.

COAPTAR, va. To fit, to adjust. [any thing.
COARKENDADOR, sm. A joint partner in renting
COARTACJO.V,S/. (For.) Obligation to be ordained

within a certain time to enjoy a benefice.

COARTADA, sf. Alibi. Probar la coartada, To
prove an alibi.

COARTAR, ra. To limit, to restrict, to restrain.

COBALT, sm. Cobalt, a grayish sernimetal.

COBANILLO, sm. A email basket used by vint-

ners during the vintage.

COBARDE, a. Cowardly > timid, fearful.

COBARDF,AR, vn. To be a coward; to be timid
or fearful.

COBARDEMENTE, ad. In a cowardly manner.

COBARDIA,S/. Cowardice, want of valour and
fortitude.

COBDEAR, vn. (Ant.) V. Codear.

COBDICIA Y COBDIZA, sf. (Ant.) V. Codicia.

COBEGERA, sf. (Ant.) V. Encubridora.

COBERTERA, sf. I. Pot-lid, an iron, wood, or

earthen cover of a pot. 2. (Met.) Bawd, pro-
curess. Coberttras, The two middle feathers

of a hawk's tail, which are covered when the

hawk is perched.
COBERTERO, sm. (Ant.) Cover or top of any

thing.
CoBERTfzo, sm. 1. A small roofjutting out from

the wall to shelter people from the rain. 2. A
covered passage.

COBERTOR, sm. Coverlet, quilt.

COBERTT^RA, sf. 1. Cover, covering. 2. Act of a

grandee of Spain of covering
1 himselfthe first

time he is presented to the King.
COBIJA, sf. 1. The part of the roof which pro-

jects from the wall to throw off the rain. 2.

(Ant.) A small cloak for women : it is still

used in Estremadura.

CoBUADtJRA, sf. (Ant.) The act of covering.
COBIJAR, va. To cover, to overspread, to shelter.

COBIJRA, sf. (Ant.) Chambermaid.

COBIL, sm. (Ant.) Corner, angle.
COBRA, sf. (Ant. y Extr.) A number of marea

(not less than 5,) for treading out the corn.

CoBRADERo,RA,a.That which maybe recovered.

COBRADO, DA, a. 1. Recovered, received. 2.

(Ant.) Complete, undaunted.

COBRADOR, sm. Receiver or collector of rent8

and other money. Perro cobrador, Kind of

dog that fetches game out of the water.

COBRAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) 1. Recovery, restora-

tion. 2. (Ant.) Utility, profit, emolument.
CoBRANZ A, sf. 1. Recovery or collection of mo-

ney. 2. Act of fetching the game which is

killed or wounded.

COBRAR, va 1. To recover, to collect or receive

what is due. 2. To recover what is lost. 3. To
fetch the game that is wounded or killed. 4.

To gain affection or esteem. Cobrar animo 6

corazon, To take courage. Cobrar fuerzas,
To gather strength. vr. 1. To recover, to

return to one's self. 2. To gain celebrity or

fame.

COBRE, sm. I. Copper, a red coloured metal. 2.

Kitchen furniture. 3. (Ant.) String of onions

or garlic. 4. Cobre de cccial, A pair of coda

dried in the sun. Batir el cobre, (Met.) To
pursue with spirit and vigour.

COBRENO, SfA, a. (Ant.) Made of copper.
COBRIMIKNTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Encubrimiento.

COBRIR, va. (Ant.) V. Cubrir.

COBRIZO, ZA, a. Coppery, containing copper.

COBRO, sm. 1. V. Cobranza. 2. (Ant.) Recepta-
cle, place of safety. 3. (Ant.) Expedient, rea-

son, means of attaining any end.

COCA, sf. 1. Plant in Peru which the inhabit-
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ants suck. 2. Seed resembling the berry of
laurel. 3. (Naut.) Sort ofsmall vessel. 4. (Gal..

Figure of a large serpent borne at festivals

5. (Naut.) Turn or twist of a cable. 6. Kind
of a red gum. 7. (Ant.) Head.

COCAR, va. 1. To make grimaces or wry faces

2. (Met.) To coax, to gain by wheedling anc

flattering.

COCARAR, va. To gather or collect the leaves

of cocoa.

COCCINEO, NEA, a. Of a purple colour.

COCCION, sf. Coction, the boiling of any thin**

COCE, sf. (Ant.) A kick. V. Coz.

COCEADOR, RA, s. One that kicks. [ing
CoCEADtfRA Y CoCEAMIENTO, S. Act of kick-

COCEAR, va. 1. To kick. V. Jlcocear. 2. (Met.)
To repugn, to resist. 3. (Ant.) To trample, to

tread under foot.

COCEDERO, RA ; Y CocEDfzo, ZA, . Easily
boiled. [and baked.

COCEDERO, sm. Place where bread is kneaded

CocEDOR,sm.A person whose business is to boil

must and new wine.

COCEDRERA, sf. A large feather-bed.

COCEDTJRA, sf. The act of boiling.

COCER, va. 1. To boil, to dress victuals. 2. To
bake bricks, tiles, or earthen-ware. 3. To di-

gest. vn. To boil ; to ferment. vr. To suf- X^OCINERO, RA, s. Cook, one who professes to
z* _ . j j j _ i _ . i f . i ,.11
fer intense and continued pain.

COCHA, sf. A small reservoir of water.

COCHAMBRE, sm. A greasy, dirty, and stinking

thing.

COCHAMBRERIA, sf. (Bax.) Heap of nasty and

filthy things.

COCHAMBROSO, SA, a. Nasty, filthy, stinking
COCHARRO, sm. A wooden dish, cup, or platter.

COCHARSE, vr. (Ant.) To hasten, to accelerate.

COCHASTRO, sm. A little sucking wild boar.

COCHE, sm. 1. Coach, carriage with four wheels
for pleasure or state. Echar cache, To set up
a coach. Maestro de caches, A coach-maker.
Cache de colleras, Coach drawn by mules har-

nessed with collars. Cache de estribos, Coach
with steps to the doors. 2. (Naut.) Kind of

coasting barge.
COCHEAR, vn. To drive a coach.
COCHECILI.O Y COCHECITO, sm. A small coach.

COCHERA, sf. I. Coach-house, a place where
coaches are kept. 2. Coachman's wife.

COCHERIL, a. (Joe.) Relating or belonging to

coachmen.

COCHERILLO, sm. A little coachman.

COCHERO, sm. 1. Coachman. 2. (Ant.) Coach-
maker. 3. Wagoner, a northern constellation.

COCHERO, RA, a. That which is easily boiled.

COCHIELO 6 COCHILLO, (Ant.) V. Cuchillo.

COCHIFRITO, sm. Fricassee made of lamb, mut-

ton, or kid.

COCIUNA, sf. Sow.

COCHINADA, sf. 1. Herd of swine. 2. A mean

dirty action.

COCHINATA, sf. (Naut.) Rider, a piece of tim-

ber to strengthen a vessel.

COCHINEAR, vn. To be dirty, to be hoggish.
COCHINILLA, sf. 1. Wood-louse, a small insect

found in damp places under flags and tiles.

2. Cochineal, an insect reared on Indian fig-

trees, from which a red colour is extracted.

COCHINILLO. sm. 1. A little pigr. 2. An amphi-
190

bious animal in Brasil resembling a pig. 3.

Cochinillo de Indias, Guinea-pig.
CocHipfo, NA, a. Dirty, nasty, filthy.

CocmNo, sm. Pig. V. Puerco.

COCHIO, IA, a. (Ant.) Easily boiled.

COCHIQUERA, sf. Hogsty.
COCHITE HERVITE, (Farn.) Applied to any thing
done hastily or precipitately.

COCHO, CHA, a. (Ant.) V. Cocido.

COCHURA, sf. 1. Act of boiling. 2. Dough made
for a batch of bread.

Cocfoo, DA, a. 1. Boiled, baked. 2. (Met.) Skill-

ed, experienced. Estar cocido en alguna cosa,
To understand business well.

COCIDO, sm. Boiled meat.

CociMiENTO,sm. 1. Coction, decoction. 2. (Med.)
Draught or poultice, made of herbs. 3. With
Dyers, a bath or mordant preparatory to dy-
ing. 4. A quick, lively sensation. V. Escozor

COCINA, sf.\. Kitchen, the room in a house where
the victuals are dressed . 2. Pottage made of

greens and other ingredients. 3. Broth. Co
cina de boca, Kitchen in which only the mea
for the king and royal family is dressed.

COCINAR, va. 1. To cook or dress victuals.

(Met.) To meddle or interfere in other peo
pie's affairs.

dress victuals for the table.

5 COCINITA, sf. A small kitchen.

COCLE, sm. (Naut.) Grapnel, a grappng ron
with which in fighting one ship fastens 01

another.

COCLEA, sf. 1. An ancient machine for raising
water. 2. An endless screw. 3. The inner

cavity of the ear.

COCLEAR, va. To strike and catch with a har

poon. vn. To cluck or hatch. V. Cloquedr
?OCLEARIA, sf. (Bot.) The sea scurvy-grass
Cochlearia officinalis L.

Coco, sm. I. (Bot.) Cocoa-tree; Indian palm
tree. Cocos nucifera L. 2. Cocoa-nut. 3

Chocolate-cup made of the cocoa-nut. 4

Worm or grub bred in seeds and fruit. 5. Bug-
bear for frightening children. Ser un coco, t.

parccer un coco, To be an ugly-looking per-
son. C6cos, Beads made of cocoa-nuts for

rosaries. Haccr cocos, (Met.) To flatter, to

wheedle, to gain one's affections ; to make

signs or manifest affection.

COCOBOLO, sm. (Bot.) A species
of the cocoa-

tree, the wood of which is of a ruddy colour

and much used by cabinet-makers.

OCODRILO, sm. Crocodile, an amphibious anc

voracious animal of the lizard kind.

COCOLISTE, sm. Fever or disease peculiar to

New Spain.
Cocoso, SA, a. Worm-eaten, gnawed by grubs.

CocdTE, sm,. (Arag.) Occiput. V. Cogote.

COCOTRIZ, sm. V. Cocodrilo.

/ocuYO,sm. Kind of glow-worm peculiar to the

Indies.

!ODA, sf. I. Tail. V. Cola, 2. Burthen of a song
or other piece of music.

JODADURA, sf. Part of an old vine laid on the

ground, from which young buds shoot forth.

ODAL, sm.. 1. Piece of ancient armour which

defended the elbow. 2. A short and thick

flambeau. 3. Shoot issuing from a vine. 4.
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Muscle of the wrist. 5. Frame of a hand-saw.

Codales, A carpenter's square.

CODAL, a. Cubital, containing only the length
of a cubit. Palo coda!, A stick of the length
of a cubit hung round the neck as a penance.

CODASTE, sm. (Naut.) Stern-post.

CODAZO, sm. Blow given with an elbow.

CODEAR, va.To elbow, to push with the elbows.

CODECILLAR Y CoDiciLAR,w. (Ant.) To make
a codicil.

CODENA, sf. (Ant.) Body or thickness required
in cloth.

CoDEKA,s/.Itchorscabbinessonthe elbow. Co-

dera en un cable, (Naut.) A spring on a cable.

CODESO, sm. (Bot.) Laburnum, ebony of the

Alps. Cytisus laburnum L.

CODICE, sm. Old manuscript, treating on re-

markable points of antiquity.

CODICIA, sf. I. Covetousness, cupidity, an inor-

dinate desire of riches. 2. (Ant.) Sensual ap-

petite, cupidity. 3. (Met.) Greediness, an

ardent desire of good things. La codicia

rompe el saco, (Prov.) Covet all, lose all.

CODICIABLE, a. Covetable, that which is or

may be wished for or desired.

CODIOIADOR, sm. He who covets.

CODICIANTE, a. Coveting, one who covets.

CODICIAR, va. To covet or desire eagerly.

CODICILAR, a. Pertaining to a codicil.

CODICILO, sm. Codicil, an appendage to a last

will.

CODICIOSAMENTE, ad. In a greedy or covetous
manner.

CODICIOSITO, TA, a. Somewhat covetous.

CoDici6so,SA,. 1. Greedy, covetous, avaricious.

2. (Met.) Diligent, laborious, assiduous.

Conico, sm. Code of laws, Cddigo Justiniano,
Code of Justinian.

CODILLERA, sf. Tumor on the knee of horses.

CODILLO, sm. l.Knee of horses and other quad-
rupeds. 2. Angle. 3. Codille, a term at om-
bre. 4. That part of a branch of a tree which

joins the trunk. 5. Codillo de una curva,

(Naut.) Breech of a knee. 6. Stirrup of a

saddle. Jugarselo a uno de codillo,(Met.) To
trick or outwit a person. Codillos, Kind of
files used by silversmiths.

CODO, sm. 1. Elbow, the next joint or curvature
of the arm below the shoulder. 2. Cubit, a

measure of length equal to the distance from
the elbow to the end of the middle finger.
Codo real, Royal cubit, which is 3 fingers

longer than the common. Dar de codo, To
elbow, to push with the elbow, to treat with

contempt. Hablar con los codos, To chatter,
to prattle. Jlpretar 6 hincar el codo, To kick
the bucket, to die suddenly. Levantar de codo,
6 levantar el codo, (Fam.) Applied to tipplers.

CODON, sm. A leather cover of a horse's tail.

CODORNIZ, sf. (Orn.) Quail, a wild fowl resem-

bling a partridge. Tetrao coturnix L.

COEFICIENTE, a. Coefficient, that which unites
its action with the action of another.

COEPISCOPO, sm. Contemporary bishop.

COEQUAL, a. (Teol.) Coequal ; applied to the
three Persons of the Trinity.

COERCION, sf. Coercion, restraint, check.

COERCITIVO, VA, a. Coercive, that which has
the power or authority of restraining.

COETANEO, NEA, a. Coetaneous, of the same

age with another. [ther.

GOETERNO, NA, fl. Equally eternal with ano-

OEVO, VA, a. Coeval, of the same age,
COEXISTENCIA, sf. Coexistence

; existence at

the same time with another.

COEXISTENTE, a. Coexistent.

CoExisTiR, vn. To coexist ; to exist at the same
time as another.

COEXTEXDERSE, vr. To coextend ;
to extend to

the same space or duration with another.

COFA, sf. (Naut.) Top or round-house of the

lower masts.

COFIA, sf. 1 . A net of silk or thread worn on the

head ; a kind of cowl. 2. (Bot.) A thin mem-
branaceous substance which covers the parts
of fructification. 3. An iron case in which the

dye is fastened for coining.

COFIEZUELA, sf. A small net.

COFIN, sm. A small basket for fruit.

COFINA Y COFINO, (Ant.) V. Co/in.

COFRADE, DA, s. Member of a confraternity.

COFRADIA,S/. 1. Confraternity, brotherhood, or

sisterhood, a body of people united for some

religious purpose. 2. Association of persons
for any purpose.

COFRADRE, sm. (Ant.) Member of any society
or corporation.
FRADRfA, sf. Neighbourhood, congregation,
confraternity.

COFRE, sm. 1. Trunk, a chest for clothes, covered

with leather and lined. 2. Fish found in the

West Indies. 3. (Fort.) Coffer, a hollow lodg-
ment across a dry moat. 4. (Impre.) Coffin

of a printing-press. Pelo de cofre, Carroty
or red hair.

CoFREcfco, CILLO, Y cfTO, sm. A small trunk.

COFRERO, sm. Trunk-maker, one who makes
and sells trunks.

COGECHA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cosecha.

COGEDERA, sf. (Among bee-keepers) A sort of

hive used to gather a swarm which has quit-
ted the stock.

COGEDERO, RA, s. Collector, gatherer.
COGEDIZO, ZA, a. That which can bs easily col-

lected or gathered.
COGEDOR, sm. 1. Collector, gatherer. 2. Dust-
box or dust-pan, an instrument in which the

dust is carried out of the house. 3. (Ant.)

Tax-gatherer. 4. (Among Velvet-weavers)
Box in which the woven velvet is put.

COGEDURA, sf. Act of gathering or collecting.

COGER, va. 1. To catch, to seize with the hand.

2. To imbibe, to soak. La tierra no ha cogido
bastante agua, The earth has not drawn in a

sufficient quantity ofwater. 3. To gather fruit

or the produce of the ground. 4. To have room
to hold. Esta cdmara cage milfanegas de tri-

go, That granary holds a thousand bushels of

wheat. 5. To occupy, to take up. Cogitf la

alfombratodala sola, The carpet covered the

whole room. 6. To find, to procure. Me cogio

descuidado, He took me unawares. Procure,

cogerle de bucn humor, I endeavoured to see

him when in good humour. 7. To surprise, to

attack unexpectedly. La tempestad me cegi6,
The storm overtook me unexpectedly. Coger
en mentira,To catch in a lie. 8. To intercept,
to obstruct. Coger las calles, To stop tho
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Btreets. Coger la calle, To flee, to escape
Coger d deseo, To obtain one's wishes. Coger
un cernlcalo, un lobo, 6 una mono,, To be in-

toxicated.

COGERMANO, NA, s. (Ant.) First cousin.

CoGiMiEtfTO,5m. The act of gathering, collect-

ing, or catching.

CooiTABtJNDO, DA, a. Pensive, thoughtful
musing.

COGITAR, va. To reflect, to meditate. Cogite,
I have caught you ;

used in arguing.
CoGiTAjfvo, VA, a. Cogitative, given to medi-

tation.

COGNACION, sf. Cognation, kindred.

COGNADO, DA, a. Related by consanguinity,
cognate.

COGNICION, sf. (Ant.) V. Conocimiento.

COGNOMBRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Sobrenombre.

COGNOMENTO, sm. Cognomination, surname
;
a

name added from any accident or quality.
COGNOMINAR, va. To give an additional name

;

to give a surname.

COGNOSCKR, va. (Ant.) V. Conocer.

COGNOSCITIVO, VA, o. Cognitive, having the

power of knowing.
COGOLLICO Y CocoLLfro, 5m. A small heart or

flower ofgarden-plants, such as cabbage, let-

tuce, &c.

COGOLLO, sm. 1. Heart of garden-plants, such
as lettuce, cabbage, &c. 2. Shoot of a plant.
3. Top, summit. Cogollos, Ornaments of the
friezes of Corinthian capitals.

COGOLMAR, va. To fill up a vessel. V. Colmar.

CocoMBRADtJRA, sf. (Ant.) Digging and earth-

ing about plants.

COGOMBRO, sm. V. Cokombro.

COGOTE, sm. Occiput, the hind part ofthe head.
Sertieso de cogote, (Met.) To be stiff-necked,

headstrong, obstinate.

COGOTERA, sf. The hair formerly combed down
on the neek.

CootrcHO, sm. The most inferior sort of sugar.
COGUJADA, sf. (Orn.) Crested lark. Alauda

cristata L.

COGUJON, sm. Corner of a mattress or bolster.

COGUJONERO, RA, o. Pointed as the corners of
mattresses or bolsters.

CoctfLLA, sf. Cowl, monk's hood : habit of a
monk.

COGULLADA, sf. Neck of a hog or pig.

COHABITACION, sf. Cohabitation, the act of liv-

ing together as married persons.
COHABITAR, vn. 1. To dwell with another in the
same place. 2. To live together as husband
and wife.

COHECHADOR, sm. 1. Briber, suborner, one that

pays for corrupt practices. 2. (Ant.) Bribed

judge.
COHECHAMIKNTO, 5m. (Ant.) V. Cohecko.

COHECHAR, va. 1. To bribe, to gain by bribes,
to suborn. 2. To force, to oblige. 3. (Agric.)
To plough the ground the last time before it

is sown. vn. To accept a bribe, to allow
one's self to be bribed.

COHECHAZON, 5m. 1. Act of breaking up the

ground for culture. 2. The last ploughing of
the ground before it is sown.

CoHECHo,5m. 1. Bribery, the crime ofgiving or

taking rewards for bad practices. 2. (Agric.)
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Season for ploughing the ground, and giving
it the last preparation for sowing.

COHEREDERO, RA, 5. Coheir or coheiress, one
who enjoys an inheritance jointly with ano-
ther.

COHERENCIA, 5/. Coherence, connexion, depen-
dency.

COHERENTE, a. Coherent, suitable, consistent.

COHERMANO, 5m. (Ant.) Cousin. V. Primo.
COHKTE, 5m. (Ant.) Cousin. V. Primo.
COHETE, 5m. Rocket or sky-rocket, a cylindri-

cal case of paper filled with gunpowder,
which mounts in the air to a con

height, and there bursts. Cohete corrcdor,
Rocket which runs along aline. Cohetespara
senates, Signal rockets.

COHETERIA, sf. Shop where rockets and other
sorts of artificial fire-works are made and sold.

COHETERO, 5m. Rocket-maker, or dealer in

rockets and other artificial fire-works.

COHIBICION, 5/. Prohibition, restraint.

COHIBIR, va. To prohibit, to hinder, to restrain.

COHITA DE CASAS, 5/. (Ant.) Number of conti-

guous houses or part of a street.

COHOBACION, sf. Cohobation, the act of dis-

tilling the same liquor over again.
COBOL, 5m. V. Alcohol.

COHOMBRAL, 5m. Cucumber-bed
;
a place plant-

ed with cucumbers.

COHOMBRILLO, 5m. A small kind of cucumber.

COHOMBRO, 5m. Cucumber. Cucumis flexuo-

sus L. Cohdmbro marino. Sea insect of the

shape of a cucumber.

COHONDER, va. (Ant.) To corrupt, to vilify.

COHONDIMIENTO, 5m. (Ant.) Corruption, re-

proach, infamy.
COHONESTAR, va. To give an honest or decent

appearance to an action.

COHORTE, 5m. Cohort, a body of Roman infantry

composed of 500 men ; ten cohorts made a

legion.

Coi, sm. C6vES,jpZ. (Naut.) Hammock, a swing-
ing bed used by sailors on board of ships.

COIDAR, vn. (Ant.) V. Cuidar.

COIECHA, 5/. (Ant.) Tax. V. Tributo.

CofMA, sf. Perquisite received by the keeper
of a gaming table.

CoiNciDENCiA,5/. Coincidence, the state of se-

veral things falling to the same point, [tent.

CoiNciDENTE,a. Coincident, concurrent, coiisis-

COINCIDIR, vn. 1. To fall upon or meet in the

same point. 2. To concur.

COIN^UINARSE, rr.Tobe stained. V. Mancharse.

COITJ(.RSE, vr. To accelerate, to hasten.

COITIVO, VA, a. Relating to the act of genera-
tion or coition.

COITO, 5m. Coition, carnal copulation.
CoJON, 5m. Testicle. V. Testiculo.

COJTJDO, DA, a. Entire, not gelt, not castrated.

COL, 5/. Species of cabbage with very large
leaves and a short stalk.

CoLA,5/. 1. Tail, that which terminates the ani-

mal behind. 2. Train, the part of a gown that

falls behind, upon the ground. 3. Glue, a vis-

cous substance, commonly made by boiling
the skins of animals to a jelly. 4. Word of re-

proach among students in opposition to that of

victor. Cola clara, A transparent glue used

by weavers. Colafuerte, Strong glue made of
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ox-hides. Cola de pescado, Isinglass. Colade

retazo, Size with which painters prepare the

piece of linen on which they intend to paint.
Cola de boca, A viscous spittle with which

paper may be fastened. 5. (In Music) The

prolonged sound of the voice at the end of a

song. Hacer bazar la cola d alguno, To hum-
ble or pull down one's pride. Cobrirse con la

cola, To make use of frivolous evasions. Cas-

tigado de cola, Deprived of one's place or

office. Cola de golondrina, (Fort.) Hornwork.
A 1 la cola, Backwards, behind. Cola de ca-

ballo, (Bot.) Horsetail. Equisetum L. [die

CoLACHON,swi.Kindof aguitar witha longhan-
Cor.ACiONj sf. 1. Collation, comparing of one

thing with another. 2. Collation, act of be-

stowing an ecclesiastical benefice, oi> con-

ferring degrees in universities. 3. Conference
or conversation between the ancient monks
on spiritual affairs. 4. Collation, a slight re

past. 5. Potation, the act of drinking. G.

Sweetmeats given to servants on Christmas
eve. 7. Precinct or district of a parish. Traer
a eolation, To produce any proofs or reasons
to support a cause.

COLACIONAR, va. I. To collate one thing of the

same kind with another. 2. To collate, to

place in an ecclesiastical benefice. [sister.

COLACTANEO, NBA, s. (Ant.) Foster brother or

COLADA, sf. 1. The bucking of clothes or linen

with lye made of ashes. 2. The linen itself

thus bucked. 3. Common, an open ground
used in common by the inhabitants of a place.
4. Road for cattle leading over a common. 5.

One of the swords of the Cid : in the jocular
style, a good sword. Todosaldrd en la colada,
The whole fact will be brought to light.
Echar d uno la colada, (Met.) To scrub or
clean one of his filth.

COLADERA, sf. 1. Strainer, an instrument used
in clearing liquors by filtration. 2. Sieve or

searce, used by wax-chandlers.

COLADERO, sm. 1. Colander, a sieve through
which liquors are poured, and which retains

the thicker parts. 2. A narrow passage. 3.

(Ant.) Bucking of clothes.

COLADOR, sm. 1. Colander. V. Coladcro. 2. Col-

lator, one who confers ecclesiastical bene-
fices. 3. A barrel with holes filled with ashes,
on which water is poured, that, passing
through the ashes, is converted into lye.

CoLAodRA, sf. (Ant.) Bucking-tub.
COLADURA, sf. Collation, the act of filtering or

straining liquors through paper. Coladuras,
Dregs or lees of clarified wax.

COLANILLA, sf. A small bolt for fastening doors
and windows.

COLANTE, a. Filtering. [inches broad.

COLANA, sf. Joist about 20 palms long and G
COLAPEZ YCoLAPiscis,s/. Isinglass, glue made

of a species of cetaceous fishes. V. Cola de

pescado.

COLAR, va. 1. To strain through a colander, to
filter. 2. To collate or confer ecclesiastical be-
nefices. 3. To obtain some difficult matter. 4.

To spread false news as certain facts : to pass
off counterfeit money. Colar la ropa con la

lezia, To buck linen with lye. vn. 1. To pass
through a strait place. 2. To drino- wine. vr.
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1. To steal into a place, to creep in by stealth.

2. To be displeased with a jest.

COLATERAL, a. 1. Collateral, situated by the
side of another. 2. Standing equal in relation

to some ancestor.

COLATIVO, VA, a. 1. Belonging to ecclesiastical

benefices which cannot be enjoyed without a

canonical collation. 2. That which can bo

strained or filtered.

COLAUDAR, va. (Ant.) V. Alabar.

COLAY'RE, sm. (And.) Place through which a

current of air passes.

COLCEDRA, sf. Flock or feather bed.

COI.CEDRON, sm. A large feather-bed.

COLCHA, sf. 1. Coverlet, an ornamental cover-

ing thrown over the rest of the bed-clothes.

2. (Naut ) V Colchadu^a.

COLCHADURA, sf. 1. Quilting, act of stitching
one cloth over another. 2. (Naut.) Laying or

twisting ropes.

COLCHAR, va. 1. To quilt. V. Acolchar. 2. Col-

char cabos, (Naut.) To lay or twist ropes.
Carro de colchar, A rope-maker's sledge.

COLCHERO, sm. Quilt-maker, one who makes

bed-quilts.

COLCHICO, sm. (Bot.) Colchicum, meadow saf-

fron. Colchicum montanum L.

COLCHOS, sm. Mattress, a kind of quilt made
to lie upon. Colch6n de pluma, Feather-bed.

CoLCHONcico,fLLO Y ito,sm. A small mattress.

COLCHONERO, RA, s. Mattress-maker, one who
makes mattresses and feather-beds.

COLEADA, sf. Wag or motion of the tail of

fishes or other animals.

COLEADTJRA, sf. 1. Wagging of the tail. 2.

Wriggling, a ridiculous motion of women in

walking.
COLEA^R, vn. 1. To wag or move the tail as

dogs do. 2. To wriggle or move in a ridicu-

lous manner in walking.
COLECCION, sf. I. Collection, an assemblage of

things, generally of the same nature. 2. Mul-
titude of people.

COLECTA, sf. 1. Distribution of a tax levied on a
town. 2. Collect, an oration added in the

mass. S.Assemblage ofthe faithful in churches
for the celebration of divine service.

COLECTACION, sf. The act of collecting or ga-

thering rents, taxes, or other dues.

COLECTAR, va. To gather or collect taxes. V.

Recaudar.

COLECTICIO, CIA, a. Collectitious ; applied to

troops assembled together without discipline.

CoLECTivAMENTE,cZ. Collectively, in one body.

COLECTIVO, VA, a. 1. Collective, applied to a

noun, which expresses a multitude, though
itself be singular ;

as compania, a company.
2. That which maybe gathered into one mass.

COLECTOR, sm. 1. Collector, one who collects or

gathers scattered things. 2. Tax or rent-ga-
therer. 3. Colector de espolios y vacantes,

Collector of church-rents. 4. Collector ofthe

retributions for masses.

COLECTURIA, sf. Office or employ of a tax or

rent gatherer. [employment.
COLEGA, sm. Colleague, a partner in office or

COLEGIADO,. (Arag.) Collegiate, a member of

a college or corporation ; applied to physi
-

cians, surgeons, lawyers, &c.
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COLEGIAL, LA, s. The person who has a burse

or place in any college.

COLEGIAX, a. Collegial, relating to a college.

Iglesia colegial, A collegiate church, com-

posed of dignitaries and canons, who cele-

brate divine service as in cathedrals.

COLKGIALMENTE, ad. In a collegial manner
;

in the form of a college.

COLEGIATA, sf. A collegiate church.

CoLEGiATitRAjS/". Burse and dress ofa collegian.

COLEGIO, sm. 1. College, a society of men set

apart for learning, religion, law, or physic.
2. Housre in which the collegians reside.

COLEGIR, va. 1. (Ant.) To collect or gather

things which are scattered. 2. To deduce, to

infer, to draw consequences from propositions.

COLEO, sm. (Fain.) V. Coleadura.

COLERA,*/. 1. Choler,bile ;
one of the humours

of the animal body. 2. Anger, passion. Mon-
tar en colera, To be angry, to be in a passion.
3. (Ant.) Ornament of the tail of a horse.

COLERICO, CA, a. 1. Choleric, abounding with
choler. 2. Passionate, hasty, easily provoked.

COLETA, sf. 1. Cue, the tail of hair tied with a

ribbon. 2. A short addition to a discourse or

writing.

CoLExANEO, NBA, a. (Ant.) V. Colactdneo.

COLETERO; sm. One who makes buff-doublets

and buff-breeches.

COLETILLA, sf. A small cue.

COLETILLO, sm. A small doublet made of buff

or other skins.

CoEETo,sm.l. Doublet or jacket without skirts,

made of buffer other skins. 2. Body of a man.

Echarsealgo ul coleto,Toea,tor drink itall up.

COLGADERO, sm. Hook to hang things upon.
COLGADERO, RA, a. Fit to be hung up.

CotOAcizo, sm. Shed, a slight temporary co-

vering from the inclemencies of the weather.

COLGADIZO, ZA, ft. Pendent, suspended, pensile.

COLG.A.DO, DA, a. Suspended. Dexar d alguno
colgado, 6 quedarse algvno colgado, To frus-

trate one's hopes or desires.

COLGADOR, sm. (Among printers) Peel, with
which printed sheets are hung up to dry.

COLGADXJRA, sf. Tapestry, hanging or drape-

ry, hung or fastened against the walls of a

room. Colgadiira de cama,, Bed-furniture.

COLGAJO, sm. 1. Tatter or rag hanging from
clothes. 2. Colgajo de uvas, Bunch of grapes
hung up to be preserved for the winter.

COLGANTE, a. Hanging, pending.
COLOUR, ra. 1. To hang up, to suspend in the

air. 2. To adorn with tapestry or hangings.
3. To hang or kill by suspending by the neck.

vri. 1. To hang from, to be suspended. 2.

(Ant.) To be in a state of dependence. Col-

gar d uno, (Met.) To compliment one on his

birth-day, or his patron saint's day, by sus-

pending some present at his neck.

COUA 6 COLIAS, s. A small fish, resembling a

pilchard.

COLIBRE, sm. (Orn.) Colibus, a beautiful small

American bird, like the humming bird. Tro-
chilus L.

COLICA, sf. Colic, a painful spasm in the sto-

mach or bowels.

COI,ICA?JO, NA, a. Having grey hair in the tail ;

applied to horses or other animals.
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COLICO 6 DOLOR COLICO, sm. Colic, disease of
the intestines.

COLIDIR, va. To collide, to dash or knock toore-

ther.

CoLiFLOR,sw.(Bot.) Colliflower, or cauliflower
;

a kind of white-flowered cabbage. Brassica
oleracea L.

COLIGACION, sf. I. Colligation, the binding of

things close together. 2. Connexion of one

thing with another.

COLIGADO, D A, pp. United or joined together.
a. Agreed and associated for some purpose.

CoLiGADtJRA, sf. Combining or connecting of
one thing with another.

COLIGAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Coligadura.
COLIGANCIA, sf. Connexion, relation, corre-

spondence of one thing with another.

COLIGARSE, vr. To be united for some purpose.
COLILLA,S/. 1. A small tail. 2. Train of a gown.
COLINA, sf. 1. Hill, a small height or eminence.

2. Seed of cabbage. 3. V. Colino.

COLINO, sm. Small cabbage not transplanted.

CoLiQUACidN, sf Colliquation, the act of melt-

ing or dissolving.
COLIQ.UAR, va. To melt, to dissolve. vr. To
become liquid, to be in fusion.

COLIQUECER, ra. (Ant.) To fuse or melt.

COLIRIO, sm. Collyrium, a wash for the eyes.

COLISEO, sm. Opera-house, theatre, playhouse,
or stage, upon which dramatic compositions
are performed.

COLISION, sf. Collision, the act of striking two
bodies together.

COLITEA, sf. (Bot.) Judas tree.

CoLiTicirJTE, sm. One who carries on a law-

suit against another.

COLITORTO, sm. Hypocrite, a dissembler in mo-

rality or religion.

COLLA, sf. (Ant.) Collet, apiece of ancient ar-

mour for the defence of the neck.

COIXACION, sf. V. Colacion.

COLL^DA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cuello y Collado.

COLLA^DO, sm. Hill, a small eminence.

COLLAR, sm. 1. Necklace, an ornamental string
of beads or precious stones, worn by women
on their neck. 2. (Ant.) Collar, a part of the

garment worn about the neck. 3. Collar de

un estay, (Naut.) Collar of a stay.

COLLAREJO, sm. A small collar or chain.

COLLARICO Y COLLARITO, sm. A small chain.

COLLARIN, sm. 1. A black collar, edged with

white, worn by the Roman catholic clergy.
V. Alzacuello. 2. Collar, an ornament put
round the neck of a coat.

COLL ARfNo,sm. (Arq.) Ring or list at thetopand
bottom of the shaft of a column. V. Jlslnt^dio.

CoM,Azo,.sm.l,Ploughman, who tills the ground
for his master, and for which he gets some
small tenement or ground to till for himself.

2. Tenant assigned to the lord of the manor
with the lands he cultivates, and for which
he pays him a certain rent. 3. (Ant.) Foster-

brother. Colldzos, Poles on which barilla-

plants are carried to the pit to be burnt.

COLLEJA, sf. (Bot.) Lamb's-lettuce, or corn-

salad. Cucubalus behen L. Collrjus, Little

glands which grow on a sheep's neck.

COLLER, va. (Ant.) V. Coger.

COLLERA, sf. 1. Collar, breast-harness made of
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leather, and stuffed with hair or straw, for

draught cattle. 2. Number of malefactors,
chained together, who are going to be trans-

ported. 3. Number of breeding mares used to

thresh corn. V. Cobra.

LLETA, sf. (Bot.) A small kind of cabbage.
LLETE,- sm. (Ant.) An iron ring, through
which the pintle of a

gun-carriage passes.

COLLON, a. Dastardly, cowardly, faint-hearted.

COLLONERIA, sf. I. Cowardice, habitual timidi-

ty, want of courage. 2. Nonsense, unmeaning
language.

COLMADAMENTE, ad. Abundantly, plentifully.

COLMADO, DA, a. Filled, heaped.
COLMAD^RA, sf. (Ant.) V. Colmo."
)LMAR, va. 1. To heap up, to fill a vessel up to

the brim. 2. (Met.) To confer great favours.

,S/. Bee-hive, the case or box in which
bees are kept. Tener la casa como una col-

mena, To have one's house well stocked or

stored with provisions.

COLMENAR, sm. Apiary, the place where bees

are kept, or bee-hives stand.

LMENERO, sm. 1. Bee-keeper, bee-rnaster. 2.

(Ant.) Apiary. Oso colmenero, A bear who
eats bees.

COLMENILLA, sf. Kind of mushroom.

COLMILLAZO, sm. 1. Grinder or back tooth. 2.

Wound made by a grinder.

CoLMiLLEJO,s?re.A small grinder or back tooth.

COLMILLO, sm. Grinder or back tooth. Colmillos

de javali, Tusks of a wild boar. Mostrar col-

millos, (Met.) To show spirit and resolution.

Tener colmMos, (Met.) To be quick-sighted,
and not easily imposed upon.

CoLMiLLtiDo, DA, 0. 1. Having grinders, fangs
or tusks, applied to persons and animals. 2.

Sagacious, quick-sighted, not easily imposed
upon.

COLMO, sm. 1. Heap, that which exceeds or gets
over the brim of a vessel. 2. Complement,
completion. Ella llegu al colmo dc sus deseos,
She attained the summit of her wishes. JVo

llegard a colmo, It will not come to perfec-
tion. A 1

colmo, Abundantly, plentifully.

COLMO, MA, a. V. Colmado.

COLO, sm. (let.) Chub, pollard.
Cdu>,5i. Colon, the largest and widest of all

the intestines.

Cor,ACAci6xjS/M.Employ oremployment,place,
office. 2. Arrangement ofthe different parts of
a building, speech, &c. or other things, con-

sisting ofvarious parts. 3. Position, situation.

COLOCAR, va. 1 . To arrange, to put in due place
or order. 2. (Met.) To provide one with a

place or employment.
COLOCASIA, sf. (Bot.) The Egyptian bean
Arurn colocasia L.

COLOCUTOR, sm. He who holds a colloquial in>

tercourse with another.

COLO"DRA, sf. 1. Milk-pail, a vessel into which
cows or goats are milked. 2.A wooden can with
which wine is measured and retailed. 3. A
wooden can with a handle, used for drinking :

horn with a cork bottom, used as a tumbler.
Ser una colodra, To be a toper, or tippler. 4.

^
(Burg.) Portable grind-stone used by mowers.

C'OLODRAZGO, sm. Tax or excise laid on wine
which is sold in small quantities.

COLODRILLO,' sm. Occiput, hind part ofthe head.

COLODRO, sm. 1. (Ant.) A wooden shoe. 2.

(Arag.) Wine-measure.

COLOFONIA, sm. Colophony, a kind of rosin.

COLOMBRONO, sm. Namesake, one who has the

same name with another.

COLON, sm. 1. A point (:) used to mark a pause,

greater than that of a comma, and less than

that of a period. Colon imperfecto, Semico-
lon (;) 2. Intestino colon, Colon, the greatest
and widest of the intestines. 3. (Ant.) V.

Calico y Colono.

COI.ONIA, sf. 1. Colony, a body of people sent

from the mother country to inhabit some dis-

tant place. 2. The country planted ;
a planta-

tion. 3. Silk ribbon two fingers wide. Media

colonia, Silk ribbon one finger wide.

COLONIAL, a. Colonial, relating to a colony.

COLONO, sm. 1. Inhabitant of a colony, planter,
colonist. 2. Labourer, who cultivates apiece
of ground and lives on it.

CoLONo,sm.(Ast.) Load ofwood which a person
carries on his back.

COLOQUINTIDA, sf. (Bot.) CoLoojuiNTiDA, bitter

apple or gourd. Cucumis colocynthis L.

COLOQUIO, sm. Colloquy, conversation, talk.

COLOR, sm. \. The appearance of bodies to the

eye ; colour, hue, dye. 2. Rouge, a paint with

which ladies colour their cheeks and lips. 3.

(Met.) Pretext, pretence ;
false show or ap-

pearance. Color llc.no 6 cargado, A deep
colour. Color vivo, A bright colour. Color

muerto 6 quebrado, A wan or faded colour.

Color de ayre, A light delicate colour. Color

de rosa batida, A mixed rose colour, having
the warp of a rose colour and the weft white.

Mudar de colores, (Met.) To change colour.

Sacarle los colores a una persona, (Met.) To
make a person blush. Colores, (Pint.) Mix-
ture of paint. So color, 6 a color, On pre-

tence, under pretext.

COLORA, sf. (Ant.) V. Colera.

COLORACION, sf. 1. Colouring; the act of lay-

ing on colours. 2. Blush ; the colour raised

on the cheek. 3. Pretence, pretext.

COLORADAMENTE, ad. Speciously, under pre-
text.

COLORADO, DA, a. 1. Ruddy, of a blood-red or

scarlet colour. 2. Coloured, specious, Poncrse

Colorado, To blush with shame. Poner a a/-

guno Colorado, To put one to the blush. A 1

Dios con la colorada, Farewell ; God be with

you ; used cheerfully.

COLORAMIENTO, sm. V. Encendimiento.

COLORAR, va. 1. To dye, to colour, or lay on
colours. 2. To make plausible. vn. To blush

with shame. vr. (Ant.) To be ashamed.

COLORATIVO, VA, a. Colorific, having the power
of producing colour.

COLOREAR, va. To colour, to make plausible, to

palliate, to excuse. vn: To redden, to grow
red.

COLORIDO, sm. 1. Colouring, the result of the

various colours in a painting. 2. Pretext, pre-
tence.

COLOR! N, sm. 1. (Orn.) Linnet, a small singing
bird. Fringilla linota L. 2. Bright, vivid en-

lour. Esta mugcr gusta de colorincs, Thi>
woman likes showy colours.
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COLOR!R, va. 1 . To colour, to mark with some
hue or dye. 2. V.

Colprear.
CoLORisTA, 577i. Colourist, a painter who excels

in colouring his
designs.

Buen 6 mal coloris-

ta, A good or bad colourist.

COLOSAL, a. COLOSSAL, colossean, giant-like.

COLOSO, sm. Colosse or Colossus, a statue of
enormous magnitude.

COLOSTRO, sm. Colostrum. V. Colostra.

COLPA, sf. A whitish sort of copperas.

COLPAR, Da. V. Herir.

COL-PEZ, sm. Isinglass.

COLPE, sm. V. Golpe.
COLUDIR, va. I. To collude. 2. (Ant.) To collide.

COLUMBINO, NA, a. Dove-like, innocent, candid.

COLUMBRAR, va. 1. To discern at a distance, to

see far off. 2. (Met.) To pursue or trace a

thing by conjectures.
COLUMELARES, sm.pl. Incisors. V. Cortadores.

COLUMNA, sf. V. Coluna,

COLUMNARIO, RIA, a. Columnar ; applied to the

money coined in South America, with the

impressions of 2 columns.

COLUMNATA, sf. Colonnade.

COLUMPIAR, va. To swing to and fro a person
sitting on a rope or cord, by way of diversion.

vr. 1. To fly forward and backward on a

rope; to swing. 2. (Met.) To waddle, to shake
in walking from side to side.

COLUMPIO, sm. Swing, a rope suspended or

fastened with both ends, on which a person
swings himself.

COLUNA 6 COLUMNA, sf. 1. Column, a round

pillar made to support and adorn a building,
and composed of a base, a shaft, and a capital.
Columna atica, compuesta, corintia, dorica,

jdnica, &c. Attic, Composite, Corinthian, Do-

ric, Ionic, &c. column. 2. Column of air, a

quantity of air at a certain height, and of the

thickness of the tube through which it passes.
3. Coluna fosforica, Light-house, built on a

rock for the safety of navigators. Coluna

kueca, A hollow column, in which is a spiral

staircase, for the purpose of ascending to the

top. Coluna miltar 6 miliaria, A mile co-

lumn, or mile stone. 4. (Met.) Supporter or

maintainer. La justicia, paz, y religion, son
la cotuna del estado, Justice, peace, and reli-

gion, are the supporters of the state. 5. A
long file or row of troops. 6. Half a page,
when it is divided into two equal parts, by a

line passing down the middle.

COLUNIC A, LLA, Y TA, sf. A small column.

COLUKION, sm. (Orn.) Lesser butcher-bird,
flusher. Lanius collurio L.

CoLtfuos, sm. pi. Colures ; two great circles

supposed to pass through the poles of the

earth, and to divide the ecliptic into four

equal parts.

COLUSIOX, sf. 1. Collusion, a deceitful agree-
ment or compact, with a view to defraud. 2.

Shock, collision. [Brassica arvensis L.

COI.ZAL, sf. Colewort-seed ;
the seed of the

COMA, sf. 1. Comma, a point (,) serving to di-

vide the shortest member ofa period. 2. Each
one of the parts into which a tone is divided.

3. (Ant.) Hair. Sin faltar una coma, 6 sin

faltar punto ni coma, Without a tittle being
wanting in the account or narrative.
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COMADRE, sf. 1. Midwife, a woman who assists

women in child-birth. 2. Godmother. 3. A
gossiping neighbour. Jueves de comadres,
Gossips' Thursday, the last Thursday before
Shrove Tuesday.

COMADREJA, sf. Weasel. Mustela vulgaris L.

Comadrdja marina. Weasel-blenny (let.)
Blennius mustelaris L.

COMADRERO, RA, a. Running about gossiping
from house to house.

COMADRON, sm. Man-midwife, a surgeon who
assists a woman in child-birth. [onto.

COMANDAMIENTO, sm. V. Mando y Mandami-
COMANDANCIA, sf. 1. Command, the office of a
commander. 2. The province or district of a

commander. Comanddncia mililar, A mili-

tary command.
COMAND!NTE, sm. Commander, he that has the

supreme authority ; a chief. Comandante

general, A commander in chief of a king-
dom, province, fleet, &c.

COMANDAR, va. 1. To command, to govern. 2.

(Ant.) To commend, to recommend.
COMAN no, sm. Command. V. Mando.

COMARCA, sf. 1. Territory, district. 2. Border,

boundary, limit. En comarca, Near.

COMARCANO, NA, a. Neighbouring, near, bor-

dering upon.
COMARCAR, va. To plant trees in a straight line,

so as to form walks on all sides. vn. To bor-

der, to confine upon ;
to be on the borders.

COMAYA, sf. 1. A large basket, a pannier. 2.

(Orn.) The white owl, or barn-owl. Strix

flammea L. V. Zumaya.
COMBA, sf. Curvature or inflexion of timber

when warped, or iron when bent. Hacer

comlas, To bend and twist the body from one

side to the other.

COMBADURA, sf. V. Bdveda.

COMBALACHARSE, TOT. To bend one's self into a

round ball.

COMBAR, va. To bend, to make crooked. vr.

To warp, to become crooked.

COMBATE, sm. 1. Combat, conflict, engage-
ment. 2. Agitation of the mind, [ble.

COMBATIBLE, a. Fit to be combated ; expugna-
COMBATIDOR, sm. Combatant, champion, anta-

gonist.
COMBATIENTE, sm. Combatant, a fighting

soldier of an army.
COMBATIR, vn. To combat, to fight. va. 1. To

attack, to invade. 2. To contradict, to im-

pugn another's opinion. 3. (Met.) To agitate
the mind, to rouse the passions. Combatir
a la retreta, (Naut.) To keep up a running

fight.

COMBENEFICIADOS, sm. pi. Prebendaries of the

same church.

COMBES, sm. (Naut.) Waist of a ship ;
that is,

the part contained between the quarter-deck
and forecastle.

Co MB INA BLE, a. That which may be combined.

COMBIXACION, sf. I. Combination, the act of

uniting or combining. 2. Aggregate of seve-

ral words which begin with the same sylla-

ble.

COMBINADO, DA, a. Combined, united.

COMBINAR, vn. 1 . To combine, to join, to unite.

2. To compare
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, niA, a. Combining, uniting ;

applied to the act of combination.

COMBLEZA, sf. (Ant.) A mistress kept by a

married man.

COMBLEZADO, a. Applied to a married man
whose wife lives in adultery with another.

COMBLEZO, sm. (Ant.) He who lives in adulte-

ry with another man's wife.

COMBO, BA, a. Bent, crooked, warped.
COMBO, sm. Stand or frame for casks.

COMBOV, sm. Convoy, escort. V. Convoy.
CoMBusrfBLE,. y s. Combustible, susceptible

of fire, that which may be easily burnt.

COMBUSTION, sf. Combustion, burning ; con-

sumption by fire.

COMBUSTO, TA, a. Burnt. V. Mrasado.

COMEDERO, sm. 1. Dining-room. 2. A feeding

trough for fowls and other beasts. 3. V. Cor-

nedor.

COMEDERO, RA, a. Eatable.

COMEDIA, sf. Comedy, a dramatic composition.
Es una comedia, It is a complete farce ; ap-

plied to ridiculous speeches or actions.

COMEDIANTE, TA, s. Player, actor or actress ;

one whose profession is to act on a stage.
Comediantes de la legua, Strolling players.

COMEDIAR, va. 1. To divide into equal shares.

2. To regulate, to direct.

COMEDICION, sf. (Ant.) V. Pensamiento.

COMEDICO, CA, a. Comical. V. C6mico. [civilly.

COMEDIDAMENTE, rf. Gently, courteously,
CoMEofoo, D\,a. Civil, polite, getitle, courteous.

CoMEDiMiENTO,5m.Civility,politeness,urbanity.
COMEDIO, sm. 1. Middle of a kingdom or place.

2. Intermediate time between epochs.
COMEDIR, va. 1. To think, to meditate. 2. (Ant.)
To commit, to charge, to intrust. vr. To
govern one's self, to regulate one's conduct,
to be civil.

COMEDOR, RA, 5. 1. Eater ; commonly applied to

persons who devour much meat. 2. Dining-
room.

COMEJEU, s. Kind of moth, or winged insect,
that eats clothes and hangings ;

also a sort of

wood-louse, which pierces pipe-staves, [blc.

COMENDABLE, a. Commendable. V. Recomenda-

COMESDADOR, sm. 1. Knight of a military order

who holds a commandery. 2. Prelate or pre-
fect of some religious houses.

COMENDADORA, sf. The superior of a nunnery
of a military order, and also of some other

nunneries.

COME'NDAMIENTO, 5m. (Ant.) V. Encomicnda y
Mandamiento.

COMENDAR, va. V. Recom.cnddr .

COMENDATARIO, sm. A secular clergyman of
the Roman catholic profession, who enjoys a
benefice belonging to some military order.

COMENDATICIA O CARTA COMENDATICIA, sf. In-

troductory letter, recommendation.

COMENDATICIO, CIA, a. Recommendatory letter

given by a prelate.

COMENDATORIO,RIA, a. Relating or belonging to

letters of introduction or recommendation.

COMENDERO, 5TO. He who enjoys a benefice in

a place, on condition of his swearing alle-

giance to the King of Spain.
CUMENTADOR, sm. 1. Commentator, expositor,

ar.notator. 2. (Ant.) Inventor. V. Inventor.
'

COMENTAR, va. To comment, to write notes or

strictures, to explain, to expound.
COMENTARIO, sm. Commentary ;

a narrative in

a familiar manner.

COMENTO, sm. Comment, exposition or expla-
nation of some writing or circumstance.

COMENTUAL, a. Relating to a comment.

COMENZADOR, 5m. One who commences or

makes a beginning of any thing.

COMENZAMIENTO, 5m. (Ant.) V. Principio.

COMENZ.NTE, pa. Beginning ; beginner.

COMEN/AR, vn. To commence, to begin.

COMER, va. 1. To eat, to chew or swallow any
thing. 2. To be in possession of or enjoy an in-

come. Fulano come trcs mil libras esterUnas
de renta, He has or spends three thousand a

year. 3. To run through a fortune. 4. To have
an itching all over the body. 5. To suppress
some letter or syllable in the pronunciation of

words. G. (Met.) To corrode, to consume. El
orin come elhierro, The rust corrodes the iron.

7. To take a man, in the game ofchess. Comer
6, dos carillos, To enjoy two places or bene-

fices at the same time : To trim, to please two

persons of opposite principles. Comer dcmo-

gollon,To live at other people's expense. Co-

mersc la risa, To refrain from laughing. Co-

merse los codos de hambre, (Met.) To bo

starved with hunger. Comersc unos a otros,

(Met.) To be constantly at drawn dagger?.
Tener quc comer, To have a competency or

decent fortune to live upon. Ganar de comer
,

To earn a livelihood. Comer pan con corte-

za, (Met.) To be independent; to have a

sufficiency without others. Comer con vn

sabanon, To eat excessively.

COMER, sm. (Ant.) V. Comida.

COMERCIABLE, a. 1. Merchantable, marketable.

2. Sociable, social, ready to mix in friendly

gaiety.

COMERCIAL, a. (Ant.) Commercial ; sociable.

COMERCIANTE, 5m. Merchant, one who traffics

to remote countries.

COMERCIX.R, va. 1. To trade, to carry on trada

and commerce. 2. (Met.) To have inter-

course ; applied to persons and places.

COMERCIO, 5?7i. 1. Trade, commerce, traffic. 2.

Communication, intercourse. 3. An unlawful
connexion between the sexes. 4. Body or com-

pany of merchants. El comcrcio dc Indias,
The India company. 5. Exchange, or public

place in large towns. G. A kind of game at

cards.

COMEST|BLE, a. Eatable. It is commonly used
as a substantive, and in the plural, and im-

plies all sorts of provisions and food.

COMETA, sf. 1. Comet, a heavenly body in the

planetary region, appearing suddenly, and

again disappearing. 2. Kite, a plaything for

boys. 3. Kind of game at cards.

COMETARIO, 5m. A machine, exhibiting the re-

volutions round the sun, a cometarium.

COMETEDOR, 5m. 1. Offender, a person guilty of

a crime. 2. Assaulter, one who violently as-

saults another. V. rfcometedor.

COMETER,.!.TO commit, to charge, to intrust.

2. (Ant.) To undertake, to attempt. 3. (Ant.)
To attack, to assault. 4. To commit some
criminal act or error. 5. (Gram.) To us*
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tropes and figures. vr. 1. To expose one's

self. 2. To take something to one's charge.
COMEZON, sm. 1. Itching in the body. 2. (Met.)
A longing desire. [tor or player-like.

COMICAMENTE, ad. In a comical manner ;
ac-

COMICIOS, sm. pi. Roman committees or assem-
blies for business.

COMICO, CA,O. Comic, relating or pertaining to

the stage or theatre.

COMICO, CA, s. 1. Player, actor, or actress. V.

Comediante. 2. (Ant.) A writer of comedies.

COMIDA, sf. 1. Eating, food, dressed victuals. 2.

Dinner, the chief meal, generally eaten about
the middle of the day. Hacer una buena co-

mida, To make a good meal.

CoMiufLLA, sf. 1. A slight repast. 2. Peculiar

pleasure or delight, afforded by something
which strikes our fancy.

COMIDO, DA, a. Satiate, full to satiety. Comido

por servido, Meat for work ; signifying the

little value of any employ.
COMIENZAR, vn. V. Comenzar.

COMIENZO, sm. (Ant.) Origin, beginning, initia-

tion. A1 6 de comienzo, From the beginning.
COMILITON, sm. Parasite, sponger, who goes

about feasting at other people's expense.
COMILITONA 6 COMILONA, sf. A splendid and

plentiful repast.

COMILON, NA, s. A great eater, a glutton, one
who indulges too much in eating.

COMINERO, a. y s. Miserable, niggard, miser.

COMING, sm. (Bot.) Cumin. CurninumL. Comi-

nos, Cumin seed. No vale 6 no monta un co-

mino, It is not worth a' rush. Partir el comi-

no, To split a hair, to be niggardly. Putas,
dados, y cominos de odre matan al hombre

(Prov.) Whoring, gambling, and drinking,
kill men. [to confiscate.

COMISAR, va. To declare a thing confiscated,
COMISARIA Y COMISARIATO, s. Office or em-

ployment of a commissary.
CoMisiRio, sm. Commissary, delegate, deputy.

Comisario de entradas, In hospitals, the per-
son charged with taking an account of the

patients which enter. Comisarios de la inqui-

sition, Commissaries of the Inquisition, in-

quisitors delegated to the different towns in

the kingdom.
COMISION, sf. 1. Trust, commission, a warrant

by which any trust is held. 2. Act of commit-

ting a crime. Pccado de comision, A sin of
commission

;
a speech or act contrary to

divine law. 3. Commission, number of per-
sons appointed to a particular business.

COMISIONADO, DA, a. Commissioned, deputed,
empowered to transact some business.

COMISIONAR, va. To commission, to depute, to

empower, to appoint.

COMISIONISTA, sm. Commissioner, who has re-

ceived a commission or power to transact

some business.

COMISO, sm. Confiscation of prohibited goods.
COMISTION, sf. V. Conmistion.

COMISTRAJO, sm. Hodge-podge, a medley of

eatables, jumbled together in a strange or

extravagant way.
COMISIJRA, sf. (Anat.) Commissure, joint ;

th<

place whereon one part is joined to another

COMITE, sm. Count. V. Conde.
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, sf. Suite, retinue.

OMITRE, sm. (Naut.) Boatswain on
OMIZA, sf. (let.) A river-fish, a kind of sur-
mullet.

^OMMUTAR, (Ant.) V. Conmutar.

C6jwo, ad. 1. How, in what manner, to what de-

gree. & Como estamosde cosecha ? How is the
harvest ? 2. As, in a sense of comparison, e.g.
Esfuerte como un Icon, He is as strong as a
lion. 3. Why. $Como no has venido maspres-
to ? Why did you not come sooner ? 4. In
such a manner. Hago como tu haces, I do as

you do. 5. In what manner. Diga vd. como
hemos llegado, Please to relate in what con-
dition we arrived. 6. If. Como ello sea bueno,
If it be good. Dar como, 6 dar un como. To
play a trick, to joke. Como asi me lo quiero,
As easy as I could wish.

UOMODA, sf. Press, a wooden case for clothes
;

a chest of drawers in which clothes are kept.

^OMODABLE, a. That which can be lent or bor-

rowed.

COMODAMENTE, ad. Conveniently, in a conveni-

ent or commodious manner.

UOMODATARIO, sm. 1. Borrower, one who bor-

rows or takes something from another upon
credit. 2. Pawnbroker.

OMODATO, sm. Loan, any thing lent to another
on condition of returning it at a certain time.

OMODIDA^D, sf. 1. Ease, freedom from want. 2.

Convenience. 3. Profit, interest, advantage.
OMODO, sm. Utility, profit, convenience.

DOMODO, DA, a. Convenient, commodious, suita-

ble.

COMO Q.UIERA, ad. However, notwithstanding,
nevertheless, yet. Used with the negative no.

^MO QUIERA ftUE, ad. Notwithstanding that,

although, yet. [ther.

COMOR!R, vn. (Ant.) To cohabit, to live toge-

CoMpAcxo, TA, a. Compact, close, dense.

COMPADECERSE, vr. 1. To be compassionate, to

have a fellow feeling for the afflictions of

others. In ou active sense ; Compadezco a

fulano, I commiserate his distress
;

I feel for

him. 2. To agree with each other.

COMPADRAR, vn. To become a godfather, to

contract a spiritual affinity.

OMPADRAZGO, sm. Connexion or affinity con-

tracted by a godfather with the parents of a

child for which he stands sponsor.

COMPADRE, sm. 1. Godfather ; a sponsor at the

font. 2. Protector, benefactor. 3. Friend
;.

used in Andalusia when casually addressing a

person. Juevcs de compadres, The last Thurs-

day before Shrove Tuesday. [godfathers.

COMPADREUIA,S/. Friendly intercourse between

COMPAGE, sf. Compages, a system of many
parts united. [structure.

COMPAGINACION, sf. Compagination, (
Uniou,

COMPAGINADOR, sm. One who joins, unites, or

couples.
COMPAGINAR, va. To join, to unite, to couple.

COMPAGO, sm. (Ant.) Portico of a church door.

COMPANIERO, RA, s. V. Companero.
COMPANA, sf. 1. Out-house, office. 2. (Ant.)

Company of soldiers. 3. (Ant.) Family.

COMPANERIA, sf. V. Mancebia.

COMPANERO, RA, s. 1. Companion, one with

whom a person frequently converses. 2. Com-
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panero de quarto, Chamber-fellow ; one who

sleeps in the same room with another. 3.

Comrade, colleague. 4. Partner, associate.

5. One who shares the lot and fortune of

another. 6. One thing suited to another. Buen
barco companero, (Naut.) A ship that does

not part company with the convoy.
COMPANIA, sf. 1. Company or society of persons

united for some common design. 2. Company
of persons united in a joint trade or partner-

ship. 3. A body of soldiers under the command
of a captain. 4. Number of players united to

represent pieces on the stage. Compania dela

legua,A strolling company ofplayers. 5. Com-

pany, conversation of a companion. 6. (Ant.)

Family, confederacy. Compania de Jesus,
Order ofJesuits founded by Ignatius de Loyo-
la, in 1540, suppressed by Pope Clement 14,

1773, and revived by Pius 7, 1815.

COMPANO 6 COMPANON, (Ant.) V. Cowipancro.

COMPANON, sm. Testicle. V. Testiculo

COMPANUELA, sf. (Ant.) A small family.

COMPARABLE, a. Comparable, worthy to be

compared.
COMPARACION, sf. Comparison, the act of com-

paring one thing with another.

COMPARA^NZA, sf. (Bax.) V. Comparacion.
COMPARER, va. To compare, to estimate the

relative value or quality of things.

COMPAUAT/VAMENTE, ad. Comparatively.
CoMPARATivo,VA,a. 1. Comparative, estimated

by comparison, or having the power of com-

paring. 2. The comparative degree, in gram-
mar, expresses more of any quality in one

thing than another.

COMPARECENCIA,S/. Appearance before a judge
in obedience to a summons.

COMPARECER, vji. To appear before a judge.
COMPARENDO, sm. Summons, a call of authori-

ty, admonition to appear.
COMPARICION, sf. (For.) Appearance.
COMPX.RSA, sf. Retinue of great personages re-

presented on the stage.

CosiplRTE, s. (For.) Joint party or accomplice
in a civil or criminal cause.

COMPARTIMENTO Y CoMPARTIMIENTO, Snt. 1.

Compartment, the division of a whole into

proportionate parts. 2. Inclosure. Compar-
timiento interior de un navio, Accommoda-
tions on board a ship.

COMPARTIR, va. 1. To divide into equal parts. 2.

(Pint.) To arrange or dispose the different

parts of a painting.
CoMpAs,sm. 1. Pair of compasses, a mathemati-

cal instrument having two arms, with which
circles are drawn. 2. Compas de calibre 6 de

puntas curras, Callipers or compasses with
bowed or arched limbs, to take the diameter of
convex or concave bodies. Compds de propor-
tion, Proportional compasses. V .Pant.ometra.
3. Compas de reloxero, Clock-maker's com-
pass. 4. Compos de azimuth, Azimuth com-
pass. S.Power of the voice to express the notes
of music. 6. Tims in music. Echar el compos,
To beat time. Jl

1

compds, In right musical
time. 7. (Met.) Rule of life, principle to be go-

1 by, pattern. Echar el compds, (Met.)
To direct, to regulate, to govern. Salir de corn-

pas, (Met.) To act without rule or measure.

8. Compds de muelle, Spring compass. 0.

Compds de mar, Mariner's compass. V.
Bruxula y Bitdcora. 10. Compds vnixto,

(Esgr.) Mixed movement partly direct and

partly curved
;
a feint. Compds trepidante,

(Esgr.) Motion or movement in a right line.

COMPASADAMEXTE, tid. By rule and measure.

COMPASA\R, va. 1. To measure with a rule and

compass. 2. (Met.) To regulate things so that

there may be neither too much nor too little,

3. (Mus.) To divide a musical composition
into equal parts. 4. Compasar una carta de

marcar, (Naut.) To prick the chart ; that is,

to trace the course of a ship on a chart by the

help of a scale and compass.
COMPASIBLE, a. 1. Lamentable, deserving pity,

worthy of compassion. 2. Compassionate.
COMPASLLO, sm. Quick musical time.

COMPASION, sf. Compassion, pity.

COMPASIVO, VA, a. Compassionate, merciful r

tender-hearted.

COMPATERNIDA' D, sf. V. Compadrazgo.
COMPATIA, sf. Sympathy, fellow-feeling.

COMPATIBILIDX.D, sf. Compatibility, the power
of co-existing with something else.

COMPATIBLE, a. Compatible, suitable to, fit for r

consistent with.

COMPATRIOTA, s. Countryman or woman, one
born in the same country.

COMPATRIOTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Campatriota.
COMPATRON, NA, s. Fellow-guardian, fellow-

patron or patroness, joint guardian.
COMPATRON!TO, sm. Patronage ;

the right of

conferring a benefice. [tron.

COMPATRONO, sm. Joint guardian. V. Compa-
COMPELER Y COMPELIR, va. 1. To compel, to

force to some act, to constrain. 2. To extort.

COMPENDIADOR, sm. Epitoniizer, abridger ;
one

who abridges a work.

COMPENDIAR, va. To epitomize, to shorten, to

abridge. [briefly.

COMPENDIARIAMENTE, ad. Compendiously,
COMPENDIO, sm. Compendium, epitome, abridg-

ment.

COMPENDIOSAMENTE, ad. Briefly, in a concise

manner. [dious.

COMPESDIOSO, SA, a. Brief, abridged, compen-
CoMPENDrz^R, va. V. Compendiar.
CoMPENslpLE, a. Compensable, that which

may or ought to be recompensed.
COMPENSACION, sf. Compensation, recompense,

equivalent.
CoMPENSAR,#fl. To compensate, to recompense,

to counterbalance, to countervail. Los mala*

anossecompensanconlos buenos, Good years
make amends for bad ones. vn. To enjoy an

equivalent for any loss or injury.

COMPENZX.R, va. To commence, to begin.

COMPETENCIA, sf. I. Competition, rivalry, con-

test, claim of more than one to one thing. 2.

Competence ;
the power or competency of a

court or judge. Ji 1

compet&ncia, Contcntious-

ly, with strife and contest.

COMPETENTE, a. Competent, sun*lcient,lRt for,

consistent with, applicable to ; adequate.

COMPETENTEMENTE, ad. In a competent man-
ner, [claim to something. V. Competir.

ICoMpETER, vn. To be one's duo, to have a fair

I CoMPETici<$N,5f. Competition. V. Competencia.
199
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CoMPl!TiD6R,B.A,s. Competitor, rival, opponent.
COMPETIR, vn. 1. To stand in competition, to ri-

val. 2. To be on a level or upon a par with
another.

COMPIAD^RSE, vr. V. Compadecerse.
COMPILACION, sf. Compilation, collection from

various authors ; mass of things heaped to-

gether.
COMPILER, va. To compile, to draw up from

various authors. [dant.

COMPINCHE, s. Bosom-friend, comrade, confi-

COMPLACENCIA, sf. Pleasure, satisfaction, gra-
tification arising from a thing.

COMPLACER, va. To please another by agree-

ing to what may be agreeable to him. vr.

To be pleased with or take delight in a thing.

COMTLACIENTE, a. Pleasing, one who pleases.

COMPLANAR, va: (Ant.) V. Adarar.

CoMPLANiR,fl.Toweep ;
to be* compassionate.

COMPLEMENTO, sm. Complement, perfection,

accomplishment. Complemento de, laderrota,

(Naht.) Complement of the course innaviga*
tion, that is, the number, of points which the

course wants to be equal to 90 degrees, or 8

points, which compose a quarter of the com-

pass.

COMPLETAMENTE, ad. Completely, perfectly.

COMPLETAR, va. To complete, to render per-

fect, to finish.

COMPLETAS, sf. pi. Compline, the last of the

canonical hours or evening prayers ;
the last

act of worship at night. [ly.

COMPLETIVAMENTE, ad. Absolutely, complete-
COMPLETO, TA, a. Complete, perfect, finished,

concluded. [the body.
COMPLEXION, sf. Complexion, temperature of

COMPLEXIONADO, DA, a. Bicn 6 mat complexio-
nado. Of a good or bad complexion.

CoMPLExioxAL, a. Complexional.
CO.MFI.EXO, sm. Complex, meeting or union of

several things.

COMPLEXO, a. (Anat.) Applied to one of the

muscles of the head.

COMPMCACION, sf. Complication; the coinci-

dence or meeting of two things contrary to

each other.

Co M r LIC AU, va. To complicate, tojumble things
together which are contrary to each other.

COMPLICE, s. Accomplice, co-operator, asso-

ciate
; usually in an ill sense.

COMPLICIDAD, sf. The condition or state of

being an accomplice.
COMPLIDURA, sf. (Ant.) Convenient or corre-

spondent quality or measure.

COMPLIMIENTO, sin. 1. Supply of provisions for

a journey. 2. V. Fin.

COMPLIR, va. (Ant.) V. Cumplir.
COMPLISION, sf. V. Complexion.
COMPONEDOR, RA, s. 1. Composer, writer, au-

thor. 2. Arbitrator. 3. (Impr.) Compositor.
COMPONENDA, sf. Amount of fees paid in the

papal chancery at Rome for such bulls and
licenses as have no certain tax.

COMPONER, va. 1. To compose, to form a mass
by joining different things together. 2. To
construct, to give existence to. 3. To sum up.
4. To frame, to devise, to invent. 5. To mend,
to repair. 6. To strengthen, to fortify, to re-

store. Esa copa de vino me ha compucsto et \
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estdmago, That glass ofwine has strengthen-
ed my stomach. 7. To furnish, to supply with
furniture. 8. To adjust, to settle, to compose
differences. 9. To ward off a danger. 10. To
compose, to calm, to quiet. 11. To form a
tune from the different musical notes. 12.

To compose or compile a book. 13. To com-

pose or write verses. Fulano compone muy
bien, He writes very good verses. 14. (Impr.)
To compose types or arrange letters. Com-

poner el semblante, To put on a modest or

sedate appearance. Componer tanto de renta,
To have so much a year. vr. To deck out
one's self with clothes, to set off one's self

with dress. [be compounded.
COMPONIBLE, a. Compoundable, that which may
COMPONIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Disposition, order,

distribution. V. Composicion y Compostura.
COMPORTA, sf. A large basket in which grapes

are carried during the vintage.

COMFORTABLE, a. Supportable, tolerable.

COMPORTAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To carry or bring to-

gether. 2. To suffer, to tolerate. m. To be-

have or conduct one's self.

COMPORTE, sm. (Ant.) 1. V. Sufrimiento. 2.

Proceeding, conduct. 3. Air, manner.

COMPORTILLA, sf. A small basket.

COMPOSIBLE, a. V. Componible.
COMPOSICION, sf. 1. Composition, the act ofcom-

posing something. 2. Adjustment, agreement,
compact. 3. A musical composition. 4. A lite-

rary composition. 5. (Impr.) Arrangement of

types or letters. G. Modest or sedate appear-
ance.

COMPOSITOR, 577?. 1. Composer, one who pro-
duces musical compositions. 2. (Impr.) Com-

positor, he that arranges and adjusts the types
in printing.

COMPOSTURA, sf.l. Composition, the composing
of a whole of several parts. 2. Mending or re-

pairing of any thing which is broken. 3.

Cleanliness, neatness of dress. 4.Adjustment,
agreement, compact. 5. Modesty, circum-

spection, sedateness. 6. (Ant.) A musical or

literary composition.
COMPOTA, sf. Conserve of fruit, boiled or stewed
with sugar and water

COMPOTERA,.?/. Vessel in which jams are sorvo.l

up to the table.

COMPRA, sf. I. Purchase. 2. Collection ofneces-

saries bought for the daily use of the house.

Dar compra y vendida.(A.ni.)To permit trade.

COMPRABLE, a. That which may be bought or

purchased.
COMPRADA, sf. V. Compra.
CoMPRAofzo, ZA, a. V. Comprable.
COMPRADO Y COMPRADILLO, sm. Kind of play

in the game of ombre.

COMPRADOR, RA, s. 1. Buyer, purchaser.
2. Ca-

terer, one who buys the daily supply of pro-
visions for a family.

COMPRANTE, a. Buying, one who buys.

COMPRAR, va. To buy, to purchase.

COMPREDA, sf. (Ant.) Purchase. V. Compra.
COMPRF.HENIJADOR, RA, s. One who compre-
hends or understands.

COMPREHENDER, vtt. l.To embrace, to encircle,

to comprehend. 2. To comprise, to include, to

contain 3 To understand, to conceive.
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CoMPREHEfsiBiLiDAD, sf. Capacity of things
to be understood. [ceivable

COMPREHENSIBLE, a. Comprehensible, con^

COMPREHENSION, sf. 1. Comprehension ;
the

capacity or power of the mind to compre-
hend or admit ideas. 2. Act of comprising
or containing.

CoMPREHNsivo,VA,a. 1. Comprehensive, hav-

ing the power to comprehend or understand
2. Comprehensive, having the quality of

comprising much.

COMPREHENSOR, RA, s. 1. (Teol.) The blessed

one who enjoys the presence of God in the

heavenly mansions. 2. One that understands

attains, or embraces a thing.

COMPREMIBLE, a. Compressible.
COMPREMIR, va. V. Comprimir.
COMPRESAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Compendiously.
COMPRESBITERO, sm. A fellow-presbyter or

priest.

COMPRESIBILIDAD, sf. Compressibility.

COMPRESION, sf. 1. Compression ; the act of

pressing together. 2. (Gram.) V. Sintresis.

CoMPRESiVAMENTE,d.Narrowly, contractedly
COMPRESIVO, VA, a. Compressing or reducing to

a smaller compass.
COMPRIMIR, va. 1. To compress, to reduce to a

smaller compass. 2. To repress, to restrain,
to keep in awe. vr. To subdue one's passion.

COMPRISION, sf. (Ant.) V. Complexion.
COMPROBACION, sf. Comprobation ; the act of

proving by the joint testimony of several

witnesses.

COMPROB.ANTE, a. Proving, one who proves.

COMPROBAR, va. 1. To verify, to confirm one

thing by comparing it with another. 2. To
prove, to give evidence.

CoMPROFEsoR,S7M. Colleague, one who exercis-

es the same profession, and at the same time.

COMPROMETER, v(i. 1. To compromise ;
to leave

the decision of a difference or law-suit to a

third person. 2. To render one accountable
or answerable for a thing.

COMPROMETIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) The act of

compromising.
COMPROMISARIO, sm. Arbitrator, umpire ; a re-

feree chosen by compromise.
COMPROMISION, sf. Act of compromising.
CoMpROMfso, sm. 1. Compromise ; a mutual

promise of parties at difference to refer their

controversies to arbitrators. 2. Arbitration
bond. Poner en compromiso, To render a
matter doubtful which is clear of itself.

COMPROTECTOR, sm. A joint protector, one who
protects jointly with another.

COMPROVINCIAL, a. Of the same metropolitan
church

; applied to a suffragan bishop.
COMPTOS, sm. pi. (Navar.) Exchequer board.

COMPUERTA, sf. I. Hatch or half door. 2. Lock
or sluice. 3. Curtain'hung before the door of
an old fashioned coach. 4. Compuerta dr.

marea, (Naut.) Tide-gate, tide-race. 5. A
piece of cloth which formerly bore a knight's
badge. [a regular manner.

COMPUESTAMENTE, ad. Regularly, orderly; in

COMPUESTO, sm. Compound, a mass formed by
the union of many ingredients.

COMPUESTO, TA, a. Orden compucsto, The com-
posite order in architecture.
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COMPULSA, sf. An authentic or attested copy
of some instrument or other writing.

COMPULSAR, ca. 1. (Ant.) To compel, to force.

2. To make an authentic copy or transcript.

COMPULSION, s/'. 1. Compulsion, the act of com-

pelling to something. 2. The state of being
compelled.

COMPULSORIO, RIA, a. 1. Compulsory, having
the power of compelling. 2. Ordering an au-

thentic copy to be made
; applied to the de-

cree of a judge or magistrate.

CoMPUNcioNjS/
1

! Compunction, repentance, con-
trition.

CoMPUNcfRSE, vr. To feel compunction ;
to be

pierced with remorse.

COMPUXGIVO, VA, a. Pricking, stinging, stimu-

lating.

CoMpuKGAcfoN, sf. Compurgation, the act or

practice ofjustifying any man's veracity by
the testimony of another.

COMPURGADOR, sm. Compurgator, one who
bears testimony to the credibility or inno-

cence of another.

COMPURGAR, va. To prove one's veracity or

innocence by the oath of another.

COMPUTACION, sf. Computation ; the manner
of counting or calculating time.

COMPUTAR, va. To compute or estimate by the

number of years or ages.
COMPUTISTA, sm. Computist, accomptant ;

one
skilled in computation or calculation.

COMPUTO, sm. Computation, calculation, ac-

compt.
COMULACION, sf. Cumulation ; the act of heap-

ing together.
COMULGAR, va. To administer the blessed sa-

crament. vn. To receive the sacrament.

COMULGATORIO, sin. Communion-altar, where
the blessed sacrament is administered.

COMUN, a. 1. Common, that which
belongs

to

many. Pastos comunes, Commons, fields

equally used by many persons. 2. Common,
generally received. 3. Vulgar, mean, low ;

of an inferior kind. Por lo comun, In general,

generally.

COMUN, sin. Community, public. En comun,

Conjointly, collectively.
COMUN A, sf. (Mur.) The principal canal of ir-

rigation.
COMUNAL. sm. Commonalty, common people ;

the bulk of mankind.

OMUNALEZA,S/.I. (Ant.) Mediocrity. 2. (Ant.)

Communication, intercourse. 3. (Ant.) Com-
mon.

^OMUNALMENTE Y CoMUNAMENTE, ad. V. Co-

munmente.

OMJJNERO, RA, a. 1. Popular, beloved by the

multitude, pleasing to the people. 2. Fac-

tious, rebellious. 3. Belonging to the sect of

levellers, such as existed in Old Castile un-

der the reign of Charles V.

COMUNERO, sm. 1. A joint holder of a tenure

of lands. 2. Leveller ;
a factious person.

COMUNICABILIDAD, sf. Communicability ; the

quality of being communicated or imparted.

COMUNICABLE, a. I. Communicable, that which

may be communicated. 2. Sociable, affable.

COMUNICACION, sf. 1. Communication, inter-

course. 2. Criminal connexion between per-
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sons of a different sex. 3. Junction or union

of one thing with another.

COMUNICANTE, pa. Communicating; one who
communicates ; a communicant.

COMUNICAR, va. l.To communicate, to impart,
to discover or make known. 2. To treat with
another either by word of mouth or writing.
3. To consult or confer upon a subject. 4.

(Ant.) To take the Lord's Supper. vr. To
be joined, united, or contiguous to each other.

Comunicarse enlre si, To interchange senti-

ments or ideas.

COMUNICATIVO, VA, a. Communicative, inclined

to impart, liberal of knowledge, not selfish. CONCEDENTE, a. Conceding; one who concedes.

COMUNICATORIO, UIA, ffl. That which must be

communicated, notified, or published.

COMUNIDAD, sf. 1. Commonness ; the equal par-

ticipation among many. 2. Commonalty ;
the

i common people ; the bulk of mankind. 3.

Community, corporation. De comunidad.

Conjointly, collectively. 4. A rebellious

crowd, a factious mob. Comunidadcs. Dis-

turbances, commotions.

COMUNION, sf. 1. Communion, fellowship, com-
mon possession. 2. Familiar intercourse. 3.

Communion, the act of receiving the blessed

sacrament.

COMUNMENTE, ad. 1. Commonly, usually, gene-
rally. 2. Frequently, often.

COM^NA, sf. 1. (Ast.) Dividend or equal share
of the produce of lands. 2. Meslin, mixed
corn

;
as wheat and rye. 3. Contracts or

agreements between rich proprietors and the

poor. Comuna. d armun, (Astur.) Contract by
which a valued herd of cattle is entrusted to

another, on condition that he enjoys the milk,

butter, and cheese, for his trouble of keeping
and taking care of the cattle. Comuna a. lu

ganancia, Contract by which a herd of cattle

is entrusted to another by a fair appraisement,
on condition that, after the capital has been

refunded, the profit is to be divided between
them. Comunas, Seeds. V. Camunas.

CON, prep. 1 . With, by. Con declarar sc eximid
del tormcnto, By confessing, he freed him-
self from the torture. 2. Con que, So that,

provided that. Yo lo kar6 con que, dy-c. I will

do it, provided that, &c. 3. Con que, then,
fotherefore. Con que vd. ha hecho esto, You

have then done tl [stance.
CON QUE, sm. Condition, stipulation, circum-
CON TAL Q.UE, ad. So that, on condition that,

provided that. Con todo 6 con todo cso, Never-

theless, notwithstanding.
CONATO, sm. 1. Endeavour, effort, exertion. 2.

Crime attempted but not executed. Conato
dc hurto, Attempt at robbery. [ship.

CO-NAVIERO, sm. Copartner or part-owner in a

CONCA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cuenca.

CONCADENAR, tHi. (Met.) To concatenate
; to

chain or link together.
CONCAMBIO, sm. Exchange. V. Cambio.

CONCANONIGO, sm. A fellow canon.

CONCAPTIVO, VA, s. (Ant.) Companion in cap-
tivity ;

fellow captive.
CONCATEDRALIDAD, sf. Union oftwo cathedral

churches.

CONCATENACION, sf. Concatenation, a series of
links.

CONCATENAR, va. To link or connect. V, En*
cadenar.

NCAtfsA, sf. Exciting cause.

CONCAVA y CONCAVID AD,sf. Concavity, hollow-

ness, the internal surface of a hollow body.
CONCAVO, VA, a. Hollow, opposed to convex.

CONCAVO, sm. Concavity. V. Concavidad.

CONCEBIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Conception.
CONCEBIR, vn. 1. To conceive, to become preg-

nant. 2. To think, to have an idea of. xu. 1.

To form, to conceive. 2. To express. La cli/u-

sula estd concebida en estos terminos, The
clause is conceived in these terms.

CONCEDER, ra. 1. To give, to grant, to bestow
a boon or gift. 2. To allow, to grant, to admit.

CONCEDIDO, DA,. Conceded, granted. Dado y
no concedido, Admitted but not agreed.

CONCKJAL, sm. Member of a council or board.

CONCEJAL, a. Relating to public boards or coun-
cils. [serve.

CONCEJERAMENTE, ad. Publicly, without re-

CoNcrjir., sm. 1. (Mancha) Foundling, a child

exposed before houses
;
a child found without

any parent or owner. 2. Troop or body of
armed men, maintained by some council or

corporation. 3. (Ant.) The representative
of a town, corporation, or village. [tion.

CONCEJIL,. Belonging to a council or corpora-
CONCEJO, sm. 1. Senate or court of magistrates

of a town. 2. Town-house or town-hall, where
the magistrates hold their sittings. 3. Dis-

trict or jurisdiction of a council. 4. Found-

ling. V. Concejil.
CONCELIO Y CONCELLO, sm. (Ant.) V. Conccjo.

CONCENAR, va. (Ant.) To sup together.

CONCENTO, sm. Concent, a concert of voices ;

harmony. [wards the centre of a thing.

CONCENTRADO, DA, a. Concentred, tending to-

CONCENTRARSE, TT. (Ant.) V. Reconceiitrarse.

CONCENTRICO, CA, o. Having one common
centre.

IONCEPCION, sf. 1. Conception, the act of con-

ceiving or quickening with pregnancy. 2.

Power of conceiving, and state of being con-

ceived, [abound in witty sayings.

CONCEPTEAR, vn. To give smart repartees, to

CONCEPTIBLE, a. Conceivable ; that may be

imagined or thought. [wit.
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CONCEPTILLO, sm. A witty trifle, an attempt at

CONCEPTISTA, sm. One who speaks or writes in

an ingenious and witty manner.

CONCEPTO, sm. 1. Conceit, thought, idea. 2.

Fetus, an animal in embryo, or yet in the

womb. V. Feto. 3. Sentiment, striking

thought. 4. Judgment, opinion. 5. Estima-

tion, favourable opinion.

CONCEPTUAR, va. To conceive, judge, think, or

be ofopinion, Conceptuoque dele hacerse esto,

He was of opinion that this should be done.

CONCEPTUOSAMENTE, ad. Ingeniously, in a wit-

ty manner.

CONCEPTUOSO, SA, a. Sharp, witty, abounding,
in lively thoughts.

CONCERNENCIA, sf. Concernment, relation, in-

fluence.

CONCERNIENTE, pa. Concerning, relating.

CONCERNIR, v. imp. To regard, to concern, to

belong or appertain to
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, ad. 1. Regularly, orderly,

methodically. 2. By agreement.
CoNCERTADdR, sm. Regulator, adjuster, expe-

diter.

CONCERTAR, va. 1. To regulate, to adjust, to set

to rights. 2. To settle the price of things, to

treat about the price, to cheapen. 3. To bar-

fain,

to covenant, to conclude an agreement.
. To compose or adjust differences. 5. To

tune musical instruments. 6. To compare, to

estimate the relative goodness and badness of

things. 7. To beat about the bushes, to start

or rouse the game. vn. To agree, to accord,
to suit one another. vr. (Ant.) To dress or

deck one's self. [or yielding.

CONCESION, sf. Concession, the act of granting
CONCESIONARIO, sm. He that makes a conces-

sion ;
he who grants, or yields.

ONCHA, sf. 1. Shell, which covers testaceous

animals. 2. Oyster. 3. Tortoise-shell. 4. An
ancient copper coin, worth about three far-

things, or eight maravedis. 5. (Arq.) Volute,

any ornament made in the form of a shell. 6.

Concha de cabrestante, (Naut.) Socket in

which the capstern turns. 7. Shell of a dag-

ger or cutlass. 8. The shell-shaped covering
of the spike of Indian corn. 9. Conchas de cs-

cobenes, (Naut.) Navel-woods, or navel-

hoods ; large pieces of stuff fitted into the

hawse-holes, to prevent the cable from being

galled, and the hawse-holes from being worn
out. Tencr muchas conchas, (Met.) To be

very reserved, artful, and cunning.
CONCHABA^NZA, sf. 1. The manner of making

one's self easy and comfortable, as a fish in

its shell. 2. The act of meeting or collecting
in unlawful assemblies.

CONCHABAR, vd. 1. To mix inferior wool with
the superior or middling quality instead of

separating it into three kinds, at shearing
time. 2. (Ant.) To join, to unite. vr. To be

joined or united for some evil purpose, to

conspire. [or shells.

CONCHADO, DA, a. Scaly, covered with scales

CONCHIL, sm. Rock-shell. Murex L.

CONCHILLA, TA, sf. A small shell.

CONCHADO, DA, a. 1. Scaly, covered with scales.

2. Cunning, crafty, close, reserved.

CONCHUEI.A, sf. V. Conchilin.

CONCIBJMIENTO, sm. 1. Conceit, thought, idea,

conception. 2. (Ant.) Act of conceiving.
CONCIENCIA, sf. 1. Conscience ; the knowledge

or faculty by which we judge of the goodness
or wickedness of our own actions. Jlncho de

condencia, Not scrupulous or delicate with

regard to one's morals or feelings. 2. Scrupu-
losity, tenderness of conscience. Hacer con-
ciencia de atguna cosa, To be scrupulous
about a thing.

'

conctencia, Conscientiously,
in a conscientious manner. Este aderezo estd

trabajado d conciencia, This set of jewels is

exceedingly well finished. En conciencia, In

good earnest.

CoNciEN/.tJDo, DA, . Conscientious, scrupu-
lous, exactly just.

CONCIERTO, sm. 1. The good order and arrange-
ment of things. 2. Bargain, agreement, or

contract, between two or three persons. 3.

Act. of beating the wood with hounds to start

the game. 4. Concert
; many musical per-

formers playing to the same tune. De con-

citrto, According to agreement, by common
consent.

CONCILIABULO, sin. Conventicle, an unlawful

assembly ;
a meeting not convened by lawful

authority or for lawful purposes.
CONCILIACION, sf. \. Conciliation

; the act of

gaining or reconciling. 2. Resemblance or

affinity which different things bear to each
other. 3. Act of obtaining esteem, friendship,
or favour.

CONCILIADOR,RA,S. Conciliator, one that makes

peace between others.

CONCILIAR, ra. 1. To conciliate or compose dif-

ferences. 2. To gain the affection and esteem
of others. Conctliar ei sueno, To induce sleep.
3. To reconcile.

CONCILIAR, a. Belongingor relating to councils*.

CONCILIAR, sm. Member of a council.

CONCILIATED, VA, . Conciliatory, relating to

conciliation.

CONCLIO, sm. 1. Council, meeting, or congress,
to treat or deliberate upon public affairs. 2.

Collection of decrees of any council. 3. Con-

venticle, an unlawful meeting. Hacer 6 tener

concilia, To keep or hold clandestine unlaw-
ful meetings.

CONCINIDAD, sf. Harmony, just proportion of
sound.

CONCINO, NA, a. Harmonious. agreeabWlo num-
ber and harmony.

CONCION, sf. V. Sermon.

CONCIONADOR, RA, s. (Ant.) One who preaches
or reasons in public.

CONCIONANTK, sm. (Ant.) Preacher.

CONCISAMENTE, ad. Concisely, briefly, shortly.

CONCISION, sf. Conciseness, brevity.

CONCISO, SA, a. Concise, brief, short.

CONCITACION, sf. Concitation, the act of stir-

ring up.
COKTCITADOR, sm. Instigator, inciter to ill.

CONCITAR, va. To excite, to stir up commotions.

CONCITATIVO, VA, a. Inciting, stirring up com-
motions.

CONCIUDADANO, sm. Fellow-citizen, townsman,
one of the same town or city.

CONCLAVE, sm. 1. Room in which the cardinals

meet to elect a pope ; the meeting held for

that purpose by the cardinals ; conclave. 2.

A private meeting or assembly.
CONCLAVISTA, sm. One who waits upon the

cardinals in the conclave.

CONCLOIDO, DA, a. (Ant.) Shut up, concealed.

CONCLUIU, va. 1. To conclude, to end, to termi-

nate, to finish. 2. To clap up or compleco a

tiling suddenly. 3. To convince with reason,
to make evident. 4. To decide, finally to de-

termine. 5. To infer, to deduce. 6. To closo

judicial proceedings ; to submit to a final de-

cision. 7. To disarm an adversary by laying
hold of the hilt of his sword.

CONCLUSION, sf. 1. Conclusion, the act of con-

cluding or terminating a thing. 2. The final

determination or decision of a thing. 3. Act
of laying hold of the hilt of an adversary's
sword. 4. The conclusion of the proceedings
in a suit at law. 5. Thesis controverted and

<! in schools. EH conclusion. Finally.
803
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CoNCLiJso, SA, a. 1. Concluded, closed, termi- CONCUTISCENCIA, sf. Concupiscence ; an irre-

gular desire, a libidinous wish.

CONCUPISCIBLE, a. Concupiscible ; impressing
desire, indulging desire.

CONCURRESCIA, sf. 1. Convention or assembly
of persons. 2. Concurrence, coincidence.

CONCURRENTS, a. Concurrent, coincident. Con-
currintc, cant.idad, The quantity necessary to

make up the deficiency of a determinate sum.

CONCURRIR, -en. 1. To concur ; to meet in one

point, time, or place. 2. To concur, to con-
tribute.

CONCURSAR, TCI. To award a commission of

bankruptcy against an insolvent debtor.

nated. 2. Enclosed, contained.

CoNctuYENTE, pa. Concluding, he who con-

cludes.

CONCLUYENTEMENTE, ad. In a clear and con-

vincing manner.

CONCOFRADE, sw. He who lives with another
in confraternity.

CONCOLEGA, sm. Fellow-collegian, one of the

same college.

CONCOMERSE, vr. To move the shoulders on
account of some itching sensation, or by way
of a joke.

CONCOMIMIENTO Y CoNcoMio, sm. Moving of

the shoulders on account of some itching I CONCURSO, sm, 1. Concourse or confluence of

many persons or things. 2. Aid, assistance.

3. Contest between different candidates for a

curacy, cathedral, prebend, &c. 4. Proceed-

ings against an insolvent debtor, in conse-

quence ofa commission ofbankruptcy award-
ed against him.

CONCUSION, sf. 1. Concussion; the act of shak-

ing. 2. Abuse of power committed by him

sensation.

CONCOMITANCIA, sf. Concomitance, or conco-

mitancy ; existence together with some other

thing.

CONCOMITANTE, pa. Concomitant, accompany-
ing ; used especially in religious affairs, when
our will corresponds with the Divine Grace.

CONCOMITAR, va. To concomitate, to attend, to

accompany.
CONCORDABLE, o. Concordant, conformable,

agreeable, consistent with.

CONCORDACION, sf. Co-ordination, combination,
conformation.

CONCORDADOR, sm. Conciliator, peace-maker.
CONCORDANCE, sf. 1. Concordance, concord,

agreement between persons and things. 2.

Harmony, consent ofsounds. 3. A book or ta-

ble which shows in how many texts of Scrip-
ture any word occurs, 4. Grammatical con-

cord.

CONCORDAn, va. To accord, to regulate, to make
one thing agree with another. vn. To ac-

cord, to agree. La copia concuerda con su

original, The copy agrees with the original.
CONCORDATA 6 CONCORDATO, s. 1. Compact,
agreement. 2. Concordate, a covenant made

by a prince with the pope, relative to the col-

lation of benefices.

CONCORDE, a. Concordant, agreeable, agreeing,
of the same opinion.

CONCORDEMENTE, ad. With one accord.

CONCORDIA, sf. 1. Concord, conformity, union.

2. Agreement between persons engaged in a

lawsuit. De concdrdia, Jointly, by common
consent. [body.

CoNcoRPOREO,REA,.Concorporal, of the same

CONCRETAR, va. To combine, to unite.

CONCRETO, TA, a. Concrete, not abstracted.

CONCRETO, sm. A concrete body ; or a body
formed by concretion.

CONCUBINA, sf. 1. Concubine, mistress ; a wo-
man who lives with a man as his wife with-

out being married. 2. (Ant.) A lawful wife,

yet deprived of civil rights.

CONCUBINARIO, sm. One who keeps a mistress.

CONCUBINATO, sm. Concubinage, the act of liv-

ing with a woman not married
; CONCUBINATE.

CONCUBIO, sm. Dead of night, time of rest.

CONCTJBITO, sm. Coition.

CONCULCAR, va. To conculcate, to tread or

trample under foot.

CONCUNADO, DA, 5. Brother or sister-in-law ;
a

term confined to persons who are married to

two brothers or sisters.
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*S-
,'JlO holds a public place or station

COSDADO, sm. 1. County ;
the territory belong-

ing to a count or earl. 2. Dignity of a count
or earl.

CONDAL, a. Relating to the dignity of an earl

or count, or pertaining to him.

CONDE, sm. 1. Earl, count. 2. Overseer, who
overlooks workmen that they do their work
well. 3. Header chief of gypsies, whom they
appoint by election.

CONDKCABO, ad. (Ant.) Another time ; again.

CONDECENTE, a. Convenient, fit, proper.

CONDECICO, LLO, TO, sm. dim. A little count.

CONDECORACION, sf. Decoration, the act of

embellishing or decorating. [hellish.

CONDECORAR,, To ornament, to adorn, to ein-

CONDENA, sf. The clerk of the court's attesta-

tion of the sentence of a condemned criminal.

CONDENABLE, a. Condemnable, blameable, cul-

nishment.
Condemnation ;

the sen-
pable, wor

CoNDENACION,
tence by which any one is condemned to

punishment. 2. Punishment inflicted on a

malefactor. 3. Mulct, fine, a pecuniary penal-

ty. Es una condenacion, It is unbearable, in-

tolerable. 4. (Met.) Eternal damnation.

CONDENADO, DA, s. One condemned to eternal

punishment.
CONDENADO, DA, pp. \. Condemned. Ser 6 sa-

lir condenado en costas, To be sentenced to

pay the costs of a suit at law. 2. Condena-
da 6 tierra condenada, The earthy, charry,
or saline residue, which remains in a vessel

after a chemical process or operation has

been performed. 3. Puerto, condenada, A
door which is stopped or shut up, and no

longer used.

CONDENADOR, RA, s. Condemner, blamer, cen-

surer.

CONDENAR, va. 1. To pronounce judgment
against a person found guilty of a crime. 2.

To refute or reprove a doctrine or opinion.
3. To dislike, to diapprove. Condenar una

puerta, una tentana 6 un pasadizo, To stop
or shut a door, window, or passage, that it

may o longer be used. vr. 1. To condemn
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or blame one's self, to acknowledge one's

fault. 2. To incur eternal punishment in a

future state.

CONDE NATO*RIO, RiA, a. Condemnatory; ap-

Klied

to a sentence pronounced against a ma-
jfactor.

CoNr>ENSA,s/.(Ant.) Place or chamber in which

any thing is kept, as pantry, wardrobe.

CONDENSACION, sf. Condensation ; the act of

thickening any body ; opposed to rarefaction.

CoNDENSADOK,sm. Condenser, a pneumatic ma-

chine, into which a certain quantity of air is

condensed in a given space.

CONDENSER, va. 1. To thicken, to condense, to

give a consistence to fluid matters. 2. (Ant.)
To hoard or heap up riches.

CONDENSATIVO, VA, a. Possessing the power or

virtue of condensing.
CONDESA, sf. 1. Countess, the consort of an earl

or count, or the heiress to an earldom. 2.

(Ant.) A woman whose business was to ac-

company a lady of rank. 3. (Ant.) Crowd,
multitude.

CONDESADO, sm. Estate from which an earl or

count takes his title.

CONDKSAR, va. To spare, to save, to preserve.

Quien come y condesa, dos veces pone la mesa,

(Prov.) A penny saved is a penny won.

CONDESCENDENCIA, sf. Condescendence ; vo-

luntary submission. [submit.

CONDESCENDER, va. To condescend, to yield, to

CoNDi.^icA, LLA 6 TA, sf.dim. A little or young
countess. [countess.

CONDESIL, a. (Ant.) Belonging to a count or

CONDESTABLE, sm. 1. Constable, a lord high
constable. 2. Condestable dearsenates, (Naut.)
Gunner of a dock-yard. Segundo condestable,
Gunner's-mate. 3. (Naut.) Serjeant of ma-
rine artillery.

CONDESTABLIA, sf. The dignity of a constable.

CONDEXAR, va. (Ant.) V. Condesar.

CONDE/MERO, sm. Part-owner of the tithes of
a parish.

CONDICION, sf. 1. The natural quality of things.
2. The natural temper or constitution of men.
3. Rank or class of society. 4. Terms on
which any thing is promised to be done. Con-
dition torpe, That which is directly opposed
by law. Tcner condition, To be of a peevish
or irritable disposition. Tener 6 poncr en

condition, To hazard, to expose to danger. De
condition, So as, on condition that.

CONDICIONADO, DA, c. 1. Condition, of a good
or bad condition. 2. Condition

; by way of

stipulation.

CONDICIONAL, a. Conditional; by way of sti-

pulation; not absolute.

CONDICIONALMENTE, ad. Conditionally.
CONDICIONAR, vn. To agree, to accord. -vr. To

be of the same nature or condition.

CONDICIONAZA, sf. A strong violent disposition
or temper.

CONDICIONCILLA 6 CoNDiciONcfTA, sf. A hasty
or passionate disposition or temper.

CONDIGNAMENTE, ad. Condignly, deservedly,
according to merit.

CONDIGNJDAD, sf. Condignncss, suitableness,
or agreeableness to desert.

CONDIGNO, NA, a. Condign, suitable, deserved,

merited. Castigo condigno, Condign punish-
ment.

CONDIMENTAR, va. To condite, to dress or sea-

son victuals.

CONDIMEXTO, sm. CONDIMENT, seasoning sauce.

CONDIR, va. (Ant.) V. Establccer y Adobar.
CoNDiscfPULO, sm. Condisciple, school-fellow.

CONDISTINGUIR, va. To distinguish, to make a
distinction.

CONDOLERSE 6 CoNDOLECERSE, VT. To COn-

dole, to be sorry for, to be in pain for, to

sympathise with or feel for another.

CONDONACION, sf. Condonation, pardoning, for-

giving.

CONDONAR, va. To pardon, to forgive.

CONDOR, sm. (Orn.) Condur. Vultur gryphus L.

NDRfLA, sf. (Bot.) Common gum-succory.
Chondrilla juncea L.

CONDUCCION, sf. 1. Conduct ; the act of lead-

ing, guiding, or bringing any thing. 2. Re-
ward for conducting.

CONDUCENCIA, sf. The conducing to or pro-

moting any end. [tribute.

CONDUCENTE, a. Conducive, that may con-

CONDUCH Y CoNDiJCHo,5TO. (Ant.) Such provi-
sions as a lord might demand of his vassals.

CONDUCIDOR, sm. Conductor, leader.

CONDUCIR, va. 1. To convey, carry, or conduct

any thing from one place to another. 2. To

fuide
or direct to a place, to show the way.

. To direct, manage, or adjust any affair or

business. vn. To conduce, to promote an

end, to contribute.

CoNDticTA,s/.l.Conduct, management. 2. Num-
ber of mules or horses carrying money from
one place to another, especially to the court.

3. Money which is carried by mules to the

court or a garrison. 4.Government,command,
direction. 5. Way or manner of living. 6.

Commission for recruiting. 7. V. Capitula-
tion 6 contrato. 8. Party of recruits con-

ducted to the regiment. 9. Contract made

by a town or village with a physician to at-

tend their sick. In Castile it is called Par-
tido. 10. (Naut.) Convoy of money.

CONDUCTERO, sm. (Ant.) V. Conductor.

CoNoucTfvo, VA, a. Having the power of con-

veying or transporting.
CONDireTO, sm. 1. Conduit, sewer, drain, sink.

2. (Met.) Channel through which any busi-

ness is conducted or managed. Salvo con-

ducto, A safe conduct.

CONDUCTOR, sm. Conductor, leader, usher. Con-
ductor de embaxadores, One whose business

is to introduce ambassadors.

CONDUMIO, sm. (Ant.) Meat dressed to be eaten

with bread.

CONDTJTA, sf. (Ant.) V. Conducta.

CONDUT^L, sm. Spout to carry off the rain-

water from the houses.

CONDUTIVO, VA, a. (Ant.) V. Conductivo.

CONEJAL, sm. 1. Rabbit warren. V. Conejera.
2. (Met.) Suburb inhabited by the common

people.

CONEJAR, sm. Rabbit warren.

CONEJERA, sf. 1. Warren, a kind of park for

breeding rabbits. 2. (Met.) Brothel or bawdy-
house. 3. (Met.) Den or cavern inhabited

by poor people.
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CONEJERO, sm. Warrener ; the keeper of a

rabbit warren.

CONEJERO, RA, a. That which hunts rabbits ;

commonly applied to the dog for this pur-

pose, [rabbit.

CONEJILLO, fro, 6 CONEJUELO, sm. A little

CONEjo, a. Conejo alambre, Rabbit-wire, cop-

per wire, used in snares or gins for rabbits.

CONEJO, JA, s. Rabbit. Lepus cuniculus L. Es
una coneja, (Met.) She breeds like a rabbit.

CONEJTJNA, sf. Rabbit down or fur.

CoNEjtwo, NA, a. Belonging or relating to the

rabbit kind. [annexed to the principal.

CONEXIDADES, sf. pi. Rights or other things
CONEXION, sf. Connexion, conjunction, union.

CoNExfvo, VA, a. Having the force or power
of connexion.

CONEXO, XA, a. Connected, united.

CONFABULACION, sf. Confabulation, easy con-

versation, chat.

CONFABULAR, va. 1. To confabulate, to talk easi-

ly together, to chat. 2. (Ant.) To tell stories.

CONFACCION, sf. (Ant.) V. Confection.
CONFACCIONAR Y CoNFACIONAR. (Ant.) V. Con-

feccionar.
CONFALON, sm. Standard ; an ensign in war.

GONFALONIER, sm. Title of the kings of Aragon.
CONFARREACION, sf.Confarreation, the solemni-

zation of marriage by eating bread
together.

CONFECCION, sf. Confection, a preparation of
fruit with sugar ;

a compound remedy, an

electuary. [trade is to make sweatmeats.

CONFECCIONADOR, sm. Confectioner
;
one whose

CONFECCIONAR, va. To confect,to make up into

sweetmeats.

CoNFEDERACiONjS/'.Confederacy, league, union.

CONFEDERADO, DA, a. y s. Confederate, united
in a league.

CONFEDERANZA, sf. V. Confederation.
CONFEDERARSE, vT. To be confederated or

united in a league.
CONFERENCIA, sj. 1. Conference, an appointed
meeting for discussing a point. 2. Daily
lecture studied by students in universities.

3. (Ant.) Comparison.
CONFERENCIAR, va. To confer or treat with

another on a subject ; to hold a conference.

CONFERIR, va. 1. To compare ; to estimate the
relative goodness or badness of things. 2. To
treat and deliberate upon a subject. 3. To
give, to bestow, to confer. Conferir un be-

neficio, To confer or bestow a benefice.

CONFESADO, DA, s. Penitent, one under the spi-
ritual direction oi a confessor.

CONFESANTE, sm. (Ant.) Penitent who con-
fesses his sins.

CONFESANTE, pa. Declaratory, that which de-

clares by word or writing before a judge.
CONFESAR, 7). 1. To manifest or assert one's

opinion. 2. To confess, to acknowledge, to

own, to avow. 3. To hear or receive confes-

sions. 4. To disclose the state of the con-
science to the priest. Confesar de piano. To
confess plainly or openly. Confesar sin tor-

mento, To be free to confess.

CONFESION, sf. 1. Confession, avowal. 2. The
act of disburdening the conscience to a priest.

'

ll/jo 6 hija de confesion, A person who has a
.certain constant confessor, 3. Declaration of

a criminal either denying or confessing the

charges against him. [live to confession.

CONFESIONAL, sm. (Ant.) Doctrinal tract rela-

CONFESIONARIO, sm. 1. Treatise which teaches
or lays down rules for confessing or hearing
confessions. 2. Confessionary, the seat where
the priest sits to hear confessions. V. Con-

fesonario.
CONFESO, SA, 5. 1. Jewish convert or proselyte.

2. Layman or woman that enters a religious
order.

CONFESO, SA, a. (For.) Confessed, answered.

CONFESONARIO, sm. Confessional, the seat on
which the confessor sits.

CONFESOR, sm. 1. One that hears confessions
and prescribes penitence. 2. He who con-

CONFESORIO, sm. (Ant.) V. Confesonario.
CONFIABLE, a. Trusty, fit to be trusted, de-

serving of confidence.

CONFIADAMENTE, ad. Honestly, faithfully,

CONFIADO, DA, a. Presumptuous, confident, ar-

rogant.
CONFIADOR, sm. 1. A joint surety, a fellow

bondsman. 2. He who confides or expects.
CONFIANZA, sf.1. Confidence, trust in the good-

ness of another. 2. Honest boldness, firm-

ness of opinion. 3. Presumptuousness, vicious

boldness. 4. A secret agreement or compad
between two or more persons. En confidnza

Privately, secretly,
under the seal of secrecy ;

in confidence.

CONFIAR, rn. To confide, to trust in, to put trusl

in. va. 1. To commit to the care of another
2. To feed with hope, to afford grounds to hope

CONFICIENTE, a. Conficient, doing any thing

jointly with another.

CONFICIONAR, va. V. Confectionar.

CONFIDENCIA, sf. Confidence. V. Confianza.

CoNFiDENCiAL,ft.CoNFiDENTJAL, in confidence

fit to inspire confidence. [manner
CONFIDENCIALMEXTE, ad. In a confidentia

CONFIDENTE, sm. 1. CONFIDENT or confidant ;

a person trusted with secrets or private af-

fairs. 2. A Moor who is employed as a spy by
the Spanish garrisons in Africa.

CONFIDJENTE, 0. True, faithful, trusty.

CONFIDENTEMENTE, ad. 1. Confidently, withoul

doubt, without fear. 2. Faithfully, without

CONFIESO, SA. (Ant.) V. Confeso. [fraud

oNFiouRAcioNjS/'.l.Configuration, disposition
of the various parts which compose the body
2. (Ant.) Conformity, resemblance.

CONFIGURADO, DA, . Configurated ; being of

the same form.

CONFIGURAR, va. To configure, to dispose into

any form. It is also used reciprocally.

COXFIN, sm. Limit, boundary, confine, border,

edge. [conterminous.
NrfN y CONFINANTE, a. Bordering upon,

CONFINAR, vn. To border upon, to touch on other

territories. ra. To shut up, to imprison, to

immure, to confine.

CoNFiRMACi6pr, sf. 1. Confirmation, or attesta-

tion of a thing done or approved of before. 2.

Evidence ;
an additional proof. 3. Confirma-

tion, an ecclesiastical rite.

CONFIRMADAMENTE, ad. Firmly, unalterably.

COXFIRMADO, VA,pp. Confirmed.
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CONFIRMADOR, sm. Confirmator, attester
;
he

that puts a matter past doubt.

CONFIRMAMIENTO, sm. V. Confirmacion.

CoNFiRMANTE,/a. Confirmer, he who confirms.

CONFIRMAR, va. 1. To confirm, to put past doubt

by new evidence ; to corroborate. 2. To
strengthen or support a person or thing. 3.

To admit to the full privileges of a Christian

by the solemn imposition of hands.

CONFIRMATORY, RIA, Y CoNFlRMATlVO, VA, a.

Confirmatory; applied to a sentence by which
a former judgment is confirmed.

CONFISCATION, sf. Confiscation ;
the act of

transferring forfeited goods to public use.

CONFISCAR, #. To confiscate, to transfer pri-
vate property to the public use.

CONFITAR, va. 1. To confect, to candy with
melted sugar. 2. To make up into sweet-

meats. 3. (Met.) To dulcify, to sweeten.

CONFITK, sm. CONFIT, comfit, confect, paste
made up into sweetmeats. Morder en un con-

fite, To be hand and glove, to be intimate and
familiar. Conges, (Joe.) Flogging or whipping
given to children by their masters or parents.

CONFITENTE, a. V. CoilfeSO.

CONFITERA, sf. Vessel or pot in which sweat-
meats are kept and preserved.

CONFITERIA, sf. 1. A confectioner's shop. 2
Street in which confectioners live.

CONFITERO, RA, s. 1. Confectioner, one whose
trade is to make sweetmeats. 2. Tray with
two handles in which sweetmeats were for-

merly served up.
CONTITICO y CoNFixfLLO, sm. Coverlet which

has ornaments wrought on it in the shape of
confitures.

CONFITON, sm. A large sweet-meat.

CONFITTJRA, sf. CONFITURE, Fruit, or any other

thing made up into sweetmeats.

CONFLACION, sf. I. Conflation, the act of blow-

ing many instruments together. 2. Confla-

tion, the act of casting or melting metals.

CONFLAGRACION, sf. Conflagration, a genera
fire.

CoNFLATiL,a. Fusible, capable ofbeing melted

CONKLICTO, sm. 1. Conflict, struggle ; a violen!

combat or contest. 2. (Met.) Struggle, agony
pang.

CON F i.u ENC iA ,s/.Confluence, the union or
j
unc

tion of two or more rivers or sea currents.

CONFLUIR, vn. 1. To join or meet
; applied to

rivers and sea currents. 2. (Met.) To meet or
assemble in one place ; applied to a mob.

CONFONTHK, va. V. Confundir.
CONFORMACION, sf. Conformation ; the form of

things as relating to each other.

CONFORMAR, va. To conform, to adjust, to fit

to reduce to the like appearance with some
thing else. vn. 1. To suit, to fit, to conform
2. To comply with, to agree in opinion. vr
To yield, to submit.

CONFORME, a. 1. Conformable, correspondent
suitable. 2. Consistent, similar. 3. Compliant
resigned.

CONFORME, ad. 1. In proportion, or according
to proportion. 2. Agreeably, according to.

CONFORMEMENTE, ad. Conformably, unani

mously.
CONFORMED, sf. 1. Similitude, resemMance

conformity. 2. Union, concord. 3. Synnue -

try ; adaptation of parts to each other. 4. A
close attachment of one person to another. f>.

Patience and resignation in adversities. DC
conformiddd, By common consent ; toge-
ther, in company. En conformiddd, Agreea-
bly, suitably, according to : on that supposi-
tion, under that condition.

oNFORMisTA, sm. Conformist, one that com-

plies with the tenets and worship of the
church of England.

CoNFORTAcidN, s/. Comfort, consolation
; the

act of comforting or consoling.

[JONFORTADOR, RA, s. Comforter, one that com-
forts or administers consolation in misfortune.

CONFORTAR, . 1. To comfort, to strengthen,
to enliven, to invigorate. 2. To console, to

strengthen the mind under calamities.

CONFORTATIVO, VA, a. Comfortable, dispensing
comfort. It is frequently used as a substantive.

CONFORTE, sm. (Ant.) Comforting, solace.

CONFORTO, sm. V. Confortacion.
CONFRACCION, sjf. Fraction ;

the act of break-

ing or separating.
CONFRADIA, sf. V. Cofradia.
CONFRAGQSO, SA, o. V. Fragoso.

NFRAGUACioNjS/.The actofmixing, uniting,
or incorporating metals with each other.

CONFRATERNIDAD, s/. Confraternity, brother-

hood.

CONFRICACION, s/. Confrication, friction ; the
act of rubbing against any thing.

NFRicAR, a. To rub, to produce friction, to

rub hard.

CONFRONTACION, sf. 1. Confrontation; the act

of bringing two evidences or criminals face

to face. 2. The act of comparing one thing
with another. 3. (Met.) Sympathy, natural

conformity.

CoNFRONTANTE,ya. Confronting, confronter.

CONFRONTAR, va. 1. To confront, to bring face

to face. 2. To compare one thing with ano-
ther. tin. 1. To agree in sentiments and

opinion. 2. To border or confine upon. 3.

(Ant.) To resemble, to be like one another.

Confrontarse, To assimilate one's self.

CONFTJGIO, sm. Refuge, shelter. V. Refugio.
CONFUIR, vn. To flee in company with others.

CoNFUNi)fR,ra.l.To confound, to mingle things.
2. To throw into confusion and disorder. 3.

To confute or refute by dint of argument.
vr. 1. To be perplexed or confounded ; to be

thrown into consternation. 2. To be ashamed
and humbled by the knowledge of one's own
character.

CONFUSAMENTE, ad. Confusedly.
CONFUSION, s/. 1. Confusion, irregular mixture,
tumultuous medley. 2. Perplexity, perturba-
tion of the mind. 3. Confusedness, want of

clearness, indistinct combination. 4. Humilia-

tion, debasement of the mind. 5. Shame, ig-

nominy, reproach. Echar la confusion a algu-

no, (For.) To imprecate or curse any one.

CoNFtiso, SA, a. 1. Confused, jumbled together
in an irregular or disorderly manner. 2. Ob-

scure, doubtful, indistinct, not clear. 3. Fear-

ful, timorous. En confiiso, Confusedly ; in

an irregular or disorderly manner.

CONFUTACION, sf. Confutation, disproof.
207
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CONFUT^R, va. To confute, to convince of er-

ror, to disprove.

CONGELACION, sf. Congelation, the act of con-

gealing ',
the state of being congealed.

CONGELAMIENTO, sm. Congelation.
CoNGELA\R,0a.To congeal ;

to turn by cold from
a fluid into a solid state. XT. To concrete by
cold, to become congealed. [congelation

CoNGELATfVO,VA, a. Congealable, susceptible of

CONGENIAL, a. Congenial, partaking of the

same genius.
CONGENER, vn. To be congenial, to partake of

the same genius, temper, or disposition

CONGENITO, TA, a. Congenite, connate.

CONGERIE, sf. Congeries; a mass of bodies

heaped up together.
CONGESTION, sf. Congestion, collection of mat-

ter, as in abscesses.

CONGIA*.RIO, sm. Congiary ; a gift distributed

to the Roman people and soldiery.

CONGIO, sm. Ancient Roman liquid measure.

CONGLOBACION, sf. 1. Conglobation, a round

body, acquired sphericity. 2. (Met.) Mixture
and union of immaterial things, viz. affec-

tions, passions, &c. 3. (Ret.) Accumulation
ofa number of proofs and arguments crowded

together.

CONGLOBA\R, va. To conglobate, to gather into

a hard firm ball.

CONGLORIIR, va. To fill or cover with glory
CONGLBTINACION, sf. Conglutination ; the act

of gluing or fastening two things together.

CONGLUTINA'.R, va. To conglutinate, to cement,
to reunite.

CoNGLUTINATfvO, VA, Y CoNGLUTIN6so, SA, a.

Viscous, glutinous. [mind.
CONGOJA, sf. Anguish, dismay, anxiety of

CONGOJAR, va. To oppress, to afflict. V. Aeon-

gojar. [with dismay.
CONGOJOSAMENTE, ad. Anxiously, painfully,

CONGOJOSO, SA,.l. Afflictive, painful, torment-

ing. 2. Afflicted, full of grief and affliction.

CONGOREA YCoNGORiA,sf.(Bot.) Black briony,
snake-weed. Tamus communis L.

CONGOSTO, sm. Pleasurableness, with pleasure.

C.ONGRACIADOR, sm. Flatterer, fawner, whee-
dler. [mean obsequiousness.

CONGRACIAMIENTO, sm. Flattery, false praise,

CONGRACIX.R, va. To ingratiate, to flatter, to

solicit or implore one's benevolence.

CONGRATULACION, sf. Congratulation ; the act

of expressing joy for the happiness or suc-

cess of another.

CoNGRATciJLR, va. To congratulate, to express

joy or compliment upon any happy event.

CONGRATULATORIO, RiA, a. Congratulatory.
CONGREGACION, sf. 1. Congregation, a meeting

or assembly to treat on various subjects or

affairs. 2. Fraternity, brotherhood. 3. Con-

gregation ;
an assembly met to worship God

in public. Congregation de los fieles, The
catholic or universal church.

CoNGREGA*.NTE,TA,s.Member ofa congregation.
CONGREGX.R, va. To assemble, to meet.

CONGRESO, sm. 1. Congress, a meeting of va-

rious persons to deliberate on divers affairs.

2. Congress, a meeting of commissioners to

settle terms of peace between powers at war.
3. Carnal union of man and woman.
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CONGRIO, sm. (let.) Conger-eel, or sea-eel. Mu-
raena

conger L.

CONGRUA, sf. A competent sustenance assigned
to him who is to be ordained a priest.

CoNGRUAMKNTE,ad. Conveniently, becomingly.
CONGRUENCIA, */. Convenience, opportunity,

congruity, fitness.

CONGRUENTE, a. Congruent, agreeing, corre-

sponding.
CONGRUENTEMENTE, ad. Conveniently,suitably ,

in a congruent manner.

CONGRUID^D, sf. V. Congrucncia.
CONGRUO, UA, a. Congruous, convenient, apt,

fit, suitable.

CONHORTAR, va. (Ant.) To comfort, to console,
to animate.

CONHORTE, sm. (Ant.) V. Consuelo.

CONICO, CA, a. Conical, or conic, having the
form of a cone.

CONIECHA, sf. (Ant.) V. Recoleccion 6 Recau-
dacion.

CONIZA, sf. (Bot.) Flee-bane. Conyza L.

CONJETURA, sf. Conjecture, surmise ;
an in-

ference drawn from uncertain principles.

CONJETURA^BLE, a. Conjecturable, possible to

be guessed.
CONJETURADOR, RA, 5. Conjector, guesser, con-

jecturer.

CONJETURA*.L, a. Conjectural, depending on

conjecture.

CoNJETURALMENTE,ad.Conjecturally,by guess.

CONJETUR^R, va. To conjecture, to form a

guess or conjecture.
CONJUEZ, sm. A brother judge ;

one of two

judges appointed to try a cause, or transact

any other extraordinary judicial business

jointly.

ONjucAcidN, sf. I. Conjugation, the form of

inflecting
verbs. 2. The act ofcomparing one

thing with another. 3. Union, connexion ;

applied to a pair of nerves rising together.

CONJUGX.DO, DA, a. 1. Conjugated, inflected ;

compared. 2. V. Casado. [monial.

CONJUGAL, a. Conjugal, connubial, matri-

CoNJUGALMENTE,ad.Conjugally,matrimonially.
CONJUG^R, va. 1. To conjugate or inflect verbs.

2. To compare.
CONJDNCION, sf. 1. Conjunction, union, associa-

tion, league; the act of coupling or joining

together. 2. Conjunction, a word used to con-

nect the clauses of a period together. 3.

(Astr.) Congress of two planets in the same

degree of the Zodiac.

CONJUNTAMENTE, ad. Conjunctly, jointly, to-

gether.
CONJUNT^R, va. (Ant.) V. Juntar.

CoNjuNTfvo, VA, a. Conjunctive, closely united.

CONJUNTIVO, sm. The conjunctive mood of a

verb. V. Subjuntivo.
CoNJt/NTO, TA, a. 1. United, connected, conti-

guous. 2. Allied by kindred or friendship. 3.

Mixed or incorporated with another thing.

ONJI^NTO, sm. Conjunctness.
ONJUNTURA, sf. V. Coyuntura y Conjuntion.

.ONjtfRA, sf. (Ant.) V. Conjuration.
CONJURACION, sf. 1. Conspiracy ; concerted

treason. 2. Conjuration ;
the form or act of

summoning another in some sacred name.

3- V. Conjuro.
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DA, 5. Conspirator, an accomplice
in a conspiracy or traitorous plot.

CONJURADOR, S7n. 1. Conjurer, enchanter, im-

postor. 2. Exorcist. 3. (Ant.) Conspirator.
CONJURAMENTAR, va. I. To bind by an oath. 2.

To take an oath to another. vr. To bind

one's self by an oath. V. Juramentarse.

CONJCRANTE, pa. Conjuring, conspiring.
CONJURER, vn. 1. To conjure, to conspire, to

concert treason. 2. To join in a conspiracy
formed by others. 3. To swear or take an oath

improperly with others. va. 1. To exorcise,
to drive away by certain forms of adjuration.
2. To conjure, to summon in a sacred name,
to entreat, to implore.

CoNjtfRO, sm. 1. Conjuration, the act of
expel-

ling an evil spirit by exorcism. 2. Incantation,
enchantment.

CO.KLLEVADOK, sm. Helper, assistant, he who
aids others in their troubles and fatigues.

CONLLEVAR, va. To aid or assist another in his

labours ; to bear his humours.

?ONLLORAR, va. To sympathize, to feel with

others, to lament their sufferings.
1

)NLoAn, va. (Ant.) To praise with others.

>*MEMORACiON,s/.l.Remembranee ofa person
or thing. 2. Commemoration ; public celebra-

tion. 3. Anniversary celebrated by the Roman
Catholic church in memory of the deceased.

CONMEMORAR, va. To commemorate, to pre-
serve the memory by some public acts.

CON MEN SAL, s. One who lives and boards with
another at his expense.

CONMENSALIA, sf. Commensality, fellowship of
table at another's expense.

CoNMENSURACioN,s/.Commensuration; the re-

duction of different things to some common
measure.

CONMENSURAR, va.To commensurate, to reduce
to some common measure.

CONMENSURATIVO, VA, a. Commensurate, re-

ducible to some common measure, propor-
tionable to each other.

CoNMfco,^ro7i. pers. With me, with myself.
CONMILITON, sm. Comrade, a fellow-soldier.

CON.MINACION, sf. Commination, a threat, a de-

nunciation of punishment by a judge to in-

duce a criminal to confess the truth.

COSMINAR, va. To threaten
;
to denounce pu-

nishment to a criminal in order to make him
declare the truth.

CONMINATORIO, RiA. a. Comminatory, denuncia-

tory, threatening.
CoNMiSERAcidN, sf. Commiseration, pity, com-

passion.
Co.VMISTlON 6 CoNMIXTldN, Y CoNMISTURA, sf.

Commixtion, a mixture of diverse things.
CONMISTO, TA, Y CoNMixTO, TA, a. Mixed, min-

gled, incorporated.
CONMOCIOX, sf. 1. Commotion, a violent motion

of the mind or body. 2. Tumult, disturbance.

CoNMOiViTORio,sm.Commonition, advice, warn-

ing, [tions.

CONMOVJSR, va. To disturb, to excite commo-
CONMOVIMIENTO, sw. V. Coninocion.

CoNMurABLE, a. Commutable ; what may be

exchanged for something else.

CON;,IUTACION, sf. Commutation, change, alte-

ration, exchana-e.
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CONMUTAR, va. To change, to barter, to ex-

change one thing for another.

CoNMUTATivo, VA, a. Commutative, relative to

exchange.
CONNATURAL, a. Connatural, suitable to nature ;

participant of the same nature.

CoNNATURALizARSE, vr. To accustom one's

self to labour, climate, or food ; to inure.

CONNATURALMENTE, ad. Connaturally ; by the

act of nature originally.

CONNEXIDAD, sf. V. Conexidad.

CoNNiVENciA, sf. Connivance, the act of con-

niving or winking at the faults of another.

CONNOMBRAR, va. V. Nombrar.

CONNOMBRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Sobrenomlre.

CONNOSCO, pron. (Ant.) With us.

CONNOTACION, sf. 1. Connotation, connexion
with other things. 2. A distant relation, or re-

mote alliance of kindred and consanguinity.
CONNOTADO, sin. Relationship, kindred.

CoNNorAR, va. To connote, to imply, to include.

CONNOTATIVO, VA, a. (Gram.) Applied to nouns
which signify the thing that belongs to the

object designated by the primitive noun, or to

the office of the subject from which it is deriv-

ed ; as aquilino, caballar,bacanal, lirico, &c.

CONNOVICIO, CIA, s. A fellow novice ;
one who

serves or has served the noviciate at the samo
time with another. [jugal.

CONNUBIAL, a. Connubial, matrimonial, con-

CONNUBIO, sm. (Poet.) Matrimony, marriage,
wedlock.

CONNUMERAR, va. To enumerate or mention

among other things ;
to include in a number.

CONNUSCO, pron. With us. V. Con nosotros.

CONO, sm. Cone, a solid body, ofwhich the base

is a circle, and which ends in a point.

CONOCEDOR, RA, *.l. Connoisseur, a person well

versed in arts and sciences. 2. Judge or

critic in matters of taste. 3. (In Andalusia)
The chief or head herd ;

in Castile he is call-

ed mayoral.
CoNocENciA,5/.l.(Ant.) Knowledge, 3kill,learn-

ing. 2. A criminal's confession of his crime.

CONOCER, va. 1. To know, to understand; to

have a knowledge of a thing. 2. To possess
a clear or distinct idea of a person's physiog-
nomy, or the figure of a thing. 3. To per-

ceive, to get a notion of. 4. To experience,
to observe. 5. To conjecture, to surmise. 6.

To embrace a person of another sex. 7. To
acknowledge or confess a crime, guilt, or

debt. 8. Conocer de una causa 6 pleyto, To try
a cause ; applied to a judge. Conocer alguno
su pecado, To confess his fault. vr. 1. To
know one another. 2. To appreciate one's

own good or bad qualities.

CoNociBLE,.Cognoscible,that may be known.

CONOCIDAMENTE, ad. Knowingly, evidently.

CONOCIDO, DA, s. 1. Acquaintance, a person with

whom we are acquainted without the intimacy
of friendship. 2. Person of family or distinc-

tion.

CoNociMiENTO,sm. 1. Acquaintance, friendship.
2. Note of hand, whereby the receipt of any
thing, and the obligation to return it, are ac-

knowledged. 3. Cognizance, judicial notice.

4. (Com.) Bill of lading. 5. V. tfgradecimiento.
CONOIDE, sm. Conoid, a figure partaking of a
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cone, having an ellipsis for its base instead

of a circle.

CONOSCER, va. (Ant.) V. Conocer.

CONOSCIMIENTO, sw. V. Conocimiento.

CoNOSCtJDO, CONOSGUDO, CoNOSZUDO, Y CoNO-

ZXJDO, pp. irreg. ant. of Conoscer.

CONQUE, am. Condition, quality.

CONQUF.RIR, va. (Ant.) V. Conquistar.

CONQUERIDOR, RA, s. Conqueror, one who con-

quers or subdues.

CoNQufSTA, sf. I. Conquest, the act of conquer-

ing, subjection. 2. Acquisition by victory ;

the thing gained. 3. Act ofwinning or gain-

ing over another man's affections.

CONQUISTADOR, am. Conqueror, he who con-

quers.

CONQUISTAR, va. 1. To conquer, to overcome,
to subdue. 2. To acquire, to gain or win ano-

ther's affections. 3. To seduce a woman.

CONREAR, va. 1. (In Manufactories) To grease
wool by sprinkling oil over it. 2. V. Binar.

CONREGNAJS-TE, . Reigning at the same time
with another.

CONREO. sm. (Ant.) Benefit, favor.

CoNREYNAR,7i.To reign at the same time with
another.

CONSABER, vn. To have the knowledge of a

thing jointly with others.

CONSABIDO, DA, ft. Conscious ; applied to per-
sons or things already treated of.

CoNSABiDOR,RA,s.One who possesses the know-

ledge of a thing jointly with others.

CONSACRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Consagrar.
CossAGiiAciOiV, sf. Consecration, a right of

dedicating to the service of God.
CoxsAGRADda Y CONSAGRANTE, s. Consecra-

ter
; one that performs the rites by which

any thing is devoted to sacred purposes.
CONSAGRAR, va. 1. To consecrate, to make sa-

cred, to appropriate to sacred uses. 2. To
canonize ; to deify. 3. To dedicate inviola-

bly to some particular purpose. 4. (Met.) To
erect a monument.

CONSANGUINEO, NBA, rt. Consanguineous, near
of kin, related by birth.

CONSANGIIINIDAD, sf. Consanguinity, relation

by blood.

GONSCERNIR, (Ant.) V'. Concernir.

CONSCIENCIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Conciencia.

CONSECRACION, sf. V. Consagraclon.
CONSECRAR, va. V. Consagrar.
CONSECTARIO, sm. Consectary, corollary, de-

duction from premises.
CoNSEcucioV, sf. Attainment ofa benefice, em-

ploy, or other desirable object.

CONSECUTIVAMENTE, ad. Consecutively, one
after another without

interruption.
CONSECUTIVO, VA, ft. Consecutive

; following
in train, regularly succeeding.

CONSEGUIENTEMENTE, ad. V. Consiguiente-
mente.

CoNSEGUiMiENTO,s?re. Attainment, obtainment.

CoNSEGcfa, va. To attain or obtain any desira-

ble or desired object.

CONSEJA, sf. Fable, a feigned story, intended to

enforce some moral precept, or amuse.

CONSEJABLE, a. Capable of receiving advice.

CO.S-SE.TADOR. V. Aconscjddor.
CO.VHEJAR, xa. V. Aconse.jar.
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CONSEJERA Y CoNSEjADRfz, sf. Counsellor's
wife

; woman who gives advice.

CONSEJERO, RA, s. I. Counsellor, one that, gives
advice. 2. Confident, bosom friend. 3. Magis-
trate. Consejero de estado, A counsellor of
state. Consejero de capa y espada, A magis-
trate not bred to the law.

CONSEJO, sm. 1. Counsel, advice, opinion. 2.

Council, an assembly of magistrates. 3.

Council-house, where the counsellors or

magistrates assemble. 4. (Ant.) Way. menus
CONSEJUELA, sf. (Ant.) A little tale or story.
CONSELLO. V. Consejo.

CoNSENciENTE,j9. Consenting, he who con-
nives at any thing bad.

CONSENTIDO, sm. 1. A spoiled child. 2. Cuckold

by his own consent
;
a wittol.

CONSENTIDOR, RA, 5. One who connives or winks
at something.

CONSENTIMIENTO, sm. Consent, connivance.

CONSENTIR, va. 1. To consent, to agree, to be
of the same mind. 2. To believe for certain,
to rely, to depend.

CoNSEO.UENCiA,.vf. 1. Consequence, conclusion,
inference. For conseqiiencia, Therefore. 2.

Result or effect of a cause. 3. Consistence,
firmness. Guardar conseqiiencia, To be con-

sistent. 4. Importance, moment. Ser de con-

seqiiencia. To be of importance. E
qilencia de, In consequence of.

CONSEQUENTS, sm. 1. Consequent,consequence,
that which follows from previous propositions.
2. Effect, that which follows an acting cause.

CONSEQUENTS, a. 1. Consequent, following by
rational deduction. 2. Following, as the ef-

fect of a cause. 3. Consistent. Ser consequent c

en sus operaciones, To act with consistency.
CoNSEQUENTEMENTE.rf. 1. Consequently, pur-

suantly. 2. By consequence, necessarily, in-

evitably.

CONSERGE, 5?7i. Keeper or warden of a royal

palace or castle.

CONSERGERIA, sf. Office and employ of the

keeper of a royal palace or castle.

CONSERVA, sf. 1. Conserve, fruit preserved in

melted sugar or honey. 2. (Ant.) Pickles. 3.

Fleet of merchantmen sailing under convoy
or escort of a ship of war. Ir 6 navegar de

conscrva, To sail under convoy, to navigate
in company with other ships.

CONSERVACION, sf. Conservation, the act ofpre-
serving from corruption.

CONSERVADOR, sm. Conservator, preserver.

CONSERVADURIA, sf. A place or dignity in the

Order of Malta, whose incumbent is obliged
to watch over the privileges of the order.

CONSERVANTE, pa. Conserving, he who con-

serves.

ONSERVAR, va. 1. To conserve ;
to preserve

without loss or detriment. 2. To guard, to

observe, to continue any practice. 3. To can-

dy or pickle fruit.

CONSERVATIVO, VA,<I. Conservative, having the

power of preserving.
CoNSERVATfvos, sm.^/.Spectacles with preser-

vative lenses to preserve the sight.

CoNSERVATORiA,5/.l. Place and office of a Juez

conservator, who is peculiarly charged to pre-
serve and defend the rights and privileges ofa
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community. 2. Indult, or apostolical letters

granted to some communities, by virtue of

which they choose their own judges conser-

vators. Conservatorias, Letters patent grant-
ed by conservatory judges in favour or those

who live under their jurisdiction.

CONSERVATORY, RIA, a. Conservatory, having
a preservative quality.

CONSERVERO, RA, s. Conserver ;
a preparer of

conserves.

CONSIDERABLE, a. 1. Considerable, worthy of

consideration, attention, and regard. 2. Great,

large, plentiful. [cessively.

CONSIDERABLEMENTE, ad. Considerably, ex-

SSIDERACION, sf. 1. Consideration, the act

of considering, regard, notice. 2. Contempla-
tion, meditation. 3. Claim to notice, wor-
thiness of regard. Ser do consideration, To
be of great moment. En consideracidn, In

consideration, in proportion.
CON siDEUAcioNciLLA,s/.A slight consideration.

CONSIDERADAMENTE, ad. Considerately, calm-

ly ; with consideration and prudence.
NSIDERADO, a. Prudent, considerate.

NSIDERADOR, RA, s. Considerer, a person of

prudence or reflection. [siders.

CO.NSIDERA.NTE, pa. Considering, he who con-

CONSIDERAR, va. To consider, to think or re-

flect maturely. [slave.

CONSIERVO, sm. A fellow-servant, a fellow-

CONSIGNACION, sf. 1. Consignation, the act of

consigning. 2. Sum of money destined to

serve for a certain time some peculiar pur-
pose. 3. Consignment.

CONSIGNADOR, sm. One who consigns goods or

merchandise to a. foreign correspondent.
CONSIGNER, va. 1. To consign, assign, or make

over the rent of a house or any other sum for

the payment of a debt. 2. To consign, to

yield, to intrust. 3. To lay by, to deposit. 4.

To deliver. 5. To address goods or merchan-
dise to a foreign correspondent, to be sold

for account of the consigners. 6. To give a
sentinel his orders or instructions. 7. (Ant.)
To sign with the mark of a cross.

CONSJGNATORIO, sm. 1. Trustee, who receives

money in trust for another. 2. Mortgagee,
who possesses and enjoys the lands or tene-
ments mortgaged, until the debt be paid out
of the proceeds. 3. Consignee, a merchant
or factor to whom a ship or cargo, or merely
a part of the latter, is consigned.

CoNsfco,pro. pers. With one's self. Consigo
mismo, consigo propio,6 consigo solo, Alone,
by one's self.

Co.\siGuiENTE,sra. (Log.) Consequence, result.

CONSIGCJIENTE, . Consequent, following by a
rational deduction, or as the effect of a cause.
Por consiguicnte, 6 por %l consiguiente, Con-
sequently, by consequence, pursuantly. .

CONSIGUIENTEMENTE, ad. Consequently.
CONSIUARO, sm.. Counsellor or assistant to the

heads ofcolleges, convents, &c. V. Consejcro.
CONSINTIMIENTO. V. Consentimiento.

CoNsisTENciA,s/.l.Consistence ;
or consistency ;

stability, duration ; a state in which tilings
continue for some time. 2. Firmness, soli-

<Kty, intellectual strength.
;
a. Consistent, firm, solid.

CONSISTIR, m. 1. To consist, to subsiat, to con-

tinue fixed._
2. To be

comprised, to be con-

3d.tained. 3. To be composed.
UONSISTORIAL, a. 1. Consistonal, belonging or

relating to an ecclesiastical court. 2. Casa
consistorial 6 casas consistoriales, Senate-

house, guildhall, town-houses or town-halls,
court-house.

CoNsiSTORiALMENTE,a<Z.Consistorially, relating
to the consistory of the pope and his cardinals.

CONSISTORIO, sm. 1. Consistory, a meeting held

by the pope and his cardinals on matters con-

cerning the government and discipline of the

Roman Catholic church. 2. Meeting held

by the magistrates of a city or town to admi-

nister justice, or deliberate on the affairs of

the community. 3. Town-house or town-hall.

Consistorio divino, The tribunal of God.

CONSOCIO, sm. Partner, companion.
CONSOI.ABLE, a. Consolable, that which admits

comfort, or tends to give comfort.

CONSOLABLEMENTE, ad. Consolably, in manner
to give comfort.

CONSOLACION, sf. 1. Consolation or comfort;
that which lessens griefand alleviates misery.
2. Charity.

CONSOLDO, DA, a. Consoled, comforted.

CONSOLADOR, RA, *. Consolator, comforter.

CONSOLADOR, RA, a. Consolatory, tending to

give comfort.

CONSOL.NTE, pa. Comforting, consoling.

CONSOLAR,. To console, to comfort, to cheer.

CONSOLATORIO, RIA J Y CoNSOLATIVO, VA, tl.

Consolatory, tending to give comfort.

CONSOLDAMIENTO, sm. V. Consolidation.

CONSOLIDA, sf. (Bot.) V. Consuelda.

CONSOLIDACION, sf. Consolidation, the act of

uniting into one mass.

CONSOLIDA^R, va. To consolidate into a compact
or solid body, to harden, to strengthen. rr.

(For.) To unite the interest with the prin-

cipal.

CONSOLIDATIVO, VA, a. Consolidant
; having thy

power of uniting and soldering wounds.

CONSONAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Sound of a word.

CONSONANCIA, sf. 1. Consonance or consonan-

cy, accord of sound. 2. Consistency, congru-
ence. 3. (Met.) Conformity.

CONSONANTS, sm. 1. A word, the sound of the

last syllable of which corresponds with that

of another. 2. (Mus.) A consonous or corre-

sponding sound. 3. (Gram.) A consonant.

CONSONANTE, a. Consonant, agreeable, consis-

tent, conformable. Letras consonantes, Con-

sonants, letters which cannot be sounded by
themselves.

CoNSONANTEMENTE,arf. Consonantly, agreeably,

conformably.
CONSONAR, vn. 1. To make any body sound, to

play on musical instruments. 2. To rhyme,
to agree in sound. 3. (Met.) To agree, to

resemble.

CONSONKS, 5m. pi. Concordant sounds.

CON-SONO, NA, a. Consonous, agreeing in sound,

harmonious.

CoNsoRCjo,STW.l.Consortion, partnership, socie-

ty. 2. Friendly intercourse, mutual affection.

CONSORTE, 5. 1. Consort, companion, partner. '-'

Consort, a person joined in marriage with an-
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other. 3. Accomplice ; an associate in the

perpetration of a crime. 4. One who enters or

defends an action jointly with another.

CoNsotrNo (Dfi), ad. V. De consuno.

CONSPICUO, CUA, a. 1. Conspicuous, obvious to

the sight. 2. Eminent, famous, distinguished.

CONSPIRACION, sf. 1. Conspiracy ;
a concerted

treason. 2. An agreement of men to do any
thing evil or unlawful.

CONSPIRADOR, sm. Conspirator, a man engag
ed in a traitorous or other criminal plot.

CONSPIRAR, va. To implore the assistance or

solicit the favour of another. vn. 1. To con-

spire, to concert a crime, to plot. 2. To agree

together, to co-operate. Fuerzas conspirantes,

Co-operating mechanical powers which con-

cur in producing one and the same effect.

CONSTABLE, a. (Ant.) V. Constantc.

CONSTANCIA, sf. Constancy, steadiness, immu
tability, unalterable continuance.

CONSTANTE, a. 1. Constant, firm, unalterable,
immutable. 2. Manifest, apparent, clear. 3.

Composed of, consisting in. Constante el ma-

trimonio, During the marriage.
CONSTANTE, sm. A steady man.

CoNSTANTEMENTE,arf. 1. Constantly, firmly, un

alterably. 2. Evidently, undoubtedly.
CONSTAR, V. imp. 1. To be clear, evident, cer

tain. Consta en autos 6 de autos, It appears
from the judicial proceedings. 2. To be com-

posed of, to consist in.

CONSTELACION, sf. 1. Cluster of fixed stars. 2.

Climate, temperature of the air. 3. Prognos-
tication of the stars. 4. Corre una constela-

cion, An epidemical distemper prevails.

CONSTERNACION, sf. Consternation, perturba-
tion of the mind, amazement, wonder.

CoNSTKRNAR,a.To terrify, to strike with hor-

ror or amazement.

CONSTIPACION, sf. 1. Constipation, a stoppage
of the cuticular pores, occasioned by cold ;

want of perspiration. 2. Costiveness, state

of the body in which excretion is obstructed.

CONSTIPAR, va. To constipate, to obstruct the

perspiration of the cuticular pores ; to bind
the body.

CONSTIPATIVO, VA, a. Constrictive.

CONSTITUTION, sf. 1. State of being, natural

qualities. 2. Established form of govern-
ment

; system of laws and customs. 3. Tem-
per of body with respect to health. 4. Tem-
per of mind. 5. Particular laws, establishment,
institution.

CONSTITUCIONAL, . Constitutional, consistent
with the constitution.

CONSTITUIR, va. 1. To constitute, to give formal

existence, to produce. 2. To erect, to esta-

blish. 3. To appoint, to depute. 4. Constituir

la dote, To pay off a woman's portion either

by instalments or in one sum. 5. Constituirse

en obligacion de alguna cosa, To bind one's

self to perform any thing.

CONSTITCTIVO, VA, a. Constitutive, essential,

productive.

CONSTITUYENTE, sm. Constituent, the person
who constitutes or settles a portion, annui-

ty, &c. [force.

TE, ad. Compulsively, by
, sm. Constraint, or compul-
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sion, whereby a person obliges another to

perform something.
CONSTRENIR, va. 1. To constrain, to compel. 2.

(Med.) To bind or make costive ; applied to
food.

CONSTRICCION, sf. Constriction, contraction.
CONSTRICT!vo, VA, a. Binding, astringent, or

constringent.
CONSTRICTOR, sm. Constrictor,that which com-

presses or contracts.

CONSTRINIR, va. (Ant.) V. Constrenir.

CONSTRUCCION, sf. 1. Construction, the act and
form of building. 2. The putting of words

together in such a manner as to convey a

complete sense. 3. The act of arranging
terms in their proper order, the act of inter-

preting, explanation. 4. The sense, the mean-

ing. 5. Ship-building, naval architecture.
CONSTRUCTOR DE NAVIO, sm. Ship-builder.
CONSTRUIR, va. 1. To form, to build, to con-

struct. 2. To construe, to range words in their

natural order. 3. To translate literally.

CONSTRUPADOR, sm. One who constuprates or
debauches a woman, a defiler, a corrupter.

CONSTRUPAR, va. To constuprate, to defile or

debauch a woman.
CONSUBSTANCIAL, a. Consubstantial ; having

the same essence or substance.

CONSUBSTANCIALIDAD, sf. Consubstantiality ;

the existence of more than one in the same
substance.

CONSUBSTANCIALMENTE, ad. In a consubslanlial

manner.

CONSUEGRAR, vn. To become a father-in-lav,r

,

or mother-in-law.

CONSUEGRO, GRA, s. Father-in-law, mother-in-
law.

CONSUELDA, sf. (Bot.) Comfrey. Symphitum
officinale L. Consuelda m6dia, Common bu-

gle, middle consound. Ajuga reptans L. Con-
suelda real, Larkspur, Lark's-heel. Delphi-
nium consolida L.

CONSUELO, sm. 1. Consolation, comfort, relief.

2. Joy, merriment. 3. Charity, 4. Sin consue-

lo, Out ofrule or measure. Bcber sin consue-

lo, To drink to excess. Gastar sin consuelo,
To outrun the constable, to spend in an in-

considerate manner.

CONSUETA, s. 1. Prompter on the
stage.

2. Di-

rectory, which contains the order of perform-

ing the divine service. Consudtas, Short

prayers used on certain days in the perform-
ance of divine service.

CONSUETTJD, sf. (Ant.) V. Costumbrc.

CONSUETUDINARIO, RiA, a. 1. Customary, gene-
rally practised. 2. Being in the habit of sin-

ning.
CONSUL, sm. 1. Consul, the chief magistrate in

ancient Rome. 2. Member of the tribunal of

commerce. 3. Consul, a civil officer appointed

by his sovereign, in foreign parts, to protect
the navigation and trade of his country.

CONSULADO, sm. 1. Consulate, dignity of the

chief magistrates of ancient Rome. 2. Tribu-

nal of commerce, appointed to try and decide

all causes which concern navigation and trade;

the president is called in Spain prior, and the

members consules. 3. Office of consul.

CONSULACE, sm. 1. Consulate. V. Consulado. 2.
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Dues paid to consuls by all merchant, vessels.

CONSULAR, a. Consular, relating to a consul.

Varon consular, One who has been consul.

CONSULAZGO, sm. (Ant.) V. Consulado.

CONSULTA, sf. 1. Consult
;
a number ofpersons

assembled in deliberation. 2. A question pro-

posed, or a proposal made in writing. 3. Re-

port made and advice given to the king in

council. 4. Advice given to the king by the

supreme tribunals and officers of state, with

regard to persons proposed to fill up some

public employments.
CONSULTABLE, a. Worthy or necessary to be

deliberated upon.
CONSULTACION, sf. Consultation, conference,

meeting.
CONSULTANTS, />a. Consulting, he who consults

another. Ministro consultant, Minister who
lays before the king the opinion of his council.

CONSULTAR, va. 1. To ask or take another's ad-

vice, to consult. 2. To advise, to give advice.

Consultar con el bolsillo, To cut the coat ac-

cording to one's cloth
; literally, to consult

one's purse. Consultar con la almoliada, To
take into mature consideration

; literally, to

consult the pillow.

CONSULTISIMO, MA, a, sup. Eminently wise or

learned.

CONSULTED, VA, a. Advisable
; applied to mat-

ters which the councils and tribunals are

obliged to lay before the king, accompanied
with their advice.

CONSULTOR, RA, s. Consultor, adviser.

CONSUMACION, sf. 1. Consummation, perfection,
end. 2. (Rar.) Destruction, suppression.

CONSUMADAMENTE, ad. Perfectly, completely.
CONSUMADO, DA, a. Consummate, complete,

perfect.

CONSUMADO, sin. A strong broth or decoction
of sheep and calves' feet, stag's horn, &c.

which, when cold, concretes into a jelly.

CONSUMADOR, RA, s. One who consummates,
perfects, or finishes.

CONSUMAR, va. To consummate, to finish, to

perfect, to complete. Consumar cl matrimo-

nioy To consummate the marriage.
CONSUMATIVO, VA, a. Consummate, that which
consummates or completes ; applied to the

sacrament.

CONSUMICION, sf. Charge, cost, expense.
CoNsuMfDO, DA, a. 1 . Lean, meagre, exhausted,

spent. 2. Easily afflicted.

CONSUMIDOR, RA, s. Consumer, one who con-

sumes, spends, or wastes. [sumes.
CONSUMIENTE, pa. Consuming; he who con-

CONSUMIMIENTO, sm. Consumption ; the act of

consuming, spending, or wasting.
CoNSUMfR, va. 1. To consume, to destroy, to

waste. Consumir cl caudal, To run out one's
fortune. 2. In the sacrifice of the mass, to

swallow the elements of bread and wine in the
eucharist. vr. 1. To be spent, to be exhaust-
ed. 2. To fret, to be uneasy, to be vexed.

CoNsuMiTfvo, VA, a. Consumptive, that which
has the power of consuming.

CoNstfMo, sm. The consumption of provisions
and merchandise. Consumes, (Naut.) The
consumption of naval stores and provisions
in the course of a voyage.

CONSTJNCION, s/.(Med.)Consumption ;
the waste

ofmuscular flesh,attended with a hectic fever .

CONSUNO (Dfi), ad. V. Juntamente.

CoNsuNxfvo, VA, a. (Ant.) Consumptive.
CONTA, sf. V. Cuenta.

CONTACTO, sm. Contact, touch, close union.

CONTADERO, RA, a. Countable, numerable ;
that

which may be counted or numbered.

CONTADERO, sm. A narrow passage where sheep
or cattle are counted. Salir 6 entrarpor con

tadero, To go out or enter through a narrow

passage.
CONTADO, DA, a. 1. Scarce, rare, not common,

not frequent. De contddo, Instantly, imme-

diately. Al contddo, With ready money. 2.

(Ant.) Designed, marked, or pointed out.

CoNTADdR, RA, s. 1. Computer, reckoner ; one
skilled in accounts. 2. Accomptant ;

one
whose business is to keep and make up ac-

counts. 3. Counter ;
the form or table on

which goods are viewed and money told in a

shop. 4. Desk. 5. (Ant.) Counting-house. C.

Counter
;
a false piece of money used for

reckoning or marking the game. Contador dc

navio deg-werra, Purser of a man ofwar. Con-
tador de nuevas, Prattler, an idle talker.

CoNTADORcixo,s/ra.A petty clerk or accomptant.
CONTADURIA YCONTADORIA,5/. l.AcCOmptant'S

office at the exchequer. 2. Office where taxes

and other branches of the public revenue are

collected and managed. 3. Place and employ-
ment of a public accomptant.

CONTAGIAR, va. 1. To infect, to communicate a

contagious disease, to hurt by contagion. 2.

(Met.) To corrupt one's morals by setting
him a bad example.

CONTAGIO, sm. 1. An infectious or contagious
disease. 2. (Met.) Corruption of morals by
bad examples and mischievous insinuations,

CONTAGION, sf. \. V. Contagio. 2. The progres-
sive malignity of a distemper which affects

one part ofthe body, but if not timely checked
communicates to other parts, as, gangrene. 3.

(Met.) Propagation of vice and evil habits.

CONTAGIOSO, SA, a. 1. Contagious, infectious ;

caught by contact or approach. 2. (Met.) In-

fectious ; applied to dangerous doctrines,
mischievous principles, and bad examples.

CONTAL DE CUENTAS, s. A string of beads for

counting or reckoning.
CONTAMINACION, sf. Contamination, pollution,

defilement.

CONTAMINA\R, va. 1. To contaminate, to defile,

or pollute. 2. To infect by contagion. 3. To
corrupt, to vitiate or destroy the integritj' ofa

text or original. 4. (Met.) To profane, to vio-

late any thing sacred.

CONTANTE, sm. 1. Ready money. 2. Narrator,
teller. 3. (Ant.) A certain quantity. [with.

CONTANTEJO, sm. A small counter to reckon

CONTAR, va. 1. To count, to reckon, to number,
to enumerate. 2. To calculate, to compute, to

make up accounts. 3. To book, to place to

account. 4. To class, to range according to

some stated method of distribution. 5. To
consider, to look upon. 6. To depend, to rely,

Contar con la amislad de uno, To rely upou
one's friendship. Mire a quien se lo cuenta,

Expression, signifying that he who hears
213
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knows more than he who relates the particu-
lars of an event.

CoNTEMPERANTE,/?a. Tempering; moderator.

CONTEMPERAR, va. To temper, to moderate. V.

Atemperar.
CONTEMPLACION, sf. 1. Meditation; studious

thought on any subject. 2. Holy meditation ;

a holy exercise of the soul, employed in at-

tention to sacred things.

CONTEMPLADOR', sm. Contemplator ; one em-

ployed in study. V. Contemplativo.
CONTEMPLAR, . 1. To view, to behold, to look

upon. 2. To contemplate, to meditate, to

muse. 3. To assent, to flatter. 4. To conde-

scend, to do more than mere justice requires.

CONTEMPLATIVAMENTE, ad. Attentively,

thoughtfully, in a contemplative manner.

CONTEMPLATIVO, VA, a. Contemplative, given
1

to thought, studious. Vida contemplativa, A
life spent in contemplation and study.

CONTEMPLATIVO, sm. 1. Contemplator ; one em-

ployed in contemplation and study. 2. Adula-

tor,flatterer ;
one who endeavours to please by

flattery and adulation. 3. A pious devotee.

CONTEMPORANEO, NEA, a. Contemporary ; liv-

ing in the same age, existing at the same

point of time.

CONTEMPORIZAR, vn. To temporize, to comply
with the times and occasions, to comply with
the will and opinion of another.

CONTEMPTIBLE, a. V. Contentible.

CONTENCION,*/. 1. Contention, emulation, en-

deavour to excel. 2. Contest, dispute, strife.

CONTENCIOSO, SA, a. 1. Being the object of
strife or dispute. 2. Quarrelsome, litigious,
inclined to lawsuits.

CONTENDEDOR, sm. V. Contender.

CONTENDER, vn. 1. To contend, to debate, to

litigate. 2. (Met.) To argu, to discuss.

CONTENDIENTE, pa. Disputant, litigant.

CONTENDOR, sm. Contender, or contendent ; an

antagonist or opponent.
CONTENDOSO, SA, a. V. Contcncioso.

CONTENEDOR, RA, s. Holder, one that holds ; a
tenant.

CONTENENCIA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Contest, dispute. 2.

Suspension or short stop in the flight of birds,

especially of birds of prey. 3. A peculiar
movement in the Spanish dance. 4. (Ant.)
Tenor, contents.

CONTENENTE, sm. V. Continente.

CONTENER, va. 1. To contain, to hold as a ves-

sel, to comprise as a writing. 2. To check the
motion or progress of any thing. 3. (Met.) To
curb, to restrain. El nopuede contenerse, He
has no command of himself. [rate.

COSTENIDO, DA, a. Moderate, prudent, tempe-
CoNTENfno, sm. Tenor, contents.

CONTENIENTE, pa. Containing, comprising.
CONTENTA, sf. 1. Endorsement. V. Endoso. 2.

Reception or present which satisfies any one.

3. Certificate of good conduct given by the

magistrate of a place to the commander of

troops which have been quartered there for

some time.

CONTKNTADIZO, ZA, a. Biencontentadizo, Easily

^

contented. Mai contentadizo, Hard to please.

CONTENTAMIENTO, s?H. Contentment, joy, satis-

faction.
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CONTENTAn, a. 1. To content, to satisfy ,
to gra-

tify, to please. 2. To endorse. V. Endosar.
m. To be contented, pleased, or satisfied.

Ser de buen 6 mal contentar, To bs easily
pleased, or difficult to be pleased.

CoNTENTiBLE, a. Contemptible, worthy of con-

tempt, deserving scorn.

CONTENTED, VA, a. Containing; that which
contains or comprises.

CONTENTO, TA,. Moderate,temperate, prudent.
CONTENTO, sm. 1. Contentment, joy, satisfac-

tion. 2. Receipt, discharge. A 1

conttnto, To
one's satisfaction.

CONTENTOR, sm. V. Contendor.

CONTERA, sf. 1. A
piece

of brass, tin, or silver,

put at the end of a scabbard, to prevent the

point of a sword from piercing through it. 2.

Button of the cascabel of a gun. 3. (Poet.)
Prelude of a song, or other musical composi-
tion. Par contera, Ultimately, finally, [upon.

CONTERMINO, NA, a. Contiguous, bordering
CONTERRANEO, NEA, s. Countryman, or coun-

try-woman ; a person of the same country
with another.

CONTESTACION, sf. 1. Contestation, the act of

contesting ; debate, strife. 2. Altercation,

disputation.

CONTESTAR, va. l.To confirm the deposition of
another. 2. To prove, to attest. 3. To an-

swer, to reply. 4. To plead to art action. vn.

To agree, to accord.

CONTESTE, a. Confirming the evidence of ano-

ther, making the same deposition as another
witness.

CONTEXTO, sm. l.Intertexture; diversification

of things mingled or interwoven one among
another. 2. Context, the general series of a
discourse.

CONTEXTURA,*/". 1. The respective union of the

parts which compose a whole. 2. Context,
the general series of a discourse. 3. (Met.)
Frame and structure of the human body.

CONTIA, sf. V. Cantidad 6 Quantia. [still.

CONTIC^NIO, sm. Dead of the night, when all is

CONTIENDA, sf. Contest, dispute, debate.

CONTIGNACION, sf. Contignation ;
a frame of

beams or boards joined together. [person.

CONTIGO, pron. pers. With thee, with thy own
CONTIGUAMENTE, ad. Contiguously, without

any intervening space.

CONTIGUIDAD, sf. Contiguity ; actual contact.

CONTIGUO, GUA, Contiguous, meeting so as to

touch.

CONTINA, (A' LA), ad. V. A' la continua.

CONTINAMENTK, ad. V. Contimuimente.

COKTINENCIA, sf. 1. Continence or continency,
restraint or command of one's self. 2. Absti-

nence from carnal pleasures. 3. Moderation in

lawful pleasures. 4.Continuity, uninterrupted
course. Continencia de la causa, (For.) Unity
which should exist in every judgment or sen-

tence. 5. Countenance, air, look.

CONTINENTE, sm. 1. That which contains any
thing. 2. Countenance, air, mien. 3. Conti-

nent, country not disjointed by the sea from
other lands.

CONTINENTE, a. Continent, chaste, abstinent,

moderate in lawful pleasures. En continntc
}

Immediately.
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CON'TINENTEMENTE, ad. Moderately, abste-

miously, chastely.

CONTINGENCY, sf. Contingence or contingen-

cy, the quality of being fortuitous ;
accidental

possibility. [dental.

CONTINGENTS, a. Contingent, fortuitous, acci-

CONTINGENTE, sm. Contingent, a proportion
that falls to any person upon a division.

CONTINGENTF.MENTK, ad. CasuallyAccidentally.
CONTINGIBLE, a. (Ant.) V. Factibfe.

CONTINO, sm. Ancient office in the royal house

of Castile.

CONTINO, ad. Continually.

CONTINUACION, sf. 1. Continuation, an uninter-

rupted succession. 2. Continuity, connexion

uninterrupted.
CO.\TINUAAMENTE, ad. Continually, without

intermission or interruption.
CONTINCADOK, sm. Continuer, continuator, one

who continues a work begun by another.

CONTINUAMKNTE, ad. Continually.
COSTINUAMIENTO Y CONTINUANZA, (Ant.) V.

Continuation.

CONTINCAR, rn. To continue, to remain in the

same state, to last, to be durable, to endure.

va. To continue, to pursue, to protract.

COXTINIMPAD, sf. Continuity, connexion unin-

terrupted, cohesion.

CONTINUO, NUA, . 1. Continuous, joined toge-
ther without any intervening space. 2. Con-

stant, lasting, without interruption. 3. Assi-

duous, persevering ; perennial. A' la contijiua,

Continually, without interruption.

CONTINUO, sm. 1. A whole, composed of parts,
united among themselves. 2. One ofthe hun-
dred yeomen formerly appointed in Spain to

fuard
the king's person and palace. Continuo,

dp. coiitinuo, ad. Continually, constantly.

CONTIOSO, SA. (Ant.) V. Quantioso.

CONTONEARSE, vv. To walk with an affected

air or manner, to waggle, or waddle.

CONTONEO, sm,. An affected gait or manner of

walking.
CONTORCEKSE, vr. To distort, twist, or writhe

one's body.
CONTORCIOX, sf. Contortion, twist, wry motion.

CONTORNADO, a. (Bias.) Applied to the heads
of animals, turned towards the sinister side

of the shield.

CONTORNAR v CoNTORNEAR, vu. 1. To trace the

contour or outline of a figure. 2. To form ac-

cording to a proposed model or design.
CONTORNEO, sm. V. Rodeo.

CONTORNO, sm. 1. Environs or vicinity of a

place. 2. Contour or outline by which any
figure is defined or terminated. En contdrno,
Round about.

CO.NTORSION, sf. Contortion, twist, wry motion.

CONTRA, prep. 1. Against, in opposition to, con-

trary to, opposite to. 2 (Ant.) Towards
; by

favour of. En contra, Against or in opposi-
tion to another thing. 3. (Ant.) V. Hdcia y
a Favor.

COSTKAS, sf. pi. The base pipes of a large
organ. i

CONTRAALETAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Counter-fashion

pieces, the outermost timbers of the stern of
t'ni; ship on both sides.

Co NTRAAM ANTftLAS, sf.pl. (Nadt.) Preventer-

braces which serve to succour the main or

fore-yard of a ship.

CoNTRAAMtfRAS,j?/.;?/.(Naut.)Preventer-tacks,
which serve to support the tacks.

CONTRAAPROCHES, SHI. pi. Counter-approaches
made by the besieged against the besiegers.

CoNTRAARMfNos, sm. pi. (Bias.) Contrary to

ermine, i. e. black field and white spots.

CONTRAATAQUES, sm.pl. Counter-attacks made
by the besieged.

CONTRABALANZA, sf. V. Contrapeso y Contra-

position.

CONTRABALANZEAR, va. To counterbalance, to

act against with an opposite weight.
CoNTRABANDfsTA, sm. Smuggler, one who

carries on a contraband trade.

CONTRABANDO, sm. 1. A prohibited commodity.
2. Contraband trade. 3. (Met.) Any unlaw-
ful action. Ir 6 venir de contrabando, To go-
or come by stealth.

CoNTRABATERfA, sf. Counter-battery, that,

which is raised to dismount the enemy's bat-

tery, [batteries.

CONTRABATR, va. To fire upon the enemy's
CONTRABAND, sm. 1. Counter-bass, the deepest

of all musical sounds. 2. Base or bass-viol, a

stringed instrument used in concerts.

CONTRABITAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Standards of the

bits, a sort of knees, destined to support; or

strengthen the bits on board of ships.

CoNTRABRANquEjSw. (Naut.) Stemson, a strong
arching piece of timber destined to reinforce

the stem.

CONTRABRAZAS,S/.^J. (Naut.) Preventer-braces.

CONTRACANAL, sm. Channel or conduit leading
from another

;
counter-channel.

CoNTRAcAiwBio, sm. 1. Re-exchange, the loss

arising from the necessity of redrawing for

the amount of a protested bill of exchange.
2. (Met.) Change, alteration.

CONTRACCION, sf. \. Contraction, the act of

contracting, shrinking, or shrivelling. 2. The
state of being contracted. 3. Abbreviation.

CONTRACEBADERA, sf. (Naut.) Sprit-top-sail.

CONTRACEDULA, sf. A decree which reverses or
annuls another of an anterior date.

CONTRACIFRA, sf. Countercipher, the key to a
secret or occult manner of writing.

CONTROCODASTE INTERIOR, Sm. (Nailt.) The
inner stern-post. Contracodaste exterior,.

(Naut.) The back of the stern-post.

CONTRACOSTA, sf. Coast opposite to another.

CONTRACTACION, sf. V. Contratacion.

CONTRACTOR, va. V. Contratar.

CONTRACUERDAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) The outward-

deck-planks or platforms.
CONTRACULTO,S?. A plain and natural style, in

opposition to an affected manner of writing,
which is called culto.

CONTRADANZA, sf. Country-dance, performed
by many persons at the same time.

CONTRADECIDOR, RA, s. V. Contradictor, ra.

CONTRADECIR, va. To contradict, to oppose
verbally, to repugn.

CONTRADICCION, sf. 1. Contradiction, verbal

opposition. 2. Hostile resistance.

CONTRADICHO, sm. (Ant.) V. Contradiction.
CONTRADICTOR. RA, s. Contradictor, one that

contradicts or verbally opposes.
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CONTRADICTORIAMENTE, ad. Contradictorily,

inconsistently with, oppositely to.

CONTRADICTORIO, RiA, a. Contradictory, incon-

sistent with, opposite to.

CONTRADIQUE, sm. Counter-dike, a second dike

or mound to prevent inundations.

CONTRADITOR, RA, s. V. Contradictor.

CONTRADIZO, ZA, a. V. Encontradizo.

CoNTRADRiZA,5/.(Naut.) Second-halliard which
assists the other and secures the yard.

CONTRADURMENTE '6 CoNTRADURMIENTE, SHI.

(Naut.) Clamp, thick stuff nailed to the inner

range of a ship's side, from the stem to the

fashion-pieces of the stern.

CONTRAEMBOSCADA, sf. Counter-ambuscade, an

ambush made to defeat another contrived by
an enemy.

CONTRAEMPUNADURA, 5/. (Naut.) Preventer-

ear-ring,

CONTRAENTE, pa. (Ant.) V. Contrayente.
CONTRAER, va. y n. 1. To contract, to join, to

unite. 2. To bring two parties together, to

make a bargain. 3. To procure, to incur, to

get. Contraer deudas, To contract debts. 4.

To contract or shrink up, as nerves, muscles,

cloth, &c. Contraer enfermedad, To contract

a disease, to be seized with a fit of illness.

CONTRAESCARPA, sf. (Fort.) Counterscarp.
CONTRAESCOTA, sf. (Naut.) Preventer-sheet,
which serves to strengthen the sheet.

CONTRAESCOTIN, sm, (Naut.) Preventer-top-
sail-sheet.

CONTRAESCRITURA, sf. Counter-deed, instru-

ment granted to protest against what had
been previously given.

CONTRAESTAY DEL MAYOR 6 DEL TRINQUETE,
(Naut.) Preventer-stay of the main or fore-

mast.

CONTRAF.STAMBOR, sm. (Nadt.) A knee which
fastens the sternpost to the keel.

CONTRAFACCION, sf. V. Infraction.

CONTRAFALLAR, va. (At cards) To play a

wrong card.

CONTRAFACER, V. Contrahacer y Conlravenir.

CONTRAFIANZAS, sf. pi. Indemnity-bond.

i, sf. (For.)

"
Inhibition of an ante-CoNTRAFIRMA

rior decree.

CONTRAFIRMANTE, pa. The party who obtains

an inhibition or countermanding decree.

CONTRAFIRMAR, vo,. (For. Arag.) To obtain a

countermanding decree or inhibition.

CONTRAFOQUE, 5TO. (Naut.) The fore-top-stay-
sail ;

also the flying jib or middle jib of a

smack.
CONTRAFOSO 6 AuTEFOso, sm. Avant-fosse or

outer ditch of a fortress.

CONTRAFUERO, sm. Infringement or violation

of a charter or privilege.

CONTRAFUERTE, sm. 1. Counter-fort : a fort

constructed in opposition to another. 2. Coun-
ter-fort ;

a pillar of masonry serving to prop
and support a wall. 3. Strap of leather to se-

cure the girths on a saddle-tree.

CONTRAGUARDIA, sf. Counter-guard ;
a work

erected to cover a bastion or ravelin.

CONTRAHACEUOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Imitator, coun-
terfeiter.

CONTRAHACER, va. 1. To counterfeit ;
to copy

with an intention to pass the copy for an ori-

21G

S'nal.

2. To imitate, to copy. 3. To pirate
e works of an author.

CONTRAHAZ, 5TO. The wrong side of cloth.

CONTRAHECHO, cuA, . 1. Humpbacked, de-
formed. 2. Counterfeited.

CONTRAHILERA, sf. A second line formed to de-
fend another.

CONTRAHOJAS DE LAS VENTANAS, pi. (Na6t.)
Dead lights of the cabin.

CONTRAI, sm. Sort of fine cotton velvet.

CONTRAINDICANTE, 577i. (Med.) Contra-indica-

tion, symptom indicating the impropriety of

using an otherwise convenient medium.
CONTRA INDICAR, va. To centra-indicate, to

point out some peculiar symptom contrary
to the general tenor of the malady.

CONTRAIR, va. V. Oponer.
CONTRALAR, va. V. Coiitrariar .

CONTRALLADOR, RA, s. Contradictor.

CONTRALLAR, va. (Ant.) V. Contradecir.

CONTRALLO, sm. V. Contradiccion. For el con-

trallo, On the contrary.
CONTRALOR, sm. Comptroller ; inspector.

CONTRALOREAR, va. To control, to check, to

restrain.

CONTRALTO, sm. Middle sound between the

treble and tenor.

CONTRAMAESTRE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Boatswain. 2.

Overseer of a manufactory. 3. Contramaestre
de construction, The foreman of a dock-yard.

CONTRAMALLA 6 CoNTRAMALLADtJRA, sf. A
double net for catching fish.

CONTRAMALLAR, TO. To make nets with double

meshes.

CoNTRAMANDAR,ra. To countermand
;
to order

the contrary to what was ordered before.

CoNTRAMANGAS,5/./>/. Counter-sleeves ; a kind

of sleeves formerly worn both by men and
women.

CONTRAMARCA,S/. 1. Countermark ;
a second or

third mark on goods, cattle, &c. 2. A duty
to be paid on goods which have no Custom-
house mark. 3. A mark added to a medal or

other piece of coined metal long after it has

been struck, by which the curious know the

several changes in value. 4. Cartas 6 paten-
tcs de contramarca. Letters ofmarque, where-

by subjects are authorised to cruise against
the enemy, and to capture his ships.

CONTRAMARCAR, va. To countermark ;
to put a

second or additional mark on bale goods, &c.

CONTRAMARCHA, sf. I. Counter-march, retro-

cession, march backward. 2. Part ofa weaver's

loom. V. Viadera. 3. (Mil. y Nadt.) Evolu-

tion, by means of which a body of troops or

division of ships change their front.

CONTRAMARCHAR, va. To counter-march, to

march backward.

CONTRAMARCO, 5771. Counter-frame of a glass
window.

CONTRAMAREA, sf. (Na6t.) Counter-tide, or

spring-tide.

CONTRAMESANA, 5/. (Naut.) Mizen-mast.

CONTRAMINA, 5/. 1. Countermine ; a mine
intended to seek out and destroy the ene-

my's mines. 2. A subterraneous communi-
cation between two or more mines of metals

or minerals.

CONTRAMINAR, TO. 1 . To countermine, to delve a
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passage into an enemy's mines. 2. To coun-

ter-work, to defeat by secret measures.

CONTRAMURALLA y CoNTRAMtjRo, 5. (Fort.)

Faussebraye, an elevation ofearth about three

feet in height, raiaed around the foot of the

rampart on the outside.

CONTRANATURAL, a. Counternatural ; contrary
to nature.

CONTRAORDEN, sm. Countermand, the repeal
of some former order.

CONTRA p ALA xqv IN,sm.(Naut.) Preventer-clew-

garnet, fixed to the clews of the courses to

aid the clew-garnets. [ing.

CONTRAPARES, sf.pl. Counter-rafters inabuild-

CoNTRAPAS,sm. (Ant.) Kind of dance, or step
in dancing.

CONTRAPASAMIENTO, sm. The act and effect of

passing to the opposite side or party.

CONTRAPASAR, vii. To join the opposite party.

CONTRAPASO, sm. 1. A back step in dancing. 2.

(Ant.) Permutation. 3. (Mus.) Counter-note.

CONTRAPECHAR, va. To strike breast against
breast, applied to horses in tilts or tourna-

ments, [in an engagement.
CONTRA PELEAR,n. (Ant.) To defend one's self

CONTRAPELO, (A'), ad. Against the grain.
CONTRAPESAR, tjw. 1. To counterpoise, to coun-

ter-balance. 2. (Met.) To act with equal
power against, any person or cause.

CONTRAPESO, sm. I. Counterpoise, equiponder-
ance, equivalence of weight. 2. Poy. a rope-
dancer's pole. 3. (Met.) Equipollence ; equi-
valence of power. 4. Counterpoise in a velvet-

loom.

CONTRA PESTE, sm. Remedy against the pest.

CONTRAPILASTRA, sf. l.(Arq.) Counterpilaster
2. Moulding laid on the joints of doors or

shutters to keep the wind out.

CONTRAPONEDOR, sm. (Ant.) He who compares
one thing with another.

CONTRAPONER, T>a. To compare, to oppose.
CONTRAPOSICION, sf. 1. Contra-position ;

the

placing over against. 2. An act by which the

execution of a sentence is barred.

CONTRAPRODUCENTEM, (Lat.) Thing allegec

contrary to what is designed to prove.
CONTRAPRUEBA, sf. Counterproof ;

a seconc

impression of a print taken off by printers.

CONTRAPUERTA, sf. The inner large door of a

house after the street door and entrance.

CONTRAPUESTO, TA, pp. Compared.
CONTRAPUGN.X.R, va. (Ant.) To combat, to fight

CONTRAPUNTANTE, sm. He who sings in coun

terpoint.

CONTRAPUNTEAR, va. 1 . To sing in counterpoint
2. To compare. 3. .To taunt, to revile. vr
To treat one another with abusive language
to wrangle, to dispute. [mony

CoNTRAPtJNTO, sm. (Mus.) Counterpoint, har

CONTRAPUNZON, sm. 1. Puncheon for driving in

a nail. 2. Counterpunch, an instrument whicl
serves to open others. 3. The gunsmith's
counter-mark on guns, to prevent their being
exchanged for others, or purloined.

CoNTRAQufLLA,*/. (Naiit.) False keel. V. Zapa
ta de la quilla. [rel

CoNTRARACAMENTO,sm. (Naut.) Preventer-par
CONTRAREPARO,SW. (Fort.) Counter-guard, o

counter-defence.

28

ONTRAREPLICA, sf. Rebutter ;
an answer to

the rejoinder.
CONTRARE ST^R, va. 1. To strike back a ball, to

counter-buff. 2. To resist, to oppose, to check,
to countervail.

ONTRARESTO, sm. 1. A player who is to strike

back the ball. 2. Check, opposition, contra-

diction.

CONTRARIA, sf.V. Oposicion. Contrarias, Con-

traries, opposite qualities or circumstances.

^ONTRAKIAUOR. V. Contradictor.

CONTRARIAMENTE, ad. Contrarily, in a contrary
manner. [opposition.

CONTRARIEDA\D, sf. Contrariety, repugnance,
CONTRARIO, sm. I. Opponent, antagonist. 2.

Competitor, rival. 3. (Ant.) Impediment, ob-

stacle, obstruction. 4. That which causes

hurt, damage, or mischief.

CONTRARIO,RIA,. Contrary, repugnant. Tiem-

po contrario, (Naut.) Foul weather. Echar al

contrario, To cross the breed. M contrdrio

y par el contrario, On the contrary. En con-

trdrio, Against, in opposition to.

CONTRARIOSAMENTE, ad. V. Contrariamentc.

CONTRAROA 6 CoNTRAROD A,5/.(Nailt.) StemSOn.

ONTRARONDA, sf. 1. (Mil.) Counter-round,
which follows the first round for greater

safety's sake, to visit the different posts. 2.

Round made by officers to inspect and exa-

mine the posts, guards, and sentinels.

CONTRAROTURA, sf. (Alb.) Plaster or poultice

applied to fractures or wounds by veterina-

rians.

CONTRASENA, sf. 1. Countersign, or counter-

mark. 2. Watchword, by which soldiers ofthe

same body of troops know each other.

CONTR^STA", sf. V. Contrdste.

CONTRA STATUTE, pa. Contrasting ;
he who re-

sists and combats.

CONTRAST^R, va. I. To contrast, to place in

opposition ; to oppose. 2. To resist, to con-

tradict.

CONTRASTS, sm. 1. Assayer of the mint. 2. As-

sayer's office, where gold and silver are tried

and marked. 3. Assayer of weights and mea-
sures. 4. A public office where raw silk is

weighed. 5. (Met.) Opposition and strife be-

tween persons and things. 6. Impediment,
check, hindrance. 7. Opposition and dissimi-

litude of figures, by which one contributes to

the visibility or effect of another. 8. (Naut.)
Sudden change of the wind, by which it be-

comes foul or contrary.

CONTRALTO, sm. V. Opositor.

CONTRATA, sf. I. Writing in which the terms

of a contractor bargain are included. 2. (Ant.)

Territory, district.

CONTRATACION, sf. 1. Trade, commerce, traffic.

2. (Ant.) Familiar intercourse. 3. (Ant.) Writ-

ing which contains the terms of a bargain. 4.

(Ant.) Reward, recompense. Casa de con-

tratacion,Ahonse or place where agreements
and contracts are made for the promotion of

trade and commerce. [of trading.

CoNTRATAMiENTO,swi. (Ant.) The act and effect

CONTRATA"NTE, pa. Trading ;
a trader.

CONTRATAR, Ta. \. To trade, to traffic, 2. To
contract or bargain.

CONTUATELA. sf. Second enclosure of canvas
217
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within which game is enveloped or wild boars

are fought.
CONTRATIEMPO, sm. Disappointment, misfor-

tune, calamity, trouble.

CONTRATO, sm. I. Contract, convention or mu-
tual agreement between parties. 2. A public
instrument. Hacer un contruto, To make a

covenant, to strike a bargain. Contrjato no

minado, 6 innominado, Definite or indefinite

bargain, particular or general agreement.
CoNTRATRANCANfLKS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Inner

water-ways, long pieces of timber serving to

connect the sides of a ship, and to carry off

the water by means of scuppers.

CONTRATRETA,S/. Stratagem by which another
artifice is defeated.

CONTRATRINCHERA, sf. (Fort.) Countertrench ;

an entrenchment made

against the besiegers.

by the besieged

CONTRIBDLADO, DA, a. Grieved, afflicted.

CONTRIBUTARIO, sm. Contributor, payer of
taxes.

i. Contributing ; contributor.

CONTRICION, sf. Contrition, penitence, sorrow
for sin.

CONTRINCANTE, sm. Competitor, rival.

CONTRISTAR, va. To afflict, to render melan-

choly, to sadden.

CONTRITO, TA, a. Worn with sorrow, harassed
with the sense of guilt, penitent; contrite.

CONTROVERSY, sf. "Controversy, a dispute ;

especially about matters of religion.

CoNTRovERsfsTA,s?. Controversialist, contro-

vertist, a disputant.

CONTROVERTIBLE,. Controvertible, disputable.
CONTROVERTIR, va. To controvert, to debate or

dispute any thing in writing.
CONTU BERNAi,,s?re.(Ant.) Chamber-fellow,com-
panion who lives in the same apartment.

CONTUBERNIO, sm. 1 . Cohabitation, the state of

inhabiting the same place with another per-
son. 2. The state ofliving together as married

sons, concubinage. [mazmente.
COVTUMACE Y CONTUMACEMENTE, V. Contu-

CONTUMACIA, sf. 1. Obstinacy in asserting one's

own opinion, perverseness, stubbornness. 2.

Contumacy ; a wilful contempt and disobedi-

ence to any lawful summons or judicial order.

CONTUMAZ, a. 1. Obstinate, stubborn, perverse.
2. Disobedient to any lawful summons or ju-
dicial order. [nately.

CONTUMAZMENTE, ad. Contumaciously, obsti-

"'DNTUMELiAjS/". Contumely, rudeness or bitter-

ness of language, reproach.
CONTUMEIJOSAMENTE, ad. In a contumelious or

reproachful manner.

CONTUMELIOSO, SA, a. Contumelious, reproach-
ful, rude, sarcastic.

ONTUNDENTE, a. Producing a contusion
; ap-

plied to weapons which cause a contusion.

CONTUNDIR, va. To bruise, to cause a contusion.

CONTURBACION, sf. Perturbation, uneasiness of
the mind.

CONTURBADOR, sm. Perturber, disturber.

ONTURBAMIENTO,SMI. (Ant.) Perturbation, dis-

quietude.
CONTURBAR, va. To perturbate, to disquiet, to

disturb.

DONTURBATIVO, VA, fl. That which perturbates
or disquiets.

CONTUSION, sf. Contusion
;
a bruise inflicted by

a blow or stroke which causes no wound.

SA, a. Bruised ; afflicted with a con-

tusion.

CONTUTOR, sm. Assistant tutor, fellow tutor.

, pron. pers. (Ant.) With us.

^ONVALECENCIA, sf. Convalescence, or conva-

lescency, renewal of health, recovery from
disease. Casa de convalecencia, An hospital
for convalescent patients.
ONVALECE R, vn. I. To recover from sickness. 2.

(Met.) To recover lost prosperity and power.
UONVALECIENTE, pa. Convalescent.

DONVALESCENCIA, sf. (Ant.) V Convalecencia.

CONVALESCER, vn. (Rar.) To improve, to grow
^ ~ 6 , , vigorous and robust. [tion.

to bear a part in somo common design. S.jCosvALiDACioN Y CONVALIDAD, sf. Confirma-

(Ant.) V. Atriluir. \ CONvciNo,NA, a. Neighbouring, conterminous*

CONTRAVALACION, sf. Contravallation ;
an en-

trenchment thrown up* by the besiegers to

prevent the sallies of the besieged.
CONTRAVALAR, va. To form a line of contra-

vallation.

CONTRAVENCION, sf. Contravention ; violation

of a law or command.
CONTRAVENENO, sm. I. Antidote, a medicine

given to expel poison. 2. (Met.) Precaution
taken to avoid some infamy or mischief.

CONTRAVENIDOR, sm. V. Contraventor.

CONTRAVENIR, vn. 1. To contravene, to trans-

gress a command, to violate a law. 2. To op-
pose, to obstruct, to baffle.

CONTRAVENTA, sf. V. Retrovendicion.

CONTRAVENTANA, sf. Window-shutter.
CONTRAVENTOR, RA, s. Offender, transgressor ;

one who contravenes or acts contrary to any
law or command.

CONTRAVIDRIERA, sf. A second glass window
to keep off the cold or heat.

CONTRAVOLINAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Brails, small

ropes fastened to the skirts of a sail to haul
it up more easily.

CONTRAY, sm. Sort of fine cloth, manufactured
at Courtray, in Flanders.

CONTRAYENTE, pa. Contracting, he who con-

tracts.

CONTRAYERB A, s/.l.(Bot.) Species ofbix-wort ;

contrayerva. Dorstenia contrayerva L. 2.

(Met.) Precaution to prevent some damage
or mischief.

CONTRA Y^Go,sm. (Naut.) Inner transom, which
some ship-builders are accustomed to place
under the wing-transom, to give it more

strength.

CONTRECHO, sm. Spasm in horse's bowels.

CONTRECTO, 5m. V. Contraficcho.

CoNTREMr.eER, vn. (Ant.) To tremble.

CONTRIBUCION, sf. 1. Contribution; thatwhich
is given by many persons for some common
purpose. 2. Contribution, tax. U'nica contri-

bution, Income-tax, a tax laid on each per-
son in proportion to his income, rank, &c.

CoNTRiBuiooRjSm.Contributor, one who contri-

butes or bears a part in some common design.
CONTRIBUIR, xa. 1. To contribute, to pay one's

share ofa tax. 2. To give some common stock,
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COSVEL^BSE, rsr. To shrink, to be contracted;

applied to blood vessels. [and convinces.

CONVENCEDOR, RA. s. One who demonstrates

JNVKNCEK, va. To convince, to force another

to acknowledge a contested position.

CO.VVENCIBLE, o. Convincible, capable of con-

viction, capable of being evidently disproved.

CoNVENCiMiENTo,6'7tt. Conviction, confutation;
the act of convincing or confuting.

CONVENCION,*/". 1. Convention, contract, agree-
ment. 2. Convenience.

CoNVENciON.4L, a. Conventional, stipulated,

agreed upon by compact.
CONVENCIONALMENTE, ad. According to a con-

vention, in the manner agreed upon.
CoNVENiALMfNTE, ad. By common consent.

CoNVEXiBLE,a. 1. Docile, tractable, compliant,

obsequious. 2. (Ant.) Convenient. 3. (Ant.)

Being of a moderate or reasonable price.

CONVENIENCIA, sf. 1. Utility, profit, advantage.
2. Conformity, congruity. 3. Agreement, con-

vention, adjustment. 4. Service ;
a servant's

place in a house or family. He hallado conve-

niencia, I have got a place. Busco conve-

niencia, I am looking out for a place. 5. Com-
modiQUsness,ease, accommodation. Esamigo
de conveniencia, He loves his ease or conve-
nience. Convenidncias, Emoluments, perqui-
sites : income, property.

CONVENIENTE, a. \. Useful, profitable, advan-

tageous. 2. Fit, suitable, agreeable. 3. Com-
modious, timely. [suitably.

CONVENIENTEMENTE, ad. Conveniently, fitly,

CoNVENio,sm.Convention, contract, agreement.
CONVEN! R, vn. 1. To agree, to be of the same

opinion.
2. To correspond, to

belong to. 3.

lo assemble, to meet in the same place. 4.

(Ant.) To cohabit carnally. 5. To litigate.
v. impers. To suit, to be to the purpose vr.

To compound, to make up matters.
CONVENT Azo,sm.A large convent or monastery.
CoNVEN-rfco, ILLO, v iTo, sm. A small convent.
CONVENTICULA Y CoNVENTICULO, S. ConVCnti-

cle ; a secret assembly for some unlawful

purpose.
CONVENT!LLO, sm. Brothel ,

a bawdy-house.
CONVENTO, sm. 1. Convent of monks or nuns,

monastery, nunnery. 2. (Ant.) Concourse,

meeting. 3. Community of religious men or

women who live in the same house.

CONVENTUAL, . Conventual, belonging to a

convent, monastic.

CONVENTUAL, sm. 1. Conventual, a monk, one
that lives in a convent. 2. Franciscan friar

possessing estates or property.
CoNVENTUALioAD,s/. The state of living toge-

ther as religious persons in a convent or

monastery. [ly.

CONVENTUALMENTE, ad. Monastically, recluse-

CONVERGENTE, . Convergent, tending to one

point from different places.

CONVERGER, vn. To converge ; to tend to one
point from different places.

CONVERNA,/M. imp. (Ant.) Of the verb conve-
nir now written convendrd.

CONVERNIA, pret. imp. subj. (Ant.) Third per-
son of convenir.

CONVERSABLE, a. Conversable, sociable, quali-
fied for conversation, fit for company.

CONVERSACION, sf. I, Conversation, familiar in-

tercourse, easy talk. 2. Commerce, inter-

course, familiarity. 3. Society, company. 4.

Room, bed-room. 5. Criminal intercourse. G.

Club, an assembly. V. Tertulia. C'asa de con-

versation, Assembly-house where people
meet to converse and play. La rnucha con-

versation cs causa de menosprccio, (Prov.)
Too much familiarity breeds contempt.

(.'ON vi -KSANTE, pa. Conversing, he who con-

verses.

NVERRAR, vn. l.To converse, to discourse fa-

miliarly upon any subject, to convey tho

thoughts reciprocally in talk. 2. To cohabit,
to live together.

CONVERSION, sf. 1. Change from one religion to

another. 2. Change from reprobation tograce
3. Change from one state into another. 4

(Ret.) Apostrophe. 5. (Mil.) Wheel, wheel-

ing. Quarto de conversion, Quarter-wheeling
CONVERSIVO, VA, a. Having the power of con-

verting or changing one thing into another.

CONVERSO, sm. 1. Convert ;
a person converted

from one religion or opinion to another. 2.

Lay-brother ;
a rnan admitted for the service

of a religious house without being ordained.

CONVERTIBLE, a. 1.Susceptible ofchange, trans-

mutable, convertible. 2. Moveable, transfer-

rable.

CONVERTIENTE, pa. Converting, a convert.

CONVERTIR, va. 1. To change into another sub-

stance, to convert, to permute. 2. To change
from one religion or opinion to another. 3.

To apply things to any use for which they
were not originally intended. 4. To convert,
to direct, to appropriate. Todo lo convierte

en substantia^ (Met.) He minds nothing ; no-

thing makes the least impression upon him.

CONVEXIDAD, sf. Convexity, protuberance in a

circular form.

CONVEXO, XA, a. Convex, rising in a circular

form ; opposite to concave.

CONVICCION, sf. V. Convencimiento.

CoNvicTOR,sm. Boarder, pensioner in a college.

CONVICTORIO, sm. (Among the Jesuits,) That

part of the college where the pensioners or

boarders live and receive their instructions.

CONVICTORISTA, sm. Boarder or pensioner.
CONVIDADOR, RA, s. Inviter, one who invites.

CONVIDAR, va. 1. To invite or ask to dinner. 2.

(Met.) To allure, to invite, to persuade.
vr. To offer one's service spontaneously.

CONVIENTO, s-m. (Ant.) Convent. V. Convento.

CONVINCENTE, a. Convincing.
CONVINCENTEMENTE, ad. In a convincing man-

ner ; in such a manner as to leave no room
for doubt.

CONVINIENTE, a. (Ant.) V. Conveniente.

CONVITE, sm. 1. Invitation
;
the act of inviting.

2. Feast to which persons are invited.

COXVIVIENTE, a. Living together, living with
each other. [vening an assembly.

CONVOCACION, sf. Convocation ; the act of con-

CONVOCADERO, RA, a. That is to be convened
or convoked. [vokes.

CONVOCADOR, sm. One who convenes or con-

CONVOCAR, va. 1. To convene, to convoke, to

call together. 2. To shout in triumph or exul-

tation.

U9
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COMVOCATORIA, sf. Letter of convocation.

CONVOCATORIO, RiA, a. That which convokes!.

CONVOY, sm. 1. CONVOY, an escort or guard, to

convey something safe from place to place.
2. Retinue, suite.

CoNVOYANTE,/m. Convoying, he who convoys.
CONVOYAR, va. To convoy, to escort or guard
from place to place.

CONVULSAR, vn. To feel an involuntary contrac-

tion of the nerves. vr. To be convulsed.

CONVULSION,^/". Convulsion, an irregular and in-

voluntary contraction ofthe fibres and nerves.

CONVULSIVO, VA, a. Convulsive ; that which

gives twitches or spasms. [sions.

CONVTJLSO, SA, a. Convulsed, subject
to convul-

CoNvusco,^row. pers. (Ant.) With you.
CONYUDICE, sm. V. Conjuez.

CoNYUGAL,a.Conjugal, matrimonial, connubial.

CONYUGALMENTE,aa.Conjugally,matrimonially
CONYUGES, sm. pi. A married couple, husband
and wife.

CONYUNTO, TA, a. (Ant.) Conjunto.
COOPERACION, sf. Cooperation ; the act of con-

tributing and concurring to the same end.

COOPERADOR, RA, s. Cooperator.
'

COOPERANTE, pa. Cooperating, cooperator.

COOPERAR, va. To cooperate, to labour jointly
with another to the same end, to concur in

producing the same effect.

COOPERARIO, sm. V. Cooperador.
COOPERATIVO, VA, a. Cooperative, promoting

the same end jointly.

COOPOSITOR, sm. Opponent ; one who argues
or disputes publicly to obtain a prebend.

COOPTACION, sf. Adoption, assumption.
COORDINACION, sf. Coordination, collateral-

ness
;
the state of holding the same rank.

COORDINADAMENTE, ad. Coordinately.
COORDINAMIENTO, sm. V. Coordinacion.

COORDINAR, va. To arrange, to adjust.
COPA, sf. 1. Cup, a small vessel to drink in. 2.

Meeting of the branches of a tree, a bower. 3.

Crown or hollow part of a hat. 4. Brazier, a

pan to hold coals. Copa del homo, The roof or

vault ofan oven or furnace. 5. Each one ofthe
cards with a heart. pi. Hearts, one of the

four suits at cards. 2. Bosses of a bridle.

COPADA, sf. V. Cugujada.
COPADO, i)A,a. Tufted, coped.
COPALXOCOL, sm. (Bot.) Tree in new Spain re-

sembling a cherry-tree.

COPAL, sm. Copal, a transparent gum. [bark.
COPANETE Y COPANO, sm. (Ant.) A small

COPAVBAjS/XBot^Thecopaiba-treejfrom which
the copaibagum distils.Copaifera officinalis L.

COPAZA, s/.(Aum. de copa.) A large cup or glass
with a foot. [wool. 2. Large flake of snow.

CopA.zo,sm. (Aum.de copo.) 1. Large fleece of

COPELA, sf. Coppel. a chemical vessel made of

ashes or calcined bones, in which metals are

refined.

COPELACION, sf. The act of refining metals.

COPELAR, va. To refine or purify metals.

COPERA, sf. Cupboard, in which cups and other

drinking vessels are kept.

COPERILLO, sm. A little cupbearer, or attendant
at a feast to serve wine. [a feast.

COPERO, sm. Cupbearer, one who serves drink at

COPETA, */. A small cup or drinking vessel.
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COPETE, sm. 1. Toupee, a curl of hair worn on
the forehead. 2.Crown-work ofa looking-glass
frame, made in the shape of a. shell. 3. Top of
a shoe which rises over the buckle. 4. Top,
summit. 5. The projecting top of sherbets or
ice-creams. Hombre de copcte, A man of re-

spectability and character. Tencr copcte, 6
mucho copcte, To assume an air of authority,
to be lofty and supercilious.

CopETtJDo,i)A, a. 1 .Illustrious, eminent, power-
ful. 2. High, lofty, supercilious on account
of one's noble descent.

COPE Y, sm. Indian tree, the leaves of which
serve for writing, drawing, or playing card?.

COPIA, sf. 1. Copiousness, plenty, abundance. 2.

Copy, transcript. 3. Portrait taken from ori-

ginal design ; copy of a picture. 4. Rate or
valuation of tithe. 5. (Gram.) List of nouns
and verbs, and the cases which they govern.

COPIADOR, sm. Libra Copiador, Among mer-

chants, book in which letters are copfed.
COPIANTE, s. Copyist, a copyer, an imitator.

COPIAR, va. 1 To copy, to transcribe. 2. To imi-

tate, to draw after life. 3. To write on the same

subject with another, and nearly in the same
manner. 4. (Poet.) To describe, to depict.

Copiar del natural, To copy from life
; among

artists, to design from the naked body.
COPICA, LLA, Y TA, sf. A small cup or drinking

Copico, LLO, Y TO, $m. A small fleece or flake.

COPILACION, sf. 1. Compilation, assemblage
V. Recopilacion. 2. V. Resumcn.

COPILADOR, sin. Compiler, collector
;
one who

frames a composition from various authors.

COPILAR, va. To compile, to draw up from va-

rious authors
;
to collect.

COPIN, sm. (Astur.) A Spanish measure, being
equal to half a cclemin, or the twelfth part
of a quintal oifanega.

COPIOSAMENTE, ad. Copiously, abundantly,

plentifully.

CopiosiDAD, sf. (Ant.) Abundance.

COPIOSO, SA, a. Copious, abundant, plentiful.

COPISTA, sm. 1. Copyist, copyer. 2. A copying
machine.

COPLA, sf. 1. A certain number of consonant

verses, a couplet. 2. A sarcastic hint or re-

mark, a lampoon. Coplas de ciegos, Ballads.

Ecliar coplas de repente, To talk nonsense.

COPLEADOR, sm. (Ant.) Poetaster, rhymer.
COPI.EAR, vn. To versify, to make couplets.

COPLERO, sm. 1. Poetaster ;
a vile, petty poet.

2. Ballad -seller ; one who hawks ballads

about the streets.

COPLICA 6 COPLILLA, */. A little ballad.

COPLISTA, sm. V. Copiero.

COPLON, sm. Low vile poetry ; is generally
used in the plural number, Coplones.

COPO, sm. 1. A small bundle of cotton, hemp,
flax, or silk, put on the distaff to be spun. 2.

Flake of snow. 3. Thick part of a fishing-net.
4. (And.) Odour of the flower of the aroma-

tic myrrh-tree.
COPON, sm. 1. A large cup or drinking vessel.

2. (Naut.) A thick rope or small cable for

weighing up the anchor.

COPOSO, SA, a. V. Copado.
'COPRA, sf. The pith of the cocoa-nut.
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COPULA, sf- 1. The joining or coupling two

things together. 2. Carnal union. 3. Key-
stone of an arch or vault. 4. (Log.) Verb

which unites the predicate with the subject.
PDLAR,r.To connect, join, or unite. m. To

copulate, to come together as different sexes.

COPULATIVAMENTE, ad. Jointly.

COPULATIVO, VA, a. Copulative ; joining or

uniting together.
COQUKTA, sf. (Arag.) Palm or blow with a ruler

in the palm of the hand by school-masters.

COQUILLO, sm. 1. A small shell. 2. Cocoa-nut ;

the fruit of the India palm-tree. 3. An insect

which destroys the vines. Curculio Bacchus L.

COQUINA, sf. l.(And.) Shell-fish in general. 2.

Cockle. Cardium rusticum L.

Coqi I.VARIO, RIA, a. (Ant.) Culinary. Coquind-
rio del Rcy, The? king's own cook.

COQ.UINERO, sm. Fishmonger, one who deals in

cockles and other shell fish.

COQ.UITO, sm. 1. A small cocoa-nut. 2. Grimace
made toam use children and make themlaugh.

COR, sm. (Ant.) 1. V. Corazon. 2. V. Coro. De
cur, By heart.

CORACERO, sm. Cuirassier ; a trooper or horse-

soldier who wears a cuirass.

CORACHA, sf. A leather bag, like those in which
the cocoa-nuts are exported from India.

CORACHIS, sm. A little leather bag.
CORACILLA, sf. A small coat of mail.

CORACINA, sf. A small breast-plate, anciently
worn by soldiers.

CORADA v CORADEL A, sf. V. Asadura.

CORAGE, sm. 1. Courage, bravery, fortitude. 2.

Anger, passion.

CORAJOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Animated, courageous.
CORAJIJDO, DA, a. Angry, passionate.

CORAL, sm. 1. Coral, a marine calcareous pro-
duction having an arborescent appearance
of various colours, of which the red is the

best. Cordles, Strings of corals which coun-

try-women wear about their necks. 2. (Naut.)
A large knee which fastens the sternpost to

the keel.

CORAL, a. Choral, belonging to the choir.

CORALERO, sm. A worker or dealer in corals.

CORALILLO, sm. The coral-coloured snake.

CoRALiNA,s/.l.(Zooph.)Sea-coralline,or white
worm-seed

;
a plant-shaped zoophyte, said to

be a remedy for gout and inflammation. Ser-
tularia L. 2. (Naut.) A coral fishing-boat. 3.

Every sea-aaimal resembling coral.

CORALINO, NA, a. Coralline, belonging to coral.

Co KAMB RE, sf. All hides and skins of animals,
dressed or undressed.

CORAMBRERO, sm. Dealer in hides and skins,
dressed or undressed.

CORAMVOBIS, s. A corpulent person, strutting
about with affected gravity.

CORASCORA, sf. (Naut.) Corascora, a coasting
vessel in India.

CORAZA, sf. 1. Cuirass, an ancient breast-plate
made of iron, which covers the body before
and behind, from the neck to the girdle. 2. Co-

raza, 6 caballo coraza, Cuirassier, a trooper
or horse soldier armed with a cuirass. Tentar
a unu las corazas, (Met.) To try one's mettle
or courage, [cassee of the hearts ofanimals. I

CORAZNADA, sf. 1. Pith of a pine-tree. 2. Fri-

CORA.ZON, S7H. 1. Heart, the muscle which by
its contraction and dilatation, propels

the

blood through the body, and is therefore con-

sidered the source of vital motion. 2.
Spirit,

courage. 3. Will, mind. 4. Heart, the middle
or centre of any thing. 5. Pith of a tree. G.

Corazon de un cabo, (Naut.) Heart-strand.

Llerar 6 tener el corazdn en las manos, To
be sincere and candid.

CORAZON (DE), ad. 1. Heartily, sincerely, truly.
2. From memory.

COUAZONADA, sf. 1. Courage, an impulse ofthe

heart to encounter dangers. 2. Livers and

lights.

CORAZONAZO, sm. A great heart.

CORAZONCICO, LLO, Y TO, sm. A little heart ; a

pitiful or faint-hearted person.

CORAZONCILLO, sm. (Bot.) Perforated St. John's

wort. Hypericum perforatum L.

CORBACHADA, s/. A stroke or lash given with
the gristly part of the penis of a bull or ox.

CORBACHO, sm. The gristly part of the penis
of a bull or ox.

COREAS, sf. pi. (Cetr.) The 4 largest feathers

of a hawk.

CORBATA, sf. Cravat, a neck-cloth worn about

the neck, with the two ends hanging down
the breast. sm. Magistrate not brought up
to the law ; also a layman who has neither

studied the civil nor canon law.

CORBATIN, sm. Stock ;
a close neck-cloth, fast-

ened with a buckle or
clasps.

CORBATO, sm. Cooler, a vat with water, in which
the worm of a still is placed to cool.

CORBATON, sm. (Naut.) A small knee used in

different parts of a ship.
CORBETA, sf. A light vessel with 3 masts and

square sails.

CORCEL, sm. A steady horse, a charger.
CORCESCA, sf. Ancient pike or spear.

CORCHA, sf. V. Corcho y Corchera.

CORCHAR, va. (Ant.) To entangle orinterweave
the ends of ropes.

CORCHE, sm. A sort of sandal or shoe, open
at the top, and tied with latchets.

CORCHEA, sf. (In Music) Crotchet, a note or

character of time, equal to half a minim.
CoRCHEi. R, va. (Among Curriers) To grain lea-

ther with a cork.

CORCHERA, sf. Vessel made of pitched cork or

staves, in which a bottle or flask is put with
ice or snow, to cool liquor.

CORCHETA, sf. Eye of a hook or clasp.

CORCHETE, sm. 1. Clasp, a hook and eye. Com-
monly used in the plural, Corchetes, Hooks
and eyes. 2. Runner ; one whose business is

to apprehend offenders, and conduct them to

prison. 3. An iron instrument which serves

for flattening tin plates. 4. Brace used to

connect lines in writing or printing. 5. Bench-
hook of a carpenter's bench.

CORCHO, sm. 1. Cork ; the bark of the cork-tree.

2. Ice-vessel. V. Corchera. 3. Bee-hive. V.

Colmena. 4. Cork ; the stopple of a bottle,

flask, or jar. 5. Box made of cork, for carry-

ing eatables. 6. Cork-board, put before beda

and tables to serve as a shelter. Nadar sin

corcho, (Met.) Not to need leading strings or

other people'sadvice ; literally, to swim with-
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out cork. JYo tener muelas de corcho, (Met.) |

Not to be easily imposed upon ; literally, not
'

to have grinders of cork. Tener cara de

corcho, (Met.) To have a brazen face, to be

impudent ; literally, to have a cork face.- -pi.
1. Clogs, a sort of pattens used by women to

keep their shoes clean and dry. 2. (Art.)
Gun-tompions, plugs to stop the mouths of

guns and other pieces of ordnance.

CORCILLO, LLA, s. A small deer or little fawn.

CORCINO, s. A small deer.

CORCOVA, sf. 1- Hump, a crooked back. 2. Con-

vexity, prominence, protuberance, curvature.

CORCOVA DO, DA, a. Hump-backed, gibbous.

CORCOVEAR, vn. To curvet, to cut capers.

CORCOVETA, sm. A crook-backed person.

CORCOVILLA, TA, sf. dim. Little hump or crook-

ed back.

CORCOVO, sm. 1. Spring, or curvet, made by a

horse on the point of leaping. 2. A wrong
step, unfair proceeding.

CORCULO, sm. Heart-shell ; an aquatic insect.

CORCUSIR, va. To darn holes in cloth or stuff,
to patch.

CORDA, sf. Estar el
navip d la corda, (Naut.)

To be close-haled, or lying-to ; applied to a

ship.

CORDAGE, sm. (Naut.) Cordage ; all sorts of

rope used in the rigging of ships.
CORDAL,sm. Double-tooth. Cordales, Grinders.

CORDATO, TA, a. Wise, prudent, discreet, judi-

cious, considerate.

CORDEL, sm. 1. Rope made of several strands.

2. (Naut.) A thin rope or line used on board
a ship ; a line. Cordel alquilranado, A tarred

line. Cordel bianco, An untarred line. Cordel
de corredcra, Log-line. Mozo de cordel.

Porter
; one who carries burthens for hire.

*9pretar los cordeles, To oblige one to say or

do a thing by violence. Echar el cordel, To
mark with a line or cord : (Met.) To adminis-

ter justice impartially : (Met.) To draw lines

in order to consider the manner of executing
a thing. Estar d cordel, To be in a right line.

CORDELADO, DA, a. Twisted for ribbons or gar-
ters, applied to silk.

CORDELAZO, sm. Stroke or lash given with a

rope. [joke.

CORDELEJO, 5m. 1. A small rope. 2. Fun, jest,
CoRDELERfA, sf. 1. Cordage ;

all sorts of ropes.
2. Rope-walk, where ropes are made. 3.

(Naut.) Rigging.
CORDELERO, sm. Rope-maker.
CORDELLICO, LLO,Y TO, sm. A small rope, cord,

or line.

CORDELLATE, sm. Grogram ; a sort of stuff.

CORDERA, sf. Ewe lamb.

CoRDERfA,s/. 1. Cordage. 2. Place where cord-

age is kept.

CORDERICA, LLA, Y TA, sf. Little ewe lamb.

CORDERICO, LLO, Y TO, sm. A young or little

lamb. [fleece.
CORDER!LLO, sm. Lamb-skin dressed with the

CORDERINA, sf. Lamb-skin [to lambs.

CORDERINO, NA, o. Of the lamb-kind, belonging
CORDERO, RA, 5. 1. Lamb. 2. A dressed lamb-

skin. 3. Meek, gentle, mild. Cordero ciclan,
A lamb that never lets down the testicles.

Cordero rencoso. Lamb with one testicle

down, and the other concealed, Cordero de
socesto 6 lechal, House-lamb. Cordero muts-
to, Small-eared lainb. Cordtro de F.sd-t'm,

(Bot.) Polypody of Tartary. Polypodium L.

CORDERUELO, LA, s. A small young iamb.

CoRDERtJNA, sf. Lamb's skin.

CORDETA, sf. (Mur.) A small rope made of tho

platted strands of bass-weed.

CORDEZUELA, sf. A small rope.
CORDIACO, CA, a. V. Cardiaco.

CORDIAL, a. 1. Cordial, affectionate, sincere. 2.

Cordial, invigorating, reviving.
CORDIAL, sm. Cordial

;
a medicine which

strengthens and comforts.

CORDIALIDAD, sf. Cordiality, sincere friend-

ship, [tionately.

CORDIALMENTE, ad. Cordially, sincerely, aftec-

CORDILA, sf. Spawn of a tunny-fish.
CORDILLA, sf. GutS of sheep.
CORDILLERA, sf.I. Chain or ridge ofmountains.
2.A long, elevated, and straight tract of land.

CoRDfLO, sm. An amphibious animal resembling
a crocodile.

CORDOBAN, sm. Morocco or Spanish leather, a

goat-skin tanned or dressed.

CORDOBANA, sf. Nakedness, nudity. Andar d la

cordjobana,
To go stark-naked.

CORDOJO, sm. Anguish, anxiety, affliction.

CORDON, sm. \. Cord or string made of silk,

wool, hemp, &c. 2. Cord or girdle with which
monks tie up their habits. 3. A military cor-

don, formed by a line of troops. 4. (Naut.)
Strand ofa cable or rope. Cabo de tres 6 qua-
tro cordones, A three or four stranded rope
or cable. 5. (Fort.) A row of stones jutting
out between the rampart and the basis of the

parapet, where the wall begins to be perpen-
dicular. 6. Cordon de S. Francisco, A name
given by the Spanish sailors to the Equinox,
on account of the storms which prevail about
that time, or St. Francis's day, the 4th of
October. 7. The milled edge of coined metal.

pi. 1 . Shoulder-knots, worn by the milita-

ry. 2. Harness-cords of a velvet-loom.

CORDONAZO, sm. 1. Stroke or lash with a cord
or rope. 2. Large cord.

CORDONCILLO, CO, Y TO, Sm.
[line.

A small cord or

CORDONCILLO, sm. 1. A twisted cord put on the

edge of a coat or great coat. 2. Milling round
the edge of coin.

CORDONER A, sf. 1. All the work of twisters or

lace-rnakers in general. 2. A lace-maker's

shop. [woman. 2. Rope-maker.
CORDONERO, RA, s. 1. Lace-maker, lace-man or

CORDOYOSO. SA,a. (Ant.) Languishing, afflicted

-with ano-uish.

CORDULA,V- V. Cordilo.

CoRDtfRA, sf. Prudence, practical wisdom
Hacer cordura, To act in a prudent manner.

COREA, sf. Dance accompanied with a chorus.

COREAR, tn. To sing or play in a chorus. Musi-
ca coreada, Chorus music.

CORECHAMENTE, ad. V. Correctamente.

CORECICO, sm. (dim. of Cuero) Small hide or

skin.

CO-REGENCIA, sf. Co-regency.
CO-REGENTE, sm. Co-regent, joint regent.

COREO, sm. 1. A foot in Latin verse. 2. Con-
nected harmony of a chorus.
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COREZUELO, sm. 1. Sucking pig; asmallroasted

pig. 2. Small hide ofleather.

RI, 577*. 1. (Bot.) Coris, or Montpelier Coris.

ris monspeliensis L. 2. A kind of shells

which pass for money in Siam.

CORIAMBICO, CA, a. Choriambic, applied to

Latin verse.

CORIANDRO, sm. (Bot.) Coriander, or common
coriander. Coriandrum sativum L.

CORIBANTE, sm. A priest of Cybele.
CORIFEO, sm. 1. Corypheus, the principal or

leading character in a chorus, play, or trage-

dy among the Greeks and Romans. 2. Leader
of a sect or party.

CORILLO, sm. A small choir.

COKINTICO, CA, v CoRfNTio,TiA,a. Corinthian ;

applied to one of the orders of architecture.

CORION, 57?i. (Anat.) The exterior membrane
that envelopes the foetus.

CORISTA, sm. Chorist or chorister.

CORITO, 5TO. 1. A nick-name given to the inha-

bitants of Biscaya, the mountains of Santan-

der
, and the Asturias. 2. Timid, pusillanimous

man.

CORIZA, sf. 1. A kind of shoe made of undress-

ed leather, laced from the toe to the instep,
worn by the common people in Spain. 2.

Mucus of the nose.

CORLAD^RA, sf. Gold-varnish.

CORLAR 6 CoRLEAR,0a. To put on gold-varnish.

COKMAS, sf. pi. 1. Fetters, shackles. 2. (Met.)
Trouble, uneasiness.

CORMANO, NA, s. 1. Cousin-german. 2. (Ant.)
Uncle. Cormdnos, Children begotten in an
anterior marriage.

CORNADA, sf. 1. Thrust or stroke with a bull's

or cow's horn. 2. Thrust with a foil, in a cun-

ning manner, with the vulgar.
CORNADILLO, sm. A small piece of money of

little value. Emplcar su cornadillo, To attain

one's end by low means.
CORNA DO, 5771. An old copper coin, mixed with

a little silver, and of small value in times of
the kings of Castile. JVo -cole un cornado, It

is not worth a farthing.

CoRNADt^RA, sf. Horns ; the hard prominent
substances which grow on the heads of oxen
and other quadrupeds.

CORNA i,, 5771. A strap or thong with which oxen
are tied to the yoke by the horns.

CORNAMENTA, 5/. Horns of any animal.

CORNAMUSA, sf. 1. Cornemuse, a large musical
wind-instrument

;
a sort of rustic flute. 2.

(Naut.) A belaying cleat ; a piece of timber
nailed to the upper parts of a ship for fasten-

ing the ropes. Cornamusas de los polos. The
belaying cleats of the lower masts. Cornamu-
sas de ponton. The notched cleats of a pon-
toon, [dales.

CORNAS, 5/. pi. (Naut.) Back-stays. V. Bran
CORNATILLO, 5771. A kind of olive.

CORNEA, 5/. Cornea, the second coat or integu-
ment of the eye. [ing points or horns.

CORNEADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Hornod, pointed, hav-

CORNEADOR, RA, 5. A horned animal, which
butts or plays with the horns.

CORNEAR, rn. To butt or play with the horns.

CORNECICO, LLO, Y TO, 5771. Cornicle, a little or
small horn.

CORNEJA, sf. (Orn.) Crow. Corvus corone L.

CoRNEjfLLA, sf. A small crow.

CORNEJO, 5i. (Bot.) Cornelian cherry-tree, or

cornel-tree, dog-wood. Cornus mascula L.

CORNER!NA v CORNELINA, 5/. Onyx ;
a corne-

lian of a pearl-colour.

CORNERO, 577i. (Ant.) Hollow of the temples.
Corne.ro de pan, Crust of bread.

CoRNETA
; 5/. I. Cornet; a musical wind-instru-

ment in the shape of a horn. 2. A French
horn. 3. A postilion's horn ; hunting horn. 4.

Cornet ; an ensign of horse who carries the

standard. 5. Troop of horse. 6. (Naut.) Broad

pendant ; a rear admiral's flag. 7. Horn used

by swineherds to call their hogs together. 8.

Ancient instrument of war.

COUNETE, 57. A small musical horn, or bugle-
horn.

CORNETICA, LLA, V TA, 5/. A Small Comet.

CORNEZUELO, 5771. 1. A small musical horn, or

bugle-horn. 2. An instrument for bleeding
horses.

CORNIAL, a. Made in the shape of a horn.

CORNICABRA, 5/. 1. (Bot.) Turpentine-tree, of
which the Orihuela snuff-boxes are made in

Spain. 2. A sort of olives.

CORNICULATA, a. Horned, as the new moon.

CORNIFORME, a. In the shape of horns.

CoRNfGERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Horned.

RNfjA, sf. Cornice, or corniche.

CORNUAL, 57?i. Angle or corner of a building.
CORNIJAMENTO 6 CoRNIJAMIENTO, 5771. (Arq.)

V. Cornijon.
CORNIJON, 57. (Arq.) The 3d of the three

principal pieces on the tops of columns, and
which consist of the architrave, frieze, and
cornice.

CORNUUELA, 5771. (Bot.) Alpine mespilus. Mcs-

pilus amelanchier L.

RNfL, 5/. V. Carnal.

CORNIOLA, 5/. V. Cornerina.

CoRNfsA, 5/. Cornice, or corniche. [nijon.
CORNISAMENTO 6 CoRNISAMIENTO, 5771. V. Cor-

CORNISICA, LLA, Y TA, sf. Small cornice.

CORNO, 5771. (Bot.) Cornelian cherry-tree, or

cornet-tree. Cornus mascula L.

CORNUCOPIA, sf. 1. Horn of plenty. 2. Sconce ;

a branched candlestick.

CORNUDAZO, sm. A very great cuckold.

CORNUDERIA, 5/. 1. Cuckold's quarter. Cuckold-
street. 2. Cuckoldom, a state of adultery.

CORNUDICO, LLO, Y TO, S7H. A little cuckold.

CoRNtJoo, 5771. Cuckold ; one whose wife is an
adulteress.

RNiJpETA, 5771. A wild ill-trained ox.

CORO, 5TO. 1 . Choir or quire ;
a part of a church.

2. The people who pray and sing in the choir.

3. Memory. Decir 6 tomar de coro, To say or

get by heart. 4. Verses destined
for the choir.

5. Chorus in ancient theatrical pieces. G.

(Ant.) Dance. 7. Summer solstitial wind. 8.

Choir of angels. Hablar a coros,To speak

alternately.
COROCHA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Coat. 2. Vine-fretter, or

vine-grub ; an insect destructive to vines.

COROGRAFIA, 5/. Chorography ; the art of de-
J
scribing particular regions.

COROGRAFO, 5771. Chorographer ; one who de-

Hcribes particular regions.
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COROLARIO, sm. Corollary, conclusion, infer-

ence.

COROLLA, sf. (Ant.) Small crown.

CoR6NA, sf. 1. Crown; the ornament of the

head, which denotes imperial or regal digni-

ty. 2. Crown
;
the top 01 the head. 3. Crown ;

a clerical tonsure. 4. An old Spanish gold and
silver coin. 5. An English silver coin. 6. Re-

gal power, royalty. 7. Honour, splendour, or-

nament, decoration. 8. Laurel with which
saints are crowned. 9. Rosary of seven de-

cades oifered to the Holy Virgin. 10. Circle

or crowd which surrounds a person. 11. Top
of the antlers of a stag. 12. Completion, re-

ward. 13. Garland. 14. (Naut.) Pendant;
a rope used on board of ships for various pur-

poses. Coronas de los palos, Main-tackle

pendants. Coronas de quinales, Preventer-
shroud pendants. 15. (Naut.) Span for

launching ships. 16. Glory, triumph. Eso

(fue se atribuye a mal, es mi corona, The very
thing I am censured for constitutes my glory.
17. (Fort.) Crown-work. 18. (Bias.) Coro-
net. IS). Corona de rey, (Bot.) Common me-
lilot trefoil. Trifolium officinale L. 20. Corona

real, (Bot.) Annual sun-flower. Helianthus
annuus L. 21. Halo, meteor. Corona obsidio-

nal, Crown given to the personwho compelled
an enemy to raise the siege. [any work.

CORONACION, sf. 1. Coronation. 2. The end of

CORONADO, sm. A Roman Catholic clergyman
who has received the tonsure.

COHONADOR, RA, s. ]. Crowner. 2. Finisher.

CORONAL, a. (Anat.) Coronal, belonging to the

crown of the head.

CORONAMENTO Y CoRONAMiENTO, sm. 1. Orna-
ment placed on the top of a building. 2.

(Ant.) Coronation. 3. (Naut.) TafFarel or taf-

frail ; the uppermost part of a ship's stern,

generally ornamented with sculpture.

CoRONAR,.l.To invest with the crown, or re-

g-al and imperial ornament. 2. (Met.) To com-

plete, to perfect, to finish. 3. (Met.) To or-

nament or decorate the top of a building. 4.

To fill a glass up to the brim.

CORONARIA, sf. 1. Vein or artery, fancied to

encompass the heart. 2. Crown-wheel of a

watch.

CORONARIO, RIA, a. 1. Relating to a crown. 2.

Extremely refined
; applied to gold.

CORONDEL, sm. 1. (Impr.) Riglet; aledgeof
wood by which printers separate their lines

or divide their pages into columns. 2. Water-

mark, transparent line left in paper by the

thicker wires of the mould.

CORONEL, sm. 1. Colonel ; the chief comman-
der of a regiment. 2. (Bias.) Crown.

CORONELA, sf. 1. Company of which the colonel

is captain. 2. Colonel's lady. [Regimiento.
CORONELIA, sf. A colonel's commission. V.

CORONICA, LLA, Y TA, sf. A little crown.

CORONICA, sf. V. Crdnica.

CORONILLA, sf. 1. Crown, or top of the head. 2.

Coronilla real. 3. Among bell-founders, the

ear by which a bell is suspended.
CORONISTA, sm. Chronicler. V. Cronista.

CoRdzA, sf. Coronet made of strong paper or

pasteboard, and worn as a mark of infamy,
bv those onwhom any punishment is inflicted.
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COROZO, sm. (Bot.) A species of high palm-tree
in Africa and America. Elais guineensis L.

CORPANCHON Y CoRpAZo. sm. A very big bodv
or carcass. Corpanchon de arc, Carcass of a
fowl stripped of its flesh.

CoRPECfTO, CO, LLO, Y CoRPEZUELO, Sm. A
little or small body, or carcass.

CORPEZUELO, sm. An under waistcoat without
sleeves or skirts.

CoRpfSo Y CORPINJO, sm. A little or small

body, or carcass.

CORPO, sm. V. Cuerpo.
CORPORAL, a. Corporal, belonging to the body.

Castigo corporal, Corporal punishment.
CORPORALES, sm. pi. Altar linen, on which the
communion bread and wine are put to be
consecrated.

CORPORALIDAD,*/". 1. Corporality, the quality of

being embodied. 2. Any corporeal substance.

CORPORALMENTE, ad. Corporally, bodily.

CORPOREIDAD, sf. Corporeity, corporeality.

CORPOREO, REA, a. Corporeal, consisting of
matter or body ; opposed to spiritual or im-

material.

CORPORIENTO, TA, fl. V. Corpulento.
CORPS, sm. (A French term, implying body)

Corps, body. Las guardias de corps, The lil'e-

guards. Sumillerde corps, Lord Chamberlain

CORPUDO, DA, a. Corpulent, bulky.

CORPULENCIA, sf. Corpulence, or corpulency.
CoRprji.ENTo, TA, a. Corpulent, bulky, fleshy.

CORPUS, sm. Corpus Christiday, or the proces-
sion held on that day in Roman Catholic

countries. [atoms.

CORPUSCULAR, a. Corpuscular, relating to

CORPUSCULISTA, sm. Atomist, one that holds

the atomical or corpuscular system.
CoRptfscuLO, sm. Corpuscle, atom.

CORRAGERO, 5m. Harness-maker. V. Guarni-

cione.ro.

CORRAL, sm. l.Yard, enclosed ground adjoining
to a house. 2. Court, open space before a

house. 3. Fish-pond. 4. Pit in play-houses.
5. Blank left in writing. Corral de ovrjas n

vacas, Ruins, fragments of walls, a place de-

vastated. 6. (Ant.) Square formed by a body
of foot. 7. Corral de madera, Timber-yard.
8. Corral de ganado, (Naut.) Place where
cattle are kept on board a ship. Hac.er cor-

rales, (Met.) To loiter about in school or

business hours.
-ard.CORRALERO, sm. Keeper of a dung-y

CORRALILLO Y TO, sm. A small yard.

CORRALIZA, sf. Yard, court.

CORREA, sf. 1. Leather strap or thong. 2.

(Among Saddlers) Strap which fastens the

holsters to the saddle. 3. Flexibility or ex-

tension ofany thing. Besar la corrca (Met.)
To be obliged to humble one's self to another.

Tencr correa, To bear wit or raillery without

irritation ;
not to be thin-skinned.

CoRREAGE,5wi. Heap ofleather straps or thongs.
CORRKAL, sm. Deer skin dressed of a brown co-

lour. Coser correal, 6 labrar de correal^o sew

with small leather thongs instead of thread.

CORREAR, va. To draw out wool, and prepare
it for use.

CoRRECcioN,5/.l.Correction, reprehension, ani-

I madversion. 2. 'Act of taking away faults,
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amendment. 3. (Naut.) Correction made in a

ship's reckoning by means of observation.

3RRECTAMENTE, ad. Correctly.
)RRECTfvo, VA, a. Corrective

; having the

power to alter or obviate any bad qualities.

CORRECTIVO, sm. Corrective
;
that which has

the power of altering or correcting.

CoRRECTo,TA,a.Exact, conformable to the rules.

CORRECTOR, sm. 1. Corrector, amender. 2. Re-
viser or reader of proof sheets. 3. Superior
or abbot in the convents of St. Francis de

Paula. 4. Usher, who punishes boys for faults

committed in schools.

CORREDEXTOR, RA, s. One who ransoms or re-

deems from captivity, jointly with another.

CORREDERA, sf. 1. Race-ground, on which a

horse-race is run. 2. A small wicket or back-

door. 3. Runner or upper grinding-stone in a
corn-mill. 4. Street. La corrcdera de S. Pab-
lo en Madrid, St. Paul's-street in Madrid. 5.

Pimp, procuress. 6. (Naut.) Log ;
a small

triangular bit of board fastened to a line, to

make an estimate of the ship's way. Echar
la corredera, To heave the lead. Corretel dc

la corredera, Log-reel. 7. (In Glass-houses)
Roller

;
a metal cylinder for rolling plate-

glass. 8. Wood-louse. V. Cucaracha.

CORREDERO, RA, . (Ant.) Running much,
moving about.

CORREDILLA, sf. A small course.

CORREDIZO, ZA, . Easy to be untied, like a

running knot.

CORREDOR, RA,S. l.Runner,onewho runs about
a great deal. 2. JRace-horse. 3. Corridor ;

a gallery round about a building, which leads

to several rooms. 4. (Fort.) Covert-way,
lying round a fortress. 5. Broker, one who
does business for another with regard to all

uorts of purchases and sales. Corredor de

cambios, Exchange-broker. Corredor de ma-
trimonios, Match-maker. Corredor de oreja,

Exchange-broker. (Met.) Tale-bearer; pimp.
6. Pimp, procurer, procuress. 7. Corredor de

popa, (Naut.) Balcony,' or stern gallery of a

ship. 8. (Arag.) Public crier.

CORREDORCILLO, sm. A small corridor.

CORREDURA, sf. 1. Liquor which flows over the
brim of a vessel with which liquids are mea-
sured. 2. Incursion into an enemy's country.

CORREDURIA, sf. 1. Trade and business of a

broker; brokerage. 2. (Met.) Trade ofpimp-
ing or pandering. 3. Incursion. 4. Mulct,
fine, penalty.

CORREERIA, sf. Trade of a strap-maker.
CORREERO, sm. Strap-maker.
CORREGIEL, a. Relating to English sole-leather,

or other leather made in imitation of it.

CORREGIBILIDA'D, sf. The quality of being cor-

rigible.

CORREG!BLE, a. Corrigible, docile.

CoRREGiDOR,STO.l.Corrector, one who punishes
and corrects. 2. Lord Mayor ; magistrate in

Spain, who administers justice in his district

in the king's name.

CORREGIDORA, sf. Wife of a correiridor.

CORREGIMIENTO, sm. The place, office, and dis-

trict of a corregidor.
CORREGIR, va. 1. To correct, to punish. 2. To

reprehend, to admonish. 3. To temper, to
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mitigate. 4. (Ant.) To adorn, to embellish.

CORREGUELA, sf. 1. A small strap or thong. 2.

Play used by boys with a stick and small

strap. 3. (Bot.) Bind-weed. Convolvulus ar-

vensis L.

CORRELACION, sf. Reciprocal relation, analogy.
CORRELATIVAMENTE, ad. Correlatively.
CoRRELATfvo, VA, Y CoRRELA/ro, TA, a. Cor-

relative
; having a reciprocal relation

CORRENCIA, sf. Looseness, diarrhoea.

CORRENDILLA, sf. Incursion. V. Correria.

CORRENTIA, sf. (Arag.) An artificial irrigation
of stubble ground, to make the stalks rot,

and convert them into dung.
CORRENTIAR, Td. (Arag.) To irrigate stubble-

ground.
CORRENTIO, TIA, a. Current, running ; applied

to fluids.

CORRENTON, NA, a. 1. Gay, fond of company,
pleasant, cheerful. 2. Taking a great deal of

snuff.

CORREO, sm. 1. Post-boy, who carries letters

from one place to another. Correo de gabi-
nete, A king's messenger, state-messenger.
2. Post-office. 3. Mail or bag of letters.

Corrcomaritimo, Packet-boat. Correo mayor,
Post-master. 4. (For.) Accomplice.

CORREON, sm. A large leather strap.

CORREOSO, SA, a. Ductile, easily extended with-

out breaking, easily bent.

CORRER, vn. I. To run, tomove swiftly, to move
at a quick pace. 2. To run, flow, or stream ;

applied to liquids. 3. To blow ; applied to

the wind. 4. To run, to pass away ;
such as

time and life. 5. To hasten to put any thing
in execution. 6. To solicit one's protection.
7. (Met.) To take the proper course, to pass

through the proper channel ; applied to busi-

ness. 8. To snatch away. 9. To persecute.
10. To extend, to expand. 11. To put one to

the blush. 12. To arrive, to come to the fixed

time for paying any thing. 13. To receive,
to admit any thing. 14. To flourish, to pre-
vail for the time. 15. To tend, to guard, or

take care of any thing. Correr los mares,

(Naut.) To frequent the seas, to lead a ma-
riner's life. Correr d bolina 6 a la trinca,

(Naut.) To run close upon a wind. Correr

del otr,-* bordo, To stand on the other tack.

Correrpor bordos,6 bordear, To ply to wind-

ward. Correr hacia la tierra, To stand in

shore. Correr norte, To stand to the north-

ward. Correr en el mismo rumbo, To stand

onward in the same course. Correr a dos

puTws, To run before the wind. Correr viento

en popa, To sail before the wind. Correr

sobre un baxel, To chase a vessel, to fall down

upon a vessel. Correr la cortina, To draw
the curtain ;

to discover any thing ; to con-

ceal or quash. Correr d rienda sueha, To
ride full speed; (Met.) To give a loose to

one's passions. Corre la voz, It is reported,

the story goes. Correr monte, To hunt.

Correr vaquetas, To run the gantlet. A 1 mas

correr, d todo correr, As swiftly as possible.

Correrse, To be ashamed or confused.

CoRRERf A, sf. 1. An hostile incursion. 2. Lea-

ther strap.
CORRKSPONDEXCIA, sf. 1. Correspondence, rela-
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tion, reciprocal adaptation of one thing to

another. 2. Intercourse, reciprocal intelli-

gence. 3. Friendship, interchange of offices

or civilities. 4. Proportion, symmetry, con-

gruity.

CORRESPONDED va. To return a favour, to make
a suitable return. vn. 1. To correspond, to

answer, to fit, to suit, to belong to, to regard.
2. To agree, to be congruent. vr. 1. To com-
municate with another by letters. 2. To re-

spect or esteem each other.

CORRESPONDENTS, . Correspondent, con-

formable, agreeable, suitable.

CORRESPONDIENTK, sm. 1. Correspondent, one

with whom intelligence or commerce is kept

up by mutual messages or letters. 2. One
who deals or traffics with another that resides

in a diiferent place.

CoRRESpoNDiENTEMENTE,ffd. Correspondently.
CoRRESpONSjCi., sm. V. Correspondiente.
CORRESPONSION, sf. Conformity, proportion,

congruity.
CORRET^GE, sin. 1. Brokerage, money paid to

a broker for making sales or purchases. 2.

Money paid to a pimp or procurer.

CORRETEA.R, va. To walk the streets, to rove,
to ramble.

CORRETERA, sf. A gadding woman, who runs

from house to house, without attending to

any business.

CORRETERO, sm. Gadder ;
one that runs much

abroad without business.

CORRETORA, sf. In convents, the nun who di-

rects the choir.

CORREVEDILE, sm. 1. Tale-bearer, mischief-

maker. 2. Procurer, pimp.
CORREVUELA, sf. V. Corregtlela.

CORRICORRIENDO, ad. In haste, at full speed.

CORRIDA, sf. 1. Course, race, career. 2. Incur-

sion. 3. Corrida de toros, Bull-baiting. 4.

Flow or movement ofany liquid. De corrida,
At full speed, swiftly, in haste.

CORRIDAMENTE, ad. Currently, easily, plainly.

CORRIDO, sm. Romance ; a merry song, accom-

panied with a guitar, in the fandango style.

Corridas, Rents due and not paid. V. Caidos.

CORRIDO, DA, a. Expert, experienced, artful ;

abashed.

CORRIENTE, sm. 1. Stream, current, El giro de

los corricntes, The setting in of currents. 2.

Course or despatch of business.

CORRIENTE, a. 1. Current, plain, easy. 2. Ac-

cording to custom. 3. Fluent
; applied to

the style. 4. Current, running. Moneda cor-

riente, Current coin. [ly.

CORRIENTEMENTE, ad. Currently, easily, plain-
Co RRIGIR, va. V. Corregir.
CoRRiLLEROjSm. Braggadocio, a puffing, boast-

ing fellow.

CoRRiLLO,s?n.Circle or private assembly, where

people meet to talk of the news of the day,
and censure the conduct of others.

CORIUMIENTO, sm. 1. (Met.) Shame, bashful-

ness. 2. An acrid humour which affects any
part of the body. 3. (Ant.) Concourse, act of

assembling. 4. Act of running, course, or

flow of waters. 5. (Ant.) V. Corrcria.

CORRNCHO, sm. Meeting of low vulgar people.

CORRO, sm. 1. Circle, or ring, formed by people
22G

who meet to talk or see a show. Escnpir en

corro, To drop in the course of conversation.
Hacer corro, To clear the way, to make room.
2. Sort of dance.

CORROBORACION, sf. Corroboration ;
the act of

strengthening or confirming.
CORROBOR^NTE, a. y s. Corroborative ; having

the power of increasing strength.
CORROBORAX xa. 1 . To corroborate, to strength-

en, to confirm. 2. (Met.) To give new force

to an argument or opinion.

CORROBRA, sf. Treat or entertainment given at

the conclusion of a bargain or contract.

CORROER, va. To corrode, to eat away by de-

grees. [or vitiates.

CoRROMPEDOR,RA,s.Corrupter ;
one that taints

CORROMPER, va. 1. To corrupt, to vitiate
;
to

alter the form of a thing. 2. To seduce a
woman. 3. To bribe, to subborn ; to procure

by secret collusion or indirect means. vn.

To stink, to emit an offensive smell. vr. To
rot, to grow putrid.

CORROMPIBLE, o. V. Corruptible.

CORROMPIDAMENTE, ad. Corruptly, viciously.

CORROMPIMIENTO, sm. 1. Corruption, deprava-
tion, depravity. 2. Bribery. V. Corrupcion.

CORROSION, sf. Corrosion ;
the act of corroding.

CORROSIVO, VA, a. Corrosive ; having the power
of gnawing or wearing away.

CORROVENTE, pa,. Corroding, that which cor-

rodes. [acutifolius L.

CORRIDA, sf. (Bot.) Sparrow-grass. Asparagus
CORRUGACION, sf. Corrugation ;

contraction

into wrinkles.

CORRUGAR, va. V. Arrugar.
CORRUGO, sm. Channel to convey water from

a river.

CORRIJLLA, sf. (Naut.) Room under deck in a

row-galley.
CORRUMPER Y CoRRDMpfR, va. V. Corromper.
CORRUPCION, sf. 1. Corruption, putrefaction. 2.

A spurious alteration in a book or writing.
3. Looseness or flux of the belly. 4. (Ant.)
Destruction. 5. Depravity, depravation or

perversion of manners or principles.

CORRUPTAMENTE, ad. Corruptly, viciously.

CORRUPTELA,S/. 1. Corruption, depravation. 2.

Bad habit or practice, contrary to law.

CoRRiTPTiBiLiDX.D,5/.Corruptibility, possibility
to be corrupted.

CORRUPTIBLE, a. Corruptible, susceptible of

corruption.
CORRUPTIVO, VA, a. Corruptive ; having the

quality of corrupting, tainting, or vitiating.

CoRRtfpTO,TA, a. Corrupted; defiled; perverse.

CORRUPTOR, sm. Corrtipter ; one who taints or

vitiates.

CoRRxJsco, sm. Offal, broken bread.

CORRUSION, sf. V. Corrosion.

CORSA, sf. (Naut.) A coasting voyage, a cruise.

,
sm. The commander of a cruiser or

privateer.

CORSARIO, RIA, a. Cruising ; applied to a pri-

vateer or letter of marque, authorised to

cruise against the enemy.
CORSE, sm. Jumps ;

limber stays worn by ladiea.

CORSEAR, va. To cruise against the enemy.
-

CORSIA, sf. Passao-e between thq sails in a r<nv-

gjUley.
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CORSO, sin. 1. Cruise ; cruising against the

enemy. 2. (Ant.) Career. V. Carrera.

Cdnso, SA, a. V. Corzo.

CORTA, sf. Felling ;
the act of cutting down

wood. A 1 la corta d d la larga, Sooner or

later, late or early.

CORTABOLSAS, sm. Pick-pocket, or pick-purse.
filcher, petty robber.

CoRTADERA, sf. I. Chisel fof cutting hot iron.

2. Knife or instrument used by bee-keepers
to cut out the honey-combs.

CORTAIHLLO, sm. 1. A small drinking-glass, a

tumbler. 2. Bombast, fustian.

CORTADO,S/. Caper ; a leap orjump in dancing.
CORTADO, DA, a. Adapted, proportioned, accom-

modated.

CORTADOR, RA, a. That which cuts.

CORTA DOR, sm. 1. Butcher. V. Carnicero. 2.

(Ant.) The king's carver. Cortad6res, Cut-

ters, incisors, the teeth in the forepart of the

mouth which cut the meat. [loom.

CORTADORAS, sf. pi. Cutting-boards in a velvet

CORTADERA, sf. 1. Fissure, or scissure ; a cut

or notch made in a solid body by a cutting-in-
strument. 2. (Fort.) Parapet with embra-
sures and merlons, made in a breach to pre-
vent the enemy from taking possession of it.

3. (Fort.) Work raised in n,arrow passes to

defend them. Cortaduras, Shreds of cloth,

cuttings of paper, parings : Figures cut out
in paper.

CORTAFRIO, sm. A chisel for cutting cold iron.

CORTAFUEGO, sm. A thick wall, in Spain, raised

between the roofs of adjoining houses, to pre-
vent a fire from spreading and communicating
to neighbouring buildings.

CORTAMENTE, ad. Sparingly, frugally, scantily.

CORTAMIESTO, sm. The act of cutting, or am-

putating.
CORTAS, sm. 1. (Catal.) Measure for grain, con-

taining about a peck. 2. Oil-measure, con-

taining 81bs. 5oz.

CORTANTE, sm. Cutter, butcher.

CoRT.4NTE, a. Cutting, that which cuts.

CORTAPICOS Y CALLARES, Hold your prating.
V. Callares. [fencing.

CORTAPIJES, sm. Thrust made at the legs in

CoRTApfsA,s/. 1. (Ant.) Ornament sewed round
the borders of cloths. 2. Elegance and grace
with which any thing is said. 3. Condition
or restriction with which any thing is given.

CORTAPLTJMAS, sm. Pen-knife.

CORTAR, va. I. To cut, to divide with the edge
of an instrument. 2. To disjoin, to separate.
3. (Mil.) To cut off part of the enemy's army.
4. To interrupt or stop the course of things.
5. To interrupt a conversation. 6. To abridge
or abbreviate a speech or discourse. 7. To
smother bees. 8. To suspend, to restrain, to

keep back. Cortar el agua, To cut off the
water : (Met.) To navigate or sail through
water. 9. To arbitrate, to decide. 10. To
cut figures in paper. 11. (Naut.) To cut

away a mast or cable. Cortar la lengua, To
npeak a language with propriety and elegance.
Cortar las libranzas. To stop the payment for

{roods received. Cortar de vestir, To cut and
make clothes

; (Met.) To murmur or speak
t'vil of any one. .lyre que corta, A cutting,

piercing, or nipping wind. vr. 1. To be

daunted, ashamed, or confounded ; not to

know what to say. Cortarse las unas con al-

guno, To pick a quarrel with any one. 2. To
open out the folds or wrinkles in cloths. 3.

(Ant.) To ransom.

CORTE, sf. I. Edge of a sword, knife, or any
other cutting instrument, lugenio de corte,
A cutting engine. 2. Scissure, cut ; the effect

of a cutting instrument. 3. Felling of trees.

4. Mediation or reconciliation of persons at

variance. 5. Resident town, the place where
the sovereign resides. 6. Ministers and other

officers of state who compose a court. 7. A
subordinate court of chancery in Castile. 8.

Retinue, suite. 9. Yard, court. 10. Stable for

cattle. 11. Measure or step taken in an af-

fair. 12. Art of pleasing, civility, flattery.
Hacer corte, To court, to flatter, to endeavour
to please. Hacer la corte, To attend the le-

vees of the sovereign, or of men in power.
13. (Ant.) District of 5 leagues round the

court. C6rtes, The states of the realm, com-

posed of the clergy, nobility, and solicitors or

deputies of cities, or towns ; also the assem

bly of the states.

CoRTECICA, CoRTECfLLA, Y CoRTECITA, sf. A
small crust.

CORTEDAD,*/. 1. Smallness, littleness, want of
bulk. 2. Dulness, stupidity, want of intellect

3. Pusillanimity, timidity ;
a want of courage

and spirit. Cortedad de medios, Poverty, in-

digence, want of means or resources.

CORTEGA, sf. (Orn.) Hazel-grouse, hazel-hen.

Tetrao bonasia L.

CORTEJADOR, sm. Wooer ; one who courts or

makes love to a woman.

CORTEJ.ANTE, pa. Courting ; courtier, he who
makes love.

CORTEJAR, va. 1. To court, to pay homage. 2.

To accompany, to assist another. Cortejar
una dama, To pay one's addresses to a lady.

CORTEJO,SW. 1. Court, homage paid to another.

2. Gift, present, gratification. 3. Gallant,
wooer. 4. Lady courted or sued for love.

CORTES, a. Courteous, gentle, mild, civil.

CoRTESANAMENTE,ad. Courteously, gently, po-

litely.

CORTESANAZO, ZA, a. Awkwardly or fulsomely
civil.

CORTESANIA, sf. Courtesy, civility, politeness,

complaisance.
CORTESANO, NA, a. 1. Court-like ; belonging or

relating to the court. 2. Courteous, gentle,
mild. Dama cortesana, Courtesan, or courte-

zan
;
a woman of the town, a prostitute.

CORTESANO, sm. Courtier ; one that frequents
or attends the courts of kings or princes.

CoRTEsfA,s/. 1. Courtesy, an act of civility and

respect. 2. Compliment, an expression of

civility in the epistolary style. 3. Gift, pro-
sent gratifications. 4. Days of grace allowed

by custom for the payment of a bill of ex-

change, after the same becomes due. f.

Mercy, favour. 6. Abatement.

CORTESMENTE, ad. Courteously.
CORTKZA, sf. 1. Bark, the exterior part of a tree.

2. The outside covering of vegetables. '.}.

A wild fowl of the family of widgeons. 4.
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(Met.) Outward appearance of things. 5.

(Met.) Rusticity, want of civility and polite-
ness.

CORTEZON, sm. Thick bark or rind.

CORTEZONCITO, sm. Thin bark or rind.

CoRTEZt/oo, DA, . 1. Having a strong rough
bark. 2. Rustic, unmannerly, unpolished.

CORTEZUELA, sf. Thin bark or rind.

CORTICO, CA, a. Somewhat short.

CORTIJO, sm. Farm-house.

CORTINA, sf. I. Curtain ;
a cloth hung before

doors, windows, beds, &c. 2. (Fort.) Cur-
tain

; that part of a wall or rampart which
lies between two bastions. 3. Any veil or

covering.
CORTINA.GE, sm. Sortment or set of curtains for

a house.

CORTINX.L, sm. A piece of ground near a vil-

lage or farm-house, which is generally sown

every year. [air.

CORTINOX, sm. A large curtain to keep out the

COKTIR, va. (Ant.) V. Curtir.

CORTO, TA, . 1. Short, not long space or extent,

scanty. 2. Small, little. 3. Short, not of long
duration. 4. (Met.) Dull, stupid, weak of in-

tellect. 5. (Met.) Timid, pusillanimous. 6.

(Met.) Short of words. 7. Imperfect, defec-

tive. Corto de vista, Short-sighted. Corto
de oido, Hard of hearing. Corto de manos,
Slow at work, not handy, not dexterous. A 1 la

corta 6 a la larga, Sooner or later. Corta

pala, (Vulg.) Unskilful, without knowledge
or address. Corto sastre. (Met.) Ignorant of

any subject discussed.

CORTON, sm. 1. Worm, ring-worm which de-

stroys plants in gardens. %. Field-mouse.

Mils sylvaticus L.

Co RUM, A, sf. In galleys, place for the stoppers
of cables.

COKUSCINTE y CORUSCO, CA, a. (Poet.) Corus-

cant, glittering by flashes, brilliant.

CORVA, sf. 1. Joint of the knee which bends in-

side. 2. Curb ; a disease in horses.

CORVADURA, sf. 1. Curvature, crookedness, in-

flexion. 2. Bend of an arch or vault, [olives.

CORVAL, a. Of an oblong shape ; applied to

CORVA^R, xa. To bend. V. Encorvar.

CoRvAxo, sm. A young crow or rook.

CoRvlzA, sf. Curb ;
a disease in horses' knees.

CoRVEcixo, sm. A young little crow or rook.

CORVED.A.D, sf. V. Corvaditra.

CORVEJON, sm. 1. Joint ofthe hind leg of beasts.

2. Spur of a cock. 3. (Orn.) Cormorant or

corvorant ; a large sea-fowl. Pelecanus car-

bo L.

CORVET A, sf. 1. Curvet, leap or bound of a

horse in 'high mettle. 2. (Naut.) Corvette,

sloop of war.

CouvETE-4n, vn. To curvet, to bound, to leap.

CORVILLO, sm. 1. Bill, a kind of hatchet with a

hooked point. 2. Cortillo depodon, Pruning -

knife. 3. Corvitlo de zapatero, A shoemaker's

pn ring-knife. 4. Miercoles corvillo, Ash-

Wednesday.
CORVINA. sf. (let.) A kind of conger or sea-eel

in the Mediterranean. Scirona lepisma L.

CORVINO, NA, a. (Ant.) Rook-like, belonging to

a rook.

CQRVO. YA, a. Bent, crooked, arched,
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CORVO, sin. 1. (let.) Craw-fish ; a kind of sea-

fish. 2. Pot-hook!

CORZO, ZA, s. Roe-deer. Cervtis capreolus L,

CORZUELO, sm. Wheat which has been left in

the husks by the threshers,

COSA, sf. I. Thing, substance ; that which has

being or existence. Cosa de risa 6 cosa ridi-

cula, Laughing-stock. Cosa de ver, A thing
worth seeing. Fuerte cosa, A hard task. JVo

cs cosa, It does not matter, it is a trifle. No
hay tal cosa, 6 no es asi, No such thing. Ab
Tale cosa, It is not worth a rush. 2. Suit,
cause.

COSA DE, ad. About, little more or lesa. Cosa
de media legua, Half a league more or lees.

i, Qwe cosa f What's the matter ? $ Que es cosa,

y cosa, 6 cosicosa ? What means all this ?

CosARio, sm. 1. Privateer, corsair, pirate. V.
Corsario. 2. Carrier ;

one who carries goods
from one place to another. 3. Huntsman by
profession. 4. One who is accustomed or in

the habit of doing any thing.

), RIA, a. 1. Belonging or relating to

lirs. 2. Be?

ed
; applied to roads.

privateers or corsairs. 2. Beaten, frequent-

COSCAR!NA, sf. Cracknel ; a hard crisp cake.

COSC^RSE, vr. V. Concomerse.

COSCOJA, sf. I. (Bot.) Kermes, or scarlet-oak,

Quercus coccifera L. 2. Dry leaves of the

kermes oak. 3. Ring or knob on the cross-

bit of a bridle.

CoscojAL 6 COSCOJA\R, sm. Plantation of
kermes or scarlet-oaks.

Coscojo, sm. Scarlet or kermes grain, after the

worm or insect (Coccus ilicis L.) has left it.

Coscdjos, Round bits of iron, which compose
a chain that is fastened to the mouth-piece
of the bridle of a horse.

COSCORRON, sm. 1. Contusion ;
a knock, blow,

or bruise, without any effusion of blood. 2.

Bruise in a loaf.

CoscoRRriDO, a. Bruised, contused.

COSCURRO, sm. Flat loaf.

COSE, sf. Kind of measure.

COSECHA, sf. 1. Crop ;
the corn gathered off a

field. 2. Harvest-time ;
the season of reaping

and gathering the corn and other fruits of the

earth. 3. Act of gathering and inning the

harvest. 4. (Met.) Collection of immaterial

things, as virtues, vices. De su cosdcha, Of
one's own invention.

COSECHJKRO, sm. Farmer ; one who cultivates

his own or hired ground.
COSEDEROS DE LOS TABLONES, Sm. pi. (Na(lt.)
Plank seams.

COSEDIZO, /A, a. That which can or must be

stitched or sewed.

COSEDTJRA, sf. 1. Seam. 2. (Naut.) Seizing, or

seising a line, which serves to fasten two ropes
or block-straps together.

CosELETE.sm. 1. Ancient coat of armour, which

covered 'the whole body. 2. A light corslet.

3. Pikeman, anciently armed with a corslet.

COSER, sm. (Ant.) Draught-horse used in war
and tournaments.

COSER, xa. 1. To sew, to join by threads drawn
with a needle. 2. To join and unite things.
Coser un moton, (NaM.) To lash or seize a

block. Coscrse con la pared, To stick close
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to a wall. Coser d punaladas, (Fam.) To
strike with the fist.

COSERA, sf. Piece of ground which can be irri-

gated at once.

COSETADA, sf. Race ;
a violent course or speedy

run.

COSETEAR, va. V. Correlear.

COSIBLE, a. That which may bo sewed.

CO-SICA, COSILLA, COSITA, sf. A small thing, a

trifle.

COSICOSA, sf. V. Quisicosa.

Cosino, sm. l.Foul linen stitched together and

given to be washed. 2. Horse jaded and

grown thin in consequence of hard labour.

Cosido de cama, Quilt and blankets of a bed

stitched together to prevent their separation.

COSID^RAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Lashings; ends of

ropes used on board of ships to secure move-
able things.

COSIGO, pron. (Ant.) V. Consigo.
COSMOGONIA, sf. Cosmogony ; the science of

the formation of the world.

COSMOGRAFIA, sf. Cosmography, a description
of the world.

COSMOGRAFICO, CA, a. Cosmograplucal.
COSMOGRAFO, sm. Cosmographer, one who

writes a description of the world.

COSMOLOGIA,*/. Cosmology ;
the science ofthe

laws of nature, or of the natural world.

COSMOPOLITO, sm. Cosmopolite, a citizen of

the world.

Coso, sm. 1. Place or square where bulls are

fought, or other public entertainments given.
2. Worm which lodges in the trunks of some
fruit trees. 3. (Ant.) Course, career.

Coso.uir-T.AS, sf.pl. l.Titillation; a pleasing sen-

sation from the gentle touch of some part of

the body ; tickling. 2. (Ant.) Discord, disa-

greement, opposition. Hascer cosquillas al-

guna cosa, (Met.) To be tickled by any thing ;

to excite desire and curiosity. JYo conscntir

cosquillas, (Met.) To understand or suffer no

jokes. Tener malas cosquillas, (Met.) To be

petulant, impudent, or saucy.
COSQ,UII.LOSO, SA, a. 1. Ticklish, sensible to

titillation, easily tickled. 2. Peevish, easily
offended.

C<SSTA, sf. 1. Cost, the price paid for any thing.
A' toda costa, At all hazards, at all events. 2.

Expense or charges of a law-suit. Condcnar
en costas, To sentence any party to pay the
costs of a suit. 3. (Met.) Labour, expense,
fatigue. A 1 costa de, At the expense of. 4.

Coast, the land next the sea
;
the shore. 5.

Wedge used by shoemakers to stretch shoes
on the last. Dar a la costa 6 en la costa, To
get on shore. Jlrrimado d la costa, Close in

shore. Costa de sotavento, Lee-shore. Ir 6

navegar costa d costa,To coast, to sail along
the coast.

COST.DO, sm. 1. Side, the lateral part of ani-

mals fortified by the ribs. 2. (Mil.) Flank of a

body of troops. 3. Hind or back part. 4.

Side of a ship. Presentar el costado d un
cncmigo, To bring the broadside to bear upon
an enemy's ship. Navio de costado dereclto,
A wall-sided ship. Navio de costadofalso, A
lap-sided ship. Dar el costado al nanio, To
heave down a ship. Costddos, Race, lineage.

CQS

succession of ancestors, drbol de costados,

Genealogical tree.

COSTAL, sm. 1. Sack or large bag. 2. Rammer,
or beetle, to beat or press close the earth of

a mud-wall or rampart. JYo soy costal, (Fam.)
I cannot tell all at once.

COSTALADA, sf. A fall flat on the ground.
CosTALAzo, sm. 1. Blow or stroke with a sack.

2. A-very large sack. Dar un costalazo, To-

fall flat on the ground, like a sack.

COSTALERO, sm. Porter, who carries goods from
one place to another.

COSTALICO, ftLo, Y fxo, sm. A small sack.

COSTANERAS, sf. pi. (In Building) Rafters, tim-

bers let into the great beam.

COSTANERO, RA, a. Declivous, inclining down-
wards.

COSTANILLA. sf. (Dim.) Gentle declivity ;
lit-

tle side of a small hill.

CosrAR, tin. 1. To cost, to be bought for, to be

had at a price. Me cuesta tanto, It stands me
in so much. 2. To suffer detriment or loss.

Costar la torta un pan, (Fam.) The sprat
cost a herring.

COSTE, sm. V. Costa. A1 coste y costas, At first

or prime cost.

COSTEADOR, sm. (Naut.) Coaster; a coasting
vessel.

COSTEAR, ca. I. To pay the cost, to bear all

charges. 2. To deduct all charges of what is

to be sold again. 3. (Naut.) To coast, to sail

along the coast.

COSTELACION, sf. V. Constelacion.

COSTERA, sf. 1. Side of a bale of goods. 2. A
fisherman's basket, wide at the bottom, and
narrow at the mouth. 3. (Mil.) Flank of

a body of troops. 4. (Ant.) Sea-coast, shore.

5. Outside quire of a ream of paper.
COSTERO. sm. First plank cut from a pine tree.

COSTERO, RA, a. 1. Outward. Papet costero,
Outside quires. 2. Oblique ; applied to a can-

non-shot or a declivity.

COSTE/UELA, sf. Slight declivity or coast.

COSTILLA, sf. 1. Rib
;
a side bone of the body,

which goes from the spine to the breast. 2.

Property, wealth. 3. Stave, the board of a bar-

rel. 4. Furr, a piece of timber which serves

to strengthen joists. 5. The triangled part of

organ-bellows. G. (Met.) Property, support.
Haccr costilla, To bear the brunt. Costillas

de un navio, (Naut.) Ribs of a ship. Cos-

tillas, Shoulders, back.

CosxiLLAcE Y COSTILLAR, sm. 1. The whole
of the ribs, and their place in the body. 2.

The ribs in a flitch of bacon. 3. (Naut.) The
timbers or whole frame of a ship.

CosTiLLERjSm. Gentleman of the bedchamber.
CosxiLLfcA 6 COSTILI.ITA, sf. A small rib.

COSTILLUDO, DA, o. 1. Broad-shouldered. 2.

Clownish, unmannerly.
COSTING, NA, a. Belonging to the costus-root,

which is stomachic and diuretic.

COSTO, sm. 1. Cost, price. 2. Charges, expense.
3. Costus-root. A1 costo y costas- At primo
cost.

COSTOMBKE, sf. V. Costumlre.

COSTOSAMENTE, ad. Costly, at a high price.

COSTOSO, SA, . 1. Costly, dear, expensive. 2.

(Met.) Dear, difficult to be obtained.
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COSTRA, sf. 1. Crust ; the incrusted excrescence

which grows on the surface of any thing. 2.

Crust of a conserve ; the unpolished super-
ficies of glass. 3. Broken biscuit given to the

people wno serve on board of galleys.

COSTRADA, sf. Seed-cake, candied with melted

sugar, beaten eggs, and grated bread.

COSTRENIR y COSTRINIR, va. V. Constrcnir.

CosTRiBAcioX sf. V. Estrenimiento .

COSTRIBAR, va. To indurate, to harden; to

make strong.
COSTRILLA, sf. A little crust.

COSTRINCIMJENTO, sm. Constraint.

COSTRINGIR, va. To constrain, to compel.
COSTRINIENTE, pa. Constringing.
CosTRivo, sm. V. Apoyo.
COSTROSO, SA, a. Crusty, covered with a crust.

COSTRUIR, va. To construct. V. Construir.

COSTUMADO, DA, ft. (Ant.) Accustomed to any
thing.

COSTUMBRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Acostumbrar.

COSTUMBRE, sm. 1. Custom, habit, habitual

practice. 2. Custom, a law which has not been
written or proclaimed, but which has obtained

force by usage. 3. Custom, the common
way of acting. 4. Periodical indisposition of

women, catamenia. Costumbres, Customs,
the characteristic manners and habits of a

nation.

COSTUME, sf. (Ant.) V. Costumbre.

COSTURA, 8f. 1. Seam, the union of two pieces

joined together. 2. Needle-work on linen

cloth. 3. (Naut.) Splicing of a rope, or unit-

ing the two ends of it. Costuras de los tab-

lones de un navio, (Naut.) The seams of the

planks of a ship. Costuras abiertas, Seams
of a ship from which the oakum has been
worked or washed out.

COSTURERA, sf. Seamstress, a woman who lives

by needle-work.

COSTURERO, sm. Tailor. V. Sastre.

COSTURON, sm. 1. Seam, a coarse suture

which joins two edges together. 2. A large
scar.

COXA, sf. 1. Coat of mail, a kind of armour for-

merly worn in battle. 2. Coat of arms, for-

merly worn by the kings at arms in public
functions. 3. Jacket. 4. A marginal note,
annotation. 5. Quota, a share assigned to

each. 6. The back and callous part of a boar's

hide. 7. (And.) Mary, a woman's name.

COTANA, sf. Mortise, a hole cut in timber that

another piece may be put into it.

COTAN/A, sf. Sort of linen made at Coutance,
in Britanny.

COTAR, va. V. Acotar.

COT.YRRERA, sf. A gadding woman that runs

about without any business.

COTARRO, sm. Charity-hut for the reception of

beggars.
COTE!R, va. (Ant.) To enclose, y. Acotar.

COTKJAR, va. To compare one thing with ano-

ther, to confront.

COTEJO Y COTEJAMIENTO,STO. Comparison, the

act of comparing things.
COTI, sm. 1. Sort of linen manufactured at

Coty. 2. Ticking used for mattresses.

COTIDIANAMENTE, ad. Daily.
COTIDIANO, NA, a. Daily, each day.
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CorfLLA, sf. Stays, a kind of stiff waistcoat
worn by ladies.

COTILLERO, sm. Stay-maker.
COTIN, sm. I. A back stroke given in the air,

2. Ticking, a strong striped linen for bed-

ding.
COTIZA, sf. (Bias.) Band of a shield only one

third the ordinary breadth.

COTIZADO, DA, a. Banded, having bands, gene-
rally ten of alternate colours, in the field of a
shield.

COTO, sm. 1. Enclosure of pasture grounds. 2,

Land-mark. 3. Territory, district. 4. Com-
bination among merchants not to sell goods
under a certain fixed rate. 5. Measure of a

hand-breadth. 6. (Ant.) Fine or mulct. 7.

A small fresh-water fish. 8. Rate or fixed

price of any thing. 9. A morbid swelling in

the throat, very common in Peru.

COTOFRE, sm. (Ant.) Drinking-glass.
COTON, sm. Printed cotton. [flowered.

COTONADA, sf. Sort of cotton cloth, striped and
CoTor.T

ciLLo,s7H.Button ofamostick or painter's

staff, stuffed with hair and covered with lea-

ther, on which he rests his left arm when at

work.

COTONIA, sf. Dimity, a sort of fine fustian

TONfsA, sf. Sort of precious stone.

COTORRA, sf. 1. (Orn.) A parrot of the smallest

kind. 2. (Orn.) Magpie. Corvus pica L. 3.

(Met.) A loquacious woman.
COTORRERA, sf. 1. A she or hen parrot. 2.

(Met.) A prattling talkative woman.
COTRAI, sm. Sort of linen manufactured at

Courtray, in Flanders.

COTRAL. sm. An old ox, worn out with labour,
and set to graze.

COTUFA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Jerusalem artichoke. He-
lianthus tuberosus L. 2. Tid-bits, nice deli-

cate food. Pedir cotufas en el golfo, To re-

quire things impossible. [food

COTUFERO, RA, . Producing tid-bits or delicate

COTURNO, sm. Buskin, a kind ofhigh shoe worn

by the ancient actors of tragedy. Calzar cl

coturno, (Met.) To make use of pompous or

high sounding language in poetry.

COURAU, sm. The name of a small vessel in tho

river Garonne.

COUTELINA, sf. A blue or white cotton cloth

which is imported from India,

oVAC HA. sf. A small cave or other hollow

place under ground ;
a grot or grotto.

OVACHUELA, sf. 1. A small cave or grot. 2.

Office of secretary of state. Covachudlas,

Shops kept in the vaults of the royal con-

vent of St. Philip, in Madrid.

COVACHUELERO, sm. Shop-keeper who keeps a

shop in the vaults under the royal convent
of St. Philip, in Madrid.

^OVACHUELISTA, sm. Clerk in one of the offices

of the secretaries of state.

OVANILLA Y CovANiLLO, s. Basket with a

wide mouth, used for gathering grapes.
COVEZLEI.A Y COVANILLO, s. A small cave.

A' cox cox 6 A cox coxfrA, ad. Lamely.
COXA, sf. 1. A lewd woman. 2. V. Corva.

COXE A.R-, vn. 1. To limp, to walk lamely. 2. (Met.)
To deviate from virtue. Coxear del mismo

j)ie }
To have the same defect or passion.
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COXEDAD, sf. V. Coxera.

COXJENDICO, .on. Hip-bone.
I .'MX ERA Y COXEZ, sf. Lameness, the act or ha

bit of halting or limping.
Coxijo, sin. 1. Complaint of some slight or trl

fling injury received. 2. Grub or insect.

Coxudso, SA, a. Peevish, irritable, apt to take
fire.

COXIN, s-m. 1. Cushion, a large pillow stufFec

with wool or hair to sit on; formerly used in-

stead of chairs. 2. A soft pad placed on a

saddle. Coxines de ioe,(Naut.) Boat cushions
Coxines de cdmara, (Naut.) Cabin cushions

COXINETE 6 COXIXILLO, sm. A small cushion.

COXITRANCO, CA, . Applied by way of a nick-

name to lame persons of a wicked disposition
f',i\i\o, sm. A small grub or insect.

Coxo, XA, s. 1. A lame person or beast. 2. A
table or chair which does not stand firm. 3
Variable and unsettled weather. [thing

COXQUEARSE, vr. To be displeased with any
COXUELO, LA, a. Somewhat lame.

Coy, sm. (Naut.) Hammock, cot, a sailor's bed.

Afuera coys. All hammocks up. [kind
COYA, sf. A very small spider of a venomous
COYE"CHO, CHA, a. V. Cogido.
COYMA, sf. The price paid to the master of a

gaming-house for preserving the gaming ta-

bles.

COYME Y COYMERO, sm. Keeper of a gaming
table, who also keeps the game and lends the

players money ; gamester, gambler.
COYTOSO, SA, a. V. Apresurado.
COYUNDA, sf. 1. A strap or cord with which
oxen are tied to the yoke. 2. (Met.) Do-
minion, power. 3. Matrimonial union.

COYUNDADO, DA. a. Tied to the yoke with a

strap or cord.

COYUNDILLA, sf. A small strap or cord.

COYUNTURA, sf. 1 . Joint, articulation orjuncture
of one bone with another. 2. (Met.) A fit or
seasonable opportunity for doing any thing.

Coz, sf. 1. Kicking with the hind leg ; applied
to beasts. 2. Kick or blow with the foot. 3.

Recoil of a gun. 4. Flowing back of a flood.

f>. Coz de mastelero, (Naut.) Heel of a mast.
A 1

coces, By dint of kicking. Tirar coces
contra el aguijon, To kick against the prick,
to spurn at superiority.

Cozctfcuo, sm. V. Alcuzcuz.

CRABRON, sm. Hornet. Vespa crabro L.

CRALIDAD, sf. (Ant.) V. Claridad.

CRALO, LA, a. V. Claro.

CRAXEO, sm. Skull, the bone which encloses
the head and contains the brain.

CitAPi'LA, sf. Inebriation, intoxication.

CRAS, ad. V. Mariana.

CRASAMENTE, ad. Grossly, rudely.
CRASCITAR, vn. To cackle, to crow, to caw.
CR ASKDAD Y CHASE z A, sf. V. Crasitud.
CRASICI.Y 6 CRASICIE, sf. Grease, fat.

CRASIENTO, TA,. Greasy, smeared with grease.
CRASIO, IA, a. V. Craso y Grueso.
CRASITUD, sf. 1. Grease, fat

; fatness, corpu-
lency. 2. Ignorance, stupidity, bluntness or

^
dullness of the intellect.

CRASO, SA, a. 1. Fat, greasy, oily, unctuous. 2.

Thick. Ignorancia crasa, Gross ignorance.
Error craso, Gross error.

CRATfcuLA, sf. A small wicket or window,
through which nuns receive the communion.

CRE A, sf. Linen of a middling quality much
used in Spain. [be created.

CREABLE, a. Creative, CREATABLE, what can

CREACION, sf. Creation.

CREADOR, sm. V. Criador.

CREAR, va. 1. To create, to cause to exist. V.
Criar. 2. (Met.) To institute, to establish. 3.

(Ant.) To nourish, to support.

CREATIVO, VA, a. CREATIVE, that which has the

power to create.

CREATURA, sf. (Ant.) V. Criatura.

CREBANTAR Y CREBRANTAR, va. V. Quebrantar.

CREBILI.O, sw. (Ant.) Small sieve or riddle.

CREBOL, sm. (Bot.) Holly-tree. V. Acebo.

CRECEDERO, RA, a. Able to grow, that which
can grow.

CRECENTAR, ra. (Ant.) V. Acrecentar.

CRECER, va. To augment the extrinsic value
of money, to raise its price. vn. 1. To grow,
to increase in height or bulk. 2. To swell ;

applied to rivers.

CRECES, sf. pi. 1. Augmentation, increase. 2.

The additional quantity of corn paid by a far-

mer to a granary, besides what he borrowed
from it.

CRECIDA, sf. Swell of rivers in consequence of

heavy falls of rain.

CRECID AMENTE,arf.Plentifully, copiously, abun-

dantly.
CRECiofTO,TA,.Somewhat increased or grown.
CRECIDO, DA, a. 1. Grown, increased. 2. Grave,

important. 3. Large, great.

CRECIDOS, sm. pi. Stitches with the knitting-

needle, which enlarge the breadth or width
of a stocking.

CRECIEXTE, sf. 1. Swell or rise of waters, occa-

sioned by rain or the thaw of snow. 2. (Mur.)
Leaven, a ferment mixed with the dough to

make it rise. 3. Crescent, the moon in her

state of increase. Creciente de la marea
t

(Naut.) Flood tide.

CRECIM^JENTO, sm. 1. Increase or increment of

any thing. Crecimiento de la marcjada,
(Naut.) Swell of the sea. 2. Increase of the

price or value of money.
CREDENCIA, sf. 1. Side-board of an altar, on
which a1

', the necessaries are placed for cele-

brating high mass. 2. Credentials.

>REDENCIAL, sf. Credential, that which gives
a title to credit.

/REDENCIERO, sin. King's butler.

'REDER, va. V. Creer.

/REDIBILIDAD, sf. Credibility.

"REDITO, sm. 1. Credit, a sum of money due to

any one. 2. Belief, faith. 3. Reputation, cha-

racter. 4. Credit, trust, confidence, esteem.

5. Note, bill, order for payment.
'REDO, sm. Creed, a form of words in which
the articles of faith are comprehended. Cada

credo, Every moment. En un credo, In a

trice, in a moment.
CREDULIDAD, sf. 1. Credulity, easiness of be-

lief. 2. V. Creencia.

CREDULO, LA, a. Credulous, apt to believe.

REEDERO, RA, . Credible, worthy of credit.

Tener bucnas creedsras, To be easy of be-

lief, to swallow the bait.
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CREEDOR, RA, a. Credulous, apt to believe.

CREENCIA, sf. I. Credence, belief of the truths

of religion. 2. V. Mcnsage y Salva.

CREENDERO, RA, a. Recommended.
CREER, va. 1. To believe, to give faith and

credit to a thing. 2. To have a firm persua-
sion of the revealed truths of religion. 3. To
credit, to receive a thing as probable. Ver y
creer, To see and believe.

CREGUELA, sf. Sort of linen.

CREIBLE, a. Credible.

CREIBLEMENTE, ad. In a credible manner.

CREIE, fut. imp. (Ant.) Third person sing,

indie, of the verb creer.

CREUGO, sm. (Ant.) V. Cttrigo.

CREMA, sf. I. Cream ofmilk ; also a compound
of cream, sugar, flour and eggs. 2. The two

points which are placed over the ft in the syl-

lables, que, qUo, &c.
CREMESIN 6 CREMESINO, NA, a. V. Carmesi.

CREMINAL, a. V. Criminal.

CREMOR, sm. Cremor, a milky substance, press-
ed out of grain and other substances. Cre-

mor dc tartaro, Cream of tartar.

CRENCHA Y CRENCHE, sf. The parting of the

hair into two equal parts.

CREPUSCULINO, NA, a. Crepusculoiis, belonging
to the dawn or break of day.

CREPUSCULO, sm. Crepuscule, twilight, dawn.

CRESA, sf. 1. Maggot, a small grub, bred in

cheese, bacon, &c. Acarus L. 2. Eggs of the

queen-bee.
CRESCEMIESTO Y CRESCENCIA. V. Credmiento.

CRESCESTAR, va. V. Acrecentar.

CRESCIMIENTO, sm. V. Credmiento.
G1

RESPAR,ra.Tocurl,to turn the hair into ring-
lets. vr. To grow angry, to be displeased.

CRESPILLA, sf. An agaric. V. Cagarria. [men.
CRESPIX, sm. Ancient ornament worn by wo-

CRESFINA, sf. (Ant.) Kind of net used by wo-
men for holding up their hair.

CRESPINO, sm. (Bot.) The barberry-tree

i, a. 1. Crisp,CRESPO, PA, ,
curled. 2. (Bot.) Crisp-

leaved. 3. (Met.) Obscure and bomb^tic ; ap-

plied to the style. 4. (Met.) Angry, displeas-

ed, vexed.

CRESPON, sm. Crape, a kind of gauze.
CuESTA,/.l.Comb, crest ofa cock. 2. Crest on

the heads of some birds. 3. Crest of a helmet.

4. Ulcer about the fundament. 5. Cramp-iron
which supports the running mill-stone. 6.

Crest of the covert-way where the palisades
are placed. Alzar 6 Icvantar la cresta, (Met.)
To be elated or puffed up with pride.

CRESTADO, DA, a. Crested, having a crest.

, LLA, TA, sf. A small, crest.

CRESTOV, sm. Crest of a helmet in which the

feathers are placed. [friable nature

CRETA, sf. Chalk, a white fossil substance of a

CRETICO, CA, a,. (Med.) V. Critico.

CRETONA, sf. Sort of linen manufactured in

Normandy, in France.

CREYENCIA, sf. V. Crecnda.

CREYENTE, pa. Believing, he who believes.

CREZNEJA, sf. Streak of blanche bass-weed.

CRIA, sf. 1. Breed or brood of animals. 2. Suck-

ling, a young creature yet fed by the pap. 3

CRI

CRIACION, sf. V. Crianza, Cria, y Creadon.

CRI.DA, sf. I. Female servant. 2. Wash-bat,
with which washer-women beat the clothes.

CRIADERO, sm. 1. Plantation of young trees

taken out of the nursery. 2. Place destined to

breed animals.

CRIADERO, RA, a. Fruitful, prolific.
CRIAD* LLA, sf. I. Testicle. 2. A small loaf in

the form of a testicle. 3. A little worthless
servant maid. 4. (Bot.) Truffle, a kind of
mushroom. Lycoperdon tuber L.

CRIADO, DA, s. 1. Servant, one who attends an-

other for stipulated wages. Criado capitula-

do, A person who, wishing to go to some co-

lony, and devoid of money to pay for his

passage, engages to serve for it a certain

time. 2. Client. 3. Breeding, manners. Estar

criado, To be independent. Hablar criado,
To speak as a well-bred person.

CRIADO, DA, a. Educated, instructed.

CRIADOR, RA, s. 1. Creator, the Being which
bestows existence. 2. One who rears and
trains dogs. 3. Breeder of horses or mules.

Tierra criadora, A fruitful or fecund soil.

CRIADUELA, sf. A little servant maid.

CRIANZA, sf. 1. Breeding, manners, education.

2. Act of creating, creation.

CRI^R, va. 1. To create, to produce out of no-

thing, to^ive existence. 2. To nurse, to suckle.

Criar d sus pechos d alguno, To inspire and
imbue one with his manners and principles ;

to protect, favourer patronize one. 3. To rear

fowls and other animals. 4. To educate, to in-

struct. 5. (Ant.) To establish, to institute. 6.

To commence and pursue any expedient or

business. Criar carnes, To grow fat and

lusty. Criar molleja, To grow lazy.

CRIATURA,S/.!. Creature, any created being. 2.

A human fetus
;
also a new-born child. Es

una criatura, He is yet an infant. Tengo las-

tirna, de la pobre criatura, I pity the poor

thing. [very young little child.

A, CRIATURILLA, CRIATURITA, sf. A
CRIAZON, sf. Breed or brood of animals; family.

CRIBA, sf. Cribble, sieve.

CRIBADURA, sf. Cribration, the act of sifting.

CRIBAR, va. To sift, to separate with a sieve.

CRIBO, sm. Sieve, riddle.

GRID A, sf. V. Pregon.
CRIDAR, vn. (Ant.) To cry, to shout.

CRIMEN, sm. Crime, misdemeanor, offence. Sola

del crimen, A criminal tribunal.

CRIMINACION, sf. V. rfcriminadon.

CRIMINAL, a. 1. Criminal, guilty of a crime. 2.

Criminal, not civil. 3. Censorious, addicted

to censure.

CRIMINALIDAD, sf. Criminality.

CRIMINALISTA, sm. An author who has written

on criminal matters.

CRIMINAI.MENTE, ad. In a criminal manner.

CRIMINAR, va. To accuse.

CRIMINOSO, SA, s. Delinquent, criminal.

CRIMINOSO, SA, a. Criminal.

CRiMNo,sm. Sort of coarse flour generally used

in making a kind of fritters, called gachas.
CRIN 6 CRINES, sf. Mane, the long hair which

hangs down on the neck of horses.

Child reared by a nurse. 4. A concise andjCRiNADO, DA, Y CRINITO, TA, a. Having long

pathetic narrative. \ hair.
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Cometa crinita, A long-bearded comet, sur-

rounded with rays of light.

CRIOI.LO, sm. Creole, one born in America or

the West Indies of European parents.

CnfpTA, sf. Crypt, a subterraneous vault for

the interment of the dead.

CRISALIDA, sf. (Ento.) Chrysalis, caterpillar.
CRISANTEMO, sm.(Bot.) Chrysanthemum, crow-

foot.

CRISIS, sf. 1. Crisis, the point in which a disease

kills or changes for the better. 2. Judgment
passed after a mature deliberation.

CRISMA, sm. Chrism, oil mixed with balsam and
consecrated by bishops on Holy Thursday,
used in baptism, confirmation, and also in the

consecration ofbishops. Te quitard cl crisma,

(Fam.) Boasting menace of ruining one.

CRISMAR, ra. 1 .To perform the ecclesiastic rite

of confirmation. 2. To break one's skull.

CRISMERA, sf. Phial, commonly made of silver,

in which the chrism or consecrated oil is pre-
served, [stone.

CRISOBERIT.O, sm. Chrysoberyle, a precious
CRISOCOLA, sf. Chrysocolla, borax.

CRISOL. sm. Crucible for melting metals.

CRISOLADA, sf. Crucible full of metal.

CRISOLITO, sm. Chrysolite, a precious stone.

CRISOPASIO, sm. Chrysoprase, a kind of precious
stone.

CRISOPEYA, sf. Alchemy, the pretended art of
the transmutation of metals.

CRISOPRASA,S/. Chrysoprase, a stone of a yel-
lowish green colour, and consisting ofquart/,
and oxide of copper.

CRispATtjRA, sf. (Med.) A spasmodic contrac-

tion of the nerves.

CRISTAL, sm.l.Crystal, apellucid or transparent
mineral substance. 2. The best and clearest

glass manufactured in glass-houses. 3. Look-

ing-glass. 4. (Poet.) Water. 5. Cristal tartaro,
Cream of tartar. 6. Fine shining woollen stuff.

CRISTAI.ICO, LLO, TO, sm. dim. Little crystal.

CRISTALINO, NA, a. Crystalline, transparent like

crystal; one of the humours of the eye.

CRiSTALiZAcioN,s/.Crystallization,aggregation
of minerals in a geometric form.

CRISTAI.IZARSK,^?-.To crystallize, to coagulate
or concrete into crystals or regular bodies.

CRISTEL, sm-. Clyster. V. Glister.

CRISTIANAMENTE, ad. In a Christian manner.

CRISTIANAR, va. To baptize. V. Pautizar.

CRISTIANDAD,S/.!. Christianity, the body ofthe
Christians who profess the Christian religion
2. Observance of the law of Christ.

CRISTIAN sco, CA, . After the Christian man-
ner

; applied to Moorish things which imitate
the Christian manner.

CRISTIANILLO, LLA,S. A little Christian ; a nick -

name given to the Spaniards by the Moors.

CRISTIANISMO, sm. 1. Christendom, the whole

body of Christians. 2. Christening. V.Bantizo.

CRISTIANIZAR, va. To conform to the rites ofthe
Christian religion. [Christ.

CRISTIANO, NA, a. Christian, of the religion of

CRISTIANO^ NA, s. 1. A professor of the religion
of Christ. 2. Brother, friend or neighbour. A 1

ley de Cristirino, Upon the word of a Chris-
tian. [Christ in one's heart.

CRISTIFERO, RA, a. Bearing the law and love of
30

URISTO.SWI. Christ, our blessed Saviour. Nipor
nn Crislo, By no means, not for the world.

Haber la de dios es cristo, To have a grand
dispute or quarrel. Jr o ponersc A lo dc dios

I .v Cristo, To dress one's-self to affect gallan-

try and spirit.

RTSTUS, sm. Cross printed at the beginning of

the alphabet. JVo saber el cristus, To be very

ignorant. Estar en el c/ristus, (Met.) To be in

the very rudiments of any thing.

CRISUEI.A, sf. The pan of a lamp for holding
the oil that drops from the wick.

CnisuKi.o, sm. V. CandiL

CRISULEA, sf. Aqua regia. nitro-muriatic acid

which dissolves gold.

CRIT, sm. Sort of poniard.

CF.ITICA, sf. 1. Criticism, the art and standard

ofjudging well. 2. Judgment formed of the

merits or demerits of any writing or publica-
tion

;
a censure.

CRITICADOR, sm. Critic, censurer.

CRITICAR, va. To criticise, to animadvert.

CRITICASTROjSm.Animadverter,would-be critic.

CRfrico, sm. 1. Critic, a man skilled in the rules

of criticism. 2. An affected refiner of style
and language.

CRITICO, CA, a. I. Critical, decisive. 2. Nicely

judicious, relating to criticism.

CRITICO.V, sm. A great critic.

CRITIQUE AR.rn. To criticise
;,
to play the critic,

to censure.

CRITIQJUIZAR, ra. (Farn.) V. Criticar.

CRIZNEJA, sf. Trace or rope made of twisted

twigs joined together.

CROAXAR, va. To croak, to make a hoarse noise

like a frog.

CROCHEL, sm. (Ant.) Tower of a building.
CROCINO, sm-. Unguent or oil of saffron.

CROCIT.XR, rn. V. Crascitar.

CROCOPILO, sm. Crocodile.

CROCOMAGMA, sf. Unguent prepared of saffron,

myrrh, red roses, starch, and gum arable.

CROMATICO; CA, a. Chromatic.

CRONICA, sf. Chronicle, a register or account
of events in order of time.

CRONICO, CA, a. Chronic; applied to distem-

pers of long duration.

CRONicoN,sm. Chronicle, a succinct account of

events in order of time.

CRONISTA, sm. Chronicler, one who writes a

chronicle.

CRONOGRAFIA, sf. Chronography, the science

of time. [nals.

CROMJGRAFO. sm. Annalist, one who writes an-

CRONor,ooiA,s/.Chronology, the science ofcom-

puting and adjusting the periods of time.

CRONOLOGICAMENTK, ad. Chronologically.
CRONOLOGICO, CA, a. Chronological.
CRONor.ocfSTA 6 CRONOI.OGO, sm. Chronologist,

one that studies or explains time.

CROTORAR, xu. To crunk, to cry like a crane

or stork.

CROZA, sf. (Ant.) Crosier. [ly.

CRUAMENTE Y CRUAMiENTRE,ad.(Ant.) Cruel-

CRLTKRA, sf. Withers of a horse. Cructras,

The two large pins which fasten the body or

chest of a cart or wagon to the axle-tree

(

CRITERIA, sf. Gothic architect are.

iCurc KO. sm. I. Cross-vault, or transept of a
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church under the dome. 2. Cross-bearer, one
who carries the cross before the archbishops in

a procession. 3. Piece of timber which lies

across the rafters in a building. 4. Crick of a

mill. 5. (Impr.) Cross of a chase, which di-

vides the pages. 6. (Naut.) Cruising station.

7. (Astr.) Cross, a southern constellation.

GRACES, sf. pi. (Naut.) Preventer leach-lines

of the top-sails.

CRUCETAS, sfpl. (Naut.) Cross-trees of the top
masts.

CRUCIATA, sf. (Bot.) Cross-wort. Vallantia

muralis L.

CROCIFERARIO Y CRUCIFERO, sm. 1. Cross-

bearer. 2. A religious person of the order of
the Holy Cross.

CRUCIFERO, RA, a. Bearing or carrying a cross.

CRUCIFICADO, DA, a. Crucified.

CRUCIFICAR, va. l.To crucify, to put to death

by nailing the hands to a cross set upright.
2. To molest, to vex, to torment.

CRUCIFIXION, sf. Crucifixion ; the punishment
of nailing to a cross.

CRUCIFIXO, sm. Crucifix, the representation in

picture or statuary of our Lord's passion.

CRUCIFIXOR, sm. Crucifier, he who crucifies.

CRucfcEROjRA, a. Carrying or bearing the sign
of the cross.

Cro;cfLLO, sm. Push-pin ;
a play.

CRUDAMENTE, ad. Rudely, in a rude manner.

CRUDEZA, sf. 1. Crudity, unripeness, want of

maturity. 2.(Met.) Rudeness, severity, cruel-

ty. 3. Vapour, vain boasting. Crudezas del

estdmago, The crudities or indigestions of
the stomach. [rude.

Cmjnfo, DIA, a. (Ant.) L V. Crudo. 2. Rough.
CRU DO, sm. Packing cloth.

CRUDO, D A, a. I. Raw; not boiled, roasted, fried,
or broiled. 2. Green, unripe ; applied to fruit.

3. Rude, cruel, pitiless. 4. Crude, hard of di-

gestion. 5. A blustering, hectoring person. 6.

Unripe, not mature
; applied to tumours and

abscesses. Lienzo crudo, Unbleached linen.

Tiempo crudo, Bleak, raw weather. Panto

crudo, A critical moment or juncture. A 1

punto crudo, Untimely, unseasonably.
CRUEL, a. I . Cruel, delighting in hurting others.

2. (Met.) Intolerable, insufferable, not to be
endured. Unfrio cruel, An intense cold. Do-
lores crudes, Severe pains. 3. (Met.) Bloody,
violent. Batalla cruel, A bloody battle.

CRUELDAD, sf. Cruelty, a barbarous action.

CRUELEZA, CRUENTIDAD, y CRUEZ\, sf. V.
Cruddad,

CRUELMENTE, ad. In a cruel manner, cruelly.

CRUENTAMENTE, ad. Bloodily ; with effusion of

blood. [of imbuing with blood.

CRUENTACION, sf. Bloodiness, the act and effect

CRUENTAR, va. V. Ensangrcntar y Encrudc-
cerse.

CRUESTO, TA, a. Bloody, cruel, inhuman.

CRUO, CRUA, a. V. Crudo y cruel.

CRCOR, sm. (Ant.) Gore, congealed blood.

CRCRA;L.. Crural, belonging to the leg.

CRUREO, sm. Muscle of the calf of the leg.

CRCsTACKo,CEA,fl.Crustaceous, shelly, having
jointed shells.

CRtJsTico, CA", a. Beating ; applied to instru-

0'ieaU of pulsation. V. Pulsatil.
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CRUSTOSO, SA, a. V. Costroso.

CRuxfA, sf. I. (Naut.) The midship-gangway
onboard a galley. 2. A large open hall or pas-
sage in a

building^
La cruxia de un hospital,

The great hall ot an hospital, with beds on
each side. 3. Passage with rails on each side,
from the choir to the high altar, in cathedral
churches. Cruxia de piezas, Flight of rooms
one after another. Pasar cruxia, To run the

gauntlet ; (Met.) To suffer great fatigue and

misery.
CRuxfDo, sm. Crack, noise made by wood.

CRUXIR, vn. To crackle, to rustle.

CR{JZ, sf. 1. Cross, an instrument composed of
two pieces of timber laid across one another.
2. Cross, the badge of some military order. 3.

Toil, trouble, vexation. 4. Withers, the upper
juncture of the shoulder-bone in beasts. 5.

Cruz de las bitas, (Naut.) Cross-tree of the
bits. Cruz y boton, (Naut.) Trapping ;

the

crossing and drawing together the several

parts of a tackle. Cruz lomada con los cables,

(Naiit.)A cross in the hawse. Bracearen cruz,
6 poner las vergas en crttz,(Naut.) To square
the yards. Quedarse en cruz y en quadra, To
be reduced to poverty and distress. Cruces,

Wings of a reel. Estar, andar, 6 verse entre

la cruz y el agua lendita, (Fam.) To be in

imminent danger of any thing.

CRUZADA, sf. 1. CRUSADE, an expedition against
the infidels. 2. Tribunal of the crusade. 3.

Indulgences granted to those who support the

crusade.

CRUZADO, sm. 1. Cruzado ; an old Spanish coin

of gold, silver, or brass. 2. A Portuguese coin

of gold or silver. 3. A soldier enlisted under
the banners of the crusade. 4. Knight, who
wears the badge of some military order. 5.

Manner of playing on the guitar. 6. Figure
in dancing. [another.

CRUZADOR, RA, a. Crossing from one side to

CRUZAMEN DE UNA VELA, sm. Square or width
of a sail.

CRUZAR, va. \. To cross, to lay one body across

another. 2. To cross a street or road. 3.(Naut.)
To cruise. Cruzar la cara a alguno, To cut

and hack one's face. vr. 1 . To be knighted, to

obtain the cross or badge ofany military order.

2. To cross and trip, as horses do which are

weak in their pasterns and quarters. Cruzarse
los negocios, To be overwhelmed with busi-

ness.

CuAJADA, sf. Butter,curd, or coagulated fat part
of the milk separated from the serous part.

CUAJADILLO, sm. Sort ofsilk gauze with flowers.

CUAJADO, sm. A dish made of meat, herbs, or

fruits with eggs and sugar dressed in a pan.

CUAJALECHE, sm. (Bot.) Lady's bed-straw, yel-
low goose grass, cheese runnet. Galium ve-

rum L.

UAJAMIENTO, sm. Coagulation.
UAJAR, sm. Runnet bag or stomach of a calf

or sucking animal ; the crop of a fowl.

Cu AJAR, vn.l.To coagulate, to run into concre-

tions. 2. To succeed, to have the desired

effect. 3. (Met.) To ornament, to decorate

with much ornament. 4. To please. Pedro no

me. cuaja, Peter does not please me
Cc A/AREJO, sm V. Cuajar.
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CUAJARON, 5m. Grume, clot, gore.

COAJO, sm. 1. A lacteal substance found in the

stomach of animals before they feed. 2. Con-

cretion, coagulation. Tencr buen cuajo, To be

too dull and patient. Ycrbo de cuajo, (Bot.)

Goose-grass. Galium L. Jlrrancar de cuajo,
To eradicate, to tear up by the roots.

CtfBA, sf. I. Cask for wine or oil. 2. (Met.)

Toper, drunkard. 3. Tub. 4. As much must as

may be contained in a cask. Cada cuba huele

al vino que ticne, (Prov.) Every man is to be

judged by his actions ; literally, every cask

smells of the wine it contains.

CUBAZA, sf. A large pipe, a hogshead.
CUBAZO, sm. Stroke received from a pipe or

hogshead.
CUBEBA, sf. (Bot.) Cubeb. Piper cubeba L.

CUBERO, sm. Cooper, one who makes coops, or

barrels and casks.

CUBERTADO, DA, a. Covered.

CtiBERxtfRA, sf. Cover, covering.
CUBETA, sf. 1 .A small barrel or cask. 2. Bucket,

a wooden vessel in which water or other li-

quids are carried. Cubcta 6 bidon donde se

come, (Naut.) Mess bucket. Cubcta para al-

quitran, (Naut.) Tar-bucket.

CUBETIT.LA, sf. A small bucket.

CUBETO, sm. A small barrel.

CUBICHETE, sm. (Naut.) Water-boards, or wea-
ther-boards

; planks put on the upper part
of a ship's side to keep off a rough sea.

CtfBico, CA, a. Cubical or cubic; having the

form and properties of a cube.

CUBICULARIO, sm. Groom of the bed-chamber,
valet-de-chambre.

CUBIERTA, s/. 1 Cover, covering. 2. (Met.) Pre-
text or pretence. 3. (Naut.) Deck of a ship.
Cubierta primera 6 principal, The lower or

gun deck. Segunda cubierta, The middle
deck. Tercera cubierta, The upper deck. Cu-
bierta entera, A flush deck. Cubierta ar-

queada, A cambering deck. Cubierta corta-

da, A cut or open deck. 4. Cover of a letter.

CUBIERTAMENTE, ad. Privately, secretly, in a
hidden manner.

CUBIERTO, sm. 1. Cover, part of a table-service,

consisting of a plate, fork, spoon, and knife,
for every one who sits down to table. 2. Roof
of a house, or any other covering which shel-

ters from the inclemency of the weather. 3.

Allowance of a soldier billeted in a house ;

such as a bed, salt, water, light, and a seat at

the fire-place. 4. Course ; a number of dishes
set at once on a table. 5. (Ant.) Quilt or co-
ver of a bed. Ponerse a. cubierto, To shelter
one's-self from any apprehended danger.

CUBIJADERA, sf. V. Mcahueta.

CUBUAR, va. V. Cobijar.
CUBIL, sm. Lair or couch of wild beasts.

CUBILAR, vn. To take shelter. V. Majadear.
CUBILETE, sm. 1. A copper-pan for baking pies
and other pastry. 2. Tumbler, mug ;

a cup to

drink in. 3. Dice-box, from which dice are
thrown. 4. A small pie, stuffed with minced
meat, or with a batter of cream, eggs, sugar,
and flour.

[mug-

CUBILETERO, sm. I. Paste-mould. 2. A large
CLBILLA, sf. Spanish fly.

CUBILLO, sm. I. A small bucket. 2. Spanish fly,

blister beetle. Meloe vesicatorius L. 3, A
email box near the stage. Cubillos,The ladle*

or receptacles ofa mill-wheel, into which the

water falls and turns it. [cubit.

UBITAL, a. Cubital, containing the length of a

UBITO, sm. 1. A small bucket. 2. Cubit, a mea-
sure from the elbow to the middle-finger. 3.

(Anat.) The largest bone of the fore-arm.

CUBO, s?n. 1. Cube ;
a regular solid body, con-

sisting of six square and equal faces and
sides. 2. A wooden pail with an iron handle.

3. Mill-pool, or pond of water to drive a mill-

wheel. 4. Barrel of a watch or clock. 5. (Fort.)
A small tower, formerly raised on old walls.

6. Product of the multiplication of a square
number by its root.

CUBREPAN, sm. Sort of fire-shovel, used by pas-

try-cooks.

CUBRIL, sm. V. Cubil.

CUERR, va. 1. To cover, to lay or spread one

thing over another. 2. (Met.) To cover, to

screen, to consent. 3. (Met.) To dissemble,
to cloak, to hide under false appearances. 4.

To cover or protect a post, to prevent its be-

ing attacked by the enemy. 5. To roof a

building. 6. To cover, to copulate with a

mare
; applied to stone-horses. 7. (Ant.) To

dress. Cubrir la mesa, To lay the table.

Cubrir la cuenta, To balance an account.

vr. 1. To deduct part of the rent which has

been paid before-hand. 2. To put a place in a

state of defence. 3. To be covered, to put on
one's hat. 4. To be covered against loss, to

be insured. Cubrirscle a uno el corazon, To
be very melancholy and sorrowful.

CUCA, sf. 1. A kind of fruit. V. Chufa. 2. A
Peruvian plant. V. Coca. 3. Sort of cater-

pillar. V. Cuco. 4. Cuca y matacdn, Sort of

game at cards. Mala cuca, A wicked person.
Cuca de aqui, Be gone, away with you.

CUCAN A, sf. 1 . A public amusement in many of

the cities in Italy. 2. Any thing acquired
with little trouble and at other people's ex-

CUCANERO, sm. Parasite, one who lives easy
and at other people's expense.

CUCAR, va. To mock, to ridicule.

CucARACHA,sf. 1. Wood-louse. Oniscus asellug

L. 2. Kind of centipede, blatta or short-

legged beetle, common aboard of American

ships ;
cock-roach. Blatta americana L. 3.

Hazel coloured snuff. Cucaracha martin,
Nick-name given to a brown woman.

CueARACiiERA
;s/.Luck, good fortune. Hollars?

bucna cucarachera, To be lucky or fortunate.

CUCARDA, sf. V. Escarapela.
CUCARROS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Harpings. V. Cu-

charros. Cucarro, Nickname of a boy dress-

ed as a friar.

CUCHAR, sm. 1. Tax or duty laid on grain. 2.

Spoonful. 3. Ancient corn-measure, tho

twelfth part of a celemin or peck. Cuchar

hcrrcra, Iron spoon.

CUCHARA,S/. 1. Spoon, a concave vessel used in

eating liquids. 2. An iron ladle, with a shank

and hook, for taking water out of a
larg-ft

earthen jar. Cuchara para brea, (Naut.)
Pitch-ladle. Cuchara de canon, Gunner's
ladle. Cuchara para sacar el agita ih Ic*
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barcos, (Naut.) Scoop for sailing boats;. Cu-\ execution. Cuchillos, The six chief feathers

charadepontonparalimpiarpuertos,(Na.i\t.)\ in a hawk's wing. Cuchillos de una vela,

Spoon of a pontoon for cleansing harbours.] (Naut.) Goringa of a sail.

Cuchdras, Ladle-boards of a water-wheel in i CUCHILLON, sm. A large or big knife.

an over-shot mill. CUCHITRII.S, sm. A narrow hole or corner.

CUCHARADA, sf. Spoonful ; as much as is taken CI;CHUCHKAU, vn. 1. To whisper, to speak with
at once in a spoon. Meter $u cucharada, To! a low voice. 2. (Met.) To carry tales.

meddle or interpose improperly and impor-l CUCHUFLETA, sf. Joke, jest, fun.

tunely in other people's conversation. ! Cccioso, SA, a. (Ant.) Diligent. V. Solicito.

CUCJIARAL, sm. Bag in which shepherds pre- CUCITA, sf. (Ant.) Lap-dog.
serve their spoons.

CUCHARAZO, sm. Stroke or blowwith a spoon.
CUCHARFRO,S?. I.He that make or sells spoons.

2. Maker or retailer of wooden spoons.
CUCHARETA, sf. A small spoon.
CUCHARETEAR, vn. 1. To stir with a spoon. 2.

(Met.) To busy one's self with other people's
affairs.

CUCHARETERO, sm. l.Maker or retailer ofwood-
en spoons. 2. List or linen, nailed to a board,
with small interstices to hold spoons. 3.

Fringe sewed to under petticoats.

CUCHARILLA, CA, Y TA, sf. dim. A small spoon.
CUCHARON, sm. Ladle for the kitchen, a soup-

spoon for the table.

CucHARRos,S7./>/. (Naut.) Harpmgs. Tabloncs
de cucharros, (Naut.) Serving planks.

CueHEAR, vn. (Fam.) To whisper, to speak into

the ear of a person.
CUCHICHEAR, vn. To whisper.
CUCHICHEO, sm. 1. Whisper, whispering. 2.

Call of a cock-partridge who wants his hen.

CUCHICHERO, RA, s. Whisperer ; the custom of

whispering.
CUCHICHIA.R, vn. 1. To call like a partridge. 2.

To whisper.
CPCHILLA, sf. 1. A large kitchen-knife ;

a chop-

ping-knife. 2. Sort of ancient poniard. 3.

(Poet.) Sword. 4. Bookbinder's knife. Genie
de cuchilla, Nick-name of the military.

CUCHILLADA, sf. 1. Cut or slash with a knife or

other cutting instrument. Cuckillada de den
reales. A large cut or wound. 2. Rent in

cloth. 3. The surplus of the receipt of one

play-house compared with that of another.

pi. 1. Wrangles, quarrels. 2. Openings for-

merly left in clothes to shew the lining.
CucHiLLAofcA, LI,A,Y TA,.<?/.A small cut or gash.
CUCHILLAR, a. Belonging or relating to a knife.

CUCHILLAZO, sm. A large knife.

CUCHILLEJA, sf. dim. A little knife. V. Cuchilla.

CUCHILLEJO, sm.. 1. A email knife. 2. (Bot.)
Cockle-weed. Agrostemma L.

CucHii,LERfA, sf. Cutler's shop.
CUCHII.LERO, sm. Cutler, one who makes or

sells knives.

CocHiLLfco, CUCHILLITO, sm. A small knife.

CUCHILLO, sm. 1. Knife. Ser curhillo de alguno,
To be troublesome at the instigation of ano-

ther person. 2. Goar, a triangular piece sewed
into a garment to make it wider. 3. Piece

of ground which cannot be tilled on account
of a tree standing too near, or from any other

impediment. CuchiHo de monte, A hunter's

cutlass. Pasard c?tcAz'Mo,Toputtothe sword.
Tcner horca y cuchillo,To be invested with the

|

CUCLEAR, va. To sing as the cuckoo.
CUCLILLAS (EN), In a cowering manner. Sen-

tarse en cudillas, To squat, to sit cowering,
to sit close to the ground.

CUCLILLO, sm. I. (Orn.) Cuckoo, a bird which

appears early in the spring. Cucuius canorus
L. 2. (Met.) Cuckold, the husband of an
adulteress.

Cuco, sm. 1. Sort of caterpillar. 2. Person of a

swarthy complexion. 3. Sort of game at

cards. 4. Sort of sea-shell. Lepas L. 5.

Tippler. 6. Cuckoo. Cucos, Nick-name given
in Castile to the stone-cutters who come from
Asturia.

CUCUFA, sf. 1. Cap lined with cephalic drug??,
and worn against rheumatisms.- 2. Sort of
wild fowl.

CUCULLA, sf. Cowl ;
a kind of hood formerly

worn by men and women.
CUCURUCHO, sm. Paper rolled up in the form
of a cone in which money, tea, spices, or

sweetmeats are kept.
CumciAR, va. V. Codiciar.

CUDRIA, sf. A flat woven bass-rope.

CUEBANO, sm. Basket or hamper for carrying

grapes to the vine-press. Despues de vendi-

mias cudbanos, (Prov.) After meat, mustard

CUEGA, ter. per. (Ant.) irreg. sing. pres. subj.
of the verb coccr.

CUEGO, prim. pers. (Ant.) irreg. sing. pres.
indie, of coccr.

CUEITA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cuila.

CUELGA, sf. 1. Cluster of grapes or other fruit

hung up for use. 2. A birth-day's present.

CUKLLIDEGOLLADO, I)A,.(JoC.) One who Wears
cloths cut away about the neck, leaving it

bare. [with pride.

CUELLIERGUIDO, DA, (i. Stiff-necked ; elated

CUELLO, sm. 1. Neck
;
the part between the head

and body. 2. (Met.) Neck of a vessel, the

narrow part of it near its mouth. 3. Collar

of a priest's garment. 4. Small end of a wax
candle. 5. A large plaited neck-cloth, for-

merly worn. 6. Collar-band of a cloak. 7.

Collar of a beam in oil-mills. 8. Collar of a

shirt. 9. Instep of the foot. Lcvantar el

CMello, (Met.) To be in a state of prosperity.

CUELMO, sm. Candle-wood ;
a piece of

pine,
or other seasoned wood, which burns like a

torch. V. Tea.

CUEMBAS, sf. Sort of silk stuff imported from

India.

CUEMO, ad. (Ant.) V. Coma.

CUENCA, sf. 1. A wooden bowl. 2. Socket of

the eye. 3. V. Pila.

CUKNCO, sm. 1. An earthen bowl. 2. Hod.

power of pronouncing a sentence of death :
j CUE.NUA, sf. 1. End of pack-thread, which di-

(Met.) To command imperiously- 4. (Met.) I vides and keeps together a skein of silk or

Right of governing and putting the laws iii

'

thread. 2. End of a skein of silk or thread.
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Madexa sin cuenda, (Met.) An entangled af-

fair, a complicate business.

.1:, sm. (Ant.) V. Condc.

M^UECILLA, sf. A small bowl.

CUENTA, sf. 1. Computation, calculation. 2. Ac-

count, or reckoning, set down on paper. 3.

Account, narrative. 4. (Ant.) Number, pro-

portion. 5. One of the beads which compose
a rosary. Cuentas de ambar, Amber-beads,
(j. Indian-reed. Canna indica L. 7. An-
swerableness

; reason, satisfaction. 8. Cuinta

corrientc, (Corn.) Account current. A 1 buena

cuenta, On account, in part of payment. A !

cuenta, Upon one's word ; relying on any
thing. A 1 eta cuenta, At that rate. Hacer
cuentas alegres, To feed one's self with vain

hopes of success. Pasar cuentas, To pray
without devotion. Tribunal dc cuentas, Ex-

chequer. Tencr cuenta, To have carnal con-

nexion with a woman
;
to take care of any

thing. Teuer cuenta alguna cosa, To answer,
to turn out profitable or advantageous. Este-

mos d cuentas, Let us attend to this.

CUENTECICA, LLA, Y TA, sf. dim.A small account.

CuENTcico, LLO, Y io,sm. A little tale or story.

CUENTERO, RA, a. Haggling.
CuEifTisTA, sm. Tale-bearer, informer.

CUENTO, SOT. 1. Product ofone hundred thousand

multiplied by ten, a million
; a million of mil-

lions. 2. But-end of a spear or any other

pointed weapon. 3. Variance, disagreement ,

between friends. Andar en cuentos, To fall

to loggerheads. 4. Prop, support, shore. 5.

Fable, fictitious story for children. Cuento
de homo, Vulgar conversation, fire-side tales.

Cuento de viejas, Old women's stories. 6.

Accompt, number. Cuento de cuentos, (Met.)
Relation or account difficult to explain ;

a

complex detail. 7. Joint of the wing. A1

cuento, To the purpose, seasonably, oppor-
tunely. Ese es ei cuento, There is the rub,
that is the difficulty. Dexarse de cuentos, To
come to the point.

CUER, sm. (Ant.) V. Corazon.

CUERA, sf. A leather jacket, formerly worn.

CUERDA, sf. 1. Rope made of hemp or bass-

weed. 2. String for musical instruments, made
ofgut or wire. 3. Match for firing a gun. 4.

Chain of a watch or clock. 5. Cord ; a Spa-
nish measure. 6. Fishing-line. 7. Drag-
rope for cannon and howitzers. 8. (Ant.)
Nerve. 9. Cuerdas dc las cubiertas, (Naut.)
Deck-streaks, or strakes

; rows of planks
which range from the stem to the stern-post
and fashion pieces. 10. (Geom.) Chord, a

right line which joins the two ends ofan arch.

Afioxar la cuerda, (Met.) To temper the

rigour of the law. Apretar la cuerda, (Met.)
To treat with severity. For debaxo de cuerda,

'

Under-hand, privately. [liberately.
CUERDAMENTE, ad. Prudently, advisedly, de-
CuERDEcfCA, LLA, TA, Y CuERDEZUELA, sf. dim.A small cord. [creet.

CUERDECITO, a. Somewhat prudent or dis-

CBERDO, DA, a. Prudent, discreet. [or skin.

fco, CUERECITO, sm. A small thin hide

/.TELO, sm. 1. A small and thin skin or
li'flc. 2. A sucking pig. 3. The crackling of

ustcd
pig-.

CUERNA, sf. 1. A horn vessel, into which cows
or goats are milked. 2. Stag's or deer's horn.
3. Sportsman's horn.

CUERNECICO, LLO, Y TO, sm. Cornicle : a small
horn.

CUERNEZCELO, sm. 1. A small horn. 2. A far-

rier's paring knife.

CuKRNo,s?n. 1. Horn, the hard substance which

frows
on the heads of some quadrupeds. 2.

eeler ;
the horn or antenna of insects. 3.

An interjection of admiration. V. Caspita.
4. Side. 5. (Ant.) Wing of an army. 6. Obra
d cucrno, (Fort.) Horn-work. 7. Cornet, a
musical instrument. Levantdr 6 subir d uno
sobre los cucrnos de la luna, To exalt one to

the stars. Cuerno de abundancia, Horn of

plenty ; applied to a cuckold whose wife is

kept by a rich man. Verse en los cuernos
del toro, To be in the most imminent danger.
Poner los cuernos, To cuckold ; applied to a
wife who wrongs her husband by unchastity.
Cuerno de amon, (Min.) Cornu ammonis, a
fossil shell.

CUERO, sm. 1. Hide or skin of an animal, either
raw or dressed. 2. Goat-skin dressed entire,
and which serves as a vessel or bag to carry
wine or oil. 3. (Met.) Toper, a great drinker.

Estirar el cuero, To make the most of any
thing ; literally, to stretch the skin. En cue-

ros 6 en cueros vivos, Stark-naked. Entre
cuero y carne, Between skin and flesh. Cue-

ros, Hangings or drapery ofgilded or painted
leather. Cuero exterior, Cuticle.

CuERPEcfco, LLO
', TO, Y CuERPEZUELO, $m. A

small body or carcass.

CUERFO, sm. 1. Body, the material substance of
an animal. 2. Matter ; opposed to spirit. 3.

Corporation. 4. Floor or story in a building.
5. Volume, book. Su libreria contiene dos
mil cuerpos de libros, His library contains two
thousand volumes. 6. Collection of laws. 7.

Degree ofthickness ofsilks, woollens, or cot-

tons. 8. Size, strength. El vino de mucho
cuerpo, A strong bodied wine. 9. Body ; a
collective mass. Cuerpo de ex6rcito, The
main body of an army. Cuerpo de reserva,
A corps of reserve. Cuerpo de batalla deuna
esquadra, The centre division of a fleet. 10.

Cuerpo del cabrestante, (Naut.) Barrel of a

capetern, or capstan, which is considered on
board of ships as a perpetual lever. Cuerpo
d cuerpo, Hand to hand

;
in single combat. A 1

cuerpo descubierto, Without cover or shelter ;

(Met.) Manifestly. Encuerpo decamisa, Half
dressed ; having nothing put on but the shirt.

Con el rey en el cuerpo, Despotically ; hi a

despotic manner. Cuerpo deguardia,A guard-
room. Tratar como cuerpo de rey, To feast like

a king. Hacer del cuerpo, To ease the body,
to go to stool. Tomar cuerpo, To increase,
to enlarge. En cuerpo y en alma, (Fam.)
Totally, wholly.

CUERVA, sf. (Orn.) Crow. Corvus comix L.

CUERVECICO, LLO, TO, sm. A little rook.

CUERVO, sm. 1. (Orn.) Raven. Corvus corax L.

2. Cuervo marino, Cormorant. Pelecanus

carbp L. 3. (Astr.) A southern constellation.

Venir el cuervo, (Fam.) To receive repeated
relief or succour.
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CUES A 6 CUSTA, sf. (Ant.) Measure of grain.

CUESCO, sm. 1. Kernel, an edible substance con-

tained in a shell ;
the stone or core of pulpy

fruit. 2. Millstone of an oil-mill. 3. Wind
from behind.

CUE s^ufLLO, sm. A small kernel or stone offruit.

CUESTA, s/. 1. Declivity, gradual descent. 2.

(Ant.) Coast. Ir cuesta abaxo, To go down
hill. Ir cuesta arriba, To go up hill. Cuesta

arriba, Painfully ;
with great trouble and dif-

ficulty. A 1

cuestas, On one's shoulders or

back : (Met.) To one's charge or care. Al

pie de la cuesta, (Met.) At the beginning of

any undertaking.
CuESTEcfCA, LLA, TA, Y CuESTEZUELA, sf. A

gradual slope or declivity.

CUETARSE, vr. V. Afligirse.

CUEVA, s/. 1. Cave, grot, or grotto ;
a subterra-

neous cavity made by art or nature. 2. Cel-

lar. Cueva de ladrones, Nest of thieves.

Cueva dejieras, Den or couch of wild beasts.

CUEVECICA, LLA, Y TA, s/. A little cave.

CUEVERO, sm. One who makes caves and grot-
toes.

CUEYTA, sf. V. Cuita.

CUEZA, sf. Ancient measure of grain.

CUEZO, sm. 1. Hod ;
a sort of tray for carrying

mortar. 2. (Ant.) A small basket for carry-

ing grapes. 3. Farrago, a medley of things

put together without rule or order ; applied
to literary compositions. 4. Hodge-podge.

CUGUJADA, s/. (Orn.) Common field-lark, sky-
lark. Alauda arvensis L.

CUGULLA, sf. Cowl, a monk's hood. V. Cogulla.
CufDA, sf. In colleges, a woman who takes care

of those of tender age. [ness.

CUIDADICO, LLO, Y TO, sm. A little care, tender

CUIDADO, sm. 1. Care, solicitude, attention. 2.

Fear, apprehension, anxiety. 3. Charge or

trust conferred. 4. Distress, dangerous or cri-

tical situation. Estar de cuidado, To be in

great danger, or very ill. 5. Affectionate re-

gard. 6. Object of care and love ; which is ge-

nerally addressed with the word Cuidadulo.

CUIDADOR, sm 1. (Ant.) One too solicitous and
careful. 2. A very thoughtful person.

CUIDADOSAMENTE, ad. Carefully, attentively.

CUIDADOSO, SA, a. Careful, solicitous in the

execution of a business
; vigilant.

CUIDAR, va. \. To heed, to care ;
to execute

any thing with care, diligence, and attention

2. (Ant.) To discourse, to think.

CUIDOSO, SA, a. V. Cuidadoso y Angustioso.
CUITA, sf. 1. Care, grief, affliction, trouble. 2.

(Ant.) Earnest desire, craving. Contar sws

cuitas, To tell one's troubles.

CUITADAMENTE, ad. Slothfully, afflictedly.

CUITADEZ, sf. (Ant.) Propensity to mourn or

to be sorrowful.

CuiTADfcp, CA, LLO, LLA, Y TO, TA, a. Having
some slight trouble or affliction.

CUITADO, DA, a. I. Anxious, wretched, misera-

ble. 2. Chicken-hearted, pusillanimous, timid.

CUITAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Pusillanimity, ti-

midity.

GUITAR, va. V. Incomodar y Acuitarse*

CUITOSO, SA, a. Urgent, pressing.
CUJARA, sf. V. Cuchara.

Cur,iDA, sf. 1. Stroke with the backside or

23i

breech of any thing. 2. Fall on one's backside.

Culddas, (Naut.) Shocks and rollings ofa ship.

!ULANTR$LLO, sm. (Bot.) Maiden's hair.

!ULANTRO, sm. (Bot.) Coriander, a plant yield-

ing an aromatic seed.

JULATA, sf. 1. Breech of a gun, but-end of a
musket. 2. Screw-pin, which fastens the
breech of a gun to the stock. 3. The back

part of any thing. Dar de culata, To recoil.

JULATAZO, sm. 1. A large backside. 2. Recoil
of a gun or musket.

JuLcusfco, sm. Botch-work ; any thing which
is sewed in a bad and clumsy manner.

luLEBRA, sf. 1. Snake. Coluber L. 2. Trick,
fun, joke. 3. (Met.) A sagacious cunning
woman who speaks several languages. Sabc
mas que las culebras, He is very crafty and

cunning.
JULEBRAZO, sm. Whipping given by prisoners
in a jail to the new comers who have not

paid entrance.

/ULEBREAR, vn. To move along like a snake,

SULEBRICA, LLA, y TA, sf. dim. A little snake.

CuLEBRiLLA,s/. 1. A little snake. 2. Tetter, ring-
worm ;

a cutaneous disease. 3. Rocking-staff
of a loom. 4. Fissure in the barrel of a gun.

CULEBRINA, sf. (Mil.) Culverin.

CULEBRO, sm. A male snake.

CULEBRON, sm. 1. A large snake. 2. A cunning,

crafty fellow ;
a double dealer.

CULERA, sf. Stain of urine in the swaddling
clothes or clouts of children.

CULERO, sm. 1. Clout, a cloth for keeping chil-

dren clean. 2. Disease in birds.

CULERO, RA, a. Slothful, lazy.

CuLfTo, sm. A small breech or backside.

CULLIDOR, sm. (Ant.) Receiver, collector.

CULMINAR, vn. To culminate, to be in the meri-

dian.

CULO, sm. 1. Breech, backside
;
nates. 2. Bot-

tom, socket, or lowest part of a thing. Culo

de mona, Very ugly and ridiculous thing.
Culo depollo, Rougn ill-mended part in stock-

ings or clothes.

CULON, sm. A large breech or backside.

CULPA, sf. Fault, offence, slight crime.

CULPABLE, a. Culpable ; guilty of a fault.

CULPABLEMENTE, ad. In a culpable manner.

CULPACION, sf. (Ant.) Crimination, reprehen-
sion, [manner.

CULPADAMENTE, ad. Culpably, in a culpable

CULPADO, DA, a. One who has committed a fault.

CULPAR, va. To blame, to impeach.
CULTAMENTE, ad. 1 . Neatly, genteelly ;

in a po-
lite of genteel manner. 2. Affectedly, po-

litely, [ofetyle.

CULTEDAD,S/. An affected elegance and purity

CULTERANISMO, sm. Sect of purists, who are

superstitiously nice in the use of words.

CULTERANO, NA, s. Purist.

CULTERANO, NA, a. Belonging or relating to an

affected elegance and purity of style.

CULTERIA, sf. An affected elegance and purity
of style.

CULTERO, sm. Purist.

CULTIELLO, sm. V. Cuchillo. [gance.

CULTIPARLAR, va. To speak with affected ele-

CuLTiPARLisTA,a. Speaking much with alloot-

ed elegance and purity of language.
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, &A, a. Speaking with affected

elegance and in a jeering manner.

CULTIVACION, sf. Cultivation, culture.

CULTIVADOR, sn\. 1. Cultivator, one who culti-

vates lands. 2. Kind of plough.
CULTIVA^R, va. I. To cultivate.the soil. 2. Cultivar
a alguno, To cultivate one"'s friendship. Cul-

tivar el conocimiento 6 el trato, To cultivate

one's acquaintance. Cultivar las artes 6 las

ciencias, To cultivate the arts and sciences.'

CuLrfvo, sm. 1. Cultivation, the art of cultivat-

ing and improving the soil. 2. Act of culti-

vating one's acquaintance or friendship. 3.

Culture of the mind, elegance of manners.

CtJLTO, sm. 1. Respect and veneration paid to a

person, as a testimony of his superior excel-

lence and worth. 2. Religious worship.
CULTO, TA, a. 1. Pure, elegant, correct

; applied
to style and language. 2. Affectedly elegant.
3. Polished, enlightened. Culto de dulia,

Worship or honour to angels and saints. Cul-

to de hiperdulia, Worship ofthe Virgin Mary.
Culto de latria, Adoration to God alone.

Culto divino, Public worship in churches.
Culto externo, External demonstrations or re-

spect to God and his saints by processions,
sacrifices, offerings, &c. Culto indebido, Ille-

gal worship, or superstition of appearing to

honour God by false miracles, spurious re-

liques, &c. Culto sagrado 6 religioso, Honour
or worship to God and to the saints. Culto

superfluo, Worship by means of vain useless

things. Culto supersticwsoj Worship paid
either to whom it is not due, or in an impro-
per manner.

CuLTdR, sm. 1. Cultivator. V. Cultivador. 2.

(Ant.) Worshipper.
CULTRO, sm. Plough, with which the first fal-

low-ploughing is performed.
CULTURA,S/".I. Culture ; improvement or melio-

ration of the soil. 2. Culture and improve-
ment of the mind. 3. Elegance of style. 4.

(Ant.) Adoration, worship.
CULTUR^R, va. (Arag.) To cultivate. V. Cul-

tivar.

CUM, part. (Ant.) V. Como.

CUMBO, sf. V. Comba.

CUMBE, sm. Sort of dance among the Negroes,
and also the tune to which it is performed.

CUMBLEZA, sf. (Ant.) Concubine.
CUMBRE Y CUMBRERA, sf. 1. Top, Summit. 2.

(Met.) The greatest height offavour, fortune,
and science.

CUMO, part, cornp. (Ant.) V. Como.
CUMPLEX.NOS, sm. Birth-day.
CUMPLIDAMENTE, ad. Completely.
CUMPLIDAMIENTE 6 CuPLIDAMIENTRE, ad.

(Ant.) completely.
CUMPLIDERO, RA, a. 1. That must be fulfilled

or executed. 2. Convenient, fit, suitable.

CUMPLIDO, DA, a. 1. Large, plentiful. Una ca-
saca cumplida, A full coat. Una comida
cumplida, A plentiful dinner. 2. Gifted with

talents, worthy of esteem. 3. Polished, po-
lite, civil, courteous.

CUMPLIDO, sm. Compliment, an act or expres-
sion of

civility.

CUMPLIDOR, 577?. One who executes or performs
any commission or trust.

CUMPLIMENT^R, pa. To compliment or con-

gratulate upon any event or success.

CUMPLIMENTERO, RA, a. Full of compliments.
CUMPLIMIENTO, sm. 1. Act of complimenting

or paying a compliment. 2. Completion, per-
fection. 3. Compliment, an expression of ci-

vility. No se ande vd. en cumplimientos, Do
not stand upon compliments. 4. Complement,
appendage.

CUMPLIR, va. 1. To execute, discharge, or per-
form one's duty. 2. To provide or supply any
one with what he wants. 3. Cumplir anos o

dias, To reach one's birth-day. 4. To fulfil

one's promise. Cumplir de palabra, To offer

to do any thing without performing it. Cum-

plir par otro, to do any thing in the name of

another. Cumpla vm. por mi, Do it in my
name. vn. 1. To be fit or convenient. 2. To
suffice, to be sufficient.

CUMULADOR, sm. V. Acumulador.

CUMULAR, va. To accumulate, to compile or

heap together. V. Acmnular.

CUMULATIVAMENTE, ad. In heaps.
CUMULO, sm. 1. Heap or pile of many things
thrown over one another. 2. (Met.) Throng of

business
', variety of trouble and difficulties.

CUMUNALM^NTE, ad. In common, without divi-

sion.

CUNA, sf. 1. Cradle ; a small moveable bed, in

which children are rocked to sleep. Cuna de

vicnto, Cradle suspended between two pillars
or upright posts. 2. Foundling-hospital. 3.

(Met.) The native soil or country. 4. Family ?

lineage. De humilde 6 de i!ustre cuna, Of an
humble or of an illustrious family . 5. Origin,

beginning of any thing.

CUNDIDO, sm. 1. The provision of oil, vinegar,
and salt, given to shepherds. 2. Honey or

cheese given to boys to eat with their bread.

CUNDIR, va. (Ant.) To occupy, to fill. vn. l.To

spread ; applied to oil. 2. To yield abundant-

ly. 3. To grow, i.o increase, to propagate.
CUNEO, sm. 1. (Mil.) Triangular formation of

troops. 2. Space between the passages in an-

cient theatres.

CuNERA,sf. Rocker ; awoman appointed to rock
the cradle of the infantas in the royal palace.

CUNEROJ RA, s. Rocker, one who rocks.

CUNETA, sf. (Fort.) A small trench, made in a

dry ditch or moat of a fortress, to drain off

the rain-water.

CUNICA, LLA, TA, sf. A small cradle.

CUNA, sf. Wedge ; a sharp-edged tool, made of
wood or iron, to cleave wood or other solid

bodies, or to tighten them. Curias de mango,
(Naut.) Horsing-irons. Curias de los maste-

leros, (Naut.) Fids of the top-masts. Curias

de las vasadas 6 vasos, (Naut.) Blocks of a

ship's cradle. Curias de punteria, (Art.) Gun-

quoins. Curias de rajar, Splitting wedges.
CUNADADGO, sm. (Ant.) Relationship by af-

finity.

CuSfADERiA, sf. Gossipred or compaternity,

spiritual affinity contracted by being god-
father to a child.

CUNADIA 6 CuNADfo, s. Kindred by affinity.

Cui? ADI'CA, ILI.A, 6 ITA, sf. A little sister-in-law

CUNADICO, ILI.O, 6 fro, sm. A little brother-in

k\v.
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CUNADO, DA, s. A brother or sister-in-law.

CUNAL, a. V. Acunado.

CUNAR, -co,. V. Acunar.

CUNETE, sm. Keg, a small barrel or firkin.

CTJNO, sm. 1. Die for coining money. 2. Impres-
sion made by the die. 3. Mark put on silver.

4. A triangular formation of troops.

CUOMO, ad. (Ant.) V. Como.

CUPE, sm. 1. Landau, a four-wheeled carriage
with two back seats. 2. Movement in the

French dance. 3. Preterper. indie, irreg. of

the verb caber.

CCPIDO, sm. Bit of steel taken out of the eye
of a needle. [arch-ways.

CUPITEL. Tirar dc cupitel, To throw a bow

CUPRESINO, NA, a. (Poet.) Belonging to the cy-

press-tree, or made of cypress-wood.
COPULA, sf. Cupola, dome, the hemispherical
summit of a church or other large building.

CUPULINO, sm. Lantern, a small cupola raised

upon another, which serves to give light to

the vault.

CUQUILLERO, sm. (Mur.) Baker'sboy who fetch-

es the paste of bread, and carries it back
when baked.

CUO.UILLO, sm. 1. (Orn.) Cuckoo. V. Cudillo. 2.

(Ent.) Insect which consumes the vines.

Coccus vitis Fabr.

CtrRA, sm. 1. Parish priest. 2. Clergyman hired

to perform the duty of another. sf. 1. Cure,

remedy, restorative. 2. (Ant.) Guardianship,
the office and duty of a guardian. 3. Curacy.
Los derechos de cura, The curate's dues.

CCRABLE, a. Curable, that which admits a !

remedy.
CURACION, sf. Cure, the act of healing.

CURADGO, sm. (Ant.) Curacy. V. Curato.

Ci'RADiLLO, sm. Cod-fish; ling-fish.

CURADO, DA, a.\. Cured, strengthened,restored.
2. Belonging or relating to a curacy. Bene-

ficio curado, Curacy, annexed to a benefice.

CURADOR, RA, s. 1. Overseer, one who has the

charge or care of a thing. Curador de lien-

20, Bleacher of linen cloth. Curador de baca-

lao, Cod-salter. 2. Guardian, one who has the

care ofminors and orphans. 3. Physician, sur-

geon ;
one who cures and heals. 4. Curator,

administrator. Curador ad bona,(For.) Cura-
tor of a minor's estate appointed by a court.

CURADURIA Y CuRADORfA, sf. Guardianship,
the office and duty of a guardian.

CURALLE, sm. Physic administered to a hawk
to make him purge.

CURANDERO, sm. Quack, an artful and tricking

practitioner in physic, who is not an approv-
ed physician.

CURAR, vn. To recover from sickness. va. 1.

To administer medicines, and prescribe the

regimen of a patient. 2. To salt, to cure meat
or fish. 3. To season timber. 4. Curarse en

sahtd, To take care of one's self: (Met.) To
accuse one's self, to avoid the reproach ofany
thing. 5. To bleach thread, linen, or clothes.

6. To remedy any evil.

CURATELA, sf. (For.) V. Curaduria.

CURATIVO, VA, a. Curative, that which serves I

to cure a disease.

CUR!TO, sm. 1. Curacy, the placs and employ-
ment of a curate. 2. District of a parish priest.
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a. parish. Ancxo de un curalo, A small curacy
annexed to another.

CURAZGO, sm. V. Curato.
CURA/ON, sm. V. Corazon. [gi-
CURCUMA, sf. Turmeric, a root resembling gin-
CURENA, sf. 1. Gun-carriage. 2. Stay of a cross-
bow. 3. Skin or bag with cocoa-nuts. A ! cu-
rena rasa, (Mil.) Without a parapet or breast-
work

; applied to a'barbet battery : (Met.)
Without shelter or defence. Tirar a cun-na.

rasa, To fire at random.

CURESCA, sf. Sheer-wool cut off by a clothier

with sheers when the cloth has been combed.
CtfuiA

, sf. 1. An ecclesiastic court where church
affairs are examined and decided. 2. Care and
skill in performing a thing.

CURIAL, a. 1. Belonging or
relating

to the
Roman curia, or tribunal for ecclesiastic af-

fairs. 2. Expert, skilful.

CURIAL, sm. 1. One who joins in the vote that

the Spanish cartes or states be assembled. 2.

Members of the Roman curia. 3. One who
employs an agent in Rome to obtain bulls or

rescripts. 4. One in a subaltern employ in

the tribunals of justice, or who is occupied
with others' affairs.

CuRiALiDli), sf. (Ant.) Politeness, civility.

CURIANA,S/. Kind ofblack fly. Curidnas, Chips
cut off from wood.

CURIAR, va. (Ant.) To guard. V. Cuidar.

CURIOSAMENTE, ad. 1. Curiously. 2. Neatly,

cleanly. 3. In a diligent careful manner.
CURIO SIDAD, s/. 1. Curiosity, inquisitiveness. 2.

Neatness, cleanliness. 3. Curiosity, rarity ;

an object of curiosity.

CURIOSO, SA, a. 1. Curious, inquisitive, desirous
'

of information. 2. Neat, clean. 3. Handsome,
fine, beautiful. 4. Careful, attentive, diligent.

CURO, sm. (Naut.) A small kind of vessel used
on the river Garonne in France.

CURRO, RA, s. A familiar proper name, used for

Francis and Frances.

CuRRtrcA, sf. (Orn.) Linnet, babbling warbler.

Motacilla curucca L.

CURSADO, DA, a. Accustomed, habituated,
inured.

CuRSANTEj9a. Frequenting ;
assiduous ;

he who
frequents universities or public lectures.

CURSAR, ra. 1. To frequent a place, to repeat
or do a thing often. 2. To frequent universities

or schools.

CURSARIO, sm. V. Pirata.

CURSILLO, sm. 1. A short run or walk. 2. A
short course of lectures on any science in a

university. [printing.

CURSIVO, VA, a. Relating to Italic characters in

CtfRSo, sm. 1. Course, direction, cv

Course of lectures in universites. 3.

or looseness of the body. 4. Series of succes-

sive and methodical procedure. 5. (Ant.) V.

Corso. Curso de la corriente, (Naut.) The
current's way. Curso de la marea, (Naut.)
The tide's way.

CURSOR, sm. 1. (Ant.) V. Correo. 2. (Ant.)

Messenger of a court of justice.
CURTACION, sf. (Astro.) Curtation.

CURTIDO, DA, a. Accustomed ;
dexterous, ex

pert. [tan lea '.her.

. sm. Tanner, one whoso tr:
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CuRTicds, sm. pi. Tanned leather.

CURTIDTJRA, ff. (Ant.) Art or trade of tanning.
CCRTIDITRIA, sf. Tan-yard ;

a place where lea-

ther is tanned.

CURTIR, va. 1. To tan leather, to impregnate or

imbrue with bark. 2. To imbrown by the sun.

3. To inure to hardships.

CURTIMIENTO, sm. The act of tanning leather.

CURTO, TA, a. (Arag.) Short. Caballo curto,
Short-tailed or docked horse.

CURUCA v CURUJA, sf. (Orn.) Eagle-owl. Strix

bubo L.

CURUENA, sf. V. Curena.

CcRtfL, a. Curule, belonging to a senatorial or

triumphal chair in ancient Rome.

CtJRVA, sf. 1. Curve, flexure. 2. (Naut.) Knee, a

timber hewed like a knee, which binds the

beams and futtocks together. Curva qua-
drada, Square knee. Curva capuchina, Stand-
ard of the cut-water. Curva coral, Knee of
the stern post. Curvas A la valona,, Lodging
knees. Curvas verticales dc las cubiertas,

Hanging knees of the decks. Curvas bandas,
Checks of the heads. Curvas de los yugos,
Transom-knee sleepers.

CCRVATON, sm. 1. Small curve. 2. (Naut.)
Little knee.

CURVATURA Y CuRViDA^D, sf. 1. Curvature, in-

flexion, bent form. 2. (Naut.) Curvature ofany
piece of timber employed in ship-building.

CCRVILINEO, NEA, . Curvilinear, forming a
crooked line.

CURVO, VA, a. Curve, crooked, bent, inflected.

CUSCUTA,S/. The dodder of thyme, a parasitic

plant. Cuscuta epithymum L.

CusfR, va. To sew or stitch clumsily.
CCSTODIA, sf. 1. Custody, the act of keeping or

preserving any thing. 2. The consecrated ves-
sel in which the sacrament is exhibited in Ro-
man Catholic churches. 3. Guard, escort. 4
Tabernacle. V. Sagrario. 5. Number of con-
vents not sufficient to form a province.

CCSTODIO, sm. Guard, keeper, watchman.
CUSTUMNE, sf. V. Costumbrc.

CUT^NEO, NEA, a. Cutaneous, relating to the
skin.

CtfTE, sf. V. Cutis.

CUTER, sm. (Na6t.) Cutter, a small vessel with
one mast, and rigged as a sloop.

CUTIX.NO, NA, a. V Quotidiano.

uTfcuLA, sf. Cuticle, the first and outermost

covering of the body.
uTicuL-iR, a. Cuticular, V. Cutdneo.

CUTIDERO, sm. (Ant.) Shock, blow.

CUTIDIANAMENTE, ad. V. Quotidianamente.
CUTIO, sm. (Ant.) Labour, work. Trabajo cvtio

(Arag.) Short work.

CuTiR,a. 1 .To knock or dash one thing against
another. 2. (Ant.) To oppose, to rival.

Ctfris, s. Skin, the natural covering ofthe flesh.

CUTO, sm. Hanger or sabre.

CUTRE, sm. A pitiful miserable fellow.

CUXA, sf. 1. Bag fastened to the saddle, into

which a spear or colour-staff is put to carry it

more easily. 9. (Ant.) Head of the bed, 3.

(Ant.) Thigh, the part between the groin
and the knee. V. Muslo.

Ctfvo, YA,pron.pos. Ofwhich, ofwhom, whose
whereof!

UYO, sm. Gallant, lover, wooer,

uz, Cuz, sm. A term for calling dogs.
CZA\R, sm. Czar, autocrat or sovereign of all

the Russias.

CZARINA, sf. Consort of the Czar.

DAD

Dsays
the Spanish Academy, is the 5th

9 letter of the alphabet, and the 4th of the
consonants. D. is a contraction for Don,
Dona, and Doctor ; DD. doctors. As a nu-

meral, D is 500.

DX.BLE, a. Easy, possible ;
that which can be

done with ease.

DABOVIS. sf. Sort of cotton stuff.

DA.CA, ad. (Ant.) This here, this side, on this

side here. Daca 6 de acd. From this.

DAcA, r. def. Give here. Daca acd, Give
hither. En daca las pajas, In the snap of

scissors, in a trice. Daca, 6 da aca, 6 dame
acri, Give me here.

DJicio, sm. (Ant.) Impost, tax, duty.
DACION, sf. (For.) Dedition, yielding or giving
up ; delivery.

DACTILO, sm. 1. Dactyle, a poetic foot among
the Latins of one long syllable and two short.

2. (Con.) Kind of shell. Solon dactylus L.

DAnA, sf. Possession of any thing given or

delivered.

DADKRO, RA, a. That which should be given or
is to be g-iven.

DA DIVA, sf. Gift, present, gratification. Dddi-
TSS quebrantan penas, (Prov.) Bribes avert
the strictest justice.

31

DAL
A, a. Bribed, suborned.

DADIVOSAMENTE, ad. Liberally, plentifully.

DADIVOSIDAD, sf. Liberality, magnificence,
bounty.

DADIVOSO, SA, a. Bountiful, magnificent, be-

coming a gentleman.
ADO, sm. 1. Die, pi. Dice, a small cube, mark-
ed on its face, with numbers from one to six,

which gamesters throw in play. Dadofalso
Cogged or false dice, filled with quicksilver,
with which sharpers play. A1 una vuelta de

dado, At the cast of a die. 2. Dado de la

roldana, (Naut.) Coak of a sheave. 3. (Arq.)
V. JVcfo. 4. (Ant.) V. Donation. Dados,
Case or grape-shot for large guns. Dados de

las velas, (Na6t.) Tablings of the bowline

cringles.

DADOR,RA, s. 1. Donor, giver ;
one who gives

or bestows. 2. Drawer of a bill of exchange.

DAc,A,sf. 1. Dagger, a two-edged poniard. 2.

Stove of a brick-kiln, the part where the fire

is put to bake the bricks.

DAGON, sm. A large dagger.
DAGUII.T.A, sf. 1. Small dagger. 2. V. Palillo.

DALA,sf. (Naut.) Pump-dale ofa ship, a trough
in which the water runs overboard, that is

fetched up by the pumps.
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DALE, interj. Hold ! Stop, importunate.
DALERA, sf. Dollar, a foreign coin.

DALGO, Facer mucho dalgo, To receive any
one with great attention and respect.

DALcthv, a. (Ant.) V. Alsvn y Aleuno.

DALI, ad. (Ant.) V. De alii.

DAI.IND, ad. (Ant.) V. De alld.

DALLA, ad. (Ant.) V. De alld.

DALLADOR, 5m. Mower, one \vh<5 cuts grass
with a scythe.

DALLAR, va. To mow.
DALLE, sm. Scythe, an instrument for mowing,

a crooked blade joined to a long pole.

DALLEN, ad. (Ant.) From the other side there ;

from the other side.

DALMATICA, sf Vestment with open sleeves,
worn by the deacons of the Roman Catholic

church in the performance of divine service.

DAMA, sf. 1. A fine beautiful woman. 2. A
young lady of family and fortune. 3. Lady
courted by a gentleman. 4. Woman kept in

fornication,a mistress or concubine. 5. Queen,
in the game of draughts. Dama de palacio,

Lady of honour at court. Dama corlesana,

Lady of pleasure, a girl of the town. 6. Af-

fectedly nice. Es muy dama, She is exces-

sively nice, difficult, or scrupulous. 7. Duma,
American fallow deer. Cervus virginianus L.

Juego de damas, Game of draughts. Soplar
la dama, To huff a queen in the game of

draughts. Soplar la dama, (Met.) To carry
off and marry a lady, who was courted by
another man. 8. The principal actress in a

comedy. 9. Ancient Spanish dance. [ceno.

DAMACENO, NA, y DAMASCENO, NA, a. V. Jlma-

DAMAJUANA, sf. (Naut.) A large glass bottle

used on board of ships.

DAMASA.NIO, sm. V. JRisma.

DA.MASCEXA, sf. Damson, a small black plum.
DAMASCO, sm. ]. Damask, a silk stuff with

flowers and other figures. 2. The Brussels'

npricot, of a flavour peculiarly delicious. 3.

Damson, a small black plum. [mask.
DAM,\sf.VA, sf. Light silk stuft* resembling da-

DAM AsquETA, sf. Sort ofchintz with gold sprigs,
manufactured in Venice.

DAMAS^ofLLO, sm. 1. Kind of cloth, of silk or

wool, resembling damask. 2. (And.) V. M-
Itaricoguc.

D.iM.ASo,ri.No, NA, a. Damaskcned, adorned by
making incisions, and filling them up with

gold or silver wire
; applied to iron and steel.

.-!' la damasqitina, Damascus fashion.

I)AMA/A, sf. A fine, handsome, portly woman.
DAMEKIA, sf. 1. Excessive nicety in conduct,

prndory.-2. Affected scrupulosity.
DAMIEJJTO, sm. V. Dadira.

DAMIL, a. (Ant.) Female, feminine, belonging
to ths ladies.

D A MI SKL A,sf. 1.A young gentlewoman; applied
to all girls that are not of the lower class of

people. 2. Lady ofpleasure, a girl of the town.

DAMNABLE, a. Damnable.

DAMNACIOV, sf. Eternal damnation.

DAMNAR, va. V. Conderrar.

DAMNIFICADOR, RA, 5. One who damnifies.

DAMMI- IC!R, va. To hurt, to damage, to injure.

DANCHADO, DA,. (Bias.) Dancetto, indented.

DANGO,S/. (Orn,) V. Planga.
24?

DANNO, 5m. V. Dano.
DANTA, sf. Tapir. Tapir americanus L.

DANTE, ad. (Ant.) Contracted from de and
antes; Anterior; before.

DANTE, pa. Giving ; he who gives.
DANZA, sf. Dance, motions in measure to a

tune. Meter en la danza, (Met.) To involve
another in some business or dispute. Por
donde va la danza ? (Met.) To which side
does the multitude incline ?

DANZADOR, RA, s. Dancer.

DANZANTE, TA, s. 1. Dancer. 2. A fickle, airy
person. Hablar danzante, To stammer.

DANZAR, vn. 1. To dance, to move in measure to

an appropriate tune. 2.To turn or whirl a thing
round. Sacar d danzar, To invite or engage
a lady to dance

;
to cite or to oblige one to

take a part in any business. 3. (Fam.) To
introduce one's self into any business.

DANZARIN, sm. 1. A fine neat dancer. 2. (Met.)

Giddy, meddling person.

DANABLE, a. Prejudicial, condemnable.

DAKTADOR, RA, 5. Offender, one who hurts, or

injures others.

DANAR, va. 1. To hurt, to damage, to injure.
2. (Ant.) To condemn.

DANINO, NA, a. Noxious, hurtful, injurious.

DANO, sm. Damage, hurt, injury, prejudice.

DANOSAMENTE, ad. Hurtfully, mischievously.
DANOSO, SA, a. Hurtful, noxious, injurious.

DAPNAR, va. (Ant.) V. Condenar.

DAQUEN, ad. contr. From De aqucnde, hither.

DAQUI, ad. contr. From De aqui, hence. "

DAR, va. 1. To give, to transfer without a price.
2. To strike, to beat, to knock. 3. To admi-
nister a remedy. 4. To confer, to bestow.

Dar part.c, To share with. 5. To suppose er-

roneously. Dar de ojos, (Met.) To fall into

an error. 0. To consider an affair as con-

cluded. 7. To grant a position, to coincide in

opinion. 8. To persist obstinately in doing a

thing. 9. To appoint. 10. To sacrifice. 11.

To explain, to elucidate. Dar el texto, To ex-

plain the text. Dar dado 6 de lalde, To give

gratis or for nothing. Dar razon, To inform,
to give an account of any thing. Dar pres-

tadoj To lend. Dar d trompon 6 d bulto, To
give by the lump or bulk. Dar d rcir, To
set a laughing. Dar d llorar, To fall a cry-

ing. Mi vcntana da al campo y My window
overlooks the field. Dar barro d la mono,
To furnish materials. Dar culadas, (Naut.)
To strike repeatedly. Dnr de traste, (Naut.)
To run aground. Dar fuego, (Nadt.) To
bream a ship. Dar calda, To heat the iron.

Dar calle. To clear the way. Dar con la

cntretenida, To put off with words and ex-

cuses. Dar con uno, To meet a person one

is looking out for. Dar de comer al dicblo,

To wrangle, to quarrel ; literally to prepare
food for the devil. Dar de si, To stretch ;

applied to clothes. Dar el nombre 6 el santo,

(Mil.) To give the watch-word. Dar el si,

To consent to marry a person. Dar en las

mataduras, To touch one to the quick. Dar
en un baxio, (Naut.) To strike aground, to

get on shore. Dar fiador 6 fianza, To find

bail, to ffive security. Dar el espiritu, To

expire, to die. Dar guerra. To wage war.
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Dar higa, To miss fire ; applied to fire arms.

Dur la enhorabuena, To rejoice in another's

happiness, to congratulate. Dar la paz, To
give an embrace, to give an image to be kissed

as a token of peace and fraternity. Dar los

dins, To wish a good day. Dar madrugon,
To get up early. Dar mal rato, To give un-
easiness. Dar pliego, To conclude a contract
or agreement with the king. Dar puerta y
silla, To invite a person to come in and sit

down. Dar rccados, To greet absent friends
;

to invite visitors. Dar senal, To give earnest,
that is, money in token that a bargain is rati-

fied. Dar trds uno, To persecute one. Dar
un raspadillo d un baxel, (Naut.) To scrape
the bottom and sides of a ship slightly. Dar
vez, To give one his turn. Dar voces, To
call, cry, or scream. Dar vuelco d un coche,
To overset a coach. Dar zapatelas, To leap
with joy. Dar golpe alguna cosa, To be sur-

prised or struck witli the beauty or rarity of

any thing. Dar baya, To scoff. Dar diente

con diente, To shiver or gnash the teeth with

cold. D6 donde dierc, Inconsiderately, with-

out reflection. Dar de rnano, To depreciate
or despise. Dar d luz, To be delivered of a

child ; to print, to publish. Andar en dares
11 tomares, To dispute, to contend.

DARSE, vr. 1. To conform to-the will ofanother.
2. To give one's self up to virtue or vice. 3.

Darse d Ja vela, (Naut.) To set sail. -\. Darse
d mcrced, (Mil.) To surrender at discretion.

5. To concern, to interest. JVo se me da nada,
It gives me no concern. Darse de las astds,
To batter one's brains, to screw one's wits : to

dispute or argue pertinaciously. Darse d

perros, To become enraged or furious. Darse
las manos, To shake hands. Darse mana,
To manage one's affairs in an able manner.
Darse vna panzada, (Vulg.) To be fed to

satiety and sickness. Darse unit panzada de

escribir, (Met.) To get a. surfeit of writing.
Darse una ruelta, 1 o scrutinize one's own
conduct, to find out one's own faults. Darse un

rcpelon, To gossip, to have a little small talk.

DAR!GA v DARCA, sf. V. Marga.
DARDABASI, sm. (Orn.) Hawk, kit<\

DARDADA, ff. Blow given with a dart.

DARDO, sm. 1. Dart, a missile weapon thrown

by the hand. 2. Serpent which
dajls upon its

prey.
DAHGADANDETA. sf. Nick-name given to any

poor young impudent girl.
DARSENA, sf. Place in a harbour for preserv-

ing and repairing ships.

D^TA, sf. 1. Date, the time when a letter is

written, or any instrument drawn up. 2. Item
or article put down in an account. 3. Condi-

tion, quantity. La cosa estd de mala data,
The affair is in a bad state. 4. Written per-
mission to do any thing.

DATARfA,sf. Datary,an office ofthe chancery at

Rome where the pope's bulls are expedited.
DATARIO, sf. The principal officer of the datary.
DATIL, sm. 1. (Bot.) Date, the fruit of the date-

tree. 2.Belemnites,arrow-head or finger-stone.

DATILADO, DA, a. Resembling or like a date.

DATILERA, sf. (Ant.) Date-tree.

,
sm. A small date.

DAT! vo, sm. Dative, the third case in the de-

clension of nouns.

DAUCO, S7n. (Bot.) Carrot. Daucus carota L.

DAYFA,S/. l.Mistress,concubine,akept woman.
2. A female treated with peculiar kindness.

DAZA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Lucern. Medicago sativa L.

2. (Bot.) Panic-grass. Panicum L.

Dv,prep.Which being prefixed to verbs,adverbs,
or nouns, alters their sense. DC, 1. Of; the

sign of a genitive or possessive case. La ley
de dios, The law of God. 2. It serves to point
out the matter of which a thing is made.
Vaso deplata, A silver cup. 3. It is the sign
of the ablative case. Vengo de Fldndes, 1

come from Flanders. 4. It serves sometimes
instead of the preposition con. De intento,
On purpose. 5. It is used in the room ofpor.
De micdo, From fear. 6. It is of the same

import as desde. Vamos de Madrid d Toledo,
We go from Madrid to Toledo. 7. It governs
sometimes the infinitive mood. Hora de co-

mer, Dinner-time. 8. It is placed before ad-

verbs of time. De dia, By day. De noche,By
night. 9. It sometimes marks an inference.

De aqui se infierc, Hence it follows. 10. In
a familiar style it is used to give more ener-

gy to an expression. El ladron del mozo,
The rogue of a boy. 11. (Ant.) To. Bucno
de comer, Good to eat.

DBA, sf. (Poet.) Goddess. V. Diosa.

DEAN, sm. Dean, a dignitary.
DEANATO Y DEASAZGO, sm. Deanship, the of-

fice and dignity of a dean.

DEBALDE, ad. For nothing, gratis. V. Balde.

DEBANDAR, va. (Ant.) To disband, to disunite.

DEBATE, sm. DEBATE, discussion of any point.
Dr.BATfR, va. 1 . To debate, to argue, to discus*

2. To combat, to engage with arms.

DEBAXO, ad. Under, underneath,below. De baxo
de mano, Under-hand, privately. prep. Un-

der, subordinate, dependent.
DEBDA v DEBDO, (Ant.) V. Deuda.
DEBDADO Y DEBDOSO, (Ant.) V. Adeudado.

DEBELACION, sf. Debcllation, the act of con-

quering in war ; conquest. [due.

DEBELAR, va. To debellate, to conquer, to sub-

DEBER, sm. 1. Obligation, duty. 2. Debt.

DEBER, va. 1. To owe, not to pay a debt which
is due. 2. It is used as an auxiliary verb. Debe.

intenderse asi, It ought to be understood so.

DEBIDAMKNTE, ad. 1. Justly, with moderation
and justice. 2. Duly, exactly, perfectly.

DEBIDOR, sm. V. Deudor.

DEBIENTE, pa. Owing : he who owes ; debtor.

DEBIL, a. 1. Feeble, weak, extenuated. 2. Pu-
sillanimous.

DEBILIDAD, sf. 1. Debility, weakness, languor,
want of strength. 2. (Met.) Pusillanimity.

DEBILITACION, sf. Debilitation, extenuation,

want of vigour and strength. [extenuate.

DEBILITAR, va. To debilitate, to weaken, to

DEBILMENTE, ad. Weakly, in a feeble manner.

DEBITO, sm. Debt. D6liio conyugal, Conjugal
duty.

DEBO, sm. Instrument used for scraping skins.

DEBROCAR, vn. To be sick or infirm.

DEBUXADT^RA, sf. (Ant.) Design, delineation.

DEBUSAR, ra. V. Dibuxar.

DKCADA, sf. Decade, the number or sum of ten.
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DECADENCIA, sf. Decay, decline
; DECADENCY.

Ir en decadencia, To be on the decline.

DECAEMENTO Y DECAIMENTO, sm. V. Descae-
cimiento.

DECAER, vn. 1. To decay, to decline. 2. (Naut.)
To fall to leeward. [or angles.

DECAGONO, 5m. Decagon, apolygon of ten sides

DECALOGO, sm. Decalogue, the ten command-
ments given by God to Moses.

DECAMPAMENTO, sm. Decampment, the act of

shifting the camp.
DECAMPAR, vn. To decamp, to raise or shift

the camp.
DECANATO, sm. Dignity of the senior of any
community.

DECA NO, sm. Senior, the most ancient member
of a community or corporation.

DECANTACION, sf. Decantation, the act of pour-

ing off liquor gently by inclination.

DECANTAR, va. 1. To cry up, to exaggerate or

magnify any thing. 2. To turn any thing from
a right line, and to give it an oblique direc-

tion. 3. To decant, to draw off liquor gently

by inclination.

DECEBIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Deception, artifice.

DECEBIR, va. (Ant.) To deceive.

DECEMBRIO, sm. Diciembre.

DECEMVIRATO, sm. Decemvirate.

DECENA, sf. 1. Number often. 2. (Arag.) Com-
pany or party of ten persons. 3. (Mus.) Con-
sonance made of an octave and a third.

DECENAL, a. Decennial, a space often years.

DECENIRIO, RIA, a. Decennary, making ten in

number ; the tenth bead of the rosary.

DECENCIA, sf. 1. Decence or DECENCY, propri-

ety of form or conduct. 2. Reservedness,
honesty, modesty.

DECENDER, vn. V. Descender.

DECENDiMiENTo,sm. V. Descendimiento .

DECENIO, sm. Spaca often years.

DECENO, NA, a. Decennial.

DECENTAR,Z/-. l.To commence the use of things
not before used. 2. To begin to lose that which
had been preserved. vr. To wound, to gall or

injure the skin or body ; to be bed-ridden.

DECENTE, a. 1. Decent, just, honest, becoming.
2. Convenient, reasonable. 3. Decent, mo-
dest. 4. Of honest but not noble parents.

DECENTEMENTE, ad. 1. Decently, in a decent
manner. 2. (Iron.) Abundantly, excessively.

DECEPCION, sf. Deception, illusion.

DECERNER, va. V. Disccmir.

DECKRRUMBAR, va. V. Derrumbar.

DECISION, sm. (Ant.) Procession ; antecedence.

DECESO, sin. Decease, a natural death.

DECESOK, RA, s. V. Jlntvcesor.

DECHADO, sm. 1. Sample, pattern, design. 2.

Linen, on which young girls perform several

sorts of needle-work. 3. Example, pattern, or

model of virtue and perfection.

DECIBLEJ a. Expressible, that which may be

expressed or uttered.

DECIDERAS, sf. pi. Eloquence, the power of

speaking with fluency and elegance.
DECIDERO, RA, a. Modest, reserved.

DECIDIR, va. To decide,to determine.to resolve.

DECIDOR, RA,,*. 3. One that speaks with fluency
and elegance. 2. (Ant.) Versifier, poet. [bre.

DJCCIEMBRE, sm. (Ant.) December. V.Diciem-
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DECIENTE, sm. He who falls or deceases.

DECIMA,S/. 1. (Poet.) A Spanish stanza, con-

sisting of ten verses of eight syllables. 2.

Tithe, the tenth part.

DECIMAL, a. 1. Decimal, belonging to the num-
ber of ten. 2. Belonging to tithes. Rentas
decimales, Tithe-rents.

DKCIMANOVENA, sf. One of the registers of the

pipes of an organ.
DECIMAR, va. (Ant.) V. Diezmar.

DECIMO, MA, a. Tenth, ordinal often.

DECIMONONO, NA, a. Nineteenth^

DECIMOQUINTO, TA, a. Fifteenth.

DECIMOSEPTIMO, MA, a. Seventeenth.

DECIMOTERCIO, CIA, a. Thirteenth.

DECINUEVE, sm. V. Diez y nucve.

DECIOCHENO, NA, a. 1, Eighteenth. 2. Kind of
cloth. 3. V. Dieziocheno.

DECIR, va. 1. To say or utter any thing. Decir

bien, To speak fluently or gracefully, to ex-

plain any thing well. Decir misa, To say mass.
2. To assure, to persuade. 3. To name, to give
a name to a person or place. 4. To be con-

formable, to correspond. 5. To declare or de-

pose upon oath. 6. (Ant.) To versify. Decir
de repente, To make verses off hand. Decir
fixeretas, To persist in an erroneous opinion.
Digo ! I say ; hark ; used in calling or speak-
ing to. For mejor decir, More properly speak-
ing. El decir de lasgentes, The opinion ofthe

people. Desir de si, To affirm any thing. De-
cir de no, To deny. Decir par decir, To talk

for the sake of talking.

DECIR, sm. A notable saying. Decires, Idle

talk, false rumours, scandal, slander.

DECISEIS, sm. (Ant.) Sixteen.

DECISION, sf. 1. Decision, determination,resolu-
tion. 2. Decision, a sentence pronounced by a
court ofjustice. 3. Disposition,establishment.

DECISIVAMENTE, ad. Decisively.

DECISIVO, VA, a. Decisive, that which decides

or determines.

DECISORIO, RIA, a. Decisive.

DECLAMACION, sf. 1. Declamation, a discourse

addressed to the passions. 2. Oratorial invec-

tive
;
manner of reciting theatrical compo-

sitions. 3. Panegyric on some great achieve-

ment.

DECLAMADOR, RA,S. Declaimer, one who makes

speeches with intent to move the passions.

DECLAMAR, vn. To declaim, to harangue, to

rhetoricate.

DECLAMATORIO, RIA, a. Declamatory ; relating
to the practice of declaiming.

DECLARACION,S/. 1. Declaration,explanation of

something doubtful. 2. Interpretation, expo-
sition, [ner.

DECLARADAMENTE, ad. In an explanatory rnan-

DECLARADO, a. Declared ; applied to a person
who speaks too plainly. [thing known.

DECLARADOR,RA,s.Declarer,one that makes any
DECLARANTE,sra. One that declares or explains.
Juan declarante, A talkative person who
speaks his mind too freely.

DECLARAR, va. l.To declare, to manifest, to

make known. 2. To expound, to explain. 3.

(In Law) To determine and decide. 4. To
witness or depose upon oath. vr. To de-

clare one's opinion, to explain one's mind.
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DECLARATORS, KIA, a. Declaratory, explana-
Dt.cLA.Ro, sm. V. Declaration. [tory.

DECLINABLE, a. (Gram.) Declinable, having
variety of terminations.

)ECLINACION, sf. 1. Declination, descent, de-

cay ; change from better to a worse state. 2.

(In Grammar) Declination, the declension

or inflection of a noun through its various

terminations. 3. (In Astronomy) Distance
of a star or planet from the equator.

DECMNANTE, a. Declining, having some decli-

nation
; bending down.

DECLINAR, vn. 1. To decline, to lean downward.
2. To sink, to be impaired, to decay, to de-

generate. 3. To shun, to withdraw out of

sight. va. (In Grammar) To decline, to in-

flect a word by various terminations. 2. To
challenge a judge, to transfer a cause to ano-

ther tribunal.

DECLINATOR! A, sf. Plea which attacks the com-

petency of a judge.
DECLINATORIO, sm. Declinator, or declinatory,
an instrument used in dialling.

DECLIVE 6 DECLIVIO, sm. Declivity, gradual
descent. [liquity.

DECLIVIDAD, sf. Declivity, inclination, or ob-

DECOCCION,^. 1. Decoction, the act of boiling

any thing. 2. Preparation made by boiling
in water.

DECOLACION, sf. V. Decollation.
DECOLGAK, vn. V. Coigar.
DECOR, sm. V. Jldorno.

DECORACION, sf. Decoration, ornament.

DECORAR, va. I. To decorate, to adorn, to em-
bellish. 2. To illustrate, to ennoble, to ho-

nour, to exalt. 3. To learn by heart.

DECORO, RA, a. V. Decoroso.

DECORO, sm. 1. Honour, respect, reverence due
to any person. 2. Circumspection, gravity,

integrity. 3. Purity, honesty. 4. Decorum,
decency, seemliness.

DECOROSAMENTE, ad. Decently, in a decorous
manner.

DECOROSO, SA, a. Decorous, decent, suitable to

character.

DECORRERSE, vr. V. Escurrirsc.

DECORRIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Course or flow of

water.

DECORTICACION, sf. Decortication, the act of

stripping the bark or husk.

DECREMKNTO, sm. Decrement, decrease, dimi-

nution.

DECREPITAR, va. To decrepitate, to calcine salt

till it has ceased to crackle in the fire.

DECKEPITO, TA, a. Decrepit, worn out with age.

DECREPITUD, sf. Decrepitude, the last stage
of old age.

DECRETACiON..vf.Determination,establishment.
DECRETAL, sf. Letter or rescript of the pope,
which decides a question concerning the ec-

clesiastical law. Dccretdlcs, Collection of
letters and decrees ofthe popes. a. Decretal.

DECRETALISTA, sm. Decretist, one that draws

up or studies the rescripts, letters, and de-

crees of the popes.
DECRF.TAR, va. 1. To decree, to determine, to

resolve. 2. To interpret or explain a decree.
DEC RETERo,sm,l.Catalogue or list ofnames and

offences of criminals. 2. Collection ofdecrees.

DECKRTISTA, sm. Decretist, one who expounds
or explains the decretals.

DECRETO, sm. 1. Decree, decision, resolution.

2. Order or determination issued in the king's
name. 3. A judicial decree. 4. Opinion, vote,
advice. Decretos de caxon, Common decrees,
not requiring any peculiar formality of the

law.

DECRETORIO, RIA, a. Decretory; critical; ap-

plied to the days when a judgment may be
formed on the issue of a fit of illness.

DECUBITO, sm. 1. (Med.) Particular flow of the

humours in diseases. 2. Act of lying down
to rest. [order.

DECUMANA, sf. The tenth thing in the numeral

DECUPLO, PLA, a. Decuple, tenfold.

DECURIA, sf. 1. Ten Roman soldiers under a

corporal. 2. In universities, the assembly
of ten students to take their lessons. 3. (Ant.)
The cork of a bee-hive.

DECURIATO, sm. A student assigned to the de-

curion to take his lesson.

DECURION, sm. 1. Decurion, the chief or com-
mander of ten soldiers. 2. (In Colleges and

Universities) Student who has the care often
other students, and gives them lessons. De-
curion de dccuriones, A senior decurion, or

student who governs the rest.

DECURSAS, sf. pi. Arrears of rent.

DECURSO, sm. Course, succession of movement
or time.

DEDADA, sf. 1. That which can be taken up
with the finger at once. Dar a, uno una dc-

dada dc mid, (Met.) To put a cheat on one,
1

to deceive ; literally, to give one a fingerful
of honey. 2. Sort of architectonic ornament
of the Doric order.

DEDAL, sm. 1. Thimble, a metal cover, whereby
the fingers are secured from the needle. 2.

Thumb-stall of linen or leather used by reap-
ers. 3. A very small drinking glass or cup.

DEDALSIMO, sm. A very large thimble.

DEDALERA, sf. (Bot.) Fox-glove. Digitalis pur-

purea L.

DEDICACION, sf. Dedication, the act of dedi-

cating to any being or purpose ; consecra-

tion ; inscription.
DEDICANTE, pa. Dedicating, dedicator.

DEDICAR va. 1. To dedicate, to devote, to con-

secrate! 2. To inscribe a literary work to a

patron. Dedicarse d alguna cosa, To apply
one's self to a thing.

DEDICATORIA, sf. Dedication, an address by
which a literary composition is inscribed to

a patron.
DEDIGNAR, va. To disdain, to despise, to con-

temn. vr. To scorn doing any thing

DEDIL, sm. V. Dedal.

DEDILLO, sm. A little finger.

DEDO, sm.. 1. Finger, the flexible member of the

hand, by which men catch and hold. 2. Toe,
one of the fingers of the feet. 3. The forty-

eighth part of a Spanish yard or vara. 4.

Hand of a clock or watch. 5. A finger's

breadth, a small bit. Ganar d dedos, To gain

by inches. Meter los dedos, To pump one.

Senalarle con cl dedo,To point at another with

the finger. Estar d dos dcdos de la eternidad,
To be on the brink ofeternity . Dedo meniqnt
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The little linger . Dedopulgar, Thumb. Dedo
del corazon, Middle finger.

DEDuccioNjS/". 1. Deduction, derivation, origin,

consequence. 2. Deduction, that which is de-

ducted. 3. (Mus.) The natural progression of
sounds in the rise and fall of music.

DEDUCIR, va. 1. To deduce, to infer. 2. To al-

lege in pleading, to offer as a plea. 3. To
subtract, to deduct.

DEDUR, ad. (Ant.) Difficultly.

DEESA, sf. Goddess. V. Diosa.

DEFACILE, ad. (Ant.) Easily.

DEFA^CTO, ad. V. De hecho.

DEFALC^R, va. V. Desfalcar.

DEFAM^R, va. V. Infamar.
DEFECADO, DA, a. V. Depurado.
DEFECCION,S/*. Defection, apostasy; revolt.

DEFECTIBLE, a. Defectible, imperfect, deficient.

DEFECTIVO, VA, a. Defective, full of defects,

imperfect. [perfection.

DEFECTO, sm. Defect, a natural or moral im-

DEFECTUOSAMENTE, ad. In a defective manner.

DEFECTUOSO, SA,. Defective, imperfect,faulty.
DEFEMINADO, DA, a. (Ant.) V. Afeminado.
DEFENDEDERO, RA, a. Susceptible of defence.

DEFENDEDOR, sm. 1. Defender, protector. 2.

V. Jlbogado.
DEFENDER, 7)<z.l.To defend,to protect from dan-

ger. 2. To assert, to maintain. 3. To defend, to

vindicate, to allege in favour ofanother. 4. To
prohibit, to forbid. 5. To resist, to oppose.

DEFENDIMIENTO, sm. Defence, support, protec-
tion.

DEFENECER, va. (Arag.) To close an account.

DEFENSA.*/. 1. Defence,safeguard,the means of

warding offany danger. 2. Shelter,protection.
3. Prohibition. 4. (In Fortification) The fort

which flanks another work. Linea de la defen-
sa. Line ofdefence. Defensas de los costados,"

(Naut.) Skids or skeeds
; timbers fastened to

the wales with bolts and spike-nails. Defensas
de cabo 6 cable iiiejo y (Naut.) Fenders, pieces
of cable hanging over the sides of a ship, to

hinder her from rubbing against the wharf,
or any other solid body.

DEFENSIBLE, a. Susceptible of defence.

DEFENSAR, va. V. Defender.
DEFENSATRfz, sf. V. Dcfeusora.
DEFENSIBLE, a. DEFENSIBLE. V. Defensable.
DEFENSION, sf. (Ant.) 1. Defence. V. Defcnsa.

2. (Ant.) Prohibition, obstacle.

DEFENSIVO, sm. 1. Defence, safeguard. 2. Piece
of linen steeped in any medical liquor, and

applied to some part of the body, to refresh
and strengthen it.

DEFENSIVO, VA, a. Defensive, that which serves
as a defence or safeguard. Estar d la defen-
siva, 6 ponerse sobre la defensiva, To be

upon the defensive, to put one's self upon
the defensive.

DEFENSOR, RA, s. 1. Defender, one that defends
or protects. 2. Lawyer appointed by a court
of justice to defend the estate of a bankrupt.

DEFENSORfA, sf. The duty and office of a, lawyer
appointed to defend the estate of an insolvent

person.

DEFENSORIO, sm. Defence, an apologetic writ-

ing in favour of any person or thing ; a me-
moir, a manifesto.
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DEFERENTE, a. Assenting, yielding to the opi-
nion of another without wishing to maintain
his own.

DEFER*R, vn. To defer, to pay deference or

regard to another's opinion. va. To commu-
nicate, to share in the jurisdiction or power.

DEFESA, sf. V. Dehesa.

DEFESO, SA, a. (Ant.) Prohibited, interdicted.

DEFLNZA, sf. V. Desconfianza.
DEFIA^R, vn. V. Desconfiar.
DEFICIENCIA, sf. DEFICIENCY, imperfection.
DEFICIENTE, a. Defective, faulty, DEFICIENT.

DEFIDACION, sf. V. Fealdad.

DEFINICION, sf. 1. Definition, a short descrip-
tion of a thing by its properties. 2. Decision,
determination. Definicidnes, Statutes of mi-

litary orders.

DEFINIDOR, sm. 1. Definer, one who defines, de-

termines, or divides any thing. 2. One who
assists the military governor of a province
with advice in law matters.

DEFINIR, va. 1. To define, to describe, to ex-

plain. 2. To decide, to determine. 3. (Pint.)

Concluding any work, finishing all its parts,
even the least important, with perfection.

DEFINITIVAMENTE, ad. Definitively, in a de-

finitive manner. [live.

DEFINITIVO,VA, a. Definitive, determinate, posi-

DEFINITORIO, sm. 1. Chapter or assembly ofthe
chiefs of religious orders, to deliberate on the
affairs and government of the order. 2. House
or hall where the above chapters or assem-
blies are held.

DEFLAQUECIMIENTO, sm. V. Enflaquecimiento.
DEFLUxojSra. 1. Defluxion,the flow ofhumours
downwards. 2. (In Astronomy) The recession

of the moon from any planet.

DEFOIR, va. (Ant.) To avoid, to evitate.

DEFONDONX.R, va. (Ant.) V. Desfondar.
DEFORMACION, sf. Deformation, destruction of

the exterior form of a thing ; defacing, [uren.

DEFORMADOR, sm. One who deforms or disfig-

DEFORMAR, va. To deform, to disfigure.

DEFORMATORIO, RIA, a. Deforming, disfiguring.

DEFO*RME, a. Deformed, disfigured, ugly.

DEFORMEMENTE, ad. Deformedly.
DEFORMIDAD, sf. 1. Deformity, disfiguration,

ugliness. 2. A gross error.

DEFRAUDACION, sf. Fraud, deceit, usurpation.
DEFRAUDADOR, sm. Defrauder, usurper.
DEFRAUDA R, va. 1. To defraud, to rob or deprive

by wile or trick; to usurp what belongs 1o

another. 2. (Met.) To intercept the light of
the sun ; to spoil the taste ;

to disturb th

DEFUERA, ad. Externally, outwardly, on the

outside. For defuvra, Outwardly.
DEFUIR, va. V. Huir.

DEFUNCION, sf. (Arag.) 1. Death. 2. Funeral,
the payment of the last honours to the dead.

DEFUNTO, sm. V. Difunto.

DEGA^NA, sf. Farm, Farm-house. V. Granja.

DEGANO, sm. (Ant.) Farmer, overseer of a

farmery.
DEGASTAR, va. V. Devastar.

DEGENERACION, sf. Degeneration, a falling from
a more excellent state to one of less worth.

DEGENERA^R,WZ. 1. To degenerate,to fall from its

kind, to grow wild or bUse ; applied to plants.
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2. To fall from the virtue of our ancestors. 3.

(Pint.) To disfigure any thing.
EGESTIH, va. (Ant.) V. Digerir.
EGLUCIR, va. (Ant.) To swallow, to devour.

DEGOLLACION, sf. Decollation, the act of be-

heading.
DEGOLLADERO, sm. 1. Throttle, windpipe. 2.

Scaffold on which criminals are beheaded.

3. In theatres, seat near the orchestra, and
before the pit. Degollndero de balsas, Cut-

purse ;
also a shop where goods are sold at

an extravagant price, and bad measure or

weight is given. Llevar aldcgolladero, (Met.)
To put one in very great danger. [heads.

DEGOLLADOR, sm. Executioner, one who be-

DEGOLLADTJRA,S/. l.Cut or wound in the throat.

2. Interstice between two bricks filled up with

rnortar. 3. A slope out of women's jackets. 4.

Slender part of balusters.

DEGOLLAR, va. 1. To cut one's throat, to behead.

2. To destroy, to ruin, to annihilate. 3. (Met.)
To tease, to importune. Esta persona me de-

gilella, This person troubles and harasses me.

Degollar a sangrias. To debilitate a person

by excessive bleeding.

DEGRADACION, sf. 1. Degradation, dismission

from an office or dignity. 2. Diminution of

value.

DEGRADAR, va. To degrade, to deprive one of
his place, dignity, or honours. rr. To de-

grade or demean one's self.

DEGUELLO, sm. 1. Decollation, the act of be-

heading or cutting one's throat. 2. Neck or

narrow part of any thing. 3. Destruction,
ruin. Tirar d degiicllo, To endeavour to de-

stroy a person ;
to seek one's ruin.

DEHENDER, va. To split, to cleave, to divide

longitudinally in two.

DEHENDIMIKNTO, sm. The act of splitting,

cleaving, or separating in two.

DEHESA, sf. Pasture-ground. Dehesa conccjil.

Common, a pasture-ground. [ground.
DEHESAR, va. To turn arable land into pasture-

DEHESERO, sm. Keeper of a common.

DEHORTAR, va. (Ant.) To dissuade.

DEicfnA, sm. Deicide ;
a term applied by some

writers to those who concurred in the cruci-

fixion of our Saviour.

DEICIDIO, sm. Murder of Christ.

DEioAo, sf. 1. Deity, divinity ;
the nature and

essence of God. 2. Deity, goddess ;
a term of

flattery and courtship addressed to women.
DEIFERO, RA, 5. One who bears God at heart

DEIFICACION, .?/. Deification, the act of deify-

ing or making a god.
DEIFICAR, va. To deify, to praise excessively

or in an extravagant manner.

DEIFICO, DEIFORME, a. Godlike, divine.

DEISMO, sin. Deism, acknowledging one GoC
and rejecting revelation.

DEisTA,sm. Deist, he who acknowledges God
but disbelieves revelation.

DEL, A contraction of the preposition De anc

the article el, which is used in the mascu-
line gender of the genitive case. Del, Delia

De.llo, instead of De el, De ella, De ello, Of
or from him. her. or it. Delia con dello, Re-

ciprocally, alternatively, one with the other

good and bad as they come.

DELACION, sf. Delation, accusation, impeach-
DELANT, ad. (Ant.) V. Delante. [ment.
DELANTAL, sm. Apron.
DELANTE, ad. 1. Before, in the presence of. 2.

Forward, onward. Dios delante, With the

help of God. 3. In preference to, with regard
to time or place.

DELANTERA, sf. 1. The fore part of any thing.
2. The front seats, behind the barriers of a

place, where bull feasts are held. 3. Fore
skirts of clothes. 4. Frontiers, confines. 5.

Distance before one on the road. 6. (Ant.)

Vanguard of an army. Cogcr la delantera?
To get the start of any person. Ir en la dc-

lantera, To take the lead. [in place.

DELANTERO, RA, a. Foremost,that is or goes first

DELANTERO, sm. 1. The first, one who takes the

lead, or goes before the rest. 2. Postilion, one
who guides the first pair of horses put to a
coach.

DELATABLE, a. Accusable, blameable.

DELATAR,a. To inform, to accuse, to denounce,
to impeach. [roads.

DELATE, sm. Highwayman, robber on the high
DELATOR, sm. Accuser, informer, denouncer.

DELAXAR, va. V. Cansar.

LE,2>re/>. (Ant.) Now written Del, Of the.

DELE, sm. (Impr.) A cipher or mark of deletion
used by correctors of the press.

DELECTABLE, a. Delectable, pleasing, delight-
ful. V. Deleytable.

DELECT ACION,S/. Delectation, pleasure,delight.
Delectacion morosa, The deliberate but unhv
tentional indulgence of some sensual plea-

sure, that is contrary to good manners.

DELECTAR, a. To delight. V. Delcytar.

DELECTO, sm. (Ant.) Election, choice, delibe-

ration, separation.

DELEGACION,^/". Delegation, substitution, [er.
'

DELEGADO, sm. Delegate, deputy, commission-

DELEGANTE, pa. One that delegates.

DELEGAR, va. To delegate, to substitute.

DELETREADOR, sm. Speller, one who spells or

forms words of letters.

DELETREAR, va. 1. To spell, to learn to read by
pronouncing every letter singly. 2. To find out
and explain the meaning of what is difficult

and obscure, to examine, to scrutinize, [fuh

DELEYTA^LE, a. Delectable, pleasing, delight-

DELEYTABLEMENTE, ad. Delightfully.
DELEYTACION Y DELEYTABILIDAD, sf. Delec-

tation, pleasure, delight.

DELEYTAMIENTO, sm. Delight, pleasure.

DELEYTAR, va. To delight, to please, to give

pleasure.

DELEYTE, sm. 1. Pleasure, delight. Deleijte

sensual, The emotion of any lawful pleasure,
as music, sweet smells, fine flowers. 2. Lust,
carnal appetite.

DELEYTOSAMENTE, ad. Delightfully , pleasantly,

cheerfully. [ful.

DELEYTOSO, SA, a. Agreeable, pleasing, delight-

DELEZNABLE, a. Slippery, smooth, glib.

DELEZNADERO, sm. A slippery place.
DF.r.EzrfAMiENTO, sw. Act of slipping.

DELEZNAR, vn. V. De.slizar.

DELFTX, sm. 1. Dolphin, a cetaceous animal.

Delphinus delphis L. 2. Dolphin of a cannon,
one of the two .handles placed near the se-
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cond reinforce-ring of a brass gun, and serv

ing to mount it on the carriage. 3. Dolphin
a northern constellation. 4. Dauphin, eldest

son of the king of France.

DELFINA, sf. Sort of light drugget.
DELFINIO, sm. (Bot.) Lark-spur. Delphinium

consolida L.

DELGACERO, RA, a. V. Delgado.
DELGADAMENTE, ad. 1. Thinly, delicately. 2

(Met.) Acutely, sharply, finely.

DELGADEZ, sf. 1. Thinness, tenuity, rareness

2. (Met.) Acuteness, ingenuity.
DELGADO, DA, 1. Thin, tenuous, delicate, light

2. (Met.) Acute, fine, ingenious. 3. Short

little, scanty, poor. Delgados de un navio.

(Naut.) The narrowing or rising of a ship's
floor. Navio delgado dproa, (Naut.) A sharp
bowed vessel. Nawio delgado para andar

(Naut.) A sharp built vessel for sailing. JYa-

vio dc muchos delgados. (Naut.) A sharp
bottomed ship. [ofanimals.

DELGADO, sm. A strait place. Delgados, Flanks

DELGAZAR, va. V. Addgazar.
DELIBERACION, sf. 1. Deliberation, considera-

tion, reflection. 2. Resolution, determination
3. (Ant.) Liberation.

DELIBERADAMENTE, ad. Deliberately.

DELIBERADOR, sm. Deliverer, one who rescues

another from slavery.

DELIBERAMIENTO, sm. Deliverance, the act of

freeing from captivity.

DKLIBERAR, vn. To consider, to deliberate, to

discourse. xa. \. To deliberate, to think in

order to choose, to hesitate. 2. To rescue
from captivity. 3. To emancipate, to free

from paternal power.
DELIBKRATIVO, VA, a. Deliberative, pertaining

to deliberation, apt to consider.

DEMBRACION Y DELIRRANZA, sf. V. Restate.

!>n.i I;UAR, va. (Ant.) 1. To deliberate, to deter-
'

mine. 2. To liberate. 3. V. Despackar.
DELICADAMENTE, ad. Delicately, with delicacy.

DKLICADEZ, sf. 1. Delicacy, weakness of con-

stitution. 2. (Met.) Tenderness, scrupulous-
ness, mercifulness. 3. Gentleness of man
ners, sweetness of temper. 4. Faintness. idle-

ness, cowardice.

DELICADEZA, sf. 1. Delicateness, tenderness,

softness, effeminacy. 2. Subtlety, dexterity.
3. Exility, fineness, tenuity. 4. (Met.) Acute-
ness of understanding, refinement of wit ;

perspicacity.
DE LieADO, DA, a. 1. Delicate, sweet, pleasing,

tender. 2. Weak, faint, effeminate. 3. Nice,

pleasing to the taste ; ofan agreeable flavour.

'I. Thin, slender, subtile. 5. Nice, scrupulous,
fastidious. C. Beautiful, pleasing to the eye.
7. Arduous, difficult, perplexing.

DELICADURA Y DELICAMIENTO. V. Delicadez.

DELfciA, sf. Delight, comfort, satisfaction.

DELICIARSE, vr. To delight, to have delight
or pleasure in.

DELICIOSAMENTE, ad. Deliciously.

DELICIOSO, SA, a. Delicious, delightful, pleasing.

DELINEACION, sf. Delineation, the act of mak-

ing the first draught or sketch ; and the first

draught or sketch itself.

DELINF.AMENTO 6 DEI.TNEAMIEMTO, sm. V.

Delineation.

DELINKAR, va. l.To delineate, to draw the
first draught of a thing ;

to sketch. 2. (Met.)
To describe in prose or verse the beauty or

deformity of a thing.
DELINQUENTS, pa. Delinquent.
DELINQUIMIENTO, 5m. Delinquency, fault, fail-

ure in duty.
DELiNQufR, vn. To transgress the law, to offend.

DELINTARO DELINTERAR, va. V. Ceder 6 tras-

pasar.
DELINAR. va. To dress, to adorn. V. Alinar

DELIQUIO, sm. Swoon, a fainting fit.

DELIRAMENTO, sm. Delirium.

DELIRAR, vn. 1. To delirate, to dote, to rave. 2

(Met.) To rant, to talk nonsense, to rave in

violent or high-sounding language.
DELIRIO, sm. 1. Delirium, alienation of mind,

dotage. 2. (Met.) Rant, nonsense, idle talk.

DELITO, sm. Transgression ofa law, fault,crime.

DELLA, DELLO, Contractions of the words de,

ella, dc Mo. V. Del.

DELONGAR, va. (Ant.) To enlarge, to prolong.
DELUBRO,STM. 1. Temple or altar dedicated to an

idol. 2. Idol, an image worshipped as God.

DELUSIVO, VA, a. Delusive, fallacious.

DELUSOR, sm. Cheat, impostor.

DELUSORIAMENTE, acl. Delusively, deceitfully

DELUSORIO, RIA, a. Deceitful, fallacious.

DEIWAES, ad. V. Demas. [the rabble.

DEMAGOGO, sm. Demagogue, a ringleader of

DEMAN DA, sf. 1. Demand, claim, pretension,

challenge. Morir en la dcmanda, To assert

one's right to the last extremity. Salir a la

demanda, To appear in one's own defence.

Demandas y resj/uestas, Haggling between
sellers and buyers before they come to a price -.

chimerical ideas which agitate the mind. 2.

Request, petition, the act ofasking charity. 3.

Charity-box ;
an image carried about by her-

mits and other devotees who ask charity. 4.

(Naut.) Look-out, the act of looking out for

the land or another vessel. 5. Interrogation.

DEMANDABTE, a. V. Apetecible.
DEMANDADERO, RA, s. A servant man or woman
who attends at the door of a nunnery or con-

vent, to go on errands for the nuns.

DEMANDADO, DA, s. Defendant, the person ac-

cused.

DEMAKDADOR, sm. ]. One who goes about ask-

ing charity for pious uses. 2. Claimant, plain-
tiff. 3. One who solicits a woman in marriage.

DEMANDAR, va. 1. To demand, to ask, to peti-
tion. 2. To put in a claim, to enter an action.

3. To covet, to have a strong desire. 4. (Joe.)
To finger one's money, to steal. 5. (Naut.)
To require more water to sail.

DEMAMAI-, a. Originating in, proceeding from.

DEMARCACIO\, sf. Demarcation, the act of

marking the limits of a place.

L)EMARCADOR, sm. Designator, he who marks
or limits.

DEMARCAR, va. To mark out confines or limits.

Dcmarcar d terreno dc un campamento. To
trace or mark out the ground of a camp.

DEMARRARSE, rr. To mislead, to deviate from

the right way.
DEMAS, ad. (Ant.) 1. Over and above a certain

quantity, measure, or number. 2. It is used

with the articles lo, la, los, (as. Asi los dcmas,
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And so on ;
so with the rest. Estar demos

To be over and above
; to be useless or su-

perfluous. For demds, Uselessly, in vain
to no purpose. V. Jldemas.

DEMISES, sm. pi. Abundance, excessive copi-
ousness.

DEM A sf A, sf. 1. Excess in the price of a thing
2. An unjust claim or pretension. 3. A super-
fluous, useless expense. 4. A bold undertak-

ing, an arduous enterprise. 5. Incivility, rude-

ness, want of respect. 6. Abundance, copious-
ness, plenty. En demasia, Excessively.

DEMASIADAMENTE, ad. Excessively, extrava-

gantly.
DEMASIADO, DA, 1. Excessive, being too much

2. Bold, daring, enterprising.
DEMASIADO, ad. Enough, sufficiently.

DEMEDIAR, va. 1. To part asunder, to divide
into halves. 2. To wear any thing until it has
lost half its value. Demediar la confcsion, To
confess but half one's sins.

DEMENCIA,.S/. Madness, derangement of the
mental faculties.

DEMENTAR, va. To render mad or frantic.

DEMENTE, a. Mad, distracted, frantic.

DEMERITO, sm. Demerit, the opposite to merit
;

ill-deserving.

DEMERirdRio, RIA, a. Without merit.

DEMIAS, sf. pi. In cant language, stockings ;

trowsers.

DEMIENTRA, ad. V. MUntras.
DEMIGAR, va. V. Disipar.
DEMINUCION, sf. V. Diminution.

DEMiNuiR, va. V. Disminuir.

DEMISION, .<?/. Submission, humility.
DEMITIR Y DEMETIR, va. Dimitir. [spirit.

DEMO, sm. Demon, a spirit ; generally an evil

DEMOCRAC!A, sf. Democracy, a form ofgovern-
ment in which the sovereign power is lodg-
ed in the people.

DEMOCRATICO, CA, a. Democratical.

DEMOLPR, va. 1. To demolish, to pull down, to

level with the ground. 2. To obliterate, to

blot out of the memory.
DEMOLICION, sf. Demolition, the act of demo-

lishing or pulling down.

DEMONIACO, CA, a. 1. Demoniacal, tormented

by an evil spirit. 2. Belonging to demons.

DEMONIADO, DA, a. V. Endemoniado. [devil.

DEMONiCHtJcHo, sm. An ugly, hideous little

DEMONIC, sm. 1. Demon. 2. A disease so called.

DEMONSTRACION, sf. V. Demostracion.

DEMONSTRAR, va. V. Demostrar.

,
sm. A little demon or devil.

DEM6RA v DEMORANZA, sf. I. Delay, procras-
tination, protraction. 2. Demurrage, an al-

lowance made for the detention of a ship in

a port. Sm demora, Without delay.
DEMORAR. vn. 1. To remain, to continue long

in a place. 2. (Naut.) To bear, to be situated
with regard to a ship. La costa demora Norte,
The coast bears North.

DEMORRAGE, sm. V. Demora.

DEMOSTRABI.E, a. Demonstrable, that which
can be demonstrated.

DEMOSTRABLEMENTE, ad. Demonstrably. [tion.

DKMOSTRACION, sf. Demonstration; manifesta-

DEMOSTRADOR,RA, y DEMONSTRADOR, RA,S. De-
monstrator. one who demonstrates.
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DEMOSTRAMIE'NTO, sm. (Ant.) Indication, sig-
nification.

DEMOSTRANZA, sf. (Ant.) Manifestation, expo-
sition.

DEMOSTRAR, va. To prove, to demonstrate.

DEMOSTRATIVAMENTE, a. Demonstratively.
DEMOSTRArfvo, VA, a. Demonstrative, having

the power of demonstration.

DEMUDACION, sf. Change, alteration, [changed.
DEMUDAR, va. To alter, to change. vr. To be
DENANTE v DENANTES, ad. (Ant.) V. A'ntes.

DENARIO, sm. 1. A small silver coin which was
current among the Romans. 2. Decimal or
tenth number. 3. Money paid to labourers

for one day's labour.

DENDE, ad. Hence, from. V. Desde.

DsNDRfTE, sf. Dendrites, a mineral containing
the figures of plants.

DENEGACION, sf. Denial, refusal, exclusion.

DENEGAR, va. To deny, to refuse.

DENEGRECER, va. 1. To blacken, to darken. 2.

To change the countenance.

DENEGRIDO, DA, a. \. Blackened, denigrated.
2. Belonging to negroes or black people.

DENEGRfR, va. V. Denegreccr.
DENGOSA, sf. Prude, a woman over-nice and

scrupulous. V. Melindroso.

DENGUE, sm. 1. Prudery. 2. A sort of short
veil worn by women. [sa.

DENGUERO, RA, a. Prudish, affected. V. Dengo-
DENIGRACION,S/. Denigration, stigma, disgrace
DENiGRAR,a. To denigrate or blacken the cha-

racter of a person, to calumniate, to defame.

DENIGRATIVAMENTE, ad. Injuriously, infa-

mously.
DENIGRATIVO,VA, a. Blackening, stigmatizing.
DENODADAMENTE, ad. Boldly, resolutely.

DENODADO, DA, a. Bold, intrepid, audacious.

DENOMINACION, sf. Denomination, distinct ap-
pellation, [tively.

DENOMINADAMENTE, ad. Distinctly, defini-

DENOMINADOR, sm. (Arit.) Denominator.

DENOMINAR, va. To denominate, to give a name
or appellation. [ingly.

DENOSTADAMENTE, ad. Ignominiously, insult*

DENOSTADOR, sm. Vilifier, railer, reviler.

DENOSTAR, va. To insult a person with foul

language, to revile.

DENOTACION, sf. Designation, denotation.

DENOTAR, va. 1. To denote, to signify. 2. To
explain.

DENOTATfvo, VA, a. Denoting.
DENSAMENTE, ad. Closely, compactly, densely.
DENSAR, va. To condense, to thicken.

DENSIDAD, sf. 1. Density, closeness, compact-
ness. 2. Obscurity, confusion.

DENSO, s A, a. 1. Dense, thick. 2. Close, compact.
DENSTJNO, ad. V. Juntamente.

DENT, pron. (Ant.) Used for de 61, de ello, de

aquello.

DENTADO, DA, a. 1. Furnished with teeth. 2.

Denticulated, set with small teeth.

DENTADURA, sf. A set of teeth.

DENTAL, sm. 1. Bed to which the ploughshare
is fixed. 2. A wooden fork, with two or more

prongs, used by country people to separate
the straw from corn. 3. Instrument for draw-

ing or extracting painful teeth. 4. (Cone.)
Tooth-shell, a univalve and tubular shell
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DENTAR, va. To set teeth.

DENTARIA, sf. (Bot.) Tooth-wort. Dentaria L.

DENTEABRTJ^NO, DENTEAGR#NO, 6 DENTEGIL,
sm. Royal polypody, great spleen-wort. Po-

lypodium lonchitis L.

DENTECER, tn. To teeth, to breed teeth. va.

To set teeth, to furnish with teeth.

DENTEJON, sm. Yoke-tree, with which oxen are

yoked to the cart. [europaea L.

DENTELARIA,S/. (Bot.) Lead-wort. Plumbago
DEKTELLADA,^/". 1.Gnashing ofthe teeth. 2. Im-

pression made by a bite ofthe teeth. A1 den-

tdladas, Snappishly, peevishly. Dar 6 sacudir

dcntelladas, To speak surlily and uncivilly.

DENTKLLADO, DA, a. Dental, belonging to the

teeth. [the teeth.

DENTELLAR, vn. To gnash, to grind or collide

DENTELLEAR, va. To bite, to fix the teeth in

any thing.

DENTELLON, sm. Moulding or ornament of the
Corinthian cornice. 2. Piece of a door-lock,
which represents a large tooth.

DENTERA,^/". 1. An unpleasant sensation or tin-

gling pain in the teeth. 2. (Met.) V. Envidia.

DENTEZUELO, sm. A little tooth.

DENTICION, sf. Dentition, the act of breeding
or cutting the teeth. [teeth.

DENTICULAR, a. Belonging or relating to the

DENTISTA, sm. Dentist, one who professes

curing and preserving the teeth.

DENTIVANO, NA, a. Having long and large teeth ;

applied to horses.

DENTON, NA, a. Having large uneven teeth. [L.

DENTON, sm. (let.) Sea-bream. Sparus dentex

DF.NTORNO, ad. V. Del redcdor. [los

DENTRAMBos,;jr0ra. Contraction of De entram-

DENTRO, ad. Within. Dentro del ano, In the

course of the year.

DENTXJDO, DA, a. Having large uneven teeth.

DENUEDO, sm. Boldness, audaciousness, cou

rage, intrepidity.

DENUESTO, sm. Affront, insult.

DE NUEVO, ad. Anew.

DEXtJNciA, sf. Accusation ; prognostication.
DENUNCIABLE, a. Fit to be denounced.

DENUNCIACION, sf. 1. Advice, notice. 2. Infor-

mation laid against another person.
DENUNCIADOR, sm. Denunciator, informer.

DENUNCIAR, fa. 1. To advise, to give notice. 2
To denounce, to lay an information against
another. 3. To prognosticate, to foretel. 4

To proclaim, to publish in a solemn manner
DENUNCIATORS, RIA, a. Belonging or relating

to denunciations or informations.

DENX/NCIO, sm. V. Denunciation.

DENAR, va. (Ant.) To deign, to deem worthy
DEOGRACIAS,S. 1. Aterm used in Spain in salut-

ing, knocking, or calling for entrance in a

house. 2. Feigned devotion. Con su deogra-
cias nos queria cnganar, He tried to deceive

us under the cloak of religion. Deogracias
como va eso .' Bless me, how can that be !

DEPARAR, ra. To offer, to furnish, to present
DEPARTAMENTO, sm.Department.separate allot

ment,business assigned to a particular person
DEPARTIDAMENTE, ad. Separately, distinctly.

DEPARTIDOR, sm. Distributor, divider.

DEPARTIMJENTO, sm. 1. Division, separation
2. Distance

;
difference. 3. Dispute.
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DEPARTIR, vn. To speak, to converse ; to con-
tend

; to mediate. va. 1 . To divide, to sepa-
rate. 2. To distinguish by notes of diversity.
3. To argue, to contend, to dispute. 4. (Ant.)
To teach, to explain ; to mark out ; to im-

pede, to obstruct.

DEPAUPERAR, va. I. To depauperate, to make
poor. 2. To debilitate, to weaken, to exhaust.

DEPENDENCE, sf. I. Dependence, the state of
one thing being dependent on another. 2.

Subordination to a superior power. 3. Rela-
tion by consanguinity or affinity. 4. Busi-

ness, affair, trust, charge. Pedro tiene mu-
chas dependencias, Peter has a deal of busi-

ness on his hands. 5. Relation or intercourse
of business.

DEFENDER, vn. I. To depend, to rest upon any
thing as its cause. 2. To be in a state of de-

pendence or servitude.

DEPENDIENTE Y DEPENDENTS, pa. A depen-
dent

; subject, depending.
DEPENDIENTEMENTE, ad. Dependently.
DEPLORABLE, a. Deplorable, lamentable, ca-

lamitous, hopeless.

DEPLORABLEMKNTE, ad. Deplorably.
DEPLORAR, va. To deplore, to lament, to bewail,

to bemoan.

DEPONENTE,a. l.Making adeposition.bearingor

giving evidence. 2. (In Grammar) Such verbs
as have no active voice are called deponents.

DEPONER, va. 1 . To depose, to divest. 2. To de-

pose, to declare, to affirm. 3. To depose upon
oath before a judge or notary. 4. (Med.) To
void by the excretory passages. 5. To dis-

place ;
to deposit.

DEPOPULACION, sf. (Ant.) Desolation, devasta-

tion. V. Dcspoblacion.
DEPOPULADOR, sm. Depopulator, devastator

of a country or city.

DEPORTACION,S/. Deportation,transportation or

exile to some remote part of the dominions.

DEPORTAR, va. To transport to a certain re-

mote part of the dominions. rr. To take a

diversion.

DEPORTE.STW. Diversion, amusement, pastime.

DEPORTOSO, SA, a. V. Divertido.

DEPOS, ad. (Ant.) V. Despues. [rating.

DEPOSANTE.^fl. Deponent ; testifying, assevo-

DEPOSAR, ra. V. Deponer.
DEPOSICION, sf. 1. The act of removing from a

place. 2. Deposition, the act of degrading
one from dignity or station. 3. Deposition,
assertion, affirmation. 4. Deposition upon
oath. 5. Alvine evacuation.

DEPOSITADOR/STW. One who leaves any tiling
in trust with another.

DEPOSITANTE, pa. Depositor.

DEPOSITOR, va.l. To deposit, to confide or leave

any thing in trust or pledge with another. 2.

To give, to bestow, to confer without any
price or reward. 3. To inclose, to contain. 4.

To inter or bury a corpse. 5. To guard, to

preserve or liberate.

DEPOSITARIA, sf. Depository, the place where

any thing is lodged or laid up ; repository.

DEPOSITARIO, RIA, s. Depositary, one with

whom any thing is lodged in trust.

DEPOSITARIO, RIA, a. Relating to a depository.
!DEPOSITO. sm. 1, Deposit, any thing committed
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to the trust and care of another. 2. Deposito

ry, the place where any thing
is safely lodg

ed. 3. Coffin, tomb, or vault, where dead
bodies are deposited.

DEPOST, ad. (Ant.) V. Dcspues.
DEPRAVACION, sf. Depravation, the act of cor

rupting any thing or making it bad.

DEFRAVADAMENTE, ad. Depravedly.
DEPRAVADO, DA, a. Bad, depraved.
DEPRAVADOK, sm. Depraver, corrupter. [rupt

DEPRAVER, va. To deprave, to vitiate, to cor-

DEPRECACION, sf. Petition, prayer, deprecation
DEPRECAR, va. To entreat, to implore, to beg

off, to deprecate.
DEPRECATIVO, VA, Y DEPRECAxdRiu, RIA, a

Deprecative, deprecatory.
DEPRECES, sm.pl. (Ant.) V. Derechos.

DEPRENDER, va. To learn. V. Aprender.
DEPRESION, sf. 1. Depression, the act ofpressing
down. 2. Abasement, the act of humbling.

DEPRESOR, sm. (Anat.) Depressor, the muscle
which brings the head down to the breast.

DEPRETERICION, sf. Preterition. V. Pretericion

DEPRinifR, va. To depress, to humble.

DEPURACION, sf. Depuration, purification.
DEruRAii.va.To depurate, to cleanse, to purify

DEPURATORIO, RIA, a. That which purifies.

DEPUTAR, va. V. Diputar.
DEQUE, ad. (Ant.) Since that, immediately that

DERANCHADAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Disorderly.
DERAYGAMIENTO, sm. Extirpation.
DERAYGAR, va. V. Desarraygar. [place.

DERECERA, sf. Highway, direct road to any
DERECHA, sf. 1. Right hand, right side. 2.

(Ant.) Pack of hounds, or the path they pur-
sue in the chase.

DERECHAMENTE,arf. 1. Directly, straight ; with-
out inclining to one side. 2. Rightly, pru-
dently, justly. 3. Expressly, formally, legally.

DERECHERA,^. The direct road, in distinction

to that which is circuitous.

DERECHERO, sm. Clerk appointed to collect the
dues of the Camara, or privy council of Cas-
tile, [tude.

DERECHEZ, sf. Rightness, straightness, recti-

DERECHE/A, sf. 1. Straightness, the quality of
not being crooked. 2. Rectitude, integrity.

D I;REC HO, CHA, a. 1. Right, even, straight. Todo
derecho, Straight forward. 2. Just, lawful,

well-grounded, reasonable. Hecho y derecho,

Uprightly, perfectly, in a just and perfect
manner. 3. Right, opposite to the left. 4.

(Ant.) Certain ; directed. A 1

derdchas, The
right way, rightly, justly. A 1

tuertas, 6 d de-

rechas, Right or wrong ; inconsiderately.
Derecha la caiia, (Naut.) Right the helm, or

midships the helm.

DERECHO, sm. l.Right, justice, law. Derecho di-

vino, candnico, civil, d municipal, Divine, ca-

nonical, civil, or municipal law. 2. A just
claim. 3. The right side of cloth. Segundere-
cho, According to law. 4. (Ant.) Obligation,
debt. 5. (Ant.) Road, path. Derechos, Taxes,
duties, imposts, customs : dues or fees of

persons in office.

DERECHORERO, RA, a. Just and right or lawful.

DERECHUELO d D^RECHUELos.sni. One of the
first seams which mistresses teach little girls.

Di;aECHURA, sf. ]. Rectitude
; right way. 2.

(Ant.) Salary, pay. 3. (Ant.) Right, dexte-

rity. En derechura, By the most direct road
without delay.

DERECHURERO, RA, Y DERECHTJRO, RA, a. (Ant.)

Right, just, legitimate.
DERECHURIA, sf. (Ant.) Right, justice.

DEREZAR, va. V. Encaminar.

DERIVA, sf. (Naut.) Ship's course.

DERIVACION, sf. I. Derivation, original. 2. The
tracing of a word from its original. 3. The
act of separating one thing from another. 4.

Descent.

DERIVAR, va. 1. To derive, to separate one thing
from another. 2. To deduce any thing from
its origin, cause, or source. 3. (Naut.) To
conduct, to convoy. vn. To proceed from
an original or ancestor.

DERIVATIVO, VA, a. Derivative, deriving from
a primitive word.

DEROGACION, sf. 1. Derogation or abolition of
a law, or of one of its clauses. 2. Deteriora-

tion, diminution.

DEROGAR, va. 1. To derogate, to abolish or

annul any legal disposition. 2 To reform, to

remove.

DEROGATORIO, RIA, a. Derogatory, that which

derogates or lessens the value of any thing.
DERONCHAR, va. (Ant.) To combat, to fight.

DERRABADURA, sf. The act of docking, or cut-

ting orT the tail of an animal.

DERRABAR, va. To dock or cut off the tail.

DERRAMA, sf. Assessment of a tax, duty, or

impost.
DERRAMA DAMEXTK. ad. 1. Profusely, lavishly.

2. Depravedly, corruptly.

DERRAMADOR,sm. Prodigal, waster, spendthrif: .

DERRAMAMIENTO, sm. l.The act of scattering,

wasting, or lavishing any thing. 2. Exile,
banishment. 3. (Ant.) Flight, escape. Dcrru-
mamicnto de lugrimas, Flood of tears.

DERRAMAR, ra. 1. To drain off water. 2. To
publish, to spread. 3. To spill, to scatter, to

waste. 4. To assess taxes. Derramardoclrina,

(Met.) To diffuse a doctrine. vr. 1. To
be scattered or spread. 2. To abandon one's

self to sensual pleasures and vices. 3. To dis-

embogue itself, as a river. 4. (Ant.) To es-

cape^.
DERRAME, sm. 1. The portion of liquor or seed

lost in measuring. 2. Bevel of a wall at a
window or door to facilitate the entry of

light or other bodies. 3. Declivity.
DERRAMO,S?. 1. Profusion, prodigality, lavish-

ness. 2. The sloping of a wall in the aper-
ture for a door or window.

DERRANCAR, vn. (Ant.) To assault, to fight

impetuously and hastily.

DERRANCHADO, DA, a. Disordered, deranged.
DERRANCHX.R, vn. To desert, to run away from
one's regiment or troop.

OERRASPADO, a. Beardless ; applied to a kind

of wheat.

OERRAYGAR, va. V. Desarraygar.
DERREDOR, sm. Circumference, circuit ; round

about. It is generally used in the plural, or

with the article al, or the preposition en. .11

derredor, 6 en derredor, Round about.

DERRENE<SAR, vn. (Vulg.) To hate, to detest

any thing.
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DERREJJGADA, sf. (Manch.) Step in dancing.
DERRENGA"DO, DA, a.Incurvated,bent, crooked.

DERRENGADURA, sf. Weakness in the hip, dis-

location of the hip.

DERRENGAR, va. 1. To hip, to sprain or shoot

the hip. 2. To pull down the fruit of a tree.

vn. (Vulg.) To abominate, to detest.

DERRENGO, sm. (Ast.) Stick with which fruits

are pulled down.

DERRENIEGO, sm. (Vulg.) Aversion, detesta-

tion, abhorrence.
DERRERIA (A

7

la), ad. At length, in the end.

DERRETIMIENTO, sm. I. Thaw, liquefaction ;

the melting of any thing congealed. 2. Vio-

lent affection.

DERRETIR, va. l.To liquefy, to melt, to dissolve.

2. To change money. 3. To consume, to ex-

pend. vr. 1. To be deeply in love. 2. To
grieve, to mourn.

DERRIBADO, a. Applied to horses having the

croup rounder and lower than usual.

DERRiBlR/fca. 1. To demolish, to pull down, to

level with the ground. 2. To throw down, to

knock down. 3. To depose, to displace, to di-

vest. 4. To ruin, to destroy. 5. (Met.) To in-

cite, to impel. vr. To tumble down, to throw
one's self down on the ground.

DERRIBO, sm. 1. Demolition, the act of pulling
down a building. 2. Ruins of a demolished

building.

DERROCAR, va. 1. To precipitate or fling down
from a rock. 2. To pull down, to demolish.

3. (Met.) To rob one of his fortune or happi-
ness. 4. To precipitate, to distract anything
spiritual or intellectual. v n. To tumble, to

fall down.

DERKOCHADOR, sm. A prodigal, he who wastes
and spends his fortune.

DERROCHA'R, va. 1. To dissipate, to waste or

destroy a property. 2. To conquer, to beat

down.

DERROMPER, va. (Ant.) To break, to violate.

DERROSTRARSE, vr. To have one's face disfi-

gured by blows or strokes.

DERROTA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Ship's course, the tack
or line in which a ship sails. Derrota estima-

da, (Naut.) The dead reckoning of a ship.

Seguir en dirccta dcrrota, (Naut.) To steer a
direct or straight course. 2. Road, path. 3.

Rout or defeat of an
army.

4. Opening made
in hedges or fences for the cattle which pas-
ture in the stubbles.

DERROTJ(R, va. \. (Naut.) To cause to drive or

fall oft', applied
to the wind or stormy wea-

ther. 2. To destroy health or fortune. 3. To
rout, to defeat. vn. To arrive in a place
in a ruined state, or in the utmost confusion
and disorder.

DERROTE, sm. Defeat, rout, destruction.

DERROTERO, sm. 1. (Naut.) Collection of sea-

charts, containing the soundings, bearings,
and prospective delineations of the sea-coast ;

the line or track in which ships ought to sail
;

and the distances of places and other objects.
2. Course, rout. V. Dcrrota.

DEHRUBIAR, va. To drain insensibly any river,

rivulet, or humid place or thing.
DKRKUBIO, sm. The insensible drain of water

from a river, rivulet, or surrounding marsh :
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or the earth which falls or moulders away
by this means.

DERRUECAR, va. To unhorse, to throw off the
rider

; applied to a horse.

DERRUIR, va. To demolish, to destroy, to ruin.

V. Derribar.

DERRUMBADERO, sm. 1. Precipice ; a craggy,
steep, and broken ground. 2. (Met.) A thorny
or arduous affair.

DERRUMBAMIENTO, sm. Precipitation, the act
of throwing headlong.

DERRUMBJ.R, va. 1. To precipitate, to throw
down headlong. 2. (Met.) To emit or dart rays
of light. vr. To precipitate one's self head-

long, [applied to a river.

ERRUVIAR, va. To undermine, to wash away ;

DES, 1. A preposition, corresponding with the

Latin dis, which is never used but in com-

pound words. 2. A contraction of de ese, of

this, of that.

DES QUE, ad. Contraction of Desde que, Since
that.

DESABARRANC^R, va. 1. To drag, draw, or pull
out of a ditch. 2. (Met.) To disentangle from
a state of perplexity, to extricate from diffi-

culties.

DESABASTECER, va. Not to supply a place with

provisions, either through neglect or in con-

sequence of a prohibition.

DESABATIR, va. (Ant.) To lower, to abate.

DESABEJAR, va. To remove or take away the

bees from their hive.

DESABIDO, DA, a. 1. Ignorant, illiterate. 2. Ex-

cessive, extraordinary.
DESABILLE, sm. Dishabille, undress ;

a very
common dress for women, consisting

of a

trimmed petticoat and a half gown or jacket
of the same colour and quality, made of silk

or other stuff according to the condition of

the person. The word is recently adopted
from the French, but the costume is very
ancient.

DESABITAR, va. (Naut.) To unbit. Desabitar el

cable, To unbit a cable ;
that is, to remove

the turns of a cable from the bits.

DESABOLLADOR, 5m. 1. An instrument used by
tin-workers to take bulges out of pewter
dishes, plates, or vessels. 2. Tin-worker, who
takes bulges out of pewter vessels.

DESABOLLA.R, va. To take bulges out of pew-
ter dishes, plates, or metal vessels.

DESABONO, sm. Prejudice, injury. Hablar en

desabono de alguno, To speak to the preju-
dice of another.

DESABOR,SW. 1. Insipidity, want of taste or

flavour. 2. (Met.) Dulness. dejection, want
of courage, lowness of spirits.

DESABORAR, vn. I. To render any thing taste-

less, to make it insipid or disgusting. 2. (Met.)
To disgust, to vex.

DESABORDARSE, vr. (Naut.) To get clear of a

ship which boarded or fell on board of one's

vessel.

DESABORRIDO, DA, a. Esteemed, not disliked.

DESABOTONAR. va. To unbutton. n. To blow,
to bloom, to blossom.

DESAr,RiDAMENTE,ffrf. Bitterly, rudely, harshly.

!Dr.SABuiDo, DA, a. I. Tasteless, insipid. 2. Sour,
I peevish, severe. 3. Hard, difficult ; applied to
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guns that rebound much on discharging
them. 4. Bleak, sharp ; applied to the air

and wind.

DESABRIGADAMENTE, ad. Nakedly.
DESABRIGADO, DA, a. 1. Uncovered. 2. (Met.)

Abandoned, without support.
DESABRiGAR,n. To be naked, to be unsheltered

or unprotected. va. To strip, to make naked;
to deprive of covering, shelter, or protection.

DESABRIGO,S?W. 1. Nudity, want of covering or

clothes. 2. (Mst.) Destitution, want of sup-

port or protection.
DESABRIMIENTO, sm. 1. Insipidity ,

want of taste

or flavour. 2. Severity or asperity of temper,
rudeness of manners. 3. Despondency, de-

jection, lowness of spirits. 4. The rebound
of guns when discharged.

DESABRIR, vn. 1. To be insipid or without taste.

2. (Met.) To be dull or heavy, to be peevish.
DES ABRocHj(.R,tt.l.Tounclasp,to open or sepa-

rate what was closed or fastened with clasps.
2. To open, to burst open. vr. To unbosom,
to reveal in confidence, to disclose.

DESACABALAR, va. To pilfer. V. Descabalar.

DESACALORARSE,*/-. l.To take the fresh air, to

cool one's self. 2. (Met.) To grow less warm,
with regard to passion jor anger.

DESACATADAME"NTE, ad. In a disrespectful,

saucy, or petulant manner.

DESACATADO, DA, a. Acting in a disrespectful
manner.

DESACATADOR, RA, s. An irreverent, uncivil, or

disrespectful person.
DESACATAMIENTO, sm. Disrespect, want of ci-

vility or politeness.

DESACATAR, va. To treat in a disrespectful
manner.

DESACATO, sm. Disrespect, incivility, want of

reverence, rudeness.

DESACERBAR, va. To dulcorate, to make less

acrimonious, to assuage, to mitigate.
DESACERTADAMENTE, ad. Inconsiderately,with-

out reflection.

DESACERTADO, DA, a. Inconsiderate, acting
without prudence or reflection.

DESACERTAR, va. To err, to commit a mistake

DESACEYTADO, DA, a. Destitute of the neces-

sary quantity
of oil.

DESA'CIERTO, sm. Error, mistake.

DESACOBARDAR, va. To remove fear or cow-

ardice, to inspire courage.
DESACOLLAR, va. To dig up the ground abou:

vines, to cultivate vines.

DESACOMODADAMENTE, ad. Incommodiously
inconveniently, not at ease.

DESACOMODADO, DA, a. 1. Destitute of the con
veniences of life. 2. Being out of place or

employment. 3. That which causes trouble
or inconvenience.

DESACOMODAMIENTO, sm. Incommodity, incon

venience, trouble.

DES ACOMODAR, va. 1. To incommode, to molest
2. To deprive of ease or convenience. 3
To turn out ofplace. vr. To lose one's place
to be out of place ; applied to servants.

DESACOMPANAMIENTO, sm. Want of compan}
or society.

DESACOMPANAH. va. To leave the company, t

retire.

DA, a. Acting without pru-
dence or reflection,

)ESACONSEJAR, va. To dissuade, to dehort ;

to divert by reason or importunity from any
thing.

3ESACoRDADAMENTE,rf.Inconsiderately, with-
out prudence or reflection, unadvisedly.

)ESACORDADO, DA, a. (Pint.) Discordant ; ap-

plied to colours.

DESACORDAMIENTO, sm. V. Desacuerdo.

3ESACORDANZA,5/. V. Discordancia.

^ESACORDAR, va. To discord, to disagree, not
to suit with. V. Discordar. vr. 1. To be

forgetful,
to be short of memory. 2. To be at

variance, to disagree.
DESACORDE, a. Discordant.

DESACORRALAR, va. 1. To let the flock or cattle

out of the penfold. 2. To bring a bull into

the open field. 3. (Met.) To inspirit, to ani-

mate, to encourage.
DESACOSTUMBRADAMENTE, ad. Unusually, con-

trary to custom.

DESACOSTUMBRADO, DA, a. Unusual, unaccus-

tomed, contrary to custom and usual order.

DESACOSTUMBRAR, va. To disuse, to drop or

lose the custom.

DESACOTADO, 5m. V. Desacoto.

DESACOTAR, va. 1. To raise or withdraw the

prohibition of fowling at a certain time. 2.

To relinquish a contract, to withdraw from
an agreement. 3. To remove the obstacles

which prevent boys from playing.
DESAcoTO,5m.The act ofraising or withdrawing
the prohibition of fowling at a certain time.

DESACREDITAR, va. 1. To discredit, to impair
one's credit or reputation, to cry down. 2. To
dissemble or conceal the merits of any thing.

DESACUERDO, sm. 1. Forgetfulness, oblivion. "2.

Derangement of mental faculties. 3. Dis-

cordance, disagreement, disunion. 4. Error,
mistake ;

want of accuracy and exactness.

DESADEREZAR, va. To undress, to divest of
clothes or ornaments, to disorder, to ruffle.

DESADEUDAR, va. To pay one's debts, to get
out of debt.

DESADORAR, va. To love no more, to cease to

love.

DESADORMECER, va. 1. To wake, to rouse from

sleep. 2. To rouse from mental stupor.

DESADORNAR, va. To divest of ornaments or

decorations.

DESADORNO, sm. Want of embellishments and
charms.

DESADVERTIDAMENTE, ad. Inadvertently, in-

considerately.

DESADVERTIDO, DA, a. Inconsiderate, acting
without prudence or reflection.

DESADVERTIMIENTO, 5m. Want of prudence
and reflection.

DESADVERTIR, va. To act inconsiderately, to

proceed without judgment or prudence.

DESAFAMACION, 5/. V. Disfamacion.
DESAFAMAR, va. V. Disfamar.
DESAFEAR, va. To make ugly.

DESAFECTACION, s/. Reserve, caution in per-
sonal behaviour ;

unaffectedness.

DESAFECTO, TA, a. Disaffected, not disposed to

zeal or affection.

!DESAFECTO, sm. Disaffection, disaffectedness.
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DJ.SAFERRAR, . 1. (Naut.) To unfurl the sails.

2. To make loose any thing which was tied

or fastened. 3. To make one change an

opinion which he strenuously maintained.

DESAFEYTAR, va. 1. To dirty ; to make ugly.
2. V. Desadornar.

DESAFIACION Y DESAFIANZA, sf. V. Desafio.

DESAKIADERO, sm. A private ground on which
duels are fought.

DESAFIADOR, sm. One who sends a challenge.
DKSAFIAMIENTO, sm. V. Desafio.

DESAFIAR, va. 1. To challenge, to call one out

to fight a duel. 2. To try one's strength

against another. 3. To rival, to oppose, to

struggle. 4. To decompose, to dissolve
;
to re-

scind ;
to discharge.

DESAFICION, sf. Disaffection.

DESAFICIONAR, va. To destroy one's desire,

wish, or affection for any thing.
DESAFIJAR, va. (Ant.) To deny the filiation

of a son. [antly .

DESAFINADAMENTE, ad. Dissonantly, discord-

DESAFINAR, vn. To be inharmonious, to be out
of tune.

DESAFIO, sm. 1. Challenge, a summons to com-
bat. 2. Struggle, contest. 3. Dismissal.

DESAFIUZAR, va. (Ant.) To distrust.

DESAFIXACION, sf. (Ant.) Act of removing.
DESAFIXAR, va. V. Desfixar.

DESAFORADAMENTE, ad. Disorderly, exces-

sively, outrageously, impudently.
DESAFORADO,DA,. l.Huge, uncommonly great

or large. 2. Disorderly, lawless, impudent.
DESAFORAR, va. To encroach upon one's rights,

to infringe or violate one's privileges. vr.

To relinquish one's rights and privileges.

DESAFORRAR, ta. 1. To take off the lining of

any thing. 2. Desaforrar los cables, (Naut.)
To unserve the cables.

DESAFORTUNADO, DA, a. Unfortunate, unhappy,
unlucky.

DESAFUCIAMIENTO, sm. V. Desconfianza.
DESAFUERO, sm. Excess, act of injustice, vio-

lation of one's rights or privileges.

DESAGARRAR, va. To release, to set at liberty.

DESAGOTAR, va. V. Desaguar.
DESAGRACIADO, DA, a. Ungraceful, inelegant.
DESAGRACIAR, va. To deform, to disfigure, to

make
ugly.

DESAGRADABLE, a. Disagreeable, unpleasant.
DESAGRADABLEMENTE, ad. Disagreeably.
DESAGRADAR, va. To displease, to cause dis-

content or displeasure.

DESAGRADECER, va. To be ungrateful.
DESAGRADECIDAMENTE, ad. Ungratefully.
DESAGRADECIDO, DA, a. Ungrateful.
DESAGRADECIMIENTO, sm. Ingratitude.
DESAGR.^DO, sm. 1. Asperity, harshness. 2.

Discontent, displeasure. Ser del desagrado
del rey, To have incurred the king's dis-

pleasure.

DESAGRAVIAR, va. To give satisfaction, or make
amends for an injury done.

DESAGRAVIO Y DES AGRAVIAMIENTO,^. Satis-

faction or compensation ffor an injury done.

DESAGREGAR, va. To disjoin, to separate, to

part asunder.

DESAGUADERO, sm. 1. Channel, drain for draw-

ing off superfluous water. 2. (Met.) Drain of
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money. 3. Desaguaderos de la cebadera,
(Naut.) Eyes of the sprit-sail.

DESAGUADOR, sm. Water-pipe, channel or con-
duit for carrying off water.

DESAGUAR, va. 1. To drain, to draw off water.
2. (Met.) To waste money in extravagant
expenses. vn. To empty into the sea ; ap-
plied to rivers. vr. (Met.) To discharge by
vomits or stools.

DESAGUAZAR, va. To drain or draw the water
from any part.

DESAGUE, sm. 1. Channel, drain. 2. Extraordi-

nary expense.
DESAGUISADAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Injuriously,

disproportionately .

DESAGUISADO, DA, a. (Ant.) 1. Injurious, un-

just. 2. Disproportionate, exorbitant. 3. In-

trepid, bold.

DESAGUISADO, sm. Offence, injury, wrong.
DESAHIJAR,WZ. To wean,to put from the breast,

to separate the young from the dams. vr.

To swarm ; applied to bees.

DESAHITARSE, vr. To relieve indigestion, te

unload the stomach.

DESAHOGADAMENTE, ad. 1. Freely, without
embarrassment or obstruction. 2. In an im-

pudent or brazen-faced manner.

DESAHOGADO,DA, a. 1. Free, unrestrained. 2.

Petulant, impudent, brazen-faced, licentious.

3. (Naut.) Having sea-room ; applied to a

ship.

DESAHOGAR, va. To ease pain, to alleviate dis-

tress. vr. 1. To recover, to grow well from

fatigue or disease. 2. To unbosom, to dis-

close one's grief.
DESAHOGO Y DESAHOGAMIENTO, sm. 1. Ease,

alleviation from pain, trouble, or affliction.

2. The act of disclosing one's troubles. 3.

Freedom of speech, liberty of acting.

DESAHCCIADAMENTE, ad. With little or no hope
of recovery.

DESAHUCIADO, DA, a. Given over, despaired of.

DESAHUCIAR, va. 1. To despair of, to be with-

out hope, to despond. 2. To drive away cat-

tle from a pasture-ground, at the expiration
of the term agreed upon.

DESAHUCIO, sm. The act of driving away cat-

tle from a pasture-ground at the expiration
of the stipulated time.

DESAHUMADO, DA, a. Mild, faded, become vapid;

applied to liquor which has lost its strength.

DESAHUMAR, va. To free from smoke, to expel
smoke.

DESAINADURA, sf. (Alb.) Disease in horses,

occasioned by liquefying their fat in over-

heating them.

DESAINAR, va. To extenuate the fat of an ani-

mal
;
to lessen or diminish the fatness of any

thing.

DESAISLARSE, vr. To cease to be insulated.

DESAJACARSE, vr. (Ant.) To excuse, exempt
or liberate one's self. [rate.

DESAJUNTAR, va. (Ant.) To disunite, to sepa-

DESAJUSTAR, va. To disproportion, to match

unsuitably. vr. To disagree, to withdraw

from an agreement.
DESAJUSTE, sm. The act of disproportioning.

DF.SALABAR, va. To dispraise, to blame, to

censure.
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DESALABEAR, va. To straighten a plank or

board which is warped.
DESALADAMENTE, ad. Anxiously, swiftly.

DESALAR, va. 1. To cut off the wings. 2. To
take the salt out of fish, salt meat, &c. by
steeping it in fresh water. vr. (Met.) To
run up to one with open arms.

DESALBARDAR, va. To take off the pack-saddle
from a beast of burthen.

DESALENTAR, va. 1. To put one out of breath

by dint of labour. 2. (Met.) To discourage,
to dismay.

DESALFORJAR, va. To take off the saddle-bags
from horses or mules. nr. (Met.) To take off

one's accoutrements, to make one's self easy.

DESALHAJAR, va. To unfurnish a house or

room, to strip it of furniture.

DESALIENTO, sm. Dismay, fall of courage, de-

sertion of mind.

DESALii?ADAMENTE,ad. Slovenly, uncleanly.
DESAI.INAR, va. To discompose, to make one

slovenly or dirty.

DESALINO, sm. 1. Slovenliness, indecent negli-

gence of dress. 2. Carelessness, want of care

and attention. Desalinos, An ornament of

diamonds that hangs from women's ears

down to their breast.

DESAMSTAR, va. To quit the service.

DESALIVAR, vn. To salivate, to discharge saliva.

DESAMVIADAMENTE, ad. Cruelly, inhumanly.
DESALMADO, DA, a. 1. Cruel, inhuman. 2. Im-

pious, profligate. 3. Inanimate, soulless, [ey.

DESALMAMIENTO,SW. Cruelty,impiety,profliga-
DESALMAR, va. 1. To take away one's life in a

violent manner. 2. (Met.) To speak with in-

genuity and candour. vr. To desire any
thing very anxiously.

DESALMENADO, DA. a. 1. Without turrets
; ap-

plied to a castle or fortress. 2. Wanting an
ornament or capital. [linen.

DESALMIDONAR, va. To take the starch out of

DKSALOJAMIENTO, sm. Expulsion, dislodging.
Dr.sALojAR,ra. To dislodge the enemy's troops,

to dispossess them of a place or post. vn.

To quit one's house or apartments, to move
to other lodgings.

DESALTERAR, va. To allay, to assuage, to settle.

DESALUMBRADAMENTE, ad. Obscurely, blindly,

erroneously.
DESALUMBRA DO,DA. a. 1. Dazzled, overpowered
with light. 2. (Met.) Groping in the dark.

DESALUMBRAMIENTO, sm. Blindness, want of

foresight or knowledge, error. [ful.

DESAMABLE, a. Unworthy of being loved, hate-

DESAMADOR, sm. Hater, he who hates or dis-

likes.

DESAMAR, va. 1. To love no more, not to love
or esteem as formerly. 2. To hate, to detest.

DESAMARRAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To unmoor a ship.
2. To untie. Desamarrar un cabo, (Naut.)
To unbend a rope.

DESAMASADO, DA, a. Dissolved, disunited.

DESAMIGADO, DA, a. Ceased to be a friend, un-
connected.

DESAMISTAD. ff. Unfriendliness.

DESAMISTARSE, vr. To fall out, to quarrel.

DESAMODORRAR, va. To remove lethargy or
drowsiness.

1. Tounmould, to change the

form or figure of a thing after it has been
taken out of the mould. 2. (Met.) To changp
the proportion or symmetry of any thing.
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DESAMOR, sm. Disregard, disaffection, misun-

derstanding.
DESAMORADAMENTE, ad. Harshly, rudely.
DESAMORADO, DA, a. Harsh, rude, disdainful.

DESAMORAR, va. To extinguish love, to cease

loving.
DESAMOROSO, SA, . Unloving, destitute of es-

teem, friendship, or love.

DESAMORRAR, va. To cheer up, to make one
raise one's head and give up his obstinacy.

DESAMOTINARSE, vr. To withdraw from muti-

ny and sedition.

DESAMPARADOR, RA. s. Deserter, one who for-

sakes or abandons.

DESAMPARAR, va. 1. To forsake, to abandon, to

relinquish. 2. To quit a place. Desamparar,
la apelacion, To desist from an appeal inter-

posed in a cause. Desamparar los bienes, To
give up one's property, in order to avoid be-

ing molested by one's creditors.

DESAMPARO v DESAMPARAMIENTO, sm* Aban-

donment, desertion, want of protection.
DESANCORAR, va. (Nadt.) To weigh anchor.

DESANDAR, va. To retrograde, to go back the
same road by which one came. Desandar lo

andado, To undo what has been done.

DESANDRAJADO, DA, a. Ragged, in tatters.

DESANGRAR, va. I. To bleed one to excess. 2.

To draw off a large quantity of water from a

river. 3. (Met.) To exhaust one's means, to

make poor.

DESANIDAR, vn. To forsake the nest
; applied to

birds. va. 1. (Met.) To dislodge from a post.
2. To apprehend fugitives in the haunt or

den where they were concealed.

DESANIMADAMENTE, ad. Inanimately.
DESANIMAR, va. 1. To deprive of life. 2. To

dishearten, to dispirit, to discourage : to put
a damp upon one's spirits.

DESANUDAR,a. 1. To untie, to loosen a knot. 2.

(Met.) To extricate, to disembroil, to disen-

tangle. Desanudar la voz, To pronounce
clearly and distinctly, to articulate freely.

DESANUDADURA, sf. Explication, disentangle-
DESANUDAR, va. V. Desanudar. [ment.
DESAOJADERA, sf. (Ant.) Woman supposed to

cure or dispel charms. [peevishness.

DESAPACIBILIDAD, sf. Rudeness, churlishness,

DESAPAcfsLE, a. Sharp, rough, disagreeable,

unpleasant.
DEAPACiBLEMENTE,a<Z. Sharply, disagreeably.
DESAPADRINAR, va. (Met.) To disprove, to con-

tradict.

DESAPANAR, va. (Ant.) To undress.

DESAPAREAR, va. To unmatch, to disjoin.

DESAPARECER, va. To remove out of sight, to

hide. vn. y r. To disappear, to withdraw
out of sight.

DESAPARECIMIENTO, sm. The act of disappear-

ing or vanishing out of sight.

DESAPAREJAR, va. 1. To unharness beasts of

draught or burthen. 2. (Naut.) To unrig a ship.

DESAPARROQ.UIARSE, vr. 1. To change one's

parish, to remove from one parish to another.

2. (Met.) To cease to be a customer of a

shop, to deal at another shop.
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DESAPARTA"R, va. 1. To part, to disjoin. V. Ap
tar. 2. (Ant.) To impede, to disturb.

DESAPASIONADAMENTE, ad. Impartially, with-

out any passion or partiality.

DESAPASIONJR, va. To remove or root out a

passion, or strong affection for any thing.

DESAPEGAR, va. To disjoin, to separate. V. Des-

pegar. vr. To be impartial, not to allow one's

selfto be led away by any passion or affection

DESAPEGO, sm. 1. Alienation of love or affec-

tion. 2. Impartiality, disinterestedness.

DESAPERCIBIDAMENTE, ad. Inadvertently, care-

, DA, ft. Unguarded, careless.

DESAPERCIBIMIENTO Y DESAPERCIBO,STO. Want
of means to attain some certain end.

DESAPESTA" R, va. To cure persons infected with
the plague.

DESAPIADADAMENTE, ad. Impiously, cruelly
without compassion.

DESAPIAD!DO, DA, a. Impious, cruel, merciless

DESAPILADOR, sm. One who takes down the

piles of wool in a shearing place.

DESAPIOLA".R, va. To loose the strings with
which game is tied. [want of application

DESAPLICACION, sf. Inapplication, carelessness,

DESAPLICADAMENTE, ad. Indolentty. [ful.

DESAPLicA'Do,DA,a. Indolent, careless, neglect-

DESAPODERADAMENTE, ad Impetuously, pre-

cipitately.

DESAPODERA.DO, DA, a. 1. Furious, impetuous,

ungovernable. 2. Huge, excessively great
and powerful, insurmountable.

DESAPODERAMIENTO, sm. 1. Excessive bold-

ness, extreme audacity. 2. (Ant.) The act

of depriving or ejecting.

DESAPODERAR, va' 1. To dispossess, to rob one
of his property. 2. To repeal or revoke a

power of attorney.
DESAPOLILLX.R,W/.TO free and clear ofmoths.

vr. To take the air when it is cold and sharp.

DESAPOSEJXTA'.R, va. 1. To turn one out of his

lodgings, to force him to move. 2. To expel
a thing from one's mind.

DESAPOSESIONAR, va. To dispossess. [post.

DESAPOSTAR, va. To dislodge the enemy from a

DESAPOSTURA, sf. (Ant.) Inelegance, deformi-

ty, indecency.
DESAPOYAR, va. To remove the foundation of
an opinion, or any other thing.

DESAPRECIA^R,O. To depreciate, to undervalue.

DESAPRECIO, sm. Depreciation j thing of no
value.

DESAPRENDER, va. To unlearn, to forget what
one has learned by heart.

DESAPRENSAR, va. 1. To take away the gloss
which clothes or any other things obtain in

the press. 2. (Met.) To extricate one's self

from a pressing difficulty.

DESAPRETAR, va. 1. To slacken, to loosen. 2.

(Met.) To ease, to free from anxiety and un-

easiness.

DESAPRIR, vn. (Ant.) To separate, to part.

DESAPRISIONA'.R, va. To release from confine-

ment, to set at liberty. vr. (Met.) To ex-

tricate one's self from difficulties, to remove
an impediment.

DESAPROBACION, sf. DISAPPROBATION, censure,
condemnation.
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DESAPROBA'.R, va. To disapprove, to censure,
to reprove.

DESAPROPIAMIENTO, sm. Alienation. V. Ena-
genamiento.

DESAPROPIARSE, vr. To alienate, to transfer
one's right and property to another, [perty.

DESAPROPIO, sm. Alienation, transfer of pro-
DESAPROVECHADAMENTE, ad. Unprofitably,

uselessly.

DESAPROVECH^DO, DA, a. 1. Useless, unprofit-
able. 2. Backward, having made no progress
in what is good and valuable.

DESAPROVECHAMIENTO, sm. Backwardness,
want of progress.

DESAPROVECHA'R, va. To waste, tomispend, to

turn to a bad use. vn. To be backward, to

make little or no progress.
DESAPTEZA, sf. (Ant.) Ineptitude.
DESA*.PTO, TA, a. (Ant.) Inept.

DESAPUESTO, TA, a. (Ant.) Inelegant,unseemly.
DESAPUNTAL.R, va. To take away the props

or supports.

DESAPUNTA^R, va. 1. To unstitch, to rip up or

cut the stitches of a seam. 2. To lose one's

aim, to point or level fire arms ill. 3. To ef-

face the days of absence from the choir.

ESARBOLA
1

R, va. I. (Naut.) To unrnast a ship,
to take out the masts. 2. (Naut.) To lay up
a ship in ordinary.

DESARBOLO, sm. The act of unmasting a ship
or laying her up in ordinary.

DESARENAR, va. To take away the sand, to clear

a place of sand. [sand.

DESARENo,sm. The act of clearing a place of

DESARMADOR, sm. He who discharges a gun.
V. Disparador.

DESARMADURA Y DESARMAMIENTO, s. The act

and effect of disarming.
DESARMA*.R, va. 1. To disarm, to spoil or divest

of arms. 2. To prohibit the carrying of arms.
3. To undo a thing, to take it asunder. 4. To
disband a body of troops. 5. To dismount a

cross-bow, to dismount cannon. G. To butt,
to strike with the horns. 7. (Met.) To pacify,
to disarm wrath or vengeance.
ES^RME, sm. Disarming of ships.

DESARRAP!DO, DA, a. Ragged, dressed in old

torn clothes.

DESARRAYGA^, va. 1 . To eradicate, to root out,
to pull up by the roots. 2. (Met.) To extir-

pate, to destroy. 3. (Met.) To expel from
the country.

DESARRAY'GO, sm. Eradication.

[)ESARREBOZAR, va. 1. To unmufHe, to pull off

the covering of the face. 2. (Met.) To lay

open, to manifest, to discover.

DESARREBUJA.R, va. 1. To unfold, to spread out.

2. To uncover, to take off the covering. 3.

To explain, to clear up. [larly.

DESARREGLADAMENTE, ad. Disorderly, irregu-

[)ESARREGLX.DO, DA, a. Immoderate in eating,

drinking, or other things.

DESARREGLA^R, va. To disorder, to discompose,
to put out of order.

)ESARREGLO, sm. Disorder, confusion.

DESARREVOI.VER, va. V. Dcsenvolver.

DESARRIMAR, va. 1. To remove, to separate,
to carry away. 2. To dissuade, to dehort.

, sm. Want of props or support.
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,
va. To unroll, to open and spread

out what was rolled up.

KOMADIZAR, va. To cure of a cold.

DESARROPX.U, va. To uncover, to undress, to

take off the clothes.

DESARRUGADI^RA, sf. The act of taking out

wrinkles.

DESARRUGAR, va. To take out wrinkles.

DESARRUMAR, va. (Nadt.) To unload a ship, to

discharge the cargo.
DESARTII.LAR, va. (Naut.) To take the guns

out of a ship.

DESASADO, DA. a. Without handles, or having
broken handles.

DESASEADAMENTE, ad. Uncleanly, nastily.

DESASEAR, va. To make dirty or unclean ; to

discompose, to disorder. [thing.
.JUUAR, va. To lose the security of any

DESASENTAR, va. (Met.) To disagree with, to

displease, not to suit or sit well. vr. To
arise from one's seat, to stand up. [der.

DESASEO, sm. Uncleanliness, dirtiness, disor-

, sADo,bA,a.Senseless,withoutjudgment
DESASIMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of loosening or

letting loose. 2. (Met.) Disinterestedness.

DESASIR, va. To loosen, to disentangle. vr.

To disengage or extricate one's selfT

DESASNAR, va. 1. To deprive one of his asses.

2. (Met.) To polish one's manners, to render
more civil, to correct rudeness.

DESASOCIABLE, a. Unsociable, averse from

company or society.

DESASOSEGADAMENTE, ad. In a restless man-

ner, without repose.
DESASOSEGAR, va. To disquiet, to disturb, to

deprive of rest and tranquillity.

DESASOSIEGO, sm. Restlessness, want of tran-

quillity and repose.

DESASTRADAMENTE, ad. Wretchedly, in a mi-
serable or disastrous manner.

DESASTRADO, DA, a. 1. Wretched, miserable,
unfortunate. 2. Ragged, tattered.

DESASTRE, sm. Disaster, disgrace, misfortune.

DESATACAR, va. To loosen, to untie. Dcsatacar
la escopeta, To draw the charge out of a gun.

DESATADAMENTE, ad. Without order or union.

DESATADOR, sm. He who unites, absolver.

ESATADtiRA, DESATAMIENTO, s. The act of

untying or loosening a knot.

DESATANCAR, va. To clean or clear the sewers
and conduits.

DESATAPAD^RA, sf. The act of uncovering.
DESATAPAR, va. To uncover. V. Destapar.
DESATAR, va. 1. To untie, to separate, to de-

tach. 2. To liquefy, to dissolve. 3. To solve,
to unravel. vr. 1. To give a loose to one's

tongue, to talk much and incoherently. 2.

To lose all reserve, fear, or bashfulness.

DESATASCAR, va. 1. To pull or draw out of the
mud or mire. 2. (Met.) To extricate one
from difficulties.

DESATAVIAR, va. To strip of ornaments and
decorations.

DESATAVIO, sm. Uncleanliness, the want of
cleanliness or neatness in dress.

DESATEMPLARSE, vr. V. Desternplarse.
DESATENCION, sf. 1. Want of attention, absence

of mind. 2. Disrespect, want of respect.
DKSATENDER, va. 1. To pay no attention to what
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is said or done. 2. To disregard, to sligwi, to

contemn.

DESATENTADAMENTE, ad. 1. Disorderly, con-

fusedly. 2. Inconsiderately, unadvisedly.
DESATENTADO, DA, a. 1. Inconsiderate, unad-

vised. 2. Acting in an absurd and unreason-
able manner. [villy.

DESATENTAMENTE, ad. Disrespectfully, unci-

DESATENTAMIENTO, sm. V. Dcsatiento.

DESATENTAR, va. To perturbate the mind, to

perplex the understanding.
DESATKNTO, TA, a. 1. Inattentive, careless,

heedless. 2. Rude, unmannerly, uncivil.

DESATF.sADo,DA,fl.Weak,languishing. V.Floxo.

DESATESORAR, va. To remove or spend the

treasure.

DESATIENTO, sm. Inconsiderateness, thought-
lessness, absence of mind.

DESATINADAMENTE, ad. 1. Inconsiderately, in-

discreetly. 2. Extravagantly, out of all rule

and order.

DESATINADO, DA, a. Extravagant, beyond all

rule and reason.

DESATINADO, sm. Idiot, fool, madman.
DESATINAR, va. 1. To disorder or derange one's

mind. 2. To throw into a violent passion. 3.

To talk nonsense. 4. To reel, to stagger.
DESATIXO, sm. 1. Reeling, staggering. 2. Mad-

ness, craziness.

DESATOLLAR, va. To pull out of the mud or

mire. V. Desatascar. [por -

DESATOLONDRADO, DA, a. Recovered from stu-

DESATOLONDRARSE,r. To recover one's senses.

DESATONTARSE, vr. To recover one's self from

stupefaction. [away.
DESATRACAR, va. (Naut.) To sheer off, to bear

DESATRAER,Z-.TO disjoin.to separate,to remove

DESATRAILLAR, va. To uncouple hounds, to

untie the leash with which they are coupled.
DESATRAMPAR, va. To clear or clean any con-

duit, sink, or sewer.

DESATRANCAR, va. To unbar, to take off the

bolt or bar of a door.

DESATUFARSE, vr. To grow calm, to allay one's

passion. [mates.
DESATURDIDOR, sm. He who rouses or ani-

DESATDRDIR, va. To rouse from a state of diz-

ziness or stupor, to animate.

DESAUTORIFAD, sf. Want of authority.

DESAUTORIZAR, va. To disauthorize, to deprive
of authority or respect.

DESAVAHADO, DA, a. Uncovered, free from

snow, clouds, or vapours ; applied to places.

DESAVAHAR, va. To expose to the air, to eva-

porate. vr. To grow lively or sprightly.

DESAVECINDADO, DA, a. Deserted, unpeopled;
applied to a place abandoned by its inhabit-

ants, [doned by the inhabitants.

DESAVECINDARSE, vr. To be deserted oraban-

DESAVENENCIA, sf. Discord, disagreement.
DESAVENIDO, DA, a. Discordant, disagreeing;

not coinciding with another's opinion or sen-

DESAVENIR, va. To disagree. [timents.

DESAVENTAjADAMENTE,rtd.Disadvantageously.
DESAVENTAJADO, DA, a. Disadvantageous, un-

profitable.

DESAVENTtmA, sf. V. Desvcntura.

DESAVBNTURADO, DA, a. V. Desventurado.
DESAVEZ \MIENTO, sm. Want of use or custom.
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DESAVEZAR, va. V. Desacostumbrar.

DESAVIAR, va. I. To deviate from the high roat

to go astray. 2. To strip of necessaries o
conveniencies.

DESAVILTADO, DA, a. V. Deshonrado.

DESAvfo, sm. 1. The act of going astray, o

losing one's road. 2. Want of the necessar
means for attaining some end or purpose.

DESAVISADO, DA, a. Unadvised, inadvertent
indiscreet.

DESAVISAR, va. To give a contrary account, t

contradict a former advice.

DESAYRADAMENTE, ad. Unhandsomely ,
withou

grace.
DESAYRADO, DA, a. 1. Unhandsome, graceless

destitute of spirit or grace. 2. (Met.) Disre

garded, slighted ; not rewarded according tr

one's merit.

DESAYRAR, va. To disregard, to despise.
DESAYRE, sm. I. Scorn, disdain, disrespect. 2

Awkwardness, want of an elegant or gracefu
deportment. 3. (Met.) Frown of fortune o:

power.
DESAYUD.AR, va. Not to assist, but oppose on<

with regard to his claims or rights. vr. T<
be negligent or careless in the performance
of one's duty.

DESAYUNARSE, vr. To breakfast, to eat the firs

meal in the day. Desayunar, To receive the
first intelligence of any thing unknown. De
sayunarse, con 6 de alguna noticia 6 especie

(Met.) To have the first intelligence of an_y

thing.

DESAYI^NO, sm. Breakfast, the first meal in the

day. [tion

DESAYUNTAMIENTO, sm. Dissolution, disjunc
DESAYUNTAR, va. To disunite, to dissolve, to

separate. [cable

DESAYUST^R, va. (Naut.) To unbend a rope or

DESAZOGAR, va. To take off the quicksilvei
from a looking-glass.

DESAZON, sm. 1. Insipidity, want of taste or

flavour. 2. Disgust, displeasure. 3. (Met.'

Disquietness, uneasiness, affliction. 4

(Agric.) Unfitness of a soil.

DESAZONADO, DA, a. 1. Ill-adapted, unfit for

some purpose ; applied to land. 2. Peevish

impertinent, passionate.
DESAZONAR, va. 1 . To render tasteless, to infect

with an unpleasant taste. 2. To disgust, to

vex. vr. To become indisposed in health, to

be sick.

DESBABAR, vn. To drivel, to slaver. vr. To be
in love to extremity, to regard with exces-
sive fondness, to dote upon.

DESBAGAR, ra. To extract the flax seed from
the capsule.

DESBALIJAMIENTO, sm. The act of plundering
a portmanteau.

DESBALIJAR, va. To gut one's portmanteau, to

rob one of its contents.

DESBALLESTAR, va. To unbend a cross-bow, to

take it asunder.

DESBANCAR, va. 1. To clear a room of the

benches, stools, or forms which it contained.
2. To win all the money staked by a gam-
bler, who holds a basset or faro-table. 3.

(Met.) To circumvent one in the friendship
and affection of another.
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DESBANDARSE, rr. To disband, to desert the
colours

; applied to soldiers.

DESBANADO, a. (Volat.) Applied to a hawk
that has not taken water when required.

DESBARADAMENTE, ad. Disorderly, without
rule or order.

DESBARATADO, DA, a. Debauched, corrupted
with lewdness and intemperance.

DESBARATAMIKNTO, sm. Perturbation, commo-
tion

; decomposition.
DESBARATADOR, RA, s. Debaucher, one who de-
bauches or depraves.

DESBARATAR,ra. l.Todestroy or break up any
thing. 2. To defeat or rout an army. 3. To
waste, to

mispend, to dissipate. Desbaratarla

paz, To break the peace. Desbaratar lapla-
tica, To interrupt the conversation. vn. To
speak foolishly, to talk nonsense. vr. To be

confounded, to be disordered in one's mind,
to have the mental faculties deranged.

DESBARjCxE Y DESBARAxo, sm. 1. The act of

routing or defeating. 2. Ignorance, folly,
madness. Desbarate de vientre, Frequent
stools, or a looseness.

DESBARAUSTAR, vn. To discompose, to derange
or ruin any thing.

DESBARBADO, DA, a. Beardless, not yet having
a beard.

DESBARB^R, va. 1. To shave, to cut off the

beard with a razor. 2. (Met.) To trim, to cut

oft' the filaments of plants, loose threads of

stuff, or other things.

DESBARBILLAR, va. (Agric.) To prune the roots

which spring from the stems of young
vines.

DESBARDAR, va. To uncover a wall or fence, to

remove the brushwood or straw placed on the

top of a mud wall to preserve it from injury.

DESBARRAR, vn. 1. To slip, to rove, to go beyond
limits. 2. (Met.) To waver, to fluctuate.

DESBARRETAR, va. To unbar, to unbolt, to take

off the bars and bolts.

DESBARRIGADO, DA, a. Little bellied.

DESBARRIGAR, va. To eventerate, to rip up, to

open the belly.

DESBARRO, sm. 1. The act of slipping. 2. Non-

sense, madness, extravagance.
DESBASTADURA, sf. The act of planing, trim-

ming, or polishing.

DESBAST^R, va. 1. To plane, to smooth the sur-

faces of boards with a plane. 2. To trim, to

rlish.
3. To waste, to consume, to weaken.

To purify one's morals and manners.

)ESBASTE, sm. The act of hewing, polishing,
or trimming.

)ESBASTECIDO, DA, a. That which is without

sufficient provisions.

DESBAUTIZARSE, vr. (Met.) To be irritated, to

fly into a passion.

)ESBAZADERO, sm. Humid, slippery place

)ESBEBER, vn. (Joe.) To urine, to make water.

DESBECERRAR, va. To wean, to deprive young
animals of their mother's milk.

)ESBLANQUECIDO, DA, a. Blanched. V. Blan-

quecino.
)ESBOCADAMENTE, ad. Impudently, ungovern-

edly, without restriction or shame.

)F.SBOCADO,DA, a. 1. Open-mouthed, wide at the

mouth ; applied to a piece of ordnance. 2.
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Broken lipped or mouthed. 3. (Met.) Foul-

mouthed, indecent. [dence.

SSBOCAMIENTO, sm. Impertinence, impu-
)ESBOCAR, va. To break the brim of a mug,
jar, or other vessel. vn. To disembogue. V.

Desembocar. vr. 1. To be hard-mouthed, to

be insensible of the bridle. 2. To use injuri-
ous or abusive language.

DESBOMBAR, va. To pump out water.

DESBONETARSE, vr. To take off the cap or

bonnet, to be uncovered.

DESBOQUILLAR, va. To break the mouth.

DESBORDAR, vn. To overflow, to inundate, to

run over the brim of a vessel.

DESBORONAR, va. V. Desmoronar.

DESBORRAR, va. 1. To cut off the loose threads

of stuff, when it comes out of the loom. 2.

(Mure.) To lop the branches off the trunks

of trees, particularly the mulberry.
DESBOZAR, va. To take off the relievos, carv-

ings, or mouldings of a statue. [breeches.

DESBRAGADO, DA, a. Unbreeched, without

DESBRAGUETADO, DA, a. Having the fore-part
of the breeches unbuttoned and open.

DESBRAVAR Y DESBRAVECER, vn. 1. To tame,
to break in

; applied to horses. 2. To lessen

or diminish the strength or force of any
thing, to mollify ;

to moderate.

DESBRAZARSE, vr. To extend one's arms, to

stretch out the arms.

DESBREVARSE,r. To evaporate,to lose body and

strength ; applied to wine and strong liquors.

DESBRIZNAR, va. 1. To chop or mince meat, to

cut it into small pieces. 2. To cut or divide

any thing into small parts.

DESBROZAR, va. To clear away rubbish, [bish.

DESBROZO, sm. The act of clearing away rub-

DESBRU^R, va. To clean cloth of grease, to

put it in the fulling mill.

DESBRUJ^R, va. V. Desmoronar.

DESBUCHAR, va. I. To disclose one's secrets, to

tell all one knows. 2. To ease the stomach
;

applied to birds of prey. V. Desainar.

DESBTJLLA, sf. The part of an oyster that re-

mains on the shell. [shell.

DESBULLAR, va. To extract an oyster from its

DESCA, sf. (Naut.) Tar-pot.
DESCABAL, a. Imperfect, incomplete.
DESCABALAR, va. 1. To pilfer ;

to diminish the

weight,quantity,or number ofthings, by petty
thefts. 2.To impair the perfection ofany thing.

DESCABALGADURA,S/. The act of dismounting
or alighting from a horse.

DESC ABALGAR, vn. To dismount, to alight from
a horse. va. To dismount. Descabalgar la

artilleria de las curcnas, To dismount the

guns, to take them from their carriages.
DESCABALtAR,wa.(Among Gardeners.) To take

away the leaves and superfluous buds ofplants.
DESCABELLADAMENTE, ad. Without order or

regularity.

DESCABELLA^DO, DA, a. I. Dishevelled
; applied

to hair which hangs loosely and disorderly.
2. (Met.) Disorderly, out of all rule and or-

der. 3. (Met.) Disproportional, disproportion-
able. 4. Violent, vehement.

DESCABELLADT?RA, sf. The act and effect of

tossing the hair.

DESCABELLAMIENTO, sm. V. Dcsproposito.

DESCABELLAK, va. To disorder or undress the

DKSCABKNARSE, vr. V. Desgrenarse. [hair.

DESCABESTRAR, va. To unhalter. V. Desenca-
bestrar.

DESCABEZADO, DA, a. 1. Beheaded. 2. Light-
headed, injudicious, void ofjudgment.

DESCABEZAMIEJSTO, 5m. The act of beheading.
DESCABEZAR, va. 1 To behead, to decollate, to

cut off the head. 2. To put an end to, to ter-

minate. 3. To surmount, to overcome. 4. To
begin,to let the beginning ofa thing pass over.

DcscabczarelsueiiOjTLOiakea.na.p.Descabczar
la misa, To let the beginning of the mass be

over before one enters church. vn. To ter-

minate, to join another property. vr. 1. To
screw one's wits, to batter one's brains. 2. To
take the grain from the ears of corn. Desca-

bezarse una vena, To burst a blood-vessel.

DESCABILDADAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Disorderly.

DESCABRITAR, va. To wean goats.
DESC ABULLiRSE,#r. 1 .To sneak off,to steal away
from a place. 2. (Met.) To elude the strength
of an argument,to avoid a difficulty by artifice.

DESCACILAR, va. (And.) To cut the extreme
ends of bricks equally. [hip-

DESCADERAR, va. To sprain or dislocate the

DESCADILLAR, va. (In Woollen Manufactories)
To cut off the loose threads or fag-end of
the warp.

DESCAECER, vn. I. To decline, to droop, to de-

cay. 2. (Naut.) To edge away.
DESCAECIDO, DA, a. Weak, feeble.

DESCAECIMIENTO v DESCAIMIENTO, sm. 1.

Weakness, debility, decay. 2. Despondency,
lowness of spirits.

DESCAER, vn. V. Decaer.

DESCALABAZARSE, vr. To puzzle one's braina,
to screw one's wits.

DESCALABRADO, DA, a. Injured. Salir descala,-

Irado, Applied to one who has not succeed-

ed in any suit, game, or business.

DfiscALABRADtf RA, sf. Contusion or wound in

the head.

DESCALABRAR, va. 1. To break or wound the

head with a blow. 2. To attack or impeach
one's character. 3. To hurt, to injure. Desca-
labrar unnavio, (Naut.) To disable a ship. 4.

(In the jocular style) To publish the bana.

Dcscaldirame con eso, (Iron.) You overwhelm
me with this ; you will neither do what you
offer, nor give what you promise.

DESCALABRO, sm. A calamitous event, a con-

siderable loss ; misfortune. [clothes.

DESCALANDRAJAR, va. To rend or tear one's

DESCALCANALAR, va. To smooth, to take out

the flutings or furrows.

DESCALCANAR, va. 1. To cut off the talons or

heels. 2. To make tardy in travelling.

DESCALCEZ, sf. \ . Nudity ofthe feet, want ofco-

vering for the feet. 2. Barefootedness of those

monks who are not permitted to wear shoes.

DESCALLADOR, sm. V. Hcrrador.

DESCALORARSE, vr. V. Dcsacalorarse.

DESCALOSTRADO, DA, a. Having past the days
of the first milk ; applied to a child suckled

by its mother.

DESCALZADERO, sm. (And.) Little door of a

pigeon-house.

DESCALZADO, VA, a. Barefooted.
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DESCALZAR, va. 1. To pull off the shoes and

stockings. 2. To remove an impediment, to

surmount an obstacle. vr. 1. To be bare-
footed. 2. Descalzarse de risa, To burst out,

into a fit of laughter. Descalzarse los guan-
tes, To pull off one's gloves.

DESCALZO, ZA, a. Barefooted. Descdlzos, Bare-
footed friars or monks.

DESCAMINADAMENTE, ad. Absurdly, erratically.

DESCAMINADO, sm. V. Descamino.

DESCAMINAR, va. 1. To misguide, to mislead,
to lead astray. 2. To seduce one from his

duty. 3. To seize upon goods, which were
run into the country without paying any
duty. Ir dcscaminado, To deviate from rec-

titude, reason^ or truth.

DESCAMINO, sm. 1. Seizure of goods for which
no duty was paid. 2. The goods thus seized.

3. Deviation from the high road. 4. Error,
blindness ; deviation from justice, truth, and
reason. 5. (Ant.) Duty imposed on things
seized.

DESCAMISADO, DA, a. Naked, not having a
shirt to put on one's back.

DESCAMPADO, DA, a. Disengaged, free, open,
clear. En descam,pddo, In the open air, ex-

posed to wind and weather.

DESCAMP.4R, vn. V. Escampar.
DESCANSADAMENTE,^/. 1. Easily, without any

trouble or fatigue. 2. Undoubtedly, surely.
Fulano descansadamentc tiene tanto caudal,
He is undoubtedly possessed of so much pro-
perty.

DESCANSADERO, sm. Place of rest or repose.
DESCANSADO, DA, a. Procuring rest or repose,

Vida descansada, A quiet, easy life.

DESCANSAR, vn. 1. To rest from labour and fa-

tigue, to recover strength by repose. 2. To
pause in the execution of a thing. 3. To rest,
to lean upon, as a joist does upon a beam. 4.

To repose, to sleep. El enfcrmo ha dcscansado
dos horas, The patient has slept two hours.

Dcscansar las ticrras, To lie at rest ; applied
to lands which lie fallow. 5. Dcscansar solre
los remos, (Naut.) To hold or rest on the
oars. 6. To be interred, to repose in the se-

pulchre. va. To aid or alleviate another in

labour or fatigue.

DKSCANSA, (A') HARKIERO, ad. Conveniently,
handsomely. Dar a descansa harricro, To
give blows easily to one who does not de-

fend himself.

DESCANSO, sm. 1. Rest, repose, pause from la-

bour and fatigue. 2. Cause of tranquillity and
rest. 3. Undress ofladies. 4. Landing-place of

Stairs; seat, bench, or support of any thing.
5. Day of rest, for which the drivers and mule-
teers receive payment. 6. Halting-day for

soldiers on a march. 7. (Naut.) Partner of the

bowsprit. Dcscanso exterior del bauprcs,

(Naut.) Pillow of the bowsprit. Descanso in-

terior del laupres, (Naut.) The inner partner
of the bowsprit. Dcscanso de la cana del ti-

mon,(Naut.) Sweep ofthe tiller. La cana tiene

juego eeescas0,(Naut.)The tiller shakes.

DESCANTE.AR, va. To smooth angles or corners.

DKSCANTERAR, va. To take off the crust of any
thing ; usually applied to bread.

DESCANTII.LAR YDESCANTONAR.?V<. l.To pare
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off, to break off part of a thing. 2. To sub-
tract part from a total. 3. (Met.) To lessen.

DESCANTILLON, sm. A small line marking the

proper scantling to which any thing is to be
cut.

DESCANAR,
rca. To break the arm or leg ;

to
break the stem or branch of any thing."

DESCANONAR, va. 1. To pluck out the feathers
of a bird or fowl. 2. To shave close, to shave
a second time. 3. (Met.) To trick one out of
his money, either by playing or otherwise.

DESCAPAR, va. To strip one of his cloak.

DESCAPERU/ARSE, vr. To take off one's cowl
or hood by way of saluting another

; to un-
cover one's head.

DESCAPERU/O, sm. 'The act of taking off the

cowl, hood, or hunting-cap, by way of salut-

ing, [caperuzarsc.
DESCAPILLAB, va. To take .off the hood. V. Des-

DESCAPIROTAR, va. To take off the capiroteor
ancient head-cover, now used by doctors of
Universities.

DESCARADAMENTE, ad. In an impudent or
barefaced manner.

DKSCARADO, DA, a. Impudent, barefaced.

DESCARARSE, vr. To behave in an impudent
or insolent manner.

DESCARGA, $f. 1. The act of disburdening or

alleviating a burthen
; mitigating the pres-

sure. 2. Volley, a general discharge of great
or small guns. '3.Dcscarga de aduana, (Com.)
Clearance at the custom-house. Descarga
general del costado del navio, (Naiit.) Broad-
side of a man of war. 4. Unloading or dis-

charge of the cargo of a ship.

DESCARGADERO, sm. Wharf, unloading place.

DESCARGADOR, sm. Wharfinger, one who keeps
a wharf.

DESCARGADURA, sf. The act of taking bones
out of meat, to render it more useful.

DESCARGAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) The act of dis-

charging, exoneration.

DESCARGAR, va. 1. To take off or alleviate a

burthen. Descargar las paredes, (Arq.) To
support walls with buttresses. 2. To take off

the flap and bones of meat, to render it mor j

useful. 3. To unload fire-arms, to draw out
the charge of powder and ball. 4. To unship
a cargo. 5. (Met.) To liberate from a charge
or obligation. vn. To disembogue or dis-

gorge waters into the sea. Descargar 6 me-
ter en vicnto una vela, (Naut.) To fill a sail

again. vr. 1. To assign or allege a cause of

non-appearance when summoned. 2. To re-

sign one's place or employment. 3. (In

Painting) To lose brightness and lustre
; ap-

plied to colours.

DESCARGO, sm. 1. Exoneration, discharge. 2.

Acquittance, receipt- 3. Plea or answer to

an impeachment or action ; acquittal from
blame.

DESCX,RGUE,SW. Alleviation from any burthen.

DESCARINARSE, vr. To lose the love or affec-

tion for a thing. [tion.

iffo, sm. Coolness, loss of love or affec-

DESCARNADOR, sm. Instrument with which the

flesh is removed from a tooth, that is to be

drawn. [flesh.

DESCARNAU^RA, sf. The act of removing the
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DESCARNAR, r. 1. To separate the flesh from

the bone. 2. To take away part of a thing.
Dcscarnar lospdhjos, (Among Curriers) To

hides or skins with the drawing-knife.
3. (Met.) To inquire or examine into any

thing minutely. xr. To run through one's

fortune to the advantage of another.

Dr.sc.4no, sm. Impudence, barefacedness, ef-

frontery.
DESCARRIAMIENTO. sm. The act of losing ono'

way or going astray.

DzscARRiAR, va. 1. To take out of the right

road, to lead astray. 2. To separate the cat-

tle one from another. vr. 1. To be disjoin-

ed or separated. 2. (Met.) To deviate from

justice or reason.

ESCARRlitAR, va. To teaf the jaws asunder.

DESCARRIO, sm. The act of losing one's way
or going astray.

DESCARTAR, va. 1. To discard, to throw out of

the hand such cards as are useless. 2. To
dismiss from service ; applied to soldiers.

vr. To excuse one's self, to plead innocence

to a charge or impeachment.
DESCARTES/TO. l.The cards discarded or thrown

out as useless. 2. The act of discarding. 3.

(Met.) 'Evasion, subterfuge. 4. (Met.) Re-

fuse, that which is left or thrown out as use-

less.

DKSCASAMIENTO, sm.. 1. Act of declaring a

marriage null. 2. Divorce, repudiation.

DF.SCASAK, va. 1. To divorce or separate a hus-

band and wife from one another ; to declare a

marriage null. 2. To entertain or amuse. 3.

(Met.) To remove or disturb the order of

things. 4. To disunite, to separate.
Dr.sr,\scAR, va. To decorticate. vr. To break

into pieces.

DESCASCARAR, va. 1. To decorticate, to divest

of the bark or husk. 2. (Met.) To boast or

talk much, to bluster, to bully. vr. To fall

or come off
; applied to the last superficies

of things.
DKSCASPAR, va. 1. (Among Curriers) To scrape

off the fleshy parts of a hide which is half

dressed. 2.To take the dandrufffrom the head.

DESCASQ.UE, sm. Decortication, the act of de-

corticating, particularly the cork-tree.

DF.scASTAR,?5a. To lose the cast, to deteriorate

a race or lineage.

DESCAUDALADO, DA, a. Applied to those who
have lost their fortune.

DESCAUDILLADAMENTE, ad. Disorderly, with-
out a commander or leader.

DESCAUDILT.AR, m.Tobe confused, to be disor-

dered or disconcerted for want of a leader.

DESCEBAR, va. To unprime fire-arms, to take

away the priming of guns.
DESCENDENCIA, sf. Descent, original.

DESCENDANTS, sm. 1 Descendant. 2. (Anat.)
Descending muscle.

DESCENDER, vn. 1. To descend, to come from a

higher place to a lower. 2. (Met.) To decline
in esteem or reputation. 3. To proceed from
some other thing. 4. To expatiate on a sub-

ject. 5. To let down, to lower any thing.
DESCENDIDA, sf. 1. Descent, the act of going

downwards. 2. (Ant.) Maritime expedition
and disembarkment.

, sf. Descendant, the offspring
of an ancestor. V. Baxadu.

; IMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of descend-

ing or growing downwards. 2. Defluxion
from the head to the breast.

DKSCENSION, sf. 1. DESCENSION. 2. V. Desccn-
denc/ii.

DKSCK.NSO, sm,. 1. Descent, the act of descend-

ing or going downwards. 2. Degradation,
dismission or discharge from a public em-

ployment or office.

DESCENTA. sf. Descent, invasion ;
hostile en-

trance into a country.

DESCENIDURA,S/. Disjunction, act of untying.
DESCENIR, va. To ungird, to loosen or take oft*

the girdle or belt with which clothes are tied.

DESCEPAR, va. 1. To eradicate, to pull up by
the root. 2. To demolish the works of a for-

tress, to level them with the ground.
DESCERAR, va. To take the empty combs from

a bee-hive. [fended.

DESCERCADO, DA, a. Open, unfortified, unde-

DESCERCADOR, sm. He that forces the enemy
to raise a siege.

DESCERCAR, va. 1. To destroy or pull down a
wall. 2. To oblige the enemy to raise a siege.

DESCERCO, sm. The act of raising a siege.

DESCERRAJADO, DA, a. Corrupt, vicious, wick-

ed, ill-disposed.

DESCERRAJADTJRA, sf. The act of taking off

locks or bolts.

DESCERRAJAR, va. 1. To take off the lock of a

door, chest, or trunk. 2. To discharge fire-

arms.

DESCERRUMARSE, vr. To be wrenched or dis-

torted ; applied to the muscles of a beast.

DESCERVIGAR, va. To twist the neck.

DESCETRAN^R, va. To eat or gnaw wood or

timber to its very heart.

DESCIFRADOR, sm. Decipherer, one who ex-

plains writings in cipher.
DESCIFRAR, va. 1. To decipher, to explain

writings in cipher. 2. (Met.) To unravel, to

unfold.

DESCIMENTAR, va. To pull down to the ground.
DESCINCHAR, va. To ungirth ahorse.

DESCINGIR, va. V. Descenir.

DESCLAVADOR, sm. An instrument for drawing
nails.

DESCLAVAR, va. To draw out nails
; to unnail.

DESCOAGULAR, va. To liquefy, to dissolve.

DESCOBAJAR,?^. To pull the stem from a grape.
DESCOBERTT!JRA, sf. Discovery, the act offinding
any thing which was hidden or concealed.

DESCOBIJAR, va. To uncover, to take off one's

clothes.

DESCOBRIR, va. V. Descubrir.

DESCOCADAMENTE, ad. Jmpudently, with ef-

frontery.

DESCOCADO, DA, a. Bold, impudent.
DESCOCAR, va. To clean, clear, or free trees

from insects. vr. To be impudent, saucy,
or petulant.

DESCOCER, va. }. To digest, to concoct in the

stomach. 2. Descocer los tablones de un baxel,

(Naut.) To rip off the planks of a ship.

DESCOCHO, CHA,. (Ant.) Very much boiled.

DESCOCO, sm. Barefacedness, impudence.
DESCODAR, va. To rip, to unstitch.
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DESCOGE"R, va. To unfold, to extend and spread
what was folded.

DESCOGOLLAR, vn. To take out the heart or bud
of a plant ;

to strip the summit.

DESCOGOTADO, DA, a. Having the neck naked
and exposed.

DESCOGOTAR, va. I. To kill a beast by one blow
on the nape. 2. To knock off with one blow
or stroke on the nape. 3. To knock off the

horns of a stag at one blow.

DESCOLAR, va. 1. To cut off an animal's tail,

to dock. 2. To cut off the fag-end of a piece
of cloth.

DESCOLCHAR, va. (Naut.) To untwist a cable.

DEScoLGAR,ra.l. To takedown what is hung
up. 2. To take down hangings or tapestry,

hung or fastened against the walls of rooms.
m. \, To come down gently, by means of

a rope or any other thing. 2. (Met.) To glide,

flow, or run down ; applied to the waters of
streams or rivers.

DESCOLIG^DO, DA, a. Withdrawn from a league
or coalition.

DESCOLLADAMENTE, ad. Loftily, haughtily;
with an air of authority.

DESCOLLAMIENTO, 5m. V. Descucllo.

DESCOLLAR, tin. To excel, to surpass. vr. To
exceed, to outdo, to be superior to others.

DESCOLMAR, va. 1. To strike corn in a measure
with a strickle. 2. (Met.) To diminish.

DESCOLMILLAR, va. To draw or pull out the

grinders. [growing pale.

DESCOLORAMIENTO, sm. Paleness, the act of

DESCOLORAR, va. To discolour, to change from
the natural hue.

DEICOLORIDO, DA, a. Discoloured, pale.

DESCOLORIMIENTO,STM. Paleness, want ofcolour.

DEscoLORfR, va. To discolour, to change from
the natural hue.

DESCOMBRAR, va. To remove obstacles.

DESCOMEDIDAMENTE, ad. Rudely, coarsely, un-

mannerly ; excessively, immoderately.
DESCOMEDIDO, DA, a. 1. Haughty, lofty, over-

bearing. 2. Rude, impudent, insolent.

DESCOMEDIMIENTO, sm. Rudeness, incivility.

DESCOMEDIRSE,^?-. To be rude or disrespectful.

DESCOMER, vn. (Joe.) To ease nature, to go to

stool.

DESCOMIMIENTO, sm. An affected disdain of a

thing, which in fact is earnestly desired.

DESCOMODADO 6 DESCOMODO, DA, a. Incom-

modious, inconvenient. [nience.

DESCOMODIDAD, sf. Incommodity, inconve-

DESCOMPADRAR, vn. To disagree, to fall out.

DESCOMPANAR, va. V. Desacompanar.
DESCOMPAS, sm. (Ant.) Excess, redundance.

DESCOMPASADO, DA, a. Excessive, extravagant,
beyond all rule and measure.

DESCOMPASARSE, vr. To exceed all rule and

measure, to transgress all bounds and pro-

portion.

DESCOMPONER,??O. 1. To discompose.to alter the

order or composition ofa thing. 2. To destroy

harmony and friendship among friends. 3.

(Quim.) To decompose bodies. vr. 1. To
be out of temper, to transgress the rules of

modesty and good behaviour. 2. To be in-

disposed or out of order. 3. To change for

the worse
; applied to the weather.
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DESCOMPOSICIOS, sf. Disorder, confusion ; de-

composition.

DEScoMPosrtJRA, sf. 1. Discomposure, disorder,

perturbation. 2. Slovenliness, uncleanliness.
3. Forwardness, impudence, want ofmodesty,
disrespectful conduct.

DESCOMPUESTAMENTE, ad. Audaciously, in an

impudent or insolent manner.

DESCOMPUESTO, TA, a. Audacious, impudent,
insolent ; immodest.

'

[wicked.
DESCOMULGADO, DA, a. Perverse, nefarious,

DEScoMULGADOR,.sm.Heth.at issues or proclaims
an excommunication. V. Excomulgador.

DESCOMULGAR, va. To excommunicate.

DESCOMUNAL, a. Uncommon ; unproportional ;

immoderate.

DESCOMUNALMENTE, ad. Uncommonly ;
immo-

derately, without measure or proportion.
DESCOMUNION, sf. Excommunication. [edly.

DEscoNCERTADAMENTE,ad!. Disorderly, confua-

DESCONCERTADO, DA, a. Disorderly, slovenly.

DESCONCERTADOR, sm. Disturber, disconcerter.

DESCONCERTADURA, sf. Discomposure, distur-

bance.

DESCONCERTAR, va. To discompose, to disturb

the order of things. Dcsconccrtar medidas,
To disconcert measures. vr. 1. To disagree ;

not to agree with regard to the price or va-

lue of any thing, 2. To luxate, to put out of

joint, to disjoint. 3. To exceed the limits of

prudence and judgment. 4. To be indispos-
ed with a looseness of the body.

DESCONCHAR, va. To take off the scales or

shells, to unscale.

DESCONCIERTO, sm. 1. Disorder, confusion. 2.

Want of prudence and circumspection. 3.

Indolence, negligence. 4. Flux, or violent

looseness of the body.
DESCONCORDE, a. V. Desacorde.

DESCONCORDIA, sf. Discord, disagreement.
DESCONEJAR, va. To kill a number of rabbits.

DESCONFIADAMENTE, ad. Diffidently, in a dis-

trustful manner.

DESCONFIADO, DA, a. Diffident, distrustful.

DESCONFIANTE, pa. Distrusting; he who sus-

pects.

DESCONFIANZA, sf. I, Diffidence, distrust
; want

of confidence. 2. Jealousy, suspicious fear.

DESCONFIAR,.W. To diffide, to distrust, to have
no confidence in. ^ Desconfia vd. de mi inte-

gridad ? Do you doubt my integrity ?

DESCONFORMAR, vn. To dissent, to disagree, to

differ in opinion.

DESCONFORME, a. 1. Discordant, disagreeing,

contrary. 2. Unequal, unlike.

DESCONFORMIDAD, sf. 1. Disagreement, oppo-
sition, contrariety of opinion. 2. Inequality,

dissimilitude, unlikeness.

DESCONHORTAR, va. (Ant.) To disanimate, to

dishearten. [timidity.

DESCONHORTE, sm. (Ant.) Languor, lassitude,

DESCONOCER Y DESCONOSCER, va. 1. To disown,
to disavow. 2. To be totally ignorant of a

thing, not to know a person. Desconocer la

ticrra, To be unacquainted with a country.
Desconocer uno par kijo, Not to own one as

a son. Desconocer el beneficio, Not to ac-

knowledge a favour received ;
to be ungrate-

DESCONOCIDAMENTE, ad. Ignorantly. [ful.
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DescoNOcfoo, DA, a. 1. Ungrateful, unthankful.

2. Disguised, concealed by an unusual dress.

DESCONOCIMIENTO, sm. Ignorance, forgetful-

ness, ingratitude.
DESCONOSCENCIA, sf. (Ant.) Ingratitude.
DESCONSEJAR, va. V. Desaconsejar.
DESCONSENTIR, va. To dissent, to disagree.

DESCONSIDERADAMENTE, atL. Inconsiderately.

DESCONSIDERADO, DA, a. Inconsiderate, im-

prudent.
DESCONSOLACION, sf. Disconsolateness, the

state of being disconsolate.

DESCOSSOLADAMENTE, ad. Inconsolably.

DESCONSOLADO, DA, a. 1. Disconsolate, hap-

less, melancholy. 2. Sick, disordered in the

organs of digestion.

DESCONSOLXR, va. To afflict, to put in pain, to

treat rudely.

DESCONSUELO, sm. 1. Affliction, trouble. 2. Dis-

order in the organs of digestion.

DESCONTAGIAR, va. To purify, to free from

contagion.
DESCONTAMIENTO, sm. V. Descuento.

DESCONTX.R, va. To discount, to defalcate, to

deduct part of an account.

DEScoNTENTADfzo, ZA, a. Discontented, dis-

satisfied, displeased.

DESCONTENTAMIENTO,SW. Discontentment, dis-

pleasure, grief. [to displease.

DESCONTENTX.R, va. To discontent, to dissatisfy,

DESCONTENTO, sm. DISCONTENT, disgust.

DESCONTENTO, TA, a. 1 . Discontent, dissatisfi-

ed, displeased. 2. Unpleasant, disgustful.

DESCONTINCAGION, sf. DISCONTINUATION, dis-

continuance, cessation.

DESCONTINUAR, va. To discontinue, to leave

off, to break off.

DEScoNTfNuo, UA, a. Disjoined, segregated,
discontinued.

DESCONVENIBLE, a. Discordant, disagreeing,
dissimilar.

DiscoNVENiENCiA,5/*.l.Incommodity, inconve-
nience. 2. Discord, disunion, dissimilitude.

DESCONVENIENTE, pa. Discording, inconve-

nient ; incongruous.
DESCONVENIR, vn. 1. To discord, to disagree.

2. To be unlike or dissimilar ; not to suit.

DESCONVERSABLE,. Unsocial, rude in conver-

sation and society.

DESCONVERSAR, vn. To be unsocial, to shun all

company or society. [scind.

DESCONVIDAR, va. To revoke, to annul, to re-

DESCOPAR, va. To lop off the branches of a tree.

DESCORAZONADAMENTE, ad. Inanimately, fee-

bly, imbecilely.

DESCORAZON.AR, va. 1. To pull or tear out the
heart. 2. (Met.) To dishearten, to discou-

rage. 3. (Met.) To smite with love.

DESCORCHADOR,sw.l.One who stripsoffthe bark
of a cork-tree. 2. Descorchador de colmena,
One who breaks the hive to steal the honey.

DESCORCH.A*.R', va. 1. To decorticate a cork-tree
;

to strip off the bark. 2. To break a bee-hive,
to steal the honey. 3. To break open a
chest or trunk, to get out the contents.

DESCORD^R, va. To uncord an instrument.

DESCORDERAR, va. To wean lambs, to take
them from their dams.

DESCORDOJO, sm. (Ant.) Taste, pleasure, joy.

DESCORNAR, va. To dishorn, to knock off the
horns of a horned animal. Dcscornar laflor,

(Met.) To discover a trick or fraud.

DESCORREAR, vn. To loosen the skin that co-

vers the tenderlings of a deer.

DEScoRREcfDO, DA, a. Incorrigible, bad beyond
correction.

DESCORRER, va. 1. To run or flow, as a liquid.
2. To retrograde. Dcscorrer la cortina, To
draw the curtain.

DESCORRiMjENTo,sm.The fluxion ofany liquid.

DESCORTES, a. Unpolite, uncivil, unmannerly,
ill-bred.

DESCORTESIA, sf. Incivility, want of politeness.
DESCORTESMENTE, ad. Incivilly, uncourteously.
DEscoRTEZADOR,jsm.Onewho strips offthebark.

DESCORTEZADljRA Y DECORTEZAMIENTO, sf. y
m. Decortication, the act of stripping off the

bark.

DESCORTEZA^R, va. I. To decorticate, to strip
off the bark of trees. 2. To break in a horse.

3. (Met.) To polish or civilize one. vr. 1.

To be rude and coarse of manners. 2. To
pursue an undertaking with steadiness and

perseverance. [ing a seam.

DESCOSEDURA, sf. Unseaming, the act of undo-

DESCOSER, va. 1. To unseam, to rip, to cut open.
2. (Met.) To separate, to disjoin. No descoser
los labios, To Keep a profound silence. vr.

(Met.) To give a loose to one's tongue, to

babble incessantly and indiscreetly.

DESCOSIDAMENTE, ad. Excessively.
DESCOsfDO,s?ra. Ripping. V. Descoscdura.

DEScosfoo, DA, a. Unseamed, unstitched. Be-
her 6 comer como un descosido, To eat or

drink immoderately.
DESCOSTILLAR, va. To take out the ribs, to

break the ribs. vr. To fall with great vio-

lence on one's back.

DESCOSTRAR, va> To take off the crust.

DESCOSTUMBRE, sm. Disuse, want of practice
or use.

DESCOTER, va. To remove a restriction from the

use of any road, boundary, or property.
DESCOYUNTAMIENTO Y DESCOYUNTO, sm. 1.

Luxation, the act of disjointing bones. 2.

The severe pain which attends the luxation

of bones.

DESCOYUNTXR, va. 1. To luxate or disjoint the

bones, to put them out of joint. 2. To vex,
to molest, to displease. vr. To experience
some violent motion. Doscoyuntarse de risa,
To split one's sides with laughing.

DESCRECENCIA, sf. Decrement, the act of de-

creasing.
DESCRECKR, vn. 1. To decrease, to grow less ;

to diminish. 2. To fall, to subside ; applied
to tides and rivers. 3. To grow short ; ap-

plied to the day.

DESCRECIMIENTO, sm. Decrease, diminution.

DESCR^DITO, sm. Discredit, the loss of fame,

reputation, or honour.

DESCRJCPUSCCLAR, va. To remove the twilight
or dawn.

DESCREENCIA, sf. (Ant.) Incredulity.

DESCREER, va. 1. To disbelieve. 2. To deny due
credit to a person ; to disown or abjure.

DESCREIDO, DA, a. Incredulous, infidel.

, va. To take off the crest.
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DESCRIARSE, vr. To weaken, to extenuate ;
to

pine away witli desire or anxiety.
DEscmBfR, va. I. To. draw, to delineate. 2. To

describe, to relate minutely. 3. (Log.) To
define imperfectly.

DESCRINAR, va. V. Desgrciiar.
DESCRIPCION,.S/'. 1. Description, delineation, de-

sign. 2. Narration, account, relation. 3. (Log.)

Imperfect definition. 4. (For.) V. Inrentario.

DESCRiprfvo, VA, a. Descriptive, describing.

DESCRIPTORS, RIA, a. (Ant.) Descriptive.
DESCRIPTO y DESCRITO, TA, pp. Described.

DESCRISMAR, va. 1. (Bax.) To excite one's pas-
sion Oi displeasure. 2. To give one a blow
on the head. 3. To remove the chrism.

DESCRISTIANAR, va.To enrage. V. Descrismar.

DESCRPCIFICAR, va. To take from a crucifix

^or cross. [a cross.

DESCRUZAR, va. To undo the form or figure of

DESCUAJAR, va. 1. To dissolve, to liquefy. 2.

(Agr.) To eradicate, to pluck up weeds. 3.

(Met.) To frighten, to terrify.

DESCUAJO, sm. (Agric.) Eradication, act of de-

stroying.or eradicating weeds from a soil.

DEScuBiERTA,sjf.l. Pie, without an upper crust,
2. (Ant.) Discovery, manifestation, revela-

tion. 3. (Mil.) Recognition, inspection made
in the morning before opening the gates of a

citadel, or the passes of' an encampment, to

prevent surprises or ambuscades. A1 la des-

cubierta, Openly, clearly.

DESCUBIERTAMENTE, ad. Manifestly, openly.
DESCUBIERTO, sm. 1. The whole of a discovery,

the total of the parts discovered. 2. The un-
covered or unroofed part of a house. Al des-

cubierto, Openly. 3. The solemn exposition
of the sacrament. 4. Balance of accounts.

DESCUBIERTO, TA, a. Uncovered, defenceless,
forsaken, forlorn.

DESCUBRETALLES, sm. (Ant.) Small fan, so

called because it did not hide the figure.

DESCUBRICION, sf. (Ant.) The elevation or view
which one house has over another.

DEScuBRiDERo,sm. Eminence or rising ground,
from which the adjacent country can be
overlooked.

DESCUBRIDOR, RA,S. 1. Discoverer, one who dis-

covers or makes discoveries. 2 Investigator,

explorer ; vessel on a voyage of discovery.
DEScuBRiMiENTO,sm. 1. Discovery ;

the act of

discovering some unknown country, or any
other thing. 2. Country or thing discovered.

DESCUBRIR, va. 1. To uncover any thing. 2. To
discover, to find out. 3. To discover, to re-

veal. 4. To expose the sacrament to public
adoration or worship. 5. (Mil.) To overlook

any place in a .fortification. Descubrir una
via o abertura de agua, (Naut.) To discover

a leak. Descubrir la tierra, (Naut.) To make
the land. Descubrir el campo, (Mil.) To re-

connoitre. Descubrirporlapopadporlaproa,
(Naut.) To descry a-stern or a-head. Descu-
brir sit pecho, To unbosom, to communi-
cate all one's secrets to another. Descubrir
el cuerpo, To expose any part ofthe body that

it might be wounded
; (Met.) To favour any

perilous undertaking. Descubrir la hilaza,

(Met.) To manifest the vice or defect

which one has unknown to him. rr. To un-
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cover one's self, to ta.ke off the hat to any one.

DESCUELLO, sm. 1. Excessive stature or height
of an animal. 2. (Met.) Pre-eminence, supe-
riority. 3. (Met.) Loftiness, haughtiness.

DESCUENTO, sm. 1. Sum paid in part of pay-
ment of a debt. 2. Discount. 3. (Met.) Dimi-
nution, decrease.

DESCUERNACABRA*, 5m. Cold north wind.
DESCUERNO Y DESCUETRO, sm. V. Dcsayre.
DEScuiDADAMENTE,ad. Carelessly, negligently.
DESCUIDADO, DA, a. 1. Careless, negligent, neg-

lectful. 2. Unwary, fearless
; without dread

or apprehension. 3. Slovenly, unclean.

DESCUIDAR, va.l. To relieve from care, to make
easy. 2. To render careless or indolent ; to
want attention or diligence. vr. 1. To be

forgetful of one's duty. 2. To make one's self

easy. Descuide vd. Make yourself easy.
DESCUIDO, sm. 1. Indolence, carelessness, neg-

lect of duty. 2. Want of attention, incivility.
3. Improper or disgraceful action. 4. Impru-
dence, immodesty. Al dcscuido, Affectedly
or dissemblingly careless. Al descuido y con

cuidado, Studiously careless, a carelessness.

DESCUITADO, DA, a. Living without trouble or

care. [end of a thing.
DESCULAR, va. (Bax.) To break the bottom or

DESCULPA, sf. V. Disculpa.
DESCULPAR, va. V. Disculpar.
DESCULTIZAR, va. To free the style, or some ex-

pressions, from affected elegance and nicety.
DESCUMBRADO, DA, a. Level, plain.

DEScuMPLfR, va. Not to fulfil one's duty.
DESctJRA, sf. V. Descuido. [twist a rope
DESDAR, va. (Among Rope-makers) To un-

DESDE,prcp. Since, after, from. Desdc aqui,
From this place. Desde luego, From hence

immediately. Desdc entonces, From this time
forward. Desdc nino, From or since one's

childhood. Desde alii, Thence
;
from that

period. ad. V. Despues de.

D*,SBECIR, va. To live the lie to, to charge with
falsehood. vn. To degenerate, to fall from
its kind. 2. To differ, to disagree. 3. To tum-
ble down, to fall to ruin

; applied to build-

ings. vr. To gainsay, to retract, to recant.

DESDEL, contrac. of Desde 61, Since he.

DESDEN, sm. 1. DISDAIN, scorn, contempt. Al

dcsden, Affectedly careless. 2. Affront, in-

sult. Dcsdenes de la fortuna, (Met.) The
frowns of fortune.

DESDENDE, ad. (Ant.) V. Desde entonces.

DESDENTADO, DA, a. Without teeth.

DESDENTAR, va. To draw or pull out teeth.

DESDENA.BLE, a. Contemptible, worthy of con-

tempt ; despicable.
DESDENADAMENTE, ad. Disdainfully. [dains.

DESDENADOR, RA, s. One who scorns or dis-

DESDENAR, va. 1. To disdain, to scorn. La tier-

ra le desdena, He is universally despised. 2.

To vex, to exasperate. vr. To be disdainful
;

not to condescend.

DESDENO, sm. Scorn, contempt, indignation.

DESDENOSAMBNTE, ad. Disdainfully.

DESDENOSO, SA, a. Disdainful, fastidious.

DESDEVANAR, va. To wind or undo a clew

DESDICHA, sf. Misfortune, calamity ; great

poverty. [pity-

! DESDiCHADAMEXTi:,flf/. Unfortunately, unhap-
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DESPICHADIXO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim. A little

unfortunate.

DESDICHADO, DA, a. Unfortunate, wretched,
miserable. Es un desdichado, He is a sorry,

pitiful creature.

DF.SDINERAR, va. To rob money.
DESDOBLAR, va. 1. To take out the folds, to

unfold, to spread open. 2. To resume the

thread of a speech or discourse. 3. To ex-

plain, to clear up.

DESE.ON, sm. Silliness. V. Insulsez.

DESDONADAMNTE, ad. Rudely, insipidly.

DESDONADO, DA, a. Graceless, coarse of man-

ners, ungenteel ; insipid, foolish.

DESDONAR, va. To take back what had been

given as a present.

DF.SDORAR, va. 1. To take off the gilding of any
thing. 2. (Met.) To tarnish, to sully.

DESDORMIDO, DA, a. Alarmed, frightened.

DESDORO, sm. Dishonour, blemish, blot of repu-
tation.

DESEABLE, a. Desirable.

DESEABLEMENTE, ad. Desirably.

DESEADOR, 5m. He who desires or wishes.

DESEAR, va. I. To desire, to wish, to long for.

2. To claim, to demand of right.

DESECACION, sf. Desiccation, exsiccation.

DESECAMIENTO, sm. Exsiccation.

DESECANTE, pa. Drying, drier ; desiccant.

DESECAR, va. 1. To dry, to draw the moisture

from any thing. 2. To stop, to detain.

DESECATIVO, VA, a. Desiccative.

DESECHADAMENTE, ad. Vilely, despicably.

DESECHAR, va. 1. To depreciate, to undervalue.

2. (Naut.) To condemn a vessel. 3. To reject,
to reprove. 4. To refuse, not to admit. 5. To
expel, to drive away ;

to exclude, to reprobate.

DESECHO,SW. 1. Residue, overplus,remainder. 2.

Refuse, offal. 3. (Met.) Disregard, contempt.
BESEDIFICACION, sf. 1. Demolition, destruc-

tion. 2. Scandal, bad example.
DESEDIFICAR, va. 1. To demolish, to destroy. 2.

To scandalize, to set a bad example, to offend

by some criminal or disgraceful action.

DESEGUIDA, sf. A prostitute, a woman who
leads an unchaste or licentious life.

DESEGUIR, va. (Ant.) To follow any one's party.

DESELLADURA, sf. (Ant.) Act of unsealing or

taking off the seals.

DESELLAR, va. To unseal, to take off the seals.

DESEMBALI.ESTAR, va. To dispose to a descent ;

applied to hawks in the air, when preparing
to descend.

DESEMBANASTAR, va. I. To take out ofa basket

what it contains. 2. (Met.) To talk much and
at random. 3. (Fam.) To draw the sword.
vr. To break out or loose ; applied to a per-
son or animal which was confined.

DESEMBARAZADAMENTE, ad. Freely, without
embarrassment.

DESEMBARAZADO, DA, a. Free, unrestrained.

DESEMBARAZAR, va. 1. To free, to disengage, to

remove an impediment or obstruction. 2.

To clear a house of useless lumber. 3. To
unburthen, to disencumber. vr. To be ex-

tricated from difficulties, to be disentangled
from embarrassments.

DESFMBARAZO, sm. Freedom, or liberty of

speech or action.
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DESEMBARCACI<$N, sf. DISEMBARKATION, land-

DESEMBARCADERO, sm. Landing-place, [ing.
DESEMBARCAR, va. To unship, to disembark.

vn. I. To disembark, to land, to go on shore.

2. (Met.) To alight from a coach. Estar

para desembarcar, To be near one's time ;

applied to a pregnant woman. 3. To termi-

nate a stair in a landing-place.
DESEMBARCO,SW. 1. Disembarcation, landing,

unshipment. 2. Landing-place at the
top of a

flight of stairs. 2. Descent, hostile landing.
DESEMBARGADAMENTE, ad. Freely.
DESEMBARGADOR, sm. Chief magistrate and

privy counsellor in Portugal.
DESEMBARGAR, va. 1. To remove impediments,

or clear away obstructions. 2. (For.) To raise

an embargo or sequestration. 3. (Ant.) To
perform the usual evacuations.

DESEMBARGO, sm. 1. The act of removing an

impediment or obstruction. 2. The act of

raising an embargo or sequestration.

DESEMBARQUE, sm. Disembarkation, landing.
DESEMBARRAR, va. To clear any thing of mud

or clay.

DESEMBAULAR, va. 1. To empty a trunk, to take

out what it contains. 2. (Met.) To speak one's

mind freely and without reserve ; to dis-

close one's secret thoughts.
DESEMBEBECERSE Y DESEMBEBER, vr. y n. To

recover the use of one's senses.

DESEMBELESARSE, vr. To recover from amaze-
ment or abstraction.

DESEMBLANZA, sf. V. Desemejanza.
DESEMBOCADERO Y DESEMBOCADT^RA, s. The
mouth of a river ; the point where it emp-
ties into the sea.

DESEMBOCAR, va. 1 To disembogue, to flow out

at the mouth of a river. 2. (Met.) To break

out into a violent passion. Desembocar de la

calle, To go from one street to another.

DESEMBOLSAR, va. 1. To empty a purse, to take

out what was in it. 2. To disburse, to expend.
DESEMBOLSO, sm. Disbursement.

DESEMBORRACHAR, va. To grow sober.

DESEMBOSCARSE, vr. To get out of the woods,
to get clear of an ambuscade.

DESEMBOXADERA, sf. (Mure.) Woman who
takes the pods of silk-worms from the south-

ern wood.

DESEMBOXAR, va. To remove the silk-pods
from the southern wood.

DESEMBOZAR, va. 1. To unmuffle or uncover
the face. 2. (Met.) To unravel, to decipher.

DESEMBOZO, sm. 1. The act of uncovering or

unmuffling the face. 2. Freedom or liberty
of speech.

DESEMBRAVECER, va. To tame, to domesticate.

DESEMBRAVECIMIENTO, sm. The act of taming
or reclaiming from wildness.

DESEMBRAZAR, va. To dart or throw weapons ;

to throw from the arms.

DESEMBRIAGARSE, vr. To grow sober, tore-

cover from drunkenness. [off the bridle.

DESEMBRir-AR, vr. To unbridle a horse, to take

DESEMBUCHAH, va. 1. To disgorge, to pour out

with violence. 2. (Met.) To unbosom, to dis-

close all one's sentiments and secrets.

DESEMBUDAR, va. To draw out any thing as

if it were through a funneL
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DESEMEJABLE,. 1. (Ant.) Dissimilar, unlike or

unlikely. 2. (Ant.) Strong, large, violent.

DESEMEJADO, DA, a. 1. (Ant.) Different, diverse,

2. (Ant.) Horrible, terrible, furious.

DESEMEJANTE, a. Dissimilar, unlike, different.

DESEMEJANTEMENTE, ad. Dissimilarly.

DESEMEJANZA, sf Dissimilitude, unlikeness,
difference.

DESEMEJAR, vn. To be dissimilar or unlike.

va. To mask, to disguise.

DESEMPACAR, va. To unpack, to disembale.

w. To grow calm, to be appeased.
DESEMPACHARSE, vr. 1. (Met.) To grow bold,

to lose all bashfulness. 2. To discharge cru-

dities or indigestions from the stomach. 3.

V. Despackar.
DESEMPACHO, sm. Forwardness, want of bash-

fulness.

DESEMPADRAR, va. To deprive one ofhis father.

DESEMPALAGAR, va. 1. To clean one's palate, to

remove nauseousness or loathing, to restore

the appetite. 2. To clear a mill of stagnant or

detained water, and restore its free course.

DESEMPAJJAR, va. 1. To take away the clouts

and swaddling clothes ofchildren. 2. To clean

a looking-glass which is tarnished.

DESEMPAPELAR, va. To take any thing out of
the paper in which it was wrapped up. [packet.

DESEMPAQUETAR, va. To unpack, to open a

DESEMPAREJAR/PO. To unmatch,to make things

unequal which were equal or fellows. vn.

To part, to be separated.
DESEMPARVAR, va. To heap or store up grain

in a granary.
DESEMPATAR, va. 1. To make unequal, to do

away the equality existing among things. 2.

(Met.) To
explain,

to clear up, to facilitate.

DESEMPEDRADOR, sm. Dilapidator, he who
takes down stones.

DESEMPEDRAR, va. 1. To undo or break up the

pavement. 2. To frequent or haunt a place, to

beat or ramble about a spot. Ir desempc-
drando la callc, (Met.) To go very rapidly.

DESF.MPEGAR, va. To take off the pitch or glue
from any thing.

DESEMPENAR.ra. 1. To redeem, to recoverwhat
was in another's possession. 2. To extricate

one's selffrom debt. Sus estados estan desem-

penarlos, His estates are clear of debt. 3. To
perform or fulfil one's duty. Desempenar el

usunto, To prove a subject completely. 4. To
disengage one's self from a difficult or arduous
affair. vr. (In Bull-fighting)- To disengage
one's self from the attack ot a bull. De.sem-

ptn arse de la tierra 6 costa, (Naut.) To claw

off, to stand off, to work away from the shore.

DESEMPENO, sm. 1. The act of redeeming a

pledge. 2. (Met.) Proof or confirmation of

an account or statement. 3. Performance of
an obligation or promise. 4. Perfection,

completion ;
utmost height.

DESEMPF.ORARSE, vr. To recover from sickness
or disorder, to regain health and vigour.

DESEIKPEREZAR, va. To relinquish habits of
laziness and indolence.

DESEMPOLvoRAntJRA, sf. Act of dusting, or

clearing of dust.

DESEMPOLVORAR, va. To dust, to free any
thing from dust.
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DESEMPONZO&AR, va. 1 . To heal from the effects
of poison, to expel poison. 2. (Met.) To cure
any disordinate passion or affection.

DESEMPOTRAR, va. To remove the stays or

props which support any thing.
DESEMpULGADtJRA,s/. Act ofunbending a bow.
DESEMPULGAR, va. To unbend a bow.
DESENALBARDiR,tfa.To take offa pack-saddle.
DESENAMORAR, va. To destroy love or affection.

-vr. To relinquish or yield up one's opinion,
DESENCABALGADO,DA,.V. Desmontado. [non.
DESENCABALGAR, va. (Art.) To dismount can-

ESEKCABESTRADtJRA, sf. The act of disen-

tangling a beast from the halter.

DESENCABESTRAR, va. To disentangle a beast
from the halter, in which the fore feet are

entangled.
DESKNCADENAR, va.l. To unchain, to free from

chains, to break the chain. 2. (Met.) To dis-

solve all connexion or obligation.
DESENCAI.ABRIXAR, va. To remove dizziness,

to free from stupidity.

DESENCALEAR, va. To loosen or dissolve what
was caked or close pressed.

DESENCALLAR, va. (Naut.) To set a ship afloat

which has struck on a rocky ground.
DESENCAMINAR, va. I. To lose one's way, to go

astray. 2. To deviate from rectitude.

DESENCANTAR, va. To disenchant, to free from
the force of an enchantment.

DESENCANTARAcfoN, sf. (Ar.) Act and effect

of drawing lots or balloting for any thing.
DESENCANTARAR, va. 1. To draw from an urn

or balloting-box the name or names of any
persons for an office or situation. 2. To be
withdrawn as incompetent, to take out a name
on account of incapacity or privilege.

DESENCANTO, 5m. Disenchantment.

DESENCAPOTADT!JRA, sf. Apt of stripping off a

great coat.

DESENCAPOTAR, va. 1. To strip one of his great
coat. 2. (Met.) To uncover, to make mani-
fest. 3. (Met.) To raise and keep Mp the

head of a horse. Desencapotar las orejas, To
cock up the ears. vr. To lay aside frowns or

looks ofdispleasure, to put on a pleasing coun-
tenance. Desencapotarseel delo, To clear up.

DESENCAPRICHAR, va. To dissuade from error

or prejudice.
DESENCARCELAR,. 1. To release from confine-

ment, to set at liberty. 2. (Met.) To free from

oppression, to extricate from difficulties.

DESENCARECER, va. To lower the price of any
thing for sale.

DESENCARNAR, va. 1. To take the fat from dog's
meat, lest they should become too corpulent.
2. (Met.) To lose an affection for any thing ;

to divert the mind from it.

DESENCASAR, va. V. Desencaiar.

DESENCASTAR, ra. To deteriorate a race or

breed, to lose the cast.

DESENCASTILLAR. ra. 1. To expel or drive out

of a castle. 2. (Met.) To cast or drive out an
evil spirit, to exorcise. 3. (Met.) To deprive
of employment, power, or favour.

DESEXCAXAMIENTO v DESENCAXE, sm. Act of

disuniting or uncasing ;
luxation.

DESENCAXAR, va. To take a thing out of its

place ; to disfigure.
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DESENCAXONAR, vet. To unpack, to take out

of a box what it contained.

ESENCENTRAR, va. (Ant.) To take any thing
from its centre.

ESEXCERRAR, va. 1. To free from confinement.

2. To disclose what was hidden or unknown.

DESENciNTAR,a. To untie,to loosen the strings
or ribbons with which any thing was tied.

DESENCLAVAR, va. 1. To draw or take out nails.

V. Desclavar. 2. To put one violently out

of his place.

DESE.\cLAvuAR,ft. To take out pins or pegs ;

e.g. of a musical instrument.

DESENCOGER, va. To unfold what was doubled,
to spread. vr. (Met.) To lay aside all bash-

fulness or reserve, to grow bold.

DESENCOGIMIENTO, sm. Expediting, removing
obstacles.

DESENCOLAR, va. To unglue, to loosen what
was fastened with glue.

DESENCOLERIZARSE, vr. To grow calm, to be

appeased.
DESENCONAR,. 1 .To cure or remove an inflam-

mation. 2. (Met.) To moderate or check

one's passion. vr. To make mild,and benign
DESENCONO, sm. Settling or mitigating anger

or passion.
DESENCORDAR, va. To unstring, to loosen or

untie strings.

DESENCORDELAR, va. To loosen or untie ropes
DESENCORVAR, va. To straighten, to make

straight.

DESENCRESPAR, va. To uncurl, to unfrizzle

DESENDE, ad. (Ant.) Contraction of desde and

ende. V. Desde.

DESENDEMONlAR Y DESESDIABL^R, Vtt. To CX-

orcise, to drive out an evil spirit. Desendia-

bldrsc, (Met.) To moderate or appease one's

fury or passion.

DESENDIOSAR, va. To humble vanity, to pull
down presumption and haughtiness.

DEBENFADADERAS, sf. pi. Tencr desenfadade-
ras, To take means to extricate one's self

from difficulties, or liberate one's self from

oppression.
DESENFADADO, DA, a. 1. Free, unembarrassed.

2. Wide, spacious, capacious.

DESENFADAR, va. To abate anger, to appease
passion. vr. To be entertained or amused.

DESENFADO, sm. 1. Freedom, ease, facility. 2.

Calmness, relaxation. [gown.
DESENFALDARSE, vr. To let fall the train of a

DESENFAMAR, va. V. Disfamar.
DESENFARDAR Y DESENFARDELAR, va. To un-

pack, to open bales of goods. [error.

DESENFATUAR, va. To undeceive, to free from
DESENFRAYLAR, vn. (Joe.) To un-monk.

DESENFRENADAMENTE, ad. Ungovernedly.
DESENFRENAMIENTO Y DESENFRENO, sm. Un-

ruliness, rashness, headstrongness. Desen-

freno de vientre. Sudden looseness.

DESENFRENAR, va. To unbridle, to take off" the

bridle. vr. 1. To give a loose to one's pas-
sions and desires. 2. To fly into a violent

passion. [pillow-case, &c.

DESENFUNDAR, va. To take out ofa bag, bolster,

DF.SENFURECERSE, vr. To grow calm or quiet,
to lay aside anger and passion.

DKSENGASADAMENTE, ad. I . Clearly, ingenu-

ously. 2. Awkwardly, without care or ad-

dress, scurvily. [cable, ill executed.

DESENGANADO, DA, a. 1. Undeceived. 2. Despi-
DESENGASfAD6n, sm. Undeceiver, he who un-

deceives. [error.
DESKNGANAR, va. To undeceive, to free from
DESENGANCHAR, va. To unhook, to take down
from a hook.

DESENGANIFAR, va. To free or disengage from
the grasp, claws, or fangs ofa person or bcuhl.

DESENGANO Y DESENGANAMIENTO, sm. l.The
act of undeceiving or freeing from error. 2.

The mere or naked truth. 3. Censure, reproof.

DESENGARRAFAR, va. To unfasten or disen-

gage from claws or clenched fingers.

DESENGARZAR, va. To unravel, to take off from
a string.

DESENGASTAR, va. To take a diamond out of a

ring, snuff box, or other thing, where it was
set. [ed. V. Dcsgoznnr.

DESENGOZNAR, va. To unhinge ; to be disjoiril-

DESENGRASAR, va. To take out the grease.
DESENGROSAR, va. To extenuate, to make lean,

to debilitate, to make thin or fine.

DESENGRUDAMIENTO, sm. Act of rubbing o/T

cement or paste.

DESENGRUDAR, -va. To scrape or rub off the

paste from any thing.
DESENHADAR, va To remove the disgust for

any thing. vr. To be rendered pleased.

DESENHEBRAR, va. 1. To unthread, to ta.ko out

thread from a needle. 2. (Met.) To explain,
to unravel.

DESESHETRABLE, a. Extricable, that may be

extricated or unravelled.

DESENHETRAR, vti. To disentangle the hair.

DESENHORNAR, va. To take out of the oven.

DESENJAEZAR, va. To unharness mules or

horses, to unsaddle.

DESENJAULAR, va. To free from a cage, to let

loose out of a cage.
DESENLABONAR, va. To unchain, to unlink.

DESENLACE, sm. (Poet.) Developement of the

plot of a play or poem. [tiles.

DESENLADRILLAR, va. To rip or take up floor-

DESENLAZAR, va. 1. To unlace, to untie knots.

2. To distinguish, not to confound different,

things. [flags.
DESENJ.OSAR. va. To take up a floor made of

DESENLUTAR, va. 1. To leave off mourning. *.

To banish sorrow.

DESENMARANAR, va. 1. To disentangle, to un-

fold the parts of any thing interwoven. 2.

(Met.) To extricate from impediments or

difficulties
;
to explain.

DESENMOHECER, va. 1. To rub off rust, to clear

from rust. 2. (Met.) To clear up, to make
manifest.

DESENMUDECER, va. 1. To remove an impedi-
ment of speech. 2. To break a long silence.

DESENOJAR, va. To appease anger, to allay pas-
sion. 2jr . To recreate, to amuse one's self.

DESENOJO, sm. Abatement or subsidence of

anger or wrath. [anger.

DESENOJOSO, SA, a. That which can assuage
DESENO, sm. V. Designio.
DESENO.UADERNAR, va. 1. To unbind, to undo

the binding of a book. 2. V. Desqundcrnur.
DESENQJJIETAR, va. V. Inquietar.

2G7
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DISENRAZONADO, DA, a. Unreasonable, with
out reason.

DESENREDAR, va. 1. To disentangle, to free

from perplexities. 2. To put in order, to set

to rights. vr. To extricate one's self from
difficulties.

DZSENREDO^OT. 1. Disentanglement. 2. (Poet.)

Developement of the plot of a play.

DESENROLLAR, va. To unrol. V. Desarrollar

DESENRONAR, va. (Ar.) To remove the rubbish

from any part.

DESENRONECER, va.l. To take offthe rust from
metal. 2. (Met.) To polish manners, to cul-

tivate the mind.

DESENROQUECER, va. To free from hoarseness

DESENSABANAR, va. 1. To change or take off

the sheets. 2. (Met.) To remove an impedi-
ment or obstacle.

DESENSANAR, va. To assuage anger, to please
to mitigate irritation.

DESENSARTAR, va. To unthread, to take from
a string or thread.

DESENSEBAR, va. 1. To strip a he-goat of his fat

2. (Met.) To leave off working for a short

time, to draw breath. 3. (Met.) To take away
the taste of fat of a thing just eaten.

DESENSENAR, vn. To take out of the breast or
bosom.

DESENSENADO, DA, a. Untaught. [education.
DESENSENAMIENTO, sm. Ignorance, want of

DESENSENAR, va. To make one forget what he
had learned, to unlearn.

DESENSILLAR, va. To unsaddle.

DESENSOBERBECERSE, vr. To become humble,
to moderate one's pride.

DESENSORTIJADO, DA, a. Luxated, out of joint.
DESENTABLAR, va. 1. To rip up or off planks or

boards. 2. (Met.) To discompose, to disturb,
to throw into confusion. 3. To embroil an

affair, to break off a bargain, to interrupt a

friendly intercourse.

DESENTALENGAR,. (Naut.) To unbend a cable.

DESENTENDER 6 DESENTENDERSE, vn. y r. To
feign not to understand a thing. [rant.

DESENTENDIDO, DA, a. Feigned, affected ; igno-
DESENTENDIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Ignorance, im-

prudence, absurdity. [up.
DESENTERRADOR, sm. He who disinters, or digs
DESENTERRAMIENTO, sm. Disinterment.

DESENTERRAR, a. 1. To unbury, to dig up what
has been buried under ground. 2. (Met.) To
recall to one's memory. Desenterrar Loshue-

sos, (Met.) To verify the ancestors of any
one. Desenterrar ha muertos, (Met.) To
slander or calumniate the dead.

DESENTIERRAMUERTOS, sm. Calumniator of the

DESENTOLDAK, va. 1. To take away the awning.
2. (Met.) To strip any thing of its ornaments.

DESENTOLLECKR, va. 1. (Ant.) To restore the
nerves to their usual vigour. 2. (Met.) To
liberate, to free from difficulties.

DESENTONACION, sf. Dissonance.

DESENTONAMIENTO, sm. Dissonance, excess in

the tone of the voice.

DESENTONAR, va. To humble, to wound the pride
ofany one. vn. To be out oftune.to be inhar-

monious. vr. To be of a coarse address, to be
rude or uncouth

; to raise the voice in disre-

DESENTONO, sm. 1. Disharmony, want of har-

mony. 2. A harsh, rude tone of voice, [screw.
DESENTORNILLAR, va. To unscrew, to loosen a
DESENTORPECERSE, vr. 1. To be freed from

torpor, to be restored from numbness. 2. To
become lively, smart, or pert.

DESENTRANAMIENTO, sm. The act of giving
any thing as a proof of love and affection.

DESENTRANAR, va. 1. To eviscerate, to draw out
the entrails. 2. (Met.) iTo penetrate or dive
into the most hidden and difficult matters._
vr. (Met.) To give away all one's fortune and
property out of love and affection for a person.

DESENTRISTECER, va. To banish sadness and
DESENTRONIZAR, va. V. Destronar. [grief.

DESENTROPEZAR, va. V. Desembarazar. [ness.

DESENTUMECERSE, vr. To be freed from numb-
DESENTUMIR, va. To free from torpor.
DESENVAYNAR, va. 1. To unsheath, to draw out

of the scabbard. 2. To expose to view any
thing which was hidden or covered. 3. To
stretch out the claws or fangs; applied to
such animals as have talons. vn. To strip,
to undress. [of her sails.

DESENVELEJAR, va. (Naut.) To strip a vessel

DESENVENDAR, va. To take off fillets or bands.

DESENVERGAR, va. (Naut.) To unbend a sail.

DESENVERGONZADAMENTE, ad. V. Desvergon-
zadamente.

. To consecrate anew a church
which lias been profaned.

DESENVOLTURA, sf. 1. Sprightliness, cheerful-
ness. 2. A lewd posture or gesture in wo-
men. 3. A graceful and easy delivery of one's

sentiments and thoughts.
DESENVOLVEDOR, sm. Unfolder, investigator.
DESENVOLVER, va. 1. To unfold, to unroll. 2.

(Met.) To decipher, to discover, to unravel.
3. (Ant.) To expedite. vr. To be forward, to

behave with too much assurance.

DESENVUELTA,^. A forward, impudent woman.
DESENVUELTAMEJJTE, ad. 1. Impudently, licen-

tiously. 2. Expeditiously, with clearness and
tious.

ousy.
peditexedition.

DESENVUELTO,TA, a. Forward, impudent, licen-

}ESENXALMAR, va. To unharness rnules and
horses. [bles.

DESENZARZAR, va. To disentangle from bram-
DESEN AMiENTO,sm. (Ant.) Want ofinstruction.

)ESENAR, va. To make signs to announce any
thing. [According to one's wish.

)ESEO, sm. Desire, wish. A 1 medida del deseo,

)ESEOSO, SA, a. Desirous.

)ESEQ,UIDO, DA, a. Dry. V. Resequido.
)ESERCION, sf. Desertion.

)ESERRADO, DA, a. Free from error.

)ESERTAR, va. 1. To desert, to forsake or

abandon one's colours or post. 2. To sepa-
rate from a body or company. 3. (For.) To
abandon or drop a cause.

)ESERTOR, sm. Deserter, a soldier who quits his

regiment or colours without leave.

DESERVICIO,JJW. Disloyalty; a want of loyalty
and obedience to the sovereign. [other.

spect
268

)ESERVIDOR, sm. He who fails in serving an

)ESERVIR, va. Not to perform one's duty to

the sovereign.
DESESLABONAR, va. To cut the links of a chain.

'DESESPALDAR* va. To wound the shoulder.
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DESESPERACION, DESESPERANCIA, Y DESESPE-

RANZA, sf. 1. Despondency, despair, despera-
tion. 2. (Met.) Displeasure, anger, passion.
Es una desesperacion,(\u\g.) It is unbearable.

DESESPERADAMENTE,d. Desperately, despair-

ingly, [hope j
to despair.

DESESPERANZ.AR, va. To deprive any one of

DESESPERAR,zm. To despair,to be without hope.
,

va. To make one despair, to deprive one of

all hope. vr. 1. To sink into the utmost de-

spair. 2. To fret, to be grievously vexed.

DESESTERAR, va. 1. To take off the mats. 2.

(Met.) To lay aside the winter clothes.

DESESTERO, sm. The act oftaking offthe mats.

DESESTIMACION Y DESESTIMA, sf. Disrespect,
want of esteem or respect.

DESESTIMADOR, RA, s. Contemner, one who

despises or depreciates'.

DESESTIMAR, va. To disregard, not to esteem.

DESESTIVAR, va. (Naut.) To alter the stowage.

DESET, ad. (Ant.) V. Jldemas.

DESEXECUTAR, va. (For.) To liberate one from

an execution, to which he was subject.

DESFACEDORJ sm. Destroyer. Desfacedor de

tuertos, Undoer of injuries.

DESFACER, va. (Ant!) V. Deskacer.

DESFACIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Destruction, ruin,

detriment.

DESFALCAR, va. 1. To defalcate, to cut off, to

lop. 2. (Met.) To dissuade from an under-

taking or opinion.

DESFALCAZAR, va. (Naut.) To untwist a rope,
to make oakurn of old ropes.

DESFALCO, sm. Diminution, the act of dimi-

nishing or detracting, defalcation.

DESFALECER EL siso, (Ant.) V. Chochear.

DESFALLECER, vn. l.To pine, to fall away, to

lose vigour or strength. 2. To swoon, to faint.

DESFALLECIMIENTO, sm. Languor, decline, de-

jection of mind ; extinction.

DESFAMA.R, va. To defame.

DESFAVORECEDOR, RA, s. One who discounte-

nances; contemner.

DESFAVORECER, va. 1. To disfavour, to dis-

countenance. 2. To despise, to contemn. 3.

To injure, to hurt.

DESFAXAR, va. To ungird, to loosen or take

off the girdle.

DESFECHAR, va. (Ant.) To shoot with a bow.

DESFERRA, sf. (Ant.) Discord, contention.

DESFERRAR, va. To free from irons.

DESFIGURACION Y DESFIGURAMIENTO, s. De-

formation, the act of disfiguring.

DESFIGURAR, va. 1. To disfigure, to deform. 2.

To disguise, to conceal under false appear-
ances. 3. (Met.) To cloud, to darken. vr. To
be disfigured by passion, or some accident.

DESFILACH^R, va. V. Deshilachar.

DESFILADERO, sm. Defile, a narrow passage.
DESFILAR, va. To ravel,to unweave. vn.(Mi\.)
To decrease the front, and change the order
of formation for passing a defile

; to march
off by files.

DESFIUZAR, vn. (Ant.) To despond, to doubt.

DESFIXAR, va. To unsettle, to remove any thing
from the place in which it was fixed.

DESFLAo.uECERSE,K5r. Tobe emaciated, to grow
weak, to pine away.

DESFLAQUECIMIENTO, sm. Languor, dejection.

DESFLECX.R, va. To remove the flakes of wool,
or frettings of cloth at the borders.

DESFLEMACION, sf. Dephlegmation.
DESFLEMAR, va. To dephlegm or dephlegmate ;

to clear from phlegm or insipid aqueous mat-
ter. vn. To brag ;

to boast of one's achieve-

ments, talents, or birth.

DESFLOCAR, va. To ravel out the ends of a piece
of stuff or ribbon. V. Desflecar.

DESFLORACION, sf. Defloration.

DESFLORAMIENTO, sm. Violation, the act of de-

flouring, ravishment.

DESFLORAR, va. 1. To pull out or cut the flowers

in a garden or flower-pot. 2. To deflower or

take away a woman's virginity. 3. To tarnish
;

to impair the lustre or beauty of any thing.

DESFLORECER, vn. To lose the flower.

DESFLORECIMIENTO, sm. Falling of the flowers.

DESFOGAR,. 1. To vent, to make an aperture
or opening for the fire. 2. To vent the vio-

lence of a passion. 3. To temper or moderate

passion or desire.

DESFOGONAR, va. To widen or burst the vent
of a cannon.

DESFOGUE, sm. The act of venting or foaming
out one's passion.

DESFOLLONAR,0a. To strip offthe useless leaves

DESFONDAR, va. 1. To break the bottom of any
vessel. 2. (Naut.) To penetrate the bottom
of a ship.

DESFORMAR, va. To disfigure, to deform. V.,

Deformar.
DESFORTALECER, va. (Fort.) To dismantle, to

demolish the works of a fortress.

DESFRENAR, va. To unbridle. V. Desinfrenar.

DESFRUTAR,a. 1 .To gather or collect the crops.
2. To enjoy the produce of an estate. 3. To
exhaust a soil. 4. To avail one's self of, to

profit by. Desfrutar d alguno, To profit by
or value one's self on another's friendship.

DESFRUTE, sm. Use, enjoyment.
DESFUNDAR, va. Desenjundar.
DESGAJADURA, sf. Disruption, act of tearing

off the branch of a tree.

DESGAJAR, va. l.To lop off the branches of

trees. 2. To break or tear in pieces. vr. 1.

To be separated or disjoined. 2. To be rent

or torn in pieces ; applied to clothes. 3. To
break off a friendly intercourse and connex-

ion. Desgajarse el cielo 6 las nubcs, (Met.)
To rain excessively.

DESGALGADERO, sm. A rugged declivous place.

DESGALGADO, DA, 1. Precipitated. 2. Light,
thin, small-waisted, graceful.

DESGALGAR, va. To precipitate ; to throw head-

long from an elevated place.

DESGANA, sf. 1. Disgust, want of appetite. 2.

Aversion, repugnance, reluctance. 3. V.

DESGANAR,. To deprive of the idea or desire

of doing something. vr. l.To do with re-

luctance that whichwas before done with plea-

sure. 2. To lose the appetite or desire for food,

DESGANCHAR,W.TO lop offthe branches oftrees.

DESGANIFARSE, DESGANITARSE Y DESGA-

NIRSE, vr. To shriek, to scream, to bawl.

DESGARGAMiLLADO,DA..Cowardly,effeminate.
DESGARGANTARSE, vr. To become hoarse by

bawling or screaming.
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DESGARGOLAR, va. To shed the seed ; applied
to hemp which is ripe and dry.

DESG ARiTARSE,#r. 1 .(Natit.) To lose the course ;

applied to a ship. 2. (Met.) To give up a

design or undertaking. [ly.

DESGARRADAMENTE, ad. Impudently,barefaced-
DESGARRADO, DA, a. Licentious, dissolute.

DESGARRADOR, RA, s. Tearer, one who tears

or rends.

DKSGARRAR, va. To rend, to tear. m. 1. To
withdraw from one's company, to retire. 2.

To give a loose to one's passions, to lead a

licentious life.

DESGARRO, sm. 1. Laceration, scissure. breach.

2. Impudence, effrontery. 2. Fanfaronade,
idle boast.

DESGARRON, sm. 1. A large rent or hole. 2.

Piece of cloth torn off.

DESGASTADORAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Injuriously,

prejudicially.

DESGASTAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Prodigality, pro-
fusion.

DESGASTAR, va. I. To consume, to waste by de-

rees. 2. To corrode, to gnaw, to eat away.
. (Met.) To pervert, to vitiate. vr. To ruin

one's self by extravagant expenses ;
to de-

bilitate one's self.

DESGATAR, va. 1. To hunt and destroy cats. 2.

To root out the herb called cat-mint.

DESGAYRE, sm. 1. A graceless mien or deport-
ment ; slovenliness, affected carelessness in

dress. 2. Gesture, indicating scorn or con-

tempt.M desgayre, Affectedly, careless,with-
out grace ; disdainfully, with a gesture ofcon-

DESGAZNATARSE, vr. V. Desganitarse. [tempt.
DESGJLOSAR, va. To blot out the note or com-
ment on a thing.

DESGLOSE, sm. Act of blotting or taking away
a comment or gloss.

DESGOBEJINADO, DA, a. Ill governed or regu-
lated, ungovernable ; applied to persons.

DESGOBERNAptJRA, sf. (Albeyt.) Act of confin-

ing a vein in animals.

DESGOBERNAR, va. I. To disturb or overset the
order of government. 2. To dislocate or dis-

joint. 3. To bar a vein on a horse's leg. 4.

(Naut.) Not to steer steadily the right course.
vr. To affect ridiculous motions in danc-

ing.

DESGOBIERNO, sm. 1. Mismanagement, misgo-
vernment

; want of conduct and economy.
2. Act of barring a vein on a horse's leg.

DESGOLLETAR,' va. I. To break off the neck of a
bottle or other vessel. 2. To cut off slopingly
the fore part of a woman's gown.

DESGONZAR, va. 1. V. Desgozna.r. 2. To un-

case, to unhinge, to discompose.
DESGORRARSE, vr. To pull off one's bonnet,

hat, or hunting-cap.
DESGOTAR, va. To drain off water. V. Agoiar.
DESGO/NAR, va. To unhinge, to throw from the

hinges. vr. l.Tobe dislocated, or disjointed.
2. To be torn in pieces. 3. To distort the

body with violent motions.

DESGRACIA, sf. 1. Misfortune, disgrace, adver-

sity. 2. Enmity, unfriendly disposition. 3.

Unpleasantness, rudeness of language and
address. Correr con desgracia, To be unfor-
tunate in a design or undertaking.
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DESGRACIADAMENTE, ad. Unfortunately, un-

happily.

DESGRAciAt>o,DA,a. 1. Unfortunate, unhappy.
2. Disagreeable, ungrateful.

DESGRACIAR, va. To displease, to disgust, to of-

fend. vr. 1. To disgrace, to fall out. 2. To
be out of order; not to enjoy a good state
of health. 3. To lose the perfection formerly
possessed.

DESGRADAR, va. (Ant.) To degrade.
DESGRADO, DA, a. Degraded. A1

desgrado,
Grievously, degradingly, disagreeably.

DESGRAMAR,ra. To pull up the grass by the root.

DESGRANAR, va. 1. To take out the grain from
the ears ofcorn, or other fruits which contain

any. Desgranar la uva, To pick a grape. 2.

(Met.) To kill, to deprive of life. 3. (Met.)
To scatter about.

DESGRANZAR, va. 1. To separate the husks or

chaff from the grain. 2. (Pint.) To give co-

lours the first grinding.
DESGRENAR, va. 1. To dishevel the hair, to pull

it out by the root. 2. To discompose, to dis-

turb.

DESGUARNECER, va. 1. To strip clothes of trim-

mings and other ornaments. 2. To deprive
any thing of its strength, to strip it of all ac-

cessaries. 3. To deprive of ornament or lus-

tre. 4. To unharness mules or horses. 5. To
disarm. 6. To draw the garrison out of a

strong place.

DESGUARNIR, va. 1. (Naut.) To unrig the cap-
stern. 2. To despoil of ornaments.

DESGUAZAR, va. (Carp.) To cut asunder any
timber or wood.

DESGUINCE, sm. The knife which cuts rags in

paper-mills.
DESGUINDARSE, vr. To slide down by a rope.

DESGUINZAR, va. To cut cloth or rags in paper-
mills.

DESGUISADO, DA, a. 1. Excessive, dispropor-
tionate. 2. V. Desaguisado.

DESGUSTO, sm. V. Disgusto.
DESHAsfoo, DA, a. Unfortunate, unhappy.
DESHABITADO, DA, a. Deserted, uninhabited.

DESHABITAR, va. I. To quit one's house or ha-

bitation. 2. To unpeople, to depopulate, to

dispeople.
DESHABITUAR, va. To disaccustom, to disuse.

DESHABiTiMcioNjS/. Disuse.

DESHACEDOR, sm. Deshacedor de agravios,

Repairer, restorer.

DESHACER, va. 1 . To undo or destroy the form or

figure of a thing. 2. To undo what has been

done by another. 3. To consume, to digest.
4. To cancel, to blot or scratch out ;

to efface.

5. To rout an army. 6. To run through one's

fortune, to spend profusely. 7. To melt, to

liquefy. 8. To cut up, to divide. 9. To dis-

solve in a liquid. 10. To violate a treaty or

agreement. 11. To lessen, to diminish. 12.

To discharge from service. vr. 1 . To grieve,
to mourn. 2. To excuse or exculpate one's

self. 3. To disappear, to get out of one's

sight. 4. To do any thing with vehemence.

5. To mollify, to lose the proper consistency ;

to grow feeble or meagre. Deshacerse como
el humo, To vanish like smoke. Deshacerse

en Idgrimas, To burst out into a flood oftears.
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Desliacer agravios 6 tuertos, To revenge in-

juries or wrongs.
SHACIMIENTO, sot. 1. Destruction. 2. V. De-

sasosiego.
SIIALDO, sm. V. Marzeo. [ters.

DESHARRAPADO, DA, a. Shabby, ragged, in tat-

DKSHARRAPAMIENTO, sm. Misery, meanness.

DESHEBILLAR, va. To unbuckle, to loosen or

break the buckles.

DF.SHEBRAR, va. 1. To unthread, to ravel or di-

vide into threads. 2. (Met.) To divide or se-

parate into filaments. 3. (Met.) To shed a

flood of tears.

DKSHECHA, sf. 1. Simulation, fiction, evasion.

2. Issue of a road or path. 3. A genteel de-

parture, a polite farewell. 4. Burthen of a

song. 5. Step in a Spanish dance.

DESHECHIZAR, va. To disenchant, to defeat

the force of an enchantment.

DESHECHO, CHA, a. 1. Undone. 2. Perfectly
mixed

; applied to colours. Borrasca dcshe-

r.ha, A violent tempest. Fuga deshccha, A
precipitate flight.

DESHECHURA, sf. Destruction, destroying.
DESHEi.AR,ra.l.Tothaw. 2 To overcome one's

obstinacy. 3. (Met.) To invite, to inspirit.

DESHERBAR, va. To pluck up or extirpate herbs.

DESHEREDACION, sf. Disinherison, the act of

cutting off from an hereditary succession.

DESHEREDAMIENTO, sm. Disinheriting.
DESHEREOAR, va. 1. To disinherit, to cut off

from an hereditary right. 2. (Met.) To de-

prive of influence or favour. vr. To dege-
nerate

;
to fall from the dignity and virtue of

one's ancestors.

DESHERMANAR, va. (Met.) To take away the

equality and similarity of things which were
similar or equal. vr. To violate the love due
to a brother.

DESHERRADtfRA,sf. (Albeyt.) Surbating, inju-

ry done to a horse's foot by being unshod.
DESHF.RRAR.Ea.l. To unchain,to take on chains

or fetters. 2. To rip off the shoes of horses.

DESHERRUMBRAR,?;*!. To clear any thing ofrust.

DESHILACHAR, va. To ravel, to unweave.

DESHir.ADi/,sm.Refuseofsilk,cone-silkorpods.
DESHILADO, sm. Open-work, a kind of em-

broidery.

DESHILADO, DA, a. Marching in a file. A1 la

dffhilada, In file, one after another
; deceit-

fully, dissemblingly.
DESiiiLADtfRA, sf. Ripping, ravelling out.

DESHIT.AR, va. 1. To draw out threads from any
nt/iff or cloth, to unweave, to ravel. 2. To
roduca, to convert into filaments or lint. 3
To distract bees in order to lead them from
one hive to another.

DSSHILO, sm. Act of obstructing the commu-
nication of boes, in order to get them into a
new hive. [nailed or fixed

DESHINC,\DURA, sf. Act of drawing any thing
DESHIXCAR, r<z. To draw a nail, to remove whal

- is fixed.

DEsniNCHADtjRA, sf. Act ofabating a swelling
DJESHINCHAR, mi. 1. To reduce a swelling. 2

(Met.) To explain the cause of one's displea-
sure. vr. 1. To be removed; applied to a

swelling. 2. (Met.) To abate presumption.
DESHOJADOR, sm. A stripper of Iftaves.

DESHOJADT^RA, sf. Act of stripping a tree of
its leaves.

DESHOJAR, va. 1. To strip off the leaves. 2.

(Met.) To display rhetorical elegance in dis-

cussing a subject. 3. (Met.) To deprive of all

hopes. [ticate.

DESHOLLEJAR, va. To rip off the bark, to decor-

DESHOLLINADOR, sm. 1. Chimney-sweeper. 2.

Instrument for sweeping chimneys. 3. (Met.)
He who examines and inspects carefully.

DESHOLLINAR, va. 1. To sweep or clean chim-

neys. 2. To clean what is dirty. 3. (Met.)
To shift, to change clothes. 4. (Met.) To
view and examine with careful attention.

DESHOMBRECERSE, vr. To shrug up the shoul-

ders, [gracefully.

DESHONESTAMENTE, ad. Dishonourably, di?-

DESHOSESTAR, va. 1. To dishonour, to disgrace.
2. To disfigure, to deform.

DESHONESTIDAD, sf. 1. Immodest, an affected

and lascivious movement of the body. 2.

Dishonesty, want of modesty and candour.

DESHONESTO,TA,. 1. Immodest, lewd,unchaste.
2. Unreasonable, not conformable to reason ;

rude, rustic. [j
ury> insult.

DESHONOR, sm. 1. Dishonour, disgrace. 2. In-

DESHONORAR, va. 1. To dishonour, to disgrace,
to deprive of honour or reputation. 2. To
deprive of an office or employ.

DESHONRA, sf. 1. Dishonour, discredit. 2. Dis-

grace or infamy arising from some dishonest

action. 3. Seduction or defloration of a wo-
man. Tener d deshonra alguna cosa, To
consider a thing unworthy and beneath the

rank of a person.
DESHONRABUENOS, sm. 1. Calumniator, libeller.

2. He who degenerates from his ancestors.

DESHONRADAMENTE,arf. Dishonourably, shame-

fully, [chastity.

DESHONRADOR, sm. Dishonourer ; violator of

DESHONRAR, va. 1. To affront, to insult, to de-

fame ; to dishonour, to disgrace. 2. To scorn,
to despise. 3. To seduce, to deflour or vio-

late an honest woman.
DESHONROSO, SA, a. Dishonourable, indecent.

DESHORA, sf. An unseasonable or inconvenient

time. A 1

desMra, Untimely, unseasonably ;

extemporary.
DESHORADO, DA, a. Untimely, unseasonable.

DESHORNAR, va. To take out of the oven.

DESHOSPEDADO, DA, a. Destitute of lodging.
DESHOSPEDAMIENTO, sm. Inhospitality ;

the

act of refusing strangers a lodging.
DESHUESAR, va. To rid of bones.

DESHUMANO, NA, a. Inhuman.

DESHUMEDECER, va. To exsiccate, to deprive
of humidity.

DESI, ad. (Ant.) V. Despues y luego.

DESIDE, a. V. Desidioso.

DESIRABLE, a. Desirable.

DESIDIA, sf. Idleness, laziness, indolence.

DESIDIOSAMENTE, ad. Indolently, idly.

DESIDIOSO, SA, a. Lazy, idle, indolent.

DESIERTO, TA, a. Deserted, uninhabited.

DESIERTO, sm. Desert, wilderness.

DESIGNACION, .s/. Designation.

DESIGNAR, ra. 1. To design, to purpose, to in-

tend any thing. 2. To appoint a person for

some determined purpose.
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sm. I. Design, purpose, intention.

2. Road, course.

DESIGCAL,. 1. Unequal, dissimilar, unlike. 2.

Uneven, unlevelled, broken ; applied to the

round. 3. Arduous, difficult. 4. Variable.

. Excessive, extreme.

DESICCATOR, va. To make unequal or dissimi-

lar. vr. To excel, to surpass.
DESIGCALD.A.D Y DESIGUALEZA, 5/. 1. Inequa-

DESLAYO (EN), ad. V. A la deshilada.

DESLAZAMIENTO, sm. Disjunction, dissolution.

DESLAZAR, va. To unlace, to untie a knot.

DESLEAL, a. Disloyal ; perfidious.

DESLEALMENTE, ad. Perfidiously, disloyally.
DESLEALTAD, sf. Disloyalty, want of fidelity.

DESLECHAR, va. (Mur.) To remove the leaves
and dirt from silk-worms.

DESLECHO, sm. (Mur.) Act of cleansing silk-

lity, dissimilitude. 2. Variableness, levity, worms,

inconstancy. 3. Wrong, injury, injustice. 4. DESLECHUGADOR, sm. Vine-dresser, pruner.
Unevenness of the ground. DESLECHUGAR Y DESLECHUGCiLLAR,r>a. (Agr.)

DESIGUALMENTE, ad. Unequally. To cut and prune the branches of vines.

DESIMAGINA\R, va. To blot out or obliterate injDESLEinuRA, sf. Dilution, the act of making
the mind. vn. To be thoughtless or uncon-l any thing thin or weak,
cerned about what may happen. I DESLER, va. To dilute, to make thin or weak

DESIMPRESIONAR, va. To undeceive. DESLENDR^R, va. To clear the hair of nits.

DESINCLINAR, va.. To disincline, to produce a
dislike to.

DESINCORPORARSE, vr. To separate one's self

from a corps or society.

DESINDICIAR, va. To blot out or efface marks

DESINENCIA, sf. (Ret.) Termination, end.

DESINFICIONAR, va. To free from infection.

DESINFLAMAR, va. To cure or remove an in-

flammation.

DESINSACULACION, sf. Act of drawing lots.

DESINSACULAR Y DEsiNSECLAR,'a. To draw
lots for some office or place ; to draw names
from an urn or balloting-box.

DESINTERES Y DESINTERESAMIENTO, sm. Dis
interestedness.

DESINTERESADAMENTE, ad. Disinterestedly,

gratuitously.

DESINTERESADO, DA, a. Disinterested.

DESINTESTINAR, vn. To eviscerate, to extract
the intestines.

DESINAR, va. (Ant.) To design, to intend.

DESINO, sm. V. Designio.
DESISTIMIENTO Y DESISTENCIA, s. Desistance,

the act of desisting.

DESISTIR, vn. To desist, to cease
; to abandon.

DESJ\RRETADERA, sf. Instrument for hough-
ing cattle, a hooked knife.

DESJARRETAR, va. 1. To hough, to cut the ham-

strings of a beast. 2. (Met.) To deprive one
of the means of making a fortune. 3. (Met.)
To weaken, to debilitate.

DESJARRETE, sm. Act of houghing.
DESJUNTAMIENTO,*. Separation, disjunction.
DESJUNTAR, va. To divide, to separate, to part.

DESJURAR, va. To retract an oath.

DESLABONA.R, va. 1. To unlink, to separate one
link from another. 2. (Met.) To disjoin, to

destroy. vr. To withdraw from a company,
to retire.

DESLADRILLAR, va. V. Desenladrillar.
DE SLA MA.R, # To clear of mud. [ed.

DESLANGUIDO, DA, a. Languid, faint, extenua.t-

DESLASTRAR, va. To unballast, to take the bal-

last out of a ship.

DESLATAX va. To take the laths or small joists
out of a house or other building.

DESLAvAno, DA, a. Impudent, barefaced.

DESLAVADURA, sf. Washing.
DESLAVAR Y DESLAVAZAR, va. 1. To wash or

clean any thing. 2. To take away the colour,

force, or vigour of a thing. Cara deslavada.
A pale, puny face.
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DA, a. Loquacious, impudent.
DESLENGUAMIENTO,SW. Loquacity, impudence.
DESLENGUA^R, va. To cut out the tongue. vr.

To talk ill of, to slander.

DESLIJ(.R, va. To untie or loosen a bundle.

, sf. Disjunction, untying.
DESLIGAR, va. 1. To loosen, to untie. 2. (Met.)
To disentangle, to extricate, to unravel. 3.

(Met.) To absolve from ecclesiastical censure.

Desligar el maleficio, To dissolve a spell
which prevented a husband from enjoying
the marriage rights.

DESLINDADOR, sm. He who marks limits or

boundaries.

DESLIND^R, va. I. To mark the limits and
bounds of a place or district. 2. (Met.) To
clear up a thing.

DESLINDE, DESLINDAMIENTO Y DESLiNDADtr-

RA, s. Demarcation, act of marking bounda-
ries, [the press.

DESLIN^R, va. To clean cloth before it goes to

DESLiz,sm.1. Slip, the act ofslipping or sliding.
2. (Met.) Slip, a false step, frailty, weakness.

3. Mercury, which escapes in smelting silver

ore.

DESLIZ!BLE, a. That which can slip or slide.

DESLIZADESO, sm.A slippery place, [lubricous.
DESLIZADIZO 6 DESLIZADERO, RA, a. Slippery,
DESLIZAMIENTO, sm. Act of making slippery.

DESLIZAR, vn. 1. To slip, to slide. 2. (Met.) To
do or speak of any thing in a careless manner.

DESLO^R, va. To blame, to censure.

DESLOMADIJRA, sf. Act of breaking the back.

DESLOMA^R, va. To break the back, to distort

or strain the loins. JYo se dcslomard, He is

sure not to overwork himself.

DESLUCJDAMENTE, ad. Inelegantly.

DESLUCIDO, DA, a. 1. Unadorned ; applied to

persons who speak, preach, or do any thing

public without grace, perspicuity, or ele-

gance. 2. Useless, fruitless.

DESLUCJMIENTO, sm. Disgrace, dishonour, want
of splendour.

DESLUCIR, va. 1. To tarnish or impair the lus-

tre and splendour of any thing. 2. (Met.) To
obscure one's merit.

DESLUMBRAMIENTO Y DESLTJMBRE, sm. Confu-

sion either ofthe sight or mind ;
hallucination.

DESLUMBRA>V, va. 1. To dazzle or dim the sight.
2. (Met.) To puzzle, to leave in doubt and

uncertainty.
DESI.USTRADOR, sm. Tarnisher
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DESLUSTRAJI, va. 1. To tarnish or sully the

brilliancy of a thing. 2. (Met.) To impeach
one's character, to obscure his merit.

>:esLt5sTRE,sw. 1. Spot, or stain which obscures

the lustre or splendor of a thing. 2. Disgrace,
ignominy.

DESLUSTROSO, SA,. Unbecoming, ugly.
DESMADEJAMIEPJTO, sm. Langiiishment, lan-

guidness, without spirit or gracefulness.
DESMADEJARSE, vr. To languish, to be ener-

vated and weak.

DESMAJOLA^R, va. 1. To pull out vines by the

roots. 2. To loosen or untie the shoe-strings.

DESMALLADOR,S?.He who breaks acoat ofmail.

DESMALLAutf RA, sf. Act of ripping up or break-

ing a coat of mail. [mail.

DESMALLAR, va. To cut and destroy a coat of

DESMAMAR, va. V. Destetar.

DESMAMONAR, va. To cut off the young shoots

of vines or trees.

DESMAMPERAR, va. (Ant.) V. D
r esamperar.

DESMAN, sm. 1. Misbehaviour, misconduct. 2.

Misfortune, disaster.

DESMAN.RSE, vr. To stray from a flock or herd.

DESMANCEBJCR, xd. (In a jocular style) To part

persons who live in a state of fornication.

DESMANCHO, sin. Dishonour, infamy.
DESMANDADO, DA, a. V. Desobedicnte.

DESMANDAMIENTO, sm. Act of countermanding
or disbanding.

DESMANDAR, va. To repeal an order, to coun-

termand, to revoke an offer. vr. 1. To trans-

gress the bounds of justice and reason. 2.

To disband ; applied to a body of troops. 3.

To stray from the flock.

DESMANEAR, va. To unfetter, to take off the
fetters or shackles.

DESMANGORREAR, va. To take the handle off

any thing.
DESMANOTADO, DA, a. Contracted, cramped.
DESMANTECAR, va. To take off the butter.

DESMANTELADO, DA, a. Dismantled.

DESMANTELAR, va. l.To dismantle, to destroy
the works of a fortress. 2. To abandon, to

desert, to forsake. 3. (Naut.) To unmast.
DESMAN AyS/". 1. Awkwardness, clumsiness, want

of handiness or dexterity. 2. Idleness,laziness.

DESMAN^UO, DA, a. 1. Unhandy, clumsy. 2.

Lazy, idle, indolent.

DESMARANAR, va. To disentangle. V. Desen-
maranar.

DESMARIDAR, va. (Ant.) To separate husband
and wife.

DESMAROJADOR, sm. He who takes the rind
off olives.

DESMAROJAR, va. To take the glutinous rind
from olives.

DESMARRIDO, DA, a. Sad, languid, exhausted.

DESMATAR, va. V. Descuajar.
DESMAYADAMENTE, ad. Weakly, dejectedly.
DESMAYA-DO, UA, a. Dismayed, appalled.

DESMAYAR,?'?i.Tobe dispirited or faint-hearted.

xa. To dispirit, to frighten. r.Tofaint,to
sink motionless, to lose the animal functions.

DESMAYO, sm. Swoon, a fainting fit
; decay of

strength and vigour.
DESMAZALADO, DA, a. Weak, dejected, faint

hearted, spiritless.

DESMEDIDAMENTE, ad. Disproportionably.
35

DA, a. Unproportionable, out of

proportion or measure.

DESMEDJRSE, vr. V. Desmandarse.
DESMEDRAR, vn. To decrease, to decay.
DESMEDRO, sm. Diminution, decay, detriment.

DESMEJORAR, va. To debase, to make worse.

DESMELANCOLIZAR, va. To remove melancho-

ly, to cheer.

DESMELAR, va. To take the honey from a hive.

DESMELENAR, va. To dishevel, to disorder or

discompose the hair.

DKSMEMBRACION v DESMEMBRADURA, sf. Di-

vision, the act of dismembering.
DESMEMBRADOR, RA, s. Divider, one who dis-

members or divides.

DESMEMBRAMIENTO, sm. Act of dismembering.
DESMEMBRAR, va. To dismember, to divide

member from member ; to separate.
DESMEMORIARSE, vr. To be forgetful, to forget,

to lose memory of.

DESMENGUAR, va. To lessen; to defalcate. V.

Menguar.
DESMENTIDA, sf. The act of giving the lie.

DESMENTIDOR, sm. He who convicts or con-
vinces one of a falsehood.

DESMENTIR, va. 1. To give the lie, to convince
of a falsehood. 2. To counterfeit, to change
with a view to deceive. 3. To lose the right

line, to deviate from the right path. 4. To
excel, to surpass.

DESMENUZ^BLE, a. Friable, easily crumbled,

easily reduced to powder.
DESMENUZADOR, RA, s. A scrutator, investi-

gator, purifier.

DESMENUZAR, va. I. To crumble, to commi-

nute, to reduce to powder. 2. (Met.) To sift,

to examine minutely.
DESMEOLLAMIENTO, sm. Act of taking out the

marrow.

DESMEOLLAR, va. To take out the marrow.

DESMERECEDOR, sm. One who is unworthy or

undeserving of a thing.
DESMERECER, vn. To be unworthy, or unde-

serving of a thing.
DESMERECIMIENTO, sm. V. Demerito.

DESMESURA, sf. 1. Excess, want of modera-
tion and order. 2. Impudence, insolence

;

rudeness of conduct.

DESMEsuRADAMENTE,arf. Immensely, uncivilly,
too freely.

DESMESURADO, DA, a. Huge, of a gigantic sta-

ture or size.

DESMESURARSE, vr. To be forward, to act or

talk with impudence, to behave with inso-

lence
;
to disorder, to perturbate.

DESMIGAJAR, #. To crumble, to comminute,
to break into small bits.

DESMIGAR, va. To crumble bread into small

pieces to fry in a pan.
DESMiNufR, va. To diminish. V. Disminuir.

DESMIRRIADO, DA, a. 1. Lean, extenuated, ex-

hausted. 2. Melancholy.
DESMOCAR, vn. To wipe the nose. V. Sonarse.

DESMOCHA, sf. 1. The act of lopping or cut-

ting off. 2. Diminution or destruction of a

great part of a thing.

ESMocHADtiRA, sf- V. Desmochc.

DESMOCHAR, va. 1. To lop or cut off, to muti-

late. 2. To unhorn ; applied to a stag.
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,
sm. Truncation, mutilation. V.

Desmocha. [off.

DESMdcuo, sm. Heap of
things lopped or cut

DESMOGAR, vn. To musen,to shake or cast the

horns, as deer.

DESMOGUE, sm. Act of casting the head, in

deer. [ders.

DESMOLADO, DA, a. Toothless, having no grin-

DESMOLER, TO,. To digest. V. Digenr.
DESMONTAR, va. 1 . To fell or cut down wood. 2.

To remove a heap of dirt or rubbish. 3. To
uncock fire-arms ;

to take an instrument to

pieces. 4. To dismount a troop of horse, to

dismount cannon. 5. Desmontar el timon,

(Naut.) To unhang the rudder. vn. To dis-

mount, to alight from a horse.

DESMONTE, sm. That which has been cut down,
or taken down ; act of dismounting.

DESMONAR, va. (Joe.) To undo the toupee of
the hair, to loosen the hair.

DESMORONADIZO, ZA, a. Easily mouldered.

DESMORONAR, va. 1. To destroy by little and

little, to ruin by insensible degrees. 2. (Met.)
To cause to dwindle or moulder off.

DESMOSTAR, va. To separate the must from
the grapes.

DESMOSTOLAR, ra. To diminish.

DESMOTADERA, sf. Woman employed to take
off knots and coarse naps from cloth.

DESMOTADOR, RA, s. Person employed in tak-

ing off knots or naps from cloth or wool.

DESMOTAR, va. To clear cloth of knots and
coarse naps.

DESMUELO, sm. Want or loss of grinders.
DESMUGERAR, va. To separate from a wife.

DKSMUGRADOR, sm. Instrument which serves

to clean the wool or cloth of grease, [grease.

DESMUGRAR, va. To clean wool or cloth of

DESMULIJR, va. To discompose any thing soft

or bland. [mice.

DESMURADOR, sm. Mouser, a cat that catches

DESMURAR. va. 1. (Ast.) To exterminate the

rats from any place. 2. (Ant.) To ruin walls.

DESMUIR, va. To pick olives.

DESNARIGAR, va. To cut off the nose.

DKSNATAR, va. I. To skim milk, to take off the

cream. 2. To take the flower or choicest part
of a thing. Desnatar la hacienda. To live

upon the fat of the land.

DKSNATURAL, a. (Ant.) Unnatural, foreign,

repugnant.
DESNATURAMZ.R, va. To divest of the rights
of naturalization, to deprive of the privileges
of a citizen. [ous.

DESNECESA".RIO,RIA, a. Unnecessary, superflu-
DESNEGAR, va. To contradict, to re;ract.

DESNERVAR, va. To enervate.

DESNEVADO, DA, a. Without snow
; thawed.

DESNEVAR, ra. To thaw, to dissolve.

DESNIVEL, sm. Unevenness, inequality of the

ground.
DESNIVETAR, ra. To make uneven or unequal.
DESNOVIAR, va. (In the Jocular Style) To di-

vorce a new married couple.
DFSNAC! R, va. To break the neck, to disjoint

the napa.
DESNUDADOR. sm. One that denudes.

DESNCDAMENTEjCrf. Nakedly; manifestly, with
clearness.
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va. 1. To denudate, to strip off the

clothes or coverings. 2. (Met.) To discover,
to reveal. 3. (Naut.) To unrig. vr. 1. To
undress, to take off one's clothes. 2. (Met.)
To deprive one's self of a thing.

DESNUDEZ, sf. Nudity, nakedness.

DESNUDO, DA, a. 1. Naked, bare, uncovered ;

ill clothed. 2. (Met.) Plain, evident, appa-
rent. 3. Empty-handed, destitute of merit,
interest, &c.

DESNUDO, sm. (Met.) A picture or statue with-
out drapery.

DESOBEDECER, va. To disobey, to break com-

mands, to transgress prohibitions. Desobede-
cer el timon, (Naut.) To fall off. JVavio que
desobedece la virada, (Naut.) A ship which
misses stays.

DESOBEDIENCIA, sf. Disobedience.

DESOBEDIENTE, pa. Disobedient.

DESOBEDIENTEMENTE, ad. Disobediently.
DESOBLIGAR, va. 1. To release from an obliga-

tion. 2. To disoblige, to offend
;

to alienate

the affections.

DESOCASIONADO,DA, a. Unseasonable,untimely.
DESOCUPACION, sf. Leisure, want of business

j

or occupation.
'DESOCUPADAMENTE, ad. Freely, leisurely.
i DESOCUPAR, va. To evacuate, to quit, to emp-
j ty. vr. To disengage one's self from a busi-

ness or occupation.
DESofR, va. To pretend not to hear.

DEsojARSE,7?r.l. To strain the sight by looking

steadfastly at a thing ;
to look intently. 2.

To break or burst
; applied to the eye of a

needle, or other instrument with an eye.

DESOLACION, sf. 1. Desolation, destruction. 2.

Want of consolation or comfort, affliction.

DESOLADO, DA, a. Desolate, disconsolate.

DESOLADOR, RA, s. V. Asolador.

DESOLAR, va. To desolate, to lay waste

DESOLLADAMENTE, ad Impudently, petulantly.

DESOLLADO, DA, a. Forward,impudent.insolent.
DESOLCADOR, sm. 1. One who flays or strips off

the skin. 2. (Arag.) Slaughter-house, a place
where beasts are flayed or skinned. 3. (Met.)

Extortioner, one who gains by violence or

rapacity.

DESOLLADURA, sf. Excoriation, the act of se-

parating the skin from the flesh.

DESOLLAR, va. 1. To flay, to skin, to strif cr

take off the skin. 2. (Met.) To extort an im-

moderate price.

DESOLUCIO.\,S/'. V. Disolucion.

DESONCE, sm. The discount of an ounce or

ounces in each pound.
DESONZAR, va. To discount or deduct an
ounce or ounces in the pound.

DESOPILAR, va. To deoppilate, to clear away
obstructions.

DESOPILATIVO, VA, a. Deoppilative,deobstruent.

DESOPINAR, va. To impeach one's character,
to defame.

DESOPRIMR, va. To free from oppression.
DESORDEN 6 DESORDENACION, *. 1. Disorder,
confusion. 2 Excess, abuse. [edly.

DESORDENADAMESTE, ad. Irregularly, confus-

DESORDENADO, DA, a. Disorderly, irregular.
DESORDENAMIESTO Y DESORDENANZA. V. De-

sordcn
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DESORDENAR, va. To disturb, to disorder, to

confound. V. Degradar. vr. To be out of

order, to be irregular.

DESOREJAD<5R, RA, s. One who crops or cuts

off the ears. [ears.

DESOREJAMIENTO, sm. Act of cutting off the

DESOREJAR, va. To crop or cut off the ears.

DESORGANI/ACION, sf. Disorganization.
DKSOKGANI/.ADOR, sm. Disorganizes
DESORGAM/AR, ra. To disorganize, to destroy

the organization of the body politic.

DF.SORIE.NTAR, ra. To deprive of youth, to cut

off a source.

DESORILLAK, m. To cut off the selvage of cloth,
or other things.

DESORTIJADO. DA, a. Sprained ; applied to the

muscles or ligaments of mules or horses.

DESORTIJAR, vu. (Agric.) To hoe or weed plants
the first time.

DESOSADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Timorous, not bold.

DESOSAR, va. To deprive of the bones, to take

out the bones.

DESOTERRAR, va. V. Dcsenterrar.

DESOVAR, va. To spawn, to produce as fishes

do eggs.
DESOVE, sm. Act of spawning.
DEsoviLLAR,ra. l.Tounclew,to unwind a clew.

2. (Met.) To unravel, to disentangle, to clear

up. 3. (Met.) To encourage, to animate.
DESPABILADERAS. sf.pl. Snuffers.

DESPABILADO, DA, a. I. Snuffed ; applied to

candles. 2. (Met.) Watchful, vigilant in the
time for sleeping. 3. Lively, active, prompt.

le-; candle-snuff-

DESPABILADURA, sf. Snuff of the candle, [er.
DESPABILAR, va. 1 . To snuff or crop a candle. 2.

(Met.) To cut off any superfluous thing. 3.

(Met.) To despatch briefly or expeditiously.
4. (Met.) To rouse, to enliven. 5. (Joe.) To
kill. Despabilar los ojos, (Met.) To keep a

sharp look out.

DESPABILO, sm. V. Dcspabiladuru.
DESPACHADAMENTE, ad. Swiftly.
DESPACHADERAS, sf. pi. Surly words with
which some persons answer. [patches.

DESPACHADOR, sm. Expediter, one who des-

DESPACHAR, va. 1. To despatch, to transact ex-

peditiously. 2. To decide and expedite suits

and causes. 3. To dispose of goods and mer-

chandise, to sell. 4. (Met.) To murder. 5.

To expedite, to abridge, to facilitate.

DESPACHO, sm. 1. Expedient, determination. 2.

Despatch, the act of despatching. 3. Cabi-

net, closet, office. 4. Commission, warrant,
patent. 5. A smart answer or repartee.

DESPACHURRADO, DA, a. Pressed together. Es
un dcspachurrado, He is a ridiculous insipid
fellow.

DESPACHURRAR, va. 1. To press or cake toge-
ther. 2. (Met.) To mangle a speech, to ob-
scure a subject by a bad explanation. 3.

(Met.) To confound one by a smart repartee.
DESPACIO, ad. 1. Insensibly, by little and little.

2. Continually, without interruption.
DESPACIO, interj. Softly, gently.
DESPAciTO,arf. 1. Very gently. 2. Very slowly.
DESPACITO, interj. Gently, stop a little.

DESPAGADO, DA, a. Inimical, adverse, contrary.
DESPAGAMIEJJTO, sm. Disgust.

DESPAGAR, ta. To displease, to disgust.
DESPAJADURA, sf. "Winnowing, the act of se-

parating the chaff from the corn.

DE SPAJAR, va. To winnow, to separate the
chaff from the grain.

DESPAJO, sm. Act of winnowing or cleaning

grain.

DESPALDARSE, vr. To disjoint or dislocate the

shoulder blade.

DESPAI.DILLAR, a. To dislocate or break the

shoulder or back of any animal.

DESPALMADOR, sm. Careening-place, where
the bottoms of ships are cleaned and payed.

JDESPALMAR, va. 1. To clean and pay the bot-

toms of ships. 2. To pare off a horse's hoof.

DESPAMPANADOR, sm. Pruner of vines.

DESPAMPANAD^RA, sf. Act of pruning vines.

DESPAMPANAR, va. 1. To prune or cut off the

shoots of vines. 2. (Met.) To unbosom, to

give vent to one's feelings.

DESPANADO, DA, a. Breadless, being in want
of bread.

DESP AN AR, va. To remove the corn from the

field after it has been reaped.
DESPANCIJAR Y DESPAX/URRAR. va. To burst

the belly.

DESPAPAR, vn. To carry the head too high ;

applied to a horse.

DESPARAR, va. V. Descomponer y disparar.

DESPARCIR, va. To scatter, to disseminate.

DESPAREAR, va. (Ant.) To separate.'

DESPARECER, vn. To disappear. V. Desaparc-
ccr. vr. To be unlike or dissimilar.

DESPAREJAR, va. To make unequal or uneven.

DESPARPAJAR, va. 1. To undo in a disorderly
or irregular manner. 2. To rant, to prattle
at random.

DESPARPAJO,S/. Pertness of speech or action.

DESPARRAMADO, DA, a. Wide, open.
DESPARRAMADOR, RA, s. Disperser, dilapidator.

DESPARRAMAR, va. 1. To scatter, to dissemi-

nate. 2. To squander, to dissipate. vr. To
give one's self up to pleasures with extrava-

gance and excess, to be dissipated.

DESPARTIDOR, sm. Pacificator.

DKSPARTIR, va. 1. To part, to divide. 2. To
conciliate, to make peace between others.

DESPARVAR, va. To take the sheaves of corn
out of the stack or rick to be threshed.

DESPASAR, va. Despasar un cabo, (Naut.) To
unreeve a cable ; to take it out of the block

or pulley. Despasar el virador de combts,

(Naut.) "To shift the voyal.

DESPASIONARSE, vr. To allay one's passion.

DESPASMARSE, vr. To recover one's self from
a stupor or spasm.

DESPATARRADA, sf. Variety in the Spanish
dance. Haver la despatarrada, To affect dis-

ease or pain.

DESPATARRADO, DA, a>. Qticdar uno 6 dexarle

dcspatarrado, To leave one astonished,

abashed, or stupified.

DESPATARRAR,fl. To silence.to oblige one to be

silent. vr. 1. To slip and fall on the ground.
2. To be stupified, to remain motionless.

DESPATILI.AR, va. To cut grooves or mortices

in the wood. [candle.

DESPAVESADT^RA, sf. The act of snuffing tho

DESP iVE SAR. va. To snuff the candle.
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DESPAVORIDAMENTE, ad. Terrifiedly.
DESPAVORIR Y JRSE, vn. y r. To be terrified,

to be frightened. It has only the infinitive

termination and past participle.

DESPEADURA, sf. The state of one's feet being
battered and bruised with travel.

DESPEAMIENTO, sm. Act of surbating.

DESPEARSE, vr. To be surbated ;..to have one's

feet bruised or battered with travel.

DESPECHADAMENTE, ad. Angrily, spitefully.

DESPECHADOR, sm. Extortioner, tormentor,

oppressor.

DESPECHAMIENTO, sm. Act of enraging or over-

burdening.
DESPECHAR, va. 1. To enrage, to excite indig-

nation. 2. To overwhelm with taxes. vr.

1. To fret, to be peevish. 2. To lose all

hopes, to despair.
DESPECHO, sm. 1. Indignation, displeasure.

wrath. 2. Asperity, harshness of temper. 3.

Dejection, dismay, despair. 4. Disrespect,
insolence. 5. Deceit, infidelity. 6. Derision,
scorn. A 1

despecho, In spite of, contrary to

or against one's will.

DESPECHUGADURA, sf. Act of cutting off or

uncovering the breast.

DESFECHUGAR, va. To cut off the breast of a
fowl. vr. To uncover the breast, to walk
with the breast open.

DESPEDAZADOR, RA, s. Dissector, lacerator, one
who cuts to pieces.

DESPEDAZAMIENTO Y DESPEDAZADURA, s. La-

ceration, dissection, cutting to pieces.

DESPEDAZAR, va. 1. To cut into bits, to tear

into pieces. 2. (Met.) To lacerate, to destroy.

Despedazarse de risa, To burst out into a fit

of laughter.
DESPEDIDA Y DESPEDIMIENTO, s. 1. The act of

taking leave. 2. The act of turning a lodger
out of his lodgings.

DESPEDI'R, va. 1. To emit, to discharge, to dart.

2. To dismiss from office, to discard. 3. To
remove. 4. To deny, to refuse. 5. (Naut.)
To pay off a ship's crew. Despedir la vida,
To die. vr. To take leave.

DESPEDRAR Y DESPEDREGAR, va. To clear a
field or other place of stones.

DESPEGABLE, a. Dissoluble, dissolvible, capable
of dissolution.

DESPEGADAMENTE, ad. Disgustingly, harshly.
DESPEGADO, DA, a. Disgusting, unpleasant,

harsh ; separated.
DESPEGADTJRA, sf.. Dissolving, separating.
DESPEGAMIENTO, sm. V. Desapego.
DESPEGAR, ra. To unglue, to separate, to dis-

in. Despegar los labios 6 la bocn, (Met.)
o speak. vr. To grow displeased, to with-

draw one's affection, to treat with asperity.
DESPEGO, sm. 1. Asperity, moroseness. 2. Dis-

pleasure, aversion
;
want of love or affection.

DESPEJADAMENTE, ad. Expeditiously, readily,

freely.

DESPEJJ(.DO, DA. a. Clear, disengaged ; free

from imperfection.
DESPEJAR, va. To remove impediments, to sur-

mount obstacles, to clear away obstructions.
vr. To cheer up, to amuse one's self. Des-

ptjarsc el cielo, el dia, el ticmpo, To become
clear, serene weather.
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DESPE"jo, sm. 1. The act of removing obstacles
or clearing away impediments. 2. Sprightli-
ness, liveliness. 3. Forwardness, temerity,
audaciousness.

DESPELLEJADURA, sf. Scratch, a slight wound.
PESPELLEJAR, va. To skin, to strip off the skin.

Despellejar un conejo, To uncase a rabbit.

DESPELOTAK, va. (Bax.) To dishevel the hair.

DESPELUZAMIENTO, sm. Act of making the
hair stand on end.

DESPELUZAR Y DESPELUZN!R, ra. To make the
hair stand on end

; applied to fear or terror.

DESPELUZO, sm. Erection of the hair
; horror.

DESPENADORA, sf. A woman who pushes her
elbow into the stomach or breast of dying
persons to relieve them from agony.

DESPENAR, va. To relieve from pain. Hincar 6

apretar el codo para despenar a aJguno, To
suffocate a dying person, in order to relieve

him from pain. [lavisher.
DF.SPENDEDOR, RA, s. Spendthrift, prodigal,

DESPENDER, va. To spend, to expend, to waste.

Df,spENSA,6/.l. Pantry, larder. 2. Store of pro-
visions for a journey. 3. Market where eata-

bles are sold. 4. Agreement or contract to

provide or supply a horse with hay, straw, ami

barley, all the year round. 5. (Naut.) Stew-
ard's room. 6. Any inferior drink. V. .lHa-
chirle. 7. Larder of provisions for daily use.

DESPENSAR, va. To be sorry for one's thoughts.
DESPENSERIA, sf. Office of steward.

DESPENSERO,RA,S. 1. Steward, caterer, provider
of provisions. 2. (Naut.) Steward on board

of ships. 3. Dispenser, distributer.

DESPENADAMENTE, ad. Precipitately.

DESPENADERO, sm. 1. Precipice, a place where
it is not possible to stand firm. 2. (Met.) A
bold and dangerous undertaking.

DESPESTADERO, RA, a. Fit to be precipitated.

DESPENADIZO, ZA, a. Capable of being precipi-

tated, slippery.

DESPENAR, va. To precipitate, to fling down a

precipice. vr. To precipitate one's self, to

throw one's self headlong.
DESPENO Y DESPENAMIENTO, sm. 1. A precipi

tate fall. 2. Destruction ofcharacter or credii.

3. Diarrhoea, looseness or flux of the belly.

DESPEPITARSE, vr. To give a loose to one's

tongue, to vociferate, to speak rashly and

inconsiderately ;
to act imprudently, [cion.

DESPERACION Y DESPERANZAjS/.V.Dese^era-
DESPERAR, va. V. Desesperar. [greasy.

DESPERCUDIR, va. To clean or wash what is

DESPERDICIADAMENTE, ad. Profusely.
DESPERDICIADO 6 DESPERDICIADOR, KA, s.

Spendthrift, squanderer, lavisher.

DESPERDICIAR, va. To squander, to mispend.

DESPERDICIO, sm. 1. Prodigality, profusion. 2.

Residuum, reliques, remains.

DESPERDIGAR, va. To separate, to disjoin, to

scatter.

DESPERECERSE,?;fl.To ccave,to desire eagerly.
, Desperecerse de risa, To laugh heartily.

DESPEREZARSE, vr. To stretch out one's limbs

on being roused from sleep.

DESPEREZO, sm. V. Esperezo.
DESPI.RFILAR, va. (Pint.) To soften the lines

of a painting. vr. To lose the posture of a

profile line or contour.
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DESPERWADA, sf. A motion in dancing.
DESPERNADO, DA, a. Weary, fatigued^ tired.

'.\AR,i3ffl. 1. To breaker cut off one's legs.
2. To prevent or obstruct the use of the legs.

DESPERPENTAR, va. To cut off with one stroke.

DESPERTADOR, RA, s. 1. Qnr> who awakes or

rouses out of sleep. 2. One who wakes lively
or sprightly. 3. Alarm bell in clocks to rouse

people from sleep.

DESPERTAMIENTO, sm. The act of awaking or

rousing from sleep.

DESPERTAR, va. 1. To awake, to rouse from

sleep. 2. To enliven, to make lively or spright-

ly. 3. To call to recollection. vn. l.To awake,
to break from sleep ;

to cease to sleep. 2. To
revive, to grow lively or sprightly.

DESPERTEZA, sf. Premeditation, cognition.
DESPESAR, sm. Displeasure, aversion, dislike.

DESPESTANARSE, vr. 1. To pluck out the eye-
lashes. 2. To look steadfastly at any thing, to

inspect it closely. 3. (Met.) To apply one's

self to some business with the utmost care

and attention. [hair.

DESPEYNAR, vn - To entangle; applied to the

DESPEZAR, va. 1. To dispose and arrange stones

at a proper distance. 2. To make thinner at

the end
; applied to tubes and pipes.

DESPE/O, sm. Diminution of one end of a tube

or pipe. Depczos, Faces of stones, where

they join each other.

DESPEZONAR, va. 1. To cut off the end of a

thing, to break off the stalk of fruit. 2. To
divide, to separate. vr. To break off; ap-

plied to the stalk of fruit.

DESPICARSE, vr. To take revenge.
DxsPiCABjiiR, ra.To clear a place of thieves or

robbers.

DESPICARAZAR, va. To begin to pick the figs ;

applied to birds.

DKSPICHAR, va. 1. (And.) To pick grapes. 2.

To expel or discharge moisture or humour.

DKSPiofoA, sf. Gutter, a passage for water.

DESPIDIENTE, sm.V. Expedienie.
DESPIDO, sm. Despatch, dismissal.

DESPIERTAMENTE, ad. Acutely, livelily.

DESPIEKTO, TA, a. 1. Awake, free from slum-
ber or sleep. 2. Vigilant, watchful, diligent.
3. Strong, fierce

; applied to the passions. 4.

Brisk, sprightly, lively.

DESPIEZO, sm. (Arq.) Juncture or bed of one
stone on another. [slovenly.

DESPILFARRADAMENTE, ad. Unhandsomely,
DESPILFARRADO, DA, a. Ragged, in tatters.

DESPILFARRAR, va. To destroy or waste with
slovenliness.

DESPILFARRO, sm. 1. Slovenliness, uncleanli-
ness. 2. Waste, mismanagement, misuse.

DESPINCES Y DESP^NZAS, s. pi. Tweezers. V.
Pinzas.

DESPINTAR, pa. 1. To blot or efface what is

painted. 2. (Met.) To frustrate, to discon-
cert. vn. To degenerate. vr. To be de-

ceived, by mistaking one card for another.

DESPINZADERA, sf. 1. Woman that plucks the
knots off cloth. 2. Tweezers.

DESPINZAR, va. To pick off the knots, hair or

straw, from clothes.

DESPIOJAR, vr. 1. To louse, to clean of lice. 2.

(Met.)To trim or dress,to relieve from misery.

, sm. Vengeance, revenge.
DESPIRITADO, DA, a. Languid, spiritless.

DESPIZCAR, va. To comminute, to break or cut
into small bits. vr. To make the utmost

[
exertions, to use one's best endeavours.

DESPLACER, sm. Displeasure, disgust.
DESPLACER, va. To displease, to disgust.
DESPLANTACION, sf. Eradication, displantation.
DEspLANTAR,??a.To eradicate. V.Desarraygar.

vr. (Esgrim.) To lose one's erect posture.
DESPLANTE, sm. An oblique posture.
DESPLATAR, va. To separate silver from other
substances with which it is mixed.

DESPLATE, sm. The act of separating silver

from other metals or substances.

DESPLAYAR, vn. To retire from the shore, as

the tide.

DESPLEGADtfRA, sf. Explication, unfolding,
elucidation.

DESPLEGAR, va. 1. To unfold, to expand, to

spread. 2. (Met.) To explain, to elucidate.

3. (Naut.) To unfurl. Dcsplcgar las velas
}

To unfurl the sails. Desplegar la bandera,
To hoist the flag. [elucidation.

DESPLEGO, sm. Open declaration, explanation,
DESPLEGUETEAR, va. (Agric.) To remove the

folds from the tendrils of vines, that the fruit

may be more abundant.

DESPLOMARSE, vr. I. To bulge out ; applied to

a wall. 2. (Met.) To fall flat to the ground.
DESPL<SMO, sm. The bulging or jutting out of

a wall.

DESPLUMADT^RA, sf. Deplumation, act of de-

pluming.
DESPLUM.R, va. 1. To deplume, to strip off

feathers. 2. (Met.) To despoil or strip one
of his property. [tion.

DESPOBI.ACION Y DESPOBLADA, sf. Depopula-
DESPOBLADO, sm. Desert, an uninhabited place.

DESPOBLADOR, sm. Depopulator.
DESPOBLAR,. 1. To depopulate, to dispeople.

2. To despoil or desolate any place. vn. To
withdraw from a country or place.

DESPOJADOR, RA, s. Despoiler, spoiler.

DESPOJAR, va. 1. To despoil or strip one of his

property. 2. To dismiss, to turn out of a

place or employment. vr. 1. To undress, to

strip off one's clothes. 2. To relinquish, to

forsake. Despojarse del hombre viejo, (With
Ascetics) To depreciate or despise the evil

inclinations of corrupt nature.

DESPOJO, sm. 1. The act of despoiling or de-
,

priving one of his property ; spoliation. 2.

Plunder, spoils. La hermosura es despojo del

tiempo, Beauty is the spoil oftime. 3. Slough,
the skin of a serpent. 4. Head, pluck, and
feet of animals. pi. 1. Giblets, the wings,
neck, heart, and gizzard of fowls. 2. Relics,

remains of any thing, broken meat or offals

of the table.

DESPOLVAR, va. To remove the dust.

DESPOLVOREAR, va. 1. To dust, to beat or brush

off the dust. 2. (Met.) To separate, to scat-

ter, to dissipate.

DESPONERSE, vr. To cease laying eggs ; appli-
ed to fowls.

DESPORTILLAR, va. To break the gullet or neck
of a bottle, pot, &c.

DESPOS, ad. (Ant.) V. Desputs.
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DESPOSAJAS, sf. pi. V. Esp&nsales.
DESPOSADO, DA, a. Hand-cuffed.

DESPOSAR, va. To marry, to join a man and wo-
man in marriage. vr. 1. To be betrothed or

married. 2. (Met.) To be paired or coupled.

DESPOSEER, va. To dispossess, to put out of

possession.

DESPOSEIMIENTO, sm. Act of dispossessing.
DESPOSORIO, sm. A mutual promise to contract

marriage.
DES POTA, sm. A despot.
DESPOTICAMENTE, ad. Despotically.

DESPOTITO, CA, a. Despotic.
DESPOTIQ.CJEZ, sf. 1. Despotic power or autho-

rity. 2. Pride, haughtiness, loftiness.

DESPOTISMO, sm. Despotism, absolute power
DESPOTO, sm. Despot, an absolute sovereign.
DESPOTRICAR, vn. To talk inconsiderately.
DESPOYS, ad. (Ant.) V. Despues.
DKSPRECIABLE, a. Contemptible, despicable.

DESPKECIADOR, RA, s. Depreciator, asperser.
DESPRECIAR, xa. To depreciate, to despise.

vr. To disdain.

DESPRECIO, sm. Disregard, scorn, contempt.
\DER, va. To unfasten, to disjoin, to

separate. m. To give way, to fall down.

DESPRENDIMIENTO,S?W. Alienation, disinterest-

edness.

DESPREVENCION, sf. Imprudence, want of fore-

cast, or forethought.
DESPREVENCIAMENTE, ad. Improvidently.
DESPREVENIDO, DA, a. 1. Unprovided. 2. Im-

provident, wanting forecast.

DESPRIVAR, va. (Ant.) To deprive ; to lose fa-

vour.

DESPROPORCION, sf. Disproportion. [ately.

DESPROPORCIONADAMENTE, ad. Disproportion-
DESPROPORCIONAR, va. To disproportion, to

mismatch things.

DESPROPOSITADO, DA, a. Absurd, out of reason.

DESPROPOSITO,SW. Absurdity ;
an extravagant

speech or action.

DESPROVEER, va. To deprive of provisions, to

despoil of the necessaries of life.

DESPRovEiDAMENTE,arf. Improvidently ; unex-

pectedly
DESPROVEIDO, DA, a. Unprovided, unprepared.
DESPROVEIMIENTO, sm. Penury, want of the

necessaries of life.

DESPUEBLO, sm. Depopulation.
DESPUENTE, sm. V. Marzeo.

DESPUES, ad. After, following in place, poste-
rior in time ; afterwards, next. Despues dc

Dios, Under or after God.

DESPULSAR, va. To leave without any vigour
or pulse. vr. 1. To be sorely vexed. 2. To
be violently affected with any passion.

DESFULLAR, w. (Ant.) V. Desnudar.

DESPUMACION, sf, Despumation, taking off the

scum of liquors.

DESPUMAR, va. V. Espumar.
DESPUNTADTJRA, sf. The act of blunting or

taking off the point.

DESPUNTAR, va. 1. To blunt, to break off the

point of any thing. 2. To cut away the dry
combs in a bee-hive. 3. (Naut.) To double a

cape. vn 1. To advance or make progress in

the acquisition of talents and knowledge ;
to

manifest wit and o-enius. 2. To begin to sprout

or bud, as plants. M despuntar del dia,, At
break of day. 3. V. Desapuntar.

DESPUS Y DESPCXAS, ad. (Ant.) V. Despues.
DESQUAI.ERNAR, va. I. To unbind, to undo the

binding of a book. 2. (Met.) To discompose,
to disconcert, to disorder.

DESO.UADRJLLADO, DA, a. Separated from the
ranks or lines.

DESQUADRILLARSE, vr. To be sprained in tae
haunches ; applied to animals.

DESO.UARTIZAR, va. 1. To quarter, to <_

tear the body into four parts. 2. To (

cut eatables at the table.

DESQUE, ad. (Ant.) Since, then, presentlv. \ .

Desd& que.

DESQUEXAR, va. (Jardin.) To pluck up a shoot
near the root of a plant.

DESQUEXE, sm. Act of pulling up a shoot near
the root of a plant lest it should injure the

growth of the parent stock.

DESQ.UICIAR, va. 1. To unhinge, to throw from
the hinges. 2. (Met.) To discompose, to dis-

order. 3. (Met.) To deprive of favour or pro-
tection.

DESQUIERDO, DA. a. Left. V. Izquicrdo.
DESQUIJERAR, xa. (Carp.) To cut timber on

both sides to make a tenon.

DEsquiLADOR, sm. V. Esquilador.
DESQUILATAR, va. To diminish or reduce the

intrinsic value of gold.

DESQUITAR, va. To retrieve or repair a loss.

rn. To be avenged, to take revenge.
DESQUITE, sm. 1. Compensation, recovery of a

loss. 2. Revenge, satisfaction. [jaws.
DESQ.UIXARAMIENTO, sm. Act of breaking the

DESQ.UIXARAR, va. To break the jaws.
DESRABOTAR, va. To cut off the tails of lambs

or sheep.

DESRANCHARSE, vr. To withdraw one's self

from a mess.

DESRASPAR, va. V. Raspar.
DESRAYGAR, va. (Ant.) To extirpate. V. DC-

sarraygar.
DESIIAZONABLE, a. Unreasonable.

DESREGLADO, DA, a. Disorderly, irregular. V.

Desarrcglado.
DESREGLARSE, vr. To be irregular, to be ungo-

vernable.

DESRELINGAR, vn. (Naut.) To be blown from
the bolt-rope by a storm ; applied to a sail.

DESREPUTACION, sf. Dishonour, ignominy.
DESRISCARSE, vr. To tumble headlong on rocks

or craggy places.

DESRI/AR, va. To uncurl, to undo the ringlets
of hair.

DESRONAR. va. (Agric.) To lop decayed branch-

es of trees.

DESROSTRAR, va. To wound or maim the faco

DESTACAMENTO, sm. Detachment, a body of

troops detached on some particular service

DESTACAR, va. To detach a body of troops from
the main army on some particular service.

DESTAJADOR, sm. A kind of smith's hammer.

DESTAJAMIENTO, sm. 1. (Met.) Diminution, re-

duction. 2. Current taking a new course.

DESTAJAR, ra.l. To hire or undertake a work by
the bulk, to do task-work. 2. To stipulate the

terms and conditions on which an undertaking
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is to be performed. 3. (Ant.) To prevent ;

to interrupt ;
to mislead.

DESTAJERO, sm. One who undertakes a work

by task.

DESTAJO, sm. 1. Undertaking ofa work by task.

2. Undertaking that a work is to be finished

within a certain time. 3. Partition of brick,

mud, or boards. A1

destdjo, By the bulk, by
the lump ; earnestly, diligently. Hablar d

destajo, To talk much, ana at random.

DESTALI.AR, va. (Mure.) V. Desborrar.

DESTALONAR, va. 1. To deprive of talons or

heels. 2. (Albert.) To level horses' hoofs.

DESTAPADA,S/. V. Descubierta.

DEST A fAn,va.To uncover, to take off the cover.

vr. To be uncovered.

DESTAPIAR, va. To pull down mud walls.

DE sTApo,sm.. Act of uncovering or unstopping.
DESTARAR, va. To diminish the tare allowed in

weighing any thing.

DESTAVAR, va. (Ant.) To treat, to adjust the

price ;
to relate particularly.

AixJa, sm. He who cuts dead things in

pieces.

DESTAZAR, va. To cut any thing in pieces.

DESTE, TA, TO, pron. V. De este, de esta, de
esto.

DESTECHAR, va. To unroof, to take off the
roof of any building.

DESTEJAR, va. 1. To untile, to take off the tiles

of the roofs of buildings. 2. To leave a thing
defenceless and unprotected.

DESTEI.LAR, va. To pour out drop by drop. V.
Destilar. vr. To forget.

DESTET.LO, sm. 1. The act of flowing out drop
by drop. 2. Sparkle, a small glimmering
light; scintillation.

DESTEMPLADAMENTE, ad. Intemperately.
DKSTEMPLADO, DA, a. (Pint.) Inharmonious,

incongruous ; applied to paintings.
DESTEMPLANZA, sf. 1. Unseasonableness, un-

steadiness of the weather. 2. Disorder, in-

temperance, want of moderation in words or
actions. 3. Alteration in the pulse, not ap-
proaching fever symptoms.

DESTEnrpLAR,??ffl. 1. Todistemper,to alter,to dis-

concert. 2. To dilute, to dissolve. 3. To dis-

tort, to destroy the concord or harmony of
musical instruments. vr. 1 . To be ruffled, to
be discomposed. 2. To be out of order, to bo
ill with a fever. 3. To grow blunt, to lose the

temper ; applied to instruments.

DESTEMPLE, s?re. 1. Discordance, disharmony.
2. Discomposure, disorder. 3. A slight indis-

position.

DESTENDER, va. To fold, to double.
DESTE STAR, va. To free from temptation.
DssTENfR, va. To fade, to lose the colour.

DESTERMLLARSE, vr. To break one's cartilages
or muscles. Desternillarse de risa, To laugh
violently.

DESTERRADERO,sm. A retired part of the town.
DESTERRAR, va. 1. To banish, to transport. 2.
To expel, to drive away. V. Desenfarrar.
Df..tterrar del mundo, To be the outcast
of the world.

DESTERRONAR, rn. To break the clods in the
fields with a harrow or spade.

DESTETADERA, sf. Pointed instrument placed

on the teats of cows to prevent the calves
from sucking.

DESTETAR, va. To wean, to put from the breast,
to ablactate. vr. To wean one's self from
an evil habit or custom. [from the breast.

DESTETE, sm. Ablactation, the act of weaning
DESTETO, sm. \. Number of weanlings ; appli-

ed to cattle. 2. The place where newly-
weaned mules are kept.

DESTEXER, va. To unweave, to ravel, to undo
a warp prepared for the loom.

DESTEZ, sm. (Ant.) Misfortune, calamity.
DESTIEMPO, sm. An unseasonable time. A 1

destiimpo, Unseasonably, untimely, [mind.
DESTIKNTO, sm. Surprise, commotion in the

DESTIERRO, sm. Exile, banishment, transpor-
tation.

DESTiLACidN, sf. 1. Distillation, the act of drop-

ping or falling in drops. 2. The act of ex-

tracting by the fire or still. 3. Flow of hu-

mours in the body.
DESTILADERA, sf. 1. Still, alembic

;
a vessel

for distillation. 2. An ingenious device or

stratagem for obtaining one's end.

DESTILADOR, sm. 1 . Distiller, one whose profes-
sion is to distil. 2. Filtering-stone. 3. Alembic.

DESTILAR, vn. 1. To drop, to fall in drons. 2.

To extract by the fire or still. 3. To filter

through a stone.

DESTiLATdRio, 5771. 1. Distillery. 2. Alembic.

DESTfN, sm, (Ant.) Will. V. Testamenfo.

DESTI.VACION, sf. I. Destination, the act of ap-

pointing for any certain purpose. 2. Destiny,
fate.

DESTINAR, va. 1. To destine, to appoint for any
use or purpose. 2. (Naut.) To station ships.
3. To lose skill or judgment.

DESTfNo, sm. 1. Destiny, the power that deter-

mines fate. 2. Fate, doom. 3. Destination,

appointment for any use or purpose. 4.

(Naut.) Station.

DESTINO, sm. Piece of unfinished yellow or

green and dry honey-comb in a bee-hive.

DESTIRAR, va. To slacken, to unbend.

DESTITUCION, sf. Destitution, direliction, aban-

donment.

DESTITUR, va. To deprive, to make destitute.

DESTOCAR, va. 1. To uncoif, to pull off the cap
or head-di 3ss. 2. To uncover the head, to

take oft* the hat.

DESTORCER, va. 1. To untwist, to undo any
thing twisted. 2. To rectify what was nut

right. 3. (Met.) To regulate, to arrange, to

put in order. vr. (Naut.) To deviate from
the tract, to lose the way.

DESTORGAR, va. (Extr.) To break the branches

of ever-green oaks, taking off their acorns.

DESTORNILLADOR, sm. Instrument used to un-

screw or unbend any thing.

DESTORNILLAR, va.-To unscrew.

DESTORPAR, va. (Ant.) To wound, to injure.

DESTOSERSE, vr. To cough without necessity,

to feign a cough.
DESTOTRO,TRA,. V. De este otro.de esta ntra.

DESTRABAR, va. I. To unfetter, to take oft' fet-

ters or shackles. 2. To untie, to loosen, to

separate ;
to break the barriers.

DESTRADOS, sm. pi. A coarse sort of woollen

carpets for floors and tables.
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DESTRAL, sm. A small axe or little hatchet.

DESTRALEJA, sf. A very small hatchet.

DESTRALERO, sm. One who makes axes and
hatchets.

DESTRAMAR, va. 1. To unweave, to undo the

warp. 2. (Mil.) To break or dissolve a con-

spiracy or intrigue.

DESTREJAR, vn. To wrestle, to combat.

DESTRENZAR, va. To undo a tress of hair.

DESTRERO, RA, a. V. Dicstro.

DESTREZA Y DESTREZ, sf. 1. Dexterity, ad-

dress. 2. Skill in fencing. [bute.

DESTRIBUTAR, va. (Ant.) To exempt from tri-

DESTRICIA, sf. (Ant.) Necessity, scantiness.

DESTRIPAR, va. 1. To unbowel, to take out the

guts. 2. (Met.) To examine into the inside of

a thing. Destripar una hotella, To crack a bot-
tle. 3. To trample, to destroy by trampling.

DESTRIPATERRONES, sm. Harrower, day-labour-
er who harrows the land

; clod-beater.

DESTRIUNFAR, va. To extract all the trumps
in some games at cards, leaving the other

players without them.

DESTRIZAR, va. To mince, to crumble, to com-
minute into small bits. vr. To break the

heart, to wear away with grief.

DESTROCAR, va. To return a thing bartered.

DESTROIR, va. V. Desiruir.

DESTRON, sm. A blind man's guide.
DESTRONAR, va. To dethrone, to divest of re-

gality, to pull down from the throne.

DESTRONCAMIENTO, sm. Detruncation, ampu-
tation, lopping trees.

DESTRONCAR, va. 1. To detruncate, to lop, to cut
short. 2. To maim, to cut a body in pieces.
3. (Met.) To ruin, to destroy. 4. (Met.) To
cut short a discourse.

DESTROPAR, va. To separate or divide troops
or flocks into single individuals. [stroys.

DESTROZADOR, RA, s. Destroyer, one who de-

DESTROZAR, va. 1. To destroy, to break into

pieces. 2. To rout, to defeat. 3. (Met.) To
spend much inconsiderately.

DESTRozo,sm. 1. The act of destroying or break-

ing into pieces. 2. Havoc, rout, defeat.

DESTRUCCION, sf. Destruction.

DESTRUCTIVAMENTE, ad. Destructively.
DESTRUCTIVO, VA, a. Destructive.

DESTRUCTORIO, RIA, a. Destroying, that which

destroys.
DESTRUECO Y DESTRUEQUE, sm. The mutual

restitution of things bartered or exchanged.
DESTRUIBLE, a. Destructible, that may be de-

stroyed.
DESTRUICION Y DESTRufcio, s. V. Destruction.

DESTRUIDOR, RA, s. Destroyer, devastator.

DESTRUiR,?/a.l.To destroy, to ruin, to lay waste.

2. To mispend one's fortune. 3. To refute.

4. To deprive one of the means of earning a

livelihood.

DESTRuvENTE,/>a.Destroying ;
he who destroys.

DESTURBAR, va. To turn out, to drive away.
V. Echar.

DESUBSTANCIAR, va. To enervate, to deprive
of strength and substance.

DESUCACION, sf. Act of extracting the juice.

DESUDAR, va. To wipe off the sweat.

DESUELI.ACARAS, sm. 1. Impudence, insolence.

2. An impudent, shameless, wicked person.
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. 1. The act of flaying, fleecing, or

skinning. 2. Forwardness, impudence, inso-

lence. 3. Extortion or an exorbitant price.
DE SUERTE, ad. Thus, so that. De suerte que
no dele nada, So that he owes nothing.

DfisuNcfR, va. To unyoke.
DESUNIDAMENTE, ad.

Separately, severally.
DESUNION, sf. 1. Separation, disunion, disjunc-

tion. 2. Discord, dissension.

DESUNIR, va. To separate, to part, to disunite ;

to occasion discord.

DESTJNO, ad. (Ant.) V. De Consuno.

DESUNAR, va. I. To tear off the nails. 2. To
pull out the roots of trees. vr. To plunge
into vice and disorder.

DESURCAR, va. To remove or undo furrows.

DESURDIR, va. 1. To unweave cloth. 2. To un-
ravel a plot.

DEstis, (AL) ad. (Ant.) V. For cncima.

DESUSADAMENTE, ad. Unusually, out of use.

DESDSAR, va. To disuse, to cease or discon-

tinue the use of. [torn.

DEstiso, sm. Disuse, cessation of use or cus-

DE stiso, ad. From above, from the top. V.

Jlrriba.

DESUSTANCIAR, va. To enervate. V. Desiib-

sianciar.

DESVAHAR, va. (Agric.) To take away the dry
or withered part of a plant.

DESVAIDO, DA, a. Tall, yet weak. V. Vaciado.

DESVALIDO, DA, a. 1. Helpless, destitute. 2.

Eager, ardent.

DESVALIMIENTO,SW. Dereliction, abandonment,
want of favour or protection.

DESVALOR, sm. Cowardice ; timidity.

DESVAN, sm. Garret, a room on the highest
floor of the house. Desvangatero, Cock-loft,
a ro6m over the garret not habitable.

DESVANECER, vn. 1. To divide into impercep-
tible parts. 2. To cause to vanish or disap-

pear. 3. To undo, to remove. 4. To swell

with presumption or pride. vr.l.To vanish,

to evaporate, to exhale. 2. To be affected

with giddiness or dizziness. [proudly.

DESVANECIDAMENTE, ad. Vainly, haughtily,

DESVANECIMIENTO, sm. 1. Pride, haughtiness,
loftiness. 2. Giddiness, dizziness, weakness

of the head.

DESVANO, sm. Garret. V. Desvan.

DESVAPORIZADERO, sm. Place for evaporating
or respiring any thing.

DESVARAR, vn. 1. V. Resbalar. 2. (Naut.) To

put a ship in motion that was aground.
DESVARIABLE, a. Variable, inconstant, mutable.

DESVARIADAMENTE, ad. 1. Ravingly, foolishly,

madly. 2. Differently, diversely, dissimilarly.

DESVARIADO, DA, a. 1. Delirious, raving. 2. Dis-

order, irregular. 3. Unlike, dissimilar. 4.

Long, luxuriant ; applied to the branches of

trees.

DESVARIAR, vn. I. To delirate, to dote, to rave.

2. To make extravagant demands. 3. To de-

viate, to disunite, to vary.

DESVARIO, sm. I. Delirium, alienation of mind.

2. An extravagant action or speech. 3. In-

equality, inconstancy, caprice. 4. Monstrous-

ness, extravagancy ; derangement ;
disunion.

DESVAYNAR, va. I. To unsheath. 2. To husk,

to strip off the outward integument.
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DESVED-ipo, DA, a. Unprohibited, free from

prohibition.
DESVEDAR, va. To remove or revoke a prohi-

bition against a thing.

DESVELADAMENTE, ad. Watchfully, vigilantly.

DESVELADO, DA, a. Watchful, vigilant, careful.

DESVELAMIENTO,SWI. Watchfulness. V. Desvelo.

DESVELAR, va. To keep awake. vr. To be

watchful or vigilant.

DESVELO, 5m. 1. Want or privation of sleep.
2. Watchfulness, vigilance.

DESVENAR, va. 1. To separate or clear the veins

of flesh. 2. To extract any thing from the

veins, as of mines, and filaments of plants.

DfisvENdjAR, va. To disunite, to weaken, to

divide. vr. To be ruptured ;
to be relaxed.

DESVENDAR, va. To take off a bandage.
DESVENTAJA, sf. Disadvantage, misfortune.

DKSVENTAR, va. To vent, to let out the air.

DESVENT^RA, sf. Misfortune, calamity.
DESVENTURADAMENTE, ad. Unhappily, unfor-

tunately.
DESVENTURADO, DA, a. 1. Unfortunate, calami-

tous, wretched. 2. Stupid, ignorant. 3. Sor-

did, niggardly.
DESVERGON/ADAMENTE, ad. Impudently,

shamelessly.
DF.SVERGONZADO, DA, a. Impudent, immodest.

DESVERGONZARSE, vr. To speak or act in an

impudent or insolent manner.

DESVERGUENZA, sf. 1. Impudence, effrontery.
2. Shameless word or action.

DESVEZAR,a. (Agric.) To cut the young shoots
of vines near the root.

DESVIAR, va. 1. To divert from the right way,
2. To dissuade, to dehort.

DESVIEJAR, va. (Among Shepherds) To sepa-
rate the old ewes or rams from the flock.

DEsvfo y DESVIAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of di-

verting or dehorting. 2. Aversion,displeasure.
DESVIRXR, va. To pare offthe forepart ofasole.

DESVIRGAR, va. To deflower a maid.

DESVIRTUAR, va. To take the substance, vir-

tue, or strength from any thing.

DESVIVIRSE, vr. To love excessively, to desire

anxiously.
DESVOLVEDOR, sm. Instrument used by smiths

to tighten or slacken a female screw.
DESVOLVE R, va. 1. To unfold, to disentangle. V.

Dcsenvolvcr. 2. To plough, to till the ground.
DESXUGAR, va. To extract the juice from any

thing.
DESY, ad. (Ant.) Contraction of Desde y,
Hence. V. Desde alii.

DESYERBA, sf. V. Esiarda.
DESYUNCIR Y DESYUNGIR, va. To unyoke.
DESZOCAR, va. To wound or hurt the foot.

DESZUMAR,><A.TO extract thejuice or substance.
DETAL (E), ad, (Ant.) In detail. V. Menuda-

mente.

DETAI.LAR v DETAYAR, va. To detail, to par-
ticularize, to enumerate small parts.

DETALI.E, sm. Detail, enumeration.

DETENCION, sf. Detention, delay.
DKTENEDOR, RA.S. Detainer, one that detains.

DETENR, va. 1. To stop, to detain. 2. To arrest,
to imprison. 3. To retain, to reserve, to keep.
--- /. 1 . To be detained, to stop, to be at lei-

sure. 2. To consider a thing maturely.
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DETENIDAMENTE, ad.
Dilatorily, cautiously

DETENIDO, DA, a. 1. Sparing, niggardly, parsi-
monious. 2. Slow, inactive.

DETENTACION, sf. Embezzlement, retention.

DETENTADOR, sm. Detainer, one who retains

possession. [hold.

DETENTAR, va. To detain, to retain, to with-

DETERGENTE, a. Detergent, detersive.

DETERIOR, a. Worse, ot an inferior quality.

DETERIORACION, sf. Deterioration, the act of

making any thing,worse.

DETERIORAR, va. To deteriorate, to impair, to

make any thing worse. [ed.

DETERIORO, sm. Thing impaired or deteriorat-

DETERMINACJON, sf. 1. Determination, resolu-

tion, decision. 2. Forwardness, audaciousness.

DETERMINADAMENTE, ad. Definitely, expressly,

especially.

DETERMINADO, DA, a. Determinate, resolute.

DETERMINANTS, sm. 1. (Gram.) The determin-

ing verb. 2. Determiner, he who determines.

DETERMINAR, va. 1. To determine, to resolve.

2. To distinguish, to discern. 3. To appoint,
to assign. 4 To decide. Determinar pleyto,
To decide a law-suit.

DETERMINATED, VA, a. Determinative.

DETERSION, sf. Putrefaction, act and effect of

cleansing.

DETERSORIO, RIA, a. Detersive, cleansing.
DETESTABLE, a. Detestable. [bly.

DETESTABLEMENTE, ad. Detestably, abomina-

DETESTACION, sf. Detestation.

DETESTAR, va. To detest, to abhor.

DETIENEBUEY, sm. (Bot.) Rest-harrow, cam-

mock, ground furze. Ononis spinosa L.

DETONACION, sf. Detonation, noise.

DETORNAR, va. (Ant.) To return, to turn a

second time. [der.

DETRACCION, sf. Detraction, defamation, slan-

DETRACTAR,#. To detract, to defame, to slan-

DETRACTOR, sm. Detractor, slanderer. [der.

DETRAER, va. 1. To detract, to remove. 2. To
slander, to vilify.

DETRAS, ad. 1. Behind. 2. In the absence.

DE TRAVES, ad. Athwart, across.

DF.TRIMENTO, sm. Detriment, damage, loss.

DETURPAR, va. (Ant.) To pollute, to deform.

EI^DA,.?/". 1. Debt, that which one man owes
to another. 2. Fault, offence. 3. That which
has relationship or affinity. Deuda comun,
The last debt ; death.

DEUDILLAS, sf. pi. Petty debts.

DE^DO, DA, s. 1. Parent. 2. Kindred. V. Pa-
rentesco. 3. (Ant.) Debt.

DEUDOR, RA, s. Debtor.

DEUDOSO, SA, a. V. Emparcntado.
DEVALAR, vn. (Na6t.) To be driven out of the

right course by the force of a current ; ap-

plied to ships.

DEVAN, ad. (Ant.) V. A'ntes.

DEVANADERA
, sf. 1 . Reel, a turning frame, upon

which yarn or silk is wound into skeins from
the spindle. Devanadera dc golpe, Clock-

reel, snap-reel. 2. A moveable picture or

decoration on the stage.

DEVANADOR, RA, s. 1. Winder, one who reels

yarn off the spindle. 2. Quill, bit of paper,

button, or other thing, on which yarn is

wound into a clew.
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DEVANAR, va. 1. To reel, to gather yarn off the

spindle. 2. (Met.) To wrap up one thing in

another. Devanar las tripas, To importune
one with some impertinent affair. Devandrse
los sesos, To screw one's wits, to fatigue
one's self with intense thinking.

DEVANEAR, vn. To rave, to talk nonsense.

DEVANEO, sm. Delirium, alienation of mind.

DEVANT, ad. (Ant.) Anteriorly. V. A'ntes.

DEVANTAL, sm. Apron.
DEVASTACION, sf. Devastation, destruction.

DEVASTAR, va. To desolate, to lay waste.

T.)>:VEJJAR, va. (Ant.) V. Vedar. [hour.

DEVENGAU, va. To obtain as the reward of la-

DEVENIR, vn. (Ant.) V. Sobrevenir.

DEVIKPO, sm. (Ant.) V. Prohibition y deuda.

DEVINO, ifA, 5. V. Adivino.

DEVISA, sf. 1. V. Divisa. 2. Part of the tithes

which belong to a plebeian heir. 3. Ancient

patrimony in Castile.

DEVISAR, va. (Ant.) To designate, to consti-

tute, to agree, to relate, to divide. V. Divisar.

Dr.vocioy,sf. 1. Devotion, piety ; *he state of
the mind under a strong sense of dependence
upon God. 2. Prayer, act of religion. 3:

(Met.) Strong affection,ardent love. 4. (Teol.)

Devoutness, promptitude in obeying the will

of God. Estar d la devotion de alguno, To I

be at one's disposal, to attend his orders.
j

DEVOCIONARIO, sm. Prayer-book.

8. To leave off, to cease. 9. To leave a legacy
to one absent. Dexar atras, To excel, to

surpass. Dexar en cueros, To strip one of his

property. Dexar fresco, To frustrate, to

baffle. Dexar para manana, To delay, to

procrastinate. vr. 1 . Not to take care ofone's
self. 2. To allow or suffer one's self to. 3,

To become languid. 4. To abandon one's self

to. Dexarse llevar, To suffer one's self to be
led by another. Dexarse rogar, To extend the
concession required, that the favour may be-

more estimable. Dexarse ver, To appear, to

discover itself. Dexarse veneer, To yield
one's self to the opinion of another. Dexarse
caer abaxo par un rio, (Naut.) To drop down
a river. Dexarse caer d lapopa, To fall astern.

Dexarse caer d sotavento, To fall to leeward.

Dexarse alguna cosa en el tintero, To omit

something necessary to the subject.

DEXATIVO, VA, a. Lazy, languid, dejected, [our.

DEXEMPL.AR, va. (Ant.) To defame, to dishon-

DEXENXO, sm. (Ant.) Rheum, cold.

DEXILLO, sm. (Dim. of dexo.) Slight derelic-

tion, small end.

DEXO, sm. 1. Abdication, dereliction. 2. End,
termination. 3. Negligence, carelessness. 4.

Relish or taste which remains after eating or

drinking. 5. Result, effect, or remains of a

passion. 6. Particular accentuation on the

last syllable of words.

DEVOCIO.NERO, RA, a. Devotional, relating to jDEXTRo,sm. The space of72 to 80 paces, which
devotion.

DEVOLLCION, sf. Devolution, restitution to a
former state or condition.

DEVOLDTIVO, a. (For.) V. Efccto.

DEVOI.VER, va. 1. To return a cause to an in-

ferior court to be tried anew. 2. To restore
a thing to its former possessor.

DEVORADOR, RA, s. Devourer, one who devours.

DEVORAR, va. To devour, to swallow up, to

consume ravenously.
DEVORAZ, a. Voracious.

DEVOTAMENTE, ad. Devoutly.
DEVOTO, TA, a. 1. Devout, pious, religious. 2.

Exciting devotion. 3. Strongly attached. De-
voto de monjas, He who very frequently
visits and converses with nuns.

DEUTERONOMIO, sm. Deuteronomy, the 5th
book of the Pentateuch.

DEXA, sf. Prominence between two fissures.

DEXACION, sf. Abdication, resignation. Dexa-
cion de biencs, The act of resigning or giv-
ing up one's property to one's creditors.

DEXADEZ, sf. State of being left, abandoned,
or reduced

; slovenliness.

DEXA.UO, DA, a. 1. Slovenly, idle, indolent. 2.

Dejected, low-spirited. [cessors.

DEXADGR, sm. Procreator, he who leaves suc-

DEXAMIENTO, sm. 1. Abdication, resignation.
2. Indolence, idleness, carelessness. 3. Lan-

guor, decay of spirits.

DEXAR, va. 1. To leave, to relinquish, to quit.
2. To omit saying or doing a thing. 3. To
permit, to allow, not to obstruct. 4. To for-

sake, to desert. 5. To yield, to produce. G.

To commit, to give in charge. 7. To nomi-

nate, to appoint. Dexar dicho, To leave word
or orders. Dexar escrito, To leave in writing.
Dfxale que venga. Leave him to ho chastised.J

churches formerly occupied.
DEXUGAR, va. To extract the juice or sub-

stance ofany thing.

DEZM!R, va. 1. To pay tithes. 2. To collect or

receive tithes. 3. To take the tenth part of

any thing.

DEZMATORIO, sm. 1. Place in which tithes are

collected. 2. Tithing. 3. Tithe-gatherer.

DEZMENO, NA ;
Y DEZMERO, RA, a. Belonging

to tithes.

DEZMERIA Y DEZMIA, sf. Tithe-land.

DEZMERO, sm. 1. One who pays tithes. 2. One
who gathers or collects tithes ;

a tither.

Di, ad. (Ant.) Contraction of de y for de alii,

Thence.

DIA, sm. 1. Day ;
the time from noon to noon,

called the natural day. 2. Day ; the time

between the rising and the setting of the sun,

called the artificial day. 3. (Ant.) Contrac.

of Diego or Santiago, James, a proper name.
Dias caniculares, Dog-days. Dia de aiios,

6 cumpleanos, Birth-day. Dia de ayuno,

Fast-day. Dia de carne, Day on which it is

permitted to eat meat. Dia de trabajo, Work-

ing day. Dia de descanso, Day of rest on a

journey.
Dia diado, 6 adiado, Day appointed

for doing any thing. De dia, By day. El

dia de hoy, 6 hoy en dia, The present day.
Dia pardo, A cloudy day. Dia pesado, \
dull, gloomy day. En dias de Dios, Never.

Hombre dc dias, A man in years. Tencr din*,

To vary in one's physiognomy or counte-

nance ; to be full of days, to be old. De hoy
en oc/io dins. This day week. Dias y ollus,

(Fam.) Time and patience attain every thing.
Dias de gratia, Days ofgrace allowed for the

payment of bills. De dias, Some time ago.
DIA.BI.A (A' i.?.\<id. Carelessly, rudely.



DIA DIE

,
va. To act the part of a devil.

DIABLAZO, sm. A great devil.

DIABLJLLO, sm. 1. A little devil. 2. An acute

clever man.

DIABLO, sm. 1. Devil, Satan. 2. Person of a

perverse temper. 3. An ugly person. 4. A
cunning, subtle person. Hay mucho diablo

aqui, This business is dreadfully entangled
or perplexed. Ser la picl 6 de la piel del di-

ablo, To be a limb of the devil. Diablo cox-

uelo, Artful, deceiving devil. [meat.
DIABLOTIN 6 DIABOLIN, sm. A sort of sweet-

DIABLURA, sf. A diabolical undertaking.
DiABOLicAMENTE, ad. Diabolically.

DIABOLICO, CA, a. Diabolical, excessively bad.

DIACATALICON, sm. An universal medicine or

purge.
DIACITRON, sm. Lemon-peel preserved in sugar.
DIAGONAL, a. Belonging to a deacon.

DIACON.X.TO Y DIACONA^DO, sm. Deaconship.
DIACONIA, sf. Deaconry.
DIACONISA, sf. Deaconness. [of the clergy.

DilcoNO, sm. Deacon, one of the lowest order

DIADEMA, sf. 1. Diadem, an ensign of royalty.
"2. Crown ;

circle round the head of images.
DIAFANIDA^D, sf. V. Transparencia.
DIAFANO, NA, a. Transparent, pellucid, clear.

DIAFORETICO, CA, . Diaphoretic.
DIAFRAGMA, sm. 1. Diaphragm, the midriff

which divides the upper cavity of the body
from the lower. 2. Division or cartilaginous

partition of the nostrils.

DIAGONAL, a. Diagonal, reaching from one

angle' to another.

DIAGONALMENTE, ad. Diagonally.
DIAGRAFICA, sf. Sketch, design.
DIALECTICA, sf. Logic, the art of reasoning.
DIALECTICO, sm. Professor of dialectics.

DIALECTICO, CA, a. Dialectical, logical.

DIAI.ECTO, sm. Dialect, subdivision of language,
phraseology, style.

DIALOG.X.L, a. Colloquial, in form of a dialogue.
DIALOGISTICO, CA, . Belonging to a dialogue.
DIALOG izA.R, va. To make or write dialogues.
DI^LOGO, sm. Dialogue, a conference or con-

versation between two or more.

DIALTEA,*/. Dialthea, marsh-mallow ointment.

DIAMANTADO, DA, a. Belonging to a diamond.

DIAMANTE, sm. 1. Diamond, a precious stone ;|

the most valuable and hardest of all the gems.'
2. Hardness, resistance.

DIAMANTINO, NA, c. Adamantine, belonging to

a diamond.

DIAMETRAL, a. Diametrical.

DIAMETRALMENTE, ad. Diametrically.
DiA METRO, sm. Diameter; the line which, pass-

ing through the centre of a circle or other
curvilinear figure, divides it into two equal
parts.

DIAMON, sm. Kind of yellow stone.

DIANA, sf. (Mil.) Kind of beat of drum.
DIANCHE y Di-ANTRE, .sm. (Vulg.) Devil.

DIAPASON, sm. (Mils.) Diapason, an octave.

DIAPREA, sf. Sort of round plum.
DiARiAMENTF^arf.Daily, [per. 2. Daily expense.
DIARIO, sm. 1. Journal, diary ; daily newspa-
DIARIO, RIA, a. Daily, happening every day.
Di ARiSTA,sm. Diarist, writer or editor ofa diary .

DIARREA, sf. Diarrhoea, a flux of the belly.

DI./CSPERO 6 DIASPRO. sm. Jaaper.

DIASTOLE, sm. (Anat.) Diastole, the dilata-

tion of the heart.

DIBUXADOR, RA, s. 1. One who designs figures
in painting or sculpture. 2. Graver, a style
or tool used in graving.

DIBUXANTE, pa. Delineating ; designer.
DIBUX^R, a. 1. To draw, to design, to delineate.

2. (Met.) To paint any passion of the mind.

DiBXJxo,5w. 1. Design, drawing, sketch. 2. De-

lineation, description. Es UH dibuxo, It is n

picture ; applied to a handsome face. jVo mc-
tcrse en dibuxos, To relate in a plain manner.

DICACIDAD, sf. Pcrtness, sauciness, loquacity.

DICCION, sf. Diction, style, language, exprob-
sion.

DICCIONARIO, 5m. Dictionary, a book contain-

ing the words of any language.
DICER, va. (Ant.) V. Decir.

DicHA,sjf. Happiness, felicity, fortune. Dickas,

Honours, riches, dignities, and pleasures.
Par dicha, 6 d dicha, By chance.

DicHARlcHO, sm. A vuJgar, low, or indecent

expression. [sion.

Dicufno, sm. (Vulg.) A sharp or pert expres-
DICHO, sm. 1. Saying, expression, sentence. 2.

Declaration, deposition. 3. Promise of mar-

riage.

DICHOSAMENTE, ad. Happily, fortunately.
DICHOSO, SA, a. Happy, fortunate, prosperous.
DICIEMBRE, sm. December, the last month of

the year.

DICIPLINA, sf. Discipline, education, instruc-

tion. V. Disciplina.

DicT.4.DO, sm. A title of dignity or honour.

DicTADOR,sm. Dictator
;
an ancient magistrate

of Rome, made in times of exigence, and in-

vested with absolute authority.
DiCTADtJRA, sf. Dignity or office of dictator.

DicxAiviEN, sm. 1. Opinion, sentiments. 2. Sug-
gestion, insinuation.

DICTAMO, sm. (Bot.) Dittany.
DICTA^R, va. 1. To deliver one's thoughts to an-

other with authority. 2. To pronounce what
another is to say or write, to dictate.

DICTATORIO, RIA, . Dictatorial.

DICTERIO, sm. Sarcasm, taunt, keen reproach.
DIDACTICO 6 D.IDASCALICO, CA, a. Didactic,

preceptive, giving precepts.
DIENTE, sm. 1. Tooth, a hard little bone fixed in

the socket of the jaws. 2. Prop used by foun-

ders to secure the founding-frame. 3. Fang
or tusk of wild boars. Dicnte molar, V. Muela-
Diente incisivo, Incisor, fore-tooth. 4. Dientr

de lobo, Burnisher, a burnishing or polishing
instrument. 5. Diente de perro, Sampler, a

piece workedby young girls for improvement.
C. Diente de Icon, (Bot.) Dandelion, or lion's

tooth. Leontodon taxaracum L. 7. Dicn/< -'/

perro.(Bot.) Dog's tooth violet. Erythronlum
L. pi. 1. The indented edges of different in-

struments. 2. The prominent parts of wheels.

Dicntes de ajo, Cloves of garlic. Cruxir dr

dienlcs,To grind the teeth.Jlguzar los dientcs,

To whet the appetite. Tomarduno cntrc. di.cn-

tes, To have an antipathy against a person.
DiENTEcfco, LLO, Y TO, sm. dim. Little tooth.

DIERESIS, sf. Poetical figure which divides a

syllable into two,
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DIF DIL

Diisi, sf. (Miis.) The smallest and simplest

part in which a tone is divided.

DIESTRA, 6/.1. The right hand. 2. (Met.) Fa-

vour, support, protection. Juntar diestra con

diestra, To shake hands, to make up matters.

DIESTRAMENTE, ad. Dexterously.
DiESTROjTRA, . 1. Right, not left. 2. Dexterous,

skilful. 3. Sagacious, prudent. 4. Sly, artful,

cunning. 5. Favourable, propitious.

DIESTRO, sm. 1. A skilful fencer. 2.. Halter or

bridle for horses.

DIET A, sf. 1. Diet, regimen ; food regulated by
the rules ofmedicine. 2. Diet, the assembly of

the ministers ofthe states of Germany held at

Ratisbon. 3. One day's journey of 10 leagues

by land. 4. Daily salary of judges and other

officers of the law. Dictas, (Naut.) Cattle

put on board a fleet to furnish fresh provi-
sions for the sick.

DIE/., sm. Ten, twice five. Dicz de bolos, Pin

standing alone in front of the nine pins. Diez
de rosario, The eleventh bead in a rosary.

DIEZIOCHENO, sm. 1. An ancient silver coin in

Valencia, worth 18 deniers. 2. Cloth having
1800 threads in the warp.

DIEZMA, sf. V. Ddcima y Diezmo.

DIEZMAL, a. Decimal, tenth.

DIKZMAR, va. 1. To chastise every tenth one of

many delinquents. 2. To pay the tithe to

the church. 3. To decimate. [tithe.

DIEZMERO, sm. He who pays or receives the

DIEZMESINO, NA, a. That which is ten months
or belonging to that time.

DIEZMO, sm. 1. Tithe, the tenth part. 2. Duty
of ten per cent, paid to the king. 3. Tithe,
the tenth part of the fruits of the earth, as-

signed to the maintenance of the clergy.
DIFAMACIOX, sf. Defamation.

DIFAMADOR, sm. Defamer, he who defames.

DIFAMAR, va. To defame, to discredit
; to di-

vulge.
DIFAMATORIO, RiA, a. Defamatory, scandalous.

DIFERENCIA, sf. 1. Difference, the quality by
which one thing differs from another. 2. State
of being distinct from something. 3. The dis-

proportion between one thing and another.
.5' difercncia, With the difference. Difertn-
cias, Differences, controversies, disputes.

DIFEUENCIAL, a. Differential, different.

DIFERKNCIAR, ta. 1. To differ, to cause a dif-

ference. 2. To change or alter the use or des-

tination of things. -en. To dissent, to disa-

gree in opinion. vr. To distinguish one's

self, to render one's self conspicuous.
DJFERENTE, a. Different, dissimilar, unlike.

DIFERENTEMENTE, ad. Differently, diversely.
DIFERIR, va. To defer, to delay, to put oft.

en. 1. To differ, to be different. 2. To yield
to another's opinion, to refer to another's

judgment.
DIFICIL, a. Difficult, arduous.

DIFICILMENTE, ad. Difficultly.

DIFICULTAD, sf. Difficulty, embarrassment.

DIFICULTADOR, 5m. One who starts or raises

difficulties. [2. To render difficult.

DIFICULTAR, va. I. To start or raise difficulties.

DIFICULTOSA.MENTE, ad. Difficultly.

DiFicui/r6so, SA, a. Difficult, hard, trouble-

some
; deformed countenance.
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, sf. Manifesto, a declaration issu-
ed in justification of a war.

DIFIDENCIA, sf. Diffidence, distrust, want of
confidence.

DIFIDENTE, a. Diffident, disloyal, distrustful.

DIFINIR Y DIFINECER, va. V. Definir.
DIFINICION, sf. V. Definition.
DEFRIGE, sm. Dross of melted copper, gather-

ed in the furnace.

DiFtJGio, sm. V. Efugio.
DjFUNDiR,?jtf. 1. To diffuse, to extend. 2. (Met.)
To divulge, to publish, to make public.

DirtJNTO, TA, a. 1. Dead, deceased. 2.(Met.) De-

cayed, withered. Difunto de taberna, (In the
Jocular Style) A drunken red-faced person.

DIFUSAMENTE, ad. Diffusely.
DIFUSION, sf. 1. Diffusion, dispersion : the state

of being scattered. 2. (Met.) Copiousness
or exuberance of

style.
DIFUSIVO, VA, a. Diffusive.

Dirtfso. SA, a. Diffusive, copious ; wide, ample.
DiGERfBLE, a. Digestible, capable of being di-

gested.

DIGERIR, va. 1. To digest, to concoct in the sto-

mach. 2. (Met.) To bear with patience any
loss or affront. 3. (Met.) To examine carefully
into a thing. 4. (Met.) To adjust, to arrange.
5. (Quim.) To soften by heat, as in a boiler.

DIGESTIBLE, a. Digestible.

DIGESTION, sf. 1. Digestion, the act of concoct-

ing food. 2. Preparation of matter "by a che-

mical heat. Hombre de mala digestion, A
man of a peevish fretful temper. Negocio de

'

mala digestion, A perplexed affair.
'

DIGESTIR, va. (Ant.) V. Digerir. [tion.

DIGESTIVO, VA, a. Digestive, assisting diges-

DiGESTO,sm.Digest,the pandect ofthe civil law,

usually cited in writing by the cipher ff.

DIGITO, sm. 1. Digit, the twelfth part of the

diameter of the sun or moon. 2.. Any of the

numbers expressed by single figures.
DIGLADIAR. urt. To fight with the sword in sin-

gle combat.

DIGNACION, sf. Condescension, voluntary hu-

miliation, descent from superiority.
DIGNAMENTE, ad. Worthily, with dignity.

DIGNARSE, vr. To condescend, to deign.

DIGNIDAD, sf. 1. Dignity, rank of elevation. 2.

Advancement, preferment, high place. 3.

(Astrol.) Dignity, the state of a planet being
in any sign. [applied to grace.

DiGNiFicANTE,p.(Teol.) That which dignifies j

DIGNIFICAR, va. To dignify, to render or judge
worthy of.

DIGNO,NA, a. 1. Meritorious, worthy, deserving.
2. Condign, suitable, correspondent.

DIGRESION, sf. 1. Digression, deviation from
the main scope of a speech or treatise. 2.

(Astr.) Departure of a planet from the equi-

DILACERACION, sf. Dilaceration. [noctial line.

DILACERAR, va. To lacerate. V. Lacerar.

DiLACioN,s/.Delay, procrastination ; dilatation.

DILAPIDACION, sf. Dilapidation.

DILAPIDADOR, sm. Dilapidator.

DILAPIDA"R, va. To dilapidate, to fall to ruin.

DILATABLE, a. Dilatable, capable of extension.

DILATACION, sf. 1. Dilatation, extension, am-

plification. 2. The state of being extended.

3. Evenness, greatness of mind.



DIM DIP

DILATADAMENTE, ad. With dilatation.

DILATADO, a. V. Numcroso.
DILATADOR. RA, s. One who dilates or extends.

DILATOR, va. 1. To dilate, to expand, to en-

large. 2. To defer, to retard, to put off. 3.

(Met.) To comfort, to cheer up. vr. To ex-

patiate or enlarge on any subject.

DitATATivo, VA, a. That which dilates.

DILATORIA, sf. V. Dilation. Andar con dilato-

rias, To waste time by deceiving with false

promises.
DILATORIO, RIA, a. Dilatory, delaying.

DILECCION, sf. Dilection, love, affection.

DILECTO, TA, a. Loved, beloved.

DILEMA, 5m. Dilemma, an argument equally
conclusive by contrary suppositions.

DILIGENCIA, sf. 1. Diligence, assiduity. 2. Acti-

vity, briskness in the performance of a thing,
or the pursuit of business. Tengo qua, ir a

una diligcncia, I must go upon some busi-

ness. 37 Call to ease nature. 4. Return of a

writ. 5. Duty, obligation. 6. Love, dilection.

Hacer las diligentias dc Christiana, To per-
form the duty of a Christian. [vour.

DILIGENCIAR, va. To exert one's self, to endea

DiLiGENCiERo,.sm. 1. Agent, attorney. 2. Appa-

ecclesiastical court.
ritor, summoner ; the lowest officer of an

DILIGENTE, a. 1. Diligent, assiduous, careful.

2. Prompt, swift, ready.
DII.IGENTEMENTE, ad. Diligently, [illustration.

DILUCIDACION, sf. Explanation, dilucidation,

DILUCIDADOR, s-m. He who dilucidates.

DILUCIDAR, va. To dilucidate, to explain.
DILUCIDARIO, sin. Explanatory writing.

DILUCULO, sm. The sixth part in wliich the

night is divided.

DILUENTE, pa. Diluent, that which dilutes.

DiLufR, va. To dilute any thing.
DILUSION, sf. V. Ilusion.

DiLusivo, VA, a. Delusive, apt to deceive.

DILUVIAR, vn. impers. To rain like a deluge.
DILUVIO, sm. 1. Deluge, overflow, inundation.

2. (Met.) Vast abundance. [from.
DIMANACION, sf. Act of springing or issuing
DIMANAR, vn. To spring or proceed from ;

to

originate in. [bulk.

DIMENSION, sf. Dimension, extent, capacity,
DIMENSIONAL, a. Belonging to the dimension.

DIMES, Andar en dimes y diretcs, To use ifs

and auds, or quibbles and quirks ; to contend,
to use altercations.

DIMIDIAR, va. To separate or divide into halves,
V. Demediar.

DIMINUCION, sf. 1. Diminution, the state of

growing less. 2. Contraction of the diameter
of a column as it ascends. Ir en diminution,
To grow tapering to the top. (Met.) To be

losing one's character or credit.

DIMINUIR, va. To diminish. V. Disminuir.

DIMINUTAMENTE, ad. 1. Diminutively. 2. Mi-

nutely, by retail.

DIMINUTIVAMENTE, ad. (Gram.) Diminutively,
by diminishing.

DIMINUTIVO, VA, a. Diminutive.

DiMiNtfro, TA, a. Defective, faulty.

DiMisidN, sf. Dismission, discharge, from an
office. Hacer dimision de su empleo, To re-

sign one's place or employment.

DIMISORIAS, sf. pi. Dimissory letters, given
by a bishop to a candidate for holy orders,
that he may be lawfully ordained.

\)IMITE, sm. Dimity, a fine cotton cloth.

DIMITIR, va. To give up, to relinquish.
DiMOffo, sm. (Joe.) Demon. V. Demonio.

DiNASxfA, sf. Dynasty, sovereignty, race.

DINERADA, sf. (Vulg.) A large sum of money.
DINERAL, sm. 1. (Arag.) Measure for wine and

oil. 2. Weight used by assayers to fix the

puritv
of the precious metals ; a gold dineral

is divided into 24 quilatcs or carats, each of
which is 4 grains ; a silver dineral is divided
into 12dinerosof 24 grains each.

DiNERiLLo,,sm. 1. (Iron.) A round sum ofmoney.
2. A small copper coin, current in Aragon.

DINKKISTA, sm. Money-hunter, one who is ea-

gerly employed in the pursuit ofmoney.
DINERO, sm. l.Coin, money. 2. An ancient

Spanish copper coin. 3. Standard of silver.

Dinero llama dinero, Money gets money.
Tcner dinero, To be rich. A 1

dinero, 6 al

dinero, 6 d dinero contante, In ready money.
DINEROSO, SA, a. Monied, rich.

DINERUELO, sm. Small coin.

DINGOLOUANGOS, sin. Word without meaning.
DiNTEL,sm. Lintel, that part of a door-frame
which lies across the door-frame over head.

DINTELAR, va. To make lintels.

DINTORNO, sm. (Pint.) Delineation of the parts
of a figure contained within the contour.

DIOBRE (Par), (Bax.) V. Par Dios. [san.

DIOCESANO,NA, a. Belonging to a diocess, dioce-

DIOCESIS Y DIOCESI, sf. Diocess, the circuit

of a bishop's jurisdiction.

DIONISIA, sf. A kind of black stone, variegated
with red spots.

DIOPTRIC A, sf. Dioptrics, a part of optics, treat-

ing of the refraction of light.

Di6s,sm. 1. God, the Supreme Being. 2. A false

god, an idol. 3. (Met.) Any person or thing
passionately beloved or adored. A 1 Dios 6
anda con Dios, Farewell, adieu. A 1

Dios, y d
ventura, At all events, at all risks. Despues
de dios, Under God. Vaya vd. con Dios,
Farewell, God be with you. Dios ddra, God
will provide ; used to stimulate almsgiving.
0' santo Dios, Oh, gracious God. For Dios,
By God, for God's sake. JV0 lo quiera Dios,
God forbid. Quiera dios, God send. A1

Dios,
God's will be done.

DIOSA, sf. Goddess.

DIOSEAR, vn. To claim divine honours, [god.
DiosEcfLLo Y DIOSECITO, sm. Cupid ;

a little

DIOSECITA, sf. A little goddess.
Dioso, SA, a. (Ant.) Old, of a long date.

DIPI.OE, sm. Diploe, a medullar substance

which separates the two laminas of the skull.

DIPLOMA, sm. Diploma, patent.
DIPLOMATIC &,sf. Diplomacy,the diplomatic art.

DIPLOMATICO, CA,. 1. Diplomatic, relating to

diplomas. 2. Diplomatical, privileged, au-

thorised
; applied to negotiations in politics.

DIPSACA, sm. (Bot.) Teasel. V. Condencha.

DIPSAS, sf. Serpent whose bite is said to pro-
duce unquenchable thirst.

DipTicA, co, s. Diptych, a register of bishops
and martyrs.

DIPTONG AR.'Vrt. l.To unite two vowels. 2. (Met.)
285
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To combine or join two or more things so as

to form one whole.

DiprdNco, sm. Diphthong, a coalition of two
vowels to form one sound.

DIPUTACION, sf. 1. Deputation, the act of deput-

ing on a special mission. 2. The body of per-
sons deputed. 3. The object of a deputation.

DIPUTADO, sm. 1. Deputy, commissioner. 2.

(Com.) Assignee.
DIPUTAR, va. To depute, to send with a spe-

cial commission.

DIQCE, sm. Dike, a mound to hinder inunda-
tions. Digue de construction, (Naut.) A dry
dock, where ships are built or careened.

DIQUECILLO, sm. A small dike.

DIRECCION, sf. 1. Direction, the act ofguiding or

directing ; tendency of motion. 2. Body of

persons appointed to superintend the manage-
ment of some business

; order, command.
DIRECTAMENTE Y DIRECTS, ad. Directly, ap-

parently. Directe 6 indirectc, (Latin.) Di-

reptly or indirectly.

DIRECTIVO, VA, a. Directive, having the power
of direction.

DIRECTO, TA, a. 1. Direct, in a straight line. 2.

Clear, open, apparent, evident.

DIRECTOR, sm. 1. Director, one that has autho-

rity over others. 2. President, director, one
who has the management, of the concerns of
a trading company. 3. Confessor, who guides
the conscience of a person. [rect.

DIRECTORIO, RIA, a. Directive, able or fit to di-

DIRECTORIO, sm. Directory ;
a book, containing

the rules by which any business ought to be

guided.
DIRIGIR, va. 1. To guide,to direct,to conduct. 2.

To dedicate a work. 3. To govern, to
give

rules or laws for the management ofany thing.
DIRIMIR, va. 1. To dissolve, to disjoin, to sepa-

rate. 2. To adjust or accommodate differ-

ences. 3. To annul, to declare void.

DIRUIR, va. To ruin, to destroy.
DIS, prep. neg. From the Latin, and used in

compound words in Spanish.
DISANTO, sin. (Bax.) Sunday. V. Domingo.
DISCANTAR, va. 1. To chant, to sing. 2. To com-

pose or recite verses. 3. To descant, to dis-

course copiously. 4. To quaver upon a note.

DISCANTE, sm. 1. Treble. V. Tiple. 2. Concert,
especially of stringed instruments. 3. A
small guitar.

DISCEPTACION, sf. Argument, controversy, dis-

pute.

DISCEPTAR, va. To dispute, to argue.
DISCERNIDOR, sm. He who discerns.

DiscERMMiENTO,5m. l.piscernrnent,judgrnent;
the power of distinguishing. 2. Appointment
of a guardian by the proper magistrates.

DISCERNIR, va. 1. To discern, to distinguish, to

comprehend. 2. To appoint a guardian.
DISCIPLINE, s/.l. Discipline, education, instruc-

tion. 2. Any art or science taught. 3. Rule of

conduct, order. 4. Correction or punishment
inflicted upon one's self. Disciplinas, Instru-
ment for whipping, a cat of nine tails. 5.

Flagellation.
DISCIPLINABLE, a. Disciplinable, capable of in-

struction.

DISCIPLINADAMENTE, ad. With discipline.

DISCIPLINADO, DA, a. Marbled, variegated.
DiscipLiNANTE,^a. Disciplmer, flagellator.
DISCIPLINAR, va. 1. To discipline, to educate,

to instruct, to bring up. 2. To drill, to teach
the manual exercise. 3. To chastise, to cor-
rect ; to scourge one's self as penance.

DISCIPULADO, sm. 1. Number of scholars who
frequent the same school. 2. Education, in-

struction.

DiscfpuLO, LA,S. Disciple, scholar.

Disco, sm. 1. Disk, a round piece of iron thrown
in the ancient sports ;

a quoit. 2. Face of the
sun or moon, such as it appears to the eye. 3.

Lens of a Jelescope. 4. (Bot.) The central

part of flowers.

DISCOLO,LA, a. Unteachable, wayward, peevish.
DISCOLOR, a. Variegated with different colours.

DISCONFORME, a. V. Desconforme.
DISCONTINUAR, va. V. Descontinuar.

DISCONTINUO, A, a. Discontinued, separated.

DISCORD^NCIA, sf. Disagreement, contrariety
of opinion, opposition, diversity.

DISCORDAR, va. To discord, to disagree, not to

suit with.

DISCORDE, a. 1. Discordant, not conformable.
2. (Mus.) Dissonant.

DISCORDIA, sf. 1. Discord, disagreement. 2.

Contrariety of opinion, opposition.
DISCRECION, sf. 1. Discretion, prudence, judg-

ment. 2. Acuteness of mind, sharpness of

wit, liveliness of fancy. 3. Liberty of acting
at pleasure. Jugar discreciones, To play for

presents, to be chosen or determined by the
loser. A1

discrecidn, At the discretion or will

of another.

DISCREPANCY, sf. Discrepance, difference,

contrariety.

DISCREPANTE, (Nemine,) ad. (Latin.) Unani-

mously.
DISCREPAR, vn. To differ, to disagree, not to

be conformable.

DISCRETAMENTE, ad. Discreetly.

DISCRETEAR, vn. To be discreet, to talk with
discretion.

DISCRETO, TA, a. 1. Discreet, circumspect, pru-
dent. 2. Ingenious, sharp, witty, eloquent.
Es mas dehcado que discrete, He is more
nice than wise.

DISCRETO, s. A person elected assistant in the

council of some provincial governments.
DISCRETORIO, sm. Meeting or council of th

seniors of religious bodies.

DISCRIMEN, sm. Hazard, risk, peril ; difference,

DisctJLPA Y DISCULPACION, sf. 1. Apology, ex-

cuse. 2. (In Law) Plea.

DISCULPABLE, a. Excusable.

DISCULPADAMENTE, ad. Excusably.
DISCULPAR, va. To exculpate, to excuse.

DISCURRIMIENTO, sm. (Bax.) Discourse.

DISCURRIR, vn. 1. To gad, to ramble about with-

out any settled purpose, to run to and fro. 2.

To discourse upon a subject. 3. To discuss, to

weigh the arguments and reasons which are

for and against any thing. Quien tal discur-

riera. Who could imagine such a thing. va.

To invent, to discourse ; to infer, to deduce.

DISCURSAR, vn. To discourse. V. Discurrir.

DiscuRsisTA, sm. One who discusses or han-

dles any subject
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Disctmsfvo, VA, a. Discursive, discussive ; re-

flective.

DisctfRso, sm. 1. Ramble, irregular excursion.

2. Ratiocination, the act of deducing conse-

quences from premises. 3. Discourse, speech.
4. Dissertation, treatise, tract. 5. Space of

time.

DISCUSION, sf. Discussion, argument, dispute.

DISCUTIR, va. To discuss, to investigate.

DISECACION, sf. Dissection. V. Bisection.

DiSECADon, sm. Dissector, anatomist.

DISECAR. ra. To dissect, to cut in pieces ; to

separate the parts of animal bodies.

DISECCION, sf. Dissection, anatomy.
DISECTOR, sm. Anatomist, one who dissects.

DISEMINAR, va. To disseminate, to scatter as

seed.

DisENSidN, sf. 1. Dissension, contrariety of

opinion ; contest, strife. 2. The cause or

motive of dissension.

DISENSO o DISENTIMIENTO, sm. Dissent, disa-

agreement, difference of opinion.

DISF.NTERIA, sf. Dysentery ;
a bloody flux.

DISENTERICO, CA, a. Belonging to the dysentery.
DISF.NTIR, vn. To dissent,to disagree or separate.
DISKNADOR, sm. Designer, delineator.

DISENAR, va. To draw, to design.
DISENO, 5m. 1. Design, sketch, draught, plan.

2. Delineation, description. 3. Picture, image.
V. Designio.

DISERTACION, sf. Dissertation, discussion.

DISERTADOR, sm. Dissertator, he who discours-

es or debates on a subject.

DISERTAR, va. To dispute, to debate, to argue.
DJSERTO, TA, a. Eloquent.
DiSFAMACi6i\,sf. Defamation, slander, censure.

DISFAMADOR, sm. Defamer.

DISFAMAR, va. To defame, to slander.

DISFAMIA, sf. Defamation, disrepute.
DisFAvdR, sm. 1. Disregard, want of favour.

2. Discountenance, cold treatment.

DISFORMAR, va. V. Deformar.
DISFORME, a. 1. Deform, ugly. horrid. 2. Huge,

excessively big.

DisFORMiDAn,5/. Deformity,excessive bigness.
DisFRA/.sm. J.Mask, disguise. 2. (Met.) Dis-

simulation, the act of dissembling.
DISFRA/AR, va. 1. To disguise, to conceal, to

make things appear different from what they
are. 2. To cloak, to dissemble.

DisGREGACidN, sf. Separation, the act of dis-

jointing or disuniting.
DJSGREGAR, va. \. To separate, to disjoin. 2.

To disperse the rays of light.

DISGREGATIVO, VA, a. Disjunctive.
DISGUSTADAMK.NTE, ad. Disgustingly.
DJSGUSTAR, va. To disgust, to strike with dis-

like, to offend. vr. To be displeased, to fall

out, to be at variance with another.

DisGt'STiLLo, sm. Displeasure, slight disgust.
DJSGUSTO, sm. 1. Disgust, aversion of the palate
from any thing. 2. Ill-humour, offence con-
ceived. 3. Grief, sorrow. A1

disgusto, In spite
of, contrary to one's will and pleasure.

DISGUSTOSO. SA, a. Disgustful, disagreeable.
DISIDKNTE, a. y s. Dissident, dissented, schisma-

DISILABO, sm. A word of two syllables. [tic.

DISIMIL, a. Dissimilar.

DISIMILAR, a. Unequal, dissimilar.

DISIMILITUD, sf. Dissimilitude, want of resem-
blance.

DisiMULACidN, sf. Dissimulation, the act of

dissembling ; simulation, hypocrisy.
DISIMULADAMENTE, ad. Dissemblingly.
DISIMULADO, DA, a. Dissembled, Feigned. .?'

lo disimulado, Dissemblingly.
DISIMULADOR, RA, s. Dissembler.

DISIMULAR, va. 1. To dissemble, to conceal
one's real intentions. 2. To cloak, to conceal

artfully any bent of the mind. 3. To hide. 4.

To tolerate, to allow so as not to hinder. 5.

To colour, to misrepresent.

DISIMULO, sm. Dissimulation, simulation.

DISIPABLE, a. Easily dissipated.

DISIPACION, sf. 1. Dissipation, the act of spend-

ing one's fortune, licentiousness. 2. Sepa-
ration of the parts which composed a whola.
3. Resolution of any thing into vapour.

DISIPADO, DA, a. Dissipated, devoted to plea-
sure.

t [lavisher.

DISIPADOR, RA, s. Spendthrift, a prodigal, a

DISIPAR, ro. 1. To dissipate, to disperse ;
to

separate one thing from another. 2. To mis-

spend, to lavish.

DisiruLA, sf. Erysipelas. V. Erisipela.

DISIPULARSE, vr. To be diseased with the ery-

sipelas.

DISLATE,STO. Nonsense,absurdity. V. Disparate.
DISLOCACION Y DISLOCADURA, sf. 1. Disloca-

tion, the act of shifting or removing things.
2. Luxation, a joint put out. [of joint.

DISLOCARSE, vr. To be dislocated or put out

DISMEMBRACION, sf. V. Desmemlracwn.
DISMINUCION, sf. 1. Diminution. 2. Disease in

horses' hoofs.

DISMINUIR, va. 1. To diminish, to lessen, to

impair. 2. To detract from.

DISOCIACIOX, sf. Disjunction, separation.

DisociX.R, va. To disjoin, to separate one thing
from another.

DisoruBLE, a. Dissoluble, capable of separa-
tion of one part from another.

DISOLUCION, sf. 1. Dissolution, the resolution

of a body into its constituent elements. 2.

Looseness of manners and morals.

DISOLUTAMENTE, ad. Dissolutely.
DISOLUTIVO, VA, a. Dissolvent.

DISOLUTO, TA, a. Dissolute, loose, licentious,

DISOLVENTE, sm. Dissolvent, dissolver.

DISOLVER, va. 1. To loosen, to untie. 2. To dis-

solve, to separate, to disunite. 3. To melt,
to liquefy. 4. To interrupt.

DISON, sm. Harsh dissonant tune.

DISONANCIA, 5/. 1. Dissonance, a mixture of

harsh and inharmonious sounds. 2. Disagree-

ment, discord. Hacer disonancia a la razon,
To be contrary to reason.

DISONANTE,. 1. Dissonant, inharmonious ; dis-

crepant. 2. (Met.) Discordant, unsuitable.

DISONAR, vn. 1. To disagree
in sound, to bs

disharmonious. 2. To discord, to disagree. 3.

To be contrary or repugnant.
DisoNo, NA, a. Dissonant, inconstant.

DISPAR, a. Unlike, unequal, different.

DISPARADAMENTE, ad. V. Disparatadamentf,
DISPARAPOR, sm. 1. One that discharges a gun.

2. Tumbler of a gun-lock. 3. Raich or rash,
in clock-work ; a wheel which serves to lift
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up the detents every hour, and therebymakes
the clock strike.

DISPARAR, va. I. To discharge a gun. 2. To
cast or throw with violence. vn. To talk

nonsense. vr. 1. To run headlong. 2. To
stoop, to dart down on a prey ; applied to a

hawk or falcon.

DISPARATADAMENTE, ad. Absurdly.
DISPARATADO, DA, a. Inconsistent, absurd.

DISPARATAR, va. To act or talk in an absurd
and inconsistent manner.

DISPARATE, 5771. Nonsense, absurdity.

DISPARATON, sm. A great piece of nonsense.

DISPARATORIO, sm. Speech or discourse full

of nonsense.

DISPARCIALIDAD, sf. Separation, disunion.

DISPARIDAD,S/. Disparity, inequality, dissimi-

litude.

DISPARO, sm. 1. Discharge, explosion. 2. Non-

sense, absurdity. Quanta dice es disparo, All

he talks is nonsense.

DISPENDIO, sm. 1. Excessive or extravagant
expense. 2. (Met.) Voluntary loss of life,

honour, or fame.

DISPENSA, sf. Dispense, exemption, dispensa-
tion; diploma. V. Expensas.

DISPENSABLE, a. That may be dispensed with.

DISPENSACION, sf. Dispensation, exemption.
DISPENSADOR, RA, s. 1. One who grants a dis-

pensation. 2. Dispenser, distributer.

DISPENSAR, va. 1. To dispense, to exempt. [2.
To deal out, to distribute.

DISPERSION, sf. Dispersion, the act of scatter

ing or spreading.
DISPERSO, SA, a. Dispersed, separated.
DISPERTADOR. RA, 5. V. Dcspcrtador.
DISPEUTAR, xa. V. Despertar.
DISPLACER, va. V. Desplacer.
DISPLICENCIA, sf. Displeasure, discontent.

DISPLICENTE, a. Displeasing, fretful.

DISPONEDOR, RA. s. One who disposes or ar-

ranges ;
distributer.

DISPONER. va. I. To arrange, to place things in a

due and proper order. 2. To dispose of, to

give, to distribute. 3. To deliberate, to re-

solve, to direct, to command. vn. To act

freely, to dispose of property. Disponer sus

cosas, To make a last will. Disponer las velas
(i,l viento, (Naut.) To trim the sails to the
wind. Disponer de botina cinendo el viento,

(Naut.) To trim the sails sharp or close to

the wind. vr. To prepare one's self.

DISPONIBLE, a. Disposable ; applied to property.
DISPOSICION,*/". 1. Disposition, arrangement, or

distribution of things. 2. Proportion, sym-
metry, fitness. 3. Resolution, order, com-
mand. 4. Power, authority. 5. Tendency,
temper of mind. 6. (Naut.) Trim of a ship.
7. Elegance of person. 8. Despatch of busi-

ness. A 1 ia disposicion, At the disposal or

will of another.

DISPOSITIVAMENT,E, ad. Dispositively, distribu-

tively.

Disposirfvo.VA, a. Dispositive, that which im-

plies a disposal of any thing.

DISPOSITIVE, sf. Disposition ; expedition, fit-

ness.

DISPUESTO, TA, a. 1. Comely, genteel, graceful.
Bien 6 mat disvuesto, Well or ill disposed.
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sf. 1. Dispute, controversy, argument.
2. Contest, conflict ; contention.

DISPUTABLE, a. Disputable, controvertible
;

that which can be defended or maintained.

DISPUTADOR, sm. Disputant, disputer.
DISPUTAR, va. 1. To dispute, to controvert. 2.

To resist, to oppose with violence and force
of arms; Disputar solre frioleras, To pluck
a crow with one. Disputar el barlorento,
(Naut.) To dispute the weather-gage, vn.
To argue, to dispute.

DISPUTATIVAMENTE, ad. Disputuigly.
DISO.UISICION, sf. Disquisition, examination,

disputative inquiry.
DISTANCIA, sf. I. Distance, interval ; space of
time or place. 2. Difference, disparity.

DISTANTE, a.. 1. Distant, remote, far off. 2.

(Naut.) Off, offward.

DISTANTEMENTE, ad. Distantly.
DISTAR, vn. 1. To be distant or remote with

regard to time or place. 2. To be different,
to vary.

DISTERMINAR, va. To divide a territory.

DISTICO, sm. Distich, couplet.
DISTILAR, va. Destilar.

DISTINCION, sf. I. Difference, diversity, distinc-

tion. 2. Prerogative, privilege. 3. Honour-
able note of superiority. 4. Order, clarity,

precision. Persona -de distincion, A person
of superior rank. A 1

distincion, In contradis-

tinction, with the distinction.

DisTiNGufflLE, a. Distinguishable.
DISTINGUIDO, a. Distinguished ; applied to a sol-

dier of noble birth, but without fortune to sub-

sist as a cadet, who is allowed a sword, and
is exempted from mechanical labour.

DISTINGUIR, va. 1. To distinguish, to note the*

difference of things. 2. To see clearlv ,
and at

a distance. 3. To discern, to discriminate. 4.

To set a peculiar value on things or persons.
5. To clear up, to explain. vr. To distin-

guish one's self,especially by warlike exploits.

DisTiNTAMENTE,arf. Distinctly, diversely.

DISTINTIVO, VA, a. Distinctive, that which
makes distinction or difference.

DISTINTIVO, sm. 1. A distinctive mark, such
as the badge of a military order. 2. A parti-
cular attribute.

DISTINTO, TA, a. 1. Distinct, different; not tho

same; diverse. 2. Clear, unconfused ;
intelli-

DisTfNTO, sm. Instinct. V. Instinto. [gible.

DISTRACCION, sf. 1. Distraction, want of atten-

tion
;

the state in which the attention is

called different ways. 2. Licentiousness,
boundless liberty as to the way of living ;

want of constraint.

DISTRACTO, sm. Dissolution of a contract.

DisTRAER,t>a. 1. To distract, to fill the mind with

contrary considerations ; to perplex. 2. To
seduce from an honest and virtuous life.

DISTRAIDAMENTE, arf. Licentiously.

DISTRAIDO, DA, a. Dissolute, licentious.

DISTRAIMIENTO, sm. 1. Distraction. V. Dis-

traccion. 2. A licentious life.

DISTRIBUCION, sf. 1. Distribution, the act of dis-

tributing or dealing out to others ; division,

separation. 2. Proper collocation, arrange-
ment. Tomar algo par distrilmcion, To do

or perform any thing from habit or custom.
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ij 5m. Distributer.

DISTRIBUIR, va. 1. To distribute, to divide

among many, to deal out. 2. To dispose, to

range. 3. (Impr.) To distribute types.

DISTRIBUTIVO, VA, a. Distributive.

DISTRIBUYENTE, pa. Distributer.

DISTRITO, sm.. 1. District, circuit of authority,

province. 2. Region, country, territory.

DISTURBAR, ra. To disturb, to interrupt.
DisxtfRBio. sm. Disturbance, interruption of

tranquillity, violation of peace.

Disu.\niR,75. To dissuade, to dchort.

DISUNION, sf. Dissuasion, dehortation ; the

act of counselling to the contrary.
DISITASIVO, VA, a. Dissuasive, dehortative.

D i suiii A,s/.Dysury, a difficulty in making urine.

DISYUNCION, sf. 1. Disjunction, separation. 2.

(In Grammar) A disjunctive particle.

DISVUSTA, sf. (Miis.) Change or mutation of
the voice. [rately.

DISYUNTIVAMENTE, ad. Disjunctively, sepa-

DISVUNTIVO, VA,O. Disjunctive.
DISYUNTO, TA, a. Separated, disjoined, distant.

DITA, sf. Security, surety.

DITIRAMBICO, CA, a. Dithyrambical.
DITO, (Ant.) V. Dicho.

Divinf R, ra. 1 To divide, to disjoin, to disunite.

2. To distribute, to separate. vr. To with-
draw one's self from life company and friend-

ship of any one.

DIVIDUO, DUA, a. (For.) Divisible.

DIVIESO, sm. A. morbid swelling of the carbun-
cle kind.

DIVINACION, sf. Divination. V. jJdivinacion.

DIVINAMKNTE, ad. Divinely, admirably.
DiviNATomo, RIA, a. Belonging to the art of

divination.

DIVIMDAD, sf. 1. Divinity, participation of the
nature and excellence of God; deity, god-
head. 2. The Supreme Being. 3. False god. 4.

Woman of exquisite beauty. Dccir o haccr

divinidadcs, To say or do admirable things.

DIVINIZAK, ra. I. To deify, to make a god of,

to make divine. 2. (Met.) To sanctify.

DIVINO, NA, a. I. Divine, partaking of the na-

ture of God, proceeding from God. 2. Ex-
cellent in a supreme degree. Es un ingenio
divino, He is a man of uncommon talents.

DIVINO, NA, s. V. Adivi.no.

A, a. 1. Diurnal, relating to the day.
2. Performed in a day, daily.

DIURNO, sm. Prayer-book, among Roman Ca-

tholics, which contains the canonical hours,

except matins. [tion.

DIUTURNIDAD, sf. Diuturnity, length of dura-

DIVISA, sf. 1. Inheritance, or part of the pater-
nal inheritance. 2. Device, motto.

DIVISA R, va. l.To descry at a distance, to

DIURETICO, CA, a. 1. Diuretic, having the pow- perceive indistinctly. 2. To make a differ-

er to provoke urine. 2. (Met.) Liberal, gene- ence, to vary.

DIVISERO, sm. Heir who is not of a noble ex-

traction.

DIVISIBILIDAD, sf. Divisibility.

DIVISIBLE, a. Divisible, that can be divided.

DIVISION, sf. 1. Division, partition, distribution.

2. Diversity of opinion. 3. Hyphen, a note
of conjunction. 4. A rule in arithmetic.

DIVISIONAL, a. Divisional, relating to division.

Divisivo, VA, a. Divisible.

Divfso, SA, . Divided.

DIVISOR, sm. 1. Number given, by which the

dividend is divided. 2. Any thing which di-

vides another.

DIVISORIO. RIA, a. Belonging to divisions.

Divo, VA, . Divine, godlike.

DIVORCIAR, va. 1. To divorce, to pronounce a

sentence of divorce. 2. To separate, to part,
to divide. vr. To be divorced.

DIVORCIO, sm. 1. Divorce, the legal separation
of husband and wife. 2. Separation, disunion.

3. Ruptnre among friendd.

DIVULGABLE, a. That which may be divulged.
DIVULGATION, sf. Publication, the act of pub-

lishing or divulging.
DIVULGADOR, RA, s. Divulger.
DIVULGAR, va. To publish, to divulge.
Dix 6 DIXE, sm. Relic

; corals, fastened to the

clothes of children. Dixes, Toys, trinkets.

DIXECILLO, TO, sm. dim. Little trinket.

Do, ad. (Ant.) V. Donde. Do quicra, In what-

ever part.

DOBLA, sf. An ancient Spanish gold coin.

DOBLADAMENTE, ad. 1. Doubly. 2. Deceitfully,

artfully.

DoBLADfLLA, sf. (Ant.) Ancient game. J In.

dobladilla, Doubly, repeatedly.

DOBLADI'LLO, LLA, a. Squat and broad, short

and thick.

DoBi.ADfLLO,s?7i. Hem, the edge of a garment
doubled and sewed, to keep the threads from

spreading.
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xo, NA, a. Being of a long duration.

DIVAGANTE, smc Vagrant, loiterer.

DIVAGAR, vn. V. Vugur.
DIVAN, sm. Divan, the supreme council amono-

the Turks.

DIVKRGENCIA, sf. The act or state of diverging
or tending to various parts from one point.

DIVERGENTE, a. Divergent.
DIVKRSAMENTE, ad. Diversely, with diversity.

DIVF.RSIOAD, sf. 1. Diversity, dissimilitude,
unlikeness. 2. Variety of things.

DIVERSIFICA.R, va. To diversify, to vary.
DIVERSION, sf. 1. Diversion, amusement. 2. Di-

version, an attack made upon the enemy to

withdraw his attention from the real attack.

DIVERSIVO. VA, a. Divertive ; applied to medi-
cines which draw off humours.

DIVERSO, SA, a. 1. Diverse, different, multi-
form. 2. Several, sundry.

DivERsoRio,sm. Inn, a house of entertainment
for travellers.

DivERrfoo, DA, a. Amused, divertive, diverted,
festive. Andar divertido, To be engaged in

love affairs.

DIVF.RTIMIENTO, sm. 1. Diversion, amusement.
2. Avocation, distraction, or alienation.

DIVERTIR, va. l.To divert the attention, to

withdraw the mind. 2. To amuse, to enter-
tain. 3. (In War) To draw the enemy off

from some design, by threatening or attack-

ing a distant part.

DIVIDENDO, sm. Dividend, a share; the part
allotted in division.

DIVIDIDERO, RA, a. Divisible.
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DOBI.ADO, *m. Measure of the fold in cloth.

DOBLADO, DA, a. 1. Strong, robust, thick set. 2.

(Met.) Deceitful, dissembling. Tierra, dolla-

da, A broken, mountainous country.
DoBLAotfRA, */. 1. Fold, mark of a fold. . Led
horse in battle. 3. Dish consisting of fried

meat, bread, onions, nuts, &c. 4. Malicious

fabrication.

DOBLAR, va. 1. To double, to enlarge any quan-

tity by addition of the same quantity. 2. To
double, to fold. 3. To contain twice the quan-

tity. 4. To bend, to make crooked, to crook.

5. To toll or ring the passing bell. Dollar la

servilleta, To kick the bucket, to die. Dollar
la rodilla, To kneel. Dollar un calo 6 pro-
montorio, (Na6t.) To double or weather a

cape. vn. To swerve or deviate from justice
or reason. vr. 1. To be led away by the

opinion of another. 2. To change or alter

one's opinion.

DOBLE, a. 1. Double, twice as much. 2. Thick
and short. 3. Strong, robust. 4. Artful, de-

ceitful. Al dolle, Doubly.
D6BLE, sm. 1. Fold, crease. V. Dollez. 2. Toll

or knoll of the passing-bell. 3. Step in a

Spanish dance.

DOBLEGABLE, a. That which may be doubled
or folded.

DOBLEGADI/O, 7.A, a. Fit to be doubled.

DOBLEGAR, va. 1. To bend, to incurvate, to

inflect. 2. To gain by persuasion, to re-

claim.

DOBLEMENTE, ad. Deceitfully, artfully.

DOBLERIA, sf. Double-dealing, deceit.

DOBLERO, sm. (Arag.) A small loaf of bread.

DOBLKTE, a. That which is between double
and single. sm. Factitious gem.

DOBLEZ, sm. 1. Crease, a mark made by dou-

bling or folding any thing. 2. Dissimulation,

double-dealing.
DOBLO, sm. Double, twice as much.

DOBLON, sm. 1. Doublon or dobloon, a Spanish
gold coin. Dollon de oro, Gold coin of the

weight and value of two dollars. Dollon de a

quatro 6 a ocho, Pistole or dobloon of 4 or

of 8 dollars. Doblonsencillo, Nominal money
worth 60 reals. 2. Dollon dc vaca. Tripes or

paunch of a bullock or cow.

DOBLONADA, sf. Heap or large quantity of do-

bloons or money.
DOCE, sm. Twelve, the number often and two.

Echarlo a doce, To carry an affair off with a

laugh.
DocEjfA, sf. 1. Dozen, the number of twelve

things of the same kind or species. 2.

(Navar.) Weight of twelve pounds.
DOCENAL, a. That which is sold by dozens.

DOCENARIO, 5TO. (Arit.) Number consisting
of 12 unities.

DOCENO, NA, a. Twelfth, the ordinal number
of twelve.

DOCENAL, a. That which consists of 12 years.
DOCIENTOS, a. V. Doscientos.

DOCIL, a. 1. Docile, mild, tractable. 2. Ductile,
pliable, malleable, easily wrought.

DociLioXp, sf. Docility, aptness to be taught,
readiness to learn.

DOCILMENTE, ad. Tractably.
DQCTAMKNTE, ad. Learnedly.
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DdcTo, TA, a. Learned, versed in sciences and
literature.

ocTdR, RA, s. ]. Doctor, physician; divine.
2. Wife of a physician or doctor. 3. Vain,
impertinent, assuming woman. 4. One who
teaches any art or science.

DOCTORAL, a. Relating to a doctor ; applied to
canons.

DOCTORAMIENTO, sm. The act of graduating
as doctor.

DOCTORANDO, sm. One who is on the point
of taking out his degrees as doctor.

DOCTORAR, va. To graduate, to dignify with
the degrees of a doctor.

DOCTORCTLLO, sm. Quack, a petty physician.

DOCTOREAR, rw. To doctor, to play the doctor.

DocroRfsMo, sm. (In the Jocular Style) The
body of doctors.

DOCTRINA, sf. 1. Doctrine, instruction. 2. Dis-

course on the tenets of the Christian faith.

3. An Indian village consecrated to the Chris-

tian religion. 4. Science, wisdom ; opinion.
Ninos de la doctrina, Charity children.

DOCTRINADOR, RA, s. Instructor, teacher.

DOCTRINAL, sm. Catechism, a book which con-

tains an abridgment of the Christian doc-

trine. a. Doctrinal, relating to doctrine.

DOCTRINAR, va. 1. To teach, to instruct. 2. To
break in horses.

DOCTRINERO, sm. 1. Teacher of the Christian

doctrine. 2. Curate or parish priest in In-

dia.

DOCTRINO, sm. Orphan educated in a college.

DOCUMENTO, sm. 1. Instruction, advice to avoid

evil. 2. Document ; writing.
DODRANTE, sm. 1. Drink or beverage, prepared
from nine different ingredients, viz. herbs,

water, juice, wine, salt, oil, bread, honey, and

pepper. 2. Weight of nine ounces out of the

twelve which made a pound among the Ro-
mans. 3. Measure of twelve inches.

DOGAL, sm. Rcpe tied round the neck.

DOGMA, sm. Dogma, established principle, set-

tled notion.

DOGMATICO, CA, a. Dogmatical, or dogmatic,

belonging to the dogmas.
DOGMATISTA,SW. Dogmatist, a teacher of dog-
mas.

DOGMATIZADOR V DoGMATIZANTE, Sm. Dog-
matizer, dogmatist.

DOOMATIZAR, va. To dogmatize, to teach or

assert dogmas.
DOGO, sm. Terrier

;
a kind of small dog.

DOLA, contrac. ant. of Do ella ? Where is she ?

DOLADERA, a. Applied to a cooper's adze.

DOLADOK, sm. Joiner, one who planes and po-
lishes wood or stone.

DOLAJE, sm. The wine which the staves of

pipes imbibe.

DOLAMAS Y DOLAMES, s.pl. Hidden vices and
defects incident to horses.

DOLAK, va. To plane or smooth wood or stone.

DOLENCIA, sf. 1. Disease, affliction. 2. (Met.)

Danger ;
dishonour.

DOLER, vn. I. To feel pain. 2. To be unwilling
to act, to perform with repugnance. vr. 1.

To be in pain about any thing, to be sorry;
to repent. 2. To feel for the sufferings of

others ;
to lament.
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DOLIE"NTE, a. Suffering or labouring under

complaint or affliction.

DOLIMAN, sm. Kind of long robe worn by the

Turks.

DOLIOSO, SA, a. Sorry, afflicted. V. Dolorido.

DOLISTA, sm. Sufferer
; deceiver.

DOLO, sm. Fraud, deceit, imposition. Power
dolo, To judge ill of a person.

DOLOR, sm. 1. Pain, sensation of uneasiness. 2.

Affliction, anguish, grief. 3. Repentance,con-
trition. 4. Rage, envy. 5. Throes of child-

birth. Estar con dolores, To be in labour.

DOLORIDO, DA, a. Doleful, afflicted. V. Doliente

DOLORIDO, sm. The chiefmourner, the nearest

relation of a person deceased ; one in pain.

DOLORIFICO, CA, a. Causing pain or grief.

DOLOROSAMENTE, ad. Painfully, miserably.
DoLORdso Y DOLORIOSO, SA, a. Sorrowful, af-

flicted, dolorous, dismal, doleful.

DOLOSAMENTE, ad. Deceitfully.
DOLOSO, SA, a. Deceitful, knavish.

DOMABLE, a. Tameable, susceptive of taming.
DOMADOR, RA, s. Tamer, one who tames.

DoMAoriRA, sf. Act of taming or subduing.
DOMINIC, sm. Domain, a prince's private pro-

perty.
DoMAR, va. To tame, to reduce from wild-

ness, to make gentle. 2. To subdue, to over-
come.

DOM BO, sm. Dome, cupola.
DOMEN^R, va. To reclaim, to make tractable.

DOMESTICABLE, a. Capable of being domesti-

DOMESTICAMENTE, ad. Domestically. [cated.

DOMESTICAR, va. To render gentle, to domes
ticate.

DOMESTICID^D, sf. Domesticity, affability.
DOME STICO, CA, a. 1. Belonging to the house, do-

mestic. 2. Inhabiting the house, not wild.

DOMESTICO, sm. Servant who lives in the house
DOMESTIO.UEZ Y DOMESTIQUEZA, sf. Meekness

tameness.

DOMICILIADO, DA, a. Received as a denizen or
citizen of a place ; domiciliated.

DoMicinXRio, sm. Inhabitant, citizen.

DoMiciLilRSE, vr. To establish one's self in a
residence.

DOMICILIO, sm. Habitation, abode, domicile.

DOMINACION, sf. 1. Dominion, authority, power.
2. (Fort.) Commanding ground.

DOMINADOR, sm. Dominator.

DOMINANTE, a. Dominant, domineering, as-
cendant

; prevailing, excelling.
DOMINAR, va. 1. To domineer, to rule with in-

solence, to act without control. 2. (Met.)
To moderate one's passions, to correct one's
evil habits. vr. To rise above others

; ap-
plied to hills.

DdMiNE, sm. Master or teacher of grammar.
DOMINGO, sm. Sunday, the first day of the week.
Domingo de quasimodo, Low Sunday, the
next Sunday after Easter. Domingo de ra-

Twos, Palm Sunday.
DOMINGUERO, RA, a. Belonging to the Sabbath,
done or worn on Sunday. Sayo dominguero,
Sunday-clothes.

DoMiNKi;ir,LO, sm. Figure of a
boy, made of

straw, and used at bull-feasts to frio-htenthe
bulls.

[guage.
if. Sunday, in ecclesiastical Ian-

DOMINICAL, a. Belonging to the Lord's day.
Oracion dominical, Lord's prayer.

DOMI.VICANO, NA, Y DoMJKico, CA, a. Belong-
ing to the Dominican friars.

DoMiMCATtJRA, sf. (Ar.) Certain duty of vas-

salage paid to the lord of the manor.
DOM! NIO, sm. Dominion, command.
DoN,sm. 1. Don, a title formerly given to the

nobility and gentry only, but now common to

all classes of people in Spain. 2. Gift, pre-
sent. 3. Dexterity, ability, gracefulness. 4. It

is equivalent to Mr. in English, but used only
before Christian names, as Don Juan or Don
Andr6s Perez, Mr. John or Mr. Andrew
Perez. 5. Don alone, or with an adjective or

epithet, is equivalent to Senor. Dones sabre*

natara/es, Supernatural gifts,as prophecy,&c.
DON DE GENTES, sm. National endowment, the

characteristic of a nation.

DON DE ACIERTO, sm. Gift of fortune, success-

ful address.

y Don.
mi-

DONA, sf. Lady. V. Duena, Monja
Ddnas, Gratification given every year to

ners, to work the iron mines in Spain.

DONACION, sf. Donation, gift, grant.
DONAUI'O, sm. 1. V. Don. 2. (And.) Property

derived from royal donations.

DON!DO, DA, s. Lay-brother or lay-sister, who
retires into a convent.

DONADOR, RA, s. Donor, bestower.

DONA^R, va. To make free gifts, to bestow.

DONAT.-CRIO, sm. Donee, a person in whose fa-

vour a donation is made.

DONATISTA, a. Donatist, follower of Donatus.

DONATIVO, sm. Donative, a free contribution.

DoN.4vRE, sm. 1. Grace, elegance. 2. Witty
saying. Hacer donayre de alguna cosa, To
make little of any thing.

DONAYROSAMENTE, ad. Facetiously.
DONAYROSO, SA, a. 1. Pleasant. 2. Witty.
DONCAS, ad. (Ant.) V. Pues.

DONCEL, sm. 1. An appellation formerlygiven to

the king's pages. 2. A man who has not car-

nally known a woman. 3. (Mur.) Wormwood.
4. One who having been a royal page enters
the army in a particular regiment. Pino don-

eel, Timber of young pines without knots.

Vino doncel, Wine of a mild pleasant taste.

DONCELI.A, sf. 1. Maid, virgin. 2. Lady's maid,

waiting maid. 3. Doncella de Numidia, (Orn.)
The Numidian heron. Ardea virgoL. 4. (let.)
Snake-fish. Ophidium L. 5. (Bot.) The hum-
ble plant. Mimosa pudica L.

DONCELLA JAMONA, sf. Long-legged old maid
who affects learning and prudence ;

a sibyl.

DONCELLEJA, sf. Little maid.

Do.vcELLERf A,S/. (Joe.) Maidenhead, virginity.

DONCELLE/, sf. Virsriniti

DONCELLICA Y DoNCELLiTA, sf. A young maid.

DONCELLIDUENAJ s/. An old maid who marries.

DONCELLONA, sf. Old maid who affects to be

learned and skilful ;
a sibyl.

DONCELLUECA, sf. An old maid.

DONCKLLCELA, sf. A young maid.

DOND, ad. (Ant.) V. De donde.

DONDE, ad. 1. V. Monde. 2. Where, in what

place ? Whither, to what place ? g De dondc ?

From what place ? Donde quiera, Any where.

Donde no, On the contrary. d
- Hdcia donde f
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Towards what place ? $ For donde ? By what

way or road ? by what reason or cause ?

DONDIEGO DE NOCHE, sm. (Bot.) Jalap ;
mar-

vel of Peru. Mirabilis jalapa L.

DONECILLO, sm. A little don, a young master ;

a small present.

DONILLERO, sm. Swindler, sharper ;
a tricking

gambler.
DONNA, sf. V. Dona.

DONOSAMENTE, ad. Gracefully, pleasingly.

DoNosiDAD,5/.Gracefulness,wittiness,festivity.
DoNosfLLA, sf. Piece of plaited muslin, which

ladies wear around their necks.

DONOSO, SA, a. Gay, witty, pleasant.

DoNostfRA,5/. Witty saying, pleasant jest.

DON A, s/. 1. Lady, mistress ;
an appellation of

honour prefixed to the names ofladies,as Don
is to those of gentlemen. 2. (And.) V. Duena.

DONEAR, vn. To pass the time or converse

much with women.
DONEPAL 6 DONIGAL, a. Applied to a kind of

figs very red within.

DOQUIER 6 DOQUIERA, ad. V. Donde quiera.

DORADA, DORADO, 6 DORADILLA, s. (let.)

Gilt-head, gilt-poll. Sparus auratus L.

DORADILLA, sf. (Bot.) Common-spleen-wort.
Asplenium L.

DoRADiLLO, sm. Fine brass wire.

DORADO, DA, a. Gilt. Sopa dorada, A high-
coloured soup.

DORADOR, sm. Gilder, one who gilds or lays

gold on the surface of any other body.
DORADT'TRA, sf. Gilding, gold laid on any sur-

face by way of ornament.

DORAL, sf. (Orn.) Fly-catcher. Muscicapa L.

DORAR, va. 1. To gild, to lay gold on the surface

of any thing. 2. (Met.) To palliate, to cover
with an excuse. Dorar d sisa, To gild with
a gold size of linseed oil and pounce. Do-
rar d mate, To lay on a coat of glue size.

DOREAS, sf. A sort of muslin.

DOREMAL, sm. A sort of flowered muslin,
which comes from the East Indies.

DORICO, CA, a. Doric.

DORMIDA, sf. Repose, rest, sleep ; place where
animals repose.

DORMIDERAS, sf. pi. Sleepiness, drowsiness,

disposition to sleep.

DORMIDERO, RA, . Sleepy, drowsy, disposed
to sleep. sm. Place where cattle repose.

DORMIDOR, sm. A great sleeper.
DoKMinos, sm. pi. (Naut.) Clamps, or thick

planks, nailed to the inner range of a ship's
side, from the stem to the fashion-pieces of
the stern. V. Durmientes.

DORMIDURA, sf. Sleep, the act of sleeping.
DORMIENTES, sm. pi. V. Durmientes.

DORMILON, NA, s. A dull sleepy person, one
who sleeps much.

DoRMfR, ?5r. 1. To sleep, to take rest by suspen-
sion of the mental powers. A 1 duerme y
vela, Between sleeping and waking. 2. To be

inattentive,to neglect one's business.3.(Naut.)
To clamp a vessel. Dormir en Dios, 6 en el

Senor, To die
; applied to the just. Dormir

como una picdra, To sleep like a top. Dormir
la siesta, To take a nap after dinner. Dormir
d cortinas vcrdcs. To sleep in the open field.

Dormir d pierna suclta 6 tendida, 6 d sueno
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sudto, (Fam.) To sleep carelessly with the

legs extended. vr. To be overcome by sleep.
DORMIRLAS, sf.pl. Play, among boys, like hide
and seek.

DORMITAR, vn. To doze, to be half asleep.
DORMITIVO, sm. A soporiferous potion to in-

duce sleep.

DORMITORIO, sm. 1. (In Convents) Gallery or

corridor where the cells of the monks or nuns
are. 2. Dormitory, a place to sleep in.

DORNAJO, sm. Trough, a hollow wooden vessel

DORNAS, sf. pi. (Gal.) Small fishing boats on
the coast of Galicia.

DORNILLO, sm. V. Dornajo y Ortera.

DORSAL, a. Dorsal, belonging to the back.

DORSO, sm. The back part of any thing.
Dos, sm. 1. Two, a numeral number which fol-

lows one. 2. (Ant.) Coin, an ochavo or two
maravcdis. A 1 dos manos, Witli both hands,
with open arms. Dos d dos, Two by two.
A 1 dos por tres, Without fear, audaciously.

DOSANAL, a. Biennial, relating to or continu-

ing 2 years.
DOSCIESTOS, TAS, a. pi. Two hundred.

DOSEL, sin. Canopy, a covering spread over the
head.

DOSELERA, sf. Valance, the fringes or drapery
hanging round a canopy.

Dosis, sf. Dose, a quantity of medicine to be
taken at once.

DOTACION, sf. 1. Foundation, a revenue settled

and established for any purpose. 2. Dotation,
the act of giving a dowry. Dotaciondcnavios,

(Naut.) Fund appropriated to the repairing of

ships. 3. Munition and garrison of a fortress.

DOTADOR, RA,S. One who portions or endows ;

donor, instituter.

DOTAL, a. Relating to a portion or dowry.
DOTAR, va. 1. To portion, to endow with a for-

tune. 2. To endow with powers or talents.

DOTE, 5m. 1, Portion given with a wife. 2. Stock
of counters to play with. pi. 1. The choicest

gifts of the blessed. 2. Gifts, blessings, ta-

lents received from nature.

DOTOR, sm. Doctor, physician. V. Doctor.

DOTRINA, sf. V. Doctrina.

DOVELA, sf. The curved sides of the key-stone
of an arch ; key-stone.

DOVELAGE, sm. Series of curved stones for an
arch.

DOVELAR, va. To hew a stone in curves for an
arch or a key-stone.

DOY, ad. (Ant.) V. De Hoy.
DOZABADO, DA, ft. Twelve sided.

Dozlvo, VA, 5. The twelfth part.

DRABA, sf. (Bot.) Whitlow. Draba L.

DRACMA, sf. 1. Drachm, the eighth part of an
ounce. 2. Greek silver coin.

DRACUNCULO, 5m. (Ento.) Dracunculus, long
worm which breeds between the skin and

flesh, guinea worm.

DRAGANTE, 5m. 1. (Bot.) Goat's thorn. Astra-

galus tragacantha L. 2. Tragacanth, a sort

of gum obtained from the
goat's

thorn. 3.

(Naut.) Pillow of the bowsprit.

DRACO, sm. (Bot.) Dragon-tree. Pterocarpus
draco L.

DRAGON, sm 1 . An old serpent ;
a fabulous mon-

ster. 2. Dragon marine . (let.) Sea-dragon,
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weather-fish. Trachinus draco L. Dragdncs,
il.) Dragoons, a kind of horse soldiers

(Mil.)
who*
spot ii

.-U., 1.

serve occasionally on foot. 3. White:

t n the pupils of horses' eyes. 4. Kind of

exhalation or vapour.
DRAGONA, sf. I. Boat of the drum peculiar to

dragoons. 2. Shoulder-knot worn by military
officers by way of distinction. 3. Female dra-

Du u.osrii.Lo, sm. Kind of ancient gun. [gon.
DRAGONEAR, vn. (Mil.) To dragoon, to harass

with soldiers.

DRAGONTEA 6 DRAGONI-IA, sf. (Bot.) Common
Arum dracunculus L.

DRAGOM i v<>. VA, a. Belonging to a dragon.
DRAMA, sm. Drama, a poem in which the ac-

tion is not related but represented.
I)i; \MATICO, CA. a. Dramatical.

DRKI'TO, SJH. V. Derecho.

DRIADA 6 DRIADK. sf. Dryad, wood nymph.
DRINO, sm. Kind of venomous serpent.
DRIXAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Haliards, ropes on board

of ships, which serve to hoist up the yards.
Dui z AR.r.(Naut.)To hoist or haul up the yards.

DROGA, sf. 1. Drug, a general name for all sorts

of ingredients 'used in physic. 2. (Met.)

Stratagem, artifice, deceit.

DROGUERIA.S/.A druggist's shop; trade in drugs.

DuoGUERo,s/tt.Druggist.one who deals in drugs.
DROGUETF.,sm. DRUGGET, afine and light kind

of woollen stuff.

DROGUISTA, sm. Cheat, impostor. V. Drogutro.
DROMEDARIO Y DROMERIO, sm. 1. Dromedary,

a sort of camel. 2. (Met.) A big unwieldy
horse or mule. [hairs.

DROPACISMO, sm. Ointment for taking off

DROPE, sm. (Fam.) Vile, despicable man.

DRUIDA, sm. Druid.

DUA, sf. (Mil.) Kind of personal service.

DuAr,, a. (Gram.) Dual, belonging to two.

Dualcs, Incisors. V. Cortadores.

DIJAN, sm. V. Divan.

DUBA, sf. Wall or enclosure of earth.

DUBUANZA, sf. 1. V. Duda. 2. Fear, diffidence.

DUBIEDAD, sf'. Doubt, the thing that is doubt-

DUBIO, sm. (For.) V. Dubiedad. [ful.

DUBITABLE, a. Doubtful, that may be doubted.

DUBITACION, sf. Dubitation.

DUBITATIVO, VA, a. (Gram.) Doubtful ; appli-
ed to conjunctions.

Due, sm. V. Duque.
DueADO, sm. 1. Duchy, the possessions or

estates of a duke. 2. Ducat, an ancient gold
and silver coin.

DUCAL, a. Ducal, pertaining to a duke.

DUCATON, sm. An ancient gold coin, which was
worth twenty reals vellon.

DtJCHA, sf. 1. List, a strip of cloth. 2. Straight
piece of land reaped by a reaper.

DUCHO, CHA, a. Dextrous, accustomed.

DUCIENTOS, TAS, . Two hundred, twice one
hundred. V. Doscientos.

DUCIL, sm. (Ar.) V. Espitar.
DUCIR, va. To guide, to lead, to conduct.

DucrfL, a. Ductile ; applied to metals which
are pliable or malleable.

DIM-TIMDAD, sf. Ductility.
DUCTOR, sm. 1 . Guide. 2. Instrument with which

surgeons examine into the depth of wounds
/. Conductress.

DtfDA, .<?/. Doubt, uncertainty, ambiguity; ques-
tion. Sin dudu, Doubtless.

DUDAKI.E, a. Dubious, doubtful.

DUDANZA, sf. V. Dubitacion.

DUDAR, va. To doubt, to hesitate.

DUDOSAMENTE, ad. Doubtfully, dubiously.
DUDOSO, SA, a. Doubtful, dubious, uncertain.

DUELA, sf. 1. Stave, one of the pieces of which
casks and barrels are made. 2. Kind of coin
of 2 reals and 22 1-2 maravedis.

DUELAJE, sm. V. Dolajc.
DuELiSTA,sm. Duellist,a single combatant ; one
who professes to live by rules of honour.

DuELO,sm. l.Duel, single combat. 2. Sorrow,
pain, grief, affliction. 3. Mourning, funeral.

Dittos, Troubles, vexations, afflictions. Sin

duclo, Abundantly.
DUENA, sf. (Ant.) Gift, present.

DUENDE, sm. Elf, fairy, hobgoblin,wizard, phan-
tom. Tener duende, To be hypochondriac.
Moneda de duendes, Small copper coin.

DUENDECILLO, sm. A little fairy. [doves.

DUENDO, DA, a. Domestic, tame; applied to

DUENA, sf. 1. Maiden lady, an unmarried wo-
man. 2. A single woman who has lost her

virginity. Ducnas, Widows, who. in the roy-
al palace, attend on the maids of honour.

DUENAZA, sf. An old widow.

DUENISIMA.'S/. (In the Jocular Style) An old

haughty Duena.

DUENO, sm. Owner, master, lord.

DUERNO, sm. Double sheet
;
two sheets of print-

ed paper, one within another.

DTJLA, sf. 1. Herd of black cattle belonging to

different persons. 2. Horses and mules which

graze on the same pasture. Vete d la data,
Be gone, get out of my sight.

DtJLCE,a.l .S weet,pleasing to the taste. 2. Taste-

less, without flavour. 3. Pleasant, agreeable.
4. Soft, ductile. sm. 1. Confiture, sweet-
meat

; candied or dried fruits. 2. V. Dulzura.

DULCEDUMBRE, sf. Sweetness. V. Dulzura.

DuLCEMELE,sm. Dulcimer, musical instrument.

DULCEMENTE, ad. Sweetly, delightfully.

DULCIFICACION, sf. Dulcification, act of sweet-

ening.
DULCIFICANTE, pa. Dulcifying ; sweetener.

DULCIFICAR, va. To sweeten, to render sweet,

DULCISONO, NA, a. Sweet-toned.

DuLcfR, va. To grind plate-glass, to remove
the inequalities of the surface, to polish.

DULERO, sm. (Arag.) Herd, who takes care of
cattle.

DULIA, sf. Reverence or worship of the saints,

DULIMAN, sm. Long robe worn by the Turks.

DULZAMARA, sf. (Bot.) Woody night-shade, bit-

ter-swee.t. Solanum dulcamara L.

DULZAYNA, sf. 1. A musical wind instrument,

resembling a trumpet. 2. (Fam.) Quantity
of sweetmeats.

DULZAZO, ZA, a. Nauseously sweet.

DULZORAR, va. To sweeten.

DuLZtJRA v DULZOR, s. \. Sweetness, the qua-

lity of being sweet or pleasing to the taste.

2. A grateful and pleasing manner of speak-

ing or writing.
DULZURAR, va. 1. To dulcify, to free from

acidity. 2. To soften, to mitigate.

, sf.pl. Downs, banks of sand which the
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sea forms on the coasts of England and Flan-

ders, [poop.

DUNETA, sf. (Naut.) The highest part of the

DUNGJ(RRAS, sf. A sort of white cotton stuff

which comes from Persia.

Duo, sm. Duo, a musical composition sung by
two persons. [twelve.

DUODECIMO, MA, a. Twelfth, the ordinal of

DUODECUPLO, PLA, a. Twelve times doubled,
or 12 to 1.

DUODENO, NA, a. Twelfth.

DUOMESINO, NA, a. Relating to 2 months.

Duds, AS, a. (Ant.) V. Dos.

DUPLA, sf. A double portion or allowance.

DUPLICATION, sf. Duplication, the act of enlarg-
ing any quantity by addition of the same

quantity ;
the act of multiplying by two.

DUPLICADAMENTE, ad. Doubly.
DUPLICADO, sm. Duplicate, a second thing of

the same kind, as a transcript of a paper.
DUPLIC^R, va. 1. To double, to duplicate. 2.

To repeat, to do or say the same thing twice.

DUPLICATURA, sf. V. Dobladura.

DUPLICE, a. Double
; applied to ancient monas-

teries with cells for both friars and nuns.

DupLiciolo, sf. DUPLICITY, deceit, double-
ness of heart.

DUPI.O, sm. Double
; twice as much

; duple,
DUQUE, sm. 1. Duke, one of the highest order

of nobility. 2. Fold made by Spanish women
in the veils they wear.

DUQUECITO, sm. A petty duke.

DUQUESA, sf. 1. Duchess, the lady of a duke.
2. Species of couch.

DURA, sf. Duration, continuance.

DURABLE, a. Durable, that which lasts, [ance.
DURACION Y DURA^DA, sf. Duration, continu-

DURADERAMENTE, ad. Durably.
DURADERO, RA, a. Lasting, durable.

DURADOR, RA, a. Durable, lasting.

DURAMA/TER, sf. (Ant.) Dura mater, membrane
enclosing the brain.

DURAMENTE, ad. Hardly, rigorousl}'.

Spain.

,
stn. Kind of cloth formerly used in

DURANTE, prep. During.
n. To last, to continue.

DuRAZNf-ro, sm. A small peach.
DOR^ZNO Y DURAZNERO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Peach-

tree. Amygdalus persica L. 2. Peach, the
fruit of a peach-tree.

DUREZA, sf. \. Hardness, durity, firmness. 2.

Steadiness, perseverance, obstinacy. 3. Du-
resse, imprisonment, constraint. 4. Want of
softness or delicacy in paintings. 5. Tumour
or callosity. Dureza de vicntrc, Costiveness.

DuRiAcRA, sf. A sort of cotton striped stuff,
white and blue.

DuRfLLO,LLA,a.Rather hard,hardish. Duritto re-

levante, Bombast, fustian. sm. (Bot.) Privet.

DURIND.A.NA 6 DURINDA.YNA, sf. (Joe.) A sword.

DURMIENTE, sm. 1. Cruet-stand
; piece of wood

which rests on another. 2. Sleeper, sleeping.
DURMENTES Y DuRMIENTES, Sm. pi (Naut.)

Clamps, very thick planks nailed to the in-

ner range of a ship's side, from the stem to

the fashion pieces of the stern. Sota-durmi-

cntes, Thick stuff.

Dtmo, RA, a. 1. Hard, solid, firm. 2. Hard-

hearted, unmerciful. 3. Stubborn, obstinate.

4. Miserable, avaricious. 5. Rude, ill-natured.

(>. (Naut.) Carrying a stiff sail ; spoken of a

ship. 7. (Pint.) Harsh and rough, opposite
to delicate and soft. A 1

duro, With difficulty.
A 1

duraspcnas, With difficulty and labour.

DURO, sin. Dollar, a silver coin containing JO

silver reals, or 20 reals vellon. Pesos duros,
Hard dollars, in contradistinction to dollars

of exchange.
DURS 6 DUTIDUNGAPORTS, sm. A kind of cot-

ton stuff.

DUTROA, sf. (Bot.) Thorn-apple. Datura stra-

monium L.

DUUNVIRATO, sm. Duumvirate.

Dux, sm. 1. Duke. 2. Doge, formerly the chief

magistrate of Venice and Genoa.

EBR

Eis
called by the Spanish Academy (which

5 considers ch as one character) the 6th
letter of the alphabet. E was formerly used
as a copulative conjunction corresponding to

and. It is now in general replaced by y, yet
retained when it precedes a word which be-

gins with the vowel i; as, Luis e Ignacio.
EA, A kind of aspiration used to awaken atten-

tion.

EA PvKs.interj. of inference or inquiry ,equal to,

Well then ! Let us see. Ea Sus, (Ant.) An
aspiration of excitement of the same import.

EAL, sm. An amphibious animal of India.

EBANIFICA.R, va. To give the colour of ebony ;

to polish like ebony.
EBANISTA, sm. Cabinet-maker, [binet-maker.
EBANISTERIA, sf. Cabinet-work, shop of a ca-

E'BANO, sm. Ebony, a hard black valuable wood.

EBRIEDAD, sf. Ebriety. V. Embriaguez.
,
intoxicated with liquor,

ECH
EBRIOSO, SA, a. Intoxicated, drunken.

EBULLICION 6 EBULICION, sf. Ebullition, the

act of boiling up with heat.

EBURNEO, NBA, a. (Poet.) Made of ivory, re-

sembling ivory.

EBURNO, sm. Ivory.

ECCEHOMO, sm. Image of Jesus Christ, as Pi-

late presented him to the people.

ECETUAR, va. Ezccptuar.
ECHA, sf. Time, turn. V. Fez. De esta echa,

This time.

ECHACANTOS, sm. (Vulg.) A contemptible rat-

tle-brained feilow.

ECHACORVEAK, Tii. To pimp, to procure.
ECHACORVERI A, sf. Act and profession ofa pimp

or procurer.
EcHAciiKRvns, sm. 1. Pimp, procurer. V. Mca

huete. 2. Cheat, impostor ; preacher.
ECHA*D,\. sf. J. Cast, throw. 2. The act ofthrow-

ing one 'a self down on the ground.
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EcHADicRO, sm. Place for resting cr reposing.

EcHADitLO, sm. Infant exposed.
EciiADfzo, ZA, a. 1. Suborned to pry into other

people's actions. 2. Supposititious, fictitious.

3. Exposed,
as an infant. 4. Versatile, artful.

ECHADOR, RA, s. One who casts, throws, or darts.

cHADtfRA, sf. 1. The act of laying one's self

down in any place. 2. Squat, the act of

cowering, or of lying or sitting close to the

ground.
EcHAMiKVTO.sm.Proiection, elimination; ejec-

tion
; exposing a child at the church-door.

ECHAR, va. 1. To cast, to throw, to dart. 2. To
turn or drive away. 3. To shoot, to bud. 4.

To put, to apply. 5. To lay on or impose as

a tax. (5. To raise money at interest. 7. To
babble, to prattle. 8. To impute, to ascribe.

9. To incline, to recline. 10. To perform for a

wager. 11. To deal out, to distribute. 12. To

publish, to give out, to issue. Echar bando,
To publish a law or edict. 13. To propose.
14. To take a road. Echar a galeras, To
sentence to the galleys. Echar d borbotones,
To talk much and at random. Echar dfondo
6 d pique, (Naut.) To sink a vessel. Echar

agua, To half-baptize a child. Echar agua d

un nino, To baptize a child. Erhar d la 6 en

la piedra, To throw one's children into the

workhouse. Echar d trompa y talega, To
talk nonsense. Echar cantos. To be mad or

furious. Echar carillos, To grow plump and
fat in the cheeks. Echar cache, To set up a

coach. Echar de manga, To make a cat's

paw of one. Echar el compos, To beat time.

Echar el sello, To give the finishing stroke.

Echar en sacoroto, To disregard, to slight,
not to mind. Echar el bofc 6 los bofes, To la-

bour excessively ; to solicit anxiously. Echar
la pldtica, To cut short the conversation.

Echarlas tixeras, To cut up with scissors.

Echar menos una cos#,.To miss a thing.
Echar piernas, To strut about. Echar tier-

ra d alguna cosa, To bury an affair in obli-

vion. Echar al mundo, To create, to bring
forth. Echar mono, To give assistance.

Echar un remiendo d la vida, To take some
little refreshment. Echar el ancla, (Naut.) To
cast anchor. EcJtar la corredera, (Naut.) To
heave the log. Echar en escandallo, (Naut.)
To heave the lead, to take soundings. Echar
en tierra, (Na6t.) To land, to disembark.
Echar raiccs, To take root ; (Met.) To be-

come fixed or established in a place ; to be
rooted or confirmed in any passion or thing by
inveterate habit or custom. vr. 1. To lie

down on one's bed. 2. To apply one's self to

a business. 3. To yield, to desist. Echarse
sobre dncora, (Naut.) To drag the anchor
Echarse d pechos, To gulp or drink immode-

rately, [board ; throwing away.
ECHAZON, sf. (Ant.) Act of throwing over-

ECLESIASTICO, sm. Clergyman. a. Ecclesias-

ECLESI \STIZAR, va. V. Espiritualizar . [tical

ECLIPSABLE, a. That may be eclipsed. [ry
ECLIPSAR, va. To eclipse, to darken a lumina-

ECI.IPSE, sm. Eclipse, an obscuration of the lu-

minaries of heaven.

ECLIPSIS,S/. Ellipsis, a figure of rhetoric.

EcUrric A, sf. Ecliptic, a circle supposed to run

obliquely through the equator, and making-
an angle with the equinoctial of 23 degrees

,and a half. [Egloga.
ECKOGA, sf. Eclogue, a pastoral poem. V.

E'co, sm. 1. Echo, the return or repercussion
of sound ; repetition of the last syllables of

verse. 2. A confused remembrance or idea of

the past. 3. Hole or hollow in a horse's sole,

occasioned by a frush or other humour, fhi-

cer ceo, To accord, to agree ;
to do any thing

great or notable.

ECONOMIA, sf. 1. Economy, prudent manage-
ment and frugality of expense. 2. (Pint.) Dis-

position.
K( ONOMH-A.MKNTE, ad. Economically.
ECONOMICO, CA, a. 1. Economical, pertaining to

the management of a household. 2. Near,
avaricious.

ECONOMISTA, sm. Economist, professor of rural

economy or husbandry in general.

ECONOMO, sm. Curator or guardian, appointed
to manage the estates oflunatics or prodigals.

ECOYCO, CA, a. (Poet.) Relating to echoes.

Ecrfpo, sm. Ectype, copy or model of an an-

cient medal or inscription.

ECUMENICO, CA, a. (Ecumenical, universal.

EDAD, sf. 1. Age, the duration of a man's life.

2. The space of an hundred years. 3. Any pe-
riod of time, attributed to something as the

whole or part of its duration. Media 6 baxa

edad, Middle or lower ages. Estar en edad,
Not to have completed the 7th year ; applied
to animals which cast all their teeth in that

time, when their age cannot be known.

EDECAN, sm. (Mil.) 'Aide-de-camp, an officer

who attends on a general to convey orders.

EDEMA, sf. A white, soft, and insensible tumour.

EDEMATOSO, SA, a. Oedematous.

EDET!NO, NA, a. Native of Edetanus, now Va-
lencia, [or writing.

EDICION, sf. Edition, the publication of a book

EDICTO, sm. Edict, a proclamation of command
or prohibition.

EDIFICACION, sf. 1. Construction, the art of

raising any building. 2. Edification, improve-
ment in holiness.

EDIFICADOR, RA, s. One who edifies, constructs,
or directs.

EDIFICANTF, a. Edifying ; erecting.

EDIFICAR, va. 1. To construct a building. 2. To
edify, to instruct, to give a good example.

EDIFICATIVO, VA, a. Exemplary, instructive.

EDIFICATORIO, RIA, a. Relating to edification.

EDIFICIO, sm. Edifice, building, structure.

EDIL, sm. Edile, a Roman magistrate.

EDILIDAD,S/. Edileship.
EDITOR, sm. Editor, a person engaged in publish-

ing the works of other authors.

EDREDON, sm. Eider-down, the feathers of cer-

tain birds in Norway, used for filling feather-

beds, pillows, and bolsters.

EDUCACION, sf. Education, instruction.

EDUCADOR, RA, s. Instructor.

EDUCANDA,S/. Young person that enters a col-

lege or convent to be educated.

EDUCANDO, DA, s. y a. Educating, instructing.

EDUCAR, va. To educate, to instruct.

EDUCCION, sf. Eduction, the act of drawing
forth or bringing into view.
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EnucfR, VCL. To educe, to extract.

EFE, sf. Spanish name of the letter F.

EFECTIVAMENTE, ad. Effectually, powerfully.
EFECTIVO, VA, a. Effective, true, certain.

EFECTO, sm. I. Effect, that which is produced
by any operating cause. 2. Purpose, mean-

ing ; quality, value. pi. 1. Assets, goods suf-

ficient to discharge the burthen which is cast

upon the executor or heir. 2. Goods, move-
ables. En efecto, In fact, in truth, actually.

EFECTUAL, a. Effectual, real, effective.

EFECTUALMENTE, ad. Effectively, effectually.

EFECtu.^R, va. To effectuate, to bring to pass.

EFECTUOSAMENTE, ad. Effectually.

EFEMERIDES, sf. pi. Ephemeris, a journal ;
an

account of daily transactions.

EFEMERO, sm. 1. A thing which begins and ends
in one day. 2. (Bot.) Iris. Iris sylvestris L.

EFEMINAR, va. To effeminate, to render wo-
manish, to unman. V. Jtfeminar,

EFERVESCENCIA, sf. 1. Effervescence, ebulli-

tion. 2. (Met.) Ardour, fervour.

E'FETA, ad. Word used to signify the pertina-
city with which one maintains a position.

EFICCIA, sf. Efficacy, activity, power to act.

EFICAZ, a. Efficacious, active, powerful.
EFICAZMENTE, ad. Efficaciously.
EFICIENCIA, sf. Efficience or efficiency, the

power of producing effects.

EFICIENTE, a. Efficient.

EFICIENTEMENTE, ad. Efficiently.
EFIGIE, sf. Effigy, image.
EFIMKRA, sf. 1. Ephemera, a fever that termi-

nates in one day. 2. Anything of a short du-
ration. 3. An insect that lives but one day.

EFIMERO, RA, Y EFIMERA" L, a. Ephemeral.
EFLORECENCIA, sf. Efflorescence, the quality

of becoming pulverulent when exposed to

the air, by losing the water of crystallization.

EFLUENCIA,S/
>

. Effluence, effluvium, emanation.

EFLUENTE, a. Effluent, emanant.
EFLt5vio,sm. Effluvium, or effluvia, those small

particles which are continually exhaled from
all physical bodies.

EFLUXION Y EFL^XO, 5. Exhalation, evaporation.
EFUGIO, sm. Subterfuge, evasion.

EFULGENCIA, sf. Effulgence, brightness, lustre.

EFUNDIR, va. To effuse, to pour out. to spill.

EFUSION, sf. 1. Effusion, the act of pouring out.

2. Confidential disclosure of sentiments.

EFUSO, SA, a. Effused.

EGENO, NA, a. (Ant.) Poor, miserable.

EGESTAD, sf. Necessity, poverty, indigence.
EGE.sTioN,s/.Egestion. [lops L.

EGILOPE, sf. (Bot.) Wild bastard oat. JEgl-
EGIPCIACO, EGIPCIANO vEGipcio, a. Egyptian.
EGRA, sf. Hegira, the epocha or account of

^ime used by the Mohammedans. [verse.

EGLOGA, sf. Eclogue, a pastoral dialogue in

EcofsMO, sm. Egotism, too frequent mention
of one's self. [quently of himself.

EGOISTA, sm. Egotist, one who talks too fre-

EGREGIAMENTE, ad Illustriously, egregiously.
EGREGIO, GIA, a. Egregious, eminent, remark-

able.

EGRESION, $f. Egression, the act of going out.

EGRISADOR, sm.. A box in which lapidaries pre-
serve the diamond powder for grinding dia-

monds.
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EGRISX.R, va. To grind and polish diamonds.
EGUAL, a. V. Igual. For egual. V. Al igual.
EGUALAR, va. V. Igualor.
EL, An article of the masculine gender.
EL, ELLA, ELLO, pron. He, she, it. El, He, is

used as a term expressive of displeasure or

Contempt.
ELA, ad. demon. There she is, behold her there.

ELABORACION, sf. Elaboration.

ELABORADO, DA, a. Elaborate, finished with la-

bour and care.

ELABORAR, va. To elaborate, to finish with care.

ELACION, sf. 1. Elation, haughtiness, pride. 2.

Magnanimity, generosity. 3. Elevation, sub-

limity ; applied to style and language.
ELAMI, sf. The sixth ascending note in the scale

of music.

ELASTICIDAD, sf. Elasticity, force in bodies by
which they endeavour to restore themselves.

ELASTICO, CA, a. Elastic, elastical.

ELATERIO, sm. Elaterium, the inspissated juice
of wild cucumbers

; a strong and violent

purge. [ca serpyllifolia L.

ELATiNF.,5f. (Bot.) Smooth speedwell. Veroni-

ELATO, TA, a. Presumptuous, haughty, proud.
ELCHE, sm. Apostate, renegado.
ELE, ad. demon. See this. V. Etcle.

ELE, sf. Spanish name of the letter L.

ELEBORINA, sf. (Bot.) Helleborine. SerapiasL.
ELEBORO YELEBOR,s?tt. (Bot.) Hellebore. Hel-

leborus L.

ELECCION, sf. 1. Election, the act of choosing
one or more from a greater number. 2. Vo-

luntary preference, liberty of action. 3. The
determination of God, by which any were se-

lected for eternal bliss. 4. Choice, discern-

ment.

ELECT|VO, VA, a. Elective, exerting the power
of choice.

ELECTO, TA, a. Elect, chosen.

ELECTO, sm. Elect, a person nominated and
chosen for some dignity.

ELECTOR, 5m. Elector, he who has a Voice or

vote in the election of an officer.

ELECTORADO, sm. Electorate, the territory and

dignity of an elector of the German empire.
ELECTORAL, a. Electoral.

ELKCTRICIDAD, sf. Electricity, a property in

bodies whereby they attract or repel others.

ELECTRICO, CA, . Electric or electrical.

ELECTRIZ, sf. Electress, the elector's consort.

ELECTRIZAR, va. To electrify, to render or make
electric, to communicate or impart electricity.

ELECTRO, sw. l.Electreor amber, which having
the quality, when warmed by friction, of at-

tracting bodies, gave to one species of at-

traction the name of electricity. 2. A mixed
metal of four parts gold and one of silver, of

much value among1 the ancients.

ELECTROMETRO, sm. Electrometer, instrument

to measure electricity.

ELECTUARIO, sm. Electuary, a kind of medici-

nal conserve in the consistence of honey.
ELEFAKCIA, sf. Elephantiasis, a species of le-

prosy ;
so called from incrustations like those

on the hide of an elephant.

ELEFANTE,TA,S. Elephant, the largest and most

sagacious of quadrupeds.
ELEFANTINO. NA, a. Elephantine
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ELEGANCIA, sf. Elegance, or elegancy ; beauty
of art ; beauty without grandeur, [beauties.

ELEGANTE, a. Elegant, pleasing with minute

ET.EGANTEMENTE, ad. Elegantly, adornedly.
EtEcfA, s/. Elegy, a mournful song, a plain-

tive kind of poem.
ELECIACO, CA, a. Elegiac, mournful.

ELEGIBLE, a. Eligible, that which may be cho-

sen ; preferable.

ELEGIDOS.STW.^. The elect, the blessed.

ELEGIR, va. To choose, to elect.

E'LEGO, UA, a. Mournful, plaintive.

ELEMENTADO, DA, a. Partaking of the nature^

of elements, composed of elements.

ELEMENTAL Y ELEMENTAR, a. 1. Elemental, par

taking of the nature of elements, composed
of elements. 2. Essential, fundamental.

ELEMENTO, sm. 1. Element, one of the four ele-

ments of which our world consists. 2. The
first or constituent principle of any thing. 3

The proper sphere ofany thing. 4. Any thing
which pleases the fancy. Elementos, Ele

ments, rudiments, first principles.
EtEwdsiNA Y ELEMOSNA, sf. V. Limosna.

ELENCO, sm. 1. Table, index. 2. A sort of ear-

rings made of large and oblong pearls.

ELETO, TA, a. Astonished, stupified.

ELEVACION, sf. 1. Elevation, the act of raising

any thing. 2. Rise, ascent ; exaltation. 3.

Ecstasy, rapture. 4. Haughtiness, presump-
tion, pride. 5. Altitude, the elevation of the

pole above the horizon.

ELEVADO, DA, a. 1. Elevated, great, magnani
mous. 2. Sharp-sighted, knowing.

ELEVAMIENTO, 5m. Elevation, suspension.
EJ.EVAR, va. 1. To raise, to elevate, to lift up.

2. (Met.) To exalt to a high and honourable
station. vr. 1. To be enraptured. 2. To be
elated with presumption or pride.

ELEY'TO, TA, a. Elected, chosen.

ELIDIR, va. 1. To weaken, to enervate, to debi-

litate. 2. (In Grammar) To make an elision.

va. To choose, to elect. V. Elegir.
ELIPSE, sf. (Geom.) Ellipsis.

ELIPSIS, sf. (Gram.) Ellipsis.

ELIPTJCO, CA, a. Elliptic or elliptical ; relating
to or having the form of an ellipsis.

ELISEOS CAMPOS, sm. pi. Elysian fields.

ELIXABLE, a. Capable of being made an elixir.

ELIXACION, sf. Elixation.

EI.IXAR, va. To seethe or boil vegetable sub-
stances.

ELIXIR, sm. Elixir, a medicine made by strong
fusion, where the ingredients are almost dis-

,solved in the menstruum.
ELLE,S/". Name of the double II in Spanish.
ELO, ad. demon. Behold it. V. Veisle.

ELOCUCION, sf. Elocution, the power of fluent

speech, flow of language.
ELOGIADOR, sm. Eulogist, encomiast.

ELOGIAR, va. To praise, to extol.

ELOGio,sra. Eulogy, praise, panegyric.
ELOGisTA,snt. Encomiast, an eulogist, a praiser.

ELoquENciA.sf. Eloquence, the power ofspeak-
ing with delicacy and elegance.

ELOQ.UENTE, a. Eloquent, having the power of
an orator ; relating to eloquence.

ELOQ.UENTKMENTE, ad. Eloquently.
, sf. Elucidation, explanation.
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ELUDIR, va. To elude, to avoid any artifice ; to

escape by stratagem.
EMANACION, sf. Emanation, the act of issuing

or proceeding from any other substance.

EMANADERO, sm. Source, origin.

EMANANTE, a. Emanating.
EMANAR, vn. To emanate, to issue or proceed
from any other substance.

EMANCIPACION, sf. Emancipation.
EMANCIPAR, va. To emancipate, to set free.

EMANUEL, sm. Immanuel, the Messiah.

EMBABIAMIENTO, sm. Stupidity, foolishness. 2.

Distraction, absence of mind.
EMBACHAR, va. To be shorn.

EMBADURNAR, ta. To besmear, to bedaub.

EMBAIDOR, RA, s. Sharper, impostor, swindler.

EMBAIMIENTO. sm. 1. Delusion, illusion. 2. De-

ceit, imposition, imposture.
EMBAIR, va. To impose upon, to deceive.

EMBALADOR, s. Packer. [dies.

EMBALAR, va. To embale, to make up into bun-
EmsALAGE, sm. Packing, act of making bales.

EMBALDOSADO, sm. Tile-floor.

EMBAI.DOSAR, va. To floor with tiles or flags.

EMBALIJAR, va. To pack up into a portmanteau.
EMBALLENADOR, sm. Stay-maker.
EMBALLENAR, va. To stiffen with whalebone.

EMBALLESTADO,SW. Contraction of the nerves
in the feet of animals.

EMBALLESTARSE, vr. To be on the point of dis-

charging a cross-bow.

EMBALSADERO, sm. Pool ofstagnant rain-water.

EMBALSAMADOR Y EMBALSAMERO, sm. One who
professes the art of embalming.

EMBALSAMAR, va. To embalm, to impregnate a

body with aromatics that it may resist putre-
faction.

EMBALSAR, va. To drive cattle into a pool of

stagnant water to refresh them.

EMBALSE, sm. Act of driving cattle into stag-
nant water.

EMBALUMAR, va. To load unequally, by putting
more on one side of a horse's back than on
the other. vr. To embarrass one's self with
business.

EMBANASTAR, va. To put into a basket.

,
sm. A slight embarrassment.

EMBARAZADO, DA, a. Embarrassed, perplexed.
Embaraztida, Big with child.

EMBARAZADOR, RA, s. Embarrasser.

EMBARAZAR, va. To embarrass, to perplex.
EMBARAzo,.vm. 1. Impediment, embarrassment,

perplexity. 2. Pregnancy, gestation.

EMBARAZOSAMENTE, ad. Difficultly. [gled.

EMBARAZOSO, SA,. Difficult, intricate, entan-

EMBARBASCADO, DA, a. Difficult, intricate.

EMBARBASCAR, va. 1. To throw hellebore, mul-

lein, &c. into water, to stupify fish. 2. (Met.)
To confound, to embarrass. vr. To be en-

tangled among the roots of plants ; applied
to a plough.

EMBARBECER, vn. To have a beard appearing,
as at the age of puberty. [gether.

EMBARBILLAR, va. To join planks or beams to-

EMBARCACION,S/. 1. Vessel or ship of any size or

description. 2. Embarcation. 3. Navigation.

EMBARCADERO, sm. I. Quay or key, wharf; a

place where persons or goods are shipped or

unshipped. 2. Port, harbour.
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. One who embarks or ships

goods.
EMBARC!R, va. 1. To embark, to put on ship-

board. 2. (Met.) To engage in any affair or

enterprise. vr. 1. To go on shipboard, to em-
bark. Embarcarse un golpe de mar, (Nadt.)
To ship a heavy sea. 2. (Met.) To be deeply
engaged in any affair. Embarcarse con poco
kizcocho, (Met.) To embark in any affair or

enterprise without the necessary precaution.
EMBARGO, sm. Embarcation, the act of putting
on shipboard. [on an embargo.

EMBARGADOR, sm. One who sequestrates or lays

EMBARGA.NTE, pa. Arresting, impeding.
EMBARG!NTE (No), ad. Notwithstanding, ne-

vertheless.

EMBARGAR, va. 1. To arrest, to lay on an em-

bargo. 2. (Met.) To impede, to restrain, to

suspend.
EMBARGO, sm.\. EMBARGO on shipping, seques-

tration. 2. (Ant.) Embarrassment, impedi-
ment. 3. Indigestion. Sin embargo. Notwith-

standing. Sin embargo de embargos, Not-

withstanding all the impediments.
EMBARNECER, vn. To grow plump, full, or fat.

EMBARNIZADURA, sf. Act of varnishing.
EMBARNIZAR, va. I. To varnish, to cover with

varnish. 2. (Met.) To adorn, to embellish, to

set off.

EMBARQUE, sm. Embarcation.

EMBARRADOR, sm. Plasterer, one whose trade
is to overlay any thing with plaster or mortar.

EMBARRADXJRA, sf. The act of overlaying with

plaster or mortar.

E.MBARRA\R, va. 1. To overlay with plaster or

mortar. 2. (Met.) To adorn, to embellish, to

set off. 3. (Met.) To confound or perplex an
affair. 4. To bedaub or besmear with mud.
vr. To collect or mount upon trees, as par-

tridges when pursued.
EMBARRIL^R, va. To barrel, to put in a barrel.

EMBARROTA.R, va. V. Marrotar.
EMBAS YMENTO, sm. Basis or foundation of a

building.

EMBASTA^R, va. 1. To put a pack-saddle on a
beast ofburthen. 2. To baste, to sew slightly.

EMBASTECER, vn. To become corpulent ;
to be-

come fat or gross. vr. To become gross.
EMEA\TE, sm. 1. The dashing of waves against

rocks ; sudden impetuous attack. 2. A fresh

gentle breeze. Embdtes, Sudden changes or

reverses, frowns of fortune.

EMBATCADOR, sm. Sharper, impostor.
EMBAUCAMIENTO, sm. Deception, illusion.

EMBAUCAR, va. To delude, to deceive, to im-

pose upon.
EMBARGO, sm. Artful"delusion, imposture.
EMBAULX.R, va. 1. To pack up in a trunk. 2.

(Met.) To cram, to fill with food beyond sa-

tiety, [ment, absence of mind.

EMBAUSAMIESTO, sm. Amazement, astonish-

EMBAUSONAR, va. To make one stare with won-
der, to strike with amazement.

EMBAXA.DA, sf. Embassy, a public or solemn

message.
EMBAXADOB, sm. Ambassador.
EMBA? .DORA Y EMBAXATRIZ, sf. An ambassa-

dor'. iady. [sador.

EMBAXATORIO, RIA, a. Belonging to an ambas
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EMB^XO, ad. (Ant.) V. Debaxo.

EMBAZADdR, sm. One who shades or darkens a
colour.

EMBAZADtTRA, sf. 1. The act of shading or

darkening colours. 2. (Met.) Amazement,
astonishment.

EMBAZ^R, va. 1. To tinge, to shade. 2. (Met.)
To astonish, to strike with amazement. 3.

(Met.) To impede the execution of any thinn-.

vn. To be amazed or astonished, to remain
without action. vr. To fatigue one's self;
to be ashamed.

EMBEBECER, va. 1. To astonish, to stupify. 2.

To entertain, to amuse. vr. To be struck
with amazement.

EMBEBECIDAMENTE, ad. Amazedly, with sur-

prise and astonishment.

EMBEBECIMIJENTO, sm. Amazement, astonish-
ment.

EMBEBEDOR, RA, s. Imbiber, one who imbibes.

EMBEBER, va. 1. To imbibe, to drink in, to draw
in. 2. To drench, to soak. 3. To introduce,
to case, to include. 4. To squeeze, to press,
5. (Among Curriers) To grease or oil a hide
or skin. vn. 1. To shrink, to contract itself.

2. To grow thick and close. vr. 1. To be

enraptured or ravished, to be wrapt up in

thought. 2. To instruct one's self, to retain

firmly in the mind.

EMBELECADOR, RA, s. Impostor, sharper.
EMBELECA.R, va. To impose upon, to deceive.

EMBELECO, sm. Fraud, delusion, imposition.

EMBELENA.DO, DA, a. 1. Enraptured, ravished.

2. Stupified, besotted.

EMBEI.ENAR, va. To stupify, to besot.

EMBELESAMIENTO, sm. Amazement.
EMBET.ESAR, va. To amaze, to astonish, to ar

rest the imagination.
EMBELKSO, sm. 1. Amazement, astonishment.

2. Object of amazement.

EMBEI.LAQUECERSE, vr. To be low minded, to

be mean-spirited ;
to have wicked or worth-

less ideas.

EMBELLECKR, va. To embellish, to adorn, to de-

corate.

EMBEODX.R, va. To intoxicate.

EMBER^R, 7771. To begin to have a ripe colour ;

applied to grapes.
EMBERMEJ^R, va. To give a red colour.

EMBERMEJECER, va. To dye red. vn. To blush,
to betray shame or confusion by a red colour

in the cheeks ;
to become red.

EMBERO, sm. Colour of grapes which are grow-
ing ripe. [sion.

EMBERRINCHA.RSE, vr. To fly into a violent pas-

EMBEsrfoA, sf. 1. Assault, violent attack. 2.

(Met.) Importunate demand by way of cha-

rity or loan. [demands.
EMBESTIDOR, sm. One who makes importunate
EMBESTIDT^RA, sf. Act of importuning.
EMBEsrfR, va. 1. To assail, to attack. 2. To
importune with unseasonable demands.

EMBETUNA.R. va. To cover or coat with gum-
resin or bitumen.

EMBEUDA.R, ra. V. Emborrachar.

EMBICAR, va. Embicar las vergas, (Naut.) To
top the yards. [lead.

EMBUA\R, va. To paint with minium or red

EMBION, sm. A violent blow or stroke
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EMBIZARRARSE, vr. (In the Jocular Style) To

brag, to boast of courage, to bully.

EMBLANDECER, va. To moisten, to soften with

moisture. vn. (Met.) To soften, or move to

pity.

EMBLANQUECER, va. To whiten any thing.
vr. To grow white, to be bleaching.

EMBLANQJJECIMIENTO YEMBLANQUiMiENTO,S7ft.

(Ant.) Whitening, bleaching.
EMBLEMA, sm. 1. Emblem, inlay, enamel. 2.

An occult representation, an allusive picture.

EMBOBAMIENTO, sm. Admiration, astonishment,
enchantment ; stupifying.

EMBOBAR, va. To attract, to elevate the mind.

vr. To be in suspense, to stand gaping or

gazing. [fied.

EMBOBECER, vn. To become stupified or stulti-

EMBOBECIMIENTO, sm. Stupefaction, want of

understanding.
EMBOCADERO Y EMBOCADOR, sm. Mouth of a

channel, by which water is conveyed through
a mill-dam. Estar al embocadero, To be at

the point of attaining any thing.

EMBOCADO, DA, a. Applied to wine which is

pleasant to the taste.

EMBOCADT;RA, sf. 1. Act of getting in by a nar-

row passage. 2. Mouth-piece of a bridle. 3.

Mouth-piece of a musical instrument.

EMBOCAR, va. 1. To enter any thing by the

mouth. 2. To swallow much in a haste. 3.

(Met.) To enter by a pass or narrow passage.
4. (Met.) To take hold of, to seize upon. 5.

(Met.) To impose upon, to deceive.

EMBODARSE, zr. To be married, [bulls' horns.

EMBOLAR, va. To put balls on the ends or tips of

EMBOLISMADOR, RA, s. Detractor, reviler.

EMBOLISMAL, a. Applied to the intercalary

year composed of 13 lunations.

EMBOLISMAR, va. To propagate malicious sar-

casms and rumours.

EMBOLISMO, sm. 1. Embolism, intercalation
;

insertion of days or years to produce regu-

larity and equation of time. 2. The time in-

serted, intercalary time. 3. Confusion, mix-
ture of

things.
E'MBOLO, sm. Embolus, the sucker in a pump.
EMBOLSAR, va. To put money into a purse.

EMBOLSO, sm. The act of putting money into a

purse.
EMBONAR, va. 1. To make good or firm. 2.

(Naut.) To cover a ship's bottom and sides

with planks.
EMBONO, sm. 1. (Naut.) The act of

doubling
a

ship's bottom and sides with planks. 2. Stiff-

ening, lining. [dung.
EMBONIGAR, va. To anoint or plaster with cow-

EMBO^UE, 5m. Passage of a ball through an
arch or strait part.

EMBORNAI^ES, sm. pi. (Naiit.) Scupper-holes.
EMBORRACHADOR, RA, a. Intoxicating, pro-

ducing drunkenness. 5. One who makes
drunk.

EMBORRACHAR, va. To intoxicate, to inebriate.

vr. To be intoxicated. Embprracharse dc

colera, To be in a violent passion.
EMBORRAR, va. 1. To stuff with goat's hair. 2.

(In Woollen Manufactories) To comb or card
the wool a second time. 3. (Vulg.) To swal-
low victuals without choice, to cram.

EMBORRASCAR, va. To provoke, to enrage.
EMBORRAZAMiENTO,sm. Act ofcovering or bast-

ing a fowl with pieces of pork while roasting.
EMBORRAZAR, va. To tie pieces of fat pork on

the body of a fowl, to serve as basting during
the time of roasting.

EMBORRICARSE, vr. To be stupified, to grow
stupid, like an ass. [wool.

EMBORRIZAR, va. To give the first combing to

EMBORRULLARSE, vr. (In the Jocular Style) To
be at variance.

EMBOSCADA, sf. AMBUSCADE, ambush
; a post

from whence troops fall unexpectedly on the

enemy. [buscade.

EMBoscAotfRA, sf. Act or situation of an am-

EMBOSC^R, va. 1. (Mil.) To place or post in am-
bush. 2. (Met.) To hide or conceal in some
secret place. vr. To retire into the thickest

part of a forest.

EMBOSQUECER, tin. To become woody, to con-

vert into shrubberies.

EMBOTADdR, sm. He who blunts or renders ob
tuse the points or edges of swords, &c.

EMBOTADURA, sf. The act of blunting, or break-

ing off the edges or points of swords and
other edged weapons.

EMBOTAMIEXTO,SW. 1. The act of blunting. V.

Embotadura. 2. (Met.) Stupefaction, the act

of making dull or stupid.

EMBOTAR, va. 1. To blunt, to break off the

edges or points of edged tools or weapons. 2.

(Met.) To enervate, to debilitate, to render

less active or vigorous. [quors.

EMBOTELLAR, va. To bottle wine or other li-

EMBOTICAR, va. V. Mmacenar.
EMBOTIJAR, va. To lay a stratum of potsherds,

before a tile flooring is put down. vr. 1. To
swell, to expand. 2. To be in a passion, to

be inflated with arrogance.
EMBOVEDADO, DA, a. Arched, vaulted.

EMBOXAR, va. To arrange branches for silk-

worms, for forming their webs and cods or

cones.

EMBOXO, sm. The shed erected for the silk-

worms to produce their cods on.

EMBOZA, sf. Inequalities in the bottom of bar-

rels or casks.

EMBOZADO, DA, a. Covered ;
involved.

EMBOZAR, va. 1. To muffle the greatest part of

the face. 2. (Met.) To cloak, to dissemble.

EMBOZO, sm. 1. Veil or covering for the face.

2. The act of muffling the greatest part of the

face. 3. (Met.) An artful way of expressing
one's thoughts or sentiments, so as to keep
them in part concealed. [vate.

EMBOZO (De), ad. Incognito, unknown, pri-

EMBRACILADO, DA, a. Carried about in the

arms, as children.

EMBRAGAR, va. (Naut.) To sling.
EMBRAVECEK y EMBRAVAR, va. To enrage, to

irritate, to make furious. vn. To become

strong ; applied to plants. vr. 1. To become

furious, to be enraged. 2. (Naut.) To be ex-

tremely boisterous ; applied to the sea.

EMBRAVECIMIENTO, sm. Fury, rage, passion.

EMBRAZADURA, sf. 1. Clasping of a shield or

buckler. 2. Embracing, clasping.

EMBRAZAR, va. 1. To clasp a shield, as ia the

posture of fighting. 2. V. Mrazar.
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, sf. (Naut.) The act of paying a

ship with pitch.

EMBREAR, va. (Naut.) To pay with pitch the

seams, sides, or bottom of a ship.

EMBREGARSE, vr. To quarrel, to wrangle, to

dispute.

EMBRENARSE, vr. To hide one's self among
brambles or in thickets.

EMBRIAGADAMENTE, ad. Drunkenly.
EMBRIAGAR, va. To intoxicate, to inebriate.

EMBRIAGO, GA, a. Intoxicated, inebriated.

EMBRIAGUEZ, sf. 1. Intoxication, drunkenness,

ebriety. 2. (Met.
mind.

.) Rapture, transport of the

EMBRIAR, va. To toss in the air.

EMBRIDAR, va. 1. To bridle, to guide by a bri-

dle. 2. (Met.) To govern, to restrain.

EMBRION, sm. 1. Embryo or embryon, the off-

spring yet unfinished in the womb. 2. (Met.)

Assemblage of confused ideas, without me-
thod or order.

EMBROCA v EMBROCACION, sf. (Farm.) Embro-
cation.

EMBROCAR, va. 1. To pour out of one vessel

into another. 2. (With Embroiderers) To
wind thread or twist upon quills. 3. (Among

^
Shoe-makers) To fasten with tacks to the last.

EMBROCHADO, DA, a. Embroidered with gold or

silver. [tion.
EMBROLLA 6 EMBROLLO, s. Fraud, snare, decep-
EMBROLLADOR, RA, Y EMBROLLOR, s. One who

entangles, embroils, or confounds.

EMBROLLAR, ra. 1. To entangle, to twist, to

overlace. 2. (Met.) To confound with artful

subtleties. 3. Embrollar la bandera, (Naut.)
To waft the ensign.

EMBROMADO, DA, a. Misty, hazy, foggy ; appli-
ed to the weather.

EMBROMADOR, RA, s. One who deceives by art-

ful tricks, frauds, and words.

EMBROMAR, va. 1. To excite wrangles or dis-

putes. 2. To deceive with fallacious words.

EMBROQUELARSE, vr. V. Abroquelarse.
EMBROSQ.UILAR, va. To put cattle into a fold or

pen, called, in Spanish, brosquil.

EMBRUJAR, va. To bewitch. V. Hechizar.

EMBRUTECER, va. To stupify, to make stupid.
vr. To grow stupid, to become brutal.

EMBUCIIADO, sm. A sort of large sausages made
of pork, minced very small,' with salt and

spice.

EMBUCHAR, va. 1. To stuff with minced pork
or other meat ; to make pork sausages. 2. To
cram or stuff the maw or stomach of animals.
3. (Met.) To swallow victuals without chew-

ing them. [with a funnel.

EMBUDAD6R, sm. Filler, one who tills vessels

EMBUDAR, va. 1. To put a funnel in a wine-bag.
2. (Met.) To scheme, to ensnare.

EMBTJDO, sm. 1. Funnel or pipe, by which li-

quors are poured into vessels. 2. (Among
Wax-chandlers) Tail of a wax-candle mould.
3. (Met.) Fraud, deceit, artifice.

EMBUDISTA, sm. Man who makes funnels
;
an

intriguer, deceiver.

EMBURUJAR, va. To jumble, to mix aheap con-

fusedly.

EMBURRIAR, va. V. Empujar.
EMBURRION. sm. V. Empujon.
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EMBTJSTE, SMI. 1. Fraud, imposition. 2. (Met.)
Pleasing quibble ofchildren. Embustes,Gm-

^
gaws, baubles, trinkets.

EMBUSTEAR, vn. To make frequent use of

frauds, tricks, and deceits.

EMBUSTERAZO, sm. A great impostor.
EMBUSTERO, RA, Y EMBUSTIDOR, s.l. Impostor,

cheat. 2. Hypocrite, dissembler. 3. Child

saying pretty things or quibbles.

EMBUSTEROK, NA, a. aum. Very hypocritical,
deceitful or fraudulent.

EMBUSTERUELO, LA, s. Little impostor.
EMBUSTIR, va. To cheat, to impose by little

fictions. [work.
EMBUTIDERA, sf. Instrument for riveting tin-

EMBUTIDO, sm. Inlaid work.

EMBUTIR, va. 1. To inlay, to enchase one thing
in another. 2. To mix confusedly, to jumble ;

to insert. 3. (Met.) To cram, to eat much.
4. Embutir un estay, (Naut.) To worm a stay.
5. (Ant.) To imbue.

'

[mark.
EMELGA, sf. A large furrow, to serve as a land-

EMELGAR, va. To make large furrows, which
are to serve as land-marks.

EMENDABLE, a. Amendable, corrigible.

EMENDACION, sf. 1. Amendment, correction. 2.

Satisfaction, chastisement.

EMENDADAMENTE, ad. Correctly, exactly.

EMENDADOR, sm. He who amends or corrects.

EiWENDADtrRA vEiwENDAMiENTO. V. Enmienda.

EMENDAR, va. I. To amend, to correct. 2.

Emendar un aparejo, (Naut.) To rnend a
tackle. [dent.

EMERGENCIA, sf. Emergency, accident, inci-

EMERGENTE, a. Emergent, resulting.

EMERITO, a. Emeritus or emerited, having long
served in the army, or rendered long and me-
ritorious services to the church.

EMERSION, sf. Emersion.

EMETICO, CA, a. Emetic, having the quality of

provoking vomits.

EMIENDA, sf. 1. Amendment, correction. 2.

Chastisement. 3. Compensation, satisfaction,
reward. 4. Change for the better.

EMIGRACION, sf. Emigration.
EMIGRADO, DA, a. y s. Emigrated, emigrant.
EMIGRAR, vn. To emigrate, to abandon one

country to settle in another.

EMINA, sf. 1. Measure containing the fourth

part of a fanega, in Guipuscoa, and other

parts of Spain. 2. Ancient tax.

EMINENCIA, sf. 1. Eminence, height ;
a com-

manding ground. 2. (Met.) Eminence, ex-

cellence. 3. (Met.) Greatness, power. 4.

Title given to cardinals. Con eminencia,

Virtually, eminently.
EMINENCIAL, a. Eminential.

EMINENCIALMENTE, ad. Virtually, eminently.

EMINENTE, a. Eminent, conspicuous.
EMINENTEMENTE, ad. Excellently, eminently.

EMINENTISIMO, a. Title ofthe Romish cardinals.

EMISARIO, sm. Emissary, a secret agent sent on

particular messages. [vent.

EMISION, sf. Emission, the act of sending out ;

EMITIR, va. To emit, to throw or turn out.

EMOLIENTE, a. Emollient, softening.

EMOLUMENTO, sm. Emolument, profit, advan-

tage.

EMPACAR, va. To pack up in chests ; to wrap up
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in hides or skins. vr. To be sullen, to be

displeased.
EMPACHADO, DA, a. Surfeited, glutted, fed to

satiety or sickness. JYVm'o empachado, (Naiit.)
A ship which is overloaded.

EMPACHAR, va. 1. To impede, to embarrass, to

disturb. 2. To perplex, to confound. 3. To
surfeit. 4. To disguise. vr. To be ashamed.

EnplcHo, sm. 1. Bashfulness, timidity. 2. Em-
barrassment, hinderance, obstacle. 3. Surfeit.

EMPADRONADOR, sm. Enroller, one who enrols

^

soldiers or sailors for the army or navy.
EMPADR<)NAMiENTo,S7/i. List or register of per-

sons liable to pay certain taxes. V. Padron.

EMPADRONAR, va. To enter in a register the
names of those who are liable to pay certain

taxes.

EMPALAGAMIENTO, sm. Surfeit.

EMPALAGAR, va. To cloy, to surfeit. vr. To
be cloyed, to be disgusted or displeased.

EMPALAGO, sm. Surfeit, sickness arising from
over-fulness.

EMPALAGOSO, SA, a. Squeamish, cloying.
EMPALAR, va. To empale, to put to death by

spitting on a stake fixed upright.
EMPALIAD A,S/. Hangings hung up in cloisters or

churches, through which a procession passes.

EMPALIAR, va. To hang with tapestry a church,
cloister, or other place, through which a pro-
cession passes.

EMPALIZADA, sf. (Fort.) Palisade or palisado.

EMPALLETADo,sm. (Naut.) Netting, [of wood.

EMPALMADURA, sf. The junction of two pieces
EMPALMAR, va. 1. To scarf or join the ends of
two pieces of timber. 2. (Naut.) To splice
cables.

EMPALOMAR, va. (Naut.) To sew the bolt-rope
to the sail. Empalomar los escarpes, (Naut.)

_

To shift the scarfs.

EHPANADA, sf. Meat-pie, meat covered with a

crust, or baked in a crust. Haccr una empa-
nada, To conceal part of an affair. Jlgua em-

panada, Iced water
; muddy water.

JlMPANADiLLA, sf. 1. A small pie. 2. (And.)
Foot-stool put 'in coacjhes.

EMPANADO, sm. Centre-room, a room surround-
ed on all sides with other rooms. Empanados,
(Naut.) Planks laid over the well in a ship.

EMPANAR, va. 1. To cover with paste, to bake
in paste. 2. To sow grain.

EMPANDAR, va. To bend into an arch.

EMPANDILLAR, va. To remove by stealth, to

hide. [plied to sails.

EMPANICAR, va. (Naut.) To hand or furl ; ap-
EMPANTANAR, va. 1. To submerge, to set under

water
;
to make a, pond or lake, 2. To be-

mire, to fall into the mire. 3. To check or
embarrass the course of an affair.

EMPANADURA, sf. Swaddling of children.

EMPANAR, va. 1. To swaddle, to wrap up in

swaddling clothes. 2. (Met.) To soil or tar
nish a glass with one's breath. 3. (Met.) To
denigrate, to impeach one's character or re-

putation. 4. To cover with clouds or fog ;

applied to the sky and air.

EMPAPAGAYARSE, vr. To be bent or incurvated
like tho beak of a parrot.

KMPAPAR, va. To soak, to drench. w. 1. To
imbibe, to be soaked ; to be surfeited. 2. To

be in a trance, to be lost in some one doc-

trine or opinion.

EMPAPELADOR, sm. Paperer.
EMPAPELAR, va. 1. To wrap up in paper. 2. To

waste without any necessity much paper.
EMPAPIROLADO, DA, a. Full, satisfied.

EMPAPIROTADO,' DA, a. Lofty, haughty ; puffed

up with arrogance or pride.

EMPAPIROTAR, va. To adorn, to deck.

EMPAPUJAR, va. To fill up and swell to excess.

EMVAQUE, sm. Act of packing.
EMPAQUETADOR. sm. Packer. [into bales,

EMPAQUETAR, va. To pack, to bind up goods
EMPARA, sf. (For. Ar.) Sequestration.
EMPARAMENTAR, va. To adorn, to set off.

EMPARAMKNTO 6 EMPARAMIENTO, sm. Seques-
tration, inhibition.

EMPARAR, va. To sequestrate, to prohibit.

EMPARCHAR, ra. To cover with a plaster.

EMPAREOADO, DA, s. Cloisterer ; applied to a
devotee who lives in a cloister without thp
vows.

EMPAREBAMIENTO,S?K. 1. Confinement, the act

of shutting up between walls. 2. Cloister, re-

ligious retirement. [up.

EMPAREDAR, vn. To confine, to immure, to shut

EMPAREJADOR, sm. He who matches, fits or

makes equal.

EMPAREJADURA, sf. Equalization, [ing equal.

EiviPAREJAMiENTO,sm. Act ofmatching or mak-

EMPAREJAR, va. To match, to fit, to equal.
vn. To put abreast, to put on a level

;
to be

equal.
EMPARENTAR, vn. To be related or allied by

marriage. Estar lien emparentado, To have

respectable relations, to be respectably allied.

EMPARRADO, sm. Arbour or bower made with
the branches and leaves of propped vinos.

EMPARRAR, va. To embower, to form bowers
with the branches and leaves of vines.

EMPARVAR, va. To put grain in order to be
thrashed.

EMPASTAR, va. 1. To paste, to form with paste.
2. To cover plentifully with colours.

EMPATADERA, sf. Act of checking or impeding,
suspension of any thing.

EMPATA*.R, va. 1. To equal, to make equal. 2.

To check, to suspend. 3. To cut short a

speech.
EMPATE, sm. 1. Equality, or equal number of

votes. 2. Stop, suspension.
EMPAVESADA, sf. (Naut.) Waist cloths, paint-

ed linen or close netting spread on the sides

of ships to obstruct the enemy's sight.

EMPAVESAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To spread waist

cloths on the sides of a ship. 2. (Na6t.) Tu
dress ships.

EMPECER, va. To hurt, to offend, to injure.

EMPECHAR, va. V. Impcdir.
EiwpEcfBLE, a. Hurtful.

EMPEDERNIR, va. To indurate, to make hard. .

vr. 1. To be petrified, to grow hard as stone.

2. (Met.) To be obstinate, to be inflexible.

EMPEDIMIENTO, sm. V. Impedimiento.

EMPEDRADO, sm. Pavement.

EMPEDRADOR, sm. Paver or pavier.

EMPEDRAR, va. 1 . To pave, to floor \vith stones.

2. To fill up any cavity or inequality.

EMPKGA, sf. Varnish of mtch.
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EMPEGADT;RA, sf. The varnish of pitch which
is put on vessels.

EMPEGAR, va. To pitch, to cover with pitch.

EMPEGUNTAR, va. To mark with pitch.

EMPELAR, vn. To get hair, to begin to be hairy

EMPELLA, sf. 1. The fat of fowls ;
the lard of

swine. 2. Upper leather of a shoe.

EMPELLAR v EMPEI.LER, va. To push, to impel
EMPELLEJAR, va. To cover with skins.

EMPELLON, sm. Push, heavy blow. A1

empel-
lones, Rudely, with pushes.

EMPELOTARSE, vr. 1. To be at variance, to

quarrel. 2. To be vexed, to be uneasy.
EMPELTRE, sm. (Ar.) Small olive-tree or sapling

springing from an old trunk.

EMPENACIIAR, va. To adorn with plumes.
EMPENAR, va. To feather an arrow, to dress

with feathers.

EMPENTA,S/. Prop, stay, shore.

EMFENTAR, va. To push, to impel. V. Empujar
EMPENA, sf. Upper leather of a shoe. V.Pdla
EMPENADAMENTE, ad. Strenuously, in a cou-

rageous or spirited manner.

EMPENAR, va. 1. To pawn, to pledge. 2. To
engage, to oblige. Empcnar la palabra, To
engage one's word. vr. 1. To bind one's self

to fulfil a contract, or to pay debts contract-
ed. 2. To persist in a determination or reso-

lution. 3. To encounter dangers with cou-

rage and spirit. 4. To intercede, to mediate.
5. (Naut.) To be embayed on a lee-shore.

EMPENO, sm. 1. Obligation contracted by pledg
ing. 2. Engagement, contract. 3. Earnest

desire, ardent love. 4. Boldness
; courage

and perseverance in overcoming difficulties.

5. Firmness, constancy. 6. Protection, favour ;

the person who protects or favours. Con em-

peno, With great ardour and diligence.
EMPEORAMIENTO, sm. Deterioration, the act of

making or growing worse.

EMPEOR!R, va. To impair, to make worse. vn.

To grow worse. [nish.

EMPEQUENECER, vn. To grow smaller, to dimi-

EMPERADOR, sm. Emperor, originally a captain-
general, now a monarch, superior to a king.

E.WPERATRIZ, sf. Empress.
EMPERCHAR, va. To suspend on a perch.
EMPERDIGAR, va. V. Perdigar.
EMPEREGILARSE, vr. To be adorned, to be

dressed out.

EMPEREZ^R, vn. 1. To be lazy or indolent. 2.

To be dilatory, tardy, slow.

EMPERICADO, DA, a. To be dressed in style ; to

wear false hair.

EMPERIFOLLAR, va. To decorate, to cover with
ribbons and bows, to deck with flowers

;
to

ornament a discourse with flowers ofrhetoric.

EMPERNADO, DA, a. Bien 6 mat empernado,
Well or ill nailed.

EMPERNAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To bolt, to fasten

with bolts. 2. To fasten or mend stockings.
EMPERO, conj. Yet, however. V. Pero.

EMPERRADA, sf. A sort of game at cards.

EMPERRARSK, vr. To grow mad or furious.

EMPESADOR, sm. Handful of rushes used by
weavers for trimming their yarn.

EMPESTAR, va. V. Apestar.
EMPETRO, sm. (Bot.) Crow-berry. Empetrum
nigrum L.
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EMPEYNE, sm. 1. Groin, the part next the thigh.
2. Instep, the upper part of the foot where
it joins the leg. 3. Hoof of a beast. 4. Tet-

ter, ring-worm ; a kind of dry scurf on the
skin. 5. Flower of the cotton plant.

EMPE YNOSO, SA, a. Full oftetters or ring-worms.
EMPEZAR, va. To begin, to commence.
EMPICAR, va. To hang, to suspend by the neck.

vr. To be too much attached to any thing.
EMPICOTADT^RA, sf. Act of pilloring.

EMPICOTAR, va. To pillory, to put hi the pillo-

ry ; to picket.

EMPIEDRO, sm. Paving, the act of making a

stone floor.

EMPINADO, DA, a. Elevated, exalted, raised to

a high dignity or station.

EMPiNADtTRA, sf. Exaltation, sublevation.

EMPINAMIENTO, sm. Erection, elevation.

EMPINAR, va. 1. To raise, to exalt. 2. To drink
much. vr. 1. To stand on tiptoe. 2. To
tower, to rise high. Empinar el puchero,
(Fain.) To have a comfortable subsistence

without luxury.
EMPINGOROTAR, va. (Bax.) To raise any thing
and put it upon another.

EMPINO, 5m. Elevation, height.
EMPIOLAR, va. I. To tie the legs of hawks with

jesses. 2. (Met.) To bind, to subject, to im-

prison.

MpfREo, sm. Empyrean, the highest heaven

EMPIREO, REA. a. Empyreal, celestial.

EMPIRICAMENTE, ad. Empirically.
EMPIRICO, sm. Quack, empiric.

EMPIRISMO, sm. Empiricism, dependence on

physical experience without knowledge or

art
; quackery.

EMPIZARRADO, sm. The whole slates which
cover a building.

EMPIZARRAR, va. To slate, to roof a building
with slates. [mg-

EMPLASTADURA Y EMPLASTAMIENTO, s. Plaster-

EMPLASTAR, va. 1. To apply plasters. 2. To paint
the face with various glaring colours. 3. To

suspend, to obstruct. vr. V. Embadurnarse.

EMPLASTECER, va. (Pint.) To level the surface

in order to paint any thing.

EMPLASTO, sm. Plaster, a glutinous and adli^-

sive salve. Estar kecho un emplasto, To bo

in a very bad state of health. [pi;-

EMPLASTRICO, CA, a. Glutinous, resembling a

EMPLAZADOR, sm. Summoner, apparitor ;
mes-

senger of a court who serves summons.
SMPLAZAMIENTO Y EMPLAZO, Sm. SumiJlOM .:.

citation.

SMPLAZ!R, va. 1. To summon, to order, to ap-

pear before a court or judge. 2. "Emplazar
la caza, To arrange or set the chase.

EMPLEAR, va. 1. To purchase, to employ one's

money in the purchase of land or other pro-

perty. 2. To employ, to make use of ; to

consume.

EMPLENTA, sf. I. Piece of mud-wall made at

once. 2. (Ant.) Impression.

EMPLENTAR, va. (Ant.) To print.

EMPLEO, sm. 1. Purchase, the act of employing

money in the purchase of land or other pro-*

perty. 2. Employ, public place or station. 3

Employment, calling. 4. Lady courted, sweet-

heart, mistress.
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EMPLKY'TA, sf. V. Pleyta.

EMPLEYTERO, RA, s. One who plaits and sells

bass-weed.

EMPLOMADO, 577i. Roof covered with lead.

EMpLOMADOR,5m. He who covers with lead.

EMPLOMAR, va. To cover with lead.

EMPLUMAR, va. To adorn with feathers or

plumes. rr. To mew, to moult, to shed the

feathers
;
to get feathers.

EMPI.IJMECER, vn. To begin to get feathers.

EMPOBRECER, va. To impoverish, to reduce to

poverty. vn. To become poor.

EMPOBRECIMIENTO, sm. Act of impoverishing.
EMPODRECER, vn. To corrupt, to reduce to a

state of putrefaction.

EMPOM.IDO, DA, a. 1. Hatched. 2. (Met.) Con-

fined, pent up in the house.

EMPOLLAR, vn. To brood, to hatch, to produce
younn: from eggs ; to blister.

EMPOLLADURA, sf. Brood of bees.

EMPOLTRONECERSE, vr. V. Apoltronarse.
EMPOLVAR, va. To powder, to sprinkle powder.
EMPOLVORAMIENTO, sm. The act of covering

with dust.

EMPOLVORAR Y EMPOLVORIZAR, va. To cover
with dust or powder.

EMPOWER, va. (Ant.) To instruct, to teach.

EMPONZONADERA, sf. (Ant.) Poisoner.

EMPONZONADOR, RA, s. Poisoner, one who poi-
sons, [soning.

EMPONZONAMIENTO, sm. Act and effect of poi-

EMPONZONAR, va. 1. To poison, to infect with

poison. 2. (Met.) To taint, to corrupt one's

morals.

EMPORCAR, va. To soil, to make dirty.

EMPOHIO, sm. Emporium, a great mart for the
sale of merchandise.

EMPOS, ad. (Ant.) V. Enpos.
EMPOTRAMIENTO, sm. The act of scarfing two

timbers together.

EMPOTRAR, va. 1. To mortise, to join with a
mortise. 2. To scarf, to splice.

EMPO/AR, va. To throw into a well.

EMPRADI/ARSE, vr. To become meadow.
EMPREMIR, ra. V. hnprimir.
EMPRENDKOOR, sin. One who attempts or di-

rects an undertaking or enterprise.

EMPRENDER, va. 1. To enterprise, to undertake,
to engage in an arduous undertaking. .2. To
take, to seize.

EMPRENSAR, ca. To press. V. Prensar.
EMPREN AR, va. To impregnate ;

to beget.
EMPRESA, sf. 1. Symbol, motto. 2. Enterprise,

undertaking.

EMPRKSTAT)O,EMPREST1DO,6EMPRESTITO, Sm.
1. Loan, the act of lending money on condi-
tion of its being repaid. 2. Tax, duty, impost.

EMPRESTILLADOR Y EMPRESTILI.ON, sm. Bor-

rower, cheat, impostor.
EMPRESTILI,XR, va. To borrow, to ask the use

of any thing.

MpRiMA.s/. V. Primicia.

EIMPRIMADO, sm. Last combing to wool.

EMPRIMAR, va. 1. To print linen or cotton. 2.

(In Woollen Manufactories) To comb or card
the wool several times, in order to prepare it

for spinning. 3. To examine, to probe.
EMPRIMKIIAR, va. To place one in the first rank

at a feast, or on any other occasion.

EMPRINGAR, va. V. Pringar.
EMPRISIONAR, vn. V. Aprisionar.
EMPUCHAR, va. To put skeins of thread into a

lye, or to buck them before they are bleached.

EMPUES, ad, (Ant.) V. Despues.
EMPUESTA (De), ad. V. For Detras.
EMPUJAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act ofpushing away.

2. The force employed for that purpose.
EMPUJAR, va. 1. To move or retain with force.

2. To push away, to shove off.

EwptfjE Y EMPTJJO, sm. Impulsion, impulse.
EMPUJON, am. Impulse, push. A' empujones,

Pushingly, rudely.

EittPULGADtiRA, sf. The act of stretching the
cord of a cross-bow.

EMPULGAR, va. To stretch the cord of a cross-

bow.

EMPULGUERAS, sf. pi. 1. Wings of a cross-bow,

through which the ends of the cord run. 2.

Instrument with which the thumbs are tied

together.

EMPUNADOR, RA, s. Grasper, one who seizes by
the handle.

EMPUNADURA, sf. Hilt of a sword. Empuna-
duras, (Naut.) Ear-rings, thin ropes fastened

to the four corners of a sail, in the form of a

ring. Empunaduras del gratil, Head-ear-

rings. Empunaduras de rizos, Reef-earrings.

Empunaduras de las consejas, Beginning of
a discourse or narration.

EMPUNAR, va. I. To seize by the handle. 2. To
obtain an employ. Empunar el cetro, To
begin to reign, to seize the sceptre. 3. Em-
punar las escotas y amuras, (Naut.) To bend
the tacks and sheets to the clews of the sails.

EMPUY^RSE, vr. To prick one's self with nails

or prickles.

EMULACION, sm,. Emulation, envy.
EMULADOR, RA, s. Emulator.

EMULAR, va. To emulate, to rival.

EMULGENTE, a. Emulgent.
E'MULO, 5m. Competitor, rival.

EMULSION, 5/. Emulsion.

EMUNCTORIOS, 5m. pi. Emunctories.

EMUNDACioN,5/. Cleansing.
EN, Prep, of time and place. 1. In. Estar en

Londres, To be in London. En un ano, In a

year's time. En adelante, For the future. 2.

On, upon. Tiene pension en C6rdoba, He has
a pension assigned to him upon the bishop-
rick of Cordova. En going before a gerund
is equal to lucgo que or despues ijue ; as, En
diciendo esto, In or after saying this. Before

adjectives it gives them an adverbial signifi-
cation ; before the infinitive of verbs, it gives
them a participial import, as en dccir csto. In

saying this. Formerly it was used for con

and entre.

ENACERAR, va. To steel, to edge with steel.

ENACEYTARSE, vr. To become oily or rancid.

ENAGENABLE, a. Alienable, that of which the

property may be transferred.

ENAGENACION Y ENAGENAMIENTO, s. 1. Aliena-

tion, the act of transferring property. 2

Change of affection, want of friendly inter-

course. 3. Disorder or derangement of the

mental faculties.

ENAGKNAR, ra. 1. To alienate, to transfer pro-

perty. 2. To transport, to enrapture. vr. 1.
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To withdraw one's affection. 2. To be de-

prived of the use of reason ; to be restless or

uneasy.
ENAGUARCH./CDO, DA> a. Loaded with water ;

applied to the stomach.

ENAGUARCH^R, va. To fill or load with water.

EN!GUAS,S/. pi 1. A sort of linen under-petti-

coat, worn by women over their shifts. 2.

Under-waistcoat of black baize, formerly
worn by men as mourning. [ter.

ENAGUAZAR, va. To irrigate, to cover with wa-

ENAGUELAR, vn. (In the Jocular Style) To
have grand-children.

ENAGUILLAS, TAS, sf.pl. dim. Of Enaguas.
ENALBAR, va. To heat iron to such a degree as

to make it appear white.

ENALBARDAR, va. 1. To lay a pack-saddle on
beasts of burthen. 2. To cover meat or any
other dish with a batter of eggs, flour, and

sugar, and fry it afterwards in. oil or butter.

ENALFORJAR, va. To put into a saddle-bag.
ENALGUACILADO, DA, a. (In the Jocular Style)

Dressed as an alguacil.

ENAMENABLE, a. Unalienable, that of which
the property cannot be transferred.

ENALMAGRADO, DA, . 1. Coloured with ochre.
2. Vile, despicable.

ENALMAGRAR, va. To cover with ochre.

ENALMENAR, va. To crown a wall with indent-
ed battlements or small turrets.

ENALTECERSE, vr. V. Ensalzarse.

ENAMARILLECERSE, vr. To become yellow.
ENAMORADO, DA, a Lover. [manner.
ENAMORADAMENTE, ad. Lovingly, in a loving

d tzo, ZA, a. Inclined to love, of an
amorous disposition.

ENAMORADOR, sm. Lover, wooer.

ENAMORAMIENTO,STW. Act of enamouring.
ENAMOR^R, va, 1. To excite or inspire love. 2.

To make love, to woo, to court. vr. To be
in love.

ENAMORICARSE, vr. To be slightly in love.

ENAMOROSAMENTE, ad. Amorously.
ENANCHAR, va. To widen, to enlarge.
ENANGOSTAR, va. V. Angostar. [minute.
ENANICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA.,a.dim. Little,

EXANO, sm. Dwarf.
ENANTE 6 ENANTES, ad. (Ant.) V. Antes.

ENAPAREJAR, vn. V. Emparejar.
ENARBOLAR, va. To hoist, to raise

high.
Enar-

lolar ia landera, (Naut.) To hoist the co-

lours.

ENARCAU, va. To hoop barrels.

ENARPECER, va. To fire with passion.
ENARENACION, sf. Lime and sand, or plaster,

used to whiten walls before painting them.

ENARENAR, va. To fill with sand, to choak with
sand. vr. (Nadt.) To run on shore.

ENARMONAR, va. To raise, to rear. vr. To rise

on the hind feet.

ENARRACION, sf. Narration, relation.

ENARRAR, va,. To narrate.

ENARTAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To narrow, to con-

stringe. 2. To deceive. [ment.
ENASTAR, va. To put a handle to any instru-

ENATJAMENTE, ad. Rudely, disorderly.

ENATIEZ-A, sf. (Ant.) Unhandsomeness, inele-

gance, uselessness.

EN AVUNAS, ad. Without having taken any
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food. Quedarse en ayunas, Not to have ob-
tained the least reward for one's labour.

EN BALDE, ad. In vain. V. Balde.

ENCABALGAMIENTO, sm. Gun-carriage.
ENCABALGAR, vn. 1. To parade on horse-back.

2. To have one thing above another. va. To
provide horses.

ENCABELLADtJRA, sf. V. Cttldlera.

ENCABELLAR, vn. To take to a wig, to begin
to wear a wig.

ENCABELLECER, vn. To have anice head of hair.

ENCABESTRAR, va. 1. To lead a beast by the
halter. 2. (Met.) To force to obedience. vr.

To be entangled in the halter.

ENCABEZAMIENTO Y ENCABEZONAMIENTO, sm.
1. List or register of persons liable to pay a
certain tax. 2. To mortise the ends of beams.
3. To raise a head-ridge at the extremities
of lands.

ENCABEZAR Y ENCABEZONAR, va. To register
taxes. vr. 1. To agree to pay a certain sum
of taxes. 2. (Met.) To agree for a certain

sum amicably ; to be content to suffer a
small to avoid a greater evil. [for roofing.

ENCABRIAR, va. To preserve and fashion timber

ENCABRITARSE, vr. To rise on the hind feet ;

applied to horses.

ENCABRONAR, va. To cuckold. [wall or box.

ENCACHAR, va. To thrust or fix any thing in a
ENCADENADTJRA Y ENCADENAMIENTO, s. 1.

Catenation, the act of linking together. 2.

State of being linked or connected.

ENCADENAR, va. 1. To catenate, to chain, to

link. 2. (Met.) To connect, to unite.

ENCAECER, vn. V. Parir.

ENCALABOZAR, va. To put one into prison.
ENCAI.ABRIAR 6 ENCALABRINAR, va. To affect

the head with some unpleasant smell or va-

pour, [die.

ENCALADA. sf. Piece of the trimmings of a sad-

ENCALADOR, sm. (In Tan-yards) Pit or vat, into

which hides are put to be imbued with lime.

ENCALADURA, sf. The act of whitening with

lime, or putting in lime.

ENCALAR, va. 1. To cover with plaster or mor-
tar. 2. To thrust into a pip^e or tube. 3. To
put hides into the lime vats or pits.

ENCAi.LADERo,sra.(Naut.) Shoal, sand-bank.

ENCALLADXJRA, sf. (Naut.) Striking on a sand-

bank.

ENCALLAR, vn. 1. (Naut.) To get on shore on a-

sand-bank. 2. To be checked in the progress
of some enterprise, not to be able to proceed.

ENCALLECER, vn. To get corns on the feet.

ENCALLECIDO, DA, ft. 1. Troubled with corns. 2.

(Met.) Hardened in wickedness and iniquities.

ENCALLEJONAR, va. To enter or put any thing
into a narrow street.

ENCALLETR^R. va. To understand or know well.

ENCALMADURA, sf. Suffocation of a horse.

ENCALMARSE, vr. 1. To be worn out with fa-

tigue. 2. (Naut.) To be becalmed ; applied
to a ship.

ENCALOSTRARSE, vr. To make the young sick

by sucking the first milk.

EPSCALVAR Y ENCALVECER, vn. To grow bald.

ENCAMARADOS, sm. pi. Chambers in cannon
and mortars.

ENC AIMARAR. vn. To store up grain in granaries.
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\RSE, rr. 1. To go to bed. 2. To couch,
to come to the lair

; applied to deer.

,NCAMBUAR, va. To conduct water by means
of arched reservoirs.

!;KAR, va. To put in a store.

SifCAMBRONAR, va. I. To enclose with hedges
of briers and brambles. 2. To strengthen
with iron. vr. To walk stately, with un-

pleasing formality and constraint.

E.NT A.MINADURA 6 ENC AMIN AMIENTO. S Tll6 act

of putting in the right road.

ENTAMINAK, va. 1. To guide, to put in the right
\J. (Met.) To direct or manage an af-

1'iir or business. vr. To take a road, to pro-
cord in a road.

l]\CAMisA.DA,sf. (Mil.) Camisado, an attack or

surprise made in the dark.

ENTAIHSAKSE, vr. To put a shirt over one's

clothes, in order to make a camisado.

ENCAMORRARSE, vr. To embroil one's self in

disputes.

ENCAMPANADO, DA, a. Bell-shaped ; applied to

mortars.

ENCANAI.AR 6 ENCANALIZAR, va. To convey
through pipes or conduits.

ENCANA.RSE, vr. To grow senseless with fear

or crying ; applied to children.

ENCANAST.AR, va. To pack up in canisters, bas-

kets, or hampers.
ENCANCERA.RSE, vr. V. Canccrarse.

EXCANDECER, va. To heat any thing to a white
heat. [flowering.

ENCANDELAR, vn. To bud, as trees, instead of
ENCANDII.ADERA 6 ENCANDII.ADORA, sf. Pro-

curess, bawd.

ESCANDILADO, DA, a. Sharp or high cocked
;

applied to hats. Trae el sombrero muy encan-

diiado, He wears his hat fiercely cocked.

ENCANDILAR, va. 1. To dazzle with the light
of a candle or lamp. "2. (Met.) To dazzle or

deceive with false appearances. vr. To in-

flame one's eyes, as with drink.

ENCANECER, vn. I. To grow grey ;
to mould.

2. To possess much experience >and know-

ledge.

ENCANIJAMIENTO, sm. Weakness, meagerness ;

the act of growing weak and lean ; extenua-
tion, [grow w.eak and thin.

ENC AM.TA.RSE, rr. To pine, to be emaciated, to

ENCANILL^R, va. To ravel or make silk, wool-

len, or linen thread uneven.

ENCANTACIOS,S/. Enchantment, charm, spell.

ENCANTADERA,S/*. Sorceress, enchantress.

ENCANTA.DO, DA, a. Haunted, enchanted. Casa

encant&da, A house in which the family lives

very retired. Hombre encantado, A man who
has no kind of intercourse with others.

ENCANTADOR, RA, s. Enchanter, sorcerer, sor-

ceress, [chantment.
ENCANTAMENTO 6 ENCANTAMIKNTO, sm. En-
ENCANTA.R, va. To enchant, to charm ; to oc-

cupy the whole attention.

EKCANTARA.R, va. To put into ajar.
ENcANTF.6ENc.ANTo, sm. (Ant.) Auction, pub-

lic sale.

ENCANTO, sm. 1. Charm, spell; the effect or
result of an enchantment. 2. Absence of
mind. 5 un encanto, It is truly charming,
it is bewitching.
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E.VCANTORIO, sm. (Joe.) Enchantment.
ENCANTUSAR, va. To coax, to wheedle, to de-

ceive by flatteries.

ENCANADO, sm. 1. Conduit of water. 2. II-
'

i

formed with canes or reeds.

ENC AN \W$R, RA, s. One who spools or win'!.;

the silk on quills made of cane.

I.URA, sf. 1. Hedge made of can?- or

2. Strong rye-straw which
broken. 3. Conduit.

EN CAN .4 R, va. 1. To enclose a plantation with
a hedge made of cane. 2. To convey wat--r

through conduits or pipes. 3. To wind silk

on quills of reed or cane. vn. To form or

grow into stalks ; applied to corn.

ENCANIZADA, sf. (Mur. y Val.) Enclosure made
of cane and reeds for catching mullets.

ENCANONA.DO, sm. Wind blowing through a

narrow passage.
ENCANONAR, vn. To begin to grow fledged, to

get feathers and wings. va. 1. To put into

tubes or pipes. 2. To wind silk on quills
made of cane.

ENCANUTA.R, va,. To flute, to mould into the
'

form of tubes and pipes. vn. To form straw.

ENCAPACETA.DO, DA, a. Covered with a helmet.

E.vcAPACHADfjRA,s/. (In Oil-mills) Number of
frails for filtering oil.

ENCAPACHX.R, va. To put into a frail or basket.

ENCAP.ADO, DA, a. Cloaked, wearing a cloak.

ENCAPAZA.R, va. To collect or put into a basket.

ENCAPERUXARSE, vr. To cover one's head with
a hood.

ENCAPILLADT^RA, sf. (Naut.) Tie of a shroud or

stay.

ENCAPILL!R, va. 1. (Naut.) To fix the standing

rigging to the mast-head. Encapillarse el

agua, (Naut.) To ship a head-sea. 2. To put
on any clothes over the head. [hood.

ENCAPIROT^DO, DA, a. Wearing a cloak or

ENCAPIROTAR, va. To hood a hawk. \_cejo.

ExCAPOTADlJRA Y ENC APOTAMIENTO. V. Sobre-

ENCAPOTAR, va. 1 . To cover with a cloak or

great coat. 2. To cover with a veil, to muffle

the face. vr. To lower, to be clouded ; ap-

plied to the sky.

ENCAPRICH^RSE, vr. To indulge in whims and
fanciful desires.

ENCAPUCI'AR, va. To cover any thing with a

hood. [cowl.

ENCAPU/.IDO, DA, a. Covered with a hood or

ENCAPUZAR, va. To cover with a long gown.
ENC^RA, ad. (Ant.) Yet, even, withal. V. Aun.

E.VCARADO, DA, a. Faced. Bien 6 mat encara-

do, Well or ill faced.

ENCARAMADURA, sf. 1. Height, eminence. 2.

The act of climbing up an eminence.

ENCARAMAR Y E.vcARAMiLLor.iR, va. 1. To
raise ;

to elevate. 2. To extol, to exaggerate.
ENCARAMiENTO,sm. The act offacing or aiming.

ENCARJ(.R, vn. To face, to come face to face.

va. To aim, to point or level a firelock.

ENCARATULADO, DA, a. Masked, disguised.

ENCARATUL^RSE, vr. To mask or disguise one's

self.

ENC^RBO, sm. Pointer, a dog that points out

the game to sportsmen.
ENCARCAVIN^R, va. 1. To infect with a pestilen-

tial smell. 2. To put one into a ditch or foss
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E'-TCARCAXA'DO, DA, a. Armed with a quiver.
KVCARCELACION, sf. Incarceration.

ENCARCELADITO, TA, a. Confined, imprisoned.
EscARCEr.AR Y ENCARCERAR, va. 1. To impri-

son, to confine in a jail. 2. (Carp.) To com-

press newly glued timbers. [exaggerates.
ENCARECEDOR, sm. Praiser, extoller ;

one who
ENCARECER, tr. 1. To raise the price of commo-

dities. 2. (Met.) To enhance, to exaggerate.

ENCARECEDAMENTE, ad. Exceedingly, lughly.
E.VCARECIMIENTO, 5m. 1. Enhancement, aug-
mentation of value. 2. Exaggeration, hyper-
bolical amplification. Con encarecimicnt.o,

Ardently. {2. Carefully.

E.VCARGADAMENTE, ad. 1. Greatly, extremely.
ENCARG!R, va. To recommend, to charge, to

commit, to stimulate, to urge. Encargarsc
de alguna cosa, To take charge of any thing.

ENCARGO, sm. 1. Charge, command, trust con-

ferred. 2. Office, place, employ. [of.

ENCARIN A RSE, vr. To become passionately fond

ENCARNA, sf. Act of giving the entrails of the
dead game to the dogs.

ENCARNACION, sf. 1. Incarnation, the act of as-

suming a body. 2. Carnation, the natural
flesh colour.

ENCARNADINO, NA, a. Of a reddish colour.

ENCARNADO, DA, a. 1. Dyed flesh colour. 2. Co-
vered with flesh

; incarnate.

ENCAR.VADURA,S/. 1. The natural state of flesh

in living bodies. 2. Wound.
ENCARMAMIESTO, sm. Recovering flesh ; appli-

ed to a wound healing.
ENCARNAR, vn. To incarn, to incarnate, to

breed flesh. va. 1. To incarnadine, to give
a flesh colour to pieces of sculpture. 2. To
make a strong impression upon the mind. 3.

To fill a wound with new flesh. 4. To wound,
to pierce the flesh with a dart. 5. To em-

body. G. To entice or allure dogs ;
to feed

sporting dogs with flesh. vr. ToWite or in-

corporate one thing with another.

EiVCAR.\E, sm. First feed given to dogs of the

entrails of game.
E.VCARNECER, vn. To grow fat and fleshy, to

increase in bulk.

ENC ARNIZADO, DA, a. Blood-shot, inflamed ; ap-
plied to the eyes.

NCARNIZAMIENTO, sm. The act of fleshing or

satiating with flesh
; cruelty.

ENCARNIZAR, va. 1. To flesh, to satiate with
flesh. 2. To provoke, to irritate. vr. 1. To
be glutted with flesh. 2. To become savage
and cruel.

ENCARO,sm. 1. The act of viewing steadfastly.
2. (And.) Blunderbuss, a wide-mouthed short

hand-guii. Encaro de cscopcta, The act of

levelling or pointing a musket or firelock.

ENCARRILLAR, va. 1. To direct, to guide, to put
in the right road. 2. (Met.) To arrange again
what had been deranged. vr. (Naut.) To be
fouled or entangled on the sheave of a block

;

applied to a rope.
ENCARRON AR, va. (In the Jocular Style) To in-

fect, to corrupt.
ENCARRujADo,sra. Ancient kind of silk stuff.

ENCARRUJARSE, vr. To be corrugated, curled,
or wrinkled.

E.VCARTACION. ff. 1. Enrolment. V.Empadro-
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namiento. 2. Vassalage, the state of a vassal ;

tenure at will
; servitude. 3. The people ox-

place, which enter into a state of vassalage,
or acknowledge one as a lord. pi. Places

adjoining the province of Biscay, which en-

joy the same privileges as that province.
ENCARTAMIENTO, sm. 1. Outlawry, proscrip-

tion. 2. Vassalage. V. Encartacion.

ENCARTAR, va. 1. To outlaw, to proscribe. 2.

To involve in an unpleasant affair. 3. To in-

clude, to enrol. 4. To enter in the register of
taxes. vr. 1. To receive a card which spoils
a game. 2. To spoil one another's hand.

ENCARTUCH.AR, va. To fill cartridges with pow-
der.

ENCASAMENTO, sm. Niche, a hollow made in a

wall, in which a statue may be placed.
ENCASAMIENTO, sm. 1. Reparation of ruinous

houses. 2. Niche.

ENCASAR, va. To set a dislocated bone.

ENCASCABELADO, DA, a. Filled or adorned with
bells. [bish.

ENCASCOTAR, va. To cover with a layer of rub-

ENCASQUETAR, va. 1. To put on one's hat close

to the head. 2. (Met.) To induce one to

adopt or espouse an opinion. vr. To persist

obstinately in maintaining an opinion.
E>*c A STAR, va. To meliorate or improve a race

of animals.

ENCASTiLLADO,DA,ffl. 1. Fortified with different

castles. 2. (Met.) Elated, lofty, haughty.
ExcAsriLLADdR, RA,5. One who shuts himself

up in a castle. [castle.

ENCASTILI.AMIENTO, sm. Act of shutting up in a

ENCASTII.LAR, va. To fortify with castles. vn.

To make the cell of the queen-bee in bee-

hives. vr. 1. To shut one's self up in a cas-

tle, by way of defence. 2. (Met.) To perse-
vere in maintaining one's opinion.

ENCASTRAR, va. (Naut!) To mortise or scarf

.pieces of timber.

ENCATUSAR, va. V. Engatusar. [amel-paintjng.
ENCAUSTICO, CA, a. Encaustic, belonging to en-

ENCAUSTO, sm. (Pint.) Enamelling.
ENCAVARSE, vr. To incave one's self.

ENCAXA, sf. Shake hands
; expression used by

the common people at meeting and shaking
hands.

ENCAXADOR, sm. 1. He who enchases or inserts.

2. Instrument for enchasing.
ENCAXADIJRA, sf. The act of enchasing or en-

closing one thing in another.

ENCAXAR, va. 1. To enchase, to enclose one

thing in another. 2. To thrust with violence

one thing into another. 3. To introduce

something with craft and cunning. 4. To im-

pose upon, to deceive. Encaxar la suya, To
avail one's self of an opportunity. Encaxar

lien, To be to the purpose, to come to the

point, to be opportune. Encaxar las manos,
To join or shake hands. vr. To thrust one's

self into some narrow place.
ENCAXE, sm. 1. The act of adjusting or fitting

one thing to another. 2. The place or cavity
in which any thing is inlaid or inserted. 3.

The measure of one thing to adjust with an-

other. 4. Lace. 5. Inlaid work. Ley del en-

cnxe. An arbitrary law.

NC AXEP..IDO, DA, a. (Naut.) Fouled or entan-
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gled on the sheave of a block or pulley ; ap-

plied to a rope.
ENCAXONADO, sm. Mud-wall, supported by pil-

lars of bricks and stones.

NCAXONAR, va. To put or pack up in a box.

NCEBADAMIENTO, sm. Surfeit, repletion of

horses.

ENCEBADARSE, vr. To be surfeited with barley,
and water drunk immediately after it.

ENCEBOLLADO, sm. Fricassee of beefor mutton
and onions, and seasoned with spice.

ENCELAR, va. To hide, to conceal. vr. To con-

ceal one's self.

E>-cELLA,i/. A kind of basket, which serves to

mould curds and cheese ;
a cheese-wattle.

ENCELLAR, va. To mould curds or cheese in a

wattle.

ENCENAGADO, DA, a. Mixed or filled with mud.
E>c ENAGAMIENTO, 5?/i. The act of wallowing in

dirt or mire.

ENCEXAGARSE, vr. 1. To wallow in dirt or mire,
to dirty one's self with mud or mire. 2.

(Met.) To wallow in crimes and vices.

ENCENCERRADO, DA, a. Carrying a wether-bell.

ENCESDER, va. 1. To kindle, to light, to make
burn. 2. To set fire to, to set on fire. 3. To
heat, to produce heat. 4. (Met.) To inflame,
to inspirit, to incite. 5. (Met.) To foment a

party, to sow discord.

EMCENDIDAMJENTE, ad. Vividly, ardently ; effi-

caciously, [de color, High coloured.

ENCENDIDO, DA, a. 1. Inflamed. 2. Encendido

ENCENDIMIESTO, sm. 1. Incension, the act of

kindling ; the state of being on fire. 2. (Met.)
Inflammation. 3. (Met.) Liveliness and ar-

dour of human passions and affections.

K>c-KSIZAR, va. To fill or cover with ashes.

ENCENSAR 6 ENCENSUAR, va. To give or take
at lawful interest

; to lease.

E.NCE.NSIO, sm. V. Incienso.

ENCENTADOR, sm. Beginner.
ENCENTADURA Y ENCENTAMIENTO, s. The first

attempt of any thing.
EN-CENTER, va. \. To begin the use of any

thing. 2. To cut, to mutilate a member.
EUCEPADOR, sjn. Stocker, gun-stocker.
ENCEPAR, va. 1. To put in the stocks. 2. To

stock a gun, to stock the anchor. vn. To
take root.

ENCERADO, sm. 1. Oil-cloth, oil-skin. 2. Win-
dow-blind. 3. (Naut.) Tarpawling, a piece
of cloth besmeared with tar, used to cover
the hatches. 4. Sticking-plaster.

ENCERADO, DA, a. 1. Wax-coloured, like wax.
2. Thick, thickened ; applied to an erg half
boiled.

[&c .

ENCERAMIENTO, sm. Act ofwaxing paper, cloth,
ENCERAR, va. 1. To fasten or stiffen with wax.

2. To fill or stain with wax.

ENCERNADAR, va. V. Jlcernadar.

ENCEROTAR, va. To wax thread.

ENCERRADERO, sm. 1. Place for keeping sheep
before or after

shearing.
2. V. Encierro.

ENCERRADO, DA, a. Brief, succinct.

ENCERRADOR, sm. 1. One who shuts or locks

up. 2. Driver of black cattle.

ENCERRADtJRA,s/. Cloister, enclosure, closure.

KNCERRAMIENIO, sm. 1. Cloister, retreat, place<.: .
2. Prison, jail, dungeon. 3.

of retirement

The locking up of a thing. 4. Enclosure,

ground destined for pasture.
ENCERRAR, va. 1. To lock or shut up. 2. To

contain, to conclude. vr. To retire or with-

draw from the world.

ENCERRONA, sf. A voluntary retreat, a sponta-
neous retirement.

ENCESPEDAR, va. (Mil.) To line or cover the

sides of a moat or foss with sods.

ENCESTAR, va. 1. To gather and put in a basket ;

to toss in a basket. 2. To impose upon, to de-

.

ENCHA, sf. (Ant.) Satisfaction, compensation.
ENCHANCLETAR, va. 1. To put on slippers. 2.

To wear shoes in the manner of slippers.

ENCHAPJNADO, DA, a. 1. Made in the manner
of pattens. 2. Built and raised upon a vault

or arch. [be inundated.

ENCHARCARSE, vr. To be covered with water, to

ENCHAVETAR, va.Enchavetar un perno. (Naut.)
To forelock a bolt.

ENCHICAR, va. V. AcMcar.

ENCIAS, sf. pi. Gums, the fleshy coverings
which contain the teeth.

EucfcLico, CA, a. Encyclic, circular ; applied
to pastoral letters.

ENCICLOPEDIA, sf. Encyclopaedia, circle of arts

and sciences
;
round of learning.

ENCIENTE, ad. (Ant.) Lately, shortly before.

ENCIERRO, sm. 1. Cloister, religious retreat ;

enclosure. 2. Prison, close confinement. 3.

The act of driving bulls into the pen-fold for

the bull-feasts.

ENcfMA, ad. 1. Above, over. 2. At the top. 3.

Over and above, besides.

ENCIMAR, va. To place at the top, to raise

high. vr. To raise one's self upon.

ENCIMERO, RA, a. That which is placed over or

upon. filex L.

ENCINA, sf. (Bot.) Ever-green oak. Quercus
ENCINAL 6 ENCINAR, sm. Wood, consisting of

ever-green oak. [bons.

ENCINTAR, va. To garnish or adorn with rib-

ENCLARESCER, va. V. Esclarecer.

ENCLAUSTRADO, DA, a. Shut up in cloisters.

ENCLAVACION, sf. Act of nailing or fixing.

ENCLAVADURA, sf. The part where two pieces
of wood are joined.

ENCLAVAR, va. I. To nail, to fasten with nails.

2. To prick horses in shoeing. Enclavar la

artilleria, To spike up guns.
ENCLAVIJAR, va. To unite or join closely. En-

clavijar un instrumento, To put pegs in a

musical instrument.

ENCI.ENO.UE, 5m. One who is of a weak or fee-

ble constitution.

ENCLOCLARSE y ENCLOQUECERSE, vr. To cluck,

to manifest a desire to hatch eggs ; applied
to hens.

ENCOBAR, vn. To cover or hatch eggs.

ENCOBIJAR, va. V. Cobijar.

ENCOBRADO, DA, a. Coppery ; copper-coloured.

ENCOBRIR, va. (Ant.) V. Encubrir. [to fowls.

ENCOCLAR, vn. To be disposed to cluck ; applied

ENCOGER, va. I. To contract, to draw together,

to shorten. 2. (Met.) To discourage, to dis-

pirit. vr . 1. To be low spirited, to be dis-

mayed. 2. To humble one's self, to be de-

jected. Encogerse de hombros, To shrink the
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shoulders with fear
; to put an end to any

debate, to occasion silence.

ENCOGIDAMENTE, ad. Meanly, abjectly. [ed.
ENcoofDO, DA, a. Pusillanimous, narrow-mind-

ENCOGIMIENTO, sm. 1. Contraction, the act of

contracting, drawing together, or shortening.
2. Lowness of spirits ; want of courage. 3.

Humility, submission, resignation. Encogi-
miento de los costados, (Naut.) The tumbling
home or housing in of the sides of a ship.

ENCOHETADO, DA, a. Covered or overlaid with

squibs.

ENCOHETAR, r>a. To cover with squibs.
ENCOLADURA 6 ENCOLAMIENTO, s. The act and

effect of glueing. [viscous cement

ENCOLAR, va. To glue, to join or fasten with a

ENCOLERI/ARSE, vr. To be in a passion, to be
vexed or displeased.

ENCOMENDABLE, a. Recommendable. [ry order

ENcoMENDADo,s7?i. Vassal ofa chiefof a milita-

E.VCOMENDAMENTO, sm. V. Mandamiento .

ENCOMENDAMIENTO, sm. V. Encomienda.
ENCOMENDAR, va. 1. To recommend, to com-

mit, to charge. 2. To praise, to applaud. rn
To hold a commandery in a military order.
vr. 1. To commit one's self to another's pro-
tection. 2. To send compliments and mes-

sages. Sin encomendarse d Dios ni al diablo,

Temerity, inconsiderateness of any word or
action.

ENCOMENDERO, sm. 1. Agent, who receives and
executes commissions and orders in commer-
cial matters. 2. Pensioner or annuitant, he
who enjoys a pension or annuity. 3. One who
holds a commandery in a military order.

ENCOMENZAR, va. V. Comenzar.

ENCOMIASTICO, CA, a. Encomiastic.

ENCOMIENDA, sm. 1. Commission, charge. 2.

Message, compliment sent to an absent per-
son. 3. Commandery in a military order

;

land or rent belonging to a commandery. 4.

Pension or annuity granted upon a certain

place or fund. 5 Patronage, protection, sup-
port. Encomiendas, Compliments, invita-

tions, respects. 6. Encomienda de Santiago,
(Bot.) Daffodilly, or jacobaea lily. Amaryllis
formosissima L.

ENCOMIO, sm. Praise, encomium, elogy.
ENCOMPADRAR, vn. To contract affinity by god-

father ; to be close friends.

ENCOMPASAR, va. (Ant.) To encompass. V.

Compasar. [spotted.
EN-CONADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Tainted, stained,

ENCONAMIENTO, sm. 1. Inflammation, a morbid

swelling. 2. (Met.) Provocation, the act of

exciting passion or anger ;
venom.

ENCONAR, va. I. To inflame, to irritate. 2. To
rankle, to fester

; applied to a wound.
ENCONO Y ENCONIA, s. Malevolence, rancour.

ENCONOSO, SA, a. 1. Apt to cause or produce an
inflammation. 2. Hurtful, prejudicial, male-
volent, [oil on wool to be carded.

ENCONREAR, va. To put the proper quantity of

ENCONTINENTE, ad. V. Incontinent?, [thing.
EN CONTRA, ad. Against, in opposition to any
ENCONTRABLE, a. That which is contrary, or

appointment ; chiefly applied to love appoint-
ments.

ENCONTRADO, DA, a. Opposite, in front.

ENCONTRAR, vn. To meet, to encounter. rn.
To find by chance, to light upon. rr. 1. To
encounter in a hostile manner. 2. To be of

contrary or opposite opinions. 3. To meet at
the same place.

ENCONTRON,SW. Push, shock, violent concourse.

ENCOPETADO, DA, a. Presumptuous, boastful.

ENCOPETAR, va. To raise the hair high, as in a

toupee.
ENCORACHAR, va. To put in a leather bag.
ENCOKADO, DA, a. Wrapped up in leather.

ENCORAJADO, DA, a. Excessively haughty, lof-

ty, arrogant ; bold, adventurous.

ENCORA.TAR, va. To animate, to give courage,
to inflame.

ENCORAR, va. To cover with leather, to wrap
up in leather. vn. To get a skin ; applied to

wounds nearly healed.

ENCORA/ADO, DA, a. 1. Covered with a cuirass.

2 Covered with leather in the cuirass fashion.

ENCORCHAR, va. To hive bees, to put them into

may be encountered. [ry manner
ENCONTRADAMENTE, ad. Contrarily, in a contra-

ENCONTRADIZO, ZA, a. Meeting each other by

hives made of cork. [clasps.

ENCORCHETAR, va. To hook, to put on hooks or

ENCORDAR, va. 1. To string musical instru-

ments. 2. To lash or bind with cords or ropes.

ENCORDELAR, va. To tie or bind with cords.

Encordelar una cdma, To cord a bed.

ENCORDIO, sm. V. Incordio.

ENCORDONADO, DA, a. Adorned with cords.

EXCORDONAR, va. To put running strings to a

purse or other thing ;
to tie with strings.

ENCORECER, va. To skin, to heal the skin.

ENCORIACION, sf. Act of skinning over a sore ;

healing a wound.

ENCORNIJAMENTO, sm. V. Cornijamento.
ENCORNUDAR, vn. To begin to get horns ; a,p-

plied to black cattle. va. To cuckold.

ENCOROZAR, va. To cover the head with a co-

roza, or cone-shaped cap, worn by criminals

condemned by the Inquisition.

ENCORPORAR, va. V. Incorporar.
ENCORRALAR, va. To enclose and keep in ^

yard ; applied to cattle.

ENCORRER, vn. V. Incurrir.

ENCORTAR, va. V. Acortar.

ENCORTINAR, va. To provide with curtains.

ENCORVADA, sf. \. The act of bending or dou-

bling the body. 2. A graceless and awkward
manner of dancing. 3. (Bot.) Hatchet coro-

nilla or vetch. Coronilla securidaca L.

ENCORVADURA Y ENCORVAMIJENTO, s. Act of

bending or reducing to a crooked shape.
Hacer la cncorvadura, (Met.) To feign dis-

ease to avoid something.
ENCORVAR, va. To incurvate, to bend.

ENCOSAD(JRA, sf. The act of sewing or joining
fine linen to some of a coarser sort.

ENCOSTARSE, vr. (Naut.) To stand in shore, to

near the coast.

ENCOSTRADURA, sf. Incrustation, crust.

ENCOSTRAR, va. To rough-cast with mortar,
made of lime and sand ;

to incrust.

GNCOVADURA, sf. Act of depositing in a cellar.

ENCOVAR, va. 1. To put or lay up in a cellar.

2. (Met.) To guard, to conceal, to enclose.

ENCoxARE,rr.l. To grow lame. 2. To be seized
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with a fit of illness. 3. (Met.) To feign sick-

ness in order to avoid doing some business.

VR, va. To fatten, to grease.

\DOR, sm. Crisping-pin, curling-iron.

NCRF.SPADtfRA Y ENCRESPAMIENTO, S. Crispa-
tion.

NCRESPAR. va. To curl, to frizzle. rr. 1.

(Nadt.) To become rough and boisterous ;

applied to the sea. 2. To be rude or unpoHte.
3. To be involved in quarrels and disputes.

ENCRESPO, sm. The act and effect of curling.

ENCRESTADO, DA, a. 1. Adorned with a crest.

2. (Met.) Haughty, lofty.

ENCRESTARSE, vr. 1. To get the crest or comb
;

applied to a young cock. 2. (Met.) To be

proud, elated, haughty.
ENCRINADO v EXCRISNEJADO, DA, a. Plaited,

braided ; applied to the hair.

ENCRUCIJADA, sf. Crossway, cross-road.

E>c RUDECER, va. 1. To make a wound worse
or raw. 2. To exasperate, to irritate. vr. To
be enraged, to become furious with passion.

ENCRUELECER v ENCRUDELECER, va. To ex-j thing.

ENDKBI.E, a. Feeble, weak. [sides.

i

ENDECAGONO, sm. Polygon of eleven angles or

ENDECAsfr,ABo, BA, a. Eleven syllables, [ditty.
ENDECIIA Y ENDECHAS, sf. Dirge, a doleful

ENDECHADERA,.<?/*. V. Planidera.

ENDKCHAR, va. To sing funeral songs in honour
and praise of the dead. vr. To grieve, to

mourn.

ENDECHOSO, SA, a. Mournful, doleful.

EXDKI.INADO, DA, a. (Joe.) Dressed in style.

ENDEMAS, ad. (Ant.) Particularly, especially.

ENDEMICO, CA, a. Endemic, peculiar to a cli-

mate.

ENDEMONIADO, DA, a. 1. Possessed with the
devil. 2. Extremely bad, perverse, or hurtful.

ENDEMONIAR, va. 1. To possess with the devil.

2. (Met.) To irritate, to provoke.
ENDENTAR, va. To join with a mortise.

ENDENTECJSR, vn. To cut teeth, to breed teeth,
to teeth or tooth.

ENDENADO, DA, a. Damaged, hurt, inflamed.

ENDERECERA, sf. Direct way to any place or

[ly.
cite to cruelties, to make cruel. iENDEREZADAMENTE,rf. Justly, rightly, direct-

ENCUBAR, vn. \. To put liquids into casks, bar-jENDEREZADOR, sm. Guide, director
; governor,

rels, &c. 2. To put a criminal into a butt, by ;ENDEREZADTJRA,S/". The straight and right road,

way of punishment. JENDEREZAMIENTO, sm. Guidance, direction;
ht.

irect. 2. To
rectify, to set right. "3. To address, to dedi-

cate. 4. To go and meet a person. vn. To
take the direct road. vr. 1. To be erect, to

stand upright. 2. (Met.) To fix or establish

one's self in a place or employment.
The act of directing a

ENCUBERTAR, va. To overspread with a cover-
1

the act of guiding or setting rig

ing of cloth or silk, vr. To dress and arm ENDEREZAR, va. 1. To guide, to d
one's self for defence of the body.
NCUBIERTA, sf. Fraud, deceit, imposition.
NCUBIERTAMENTE, rf. 1. Hiddenly, secretly.
2. Deceitfully, fraudulently.

ENCUBIERTO, TA, a. V. Cubicrto. [hidden.
ENCUBREDZO, ZA, a. That can be concealed or

ENCUBRIDOR, RA, s. Concealer, one who hides
or conceals. Enculridor de hurtos, Receiver
of stolen goods.

ENCUBRIMIENTO, sm. Concealment, the act of

hiding or concealing.
ENCUBRIR, va. To hide, to conceal.

ENCCCAR, va. To gather nuts and filberts, and
store them up.

EXCUEXTRO. sm. 1. Knock, a sudden stroke. 2.

The act of going to meet or see any one. 3.

Opposition, difficulty. 4. Joint of the wings,
in fowls or birds, next to the breast. Salir al

encvcntro, To go to meet a person in a cer-
tain place ; to encounter

;
to prevent a per-

son in what he is to say or observe. Encuen-
tros. Temples of a loom.

ENCUITARSE, cr. To grieve, to afflict, one's self.

ENCULATAR, va. To place in a hive, honey-comb
which was formed after it was full.

EXCUI.PAR, va. V. Culpar. [stately.
:IIADO, DA, a. High, elevated, lofty,

EXCUMBRAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of raising or

elevating. 2. Height, eminence.

ENCUMBRAR, va. 1. To raise, to elevate. 2. To
mount or ascend a height. 3. (Met.) To ele-
vate to dignities or honours. vr. To be raised
or elevated.

EXCI;NAR, va. To put a child in the cradle.

ENCUNAR, va. To coin. V. Acunar. [stock.
N ADO, n.\; a. Put into the carriage or

i'iR, va. To souse in pickle or vinegar
"d, (Ant.) V. Mli, y De alii. Facer

enda al, (For.) To do the contrary of what
was desired. For ende. V. For tanto.

ENDEREZO, sm. letter.

EN DERREDOR, ad. Round about. V. Derredor.

ENDERGUE,S?. (Joe.) Guide, governor, [debts.

ENDEUDARSE, va. To get in debt, to contract

ENDIABLADA, sf. Masquerade, a diversion in

which the company is dressed in masks of a
hideous or ridiculous appearance.

ENDIABLADAMENTE, ad. Uglily, abominably.,
ad. Uglily,

Ugly,deforiENDIABLADO, DA, a. Ugly, deformed ; perverse,
wicked. [2. (Met.) To pervert, to corrupt.

ENDIABLAR, va. 1. To possess with the devil.

ENDIBIA,S/. (Bot.) Endive, succory. Cichori-

um endivia L.

ENDILGADOR, RA, s. Pander, inducer, adviser.

ENDILGX.F, va. 1. To pander, to induce, to per
j

suade. 2. To procure, to facilitate, to accom-
modate.

ENDIOSAMIENTO, sm. 1. Haughtiness, loftiness,

pride. 2. Ecstasy, abstraction ; disregard of

worldly concerns.

ENDIOSAR, va. To deify, to make a god of, to

adore as a god. vr. 1. To be elated, to be

puffed up with pride. 2. To be in a state of

religious abstraction, or fervent devotion.

ENDOBLA.DO, DA, a. Applied to a lamb that

sucks its own mother and another ewe.

ENDONAR, va. V. Donar. [exchange.
ENDOSAR Y ENDORSAR, va. To endorse a bill of

ENDOSELAR, va. To hang, to make hangings or

curtains.

ESTDOSO 6 ENDORSO, sm. Endorsement of a bill

of exchange ;
a writing on the back of it, to

make it payable to another.

ENDRAGONARSE, vr. (In the Jocular Style) T<

grow furious as a dragon.
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ENDRIAGO, sm. Fabulous monster, said to have

sprung from the union of man and woman.
ENDRINA, sf. Sloe, the fruit of the black-thorn.

ENDRINO, sm. (Bot.) Black-thorn, sloe-tree.

Prunus spinosa L.

ENDRINO, NA, a. Of a sloe colour.

ENDRQMIS, sm. V. Hernia.

ENDUC!R, va. V. Inducir. [ening.

ENDi;LZAMiENTo,s'm.Dulcification,actofsweet-
ENDULZAR Y ENDULZORAR, va. 1. To sweeten,

to make sweet. 2. (Met.) To soften, to make
mild

; to alleviate the toils of life. [son.

ENDURADOR, sm. Miser, a mean avaricious per-

ENDURAR, va. 1. To harden, to indurate, to

make hard. 2. To live in a parsimonious
manner. 3. To endure, to bear, to suffer. 4.

To delay, to put off.

ENDURECER, va. 1. To make hard, to harden. 2.

(Met.) To accustom the body to labour and

hardships ; to inure 3. (Met.) To render
one steady in his sentiments and opinions ;

to exasperate, to irritate. vr. To become

rigorous or cruel.

ENDURECIDAMENTE, ad. Pertinaciously.

ENDURECIDO, DA, a. I. Indurated, hardened. 2.

Tutored by experience, inured.

ENDURECIMIENTO, sm. Hardness ; obstinacy,

tenacity.

E'NE, sf. Spanish name of the letter N. Enede
palo, (Joe.) Gallows.

ENEA. sf. (Bot.) Cat's-tail, reed-mace. Typha
L. [nine.

ENEA.TICO, CA, a. Belonging to the number
ENEBRAX, sm. Plantation ofjuniper-trees.
ENEBRINA, sf. Fruit of the juniper-tree.

ENEBRO, sm. (Bot.) Juniper-tree. Juniperus L.

ENECHADO, DA, a. Exposed, as children.

ENELDO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Dill. Anethum grave-
olens L. 2. (Ant.) Difficult respiration.

ENEMIGA, sf. 1. Enmity ; depravity. 2. An un-
kind mistress who meets not the affections

of a lover.

ENEMIGABLE, a. Inimical.

ENEMIGABLEMENTE, ad. Inimically.
ENEMIGAMENTE,^. In an hostile manner.

EifEMiGARSE, vr. To be in a state of enmity.
ENEMIGO, GA, a. Inimical, hostile, contrary.
ENEiwico, sm. 1. Enemy, antagonist, foe. 2.

Fiend
;
the devil.

ENEMISTAD, sf. Enmity, hatred.
ENE MISTER, va. To make an enemy. vr. To
become an enemy.

*

[brass.

E'NEO, EA, a. (Poet.) Brazen, belonging to

ENERGIA, sf. Energy, power, vigour ; strength
of expression, force of signification.

ENERGICAMENTE, ad. Energetically.
ENERGICO, CA, a. Energetic, forcible, active,

vigorous.
ENERGtJMENo, NA, 5. Person possessed with a

devil.

ENERIZAR, va. V. Erizar.

ENERO, sm. January , the first month in the year
ENERTARSE, vr. (Ant.) To become inert.

ENERVAR, va. To enervate, to deprive of force.

ENESAR, va. To white-wash.

R, va. To put an axle-tree to a cart or

carriage.

ENFADADIZO, ZA, a. Irritable, irascible.

,
ra.. To v;:x. trt molest, to trouble.
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EHFADO, 57ft. Trouble, vexation, molestation.

ENFADOSAMENTE, ad. Vexatiously.
ENFADOSO, SA, a. Vexatious, troublesome.

ENFALDAR, va. To lop off the lower branches
of trees. vr. To tuck or truss up the skirts
of one's clothes.

ENFALDO, sm. Act of tucking up one's clothes.

ENFANGARSE, vr. (Naut.) To touch ground in
a miry or muddy place.

ENFARDADOR, sm. Packer, he who embalea or

packs up bales and packages.
ENFARDAR, va. To pack, to embale, to make
packages.

ENFARDELADOR, sm. Packer, one who makes
up bales. [disc.
vFARDELADtfRA, sf. Act of packing merchan-

ENFARDELAR, va. To bale, to make up into bales.

E'NFASIS, sm. Emphasis, a remarkable stress

laid on a word or sentence.

N-FASTIA.R, ra. (Ant.) To loathe, to disgust.
ENFATICAMENTE, ad. Emphatically.

"

ENFATICO, CA, a. Emphatical, impressive.
ENFERMAMENTE, ad. Weakly, feebly.

ENFERMAR, vn. To be seized with a fit of ill-

ness, to fall ill. va. 1. To make sick. 2. To
cause damage or loss. 3. To weaken, to ener-

vate.

ENFERMEDAD, sf. 1. Infirmity, indisposition,
illness. 2. Damage, disorder, risk.

ENFERMERIA, sf. Infirmary, lodgings for the
sick. Enfcrmeria del sollado, (Naut.) Cock-

pit, on board of ships of war, where the sur-

geons attend the wounded. Estar en cnfcrme-
ria, To be in the artisan's shop to be mended.

ENFERMERO, RA,S. Overseer or nurse, who has
the care of the sick.

ENFERMIZAR, va. To make sick or infirm.

ENFERMIZO, ZA, a. 1. Infirm, sickly. 2. Not con-
ducive to health.

ENFERMO, MA, a. 1. Infirm, indisposed, un-

healthy. 2. Weak, feeble. 3. Of little impor-
tance or consideration. 4. Corrupted, tainted.

ENFERMOSEAR, va. V. Hermosear.

ENFEROZ.AR, va. To irritate, to infuriate.

ENFERVORECER y ENFERVORIZAR, va. To heat,
to inflame, to incite.

ENFEST!R, va. V. Enhestar. vr. To rebel.

ENFEUDACION, sf. Infeudation, the act of put-

ting one in possession of a fee or estate.
|j

ENFEUDX.R, va. To feoff, to invest with a right
or estate.

ENFIAR, va. To trust in another.

ENFIELAR, va. To put in a balance.

ENFIERECIDO, DA, a. Furious, fierce.

ENFILAR, va. I. To continue as if united in a

file or line. 2. To enfilade, to pierce in a right
line ;

to carry off by a cannot-shot a whole
file of the enemy's troops.

EN FIN, ad. In fine, lastly.

ENFINTOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Fraudulent, deceitful.

ENFIT A, sf. Fraud, deceit.
jj'

ENFITE^SIS 6 ENFITEOSIS,S. A species of alien-

ation, by which the use and usufruct are trans-

ferred, but not the whole right of property.

ENFITEUTA, sm. Emphyteuta, or emphyteuteH.
ENFITEUTICARIO, RIA, v ENFITEUTICO, CA, a.

Emphyteutic. [make thin and lean.

ENFLAQIECKR, va. To weaken, to diminish, to

ENFLAQVECIDAMKNTF,, ad. Effeminately.
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sm. Attenuation, debilita-

tion.

JFLAUTADO, DA, a. Turgid, inflated.

JFLAUTADOR, RA, s. Inciter, pander.
*FLACTAR, va. To inflate, to stimulate or ex-

:ite to evil ; to procure.
JFLECHADO, DA, a. Applied to a bent bow or

arrow ready to discharge.
fFLECHASTES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Ropea which
lie across the shrouds, and serve to get up to

the mast-head.

ENFI.ORECER, va. To adorn or deck with flowers.

ESFOGAR, va. (Ant.) To inflame, to set fire to.

ENFOSSADO, DA, a. Free and exempt from all

charges and taxes.

ENFORCIA,S/. Violence done to any person.

ENFORNAR, va. V. Enhornar.

E.VFORTAI.ECER, va. V. Fortalcccr. [entangled.

ENFOSCADO, DA, a. Brow-beaten. 2. Confused,

EIJFOSCARSE, vr. To be uneasy, to be troubled

or perplexed ;
to be immersed in business ;

to be cloudy.

EXFRANQUECER, va. To frank, to make free.

ENKRAQUECER, va. V. Enflaquecer.
EsFftASCAMiESTo, STO. The act of being en-

tangled between brambles and briers.

EXFRASCARSE, vr. 1. To be entangled between
brambles and briers. 2. (Met.) To be involved
in difficulties and troubles.

ENFRAYLAR, va. To make one a monk or a

friar, to induce him to take the vows ofa re-

ligious order. [bridle.

ESFRESADOR, sm. Bridler, one who puts on a

EXFRENAMIENTO, sm. The act of bridling a
horse or putting on the bridle.

ENFRENAR, va. 1. To bridle, to put on the bri-

dle, to govern by the bridle. 2. To curb, to

restrain. [front to front.

EXFRENTE, ad. Over against, opposite, in front,

E.VFRIADERA, sf. Back or cooler, the vessel for

cooling any liquid ; refrigeratory.
ENFRIADERO Y ENFRIADOR, sm. Cooling place ;

refrigeratory.
Ksi'Ri \MIENTO. sm. Refrigeration, the act of

cooling, the state of being cooled.

E.VFRIAR, va. 1. To cool, to refrigerate. 2.

(Met.) To allay the heat of passion, to caJm
the mind. vr. (Met.) To cool, to grow less

warm with regard to passion.

EITFROSCARSE, vr. V. Enfrascarsc.
( K, va. V. Confiar.

ivs rrNOADtS-RA, sf. The act of casing or putting
into cases.

EVFUXDAR, va. 1. To case, to put into a case.
'?. To fill up to the brim, to cram to stuff. 3.

To include, to contain.

ENFURCION, sf. V. Infurcion.
ESFI HECER, va. To irritate, to enrage; to
make proud. vr. To rage, to grow boiste-
rous or furious : applied to the wind and sea.

ENFURHUN ARSE, vr. To grow angry, to tiff, to
be in 3 pet.

ENFURTR, va. 1. To full or mill clothes. 2.

(Among Hatters) To felt.

ENGABANADO, DA, sm. Covered with a gaban,
or a great coat, with a hood and close sleeves.

ENGAGE, sm. Catenation, connexion. V. En-
garce.

E.VGAFAR, va. 1. To bend a. cross-bow with a

hook or lever. 2. (And.) To carry in a hook
a gun charged, when travelling in the fields,

ENGALANAR, va. I. To adorn, to deck. 2.

(Naut ) To dress a ship, to display a variety
pf colours, ensigns, or pendants.

ENGALGAR, va. To pursue closely, not to lose

sight of; applied to greyhounds which are
in pursuit of a hare. Engalgar el ancla,

(Naut.) To back an anchor. [ty, elated.

ENGALLADO, DA, a. 1. Erect, upright. 2. Haugh-
ENGANCHADOR, sm. Crimp, one who decoys

into the service of the king.
ENGANCHAMIENTO Y ENGANCHE, sm. Act of en-

trapping, alluring.

ENGANCHAR, va. 1. To hook, to catch with a
hook. 2. To entrap, to ensnare. 3. To crimp,
to decoy into the service. [fringe.

ENGANDTJJO, sm. Twisted thread hanging from

ENGANABOBOS, sm. Impostor. V. Engaytador.
ENGANADIZO, ZA, a. Deceptible, easily de-

ceived.

ENGAIJADOR, sm. Cheat, impostor, deceiver.

ENGASAMIESTO Y ENGANANZA. V. Engano.
ENGANAPASTOR, sm. (Orn.) Kind of owl. V.

Autillo,

ENGANAR, va. To cheat, to deceive. vr. To
be deceived, to mistake. Ser malo de enga-
nar, (Fain.) To be not easily deceived, to be

sagacious.
ENGAffiFA, sf. Deceit, trick, fraudulent action.

ENGANO, sm. Deceit, fraud, imposition.

ENGANOSAMENTE, ad. Deceitfully.

ENGANOSO, SA, a. Deceitful, artful, fallacious.

ENGARABATAR, va. To hook, to seize with vio-

lence. vr. To grow crooked. [cend.

ENGARABITARSE, vr. To climb, to mount, to as-

ENGARBARSE, or. To perch on the highest
branch of a tree ; applied to birds.

ENGARBULLAR, va. To entangle, to involve.

ENGARCE, sm. 1. Catenation, link. 2. Close
unon or connexon.

ENGARGANTAR, va. To put any thing into the
throat ; to thrust the foot into the stirrup,

quite to the instep.

ENGARGOLAR, va. To fit the end of one water-

pipe into that of another.

ENGARITADO, DA, a. 1. Cheated, deceived. 2.

Surrounded with sentry-boxes.
ENGARITAK, va. 1. To fortify, to adorn with

sentry-boxes. 2. To impose upon or deceive
in an artful or dexterous manner.

ENGARRAFADOR, sm. Grappler.
ENGARRAFAR, va. 1. To claw, to seize with the

claws or talons. 2. To grapple with hooks.

ENGARROTAR, va. To squeeze and press hard.

V. Agarrotar.
ENGARZADOR, sm. 1. One who links or enchains,

stringer of beads. 2. (Met.) Pimp.
ENGARZAR, va. To enchain, to link ; to curl.

ENGASAJAR, va. V. Agasajar.
ENGASTADOR, sm. Enchaser, encloser.

ENGASTAR, va. To enclose one thing in another

without being screened, such as a diamond
in gold ;

to enchase.

ENGASTE Y ENGASTUDURA, s. 1. The act ofen-

chasing or infixing. 2. The hoop or envelope.
3. A pearl flat on one side.

ENGA&&DO, sm. A petty robber, a sharper, a

Ity of petty larceny.
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ENGATAR, va. To cheat in a dexterous manner.

ENGATILLADO, DA, a. Thick, high-necked ; ap-

plied to horses and bulls. [iron.

ENGATILLAR, va. (Arq.) To bind with a cramp-
ENGATUSAMIENTO, sm. Deception, cheat.

ENGATUSAR, va. To trick without intention to

rob or hurt.

ENGAVILLAR, va. V. Jlgavillar.

ENGAYTADOR, sin. Deceiver, seducer, swindler.

ENGAYTAR, va. To cheat, to deceive, to sv/indle

one out of something.
ENGAZADOR, RA, s. V. Engarzador.
ENGAZAMIENTO, sm. V. Engarce.
ENGAZAR, va. 1. To enchain, to link. 2. (Naut.)
To stop or splice an end of a rope in a circu-

lar form about a block. 3. To dye in the cloth.

ESGE.VDRABLE, a. That may be engendered.
ENGENDRADOR, RA, s. One who engenders or

produces.
ENGENDRAR, va. 1. To beget, to engender. 2.

To produce, to bear fruit ; to create.

ENGESDRO, sm. Foetus, a shapeless embryo.
Mai engendro,A low breed

; a perverse youth.
ENGENIO,STO. (Ant.) V. Ingcnio.
ENGENO, sm. V. Ingenio y Mdquina.
ENGIBAR, va. To crook, to make gibbous.
ENGILMAR, va. (Naut.) To pick up a mast
which is floating in the sea. [mend a spar.

ENGIMELGAR, va. (Naut.) To fish a mast, to

ENGINA, sf. Quinsy. V. Angina.
ENGLANDADO, DA

; Y ENGLANTADO, DA, a.

(Bias.) Covered with acorns ; applied to the
oak.

ENGOLADO, DA, a. Collared, wearing a collar.

ENGOLFAR, vn. (Naut.) To enter a gulf or deep
bay. vr. 1. To be engaged in arduous un-

dertakings or difficult affairs. 2. To be lost

in thought, to be absorbed in meditation.

ENGOLILLADO, DA, a. Wearing always the ruff
or collar which is worn by lawyers in Spain.

ENGOLLAR, va. To make a horse carry his head
and neck by means of the bridle.

ENGOLLETADO, DA, a. (Joe.) Elated, puffed up,
presumptuous, haughty. [ty.

ENGOLLETARSE,\ To elate, to become haugh-
ENGOLONDRINARSE, vr. 1. (Joe.) To be elated,

to be puffed up with pride. 2. (Bax.) To fall

in love, to be smitten with love. [thing.

ENGOLOSINAR, va. To inspire a longing for any
ENGOMADERO, RA, a. That may be stiffened with

starch or gum.
ENGOMADURA, sf. 1. Act of gumming. 2. Coat
which bees lay over their hives before mak-
ing the wax.

ENGOMAR, va. To gum, to stiffen with gum.
ENGORAR, va. To addle. V. Enkuerar.

ENGORDADERO, sm. Stall or sty to fatten hogs
ENGORDADOR, sm. One who makes it his sole

business to pamper himself.

ENGORDAR, va. To pamper, to fatten. vn. 1.

To grow fat. 2. To grow rich, to amass a
fortune.

ESGORGETADO, DA, a. Palisaded breast-high.
ENGORRAR, va. {Ant.) To obstruct, to detain.

ENGORRO, sm. Impediment, embarrassment.

ENGORROSO, SA, a. Troublesome, tiresome.

ENGOZNAR, va. To hinge, to put hinges on
doors and windows.

EXGBANDAR, va. V. Agrawlar.
312
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ENGRANDECER, va. 1. To augment, to aggran-
dize. 2. To promote to a higher station, to

exalt. 3. (Met.) To exaggerate, to magnify.
ENGRANDECIMIENTO, sin, 1. Increase, aggran-

disement. 2. Exaggeration, hyperbolical am-

plification.

ENGRANERAR, va. To enclose in a granary.
ENGRANUJAR, vn. To be filled with grain.
ENGRAPAR, va. To secure, to unite or bind with

cramp-irons.
ENGRASAR, va. 1. To grease, to oil. 2. To stain

with grease. 3. To dress cloth. 4. (Met.) To
pickle. [to affect, gravity.

ENGRAVEDAR, va. To assume an air of dignity,

ENGREDAR, va. To bedaub with marl or fuller's

earth. [pomp in dress.

ENGREIMIENTO, sm. Presumption, vanity,
vain

ENGREIR, va. To encourage any one's pride and

petulance, to make him pert and saucy. vr.

To deck or attire one's self in style, to be ex-

travagant in dress.

ENGRIFARSE, m. To tiff, to be in a pet, to be

displeased.

ENGROSAR, va. 1. To make any thing fat and

corpulent, to increase its bulk. 2. To make

strong or vigorous. vn. To grow strong, to

increase in vigour and bulk.

ENGRUDADOR, sm. Paster, one who pastes.

ENGRUDAMIENTO, sm. Act of pasting.

ENGRUDAR, va. To fasten with paste.

ENGRtiDo, sm. 1. Paste, flour and water boiled

together so as to make a cement. 2. (Naut.)

Cement, made chiefly of pounded glass and

cow-hair, used to stanch the planks of a ship.

ENGRUMECERSE, vr. To clot.

ENGUALDRAPAR, va. To caparison a horse with

rich trappings.
ENGUANTADO, DA, a. Wearing gloves.

ENGUANTARSE, vr. To make too much use of

gloves. [dressed.

ENGUEDEJADO, DA, a. Dressed in style, full

ENGCIJARRAR, va. To pave with pebbles.

ENGUILLAR, va. (Naut.) To wind a thin rope
around a thicker one.

ENGUIRNALADO, DA, a. Adorned with garlands.

ENGUIZGAR, va. To excite, to incite, to set on.

ENGULLIDOR, RA, s. Devourer, one who swal-

lows without mastication.

ENGULLfR, va. To devour and swallow meat

without chewing it.

ENGURRUNARSE, vr. To be melancholy ; appli-

ed to birds.

ENHACJNAR, va. V. Hacinar.

ENHADAR, va. V. Enfadar.
ENHAMBRECER, vn. To be hungry.
ENHARINAR, va. To cover or besprinkle with

flour. [to cloy.

ENHASTIAR, va. To disgust, to excite disgust,

ENHASTILLAR, va. To put arrows in a quiver.

ENHATIJAR, va. To cover the mouths of hives

with bass weed in order to move them from

one place to another.

EtfHEBRAR, va. 1. To thread a needle. 2. (Met.)
To link, to unite or connect closely.

ENHENAR, va. To cover with hay, to wrap up
in hay. [herbs.

ENHERBOLAR, va. To poison with venomous

ENHESTADOR, sm. He who erects.

y ESHESTAMIEVTO, s. Erection.
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ENHESTAR, va. To erect, to set upright ; to

raise an army. [?ung' entanglement.
EflHETRADtJRA V ENHETR AMIENTO, S. Entan-

E.VHIELAR, va. To mix with gall or bile.

ENHILADO, DA, a. Well arranged, disposed in

good order.

ENHiLAR,ra. 1. To thread, to pass through with

a thread. 2. To direct, to tend ; to take the

way or road to any thing or place ; to arrange.

E.VHORABUENA, sf. Congratulation, the act of

expressing joy for the happiness or success

of another.

EN HORA EVEN A, ad. Term of congratulation.
EN HORA MALA, ad. Word of scorn, displeasure,

or contempt ; in an evil hour.

HORN A. R, va. To put into an oven to be baked.

N-UOTADO, a. (Ant.) V. Confiado.
NHOTAR, va. V. Azuzar.

E>HUECAR, va. V. Jlhuecar.

ENHUERAR, va. To lay addle eggs, to addle.

ENIBIR, va. V. Inhibir.

ENIGMA, sm. Enigma, a riddle ; an obscure

question ;
a position expressed in obscure or

ambiguous terms.

EsrGMATico, CA, a. Enigmatical.
ENIGMATTSTA, sm. Enigmatist.
ENJAEZAR, va. To caparison a horse with rich

trappings.
ENJAGUADIENTES, 5m. V. Enjuagadientes.
ENJAGU^R, va. To rinse the mouth and teeth.

V. Enjuagar.
ENJALBEGADOR, RA, s White-washer, a plas-

terer who white-washes walls. [walls.

EsjALBEGADtfRA, sf. Act of white-washing
ENJALBEGAR, va. 1. To white-wash the walls

of a building. 2. (Met.) To paint, to lay
white paint on the face.

ENJARDINAR, va. To put a bird of prey into a
meadow or green field.

EHJARETADO, sm. (Naut.) Gratings, a kind of
lattice-work between the main and fore-mast,
which serves for a defence when the enemy
attempts to board. Enjaretddo de proa, The
beak or head gratings.

E.VJAULAR, va. 1. To cage, to shut up in a cage.
2. (Met.) To imprison, to confine.

ENJORGUINARSE, vr. To be stained or blacken-
ed with soot.

EXJOVAK, va. I. To adorn with jewels. 2. To
set a ring with diamonds or other precious
stones. 3. (Met.) To heighten the lustre and

brilliancy of any thing, to give additional

splendour. [used in jewellery,
I ENJOYELADO, DA, . Applied to gold or silver

E.vjoyELADdR, sm. Enchaser, he who enchases.

ENJUAGADIENTES, sin. Mouthful of water or
wine for rinsing or cleansing the mouth and
teeth after a meal.

Evji'AGADtJRA, sf. Act of rinsing the mouth.
u-AGAR, va. 1. To rinse or cleanse the mouth

and teeth. 2. To rinse clothes, to \vash the

soap out.

ExjuAGUE,i';n. 1. Water, wine, or other liquid,
used to rinse or cleanse the mouth and teeth.
2. (Met.) Change or alteration made without
sufficient reflection and consideration. 3.

(Met.) Self-complacency, vain-gloriousness
on account of noble descent, riches, or ta-
lents

; ostentation.
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ENJUANETADO, DA, a. Troubled with corns.

EXJUICIAR, va. To prepare a cause or law-suit

for judgment.
ENjtJtLO, sm. The cloth-beam of a loom.

ENJUNCAR, va. To tie with ropes made of rush.

EisjuNquE, sm. (Naut.) The heaviest or most

weighty part of a cargo, which serves as bal-

last, such as iron, &c.

ENJURAMIENTO, sm. A legal oath.

ENJURAR, va. (Ant.) To yield, to transfer.

ENLABIADOR, RA,S. Wheedler, cajoler, seducer.

ENLABIAR, va. To wheedle, to cajole, to entice

or persuade by kind and soft words.

ENLABIO, sm. Suspension, persuasion, enchant-
ment by eloquence or words.

ENLACE, sm. 1. Connexion or coherence of
one thing with another. 2. (Met.) Kindred,

affinity. 3. Flourish, figures formed by lines

curiously drawn with a pen.
ESLACIAR, vn. To be lax, or languid. vr. To

wither, to become dry, to decay ; applied to

plants and fruit.

ENLADRiLLADO,sm. Pavement made of tiles.

ENLADRILLADOR, sm. Tiler, one who paves with

flags or tiles. [or tiles.

ENLADRILLAR, va. To floor or pave with flags
ENLAMAR, va. To cover land with slime ; ap-

plied to inundations. [wool.
ENLANADO, DA, a. Covered or supplied with

ENLARDAR, va. To rub with grease, to baste.

V. Lardar.

ENLARGUES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Rope-ends fasten-

ed to the head of a sail, with which it is tied

to the yard.
ENLAZADOR, RA, s. Binder, uniter.

ENLAZAMIENTO Y ENLAZADT^RA, s. Connexion,
binding, uniting.

ENLAZAR, va. To bind, to join, to unite ; to
connect.

ENLECHUGUILLADO, DA, a. Applied to one who
wears a ruff round the neck.

ENLEVAR, va. V. Elevar.

ENLEXIAR, va. To make into lye.

ENLIGARSE, vr. To be united or joined by
means of a viscous or glutinous substance ;

to stick, to adhere. [to soil.

ENI.IXAR, va. To vitiate, to corrupt ;
to stain,

ENLIZAR, va. To provide a loom with leashes.

ENLLENAR, va. V. Llenar.

ENLLENTECER, vn. To soften, to blandish.

LODADT^RA,^. Act of daubing and filling up
with mud.

ENLODAR, va. 1. To bemire, to bedaub with
mud. 2. To stop or shut up a vessel with
loam or clay. 3. (Met.) To tarnish one's cha-
racter or reputation.

ENLOQUECER, va. To enrage, to make rnad.

vn. To become enraged, tq grow mad ; to

grow barren ; applied to trees. [ing-
ENLOQUECIMIEPJTO, sm. Enraging, immadden-

ENLOSAR, va. To flag or lay a floor with flags.

ENLOZANARSE, vr. To boast of one's dexterity
or strength.

ENLUCERNAR, va. V. Deslumbrar.

ENI.UCIBOR, sm. Whitener.

ENLUCIMIENTO, sm. 1. The white-washing of a
wall. 2. The scouring of plate.

LucfR, va 1. To white-wash a wall. 2. To
scour or clean plate with whiting or chalk.
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ENLUSTRECER, va. To clean, to brighten, to

render bright.

ENLUTAR, va. 1. To put in mourning. 2. To
veil, to cover with a veil.

ENMACHAMBRAR, va. To scarf pieces of timber

together. [or cover of wood.
ENMADERAMIENTO 6 ENMADERACION, s. Work
ENMADERAR, va. To roof or cover a house with

timber.

ENMAGRECER, vn. To grow lean or meagre ; to

lose fat.

ENMALECER, vn. To fall sick.

ENMALLETADO, DA, a. (Naut.) Fouled ; applied
to cables and ropes. V. Enredado.

ENMANTAR, va. To cover with a blanket. vr.

To be melancholy ; applied to b'irds.

ENMAR, va. (Naut.) To wet the sails.

ENMARAN^R, va. 1. To entangle, to perplex, to

involve in difficulties. 2. (Met.) To puzzle,
to confound.

ENMARARSE, vr. (Naut.) To get or take sea-

room.

ENMARIDAR, vn. To marry.
ENMARiLLECERSE,#r. To become pale or yellow.
ENMAROMAR, va. To tie with a rope.

ENMASCARAR, va. 1. To mask, to cover the face

with a mask. 2. (Met.) To cloak, to give a

false appearance.
ENMECHAR, va. (Naut.) To rabbet, to fit and

join two pieces of timber.

EXMELAR, va. 1. To bedaub or besmear with

honey. 2. (Met.) To sweeten, to give a

pleasing taste.

ENMJJNDACION, sf. Emendation.

ENMENDADAMENTE, ad. Accurately, exactly.

ENMENDADOR, sm. Corrector, emendator.
ENMF.NDAD<TRA v ENMENDAMIENTO. V. Enmi-

cnda.

EXMENDAR, va. 1. To correct, to reform. 2. To
repair, to compensate. 3. (For.) To revoke,
to*abrogate. Enmcndar la plana, (Met.) To
excel, to surpass others?.

ENMERDAR, va. To dirty, to make dirty.

ENMJENDA, sf. 1. Emendation, correction. 2.

Reward, premium. 3. (For.) Satisfaction,

compensation.
ENMiESTEjSf. V. Memoria.

ENMIKNZAR, va. (Ant.) V. Empezar.
ENMocECER,rn. To recover the vigour ofyouth.
EXMOCHIGUAR, va. V. Multiplicar.

ENMOHKCERSE, vr. To mould, to grow mouldy
or musty.

ENMOI.LECER, va. To soften, to make soft or
tender.

ENMO.VDAR, va. To clear off the knots from
cloth in woollen manufactories.

ENMONTAD^RA, sf. Elevation, erection.

ENMORDAZAR, va. To gag.
ENMUDECER, vn. 1. To grow dumb, to be de-

prived of speech. 2. To be silent, to be still.

va. To impose silence, to hush.

ENNEGRF.CER, va. 1 . To blacken, to make black.

2. (Met.) To darken, to obscure.

E.VNOBLECER, va. 1. To ennoble, to illustrate.

2. (Met.) To adorn, to embellish.

ENNOBLECIMIENTO, sm. Act of ennobling.
ENNOVIAR, vn. (Joe.) To contract marriage.
ENNUDECER, vn. V. Anudarsc.

ENODACION, sf. Illustration, explanation.
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ENODIO, sm. Fawn, a young deer.

ENODRIDA, a. Barren
; applied to a hen which

is past laying eggs.
ENOJADAMENTE, ad. Fretfully.
ENOJADIZO, ZA, a. Fretful, peevish.
ENOJANTE, pa. He who vexes.

ENOJAR, va. 1. To vex, to irritate. 2. To mo-
lest, to trouble. 3. To offend, to injure. vr.
To be fretful, or peevish.

ENOJO, sm. 1. Fretfulness, peevishness. 2. Of-

fence, injury.

ENOJOSAMENTE, ad. Vexatiously.
ENOJOSO, SA, a. Offensive, vexatious.

ENOJUELO, sm. Slight peevishness.
ENORFANECIDO, DA, a. V. Hu&rfano.
ENORME. a. 1. Enormous, vast, huge. 2. Wick-

ed beyond common measure.

ENORMEMENTE, ad. Immoderately, enormously.
ENORMIDAD, sf. 1. Enormity, deviation from all

rule and measure. 2. An enormous deed, an
atrocious crime. [L.

ENOTERA, sf. (Bot.) Primrose. Primula veris

ENOYAR, va. V. Enojar.
EN Pos, ad. After, in pursuit of.

ENQUADERNACION, sf. The act ofbinding books,
the cover or binding of books.

ENQUADERNADOR,sm. 1. Book-binder. 2. (Met.)
Uniter.

ENQUADERNAR, va. 1. To bind books. 2. (Met.)
To join again what was disjoined ;

to recon-
cile, [don.

ENQUESTA, sf. (Ant.) INQUEST. V. dverigua-
EN^UICIADO, DA, a. 1. Hung upon hinges. 2.

(Met.) Built upon a strong and solid founda-
tion.

ENQCICIAR, va. To hinge, to put on hinges.
ENQUiLLOTRARSE,r.l. To bejumbled together

2. (Fam.) To fall in love, to be enamoured.

ENQUIRIDION, sm. Compendium, summary,
abridgment,

ENRAMADA, sf. 1. Hut covered with the branch-
es of trees. 2. Shed, pent-house.

ENRAMAR, va. To cover with the branches of
trees or boughs.

ENRANCIARSE, vr. 1. To grow rancid, to be
stale. 2. (Met.) To keep, to preserve itself

from corruption.

ENRARECER, va. To thin, to rarefy.

ENRASADO, DA, a. Smoothed. Puertas enrasa-

das, Plain doors, without any carved work or

ornaments.

ENRASAR, va.'To smooth, to plane, to make
even. vn. To be bald, or without hair.

ENRASTRAR, va. (Mure.) To string the silk-cods

in order to extract the seed and wind the silk.

ENRAYAR, va. To fix spokes in a wheel.

ENRAYGONAR, va. To fix bass-weed in the walla

of silk-worm sheds for the worms to begin to

spin.

ENREDADERA, sf. Small bind-weed, bell-bind.

Convolvulus arvensis L. It is also a general
name for all twining plants.

ENREDADO, DA, a. 1. Entangled, matted. 2.

(Nadt.) Foul
; applied to cables and ropes

which are entangled.
ENREDADOR, RA, s. 1. One who entangles, in-

snares, or involves in difficulties. 2. Tattler,

tale-bearer ; one who scatters seeds of dis-

cord.
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ENREDAMIE'NTO,STO. Entortillation, turning into

a circle.

NKEDX. R, va. 1. To entangle, to insnare. 2. To
involve in difficulties or perplexities. 3. To

play tricks, as boys are wont to do. 4. To sow
discord. 5. To lay snares or nets for birds.

EDO, sm. 1. The act of involving or in-

snaring. 2. Perplexity, embarrassment. 3.

Imposition, falsehood. 4. Plot of a play.

F.NREDOSO, SA, . Full of snares and difficulties.

ENREHOJAR, va. (Among Wax-chandlers) To
remove the bleached leaves and thin cakes

of wax.

ENREJADO, 5m. 1. Trellis, a structure of iron,

wood, or osier, the parts crossing each other

like a lattice. 2. Kind of open embroidery or

lace worn by ladies.

E.NREJAR, va. 1. To fix a grating to a window.
2. To fix the ploughshare to the plough. 3.

To make a trellis. 4. To wound cattle's feet

with a ploughshare.
ENREVESADO, DA, a. V. Revcsado.

ENRIADOR, sm. One who steeps or submerges
ENRIAR, va. To steep or put hemp and flax in

water, in order to macerate the stalky parts
of the plant.

ENRIDAR, va. V. Enredar y Azuzar.

ENRIELAR, va. To make ingots of gold or silver.

ENRIPIAR, va. To fill up the cavities ofany thing.

ENRIQUECEDOR, RA, s. One who enriches.

ENRIQUECER, va. 1. To enrich, to aggrandise. 2.

To adorn. vn. To grow rich.

ENRIQ.UENO, SA, a. Belonging to Henry.
E?miQUEZ, sm. Fitz-Henry ; a family name.

ENRISCADO, DA, a. Mountainous, craggy ;
full

of rocks and cliffs.

ENRISC AR, va. Toplace on the top of mountains
or rocks. vr. To take refuge among rocks.

ENRISTRAR, va. 1. To fix the but-end of a lance

in the rest or support ; to range or file. 2.

(Met.) To go direct to any place, to meet any
difficulty.

ENRJ'STRE, sm. Act of fixing a lance.

ENRIZ.\MIENTO, sm. Act of curling ; irritating.

ENRI/AR, va. To curl, to turn into ringlets ; to

irritate. [oak.

ESROBRESCIDO, DA, a. Hard and strong, like an

ENROBUSTECER, va. To make robust.

ENROCAR, va. (At Chess) To castle the king.
EiVRODAR, a. To break or execute on the wheel
ENRODELADO, DA, a. Armed with a shield.

ENRODRIGONAR, va. To prop vines with stakes

ENROMAR, va. To blunt, to dull an edge or

point.

ENROXA, sf. (Ar.) Rubbish or refuse of works
ENKONAK, va. To throw rubbish in any place.
ENRONQUECER, va. To make hoarse vn. To
grow hoarse

EVRONQUECIMIENTO, sm. V. Ronquera.
ENRONAR, va. To fill with scabs or scurf.

ENROSAR, va. To tinge, dye, or give a rose-co-

lour.

ESROSCADAMENTE, ad. Intricately.

ENRoscADtTRA, sf. Act of twisting ; sinuosity.
ENROSCAR, va. To twine, twist, or lay any

thing round.
ENROXAR 6 ENROXECER, va. 1. To make iron

red-hot. 2. To tinge, dye, or jrive a red co-
lour. 3. To put to the blush

ENRUBESC^R, va. To make red. [making red.

ENRUBI ADOR, RA, s. That which has the power of

ENRUBIAR, va. To tinge, dye, or give a bright
reddish colour.

ENRUBIO, sm. Rubefaction.

ENRUDECER, va. To weaken the intellect, to

make dull.

ENRUINECER 6 ENRUINESCER, vn. To become
vile. [ed.

ENRUINECIDO, DA, a. Ruined, reduced, corrupt-
ENRUNAR, va. V. Enronar.

ENSABANA^R, va. To wrap up in sheets.

ENSACAR, va. To enclose or put in a sack.

ENSAI.ADA, sf. I. Salad, a food ofraw herbs, sea-

soned with salt, oil, vinegar, &c. 2. Hodge-
podge, medley.

ENSALADERA, sf. Salad-dish or bowl.

ENSALADILLA, sf. 1. Dry sweetmeats of differ-

ent sorts and sizes. 2. Jewel made up of dif-

ferent precious stones.

ENSALADISTA, sm. Green grocer, or purveyor
of vegetables tathe king.

ENSALMA, sf. Pack-saddle. V. Enxalma.

ENSALMADERA, sf. 1. Sorceress, enchantress. 2.

A beautiful woman.
ENSALMADOR, RA, s. 1. Bone-setter, one who

adjusts dislocated bones. 2. One who pre-
tends to cure by charms.

ENSALMAR, va. I. To set dislocated bones. 2.

To enchant, to charm, to bewitch
; to lure by

spells. 3. To make pack-saddles. V. Enxal-
mar. Ensalmar a alguno, To break the

head.

ENSALMO, sm. Enchantment, spell, charm.

ENSALOBRARSE, vr. To become putrid and cor-

rupt, as stagnant water.

ENSALVAJAR, va. To brutalize, to brutify.

ENSALZADOR, sm. Exalter, praiser.

ENSALZAMIENTO, sm. Exaltation.

ENSALZAR, va. 1. To extol, to exalt, to aggran-
dise. 2. To magnify, to exaggerate. vr. To
boast, to display one's own worth or actions.

ENSAMBENITAR, va. To put on the sambenito, a

gown marked with a yellow cross before and

behind, and worn by penitent convicts of the

Inquisition.

ENSAMBLADOR, sm. Joiner, one whose trade is

to make utensils of wood joined.
ENSAMBI ADURA Y ENSAMBI.AGE 6 ENS.MBLE,

s. 1. Joinery, the trade of a
joiner.

2. Art of

joining boards, planks, and timbers together.
Ensambladura de mildno, (Naut.) A swallow-
tail-scarf.

ENSAMBLAR,.Tojoin or unite piecesofwood.
ENS^NCHA, sf. Extension, ampliation, enlarge-
ment. Ensdnchas, Gores put in clothes.

V. Ensancke. Dar ensanchas, To give too

much license or liberty for any actions.

ENSANCHAR, va. To widen, to extend, to en-

large. Ensanchar el corazon, To cheer up,
to raise one's spirit, to unburthen the mind.

vr. To assume an air of importance, to af-

fect grandeur and dignity.
ENSANCHAMIENTO v ENSANCHE, sm. 1. Dilata-

tion, augmentation. 2. Outlet of clothes.

ENSANDECER, vn. To grow crazy, toturnniad.

ENSANGOSTAR, va. To narrow, to contract.

ENSANGRENTAMIENTO, sm. Stain of blood.

ENSANGRENTAR, va. 1. To imbrue, to stain with
315
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blood. 2. To impeach one of a crime in terms
of aggravation, to aggravate a criminal ac-

tion. vr. 1. To be over-zealous in the pur-
suit of a thing ;

to be obstinate. 2. (Met.)
To proceed in a cruel and barbarous manner

ENSANNO, sm. V. Denuesto.

ENSA??AR, va. To irritate, to enrage.
ENSAREYAR 6 ENSARILLAR, va. (Gal. y Ast.)
To reel yarn in order to form it into skeins

ENSARNECER, vn. To get the itch.

ENSARTAR, va. 1. To string, to file on a string.
2. (Met.) To make or propose a string of ob-

servations.

ENSAYADOR, sm. 1. Assayer, an officer of the
mint appointed to try precious metals.

'

Rehearser, prompter on the stage.
ENS AVAR, va. 1. To assay precious metals. 2.

To instruct, to teach, to make dexterous. 3.

To rehearse a play. 4. To examine, to prove.
ENSX.Y 6 ENSAYE, sm. Assay, trial, proof.
ENSAYO, sm. 1. Assay, trial, proof. 2. Rehearsal

of a play. 3. Essay.
ENSEBAR, va. To grease, to anoint with grease.
ENSELVAR, va. V. Emboscar.

ENSEMBLA, ENSEMBLE, ENSEMBRA, ad. (Ant.)
V. Juntamentc.

ENSENADA, sf. Creek, cove ; a small bay be-
tween two points of land.

ENSENADO, a. Having the form of a bay, creek,
or gulf.

ENSENAR, va. To imbosom, to put in one's bo-
som. El navio se ensend, (Naut.) The ship
is entered the bay.

EifSESfA, sf. Standard, colours.

ENSENABLE, a. That may be taught.
ENSENADERO, RA, a. Susceptible of instruction.

ENSENADO, DA, a. 1. Taught, learned. 2. Ac-
customed. Ensenado d trabajos, Inured to

hardships.

ENSENADOR, RA, s. Teacher, instructor.

ENSENANZA 6 ENSENAMIENTO, s. Teaching, in-

struction.

ENSENAR, va. 1. To teach, to instruct. 2. To
show the way, to point out the road. vr. To
accustom or habituate one's self; to be inured.

ENSENO, sm. V. Ensenanza.

ENSEJ?OREADOR, sm. He who domineers.

ENSE^OREAR, va. To lord, to domineer.

ENSCRAR, va. To cover with bass-weed.

ENSERES, sm.pl. Chattels, marketable effects.

ENSERPENTADO, DA, a. Enraged, furious.

ENSERRINAR, va. To varnish,

ENSILAR, va. 1. To preserve grain in a place
under ground. 2. (Met.) To gobble, to eat
much. [horses.

ENSJLLPO, DA, a. Hollow-backed ; applied to

ENsit.L4DriRA, sf. The part on which a saddle
is placed on a horse or rnule.

E^sjLLAR,nja. 1. To saddle. 2. To raise, to exalt.

EKSOBERBECER, va. To make proud, to puff up
with haughtiness and pride. vr. 1. To be-

come proud and haughty, to be arrogant. 2.

(Naut.) To become boisterous
; applied to

the sea.

ENSOGAR, va. To tie or fasten with a rope.
ENSOLERAR, va. To fix stools to bee-hives.

ENSOLVEDOR, RA, s. Resolver, declarer.

ENSOLVER, va. \. To jumble, to mix confusedly
together. 2, (Med.) To resolve, to discuss, to
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dissipate. vr. To be included or contained,
to be reduced.

ENSONAR, va. V. Sonar.

ENSOPAR, va. To make soup by steeping bread
in wine.

ENSORPADERA, sf. V. Enea.

ENSORDAMIENTO, sm. Deafness.

ENSORDECER, va. To make deaf, to cause deaf-
ness. vn. I. To grow deaf, to be deprived
of the sense of hearing. 2. To become silent,
to observe silence.

ENSORDECIMIENTO, 5m. Act of making deaf,

surdity.

ENSORTIJAMIENTO, sm. Act of curling the hair,
or ringing animals.

ENSORTUAR, va. 1. To ring, to form into a ring.
2. To ring hogs, buffaloes, or other beasts

;

to restrain them by iron rings in their noses.

Ensortijar las manos, To wring the hands in

grief. [thicket.

ENSOTARSE, vr. To conceal one's self in a

ENSUCJADOR, RA, 5. Stainer, defiler.

ENSUCIAMIENTO, sm. Act of dirtying, staining,
or polluting.

ENSUCIAR, va. 1. To stain, to dirty. 2. (Met.)
To defile, to pollute with vicious habits. vr*

1. To dirty one's bed, clothes, &c. 2. To al-

low one's self to be bribed by presents.

ENSUENO, 5m. Sleep, the act of sleeping. V.
Sueno.

EN SUM A, ad. In short, in fine.

ENSUYAR, va. V. Emprender.
ENTA, ad. V. Desde y Hdcia.

ENTABLACioN,5/. Register, note, memorandum.
ENTABLADO, sm. 1. Floor made of boards. 2.

Entabtado de la cofa, (Naut.) Flooring or

platform of the top.

ENTABLADURA, 5/. Act of flooring.

EivTABLAMENTO,5m. 1. Roofofboards. 2. Shed,
pent-house.

ENT ABLAR, va. 1 . To cover with boards, to floor

with boards. Entablar un navio, (Naut.) To
plank a ship. EntaMar con solapadura,
(Naut.) To plank with clincher-work. 2. To
bring an affair on the tapis, to take the neces-

sary preparatory steps for attaining ono's

end. 3. To write a memorial on tablets in

churches.

ENTABLILLAR, va. To secure with small boards,
to bind up a broken leg.

ENTALAMADO, DA, a. Hung with tapestry.

TALAMADTJRA^/. Awning ofa boat, carriage,
&c.

ENTALAMAR,a. To cover with cloth or tapestry.
ENTALEGAR, va. To put in a bag or sack.

ENTALINGADURA,S/. (Naut.) The act of fasten-

ing the cable to the anchor, or of clinching
the cable.

ENTALINGAR, va. (Naut.) To clinch the cable,
to fasten it to the anchor.

ENTALLAB^E, a. Capable of being sculptured.

ENTALLADOR, sm. 1. Sculptor, a cutter in wood
or stone. 2. Engraver.

ENTAI.LADURA YENTALLAMIENTO, 5. Sculpture,
act of sculpturing.

ENTALLAR, va. 1 . To sculpture, to carve
; to cut

figures in wood or stone. 2. To engrave, to

picture by incisions in copper. vn. To cut

or shape a thing .so as to fit it to the body.
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ENTAI.LE, sm. The work of a sculptor or en-

graver, [to plants.

NTALLECER, vii. To shoot, to sprout j applied
> TAsro, ad. In the mean time. [try.

NTAPIZAR, va. To hang or adorn with tapes-

EsTARAscAR, va. (Fam.) To cover with too

many ornaments.

ENTARJMADO, sm. Boarded floor.

ESTARIMAR, va. To cover a floor with boards.

ENTARQUIN.AR, va. To bemire, to cover with

mud or mire ; to manure land with mud.
E /

NTE,5??i. 1. Entity,being. 2. Ridiculous man.

ENTF.CADO, DA, a. 1. Stiff, unable to move. 2.

(Met.) Pusillanimous, timid.

ENTECO, CA, a. Infirm, weak, languid.

ENTEJADO, DA, a. Made in the form or shape
of tiles. [cast ; applied to the sky.

ENTELAUARARSE, vr. To be clouded or over-

Evrr.i.KRfno, DA, a. Fearful, timid.

ENTENA, sf. (Naut.) Lateen yard.

E.vTEtfADO, DA, 6-. Child of a former marriage.
EnTtnA.Li.JLB, ff.pl. A small hand-vice.

H vri;\i) ERA s,s/"./7/. Understanding, judgment.
ENTENDEDOR, RA, s. One who understands.

EXTENDER, va. 1. To understand, to compre-
hend, to conceive, to believe, to hear. 2. To
remark, to take notice of. 3. To reason, to

think, to judge. vn. 1. To be employed
about or engaged in any thing. Dar en que
entender, To molest, to disturb ; to put one
in care or make anxious, to distress. 2. To
intend, to have an intention of doing any
thing. 3. To make one understand. A1 mi
enlcndcr, In my opinion. No lo entendera

falran,
It is an intricate difficult thing. vr.

. To have some motive for doing any thing.
El. se cnticndc, He knows what he is about.
2. To be agreed.

ENTENDIDAMENTK, ad. Knowingly, prudently.
ENTENDIDO, DA, a. Wise, learned, prudent.
Darsc por entendid-o, To manifest by signs
or words that the tiling is understood ; to an-

swer any attention or compliment in the

customary manner.

EN'TENDIMIENTO, sm. 1. Understanding, know-

ledge, judgment. 2. Explanation, illustration.

ENTENKBRECER, va. To obscure, to darken.

ENTERAMESTE, ad. Entirely, fully, completely.
EVTERAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To complete, to make

entire. 2. To reimburse, to pay. 3. To in-

form, to acquaint, to instruct.

ENTKREZA, */. 1. Entireness, integrity. 2. Rec-
titude, uprightness; perfection. 3. Fortitude,
firmness of mind. 4. Severe and rigid obser-
vance of discipline. 5. Haughtiness, pre-
sumption. Entereza virginal, Virginity.

ENTERIZO, ZA, a. Entire, complete.
ENTERNECER, va. I. To soften, to make tender

or soft. 2. (Met.) To move to compassion.
vr. To be moved to compassion, to pity, to
commiserate.

ENTERNECIDAMENTE, ad. Compassionately.
ENTERNECIMIENTO, sm. Compassion, pity.
ENTERO, RA, a. 1. Entire or intire, undiminish-

ed. 2. Perfect, complete. 3. Sound, without a
flaw. 4. Just, right. 5. Honest, upright ; pure,
uncorrupted. (!. Strong, robust, vigorous. 7.

Informed, instructed. 8. Uncastrated. Cabal-
lo enicro, Stone-horso. 9. Strong, coarse ; ap-

plied to linen. 10. (Ant.) Whole. JYumeros

enteros, Whole numbers, numbers without
fractions. 11. Constant, firm. Por entero,

Entirely, fully, completely.
ENTERRADOR, sm. Grave-digger, burier.

ENTERRAMIENTO, sm. 1. Interment, burial, fu-

neral ; the act of burying or interring. 2

Tomb, burying place.

ENTERRAR, va. To inter, to bury, to pat into

the grave. Enterrar las vasijas en el lustre,

(Naut.) To stow the casks in ballast.

ENTESADAMENTE, ad. Intensely.

ENTESAMIENTO, sm. The act of stretching, the

effect of being stretched ; fulness.

ENTESAR, tva. To extend, to stretch out, to

make any thing tense and stiff. [the head.

ENTESTADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Fixed or enclosed in

ENTIBADOR, sm. One who shores up mines.

ENTIBAR, vn. To rest, to lean upon. va. To
prop, to shore up mines.

ENTIBIADERO, sm. Cooler, a bath in which any
thing is cooled.

ENTIBIAR, va. To cool, to make cool. vr.

(Met.) To become cool, to slacken, to relax.

ENTIBO, sm. Stay, prop, shore.

ENTIDAD, sf. 1. Entity, a real being. 2. (Met.)
Consideration, estimation, value.

EN-TIERRO, sm. 1. Burial, funeral
;
the act of

burying or interring. 2 Tomb, grave.
ENTIGRECERSE, vr. To be as enraged or furious

as a tiger.

ENTINAR, va. To tinge, to colour.

ENTINTAR, va. 1. To stain with ink. 2. To
tinge or give a different colour.

ENTIRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Estirar.

ENTITULA.R, va. V. Intitular.

ENTizNAR,m.To revile, to defame. V. Tiznar.

ENTOLDAMIESTO, sm. Act of covering with an

awning.
ENTOLDAR, va. 1. To cover with an awning 2.

To hang the walls with clothes or silks. rr,

1. To dress or clothe pompously. 2. To grow
cloudy or overcast, ; applied to the sky.

ENTOMECER, vn. To swell. V. Entumcccr.

ENTOMI/AR, va. To tie bass cords around posts,
or laths, that the plaster may stick to them.

ENTOMOLOGIA, sf. Entomology, the science of
insects.

ENTONACICN, sf. 1. Modulation, the act of

tuning the voice to a certain key. 2. The act
of blowing the bellows of an organ. 3. (Met.)
Haughtiness, presumption.

ENTONADOR, sm. 1. Organ-blower, one who
blows the bellows of an organ. 2. One who
tunes the first verse of a psalm.

ENTONAR, va. 1. To tune, to modulate, to in-

tone. 2. To commence a tune. 3. (Pint.) To
harmonize colours. 4. To blow the bellows
of an organ. vr. (Met.) To grow haughty,
to be puffed up with pride.

ENTONCES Y ENTONCE, ad. Then, at that time,
on that occasion.

ENTONEL.AR, va. To barrel.

ENTONO, sm. I. The act of intoning. 2. (Met.)

Arrogance, haughtiness, pride. [pid.

ENTONTECERSE, vr. To grow foolish, to be stu-

ENTONTECIMIENTO, sm. Act of growing foolish

or stupid.

ENTORCHXDO, sm, A twisted cord, which serves
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for embroideries. Entorchddos, Cords for a

musical instrument covered with silver wire.

ENTORCHAR, va. 1. To twist a cord. 2. To cover

cords for musical instruments with wire.

ENTORMECIMIENTO, sm. Torpor. V Mormcci-
ENTORNAR, va. To turn. [iniento.

ENTORNiLLAR,0a.To make any thing in the form
of a screw or ring. [2. To stupefy.

ENTORPECER, va. 1. To benumb, to make torpid.

ENTORPECIMIENTO, 5m. 1. Torpor, dulness. 2.

Stupidity, bluntness of intellect.

ENTORTADIJRA, sf. Crookedness, curvity.

ENTORTAR, va. 1. To bend, to make crooked. 2.

To pull out an eye.
ENTORTIJAR, va. V. Ensortijar.
ENTOSIGAR Y ENTOSICAR, va. V. Atosigar.
ENTRADA, sf. 1. Entrance, the passage by which

a place is entered ;
avenue. 2. Beginning of a

musical clause. 3. Entry, the act of entering

publicly into a city. 4. The act of a person
being admitted into a community or society.
5. Concourse or conflux ofpeople. Hubo una

grandc entrada tal dia d la comedia, The play-
house was crowded on that day. 6. Commence-
ment or beginning of any work. 7. Familiar

access, intimacy. 8. (Naut.) Leak. 9. A
good hand at cards. 10. Second-sized dishes

of a course of meat. 11. Receipts, property
vested in any concern. Derechos de entrada,

Import duty. Entrddas, Temples, the upper
parts of the sides of the head.

ENTRADERO, sm.A narrow entrance into a place.

ENTRAMBOS, BAS, pron. pi. Both. V. Ambos.
ENTRAMIENTO DE BIENES, sm. (For.) Seques-

tration, [trambos.
ENTRAMOS, MAS, pron. (Ant.) Both. V. En
ENTRAMPAR, va. 1. To entrap, to ensnare, to

catch in a trap. 2. (Met.) To involve in diffi

culties, to perplex ; to deceive. 3. (Met.) To
encumber an estate with debts, to contract

debts. vr. To borrow money, to become in-

debted.

ENTR.A\NTE, 5m. 1. Angle. 2. One who enters.

ENTRANABLE, a. Intimate, affectionate.

ENTRANABLEMENTE, ad. Affectionately.

ENTRANCE, va. To receive in a friendly and
affectionate manner. vn. To penetrate to

the core, to know profoundly. vr. To con-
tract intimacy and familiarity.

ENTRANAS. 5/. pi. 1. Entrails, bowels. 2. (Met.)
centre of a city, heart of a country. 3. (Met.)
Mind, affection

; disposition ; idiosyncracy.
Entranas mias, My dear, my love. Bar las

entranas, 6 dar hasta las entranas, To give
one's very heart-blood away. Esto me llega
d ias cntranas, That goes to my heart, [of.

ENTRANIZAR,?J. To love, to be passionately fond

ENTRANO, NA, a. (Ant.) Internal, interior.

ENTRAPADA, 5/. A coarse scarlet cloth.

ENTRAPAJAR, va. To tie with rags.

ENTRAPAR, va. 1. To powder the hair to clean it.

2. (Agr.) To put woollen rags to the roots of

plants as manure. vr. To be covered with
dust.

ENTRR, vn. 1. To enter, to go in. 2. To com-

mence, to begin. 3. To win a trick at cards.

4. To be classed or ranked. va. I. To thrust

or put one thing upon another. 2. To set down
or place to account. Entrar en unapartida dc

trigo, lana, &c. To purchase a quantity of
wheat, wool, &c. 3. To invade and overrun an
enemy's country. 4. To take possession of a
place by force of arms. 5. (Naut.) To gain
upon a vessel steering the same course. 6. Fol-
lowed by the prepositions a, en, it signifies to

begin or commence, as Entrar d cantar, To
begin to sing in concert. Entrar en rezelo, To
begin to suspect. Jlhora entro yo, Now I be-

gin ;
said to one who has engrossed all the

conversation or argument. Entrar d. uno, To
prevail upon one. Entrar de por media, To
settle a scuffle or fray, to adjust, to agree
disputants. Entrarse, To apply one's self

ENTRATICO, 5m. Entrance of a friar or nun.

ENTRE, prep. 1. Between. Entre ano, semana,
dia, In the course of the year, week, day.
Entre dos aguas, Wavering, irresolute. Tra-
er d uno entre dientes, To take a dislike to

some body. 2. In, or in the number of things.
Entre tanto, In che interim. [it a-jar.

ENTRE ABRIR, va. To half open a door, to leave

ENTREANCHO, CHA, a. Neither wide nor strait.

ENTRECANAL, sf. (Arq.) Space between the
striae or flutings of a column.

ENTRECANO, NA, a. Between black and grey ;

applied to the hair or beard. [deep.

ENTRECAVAR, va. To dig shallow, not to dig
ENTRECEJO,5m. 1. The space between the two

eye-brows. 2. A frowning supercilious look.

ENTRECIRCA, 5/. Space between one enclosure

and another.

ENTRECIELO, 5m. Awning. V. Toldo.

ENTRECLARO, RA, a. Slightly clear.

f c
, 5/. Act of catching.

ENTRECOGER, va. To catch, to intercept.

ENTRECORO, sm. Distance or space between the

choir and the chief altar ; chancel.

ENTRECORTADtjRA,5/. Cut made in the middle
of any thing without dividing it.

ENTRECORTAR, va. To cut in the middle, to di-

vide into two.

ENTRECRIAR, va. To rear plants among others.

ENTRECUBIERTAS 6 ENTREPU^NTES, 5. pi.

(Naut.) Between decks.

ENTRECUESTO, 5m. Back-bone.

ENTREDECIR, va. To interdict, to prohibit.

ENTREofcHo, 5m. 1. Interdiction, prohibition.
2. Ecclesiastical censure or interdict. 3. V.

Contradiccion.

ENTREDOBLE, a. Neither double nor single.

ENTREFINO, NA, a. Between coarse and fine.

ENTREGA, 5/. Delivery, the act of delivering.

ENTREGADAMENTE, ad. Really, perfectly.

ENTREGADOR, sm. 1. Deliverer. 2. Executor.

ENTREGAMENTE Y ENTREGAMIENTRE, ad. V.

ENTREG AMIENTO, sm. Delivery. [Enteramenle.
ENTREGAR, va. 1. To deliver, to put into the

hands of another. 2. To consign to prison.
3. To restore. vr. I. To deliver one's self

up into the hands of another. Entregarsc d

vicios, To abandon one's self to vices. 2. To
take possession of lands and goods on one's

own account.

ENTREGO, 5m. Delivery. a. V. Integra.

ENTREJUNTAR, va. To nail or join the pannels
of a door to the cross-bars or ledges.

ENTRELAZAR, va. To interlace, to intermix, to

put one thing into another.
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o, sm. Space of ground between the

rows of vines or olives. [variegated.
ENTRELISTADO, DA, a. That which is striped or

ENTREI.UCIR, vn. To glimmer, to shine faintly
in the midst of other things.

ENTRE MANOS, ad. In hand. Tomar entrema-

nos, To take in hand.

ENTREMEDIAS, ad. In the mean time, [terval.

ENTREMES, sm. I. An interlude, a farce. 2. In-

ENTREMESAR, vn. (In the Jocular Style) To en-

tertain with feasts and banquets.
ENTREMESEAR, va. To act a part in a farce or

interlude. [ludes.

ENTREMESISTA, sm. Player of farces or inter-

ENTUEMF.TER. ra. I. To put one thing between
others. 2. To put on a clean cloth without un-

dressing children, or taking off the swaddling
clothes. vr. 1. To thrust one's self into a

place without being called or invited. 2. To
take charge of. 3^ To intermeddle.

ENTREMF.TDO, sm. One who intermeddles in

other people's business
;
a busy-body.

ENTREMETIMIENTO, sm. Interposition, interjec-
tion

; intermeddling.
ENTREMEZCI.ADXJRA, sf. Intermixture.
ENTREME/CLAR,. To interweave, to intermix.

ENTREMIENTE, ad. V. Entre tanto.

ENTREMISO y ENTREMIJO, sm. A long bench on
which cheeses are formed.

ENTREMORJR, vn. To die away by degrees, to
be nearly extinguished ; applied to a flame.

ENTRENCAR, va. To put rods in a bee-hive.

ENTRENZAR, va. To plait hair.

ENTREOIR, va. To hear without perfectly un-

derstanding what is said.

ENTREORDINARIO, RIA a. Middling, between

good and bad.

ENTREPALMADURA, sf. (Albeyt.) Disease in
horses' hoofs.

ENTREPANES, sm. pi. Pieces of unsown ground
between others that are sown.

ENTREPANADO, DA, a. Composed of several

panels ; applied to doors.

ENTREPANO, sm. 1. Panel. 2. Space between
pilasters.

ENTREPARECERSE, vr. To be transparent.
ENTREPETHUGA, sf. Small piece of flesh on

the breast of birds.

ENTRE PELAR, va. To variegate hair or mix it

of different colours.

ENTREPERNAR, vn. To put the legs between
those of others for the ease of sitting.

ENTREPEY'NES, sm. pi. The wool which re-
mains in the comb after combing.

ENTREPIERNAS, sf. pi \. Opening between the

legs. 2. Pieces put into the fork of a pair of
breeches.

ENTREPONER, va. To interpose.

ENTREPRETADO, DA, a. (Albeyt.) Applied to a
mule or horse with a weak breast or shoulder.

ENTREPUE.VTES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Between decks.

ENTRKPUXZADURA, sf. Pricking pain of an un-

ripe tumor.

ENTREPUNZAR, va. To prick slightly. [lines.

ENTRERENGLON, sm. Interline, space between
ExTRERENGLONADt/RA, s/. Inscribed or written

within lines
; interlineal note.

ENTRERENGLONAR, va. To interline, to write
between the lines.

ESTRESACA Y ENTRESACADtjRA, sf. The act of

cutting down trees, in order to thin a wood.

ENTRESAC^R, va. To pick or choose out of a
number or parcel of things.

ExTRESctfRO, RA, a. Somewhat obscure.

ENTRESIJO, sm. 1. Mesentery, that round which
the guts are convolved. 2. (Met.) Any thing
occult, hidden.

ENTRESUELO, sm. A small room between two
stories ; floor between the ground and first

floor, or principal apartment.
ENTRESTJRCO, sm. Space between furrows.

ENTRET.ALLA Y ENTRETALLAD^RA, sf. Sculp-
ture in bass-relief.

ENTRETALL.R, va. 1. To sculpture in basso-

relievo. 2. To cut, slash, or mangle. 3. (Met.)
To intercept or obstruct the passage.

ENTRETELA, sf. Buckram, a sort of thin linen

stiffened with glue, and put between the lin-

ings of clothes.

ENTRETELAR, va. To put buckram or strong
linen between the lining and cloth.

ENTRETENEDOR, sm. He who entertains.

ENTRETENER, va. 1. To delay or protract an

operation. 2. To dally, to put off, to amuse.
3. To allay pain, to make less troublesome.
4. To amuse, to entertain the mind. vr. 1.

To amuse one's self with playing at cards.

2. To joke, to jest. 3. To be a busy-body, to

be full of bustle.

ENTRETENIDO, DA, 1. Entertaining, pleasant,

amusing. 2. Doing business in an office, in

hopes of obtaining a place.

ENTRETENIMIENTO, sm. 1. Amusement, enter-

tainment. 2. Pay, allowance, appointment. 3

Delay, procrastination. 4. Fun, jest, joke.
ENTRETEXED^T RA, sf. Intertexture, a work in-

terwoven with another.

ENTRETEXER, va. 1. To tissue, to variegate. 2.

To interweave, to intermix. 3. To insert in

a book or writing. [tion.

ENTRETEXIMIENTO, sm. Intertexture ; variega-

ENTRETIEMPO, sm. The middle season between
the beginning and end of Spring or Autumn.

ENTREUNTAR, va. To anoint slightly, [the veins.

ENTREVENARSE, vr. To diffuse or run through
ENTREVENIR, va. V. Intcrvenir.

ENTREVENTANA, sf. Space between windows.

ENTREVER, va. To have a glimpse of, to see

imperfectly. [lean ; applied to meat.

ENTREVER^DO, DA, a. Interlined with fat and

ENTREVERAR, va. To intermix, to insert one

thing in another.

ENTREVISTA, sf. Interview ; concurrence.

ENTREXERIR, va. To insert, to intermix.

ENTREYACER, vn. (Ant.) To be in the middle.

ENTRICADO, DA, a. Perplexed, double ;
deceit-

ful.

ENTRicX.R,0.To entangle.
ENTRINCADO, DA, a. Intricate. V. Intrincado.

ENTRIPX.DO, DA, a. Contained in the entrails

or intestines.

ENTRIPADOS, sm. pi. Dissembled anger or dis-

pleasure.

ENTRISTECER, va. To sadden, to make sad or me-

lancholy. vr. 1 . To grow sad or melancholy.
2. To wither, to decay ; applied to plants.

"

ENTRisTEciMiENTo,sm. Becoming melancholy
E'NTRO, ad. (Ant.) V. Hasta.
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ENTROMET^R, va. V. Entremeter.

ENTRONAR, va. To enthrone. V. Entronizar.

ENTRONCAR, vn. To be descended from the

same stock, to belong to the same family.

ENTRONERAR, va. To drive the ball into the

hole of a truck or billiard-table.

ENTRONIZACION, sf. Elevation to a throne.

ENTRONIZAR, va. 1. To enthrone, to place on
the throne. 2. To exalt, to raise to a distin-

guished rank or station. vr. To be elated or

puffed up with pride,

ENTRONQUE, sm. Cognation, relationship with
the root or chief of a family. [barns.

E.VTROXAR, va. To gather or put up grain in

ENTRUCKED A, sf. A clandestine operation, an
underhand business.

ENTRUCHAR, va. To decoy, to lure into a snare.

ENTRU-CHON, 5771. Decoyer, schemer.

ENTRUEJO, sm. V. Jlntruejo.

ENTUERTOS, sm. pi. After-pains.
ENTULLECER, vn. To be crippled or maimed.

va. To stop, to check, to obstruct.

ENTUMECER, va. I. To swell, to make tumid.
2. To benumb, to make torpid. vr. To swell,
to surge, to rise high.

ENTUMECIMIEXTO, sm.-l. Swelling. 2. Torpor,
deadness, numbness.

ENTUMIRSE, vr. To become torpid.
ENTUPIR, va.. To make torpid ; to obstruct.

ENTURBIAR, va. 1. To muddle, to make muddy
or turbid. 2. To obscure, to confound. vr.

To disorder or derange any thing.
ENTUBIASMAR, va. To transport, to enrapture.

vr. To become enthusiastic, to be enraptured.
ENTUSIASMO, sm. Enthusiasm, heat of imagina-

tion, elevation of fancy.
ENTUSIASTA, sm. Enthusiast, visionary, fanatic.

ENTUSIASTICO, CA, a. Enthusiastic, fanatic.

ENI/I.A, sf. (Bot.) Starwort.

ExuMERAcioV, sf. Enumeration, the act of

numbering or counting over.

HAR, va. To enumerate.
- ACION, sf. Enunciation, declaration.

ENUJTCIAK, va. To declare, to proclaim.
EN'U.VCIATIVO, VA, a. Enunciative.

ENVALENTONAR, va. To encourage, to inspirit,
to render bold. vr. To become courageous.

ENVANECBR, va. To make vain.

ENVARADO, DA, a. Deadened, benumbed.
ENVARAMIENTO, sm. 1. Deadness, stiffness,
numbness. 2. A number of bailiffs or petty
officers of justice. [stupify.

ENVARAR, va. To benumb, to make torpid, to

E.\v-ARONAR,n. (In the Jocular Style) To grow
up to manhood, to become robust and strong.

EN-VASADOR, sm. Filler, funnel ; he who fills.

ENVASAR, va. 1. To tun, to put liquor into

casks, to barrel. 2. To drink to excess any
kind of liquor. 3. (Mur.) To put corn into

bags. Envasar a uno, To run one through
the body. 4. To fill guts with minced meat.

ENVAYNAR, va. To sheath, to put the sword in-

to the scabbard. Envayne vd. Be quiet, sir
;

put up your sword. [wrangle.
E.XVKDIJARSE, vr. 1. To get entangled. 2. To
ENVEJECER, va. To make old, to make a per-

son or thing look old. vn. To grow old. vr.

1. To be of an old date or fashion. 2. To hold
out a long time, to be of long duration.
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ENVEJEcfoo, DA, 0. 1. Grown old. 2. Accus-
tomed, habituated.

ENVEJECIMIENTO,STO. Oldness. [sons.

ENVENENADOR, RA, s. Poisoner : one who poi-
ENVENENAR, va. 1. To envenom, to poison ;

to

infect with poison. 2. To reproach, to judge
ill of one.

ENVENENAMIENTO, sm. Act of poisoning.
ENVERDECER, vn. To grow green.
ENVERDIR, va. To tinge green.

ENVERGAR, va. (Naut.) To bend the sails, to

fasten them to the yards.

ENVERGONZAR, va. V. Avergonzar.
ENVERGUs,j?m./>/. (Na6t.) Rope-bands, which

are used to bend or fasten the sails to the yards.

ENVES,SW. 1. The wrong side of any thing, as

cloth, &c. V. Reves. 2. Back, shoulders.

EN VESA DO, sm. (Among Tanners and Leather-

dressers) The fleshy part of hides.

ENVESAR, va. To overset. [office or place.

ENVESTIDURA, sf. Act of investing one with an

ENVESTIR, va. 1. To invest, to put in possession
of a place or office. 2. To adorn, to set off. 3.

To illuminate, to enlighten. 4. To cover.

vr. To accustom or habituate one's self, to

contract a habit ;
to introduce one's self or

to interfere in any thing.

ENVIADA, sf. Message, errand.

ENVIADIZO, ZA, a. Missive.

ENVIADO, sm. Messenger.
ENVIADO, DA, a. (Arq.) Oblique, sloped.

ENVIAR, va. 1. To send, to transmit. 2. To
send, to give, to bestow. 3. To exile.

ENVICIAR, va. To vitiate, to corrupt, to make
vicious. vn. To have luxurious foliage and
little fruit ; applied to plants. vr. To be im-

moderately addicted to, to be excessively
fond of.

ENVICIOSARSE, vr. To vitiate, to corrupt.

ENVIDADOR, sm. Gambler who induces others

to gamble.
ENVIDAR, va. (Among Gamesters) To invite,

to induce another to play a card ;
to open the

game by staking a certain sum. Envidar de

faJso, To induce to play for small sums, hop-

ing to make them larger ; (Met.) To treat

one with any thing, desiring that he may not

accept it.

ENVIDIA, sf. Envy, pain felt at the sight of ex-

cellence or happiness ; emulation.

ENVIDIABT.E, a. Enviable.

ENVIDIADOR, RA, s. An envious person.

ENVIDIAR, vn. To envy, to feel envy, to feel

pain at the sight of excellence or felicity.

ENVIDIOSO, SA, a. Envious ;
invidious.

ENVILECER, va. To vilify, to debase, to make

contemptible. vr. To degrade one's self, to

be disgraced. [of wine.

JviNAno, DA, a. Having the taste or flavour

ENviNAGRAR,a.To put vinegar in any thing.

ENVINAR, va. To mix wine with water.

ENVIPER^DO, DA, a. (In the Jocular Style)

Viper-like, enraged, furious.

ENVIRAR, va. To clasp or unite together cork-

wood to form a bee-hive.

ENVISCAMIENTO, sm. Act of glueing.

ENVISCAR, va. 1. To glue, to fasten with glue.

2. To irritate, to anger. vr. To be glued
with bird-lime, applied to birds and insects.
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. sin. 1. The act of inviting at cards, or

opening the game by staking a certain sum. 2.

Invitation, the act of bidding or calling to any
tiling with civility ; any kind of polite offer.

ENVIUUAR, vn. To become a vvidower or widow.

ENVOLCARSE, vr. V. Envolcerse.

ENVOLTORIO, sm. 1. Bundle of,clothes. 2. Fault

in cloth, arising from the inequality of the

yarn.
EXVOLTURAS, sf.pl. Swaddling-clothes, clothes

wrapped round new-born children. [cover.
ENVOLVEDERO 6 ENVOLVEDOR, sin. Wrapper.
ENVOI.VER, va. 1. To inwrap, to cover by invo-

lution. 2. (Met.) To convince by force ofrea-

soning or argument. vr. 1. To be implicated
in an affair ;

to be unlawfully connected with
women. 2. To be mixed with a crowd.

ENVOLVIMIEXTO, sm. The act of inwrapping or

enveloping.
ENVUELTO, TA, pp. irreg. Involved.

ENXABONADtfRA, sf. V. Xabonadura.

ENXABON!R, va. I. To soap, to wash with soap.
2. (Met.) To insult with foul language and
blows. [creditors of a ship.

ENXAGUE, sm. Adjudication required by the

EN xA LM A, sf. Kind of pack-saddle used by the

Moors.

E.VXALMERO, sm. Pack-saddle-maker.

ENXALMO, sm. V. Ensalmo.
ENXALTAR, va. V. Exdltar.

E.VXAMBRADERA, sf. 1. King or master-bee ofa

hive. 2. V. Casquilla.
ENXAMBRADERO, sm. Place where bees collect

or swarm to form their hives.

ENXAMBRAR, va. 1. To gather a scattered swarm
of bees. 2. To form a new hive of bees, which
left another hive. vn. To breed a new hive

of bees
; to produce abundantly. [bees.

ENXAMBRAZON, sf. Generation or swarming of

ENXAMBRE, sm. 1. Swarm of bees. 2. Crowd,
multitude of people.

ENXANO, ad. (Ant.) V. Cada aTw.

ENXARCIAR, va. To put the tackle aboard ship.

ENXARMO, sm. V. Ensalmo.

ENXEBAR, va. To steep in lie, to buck.

ENXEBE, sm. Lie in which cloth is put to be
cleansed or scoured ; act of bucking.

ENXEMPLO, sm. (Ant.) V. Exemplo.
ENXEXZOS, sm.pl. V. Axenjos.
ENXENO, sm. Kind of jack for turning a spit.

ENXERGAR, va. To set about a business, to bring
a thing on the tapis. [Budded.

ENXERIDO, DA, a. 1. Benumbed with cold. 2.

ENXERIDOR, sm. 1. One who buds or propagates
trees by insertion and inoculation. 2. A
grafting knife

ENXERindRA v ENXERIMIENTO, s. Act of bud-

ding, inserting, or inoculating trees.

ENXERIR, va. 1. To bud, to insert a scion or

branch of one tree into the stock of another.
2. (Met.) To insert, to include.

ENXERo,sm. (And.) Beam of a plough, [ding.
E.VXERTACION, sf. Insertion, inoculation, bud-

ENXERTX.L,STO. Nursery ofinoculated fruit trees.

ENXERTAR, va. V. Inxertar.

ENXERTO, sm. 1. V. Inxcrto. 2. (Met.) Mixture
of divers things.

ENXUGADOR, RA, s. 1. Drier, one who dries. 2.

Round horse for drying and warming linen.

,
ra. 1. To dry in the air or at the fire,

to make dry. 2 V To wipe off moisture. vr.

To dry up, to grow lean.

ENXULLO, sm. A weaver's beam.

E.NXUNDIA, sf. I. Fat in the inside of fowls. 2

(Met.) A soft endearing word, a caress.

ENXUNDIOSO, SA, a. Fat, fatty.

ENXUTA,.S/. (Arq.) Small triangle made by de-

scribing a circle on a square, [thing.

ENXUTAR, va. To dry with lime, or any other

ENXUTEZ, sf. Siccity, dryness.

ENXUTO, TA, a. I. Dried.*2. Sparing, parsimoni-
ous. JV pie, enxuto, Without pain or labour.

ENXUTOS, sm. pi. 1. Small dry brush-wood for

lighting a fire. 2. Dry crust of bread, [sum.

ENYESADURA, sf. Act of plastering with gyp-
ENYESA;I, va. To plaster, to cover with plaster ;

to parget, to white-wash.

ENYESCARSJE, vr. To become inflamed.

ENYUGAR, va. To yoke cattle. vr. (Met.) To
marry.

ENZAMARRADO, DA, a. Dressed in a shepherd's

great coat made ofsheep-skins, with the wool
on. [hair.

ENZARZADO, DA, a. Curled, matted ; applied to

ENZARZAR, va. 1. To throw among brambles
and briers. 2. (Met.) To sow discord, to ex-

cite dissensions. 3. To put hurdles for silk-

worms. vr. 1. To be entangled among bram-
bles and briers. 2. (Met.) To be involved in

difficulties.

ENXAYNARSE, vr. To look side-ways, to become

insidious, to be treacherous and ostentatious.

ENZURDECER, vn. (In the Jocular Style) To
grow left-handed.

ENZURRONAR, va. 1. To put in a bag or sack.

2. (Met.) To enclose one thing in another.

EPACTA, sf. 1. Epact. 2. V. Malrjo.
EPACTILLA, sf. A small calendar for the per-
formance of divine service, which is publish-
ed every year.

EPENTESIS, sf. (Gram.) Figure interposing a
letter or syllable in the middle of a word..*

EpijCs, sm. Sort of venereal disease in Ameri-

ca, said to be contagious.
E'PICAMENTE, ad. In an epic or heroic manner.

EPICEDIO, son. Epicedium, or elegy formerly
recited before burying a dead body ; now,
any poetical eulogy of the dead. [sexes.

EPIC^NO, NA, a. Epicene, belonging to both

EPICICLO, sm. Epicycle, a small circle, whose
centre is in the circumference of a greater.

E'PICO, CA, a. Epic ; narrative, containing nar-

rations ; it is usually supposed to be heroic.

EPICUREO, REA, a. Epicurean.
EPIDE.MIA, sf. An epidemic disease, which falls

at once uoon a great number of people.

EpiDEiwijCr,, a. Epidemic or epidemical.

EPIDEMICO, CA, a. Epidemical.
EPIDERMIS, sf. Epidermis, the scarf-skin of the

human body.
EPIFANIA, sf. Epiphany.
EPIGASTRICO, CA, a. Epigastric, belonging to

the upper region of the belly.

EPIGLOTIS, sf. Cartilage of the larynx, which
covers the opening of the wind-pipe.

EPIGRAFE, sf. Title, inscription ; motto.

EPIGRAMA, sf. Epigram, short poem ending in

a point of wit, or some lively idea.
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EPIGRAMATARIO, RfA, a. y s. Epigrammatic ;

epigrammatist.
EPIGRAMATICO, EpIGRAMATfSTA, Y EpIGRAMf S-

TA, sm. Epigrammatist, one who writes epi-

grams.
EPILEPSIA, sf. Epilepsy, a convulsive contrac-

tion of the muscles, with the loss of sense.

EPILEPTICO, CA ; EPILECTICO, CA, a. Epileptic.

EPILOGAL, a. Compendious, summary.
EPILOGAR, va. To recapitulate, to sum up.

EPILOGISMO, sm. Calculation, computation.
EPILOGO, sm. I. Epilogue, poem or speech at

the end of a play. 2. Recapitulation, a brief

or compendious statement. [hellebore.

EPIPACTIDE, sf. (Bot.) Sort of bastard black

EPIQUEYA, sf. A mild and prudent interpreta-
tion of the law, according to the circum-

stances of time, place, and persons.

EPICSOPADO, sm. Episcopate, bishopric ; the

dignity of a bishop.

EPISCOPAL, a. Episcopal, relating to bishops.

EPISCOPIZAR, va. (In the Jocular Style) To
pant after bishoprics. [shops.

EPISCOPOLOGIO, sm. A chronological list of bi-

EPISODICO, CA, a. Episodic, episodical.
EPISODIC, sm. Episode, an incidental narrative

or digression in a poem.
EPISTOLA, sf. 1. Epistle. 2. Part of the mass
which is read or sung. O'rden de epistola,

Subdeaconship ;
the office of reading or sing-

ing the epistle at the mass.

EPISTOLAR, a. Epistolary, belonging to letters,

suitable to letters.

EPISTOLAR, va. (Joe.) To write epistles.

EPISTOLARIO, sm. 1. Collection of epistles
which are read or sung at the mass. 2. Vo-
lume of letters.

EPISTOLERO. sm. Priest who sings the epistles ;

subdeacon.

EPISTOLICO, CA, a. Epistolary.
EPITAFIO, sm. Epitaph, inscription on a tomb.

EpiTALAMiOjSm.Epithalamium, a nuptial song;
a compliment upon marriage.

EPITASIS, sf. Epitasis, the most complex part
of the plot of a play.

EPITETO, sm. Epithet, an adjective denoting
any quality, good or bad.

EPITIMA, sf. Epithem, a liquid medicament,
externally applied.

EPITIMAR, va. To apply an epithem.
EPITIMO, sm. Flower of thyme.
EPITOMADAMENTE, ad. Summarily, briefly.

EPITOMAR, va. To epitomise, to abstract, to

contract into a narrow space.
EPITOME, sm. Epitome, abridgment.
E'POCA,^/". Epoch or epocha, the time at which

a new computation of years is begun.
E'PODO 6 E'PODA, s. Epode, the stanza follow-

ing the strophe or antistrophe.

EPOPEYA, sf. Epopee, an epic or heroic poem.
EPOTO, TA, a. Intoxicated. V. Bebido.

EPULOV, sm. 1. An epicure or great eater. 2.

Applied to persons gospel-greedy.
EQUABLE, a,. Equable, equal to itself; chiefly

applied to moveable bodies, moving with the

same continued velocity in an equal space of
time.

EQUACIOS. sf: 1. Equation, the difference be-

tween the time marked by the sun's apparent
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motion, and that measured by its real motion.
2. Equation, expression of the same quantity
in two dissimilar terms, but of equal value.

ECUADOR 6 EQUATOR, sm. Equator, a great
circle, whose poles are the poles of the world.
It divides the globe into two equal parts, the
northern and southern hemispheres.

EQUANIMIDAD, sf. Equanimity ; evenness of

mind, neither elated nor depressed.
EQUANTE, a. Equal. V. Igual.

EQUESTRE, a. Equestrian, belonging to horses
or horsemanship.

EQUIANGULO,LA,. (Geom.) Equiangular.
EQUIDAD, sf. 1. Equity, right, honesty ; jus-

tice. 2. (Vulg.) Moderation in the execution
of laws, or price of things which are bought
or sold.

EQUIDISTANCIA, sf. An equal distance.

EQUIDISTAR-, vn. To be equidistant. [equal.

EQUILA"TERO, RA, a. Equilateral, having all sides

EQUILIBRAR, va. 1. To equipoise, to balance in

a scale. 2. (Met.) To balance the power and
forces of states.

EQUILIBRE, a. .Balanced.

EQUILIBRIO, sm. Equilibrium, equipoise, equa-

lity of weight.
EQU?NO, NA, a. (Poet.) Belonging to a horse.

EQUINO, sm. 1. Echinus, a hedge-hog. 2. (let.)

A shell fish, set with prickles. 3. (Arq.)
Convex moulding, the quadrant of a circle.

EQUINOCCIAL, a. Equinoctial.

EQUINOCCIO, sm. Equinox, the time when the

sun enters one of the equinoctial points.

EQUIPAGE, sm. 1. Provision or supply of every

thing necessary for a voyage or journey. 2.

(Naut.) Ship's company, crew of a ship ;
also

the effects which every one of the crew takes

with him on a voyage.
EQUIPAR, va. To fit out, to supply with every

necessary article, to EQUIP.

EQUIPARACION, sf. Comparison ;
collation.

EQUIPARAR, va. To compare, to match.

EQUIPOLENCIA, sf. Equipollence, equality of

force or power.
EQUIPOLENTE, a. Equivalent, equipollent.

EQUIPOUPERAR, vn. To equiponderate, to weigh
equal to another thing.

E'quis, sf. Ecs, the Spanish name of the letter

X. Estar hecho una tquis, To be intoxicated

and staggering.
EQUITACION, sf. Horsemanship.
EQ.UITATIVO, VA, a. 1. Equitable ; applied to a

judge who administers justice with impar-

tiality and mercy. 2. Conformable to reason

and justice.

EQUIVALENCIA, sf. Compensation, equivalenc}\

EQUIVALENTS, a. Equivalent.
EQUIVALER, vn. To be of equal value and price.

EQUIVOCACION, sf. 1. Equivocation, ambiguity
of speech, double meaning. 2. Mistake, error.

EQUIVOCADAMENTE, ad. Equivocatingly.

EQUIVOCAMENTE, ad. Ambiguously.
EQUIVOCAR, ra. 1. To use ambiguous language.

2. To mistake, to take one thing for another ;

to conceive wrong.
EQUIVOCO, CA, a. Ambiguous.
EQUIVOCO, sm. An ambiguous expression, a

word having a double meaning ; equivocation.

E'QUO, A, a. (Ant.) Right, just.
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EQUOREO, REA, a. (Poet.) Belonging to the sea.

K X

RA, sf. 1. ERA, a certain computation of

years from any particular date or epoch. 2.

Age, or long space of time. 3. Spot of

ground paved and raised above the level for

threshing or treading out corn. 4. Bed or plot
in a garden, sown with salad-seeds, &c. &c.

ER-.4.GE, sm. (Ar.) Virgin honey.
ERAL,SW. A two-year old ox.

ERAR, va. To lay out garden ground for sow-

ing and growing garden-stuff.

ERARIO, sm. Exchequer, public treasury.

ERARIO, RIA, a. Liable to pay taxes.

ERCER, va. V. Levantar.

ERECCION, sf. Foundation and erection of a

building.

ERECTOR, sra. Erecter, founder.

ERECHA, sf. Satisfaction, compensation.
KRKMITA, sm. Hermit, anchoret, recluse.

ERKMITICO, CA,. Solitary, relating to a hermit.

EREMITORIO, sm. Hermitage, place for hermits.

ERGOTEAR Y ERGOTIZAR, vn. (Burl.) To argue,
to debate without reason.

ERGOTEO, sm. (Burl.) Sophistry, debate on

trifling things.
ERGOTISTA y ERGOTJZANTE, sm. (Fam.) De-

bater, arguer about frivolous things, a sophist.

ERGUIR, va. To erect, to raise up straight.
vr. To be elated or puffed up with pride.

ERIAL Y ERIAZO, ZA, a. Unploughed, untilled,

uncultivated ; applied to the ground.
ERICERA,S/. Kind of hut without a roof.

ERIGIR, va. To erect, to raise from the ground
ERINGE, sf. (Bot.) Eryngo. Eryngium pusil-
lum L.

ERINO, sm. (Med.) Errhine, head-purge, medi-
cine snuffed up the nose.

"

ERIO, R! A, a. Unploughed, untilled.

ERISIMO, sm. (Bot.) Hedge-mustard. Sinapis
arvensis L.

ERISIPELA y ERisf PULA, sf. Erysipelas, a pus-
tulous inflammation under the scarf-skin.

ERISIPELAR, wa.To cause erysipelas.

ERISIPELOSO, SA, a. (Med.) Erysipelatous, be

lonsfing to erysipelas. [thrasan

ERITREO, TREA, a. (Poet.) Reddish, ruddy ; ery-

ERIZADO, DA, a. That which is covered with
bristles. [hair

ERIZAMIE.VTO, sm. Act of setting on end, as the

ERIZAR, va. To set on end. vr. To stand on
end

; applied to the hair.

Efifzo, -sm. 1. Hedge-hog, an animal set with

prickles, like thorns in a hedge. Erinaceus

europaeus L. 2. Sea hedge-hog, or urchin. 3
The prickly husk or coat of a chesnut. 4

(Bot.) Rough water-thistle. Anthyllis erina-
cea L.

ER-iADOR,s7. Destroyer, devastator.

ERMAR, va. To destroy, to lay waste. V. ^so-
lar.

ERMITA,S/\ 1. Hermitage, habitation of an her-

mit. 2. Tavern, where wine is sold by retail

ERMITASO, sm. Hermit, one who takes care of
an hermitage.

ERMiTORio,sm.V. Eremitorio.

ERMUNIO, sm. Ancient immunity, exempting
noblemen from every kind of tribute and ser-

vice.

EROGAR, va. To distribute, to divide.

ROGATORIO, $m. Pipe, through which liquor w
drawn out of a vessel.

SROSION, sf. Erosion, corrosion.

SROTICO, c A, a. Belonging to the passion oflove.

SRO'TIMA,*/'. (Ret.) Interrogation.
SROTISMO, sm. A violent love.

EROTOMANIA, sf. Erotomania, love-madness.

ERRABT^NDO, DA, a. Wandering, strolling about.

SRRADAMENTE, ad. Erroneously, falsely.

SRRADICACION, sf. Eradication, extirpation.

SRRADICAR, va. To eradicate.

SRRADIZO, /A, a. Wandering to and fro.

ERRADO, a. Erring, wandering.
ERRANTE, pa. Errant, roving.
SRRANZA, sf. (Ant.) V. Error.

ERRAR, va. 1. To err, to commit errors. 2. Not
to perform one's engagements. 3. To offend

any one. vn. To wander about without know-

ing one's way. Errar el camino, To miss the

right way. Errar el ffolpe, To miss a blow.

ERRATA, sf. Error in writing or printing.

ERRATICO,CA,. Wandering, vagabond,vagrant.
ERRATIL, a. Wavering, not firm or steady.

ERRAX, sm. Coal made of the stones of olives.

E'RRE, sm. The Spanish name of the letter R.
ERRE Q.UE ERRE, ad. Pertinaciously, obstinate-

ty-

ERRONEAMENTE, ad. Erroneously.
ERRONEO, NBA, a. Erroneous.

ERRONIA, sf. (Bax.) Opposition, hatred.

ERROR, am. 1. Deceit, falsity, illusion. 2. Defi-

ciency, fault, defect. 3. Error of the press.

ERUBESCENCIA, sf. Shame, the act of blushing
with shame. [belching

ERUCTACIOX, sf. Eructation, belch ; the act of

ERUCTAR, vn. To belch.

trcTO, sm. V. Regiieldo.

CDICION,^. Erudition, learning.
ERUDITAMENTE, ad. Learnedly.
ERUDITO, TA, a. Erudite, learned, [and knotty.
ERUG;NOSO, SA,a. That which is thick, coarse,

ERUMNOSO, sA,a. Laborious, painful, miserable.

ERUPCION, sf. Eruption, the act of bursting
1

forth.

ERUPTIVO, VA, a. Eruptive.
ERUTACION, sf. Eructation, belching.
ERUTAR, vn. To eruct, to belch.

ERtiTo, sm. Belch, eructation.

ERVATO, sm. (Bot.) Sea sulphur-wort, Hog's
fennel. Peucedanum officinale L.

ERVELLADA, sf. (Bot.) Bean-trefoil. Cytiaus
hirsutus L.

ERVILLA, sf. Seed of the bitter vetch.

ESBATIMENTAR, va. (Pint.) To delineate a sha-

dow. vn. To cast the shadow of one body
on another.

ESBATIMENTO, sm. Shade in a picture.

ESBELTEZA, sf. A tall and elegant stature.

ESBELTO, TA, a. Tall, genteel, and well shaped.

ESBIRRO, sm. Bailiff, apparitor ;
a petty officer

of courts of justice.
ESBLANDECER Y EsBLANofR, va. V. Blandir.

Esuozo, sm. Sketch, outline ;
a rough draught.

E'SCA, sf. Food, nourishment.

ESCABECHAR, va. To souse, to steep in pickle.

ESCABECHE, sm. 1. Souse, pickle
made of salt,

vinegar, &c. 2. Pickled fish.

ESCABEL, sm. Foot-stool ; small seat.

ESCABBLILLO, sm. A small foot-stool.
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ESCABIOSA, sf. (Bot.) Field-scabious. Scabiosa

arvensis L.

ESCABRO, sm. 1. A kind of scab, itch, or mange,
in sheep. 2. The large amphibious crab.

ESCABROSAMENTE, ad. Roughly.
ESCABROSEARSE, vr. Tobe offended or irritated,

to take offence.

ESCABROSIDAD, sf. 1. Inequality, unevenness,

roughness. 2. Hardness, asperity.

ESCABROSO, SA, a. 1. Rough, uneven. 2. Rude,

unpolished^
ESCABULLIMIENTO, sm. Evasion, act ofescaping.

ESCABULLIRSE, vr. To escape, to evade ; to

slip through one's hands.

ESCACADO, DA, a. Checkered, variegated in the

manner ofa chess-board with alternate colours.

EscACHo,sm. (let.) Thornback. RaiaclavataL.

ESCALA, sf. 1. Stair-case. V. Escalcra. 2. Lad-
der made of ropes. Escala del alcazar,

(Naut.) Quarter-deck ladder. Escala real,

(Naut.) Accommodation ladder. Escala de la

toldilla, (Naut.) Poop-ladder. 3. Passage or

inlet into a country. 4. Port. Escala de co-

mercio, A sea-port. Escalafranca, Free port.
5. Scale, a line divided into a number ofequal

parts. A1 escala visa, A day-light scalade.

ESCALADA, sf. Scalade or scalado, the act of

scaling or storming a place by the help of

ladders. [be salted or cured.

ESCALADO, DA, a. Applied to fish cut open to

ESCALADOR, sm. He who scales walls.

ESCALAMIENTO, sm. Act of scaling walls.

ESCALAMO, sm. (Naut.) Thole or thoal, an iron

or wooden pin with a ring or strop, through
which the rowers put the oars, when they row.

EscALANTE,pa. Scaling, climbing. [ladders.

ESCALAR, va. To scale, to climb by the help of

ESCALDADA, sf. Prostitute. [cious.

ESCALDADO, DA, a. Fearful, cautious, suspi-

ESCALDAR, va. I. To burn, to scald ; to bathe

with very hot water. 2. To make iron r*jd-hot.

ESCALDRANTES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Kevels, wooden

pin on which tackle and sails are put to dry.

ESCALDRIDO, DA, a. Cunning, sagacious.
ESCALDUFAR, va. To take broth out of the pot
when it is too full.

ESCALENO, a. (Geom.) Scalene.

ESCALENTAMIENTO, s?n. Inflammation, disease

in the feet of animals, occasioned by want of
care in keeping them clean.

ESCALENTAR, vn. To foment and preserve the

natural heat.

ESCALERA, sf. 1. Stairs, steps by which we as-

cend from. the lower part of a building to the

upper. Escalera dc caracol, A winding stair.

2. Ladder. 3. Sloats of a cart.

ESCALERILLA, TA, sf. 1. A small ladder. 2.

Drenching instrument. En escalerilla, In

degrees, scalary.

ESCALETA, sf. Engine for raising cannon and
mortars on their carriages.

ESCAT-FADO, DA a. Applied to white-washed
walls full of blisters.

ESCAI.FADOR, 5m. 1. A barber's pan for keeping
water warm. 2. Chafing-dish, a vessel for

keeping victuals warm.
ESCALFAR, va. 1. To warm, to keep warm. 2.

To put bread into an oven which is too hot,
and scorches it.
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ESCALFAROTES, sm. pi. A kind of wide boots
lined with hay.

ESCALFETA, sf. 1. Chafing-dish. V. EscaJfador.
2. Water-dish, or water-plate, for keeping
meat hot.

ESCALIO, sm. Land abandoned for tillage.

ESCALIMARSE, vr. (Naut.) To be spit or worked
out of the seams of a ship ; applied to oakum.

ESCALMO, sm. V. Escalamo.

ESCALOFRIADO, DA, a. Shivering.
ESCALOFRIO, sm. Indisposition attended with

shivering.
ESCALON, sm. 1. Step of a stair. 2. (Met.) De-

gree of dignity. Escalones de los portalo/ie?,

(Naut.) Steps of the entering gang-way.
ESCALONA, sf. (Bot.) Eschalot, shalot, scallion.

Allium ascalonicum L.

ESCALPEI.O, sm. (Cir.) Scalpel, a surgeon's in-

strument.

ESCALPLO, sm. Currier's knife.

ESCAMA, sf. 1. Scale, a small horny plate,

many of which lying one over another, form
the coat of some fishes. 2. A small scaly

piece, many of which lapping one over an-

other form a coat of mail.

ESCAMADA, sf. Embroidery in figure of scales.

ESCAM!DO, sm. Work wrought with the figure
of scales. [scalos.

ESCAMAD^RA, sf. Act of embroidering like

ESCAMAR, va. I. To scale fish, to take off the

scales. 2. (Met.) To offend, to irritate, to mo-
lest. vn. To embroider scale or shell fashion.

vr. T-J be offended, to be exasperated.
ESCAMBRONAL, sm. Plantation of buck thorns.

ESCAMEL, sm. Instrument used by sword-
makers.

ESCAMITA,S/. A light cotton stuff.

ESCAMOCHEAR, vn. (Ar.) V. Pavordcar.

ESCAMOCHOS, sm. pi. Broken victuals, leavings.

ESCAMONDA, sf. Pruning trees.

EscAiwoNDADtJRA, sf. Useless branches of trees.

ESCAMONDAR, va. 1. To prune or clear trees of

noxious excrescences. 2. To clean, to clc^se.

ESCAMONDO, sm. Clearing trees of their useless

branches. [lus scammonia L.

ESCAMONEA, sf. (Bot.) Scammony. Convolvu-

ESCAMONEADO, DA, . Relating to scammony.
ESCAMONEARSE, vr. To be timorous, to fear or

dread any thing.

ESCAMOSO, SA, a. Scaly, having scales.

ESCAMOT!R, va. (In Jugglery) To make a

thing disappear from among the hands.

ESCAMPADO, a. V. Descampado.
ESCAMPAR, vn. 1. To cease raining. 2. To

leave off working. va. To clean or clear out

a place. Ya escampa, (Fam.) It is importu-
nate babbling.

ESCAMPO, sm. 1. Cessation. 2. V. Escape.

ESCAMUJAR, va. To prune olive-trees, to lop
off the superfluous branches.

ESCAMUJO, sm. A lopped-off branch of an

olive-tree.

ESCANCIADOR, RA ; v EscANciANO, s. The per-
son that serves with wine at feasts.

ESCANCIAR, va. To pour wine from one vessel

into another to drink. vn. To drink wine.

ESCANDA, sf. (Bot.) Spelt-wheat. Triticum

spelta L.

ESCANDALAR, sm. Apartment for the compass.
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ESCANDALIZADOR, sm. Scandalizer, calumnia-

tor.

ESCANDAMZAR, va. To scandalize, to offend by
a scandalous action. vr. To irritate.

EscANDALiZATfvo, VA, a. Scandalous.

ESCANDALLAR, va. (Naut.) To sound.

ESCANDALLO, sm. 1. (Naut.) Deep sea-lead, a

plummet fixed to the end of a line to sound
the bottom of the sea. 2. (Met.) Proof, trial.

ESCANDA.I.O, sm. 1. Scandal, offence given by
the faults of others. Escandalo farisayco,
Pharisaical scandal. 2. Admiration, astonish-

ment. 3. Tumult, commotion.

ESCANDALOSA, sf. (Naut.) Gaff-sail.

ESCANDALOSAME*;TE, ad. Scandalously.
ESCANDALOSO, SA, a. Scandalous ; turbulent.

ESCANDECENCIA, sf. Anger, passion.
ESCANDECER, va. To irritate, to provoke.
ESCANDEI.AR, sm. (Naut.) The second cabin in

a row-galley. [a row-galley.
ESCANDELARETE, sm. (Naut.) A small cabin in

ESCANDIA Y EscAffA, sf. V. Escanda.

ESCANDIR, va. (Po6t.) To scan verses.

ESCANILLA, sf. (Burg.) V. Cuna.

ESCANTAR, va. V. Encantar.

ESCANTILLAR, va . To trace lines on walls to

make them of different colours.

ESCANERO, sm. Seat-keeper, one who takes
care of seats and benches in council-cham-
bers or courts.

ESCANO, sm. 1. Bench or form with a back. 2.

(Naut.) Sheer-rail, which divides the quick
works from the dead works. 3. V. Escanda.

ESCANUELO, sm. Small bench placed at the feet.

ESCAPADA v ESCAPAMIENTO, s. Escape, flight.

ESCAPAR, vn. To escape, to get out of danger ;

to evade. va. To liberate from danger ; to

slip from the memory. Escapar en una tabla,
To have a happy escape.

ESCAPARATE, sm. Cupboard, a kind of frame
with shelves, in which china, earthenware,
and glasses are kept.

ESCAPARATICO, sm. A little cupboard.
ESCAPATORIA, sf. Escape ; excuse, evasion, sub-

terfuge.
ESCAPE, sm. 1. ESCAPE, flight ;

the act of run-

ning away. 2. Subterfuge, evasion. 3. Es-

capement, part of a watch or other machine.
ESOAPO, sm. Shaft of a column without base or

capital.

ESCAPULAR, va. (Naut.) To double or clear a

cape
m. Scapulary, part of the habit

of various religious orders, consisting of a

piece of cloth 3 yards long, in the middle of
which an incision is made to admit the head
to pass through, while the ends hang down
before and behind.

.pl.l. Checker-work of a draught
or chess-board. 2. Any work done so as to
resemble the checkers of a draught or chess-
board.

ESCAQJJEADO, DA, a. Checkered, variegated
with alternate colours, like a draught or
chess-board.

ESCAQUEAR, va. To play at chess or draughts.
ESCARA, sf. The scurf which forms round heal-

ing wounds.

ESCARABAJEAR, vn. 1. To crawl to and fro like

ESC

insects. 2. To scrawl, to scribble. 3. To
sting, to give pain.

ESCARABAJO, sm. 1. (Ento.) The common black-
beetle. Scarabaeus L. 2. Nickname given to

a thick, short, ill-shaped person. 3. Twisted
threads in the warp of cloth. 4. (Art.) Sand-
hole or cavity in the inside of cannons. Es-

carabajos, Ill-formed and irregular letters in

writing.
ESCARAFULLAR, vn.To deceive, to gloss over.

EscARAMtrjo, sm. (Bot.) Dog-rose, hep-tree ;

hep. Rosa canina L.

ESCARAMUCEAR, vn. To skirmish.

EscARAMtfzA, sf. 1. Skirmish, slight engage-
ment. 2. (Met.) Contest, dispute.

ESCARAMUZADOR, sm. 1. Skirmisher. 2. (Met.)

Disputer.
ESCARAMUZAR, va. To skirmish.

ESCARAPELA Y EsCARAPULLA, sf. 1. Dispute
which terminates in blows. 2. Cockade worn
in the hat.

ESCARAPELARSE, vr. To dispute, to wrangle,
to quarrel ; generally used of women.

EscARE A, sf. (Naut.) Scarf, whereby the keel,

wales, stem, and stern-post are joined.

ESCARBADERO, sm. Place where boars, wolves,
and other animals scrape or scratch the

ground.
ESCARBADIENTES, sm. V. Mondadientcs.

ESCARBADOR, sm. Scratcher, scraper.
Esc ARBADURA, sf. Act and effect of scratching.
ESCARBAJUELO, sm. (Ento.) Vine-fretter. Cur-

culio bacchus L.

ESCARBAOREJAS, sm. Ear-pick, an instrument
for taking out the wax of the ear.

ESCARBAR, va. 1. To scrape or scratch the

earth, as fowls. 2. (Met.) To inquire mi-

nutely, to investigate. [scratching.
ESCARBO, sm. Act and effect of scraping or

ESCARCELA, sf. 1. A large pouch fastened to

the girdle ; sportsman's net for catching the

game. 2. Armour which covers the thigh. 3.

Kind of head-dress for women.
ESCARCEO, sm. Small broken waves occasioned

by currents. Escarceos, Bounds and wind-

ings of spirited horses.

ESCARCHA, sf. 1. White frost. 2. The frozen

watery vapours which, on a cold morning,
are observable on windows, and other articles

ESCARCHAPO, sm. A kind ofgold or silver twist.

Escarchddos, Ice creams.

ESCARCHA^R, vn. To be frozen or congealed ;

applied in particular to dew and watery va-

pours. va. 1. To curl, to turn the hair into

ringlets. 2. To dilute potter's clay with wa-
ter, ("barbatus L.

ESCARCHO, sm. (let.) Red surmullet. Mullus

ESCARCHOSA, sf. (Bot.) Ice-plant, fig-marigold.

Mesembryanthemum crystallinum L.

EscARcfNA, sf. A kind of cutlass.

ESCARCINAZO, 5m. Blow with a cutlass.

ESCARCUNAR, va. (Mure.) V. Escudrinar.

ESC^RDA, sf. 1. Weed-hook, a hook with which
thistles and other weeds are cut away. 2.

The act of weeding corn-fields, and clearing
them of thistles and other weeds.

ESCARDADERA, sf. I. Woman employed to clear

corn-fields ofweeds or noxious herbs. 2. Hoe-
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,
sm. Weeder, a man who weeds

corn-fields.

EscARDAotmA, sf. Hoe. V.Escarda.

ESCARDAR, va. 1. To weed corn-fields, to clear

them of noxious herbs. 2. (Met.) To part

good from bad ; to root out vice. Enviar d

escardar, (Fam.) To refuse harshly.

ESCARDILLO, LLA, s. 1. Small weed-hook. 2.

Thistle-down. [per-smiths.

ESCARIADOR, sm. Kind of punch used by cop-
ESCARIZAR, va. To clear from a scab.

ESCARLADOR, sm. Iron instrument for polishing
combs.

ESCARLA"TA, sf. 1. SCARLET, cloth dyed with a
scarlet colour. 2. (Ento.) Kermes. Coccus
ilicis L.

EscARLATfN, sm. A coarse kind of scarlet.

ESCARMENADOR, SM. V. EsCdrpidoT.
ESCARMENAR, va. 1. To pick wool. 2. To fine,

to mulct.

ESCARMENTAX ion. To be tutored by experi-
ence. va. 1. To correct severely, to inflict

an exemplary punishment. 2. (Met.) To
warn of danger.

ESCARMIENTO, sm. 1. Warning, caution. 2.

Fine, mulct, chastisement.

ESCARNECEDOR, RA, s. Scoffer, saucy scorner.

ESCARNECER, va. To scoff, to mock, to ridicule.

ESCARNECIDAMENTE, ad. Scornfully.
EscARffEciMiENTO, sm. Scoifing ;

derision.

ESCARNIDO, DA, a. V. Descarnado.

ESCA"RNIO, sm. Scolf, contemptuous ridicule.

A1 escarnio 6 en escarnio, Scoffingly.
ESCA"RO, sm. 1. (let.) A kind of mutton fish.

Labrus scarus L. 2. One who has crooked
feet.

ESCAROLA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Endive, garden-succo-
ry. Cichorium endivia L. 2. (Met.) Plaited
frill round the neck, ruff.

ESCAROLAR, va. V. Mechugar.
ESCAROTICO, CA, a. Escharotic, caustic.

ESCARPA, sf. Scarp, the talus or slope on the
inside

^of
a ditch towards the rampart.

ESCARPADO, DA, a. Sloped.
ESCARPAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To scarf or join tim-

bers. 2. To rasp or cleanse works of sculp-
ture. [keel.

ESCARPE DE LA QuiLLA, s. (Naut.) Scarf of the

ESCARFELO, sm. Rasp, a coarse file ; scalpel.
ESCARPIA, sf. Tenter, a large nail with a hook-

ed head.
[nails.

ESCARPIAR, ra. To fasten with hook-headed
ESCAIIPIUOR, sm. Comb with large wide teeth.

ESCARPIN, sm. 1. Sock, something put between
the foot and shoe. 2. Shoe with a thin sole
and low heel, a pump.

ESCARPION (Es), ad. In the form of a tenter
or hook.

ESCARRAMANCHONES (A'), ad. (Ar.) V. A 1 hor-

cajadas.

ESCARZA, sf. A sore in the hoofs of horses or
mules.

ESCARZA"NO, NA, a. Applied to an arch whose
curve is less than a semicircle. [ary.

ESCARZAR, va. To castrate bee-hives in Febru-

ESCARZO, sm. 1. Blackish green honey comb
found in the hive without honey. 2. Opera-
tion and time ofcastrating bee-hives. 3. Fungi
on the trunks of trees
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ESCARZO, ZA, a. Lame on account of sores in

the hoof; applied to mules and horses.

ESCASAMENTE, ad. 1. Scantily, sparingly, 2.

Hardly, scarcely, difficultly.

ESCASEAR, va. 1. To give sparingly and with

repugnance. 2. To spare, to live in a frugal
and saving manner. vn. 1. To grow less, to

decrease. 2. (Naut.) To grow scanty ; ap-
plied to the wind.

ESCASEZ Y ESCASEZA, sf. Scantiness, niggard-
liness.

ESCASO, sA,a.l. Small, short, limited. 2. Spar-
ing, parsimonious, niggardly. 3. Scanty, de-

fective, narrow.

ESCATIMA'DO, DA, a. Little, scanty.

ESCATIMAR, 75a. 1. To curtail, to lessen. 2. To
haggle, to be tedious in a bargain. 3. To vi

tiate or corrupt the sense and meaning of

words. 4. To examine closely.

ESCATIMOSAMENTE, ad. Maliciously, viciously.

ESCATIMOSO, SA, a. Cunning, malicious.

ESCAUPIL, sm. Armour of quilted cotton, stuff-

ed with cotton wool, to keep off the arrows.

ESCAVA, sf. A pit made round the root of a

tree to preserve the water.

ESCAYOLA, sf. Paste or composition which re-

sembles marble in colour and appearance.
ESCENA, sf. 1. Stage, the place where dramatic

compositions are performed. 2. Scene, part
of a play. 3. (Met.) Revolution, vicissitude.

4. Bed and Shepherd's hut made of branches.

ESCENICO, CA, a. Scenic, belonging to the stage.

ESCENTA, sm. One who lives in a tent.

ESCENOGRAFIA, sf. Scenography, the art of per-

spective.

ESCENOGRAFO, sm. An instrument for repre-

senting perspective views.

EscEpxicfSMO, sm. Scepticism.
ESCEPTICO, CA, a. Sceptic, sceptical.

ESCIATERIO, sm. An instrument for making
sun-dials.

ESCIENA, sf. (let.) A species of craw-fish. Sciss-

naL.
ESCIENTIFICO, CA, a. (Ant.) Scientific. V. Ci-

entifico.

ESCIOLO, sm. Sciolist, one who knows things

superficially. [thia.

ESCITICO, CA, a. Native or belonging to Scy-
ESCLARECER, va. 1. To lighten, to produce

light ;
to illuminate. 2. (Met.) To illustrate,

to ennoble. vn. To dawn.

ESCLARECIDAMENTE, ad. Illustriously.

EscLAREcioo, DA, a. Illustrious, noble.

ESCLARECIMIENTO, sm. Dawn, the time be-

tween the first appearance of light 'and the

sun's rise.

ESCLAVILLO, LLA
', TO, TA, s. A little slave.

ESCLAVINA,S/. 1.A long robe worn by pilgrims.
2. Pilgrim's pall, to which shells are fixed.

3^.

Collar worn by priests in Spain. 4. Kind of

cloth worn over women's shoulders in winter.

ESCLAVITUD, sf. 1. Slavery, bondage, servi-

tude. 2. (Met.) Brotherhood, congregation.
3. (Met.) Servile subjection of passions and

sentiments. 4. Ornament ofjewels, worn by
women on the breast.

ESCLAVIZAR, va. 1. To make one a slave, to re-

duce to slavery. 2. (Met.) To enclose.

EacLAVo,VA, 5.1. Slave, captive. 2. Member of
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a brotherhood or confraternity. 3. (Met.)
Slave of one's own deaires and passions.

sA, sf. Lock, sluice, flood-gate.

ESCOAS, sf.pl. (Na6t.) Rung-heads, floor-heads,
floor-timbers of the head.

EscduA, sf. 1. Broom
;
a besom so called from

the matter of which it is made. La primera

muger escoba, la segunda senora, (Prov.)
The first wife is a slave, the second a lady. 2.

(Bot.) Knapeweed. Centaurea scabiosa L. 3.

(Naut.) North and north-west wind.

EscoBADA,5/. The act of sweeping slightly.
ESCOB Ajo,5m. 1 . The remains ofan old broom. 2.

Rape, whole grapes plucked from the cluster.

ESCOBAR, sm. A place where broom grows.
ESCOBAR, va. 1. To pick grapes from the rape.

2. To sweep.
ESCOBAZAR, va. To sprinkle water in drops

with a broom. [broom.
ESCOBAZO, sm. Stroke or blow given with a

EscoBERA,5/. Broom. V.Retama.

ESCOBENES, sm. pi. Hawses, or hawse-holes,
two round holes through which the cable

passes when the ship lies at anchor.
KSCOBKTA y ESCOBILLA, sf. 1. Brush. 2. A

small broom or besom. 3. Escobilla de am-
bar, (Bot.) Flower of amber. Centaurea
moschata L. 4. Sweepings of gold or silver

in the work-shop of a gold or silver-smith.

ESCOBILLON, sm. (Art.) Sponge of a cannon.

EscoBfiVA, sf. Chips or dust made in boring
any thing.

ESCOBO.V, sm. I. An old hair-broom. 2. Brush,
with which a smith sprinkles water on the
fire in his forge, to slacken its fierceness.

ESCOBOS, sm. pi. Brushwood, briers, brambles.

ESCOCER, va. 1. To cause a sharp lively pain,
as if the painful part had been burnt. 2.

(Met.) To make one smart or feel a poignant
pain. 3. (Met.) To irritate, to provoke.

ESCOCES, SA, a. Scot, Scotch, belonging to

Scotland.

EscdciA, sf. (Arq.) Scotia, a semicircular con-
cave moulding around the base of a column.

EscociMiENTo,5m. V. Escozor.

ESCODA, sf. An edged hammer, used by stone-
cutters. [horns.

ESCODADERO, sm. Place where cattle rub their

ESCODAR, va. To hew stones with an edged
hammer.

ESCODRINAR, va. V. Escudrinar.

ESCOFIA, sf. V. Cofia.

ESCOFIAR, va. To adorn or dress the head with
a net. [&c.

ESCOFIETA, s/. Women's head-dress of gauze,
ESCOFIETERO, RA, s. Milliner, one who makes

head-dresses for women.
ESCOFINA, sf. 1. Rasp, a large coarse file used

by carpenters. 2. Wire-brush, a brush with
which silver-smiths clean their work.

ESCOFINAR, va. To rasp, to mould wood with a

large file.

ESCOFION, sm,. V. Garbin.

ESCOGEDOR, RA, s. Selector.

ESCOGEK, va. To choose, to select, to pick out.

ESCOGIDAMENTE, ad. 1. Choicely, selectly. 2.

Elegantly, nicely.

ESCOGIMIENTO, sm. Choice, selection.

ESCOLAR, sm. Scholar, student. a. Scholastic.

ESCOLAR, vn. V. Coldr.

ESCOLASTICAMENTE, ad. Scholastically.

ESCOLASTICO, CA, o. Scholastic, pertaining to

schools.

ESCOLASTICO, sm,. A professor of theology.
ESCOLIADOR, sm. Annotator.

ESCOLIAR, va. To gloss, to explain, to comment.
ESCOLIARN<SSO, SA, a. Harsh, untractable.

ESCOLIMADO, DA, a. Weak, delicate, [please.

ESCOLIMOSO, SA, a. Difficult, severe, hard to

ESCOLIO, sm. 1. Scholion or scholium, a brief

explanatory observation. 2. (Geom.) Note
which refers to a preceding proposition.

ESCOLLAR, va. (Naut.) To strike upon a rock,
to get on shore upon a rock ; applied to a ship.

ESCOLLERA, sf. (Naut.) Rocky place or cliff.

ESCOLLO, sm. 1. A hidden rock. 2. (Met.)
Embarrassment, difficulty, danger.

EscoLOFENDRA,5/. 1. (Ento.) Scolopendra, cen-

tipede, an insect of the order Aytera. Scolo-

pendra forficata L. 2. A fish. 3. (Bot.)

Spleenwort, hart's tongue. Asplenium sco-

lopendrium L. [to place.

ESCOLTA, sf. ESCORT, convoy, guard from place
ESCOLTAR, va. To escort, to convoy, to guard
from place to place.

ESCOMBRA, sf. Purgation, removal of obstacles.

ESCOMBRAR, va. To remove obstacles, to free

from obstructions ;
to purify.

ESCOMBRO, sm. 1. Rubbish, fragments of mate-
rials used in building. 2. (let.) Mackerel.
Scomber scombrus L.

ESCOMENZAR, va. V. Comenzar. [use or time.

ESCOMERSE, va. To be wasted or worn out with

ESCONCE, sm. Corner, angle. [seek.

EscoNDEctfcAS, 5m. Boys' play of hide and

ESCONDEDERO, sm. A hiding or lurkinor place.
EscoNDEDfjo y EscoNDEDRfjo, sm. Conceal-

ment, hiding place.

ESCONDER, va. 1. To hide, to conceal. 2. (Met.)
To disguise, to dissemble. 3. To include, to

contain.

ESCONDIDAMENTE, ad. Privately, secretly.
ESCONDIDAS (A') Y A' ESCONDADILLAS, ad,

Privately, in a secret manner.

ESCONDIDIJO, 5m. V. Escondrijo.
ESCOND|DO (EN), ad. Privately, secretly.

ESCONDIMIENTO, 5m. Concealment, the act of

hiding or concealing any thing.

EscoNDh-E, 5m. Concealment, a hiding-place.

Juego de escondite, Hide and seek.

ESCONDRIJO, 5m. Concealment, a hiding-place.

ESCONTRA, ad. (Ant.) V. Hdcia.

EscoNTRETE,5w. (Naut.) Prop, stay, shore.

ESCONZADO, DA, a. Angular, oblique.

EscopERADtTRAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Planks nailed

to the sides of the ship.

ESCOPEROS, 5m. pi. (Naut.) Pitch-brushes for

paying the seams of ships with pitch and tar.

ESCOPETA, 5/. Firelock, fire-arm. Escopvta de

viento, An air-gun. A1 tiro de escopeta, With-

in gun-shot : (Met.) At first view, easily.

ESCOPETAR, va. To dig or hollow out gold
mines.

ESCOPETAZO, 5m. 1. Gun or musket-shot. 2.

Wound made by a gun-shot.
ESCOPETEARSE, vr. 1. To discharge firelocks

at each other. 2. (Met.) To insult each other

with foul language.
327
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ESCOPETEO, sm. Act of discharging firelocks.

EscopETERfA, sf. 1. Infantry armed with mus-
kets. 2. Multitude of gun-shot wounds.

ESCOPETERO, sm. 1. Musliateer. a foot-soldier

armed with a firelock. 2. Gunsmith, ar-

ESCOPIR, va. V. Escupir. [mourer.
ESCOPLEADTJRA, sf. Mortise-hole made in tim-

ber, into which a tenon is put.
ESCOPLEAR, va. To chisel, to cut with a chisel.

ESCOPLO, sm. Chisel, an instrument with which
a mortise is cut.

ESCOPO, sm. Scope, aim, purpose.
ESCORA, sf. (Natit.) That part of a ship's side

which makes the most resistance. Navio de
escora baxa, A ship which carries a stiff sail.

Esc6ras, (Naut.) Shores, out-riggers.
ESCORAR, vet-. 1. (Naut.) To prop., to shore up.

2. (Naut.) To wedge a chest, &c. in order to

prevent it from moving about. [vy.
ESCOKBUTICO, CA, s. Person affected with scur-

ESCORBIJTICO, CA, a. Scorbutic, scorbutical.

ESCORBTJTO, sm. Scurvy.
EscoRCMApfN,5m. Passage-boat, ferry.
ESCORCHAR, va. V. Desollar.

ESCORCHE, sm. Decrease of a tuberous body.
ESCORDIO, sm. (Bot.) Water germander. Teu-
crium scordium L.

ESCORIA, sf. 1. Dross, the recrement or despu-
mation of metals. 2. (Met.) Any mean or
worthless thing. [a sore.

ESCORIACION, sf. Incrustation, scurf formed on
ESCORIAL, sm. An exhausted mine of gold, sil-

ver, &c.

ESCORIARSE, rr. To excoriate one's self.

ESCORPIXA Y ESCORPERA, sf. Grooper, a small
sea fish. Scorpoena L.

ESCORPION, 5m. 1. Scorpion. Scorpio L. 2. An
ancient warlike machine, used chiefly in the
defence of walls. 3. Kind of fish. 4. Sign in
the zodiac. 5. Instrument of torture, acat-o'-
nine-tails armed with metal points. 6. (Bot.)
Scorpion hypnum. Hypnum scorpioides L.

ESCORROZO, 5m. (Vulg.) Pleasure, enjoyment.
ESCORZAR, va. 1. To contract the size of a

figure. 2. To form a depressed arch.
ESCORZADO 6 ESCORZO, sm. (Pint.) Contrac-

tion, or decrease of a figure in perspective.
ESCORZON, sm. V. Escuerzo.

ESCORZONERA, 5/. (Bot.) Viper-root, or viper-
grass. Scorzonera hispanica L.

ESCOSCARSE, vr. To scratch one's self.

ESCOTA, 5/. 1. (Naut.) Sheet, a rope fastened
to one or both the lower corners of a sail, for

the purpose of extending or retaining it in a

particular situation. 2. (Arq.) Scotia, a se-

micircular concave moulding around the base
of a column.

ESCOTADO, sm. A sort ofdress formerly worn by
women, and sloped so much about the neck
that the shoulders were exposed to view.

EscoTADtjRA, 5/. 1. Sloping of a jacket or pair
of stays. 2. The large trap-door of a theatre
or stage.

ESCOTAR, a.l. To cut out clothes so as to make
them fit the body. 2. To pay one's share of
scot and taxes. 3. (Naut.) To free a ship by
means of the pumps ;

to extract water.

ESCOTE, sm. 1. Sloping of a jacket or other gar-
ment. 2. Tucker, a small piece of linen that
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shades the breast of women. 3. One's share
of a reckoning at a club, feast, &c.

ESCOTERAS,S/. pi. (Naut.) Sheet-holes, through
which the main and fore-sheets are reeved.

ESCOTERO, RA, a. Free, disengaged.
ESCOTILLAS, sf.pl. Hatches, a kind oftrap-doors
through which bulky goods are let down into
the hold. Escotilla mayor, The main hatch-

ESCOTILLON, 5m. Scuttle, trap-door. [way.
ESCOTINES, 5m. pi. (Naut.) Top-sail-sheets,

fastened to the lower corners of top-sails and

top-gallant-sails.

EscoxisTA, 5m. A follower of Duns Scotus.

ESCOTOMIA, sf. Dizziness or swimming in the
head. [core or kernel out of a nut.

ESCOZNETE, 5m. (Ar.) Instrument, for taking the

ESCOZOR, 5m. 1. A smart pungent pain. 2.

(Met.) A lively sensation or perception of
the mind. [critor.

ESCREBIDOR Y EsCRIBIDOR, 5m. (Ant.) V. 5-

ESCRIBA, sm. Scribe, among the Hebrews.

ESCRIBANIA, sf. 1. Office or employment of a

notary or scrivener. 2. Office or place where
contracts and other notarial deeds and instru-

ments are drawn up. 3. Scrutoire, a case of
drawers for writings, with a desk.

ESCRIBANO, 5m. 1. Notary or scrivener, who
keeps an office for drawing instruments,
deeds, &c. or attesting writings. 2. Clerk at

a public office. 3. Penman. Es un grandc
escribano, He writes a very neat hand, he
writes like copperplate. Escribano 6 cscri-

banillo del agua, Water spider.
ESCRIBIENTE,sm. 1. Amanuensis.one who writes

what another dictates. 2. Author, writer.

cRisfR, va. 1. To write, to draw or form let-

ters. 2. To write, to compose literary works
as an author. 3. To keep up an epistolary

correspondence. 4. To' enrol, to enter in a re-

gister or roll. Escribir en la arena, To bury
in oblivion. [matted together with osier.

,
5m. Sort ofhamper made ofstraw, and

ESCRIPTO, TA, pp. irreg. of Escribir.

ESCRITA, 5/. A kind offish.

ESCRITILLAS, 5/. pi. Lambs' stones.

EscRfxo,sm. 1. Book, or other literary compo-
sition. 2. Libel or petition exhibited in a

court of justice. 3. A signed receipt.

ESCRITOR, 5m. 1. Writer, author. 2. Copist, one
who transcribes or copies.

ESCRITORIO, 5m. 1. Scrutoire, a chest ofdrawers
with a desk for writing. 2. Press, a large chest

of drawers, or sort of cupboard, adorned with

inlaid ivory, ebony, &c. 3. (Tol.) A ware-

house where goods are sold by wholesale. 4.

Office, study.

ESCRITURA, 5/. 1. Writing, the act of putting

any thing on paper. 2. Deed, instrument,
bond. 3. Writing, a work or treatis'e written.

4. Escritura de seguro, Policy of insurance.

ESCRITURAR, va. To bind one's self by a public
instrument.

EscRiTURARio,5m.One who professes to explain
the holy Scripture, a professor of divinity.

ESCRITURARIO, RiA, . (For.) Scriptory, scrip-

ESCROFULA, sf. Scrofula. [torian.

ESCROFULARIA, 5/. (Bot.) Figwort. Scropula-

ESCROFULOSO, SA, a. Scrofulous. [ria L.

ESCROTO, 5m. Scrotum.
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EscRcmSfAR, va. To inquire, to examine into.

V. Escudrinar.

ESCRTJPULETE, sm. A slight douht or scruple.

ESCRPPULILLO, sm.. I.
Slight

hesitation. 2.

Small piece of metal put into a hollow brass

globe to ring as a bell for animals.

ESCRUPULIZAR 6 ESCRUPULEAR, vn. To scru-

ple, to doubt, to hesitate.

ESCRUPULO, sm. 1. Doubt, scruple, hesitation.

2. Scrupulosity, a great nicety or tenderness
of conscience. 3. Scruple, a small weight of
24 grains Spanish, and 20 English, being the

third part of a drachm. 4. (Astr.) Minute on
a graduated sphere. [scrupulous manner.

ESCRUPULOSAMENTE, ad. Scrupulously, in a

ESCRUPULOSID.A^S/'. Scrupulosity, minute and
nice doubtfulness ; tenderness of conscience.)

ESCRUPULOSO, SA, a. Scrupulous ; exact.

ESCRUTADOR, sm. Scrutator, examiner.

EscRUTfNio,sm. Scrutiny, inquiry, close exami-

ESCRUTINADOR, sm. Scrutator, censor, [nation.

EsctJCHA,s/. 1. Sentinel, sentry. 2. A listening

place. 3. A nun who is sent with another to

the grate, to listen to what is said. 4. Scout,
one who is sent privily to observe the

^. 5. A small window, nof the enemy.

motions
made for

the purpose" of hearkening or listening. 6.

Servant who sleeps near her mistress, in or-

der to wait en her. [hearkens.
ESCUCHADOK, RA, s. Hearer, one who listens or

ESCUCHANTE, pa. Listener ; hearkening.
ESCUCHAR, va. To listen, to hearken. vr. To

hear one's self with complacency, to be
with one's eloquence.
To shield, to defend with a

highly gratified

iCUDAR, V(l. 1.
'ESCUD

shield. 2. To guard or protect from danger.
vr. (Met.) To depend on some means of

ringers, to distribute broth. 2. (Met.) To
lord, to domineer.

EscuofLLo, TO, 5m. A small shield.

ESCUDITO, sm. A gold coin formerly worth 20
reals vellon, now worth 21 reals and a quarter.

Esctfno, 5m. 1. Shield, buckler ; a piece of de-
fensive armour. 2. Plate on which arms are

engraved. 3. Scutcheon of a lock. 4. Patron-

age, protection. 5. Back of a wild boar. 6.

Gusset, a piece of linen sewed on the sides

of a shirt, to strengthen it. 7. Esrudo dc bote,

(Naut.) The back-board of a boat. Escudo
de popa, (Natot.) Stern-scutcheon. 8. Crown,
a coin of a different value in different coun-
tries. In Spain there are gold coins o.r cscudos
worth 2 dollars or 40 reals, and silver pieces
or escudos of 8 and of 10 reals.

ESCUDRINABLE, . Investigable.
ESCUDRINADOR, RA, 5. Prier, scrutator ;

a per-
son who with sedulous curiosity inquires into

the secrets of others.

EscuDRrNAMiENTO,sm. Investigation, scrutiny.

ESCUDRINAR, va. To search, to pry into
;
to in-

quire after.

ESCUDRINO, sm. V. Escudrinamiento.

ESCUELA, sf. 1. School, a house where children
are taught and instructed ;

a house of disci-

pline and instruction. 2. Instruction given
in schools. 3. System of doctrine as deliver-

ed by particular teachers ; style of a teacher.

4. University, a place of literary education.

Escuelas, School-house or edifice for public
instruction.

ESCUERZO, sm. Toad. Rana bufo L. [brances.

ESCUETO, TA, a. Disengaged, free from encum-

ESCUEZNAR, va. (Ar.) To extract the kernel of

nuts. [nut fit for eating.

evading danger.
'

ESCUEZNO, sm. (Ar.) Pulp or soft kernel of a

ESCUDERAGE, sm. Escuage, or service of theJEscuLCAR, va. (Ant.) To spy, to explore.
shield ; a certain tenure or manner whereby
tenements are holden.

ESCUDEREAR, va. To hold tenements by escu-

age ; to perform shield-service ; to perform
the functions of a squire or attendant on a

noble warrior. [bearer.

ESCUOERIA, sf. Service of a squire or shield-

ESCUDERIL, a. Belonging to the office ofa shield-

bearer.

ESCUDKRILMENTE, ad. In the style and manner
of a squire or shield-bearer.

ESCUDERO, sm. 1. Shield-bearer, a squire or at-

tendant on a noble warrior. 2. Gentleman
descended from some illustrious family. 3.

Page who attends a lady. 4. A young boar
that follows an old one. Escudero de d pie,
A servant kept to carry messages or errands.

ESCUDERO.V, sm. Squire puffed with vanity and

pride.

ESCUDETE, sm. 1. Gusset, a piece of lace sew-
ed on a surplice, under the arm-pit, in order
to strengthen it. 2. (Arag.) Damage sustain-

ed by olives in consequence of falls of rain
before the month of September. Enxerir de

escudete, To graft or insert the branch of
one tree into the stock of another. 3. (Bot.)
White water-lily. V. Nenufar.

ESCUDILLA, s/. Porringer, a vessel in which
broth is eaten.

ESCODILJLAR, va. 1. To pour out broth into por-
42

ESCULLADOR, sm In oil-mills, a vessel for car-

rying off the oil. [firm.

F.SCULLIRSE, vr. To slip, to slide, not to tread

ESCULPIDOR, sm. V. EscuHor. [or stone.

ESCULPIR, va. To sculpture, to engrave in wood
ESCULTO, TA,/?/>. irreg. of e.sculpir.

ESCULTOR, sm. Sculptor, carver
;
one who cuts

wood or stone into images.
ESCULTORA, sf. Female sculptor, wife or daugh-

ter of a sculptor.

ESCULTURA, sf. 1. Sculpture, the art of cutting
wood or stone into images. 2. Carved work,
the work made by a sculptor. Escuiiura de

navios, (Naut.) Carved work on board of

ships.

ESCUPIDERA, sf. Spitting-box.
ESCDPIDERO, sm. 1. Spitting-place. 2. (.Met.)

Despicable or abject situation.

ESCUPIDO, sm. V. Esputo.
ESCUPIDOR, RA, s. A great spitter.

EscupiotrRA, sf. I . The act of spitting or eject-

ing moisture from the mouth. 2. Spittle, the

moisture ejected from the mouth. 3. Efflo-

rescence, the breaking out of some humours
in the skin.

ESCCPIR, va. I. To spit, to eject moisture from

the mouth. 2. To break out in the skin ; ap-

plied to morbid humours. 3. (Met.) To dis-

charge balls from fire-arms. 4. (Met.) To
dart, to flash. 5. (Met.) To depreciate, to
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underrate the value of a thing. Escupir en

la cara, To deride to the face, to ridicule.

Escupir al cielo, (Met.) To act rashly, to act

contrary to prudence and reason. Escupir
doblones, (Met.) To boast of one's riches.

Escupir sangre en latin de oro, (Met.) To

enjoy little happiness in the midst of plenty
and wealth

; literally, to spit blood in a basin

of gold. Escupir las estopas, (Naut.) To
woik out the oakum from the seams ; spoken
of a ship. JY0 escupir alguna cosa, (Fam.)
To' be attached to any thing.

EscupfrA y ESCUPITINA, sf. V . Saliva.

ESCURAR, va. To scour cloth, to cleanse or free

it from grease before it is milled.

ESCURAS (A'), ad. 1. Obscurely, darkly. 2.

(Met.) Blindly, ignorantly.

ESCURECER, vn. (Ant.) V. Obscurecer.

ESCUREZA Y ESCUKIDAD, sf. V. Obscuriddd.

ESCURINA, sf. (Mure.) Obscurity, darkness.

EsctJRRA, sf. Buffoon. V. Truhun.

ESCURRIBANDA, sf. 1. (Joe.) Evasion, subter-

fuge. 2. Diarrhoea, bowel-complaint. 3. Scuf-

fle, bustle. [her petticoats well fitted.

ESCURRIDA, a. Applied to a woman who wears

ESCURRIDIZO, ZA, fl. 1. Slippery, not affording
firm footing. 2. Hard to hold, hard to keep,

easily escaping. Lazo escurridizo, A running
knot.

ESCURRIDTJRAS Y EsCURRIMBRES, sf. pi. DregS,
the sediment ofliquors ; the lees, the grounds.

ESCURRIMIESTO, sm. V. Desliz. [cardinalis L.

ESCURRIPA,.?/'. (Bot.) Cardinal's flower. Lobelia

Esci'RRiR, va. To drain off liquor to the dregs.
vn. 1. To drop, to fall in drops ; applied to

liquor. 2. To slip, to slide. 3. To escape from

EscrsAiJ, sm. A small apron. [danger.
ESCVTAS 6 ESCUTILLAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Scuttles.

ESCUYIR, sm. Purveyor of meat to the palace.

ESDRUXULO,STO. A Spanish word of more than

two syllables, the last two ofwhich are short.

E SE, sf. 1. Spanish name of the letter S. 2.

Link of a chain of the figure of this letter.

Escs, Reeling and staggering of a drunken
man.

E'SF., E'SA, E'so, pron. dem. This. E'somcsmo,
ad. (Ant.) The very same thing. V.Jlsimismo.

ESECILLA, sf. Small link of a chain.

ESF.CUTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Executar.

ESENCIA, sf. Essence, formal existence. Quirt-
tn csencia, Quintessence, an extract from

any thing, containing all its virtues in a small

quantity. Scr de esencia, To be indispensably

necessary.
ESENCIAL, a. Essential, necessary to the consti-

tution or existence of any thing ; principal.

ESENCIALMENTE, ad. Essentially, principally,

naturally. [grow essential.

ESKNCIARSE, vr. To be intimately united, to

ESER, vn. (Ant.) To be. V. Scr.

ESEYENTE, a. (Ant.) Being, that which is.

ESFERA, sf. 1. Sphere, a globe or orbicular

body. 2. Globe, representing the earth or

sky. 3. Quantity, state, condition, compass.
4. (Po6t.) Heaven. Estdfuera de mi esfera,
That is out of my reach or power.

ESFF.RICIDAD, sf. Sphericity, rotundity.

ESFERICO, CA, a. Spherical, globular, globous.

ESFERISTA, sm. Astronomer.
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ESFEROYDE, sf. Spheroid. Bdveda esferoyde,
Elliptical arch.

ESFINGE, sm. Sphinx, a fabulous monster, hav-

ing the face ofa virgin and the body ofa lion.

ESFINTER, sm. Sphincter, muscle which con-
tracts any part.

ESFLORECER 6 EFLORECER, vn. (Quim.) To ef-

floresce, to fall into powder when exposed to

the air.
^ [trunk

ESFORROCINO, sm. Sprig shooting out of the
ESFORZADAMENTE,d. Strenuously, vigorously.
ESFORZA.F.O, sm. One of the books of the civil

law which treats of testaments and last wills.

ESFORZADO, DA, a. Strong, vigorous, valiant.

Caldo esforzado, Strong oroth
; invigorating.

ESFORZADOR, RA, s. Exciter, animator.

EsFORZAR, va. I. To strengthen, to invigorate,
to enforce. 2. (Met.) To aid, to corroborate.

vr. 1. To exert one's self, to make efforts.

2. To be confident, to assure one's self.

ESFUERZO, sm. 1. Courage, spirit, vigour. 2.

Effort, strong endeavour. 3. Confidence,
faith. [drawn with a pencil or charcoal.

ESFUMADO, sm. The first sketch of a painting,
ESFUMAR, va. (Pint.) To shade over the pen-

ciled outlines of a picture.

ESGAMBETE,STO. V. Gambct.a.

ESGARRO, sm. (Indias) V. Gargajo
ESGLESIA, sf. V. Iglesia.

ESGOARDAR, va. V. Mender
ESGRIMA, sf. Fencing, the art of manual de-

fence. Maestro de esgrima, Fencing-master.
ESGRIMIDOR, sm. Fencer, one who teaches or

professes the use of weapons. Casa de esgri-
midor, (Met.) House without furniture.

ESGRIMIR, va. 1. To practise the use of wea-

pons. 2. To fight according to art.

ESGUARDAR, va. V. TocaT y Mirar.

ESGUAZABLE, a. Fordable, that may be forded.

ESGUAZAR, va. To ford, to cross a river with-

out swimming.
ESGUAZO, sm. The act of fording or passing- a

river without swimming. V. Vado.

Esctfcio, sm. (Arq.) Concave moulding, tho

profile of which is a quarter-circle. [sea.

ESGUIN, sm. Young salmon before entering the

ESGUINCE, sm. 1. Movement of the body to

avoid a blow or stroke. 2. Frown.

ESGUIZARO, sm. A poor miserable fellow, a rag-
amuffin. V. Suizo.

ESI.ABOX, sm. 1. Link of a chain. 2. Steel for

striking fire out of a flint-stone. 3. Steel for

sharpening knives. 4. A very poisonous scor-

pion. 5. Eslabones de guimbalete, (Naut.)

Swivels, rings made to turn round in staples.

ESLABONADOR, sm. Chair-maker.

ESLABONAR, va. 1. To link, to join one ring to

another. 2. (Met.) To add, to unite.

ESLEDOR, sm. (Vitoria) Elector.

ESLEER, va. (Ant.) V. Elcgir.
ESI.EIIJOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Elector.

ESLIVGA, sf. (Naut.) Sling, a rope with which
bales or casks are hoisted out of a ship. Es-

imga de ioya, (Naut.) Buoy-sling.

ESUNGAK, va. To sling, to throw with a sling.
ESI.ORA 6 ESI.ORIA, sf. Length of a ship IroM

the stem to the stern-post. EsJoras, B sains

running from stern to stern. [letn.

E$MALnc{uEN
T

, srn. Sort of linen made in Haer-
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Enameller.

ESMALTAR, va. l.Toonamel, to variegate with
colours inlaid. "2. (Met.) To ndorn,to embellish.

ESM A.LTK,sm. 1. Enamel, any thing enamelled or

variegated with colours inlaid in other things.
2. An azure colour, made of paste. V. Lustre.

ESMARCIIAZO, sm. Bully; a bragging, puffing
fellow. [blino

1 a pilchard. Smaris L.

ESHARIDO, sm. (let.) A small sea-fish, resetn-

ESMERADO, DA, a. High-finished, executed with
care. [stone.

ESMKRX.LD A, sf. Emerald ; a green precious
ESMKRAR, va. To polish, to brighten by attri-

tion. m. To endeavour to attain eminence
or superior excellence.

ESMERKJON, sm. 1. (Orn.) Merlin, the yellow-

legged falcon. Falco oesalon L. 2. Small

piece of artillery.

ESMERIL, sm. I. 'Emery, a very hard mineral
used in cleaning and polishing steel. 2. Small

piece of ordnance.

ESMERILAR, va. To burnish, to polish.

ESMERILA/O,STO. Shot of a gun called esmeril.

EsMERo.s7/i. Careful attention, elaborate effort.

ESMOLADERA, sf. Whetstone, instrument used
for sharpening edged tools. [the hands.

ESMUCIARSE, vr. (Burg.) To slip or fall from

ESOKAGO, sm. GEsophagus, gullet ;
the throat.

ESOTRO, TRA, pron. dem. This or that other
;

pointing out not the first, but the second,
third, &c. person or thing.

ESPABII.ADERAS, */./>/. Snuffers. \lar.

ESPABILAR, va. To snuff a candle. V. Despabi-
ESPACIAR, va. 1. To extend, to dilate, to spread.

2. (Impr.) To separate the lines with a blank

space in printing. vr. 1. To walk to and fro,
to amuse one's self. 2. (Met.) To cheer up,
to grow gay or gladsome.

ESPACICO, CA, a. V. Atiago. *.

ESPACIO, sm. 1. Space, capacity ; distance be-
tween objects. 2. Space, interval of time.
3. Slowness, delay, procrastination. 4. Re-
creation, diversion. 5. Musical interval. 6.

(Impr.) Space, type which separates words.
7. (Ast.) V. Descampado.

ESPACIOSAMENTE, ad. Deliberately, spaciously.
EspACiosinAD,sf. Spaciousness, capacity.
ESPACIOSO, SA, a. 1. Spacious, capacious, wide,

roomy. 2. Slow, deliberate.

ES!>ADA, sf. 1. Sword, a weapon used either in

cutting or thrusting. 2. Ace of spades at
cards. 3. (let.) Ssvofd-fish. Xiphias gladius
L. Espada nc.gra 6 de tsgrima, Foil, a blunt
sword used in fencing. Es una bucna, espa-
da, He is a good or dexterous swordsman.
Hombre de capa y espada, Secular who does
not expressly profess any faculty or follow

any profession. Espada ancka, 6 espada dc
6 caballo, Broad-sword, which serves rather
for cutting than stabbing ; dragoon's sabre.

Espddas, Spades, one of the suits at cards.

ESPADACHIN, sm. Bully, one who affects cou-

rage and valour.

ESPADADA,S/. (Ant.) Blow with a sword.

ESPADADO, DA, a. Armed with a sword.

ESPADADOR, sm. One who breaks flax or hemp
with a swing-staff.

ESPADANA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Reed-mace, cat's-tail.

Typha latifolia L. 2. Spire.

, sf. Flow of liquor out of a vessel.

ESPADANAR, va. To divide into long thin slips,

resembling flags. [swing-staff.
ESPADAR, va. To break hemp or flax with a

ESPADARTE, sm. (let.) Sword-fish. V. Espada.
ESPADERIA, sf. Sword-cutler's shop, where
swords are sold and furbished.

ESPADERO, sm. Sword-butler.
ESPADILLA, sf. 1. A small sword. 2. Red insig-

nia of the order of Santiago in the shape of
a sword. 3. Swing-staff used in breaking
hernp and flax, a scotching handle. 4. (Naut.)
A small oar, or helm for boats. 5. Ace of

spades at Ombre. G. Hair-bodkin, with
which country women tie up their hair.

ESPADILI.AR, va. To break or scotch hemp or

flax with a swing-staff. V. Espadar.
ESPADILLA/.O, sm. Adverse fortune at cards,
where the ace is lost for want of other suit-

able cards.

ESPADIN, sm. A small short sword.

EspADON,5m. 1. A large sword, a broad sword
2. Eunuch, one that is castrated. [issues.

ESPADRAPO, sm. Kind of cerecloth, applied to

ESPAGIRICO, CA, a. Belonging to the art ofche-

mistry. Espagirica, Chemistry.
ESPALAUINAR, va. (Ant.) To explain.

ESPAIS, sm. pi. Spahis, Turkish horse soldiers.

ESPALDA, sf. 1. Shoulder, the joint which con-

nects the arm with the body ; the upper part
of the back. 2. (Fort.) Shoulder of a bastion.

Espdldas, Back or back part : (Met.) Aid,

protection. A 1 las nspalda-s de la iglesia, At
the back part of the church. A1

espaldas, At
one's back, in one's absence. A1

espaldas
vueltas, Treacherously, behind one's back.

Echar d las espaldas. To forget designedly,
to abandon. Sabre-mis espaldas, At my ex-

pense.
ESPALDAR, sm. 1. Back-piece of an armour,

shoulder-piece of a coat of mail. 2. Place
where one puts his back to rest against. 3.

Espalier in gardens. Espalddres, Pieces'of

tapestry against which the chairs lean.

ESPALDARA/O, sm. Blow with a flat side of a

sword on the shoulders.

ESPALDARCETE, sm. Piece of ancient armour.

ESPALDARON, sm. Ancient armour for the

shoulders.

ESPALDEAR, va. (Naut.) To break the waves
with too much impetuosity against the poop
of a vessel. [ley-

ESPALDER, sm. The first or stern rower in a gal-

ESPALDERA, sf. Espalier, trees planted and cut

so as to join ; wall-trees.

ESVAI.DILLA,S/. 1. Shoulder-blade, the part of
the shoulder next to the arm. 2. Plind quar-
ter of a waistcoat or jacket. [back.

ESPALDITENDIDO, DA, . Stretched on one's

ESPALDON, sm. 1. (Alban.) V. Rastro. 2. En-
trenchment or barrier to defend one from any
attack.

ESPALDUDAMENTE, ad. Rudely, unmannerly.
ESPALD^DO, DA, a. Broad-shouldered.

ESPALERA, sf. Espalier.

EspALMADtJRA, sf. Hoofs of quadrupeds.
ESPALMA^R, va. (Naut.) To clean and pay a

ship's bottom. V. Despalmar.
EsrALTO, sm. 1. Dark-coloured paint, which
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gives the mummy colour. 2. (Fort.) Espla-
nade. 3. Talk, a scaly transparent stone.

ESPANTABLE, a. 1. Frightful, horrid, terrible

2. Excellent, admirable, marvellous.

ESPANTABLEMENTE, ad. Horribly, terribly.

ESPANTADIZO, ZA, a. Timid, easily frightened
ESPANTADOR, HA, s. Bug-bear, one that fright-

ens or terrifies.

ESPANTAJO, sm. 1. Scarecrow, an image or

clapper set up to frighten birds. 2. One who
cuts grimaces for the purpose of frightening.

ESPANTALOBOS, sm. (Bot.) Bladder or bastard

senna. Colutea arborescens L.

ESPANTAMOSCAS, Sm
scare away flies.

Net put on horses to

ESPANTANUBLADOS, sm. Rake, vagabond going
begging in long robes, who the vulgar think

has^power over the clouds.

ESPANTAR, va. To frighten, to terrify ;
to chase

away. vr. To be surprised or astonished, to

marvel. [tering gaudy stuff.

ESPANTAVILLANOS, sm. Sort of shining orglit-
ESPASTO, sm. 1. Fright, consternation. 2. Me-

nace, threat. 3. Admiration, wonder, surprise.

EspANTosAMENTE,arf. Dreadfully, marvellously
ESPANTOSO, SA, a. 1. Frightful, dreadful, hor-

rid. 2. Marvellous, wonderful.
i. Spanish language.

ESPANOL, LA, a. Spanish, born in Spain. A1 la

Espanola, In the Spanish manner.
ESPANOLADO, DA, a. Talking the language and

^ following the customs and manners of Spain.
ESPANOI,XR, -ca. V. Espanolizar.
ESPANOLEKIAS, sf. pi. Spanish taste, manners,

and customs.

ESPANOLETA, sf. Ancient Spanish dance.

ESPANOLI/.AR, va.. 1. To talk the Spanish lan-

guage, to translate into the Spanish idiom.
2. To adopt and follow the customs and man-
ners of Spain.

ESPAR, sm. Spar, a kind of aromatic drug.
EspARAGONjSw. Grogram,asort ofcoarse stuff.

EspARAMARiN,s?rt. Serpent which mounts trees
. to dart on its prey. f

ESPARAVAN, sm. 1. (Albeyt.) Tumour in the

legs of horses which stiffens them, jardes. 2.

(Orn.) Sparrow-hawk. Falco nisus L.

ESPARAVEL, sm. Kind of fishing-net. [gaily.

ESPARCIDAMENTE, ad. Distinctly, separately ;

ESPARCIDO, DA, a. 1. Scattered. 2. (Met.) Se-

rene, cool
; festive, gay.

ESPARCILLA, sf. (Bot.) Spurrey. Spergula L.

ESPARCIMFENTO, sm. 1. Scattering, dissemina-
tion. 2. (Met.) Frankness, openness. 3. (Met.)
Liberality of sentiments, generosity of mind.

ESPARCIR, va. 1. To scatter, to disseminate. 2.

(Met.) To divulge, to spread abroad. vr. To
amuse one's self, to make merry.

(Bot.) Burr-reed. Sparga-

ESPARRAGO, sm. l.(Bot.) Sprout ofasparagus.
Asparagus L. Solo como el espdrrago, As
lonely as asparagus j every stalk growing by
itself. 2. Pole to support an awning.

ESPARRAGON, sm. Silk stuff that forms a cord
thicker and stronger than taifety.

ESPARRAGUERA, sf. 1. Asparagus plant ; stem
of this plant. 2. An asparagus-bed, a place
where much asparagus grows.

ESPARRAGUERO, RA, s. One who gathers and
sells asparagus. [cated.

ESPARRANCADO, DA, a. Wide-legged, divari-

ESPARRANCARSE, vr. To stride, to open one's

legs immoderately.
ESPARSON, sf. Dissemination, dispersion, the

act of scattering.
ESPARTAL, sf. Field ofbass-weed. V. Espartizal.
ESPARTENERO, RA, a. (Ant.) Agujo, espartenera,
Bass-weed needle [weed.

ESPARTENA, sf. A sort of sandal made of bass-

ESPARTERIA, sf. Place where bass-mats are
made. [tides of bass-weed.

ESPARTERO, RA, s. One who makes and sells ar-

ESPARTILLA, sf. Handful of bass-weed which
serves as a brush for cleaning animals.

ESPARTIZAL, sm. Field or tract on which bass-
weed is growing.

ESPARTO, sm. (Bot.) Sedge, bass-weed, Stipa
tenacissima L.

ESPASMO, sm. V. Pasmo.

ESPATO, sm. Spar, a calcareous mineral.

ESPATULA, sf. Spatula or slice used by apothe-
caries and surgeons in spreading plasters, or

stirring medicines.

ESPAVIENTO, sm. V. Aspaviento. [ened.
ESPAVORIDO Y ESPAVORECIDO, D\, a. Fright-
EsPECERfA, sf. 1. Shop where spices are sold.

2. Spices, and all sorts of aromatic drugs.
ESPECERO, sm. One who deals in spices and
aromatic drugs.

EspjEciA,sf. Spice. Espdcias, Medicinal drugs;
desert.

ESPECIAL, a. Special, particular. En especial,

Specially.

ESPECIALIDAD, sf. Speciality or specialty, par-

ticularity.
ESPECIALMENTE, ad. Especially, in particular,

GSPECIAR, va. To spice broth or food.

ESPARGANIO, sm.
nium L.

ESPARO, sm. (let.) Gilt-head, a sea-fish. Spa-
rus L.

ESPARRAGADO, sm. A dish of asparagus.
ESPARRAGADOR, sm. He who collects and takes

care of asparagus.
ESPARRAGAR, va. To guard or collect aspara-

gus. And-u 6 vete a esparragar, Expression,
to despatch or dismiss one contemptuously or

jg-rily.
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. Species ; a kind, a sort
; a sub-

division of a general term. 2. Image or idea

of any object in the mind. 3. Event, inci-

dent ; any thing which has happened. 4. Sub-

ject of discussion or dispute. 5. Cause, mo-
tive. G. Feint in fencing. 7. Specie. Espe-
cies sacramentales, The accidents of colour,

taste, and smell, which remain in the sacra-

ment, after the conversion of the bread and
wine into the body and blood of Christ.

ESPECIERIA, sf. V. Especeria.
ESPECIERO, sm. Dealer in spices. V. Boticario.

ESPECIFICACION, sf. Specification, a minute
enumeration of things.

ESPECIFICADAMENTE, ad. Specifically, distinct-

ly, expressly.
ESPECIFICAR, va. To specify, to state minute-

ly ; to show by some particular mark of dis-

tinction.

ESPECIFICATIVO, VA, a. That which has the

power of specifying or distinguishing.
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EsPEcfrico,5m. Specific, a remedy appropriated
to the cure of some particular distemper.

ESPECIFICO, CA, a. Specific, specifical.

E SPEC i MEN, sm. Specimen, sample ;
a part of

any thing exhibited that the rest may be

known.

ESPECIOSO, SA, a. 1. Neat, beautiful ;
finished

with care. 2. Superficial, apparent, specious.

ESPECTABLE, a. Conspicuous, eminent, worthy
of admiration.

ESPECTACULO, sm'A. Spectacle, show; public
diversion. 2. An object eminently remarkable.

ESPECTADOR, sm. Spectator, one who views or

beholds with attention.

ESPECTRO, sm. Spectre, a dreadful vision, a

frightful or ridiculous phantom.
ESPECULACION,*/. Speculation, contemplation,

intellectual examination, mental view ; com-
mercial adventure.

ESPECULADOR, RA, s. Speculator.
ESPECULAR, va. To view, to examine by the

eye, to meditate, to contemplate.
ESPECULARIO, RIA, a. Specular, [culating.

ESPECULATIVA, sf. Faculty of viewing or spe-

ESPECULATIVAMESTE, ad. Speculatively.
ESPECULATIVO, VA, . Speculative ; thoughtful.
ESPEDAZAR, va. V. Dcspedazar.
ESPEIJIRSE, vr. V. Despedirse.
ESPEJADO, DA, a. Mirror-like, resembling or

consisting of looking-glasses.
ESPEJ.AR, va. To clean, to polish. V. Despejar ;

which is the common term. vr. 1. To view
one's self in a looking-glass. 2. (Met.) To
regard with complacency the actions of

others, to be pleased with them.

ESPEJEAR, vn. To shine, to reflect as a mirror.

ESPEJERIA, sf. 1. Glass-shop, a place where

looking-glasses are sold. 2. Glass-house,
where plate-glass is made.

ESPEJERO, sm. One whose trade is to make

looking-glasses.

ESPFJICO, I.LO, TO, sm. dim. Little mirror.

ESPEJO, sm. ]. Looking-glass, mirror
;
a glass

which shows forms reflected. Limpio como
v.n espejo, As clean as a penny. Espejo usto-

rio, A burning glass. 2. Espejo de popa,
(Naut.) Stern frame.

ESPEJUELA, sf. Arch with two openings in the
interior.

ESPEJUKLO, sm. 1. A small looking-glass. 2.

Lapis specularis, a kind of transparent la-

mellated gypsum. 3. Transparent, leaf of
talc. 4. Instrument used by bird-catchers in

catching larks. 5. A kind of transparent
sweetmeat. 6. Dirt collected round the
combs of bee-hives in winter. Espcjuelos,
Crystal lenses, of which spectacles are made.

ESPELTA, sf. (Bot.) Spelt, or spelt-corn. Triti-

cum spelta L.

ESPELTEO, EA, a. Belonging to spelt.

ESPELUNCA, sf. V. Cueva.

ESPELUZAR, va. V. Dcspeluzar.
ESPELUZNARSE, vr. To have the hair set on

^
end with fear

;
to have the hair dishevelled.

ESPEQUES, sm. pi. (Nadt.) Handspikes, wood-
en levers.

ESPERA, sf. 1. Stay, the act of waiting ; expec-
tation. 2. Respite. 3. A kind of heavy ord-
nance. 4. Pause, stop. Estar en espera, To

be in erpectation of. Homlre de espera, A
cool composed man. [hoped.

ESPERABLE, a. That which may be expected or

ESPERADOR, sm. Expectant, he who expects or

hopes.
ESPERANZA, sf. 1. Hope. 2. Anchor of hope.
ESPERANZAR, va. To give hope.
ESPERAR, va. 1. To hope, to live in expectation
of some good. 2. To stay, to wait for, to ex-

pect. 3. To fear. Espero la calenlura, I am
afraid of the fever. vr. V. Desperezarse.

ESPEREZO, sm. The act of stretching one's

arms and legs after being roused from sleep.

ESPERIEGO, OA, a. V. jJsperiega. Esperiego,
Tart apple-tree. Esperiega, Tart apple.

ESPERLAN, sm. V. Eperlano.
ESPERMA,*/. Sperm. V. Semen. Esperma de

ballena, Spermaceti.
ESPERMATICO, CA, a. Spermaceti, a kind of

unctuous substance found in one species of

whale.

ESPERM.ATICO, sm. Spermatic, seminal ; belong-

ing to the sperm.
ESPERNADA,*/. End of a chain.

ESPERON, sm. (Naut.) The forecastle-head.

ESPERONTE, sm. Kind of ancient fortification,

being a salient angle in the middle of the cur-

tain.

EspERRi.icA, sf. (And.) The last must or juice
which is drawn from grapes, and usually con-

sumed by the workmen.

ESPERRIAR, va. (Ant.) V. Espurriar.
ESPES^R, va. 1. To thicken, to inspissate, to

condense what is liquid or fluid. 2. To close,

to join, as silk or stuff does. vr. To grow
thick. [of thickening.

EspESArfvo, VA, a. That which has the power
ESPESO, SA, a. 1. Thick, condensed. 2. Bulky,

corpulent. 3. Close, contiguous. 4. Fre-

quent, often repeated. 5. Slovenly, dirty.

ESPESOB, sm. Thickness, grossness.
ESPESURA, sf. 1. Thickness, density. 2. (Fort.)

Thickness, solidity of the works of a fortress.

3. Thicket, a close knot of trees, a close

wood. 4. Slovenliness, indecent negligence
of dress.

ESPETAMIENTO, sm. Stiffness, formality, state-

liness of mien or deportment.
ESPETAR, va. 1. To spit, to run through with a

spit. 2. To run through with a sword. 3. To
tell, to relate. Le espetd fuertes razones, He
gave strong reasons. vr. 1. To be stiff and

stately, to be puffed up with pride. 2. (Met.)
To sidle or thrust one's self into some narrow

place.
ESPETERA, sf. 1. Rack, a board with hooks, on
which kitchen utensils are hung. 2. Kitchen
furniture.

ESPETO, sm. V. rfsador.

ESPETON, sm. 1. Spit, a long iron prong. 2. A
large pin. 3. (let.) Sea-pike, spit-fish. Esox

sphyra9na L. 4. Blow given with a spit.

EspfA,s. 1. Spy, one sent to watch the conduct

and motions of others. Espia doble, Person

who betrays the secrets of both parties. Es-

pia delpurgatorio, Nickname ofpersons very
feeble and languid. 2. (Naut.) Warp, a rope
used in moving a ship along by means of tho

stream-anchor.
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ESPIADOR, sm. Spy.
ESPIAR, va. 1. To spy, to watch closely. 2

(Naut.) To warp, to move a ship along by
means of a warp and stream-anchor.

ESPIBIO 6 EspiBiON,sm. (Albeyt.) Dislocation
or contraction in the nape of the neck of ani

mals.

ESPICACELTICA, sf. (Bot.) Yellow or Roman
valerian. Valeriana celtica L.

ESPICANARDI, sf. (Bot.) Spikenard. Andropo-
gon nardus L.

ESPICHAR, va. To prick. V. Pinchar.

ESPICHE, sm. A sharp-pointed weapon. Espi-
ches, (Naut.) Pegs, small pointed pieces of
wood driven into the holes of the planks of

ships.

ESPICHOJJ, sm. Wound with a pointed weap
EspfcA, sf. 1. Ear, the spike of corn; that part

which contains the seed ; bud for inoculating.
2. Tenon, the end of a piece of timber fitted

into another. 3. Brad, a nail without a head
to floor rooms with. 4. Fusee of a bomb or
shell. 5. (Naut.) Spile, a small wooden pin
driven into the nail-holes of ships when the

sheathing is taken off; sail of a galley. 6. Es-

piga dc agua,(Eot.) Pond-weed. Potamogeton
L. Qiiedarse d la espiga, (Fam.) to remain
to the last, to collect the fragments or refuse

EspiGADERAoEspiGADORA, sf. Gleaner, a wo-
man who gathers ears ofcorn after the reapers.

ESPIGADO, DA, a. Tall, grown ; applied to grow-
ing persons.

ESPIGAR, vn. 1. To ear, to shoot into ears. 2.

(Met.) To grow, to increase in bulk and sta-

ture. va. 1. To glean, to gather ears of corn
left by the reapers. 2. To make presents, or

regale a bride. 3. To make a tenon.

ESPIGON, sm. 1. Ear of corn. 2. Sting, a sharp
point with which bees, wasps, and other ani-
mals are armed. 3. Point of a dart or javelin
4. Sharp point of a hill without trees. Ir con
6 lletur cspigon,(Met.) To retire indignant
or irritated.

ESPIGTJILI.A, sf. 1. Small edging or lace, tape,
inkle. 2. Flower of some trees.

ESPILOCHO, sm. Poor, destitute person. <

ESPILORCHERIA, sf. Sordid avarice.

EspiLLADOR,sm.(In cant) Player, gambler.
ESPI.V, sm. Porcupine.
ESPINA, sf. 1. Thorn, a prickle growing on a

thorn bush or brier. 2. Espina blanca, (Bot.)
White-thorn. Crataegus oxyacantha L. 3.

Spine. 4. (Met.) Doubt, suspicion. Espinas,
Bones of fishes. [cea L.

ESPINACA, sf. (Bot.) Spinage. Spinaria olera-

ESPINADURA, sf. Act of pricking with a thorn.
ESPINAL 6 ESPINAR, sm. 1. Place full of thorn-

bushes, brambles, and briers. 2. (Met.) A dan-

gerous undertaking, an arduous enterprise.
ESPINAL, a. Spinal, dorsal.

ESPINAR, va. 1. To prick with thorns. 2. To sur-

round trees with briers and thorn-bushes. 3.

(Met.) To nettle, to make uneasy.
EspiNA/,o,sm. Spine, the back-bone.
E SPINEL, sm. A fishing-line with many hooks,

to catch conger-eels, and other large fishes.

ESPINELA, sf. 1. A piece of Spanish poetry,
consisting of ten verses of 6 syllables. 2.

Spinel-ruby, a precious stone.
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EspfNEo, EA, a. Made of thorns.

ESPINETA,S/. Spinet, a small harpsichord.
ESPINGARDA, sf. 1. A small piece of ordnance

2. A large hand-gun or musket.
ESPINGARDADA, sf. Wound of a ball from an

espingarda.
ESPINGARDERO, sm. Gunner, musketeer.
ESPINILLA, sf. Shin or shin-bone, the fore part

of the leg.

ESPINITA, sf. A little thorn.

ESP/HO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Thorn
; buckthorn.

Rhamnus catharticus L. 2. Espinoamnrillo,
(Bot.) Christ's thorn. Rhamnus vel Zizy-
phus paliurus L. 3. (Orn.) Siskin. Fringilla
spinus L.

ESPINOSO, SA, a. 1. Spiny, thorny, full of thorns.
2. (Met.) Arduous, dangerous.

ESPINOSO, sm. (let.) Three-spined stickleback.
Gasterosteus aculeatus L.

ESPINZAR, va. To burl
; to dress cloth, as ful-

lers do, after it has been milled.

EspidN, sm. Spy. V. Espia. [Espiche.
ESPIOTE, sm. A sharp pointed weapon. V.

ESPIQUE, sm. V. Espicanardi.
ESPIRA, sf. Spire, a kind of winding staircase.

ESPIRACION, sf. Respiration ; transpiration.
ESPIRADERO, sm. V. Respiradero.
ESPIRADOR, sm. He who expires or breathes.

ESPIRAL, a. Spiral, winding.
ESPIRANTE, pa. Expiring, respiring.
ESPIRAR, vn. 1. To expire, to breathe the last.

2. To make an emission of the breath, to ex-
ire. 3. To finish, to come to an end. 4. To
y out with a blast. va. 1. To exhale, to

send out in exhalations. 2. To infuse a di-

vine spirit. 3. To inspire. 4. To take the

spigot out of a faucet. [breathe or respire.
ESPIRATIVO, VA, a. (Teol.) That which can
ESPIREA, sf. (Bot.) Dropwort, meadow-sweet.

Spiraea filipendula L. [.
EspiREN$uE,sm. (let.) Smelt. Salmo eperianus
ESPIRITAR, va. To irritate or agitate. V. En-

demoniar. vr. To be possessed with an evil

spirit.

EspiRirfLi.o, sm. A little spirit.

ESPIRITOSAMENTE, ad. Spiritedly, ardently.

ESPIRITOSO, SA,a.l. Spirituous, having the* qua-
lity of spirit ; defecated. 2. (Met.) Spirited,

lively, active, ardent.

ESPIRITU, sm. 1. Spirit, an immaterial sub-
stance. 2. Soul of man. 3. Genius, vigour
of rnind ; power of mind, moral or intellectu-

al 4. Spirit, ardour, courage. 5. That which

gives vigour or cheerfulness to the mind or

body. 6. Inclination, turn of mind. 7. Spirit,
inflammable liquor, raised by distillation. 8.

True sense or meaning. Espiritus, Spirits,
demons ; spirits, subtile vapours, ether.

ESPIRITUAL, a. Spiritual.

ESPIRITUALIDAD,*/. 1. Spirituality, incorpora-

lity, intellectual nature. 2. Principle and ef-

fect of what is spiritual. Espiritualidadcs
dc un obispo, Revenue of a bishop arising
from his jurisdiction.

ESPIRITUALISTA, sm. He who treats of the vital

spirits.

ESPIRITUALIZAR, va. 1. To spiritualize, to pu-
rify from the feculencies of the world. 2. To
refine the intellect.
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ESPIRITCAT.MENTK, ad. Spiritually.

ESPIRITUOSO, -SA, a. Spirituous. V. Espiritoso.
KSPI'TA, sf. 1. Faucet, a pipe inserted into a

vessel to give vent or draw out the liquor.
2. Tippler, a sottish drunkard. 3. Span, the

space from the end of the thumb to the end
of the little finger extended.

ESPITAR, va. To put a faucet in a tub or other

vessel.

ESPI TO, sm. Peel, a piece of wood used to hang
up paper to dry.

ESPL\NADA,S/. (Fort.) Esplanade, the declivi-

ty extending from the parapet of the covert-

way into the country.
ESPI.ENDENTE, pa. (Poet.) Shining, resplendent.
ESPLEXDER, rn. (Po6t.) To shine, to glitter, to

be resplendent.
ESPLENDIDA.MENTE, ad. Splendidly, magnifi-

cently.

ESPLENDIDEZ, sf. Splendour, magnificence ;

ostentation.

ESPLENDIDO, DA, a. 1. Splendid, magnificent.
2. (Poet.) Resplendent.

ESPLENUOR, sm. 1. Splendour, eclat, brilliancy,
lustre. 2. Excellence, eminence. 3. White

paint made of pounded egg-shells.
ESPLENICO, CA, a. Splenic, belonging to the

spleen or milt.

ESPLENICO 6 ESPLENIO, sm. One of the four-

teen muscles by which the head is moved.

ESPI.IEGO, sm. (Bot.) -Lavender. Lavandula

spica L. In Andalusia it. is called Mhur.ema.

Espr.i.\-o,uE, sm. Machine for catching sparrows.!
ESPODIO, sm. 1. Calx found in copper furnaces.'

2. Ashes of burnt ivory or reeds.

ESPOLAPA, sf. 1. Prick with a spur. 2. A largel

draught of wine.

ESFOLAZO, sm. A violent prick or puncture with
a spur.

EspoLEAi)TJ-RA,5/. Wound made with a spur.
Espor.EAR, vq. 1. To spur, to prick with a spur.

S. To instigate, to incite, to urge forward.
ESPOLETA, sf. 1. Fusee of a bomb, a wooden

pipe filled with a composition of gun-powder
and other combustibles, by which the fire is

communicated to the charge. Espoletas de

cubierta, (Naut.) Fusees of a fire-ship. 2.

Small bone between the wings of birds.

ESPOLI N, sm. 1. A small spool for raising flowers
on stuff. 2. Silk stuff, on which flowers are
raised.

ESPOLINADO, DA, a. Flowered ; applied to silk

stuffs.

,
va. To weave silk in flowers.

ESPOLIO, sm. The property which a prelate
leaves at his death.

EsPor.fquE, 5m. Property of a deceased prelate.
EspOLfsTA, sm. One who farms the fruits of an

ecclesiastical benefice of a deceased bishop.
ESPOLON, 5m. 1. Spur, the sharp point on the

legs of a cock. 2. The acute angle of the pier
of a stone-bridge, to break the force of the
current. 3. (Naut.) Beakhead of a galley. 4.

(Fort.) Kind of salient angle. 5. Chilblain.
sore made by cold. 6. Angular point of a
rock, by ^yhich people descend.

EsroLvoREAR, va. 1. To powder. 2. V. Despol-
ror

, va. To scatter powder.

Espo\DEO,5rre. Spondee, a foot ofverse consist

ing of two long syllables.

EspoNDir., sm. V. Vertebra.

ESPONGIOSIDAD, sf. Spongincss.
ESPOSJA, 5/. 1. Spungeor sponge, a soft, porous

substance. 2. Pumice-stone. 3. (Met.) One
who by mean arts deprives others of their pro-

perty,* or lives on them.

EspoNjA.no, sm. (And.) A sponge made of su-

gar, which instantly dissolves.

ESPONJADURA, sf. I. Act of sponging. 2. Ca-

vity or defect in cast metal.

ESPON.TX.R. va. To sponge, to soak or imbibe.

vr. To be puffed up with pride.

ESPONJOSO, SA, a. Spongy, soft and porous.

ESPONSALES, 5m. pi. Espousals, the act of affi-

ancing1 a man and woman to each other ;
a

mutual promise of marriage.
ESPONSALICIO, CIA, a. Belonging to espousals.

ESPONTANEAMENTE, arf. Spontaneously.
ESPONTANEO, NEA, a. Spontaneous, voluntary.

ESPONTON, 5m. Spontoon, a half pike, formerly
used by officers of infantry when on duty.

ESPONTONADA, 5/. Salute to royal persona^
or generals with a spontoon.

ESPORTADA, 5/. That which ends in a basket.

E SPORTED R, va. To carry in panniers or baskets.

ESPORTIJLLA, 5/. A small pannier or wicker ves-

sel, [thens for hire.

ESPORTILLERO, sm . Porter, one who carries bur-

ESPORTILLO, sm. Pannier, a wicker vessel.

ESPORTON, sm. A large pannier.

ESPORTULAS, sf. pi. Judicial fees.

EsposAs,5/. pi. Manacles, fetters or chains for

the hand.

ESPOSAYAS, 5/. pi. Espousals.
ESPOSO, SA,. Spouse, husband, wife.

ESPOT^TICO, CA, a. (Ant.) V. Espontaneo.
EspRisGA-BALAS, sf. (Naut.) Pump-handle.
ESPUELA, 5/. 1. Spur, a sharp point fixed on the

rider's heel. 2. (Met.) Spur, stimulus, incite-

ment. Mozo lie, espueJas, Groom, stable-boy.
Poner espuelas, (Met.) To incite, to urge on.

3. EspucJa dr. cahaUero, (Bot.) Lark's spar,
or lark's heel. Delphinium consolida L.

ESPUENDA, sf. (Nav.) Margin or border of a
river.

ESPUERTA, 5/. Pannier, basket.

Espui.GAnERO,5m. Place where beggars usato
clean themselves from lice.

ESPULGADOR, RA, 5. One who cleans off lies or

fleas.

ESPULGAR, va. 1. To louse, to clean from lice

or fleas. 2. To examine closely.

ESPXJLGO, sm. The act of cleaning from lice or

fleas.

ESPTJMA, sf. 1. Froth, spume, foam ;
the bub-

bles caused in liquors by agitation. EspuvM
de pldta, Litharge of silver. 2. Spittle.

ESPUMADERA, sf. 1. Skimmer, a sort of ladle

with holes, for taking off the scum of liquids.

2. Vessel used bv confectioners to clarify su-

gar. 3. (Naut.) Pitch-skimmer.

ESPUMAJEAR, vn. To froth at the mouth.

ESPUMA.IO, sm. Froth, spume, saliva.

EspuMAjdso, SA, a. Full of froth or spume.
ESPUMAXTE, pa. Foaming at the mouth, like

enraged animals.

ESPUM In, va. To skim, to take off the scum ;
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to clear the upper part by passing a vessel a

little below the surface. vn. To throw out

spittle or spume.
ESPUMARAJO, sm. Foam, the frothy substance

' thrown from the mouth.

ESPUMERO, sm. Place where salt-water is col-

lected to crystallize.

ESPUMILLA, sf. Thread-crape, a sort of thin

cloth loosely woven.

ESPUMILI.ON, sm. Silk crape or gatize.

ESPUMOSO, SA, a. Spumy, frothy.

ESPUNDIA, sf. (Albeyt.) Tumour in horses.

ESPURIO, RiA,a. 1. Spurious, not legitimate. 2.

(Met.) Adulterated, corrupted.
ESPURRIAR, va. To spurt, or to moisten any

thing with water.

EspuRRfp, vn. To stretch out the legs.

ESPUTO, sm. Spittle, saliva.

EsquADRA, sm. 1. Square, an instrument for

describing and measuring right angles. 2.

Socket, in which the pivot or spindle of a
door turns. 3. Division or small body ofhorse-
soldiers ; squadron, troop. 4. Squadron of

ships. A1

esquadra, In a square manner.

Xefe dc esquadra, (Naut.) Rear-admiral.

EsquADRAR, va. 1. To square, to form with right

angles ; to reduce to a square. 2. To fix the
trunnions horizontally in a piece of ordnance.

ESQUAOREO, sm. Dimension, valuation of the

square contents of a piece of ground.
E^QUAuraA, sf. Square, a measure having or

forming right angles. [Quadro.
ESQ,UADRO, sin. 1. Species of dog-fish. 2. V.

ESQ.UADRON, sm. 1. Squadron, troop ; a small

body of horse. 2. (Mil.) Esquadron quadra-
do, A hollow square. Esquadron volante,A.

flying camp.
EPQUADRONA.R, va. To draw up troops in rank

and file, to form troops in squadrons.
EsqiiADRONCiTO, ILLO, sm. A small party of

troops. [squadrons.
ESQ.UADRONISTA, sm. (Mil.) He who forms

EsquALo, sm. Dog-fish.
EsqtiEBRAjARSE, vr. To become open, to be

split or full of chinks, as wood.

ESQUELA, sf. Billet, a small paper, a note. Es-

tfucla amatoria, Billet-doux, a love-letter.

Es-.yjKi.ETO, sm. 1. Skeleton, the bones of the

body preserved together in their natural si-

tuation. 2. Person who is very thin and mea-
n-re. 3. Watch, the work and movement of
'.vhich are exposed to view. 4. (Naut.) Car-
cass of a ship, without cover or sheathing.

EsqtElJN, sm. Skilling, a foreign silver com.
Ks ;rKNA, sf. Spine of fishes.

sm. A leather bag or pouch.
), RA, a. (Ant.) V. Izquierdo.
sm. (Jardin.) Root, sprout, shoot of

[ated.

00, DA, a. Sketched, traced, deline-

1, va. To sketch, to draw the outlines
of a painting ; to trace, to delineate.

Esqufcio, sm. Sketch, outline. [of a cistern.

ESQUIFADA, sf. 1. A skiffor boat load. 2. Vault

ESQ.UIFAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To arm a boat with
oars. 2. To fit out a ship.

ESOUIFK, sm. 1. A skiff, a small boat. 2. (Arq.)
Cylindrical vault.

ESOUILA sf. 1. A small bell ; also a bell carried
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plants.

by cattle. 2. The act and time of sheep-
shearing. V. Esquileo. 3. (let.) Shrimp.
Cancer squilla L. 4. (Ento.) Water-spider.
5. (Bot.) Squill.

ESQUILADA, sf. (Ar.) V. Cencerrada.
ESQUILADOR, sm. Sheep-shearer.
EsquiLAR, va. 1. To shear sheep, to cut off the
wool or hair of animals. 2. (Burg.) To climb
a tree with the hands and feet only. A 1 dios

que esquilan, An expression used by persons
who are in a great haste and cannot stop.

ESQUILEO, sm. Sheep-shearing-time ; also the
act and place of shearing.

ESQUILETA, sf. Small bell.

ESQUILFADA,*/. V. Esquifada.
ESO.UILIMOSO, SA, a. Fastidious, over nice.

ESQUILMAR, va. To gather and inn the harvest.

Esquilmar la tierra, To impoverish the earth
too much

; applied to trees.

ESQUILMO, sm. 1. Harvest, the corn inned. 2.

Produce of vines.

ESQUILO, sm. 1. Shearing-time ; also the act of

shearing. 2. Kind of squirrel.

ESO.UILON, sm. 1. A small bell. 2. Large bell

worn by cattle.

EsquiNA, sf. Corner, the outward angle form-
ed by two lines. Estar de esquina, (Farn.)
To be opposed to each other.

ESQUINADO, DA, a. Cornered, angled.
ESQ.UINCO, sm. Kind of serpent or crocodile.

EsquiNELA,s/. Armour for the legs.

ESQ.UINENCIA 6 ESQUINANCIA, sf. Quinsy, a tu-

mid inflammation in the throat.

ESOJIINANTE 6 ESQUINANTO, sm. Kind of aro-

matic or medicinal rush.

ESQUINAR, va. To make a corner, to form into

an angle.
ESQUINAZO, sm. 1. Corner, a very acute out-

ward angle. 2. (Vulg.) Quinsy.
ESQUIN/ADOR, sm. Large apartment in paper-

mills for putting the rags in after cutting
them. [paper-mills.

ESQUINZAR, va. To cut rags in small pieces in

EsquiPADO, DA, a. Made boat-fashion.

ESQUIPAR, va. (Naut.) To equip, to fit out a

ship. V. Esquifar.
ESQUIRAZA, sf. Kind of ancient ship.

EsqufRLA, sf. Splinter of a bone.

ESQUIROL, sm. (Ar.) V. Ardilla.

ESQUISAR, va. (Ant.) To search, to investigate.

ESQ.UITAR, va. To pardon, to remit a debt. V.

Desquitar.
ESQUIVAR, va. To shun, to avoid, to evade, to

escape. vr. To disdain, to scorn ; to view
with contempt.

ESQUIVEZ, sf. Disdain, scorn, asperity.

ESQUIVEZA y ESO.UIVIDAD,S/. (Ant.) Disdain.

Eso.uf vo, VA, ft. 1. Scornful, severe, stubborn,
fastidious. 2. Shy, reserved, difficult. 3.

Large, strong, terrible.

ESQUIZADO, DA, a. Applied to spotted marble.

E'sTjSm.tNaut.) East. V. Este. [nence.

ESTABILIDAD, sf. Stability, duration, perma-
ESTABLE, a. Stable, permanent, durable, steady .

ESTABLEAR, va. To tame, to domesticate, to

accustom to the stable.

EsTABLECEDOR,sm. Founder, he that establish-

es an institution or law.

ESTABLECER, va. 1. To establish, to enact a law.
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2. To found, to render a tiling durable and

permanent. vr. To establish or fix one's self

in a place.

ESTABLECIENTE, pa. Establislier
; establishing.

LBLECiMiENTO,5T/i. Establishment, law, or-

dinance ; foundation.

ESTABLEMENTE, ad. Stably, firmly.
FISTABLERO 6 EsTABLERizo, sm. Hostler, one
who has the care of horses at an inn.

ESTABI.ILLO, sm. A small stable.

pjSTAni.o. sm. 1. Stable for horses and mules.

2. Cow-house, sheep-cot, stall for oxen.

ESTACA, .<?/.
1. Stake, a pole with one end point-

ed. Estar d estaca, To be reduced or con-

fined to a small space. A 1

estaca, Copiously,

abundantly. 2. Slip of a tree put into the

ground to grow. 3. Stick, cudgel. ;;/.
1.

(Nuut.) Tholes, or thoals. V. Toletes. 2. Di-

visions or partitions made in mines. 3. Clamp-
nails, largo nails used by carpenters.

ESTACADA, sf. 1. (Mil.) Palisades or palisadoes.
2. Any enclosure surrounded with paling. 3.

Place for a duel. 4. New plantation of olives.

ESTACADO, sin. Field of battle.

ESTACAR, va. 1. To put stakes into the ground ;

to enclose a spot with stakes. 2. To tie to a

stake. vr. To be enclosed or surrounded
with stakes.

EsTACAZo,sm. Blow given with a stake.

ESTACHA, sf. Rope or cord fastened to a har-

poon, to give the whale room to dive.

ESTACIO.V, sf. 1. State, situation, position. 2.

Season of the year. 3. Hour, moment. 4.

Station, a place assigned for some certain

end. 5. Visit
paid to a church in order to pray.

.indiir cstacrones, To perform stationary
prayers in order to gain indulgences. G.

Business. IT 6 andar las cstaciones, To go
and mind one's business, to perform the duty
of one's place or station. Tornar d andar
las estaciones-, (Met.) To return to one's

former evil habits.

ESTACIONAL, a. Belonging to the seasons.

ESTACIONARIO, RiA, . Stationary, fixed, not pro-

gressive. Estacionario,Stationer,paper-seller.
ESTACIONERO, RA, a. 1. One who frequently

performs the stations, or visits the fixed

places for prayers. 2. (Ant.) Bookseller.

ETAc6i?,5m. A large stake. [fresh myrrh.
ESTACTE, sm. Odoriferous liquor extracted from
ESTADA, sf. Stay, sojourn, residence.

EsTADAL,5m.l. Land-measure,containing about
three square yards and two thirds, or eleven
feet. 2. Kind ofornament or holy ribbon worn
at the neck. 3. (And.) Fathom 'of wax taper.

ESTADIO, sm. 1. Race-course. 2. Distance or

extent of a course which made 125 geome-
trical paces.

ESTADISTA, sm. Statist, statesman, politician.

ESTADIZO, ZA, a. Stagnant, corrupted ; applied
to water.

ESTADO, sm. 1. State, the actual condition of a
thin ff. 2. Rank, station in life. 3. Stature or

height of a person. 4. State, commonwealth.
5. Statement, account. 0. Suite, attendants.
Estado general o Uano, Community or pea-

santry ofany district, not including the nobles.

Material de estado, State affairs. Poner a uno
en estado, To set one up in life. Estado mayor,
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(Mil.) Staff, generals and commanders of an

army. Hombre de estado, Statesman. Poner
a. uno en estado, To marry one. Estudos,
States of a country ; the clergy, nobility, and

cities, which compose the legislative assem-

bly in Germany, and several other countries.

ESTADOJO 6 ESTADONO, sm. Stake. V. Estaca.

ESTAFA, sf. Trick, deceit, imposition.

EsTAFAn6R, RA, s. Impostor, swindler.

ESTAFAR, va. 1. To deceive, to defraud. 2.

(Among Sculptors) To size a statue with a
white coat, in order to gild it.

ESTAFERMO, sm. 1. A wooden moveable figure
of an armed man. 2. (Met.) An idle fellow,
who affects dignity and importance.

ESTAFERO, sm. Foot-boy, errand-boy, stable-

boy, [post-office for letters.

/. 1. Courier, express. 2. General

ESTAFETERO, 5m. Post-master, director of the

post-office for letters. [letters.
EsTAFETfFERO, RA, a. Carrying or conveying
ESTAFETIL, a. Belonging to a courier or post.

ESTAFII.EA, sf. (Bot.) Bladdernut. Staphylea
pinnata L.

ESTAFISAGRA, 5/. (Bot.) Stavesacre, lousewort.

Delphinium staphisagria L. [ed.

ESTAIMBOUC, 5/. A kind of shamois skin dress-

ESTALA, sf. 1. 'Stable. 2. Sea-port.

ESTALACION, 5/. Class, rank, order.

ESTALAGE, 5m. Stay, sojourn. V. Estancia.

ESTALINOAD^RA, 5771. (Naut.) The bending of
a cable, or act of fastening it to the ring of
the anchor.

ESTALINGAR, xa. (Naut.) To bend a cable, to

make it fast to the ring of the anchor.

ESTALLAR, vn. 1. To crack, to burst into chinks
with a loud sound. 2. (Met.) To break out
into fury or rage.

ESTALLIDO Y EsTALLo, sm. Sound of any body
bursting or falling. Dar un estallido, To pub-
lish, to expose ;

to make a noise or confusion.

ESTAMATES, 5m. A sort of cloth manufactured
in Flanders.

ESTAMBOR, sm. (Naut.) Stern-post.
ESTAMBRADO, 5m. (Manch.) Kind of cloth

made of worsted.

ESTAMBRAR, va. To twist wool into yarn, to

spin worsted.

ESTAMBRE, 5m. 1. Fine worsted or woollen

yarn. 2. Fine wool. 3. (Bot.) Stamen of
flowers. Estambre de la vida, (Poet.) The
thread of life. 4. Warp. V. Urdimbre.

ESTAMENTO, 57?i. 1. Assembly of the Cortes, or

states of Aragon and Valencia. 2. State, de-

gree, sphere of life.

ESTAMEN A, sf. Serge, a kind of woollen stuff.

ESTAMENETE, sm. Kind of serge.

ESTAMPA, sf. I. Print, a figure or image print-
ed. 2. The first sketch or design of a draw-

ing or painting. 3. Press, or printing ma-
chine for printing books. 4. Track, an im-

pression left by the foot. 5. Pattern, model.

ESTAMPADO, 5m. Impression, act and effect of

stamping.
ESTAMPADO, DA, a. Stamped linen, cotton, <fec.

ESTAMPADOR, sm. 1. One who makes or sells

prints. 2. Printer.

ESTAMPAR, TO,. I. To print, to mark by pressing
any thino- upon another. 2. To leave in the* ' *
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ground an impression of the foot. 3. (Met.)
To fix in one's mind or memory. [prints.

ESTAMPER! A, sf. Office for printing or selling

ESTAMPERO, sm. He who makes or sells stamps.
EST AMpfD A, sf. Report ofa gun. Dar cstampida,
To publish, to propagate, to make a noise.

EsTAMpfoo, sm. Report of a piece of ordnance.

EsTAiwpfLLA, sf. 1. A small print. 2. A small

press. 3. Signet, a seal manual, used instead

of a signature.
ESTANCIR, va. 1. To stop, to check, to stem a

current. 2. (Naut.) To fother a leak. 3. To
interdict, to prohibit, to suspend.

EST-ANCIA, sf. 1. Mansion, habitation; stay,

sojourn. 2. A sitting-room, a bed-room. 3.

(Poet.) Stanza, a division of a song or poem.
4. (America) Landed property. Estdncias,

(Mil.) Camp, quarters.

ESTAHCIERO, sm. Bailiff of a farm, overseer of
a mansion or domain.

EST^NCO, sm. 1. Forestalling, monopoly. 2.

Place where patent goods are sold exclusive-

ly by the patentee. 3. Stop, stay, detention.

4. Repository, archives. 5. Tank. [a ship.

ESTA^NCO, CA, (i. (Naut.) Water-fast, applied to

EsTANDARTE,sm. 1. Banner, standard, colours.

2. Estandarte real, (Naut.) Royal standard,
used only by the commanding admiral of a
fleet.

EsTANctfRRiA, sf. 1. Strangury, a difficulty in

evacuating urine, attended with pain. 2. Ca-

theter, a hollow instrument, to assist in bring-

ing away the urine when the passage is ob-

structed. 3. Spring, from which the water

proceeds only in drops.

EsrANquE, sm. Pond, basin ;
dam of water.

ESTAXQUERO, sm. 1. Keeper of reservoirs. 2.

Retailer of privileged goods, such as tobacco

and snuff in Spain.
ESTANQUILLERO, sm. Wholesale tobacconist.

EsTAN$uiLLo,S7?i. (Madrid) Shop where tobac-

co and snuff are sold, by virtue of an exclu-

sive privilege.

ESTANTAX, sm. Buttress. V. Estribo.

EsTANTE,sm.l. Shelf, a frame ofboards without
doors for receiving books. 2. (Mure.) He who
carries in company with others, images in pro-
cessions. Estdntes, (Naut.) Props ofthe cross-

beams. a. 1. Being, existing in a place. 2.

Fixed, permanent ; applied to sheep which
are not driven to the mountains in summer.

ESTANTEROL, sm. Centre of a galley, where the

captain stands in an engagement.
ESTANTIGUA, sf. 1. Phantom, vision, hobgoblin

2. A deformed person dressed in a ridiculous

garb.
ESTANTIO, TIA, a. 1. Standing still and immove

able on a spot. 2. (Met.) Dull, hebetated
;

without life or spirit.

EsTANADO,sra. Vessel or bath with melted pew-
ter, in which copper or iron plates are immers-
ed to be tinned. [or iron tinned over.

ESTANADOR, m. Tinman, a manufacturer of tin,

EsxANADURAjSf. Act of tinning.

ESTANA^R, va. To tin, to cover with tin.

ESTANERO, sm. He who works and sells tin-ware.

ESTANO, sm. 1. Tin, a primitive metal. 2. Iron

plates covered with tin. 3. Pond, pool of

stagnant watar.
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,
sm. Buck or doe of a year old.

ESTAQUILLA, sf. 1. (In Shoe-making) Peg, a
wooden nail driven into the heel of a shoe. 2.

(Carp.) Any wooden pin or nail which fas-

tens one piece of timber to another. 3. Beam
of a velvet-loom.

ESTAQ.UILLADOR, sm. An awl to bore for pegs.
ESTAQUILL^R, to.. To peg, to fasten with pegs.
EST^R, vn. 1. To be in a place.

- 2. To under-
stand or comprehend. Estoy en lo que vd.
me dice, I understand what you tell rue. 3.

To be security, to answer for. Estoy por
fulano, I will answer for him. 4. To be of

opinion. Estoy en que, I am of opinion that.

5. To be ; an auxiliary verb, derived from the

Latin stare, to stand, and used always with
reference to existing or being in a place.
Estar escribiendo, To be writing. 6. To un-

dertake, to oblige or subject one's self to.

Dondc estdmos ! Expression of admiration or

disgust at what we see or hear. Estar a

examen, To subject one's self to an examen.
Estar sobre si, To be tranquil or serene ; to

be greatly elated. 7. To cost. Este vtstido

me estd en veinte doblones, These clothes

cost me 20 dobloons. Estar d erre, To be

doing any thing with the utmost care. 8.

With the preposition en, it signifies cause,
motive ; En eso estd, In this it consists, on this

it depends. Estar por 6 para partir, To be

ready to set out. Estar algo por svccder,
To expect something to happen. Estdrse,
vr. To be detained.

ESTAROIDO, sm. Outline of a drawing. [ing-

ESTARCIR, va. To chalk the outlines of adraw-

EST.RNA,S/. (Orn.) Kind of small partridge.

ESTATERA, sf. 1. Balance, steel-yard. 2. An
ancient Grecian coin, [the weight of bodies.

EST^TIC A,s/*.Statics,the science which treats on

ESTATUA, sf. 1. Statue, a solid representation
of living bodies. 2. A dull stupid fellow.

ESTATUA^RIA, sf. Statuary, the art of carving

images or representations of life.

ESTATU^.RIO, sm. Statuary, one who professes
the art of carving images.

ESTATUIR, va. To establish, to ordain, to enact.

EsxATtjRA, sf. Stature, the height of a person
from the feet to the head. [law.

ESTATUTARIO, RiA, a. Belonging to a statute or

EsTATtrro, sm. 1. Statute, law, ordinance. 2.

Form of government established by laws and
customs.

EsrAv, sm. (Naut.) Stay, a strong rope which
serves to support the masts and topmasts on
the fore part.

E'STE, sm. East, one of the four cardinal winds
or points of the compass.

E'STE, E'STA, E ;

STO, pron. dem. This.

EN ESTAS Y EN ESTOTRAS, ad. In the mean
while. En esto, At this time. Para estas,

6 por estas, Expression of anger and menace
used by fathers to their children.

ESTEBA, sf. (Bot.) Snake-weed, red-shanks.

Polygonum persicaria L.

ESTEBAR, va. With dyers, to put the cloth into

the caldron to dye it.

ESTELA, sf. (Naut.) Wake, the track of a ship
on the surface of the water.

ESTELAUIA, sf. (Po6t. y Bot.) V. Mquimiia.
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ESTEI.IFERO, RA, a. (Po6t.) Starry, containing
stars.

EsxELid.v, sm. 1. Stellion, a small spotted lizard

Lacerta stellio L. 2. Toad-stone.

EsTELioNATo,.sm. Stellionate, a crime consist'

ing in defrauding, wilfully and maliciously

unwary persons.
ESTELON, sm. Toad-stone.

ESTEMENARAS,S/. pi. (Naut.) Futtock-timbers
V. Ligazones.

ESTEPA, sf. (Bot.) Rock-rose. Cistus laurifo-

lius L.

ESTEPAR, sm. Place filled with rock-roses.

ESTEPEROLES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Scupper-nails
short and small headed nails used to fasten

leather or canvass to wood.

ESTKHA, sf. Mat ;
a texture of sedge, flags, or

rushes.

ESTERAR, va. To cover with mats. vn. (Met.)
To keep one's self warm with clothes.

ESTERCAR, va. To dung. V. Estercolar.

EsTERCOLADtTRA Y EsTERCOtAMIENTO, S. 1. The
act ofejecting excrements ; applied to beasts

2. The act of dunging, or fattening land with

dung.
ESTERCOLAR, va. To dung, to fatten with dung

vn. To void the excrements
; applied to

animals.

ESTERCOLEKO, sm. 1. Boy or servant who drives

the muck cart, or carries dung into the fields

2. Dunghill, the place where dung is heaped
up and preserved.

ESTERCOLIZO, ZA, a. Stercoraceous.

ESTERCUELO, sin. Stercoration.

ESTEREOGRAFIA,S/. Stereography, art ofdraw-

ing forms of solids upon a plane.

ESTEREOGRAFICO, CA, ffl. Stcreographic, de-

lineated on a plane.

ESTEREOMETRIA, sf. Stereometry, art of mea
suring solids.

ESTEREOTIPIA, sf. The art of printing in stereo-

type, or with fixed plates.

EsTEREoxfpico, CA, a. Belonging to stereotype.

ESTEREOTIPAR, va. To stereotype or print with
solid plates.

ESTERERO, sm. Mat-maker, one who makes or
sells mats.

ESTERIL, a. Barren, unfruitful.

ESTERJLIDAU, sf. 1. Sterility, barrenness. 2. A
narrow lace made of thread or silver.

ESTERILIZAR, va. To sterilize, to make sterile.

ESTERILLA, sf. 1. Small mat. 2. Ferret lace,
made of gold, silver, or thread.

ESTERLIN, sm. V. Bocaci.

ESTERLINO, NA, . Sterling, an epithet by which

genuine, lawful English money is designated.
EsTERNdN, sm. Breast-bone, which forms the

fore part of the breast.

ESTERO, jwi. 1. A large lake. V.Mbufera. 2.

Matting, the act of covering with mats. 3.

(Naht.) A small creek, into which the tide

flows at flood tides.

ESTERQUERO, sm. V. Estercolero.

KSTKROJTJLINIO, sm. Dunghill, a heap of dung.
ESTERTOR, sm. Rattle in the throat ofagonized

persons.

ESTEVA, sf. 1. Plough-handle, with which the

ploughman guides the plough. 2. (Naut.)

Stowage. 3. Curved bar of wood on the bot-

tom of coaches, which is connected with the

shafts.

ESTEVADO, DA, a. Bow-legged, one who haa

bent or crooked legs.

ESTEVON, sm. V. Esleva.

ESTEZADO, sm. V. Correat.

ESTIAR, vn. To stop. V. Pararse.

ESTIBIA, sf. Luxation. V. Espibio.

ESTIBIO, sm. Antimony.
EsTiERcoL,srre. 1. Dung, the excrement of ani-

mals. 2. Filth, uncleanliness. 3. Any thing
unclean or rotten.

ESTIGIO, GIA, a. Stygian, belonging to the fabu-

lous river Styx.
ESTILAR, vn. 1. To use, to be accustomed. 2. To
draw up in writing according to the usual style
or practice. 3. (Vulg.) To distil. V.Destilar.

ESTILICIDIO, sm. 1. Stillicide, a succession of

drops. 2. Gutter, a passage for water.

EsrfLO, sm. 1. Style, a pointed iron formerly
used to write on tables of wax. 2. Gnomon
or style of a dial. 3. Style,

the manner of

talking or writing. 4. Form or manner of

proceeding in suits at law. 5. Use, custom.

Estilo castizo, A correct style.

ESTIMA, sf. 1. Esteem, respect. 2. (Naut.)
Dead reckoning, the estimation of a ship's

way by the log, with allowance made for drift

and lee-way. Propasar la estima, (Nadt.) To
outrun the reckoning.

ESTIMABILIDAD, sf. Estimableness.

ESTIMABLE, a. Estimable, valuable ; worthy of

honour and esteem.

ESTIMACION, sf. 1. Estimation, esteem ;
valua-

tion. Estimation propria, Self-love. 2. In-

stinct, natural desire or aversion.

ESTIMADOR, sm. Esteemer.

ESTIMAR, va. 1. To estimate, to value ; to set

a value on a thing. 2. To esteem, to respect.
3. To judge, to form an opinion. 4. To thank,
to acknowledge.

ESTIMATIVA,S/. 1. Power ofjudging and form-

ing an opinion. 2. Instinct, natural propen-

sity or aversion.

ESTIMULACION, sf. (Ant.) Stimulation.

ESTIMUTANTE, j?a. Stimulating, exciting; sti-

mulator, i

sTiMurJiR, va. 1. To sting, to stimulate. 2.

To incite, to encourage.
EsTiMULO,*m. Sting, stimulus; incitement.

ESTINCO, sm. Scink, a kind of lizard. Lacerta
scincus L.

ESTIO, sm. The hottest season of the year.

ESTIOMENADO, DA, a. Mortified, corrupted.

ESTIOMENAR, va. To corrode, to mortify.

ESTIOMENO, sm. Mortification, gangrene.
ESTIPENDIAR, va. To give stipend.
ESTIPENDIARIO.STO. Stipendiary, one who per-
forms any service for a settled payment.

ESTIPENDIO, sm. Stipend, salary, pay, wages.
EsrfpiTE Y EsxfpE, sm. (Arq.) Pilaster in form

of a reversed pyramid.
ESTIPTICAR, va. To use or apply a styptic.

ESTIPTICIDAD, */. 1. Stypticity, the power of

stanching blood. 2. Costiveness.

ESTIPTICO, CA, a. I. Styptic, astringent ; having
the power of binding. 2. Costive, bound in

the body. 3. (Met.) Miserly, avaricious. 4.

(Met.) Difficult to be obtained.
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ESTIPTIQ.UEZ, sf. Costiyeness, the slate of the

body in which excretion is obstructed

ESTIPULACION, sf. Stipulation, promise.
ESTIPULANTE,P. Stipulator ; stipulating.
ESTIPULAR, va. To stipulate, to contract.

ESTIRA, sf. Kind of knife used by tanners, to

render the skin more soft and pliable.

ESTIRADAMENTE, ad. 1. Scarcely, difficultly. 2.

Violently, forcibly.

ESTJRADO, DA, a. 1. Extended, dilated ; excel-

lent. 2. (Met.) Grave, stiff, lofty ; full of
affected dignity and starchness.

ESTIRAJAR v EsTiRA7,AR,fa. (Bax.) V. Estirar.

ESTIRAJON Y ESTIRIJON, sm. (Vulg.) V. Estiron.

ESTIRAR, va. 1. To dilate, to stretch out. 2. To
fit, to adjust. 3. To extend a discourse, to en-

large upon a subject. Estirar la barra, (Met.)
To make every possible effort to attain any
thing. Estirar la pierna, (Fam.) To die.

vr. 1. To be stretched out
; applied to the

body or a single member. 2. To hold up one's
head with affected gravity.

ESTIRON, sm. Pull, the act of pulling ; pluck.
Dar un estiron, (Fam.) To grow rapidly.

ESTIRPE, sf. Race, origin, stock.

ESTITICO, CA, a. V. Estiptico.
ESTITIQUEZ, sf. Costiveness. V. Estiptiquez.
ESTIVA, sf.l. Rammer. V. Macador. 2. Stow-

age, the disposition of the several goods and
articles contained in a ship's hold. Mudar la

estiva, To shift the cargo.
ESTIVACION, sf. The barrelling of herrings or

pilchards.

ESTIVADOR, sm. Packer of wool at shearing.
ESTIVAL, a. Estival, pertaining to the summer.
ESTIVAR, va. \. To stow, to lay up the cargo in

the hold. 2. To compress wool, to straiten.

ESTIVO, VA, a. V. Estival.

ESTOCADA, sf. Stab, a thrust given with a point-
ed weapon. Estocada de vino, Breath of a

person intoxicated. Estocada por cornada,
(Fam.) Injury which one receives in striking
another. [tard.

ESTOCAFRIS, sm. Stock-fish dressed with mus-

ESTOCAR, va. V. Estoquear.
ESTOFA,S/. 1. Quilted stuff. 2. (Met.) Quality,

condition. t

ESTOFADO, DA, a. Quilted.

ESTOFADO, sm. Stewed meat.

ESTOFADOR, sm. Quilter.

ESTOFAR, va. 1. To quilt, to stitch one cloth

upon another with something soft between
them. 2. To paint relievos on a gilt ground.
3. To stew meat with wine, spice, or vinegar.

ESTOLA, sf. Stole, a sacerdotal garment worn
by priests who officiate in church service.

ESTOLIDEZ,S/. Stupidity, incapacity
ESTOLIDO, DA, a. Stupid, foolish.

ESTOLON, sm. A large stole.

ESTOHACAI,, a. Stomachic, belonging to the
stomach.

ESTOMAGAR, va. I. To disorder the stomach,
to cause the stomach to be out of order. 2.

(Met.) To enrage, to make angry.
ESTOMAGAZO, sm. Large stomach.

ESTOMAGO, sm. 1. Stomach, the ventricle in

which food is digested. Estdmago aventurero,
Sponger, one who hangs for a maintenance
on others. 2. Valour, resolution ; patience.
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Tcner buen estdmago, To bear insults pa-
tiently, [applied to the stomach of children.

ESTOMAGUERO, sm. Stomacher, a piece of baize

ESTOMATIC^.L,
a. Stomachic.

ESTOMATICON, sm. Stomach plaster.
ESTONCE 6 ESTONCES, ad. V. Entonce.s.

ESTOPA, sf, 1. Tow, the coarsest filamentous
substance of hemp and flax. 2. Coarse cloth
made of tow. 3. (Naut.) Oakum, ropes un-
twisted and reduced to a filamentous sub-
stance.

ESTOPADA, sf. Quantity of tow for spinning.
ESTOPENO, NA, a. Belonging to tow.

EsTOPEROL,sm. 1. (Naut.,) Short round-headed

tarpawling nails. 2. Match or wick made of

tow.^ [pump round which tow is wound.
ESTOPERO, sm. That part of the piston of a

ESTOPILLA, sf. 1. The finest filamentous sub-
stance of hemp or flax. 2. Long-lawn, a sort
of cambric. [off a gun.

EsTOpf i?, sm. Quick-match, which serves to fire

ESTOPON, sm. Coarse tow.

ESTOPOSO, SA, a. Belonging to tow.

ESTOQ.UE, sm. 1. Tuck, a long narrow sword. 2.

(Bot.) Corn flag. Gladiolus communis L.

ESTOQ.UEADOR, sm. Thruster
; applied to bull-

fighters, who use a long narrow sword.

ESTOQUEAR, va. To thrust with a tuck.

EsToojtJEO,sm. Act of thrusting or stabbing.
ESTORAQUE, sm. 1. (Bot.) Storax. Styrax offi-

cinale L. 2. Gum of the storax-tree.

ESTORBADOR, RA, s. Hinderer, obstructer.

ESTORBAR, va. To hinder, to impede, to ob-

struct, [struction.

sTORBOj sm. Hinderance, impediment, ob-

ESTORCER, va. (Ant.) To liberate, to evade.

ESTORMENTE, TO, sm. (Ant.) V. Instrumento.

ESTORNIJA, sf. 1. An iron ring or hoop, which

goes round the end and arms of an axle-tree,
and secures the linch-pin holes. 2. (Ar.)

Boys' play.
ESTORNINO, sm. (Orn.) Starling. Sturnus L.

ESTORNUDAR, vn. To sneeze, to emit wind au-

dibly by the nose.

TORNtiDO, sm. Sternutation, sneeze, an emis-

sion of wind audibly by the nose.

ESTORNUTATORIO, sm. Sternutatory, medicine
that provokes to sneeze.

ESTOTRO, TRA, A compound pronoun of esto

and otro, This other.

ESTOVAR, va. V. Aliogar.
ESTOV^ISMO, sm. Stoicism.

ESTOVCO, CA, a. Stoic, stoical. sm. Stoic.

ESTRABO 6 ESTRABO'N, sm. V. Bizco.

ESTRACILLA, sf. Kind of fine blotting paper.
ESTRADA, sf. Causeway, paved road ; turnpike

road. Estrada cncubierta
f (Fort.) Covert-

way.
ESTRADIOTA, sf. 1. Ancient mode of riding with

long stirrups and stiff legs. 2. Kind of lance.

ESTRADIOTE, TA, . Relating to riding with

long stirrups. Estradiote, Soldier mounted
with long stirrups.

ESTRADO, sm. 1. Drawing-room, where compa-
ny is received. 2. Carpets and other embel-

lishments of a drawing-room. Estradas,
Halls where courts of justice hold their sit-

tings. 3. Baker's table for holding the loaves

to be put into the oven.
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ESTRAFALARIA.MENTE, ad. Carelessly, slovenly.

LSTRAKALARIO, RIA, a. Slovenly, uncleanly
dressed

; indecently neglectful of dress ;
ex-

tr ivagant.

ESTRAGADAMENTE, ad. Dcpravedly.
ESTRAGADO, DA, a. Exhausted or emaciated by

criminal excesses.

ESTRAGADOK, RA, s. Corrupter, destroyer.
EsTRAGAMiENTOjSW. 1. Ravage, waste, ruin. 2.

(Met.) Disorder, corruption of morals.

ESTKAGAR, va. I. Todcstroy, to vitiate, to ruin,
to waste. 2. To spoil, to disfigure. Estragar
la cortesia, To make fulsome compliments.

EsTUAGo,sm. 1. Ravage, waste, ruin. 2. Wick-
edness, corruption of morals, depravity.

ESTRAGON-, sm. (Bot.) Mugwort. Artemisia

vulgaris L.

ESTRAMBOSIDAD, sf. Distortion of the eyes.
EST RAM BOT E, sm. Burthen or last verse of a

song repeated. [irregular.

EsTRAMjrdTico, CA, a. Strange, extravagant,
ESTRAMONIO, sm. (Bot.) Thorn-apple. Datura
stramonium L. [tongue.

ESTRAXGOL, sm. Inflammation in a horse's

ESTRANGIJL, sm. Mouth-piece of reed for a haut-

boy, or any other wind-instrument.

ESTRAPONTINA, sf. Kind of hammock.
ESTRATAGEMA, sf. 1. Stratagem, an artifice in

war. 2. Trick, artful deception.
ESTRATIFICACION, sf. Stratification, state of the

strata of minerals in the earth, arrangement
of layers. [strata.

EsTRATincAR, va. To stratify, to dispose in

EsTRATioTE,sm. (Bot.) Water soldier. Strati-

otes L. [ship's head.

ESTRAVE, sm. (Naut.) Kind of wheel at the

ESTRAZA, sf. Rag, fragment of cloth. Papelde
fstraza, Brown paper.

ESTRAZAR, va. To tear or break into pieces.

EsTRECHADtfRA,s/. Act of narrowing.
ESTRECHAMENTE, ad. 1. Narrowly, tightly,

closely. 2. (Met.) Exactly, punctually. 3.

(Met.) Strongly, forcibly. 4. (Met.) Strictly,

rigorously. 5. (Met.) Scantily, penuriously.
ESTRECHAMIEXTO, sin. Act oftightening, tight-
ness.

ESTRKCHAK, va. 1. To tighten, to make narrow
2. (Met.) To confine, to pin up. 3. (Met.) To
constrain, to compel. 4. (Met.) To restrain
to obstruct. vr. 1. To bind one's self strictly
2. (Met.) To reduce one's expenses. 3. (Met.)
To act in concert with another. 4. (Met.) To
relate or communicate in confidence. 5. (Met.)
To be dejected. G. To be intimate with.

ESTRECHEZ, sf. 1. Straitness, narrowness. 2
(Met.) Intimate union. 3. (Met.) Intimacy,
friendship. 4. (Met.) Arduous or dangerous
undertaking. 5. (Met.) Austerity, abstraction
from worldly objects. G. (Met.) Poverty.

ESTRECHO, sm. 1. Strait or frith, a narrow arm
of the sea. 2. Pass, a narrow passage between
two mountains. 3. (Met.) Peril, danger, risk

ESTRECHO, CHA, a. 1. Narrow, close. 2. Strait

tight. 3. (Met.) Intimate, familiar. 4. (Met.)
Rigid, austere. 5. (Met.) Exact, punctual. G

(Met.) Narrow-minded, illiberal, mean-spirit
ed. 7. (Met.) Poor, indigent, penurious, needy
necessitous. M esrecAo,Necessarily,forcedly .

EsrRECHoN,s??i. Strait, pass, peril. V.Estrechcz

, sf. 1. Narrowness, straitne&s. 2.

(Met.) Austerity, abstraction from the world.
3. (Met.) Distress, danger. 4. Intimate fami-

liarity, [bing off dirt.

ESTREGADERA, sf. Brush, an instrument for rub-

ESTREGADERO, SOT. 1. Place where beasts are ac-

customed to rub themselves against a tree,

stone, &c. 2. Place for washing clothes.

ESTREGADERA, sf. Friction, act of rubbing.
ESTREGAMIENTO, sm. Frication, friction.

ESTREGAR, va. 1. To rub one thing against an-

other, to scour. 2. To scratch.

ESTRELLA, sf. 1. Star, one of the luminous bo-

dies which appear in the sky. 2. (Met.) A
white mark on a horse's face. 3. Asterisk, a
mark in printing. 4. (Met.) Fate, lot, desti-

ny. Tcner estrella, To be fortunate. 5.

(Fort.) Starfort, a work with five or more
faces, having salient and re-entering angles.
Tomar la estrella, (Na6t.) To take the alti-

tude of a star. Estrellas errantes 6 errati-

cas, Planets, satellites. Con estrellas
}
After

night or before sun-rise.

ESTRELLADERO, sm. Kind of frying-pan for

dressing eggs, without breaking the yolks.

ESTRELLADO-) DA, a. Starry, full of stars. Ca-
ballo estrellado, Horse with a white mark on
the face. Huevos estrellados, Eggs fried in

oil or butter ; poached eggs.
ESTRELLAMAR, sm. (Bot.) Buckthorn plantain.

Plantago coronopus L.

ESTRELLAR, a. Stellated, starry.

ESTRELLAR, va. 1. To dash to pieces, to break

by collision. 2. To confound,to make ashamed.
Estrellar huevos, To fry eggs in a pan with
oil or butter, without breaking the yolks. Es~
trellarse con uno, To fall out with one, to

knock one's self against another.

ESTRELLERA, sf. (Naut.) Plain rigging without
runners.

ESTRELLERO, sm. Star-gazer ; one who wastes
his time in looking up to the windows.

EsTRELLICA, TA, V EsTRELLUELA, sf. dim. Lit-

tle star. [stars.

ESTRELLIZAR, va.To embellish or beautify with

ESTRELLON, sm.l. Large star. 2. Star-ball, used
in artificial fire-works. 3. (Met.) Uncommon
good luck. Estrellones, Caltrops, crow-feet ;

irons with spikes, thrown into breaches and
narrow passages to annoy the enemy's horse.

ESTREMECER, va. 1. To shake, to make tremble.
2. (Naut.) To work or labour hard ; applied
to a ship. vr. To shake or shudder with
fear.

ESTREMECIMIE'NTO, sm. Trembling, quaking.
ESTREMEZO, sm. (Arag.) Trembling.
EsTREMfcHE, sm. (Naut.) A piece of timber
which is notched into tht> knees of a ship.

ESTRENA 6 ESTRENAS, s/.l. A new year's gift.
2. Handsel, the first act of using any thing ;

the first act of sale. 3. Treat on wearing a
new suit of clothes.

ESTRENAR, va. To commence, to begin ; to re-

gale. vr. To begin to put any thing in exe-

cution.

ESTRENO, sm. Commencement, the first begin-

ning of bringing any thing into execution.

ESTRENQUE, sm. (Naut.) Rope made of bass or

sedge, much used in America.
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, sf. (Ant.) Strength, valour, stre

nuousness.

ESTRENIDO, DA, a. 1. Close bound. 2. Misera

ble, niggardly.
ESTRENIMIENTO, sm. Obstruction ;

the act of

binding or restraining ; costiveness.

ESTRENIR, va. To bind, to tie close, to restrain

vr. To restrain one's self.

ESTREPITO, sm. Noise, clamour, bustle.

ESTREPITOSO, SA, a. Noisy, boisterous.

ESTRIJ(.R, va. To flute, to cut columns into

channels and grooves. vr. To be grooved.
ESTRIAS, sf. pi. Flutings, channels cut along

half the length of shafts or pilasters.

ESTRIBADERO, sm. Prop, stay.

ESTRIBADOR, RA,S. (Ant.) That which supports
itself on another.

ESTRIBA R, vn. 1 . To prop, to support with props
2. (Met.) To found, to build upon ; to be

supported.
ESTRIBERA, sf. 1. Buttress, arch, pillar. 2

Joiner's bench.,

ESTRIBERIA, sf. Place where stirrups are kept
ESTRIBERON, sm. Prominences made on earth

or wood by cross bars, to serve as steps.

ESTRIBILLO, sm. 1. Introduction or beginning
of a song. 2. Tautology, a needless and su-

perfluous repetition of the same words.

ESTRIBO, sm. 1. Buttress, arch, pillar. 2. Stirrup
an iron hoop, suspended by a strap, in which
the horseman sets his foot when he mounts or

rides. 3. Step on the side ol a coach. 4. Sta-

ple fixed at the end of a cross-bow. 5. Bone
of the ear resembling a stirrup. 6. V. Estri-

billo. 7. (Art.) Clasp on the felloes of gun-
carriage wheels. Estribos, (Naut.) Stirrups
of a ship, pieces of timber fastened to the

keel with iron plates. Eslribos de guarda-
mancebos de las vergas, Stirrups of the

horses. Estribos de los pelones de las ver-

gas, Stirrups of the yard arms. Estribos de
las cadenas, Stirrups of the chain plates.

ESTRIBORD, sm. (Naut.) Starboard, the right
hand side ofa ship or boat looking to the head

ESTRIBORDX.RIOS, sm. pi. People on the star-

board hand.

EsTRiciA,*/
1

. (Ant.) Extremity, straitness.

ESTRICOTE (At), ad. Without rule or order
Tener d uno al estricote, To amuse one with
vain promises.

ESTRICTAMENTE, ad. Strictly.

ESTRIDENTE, a. (Poet.) That which causes

noise, or cracking.
ESTRIDOR, sm. (Ant.) Noise, crack.

ESTRIGE, sf. Night-bird, said to be of an un-

lucky omen
; screech-owl, vampire, [horses.

ESTRILLA.R, va. (Ant.) To rub, scour, or wash
ESTRINGA, sf. V. Jlgujeta.

ESTRIIVQ.UE, sm. (Naut.) V. Estrenque.
ESTRIPAX va. (Ext.) V. Destripar.
ESTROFA, sf. (Poet.) Strophe.
ESTROPAJE^R, va. To clean a wall with a dry
brush or rubber.

ESTROPAJEO, sm. Act of rubbing a wall.

EsTROpAjo, sm. l.Dishclout, with which dish-

es and plates are cleaned. 2. Brush, made of
bass or sedge, to clean culinary vessels. 3.

(Met.) A worthless trifling thing.

ESTROPAJOSAMENTE, ad. Stammeringly.
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EsTROPAjdso, SA, a. 1. Ragged, despicable, low,
mean. 2. (Met.) Troublesome, useless. 3.

(Met.) Stuttering, stammering.
EsTRopALfNA,*/. Refuse of wool
ESTROPEAMIENTO, sm. Act of maiming, wound-

ing or laming.
ESTROPEA^R, va. To maim, to cripple, to muti-

late. 2. To mix lime and sand. [diment.
ESTROPECILLO, sm. A slight stumble or impe-
ESTROPEO, sm. Maim, hurt, injury.

ESTROPEZADT^RA, sf. V. Tropiezo, [ment.
EsTROPiEZo,sra. Stumble, hinderance, impedi-
EsTRoviTo,sm. (Naut.) A small strap.

ESTROVO, sm. (Naut.) Strap, a piece of rope
spliced in a circular manner, and used for

strapping blocks.

ESTRUCTURA, sf. 1. Structure, manner of build-

ing or constructing an edifice. 2. Order,
method.

ESTRUENDO, sm. 1. Clamour, noise, outcry. 2.

Confusion, bustle. 3. Pomp, ostentation,
show. 4. Fame, renown, celebrity.

ESTRUENDOSAMENTE, ad. Clamorously.
ESTRUENDOSO, SA, a. 1. Noisy, clamorous. ^.

Pompous, full of ostentation.

ESTRUIR, va. V. Destruir.

ESTRUMENTO, sm. V. Iiistrumento.

ESTRUPADOR, sm. V. Estuprador.
ESTRUPX.R, va. V. Estuprar.
ESTR^PO 6 Es-rtfpRo, sm. V. Estupro.
ESTRUXADURA, sf. Pressing, squeezing.
ESTRUXAMIENTO, S7. Compressing, pressure.
ESTRUXA^R, va. To press, to squeeze. Estruxar

el dinero, To be avaricious or extremely co-

vetous. vr. To be hard pressed.
ESTRUXON, sm. The last pressing of grapes,
which gives a poor miserable wine ; compres-

ESTUACION, sf. Flow of the tide. [sion.

ESTHETE, a. Very hot, boiling, scorching.
ESTL-ARIO, sm. A low ground, overflowed by

the sea at high tides ; an estuary.

ESTUCADOR, sm. A stucco-plasterer. [thing.

ESTUCAR, va. To stucco or white-wash any
sxtfcHE, sm. 1. Case for scissors or other in-

struments. 2. Scissors or instruments con-

tained in a case. 3. (Fam.) The two rows of

teeth shown when a person laughs. 4. Small
comb. 5. (Met.) One who knows a little of

every thing, or is capable of any thing. Es
un estuche, (Met.) He is a very clever man.
Estuche del rey, Surgeon to the king.

Esxtrco, sm. Stucco, a kind of fine plaster
made of lime, sand, gypsum, and pounded
marble.

ESTUDIADOR, sm. Student, one who applies
himself to the study of the sciences.

TUDiANxAzo, sm. He who is reputed a great
scholar.

ESTUDIA"NTE, sm. 1. Student, a man given to

the study of books. 2. Prompter to players.

ESTUDIANTIL, a. (Joe.) Scholastic, belonging
to a student.

SSTUDIANTINO, NA, . Belonging to a student.

A' la estudiantina, In the manner of students.

3sTUDiANTON, sm. An old big student.

ISTUDI^R, va. 1. To study, to employ the under-

standing in the acquisition of knowledge. 2.

To muse, to ponder j
to commit to memory^

3. To draw or make a drawing after a model
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or nature. 4. To attend the classes in a uni-

versity.
E STUDIO, sm. 1. Study, application. 2. Room
where languages or sciences are taught. 3.

Study, apartment appropriated to literary em-

ployment ;
a lawyer's study, 4. Hall where

models, prints, and plans are kept, to be co-

pied or studied. Haccr estudio de alguna cosa,

(Met.) To act with art, cunning, or crafty
reflection. Juez de estudio^ Chancellor of a

university. pi. 1. Time, trouble, and caie

applied to the study of the sciences. 2.

Sciences, letters. Studios Mayores, The

higher sciences. Dar estudios d uno, To
maintain one at his studies.

ESTUDIOSAMENTE, ad. Studiously, with care

and reflection. [study.

EsTUDiosiDjtn, sf. Studiousness, addiction to

ESTUDIOSO, SA, a. I. Studious, given to study
and reflection. 2. (Met.) Studious, careful,
solicitous.

ESTTJFA, sf. 1. A stove
; a warm close room. 2.

Bath or bathing-room. 3. Sulphuring for

bleaching wool and cotton. 4. Brasier for

coals. 5. (Naut.) Stove or room where pitch
and tar are heated for use. 6. V. Carraga.

EsTUFADORjSW. (Cocin.) Vessel in which meat
is stewed. [tofar.

ESTUFA^R, va. 1. To warm any thing. 2. V. Es-

EsTnFERo,sm.He who makes stoves.

EsruFfLLA, sf. 1. Muff, a cover made of fur, to

keep the hands warm. 2. A small brasier,
used by women to warm the feet on.

ESTULTAMENTE, ad. Foolishly, sillily.

ESTULTICIA, sf. Folly, silliness.

EsrtfLTO, TA, . Foolish, silly.

ESTUOSIDAD, sf. Burning, excessive hotness.

ESTUOSO, SA, a. Very hot, ardent, burnt with
the heat of the sun.

ESTUPEFACCION, sf. Stupefaction, numbness.

ESTUPEFACTIVO, VA, a. Stupifyhig. [dously.

ESTUPENDAMENTE, ad. Wonderfully, stupen-
ESTUPENDO, DA, a. Stupendous, wonderful.

ESTUPIDAMENTK, a.A. Stupidly.
ESTUPIDEZ, sf. Stupidity, insensibility.

ESTUPIDO, DA, a. Stupid, insensible.

E STUPOR, sm. 1 . Stupor, suspension of sensibili-

ty. 2. Amazement, admiration, astonishment.

KSTCPRADOR, sm. Ravisher, he that embraces
a woman by violation.

J'-.-TI iMiAR, va. 1. To ravish, to commit a rape.
2. (Met.) To violate, to oppress.

EsTUPKo,swi. Ravishment, rape, constupration.
ESTUQUE, sm.^V. Estuco.

ESTUO.UISTA, sm. Plasterer.

ESTURA.R, va. I. To dry by the force of fire. 2.

To overdo meat by the force of fire.

ESTURGAR, va. To polish delft ware.

ESTURIO.N-, sm. (let.) Sturgeon. Acipenser L.

E'SULA, sf. (Bot.) Spurge. Euphorbia esula L.

ET, conj. (Ant.) V. y or 6. [troops in the field.

ETAPA, sf. (Mil.) The ration of necessaries to
ET CETERA, ad. And so on.

E'TKLA, LE, LO, conj. See, behold.

E'TF.R, sm. I. Ether or cether, an element more
fine and subtile than air. 2. The matter of the

highest regions above. 3. (Quim.) Ether.

ETEREO, REA, a. Ethereal.

,
a. Eternal.

ETERWALMENTE, ad. Eternally.
ETERNAMENTE, ad. 1. Eternally, for ever. 2,

(Met.) For a loner time. 3. Never.

ETERNIDX.D, sf. 1. Eternity, duration without

beginning or end. 2. Duration or length of

continuance, which comprehends many ages.
ETERNIZAR, va. 1. To eternize, to perpetuate.

2. To prolong for a great length of time.

ETERNO, NA, a. 1. Eternal, endless, without be-

ginning or end. 2. Durable, lasting.

ETEROMANCIA, sf. Divination by the flight or

song of birds.

ETESIO, a. Applied to wind which begins to

blow in April, and continues to September
on the eastern coast of Spain.

E'TJCA, sf. 1. Ethics, morals; the doctrine of

morality. 2. Hectic fever, consumption.
E'TICO, CA, a. 1. Hectic, labouring under a

consumption. 2. Ethical.

ETIMOLOGIA Y E'TIMO, s. Etymology, origin,

source, and derivation of words.

ETIMOLOGICO, CA, a. Etymological.
ETiMOLOofsTA, sm. Etymologist.
ETIMOLOGIZ^R, va. To etymologize.
ETIOPICO, CA, a. Ethiopian.

ETIOPIDE, sf. (Bot.) Clary, Ethiopian mullein.

Saliva sclarea L.

ETIQ.UETA, sf. Etiquette, ceremonious customs.

ETIQUETERO, RA, a. y s. Relating to etiquette,
ceremonious ; an observer of etiquette.

ETfTEs, sf. Eagle-stone.
E'TNICO, CA, a. Ethnic. V. Gentil.

EUBOLIA, sf. The act of expressing one's

thoughts with propriety.

EucARisjfA, sf. Eucharist.

EucARfsTico, CA, a. Eucharistical ; belonging
to works in prose or verse on the subject of

grace.
EucoLdcio Y EUCOLOGO, 5m. Euchology, book

containing the service for all the Sundays
and festivals in the year.

EucR.iTico, CA, a. Euchratical.

EuFosfA, sf. Euphony.
EUFORBIO,STO. (Bot.) Officinal spurge. Euphor-

bia officinarum L. [officinalis L.

EUFRX.SIA, gf. (Bot.) Eye-bright. Euphrasia
EuNtfco, sm. Eunuch, one that is castrated.

EUPATORIO, sm. (Bot.) V. Jlgrimonia. Eupato-
rio vulgar, Hemp agrimony. Eupatorium
cannaliinum L.

EURIPO, sm. Strait of the sea.

EURITMIA, sf. (Arq.) Proportion and harmony
in an edifice.

E'URO, sm. Eurus, the east wind ;
one of the

four cardinal winds. Euro austro, 6 Euro

noto, South-east wind. Euro zefirio, Mo-
tion of the sea from east to west.

EUROPEO, A, a. European. [Eutyches.

EuTiquiANO, NA, a. Belonging to the sect of

EUTRAPELIA Y EcTROpELiA, sf. 1. Moderation
in jests, jokes, and pleasures. 2. Pastime,

sport.

EUTROPELICO, CA, a. Moderate, temperate.

EVACUACION, sf. Evacuation, the act of empty-
ing any vessel or other thing. .

EVACUA^R, va. 1. To evacuate, to empty. 2. To
weaken, to enervate, to debilitate. 3. To
finish or complete a business, [ofevacuating.

EVACUATIVO, VA, a. That which has the power
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EvACUAt6Rio, RIA, a. That which evacuates

EVAD, EVAS, EVAT, v. def. (Ant.) Look here,
see ; know, understand.

EVADER, va. To evade, to escape, to fly, or pro-

perly to flee from danger, [ing ;
excursion.

EVAGACION, sf. Evagation, the act of wander-

EVANESCER, vn. To vanish, to disappear.
EVANGELICAMENTE. ad. Evangelically.
EVANGELICO, CA, a. Evangelical.
EVANGELIC, sm. Gospel. Evangclios, Small

book, containing the first chapters of St. John
and the other evangelists, placed between

relics, and worn at children's necks.

EVANGELISTA, sm. 1. Evangelist. 2. One who
chants the Gospels in churches.

EVANGELISTERIO, sm. 1. Priest or deacon who
chants the books of the evangelists at solemn
masses. 2. Gospel book-stand, on which the

Gospel book is laid to sing the Gospel at high
mass. [Gospel.

EVANGELIZAR, va. To evangelize, to preach the

EVAPORA.BLE, a. That may be evaporated.
EVAPORACION, sf. 1. Evaporation, exhalation of

vapour. 2. Act of damping cloth, or placing
it over steam, to render the wool softer.

EVAPORAR, vn. To evaporate, to fly away in va-

pours or fumes. va. To evaporate, to drive;

away in fumes. vr. To vanish, to pass away.
EVAPORATORIO, a. Having the power of evapo-

rating.

EVAPORIZAR, vn. a. y r. To evaporate.
EVASION, sf. Evasion, escape, subterfuge, [ny.
EvATA,s/. Kind of black wood resembling ebo-

EVENIR, v. impcrs. V. Acontccer.

EVENTO, sm. Event, accident.

EVENTUAL, a. Eventual, fortuitous,

EVERSION, sf. Destruction, ruin, desolation.

EVICTION, sf. Eviction, security.

EviDENciAjS/. Evidence, manifestation, proof.

EVIDENCIAR, va. To prove, to render evident.

EVIDENTE, a. Evident, clear, manifest.

EVIDENTEMENTE, ad. Evidently.
EVILASA, sf. Kind of ebony which grows in the

island of Madagascar.
EVITABLE, a. Avoidable, that may be avoided.

EVITACION, sf. Evitation, act of avoiding.
EVITADO, DA, a. V. Excomulgado.
EVITAR, va. To avoid, to escape. vr. To free

one's self from vassalage.
EVITERNO, NA, a. Durable, lasting, without end.

E'vojsm.l. (Poet.) Age, a long period of time.
2. (Teol.) Eternity, endless duration.

EVOCACION,S/. Evocation, pagan invocation.

EVOCAR, va. 1. To call out. 2. To invoke, to

solicit a favour, to implore assistance.

EVOLUCJON, sf. (Mil.) Evolution, the act of

changing the position of troops. Evoluciones

navales, Naval evolutions.

Ex, prep. Lat. Used in the Spanish only in

composition, where it either amplifies the

signification, as cxponer ; or serves as a ne-

gative, as ezdnime. Ex-provincial, Former
or late provincial.

Ex, sm. (Poet.) V. Exe.
Ex AimtfpTO. ad. Abruptly, violently.

EXACCION, sf. 1. Exaction, the act of levying
taxes. 2. Impost, tax, contribution. 3. Ex-

actness, punctuality.
EXACERBAR, va. To irritate, Jto exasperate.
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EXACTAMNTE, ad. Exactly.
EXACTITUD, sf. Exactness, punctuality.
EXACTO, TA, a. Exact, punctual, assiduous.

EXACTOR, sm. Tax-gatherer, collector of taxes.

EXAGERACION, sf. Exaggeration, hyperbolical
amplification.

EXAGERADOR, RA, s. Exaggerator. [rating.

ExAGERANTE,;m. (Poet ) Amplifier ; exagge-
EXAGERAR, va. To exaggerate, to heighten by

misrepresentation.
EXAGERATIVAMENTE, ad. With exaggeration.
ExAGERATfvo, VA, a. Exaggerating.
EXAGONO, NA, a. Hexagonal.
EXALTACION, sf. Exaltation, elevation.

ExA.LTAR.tfa. 1. To exalt,to elevate. 2. To praise,
to extol ; to cry up. vr. To irritate one's self.

EXAMEJT, sm. 1. Examen, examination, disqui-
sition

; trial, inquiry. 2. Care and diligence
exerted in searching out any thing.

EXAMETRO, 5m. Hexameter verse.

EXAMINACION, sf. Examination.

EXAMINADOR, sm. Examiner.

EXAMINANDO, sm. He who has to be examined.

EXAMINANTE, sm. He who examines, or is to be

examined.

EXAMINER, va. 1. To examine, to investigate.
2. To inquire into books or writings.

EXANGUE, a. 1. Bloodless, without blood ; pale
from the loss of blood. 2. (Met.) Weak, with-

out strength.
EXANGULO, LA, a. Having six angles.
EXANJMACION, sf. Examination.

EXA/NIME, a. Spiritless, without force or vigour.

EXARCADO, 5m. Exarchate or vice-royalty.
EXA X

RCO, sm. Exarch, viceroy.
EXASPERACION, sf. Exasperation. [offend.

EXASPERAR, va. To exasperate, to irritate, to

ExAUDfBLE, a. Grateful, acceptable, of a na-

ture to be favourably heard.

EXAUDIR, va. To hear favourably.
EXCAVA Y EXCAVACION, sf. Excavation, the act

of digging a cavity in the ground for a foun-

dation, &c. [into hollows.

EXCAVAR, va. To excavate, to dig out, to cut

ExcAViLLo,sm. (Mancha.) A little spade used in

making excavations.

EXCEDENTE, c.Excessive.

EXCEDER, va. To exceed, to surpass, to excel.

Excedcrse a si mismo, To praise or extol

one's own merits.

EXCELENCIA, sf. 1. Excellence, eminence : supe-
rior worth or merit. Par excelencia, Excel-

lently. 2. Excellency, a title of honour which
is applied in Spain to the grandees, peers,
and to persons either for their rank or office.

EXCELENTE, a. Excellent. Excelente de la gra-
nada, Ancient gold coin worth 11 reals and
a maravedi, or 375 maravedis.

EXCELENTEMENTE, ad. Excellently.

EXCELENTISIMO, MA, <7. superl. Most excellent ;

applied in courtesy to persons receiving the

title of excellency.
EXCELSAMENTE, ad. Sublimely.

EXCELSITTJ-D, sf. Excelsitude, loftiness.

EXCELSO, SA, a. Elevated, sublime, lofty.

EXCENTRICAMENTE, ad. Eccentrically.

EXCENTRICIDAU, sf. Deviation from the centre,
excursion from the proper orb.

EACKNTIUCO, CA, a. Eccentric.
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EXCEPCION, sf. 1. Exception, exclusion of any
thing from a general position or law. 2. Plea.

EXCEPCION.R, va. To except, to object.
EXCFPTACION Y ExCEPTUACION, sf. V.

cion.

EXCEPTA"R, va. V. Exceptuar.
EXCEPTIVO, VA, a. (Log.) Exceptive.
EXCEPTO, ad. Except that, besides that, [elude.

EXCEPTU^R, va. To except, to exempt, to ex-

EXCESIVAMENTE, ad. Excessively.

EXCESIVO, VA, a.. Excessive, immoderate.

ExcEso,i-jn. 1. Excess, more than enough ;
su-

perfluity. 2. Intemperance, unreasonable in-

dulgence. 3. Great wickedness, enormity of

crime. 4. Violence of passion. 5. Transport,

rapture. En exceso, Excessively.

EXCIDIO, sm. Destruction, ruin. [dities.

EXCISA, sf. Excise, a tax levied upon commo-
ExciT.4 R, va. To excite, to move, to stimulate.

EXCITATIVO, VA, a. Exciting, stimulative.

EXCLAMACKJN, sf. 1. Exclamation, vehement

outcry, clamour. Exclamaciones de regocijo,
Shouts of joy. 2. An emphatical utterance.

EXCLAMA"R, vn. To exclaim, to cry out.

ExcLAMAxfvo, VA, a. Exclaiming.
EXCLAMATORIO, RiA, a. Exclamatory.
ExcLuf R, va. To exclude, to shut out, to debar.

EXCLUSION, sf. 1. The act of shutting out or de-

nying admission. 2. Exception.
EXCLUSIVA, sf. Refusal of place or employ-
ment

; rejection of an application to become
member of a community.

EXCLUSIVAMENTE Y ExCLUsf VE,ffldI. Exclusively.
EXCLUSIVO, VA, a. Exclusive.

EXCOGITA'BLE, a. Imaginable, possible to be

conceived. [strike out by thinking.
EXCOGITA.R, va. To excogitate, to meditate ; to

EXCOMULGACION Y ExCOMUNIC ACION. V. ExCO-
munion.

EXCOMULG.X.DO, DA, a. Excommunicated. Exco-

mulgado vitando, An excommunicated per-
son with whom no intercourse can be held.

EXCOMULGADOR, sm. Excommunicator.

EXCOMULGX.R, va. 1. To excommunicate, to

eject from the communion of the church,
and from the use of the sacraments. 2.

(Met.) To treat with foul language, to use ill.

EXCOMUNION, sf. Excommunication, exclusion

from the fellowship of the church.

EXCORI ACION, sf. Excoriation, privation ofskin,
the act of flaying.

EXCRECENCIA Y ExCRESCENCIA, sf. ExcrCS-
cence or excrescency ; something growing
out of another without use, or contrary to

the common order of production.
EXCRECION, sf. Excretion.

EXCREMENTA"L, a. Excremental.

EXCREMENTICIO, CIA, a. Excrementitious.

EXCREMENT^R, va. To purge, to void by stool.

EXCREMENTO, sm. 1. Excrement, that which is

thrown out as useless from the natural pas-

sages of the body. 2. Particles'separated from

plants by putrefaction.
EXCREMENTOSO, SA, a. Excremental, that which

is voided as excrement.

EXCRETA.R, vn. To eject the excrements.

EXCRETO, TA, a. That which is ejected.

EXCRETORIO,RIA, a. Excretory, havinsr the quali-

ty ofseparating and ejecting superfluous parts.

ExcREX,sm. (For. Ar.) Increase of portion. In
the plural it is written excreez.

EXCURSION, sf. 1. Excursion; expedition into

some part of the enemy's country. 2. (For.)

Liquidation of the estate of a debtor for pay-
ing off his debts. [from the main tenor.

EXCURSO, sm. Digression, a passage deviating
ExctJSA Y ExcusAciONjS/". Excuse, plea offered

in extenuation. Excusas, Exemptions, immu-
nities or emoluments granted to certain per-
sons. A1 excusa 6 excusas, Dissemblingly.

EXCUSABARAJA, sf. Basket or pannier with a

cover or lid of osiers.

EXCUSABLE, a. Excusable, pardonable.
EXCUSADAMENTE, ad. Uselessly, voluntarily,

without necessity ;
not to the purpose.

ExcusX.Do, DA, a. 1. Superfluous, useless. 2.

Preserved, laid up as useless. 3. Exempted,
privileged.

ExcosAoo, sm. A subsidy levied on the clergy
of Spain by the Spanish monarch, to assist

him in carrying on the war against infidels ;

commonly called Casa excusada.

EXCUSADOR, RA, s. 1. One who performs an-

other's functions in his stead. 2. Vicar or

curate, the substitute of the rector of a parish
church. 3. (For.) One who excuses the non-

appearance of a defendant in court.

EXCUSALI, m,< Small apron.
EXCUSA"NA, sf. (Ant.) Peasant who watches the

enemy in a pass. A1

excusanas, Hiddenly,
secretly.

EXCUS^R, va. 1. To excuse, to extenuate by
apology. 2. To exempt from taxes. 3. To ob-

struct, to hinder, to prevent. 4. To shun, to

avoid. vr. To decline or reject a request.

EXCUSION, sf. (For.) Liquidation of debts.

Ex DIA.METRO, ad. Lat. Diametrically.
E'XE, sm. 1. Axis, one of the most principal

parts of machinery. 2. Axle-tree, a piece of
wood fixed under a cart or coach. 3. Centre.
4. A word used to

frighten dogs.
EXECRABLE, a. Execrable, detestable, hateful.

EXECRACION, sf. Execration, detestation.

EXECRADOR, sm. Execrater.

ExiscRAMENTOjSm. (Ant.) 1 . Execration. 2. Su-

perstitious imitation of the sacrament.

EXECRJCNDO, DA, a. Execrable.

EXECRAR, va. To execrate, to detest, to curse.

EXECUCION, sf. 1. Execution, the act of carry-

ing into effect. 2. Execution, the last act of
the law, in civil cases, by which possession is

given of body or goods.
EXECUTABLE, a. Performable, that may be per-
formed or carried into effect.

EXECUTADERO,RA,O. That may be required, [ly.

ExECUTA\NTE,77. Executer ofany thing judicial-

EXECUT!R, va. 1. To execute, to carry into ef-

fect, to perform. 2. (Met.) To impel, to urge,
to importune, to incite. 3. To oblige one to

pny what he owes to others. 4. To put to

death according to the form of justice. 5. To
attack with foul language or other ill usage.

EXECUTIVAMENTE, ad. 1. Promptly, swiftly. 2.

In an executive manner.

EXECUTIVO, VA, a. Executive, active
; having

the power of executing or performing.

EXECUTOR, RA, s. 1. Executor or executrix. 2.

Officer of justice who serves executions.
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EXECUTORIA, sf. 1. Warrant of attorney, de-

cree of execution. 2. Decree or letters pa-
tent of nobility. 3. Exeeutorship.

EXECUTORIAL, a. Applied to the execution of

the sentence of an ecclesiastical tribunal.

EXECUTORIAR, va. 1. To obtain a verdict or judg-
ment in one's favour. 2. To establish or ren-

der evident the truth or certainty of a thing.

EXECUTORIO, RIA, a. Belonging or relating to

the apprehension of a debtor.

EXEGETICO, CA, a. Exegetical, explanatory.

EXEMPLAR, sm. 1. Exemplar, a pattern to be

imitated. 2. Comparison, example. 3. Copy
of a work.

EXEMPLAR, a. Exemplary, such as may deserve

to be proposed to imitation. Sin exemplar.
Not to be a precedent ;

used in conceding
special grants. [strument.

EXEMPLAR, va. To transcribe, to copy any in-

EXEMPLARMENTE, ad. 1. Exemplarily, so as de-

serves imitation. 2. Exemplarily, so as may
warn others.

EXEMPI.IFICACION, sf. Declaration by examples.
EXEMPLIFICAR, va. To exemplify.

EXEMPLO, 577?. 1. Example, precedent, instance ;

comparison. 2. Pattern, copy ; exemplar,
that which is proposed to be resembled. For

e.xcmplo, For instance.

EXENCION, sf. Exemption, immuniiy, privilege.

EXENTAMENTE, ad. Freely, clearly ; simply,

sincerely.

EXENTAR, va. To exempt, to grant immunity,
to excuse, to disengage from any obligation.

r. To except one's self.

EXENTO, TA, a. 1. Exempt, freed, disengaged.
2. Clear, open, free from impediment.

ExEVTo,sra. Officer in the Spanish life-guards,
who holds the rank and brevet of a colonel in

the army.
EXEOJJIAL, a. Exequial, relating to funerals.

EXEQUIAS, sf. pi. Exequies, funeral rites, [ed.

EXEQUIBLE, a. Attainable, that may be attain-

EXERCER, va. To exercise, to practise.

ExERcfcio, sm. 1. Exercise, the act of practis-

ing or using in order to attain habitual skill.

2. Employment, office, task. 3. Military evo-

lutions. Hacer exercicio,
r
o exercise troops,

to train to military operations ;
to use exer-

cise, to take a walk, to labour for health.

ExERCiTACiONjS/". Exercitation, practice.

EXERCITADOR, RA, s. Exerciser, practiser.

EXERCITANTE, sm. Exerciser, he who performs
spiritual exercises.

EXERCITAR, va. 1. To exercise, to put into prac-
tice. 2. To exercise troops, to learn by prac-
tice. Exercitar d alguno, To molest, to in-

commode. vr. To apply one's self to the

functions of an office or place. [ercised.

EXERCITATIVO, VA, a. That which may be ex-

EXERCITO, sm. Army, a body of armed men.

EXERGO, sm. Exergue, for the inscription in

medals.

EXFOLIACION,S/. Exfoliation, the process ofse-

parating lamina or pieces from a carious bone.

EXFOLIAR, va. To exfoliate, to shell off part of a

bone. vr. To become exfoliated, [foliation.

EXFOLIATIVO, VA, a. Exfoliative, producing ex-

EXGUARDIANO, NA, s. Ex-guardian.
EXHALACION, sf. 1. Exhalation, the act of ex-
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haling or sending out in vapours. 2. (Met.)
Great celerity or velocity.

EXHALADOR, RA, s. Exhaler, one who exhales.

EXHALAR, va. To exhale, to send or draw out

vapours or fumes. vr. I. To exhale, to eva-

porate. 2. To be consumed or wasted gradual-
ly. 3. To be exhausted by violent exercise of
the body. Exhalarse por alguna cosa, To co-

vet or desire any thing with anxious eager-
ness, [or drawn out.

ExHAiJsTO, TA, a. Exhausted, totally drained

EXHEREDACION, sf. Disinhcrison, privation of
an inheritance.

EXHEREDAR, va. To disinherit. tmg-

EXHIBICION, sf. Exhibition, the act of exhibit -

EXHIBIR, va. To exhibit, to prevent, to make
manifest.

ExnfBiTA, sf. (For. Arag.) Exhibition.

EXHORTACION, sf. Exhortation, admonition.

EXHORTADOR, RA, s. Exhorter, monitor.

EXHORTAR, va. To exhort, to excite by words
to any good action.

EXHORTATORIO, RIA, a. Exhortatory.
ExHORTO,.m. Letters requisitorial sent by one

judge to another.

EXHUMACION, sf. Exhumation.

EXHUMAR, va. To disinter, to unbury ; to take

out of the grave.
EXICIAL, a. Mortal, fatal. [peculiar to dogs.

EXIDA, sf. (Ant.) V. Salida. Exidas, A disease

EXIDO, 5m. A small level spot, adjacent to a

barn or other place commonly intended for

threshing corn.

EXIGENCIA, sf. Exigence, want, pressing ne-

cessity, exaction. [quired.

EXIGIBLE, a. Capable of being demanded or re-

EXIGIDERO, RA, a. That which may be demand-
ed or exacted.

EXIGIR, va. 1. To exact, to demand, to recover

2. To wish for, to desire.

ExiGUiDAD,5/. Exiguity, smallness.

EXI'GUO, GUA, a. Exiguous, small.

EXIMICIOV, sf. Exemption.
EXI'MIO, MIA, a. Eximious, famous, eminent.

EXIMIR, va. To exempt, to free from an obliga-

tion, to clear from a charge.
EXINANICION, sf. Want of vigour and strength ;

debility.

EXINANIDO,DA, a. Debilitated, without strength.

EXIR, vn. (Ant.) V. Salir.

EXISTENCIA, sf. Existence, state of being ; ac-

tual possession of being.

EXISTENTE, pa. Existing.

EXISTIMACION, sf. Existimation, opinion, es-

teem, [judge.
EXISTIMAR, va. To hold, to form an opinion, to

EXISTIR, vr. To exist, to be
;
to have a being.

E'xixo, sm. 1. Departure, act of leaving a

place. 2. End or termination of any thing.

E'XODO, sm. Exodus, the second book of Moses.

EXONERACION, sf. Exoneration, the act of dis-

burthening.
EXONERAR, va. To exonerate, to unload ; to

disburthen.

EXOPILATIVO, VA, a. Deobstruent. [treaty.

EXORABLE, a. Exorable, to be moved by en-

EXORBITANCIA, sf. Exorbitance. [sive.

EXORBITANTE, a. Exorbitant, enormous, exces-

EXORBITANTEMENTE, ad. Exorbitantly.
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ExoRcfSMO, sm. Exorcism, adjuration by which
evil spirits are driven away.

ExoRcisTA, 5m. Exerciser.

EXORCIZANTE, pa. Exorcising ; exerciser.

EXORCIZAR, va. To exorcise, to
adjure by some

holy name, to drive away by adjuration.

EXO'RDIO, sm. Exordium, the profimial part of
a composition ; origin, beginning

EXORNACION, sf. 1. Exornation, ornament, em-
bellishment. 2. Elegance of style.

EXORNAR, va. To adorn, to embellish.

EXORTACION, sf. Exhortation, familiar admoni-
tion to piety.

EXOTERICO, CA, a. Exoteric, public, common.
EXOTICO, CA, a. 1. Exotic, foreign. 2. Extrava-

gant, odd. [ed to the bla

EXPALMADO, DA, a. Worn out by use ; appli-

EXPANSIBILIDAD, sf. Expansibility.

EXPANSION, sf. Expansion, extension. [sion

EXPANSIVO, VA, a. Expansive, capable of exten-

EXPANSO, sm. 1. Expanse, a body widely ex-

panded without inequalities. 2. Space be-

tween the superior sphere of the air and the

empyrean or highest heaven.

, sf. Expatriation. [iled

EXPATRIAR, va. To expatriate. vr. To be ex-

ExpAVECERSE,0r.To alarm or frighten one's self.

EXPECTABLE, a. Illustrious, conspicuous.
EXPECTACION, sf. Expectation, anxious desire,

hope. Joven de expectation, A hopeful youth.
Hombre de expectation, A celebrated man.

EXPECTATIVA, sf. 1. Right or claim
respecting

some future thing. 2. Hope of obtaining a

reward, employment, or other thing.
EXPECTORACION. sf. Expectoration.
EXPECTORANTS, a. Expectorating.
EXPECTORAR, va. To expectorate, to eject

from the mouth and fauces.

EXPEDICION, sf. 1. Expedition, a warlike enter-

prise. 2. Haste, speed, activity. 3. Readi-

ness, velocity of saying or doing. 4. Brevet
or bull despatched by the see of Rome.

EXPEDICIONERO, sm. He who superintends ex-

peditions or despatches. [ble.

EXPEDIDO, DA, a. Expedite, quick, prompt, nim-

EXPEDIENTE, sm. 1. Affair or matter of easy
discussion and despatch. 2. Shift, means to

an end contrived in an exigency. 3. Des-

patch, a writing issued from public boards or
offices. 4. Facility or dexterity in the ma-
nagement of affairs. 5. Title, reason, mo-
tive, pretext. 6. Preparation, provision.

EXPEDIENTS, a. Convenient, fit, suitable.

EXPEDIR, va. 1. To expedite, to facilitate, to
free from impediment. 2. To despatch, to is-

sue from a public office. vr. To retire from
the military profession.

EXPEDITAMENTE, ad. Expeditiously, easily.
EXPEDITIVO, VA, a. Apt in expedients.
EXPEDITO, TA, a. Prompt, expeditious.
EXPELER, va. To expel, to eject, to throw with

violence.

EXPELIENTE, pa. Expelling.
EXPENDEDOR, RA, s. 1. Spendthrift, lavisher.

\ One who passes counterfeit money,
knowing it to be so. 3. Receiver of stolen

goods.

KXPENDER, va. To expend, to spend, to lay out.

Z. EXPENSES, charges, costs.

EXPERIENCIA, sf. 1. Experience, knowledge
gained by practice. 2. V. Experiment.

EXPERIMENTADO, DA, a. Experienced.
EXPERIMENTADOR, RA, s. Experimenter.
EXPERIMENTAL, a. Experimental.
EXPERIMENTALMENTE, ad. Experimentally.
EXPERIMENTAL, va. 1. To experience, to learu

or know by practice. 2. To experiment, to

search out by trial.

EXPERIMENTO, sm. Experiment, trial of any
thing ; something done in order to discover
an uncertain or unknown effect.

EXPERTAMENTE, ad. Expertly.
EXPERTO, TA, a. Expert, able, experienced.
EXPIACION, sf. I. Expiation, the act of atoning

for any crime. 2. Atonement, purification.

EXPIAR, va. 1. To expiate, to atone for any
crime. 2. To cleanse from guilt, to purify.

EXPIATIVO, VA, a. That which serves for an ex-

piation.

EXPIATORIO, RIA, a. Expiatory.
EXPILLO, sm. V. Matricaria.

ExpLANACioN,5/. Explanation, elucidation.

EXPLANADA, sf. (Fort.) Esplanade.
EXPLANAR, va. 1. To level. V.Mlanar. 2.

(Met.) To explain, to elucidate, to clear up.

EXPLAYAR, va. To extend, to dilate, to enlarge.
vr. To enlarge or dwell upon a subject.

EXPLETIVO, VA, a. Expletive.
EXPLICABLE, a. Explicable, explainable.

EXPLICACION,*/". Explanation, elucidation.

EXPLICADAMENTE, ad. Explicitly.

EXPLICADERAS, sf. pi. Manner in which any
thing is explained ; facility of explaining.

EXPLICAR, va. To explain, to elucidate, to clear

up. vr. To explain or speak one's mind with

propriety and freedom.

EXPLICATIVO, VA, a. Explicative.

EXPLICITAMENTE, ad. Explicitly, manifestly.
ExpLfciTO, TA, a. Explicit, clear, distinct.

EXPLORACION, sf. Exploration.
EXPLORADOR, RA, s. Explorator. [amine by trial.

EXPLORAR, va. To explore, to search into, to ex-

EXPLORATORIO, sm. Probe, catheter.

EXPLOSION, sf. Explosion.
EXPOLICION, sf. Illustration of any saying.
EXPONENCIAL, a. (Algeb.) Exponential.
EXPONENTS, pa. y s. 1. Expositor. 2. (Algeb.)
Exponent.

EXPONER, va. 1. To expose, to lay before the

public. 2. To expound, to explain. 3. To lay

open to danger, to make liable to, to hazard.

EXPORTACION, sf. Exportation, the act of send

ing or carrying out commodities to other

countries.

EXPOSICION, sf. Exposition, explanation.
EXPOSITIVO, VA, a. Explanatory, [abandoned.
EXPOSITO, TA, a. Exposed ; applied to infants

EXPOSITOR, 5m. Expounder, interpreter.

EXPREMIJO, sm. Cheese-vat, a wooden case in

which cheeses are formed and pressed.

EXPRESAMENTE, ad. Expressly.
EXPRESAR, va. 1. To express, to declare one's

sentiments clearly and distinctly. 2. To de-

lineate, to sketch, to design.

ExpRESioN,5/. 1. Expression, a clear and distinct

declaration of one's sentiments and opinions.
2. Form or cast of language in which thoughts
are uttered. 3. The act ofsqueezing or forcing
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out the juice from succulent fruit. 4. Present,

gift. Envid esa expresion, He sent this pre-
sent.

EXPRESIVO, VA, a. Expressive ; affecting.

EXPRESO, SA, a. Clear, manifest.

EXPRESO, sm. 1. Express, extraordinary messen-

ger. 2. (Naut.) Packet-boat, advice-boat.

EXPRIMIDERA, sf. A small press used by apo-
thecaries to squeeze out the juice of herbs.

EXPRIMIDERO, sm. Press, an instrument by
which any thing is crushed or squeezed.

EXPRIJIIDO, DA, a. Dry, extenuated.

EXPRIMIR, va. 1. To squeeze or press out. 2.

To express, to declare clearly and distinctly.

EXPROBRACION, sf. Exprobration, reproachful
accusation or censure.

Ex PROKESO, ad. Lat. Avowedly, designedly,
on purpose. [vincial.

EXPROVINCIAL, sm. Ex-provincial, a late pro-

EXPUGNACION, sf. Expugnation.
EXPUGNADOR, sm. He who takes by assault.

EXPUGNAR, VOL. To conquer, to reduce a place
by force of arms.

EXPULSAR, va. To expel, to eject. [out.

EXPULSION, sf. Expulsion, the act of driving
EXPULSIVO, VA, a. Expulsive.
EXPULTRIZ, a. That which expels or has the

power of expelling.

EXPUNGIR, va. To expunge, to rub out.

EXPURGACION, sf. Expurgation.
EXPURGAR, va. To cleanse, to purify.
EXPURGATORIO, sm. Index of the books prohi-

bited by the Inquisition. a. Expurgatory.
EXQ.UISITAMENTE, ad. Exquisitely.
EXQUISITO, TA,O. Exquisite, excellent, curious.

E'XTASI 6 E'XTASIS, sm. Enthusiasm, excessive

elevation of the mind ; ecstasy.

EXTATICO, cAj a. Ecstatical.

EXTEMPORAL, a. Extemporal, done or uttered

without premeditation.
EXTEMPORANEAMENTE, ad. Extemporaneously.
EXTEMPORANEO, NEA, o. Extemporaneous, sud-

den.

EXTENDER, va. To extend, to enlarge, to widen.
vr. 1. To be extended or enlarged ; to in-

crease in bulk
;
to propagate. 2. To swell, to

look big, to be elated with pride. 3. To com-
mit to writing at length.

EXTENDIDAMENTE, ad. Extensively.
EXTENDIDO, DA, a. Extensive, spacious, roomy.
EXTENDIMIENTO, sm. Extension, dilatation.

EXTENSAMENTE, ad. Extensively.
EXTENSIBILIDAD, sf. Extensibility, quality of

being extensible.

EXTENSION, .sf. Extension, ampliation.
EXTENSIVAMENTE, ad. Amply, extensively.
EXTENSIVO, VA, a. Extensive, ample.
EXTENSO, SA, a. Extensive. For extenso, At

large ; clearly and distinctly.

EXTENUACION,S/. Extenuation.

EXTENUAR, va. To extenuate, to diminish, to

debilitate.

EXTENUATIVO, VA, a. That which extenuates.

EXTERIOR, a. Exterior, external.

EXTERIOR, sm. Outward appearance, compo-

^
sure, modest deportment.

EXTERIORIDAD, sf. 1. Mark, outward appear-
ance. 2. Pomp, ostentation, pageantry.

EXTERIORMENTE, ad. Externally.
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EXTERMINADOR, RA, s. Exterminator.

EXTERMINAR, va. I, To banish, to drive away.
2. To root out, to tear up, to destroy.

EXTERMINIO, sm. 1. Expulsion, banishment. 2.

Extermination, desolation. [reign.
EXTERNO, NA, . 1. External, visible. ^2. Fo-
Ex TESTAMENTO, ad. Lat. By will or testament.

EXTINCION, sf. Extinction, the act of quenching.
EXTINGUIBLE, a. Extinguishable.
EXTINGUIR, va. 1. To quench, to extinguish, to

put out. 2. To suppress, to destroy.
EXTINTO, TA, pp. Extinguished, extinct, [out.

EXTIRPACION, sf. Extirpation, act of rooting
EXTIRPADOR, sm. Extirpator.

EXTIRPAR, va. 1. To extirpate, to root out. 2.

To destroy.

EXTORSION, sf. Extortion, the act or practice of

gaining by violence or rapacity.

E'XTRA, prep. Out, without, besides.

EXTRACCION, sf. 1. Exportation, the act or

practice of sending money or merchandise
to other countries. 2. (Quim.) Extraction,
the act of drawing one part out of a com-

pound. 3. Drawing numbers in the lottery.

EXTRACTA, sf. (For. Ar.) True extract from a

writing or public instrument.

EXTRACTADOR, sm. Extractor.

EXTRACTOR, vn. To extract, to abridge.
EXTRACCION, sf. Extraction defondos, (Com.)
The secreting of effects.

EXTRACTIVO, VA, a. Extractive.

EXTRACTO, sm. 1. Extract, a short abridgment
of a large work or book. 2. Substance extract-

ed ; the chief parts of a compound drawn out.

EXTRACTOR, sm. Extractor.

EXTRAENTE, pa. Extracting, he who extracts.

EXTRAER, va. 1. To extract, to remove, to ex-

port. 2. To draw out the chief parts of a

compound. 3. (For.) To extract from any
document.

EXTRAJUDICIAL, a. Extrajudicial, out of the re-

gular course of judicial proceedings.
EXTRAJUDICIALMENTE, ad. Extrajudicially.
EXTRA MUROS, ad. Lat. Out of the walls of a

town or place.

EXTRANGERIA, sf. I. The quality of being a

stranger or foreigner. 2. The manner, use,
and customs of a foreigner.

EXTRANGERO, RA, s. Stranger, foreigner, alien.

ExTRASfAMENTE, ad. Wonderfully, extraordina-

rily, [aversion.

EXTRANAMIENTE, sm. Alienation, rejection,

EXTRANAR, va. 1. To alienate, to banish from
one's sight and intercourse. 2. To admire,
to wonder. 3. To censure, to chide, to re-

primand. vr. To refuse, to decline
;
to break

off any engagement.
EXTRANEZA Y ExTRANEZ, sf. 1. Alienation or

change of affection, aversion. 2. Singulari-

ty, irregularity. 3. Admiration, wonder.

EXTRANO, NA, a. 1 . Foreign, extraneous. 2. Rare,

singular, uncommon. 3. Extravagant, irregu-

lar, wild. 4. Unwelcome, not well received.

EXTRAORDINARIAMENTE, ad. Extraordinarily.

EXTRAORDINARY, RIA, a. Extraordinary, casual.

EXTRAORDINARY, sm. Extraordinariness, ex-

traordinary expenses for a dinner or house-

hold affairs. Correo extraordinario, Extra-

ordinary courier.
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EXTRATEMPORA, sf. Dispensation for receiving
orders out of the time specified by the church.

EXTRAVAG^NCIA, sf Extravagancy, irregula-

rity, disorder.

EXTRAVAG.ANTE, a. Extravagant.
ExTRAVASACidN, sf. Extravasation, the act of

forcing or state of being forced out of the

proper containing vessels.

EXTRAYASA"RSE, vr. To extravasate, to spring
or force out of a vessel.

EXTRA VENA^DO, DA, a. Forced out of the veins.

EXTRAVENA\RSE, vr. To let out of the veins.

EXTRAVIA^R, mi. To mislead, to lead out of the

way. vr. To deviate from rectitude.

EXTRAVIO, sm. 1. Deviation, the act of wander-

ing out of the right road. 2. Irregularity^
disorder.

KXTREMADAMENTE, ad. Extremely.
EXTREMADA\NO, NA, a. Belonging to Extrema-

dura.

ExTREMAD.4s,s/.|j/.The time ofmaking cheese.

EXTREM^DO, DA, a. 1. Extreme, absolute, con-

summate either in good or bad. 2. Facetious,

cheerful, gay.
EXTREMAMENTE, ad. Extremely.
EXTREIAR, ra. 1. To reduce to an extreme ; ge-

nerally used in a bad sense. 2. To finish, to

complete ; to give the finishing stroke. 3.

To separate. vr. 1. To be punctual or exact

in the execution or performance ofany thing.
2. To persist obstinately in an enterprise or

undertaking. vn. To winter in Extrernadu-

ra ; applied to sheep.

jS/. Unction, the rite of anoint-

ing in the last hours, extreme unction.

EXTREMENO, SA, a. Belonging or relating to

Extremadura.

EXTREMID^D, sf. Extremity. Extrernidades,E\-
tremities, head, feet, hands, &c. of animals.

EXTREMO, MA, a. 1. Extreme, last. 2. Exces-

sive, utmost. Con extremo, en extremo, por
extreme, Extremely, in the utmost degree.

EXTREMO, sm. 1. Extreme, utmost point, high-
est degree. 2. (Met.) Extreme care or appli-
cation. Hacer extremes, To caress, to fon-

dle
; to manifest grief and displeasure.

3. Tho
winter or summer of migrating flacks.

EXTREMOSO, SA, a. Extrcmadurian.

EXTHINSECAMENTE, ad. Exteriorly.

EXTRINSECO, CA, a. Extrinsic, outward.

EXTURBAR, va. To expel, to eject.

EXUBERA'NCIA, sf. Exuberance, utmost plenty.

ExuRERANTE, a. Exuberant, overabundant,
superfluous.

EXUBERA\R, vn. To be exuberant, to exuberate.

EXULCERACION, sf. Ulceration. [sores.

EXULCERAR, va. To ulcerate, to disease with

EXULTACION, sf. Exultation.

EXVOTO, sm. Offering to God in consequence of
a vow ; such offerings consist of relics, pic-

tures, images of almost every thing, &c.
which are hung up in churches.

EzquERDE^R, va. (Ant.) To carry any thing
on the left side. vn. To deviate from right.

EZO^UIERDA, sf. (Ant.) V. Izquierda.

E'ZULA, sf. (Bot.) Spurge. V. Esula.

FAB

Fwas formerly used instead of the aspi-
rated H, as fablar for hablar ; and even

now they are occasionally used promiscuously
in some words, as fanega or hancga, but the

former is the more general orthography. In
law works ff signify digest or pandect of the
civil law.

FA, sm. (Mus.) Fourth note in the gamut.
FABA, sf. (Ant.) V. Haba.

FABARA.Z, sm. (Bot.) Lousewort, stavesacre.

Delphinium staphisagria L.

FABE.A.R, va. (Arag.) To vote with black and
white beans.

FA"BLA, sf. 1. V. Fdbula. 2. (Ant.) Confabula-
tion.

FABLADOR, RA, s. (Ant.) V. Hablador.

FABLILLA, sf. dim. Slight rumour.

FAB6T, sm. A kind of wind instrument serving
as a double base to the hautboy.

FABRIC A, sf. 1. Fabrication, the act and manner
of building. 2. Structure, building, edifice. 3.

Manufactory, the place where any thing is

manufactured. 4. Manufacture. 5. A fantastic
or chimerical idea. 6. Money or lands applied
to the maintenance and repairs of churches.
Hombre defdbrica, An artful, crafty fellow.

Pared defdbrica, Brick wall.

FABRICADAMENTE, ad. Beautifully, according
to beauty and art.

FABRICADOR, RA, s, 1. Manufacturer, artisan. 2.

FAB

Inventor, contriver, deviser. 3. Fabricador
de dinero, Coiner, minter.

FABRic^NTE^m. 1. Builder, architect. 2. Maker,
manufacturer, master-workman, artificer.

FABRICA"R, va. 1. To build, to construct. 2. To
manufacture, to make by art and labour. 3.

To contrive, to devise. Fabricar d piedra
perdida, To build upon a false foundation.

FABRIL, a. Belonging to manufacturers, arti-

sans, or workmen.

FABRIQUERO, sm. 1. Manufacturer, artisan, ar-

tificer. 2. Person charged with taking care

of cathedrals and church buildings.
F!BRO, sm. 1. (let.) John Doree, St. Peter's

fish. Zeus faber L. 2. (Ant.) V. Artifice.
FABUCO y FABUCA, s. Beech-mast, the fruit

of the beech-tree.

FABUENO, sm. Westerly wind.

FABULA, sf. 1. Rumour, report, common talk

of the people. 2. Fiction, falsehood. 3. Fable,
a feigned story intended to enforce some
moral precept. 4. Laughing-stock. Estd he-

cho fabula del mundo, He is become the

laughing-stock of the whole world.

FABULACION, sf. Conversation.

FABULADOR, sm. Author of fables, dealer in

fictions.

FABUI^R, va. To fable, to invent or deal in

fictions.

FABULILLA, TA, sf. dim. A little fable.
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FABOLISTA, sin. Fabulist, a writer of fables.

FABULOSAMENTE, ad. Fabulously.
FABULOSIDA^D, sf. Fabulousness.

FABULOSO, SA, a. Fabulous, feigned, full of fa-

bles.

FACA, sf. V. Haca.
FACCEND A, sm. Busy-body, one who is constant-

ly employed without doing any thing useful.

FACCION, sf. 1. Military exploit, engagement,
action. 2. Faction, a turbulent party in a
state. 3. People of the same trade or profes-
sion. 4. Face, visage, aspect. Faccion de tes-

tamcnto, Faculty of testating. Facciones,
Features ; the lineaments, cast, or form of
the face.

FACCIONA^R, va. (Ant.) To fashion, to form.

FACCION^RIO, RIA, a. Belonging to a party or

faction.

FACCIOSO, SA, a. Factious, turbulent, unruly.
FACECIA, sf. Facetiousness, gaiety, mirth.

FACECIOSO, SA, a. Facetious, cheerful, witty.
FACEDOR, RA, s. V. Hacedor y Factor.

FACER, va. (Ant.) V. Hater.

FACERIA, sf. (Nav.) Society or community of

pastors, who feed each other's flocks.

FACERO, RA, a. (Nav.) Relating to pastors. V.
Fronterizo.

FA\CES, sf.pl. V. Mexillas.

FACETA, sf. (Among Diamond Cutters) Face
or side of a precious stone cut into a number
of angles.

FACETO, TA, a. Merry, witty, gay, lively.

FACHA, sf. Face. V. Cara y Traza.
FACHA A. FACHA, ad. Face to Face. En Fdcha,

(Naut.) Backed. Vda enfacha, Sail backed,
or laid back. Ponerse enfacha, (Na6t.) To
take the sails aback

; to bring to.

FACHX.DA, sf. 1. Facade, front or fore part of a

building. 2. (Met.) Broad or plump face. 3.

Frontispiece of a book. 4. Fachada de proa,
(Naut.) Fore front of a ship.

FACHENDA, a. Vain, ostentatious; applied to

persons who affect great business.

FACHENDEAR, va. To affect having much im-

portant business
; to make an ostentatious

parade of business.

FACHENDISTA,. y 5. One vain and ostentatious.

FACHENDON, NA, a. Very vain and ostentatious.

FAcafN, sm. Porter, he who carries loads for

hire.

FA" CIA, ad. (Ant.) V. Hdcia.

FACIAL, a. Intuitive, obvious at first sight.

FANCIES, sf.pl. Faces of crystals.

FA"CIL, a. 1. Facile, easy ; performable with
little trouble. 2. Pliant, flexible, easily per-
suaded. 3. Easy of access

; applied to lewd
women. 4. Frail, weak of resolution.

FACILIDA"D, sf. 1. Facility, easy to be perform-
ed

;
free from difficulty. 2. Inconstancy, le-

vity. 3. Easiness of access, licentiousness.

FACiLfLto, LLA ; TO, TA, a. Rather easy. Fa-
cilillo es eso, (Iron.) That is easy enough ;

meaning that it is extremely difficult.

FACILITACION, sf. Facility, expedition.

FACILITAR, va. To facilitate, to make easy, to

free from difficulties.

FACILMENTE, ad. Easily.
FACINEROSO 6 FACINOROSO, a. Facinorous,

wicked, atrocious, detestably bad.
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FACION,S/. (Ant.) Military exploit. V. Hechura.
A'facion, (Ant.) In the fashion or manner.

FACISTOL, sm. Chorister's desk or stand on
which choir-books are placed ; bishop's seat.

FA"co, sm. 1. Pony, a little nag. 2. (Fam.)
Francis.

FACTIBLE, a. Feasible, practicable.

FACTICIO, CIA, a. Factitious, made by art in

opposition to what is made by nature.

FACTOR, sm. 1. Performer, one who does any
thing. 2. Factor, an agent for another.

FACTORAGE, sm. Factorage.
FACTORIA, sf. 1. Factory, foreign traders em-
bodied in a distant country ; also the district

where they reside. 2. Factorage, the com-
mission of a factor.

FACTORIZA"R, va. To establish commerce by
factors.

FACTtJRA, sf. 1. Facture, the act and manner of

doing any thing. 2. (Among Organ-builders)
The quality, length, breadth, and thickness
of the tubes or pipes. 4. Invoice, an account
of the quality and price of merchandise, in-

cluding duty and other charges.
FACTURAR, va. To note on merchandise the
amount of the prime cost.

FXcuLA, sf. Bright spot on the sun's disk.

FACULTAD, sf. 1. Faculty, power of doing any
thing. 2. Force, resistance. 3. Art, science.

4. Authority, right, privilege. 5. License,
permission. [culty.

FACULTATIVAMENTE, ad. According to the fa-

FACULTATIVO, VA, a. 1. Belonging to some fa-

culty, art, or science. 2. Granting power,
faculty, leave, or permission. 3. That may
be done or omitted at pleasure.

FACULTOSO, SA, a. Rich, powerful.
FACUNDIA, sf. Eloquence, the power of speak-

ing with fluency and elegance.
FActJNDO, DA, a. Facund, eloquent.
FADA, sf. A small apple of the pippin kind.

FADAR, va. (Ant.) V. Hadar.

FADIGA, sf. (Arag.) Leave granted to sell a

fief or feudal estate. [man.
FADRIN, sm. (Catal.) Comrade, fellow-work-

FAENA, sf. 1. Work, labour, fatigue. 2. (Naut ^

Duty on board of ships.

FAETON, sm. Phaeton, a kind of open carriage
FAGiNAjS/.l. Fascine, a small bundle ofbranches

or bavins bound up. 2. Fagot, a bundle of
sticks or brush-wood for fuel. 3. V. Faena.
Meter fagina, To talk much at random.

FAGIN^DA, sf. Collection of fascines or fagots.

FAJO, sm. V. Haz.

FALA\CIA, sf. Fallacy, fraud, sophism.
FALAGA\R, va. To soften, to enliven. V. Halagar.
FALAGUENO, NA, a. Lovely, endearing.
FALA"NGE, sf. 1. Phalanx. 2. (Ant.) Phalanges.
FALX.NGIA 6 FALANGIO, s. A venomous spider

with a red head and a black body.
FALARIDE, sf. (Bot.) Canary-grass. Phalaris L.

FAXARIS 6 FA"LERIS, s. Kind of small duck.

FAL.4z y FALACE, a. Deceitful, fraudulent.

FALBALA\, sf. 1. Flounce, an ornament sewed
to a garment, and hanging loose. V. Farfa-
Id. 2. Skirt of a gown or coat plaited.

FJLtcA, sf. A small wedge of wood used by
carpenters.

FALCA\DO, DA, a. Hooked, curvated.
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FALCAR, va. 1. To
reap,

to cut down corn with

a sickle or reaping-hook. 2. To cut with a

hook or sithe.

FALCARIO, sm. Roman soldier armed with a

falchion.

FALCAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Waist-boards, or wash
boards.

FALCA/AR, va. (Naut.) To whip a rope's end

with pack-thread or spun-yarn, to prevent
its beinor untwisted.

FALCE, sf. 1. Sickle, reaping-hook, sithe, bill-

hook. 2. Falchion, a short crooked sword.

FALCIOIA, sf. 1. Fourth part of an inheritance

2. The part curtailed from a student's pit-

tance in a university.

FALCINELO, sm. (Orn.) Gray ibis, sithe bill.

Tantalus falcinellus L.

FALCON, sm. Ancient piece of artillery.

FALCONETE, sm. Falconet, a small piece of

ordnance.

FALDA,S/. 1. Skirt, the loose edge ofa garment;
that part which hangs loose below the waist

;

lap. 2. Train, that part of a gown which trails

upon the ground. 3. Brow of a hill, that part
of an eminence which slopes into the plain.
4. Leaf of a hat. 5. That part of the belly
which covers the guts of animals. Cortarfal-
das, To backbite. Perrillo defalda,6 perrillo

faldero, Lap-dog. Cortar faldas, To give
a kind of ignominious punishment to aban-

doned women. 6. Faldas, Petticoats.

FALDAMENTO, sm. Fold, flap, skirt. V. Falda.

FALDAR, sm. Tasses, armour for the thighs.

FALDELLIN, sm. 1. A short under-petticoat
used by women. 2. An ornamental covering
for beasts of burthen, much used by the car-

riers of Catalonia. [dog*
FALDERILLO, LLA, a. 1. Small lap. 2. Little lap-

FALDERO, RA, a. 1. Belonging to the lap. Per-
rillo faldero, Lap-dog. 2. Fond of being con-

stantly among women, and of busying him-
self with women's affairs.

FALDETES, sf.pl. 1. Tassels. 2. Fringes, trim-

mings.
FALDICORTO, TA, a. Having short skirts.

FALDILLAS, sf. pi. Small skirts of a jacket.

FALDISTORIO, sm. Stool on which bishops sit

during the performance of church functions.

FALDOS, sm. 1. A long flowing skirt. 2. Band
or bandelet ; any flat low moulding round
a building. 3. A worn out mill-stone of a
horse-mill.

FALDRIQJUERA,S/. Pocket. V. Faltriquera. [men.
F.\ LDULARio,sm.An old tattered garment of wo-
FALEVCIA, sf. Want of security, uncertainty.
FALIBILIDAD, sf. Fallibility, liableness to be de-

ceived.

FALIBLE, a. Fallible, liable to be deceived.

FALIOAMENTE, ad. Vainly, without foundation.

FALIMIENTO, sm. Deception, deceit, falsehood.

FALIR, rn. To fail in the performance of one's

promise.
FALLA, sf. I . Defect, deficiency. V. Falta. 2.

A sort of light loose cover, worn by women
over their head-dress at night.

FALLADOR, RA, s. V. Hallador.

FALLAR, va. To trump, to win a trick with

trumps. v. impers. To be deficient, to be

wanting. V. Hollar

FALLEBA,sf. An iron instrument for fastening
doors and windows.

FALLECEDOR, RA, a. Perishable, liable to perish
or die.

FALLECER, vn. 1. To fail, to decay. 2. To die.

FALLECIMIENTO, sm. 1. Fault, defect. V. Falta.
2. Decease, death.

FALL!DO, DA, a. Deceived, disappointed, frus-

trated.

FALLO, sm. 1. Sentence, decree. 2. (In the
Game of Ombre) Not to play a card of the
same suit, but to trump.

FALORDIA, sf. (Arag.) Deception, imposition,
deceit ; fable.

FALSA, sf. 1. (Ar.) Garret. 2. (Mus.) Disso-

nance.

FALSA-AMARRA, sf. (Naut.) Preventer-rope,

employed at times to support another which
suffers an unusual strain.

FALSABRAGA, sf. (Fort.) Fausse-braye, an ele-

vation of earth about three feet above the

level, .which runs round the foot of the ram-

part on the outside.

FALSADA, sf. V. Calada.

FALSAMENTE, ad. Falsely, deceitfully.

FALSARIO, RIA, a. 1. Falsifying, forging, coun-

terfeiting. 2. Accustomed to tell falsehoods.

FALSEADOR Y FALSADOR, sin. Forger, one who
falsifies or counterfeits any thing.

FALSEAR,l.tfffl. To falsify, to adulterate, to coun-
terfeit. 2. To pierce, to penetrate. Falsear el

cuerpo, To draw back the body in order to

avoid a blow. Falsear la Have, To counter-

feit a key. Falsear las guardas 6 ccntinelas,
To bribe the guards or sentries. vn. 1. To
slacken, to lose strength and firmness. 2.

Not to agree in sound
; applied to the strings

of musical instruments. 3. Hollow left in

seats to make them easy.

FALSEDAD, sf. Falsehood, deceit ;
a malicious

dissimulation of the truth.

FALSETE, sm. 1 . Faint treble in music. 2. (And.)

Spigot, cord or pin for a faucet. Venir dc

falsete, To act in a treacherous manner.

FALSIFICACION, sf. Falsification, the act of fal-

sifying or counterfeiting.

FALSIFICADOR, RA, s. Falsifier, one who falsi-

fies or counterfeits.

FALSIFICAR, va. To falsify. V. Falsear.

FALSIO, cm. (Mur.) Kind of sausage.
FALSO,SA,. 1. False, deceitful ; counterfeiting.

2. Untrue, uncertain. 3. Vicious
; applied to

horses or mules. 4. Producing no fruit
; ap-

plied to blossoms. 5. Defective, false
; ap-

plied to weights or honey-combs. De falso,

Falsely, deceitfully. Enfalso, Without due

security.

FALTA, sf. I. Fault, defect. 2. Want or stoppage
of the catamenia in women. Tienc quatro

falias, She is in the fifth month of her preg-

nancy. 3. Deficiency in the weight of coin.

4. Default, non-appearance in court at a day

assigned. Sinfalta, Without fail. A1

fdta
de, In want or for want of. Hacerfalta, To
be absolutely necessary to any thing ;

not to.

be punctual to the fixed time.

FALTAR, vn. l.To be deficient, to be wanting. 2.

To be consumed, to fall short. 3. Not to ful-

fil one's promise, not to perform one's en-
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gagement. 4. To need, to be in want of. 5.

To die.

FALTILLA, sf. A slight fault.

FALTO, TA, a. 1. Wanting, deficient. 2. Miser-

able, wretched. 3. Mad, insane.

FALTRERO, RA, s. Pickpocket, petty thief.

TALTRIQUERA, sf. Pocket, a small bag inserted

into clothes.

FAL A Y FALTJCA, sf. (Naut.) Boat, barge.

FAMA, sf. 1. Report, rumour. 2. Fame, reputa-

tion, repute.
FAME, sf. (Gal.) Hunger. V. Hamlre.

FAMELICO, CA, a. Hungry. V. Hambriento.

FAMJLIA, sf. 1. Family, the people who live in

the same house together. 2. Family, those

that descend from one common progenitor ;

a race, a generation. 3. Religious order. 4.

Number of servants or retainers.

FAMILIAR, a. 1. Familiar,'domestic, belonging to

the family. 2. Well known, well acquainted
with. 3. Agreeable, conformable, useful.

FAMILIAR, sm. 1. Servant, especially of the

clergy. 2. Officer of the Inquisition. 3. Col-

lege-servant, who waits upon all the col-

legians collectively, not upon one of them in

particular. 4. Demon, a familiar spirit. 5.

Familiar or intimate friend.

FAMILIARCITO, sm. 1. Servant-boy, a little ser-

vant. 2. One who affects great familiarity or

intimacy.
FAMILIARIDAD, sf. 1. Familiarity, easiness of

conversation or intercourse. 2. Familiar. V.
Familiatura.

FAMILIARIZAR, va. To familiarize, to render

familiar, to make easy by habitude. vr. To
become familiar, to descend from a state of
distant superiority.

FAMILIARMENTE, ad. Familiarly.
FAMILIATTJRA, sf. Place and employment of an

officer of the inquisition, or college familiar.

FAM|LIO 6 FAMILLO, sm. (Ant.) College fami-
liar or servant.

FA MIS, sf. A kind of gold cloth or brocade
which comes from Smyrna.

FAMOSAMENTE, ad. Famously, excellently.
FAMOSO, SA, a. 1. Famous, celebrated, renown-

ed. 2. Noted ; applied to robbers and other
offenders.

FAMOLA, sf. (Joe.) Maid-servant.
FAMCLATO Y FAMULICIO, sm. Servitude, the

state and employment of a servant.

FAMULO, sm. Servant of a college.
FANAi,,sm. 1. (Naut.) Poop-lantern of a com-

modore's ship. 2. Lantern of crystal, made
in the form of a conoid. 3. (Met.) Guide,
friend, adviser in difficulties and dangers.

FANXTICO, CA, a. Fanatic, obstinate, enthusi-

astic, superstitious.

FANATISMO, sm. Fanaticism, religious phren-
SJ-

FANDANGO, sm. 1. A lively Spanish dance
;
the

music to this dance. 2. Festive entertain-

ment
; dance with castanets or balls in the

hands. s

FANDANGUERO, sm. 1. Fandango-dancer. 2. One
who is fond of festive entertainments.

FANECA 6 FANEGA, sf. (let.) Pout, whiting pout
Gadus barbatus L.

FANEGA, sf. 1. Measure of grain and other seed
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of about a hundred weight. 2. Extent of
tilled ground,which requires afanega ofgrain
to be properly sown. Media fanega, A mea-
sure equal to an almud or 6 celemines.

FANEGADA, sf. Extent of arable land, which
takes a. fanega of seed. A1

fanegadas, In

great plenty or abundance.

FANFARREAR, vn. To bully, to brag.
FANFARRIA, sf. Empty arrogance of a bragger.
^ANFARRON, sm. FANFARON, a bully, a hector.

ANFARR6N,NA,. Boasting, vaunting ; inflated.

ANFARRONADAjsf. FANFARONADE, boast, brag.
^ANFARRONAZO^A, a. Great boasting,vaunting.
''ANFARRONEAR, vn. To bully, to brag.
"ANFORRONERIA, sf. Fanfaronade, braggartism.
FANFORRONESCA, sf. Manner of a fanfaron.

FANFURRINA*, sf. Passion or displeasure, arising
from a slight motive.

FANGAR, sm. Mire, fen.

FANGO, sm. (Naut.) Oozy bottom of the sea.

FANO, sm. (Ant.) FANE, temple.
FANTASEAR, vn. To fancy, to imagine.
FANTAsfA, sf. 1. Fancy, imagination ; the power
by which the mind forms to itself images and

representations. 2. Fiction, conception, im-

age. 3. Presumption, vanity. Fantasias,
Pearls joined or stringed together.

FANTASIOSO, SA,. Fantastic.

FANT^SMA, sf. Phantom, a fancied vision ; ap-

parition, spectre. sm. A vain presumptuous
man.

FANTASMON, sm. A presumptuous coxcomb, a
vain pretender.

FANTASMONAZO, sm. Huge phantom ; large rude

person assuming importance.
FANTASTICAMENTE, ad. Fantastically, falla-

ciously, pompously.
FANTASTICAR, vn. V. Fantasear.

FANTASTICO, CA, a. Fantastic, whimsical
;
fan-

ciful
; vain, presumptuous.

FANAR, va. (Ant.) To cut off the tip of an ani-

mal's ears.

FAQUIN, sm Porter, one who carries loads for

hire.

FAR, va. (Ant.) V. Hacer.

FARA, sf. A kind of serpent.

FARACHAR, va. To beat or clean hemp.
FARALLON, sm. (Naut.) Small pointed island in

the sea.

FARAMALLA, sf. 1. Imposition, artful trick. 2.

Tale or story calculated to excite wrangling
or discord. 3. Prattling, babbling. sm. Tale-

bearer, deceitful treacherous man.

FARAMALLEAR, va. To tattle
;
to babble.

FARAMALLERO Y FARAMALLON, sm. Tattling,
deceitful man.

FARANDULA, sf. 1. Profession of a low comedi-
an or player. 2.A low mean trade or calling.
3. Artful trick, stratagem.

FARANDULERO, sm. 1. Actor, player. 2. Idle

tattler, deceitful talker. [an.

FARANDULICO, CA, a. Relating to a low comedi-

FARAON, sm. Game at cards.

FARAUTE, sm. 1. Messenger, he who carries

messages from one party to another. 2. In-

terpreter, translator. 3. Principal manager
or director. 4. A noisy meddling fellow. 5.

Player who recites or delivers the prologue
of a play. 6. (Cant.) Prostitute's bully.
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FARCISADOR, sm. One who stuffs or fills any

thing.

FAHDA, sf. 1. Irrigation duty. 2. Tax, tribute

FARDACHO, sm. (Arag.) V. Lagarto.
FARDAGE, sm. Collection of cargoes, equipage
FARDAR, xa. To furnish or supply with clothes

FARDEL, sm. FARDEL, bag, knapsack.
FARDF.LKRIA, sf. Baggage ; place for luggage
FARDELfLLO Y EJO, sm. dim. A small bag.

FARDILLO, sm. A small bundle.

FARDO, sm. Bale of goods, parcel, bundle.

FARELLON, sm. 1. Point, cape, headland. 2

Rock, cliff in the sea.

FARES,, sm. pi. Church service sung in the ho-

ly week.

FARFALA", 5/. Flounce, ornament of a gown or

curtain.

FARFALLOSO, SA, a. Stammering.
FARFAN, sm. Christian dragoon serving a Mo-
hammedan king. [bier.

FARFANTE Y FARFANTON, sm. A boasting bab-

FARFANTONA.DA Y FANFANTONERiA,s/.Idle boast

FARFARA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Colt's foot. Tussilago
farfara L. 2. Membrane which covers the

white of an egg. En farfara, Immature

applied to an egg without a shell
; (Met.)

Unfinished, half done.

FARF^JLLA, sm. A stammering talkative person
FARFULLADAMENTE, ad. Stammeringly.
FARFULLADOR, sm. Stammerer.

FARFULLAR,. l.To talk quick and stammer-

ingly . 2.(Met.) To do in a hurry and confusion

FARGALLON, NA, a. y s. Applied to those care-

less, unpolished, or dirty in their dress.

FARILLON, 5m. (Na6t.) V. Farallon.

FARINA, sf. (Ant.) FARINA. V. Harina.

FARINACEO, EA, a. Farinaceous, mealy.
FARINETAS, sf.pl. Fritters made of Sour, ho-

ney, and water.

FARI"NGE, 5m. Gullet, opening of the wind-pipe
FARisAfsMO, 5m. The sect of Pharisees.

FARISAY'CO, CA, a. Pharisaical.

FARisEo,sm. I.Pharisee, a member of the sect

of Pharisees. 2. (Met.) Cruel, hard-hearted

person.
FARMACEUTICO, CA, a. Pharmaceutical.

FARMACIA, 5/. Pharmacy.
FARMACO, 5m. V. Medicamento.

FARMACOPEA, sf. Pharmacopseia. [list.

FARMACOPOLA, 5m. Apothecary, pharmacopo-
FARXERO, sm. (Ast.) Receiver of rents.

FARO, sm. Pharos or phare, alight-house; a

high building on a coast, at the top of which
lights are put to guide ships.

FAROL, sm. Lantern, a transparent case for a
candle. Farolcs de senates, (Naut.) Signal
lanterns.

FAROLERO, sm. 1. One who makes lanterns.
2. Lamp-lighter.

FAROLILLO, TO, co, sm. 1. Small lantern. 2.

(Bot.) Indian heartseed, smooth-leaved heart

pea. Cardiospermum halicacabum L
FARON, sm. Lantern. V. Fanal.

FAROTA, s/. (Mur.) A brazen-faced woman,
without sense or judgment.

FAROTON, sm. (Mur.) A brazen-faced stupid
fellow.

FAKOTONA, sf. Tall slovenly woman.
FARPADO, DA, a. Scalloped.
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sf. pi. Notches, scollops, hollows cut
in any thing.

F!RRA, sf. Kind offish.

FARRAGO, sm. Farrago, a mass formed confus-

edly of several ingredients ;
a medley.

FARRAGUISTA, sm. One who disorders things
or amasses them together.

FARRO,ST. 1. Peeled barley, barley freed from
the husk by the operation of a mill. 2. A
sort of wheat. V. Escanda.

FARROPEA, sf. (Ast.) V. Jlrropea.
FARS'A, sf. 1. Farce, a kind of dramatic repre-

sentation, merely intended to raise the broad

laugh. 2. Company of players.
FARS!LICO, CA, a. Belonging to Pharsalia.

FARSANTE, TA, s. Low comic actor, or actress.

FARSA^R, vn. (Ant.) To play farces or comedies.

FARSETO, sm. Quilted jacket with cotton sew-
ed between the cloth and lining.

FARTAR, va. V. Hartar.
FARTE Y FART.AX, sm. Fruit-tart or pie.

FARTRIQUERA, sf. Pocket. V. Faltriquera.
FAS (POR) 6 FOR NEFAS, ad. Justly or unjustly.

FASOAL, sm. Shock, a pile of sheaves of corn.

FX.SCAS, ad. V. Hasta and Casi.

FASCES, sf. pi. Fasces, bundle of reeds.

FASCINACION, sf. 1. Fascination, the power or

act of bewitching ; enchantment. 2. Imposi-
tion, deceit.

FASCINADOR, RA, s. Fascinater
; charmer.

FASCINANTE, pa. Fascinater, fascinating.
FASCINAR, va. 1. To fascinate, to bewitch, to

enchant. 2. To deceive, to impose upon.
FASE, sf. (Ast.) Phases of the moon or planet.

FXsoLES, sm. pi. French-beans. V. Judihuelos.

FASQ,ufA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Loathing, distaste,

squeamishness, arising from weakness of the

stomach, or stench and bad smell. 2. (Naut.)

Ledge of boards four or five inches wide and
one inch thick.

FASQUIAR, xa. To loathe, to consider with the

disgust of satiety.
FASTA Y FATA, prep. V. Hasta.

FASTIAL, sm. Pyramid placed on the top of an
edifice. V. Hastial.

FASTiDiA.R,7;a. l.To excite disgust. 2. To loathe,
to look on with dislike or abhorrence.

FASTIDIO, sm. 1. Squeamishness, arising from
a weak or disordered stomach, or from a bad
smell 2. Distaste, disgust.

FASTIDIOSAMENTE, ad. Fastidiously.
FASTIDIOSO, SA, a. 1. Fastidious, squeamish,

delicate to a vice. 2. Disdainful, disgusted.
FASTfcio, sm. 1. Pinnacle, the top of any thing
which ends in a point. 2. Frontispiece of a

building.

FASTO, sm. 1. Haughtiness, pride. 2. Splendour,
pomp, grandeur. Fastos, Feasts or anniver-
saries among the Romans.

FASTOSAMENTE, ad. Fastuously, pompously.
FASTOSO Y FASTUOSO, SA, a. Fastuous, proud,

haughty.
FATAL, a. 1. Fatal, proceeding by destiny, inevi-

table. 2. Unfortunate, destructive, deadly.

FATALIDAD, sf. Fatality, tendency to danger,
unfortunate.

sm. Fatalism.

i,
sm. Fatalist, one who maintains

that all things happen by invincible necessity.
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FATALMENTE, ad. Fatally.
FAT!DICO, CA, a. Fatidical, prophetic ; having

the power to foretel.

FATfcA Y FATIGACION, sf. 1. Toil, hard labour,

fatigue. 2. Anguish, grief; importunity.
FATIGADAMENTE, ad. Difficultly.

FATIGADOR, RA, 5. Molester, one who molests.

FATIGAR, va. 1. To fatigue, to tire, to molest. 2.

To desolate or lay waste by warlike incursion

or invasion. vr. To be in a hurry, to do

things in great haste. Fatigar la selva,

(Po6t.) To employ one's self in hunting or

sporting.

FATIGO?AMENTE, ad. Painfully.

FATIGOSO, SA, a. 1. Tiresome, troublesome. 2.

Anxious, painful.
FATo, sm. (Ant.) V. Hado y Hato.

FATOR, sm. Performer. V. Factor.

FATOR!A, sf. Factory. V. Factoria.

FATUA, sf. Silly, hypocritical female.

FATUIDAD, sf. 1. Fatuity, weakness of mind.
2. A stupid speech, a foolish action.

FATUO, TUA, a. Fatuous, stupid, foolish.

FATtJRA, sf. Invoice. V. Factura.

FAucES, sf. pi. Fauces, gullet.
FAurAu, sm. Stateliness of deportment, affect-

ed dignity and importance.
FAusTo, TA, a. Happy, fortunate, prosperous.
FAUSTO, sm. Splendour, pomp, pageantry.
FAUSTOSO, SA, a. Fastuous, haughty, proud.
FAUTOR, RA, 5. Fautor, fautress, countenancer.
FAUTORI A, sf. Aid, favour, auxiliary. [fire.

FA VILA, sf. (Poet.) Ashes of an extinguished
FAvo, sm. Cake of yellow wax.

FAVONIO, sm. Westerly wind.

FAVOR, sm. 1. Favour, protection, support. 2.

Favour granted, honour. 3. Compliment, an

expression of civility and kindness. 4. Some-

thing given by a lady to be worn. Favor al

rey, Military assistance given in the king's
name. Jl' favor, By favour of.

FAVORABLE, a. Favourable, advantageous, pro-

pitious.

FAVORABLEMENTE, ad. Favourably.
FAVORcfLLo, sm. A small favour.

FAVORECEDOR,RA,S. Fautor, fautress, favourer.

FAVORECER, va. 1. To favour, to protect. 2. To
grant favours. vr. To enjoy favour or pro-
tection, to avail one's self of a favour.

FAVORITO, TA, a. Favoured, esteemed.

FAXA, sf. 1. Bandage, roller. 2. Border, a line

which divides any superficies.

FAXADURA,S/. (Naut.) Patched clothes rolled

round a rope to preserve it.

FAXAMIENTO, sm. Act of rolling or swathing.
FAXAS. sf. pi. 1. Stuff-rollers around the legs,

serving for stockings. 2. Girdles. Faxas de

rizos, (Naut.) Reef-bands.

FAXAR, va. To swathe, to bind as a child with
bands and rollers.

FAXARDO, sm. Kind of meat pie.

FAXEADO, DA, a. That which has girdles or

rollers.

FAXERO, sm. A knitted swaddling band for

children.

FAxo, sm. Bundle. V. Haz. Fdxos, Swaddling
clothes.

FAXUEI.A, sf. Small bandage or roller.

FAYADO, sm. A small garret or lumber room.

FAYANCA, sf. Position of the body, in which it

does not stand firm and steady.
FAYANco,sm. A flat basket made of osier.

FAYSA, sf. Band, roller. V. Faze.

FAYSAN, NA, s. Pheasant, a bird.

FAYSAR, va. To bind with a roller. V. Faxar.

FAz, sf. 1. Face. V. Rostro. 2. Front, the fore

part of a building or any other thing. V,
Haz.

FAZ A FAZ, ad. Face to face. A 1

primafaz, At
first sight. En faz y en paz, Publickly and

peacefully.
FAzA, sf. y ad. (Ant.) V. Haza y Hdcia.
FAZAN A, sf. V. Hazana.

FAZOLETO, sm. Handkerchief. V. Panuelo.

FE,S/. 1. Faith, belief of the revealed truths of

religion. 2. Confidence, trust. 3. Promise

given. 4. Assertion, asseveration. 5. Certifi-

cate, testimony. Fe de erratas, List ofthe er-

rors ofthe press. 6. Honour, social confidence.

Darfe, To attest, to certify. Poseedor de

buenafe, A bona fide possessor ; one who
thinks he is the right owner, although he is

not. Enfe, Consequently. De buenafe, With
truth and sincerity.

FE (A') ad. In truth, in good earnest. A' fe
mia, 6 por mi fe, Upon my honour. A1

^

la

buenafe, With candour and sincerity, with-

out malice. Enfe, Consequently.
FEALDA.D, sf. 1. Ugliness, deformity; dispro-

portion of the different parts which com-

pose a whole. 2. (Met.) Turpitude, disho-

nesty ;
moral depravity.

FEAMENTE, ad. 1. In an ugly or deformed man-
ner. 2. (Met.) Brutally, inordinately.

FEA"ZO, ZA, a. Very ugly or deformed.

FEBEO, BEA, a. (Poet.) Relating to Phoebus.

FEBLE, a. 1. Weak, faint, feeble. 2. (Among
Silversmiths) Deficient in point of weight or

quality ; applied to silver.

FEBLE,ST. 1. Frailty, foible ; the weak or blind

side. Le did por el feble, He attacked or

gained his weak side. 2. Light money or coin.

FEBLEDAD, sf. Debility, feebleness ; weakness.

FEBLEMENTE, ad. Feebly.
FEBO, sm. (Poet.) Phcebus,the sun.

FEBRERA, sf. V. Cacera.

FEBRERO, sm. February, 2d month of the year.
FEBRICITANTE, Y FEBRATICO, CA, a. V. Calen-

turicnto. [Brunido.
FEBR!DO, DA, a. (Ant.) Shining, resplendent. V.

FEBRirtJGo, GA, a. Febrifuge.
FEBRIL, a. Febrile, constituting a fever

;
caus-

ed by a fever.

FEC^L, a. Feculent, excrementitious.

FECHA, sf. Date of a letter or other writing.

Largafecha, Old date
; great age. De la cruz

d lafecha, From the beginning to the end.

FECHAR, va. 1. To shut up, to lock up. V. Cer-

rar. 2. To date, to put the date to a letter or

other writing.

FECHO, sm. 1 . Action, fact, exploit. V. Hecho y
Hazana. 2. Fecho de azucar, Chest of sugar,
not containing more than twelve arrobas, or

about three hundred weight. Fiel defeckos,
Clerk who performs the functions of a no-

tary in small villages.

FECHO, CHA, pp. irreg. ant. of Facer. Used in

legislative writings.
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FECHORIA 6 FECHURfA, sf. Action, fad, deed

exploit ; commonly used in a bad sense.

FECHURA, sf. Form, structure. V. Hechura.

FECULENTO, TA, o. Feculent, foul, dreggy.
FECUNDAMENTE, ad. Fertilely, fruitfully.
FECUNDAR, va. To fertilize, to make fruitful.

FECUNDIDA\D, sf. Fecundity, fertility.

FECUNDIZA'R, va. To fecundate, to fertilize.

FECT^NDO, DA, a. Fecund, fruitful, fertile

FEDERATIVO, VA, a. Federative.

FEKZA, sf. Ugliness, deformity.
FEJUGO, GA, (Ar.) V. Asrte.ro.

FEJUGUEZ, sf. (Ar.) V. Pesadez.

FELA.NDRIO, sm. (Bot.) Water-hemlock. Cicuta

aquatica L.

FELIBOTE, sm. (Naut.) Fly-boat, a large flal

bottomed Dutch vessel with a high stern am
broad end.

FELICIDA.D, sf. Felicity, happiness, success.

FELiciTAR,0a. 1. To make happy. 2. Tocongra
tulate, to compliment upon any happy event

FELICITACION, sf. Congratulation, the act of

professing joy for the happiness or success
of another.

FELIGRES, SA, s. 1. Parishioner, one who be-

longs to a certain determinate parish. 2

(Met.) A constant visitant at a house.

FELIGRESIA, sf. District of a parish, and the

body of inhabitants belonging to the same.
FEi.f z, a. Happy, fortunate, lucky, prosperous
FELIZMENTE, ad. Happily, fortunately.
FELODRIS, sf. (Bot.) Evergreen-oak. Quercus

ilex L. [FELONY
FELONIA, sf. Treachery, disloyalty, deceit

FELPA, sf. 1. Plush, a strong silk stuff. 2. (Ir
the Jocular Style) A good drubbing.

FELP^DO, DA, Y FELptfDO, DA, a. V. Jlfelpado.
FELpfLLA, sf. Corded silk for embroidering.
FEMENIL, a. Feminine, effeminate.

FEMENILMENTE, ad. Effeminately.
FEMENfNO, NA, . Feminine.

FEMENTIDAMENTE, ad. Falsely, fallaciously.
FEMENTIDO, DA, a. False, unfaithful, deficient in

the performance of one's promise. s. Liar

FEMINEO, NEA, a. Feminine.
FEMINA" L Y FEMINIL, a. (Ant.) Feminine.

FENDER, va. (Ant.) V. Hender.

FENDIENTE, sm. Gash, a deep cut or wound
FENECER, vn. 1. To terminate, to be at an end

2. To degenerate, to decline. 3. To die. va
To finish, to conclude, to close.

FENECIMIENTO, sm. 1. Close, finish, termina-

tion, end. 2. Settling of an account.

FENEDA.L, sm. Hay-loft, where hay is kept for
fodder.

FENCER, va. (Ant.) V. Fingir.
FENIGENO, NA, a. Having the nature of hay.
FENIX, sm. 1. Phoenix, a fabulous bird. 2. (Met.)

Exquisite, unique.
FENOGRECO, sm. (Bot.) Fenugreek. Trigonella

fcenum graecum L.

FENOMENO, sm. Phenomenon, an appellation
given to any thing in nature which strikes

by a new appearance.
Fo, EA, a. 1. Ugly, deformed, disproportion-

ate. 2. Immodest, dishonest.

FER, va. (Ant.) V. Hacer.

FERACIDA\D, sf. Feracity, fecundity, fruitful-

ness, fertility.

FERA*L, a. L Gloomy, sad, mournful. 2. Cruel,
blood-thirsty.

FERA"Z, a. 1. Fertile, fruitful. 2. Abundant, co-

FERETRO, sm. Bier, coffin. [pious, plentiful.

FERIA,S/. 1 . Any day of the week, excepting Sa-

turday and Sunday. Fdria segunda, 6 lunes,

Monday. 2. Fair, an annual or stated meeting
of sellers and buyers. 3. Rest, repose. Revol-
ver laferia, To disturb the course of business.

Ferias, Fairings, presents given at a fair.

FERI.DO, DA, a. (For.) Applied to the day in

which the tribunals are shut.

FERIAL, a. 1. Belonging to fairs. 2. Relating to

the days of the week. s. (Ant.) Market, fair.

FERIX.NTE, sm. One who trades at fairs.

FERIX.R, va. 1. To sell, to buy ; to exchange one

thing for another. 2. To give fairings, to make
presents at a fair. 3. V. Suspender.

FER|NO, NA, a. Wild, savage, ferocious.

FERIR, va. (Ant.) V. Herir y Aferir.

FERLfN, sm. An ancient coin, now out of use.

FERLINGOTOS, sm.pl. Kind of paste so called.

FERMENTACION, sf. Fermentation, motion ofthe
intestine particles of mixed bodies.

FERMENT^R, va. 1. To ferment, to introduce

leaven into bread or paste to make it rise. 2.

To exalt or rarify by intestine motion of the

parts. vn. To ferment, to have the intestine

parts put into motion.

FERMENTATIVO, VA, a. Fermentative.

FERMENTO, sm. 1. Ferment, that which causes

intestine motion. 2. Intestine motion, tumult.

FERMOSURA, sf. (Ant.) V. Hermosura.

FERNAKDINA, */. 1. Kind of linen. 2. Stuff

made of silk and wool.

FEROCIDA\D Y FEROCIA, sf. Ferocity, wildness.

FEROZ, a. Ferocious, cruel, savage.
FEROZMENTE, ad. Ferociously.
FERRA, sf. V. Farra.

FERR.DA, sf. Iron club, used formerly as an
offensive and defensive weapon.

FERRA DO, sm. 1. (Gal.) Measure for corn,which
makes about the 4th part ofa bushel. 2. (Gal.)
Measure for land of twelve yards square.

FERRER, va. To garnish with points of iron, to

strengthen with iron-plates. V. Herrar.

FERREO, REA, a. 1. Ferreous, made of iron,

containing iron. 2. (Met.) Hard ; iron, ap-

plied to an age.
FERRER!A, sf. Iron work. V. Herreria.

FERRERUELO, sm. A long cloak with a collar,
but without a hood or cape.

FERRETE, sm. 1. Burnt copper or brass used to

colour or stain glass. 2. Marking iron.

FERRETEA^DO, DA, a. Garnished, fastened or

marked with iron. [iron.

FERRETEDR, va. To bind, fasten, or work with

FERRIFICX.RSE, vr. To be converted into iron.

FERRION 6 FERRIONA, s. Expression or gesture
indicative of anger or displeasure.

PERRO, sm. (Naut.) Anchor.

FERRON, sm. 1. Iron-manufacturer. 2. Iron-

monger, one who deals in iron.

^ERROPEA, sf. (Gal.) V.Jlrropea.

FERRUGINEO, NEA, a. Ferruginous. [iron
TERRUGIENTO, TA, a. Belonging to or containing

FERRUGINOSO, SA, a. Ferruginous, irony.

,
a. Fertile, fruitful, copious, plentiful

, sf. Fertility, copiousness, plenty.
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FERTILIZER, va. To fertilize, to make the land

or soil fruitful by cultivation.

FERULA, sf. 1. Ferula,an instrument with which

boys are beaten on the hand in schools. 2.

(Met.) A severe reprimand. 3. V. Canaheja.
FERUL.X.CEO, EA, a. Like a ferula.

FERVENTISIMO, MA, v FERVIENTISIMO, MA, a.

sup. of Ferviente.

FERVIDO, PA, a. Fervid, ardent.

FERVIENTE, a. Fervent, ardent. V. Fervoroso.

FERVOR, sm. 1. Fervour, violent heat
; warmth.

V. Hervor. 2. (Met.) Heat of mind, zeal.

FERVORCILLO, sm. A slight fervour or zeal of

short duration.

FERVORIZ^R, va. To heat, to inflame, to incite.

FERVOROSAMENTE, ad. Fervently. [cious.

FERVOROSO, SA, a. Fervent, ardent; active, ofH-

FESCENINOS, sm. pi. Obscene nuptial verses

sung by the Romans. [er.

FESTEJADOR, RA, s. Feaster, courtier, entertain-

FESTEJ^R Y FESTEA^R. va. 1. To entertain, to

make much of. 2. To court, to woo, to make
love.

FESTEJO Y FESTEO, sm. 1. A civil or polite ex-

pression of joy for the happiness or success
of another. 2. Courtship, solicitation of a
woman to marriage. [live occasions.

FESTERO, sm. Director of church music on fes-

FESTIN, sm. Feast, festival.

FESTINACION, sf. Festination, haste, hurry.
FESTIVAL, a. (Ant.) V. Festivo.

FESTIVAMENTE, ad. Festively.
FESTIVIDAD, sf. 1. Festivity, rejoicing, gaiety,

merry-making. 2. Solemn manner of cele-

brating some event or occurrence.

FESTIVO, VA, a. 1. Festive, gay, merry. 2. Festi-

val, pertaining to feasts. Didfestiva, Holiday.
FESTON, sm. Garland, wreath of flowers; FES-

TOON, [strong and offensive.

FETIDO, DA, a. Fetid, stinking ; having a smell

FETO, sm. Foetus, child in the womb after it is

perfectly formed.

FEUDAL, a. Feudal, belonging to a fief.

FEUDALIDAD, sf. Quality and nature of a fief

or feudal estate.

FEUD!.R, va. V. Enfudar.
FEUDATARIO, sm. Feudatory, one who holds

not in chief but by some conditional tenure.

FEUDfsTA, sm. Author who has written on fees

or tenures by which lands are held of a su-

perior lord.

FEUDO, sm. 1. Fief or fee, all lands or tene-
ments held by any acknowledgment of a su-

perior lord. 2. Tribute or rent paid to a feu-

FEZ, sf. (Ant.) V. Hcz. [dal lord.

Fi, sm. (Ant.) V. Hijo.
FfABLE, a. (Ant.) Trust-worthy.
FIADO, sm. Security given for another

;
bail. Al

Jidda, Upon trust. Enjiado, Upon bail.

FIADOR, RA, s. 1. One who trusts another and

places confidence in him. 2. Surety, one who
becomes security forianother. 3. Kind of small
lace. 4. Bolt or instrument with which any
thing is bound ormade fast. 5. Backside,where
boys are chastised. 6. Dog of a musket-lock.
7. Crank or staple which supports a gutter.

Darfiador, To give a pledge for security.

FIAMBRAR, va. To fry meat, and leave it to cool
for eating.
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FI^MBRE, sm. Dressed meat set to cool, that it

may not be eaten hot. a. 1. Cold ; applied
to meat. 2 Of a long standing. 3. Taken
upon trust.

FIAMBRERA, sf. 1. Cold meat, roasted or boiled,
which is kept in a larder. 2. Pannier or bas-

ket in which cold meat is carried into the

country. 3. Stupid or foolish speech.
FIAMBRERO, sm. One who takes care of the

larder, and cold meat preserved for use.

PIAZZA, sf. 1. Caution; security given for the

performance of one's promises and engage-
ments. 2. Reversion. 3. Bond, security. Fi~

anza bancaria, Bank-security given in Rome,
to insure pensions charged on ecclesiastical

works. Darfianza, To give a pledge.
FLX.R, va. 1. To bail, to give bail or security. 2.

To trust, to sell upon trust. 3. To place con-

fidence in another, to commit to another.

vn. To confide, to be sure of a thing. Fiar
cl pccho, (Met.) To unbosom.

FIAT, sm. 1. Consent, that something may be
done. 2. Brief order or warrant of a judge or

magistrate ;
fiat.

FIBRA, sf. Fibre, filament.

FIBROSO, SA, a. Fibrous.

FIBULA, sf. Buckle, a link ofmetal with a tongue
or catch to fasten one thing to another.

FICCION, sf. 1. Fiction, the act of feigning or

inventing. 2. The thing feigned or invented.

3. Falsehood, lie. 4. Grimace, gesture. 5.

Stratagem, artifice.

FICE,STO. (let.) Whiting. Gadus merlangus L.

FICHA, sf. Small piece of ivory or bone for

mounting a cane.

FICTICIO, CIA, a. Fictitious, fabulous.

FICTO, TA, a. Feigned, counterfeited. 2. Vain,

useless, of no value.

FIDE.LGO, GA, s. V. Hidalgo.
FIDEDIGNO, GNA, a. Worthy of credit, deserv-

ing of belief.

FIDEICOMISA\RIO, sm. Trustee, one who holds

any thing in trust for another.

FiDEicoMfsOjsm. Trust, feoffment of any exe-

cutor.

FIDELID^LD, sf. 1. Fidelity, honesty, veracity. 2.

Fidelity, faithful adherence. 3. Punctuality
in the execution or performance of any thing.

FIDELISIMAMENTE, ad. sup. of Flelmenic.

FIDELISIMO, MA, a. super, of Fiel.

FIDEOS, sm. pi. Paste composed like vermi-

celli, but made flat and curled in the forjii

of narrow shavings of wood.

FIEBRE, sf. Fever. V. Calentura.

FIEL, a. 1 . Faithful, honest, loyal. 2. True, right.

FIEL, sm. 1. Clerk of the market, a person ap-

pointed in towns and cities to inspect weights
and measures. Fiel de romana, Magistrate,
who has the inspection of slaughter-houses
and public shambles. 2. Needle of a balance.

3. Pivot of a steelyard. 4. Pin which keeps
the two blades of scissors together. Fid de

muelle, Wharfinger, who has the direction or

inspection of a wharf. 5. Catholic Christian

who lives in obedience to the Romish church.

G. (And.) V. Tercero. Enfiel, Equal weight,
even balance.

FIELAZGO, sm. The office of town-clerk, or

clerk of the market.
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FIELDED, sf. 1. Place and employment of the

inspector of weights and measures, or of the

clerk of the market. 2. Security, bail. 3. Fi-

delity, faithfulness 4. Warrant expedited by
the court of Exchequer for those who farm

the public revenue.

FIKLMENTE, ad. Faithfully.

FIELTRAR, va. 1. To felt, to unite without

weaving. 2. To stuff a saddle with short hair.

FIELTRO, * HI. 1. Felt, cloth made of wool united

without weaving. 2. Surtout, a large great

FIEMO, sm. Dung, manure. [coat.

FIERA, sf. A wild beast.

FIERABRAS, sm. Bully, bragger, blusterer.

FIERAMENTE, ad. Fiercely, savagely.

FIKRE/A, sf. I. Fierceness, cruelty. 2. Defor-

mity, ugliness.
FIERO, RA, a. 1. Fierce, cruel, blood-thirsty. 2.

Ugly, deformed. 3. Rough, rude. 4. Great,

huge, enormous. 5. Furious, terrible ; wild,

savage.
FIEROS, sm. pi. Fierce threats and bravadoes.

FIERRA, sf. (Ant.) V. Herradura.

FIRRO, sm. Iron. V. Hierro. Ftirros, Irons

with which prisoners are chained ; imprison-
ment.

FIESTA, sf. 1. Feast, entertainment, rejoicing. 2.

Church-feast, holiday ;
the day of some ec-

clesiastical festival. Fiesta de consejo, Work-

ing day of vacation in the tribunals. Fiesta

deguardar, Day of obligation to hear mass.

Ftista doblc, A double feast in the church ; a

ball and entertainment. pi. I. Holidays,
vacations. JVo estar para fiestas, To be out

of humour. Fiestas reales, Royal festivals. 2.

Fiestas de pdlvora, Artificial fire-works ;

(Met.) Any thing very quick, rapid, and of
short duration. 3. (Met.) Money wasted or

mispent in a very short time.

FIGMENTO, sm. Image, utensil, or other thing,
made of potter's clay.

FI'GO, sm. Fig. V. Iligo.

FIGOX, sm. Eating-house, chop-house.
FIGOSERO, sm. One who keeps an eating house.

FIGUERA, sf. Fig-tree. V. Higuera.
FIGUERAL, sm. Plantation of fig-trees.

FIGULINO, NA, a. Made of potter's clay.

FIGURA, sf. 1. Figure, the form of any thing as

terminated by the outline. 2. Face, mien,
countenance. 3. Statue, image ; something
formed in resemblance of something else. 4.

(For.) Form, mode. 5. (Geom.) Figure, a

space included in certain lines. Figura de

proa, (Naut.) Head of a ship. Hacerfigura,
To make a distinguished appearance. Hacer
figuras, To make grimaces. Lemmtarfigura,
To assume an air of importance. sm. A
foolish person assuming an air of importance
and dignity. 5. com. ^Person of a mean or
ridiculous appearance. sf. pi. 1. Characters

represented on the stage. 2. Modes of speak-
ing in which words arc distorted from their

literal and primitive sense. 3. Musical notes.
4. (In Games at Cards) King, queen, and
knave.

FIGURABLE, a. That which may be figured.
FIGURADAME'NTE, ad. Figuratively.
FK;I;RADA, sf. An antic posture, a gesture of

allbctcd gravity or importance.

FIGURADO, n A, a. Figurative, typical ; not lite-

ral
;
rhetorical.

FIG URAL, a. Belonging to figures ; represent-
ed by delineation.

FIGURANZA,S/". Resemblance.

FIGUR^R, va. I. To figure, to form into any de-

terminate shape. 2. To adorn with figures.
vr. To image in the mind, to conceive.

FIGURATIVAMENTE, ad.
Figuratively.

FIGURATIVO, VA, a. Figurative, typical ;
not li-

teral.

FiGURERfA,s/*. V. Mueca.

FIGURERO, sm. Mimic, a ludicrous imitator
;
a

buffoon who copies another's actions.

FiouRfLLA, s. com. A ridiculous little figure.

FIGURON, sm. 1. A huge or enormous figure of a

ridiculous appearance. 2. A low-bred person

assuming an air of dignity and importance
FIJODALGO, sm. V. Hijodalgo.
FfL, sm. 1. Needle ofa balance, beam of a steel-

yard. 2. Equipoise, equality of weight, equi-
libration. 3. Fil de roda, (Naut.) Right
ahead. Estar enfil 6 en unfil, To be in line,
to be equal.

FLA, sf. 1. A long row or series of persons or

things. 2. A line of soldiers ranged one be-

hind another. Enfila, In a line, in a row.

FILACIGA, sf. (Naut.) Rope-yarn. V. Fildstica.

FILACTERIA, sf. Phylactery.
FILADIER, sm. (Na6t.) A small boat used on the

river Garonne in France.
FiLADfz 6 FIL^RO, s. 1. Ferret-silk, spun from

the cone. 2. Filament, fibre.

FILAMENTO, sm. Filament.

FILAMENTOSO, SA, a. Filamentous, consisting
of filaments. [tory.

FILAMIENTO, sm. Spinning part of a manufac-

FII,ANDRIAS, sf. pi. Worms bred in the intes-

tines of birds and fowls.

FiLANTROpfA, sf. Philanthropy, love of man-
kind

; good-nature.
FILA^NTROPOS, sm. (Bot.) Cleavers, common

goose-grass. Galium aparine L.

FILAR, a. Threaden, made of thread. Triangulo
filar, A mathematical instrument serving as
a sector, for various uses. va. V. Hilar.

FILARETE, sm. (Naut.) Netting, put on the

waist or sides of a ship.
FILASTIC A, 5/". (Naut.) Rope-yarn, yarn made of

ropes untwisted. Fildstica fina para manio-

bras, Fine rope-yarn for running rigging.

FiLATERfA, sf. Verbosity, exuberance or su-

perfluity of words to express an idea.

FILATERO, sm. A verbose speaker.
FILAUCIA, sf. Self-love, vicious fondness for

one's self.

FiLDERRETdR, sm. Sort of superfine camblet.

FILEL!, sm. A very thin woollen stuff; super-
fine flannel.

FILENO, NA, a. Delicate, effeminate, soft.

FILERA, sf. Row, line. V. Hilera.

FILETE, sm. 1. (Arq.) Fillet, a small member
which appears in ornaments and mouldings,
otherwise called listel. 2. Hem, the edge ofa

garment doubled and sewed to keep the

threads from spreading. 3. A thin and small

spit for roasting. 4. \Velt of a shoe. 5. A
twist-like ornament raised on plate. Gastar

muchosfiletcs, To talk very sprucely.
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FILETEA"R, va. To adorn with fillets.

FILETON^TO. 1. (In Architecture) A large fillet

or listel. 2. Kind of embroidery.
FILIACION, sf. 1. Filiation, the relation of a son

to a father. 2. Relation of a community to a

superior lord. 3. (Mil.) Regimental register
of a soldier's height and physiognomy.

FILIAL, a. Filial, pertaining to a son, befitting
a son.

FILIAR, vn. To prove one's descent. va. To
enrol a soldier.

FILIBOTE, sm. Fly-boat, a light vessel of 100
tons burthen.

FiLicfoA, sm. Murderer of one's own son.

FILIGRANA, sf. 1.
Filigree,

a kind of fine work
made of gold and silver threads 2. (Met.)

Any thing neatly wrought.
FILILI, sm. Fineness, neatness, delicacy.
FILIPENDULA, sf. (Bot.) Water dropwort.

CEnanthe fistulosa L.

FILIPICHIN, 5m. Kind ofstamped woollen cloth.

FILIREA, sf. (Bot.) Mock-privet. Phillyrea L.

FILIS, sf. 1. Grace, a graceful manner of doing
or saying any thing. 2. Gewgaw made of

clay.

FIT.ISTEO, TEA, a. Gigantic, bulky, enormous.
FILLO, sm. (Gal.) Son. V. Hijo. Fillos, Sort

of fritters.

FILO, sm. 1. Thread. V. Hilo. 2. Equipoise,
equilibration. 3. Edge of a sword, or any
other cutting or thrusting instrument. Filo

rabioso, Wire edge. Darseunfilo dlalengua,
To murmur, to detract. Embotar los filos,

(Met.) To abate one's ardour or energy.
Fir.oodxo, sm. Person wedded to his own opi-

nion.

FlLOLOGIA Y FlLOLOGICA, sf. Philology.
FILOLOGICO, CA, a. Philological.
FILOLOGO, sm. Philologer, one whose chief

study is language ;
one who is skilful in lan-

guages, a linguist.

FiLOMENA,sf. Nightingale. Motacilla luscina L.

FILOMOSTERRA, sf. (Bot.) Fumitory. Fumaria L.

FILONIO, sm. Kind of opiate.

Fn.oposj sm. pi. Pieces of linen made use of to

drive game into a place assigned for that

purpose.
FILOSEDA, sf. Silk and worsted cloth.

FILOSOFADOR, RA, s. Philosopher.
FILOSOFANTE, sm. (Satir.) Philosophaster.
FILOSOFAR, va. 1. To philosophise, to examine

into any thing as a philosopher. 2. To play
the philosopher, to assume the critic.

FILOSOFASTUO, sm. A pretended philosopher,
a smatterer in philosophy, philosophaster.

FILOSOFIA, sf. 1. Philosophy, a science which
treats of the essence, properties, and affec-

tions of natural things and beings. 2. Sys-
tem of opinions on the nature and qualities
of natural substances.

FILOSOFICAMENTE, ad. Philosophically.

FILOSOFICO, CA, FII.OSOFO, FA, a. Philosophical.

FILOSOFISMO, sm. (Satir.) Philosophism, sophis-

try.

FILOSOFISTA, sm. (Sat.) Philosophist, sophist.

FII.OSOFO, sm. Philosopher.
FILOTIMIA, sf. A moderate desire of honour.

FILTRACION, */. Filtration, the act of separating
the tcrrestrious parts from liquors.
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FILTRAR, va. To filter, to filtrate, to defecate, to

separate the terrestrious parts from liquors.
FiLTRO,sm. 1. Filter, a piece of cloth, linen, or

paper, through which liquors are filtered or
strained. 2. Philter, a potion to cause love.

FfMBRIA, sf. Edge or lower part of any gar-
ment doubled in.

FfMO, sm. Human excrement.

FIN, sm. 1. End, close, termination. 2. Limit,

boundary. 3. End, object, purpose. M fin,
At last, at length. En fin 6 par fin, Finally,

lastly.

FINADO, DA, a. Dead, deceased. Dia de losfi-

nados, All Souls' day. s. Person dead.

FINAL, a. Final, ultimate, conclusive.

FINAL, sm. End, termination, conclusion. Par
findl, In fine, ultimately, lastly.

FINALIZAR, va. To finish, to conclude. vn. To
be finished or brought to a conclusion.

FINALMENTE, ad. Finally.

FINAMENTE, ad. Finely, nicely, delicately.

FINAMIENTO, sm. Death, decease.

FINAR, vn. To die. vr. To long for, to wish
for with anxious eagerness.

FINCA, sf. 1. Security, mortgage. 2. A threat-

ening or menacing attitude.

FiNCABLE,a. Existing, having actual existence.

FINCAR, vn. y a. V. Quedar y Hincar.

FINEZA, sf. 1. Fineness, goodness, purity, per-
fection. 2. Expression of friendship or love.

3. Delicacy, beauty. 4. Friendly activity and
zeal. 5. A small, friendly gift.

FINGIDAMENTE, ad. Feignedly.
FiNcfno, DA, a. Feigned, dissembled.

FINGIDOR, sm. Dissembler, simulator.

FINGIMIENTO, sm. Simulation, deceit, false ap-

pearance.
FiNciR, va. 1. To feign, to dissemble. 2. To

fancy, to imagine what does not really exist.

FiNifiLE, a. Capable of being finished.

FINIESTRA, sf. (Ant.) Window. V. Fentana.

FINIQUITO, sm. 1. Close of an account. 2. Final

receipt or discharge.
FiNfR, vn. V. Acabar.

FINISIMO, MA, a. sup. Very fine, extremely neat.

FINITIMO, MA, a. Bordering, contiguous, near.

FINITO, TA, a. Finite, limited, bounded.

FINO, NA, a. 1. Fine, perfect, pure. 2. Delicate,
nice. 3. Excellent, eminent in any good qua-

lity. 4. Affectionate, true. 5. Acute, saga-

cious, cunning.
FiNTA, sf. Tax paid to government ; deception.

, sf. Fineness, purity, delicacy.

Fio, sm. Son. V. Hijo.

FIQUE, sm. A filaceous substance, resembling

hemp, made ofthe leaves of the Maguey-tree.

Agave americana L.

RMA,*/". 1. Sign-manual, signature, subscrip-
tion. 2. Exemption from attending the school ,

signed by the master. 3. Collar or neckband

of a shirt. 4. (For.) Order or rescript of a

tribunal for keeping possession.

FIRMAMENTO, sm. 1. Firmament, sky. 2. Prop,

support.
FIRMANTE, j?a. Supporter, subscriber.

FIRMAR, va. 1. To sign, to subscribe. 2. To af-

firm, to attest. vr. To style one's self, to

assume an appellation or title.

FIRME, a. Firm, stable, strong, secure.
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, sf. (Ant.) Firmness.

NTE, ad. Firmly.
FIRMEZA, sf. 1. Firmness, stability. 2. Gold or

silver clasp ;
ornament made of a precious

stone in a triangular form.

FISCAL, sm. 1. Attorney-general, an officer of

state who defends the king's civil
rights,

and

prosecutes criminals in his name. Fiscal civil

6 de Jo civil, Chancellor of the exchequer.
2. (Met.) Informer, one who denounces of-

fenders to the magistrates.

FiscAL, a. Belonging to the exchequer or pub-
lic revenue of the state.

FiscALfA, sf. Office and business of a fiscal.

Fisc ALIDAD, sf. State of the exchequer.
FISCALIZAR v FISCALEAR, va. To accuse of a

criminal offence. Fiscalear, (Joe.) To be-

come public accuser.

Ffsco, sm. Fisc, fiscal, exchequer.
FISETER, 5m. (let.) The small blunt-headed

whale, or cachalot. Physeter catodon L.

FfscA, sf. 1. Harpoon with three hooks for

catching fish. 2. (Met.) Raillery, jest, scoff.

3. (Ant.) Wheat of the finest quality ; bread
of spelt-wheat.

FisGADOR,RA,s.Harpooner ;
one who burlesques.

FISGAR, va. l.To mock, to scoff, to jeer. 2. To
fish with a harpoon.

FISGON, NA, 5m. y/. Punster, buffoon.

FISICA, sf. Physics, the science of the natural

constitution of things.

FISICAMENTE, ad. Physically, corporally, really.

Fisico, CA, a. 1. Physical, relating to nature or

natural philosophy. 2. Natural, really existing.
FISICO, 5m. Naturalist, a student of physics ;

professor of physics or of medicine.

FISIL, a. Brittle, easily broken.

FISONOMIA, 5/. 1. Physiognomy, lineaments,
features

;
cast of the look. 2. Physiognomy,

the art of discovering the temper and talents

by the features of the face.

FISONOMICO, CA, a. Physiognomical.
FISONOMISTA Y FisoNOMO, 5w. Physiognomist,
one who judges of the temper and talents by
the features of the face.

FISTIGO, 5m. (Bot.) Fistic-nut or pistachio-tree.
Pistacia vera L.

FISTOL, 5m. A crafty cunning person; applied
especially to gamblers.

FISTOLA, sf. 1. Fistula, a sinuous ulcer callous
within. 2. Pipe kept in a fistula, while it

runs.

FfSTULA, 5/. 1. Pipe or conduit through which
water runs. 2. Musical wind-instrument, re-

sembling a flute or flagelet, commonly made
of reed. 3. (Cir.) Fistula.

FisTuu5so, SA, a. Fistulous, having the nature
and properties of a fistula.

FistfRA, s/. Fissure, a longitudinal fracture of
a bone.

FITETE, sm. A sort of cake.

FITO, 5m. V. Hito 6 Mojon.
FITONISA, 5/. V. Pitonisa.

FitfciA, sf. (Ant.) V. Confianza.
FIXA, sf. Kind of hinge, bat hinge.
FiXAcioN,5/. 1. Fixation, stability, firmness. 2.
The act of posting up printed bills, edicts,
&c. 3. Fixation, the act of fixing mercury
or any other volatile spirit.

FIXAMENTE, ad. 1. Firmly, assuredly. 2. In-

tensely, attentively.
FIXAR, va. I. To fix, to fasten. 2. To establish,

to settle. 3. To fix volatile spirits or salts
;
to

deprive of volatility. vr. To fix or settle it-

self in a place, as a pain ; to determine, to
resolve. Fixar lasplantas, (Met.) To confirm
one's self in an opinion or idea.

FIXENES, 5m. pi. Cheeks of a press.

FIXEZA, sf. Firmness, stability.

Fixo, XA, a. 1. Fixed, firm, secure. 2. Settled,

permanent.
FLACAMENTE, ad. Languidly, weakly.
FI.X.CO, CA, a. 1. Lank, lean, meagre. 2. Dejected,

low-spirited. 3. Frail, weak of resolution, li-

able to error or seduction. Flaco de memoria,
Weak or short of memory. Hacer unflaco
servicio, To do or serve an ill turn.

FLACURA, sf. Meagreness, leanness, weakness.

FLAGELACION, 5/
; Flagellation, the act of in-

flicting a chastisement or correction.

FLAGELANTE, 5m. Flagellant.

FLAGELO, 5m. Lash, scourge, chastisement.

FLAGICIO, sm. Flagitiousness, wickedness ;
an

enormous crime.

FLAGICIOSO, SA, a. Flagitious, wicked.

FLAGRA.NTE, pa. Flagrant, resplendent.

FLAGR.AR, vn. To burn, to glow, to flame.

FLA.MA, sf. Flame, excessive ardour. V. Llama.

FLAMJ(.NTE, a. 1. Flaming, bright, resplendent.
2. Quite new, spick and span. [sails.

FLAMEJ(.R, vn. (Naut.) To shiver
; applied to the

FLAMENCO, sm. (Orn.) Flamant or flamingo.

Pheenicopterus ruber L.

FLAMENqufLLA, sf. Dish of a middling size.

FL^MEO, sm. A kind of yellow veil, with which

formerly the face of a bride was covered

during the ceremony of marriage.
FLAM!GERO, RA, a. (Po6t.) Flammiferous, emit-

ting flames.

FL.MULA,S/. (Bot.) Sweet-scented virgin'sbow-
er. Clematis flammula L. Fldmulas, (Naut.)
Streamers hoisted at the top-mast-head.

FLA.NCO, sm. l.(Fort.) Flank, the part of a bas-

tion which reaches from the curtain to the

face. 2. (Mil.) Flank of an army. 3. (Naut.)
Side of a ship.

FLA.NDES, sm. Es unfiandes. It is a most va-

luable thing.

FLANELA, sf. Flannel, a fine woollen stuff.

FLANQUE.AR, va. (Fort.) To flank or flanker ; to

defend by lateral or parallel fortifications.

FLAON, sm. 1. Custard, a kind of sweetmeat,
made by boiling milk with eggs and sugar.
2. Piece of gold or silver ready to be coined.

FLAQUEAR, vn.\l. To flag, to grow feeble, to lose

vigour. 2. To grow spiritless or dejected, to

be disheartened. 3. To slacken in the zeal and

ardour with which an enterprise was com-

FLAQUECER, vn. V. Enflaquecer. [menced.

FLA<IUEZA,S/. 1. Leanness, extenuation of the

body, want of flesh, meagreness. 2. Weak-
ness, frailty. 3. Importunity, molestation.

FtAQufLLo, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim. of Flaco.

FLASCO, sm. Flask. V. Frasco.

FL^TO, sm.l. Blast or gust of wind. 2. Flatus,
wind gathered in any cavity of the body.

FI.ATOSO 6 FLATUOSO, SA, a. Flatuous, windy ;

full of wind.
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FLATOLENTO, TA, a. Flatulent, turgid with air,

windy.
FLAUTA, sf. 1. (Naut.) A Dutch flight, a kind

of three-masted ship. 2. Flute, a musical

wind instrument. 3. Pipe ofan organ.
FLACTADO, DA, a. Resembling a flute.

FLAUTADO, sm. Stop in an organ, which pro-
duces the sound of a flute.

FLAUTERO, sm. I. One who makes flutes. 2.

Player on the flute.

FLAUTiLto,sm. V. Caramillo.

FLAUTISTA, sm. Player of the flute.

Fi.AUTOs,sm. pi. (Joe.) Pastimes, idle diversions.

FLAVO, YA, a. Of a fallow or honey colour.

FLEBIL, a. Mournful, deplorable, lamentable.

FLEBOTOMfA, sf. Phlebotomy, the act or prac-
tice of blood-letting, or opening a vein for

medical purposes
FLEBOTOIHIANO, sm. One whose profession is to

bleed or let blood for medical purposes.
FLEBOTOMIZAR, va. To bleed, to let blood.

FLECHA, sf. 1. Arrow, a pointed weapon shot

from a boAV ;
dart. 2. Any thing which stings

or causes an unpleasant sensation.

FLECHADOR, sm. Archer, he who shoots with
a bow and arrow. [chastes.

Fi.ECHADtfRAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Ratlings. V. Fle-

FLECHAR, va. J. To dart, to throw or dart an ar-

row or dart. 2. To wound or kill with a bow
and arrow. 3. (Met.) To insult with foul lan-

guage, to impeach one's character and honour.

tin. To have a bow drawn ready to shoot.

FLECHASTES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Ratlings, or rat-

lines, small lines which traverse horizontally
the shrouds of a ship.

FLECHAZO, sm. Blow or stroke given with a

dart or arrow.

FLECHERfA, sf. Body or party of archers and
bowmen,

FLECHERO,S?. Archer, bow-man ;
bow-maker.

FLEcOySm.Flock.small locks ofwool, cotton,&c.
FLEGMA, */. Phlegm. V. Flcma.

FLEGMATICO, CA, a. Phlegmatic.
FLEGMON, sm. Phlegmon, a hot tumour.

FI.EMA,S/. 1. Phlegm, watery humour of the

body. 2. Dulness, sluggishness.

FLEMATICO, CA, a. 1. Phlegmatic, generating
phlegm ; abounding in phlegm. 2. Dull, cold,

sluggish. [cattle.

FLEME, sf. Fleam, an instrument used to bleed

FLEMON, sm. 1. Phlegm, thick spittle or hu-
mour ejected from the mouth. 2. Phlegmon,
a hard tumid inflammation in the mouth or

gums. 3. Great sluggishness.
FI.EMOSO, SA, a. Pituitous, consisting ofphlegm.
FLKMITDO, DA, a. (Mur.) Dull, sluggish, cold,

frigid.

FLEQ.UEZUELO Y FLEQUILLO, TO, sm. A little

fringe, a small ornamental appendage of
dress or furniture ; a little flock.

FLET 6 FLEZ, sm. (let.) Holibut. Pleuronectes

hippoglossus L.

FLETADOR, sm. Freighter of a ship.
FLETAMENTO y FLETAMIENTO, sm. Freight-

ment, the act of freighting a ship.

FLETAR, va. \. To freight a ship, to load her
with goods to be carried from one port to

another. 2. To foliate a looking-glass ; to

put on a foil of tin and mercury.
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FI.ETE, sm. Freight, money paid to the ownnr
of a ship for the transportation of goods.

FLEXIBILIDAD,,S/. l.Flexibility , pliableriess,cluo-

tility. 2. Obsequiousness, mildness of temper.
FLEXIBLE, a. I. Flexible, ductile. 2. Docile.

FLEXION, sf. Flexion, flexure.

FLEXO, sm. Movement of the lips in the pro-
nunciation of words, [vessel.

FLIBOTE, sm. Fly-boat, a small fast-sailing

FLfN, sm Stone used for edging and polishing
steel; a kind of emery.

FLINFLON, sm. A fresh-coloured corpulent man.

FLOCADURA, sf. Fringe, an ornament of dress.

FLONA, sf. (Mur.) Futility, triflingness.

FLOQUEADO, DA, a. Fringed.
FLoquEcfLLO, sm. A small fringe.

FLdR, sf. 1. Flower, that part of a plant which
contains the seeds. 2. The most excellent or

valuable part of any thing. 3. Cuticle or thin

skin formed on the surface of liquors. 4. The
most supple part of minerals. 5. Virginity ;

catamenia. 6. Grain, the outside of tanned
leather. 7. Trick or artifice among gamesters
or gamblers. 8. Flowers or beauties of polite
literature. Flor de la harina, Superfine flour.

A1

flor de agua, (Naut.) Between wind and
water. A1 laflor del agua, Even with the sur-

face of the water. Flor de viento, (Naut.)
Direction of a gale of wind

; point of the

compass. 9. Flores de mano, Artificial flow-

ers. Enflor, In a state of infancy, imperfect.
Andarse, enflares, To decline entering into a

debate. Tener par flor, To acquire a habit

or custom, generally of a bad kind.

FLORADA, sf. (Ar.) The season of flowers, with

bee-masters. [Flora.

FLORALES, a. pi. Floral ; feasts in honour of

FLORDELISADO, DA, a. Adorned with flower-

de-luce.

FLOREADO, DA, a. 1. Flowered. 2. The finest

flour or meal. Pan florcado, Bread made of

the finest flour.

FLOREAR, va. 1. To adorn or garnish with flow-

ers. 2. To bolt, to sift
;
to separate the finest

flour by means of a sieve. Florear el naypc,
Not to play fair, to cheat at play.

FLORECER, vn. 1. To bloom, to blossom. 2. To
thrive, to prosper. 3. To flourish in any age.
m. To mould, to become mouldy.

FLORECIENTS, pa. Flourishing.
FLORECILLA 6 FLORECITA, sf. A small flower.

FLORENTINA, sf. A silk stuff, first manufactur-

ed at Florence.

FLOREO, sm. 1. Flourish made by fencers before

they engage, or on the guitar. 2. A luxuriant

redundancy of useless words. 3. Cross caper,
a movement made in dancing. 4. Idle pas-
time.

FLORERO,sm. 1. Flower-pot. 2. One who makes
or deals in artificial flowers. 3. Painting re-

presenting flowers. 4 Case destined for ar-

tificial flowers. 5. One who makes use of

florid empty language.
FLORESCENCIA, sf. (Bot.) Inflorescence, the

time and manner of plants flowering.

FLORESTA, sf. I. Forest, shrubbery, thicket. 2.

A fine delightful place. 3. Collection of fine

things pleasing to the taste ;
beauties.

FLORESTERO, sm. Forester, keeper of a forest.
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FLORETA, sf. 1. Border or selvage of Morocco
leather put on the edge of a girt. 2. A pecu-
liar movement or flourish in dancing. 3. A
small or little flower.

FLORETADA, sf. Slap on the face.

FLORETE, sm. Foil, a blunt sword used to learn

to fence.

FLORETE, a. Very white and fine ; applied to

paper. [ers.

FLORF.TEA\R, va. To garnish or adorn with flow-

FLORIDAMENTE, ad. Elegantly.
FLORIDO, DA, a. I. Florid, flowery ;

full of flow

ers. 2. Choice, elegant, select, excellent. 3.

Clear, cheerful ; applied to the weather. Dia

florido, A clear cheerful day. Dinero fiorido,

Money which has been easily earned.

FLORIFERO, RA, a. Floriferous, bearing flowers.

FLOKILEGIO, sm. Florilegium, anthology, se-

lect writings.

FLORIN, sm. Florin, a silver coin current in se^

veral parts of Germany, and other countries

FLORIPONDIO, sm. l.(Bot.) Floripondium, a fra-

grant plant of the West Indies. 2. Large
flowers on cloth of a bad taste.

FLORISTA, 5m. Florist, a cultivator of flowers.

Fi.oRLisloo, DA, a. V. Flordelisado. [er

FLORON,5m. Ornament resembling a large flow-

FLORONcos.5m.p/. (In the Jocular Style)Horns.
FLOTA, sf. I. (Naut.) Fleet of merchant ships
which sail in company. 2. (Met.) Multitude,

great number.
FLOTAPTJRA Y FLOTE, s. The act of stroking or

rubbing gently with the hand.

FLOTAMIENTO, 5m. Stroking, gentle friction.

FLOT.X.R, vn. To float, to swim on the surface

of the water. va. To stroke, to rub gently.
FLOTILLA, sf. dim. Small fleet.

FLOXAMENTE, ad. Slowly, carelessly.

FLOXF.A.R, vn. To slacken, to grow weak. V.

Flaquear.
FLOXEDA'D, sf. 1. Weakness, feebleness, laxity.

2. (Met.) Sloth, laziness, negligence.
FloxEt, sm. 1. Wool shorn from cloth by the

shearer. 2. Down, soft feathers.

FLOXERA, sf. Weakness. V. Floxedad.

Fi.dxo, XA, c. 1. Feeble, lax, weak, flaccid;
soft ; slack. Vino floxo, Flaggy insipid wine.
Scda fioza, Soft untwisted silk. 2. Lazy,
slothful, negligent.

FLUCTUACION, sf. 1. Fluctuation, the alternate
motion of the waves. 2. Uncertainty, inde-

termination, irresolution.

FLUCTUANTE, pa. Fluctuating.
FLocTuAR,n. l.To fluctuate,to float backwards
and forwards. 2. To be in danger of being
lost or destroyed. 3. To hesitate, to be irreso-

lute, to vacillate. 4. To be in an uncertain

FLUCTUOSO, SA, a. Fluctuant, wavering, [state.
I'LUECO, sm. Fringe, an ornamental appendage
added to dress or furniture

; flock. V. Fleco.
Fluecos, Kind of net-work put over horses to
drive away the flies ; flocks.

FLUENTE, pa. Fluent, flowing.
FLUEQUECILLO, sm. A small fringe.

FLUIDEZ, sf. Fluidity, the quality of being li-

quid.
FLUIDO, DA, a. 1. Fluid, not solid. 2. (Met.)

Fluent
; applied to style.
r. l.To flow, to run or spread as water
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2. To be in constant motion; applied to

other things not liquid.

FLUSLERA, sf. Latten. V. Fruslera.

FLUVIAL, a. Fluviatic.

FLUX, 5m. 1 . Flush, a run of cards of the same
suit. Hacerflux, To spend one's whole for-

tune without paying any debt. 2. (Quim.)
Flux, any matter mixed with ores or mine-
rals to facilitate their fusion.

FLUX}BILIDAD, sf. Fluidity, fluency, liquidity.

FLUXIBLE, a. Fluid, liquid.

FLUXION, 5/. 1 . Fluxion, the act of flowing. 2.

The matter which flows.

FLtrxo,sm. Flux, the course or motion of liquid

things. Fluxo de palabras, Flow of words.

FIuxo de risa, Fit of laughter. Fluxo de rcir,

Habit of laughing.
Foe A, 5/. Sea-calf.

FOCINO, 5m. Kind of goad used by keepers of

elephants.
Foco, 5m. 1. Focus, the point of convergence

and concourse in a glass. 2. (Na6t.) Fore-

sail, jib. 3. Flash of fire-arms. 4. Hole bored

in a piece of timber, to drive another into it.

FOFO, FA, a. Spongy, soft, bland.

FOGX.DA, 5/. Fougade, a small mine dug under
some work, especially of field-fortification.

Foo-icE, sm. Hearth-money, a tax formerly
laid on houses in Spain.

FoG-iR, 5m. V. Hogar.
FOGAT A, 5/. 1. Blaze, the light of a flame. 2.

Heat occasioned by the fumes of wine.

FOGON, 5m. 1. Hearth, the place on or in which
fire is made. 2. Vent or touch-hole of a gun.
3. (Naut.) Caboose, a portable kitchen on
board of ships, made of timber, lined with
iron or tin-plates. 4. (Naut.) Galley, cook-

room
;
the kitchen on board of ships of war.

FoGONADTJRASjS/^. pi. (Naut.) Partners, strong

pieces of timber nailed round the scuttles or

holes, into which the masts are put.

FOGONAZO, 5m. Flame of the priming ofa gun.
FocosiDA

1

D, 5/. Excessive vivacity or liveliness.

FOGOSO, SA, a. 1. Fiery, ardent, burning. 2.

Impetuous, lively, choleric.

FOGOTE, 5m. A live coal, fagot, match.

FoGUEACio*N,5jf. Enumeration ofhearths or fires.

FOGUEXR, va. 1. To foment, to inflame. 2. To
fire or discharge a gun.

FOGUERA, 5/. V. Hoguera.
FOJA, 5/. 1. Leaf. V. Hoja. 2. (Orn.) Coot, or

common coot. Fulica atra L.

FOLGA, 5/. (Bax.) Amusement, pastime. V.

Huelga.
FoLGA.NZA,5/. V. Holgura.
FOLGO, 5m. Bag made of skin to cover and pro-

tect the feet and legs when sitting.

FOLIA, 5/. (Ant.) Folly, madness. Fotes, Kind
ofmerry Portuguese and Spanish dance with
castanets.

FoLiATtiRA, 5/. State of being in leaves.

FOLIAR, va. To number the leaves of a book.

FOLICULO, 5m. 1. Follicle or seed-vessel of

plants. 2. (Ant.) Membranous sac from which
an excretory duct originates.

FOLIJONES. 57rt. pi. Castilian dance to the gui-
tar and castanets.

FOLIO, 5m. 1. Folio, leaf of a book or manuscript.
2. (Bot.) Phyllon, knot-grass. Makbathrurn
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L. De a folio, Jocularly applied to any thing
too bulky. Al primerfolio, At first sight.

F6LLA, sf. 1. An irregular conflict in a tourna-
ment. 2. Medley of a variety of things con-

fusedly jumbled together.
FOLLADAS, sm.pl. Sort of hollow paste.

FOLLADOS, sm.pl. Ancient kind of trousers.

FOLIAGE, sm. 1. Foliage, tuft of leaves. 2.

Gaudy ornament of trifling value.

FOLLAR, ?70. 1. To blow with bellows. V. dfollar.
2. To mould or form in leaves. vr. To dis-

charge wind without noise.

FOLLERO 6 FOLLETERO, sm. One who makes
or sells bellows.

FOLLETA, sf. Wine measure nearly equal to

an English pint.

FOLLETO, sm. I. (Mur.) Pack of cards wrapped
up in a sheet of paper. 2. A small manu-

script newspaper.
FOLLON, NA, a. Feeble, inert, lazy, negligent.
FOLLON, sm. 1. Rogue, villain, an idle fellow.

2. Rocket which discharges without noise.

3. Bud or branch springing from the root or
trunk of a tree. 4. Breaking wind without

jS/". Idleness, laziness, carelessness.

FOLLONIA, sf. (Ant.) Vanity, presumption.
FoLuz,sm. The third part of a blanca, a small

coin.

FOMENTACION, sf. Fomentation or steeping for

producing heat or warmth in the body,
FOMENTADOR, sm. Fomenter.

FowENtAR, va.l. To foment,to produce warmth
or heat in the body by fomentation or warm
baths. 2. (Met.) To protect, to favour, to

patronise.

FOMENTO-, sm. 1. Fomentation. 2. Fuel, 3. Pa-

tronage, protection, support.
FOMES. 5m. Incentive, that which excites or

invites to action.

FOMITE, sm. Motive, stimulus to an action.

Fox AS, sf.pl. Pieces sewed to a cloak.

FONDA, sf. 1. Inn, tavern, coffee-house. 2. V.
Honda.

FONDABLE, a. That may be sounded with a

plummet.
FONDADO, DA, a. Applied to pipes or barrels,

the bottoms of which are secured with cords
or nails.

FONDEADERO, sm. (Naut.) Anchoring ground.
FONDEAR, a. 1. To sound, to explore the depth

of water. 2. (Naut.) To search a ship, whe-
ther she has prohibited goods on board. 3.

To examine closely. 4. To bring up any
thing from the bottom of water.

FONDEO, sm. The act of searching a ship.
FONDEZA, sf. (Ant.) Profundity.
FONDILLON, sm. 1. The dregs and lees at the

bottom of a cask of liquor. 2. Rancid Ali-

cant wine.

FoNofRSE, m. V. Hundirse.

FONDISTA, sm. Victualler, master of a lodging-
house.

FONDO, sm. 1. Bottom of any hollow vessel. 2.

Bottom of the sea
;
bottom of a hill or valley.

3. Ground of silks and other stuffs. 4. Plain

or cut velvet, o. Foil of a diamond. 6. Any
thing principal or essential. Hombre defondo,
A man of great talents and abilities. 7. V.
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Profundo. 8. (Mil.) Space occupied by files

of soldiers. Darfondo, (Naut.) To cast an-
chor. Dar fondo con codera sobre al ancla,
(Naut.) To anchor with a spring on the cable.

Darfondo con reguera, (Naut.) To anchor

by the stem. Irse afondo, To go to the bot-

tom, to founder. A' fondo ^ Perfectly, com-
pletely. Fondos, The intrinsic brilliancy of
diamonds

; effects, funds. Fondos vitalities,
Life-annuities. Fondos de un navio, (Naut.)
The floor or flat of a ship.

FONDON, sm. 1. V. Fondillon. 2. Ground of
silk or velvet. De fondon, Razed to the

foundation; deeply.
FoNDtJRA, sf. V. Hondura.

FONGE, a. Bland, soft, spongy."
>NfL, sm. Funnel, an instrument through
which liquors are poured into vessels.

FONSADERA, sf. Ancient tax, formerly paid for

the repairs of moats of castles.

FON sADO, sm. 1. V, Fonsadera. 2. Work of a
foss or ditch.

FONSARIO, sm. (Ant.) Moat or ditch around a
walled town.

)NTJ(L, a. Main, chief, principal.

FONTANA, sf. (Poet.) Fountain.
FONTANAL, sm. 1. Source or spring of water

2. Place abounding in springs. a. Belonging
to a fountain.

FONTANCHE, sm. Ornament worn in the front

of the head.

FONTANELA, sf. Surgeon's instrument for open-

ing issues.

FONTANERIA, sf. I. The art and profession of

making wells, and conducting water through
pipes. 2. Pipes, conduits.

FONTANERO, sm. Well-maker, conduit-maker.

FONTANIL, a. Fontalis, relating to a fountain.

FONTANO, NA, a. Belonging to fountains.

FONTANOSO, SA, a. Containing springs or foun-

tains.

FONTE, sf. V. Fuente. [tain.

FONTECICA Y FONTEZUJSLA, sf. A small foun-

FOQUE, sm. (Na6t.) Jib, a triangular sail ex-

tended from the outer end of the bowsprit
towards the fore-top-mast head, by means
of the

iib-boom^Botalon delfoque, Jib-boom.

Contra foque, Standing-jib.
FORA Y FORAS, ad. (Ant.) V. Fuera.

FORADAR y FORACAR, va. V. Horadar.

FORAGIDO, DA, a. Robbing in forests and woods.

FORAL,O. Belonging to courts ofjustice. Bienes

forales, Lands and tenements held by any ac-

knowledgment ofsuperiority to a higher lord.

FORALMENTE, ad. In the manner of the courts.

FORAMEN, sm. Hole in the under stone of a mill.

FORANEO, NEA, a. Foreign, alien, not of this

country. [terior, extrinsic ; foreign.

FORANO, NA, a. (Ant.) 1. Rustic, rude. 2. Ex-

FORANO, NA, a. (Ant.) V. Exterior.

FORASTERIA, sf. Place for strangers, inn for

foreigners.

FoRASTERO,RA,a. l.Strange,foreign, not domes-
tic. 2. Exotic, not produced in this country.

FORASTERO, sm. Stranger, foreigner.

FORCA, sf. FORK. V. Horca.

FORCADO"R, sm. Silversmith, who forms his

work with a hammer.

FORCEJAR, vn. 1. To endeavour, to make a stre-
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nuous effort, 2. To oppose, to make a vi-

gorous resistance. va. V. Forzar.

FORCE^O, sm. Act of forcing or opposing.
FORCEJON, sm. Struggle, effort made to disen-

gage one's self from another.

FGRCKJUDO, DA, a. Strong, robust ; possessed
of great strength. [of a fork.

FORCH!NA, sf. Warlike instrument in the shape
FORCIA, sf. V. Fuerza.

FORCIBLEMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Forcibly.

FORCINA, sf. Trident. [rastero.

FORENSE, o.l. Belonging to the bar. 2. V. Fo-

FORERO, RA, a. Conformable to law.

FORFOLAS, sf. pi. Scurf, dandruff or scabs in

the head.

FORINSECO, CA, a. Abroad, from without.

FORISTA, sm. (Ant.) Lawyer, jurist.

F6njA, sf. 1. Forge, the place where silver is

beaten into form. 2. Forging, fabricating,

manufacturing. 3. Mortar, a cement of sand,

lime, and water, used in building.

FORJADO, sm. (Among Gold-beaters) Piece of

gold or silver beaten into a leaf.

FORJADOR, sm. Smith, gold-beater.

FORJADIJRA, sf. 1 . The act ofbeating any metal
into form or shape. 2. Trap, snare, imposi-
tion. V. Trampa.

FORJAR, va. 1. To forge, to beat any metal into

form or shape ;
to form by the hammer. 2. To

fill the vacant spaces between the beams
with rubbish, plaster, and loam. 3. To coun-

terfeit, to falsify.

FORLON, sm. Kind of chaise with four seats.

FORMA, sf.l. Form, the external appearance of

any thing ; shape, figure. 2. Being, as modi-
fied by a particular shape. 3. Regularity,
method, order. 4. Particular model or modi-

fication, mould, matrix. 5. Method, establish-

ed practice. 6. (Impr.) Form, a frame con-

taining the pages arranged for press, as they
appear on one side of a printed sheet. 7. A
small stand or desk on which nuns put their

breviaries in the choir. 8. Host to be conse-
crated by a priest. Forma de zapatero, Shoe-
maker's last. Forma para los quesos, Cheese-

vat, a wooden case in which curds are pressed
into cheese. Deformaguc, In such a manner
that. Enforma 6 todaforma, Perfectly, com-
pletely ; certainly, truly ; formally, accord-

ing to law. Hombre dcforma, A man ofmerit
and distinction. Dar forma, To regulate or

arrange that which was disordered.

FORMABLE, a. That which maybe formed.

FORMACION, sf. 1. Formation, the act of form-

ing or generating. 2. Manner of fashioning
or manufacturing. 3. Twisted cord of silk,

^
gold, sjlver,

&c. used by embroiderers,

FORMADOR, RA, s. One that forms, fashions, or

shapes.

FORMADURA, sf. Form, shape, figure.
FORMAGE, sm. Cheese-vat ; cheese.

FORMAL, a. 1. Regular, methodical. 2. Proper,
genuine. 3. Serious, grave.

FORMALIDAD, sf. 1. Formality, the quality by
which any thing is what it is. 2. Exactness,
punctuality. 3. Formality, ceremony ; esta-
blished mode of behaviour. 4. Gravity,
seriousness, solemnity. 5. Established form
of judicial proceedings, or legal precedent.

FORMALIZAR, va. To formalize, to model, to mo-

dify. XT. To grow formal, to affect gravity.
FORMALMENTE, ad. Formally, expressly.
FORMAR, via. 1. To form, to shape, to fashion.

2. To form, to make out of materials ; to put
in order. 3. To form or draw up troops.
vn. To adjust the edges of embroidery work.
Formar concepto, To form a judgment.
Formar queja, To complain.

FORMATIVO, VA, . Formative.

FORMATRIZ, a. Forming.
FORMEjAR,a.(Naut.) To arrange every thing in

due order on board of ships ; to trim the hold.

FORMEROS, sm. pi. Side arches of a vault.

FORMICANTE, a. Applied to a low, weak, and

frequent pulse [dous.

FORMIDABLE, a. Formidable, dreadful, tremen-

FORMIDOLOSO, SA, a. Timorous, timid, fearful ;

frightful, horrible.

FoRMdN, sm. 1. Paring chisel, used by carpen-
ters and joiners. 2. Punch, an instrument
used to cut wafers for consecration.

FORMULA, sf. Formule, rule.

FORMULARIO, sm. Formulary, a book contain-

ing stated and prescribed models.

FORMULISTA, sm. One who punctually observes
or follows the prescribed models.

FORNALLA, sf. V. Horno.

FORNAZ, sm. (Poet.) V Fragua.
FORNAZA, sf. V. Hornaza.

FORNECER, va. (Ant.) To furnish, to provide.

FORNECIMJENTO, sm. Provisions and munition
of a place.

FORNECINO, NA, a. Bastard, illegitimate ; appli-
ed to children.

FORNELO, sm. A portable little oven or furnace.

FORNICACION, sf.l. Fornication, a criminal con-

nexion with an unmarried woman. 2. In

Scripture, sometimes idolatry.

FORNICADOR, sm. Fornicator, one that has car-

nal commerce with unmarried women, [ness.

FORNICAR, va. To fornicate, to commit lewd-

FORNICARIO, RIA, . Relating to fornication.

FORNJCIO, sm. (Ant.) Fornication.

FORNIDO, DA, a. 1. Furnished. 2. Robust, cor-

pulent ; possessed of great strength.

FORNIMIENTO, sm. The act of furnishing or pro-

viding necessary things. V. Arreo.

FORNIP, va. To furnish, to provide, to supply.
FORNIT^RA, sf. 1. Leather straps worn by sol-

diers. 2. (Impr.) Types cast to complete sorts.

FORO, sm. 1 Court ofjustice, the hall where tri-

bunals hold their sittings. 2. Bar. 3. Lord-

ship, the right of a superior lord, of whom
lands or tenements are held. 4. Back ground
of the stage or

(

theatre. Por talforo, On such

conditions.

FORQUILLA, sf. A small fork.

FORRAGATEAR, va. To scribble, tascraw .

FORRAGE, sm. 1. Forage ; grain, hay or grass,
which horse-soldiers collect for their horses ;

foraging. 2. Abundance of things of little

value
; plentiful medley of things of no mo-

ment.
FORRAGEADOK Y FoRRAGERo, sm. Forager, ;t

soldier detached in search of forage or pro-
vender.

FORRAGEAR, va. To forage, to collect forage.
FORRAR, va. V. Aforrar.
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F6RRo,*m. 1. Lining, the inner covering of a

thing. 2. (Nadt.) Furring of a ship, double

planks laid on the sides. 3. (Naut.) Sheathing
4. Forro de cabos, (Naut.) Service, the act of

serving ropes, or covering them with spun-
yarn or canvas, to preserve them from fret-

ting or galling. Forro sobrcpuesio de cable,

(Naut.) Keckling, rounding. 5. Forro interior

de un navio, Ceiling or foot-waling of a ship.

FORTACHON, NA, a. possessed of uncommon
strength.

FORTALECEDOR, RA, s. Fortifier.

FORTALECER, va. 1. To fortify, to strengthen. 2
To fortify a place. 3. To aid, to encourage,
to support ;

to corroborate.

FORTALECIMIENTO, sm. 1. Act of fortifying. 2.

That which fortifies any place or people, as

towers, walls, &c.

FORTALEZA,S/.I. Fortitude, firmness. 2. Valour,

courage. 3. Strength, vigour. 4. Strong hold,

fortress, fortified place.

FORTE, (Na6t.) Avast ! A term used on board
of ships, signifying stop, stay, hold.

FORTEPIA^NO, sm. Piano-forte, a musical in-

strument.

FORTEZUELO, LA, a. dim. of Fuerte.

FORTEZUELO, sm. A small fort.

FORTIFICACION, sf. 1. Fortification, the science
of military architecture. 2. Works raised for

the defence of a place ; fortification. Forti-

fication de campana, Field-fortification.

FORTIFICA".NTE, pa. Fortifying.
FORTIFICA^R, va. 1. To strengthen, to fortify.

2. To erect works for the defence of a place.

FORTIN, sm. J. A small fort. 2. Field or tem-

porary fortifications for the defence of a

corps or army.
FoRTirtJD, sf. V. Fortaleza.

FORTUITAMENTE, ad. Fortuitously. [pected.
FORTTJITO, TA, a. Fortuitous, accidental, unex-

FORTTJNA, sf. 1. Fortune, chance, fate. 2. Good
luck, success. 3. Storm, tempest. 4. Chance,
unforeseen event. Fortuna de la Mancha,
Omelet made of eggs and chopped bacon.
Moza de fortuna, A girl of the town. Probar

fortuna, To try one's fortune.

FOHTUNADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Fortunate.

FORTUNAL, a. (Ant.) Perilous, dangerous.
FORTUN^R, va. To enrich. [ous.

FORTT^NO, NA ; Y oso, SA, . (Ant.) Tempestu-
FORZADAMENTE, ad. Forcibly, violently.
FORZ!DO, DA,. 1. Forced, necessitated. 2. In-

dispensable, necessary. 3. Stormy, boister-

ous. Tiempoforzado, (Naut.) Stress of wea-
ther. Correr un viento forzado, (Naut.) To
sail in a storm. [leys.

FORZADO, sm. Criminal sentenced to the gal-

FORZADOR, sm. 1 . Ravisher. 2. One who forces

or commits acts of violence to attain some

purpose.
FORZAL, sm. The middle part of a comb be-

tween the two rows of teeth.

FORZAR, va. 1. To force, to compel, to con-

strain. 2. To enforce, to urge. 3. To subdue

by force of arms. 4. To ravish, to commit a

rape. 5. To oblige or enforce.

FORZOSA, sf. 1. A decisive move at the game
of chess. 2. Necessity of acting against one's
will.
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FOR/OSAMENTE, ad. Forcibly, necessarily, vi-

olently, [lent.
FORZOSO, SA, a. Indispensable, necessary, vio-

FORZUDO, DA, a. Strong, vigorous, potent.

FosA,sf.l.Pit,holedugmtheground.2 Grave.
FosAoo, sm. 1. A large pit or hole dug in the

ground, fosse or ditch. 2. Ancient tribute paid
to the king on his commencing a campaign

FOSADTJRA, s/. V. Zanja.
FOSAL, sm. Church-yard, burying-ground.
FOSA^R, va. To make a pit, ditch or fosse round
FOSCA, sf. A thick wood or grove, [any thing.
Fosco, CA, a. Brow-beaten, frowning.
FOSFORO, sm. Phosphorus, a substance which,

exposed to the air, takes fire.

FOSFORICO, CA, a. Phosphoric.
Fosico, sm. A small moat or ditch.

FOSIL, sm. Fossil, any metallic or mineral sub-
stance dug out of the ground.

FOSINO, sm. (let.) Pink, minow ; a sort of
roach. Cyprinus phoxinus L.

Foso, sm. 1. Pit, hole dug in the ground. V.

Hoyo. 2. Bog, a marshy ground covered with
water. 3. Moat, ditch, fosse.

FOXA, sf. Kind of duck.

FOYA, sf. An oven full of charcoal.

FOYO, sm. V. Hoyo.
Foz, sf. V. Mfoz y Hoz.

FRACASX.R, vn. 1. To crumble, to break into

pieces. 2. To be lost or destroyed.
FRAC.ASO, sm. 1. Downfal, ruin, destruction. 2.

Calamity, an unfortunate event.

FRACCION, sf. 1. Fraction, the act of breaking
or dividing into parts. 2. (Arith.) A broken

part of an integral.

IACCION.RIO, RIA, a. Fractional.

FRACTURA, sf. 1. Fracture, breach, separation
of contiguous parts. 2. (Ant.) Weakness.

FRACTURA.R, va. To fracture, to break a bone.

FRActjRA, sf. V. Flaqueza.
FRADEA^R, vn. To become a friar.

FRA".GA Y FRAGA^RIA, sf. Species of raspberry.
FRAGANCIA, sf. I. V. Fragrancia. 2. Actual
commission of a crime.

FRAGA*.NTE, a. 1. Fragrant, odoriferous. V. Fra-

grante. 2. Present, actual, notorious. En
fragante, In the act itself.

RAGATA,sf. Ship, vessel. Fragatade guerra,
Frigate. Fragata de aviso, Packet-boat. Era-

gata ligera, A light fast-sailing vessel.

FRAGIL, a. 1. Brittle, easily broken. 2. Frail, li-

able to seduction. 3. Decaying, perishable.

FRAGILIDJ(.D, sf. 1. Fragility, brittleness, easi-

ness to be broken. 2. Liableness to a faulL

3. Sin of infirmity, sensual pleasure.

PRAGILMENTE, ad. Frailly.

PRAGMENTO, sm. Fragment, a small part broken
or separated from the whole.

PRAGOLINO, sm. Sea fish, less than bream.

FRAGOSIDAD, sf. Unevenness or roughnesa of

the road, imperviousness of a forest.

FRAGOSO, SA, a. Craggy, rough, uneven
;

full

of brambles and briers ; noisy.

FRAGRANCIA, sf. 1. Fragrance, or fragrancy ;

sweetness of smell, pleasing scent. 2. (Met.)

Fame, reputation of virtues.

'RAGR^NTE, a. Fragrant, odoriferous ; sweet-

scented.

L, sf. 1. Forge, the place where iron is
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hammered into form and shape. 2. Place

where intrigues are plotted or planned.

FRAGUADOR, sm. Schemer, one who plots or

plans an intrigue ;
one who counterfeits or

FRAGUANTE (EN), V. En Fragante. [forges.

FRAGUAR, va. \. To forge, to reduce iron or

other metal by the hammer into shape. 2.

(Met.) To
plan,

to plot. rn. To unite in a

mass ; applied to clay and mortar.

FRAGI^RA,.?/. Roughness of the road; impervi-
ousness of a forest.

FRAMASON, sm. Freemason.

FRAMBUESA,S/. Raspberry.
FRAMBUESO, sm. (Bot.) Raspberry-tree. Rubus

idseus L.

FRAMEA, sf. Javelin, dart.

FRANCACHELA, sf. Dissoluteness, drinking and

intemperance, licentious merriment.

FRANCALETE, sm. Strap, or narrow long slip

of leather with a buckle.

FRANCAMENTE, ad. Frankly, openly, freely.

FRANCATRA, sf. Frank, or act of franking let-

ters or packets by the post.

FRANCES, SA, a. 1. Gallic, French, belonging
to France. 2. French man or woman.

FRANCESILLA, sf. (Bot.) V. Anemone.

FHANCHISPAN, sm. A perfume used for the

dress, and in confectionary.
FRANCISCANO, NA, a. I. Franciscan, belonging to

the religious order of St. Francis. 2. Gray-
coloured, like the dress of the Franciscans.

FRANCO, sm. 1. Franc
;
a French coin, divided

into centimes or hundredths, and worth about
IQd. sterl. 2. Fair-time, when merchandise
is sold free from duty.

FnXNco,CA,a. I.Frank, open, generous, liberal,
bountiful. 2. Free, disengaged. 3. Exempt,
privileged. 4. Ingenuous, plain, sincere. 5.

Free, exempt from duty. Lenguafranca, The
trading jargon of the Levant. Puertofranco,
A free port, frequented by the ships of all

nations without paying any duty.
FRANCOLI.V, sm. (Orn.) Francolin, the African

or Indian partridge. Tetrao francolinus L.

FRANELA, s/. Kind of fine woollen cloth.

FRANGEAR,?J<Z. To fringe, to adorn with fringes ;

to decorate with ornamental appendages.
FKANGE, sm. (Bias.) Division of the field of a

shield.

FRANGESTE. sm. Accident, disaster.

FRANGIBLE, a. Brittle, easily broken or parted
FRANGIR, va. To break or divide a thing into

several pieces.
FRANG ITA. sf. A small fringe.
FRANGOLLAR, va. To shell or grind corn coarse
FRA.\GOLLO, sm. Pottage made of wheat boiled

in milk.

FRANGOTE, sm. Bale of goods.
FRANGULA, sf. (Bot.) Berry-bearing alder, al-

der buckthorn. Rhamnus frangula L.

FRANJA, sf. Fringe, an ornamental appendage,
made of silk, gold, or silver.

FRANJAU y FRANJEAR, va. To fringe, to trim
with fringe.

FRANJON, sm. A large fringe.
FRANJUELA, sf. A small fringe.

FRANQUEAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Manumission,
act of giving liberty.

FRANQUEAR, va. 1. To exempt, to grant immu-

nity from. 2. To gratify, to make liberal

grants or gifts. 3. To disengage, to extricate ;

to clear from obstacles or impediments. 4.

Franquearse por encima de un baxo, (Naut.)
To forge over a shoal under a press of sail.

vr. To give one's self up easily to the desire

of others
;
to become liberal.

FRANQ.UEZA, sf. 1. Freedom, liberty, exemp-
tion. 2. Frankness, generosity, liberality of

sentiment; sincerity.

FRANQUIA, sf. (Naut.) Offing, the main.

FRANQUICIA,S/. 1. Immunity or exemption from

paying taxes. 2. A privileged place, which

enjoys an exemption from taxes and imposts.

FRANER, va. (Ant.) V. Quebrantar.

FRAO, sm.. (Ar.) V. Fraude.

FRASCA, sf. Dry leaves or small branches of

trees.

FRASCO, 5m. 1. Flask, a square bottle. 2. Pow-
der-horn.

FRASE Y FRASIS, sf. 1. Phrase, a mode of

speech. 2. Idiomatic expression.
FRA siA, sf. Dish made of tripes and other in-

gredients.
FRASISTA, sm. One who is extremely nice in

the use of words.

FRASQUERA, sf. Bottle-case. Frasqu&ra de

fuego, (Naut.) Fire-case or fire-chest.

FRAS^UERILLA, TA, sf. Small bottle-case.

FRASOJJETA, sf. Frisket of a printing-press.

FRASQ.UITO, LLO, sm. A small flask.

FRATACAR, va. To lay a mortar casing on a wall

with a square wooden trowel.

FRATERNA, sf. A severe reprimand.
FRATERNAL, a. Fraternal, brotherly.

FRATERNALMENTE, ad. Fraternally.

FRATERNIDAD, sf. Fraternity, the state or qua-

lity of a brother.

FRATERNO, NA, a. Fraternal, brotherly.

FRATRICIDA, s. com. Murderer of a brother.

FRATRES, sm.pl. (Ant.) Brothers, appellation

among ecclesiastics ; hence the words Freylc
and Frayle, which see. [ther.

FRATRICIDIO, sm. Fratricide, murder of a bro-

FRAUD^DOR, sm. V. Defraudador.
FRAUDE, sm. Fraud, deceit.

FRAUDULENCIA,S/. Fraudulence,deceitfulness ;

proneness to deceive.

FRAUDULENTAMENTE, ad. Fraudulently.

FRAUDULENTO, TA, a. Fraudulent, deceitful.

FRAUDULOSAMENTE, ad. Fraudulently, deceit-

fully, [ladies' head-dresses.

FRAUSTINA, sf. A wooden head for
fashioning

FRAXINELA, sf. (Bot.) White dittany. Fraxi-

nella dictamnus albus L.

FRAY, pron. app. A contracted appellation of

respect addressed to religious men ;
brother.

V. Frayle.
FRAYLADA, sf. A monkish trick; rude action.

FRAYLE,s-m. 1. Friar, brother ; appellation ofthe

members of some religious orders. Frayle dc

misa y olla, Friar destined to serve in the

choir and at the altar, but not in the pulpit or

chair. V. Religiose. 2. Fold or plait in petti-

coats. 3. (Impr.) That part of a printed pagn
which is white or pale for want of ink. 4.Tii!-

upright post of a floodgate in water-mills. ;"..

(In Sugar Mills) Refuse of the sugar-can"
after it is pressed. 6. Kind of sea-fish. pi. 1.
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A sort of pulse resembling kidney-beans. 2

(In Powder-mills) Frames which support the

bolter. 3. (Fort.) Fraises, stakes six or seven
feet in length, put under the cordon to pre
vent a scalade.

FRAYLECICO, JLLO, 6 fro, 5m. 1. A little friar. 2
Wild pigeon. 3. Wedge securing the spindle
of a silk reel. 4. Boyish sport with the husks
of beans.

FRAYLEciLLO,sm. 1. Child which wears a friar's

habit. 2. (Orn.) Lapwing. Tringa vanellus L
FRAYLENGO, GA, Y FRAYLESO,NA, a. V. Fray-

lesco. [gether
FRAYXERIA, sf. Number of friars assembled to-

FRAYLERO, RA, a. Friar-like.

FRAYLESCO, CA, a. Monkish, belonging to friars.

FRAYLEZU^LO, sm. dim. A little friar.

". 1. State of monks, monastic life.

2. Regular clergy.

FRAYLILLOS, sm. pi. (Bot.) V. Arisaro.

FRAYLON, sm. A big friar.

FRAYLOTE, sm. Licentious friar. V. Bigardo.
FRAYLUCO, sm. A despicable or contemptible

friar. [soft and loosely woven.

FRAZADA, sf. Blanket, a woollen cover of a bed,
FRAZADILLA, sf. A small or light blanket.

FRECHAR, va. V. Flechar.

FREDOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Frio.

FREGACION, sf. Friction, the act of rubbing two
bodies together.

FREGADERO, sm. Scullery, the place where
kitchen-utensils are scoured and cleaned.

FREGADO, sm. The act of scouring or cleaning
kitchen utensils. Muger de buenfregado, A
buxom girl, a nice woman

;
a prostitute.

FREGADOR, sm. 1. Scullery. V. Fregadero. 2.

Dishclout.

FREGADtJRAjS/.The act of rubbing or scouring.
FREGAJO, sm. V. Estropajo.
FREGAMIENTO, sm. V. Fricacion.

FREGAR, va. 1. To rub one thing against ano-
ther. 2. To scour or wash kitchen-utensils.

FREGATRIZ, sf. Kitchen-maid.
FREGATA v FREGONA, sf. Kitchen-maid.

FREGONC|LLA, sf. A little kitchen-maid.

FREGONIL, a. Belonging to or becoming a
kitchen-wench.

FREGONZUELA, sf. A little kitchen-girl.
FREIDX^RA, sf. Act offrying or dressing in a pan.
FRE*R, va. To fry or dress in a frying-pan.

Freirse de calor, To be excessively hot. Al

freir de los huevos, (Met.) In a short time, in

a minute. Freirsela a. alguno, To deceive

one premeditatedly.
FREMITO, sm. A loud noise. V. Bramido.

FRENAR, va. To curb, to check, to restrain.

FRENDIENTE, a. Enraged, furious ; gnashing
or colliding the teeth with fury and passion.

FRENERIA, sf. 1. Business of bridle-making. 2.

Place or shop in which bridles are made or

sold.

FRENERO, sm. One who makes the bits of a

bridle, a bridle-maker.

FRENESI,SWI. 1. Frenzy, madness, distraction of
mind. 2. (Met.) Folly, extravagant caprice.

FRENETICO, CA, a. Mad, distracted.

FRENILLAR, va. (Na6t.) To bridle the oars.

FRENILLO, sm. 1. Impediment of the tongue,
with which some children are born, said to be I
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tongue-tied. 2. (Naut.) Bridle of the oars, a

rope with which the oars are tied.

FRNO, sm. 1. Bridle or bit of the bridle. 2.

(Met.) Curb, restraint, check. Morder cl

freno, To bite the bridle.

FRENTAL, a. Frontal
; applied to the forehead.

FRENTAZA, */. A broad forehead.

FRNTE, sf. 1. Forehead, front ; the part of the
face which reaches from the eye-brows to the
hair. Frcnte d frente, Face to face. 2. The
blank space left at the beginning of a letter.

3. Forepart of a building, or any other thing,
which meets the eye. Frcnte 6 en frente,
Opposite. 4. (Mil.) Front rank of a body of

troops. Navigar de frente, (Naut.) To sail

a-breast. 5. (Poet.) V. Semblante. A 1

frente,
In front ; in aright line. 6. Obverse of coins.

FRENTECILLA, TA, CA, sf. A small front.

FREKTERO, sm. Band worn on the forehead of
children to save their face in case of falling.

FREO, sm. (Naut.) Narrow channel of the pas-

sage of boats ; it is used in the Levant.

FRE^UENCIA, sf. Frequency, the condition of

being often seen or done.

FREQUENTACION,*/. Condition ofvisiting often,
or being much in a place.

FREQUENTADOR, RA, s. Frequenter.
FREQUENTAR, va. To frequent.

E^UENTArfvo, o. (Gram.) Frequentative ;

applied to verbs.

FREQUENTE, a. Frequent, often done or seen.

FREO.UENTE Y FREQUENTEMENTE, ad. Fie-

FRERE, sm. (Ant.) V. Freyle. [quently
FRES, sm. (Ar.) Gold or silver lace.

FRESA, sf. Strawberry.
FRESAL,ST. l.(Bot.) Strawberry-plant. Fraga-

ria L. 2. Ground bearing strawberry-plants.
FRESCA, sf. 1. V. Fresco. Tomar lafresca, To

take the air. Salir con lafresca, To go out

during the fresh air in the evening. 2. (Fain.)

Declaring one's sentiments freely.

PRESCACHON, NA, a. Very fresh.

FRESCAL, a. Not very fresh, rather stale ; ap-

plied to fish.

FRESCAMENTE, ad. 1. Freshly, recently, lately.
2. Coolly, without passion ; peacefully.

FRESCO, CA, a. 1. Fresh, coolish ; rather cool. 2.

Plump, ruddy. 3. Brisk, gay, lively, cheerful.

4. Serene, calm, unruffled. Dinero fresco,

Ready money, cash paid off hand. Vicnto

fresco, (Naut.) A fresh freeze. Pintura al

fresco, Painting in fresco, done on fresh plas-
ter not yet dry and with water colours. Dexar

fresco a alguno, To leave one scoffed at.

FRESCO, sm. Cool refreshing air. V. Frescura.

FRESCON, NA, a. (aum. of Fresco.) Very fresh ;

blooming.
FRESCON, sm. Bloomy, of a healthy ruddy

countenance. [cura.

RESCOR, sm. Freshness ;
ruddiness. V. Frcs-

REscijRA,s/.l.Freshness,coolness. 2. Amenity,
agreeableness ofsituation. 3. Frankness,open-
ness. 4. An untimely jest, smart repartee. 5.

Carelessness. 6. Serenity, tranquillity.

FRESNEDA, sf. Grove or plantation of ash-trees.

FRESNO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Ash-tree. Fraxinus L.

2. (Poet.) Staff of a lance, a spear. Fresno

defior, (Bot.) Flowering ash-tree. Fraxinus

ornus L.
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FRES<JN d FRESON DE CHILI, sm. (Bot.) Chili-

strawberry. Fragaria chiloensis L. [Fresco.

FRESQUECITO, TA, FRESQUILLO, LLA, a, dim. of

FRESQUJSTA, 5m. A painter particularly em-

ployed in painting in fresco.

FRETADO, a. Banded. V. Cotizado.

FRETAR, vn. V. Fletar.

FRETES, sf. pi. Frets, the narrow bands which
form the body of a shield.

FREXK. sm. V. Lio. In Sevilla, arch or member
which unites the three divisions of any thing.

FREXOL, sm.. V. Judihuelo.

Fnv.pron.(tpp. Friar or brother, an appella-
tion of respect given to religious persons be-

longing to a military order.

FREYLA,.V/. 1. A religious woman of a military
order. 2. Lay sister of religious orders, [order.

FREYI.AR, va. To receive or admit in a military

FftEVLE,sm. i. Knight ofa religious military or-

der. 2. Priest belonging to the regular clergy.

FREYRIA,S/. (Ant.) Friary, assemblage of friars.

FREZ v FREZA, sf. 1. Dung, the excrement of

animals. 2. Ground turned up by the snout of

a hog or other animal. 3. Track, trace of fish

in spawning. 4. Rustling of silk worms when
they are feeding on mulberry leaves.

FREZADOR, sm. (Ant.) Eater, dissipator.
FREZA R, vn. 1. To eject excrements ; applied to

animals. 2. To nibble the leaves of mulberry
trees ; applied to silk-worms, 3. To rub in

order to spawn ; applied to fishes. 4. To turn

up the ground, as hogs. 5. To eject the larvse

of young bees from hives. 6. To approach
FR!A, a. (Gal.) Applied to dead fowls paid as

tribute. A 1

frias, Heavily, coldly.

FRIABILIDAD, sf. Friability, brittleness.

FRIABLE, a. Friable, fragile, brittle.

FRIALDAD, sf.l. Frigidity, coldness
; insipidity ;

dulness. 2. Cold, a disease caused by cold
;

the obstruction of perspiration. 3. Negli-

gence, lassitude, folly. Impedimenta defri-
aldad, Impediment of coldness, incapacity
of

enjoying
the nuptial rights.

FRIAMENTE, ad. In a heavy, stupid, and grace
less manner

; coldly, frigidly.

FRIATICO, CA, 1. Foolish, graceless. 2. Chilly.
FRICACION, sf. Friction.

FRICANDO, sm. Scotch collop ; veal cut into

small pieces and stewed.

FRICAR, va. To rub, to scour.

FRIC ASE, sm. Fricassee, a dish made by cutting
chickens, fowls, veal, &c. into small pieces,
and dressing them with strong sauce.

FRICCIOS, sf. Friction. V. Fricacion.

FRIECILLO, TO, sm. dim. A slight cold.

FRIEGA, sf. The act of rubbing with flannel
for medical purposes.

FRI ERA, sf. 1. Chilblain. 2. An aquatic plant.
FRIGIDEZ Y FRIEZA, sf. V. Frialdad.

FRIGIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) Cold. V. Frio.

FRIGON, sm. (let.) Fire-flaire, sting-ray. Raia
pastinaca L.

FRIGORIENTO, TA, a. V. Friolcnto.

FRIISIMO, MA, a. sup. of Frio.

FRINGILAGO, sm. V. Monge.
FRIO, IA, a. 1. Cold, frigid, tepid. 2. Cold, im-

potent, unfit, graceless ; insipid ; ineffica-

cious.

. sm. I. Cold, the effect of coldness or fri-

gidity. 2. Cool, fresh air. 3. Concreted beve-

rage, congealed sugar. 4. Dulness, want of
intellectual fire. Dios da elfrio conforme a,

la ropa, (Prov.) God tempers the wind to

the shorn lamb.

FRIOLENTO, TA, a. Chilly ; very sensible of cold.

FRIOLERA, sf. An insignificant speech or action.

FRIOLERO, RA, a. Chilly.

FRION, NA, a. aum. of Frio, Very insipid or

awkward
FRISA, sf. Frieze, a sort of coarse woollen stuff.

FRISADO, sm. Silk plush or shag.

FRISADOR, sm. Frizzier, one who frizzles or

raises the nap on frieze or cloth.

FRISADURA, sf Act of frizzling or shagging.
FRISAR, va. To frizzle, to raise the nap on frieze

or other woollen stuff; to rub against UK-

grain. vn. To resemble, to be like, to have

likeness to ; to assimilate
;
to approach.

Ffiiso, sm. (Arq.) Frieze, the part of a column
between the architrave and cornice.

FRISOL, sm. (Bot.) French or kidney bean.

Phaseolus vulgaris L.

FRISON, 5m. 1. A large draught-horse, a cart or

dray-horse. 2. An animal of a large size.

FRISUELOS, sm. pi. Dry French-beans
;
fritters

FRITA, sf. Frit, the matter or ingredients of

which glass is made.

FRITADA, sf. Dish of fried meat or fish.

FRITILARIA,S/. (Bot.) Fritillary, checkered lily.

Fritillaria meleagris L.

FRITILLAS, sf. pi. Fritters, pancakes.
FRfTO Y FRITURA, s. V. Fritada.

FRIURA, sf. Frigidity, cold.

FRIXION, sf. (Farm.) Frixion, frying, operation
of drying plants.

FRIVOLAMENTE, ad. Frivolously.

FRIVOLIDAD, sf. Frivolity.

FRIVOLO, LA, a. Frivolous, slight, trifling, of
no moment.

FROGA, sf. Brickwork.

FROGAR, va. To make a wall of brick and mor-
tar. vn. To lay a coat of mortar over the

joints of bricks.

FRONDOSIDAD, sf. 1. Foliage, tuft of leaves. 2.

Redundancy of words or phrases.

FRONDOSO, SA, a. Frondiferous, full of leaves.

FRONTAL, sm. Front-ornament of an altar.

FRONTALERA, sf. Ornament for the front
j place

where uuch ornaments are kept.
FRONTE, sf. Front. V. Frente.

FRONTERA, sf. 1. Frontier, limit, confine. 2. Fil-

let of a bridle ; binder of a frail-basket.

FRONTERIZO, ZA, a. 1. Bounding or bordering
upon. 2. Fronting, opposite, over-against.

FRONTERO, sm. 1. Governor or magistrate of a

frontier town. 2. Frontlet or brow-band, worn

by children to prevent their heads or faces

from being hurt by a fall. ad. In front.

FRONTERO, RA, a. Frontier.

FRONTIL, sm. Bassweed matting placed on the

foreheads of draught-oxen to preserve them
from injury.

FRONTING, NA, a. Applied to animals marked
in the face.

FRONTIS, sm. Frontispiece.

FRONTISPICIO, sm. 1. Frontispiece, the foro

part of a building or any other thing which
meets the eye. 2. (Joe.) Face, visage.
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FRONTON, sm. 1. Wall from which the bowl re

bounds at fives. 2. Frontispiece.
FRONTED, DA, a. Broad-faced.
FRONTURA. sf. Front of a stocking-frame.
FROTACION y FROTADURA, sf. Friction, the

act of rubbing two bodies together.
FROTAR, na. To rub or stroke gently with the

hand. V. Flotar.

FRUCTERO, RA, a. V. Frvtal.

FRUCTIFERAMENTE, ad. Fruitfully.

FRUCTIFERO, RA, a. Fructiferous, bearing fruit

FRUCTIFICACION, sf. Fructification.

FRUCTIFICADOR, RA, s. Fertilizer.

FRUCTIF'CAR, va. 1. To fructify, to fertilize, to

make fruitful. 2. (Met.) To edify; to pro-
mote piety and morality, or the exercise of

religious and social duties.

FRUCTUOSAMENTE, ad. Fruitfully.
FRUCTTOSO. SA, a. Fruitful, useful.

FRUGAL, a. Frugal, parsimonious. [bandry
FRCGALIDAD, sf. Frugality, parsimony, hus-

FRUICION, sf. I. Fruition, enjoyment. 2. Satis-

faction, gratification, taste.

FRUIR, vn. To live in happiness, to enjoy.
FRUITIVO, VA, a. Fruitive, enjoying.
FRUMENTACEO,EA, a. (Bot.) Frumentacious.

FRCMENTICIO, CIA, a. Belonging to wheat.

FRUNCIDO, DA, a. Frizzled, corrugated. Frun-
cido de boca, Hare-lipped.

FRUNCIDOR, sm. Plaiter, folder.

FRUKCIMIENTO, sm. l.The act ofpursing up into

corrugations. 2. Fiction, deceit, imposture.
FRUNcfR, va. 1. To gather the edge of stuff or

cloth into plaits. 2. (Met.) To reduce to a
smaller compass. 3. (Met.) To conceal the
truth. 4. To affect modesty and composure.

FPUSLERA, ff. Metal made of latten filings, [ty.

FRusLERiA,sf. Trifle, a thing ofno value,frivoli-

FUUSLERO,R v,a.Trifling,frivolous,insignificant.
FiusTRANEO^;EA,a. Frustraneous,vain, useless.

FKIJSTRAR, va. To frustrate, to disappoint, to

balk. vr. To be disappointed, to be balked.

FRUSTRATORIO, RIA, a. V. Frustrdneo.

FRUTA, sf. Fruitage, eatable fruit borne by
trees and plants. Fruta de sarten. Pancake,
fritter. Fruta nucva, (Met.) Any thing new.
Fruta del tiempo, (Met.) Distempers inci-

dent to the season.

FRUTAGE, sm. Fruitage, ornament of fruit.

FRUTAL, a. Fruitful ; applied to trees.

FRITTER, va. To fructify, to fertilize.

FKUTERA, sf. Fruit-woman, she who sells fruit.

FRUTERIA, sf Place where fruit is kept or pre-
served.

FRUTERO,SOT. 1. Fruiterer, one who deals in fruit.

2. Fruit-basket served up at table. 3. Piece of

painting representing various sorts of fruit.

FRUTICE, sin. Any perennial shrub.

FRUTICOSO, SA, a. Applied to a plant with many
branches from its root.

FRUTIER, sm. Purveyor of fruit for the royal fa-

mily, who is an officer of the king's house-

FRUTIFICAR, va. V. Fructificar. [hold.

FRUTILLA,S/. i. Small fruit. 2. (In Peru) Straw-

berry. 3. Round shell or nut of which rosa-

ries are made.

FRUTILLAR, sm. Strawberry-bed.
FRUTO, sm. 1 Fruit, the quantity of fruit annu-

allv produced by a tree or plant. 2. Benefit,

3C8

profit. Fruto de lendicion, Children lawfully
begotten. pi. I. Seeds, grain. 2. Produce
of an estate, place, or employment.

Fu, interj. Of disgust.
FUCAR, sm. A rich opulent man.
FTJCIA,*/. (Ant.) V. Confianza. A' fucia, In

confidence.

FUEGO, sm. 1. Fire, the igneous element. 2'. Any
thing burning. 3. Conflagration. 4. (Met.)
Family, the number of persons who live in
the same house. 5. Eruption or breaking out
of humours in the skin. 6. Firing of soldiers.

7. Hearth, fire-place. Un lugar tiene tanios

fuegos, A place contains so many hearths or
inhabitants. 8. Ardour, heat of any action.

Fuego de San Elmo, (Nadt.) Castor or Pol-

lux, a shining vapour without heat, sometimes
observed adhering to ships after a storm. Dar
fuego a un navio, (Naut.) To breem a ship.

Darfuego A los tablones, (Naut.) To heat

planks for the purpose of bending them. Es-
tar hecKo un fuego, (Met.) To burn with
heat. Fuego greguisco 6 guirgtlesco, (Ant.)
Greek fire. Futgos, (Naut.) Lights ; light-
house for directing ships which are sailing
off the coast. Fuego graneado, (Mi].) Suc-
cessive or incessant firing, effected by small
divisions firing together. Fuego de San An-

ton, Erysipelas. [is this !

FUEGO ! FUEGO DE DIOS ! interj. Bless me, what
FUEGUECILLO Y FuEGUEZUELo, sm.A small fire.

FUELAN, sm. (Ant.) V. Fulano. [tapers.

FUELLAR, sm. Paper ornament around wax-

FUELLE, sm. 1. Bellows, an instrument used to

blow the fire. 2. (Joe.) Tale-bearer. 3. Lea-
ther curtain ofan open chaise, to shelter from
the inclemency of the weather. 4. Puff for

powdering hair. Fuelles, Puckers or corru-

gations in clothes.

PUEN, sm. Fountain, spring. V. Fuente.

FUENTE, sm. 1. Fountain, a spring of water. 2.

Jet, a spout of water. 3. (Met.) Original,
first principle, first cause. 4. Dish, a broad
wide vessel in which food is served up at ta-

ble. 2. Issue, fontanel
;
an incision made in

the skin for the discharge of humours.

FUENTECILLA, CA, TA, sf. A small fountain.

PUERA, ad. 1. Without, out of the place where
one is. V. Jlfuera. 2. Over and above. Fur.ra

de si, Absent of mind; deranged. Estarfue-
ra, To be abrosBd. Defuera, Exteriorly.

TUERA, interj. Out of the way, clear the way.
^UERAS, ad. (Ant.) V. Fucra.

TUERCECILLA, TA, sf. dim. Little strength.
. 1. Statute-law ofa country. 2. Juris-

diction, judicial power. Fuero exterior 6 t.y-

terno, Canon and civil laws. Fudros, Charters
or privileges granted to a province, town, or

person. A1

fuero, According to law. Fuf.ro

de la conciencia, The tribunal of conscience.

De fuero, Of right, by right or law.

I'UERTE, sm. 1. Fortification, entrenchment. 2.

Coin over weight.
UERTE, a. 1. Strong, possessed of strength nnrl

vigour. 2. Hard, not easily wrought ;
not

malleable. 3. Enormous, dreadful. Lance

fuerte, A hard case. 4. Rough, rude, harsh.

5. Strong, intoxicating. 6. Efficacious, co-

gent. 7. Firm, manly.



FUM FUN

,
ad. Strongly.

, TO, co, sm. Small fortress ;
a

blockhouse.

FCERTEMENTE, ad. Strongly, vehemently.
FUER/A, sf. I. Force, strength, might. 2. Forti-

tude, valour, courage. 3. Pronencss, strong

propensity. 4. Violence, outrage. 5. Rape,
violent defloration, or violation ofa woman. 6.

Mental power. 7. Fortress, strong place. 8.

Grievance or injury done by a judge. 9.

Strong part ofa sword near the hilt. 10. Buck-

ram, strong linen put on the inside of clothes

to keep them stiff. 11. Power, efficacy. Jt
1

fuerza de, By the dint of, by the force of.

Porfutrza, By force, in a violent manner,

forcibly ; necessarily ;
without excuse. Hacer

fuerza de ete.s,(Naut.) To crowd sail, to carry
a press of sail. Hacerfuerza de remos, (Na6t.)
To pull hard with the oars. Jl 1 viva fuerza,
With great resolution, by main force.

Ftfr,A,s/. 1 . Flight, escape, elopement. 2. State

of the utmost perfection of a thing. 3. Prop,

support. 4. Fugue, a piece of musical com-

position. Fugade risa, Fit of laughter.
FUGACIDAD, sf. Fugacity, volatility, brevity.
FUG ADA DE VIENTO, sf. (Naut.) Squall or gust

of wind.

FucAz, a. 1. Shy, apt to fly away. 2. Fugitive,
running away. 3. (Met.) Perishable, decaying.

FUGIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) V. Fugaz.
FUGITIVO, VA, a. Fugitive.

FU*DA,S/. V. Huida.

FUIMIENTO, sm. Farmer of sheep walks.

FufNA, sf. V. Garduna.
FULAN, sm. (Ant.) V. Fulano.
F L L VNITO, TA, s. Little master, little miss.

FUI.ANO, NA, s. Such a one. [dent.
FULGECER, nn. (Poet.) To shine, to be resplen-
FULGE.NTE, a. (Poet.) Refulgent, brilliant.

FuLfiioo, DA, a. (Poet.) Resplendent.
FULGOR. sm. Resplendence, brilliancy.
FutGtJRA, sf. V. Hofgura.
FULGURANTE,/>O. (Poet.) Resplendent, shining.
FULGURAR, vn. (Poet.) To yield splendour and

brilliancy.

FUMGINOSO, SA,. Fuliginous, dark, obscure.

FuLi.ER.iy,o, sm. aum. Great cheat or sharper.
FUI.T.F.RESCO, CA, a. Belonging to sharpers.
FCLLERIA, s/. 1. Cheating, sharping at play.

2. Cunning, arts used to deceive.

FUI.LKRITO, sm. A little sharper.
FULI.EUO, sm. Sharper, cheater at play.
FULI.ET, sm. A very small saw.

FULI.ONA, sf. (Bax.) Dispute, quarrel.
Ft LMINAI;io.Vj ff. Fulmination, the act of thun-

derin -.

FtJLMiNA.no, a. Wounded with lightning.
FULMINADOR, sm. Thunderer.

FULMINA.VTE, pa. Fulminating; fulminator.
FULMINA n,va. \ .To fulminate.to emit lightning.

2. To throw out as an object of terror, to ex-

press wrath.3.To issue ecclesiastical censures.

FctiwfsEO, NEA, a. (Poit.) Belonging to thun-
der and lightning, [dering, striking horror.

FULMISOSO, s\, a. (Poet.) Fulminatory, thun-
FUMADA.

.<?/.
The act of smoking tobacco.

FuMANTE,^rt. Fuming, smoking.
FOIA.R, va. To smoke tobacco. [of tobacco.

FU.MARAOA, sf. 1. Blast of smoke. 2. A pipeful

FCMARIA, sf. (Bot.) Fumitory, earthsmoke.
Fumaria officinalis L.

FUMENTACION, sf. V. Fomcntacion.

FUMENTAR, va. V. Fomentar. [smoke.
FUMIFERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Smoking, emitting
FUMIGACION, sf. 1. Fumigation, fumes raised

by fire. 2. Fumigation, application of medi-
cines to the body in fumes.

FUJWIGADOR, sm. Fumigator,an instrument used
for injecting clysters of the smoke oftobacco.

FUMIGAR, vn. V. Humear.
FUMOROI.AS, sf. pi. Cavities in the earth which

emit a sulphureous smoke.

FUMOSIDAD, sf. Fumidity, smokiness.

FUMOSO, SA, a. Full of smoke or fume.

FuNAMBULo,*m. Rope-dancer. V. Volatin.

FUNCION, sf. I . Employment, office. 2. Solernrfi-

ty, festival. 3. Festive concourse of people.
4. Compliment, act of civility or respect. 5.

Flight, engagement, battle.

FtfNDA, sf. T. Pillow-case
;
also a case for other

things. 2. Foundation, groundwork. 3. Mould
of a button. 4. Carpet or covering of a table.

FUNDACIO.V, ff. 1. Foundation, groundwork. 2.

Beginning or origin of a thing. 3. Revenue
settled and established for any purpose, par-

ticularly charity.

FUNDADAMENTE, arf. Fundamentally.
FuNDADdR, RA, s. Founder, builder

;
one who

raises an edifice. [house.

FONDAGO, sm. Magazine, warehouse, store-

FUNDAMENTAL, a. 1. Fundamental, serving for

the foundation. 2. Essential, principal.

FUNDAMENTALMENTE, ad. Fundamentally.
FUNDAMENTAR, . 1. To lay the foundation of

a building. 2. (Met.) To found, to establish

FUNDAMENTO, sm. 1. Foundation, ground-work.
2. Source, origin, root.

FUNDAR, va. I. To found, to lay the foundation
or basis of a building. 2. To found, to esta-

blish. 3. To raise upon, as on a maxim.

FUNDENTE, sm. Flux. V. Flux.

FUNDKRIA, sf. Foundery, a place where melted
metal is cast into forms

;
a casting-house.

FUNDIBLE, a. Fusible, capable of being melted.

FUNDIBULO, sm. An ancient warlike machine
for throwing stones ; a sling.

FUNDICION, sf. 1. Fusion, the act of melting
metals. 2. Foundery. 3. (Impr.) A complete
set of types, or printing letters.

FuNDiD6R,sm. 1. Founder, one who melts and
casts metals. 2. A level and smooth place for

casting metals.

FUNDILARIO, sm. Slinger, Roman soldier who
used a sling.

FUNDIR, va. 1. To found or melt metals. 2. To
cast fused metals into moulds.

FtfNDO, sm. A piece of arable land, set apart
for the use of the owner of a farm.

FUNEBRE, a. Mournful, sad, lamentable ;
ex-

pressive of grief.

FUNEPENDUI.O, sm. Pendulum, any weight hung
so that it may easily swing backward and

forward, the oscillations whereof are always
in equal time.

FUNERAL, a. Funeral, used at the ceremony of

interment of the dead.

FUNF.RALES, 5m. pi. Funeral solemnities. A' la

funerala, Mode of carrying arms, used Ly
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soldiers during the holy week, and at fune^

rals with their muskets inverted. [rales
FUNERALIAS 6 FUNERARIAS, sf. pi. V, Func-

FUNERARIO, RIA, a. Funeral, funereal.

FUNERO, RE A, a. (Poet.) Mournful, sad. V.
Funebre.

FCNESTAR, va. To sadden, to make sad.

FUNKSTAMENTE, ad. Mournfully.
FUNESTO, TA, a. Mournful, sad, dismal.

FUNESTOSO, SA, a. Melancholy, direful.

FUNGO, sm. (Cir.) Fungus, fleshy excrescence.

FUNGON, sm. (Joe.) A great snuff-taker.

FUNGOSO, SA, a. Fungous, excrescent, spongy.
FUNICULAR, a. Funicular, consisting of cords

or fibres.

FURACAR, va. (Ant.) To bore.

FWRENTE, a. (Poet.) Furious, raving, transport-
ed by passion.

FURIA, sf. 1. Fury, rage ;
a violent agitation

of the mind. 2. Hurry, velocity, and vigour,
used in the performance of a thing.

FURIAL, a. (Poet.) Belonging to the Furies.

FURIBUNDO, DA, . Furious, enraged.
FURIOSAMENTE, ad. Furiously.
FURIOSO, SA, a. 1. Furious, mad, frantic. 2.

Raging, violent, transported by passion be-

yond reason. 3. Very great, excessive.

FURLON 6 FORLON, sin. A coach with four seats,

hung with leather curtains.

FURO, RA, a. (Ar.) Ferocious, fierce ; severe.

Hacerfuro, To conceal a thing artfully with
the design of keeping it.

FUROR, sm. 1. Fury, madness ; derangement of
the mental faculties. 2. Rage, passion of an-

ger, tumult of mind approaching to madness.
3. Enthusiasm, exaltation of fancy.

FURRJELA, sf. V. Furriera.

FURRIER, sm. 1. Quarter-master, a non-com-
missioned officer of foot. 2. Clerk of the

king's mews.
FURRIER A, sf. Place of keeper of the keys of

the king's palace.

FURRIETA, sf. Bravado, boast, brag. [tively.
FURTADAMENTE Y FuRTlBLEMENTE, ad. Fur-

FURTAR, va. V. Hurtar.

FURTIBLE, a. Liable to be stolen.

FuRTIVAMENTE Y FuRTIVOLMENTE, ad. By
stealth, in a clandestine manner.

FURTIVO, VA, a. Furtive, gotten by theft, done
in a clandestine manner.

FtfsA, sf. Note in music.

FUSCA, sf. A kind of dark-coloured duck.

FCSCAR, va. Ant.) To obscure.
Fusco, CA, a. Dark

; brown inclining to black:

FUSELADO, DA ; FosADo, DA, a. (Bias.) Charged
with fusils or spindles.

FUSIBII.IDAD, sf. Fusibility, quality of being
fusible.

FUSIBLE Y FUSIL, a. Fusible.

FUSIL, sm. Fusil, firelock
; a small musket. Fu-

sil dc boca negra, (Naut.) Sea-musket. Fusil

rayado, Rifle gun.
FUSJLAZO, sm. Musket-shot; blow given with

a musket.
[teers.

FUSILERIA, sf. Body of fusileers or muske-
FUSILERO, 5m. Fusileer, musketeer.

FUSION, sf. Fusion, liquation.

FUSIQUK, sm. Kind of snuff-box in the shape ofa
small apple, with two holes in its neck from
which the snuff is taken into the nostrils.

FUSTA, sf. 1. Small vessel with lateen sails. 2.

Thin boards ofwood. 3. Kind ofwoollen cloth.

FUSTAGA, sf. (Naut.) A large rope, serving to

hoist and lower the mainsail.

FUSTAN, sf. Fustian, a kind of cotton stuff.

FUSTANERO, sm. Fustian manufacturer.

FtisTE,sra. 1 . Tree and bows of a saddle
; (Poet.)

a saddle. 2. Shaft of a lance. 3. Foundation of

any thing ; groundwork made of wood. 4.

(Ant.) Wood, timber. 5. Substance of any
thing. Hombre defuste, Man of weight and

importance. 6. (Arq.) Fust or body of a co-

lumn. 7. (Naut.) A vessel of burthen with a
flush deck, navigated by sails and oars.

FUSTERO, RA, a. Belonging to a fust, founda-

FUSTERO, sm. Turner or carpenter, [tion, &c.
FUSTETE, sm. (Bot.) Red or Venice sumac-tree.
Rhus cotinus L. Its wood dyes yellow, and

FUSTIGAR, va. (Ant.) To whip, [its bark tans.

FUSTINA, sf. Place destined to fusing metals.

FUSTOC, sm. Fustic, a yellow die-wood, Venice
sumac.

FtJTiL, a. Futile, trifling, worthless.
[dity.

FUTILIDAD,^/. Futility,"weakness, want of soli-

FUTURA, sf. Survivorship.
FUTURARIO, RIA, a. Future.

FUTURICION, sf. Futurition, the state of being
to be.

FUTTJRO, A, a. Future, that which will be here-

after.

FuTURo,5wi.l.Future,'timetocome.2.(Gram.)
Future tense, which denotes time to come.
En lofuturo, For the future.

FUYR, vn. V. Huir.

G

G before the vowels, a, o, and tf, has nearly

} the same sound in Spanish and English ;

but before e and i, it is the same as the

Spanish x, or the English h strongly aspirated,
as genio is pronounced henio ; gemiilo, je-

mido, or xemido, have all the same sound, he-

miilo ; before the diphthong ue, as in guerra,

ffuion, the u becomes liquid, and the g has the

hard sound as in the English words gelding,

fir]
; with a diteresis over the ft, both letters

ave their proper sound, as in agiicro. The
370

GAB
Latin c is often changed intojf in Spanish ,

and
vice versa, as catus makes gato ; gangrtena,

fangrena, &c. In like manner, the Latin as-

pirated hi are changed into g. in Spanish, as

hicroglyphicus, Hicronymvs, &c. make ge-

roglifico, Geronimo, &c.

GABACHA, sf. Kind of loose garment.
GARAcno,s77i. Sloven, a dirty miserable fellow.

GABACHO, CHA, a. Applied to persons, or their

property, residing at the foot of the Pyre-
nees

; used also in derision to the Frencn.
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GABAN, sm. Great coat with a hood and close

sleeves. [na L.

GABAN/O, 5m. (Bot.) Dog's rose. Rosa cani-

GABA^RDA. sf. (Ar.) Wild white rose
;

GABARDINA, sf. Kind of cassock with'close but-

toned sleeves. [to load and unload ships.
GA B.4 RR A

, sf. (NaUt.) Lighter, a large boat used

GABARRERO, sm. 1. Dealer in wood and timber.

2. (Naut.) Lighterman.
GABA RRO, sm. 1. A morbid swelling on the pas-

tern of horses. 2. Pip, a horny pellicle which

grows on the tongues of fowls. 3. Flaw or

defect in cloth. 4. Defect discovered in goods
after they have been bought. 5. (Met.) Obli-

gation, burthensome charge ; error in ac-

counts.

GAEATA, sf. Bowl, a small basin made of wood.

GABAZO, sm. (In Sugar-mills) Bruised sugar-
cane.

GABELA, sf. 1. Tax or duty paid to government.
2. An open public place,where wrestling, fenc-

ing,and other similar exercises are performed.
GABKSINA, sf. Ancient kind of arms.

GABINETE 6 GABiNETO,sm. 1. Cabinet, a meet-

ing of ministers of state and privy counsel-

lors for the discussion of state matters. 2.

Cabinet, a private room in which consulta-

tions are held. 3. Dressing-room.
GABION, sm. 1. Sort of clouded stuff made of

silk, mixed with wool. 2. (Mil.) Gabion, a

large cylindric basket, filled with earth. V.
Gavion. [dry and prepare it for burning.

GABISON, sm. A conic heap of the herb kali, to

GABOTE, sm. Shuttlecock.

GACHAS, sf.pl. 1. Sort of fritters, made of

flour, honey, and water. 2. Any sort of soft

pap. Ji 1

gachas. On all fours. Hacerse unas

gackas, To manifest extraordinary emotion
in the presence or at the recollection of any
thing A'nimo a las gachas, Expression of
incitement to the execution of any thing dif-

ficult or laborious.

GACHETA, sf. Spring in large locks.

GACiio,cHA,a. l.Curvated, bent downwards. 2

Having horns curvated downwards; applied
to black cattle. 3. Slouching ; applied to hats.

GACHON, ONA, a. y s. 1. Pampered, spoiled ;

applied to children. 2. Graceful, sweet, at-

tractive.

( i \ ( HO SKRIA, sf. Caress, endearment, fondness.

GACHUPIN, sm. Name given in New Spain to a

European, who in Lima is called Chapeton,
and in Buenos Ayres Maturrango.

GADITANO, NA, a. Belonging to Cadiz.

GAFA, sf. A kind of hook, used to bend a cross-
bow. pi. 1. (Naut.) Can-hooks, used to raise

or lower casks. 2. Spectacles ; mounting of

spectacle-glasses.

GAF/(R, va. To hook, to catch with a hook.

GAFEDAD, sf. 1. Kind of leprosy. 2. Contrac-
tion of the nerves.

GAFERI 6 GAFETI, sm. (Bot.) Agrimony
Agrimonia L. [chete.

GAFETE, sm. Clasp, a hook and eye. V. Cor-

GAFO, FA, a. 1. Infected with a
leprosy. 2. Indis-

posed with a contraction ofthe nerves. [L.G u-fj.v, sm. (Orn.) Green-finch. Loxia chloris
GAGATE 6 GAGATES, 5m. V. Jlzabachc.

GAGE, sm. I. Challenge, a summons to fight.

2. Salary, pay, wages. pi. Perquisites, emo-
lument gained by a place or office over and
above the settled wages.

GAGO, GA, a. V. Tartamudo.

GAJAS, sf. pi. Wages, salary.

GAJO, sm. 1. Branch of a tree torn or broken
off. 2. Part of a bunch of grapes torn off.

GAJOSO, SA, a. Branchy ; spreading.
GAIA,S/. I. GALA or court-dress. Dia de gala,

Holiday or court-day. 2. Graceful pleasing
address. 3. Choicest part of a thing. 4.

(America) Present or premium given to any
one as a reward of merit. Hacer gala, To
glory in haying done any thing. Hacer gala
del samlenito, To boast in one's wickedness.

GALACTTE, sf. Fuller's earth, alumina.

GALAFATE, sm. I. An artful thief, a cunning
rogue. 2. Hangman, public executioner. 3.

Porter who carries burthens for hire.

GALAMERO, RA, a. Dainty, fond of nice and ex-

quisite food. V. Goloso.

GALAN, sm. 1. A spruce, fine, and well-made
man. 2. Gentleman in full dress. 3. Gallant,
courtier ; wooer, one who courts a woman.
4. Actors who perform serious characters in

plays are distinguished in order as first, se-

cond, &c. Golan. Golan de noche, (Bot.)
Bastard jasmine. Cestrum nocturnum L.

GALANA, sf. 1. (Bot.) A kind of chick-pea. La-

thyrus cicera L. 2. Gay dressing woman.
GALANAMENTE, ad. Gallantly, in a gallant
manner; elegantly.

GALANCETE, sm. A spruce little man, a buck, a

spark, a little gallant. [ga L.

GALANGA, sf. (Bot.) Galangal. Alpinia galan-
GALANO, NA ; 6 GALAN, NA, a. 1. Splendidly

dressed. 2. Elegant, ingenious, spacious.

GALANTE, a. 1. Brave, generous, liberal. 2.

Elegant, handsome ; witty, facetious.

GALANTEADOR, sm. Wooer, lover.

GALANTEAR, va. 1. To court, to woo ;
to solicit

favour. 2. To ornament or deck.

GALANTEAMENTE, ad. Gallantly, civilly.

GALANTEO, sm. l.The act of soliciting favour.

2. Courtship, the solicitation of a woman to

marriage.
GALANTERIA, sf. 1. Gallantry, courtship, a re-

fined address to women. 2. Splendour of ap-

pearance, show, magnificence ;
a graceful

manner. 3. Liberality, munificence, genero-
GALANtrRA, sf. A showy splendid dress, [sity.

GALAPAGO, sm. 1. Fresh-water tortoise. Tes-
tudo lutaria L 2. Bed of a plough-share. 3.

A convex frame, on which vaults are formed.
4. Cleft in a horse's foot. 5. Frame for boring

guns. 6. Ancient military machine. 7. An
artful cunning fellow. pi. 1. (Naut.) Cleata,

pieces of wood of different forms and use,

chiefly employed to fasten ropes on the decks

and sides of ships. 2. Spring-hooks of a wea-

ver's bench.

GALA>O, sm. Frame for twisting ropes.

GALARDON, sm. Reward or recompense for

useful services.

GALARDONADOR,RA,s.Remunerator. [requite,

GALARDONAR, va. To reward, torecompense, to

GALARIN 6 GALLARIN, sm. A mode of count-

ing bv doubling the numbers.

GALATA. a. Native of Galatia.
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, sf. V. Galactite.

GALAVARDO, sm. A tall, lean, and weak man.
GALAXIA, sf. 1. (Astron.) Galaxy, the milky
way. 2. Gray clay, fuller's earth.

GALBANA, sf. 1. (Bot.) A small sort of pease,

Lathyrus cicera L. 2. Sloth, laziness.

GALBANADO, DA, a. Of the colour of galbanum.
GALBANERO, RA, a. Lazy, indolent.

GALBANo,sm.(Farm.) Galbanum,a sort ofwhite

gum, issuing from the Bubon galbanum L.

GALBULO,^TO. The nut of the cypress-tree.
GALDRES, sm. (Ant.) A kind ofloose great coat

GALrREciLLo, sm. A kind of tight great coat.

GAI.DROPE, sm. (Naut.) Wheel-rope, the rope
of the steering wheel.

GALDRUFA, sf. Top, an inverted conoid, which
children set to turn on the point.

GALEATO, TA, a. Applied to the prologue or

preface of any work, in which a reply or de-

fence is made to the objections against it.

GALEA/A,S/. (Naut.) Galleass, a kind of vessel.

GALE'NA, sf. Galena, sulphuret of lead.

GALENICO, CA, a. Galenic, galenical.
GALENISMO, sm. Doctrine of Galen.
GALE NO, a. (Naut.) V. Galerno.

[L.
GALEO, sm. (let.) Sword-fish. Xiphias gladius
GALEONES,;STO. pi. (Naut.) Armed ships of bur-
then used in Spain for trade in time of war.

GALEOTA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Galliot, a kind of ves-

sel. 2. (Naut.) A small galley. 3. Gutter-ledge.
-
pi. (Naut.) Carlings of the hatch-ways.

GALF.6TE,sm. Galley-slave.
GALERA, sf.l. Galley, a vessel with oars, in use

in the Mediterranean. 2. Vessel with a net,
used for washing wool. 3. Wagon, a heavy
covered carriage for burthens. 4. House of
correction for lewd women. 5. (In Hospitals)
Row of beds in the middle of a room for the

reception of the sick. 6. (Impr.) Galley, an

oblong square frame with ledges to preserve
together a column of types as they are com-

posed. 7. Ancient female dress. 8. (Arit.)
Line cutting off the quotient in division.

pi. Punishment ofrowing on board of galleys.
Estar en galeras, (Met.) To be in distress or

affliction. Jlzotes y galeras, (Met.) Applied
to ordinary food never varied.

GALERADA, sf. (Impr.) Galley oftypes compos-
ed, or the proof of a galley for correction.

GALEUERO, sm. Wagoner, one who drives a

wagon.
GALERI A, sf. 1. Gallery, a kind of walk

along
the floor of a house into which the doors of
the apartments open. 2. (Fort.) A narrow co-

vered passage across a moat. 3. Galeria de

popa, (Naut.) Stern-gallery or balcony, into

which there is a passage out of the great cabin.

GALERILLA, sf. A small galley.
GALERISTA, sm, Soldier who does duty on
board of galleys. [tata L.

GALERITA, sf. (Orn.) Crested lark. Alaudacris-

GALERNO, a. (Naut.) Applied to a soft, mild
wind. [lifts.

GALFARRO,STTI. Rogue, swindler. pi. Bumbai-
GALGA, sf. 1. Greyhound bitch

;
the female of

the Canis grajus L. 2. Stone rolling down a

steep hill ; wheel of the stone of an oil-mill.

3. Kind of itch. 4. Bier with which poor peo-
ple are buried. 5. (Naut.) Back of an anchor.
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GALGANA, sf. V. Galbana.
GALGO, sm. Greyhound. Canis grajus L. El
que nos vendid el galgo, The very man we
spoke^of. [a greyhound.

GALGUEJJO, NA^a. Resembling or concerning
GALGULO, sm. (Orn.) Roller. Coracias garru-

la L.
[bele.

GALIAMBO, sm. Song of the Gallic priest ofCy-
GALIBOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Models of ships.
GALICADO, DA, a. Infected with the venereal

disease.

GALICAR, no,. To infect with the French disease.

GALICINIO, sm. Cock-crowing time. [gy.
GALICISMO, sm. Gallicism, French phraseolo-
GALICO, sm. Venereal disease.

GALIMA, sf. Pilfering.

GALIMAR, va. To pilfer, to rob. [verum L.

GXuo, sm. (Bot.) Lady's bedstraw. Galium
GAMOPSIS, sf. (Bot.) Hemp or dead nettle.

Galeopsis tetrahit L.

GALIPOT, sm. White frankincense, or the white
resin which distils from the pine-tree.

GALfvos, sm. pi. Compassings ; bevelings ;

pieces of timber incurvated in the form ofan
arch. [in the Levant trade.

GALIZABRA, sf. Kind of vessel with lateen sails

GALLADtmA, sf. Tread, the cock's part or

sperm in the egg.
GALLARDA, sf. A Kind of airy Spanish dance.

GALLARDAMENTE, ad. Elegantly, gracefully.
GALLARDEAR, vn. To play wild pranks, to be

merry.
GALLARDETE, sm. (Na6t.) Pendant, streamer.

GALLARDETON, sm. (Naut.) Broad pendant.
GALLARDIA, sf. I. A graceful air and deport-
ment. 2. Activity, briskness in the execu-
tion or performance of a thing. 3. Liberali-

ty of sentiments, disinterestedness. 4. Mag-
nanimity, greatness of mind.

GALLARDO, DA, a. 1. Gay, graceful, elegant.
2. Magnanimous, great of mind, exalted in

sentiments. 3. Generous, disinterested,

pleasant. 4. Brave, daring, bold.

GALLARETA,*/. (Orn.) Widgeon. Anas ferina L.

GALLARiN,sm. Excessive gain or loss. Saliral

gallarin, To experience a loss or disgrace.

GALLARON,S&. (Orri.) A kind of bustard. [L.

GALLARITO, sm (Bot.) Lousewort. Pedicularis

GALLARTJZA, sf. A coarse garment worn by
country people.

GALLEAR, va. 1. To tread, to copulate as birds.

2. (Met.) To assume an air of importance.
vn. To raise the voice with a menace or call ;

to become irritated.

GALLEGA, sf. (Bot.) Goat's rue.

GALLEGAD A
, sf. 1. Number ofnatives of Galicia

assembled together. 2. Manners or behaviour
of the .natives of Galicia. [people of Galicia.

GALLEGO, GA, a. Belonging or peculiar to the

GALLEGO,SWI. (Castil.) North-west wind.

GALLETA, sf. 1. A small copper pan. 2. (Naut.)
Biscuit. 3. (Naut.) Mess-bowl.

ALLicfMOjSm. Cock-crowing, the time when
the cocks crow at midnight.

GALLILLO, sm. (Anat.) Uvula, a soft spongeous
body suspended from the palate over the glottis.

3-ALLfNA, sf. 1 . Hen, a. domestic fowl. 2. (Met.)

Coward, a chicken-hearted fellow. 3. In uni-

versities, second orator or student destined to
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deliver the eulogium at graduating. Gallina

ficga, Blind man's buff; a play among boys

Hijo de la gallina blanca, A lucky fortunate

man. Galtina de rio, V. Gallineta.

GALLINAZA, sf. I. Hen-dung. 2. (Orn.) Carri

on vulture, kite. Falco brasiliensis L. In

Vera Cruz it is called Sopilote.
GALLINERIA, sf. 1. Poulterer's shop. 2. Hen

coop, or hen-house. 3. (Met.) Cowardice

pusillanimity. [fowls

GALI.INERO, RA, a. Preying or feeding upon
GALLINKKO, sm. 1. Poulterer, one who deals in

poultry. 2. Hen-yard, hen-coop. 3. Baskei

in which fowls are carried to market. 4

(Met.) Place where many women meet.

GALLINETA, */. (Orn.) Sand piper. Tringa
hypoleucus L.

G ALLINOSO, SA, a. Timorous, cowardly.
GALLiPAVo,5/. (Orn.) Turkey. Meleagrisgal
lopavo L.

GALLIPUENTE, sm. Bridge without rails.

GALLfro, sm. Beau, coxcomb.

GALLO, sm.. 1. (Orn.) Cock, the male to the

hen. Gallus L. 2. (let.) Doree, a sea-fish

Zeus faber L. 3. Kind of small windmill for

children to play with. 4. (Met.) Chief of a

village or parish. 5. In universities he who
makes the eulogium ofthe person graduating
6. (Carp.) Wall-board in the roofing ofa house
Pata de gallo, An artful device. Tencr mu-
cho gallo, To be very arrogant and proud.

GALLO-BOSQUE, sm. (Orn.) Wood-grouse. Te-
trao urogallus L. [Salvia verbenaca L

GALLO-CRESTA, sf. (Bot.) Clary, wild sage,
GALLOFA, sf. 1. Morsel of bread given to pil-

grims. 2. Pulse, garden-stuff. 3. A lazy in-

dolent life. 4. An idle tale. 5. Directory of
divine service.

GALLOFEAR y GALLOFAR, vn. To saunter about
and live upon alms.

GALLOFERO, RA, s. Beggar, an idle, lazy person
GALLOFO, FA, a. Idle, lazy, poor, mendicant.

GALLON, sm. (Arag.) Green sod, turf; a clod
covered with grass. Galttnes, Festoons, an
ornament or carved work.

GALLONADA, sf. (Araor.) Wall made of sods.

GALLUOA, sf. (let.) Tope, sweet William

Squalus galeus L.

GALLUNDERO. RA, a. Applied to fishing-nets.
GALO, 5?. (Bot.) Gale or sweet gale, Louisia-
na cherry-tree. Myrica gale L.

GALOCHA/S/. 1. Clog, a sort ofwooden shoe. 2.

Patten, a shoe ofwood with an iron ring, worn
under the common shoe by women. 3. Ca-
lotte, a cap or coif worn by the Roman ca-
tholic clergy.

GALON, sm. 1. Galloon ; a texture ofsilk, thread,
gold or silver. 2. (Naut.) Wooden ornament
on the sides of ships. Gal6n.es, (Naut.) Rails,
narrow laths nailed around the quarter-deck.

GALONAZO, sm. Large galloon ; excessive orna-
ment,

[lace.

GALONEADtjRA, sf. The act of garnishing with

GALONEAR, va. To lace, to adorn with lace.
G ALONERO, sm. Lace or galloon maker, [gallop.
GALOPAK v GALOPEAR, vn. To gallop, to go at a

GAL&, sm. 1. Gallop, a motion of a horse
perforated by leaps. 2. Hasty execution of
^

thing. A 1

galope, 6 dc galope, Gallopingly.

DA, a. Done in a hurry.-

Whipping, flogging.
GALOPIN, sm. I. (Naut.) Swabber, a boy who
swabs the deck ; a cabin-boy. 2. Scullion, a

kitchen-boy, employed in cleaning plates,
dishes, and other culinary vessels ; a con-

temptible rogue. 3. Boy meanly dressed. 4.

An experienced and clever knave.
GALOPIN ADA, sf. (Mure.) Action of a cunning
GALOTA, 5/. V. Galocha. [crafty person.
GALPITO, 5m. A weak, sickly chicken. [tala.

GALVANISMO, sm. Galvanism, electricity of me-

GAMA, sf. 1. Gamut, the scale of musical notes.

2. Doe, a she-deer ; the female to a buck.

GAMALOGIA, sf. Discourse on marriage.
GAMARRA, 5/. Martingal, a broad strap made

fast to the girths under the belly of a horse,
the other end being fastened under the nose-

band of the bridle. [num harmala L.

GAMARZA, sf. (Bot.) Wild Syrian rue. Pega-
GAMBA,5/. Leg.
GAMBALO, sm. (Ant.) Kind of linen.

GAMBALT^A, sf. A tall, lank, ill-shaped man
without life or spirit.

GAMBARO, sm. A kind of small craw-fish.

GAMBETA, 5/. 1. Cross-caper in dancing ;
an-

cient dance. 2. Affected language or tone of
voice. 3. Gambeta de mar, Scaled centre
shell. Lepas pollicipes L.

GAMBETEAR, vn. To caper like a horse.

GAMBETO, sm. A kind of quilted great coat.

GAMBO Y GAMBUX, 5m. Cap for a new-born
child. [arched timbers.

GAMBOTES, 5m. pi. (Naut.) Counter-timbers,
GAMBOX, 5m. A small bonnet or cap for children.

GAMELA, sf. Kind of basket.

GAMELLA, sf. 1. Yoke for oxen and mules. 2,

A large wooden trough. 3. V. Camellon.

GAMELLON, 5m. aum. Trough in which grapes
are trodden.

GAMEZNO, 5m. Little young buck.

GAMMA, sf. Gamut. V. Gdma. [dama L.

GAMO, 5m. Buck of the fallow deer. Cervus

GAMON, 5m. (Bot.) White and yellow asphodel
GAMONAL,5m. Place in which asphodels flourish.

GAMONITO, 5m. 1. Young shoots springing
round trees or shrubs. 2. Young asphodel.

GAMONOSO, SA, a. Abounding in asphodels.
GAMUNO, NA, a. Applied to the skins of deer.

~AMtrzA, .>/. 1. Chamois. Antelope rupicapra
L. 2. Chamois, or Chamois leather.

GAMUZADO, DA, a. Chamois colour.

GANA, sf. 1. Appetite, keenness of stomach ;

hunger. 2. A healthy disposition of the body .

3. Inclination, desire. De gana, Designedly.
De su gana, Voluntarily. De buena 6 mala

gana, With pleasure, or with reluctance.

GANADA, 5/. Act of gaining or winning.
GANADERIA, sf. Stock of cattle.

GANADERO, RA, a. Belonging to cattle.

GANADERO, RA, 5. Grazier, owner of cattle ;

dealer in cattle.

ANADO, 5m. 1. Head of cattle of the same
kind. 2. Cattle, word of contempt applied to

men and women. 3. Vermin. 4. Collection of
bees of a bee-hive. Ganado mayor, Black
cattle. Ganado menor 6 menudo, Sheep and

goats. Ganado de cerda. Hogs, pigs, swine,

ANADOR, sm. One who gains or acquires.
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GANA.NCIA, sf. Gain, profit. Hijo de ganancia,
Bastard. Jindar de ganancia, To pursue any
thing successfully.

GANANCIAL, a. Lucrative. Bienes gananciales,
Acquest during marriage.

GANANCIOSO, SA, a. Lucrative, gainful.

GA.NAVA.it, sm. Porter, one who carries burthens
for hire.

GANAPIERDE, sm. A mode of playing drafts,
where he who loses all his men wins the game.

GAN^R, va. 1 . To gain, to obtain as profit or ad-

vantage. 2. To attain, to acquire. 3. To con-

quer. 4. To surpass. Ganar el barlovento,

(Naiit.) To get to windward. Ganar el viento,
To gain the weather-gage. Ganar sobre un
baxel, To gain upon a ship. Ganar la vida,
To gain a living. Ganar las albricias, To
get the start in bringing favourable news.

GANCHERO, sm. Conductor of a raft of timber.

GANCHO, sm. 1. Hook, which remains after a
branch of a tree has been broken off. 2.

Hook, an incurvated piece of iron : a crotch.
3. Crook a sheep-hook. 4. An allurer, one
who artfully insinuates himself into the fa-

vour of another to attain some purpose. 5.

Pimp, procurer, pander. 6. (Naut.) An iron
hook with an eye. Gancho de bichero, Boat-
hook. Gancho de botalon, Gooseneck of a
boom. Gancho de aparejo, Tackle-hook.
Gancho de las cstrelleras del trinquete, Hook
of the fore-tackle. Gancho de la gata, Cat-
hook. Gancho de guimbalete de las ostagas,
Swivel-hook of the

top-sail-ties.
Ganchos de

pescantes de anclas, Fish-hooks of an anchor.
Ganchos de las arraigadas, Foot-hooks or
futtocks. Ganchos de revirar maderas, Cant-
hooks.

GANCHOSO, SA, a. Hooked, curved. [Cofia.
GANDAYA, sf. 1. Laziness, idleness. 2. V.

GANDIDO, DA, a. Seduced or led astray for

some evil purpose.
GANDIR, va. To eat. V. Comer.

GANDUJADO, sm. Ornament or ruffle of a wo-
man's dress. [var.

GANDUJAR, va. To bend. V. Encoger 6 Encor-

GANFALONERO, 5m. Ganfalonier, Pope's stan-

dard-bearer.

GANFANON, sm. Ganfalon, ensign ofthe Romish
church, and some Italian states.

GANFORRO, RA, s. Vagrant, vagabond.
GANGA, sf. 1. (Orn.) The little pin-tailed

grouse. Tetras alchata L. 2. (Met.) A worth-
less or useless trifle. An&ar a caza degangas,
To be engaged in idle useless pursuits. 3.

(Min.) Gangue, bed or matrix of minerals.

GANGARLLA, sf. Ancient company of strolling

players.

GANGLios,5ra.7>L (Anat.) Ganglions; tumours.

GANGOSO, SA, a. Snuffling or speaking through
the nose.

GANGRENA, sf. Gangrene, mortification.

GANGRENARSE, vr. To become gangrenous.
GANGRENOSO, SA, a. Gangrenous. [nose.

GANGUEAR, vn. To snuffle, to speak through the

GANGUIL, sm. A sort of large barge, used for

fishing or in the coasting trade ; lighter.

GANOSO, SA, a. Desirous, full of desire
; long-

ing after. [A tall, thin man.

GANSARON,5m. 1. Gosling, a young goose. 2.
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GANSO, SA, $. 1. (Orn.) Gander, goose. Anaa
anser L. 2. Tall slender person ; rustic. pi.
Giblets, the parts of a goose which are cut
off before it is roasted. [Ghent.

GANTE, sm. A kind of linen manufactured in

GANztJA, 5/. 1. Picklock, an instrument with
which locks are opened. 2. Thief who picks
locks. 3. One who wheedles out a secret. 4.

Executioner, hangman. [picklock.
GANZUAR, va. To pick a lock, to open it with a

GANArt, sm. 1. Servant of a shepherd, herds-
man. 2. Day-labourer ; ploughman.

GANANIA, sf. Number of day-labourers.
GANIDO, sm. Yelping or howling of a dog.
GANILES, sm. pi. Fauces, organs of the voice.

GANR, va. 1. To yelp or howl like a dog. 2.

To croak, to cackle, to crow.

GASIVETE, 5m. Penknife. V. Canavete.
GANON Y GASOTE, sm. I. Pipe or organs in the

interior of the throat. 2. Kind of fritters.

GAPA, sf. (Bot.) Honey flower. Melianthus

major L.

GARABATADA, sf. Act of throwing a hook.

GARABATEAR, va. 1. To hook, to catch with a
hook. 2. To scrawl, to scribble. 3. To use

tergiversations.

GARABATEo,5m. Act of hooking.
GARABATILLO, sm. 1. A small hook. 2. Diffi-

culty of evacuating any peccant matter from
the lungs.

GARABATO, sm. I. Pot-hook, a hook to fasten

pots or kettles with. 2. Hook to hang meat
on. 3. An attractive graceful gait and de-

portment. Mozo de garabato, A thief. pi.
I. Ill-formed or scrawling letters or charac-
ters. 2. Improper gestures or movements of
the hands and fingers. [tive.

GARABATOSO, SA, a. Elegant, charming, attrac-

GARABITO, sm. A linen cover spread over fruit-

stalls in a market-place.

GARANTE, sm. Guarantee, warranter, one who
gives security.

GARANTIA, sf. Warrantry, security ;
an under-

taking to see stipulations performed, [master.

GARANON, sm. 1. Jack-ass. 2. Lecher, whore-

GARAPACHO, sm. Kind' of dressed meat.

GARA PIN A, sf. 1. The congealed particles of

any liquid. 2. A kind of black lace. Bizro-

chos de garapina, Biscuits covered with con-

creted sugar. [with ice.

GARAPINAR, va. To ice, to turn to ice, to cover

GARIPINERA, sf. Vessels in which liquids are

congealed.
GARAPITA, sf. Fishing-net with small meshes.

GARAPITO, sm. Small insect, like a tick.

GARAPULLO, sm. Dart made of paper.

GARATTJSA, 5/. 1. A sort of game at cards. 2.

Caress, act of endearment.

GARAVITO, 5m. Stall, a small wooden shed, in

which greens, fruit, and other things are sold

at market.

GARBA, 5/. Sheaf, a bundle of stalks of corn

bound together that the ears may dry.

GARBANZAL, sm. A piece of ground sown with

chick-peas.

GARBANZO,STO. (Bot.) Chick-pea. Cicerarieti-
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num L. A sort of pulse much esteemed in

Spain. Cuenta garbanzos, A covetous or

avaricious person.
GARBAN7.uE[.o,sm. dim. 1. Small chick-pea. 2

(Albeyt.) Disease in horses' feet.

GARBAR 9 GARBEAR, va. 1. To form sheaves,
to tic stalks of corn into bundles. 2. To seize,

to lay hold of any thing eagerly. vn. To af-

fect an air of dignity and grandeur.
GARBENA, sf. (Bot.) Common heath. Erica

vulgaris L.

GARBIAS, sm. pi. A sort of ragout, made of

herbs, cheese, flour, eggs, sugar, and butter.

GARBILLADOR, sm. Sifter, riddler.

GAUBII.LAR, va. To garble, to sift ; to separate
the bad from the good. [bass or sedge.

GARBILLO, sm. Riddle, a coarse sieve made of

GARBiN,sm. Coif made of net work.

GARBI-NO, sm. South-west wind.

G^RBO, sm. 1. A clever and genteel way of do-

ing things. 2. A gentlemanlike air and de-

portment. 3. Frankness, disinterestedness ;

liberality of sentiments.

GARBOSO, SA, a. Genteel, sprightly, gay.
GARBULLO, sm. Crowd, a multitude confusedly
pressed together.

GARCERO,sm. (Orn.) Heron-hawk. Falco L.

GARCJES, sm. (Naut.) Main-top-sail. V. Gavia.

GARCETA,S/. 1. A young heron. 2. Hair which
falls in looks on the cheeks and temples. 3.

(Naht.) Point or reef-band, a small rope which
serves to furl the sails. Garc6ta$, Tender-

lings, the first horns of a deer.

GARDT^JA, sf. Barren stone thrown away in

quicksilver mines.

GARDtfNA,s/. Martin. Mustela foina L.

GARD#NO, sm. 1. He or male martin. 2. Filch-

er, a petty thief or robber.

GARFA, sf. Claw, the foot of a beast or bird

armed with sharp nails : a hand, in contempt ;

an ancient tax.

GARFADA 6 GARFIADA,S/. The act of clawing
or seizing any thing with the nails.

GARFEAR, vn. To use a drag-hook for getting
any thing out of a well or river.

GARFIO, sm. Hook, drag-hook ; gaff.

GARGAGEADA, sf. Spitting, ejecting phlegm
from the mouth.

GARGAGEAR, vn. To spawl, to throw moisture
out of the mouth.

GARGAGEO, sm. Spitting, the act of ejecting
moisture from the mouth.

GARGAJAL, sm. Place full of spittle.

GARGAJIENTO, TA, a. Spitting, ejecting mois-
ture from the mouth.

GARGAJO, sm. 1. Spittle, saliva which collects
in the mouth. 2. An ill-formed child.

GARGAJOSO, SA, a. Spitting.
GARGANCHON,STO. V. Gargttero.
GARGANTA, sf. 1. Throat, gullet, meat-pipe. 2.

Instep, the upper part ofthe foot where itjoins
to the leg. 3. Mountain-flood, torrent. 4. A
narrow pass between mountains or rivers. 5.

A sweet and easy modulation of the voice.
G \!;o A.VTADA, sf. Quantity of water, wine, or

blood, ejected at once from the throat.

i ADURAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Throat-seiz-
ings of the blocks ; cords or lines with which
blocks arc fastened.

GARGANTEA'R, vn. To quaver, to shake the

voice, to warble. [lation of the voice.

GARGANTEO, sm. Quavering, a tremulous modu-
GARGANTEZA y GARGANTERIA, sf. V. Gloto-

neria.

GARGANTILLA, sf. 1. Necklace worn by women.
2. The upper part of the beam of a potter's
wheel.

GARGANTON, NA, a. Greedy, ravenous.

GARGARA, sf. Noise made by gargling or wash-

ing the throat with a liquid not suffered im-

mediately to descend.

GARGARISMO, sm. 1. Gargarism, a medicated

liquor to wash the mouth with. 2. The act

of washing the throat with medicated liquor.
GARG ARizAR,?ja.To gargle,to gargalize,to wash
the mouth or throat with medicated liquor.

GAKGOL, sm. Groove. V. Ranura. Gurgolfs,
Grooves or notches of casks^ where the head
and bottom pieces come in.

GARGOL, a. Empty, addle
; applied to eggs.

GARGOLA, sf. 1. Spout of a gutter in the form
of a lion or other animal. 2. Linseed, the seed

of flax. [part of the throat. 2. Windpipe.
GARGUERO 6 GARGCERO,sm.l. Gullet,the inner

GARIFALTE, sm. V. Gerifalte.

G.ARIFO, FA, a. V. Xnrifo.
GARIOFILEA, sf. (Bot.) Common avens or herb

bennet. Geum urbanum L.

GARIOFILO, sm. (Bot.) Clove-tree. Eugenia
caryophyllata L.

GARITA, sf. Sentry-box ; seat in a public walk.

GARITERO, sm. 1. Master of a gaming-house.
2. Gamester, gambler.

GARITO, sin. Gaming-house ; profits of gaming.
GARLADOR, RA, s. Babbler, prattler.

GARLANTE, pa. (Fam.) Babbling ; prater.

GARLAR, va. To babble, to prattle, to chatter.

GARLITO, sm. 1. Weel, a twiggen snare or trap
for fish. 2. Snare or trap in general.

GARLOCHA,S/. Goad, a pointed instrument with
which oxen are driven forwards. V. Garrocha.

GARLOPA, sf. Jack-plane, a long plane ;
an in-

strument for smoothing the surface of a
board.

GARNACHA,S/". 1. Robe, a dress of office worn

by counsellors. 2. Dignity or employment of
a counsellor. 3. A liquor made of honey and
wine. 4. A large red grape. 5. Company of

strolling players.

GARNATO, sm. Garnet. V. Granate.

GARO, sm. 1. A kind of lobster. 2. Brine or

pickle for fish or meat. 3. V. Gira.

GARRA, sf. 1. Claw of a wild beast, talon of a
bird of prey. 2. Hand, in contempt. Gente
de la garra, Filchers, petty thieves. 3. JYo-

vio de media garra, (Naut.) Vessel which
carries no top-sails.

GARRAFA, sf. Vessel for cooling liquors.

GARRAFAL, a. Great, vast, huge.
GARRAFINAR, va. To grapple, to snatch away.
GARRAMA,S/.!. Tax or duty anciently paid by

the Moors. 2. Imposition, fraud, robbery.

GARRAMAR, va. 1. To rob, to plunder and pil-

lage. 2. To collect an ancient tax.

GARRANCHA, sf. 1. (Vulg.) Sword. 2. V. Gan~
cho. [splinter.

GARRANCHO, sm. Branch of a tree broken off;

GARRAPATA, sf. 1. Tick, the louse of dogs and
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sheep. Acarus ricinus
; Acarus reduvius L.

2. A short little person. 3. Bumbailiff, catch-

pole.

GARRAPATEAR, vn. To scribble, to scrawl.

GARRAPATO, sm. A kind of moths. pi. Pot-

hooks, ill-formed characters or letters.

GARRAR, vn. (Na6t.) To drag, to be driven from
the moorings ; applied to a ship. El ancla

garra, The anchor drags.

GARRIDAMENTE, ad. Gracefully, neatly.

GARRID/A, sf. Elegance.
GARRIDO, DA, a. Handsome, neat, graceful.

GARROB-L> sm. Plantation of carob-trees.

GARROBILLA, sf. Chips of carob-trees used to

tan and dye leather a reddish yellow.
GARROBO, sm. (Bot.) Carob-tree, or St. John's

bread. Ceratonia siliqua L. V. Algarrobo.
GARROCHA, sf. Goad, a pointed instrument for

driving oxen forwards.

GARROCHADA, sf. Prick with a goad or spear.

GARROCHEADOR, sm. Goader, pricker.

GARROCHEAR, va. V. Agarrochnr.
GARROCHON, sm. Spear, with which bull-fight-

ers fight bulls on horseback.

GARROFA 6 GARROBA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Smooth-
tare ; little smooth tare. Ervum tetraspermum
L. 2. Fruit of the carob-tree. V. Mgarroba.

GARRON, sm. 1. Spur of cocks and other birds.

2. Talon of a bird of prey. 3. V. Calcanar.
Tener garrones, (Fam.) To be experienced,
not to be easily deceived.

GARROTAZO, sm. Blow with a stick.

GARROTAL, sm. (Agri.) A large hazel basket.

GARROTE, sm. 1. Cudgel, a strong stick. 2.

Strangulation, the act of strangling. 3. The
act of tying a rope or cord very tight. 4.

Hazel basket, or pannier. Vino de garrote,
The last wine pressed out of grapes.

GARROTEAR, va. (Ant.) To cudgel.
GARROTILLO, sm. Quinsy, alumid inflammation

GARRtJeiA, sf. V. Jllgarroba,. [in the throat.

GARROCHA, sf. 1. Pulley, one of the principal
mechanical powers. 2. Horse or board on
which the card is fixed for combing wool.

GARRUCHON, sm. Body of a coach without

straps and buckles.

GlRRtJCHos, sm. pi. (Naut.) Cringles, a sort of

rings for a variety of uses on board of ships.

GARRUDO, DA, a. Nervous, brawny, strong.
GARRULACIO.V, sf. Garrulity, loquacity.
GARRULADOR, RA, s. A garrulous person.
GARRUI.AR, vn. To chatter, to babble, to talk

much and idly.

GARRULO, LA, a. 1. Chirping ; making a cheer-
ful noise, as birds. 2. Chattering, prattling ;

garrulous.

GARULLA.^/. 1 . Ripe grapes which remain in the

basket. 2. Rabble, assembly of low people.
GARZA, */. (Orn.) Heron. Ardea L.

GARZO, sm. Agaric. Agaricus L.

GARZO, /A, a. Blue-eyed.
GAR/O.V, sm 1. Lad, boy ; stripling, in familiar

language. 2. Adjutant in the life-guards of
the king of Spain. 3. (Ant.) Wooer, lover.

GAR/ONEAR, vn. To make a parade of boyish
actions ; to solicit, to court.

GARZONIA, sf. A juvenile, boyish action.

GAR/,oTA,sf. l.(Orn.) Night-heron. Ardeanyc-
ticorax L. 2. Plumage worn as an ornament.
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a. (And.) Applied to a certain kind
of meat.

GAS, sm. (Quim.) Gas, air.

GASA, sf. Gauze, a very thin transparent cloth.
GASAJADO Y GASAJO, sm. (Ant.) V. Agasajo.
GASAJAR, va. (Ant.) To divert, to rejoice.
GASCONADA, sf. Gasconade, boast.

GABON, sm. 1. V. Yeson. 2. Large clods of
earth unbroken. 3. (Ar.) V. Cesped.

GASTA"BLE, a. That may be wasted or spent.
GASTADERO, sm. Waster, spender.
GASTADOR, RA, s. 1. Spendthrift, prodigal, la-

visher. 2. Pioneer, artificer
;
a labourer em-

ployed in an army, without being obliged to

fight. 3. Person sentenced to public labour.
4. (Met.) Corrupter, destroyer.

GASTAMIENTO, sm. 1. V. Gusto. 2. Consump-
tion of any thing.

GASTAR, va. 1. To expend, to spend or layout
money. 2. To wear out gradually. 3. To

ap-
ply to some purpose. "4. To plunder, to pil-

lage, to sack. 5. To digest, to concoct in the

stomach. vr. 1. To be sold or disposed of.

2. To grow old, to become useless. 3. To be-

come rotten or corrupted.
GASTO, sm. Act of spending or consuming.

Gastos, Expenses, charges.
GATA, s/. 1. She-cat. 2. (Bot.) Dragon-wort. 3.

(Naut.) Kind of ship ;
a cat. 4. Cloud cover-

ing the top of a mountain. 5. Gata de ancla,

(Naut.) Cat-tackle. Tiro del aparejo de la

gata, Cat-fall. Quadernal de la gata, Cat-

block. Enganchar la gata en el ancla, To
cat the anchor. Gdtas, (Fort.) Props or stays,
with thick boards at top, by which miners
shore up the earth. A' gatas, On all fours.

GATADA, sf. 1. Clawing, the act of wounding
with claws. 2. Turn of a hare which is close-

ly pursued. 3. Theft or robbery effected in

an artful manner. [milk.

GATAFURA, sf. Cake made of herbs and sour

GATATUMBA, sf. Affected civility or submission.

GATA^ZO, sm,. 1. A large cat. 2. A clumsy joke.
3. An artful trick.

GATEADO, DA, a. Feline, cat-like.

GATEAMIENTO Y GATEADO, sm. Scratching,
the act of tearing with the nails.

GATEAR, vn. 1. To climb up, to clamber with
hands and feet. 2. To scratch or claw. 3. To
steal, to rob.

GATERA, sf. I. A cat's hole, through which
cats go in and out. 2. (Bot.) Cat-mint. Nepe-
ta cataria L.

GATERIA, sf. 1. Number of cats brought to-

gether in a place. 2. Cringing submission,
mean serviliiy.

GATESCO, CA, a. Belonging to cats, feline.

GATiciDA,s?ft.(Inthe Jocular Style) Cat-killer.

GATILI.AXO, sm. Grasp of pincers, catch of a

pelican, clawing of a cat.

GATILLO, sm. I. A little cat. 2. Pelican, an in-

strument for drawing teeth. 3. Cock of a

fun.
4. Nape of a bull or ox. 5. Cramp-iron.

. Filcher, a petty thief or robber.

GATITA, sf. A small cat.

GATO, sm. 1. Cat. Felis catus L. 2. Skin of a

cat. 3. A petty thief, filcher. 4. Tongs used

for hooping casks. 5. Cramp-iron. 6. Instru-

ment used for searching and examining into
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of a cannon. 7 Jack, an engine for

raising ponderous bodies. Gato cornagui.
Jack-screw used on board of ships for raising

great weights. Gato dc algalia, Civet-cat.

Viverra zibetha L. Gato mantes 6 de clavo,
Mountain cat. Felis catus ajjrestis L.

6 GATuSfA, sf. (Bot.) Rest-harrow,
cammock. Ononis arvensis L.

, NA, a. Cat-like, belonging to a cat.

,
sm. (And.) He who sells smuggled

meat.

GATUPERIO, sm. Mixture of liquors without art

and proportion.
GAUCIIO, CHA, a. (Arq.) Applied to unlevel

superficies. [ment.
GACDEAMUS 6 GAUDETE,S???. Feast, entertain-

GAunio, sm. V. Gozo.

GAcnfvis, */. A white cotton stuff.

GAVAXZA, sf. Flower of the dog-rose.

GAVANZO, sm. Dog-rose. V. Escaramujo.
GAV^SA, sf. Harlot, strumpet.
G A VETA, sf. 1. Drawer of a desk. 2. Ring in

silk-worm sheds.

G! VIA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Main-top-sail. 2. Place
whore madmen are confined. 3. Pit or hole

into which a tree is transplanted with its roots.

4. V. Gamota. Gdvias, (Naut.) Top-sails of
the main and fore-mast.

GAVIERO, sm. (Naut.) Seaman who works at

the top-masts. Gaviero mayor de la cofa de

trinnuete, Captain of the fore-top.

G.YVIETA, sf. (Naut.) Scuttle.

GAVIETE DE LAS LANCHAS, sm. (Naut.) Davit
in a long boat. Gamble, del baupres, (Naut.)
Saddle of the bowsprit.

GAVILAN, sm. 1. (Orn.) Sparrow-hawk. Falco
nisus L. 2. Fine hair-stroke in letters ; either

side of the nib of a pen. pi. 1. Cross bars of
the guard of a sword. 2. (Naut.) Tholes. V.
Toletes. 3. Dry flowers of artichokes or

thistles.

GAVILANCILLO, sm. 1. A young hawk. 2. The
incurvated point of an artichoke leaf.

GAVILI.A, sf. 1. Sheafofcorn
; abundle ofvine

shoots. 2. Gang of suspicious persons.
GAVIM.ERO, sm. Place where suspicious per-

sons assemble
;
a nest of thieves.

GAVINA, sf. Gull. V. Gamota.

GAVIOS,STO. 1. (Mil.) Gabion, a large cylindri-
cal basket, open at both ends, which serves
to cover the besiegers in their approaches.
2. A large hat. [nus L.

GAVIOTA, sf. (Orn.) Gull, sea-gull. Larus ca-

GAYA, sf. 1. Stripe of different colours on

stuffs, silks, ribbons, &c. 2. Trophies, em
blems of victory. 3. V. Picaza. Gaya ciencia
6 vaya doctrina, Poesy or the art of poetry.

GAYADURA, sf. Garniture, an ornamental trim-

ming of various colours.

GAY^R, va. To garnish or adorn with trimming
of a different colour from the stuff.

GAYA"TA, sf. Crook, sheep-hook.
GAYCANO, sm. Sea-fish used for catching others.

GAvo, sm. (Orn.) Jay. Corvus fflandarius L.

GAYOLA, sf. 1. (Nav.) V. Jaula. 2. (And.) Kind
of hut raised for watching vineyards.

GAYOMBA, sf. (Bot.) Sweet-scented broom.

Spartium monospermum L.

GAY' i A, sf. 1. Bag-pipe. 2. Flagelet, a small
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flute. 3. Hand-organ. 4. Pipe or syringe
with which a clyster is administered. 5.

Neck, the part between the head and body.
GAYTERIA, sf. A gay or gaudy dress.

GAYTERO, RA, . Gay, gaudy, showy.
GAYTERO, sjn. 1. Piper, one who plays on a bag-

pipe. 2. Fop, buck; a person ridiculously
ostentatious in dress.

GAYIJBA, sf. (Bot.) Bear-berry, red-berried

trailing arbutus. Arbutus uva ursi L.

GAZA, sf. (Na6t.) Strap, spliced in a circular

form, and used to fasten blocks to the masts,

yards, and rigging. Gaza de csta, (Naut.)
Collar of a stay. Gaza de un moton, (Naut.)

Stay of a block.

GAZAFATON 6 GAZAPATON, sm. Nonsense, fool-

ish talk.

GAZA" PA, s/. (Fam.) Lie, falsehood.

GAZAPELA, sf. Clamorous wrangling or quar-

relling.

GAZAPERA, sf. Warren, a place where rabbits

burrow in the ground.
GAZApfi.LO, TO, co, sm. A small rabbit.

GAZApfNA, sf. Assembly of vulgar vile people.
GAZAPO, sm. 1. A young rabbit. 2. A dissem-

bling artful knave
; a great liar.

GAZEL, sm. V. Gamo.

GAZELA, sf. Gazelle, antelope.
GAZETA, sf. Gazette, newspaper ;

a paper of
news or public intelligence.

G AZETERO, sm. Conductor or vender of a news-

paper.

GAZETERA, sf. She who sells gazettes.

GAZETISTA, sm. 1. One who delights in reading

newspapers. 2. News-monger, one whose

employment is to collect and tell news.

GAZIES, sm. pi. Converted Moors in Spain.
GAZMIX.R, va. To steal and eat tid-bits. vn.

To complain, to resent.

GAZMOL, sm. Kind of cancer on the tongue of
hawks.

GAZMONA^DA Y GAZMONERIA, sf. Prudery, hy-
pocrisy.

GAZMONERO, RA ; Y GAZMONO, NA, a. Hypo-
critical, dissembling ; hypocrite.

GAZN.AR, vn. V. Graznar.

GAZNATADA, sf. Blow or stroke on the throttle.

GAZNATE, sm. Throttle, windpipe.
GAZNATICO, LLO, TO, sm. Small windpipe.
GAZNATCV, sm. 1. Blow on the throat. 2. Pan-

cake, fritter.

GAZO.V, sm. (Bot.) Common thrift, sea gilly-
flower. Statice armeria L.

GAZOFIL.ACIO, sm. Place in which the riches of
the temple of Jerusalem were collected.

GAZPACHERO, sm. He who carries the dinner

to the labourers and workmen
;
maker of the

soup called Gazpacho.
GAZPACHO, sm. Dish made of bread, oil, vine-

gar, onions, salt, and red pepper, mixed to-

gether in water. [hunger.

GAZUZA, sf. Keenness of stomach, violent

GE, sf. Name ofg pronounced h or ay, in Spa
nish. pron. (Ant.) V. Se.

GEFE, sm. Chief. V. X6fe.

GEfMBRiEL, sm. A kind of sealing-wax which
comes from Smyrna.

GELASNO, NA, s. Applied to the teeth seen in

laughing.
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GEL AT! NA,S/. Jelly, anything brought to a state

of glutinousness and viscosity, \. Jaletina.

GLATii6so, SA, a. Gelatinous, glutinous.
GELKA, sf. V. Jalea.

GELIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) Gelid, frigid.
G ELI/,, sm. Overseer who weighs and sells silk

GF. 1,0 siA, sf. Jealousy. V. Cdosia.

GEMA, sf. Beam having some bark owing to its

being ill squared. , [a span.

GEMAL, a. Being of the length or breadth of

GEME, sm. 1. A span. 2. (Joe.) Woman's face.

GEMELA, sf. Flower exhaling the odour of

orange and jessamine.
GEMECAR, nn. To sob, to sigh with convulsion.

GEMELOS, sm.pl. 1. Twins, two children born
at a birth. 2. (Naut.) Cheeks or side-beams
of the masts, employed to strengthen them.

Gr.MfDo, sm. 1. Groan, breath expired with
noise and difficulty. 2. Howl, the cry of a

wolf or dog.
GE.VUDOR, sm. Lamenter, mourner.

GE.MINACION, sf. Repetition, reiteration.

GEMINAR, va. To double, to repeat.
GE MINIS, sm.. 1. Gemini, a sign of the Zodiac.

2. A kind of resolving and healing plaster.

GEMINO, NA, a. Doubled, repeated.
GEttfft, vn. 1. To groan, to moan, to grieve. 2.

To howl, to cry as a wolf or dog. 3. To roar,
to whistle

;
to sound as the sea or wind.

GEwdso, SA, a. Barky ; applied to wrought
timber with pieces of the bark on it.

GENCIANA, sf. (Bot.) Gentian. Gentiana L.

GENEALOGA, sf. Genealogy, the history of the

succession of families.

GENEALOGICO, CA, a. Genealogical.
GENEALOG! sTA,5m. Genealogist, he who traces

descents. [race.

GENEARCO, sm. Head or chief of a family or

GENEATICO, CA, a. Genethliacal, relating to

divination by nativities, [duced or begotten.
GENERABLE, a. Generable, that may be pro-
GENERACION v GENERACIO, sf. 1. Generation,

the act of begetting or producing. 2. Proge-
ny, race. 3. A single succession. 4. Nation

;

age.
GENERAL, sm. 1. Hall or room in a public school

where the sciences are taught. 2. A general
officer. 3. (Arag.) Custom-house. 4. Supe-
rior of a religious order. 5. V. Generala.

GENERAL, a. General, comprehending many
species or individuals

; not special ; common.
En general, Generally, in general.

GKNERALA, sf. 1. Beat of the drum which calls

troops to arms. 2. (Naut.) Signal to join

convoy.
G KNrriALATO, sm. Generalship, commission or

dignity of a general either of soldiers or re-

ligious.

CKNERALERO, sm. (Arag.) V. Aduanero.

GENERALID!I), sf. I. Generality, the whole, to-

tality. 2. (Arag.) Community, corporation.
3. Custom-duties on goods. Generalidades,
(Arag.) Custom-house fees ; discourse con-

sisting of only general principles.
GENERALIF 6 GENERALIFE,STO. Country-house.
GENF.KAI.ISIMO, 5m. 1. Generalissimo, the com-
mander in chief of an army or fleet of ships
of war. 2. Superior of a religious order.

, va. To generalize.
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GENERALM^NTE, ad. Generally.
GENERANTE, pa. Generator

; engendering.
GENERATVO, VA, a. Generative, having the

power of propagation.
GENERICAMENTE, ad. Generically.
GENERICO, CA,a. Generic, that which compre-
hends a genus or many species.

GENERO, sm.. 1. Genus, a kind
;
a sort. G&nero

humano, Mankind. 2. Sex, gender. 3. (Gram-
mar) Gender, denomination given to nouns,
from their requiring adjectives with termi-

nations applicable to the male or female sex.

Generos, Goods, merchandise.

GENEROS|A, sf. (Vulg.) V. Gcnerosidad.

GENEROSIDAD, sf. 1. Hereditary nobility. 2.

Generosity, the quality of being generous ;

magnanimity, liberality. 3. Valour and for-

titude in arduous undertakings.
GENEROSO, SA, a. Noble, generous, magnani-
mous, liberal, frank ; excellent.

GENESIS, sm. Genesis, the first book of the Old
Testament.

GENETIVO, sm. V. Companon.
GENETLIACA, sf. Genethliacs, science of cast-

ing nativities. [eating by nativities.

GENETLfAco, CA, a. Genethliacal, prognosti-
GENGIBRE, sm. (Bot.) Ginger, an aromatic

root of a hot and pungent taste.

GENIAL, a. Conformable to the genius or na-

tural disposition. Dias geniales, Festivals,
festive days. [bits.

GENIALIDAU, sf. Genialness, disposition, ha-

GENIALMENTE, ad. Genially.
GENIO, sm. 1. Genius, the disposition ofnature,
by which any one is qualified for some pecu-
liar employment. 2. Genius, attending spirit.
3. (Pint.) Little angel.

GENIPI, sm. (Bot.) Silky mugwort or worm-
wood. Artemisia glacialis L.

GENISTA, sf. (Bot.) Broom.

GENITAL, a. Genital. sm. V. Testiculo.

GENITIVO, VA, a. 1. Having the power of gene-
ration. 2. (In Grammar) The genitive or

possessive case.

GENITOR, sm. Begetter, one who begets or en-

genders.
ENiTtJRA, sf. 1. Generation, procreation. 2.

Seed or matter of generation. 3. Horoscope,
the configuration of the planets at the hour
of birth.

ENfzARO, RA, a. 1. Begotten by parents of
different nations. 2. Composed of different

species.
GEN!ZAROS, sm. pi. 1. Correctors and revisers

of the Pope's bulls. 2. Janizaries, the foot

fuards
of the Grand Signior.

NOLES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Futtocks, the timbers
raised over the keel, which make the breadth
of a ship.

GENOLI 6 GENULI, sm. A light yellow paste
made of sandarac, used by painters.

ENT, ad. (Ant.) V. Presto.

GENTALLA, sf. Rabble, mob. V. Gentualla.

ENTE, sf. 1. People, men or persons in general.
2. Nation, those who compose a community ;

a family. 3. Army, troops. 4. Quality or cha-

racter ; as gente de paz, A friend
;
in reply

to a sentinel. Gente bahuna 6 del gordiUo,
Rabble, raob. Gente de lien 6 de bucn pro-
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ctder, Honest people. Gcnte de la hampa, A
debauched set of

people.
Gente de modo 6 de

traza, People of fashion. Gente de pelo 6 de

pf.lusa, People of property. Gente de trato,

Tradesmen, dealers. Hacer gente, To raise

recruits, to make a party. Gente.s, Gentiles.

De gente en gente, From one to another.

from generation to generation.
GENTECILLA, sf. Mob, rabble.

< i KNTIL, sm. Gentile, pagan, heathen.

GENTIL, a. 1 . Genteel, elegant, graceful. 2, Spi-

rited, daring, bold. 3. Excellent, exquisite.
dentil necedad, (Iron.) A pretty piece of folly.

GESTIL HOMBRE, 5/n. 1. Nobleman, gentleman.
2. Person sent to the king with important

despatches. Gentil hombre de cdmara, Lord
ofthe bed-chamber. Gentil hombre de manga,
Nobleman who attends the infants of Spain,
when they go abroad. Gentil hombre de pla-

cer, Buffoon.

GENTILEZA, sf. 1. Genteel deportment and ad-

dress. 2. Easiness, freedom from constraint in

the execution of a thing. 3. Ostentation, pa-

.,-geantry. 4. Civility, politeness, genteelness.

GENTitfcio, IA, a. Gentile, heathen
; gentili-

tious.

GENxfLico, CA, a. Heathen, gentile, pagan.
GJENTILIDAD, sf. 1. Religion of the heathens

2. Body of the heathens or gentiles.

GENTiLisMO,5m. Gentilism.

GENTILIZAR, vn. To observe the rites of the

gentiles or heathens.

GENTILMENTE, ad. Genteelly ; heathenishly.
GENTIO, sm. Crowd, multitude.

GENTUALLA, sf. Rabble, mob. [ing the knee

GENUFLEXION, sf. Genuflexion, the act ofbend-

GENufNO, NA, a. Genuine, pure.

GEODESIA,S/. Geodaesia, the doctrine or art oi

measuring surfaces ; land surveying.
GEOGRAFI A, sf. Geography.
GEOGRAFICAMENTE, ad. Geographically.
GEOORAFJCO, CA, a. Geographical.
GEOGRAFO, sm. Geographer, one who describes

the earth according to the position of its dif-

ferent parts. [ing by figures
GEOMANCIA, sf. Geomancy, the act of foretell-

GKOMANTICO,STO. Geomancer. a. Geomantic
GrdMETRA, sm. Geometer, a geometrician.
Gr OMETR! A,5/. Geometry, the science ofquan-

tity, extension, or magnitude, abstractedly
considered.

GEOMETRICAMENTE, ad. Geometrically.
GEOMETRICO, CA, a. Geometrical, geometric.
GF.OMETRIZAR, vn. To geometrize.
GF.OPONICO, CA, a. Geoponic, agricultural.
GEosc6piA, sf. Geoscopy, knowledge of the

soil.

CA, a. Geotic, belonging to the earth
GERANIO, 5m. (Bot.) Crane's bill. Geranium L
GERAPL/EGA, sf. (Farm.) Hierapicra, a bitte

purgative medicine. [order
GERARCA, sm. Hierarch, the chief of a sacred

GERARQCIA, sf. Hierarchy, sacred government
ecclesiastical government.

GERARQUICO, CA, a. Hierarchical.

GERIFALTE,SWI. l.(Orn.) Gerfalcon. Falcogyr
falco L. 2. A kind ofordnance of a small bore
or caliber. [stuff. V. Xerga

GERGA */. Coarse frieze, a kind of woollen

ERIGONZA,*/. 1. Jargon, unintelligible gibber-
ish

; especially of the gipsies. Andar en ge-
rigvnzas, To quibble, to shift, to evade, to

cavil. 2. Ridiculous and extraordinary wit-
3. (Met.) Any thing obscure and difficult.

JTERIGONZAR, va. To speak a jargon.
TERMANESCO, CA, a. Belonging to the jargon
of the gipsies.

TERMAN!A, sf. 1. Jargon or gibberish of the gip-
sies. 2. Concubinage, the act of living with
a woman not married. 3. Faction in Valentia

during the days of Charles V. [many.
jrERMANico, CA, a. Germanic, relating to Ger-

GERMANO, NA, a. Pure, genuine, not spurious.

GTERMEN, sm. Germ, bud, shoot.

GTERMINACION, sf. Germination.

&ERMINAR, vn. To germinate, to bud.

SEROGLIFICO, sm. Hieroglyph or hieroglyphic,
an emblem, a figure by which a word is im-

plied.
GrEROGLfFJCO, CA, o. Hieroglyphical. [the root.

GERPA, sf. Small sterile shoot of a vine near

GERRICOTE, sm. Dish made of blanched al-

monds, boiled in mutton broth, and seasoned
with sugar, sage, and ginger.

GTERVIGUILLA, sf. Kind of short boot.

sRtfNDIO, sm. (In Grammar) Gerund, a kind
of verbal noun. Fray Gerundio,Fr\a.r Ge-

rund, the title of an excellent work by father

Isla.

GESTA, sf. (Bot.) Common broom. V. Rctama.

Gestas, (Ant.) Actions, feats, achievements.

GESTEAR, va. To gesticulate, to play antic

tricks ; to make grimaces. [grimaces.
GESTERO, RA, a. Playing antic tricks, making
GESTICULACION, sf. Gesticulation, gesture.
GESTICULAR, a. Relating to

gesture.
GESTION, sf. Conduct, administration, exer-

tion
;
the word is French.

GESTO, 5m. 1. Face, visage. 2. Gesticulation,

grimace. 3. Aspect, appearance. 4. Likeness,
resemblance. Estar de buen gesto, To be in

good humour. Ponerse d gesto, To set one's

self off for the purpose of pleasing. Gestos,

(Mil.) Feats, achievements.

GETA, 5/. 1. Blobber-lip. 2. Mushroom. 3.

(Ar.) V. Espita. 4. Native of Dacia, now
Moldavia. [lips.

GETICO, CA, a. Thick-lipped, relating to thick

GETIJLD, DA, a. Having thick lips.

GIALOMINA, sf. Sort of yellow ochre.

GIB A, sf. 1. Hump, crooked back. 2. Importu-
nity, tiresomeness.

GIBAUO, DA, a. Crooked, hump-backed.
GIBAR, va. 1. To oppress, to make one double

with a load. 2. To trouble, to vex, to molest.

GIBOSO, SA, a. Gibbous, crook-backed.

GIFERADA, 5/. Cut with a butcher's knife. V.

Xiferada.
GioA,5/. JIG, lively tune.

GIG^NTA 6 GIGANTEA, 5/. V. Girasol.

GIGANTAZO, ZA, 5. A huge giant.

GIGANTE, TA, 5. 1. Giant, one unnaturally

large. 2. One superior in courage, talents, or

virtues. a. Gigantic.
GlGANTEO, TEA J GlGANTESCO, CA ; V GlG^N-

TICO, CA ;
GiGANTfNO, NA,O. Gigantic, giant-

GiGANTEZ1
, sf. Giganticness. [like,

GIGANTICAMENTE, ad. Gigantically
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GIGANTILLA, sf. 1. A figure made of paste o:

pasteboard, with a very large head. 2. A
very short and lusty woman.

GIGANTI/AR, vn. To grew as big as a giant
GIGANTON, NA, s. Giant of an enormous size

Giganlones, Gigantic figures made of paste
board. Echar d alguno los gigantones, T(

reprehend severely. [and stewed

GIGOTE, 5m. Minced meat, meat chopped smal

GIJAS,S/. pi. Strength, force, vigour. V. Car
nes. [white and red

GftBo, BA, a. Applied to a colour between

GILECUELCO, 57. A kind of short coat worn by
African convicts.

GILGUERO, sm. (Orn.) Linnet. V. Xilguero.
GII.MAESTRE, sm. Officer of artillery who takes

charge of the horses which draw the cannons

GIMELGA, sf. (Naut.) Fish, a piece of timber
convex on one side and concave on the other
used to strengthen masts and yards.

GIMNASIARCA, sm. Gymnasiarcha, head of a

college or school.

GIMNASIO, sm. School, academy ; gymnasium
GIMNASTA, sm. Master of athletic exercises.

GIMNASTICO, CA, a. Gymnastic.
GIMNICA, sf. Science of gymnastics.
GIMNICO, CA, a. Gymnastical.
GIMNOSOFISTA, sm. Gymnosophist.
GINEBRA, sf. 1. Rattle, an instrument used to

make a noise
; much in use among the Moors

2. A confused clamorous noise. 3. Game at

cards.

GiNEBRADA,5/. Sort of pufFpaste.
GINECOCRACIA, sf. Gynecocracy, female go-
vernment, [tama.

GINESTA, sf. (Bot.) Common broom. V. Re-

GiNEsrAoA, sf. Kind of sauce made of milk

rice, flour, spices, figs, and raisins, boiled to-

gether.
GI.VETA, sf. 1. Office of a serjeant. 2. Ancient
kind of lance borne by captains. 3. Genet, a
kind of weasel. 4. Ancient tribute paid for

cattle. 5. Art of horsemanship, jindar d la

gineta, To pace or go at a short trot. Tener
los cascos d la gineta, To have little judg-
ment, to be a tumultuous, turbulent person.

GIXETE, 5m. 1. Trooper, a horse soldier. 2.

Any person who goes on horseback. 3. A
good horseman. 4. Small fine horse.

GINGLAR, vn. To vibrate, to swing to and fro

like the pendulum of a clock.

GINJA Y GINJOL. V. Azufayfa.
GINJOLERO Y GINJO, 5wi. (Ar.) V. Azvfayfo.
GIPSOSO, SA, a. Gypseous, containing gypsum.
GIRA, sf. 1. Sample of stuff or clothT 2. Feast,

a splendid banquet among friends ; public

rejoicing. [foot in dancing.
GIRADA, sf. Gyration; circumvolution on one

GIRAFA, sf. Camelopard. Camelopardalis L.

GIRALDA, sf. 1. Vane or weathercock in the

form of a statue ;
derived from the statue of

a woman put on the spire of the cathedral

church of Seville. 2. (Bot.) Corn marigold.
Chrysanthemum segetum L. [sleeves.

GIRALDETE, sm. Rochet or surplice without

GiRAxnuLA, s/1 1. (In Artificial Fireworks)
Box of rockets, which turns swiftly and emits
a quantity of rockets. 2. Girandole, a large
kind of branched candlestick.
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GIRAKTE, sm. V. Novilunio.

GIRAPMEGA, 5/. A sort of medical confection,
which serves to purge and purify the blood.

GIRAR, vn. 1. To turn round, to make a gyre.
2. To remit by bills of exchange from one
place to another.

GIRASAL, 5m. Fruit of the lac-tree.

GIRASOL, sm. (Bot.) Sun-flower. Helianthua
annuus L.

GIREL, sm. Caparison, trappings for a horse.

GIRIFALTE, sm. V. Gerifalte.
sm. Embryo of a

frog.
GIRO, RA, a. Handsome, perfect.
GIRO, 5m. 1. Gyre, a circular motion. 2. Cir-

culation of specie or bills of exchange. 3.

Circumference. 4. Gash or cut in the face.
5. Menace, bravado.

GIROFINA, sf. Ragout, made of the livers and
lights of sheep.

GIROFLE, 5m. (Bot.) Clove-tree. Caryophyllus
aromaticus L.

GIROMANCIA, sf. Gyromancy.
GIRON, sm. 1. Facing of a garment. 2. A tri-

angular piece of cloth sewed in between
clothes, to make them wider. 3. Piece torn
off from a gown or other cloth. 4. Standard,
the ensign of a regiment of horse.

GIRONADO, DA, a. 1. Garnished with triangular
pieces of cloth. 2. Torn into rags.

GIROVAGO, GA, a. V. Vagabundo. sm. Wan-
dering monk.

GIRPEAR, va. To dig about a vine.

Gis, 5m. (Pint.) Crayon.
GISMA, sf. V. Chisme.

GISTE, sm. Barm, yest ; used as a leaven or
ferment. [gipsies.

GITANADA, sf. Blandishment, wheedling like

GITANAMENTE, ad. In a sly, winning manner.
GITA NEAR, tin. To flatter, to wheedle, to en-

tice by soft words.

GITANERIA, 5/. Wheedling, flattery.
GITANESCO, CA, a. (Joe.) Gipsey-hke.
GITANILLO, LLA, 5. dim. Little gipsey.
ITANO, NA, 5. 1. Gipsey, a vagabond who pre-
tends to foretel futurity. 2. A sly artful fel-

low. 3. A person ofa genteel pleasing address.

ITOIT, sm. Ancient copper coin used only as

the title of unity. V. Guiton.

LACIAL, a. Glacial, icy, frozen. V. Helado.

JTLACIS, sm. (Fort.) V. Explanada.
GLADIATOR 6 GLADiADOR, 5wi. Gladiator, a
sword player ; a prize fighter.

GTLADIATORIO, iA, a. Relating to gladiators.

LADIOLO, 5m. (Bot.) Corn-flag.
I-LAGLAR, va. To gaggle, to talk in a voice re-

sembling the cry of a goose.

GrLANDfFERo, RA, a. Glandiferous, bearing
acorns.

LANDULA, sf. Gland, a soft spongy substance,

serving to separate some particular humour
from the mass of the blood.

LANDCLAS, sf. pi. (Bot.) Glandules, kernels.

LANDULOSO, SA, a. Glandulous, pertaining to

the glands ; subsisting in the glands.

LJLAREA, sf. Coarse gravel mixed with sand.

ri,ASE, sm. A sort of bright shining silk, the

warp whereof is of a different colour from
the woof.

GLASEADO, DA, . Variegated, embroidered,
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GLASTO, sm. (Bot.) Woad, dyers' woad. Isatis

tinctoria L.

GLAUCIO, sm. A sea-green plant.

GLAUCO, sm. (let.) A Kind ot'blueish mackerel.

GLEBA, sf. Sod of earth turned up by the

GLERA, sf. V. Cascajal. [plough.
GLICONICO, sm. A kind of Latin verse.

Gtf FO, sm. (Arq.) Glyph, a concave ornament.

GLOBO, sm. 1. Globe, a spherical body, ofwhich

every part of the surface is at the same dis-

tance from the centre. 2. Sphere, a terrestrial

or celestial globe on which the various regions
of the earth are geographically delineated, or

the constellations and stars depicted.

GLOBOSO, SA, a. Globular, spherical.

GLOB^LO, sm. Globule.

GLOBULfLLO, sm. dim. Little globule.
GLOBULOSO, SA, a. Globulous.

GLORIA, sf. 1. Glory, honour, fame
; majesty,

splendour. 2. Pleasure, delight in any thing.
3. A sort of light thin taffety, of which veils

are made. 4. Glory, blessedness ; that which
ennobles or illustrates. 5. A sort of tart or

pie. 6. A kind of oven or stove, in which
straw is burnt instead of wood.

GLORIARSE, vr. 1. To glory, to boast in, to be

proud of. 2. To take a delight in any thing.

GLORIETA, sf. Summer-house, bower, arbour.

GLORIFICACION, sf. Glorification, the act of

giving glory.

GLORIFICADOR, sm. Glorifier, he that glorifies ;

an appellation given to God.

GLORIFICANTE, pa. Glorifying ; glorifier.

GLORIFICAR, va. 1. To glorify, to pay honour
in worship. 2. To exalt to glory or dignity.

OLORIOSAMENTE, ad. Gloriously.
GLORIOSO, SA, a. 1. Glorious, excellent; elate.

2. Enjoying the bliss of heaven, blessed.

GLOSA, sf. 1. Gloss, a scholium
;
a comment.

2. Note added to a document, or inserted in

a book of accompts, to explain its contents.
3. (Po6t.) Amplification of averse. 4. (Mus.)
Variation in a tune.

GLOSADOR, sm. Commentator.
GLOSAR, va. 1. To gloss, to explain by com-
ment. 2. To palliate by specious exposition
or representation. 3. (Poet.) To amplify the
sense of a verse. 4. (Mus.) To vary notes.

GLOSARIO, sm. Glossary, a dictionary explain-
ing obscure or antiquated words.

GLOSE, sm. Act of glossing or commentating.
GLOSILLA, sf. dim. (Impr.) Small printing type.
GLOSOGRAFIA, sf. Description of the tongue.
GLOTIS, sf. (Anat.) Glottis, opening of the

larynx. [much in eating.
GLOTON, NA, s. Glutton, one who indulges too

GLOTONAZO, ZA, s. Great glutton.
GLOTONCILLO, LLA, s. Little glutton.
GLOTONEAR, vn. To indulge one's self too
much in eating, to devour, to gluttonize.

GLOTONERIA Y GLOTONIA, sf. Gluttony.
GLUTEN, sm. Gluten, a viscous substance.

GLUTINOSIDAD, sf. Glutinousness.

GLUTINOSO, SA, a. Glutinous, viscous.

GNAFALIO, sm. (Bot.) Gnaphalium, cudweed
;

used fbr dysentery.
GNOMICO, CA, a. Gnomologic, sententious.

GNOMO, 5m. Gnome, fabulous, being supposed
to inhabit the interior of the earth.

GOL

,
sm. 1. Gnomon, the hand or pin of a

dial. 2. Bevel square, composed of two
rnoveable rules.

GNOMONICA, sf. Gnomonics, the science which
teaches the art of making sun-dials.

GNOM6NICO, CA, a. Relating to dialling

GOBERNACIQN, sf. Government. V. GoUerno.

GOBERNA.DO, DA, a. Governed.

GoBERNAodR, RA, s. Governor, ruler.

GOBERNALLE Y GoBERNACULO, Sm. (Nai'lt.)

Rudder, a piece of timber which serves to

direct the course of a ship.

GOBERNANTE, sm. (Fam.) Governor.

GOBERNA.R, va. 1. To govern, to command ; to

direct. 2. To entertain, to maintain. 3. Go-
bernar el timon, (Naut.) To steer the ship.

GOBERNATIVO, VA, a. V. Gubernativo.

GOBIERNO, sm. 1. Government, administration

of public affairs ; establishment of legal au-

thority. 2. District or province under the

command of a governor. 3. The act of en-

tertaining or maintaining. Muger de gobicr-
no

} House-keeper, a woman servant that has

care of a house or family, and superintends
the servants.

GOBIO, 5m. (let.) Gudgeon.
GOCE, 5m. Enjoyment, fruition

; possession.

GOCTE, 5m. Piece of ancient armour for the

head.

GOCIANO, NA, a. Gothic.

GOCHA, sf. SOW.

GOCHO, 5m. Pig, hog. V. Cochino 6 Puerco.

GODEN, 5m. (Extrem.) A kind of large black %.
GoofsLE, a. (Ant.) Jovial, jolly, merry.
GODO, DA, a. Gothic ;

a Goth.

GOFO, FA, a. Stupid, ignorant, rude : GOFISH.

Go/o, (Pint.) A little figure or image.
GOJA, 5/. Basket in which gleaners "put their

corn.

G6LA,5/. 1. Gullet, throat, aesophagus. 2. An-
cient armour used to cover the throat and
neck. 3. Gorget, a piece of silver or brass

worn by officers of foot when on duty. 4. Col-

lar, a part ofthe dress ofthe clergy. 5. (Fort.)

Gorge, the entrance of a bastion, ravelin, or

other work. Media gola, (Fort.) Demi-gorge,
the line which passes from the angle of tho

bastion to the capital. 6. (Arq.) Moulding,
the profile of which represents an S.

GOLDRE, 5m. Quiver, a case for arrows.

GOLETA, 5/. A kind of small vessel.

GOLFA.N, 5m. V. Nenufar.
GoLFfixo, 5m. A small gulf.

GoLFiN,5m.V. Delfin.

GOLFO, 5m. 1. GULF, a bay ;
an opening into

land. 2. Chaos, abyss. 3. Multitude.

GOLILLA, 5/. 1. Collar, forming part ofthe dress

of lawyers in Spain. 2. Counsellor, lawyer.

GOLIL&ERO, RA, 5. Collar-maker.
GOLLERIA Y GOLLORfA, 5/. V. Gullorid.

GoLLETE,5m.l.Throttle,the superior part ofthe

throat. 2. The narrow part or neck of a bottle.

GoLLfzo, 5m. Narrow passage of mountains or

GOLMAGEAR, vn. (Rioj.) V. Golosinear. [rivers,

GOLMAJO, JA, a. (Rioj.) V. Goloso.

GoLONDRfNA,5/. 1. (Orn.) Swallow. Hirundo
L. 2. (let.) Sapphire gurnard, tub-fish. Trig-
la hirundo L.

GOLONDRINBRA, sf. (Bot.) Swallow-wort.
381
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,
sm. 1. A male swallow. 2. Va-

grant, deserter. 3. Tub-fish. 4. A large tu-

mour m the arm-pit.

GOLONDRO, sm. Desire, longing. Campar de

golondro, To encamp at another's expense.
An&ar en golondros, To feed on vain hopes.

GOLOSAMENTE, ad. Gluttonously.
GOLOSAZO, sm. Glutton, a greedy guttler.

GOLOSEAR, va. To guttle or guzzle dainties.

GoLosfNA,s/. 1. Gluttony, excess of eating. 2.

Cupidity, desire. 3. Dainty, something nice

or delicate.

GOLOSINAR, GOLOSINEAR Y GoLOSMEAR, VH.

"To guttle or guzzle dainties.

GOLOSO, SA, a. Gluttonous, given to excessive

feeding.
GOLPAZO, sm. A great blow.

GOLPE, sm. 1. Blow, stroke. 2. Wound, contu-
sion. 3. Crowd, throng ofpeople ;

abundance.
4. An unfortunate accident. 5. Spring bolt ofa
lock. 6. V. Latido. 7. With gardeners, holes

for planting seeds. Golpe de mar, (Naut.)

Surge, a heavy sea. Golpe de musica, Band
of music. Golpe de remo, Stroke in rowing.
Golpe defortuna, Fortunate event. De golpe,
Plump, all at once. De golpe y zumbido, Un-

expectedly, unaware. De un golpe, Once,
all at once. Golpes, Flaps, the pieces of
cloth which cover the pockets.

GOLPE ADERO,STO. Place much beaten.

GOLPEADOR, RA, s. Beater ; pulsator.

GoLPEADtjRA, sf. Percussion, the act of beat-

ing or hammering. [to give blows.

GOLPEAR, va. To beat, to strike, to hammer,
GOLPECILLO, co, TO, sm. A slight blow.

GOLPEO, sm. V. Golpeadura.
GoLTscntTT, sm. Ingot of gold which comes
from China.

GOLUSMIERO, RA, a. Gluttonous. V. Goloso.
Go MA, sf. 1. Gum, a vegetable substance dif-

fering from resin, in its being more viscid,
less friable, and dissolving in aqueous men-
struums. 2. A morbid swelling.

Go MAR, va. V. Engomar.
GOMECILLOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Watermen, ligh-

ter-men.

GOMIA, sf. 1. Bugbear to frighten children. 2.

Glutton, a voracious eater. Gomia del cau-

dal, Spendthrift.
GOMITAR, va. (Ant.) V. Vomitar.

GOMOSIDAD, sf. Gumminess, viscosity.
GOMOSO, SA, a. 1. Gummy, gummous ; produc-

tive of gum. 2. Full of viscous humours.

G6.\CE,sm. Kind of hinge. V. Gozne.

GONDOLA, sf. Gondola, a Venetian flat boat.

GONIOMETRIA, sf. Goniometry, art of measur-

ing angles.

GONIOMETRO, sm. Goniometer, instrument for

measuring angles.

GONORREA, sf. Gonorrhoea, venereal disease.

GORBION, sm. 1. A kind of flowered taffety. 2.

Gum euphorbium.
GORDAL, a. Fat, big, fleshy.

GORD.A.NA, sf. Oil extracted in India from the
testicles of oxen, and used for wool.

GORDAZO, ZA, o. Very fat and big. [son.

GORDIFLON, NA, 5. A very corpulent, flabby per-
GORDO, DA, a. 1. Fat, corpulent. 2. Fat, rich,

greasy, oily. Torino gordo, Fat pork. 3.
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Coarse, thick. Lienzo gordo, Coarse linen.
4. Great, large, big. 5. (Ant.) Torpid, stupid.
Mentira gorda, A gross falsehood. Hablar

gordo, To speak thick.

GORDO, sm. Fat, suet, lard.

GORDOLOBO, sm. (Bot.) Great-mullein. Ver-
bascum thapsus L.

GORDON, NA, a. Very fat and corpulent.
GORDOR,

'

sm. Corpulence, bigness.
GoRDtjRA, sf. 1. Grease, fat ; the oily substance

in the animal body. 2. Fatness, corpulence.
GORGA, sf. 1. Food of hawks. 2. (Arag.) Whirl-

pool, a place where the water moves with a
circular motion.

GORGEADOR, RA, s. Warbler, modulator.

GORGEAR, vn. To warble, to quaver, to shake
the voice in a melodious manner. rr. To gab-
ble, applied to a child which begins to speak.

GORGEO, sm. Trilling, quaver ;
a melodious

shake of the voice
; imperfect articulation.

GORGERIA, sf. Chatter of a child which begins
to talk.

GORGOJARSE, vr. V. Agorgojarse. [little boy.

GORGOJO, sm. 1. Grub, weevil. 2. A dwarfish

GORGOJOSO, SA, a. Full of grubs or weevils.

GORGORAN, sm. Sort of silk grogram.
GORGOREAR, vn. To cry like a Turkey cock.

GORGORITA, sf. Bubble formed on water by the

fall of rain. Gorgoritas, Quavers, trilling.

GORGORITEAR, vn. To warble, to quiver the

voice.

GORGORITOS, 5m. pi. Quivers of the voice.

GORGOROTADA, sf. The quantity of liquid swal-

lowed at once.

GORGOTERO, sm. Pedler, hawker.

GORGUERA, sf. 1. A kind of neckcloth, formerly
worn by ladies of fashion. 2. Armour of thu

neck.

GORGUERIN, sf. Small kind of ruff or frill for-

merly worn round the neck.

GoRGtfz, sm. Javelin, a kind ofmissive weapon.
GORIGORI, sm. Song with which children mi-

mic the clerk's chant at processions.

GORJA, sf. 1. Throat, throttle. 2. Rejoicing,

merry-making. 3. (Naut.) Head of the keel.

GoRJAL,sm. 1. Collar of a coat. 2. Piece of ar-

mour to defend the neck or throat.

GORM AR, va. 1. To vomit, to throw up from the

stomach. 2. To return what belongs to an-

other.

GORRA, sf. 1. Cap, a covering of the head. 2.

Hunting cap. 3. Intrusion at feasts without
invitation. 4. Parasite, sponger.

GORRADA, sf. V. Gorretada. [sponger.

GORKERO, sm. 1. Cap-maker. 2. Parasite,

GORRETADA, sf. 1. Salute with a cap. 2. Stroke

or blow given with a cap.

GORRETE, sm. Cap.
GORRILLA, sf. A small cap. [pig.

GORRIN 6 GoRRiNo, sm. A small pig, a sucking
GORRION, sm. (Orn.) Sparrow. Fringilla do-

rnestica L. [or rogues.

GORRIONERA, sf. Rendezvous or hiding-place

GoRRfsTA, sm. Parasite, sponger.

GORRITO, TA, s. dim ofgorro, ra.

GORRO, sm. A round cap.

GORRON, sm. 1. A poor student, who goes from

house to house to get his dinner ; parasite. 2.

Spindle, pivot, or gudgeon of a gate or door.
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glossy. 3. Lazy unhealthy silkworm. 4. A
round smooth pebble. 5. Man given to de-

bauchery and lewdness. C. A large cap. 7.

Dried morsel of lard fried.

GoRRdsA, sf. Strumpet, prostitute. V. Pasa.

GORRONAL, sm. Place full of pebbles or coarse

gravel.
GoRRor*Azo, 5m. A great lecher or rake.

GoRth.Lo, sm. A small button or ball of wool
or other matter which sticks together.

GOR#PO, sm. (Naut.) Granny's bend, a kind of

GOSTAR, va. V. Gttstar. [seaman's knot.

GOT A, sf. 1. Drop, a globule of moisture which
falls at once. 2. A small quantity ofany liquor.
3. Gout, a disease which affects the joints or

extremities of the human body. Goto, d goia,

Drop by drop. Gotas, (Arq.) Ornaments ofthe

Doric order. Gotar coral d caduca, Epilepsy.

GOTKADO, DA, a. Spotted, speckled.
GOTEAR, vn. 1. To drop, to fall drop by drop.

2. To give by driblets.

GoTERA,5/. 1. Gutter, the water which drops or

runs through a gutter. 2. Mark left by the

dropping of rain. 3. Fringe of bed-hangings.
GOTERON, sm. A large gutter or spout.

GoTERuNcff.r.0, 5m. A small gutter or spout.

GOTICA, GOTILLA, 6 GoTiTA, 5/. Droplet, a
small drop.

GOTICO, CA, a. 1. Gothic ; chiefly applied to the

pointed style ofbuilding. 2. Illustrious, noble.

GOTOSO, SA, a. Gouty, diseased with the gout.
Govo.sm. (Ant.) V. Gozo.

GO/ANTE, pa. Enjoyer ; enjoying.
GO/.AR, va. To enjoy, to have possession or

fruition of. vr. To rejoice.
Goy.NK, .sm. 1. Kind of hinge. 2. The first ver-

tebre or joint of the neck.

Gozo, 5m. 1. Joy, pleasure, satisfaction. 2

Sprout, branch, shoot. Gozos, Verses in

which certain words are repeated at the end
of every couplet.

GOZOSAMENTE, ad. Joyfully, cheerfully.
Gozoso, SA, a. Joyful, cheerful, content.

GO/QUE Y GOZQUEJO, 5m. A small kind of dog
GRABX.DO, 5m. Art of engraving.
GRABADOR, 5m. Engraver ; a cutter in stone

metal, or wood.

GRABAntJRA, sf. Act of engraving ; sculpture
GRABAR, va. To engrave, to picture by inci-

sions in stone, wood, or metal. Grabar al

aguafuerte 6 de aguafuerte, To etch.

GRABA/ON, 5m. Engraving, sculpture.
GRACEJANTE, pa. Jester, joker ; burlesquing.
GRACEJAR, vn. To

joke, to jest.
GRACEJO, 5m. 1. Joke, jest. 2. A graceful or

pleasing deliverance, or manner of speaking
GRA^CIA, 5/. 1. Grace, a genteel air or carriage ;

a pleasing address. 2. Elegance, beauty. 3

Gift, benefaction. 4. Remission of a debt. 5
Benevolence, friendship. 6. A witty saying or

expression. 7. Name, the discriminative ap-
pellation of an individual. Como es la gracia
de vd ? Pray, what is your name ? 8. Grati-
tude for favours received. Dar gracias, To
give thanks. 9. Grace, effect of God's influ-

ence. De gracia, Gratis, for nothing ; with-
out a recompense. Grdcias, Pontificalgrants
or concessions. Decir dos gracias, To tel

one some home truths.

GRACIA\BLE, a. 1. Good-natured, affable. 2.

Easily obtained ; applied to favours.

JI-RACIECITA, 5m. dim. A little grace or favour.

GTRACIL, a. Gracile, slender, small.

RACIOLA if GRAciADEi. 5/. (Bot.) Water-hys-
sop. Gratiola officinalis L.

GRACiosAMENTE,d. Graciously ; gratuitously.
GRACIOSIDAD, sf. 1. Gracefulness, beauty, per-

fection, elegance and dignity of manners. 2.

Facetiousness, cheerful wit.

RACIOSO, SA, a. 1. Graceful, beautiful, accom-

plished.
2. Facetious, witty. 3. Benevolent,

inclined to grant favours. 4. Gratuitous.grant-
ed without claim. 5. Ridiculous, extravagant.

GRACIOSO, SA,5. 1. Merry-andrew, buffoon, har-

lequin. 2. Comic actor or actress, generally
in the character of servants in Spanish plays.

GRADA, */. 1. Step of a staircase. 2. (In Nun-

neries) Room where the nuns are allowed to

hold conversation with their friends through
a grate ;

a parlour. 3. Steps round an altar. .

4. Harrow, a frame of timbers, crossing each

other, and set with teeth, to break the clods

after ploughing. 5. Grada de construction,

(Naut.)" Stocks for ship-building. Navio en
la grada, Ship on the stocks. pi. 1 . Bar, the

place where causes of law are tried. 2. Seats
of an amphitheatre. [scale of music.

GRADACION, 5/. A harmonious gradation or

GRADADO, DA, a. Graduated. [row.

GRADAR, va. To harrow, to break with the har-

GRADX.TIM, ad. (Latin) Gradually, by degrees.

GRADERIA, 5/. Series of seats or steps. V. Gra-
das.

RADftLA, 5/. Small step or seat
;
tile-mould.

GRADINX.R, va. To cut off with a chisel.

GRADfNo,5m. 1. Chisel, an edged tool used by
stone-cutters to pare off the superfluous parts
of stones. 2. Graver, the tool used in graving,

GRADo,5m. 1. Step of a staircase. 2. Value or

quality of a thing. 3. Degree of kindred, or-

der of lineage. 4. Will, pleasure. 5. Degree,
an academical title of honour conferred .by
universities. 6. (In Geometry) The three hun-
dred and sixtieth part of the circumference
of a circle. Grados, Minor orders in religious
communities. 7. (In Music) The intervals of
sounds. 8. Measure of quality of state.

GRADOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) Agreeable.
GRADUACION, 5/. Graduation ; qualification.

GRADU^DO, DA, a. Graduated
;. applied to offi-

cers enjoying higher rank than they possess.

GRADUAL, a. Gradual, proceeding by degrees ;

advancing by steps.

GRADUAL, 5m. A verse read between the epistle
and gospel at the celebration of the mass.

GRADUALMENTE, ad. Gradually. [grees.

GRADUANDO, 5m. Candidate for academical de-

GRADU.AR, va. 1. To measure or compare diffe-

rent things. 2. To graduate, to dignify with

an academical degree ;
to give military rank.

3. To divide the circumference of a circle

into degrees.
GRAF,sm. Graver, a stile or tool used in graving.

GRAF|LA, 5/. The little border on the edge of

GRAFIO, 5m. A stone-cutter's chisel. [coin

GRAFICO, CA, a. Graphic, graphical, relating to

engraving ;
well delineated, [resque manner.

GRAMCAMBNTK, ad. Graphically ; in a pictu-
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GRAFIOLF.S, sm. pL Kind of biscuits made in
the form of an S.

GRAFOMETRO, sm. Graphorneter, a semi-circle
divided into 180 degrees.

GRAGEA, sf. A kind of very small sugar-plum
GRAJA, sf. (Orn.) Jay. Corvus glandarius L.

GRAJADO, sm. (Naut.) Top of the rudder.
GRAjAL, a. Belonging to crows, ravens, or mag-

pies.

GRAJERO, RA, a. Applied to rookeries. [L.

GRAjo,sm.(Orn.) Jack-daw. Corvus monedula

GRAJUNO, NA, a. Belonging to jack-daws.
GRAMA, sf. 1. Brake, a wooden instrument for

dressing hemp or flax. 2. (Bot.) Panic-grass.
Panicum dactylon L.

GRAMALL A, sf. (Arag.) A long scarlet gown
anciently worn by the magistrates ofAragon ;

it is at present the dress of a mace-bearer of
a corporation.

GRAMA LLERA, sf. Pot-hanger. [bread.

GRAM^R, va. (Gal.) To knead the dough of

GRAMATICA, sf. 1. Grammar, the science of

speaking correctly ; the art which teaches
the relations ofwords to each other. 2. Study
of the Latin language. GramaticO, parda,
Soundness of faculties

; strength of natural
reason.

GRAMATICX.L, a. Grammatical.

GRAMATICALMENTE, ad. Grammatically.
GRAMATICO, sm. Grammarian.
GRAMATIC<JN, sm. Grammarian. [grammar
GRAMAfiquERfA, sf. Any thing belonging to

GRAMX.TISTA, sf. Professor of grammar.
GRAMILLA, sf. A wooden instrument for draw-

ing lines.

GRAMINEO, EA, a. (Poet.) Gramineous, grassy.
GRAMOSO, SA, a. Grassy, belonging to Gramina.
GRAN, a. Great. V. Grande. It is used only be-

fore substantives singular, as Gran Maestre,
Grand Master.

GRANA, sf. 1. Grain, the seed of plants. 2. The
time when corn, flax, &c. form their seed. 3.

Fine scarlet cloth. 4. Cochineal. Coccus
cacti L. 5. Fresh red colour of the lips and
cheeks. Grdna del Paraiso, (Bot.) Carda-
momum. Amomum cardamomum L.

GRANADA, sf. 1. Pomegranate. 2. (Mil.) Hand-
grenade, a small hollow globe or ball, filled

with fine powder, which, when kindled, is

thrown into a fortress or work, or among
troops, where it bursts and does much mis-
chief.

GRANADERA, sf. (Mil.) A grenadier's pouch, in

which grenades and other warlike stores are
carried.

GRANADERO, sm. (Mil.) Grenadier ; a kind of

foot-soldier, frequently employed to throw

grenades.
GRANADILLA, sf. (Bot.) Passion-flower. Passi-

flora granadilla vel capsularis L.

GRANAOO, DA, a. 1. Large, remarkable. 2.

Principal, chief, illustrious ; select.

GRANADO, sm. (Bot.) Pomegranate-tree. Pu-
nica granatum L.

GRANALLA, sf. Granulation
; grains of metal.

GRANAR, rn. To grow to maturity, to be full

of seed. [ruby ; garnet.
GRA NATE, sm. A precious stone, resembling a

GRANATIN', sm. Kind of ancient cloth.
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GRAJCAZON, sf. Granulation, the act of forming
or breaking into small grains or parts.

GRANBESTIA, sf. Elk.

GRANDANIME, a. (Ant.) Magnanimous.
GRANDARIA, sf. Magnitude, size of things.
GRANDAZO, ZA, a. Very great.
GRANDE, a. Great, grand, large.
GRANDE, sm. GRANDEE, a Spanish nobleman
of the first rank, who enjoys the privilege of

being covered in the presence of the king.
GRANDECfl.LO, LLA ; CO, CA J TO, TA, a. GrOW-
ing rather big ; pretty large or big. [ly.

GRANDEMENTE,<Z. Greatly,very well, extreme-

GRANDEZAjS/. 1. Greatness, bigness. 2. Gran-

deur, power. 3. Pre-eminence, and dignity of
a grandee of Spain. 4. Meeting of grandees.

GRANDIFICENCIA, sf. (Ant.) Magnificence.
GRANDILLON, NA, a. Excessively large and big.

GRANDILOO.UO, QUA, a. Making use of a lofty
or pompous style.

GRANDIOSAMENTE, ad. Magnificently.
GRANDIOSIDAD, sf. Greatness, grandeur ; mag-

nificence
; abundance. [did.

GRANDIOSO, SA, a. Grand, magnificent, splen-

GRANDOR, sm. Size and bigness of things.

GRAND(JRA, sf. (Ant.) Magnitude, greatness.
GRANEADO, DA, a. Reduced to grains ; spotted.

GRANEADOR, sm. A kind of graver, or tool for

engraving.
GRANEAR, va. 1. To sow grain in the earth. 2.

To engrave. 3. (In Tan-yards) To grain
leather. [heap ; (Naut.) In bulk.

GRANEL, sm. Heap of corn. j$ Granil, In a

GRANKRO, sm. 1. Granary, a storehouse for

grain. 2. A fruitful country.
GRANEVANO, sm. (Bot.) Goafs-thorn. Astra-

galus tragacantha L.

GRANGEAR, va. 1. To till, to cultivate the

ground, to husband, to farm. 2. To obtain

one thing by means of another. 3. To gain
the good-will of another by caresses and flat-

teries. Grangear d barlovento, (Naut.) To
gain to windward

; applied to a ship.

GRANGEO,STO. 1. Cultivation of the ground. 2.

Emolument, flattery. [the soil.

GRANGERIA, sf. Gain, profit ; improvement of

GRANGERO, RA, s. 1. Farmer, husbandman. 2.

Dealer in profitable commodities. 3. Broker.

GRANGUARDIA, sf. (Mil.) Grand-guard, an ad-

vanced guard in front of an army.
GRANICO, sm. Small grain.
GRANILLA, sf. 1. The small seed of herbs and
other plants. 2. Rough nap on cloth.

GRANILLERO, RA, a. Applied to hogs that feed

on what they find in the fields.

GRANILLO, sm. 1. Small grain. 2. Gain or profit

frequently obtained. 3. Pimple growing at

the extremity of the rump of canary birds

and linnets.

GRANILLOSO, SA, a. Granulous.

GRANITO, sm. 1 . Granite, a hard stone used in

building. 2. Small egg of a silk-worm.

GRANIZADA, sf. 1. Copious fall of hail. 2.

(Met.) Multitude of things which fall in

abundance.

GRANIZAR, vn. 1. To hail, to pour down hail.

2. To pour down any thing with violence.

GRANZO, sm. 1. Hail, drop of rain frozen in

frilling. 2. Cloud or web in the eyes.
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GRANJA, sf. 1. GRANGE, farm, farm-house. 2.

Recreation in the country.
GRANO, sm. 1. Grain, the seed of c*orn. 2. Any
minute particle, any thing proverbially small

or round. 3. Direction of the fibres of wood
or other fibrous matter. 4. Grain, a small

weight of gold, silver, or precious stones. 5.

Pimple, a pustule on the skin.

GRANOSO, SA, a. Granulous.

GRANUGIE.VTO, TA, a. Full of grain.
CRANIA, sf. 1 . Ripe grapes separated from the

branches. 2. Stones of grapes and other fruit.

GRANUJADO, DA, a. 1. Full of pimples. 2. Full

of stones, full of seeds.

GRANtJjo, sm. Pimple or tumour in the flesh.

GRANUJOSO, SA, a. Granulous.

GRASUI.ACION, sf. Granulation, the act of re-

ducing metal into grains by pouring it, when
melted, into cold water.

GRANULAR, va. To granulate, to reduce to

small pieces like grains.

GRANULOSO, SA, a. Granulous.

GRANIJZA, sf. Coal made of the stalks of hemp.
GRANZAS, sf. pi. 1. Siftings, the refuse of corn
which has been winnowed and sifted. 2.

Dross of metals.

GRANZONES, sm. pi. Refuse ofstraw, not eaten,
but left by the cattle.

GRANZOSO, SA, a. Applied to grain having much
refuse.

GRANON, sm. 1. Pap made of boiled wheat. 2.

V. Grano.

GRAO, sm. Strand, shore.

GRAPA, sf. I. Cramp-iron. 2. Kind of mangy
ulcers in the articulations or joints of horses.

GRAPON, sm. A large cramp-iron.
GRASA, sf. 1. Suet, fat ; grease. Grasa de bal-

lena, Blubber. 2. Gum of juniper-trees. 3.

Ink paste for writing. 4. Grease of clothes.

GRASERA, sf. 1. Vessel for holding ink-paste. 2.

Vessel for fat or grease.
GRASERIA, sf. Tallow-chandler's shop.
GRASEZA, sf. Quality of fat or grease.
GRASJENTO, TA, a. Greasy ; rusty, filthy.

GRASILLA, sf. 1. Pounce, a kind of powder
made of gum sandarac, which, when rubbed
on paper, makes it less apt to imbibe the ink.

2. (Bot.) Sanicle, butterwort. Pinguicula
vulgaris L.

GRSO, SA, a. Fat, unctuous, oily.
GRA so, sm. Fat, grease.
GRASONES, sm. pi. Fast-dish, made of flour,

milk of almonds, sugar, and cinnamon.
GRASERA, sf. V. Grosura.

GRATAMENTE, ad. Graciously, in a kind and
benevolent manner.

GRETAS Y GRATAG^JAS, sf. Instrument for

burnishing silver or silver gilt.

GRATAR, va. To burnish.

GRATIFICACION, sf. Gratification, reward, re-

compense ^allowance
to officers for expenses.

GRATIFICADOR, sm. Gratifier.

GRATIFJCAR, va. To reward, to requite, to re-

compense, to please.

GRATIL, sm. (Naut.) Head of a sail.

GRATIS, ad. Gratis.

GRATISDATO, TA, a. Gratuitous.
GRATIT#D, sf. Gratitude, acknowledgment of

favours received, desire to return benefits.
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GRATO, TA, a. 1 . Graceful, pleasing, pleasant.
2. Grateful, having a due sense of benefits.

GRATOSACA, sf. Kind of ragout or fricassee,
made ofchickens halfroasted, bacon, almonds,
rich broth, fresh eggs, spice, and greens.

GRATUITAMENTE, ad. Gratuitously.
GRATITITO, TA, a. Gratuitous, gratis.

GRATULACIOX sf. 1. Cheerful readiness to

oblige another. 2. Congratulation.
GRATUI.AR, vn. To congratulate. vr. To re-

joice.

GRATULATORIO, RIA, a. Congratulatory.
GRAVAMEN, sm. Obligation to perform or exe-

cute any thing. [to molest.

GRAVER, va. To burthen, to oppress, to fatigue,

GRAVAT!VO, VA, a. Grievous, injurious.

GRAVE, a. 1. Weighty, ponderous, heavy. 2.

Great, huge, vast. 3. Grave, circumspect,

causing veneration and respect. 4. Haughty,
lofty. 5. Important, momentous, of great
consequence. 6. Troublesome, vexatious.

Ponerse grave. To assume an air of import-
ance. 7. (Mus.) Grave tone.

GRAVEAR, vn. To weigh, to gravitate, to sink

with weight.
GRAVEDA" D, sf. 1. Gravity, weight, heaviness ;

tendency to the centre. 2. Gravity, modesty,
composure, circumspection. 3. Atrocious-

ness, weight of guilt. 4. Vanity, pride.

GRAVEDOSO, SA, a. Haughty, vain, elevated,
full of pride.

GRAVEDtJMBRE 6 GRAVID1JMBRE, sf. (Ant.) V.

Dificultad.

GRAVEMENTE, ad. Gravely, seriously.

GRAVEZA, sf. (Ant.) Gravity. V. Gravdmen y
Dificultad.

GRAVIDAD, sf. (Ant.) V. Gravedad.

GRAVITACION, sf. Gravitation.

GRAVITAR, va. To gravitate, to weigh down,
to tend to some part slightly.

GRAVOSO, SA, a. Grievous, weighty, offensive.

GRAZNADOR, RA,S. Croaker ; cawing, cackling.
GRAZNAR, vn. To croak, to caw, to cackle.

GRAZNIDO, sm. A croak, caw, or cackle.

GREBA, sf. Ancient armour for the leg.

GRECA, sf. Grecian fret, ornament consisting
of a line forming many right angles. A1 la

Grdca, In the Grecian style.

GRECJANO, NA ; GRECO, CA; Y GRECANO, NA,
a. Grecian.

GRECISCO, a. Greek, applied to the fire that

burns in water.
GREG!SMO, sm. Grecism.

GRECIZAR, vn. To affect to speak Greek.

GREDA, sf. 1. Chalk, marl. 2. Fuller's earth.

GREDAL, sm. Pit where chalk, marl, or fuller's

earth is found.

GREDOSO, SA, a. Chalky, marly.
GREFIER, sm. Keeper of the rolls ;

an officer

of distinction in the king's palace.

GREGAL, sm. North-east wind in the Mediter-
ranean.

GREGAL,. Gregarious, going in flocks or herds.

GREGALIZAR, vn. (Naut.) To be north-easting,
to drive or decline to north-east.

GREGARIO, RIA, a. Gregarious.
GREGORIANO, NA, a. Gregorian.
GREGORiLLosm.Neckclpth worn by women.

, sf. Outcry, confused clamour.
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GREG<JSCOS, sm. pi. A wide sort of breeches
made in the Grecian fashion.

lR, va. To talk Greek, to convert in-

to Greek.

GREMI^L, sm. Lapcloth, used by bishops when

they officiate at divine service.

GREMIO, sm. 1. Lap, the part from the waist to

the knees. 2. Body, society, company. Gremio
de artesanos, Corporation of tradesmen.

GREJJA, sf. 1. Entangled or clotted hair. 2.

Any thing entangled. Jlndar d la grena, To
pull one another by the hair. 3. (And.) Heap
of grain laid to be thrashed. 4. (And.) First

leaves of a vine-shoot.

GREfftJoo, DA, a. Dishevelled, having clotty or

entangled hair.

GRENUELA, sf. The first shoots of a vine.

GRESCA, sf. 1. Clatter, tumult, outcry, confu-

sion. 2. Wrangle, quarrel.

GRESIBLE, a. Moveable.

GREVAS, sf. pi. Greaves, a sort of boots or ar-

mour for the legs.

GREUGE, sm. Grievance, complaints usually
made in the courts of Aragon.

GREY, sf. 1. Flock, a number of sheep or goats.
2. (Met.) Congregation of the faithful. 3. V.

Republica.

GRIB^R, va. (Naut.) To fall to leeward, or be

carried out of her course by the currents
;

applied to a ship.

GRIDA, sf. Signal to call soldiers to arms. V.
Grita.

GRIDA^R, va. V. Gritar.

GRIEGO, GA, a. Greek, belonging to Greece.
GRIESCO 6 GRIESGO, sm. (Ant.) Encounter,

conflict, battle.

GRIETA, sf. 1. Crevice,- a crack, a cleft. 2.

Scratch or fissure in the skin. 3. A sore breast,
an infirmity in women who suckle children.

GRIETOSO, SA, a. Full of cracks or crevices.

GRIFA^DO, PA, a. Applied to a certain kind of

letters or characters.

GRIFAI.TO, sm. Small kind of culverin.

GRfFO, FA, a. Applied to the letters invented

by Haldus Pius Manutius, that superseded
the Gothic characters.

GRIFO, sm. Griffin or griffon, a fabled animal.

Grifos, Frizzled hair.

GRIFON, sm. A cock for water.

GRILLA ; csa es grilla, Vulgar expression of
doubt respecting the truth or accuracy of any
thing heard.

GRILL^R, vn. To chirp or squeak ; applied to

crickets. vr. To shoot, to sprout.
GRILLERA, sf. Cricket-cage, a place where

crickets are kept. [soners.

GRILI.ERO, sm. He who takes the irons offpri-

GRiLLETES,S7/i./. Shackles, fetters.

GRILLO, sm. 1. Cricket, an insect that chirps
about fire-places, and in fields. Gryllus do-

rnesticus, gryllus campestris L. 2. Shoot issu-

ing from seed in the earth. Andar d grillos,
To waste one's time in useless pursuits.

Grillos, Irons, shackles, fetters, impediment.
GRILLOTALPA, sm. Mole-cricket, fen-cricket,
church-worm. Gryllus gryllotalpa L.

GRIMA, sf. Fright, horror, astonishment.

GRIMA/O, sm. A grotesque posture or contor-

tion of the face.
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GRIMPOLA, sf. (Naut.) Vane, a sort of weather-
cock on the top-maat head, which turns round
with the wind. Huso de la grimpola, Spin-
dle of a vane.

GRINALDE, sm. Machine of artificial fire-work.

RiSoN,5TO. 1. A sort of cowl worn by religious
women. 2. Apricot ingrafted in a p'each-tree.

GRfpo, sf. (Naut.) A kind of vessel formerly
used for trade.

GRIS, sm. 1. Mixture of white and black, griz-

zle, gray. 2. A grizzle-coloured squirrel or

weasel. Sciurus L. 3. (And.) Cold sharp air

or weather.

GR!S, a. Gray, grizzled.

GRISETA, sf. Kind of flowered silk.

, sf. 1. Clamour, outcry, vociferation. 2.

Halloo ; a word of encouragement when dogs
are let loose on their game. 3. Exclamations
of applause or censure. Grilaforal, (Arag.)

Summons, citation.

GRITADOR, RA, s. Crier, vociferator. .

GRITAR, vn. To shout, to hoot.

fA, sf. Confused cry of many voices.

GRfro, sm. Clamour, outcry, shout. Estar en

un
grito,

To be in continual pain. A1

grito
hertdo, Loud outcry.

GRITON, NA, a. Vociferous, clamorous.

GROFA, sf. Vile prostitute.

GROMO, 5m. The heart of plants or trees.

GROPOS, sm. pi. Cotton put in inkstands or ink-

horns, [sale.

GROS, sm. Ancient money. Engros, By whole-

GROSCA, sf. Kind of venomous serpent.

GROSED^D, sf. V. Grosura y Groserla.

GROSELLA, sf. (Bot.) Currant, a tartish berry.
Ribes L.

GROSERAMENTE,^. In a rude unmannerly way.
GROSER!A, sf. Rudeness, ill-breeding.

GROSERO, RA, a. 1. Gross, coarse, rough ; op-

posite to delicate. 2. Rude, unpolished.

GROSEZA, sf. Corpulence, bulkiness of body.
GROSO, a. Coarse snuff, badly powdered.
GROSOR, sm. Crassitude. V. Grosura.

GROSURA, sf. 1. Suet, tallow, fat of animals. 2.

Extremities, heart, liver, and lungs of an ani-

mal. Did de grosura, Saturday, so called in

Castile, because on that day the entrails and

members of animals are eaten, but not their

flesh, nor fish as on Fridays.

GROTESCO, sm. V. Grutesco.

GRT^A, sf. 1. Crane, a machine for raising stones

and other ponderous or weighty things. 2.

(Orn.) Crane. 3. (Naut.) Bend of an incur-

vated piece of timber. Grua de la quaderna
maeslra, (Naut.) Midship-bend. A 1 la grua,
In and out.

GHUERAS, sf. pi (Naut.) Rope-holes, round

holes through which the ropes work on board

of ships. Grueras de larbiquejo, (Naut.)

Boystay-holes.
GRUERO, RA, a. Belonging to birds of prey,

trained to pursue cranes.

GRUESA, sf. 1. Gross, the number of twelve

dozen. 2. Chief part of a prebend.

GRUESAMENTE, ad. Grossly, coarsely; by
wholesale.

GRUESO, SA, a. 1. Bulky, corpulent, thick. 2.

Large, great. 3. (Met.) Dull, stupid. 4.

Coarse, rude, ordinary ;
dense.
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GRUSO, sm. 1. Corpulence, bulkiness of body.
2. Chief or main part of a whole. El grueso
de un exercito, The main body of an army.
Tratar en grueso, 6 vender por mayor, To
deal by wholesale ;

to sell in the lump, not

in separate parcels.

GRUGIUOR, sm. Steel instrument used by gla-
ziers for rounding glass.

GauiR, vn. To crank or crankle ;
to cry like a

crane.

GRtJLLA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Crane. Ardea grus L.

2. Crane, the name of a southern constella-

tion.

GRULLADA, sf. Mob, crowd of constables. V.

Gurullada.

GRULLERO, RA, a. Applied to falcons or birds

of prey in chase 01 cranes.

GRUMETE, sm. (Naut.) Younker, ship's -boy.

GHUMO, sm. 1. Grume, a thick viscid consist-

ence in a fluid ;
a clot. Grumo de lecke,

Curds. 2. Cluster, bunch. 3. Heart or pith
of trees. Grumos, Pinions, the joints of the

wings remotest from the body.

GRUMOSO, SA,a. Grumy, clotty ; full ofgrumes.
GRuJfioo, sm. Grunt, the noise made by a hog

or pig.

GRuSfiDOR, RA, s. Grunter.

GRUNIMIENTO, sm. Grunting.
GRUNIR, vn. 1. To grunt, to murmur like a hog.

2. To creak or creek, to make a harsh noise ;

applied to doors, hinges, carts, &c. 3. (Met.)
To grumble, to growl, to snarl. Mamar y
grunir, (Vulg.) To suck and murmur ; to be

discontented with every thing.
GRtfpA, sf. 1. Croup, the buttocks of a horse.

2. Portmantle or portmanteau, any bag car-

ried on the croup of a horse.

GRCPADA, sf. 1. Squall or gust of wind. 2.

Croupade, a kind of leap of a horse.

GRUPERA, sf. Crupper, that part of the horse's

furniture which reaches from the saddle to

the tail.

GR^PO, sm. 1. Group, assemblage. 2. Clump
of sprigs growing out of the same root.

GRtrtA, sf. Cavern, cavity between rocks.

Grutas, Crypts, vaults, subterranean edifices.

GROTESCO, sm. Grotesk or grotesque, a kind
of ornament in painting, composed of leaves,

shells, &c.

GRUYERE, sm. A kind of rich cheese, made at

Gruyere in France.

GUACAMAYO, sm. (Orn.) Macao or macaw.
Psittacus macao L.

GOACHAPEAR, va. To paddle, to play with the
feet in stagnant water. vn. To clap as
horses' shoes when loose.

GUACHAPELI, sm. Solid strong wood, which
grows in Guayaquil, and used for ships.

GUACHARO, RA, a. 1. Whining, one who is con-

tinually moaning and crying. 2. Sickly, not
in health. 3. Dropsical, diseased with a dropsy.

GCACHARR.ADA, sj. A sudden fall or plunge of
a thing into mud or water.

GuAcmcnfEs, sf. pi. Kind of sea-fowl re-

sembling a duck.

GUACHINANGOS, STO. pi. A name of contempt
given by the inhabitants of the Havannah to
the inhabitants of Mexico or New Spain.

GCACU, sf. The tree or gum called acacia.

,
sm. pi. Fetters, with which the

legs of horses are shackled.

GuADAMAcfL, sm. Printed leather, gilt
and

adorned with figures. [printed leather.

GUADAMACILERIA, sf. Manufactory of gilt or

GUADAMACILERO, sjti. Manufacturer of printed
leather. [men.

GUADAMECO, sm. (Ant.) Kind of dress of wo-

GUADANA, sf. 1. Sithe, an instrument for mow-
ing. 2. A knife used by manufacturers of
leather wine-bags. [sithe.

GUADANAR, va. To mow, to cut grass with a

GUADANERO, GuADASEADOR Y GuADANir., Sin.

Mower, one who cuts down grass or corn
with a sithe.

GUADASON, sm. Mower. V. Guadanero.

GUADAPERO, sm. I. (Bot.) Wildpear-tree. Py-
rus sylvestris L. 2. A boy who carries vic-

tuals to reapers or mowers.

GUADARNES, STO. 1. Harness-room, a place
where harness is kept. 2. Harness-keeper,
an officer of the king's mews.

GuADixESo, sm. Poniard, stiletto
;
knife.

GUADRAMANA, sf. Trick, deceit, imposition
GuAotfA, sf. Kind of large cane or reed in Peru.

GUADI/AL, sm. Plantation of large reeds.

GUAJACA, sf. Kind of cocoa.

GUALARDON.R, va. (Ant.) V. Galardonar.

GCALATINA, sf. Dish made of boiled apples,
milk of almonds, and broth, and beaten up
with spice and rose water.

GuAxDA, sf. (Bot.) Wild woad, dyer's weed,
weld, a plant which dyes yellow. Reseda
luteola L. Cara de gualda, Pale face.

GUALDA.DO, DA, a. Weld coloured, yellowish.

GUALDERAS, sf. pi. The sides, cheeks, or brac-

kets of a gun-carriage. Guald6ras de las

carlingas, (Naut.) 'Cheeks of the mast-steps.

GuAtoo, DA, a. Weld, yellow or gold colour.

GUALDON, sm. (Bot.) Base-rocket. Reseda
lutea L.

GUALDRA.PA, sf. 1. Horse-cloth, housing. 2.

Tatter, rag hanging down from clothes.

GUALDRAPA.ZOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Slaps of the

sails against the masts.

GCALDRAPEX.R, va. To put one thing upon an-

other. vn. (Naut.) To slap against the

masts ; applied to sails. [low.

GUALDRAPERO, sm. Ragamuffin, a ragged fel-

GUALDRINES, sm.. pi. Lists of cloth, with which
the edges or fissures of windows are stuffed

up, to keep out the wind and rain.

GUANO, sm. Kind of American palm-tree.
GuASfN, a. Applied to gold under the legal

standard.

GUANTA.DA, sf. Slap or blow given with ths

palm or inner part of the hand.

GuX.NTE,sm.l. Glove, a cover of the hands 2.

Gauntlet, an iron glove used for defence, and
thrown down in challenges. 3. Familiarly,
the hand. Echar el guante a otro, To chal-

lenge, to send a challenge. Poner a uno como

unguante, To render one as pliable as a glove.

Gudntes, Drink-money given to workmen
above their wages. Adobar los guantes. To

regale and remunerate any person.

GUANTELETE, sm. Gauntlet.

GuANTERf A, sf. A glover's shop.

GUANTERO, sm. Glover, one who makes glove.*.
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,
vn. (Extrem.) To grunt or make a

noise like pigs.

GUAPAMENTE, ad. Bravely, courageously.
GUAPAZO, ZA, a. Brave, courageous, valiant.

GUAPEAR, vn. 1. To boast or brag of courage
2. To take a pride in fine dress.

GUAPET<$N, sm. Boaster, bragger. [dress

GUAPEZA, sf. Bravery, courage, ostentation in

GvApo, PA, a. 1. Stout, courageous, valiant

bold, enterprising. 2. Spruce, neat, elegant
ostentatious, vain. 3. Gay, sprightly ;

fond

of courting women.
GUAR (EN), ad. (Ant.) V. En Lugar.
GUARACHA, sf. An epithet of contempt given

to poor French adventurers in Spain.
GUARAPO, sm. Sub-acid drink made in sugar

mills with the cane-liquor fermented.

GUARDA, s. com. Guard, keeper ; any thin|
that preserves others from injury. sf. 1

Custody, care manifested in the preservation
of a thing. 2. Observance of a law or ordi-

nance. 3. Nun who accompanies men through
convents. 4. Each of the outside ribs or

guards of a fan. 5. Sheet of paper placed at

the beginning and end of volumes to guard
the printed sneets in binding. 6. Place where

any thing is preserved. Guarda almacen,

Store-keeper. Guarda bosqucs, Keeper of a
forest. Gv,arda baupres, (Naut.) Knight-
heads, bollard-timbers. Guardabrdzo, Ar-
mour of the arm. Guardacabras, Goat-herd.

Guardacaldda, Window in the roof, whence
the street maybe seen. Guardabaco

} (Naut.)
Thimble or bull's eye, to prevent ropes from

being galled by the tackle-hooks. Guardaca-

denas, (Naut.) Laths of the chain-wales.

Guardaca,rtuchos, (Naut.) Cartridge-cases.
Guardacosta, (Naut.) Custom-house cutter,
a vessel employed to keep the coast clear of

smugglers. Guardacoymas, (In Cant) Ser-

vant to the father of a prostitute. Guardacu-

nos, Keeper of the dies in the mint. Guar-

dadamas, Officer appointed to keep the apart-
ments of the Queen clear of obstruction dur-

ing a public festival. Guardafuego. 1. Screen
for keeping off the heat of a chimney-fire : 2.

Fender : 3. (Naut.) Breaming-board. Guar-

dairtfantes, (Naut.) Capstern whelps. Guar-

dajoyas, Officer of the king's palace, who
keeps the jewels, and other precious things
belonging to the royal family ;

also a room
where the jewels or other precious things are

kept. Guardalado, Battlement of a bridge.
Guardalobo, (Bot.) Poet's cassia. Osyris alba

L. Guardamancebos, (Na6t.) Man-rope, en-

tering rope. Guardamancebos de una escala,

(Na6t.) Ladder-rope. Guardamancebos de

sondear, (Naut.) Breast-ropes for sounding.
Guardamancebos de lasvergas, (Naut.) Foot-

ropes or horses. Gu.ardamangier, Pantry, a

room in which provisions or viands are kept ;

groom of the pantry. Guardamayor, Chief-

guard. Guardamdno,Guard ofa sword. Guar-

damda, Porter of a palace ; person appointed
to prevent the commission of any nuisance
near the porches of palaces. Guardamecha,
(Naiil.; Match-tub. Guardamontes, Forester,

keeper ofa forest. Guardapuerta, Screen or

curtain before a door. Guardaropa, Ward-
J8S

robe ; keeper of the wardrobe. Guardasellos,
Keeper ofthe privy seal. Guardasol, Parasol.
V. Quitasol. Guardatimones, (Naut.) Stern-
chases. Guardavela, (Nadt.) A small rope
with which the top-sails are furled. Guar-
daxacia, (Naut.) Cross-pieces or racks of the
shrouds. Guardas, Wards of a lock ; sides
of a pocket-knife haft.

GUARDA, interj. Take care ! beware.
GUARDADAMENTE, ad. Guardedly.
GUARDADOR, RA, s. 1. Keeper, guardian. '3.

One who observes a law. 3. Miser, a wretch
covetous to extremity.

GuARDAiNFANTE,sm. Farthingale, ladies' hoop.
GUARDAJA, sf. V. Guedeja.
GUARDAMANGJEL, sm. Pantry, buttery.
GUARDAMATERIALES, sm. Person appointed to

purchase bullion and other necessaries for a
mint.

GUARDAMIENTO,SI. Custody, act of guarding.
GUARDAMOTE, sm. Gu^rd of a gun lock, sword,
&c. [to the ladies of honour.

GUARDAMUGER, sf. Servant of the queen, next
GUARD APAPO, sm. Ancient piece of armour to

protect the face.

GUARDAPIES, sm. Silk petticoat. V. Brial.

GuARDAPOLVo,sra.l. Any piece of cloth or lea-

ther to guard against the dust. 2. Piece of lea-

ther attached to the instep of spatterdashes.
GUARD AR, va. 1. To keep, to take care of. 2.

To guard, to watch, to preserve from damage ;

to observe, to respect. 3. To fulfil one's duty.
4. To protect, to defend. 5. To impede, to

avoid. vr. To be upon one's guard, to avoid,
to abstain from. Guarda pablo, Avoiding any
thing supposed to be dangerous. Guardar

batideros, To anticipate and avoid difficul-

ties, [ispida L.

GUARDARIO, 5m. (Orn.) King's fisher. Alcedo

GUARDERIA, sf. The occupation of a
guard.

GUARDIA, sf. 1. Guard, a body of soldiers or

armed men. 2. (Naut.) Watch. Guardia de,

babor, Larboard-watch. Guardia de estribor,
Starboard-watch. Guardia de la madrugada,
Morning-watch. Guardia del tope, Mast-
head look-out. Guardias marinas, Midship-
men. sm. Soldier belonging to the guards.

GUARDIAN, NA, s. 1. Keeper, one who has thd

care or charge of any thing. 2. The local

superior of convents of the order of St. Fran-
cis. 3. (Naut.) Keeper of the arms and store-

room. 4. Guardian del contra-maestre,

(Naut.) Boatswain's mate.

GUARDIANI*, sf. 1. Guardianship, the dignity
and employment of a guardian. 2. The dis-

trict assigned to every convent to beg in.

UARDILLA, sf. 1. Garret, a room on the high-
est floor of the house ; skylight. 2. With

seamstresses, ornament and guard of a seam.

UARDIN DE LA CANA, sm. (Naut.) Tiller-rope ;

an untarred rope which acts upon the rudder

with the power ofa crane or windlass.

G-UARDOSO, SA, a. 1. Frugal, parsimonious. 2.

Niggardly, stingy.

UARECER, vn. To grow well, to recover.

va. 1. To aid, to succour, to assist. 2. To

guard, to preserve ;
to cure. vr. To take

refuge, to escape from danger.
GUARENTICIO Y GcARENTIGIO, GIA, a. (For.)
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Applied to a contract, writing, or clause,

which empowered the justices to cause it ,o

be executed.

GUARESCIMIENTO, sm. Healing, curing.

GuARfoA,5/. 1. Den, the cave or couch of a

wild beast. 2. Haunt, a place where one is

frequently found. 3. Protection, aid, shelter.

GUARIN, sm. Young pig.

GUARIR, va. y n. To subsist. V. Curar y Sanar.

GuARisMo,s-m. Figure, cipher ;
an arithmetical

character by which some number is noted.

GUARISMO, MA, a. Arithmetical.

GUARNECEDOR, sm. 1. Hatter who cocka hats.

2. One who garnishes or surrounds a thing
with ornamental appendages.

GUARNECER Y GuARNEscER, va. 1. To corrobo-

rate, to authorize. 2. To garnish, to surround

with ornamental appendages, to set in gold.
3. To trim, to adorn. 4. To harness horses or

mules. 5. To garrison a town or other place.

GUARNES, sm. (Naut.) Parts or turns ofa tackle-

fall.

GUARNICION, sf. 1. Flounce, furbelow, trim-

ming. 2. Setting ofany thing in gold or silver.

3. Guard of a sword. 4. Garrison, a body of

soldiers placed in a fortified town to defend it.

5. Garniture, ornament. 6. Guarnicion de la

bomba, (Naut.) The upper or spear-box of a

pump. pi. 1. Ancient steel armour ofdefence.

2. Gears or traces of mules and horses ;

harness.

GUARNICIONERIA, sf. Shop of a harness-maker.

GUARNICIONERO, sm. Harness-maker.

GUARNIEL, sm. Leather purse used by carriers

with divisions for paper, money, and other

things.

GUARNIR, va. To reeve, to pass a rope through
the eyes of different blocks in order to form
a tackle. Guarnir el cabrcstante, To rig the

GUARRA, sf. Sow. [capstern.

GUARRILLO, sm. A small pig.

GUARRO, sm. Hog, pig, whether large or small.

GUASTAR, va. V. Consumir.

GUAY, interj. Oh ! an exclamation of pain or

grief. V. Ay. Tener muchos guayes, To la-

bour under many afflictions.

GuAvA, sf. Grief, sorrow, affliction.

GUAYABA, sf. Fruit of the guava tree.

GuAvAco, sm.
(Bpt.) Lignum vitse, guaiacum.

Guaiacum officinale L.

GuAYAnlsRo, 5m. Place of mourning.
GuAYApfL 6 GUAYPIN, sm. A loose Indian

dress for women.
GUAYAR, vn. To mourn, to grieve, to lament.

GUAYAS, interj. (Ant.) V. Quay.
GUAYCO, sm. Rugged, hollow between ridges
of mountains. [to government.

GuBERNArfvo, VA, . Adufcinistrative, relating
GUBIA, sf. Gouge, a round ffbllow chisel.

GuBiAutfRA, sf. (Naut.) Notch, channel. Gubi-
adura del, tamborete, (Naut.) Channel of a

cap. Gubiadura de un moton, (Naut.) Notch
GUBILETE,STO. (Ant.) Kind of vase, [ofa block.

Gi'EDEjA, sf. 1. Lock of hair falling on the

temple, forelock. 2. Lion's rnane.
(it i m-.jAR, va. To dress the hair, to adorn the
head witli locks of hair.

A, sf. A small lock of hair.

NA
;
Y GUEDEJOSO, SA, a. Bushy.

hair.
, DA, a. Bushy, clotted ; applied to

[Viburnum opulus L.

GuELDE,5m. (Bot.) Water-elder, guelder-rose.
GuELTRE,5m. (In Cant) Money,casn. V. Dincro.

GUERMECES, sm. A morbid swelling in the

throat of hawks, and other birds of prey.
GUERRA, sf. 1. War, a state of

hostility
between

sovereign powers. 2. Art of war, military
sci-

ence. 3. Profession of arms. 4. Opposition,
quarrel ; conflict ofpassions. Guerra galana,
Cannonading, distant fighting. Guerra guer-
reada, Experienced war. En buena guerra,
By fair and lawful means.

GUERREADOR, RA, s. Warrior ;
one passionate-

ly fond of military fame.

GUERREANTE, pa. Warrior, warring.
GUERREAR, va. To war, to wage war.

GUERRERAMENTE, ad. Warlikely.
GUERRERO, sm. 1. Warrior. V. Guerreador. 2.

A soldier, a military man.

GUERRERO, RA, a. Martial, warlike.

GUERRILLA, sf. dim. 1. War of partisans ; pre-

datory warfare. 2. Skirmish, a slight engage-
ment. 3. Game at cards between two per-

sons, each with twenty cards.

GUETA, sf. (Mil.) A white gaiter.

GUIA, sm. 1. Guide, conductor, leader. 2. Per-

mit, cocket, docket
;
a writing, proving that

the customs and duty are paid at the custom-
house. 3. A young shoot or sucker of a vine.

4. A person who leads down a country dance.

En guia 6 en la guia, (Ant.) Guiding. 5.

(Mus.) Fugue. 6. (Naut.) Guy, a small rope,
used on board ofships to keep weighty things
in their places. 7. Directory, book of public
roads. 8. A little fish that guides the whale. 9.

Earth which indicates the vein of a mine. 10.

Guard of a fan. pi. 1. Trains of powder in

rockets or fire-works. 2 Horses or mules,
which go before the wheel horses or mules.
A1

, guias, Driving four in hand ; applied to a
coachman driving four horses. 3. The two
stiff bones of stays.

GUIADERA, sf. Guide or conductor in mills.

Guiaderas, Two upright pieces of wood in

GUJADO, DA, a. Guided. [oil-mills.
GUI A DOR, RA, 5. Guide, guider, director.

GUIAMIENTO, sm. Guidance, the act ofguiding
or conducting ; security.

GUIAR, va. i. To guide, to conduct, to show
the way. 2. To teach, to direct. 3. To lead
a dance. Guiar el agua a su molino, To bring
grist to one's mill.

GufJA, sf. 1. Pebble, pebble-stone ;
coarse gra-

vel. 2. (Ar.) Kidney bean. Phaseolus L.

GUIJARRX.L, sm. Heap of pebble-stones, a place

abounding in pebbles.

GUIJARRAZO, sm. Blow with a pebble-stone.
GUIJARRENO, SA, a. 1. Pebbly, gravelly. 2.

Hardy, strong and rude.

GUIJARRO, sm. Pebble, or smooth stone.

GUIJARROSO, SA, a. Pebbly.
GUIJENO, NA, a. 1. Full of pebbles, or coarse

gravel. 2. Hard, sour, difficult.

GUIJO, 5m. Small pebbles, or gravel for roads.

GUIJON, 5m. A worm that corrodes the teeth.

GUIJOSO, SA, a. 1. Gravelly. 2. V. Guijdno.
GUILLA, sf. A plentiful harvest, [carpenters.
GCILLAME, sm. Rabbet-plane, a tool used by
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GUI GUR

, sm. Gelding.
5m. 1. Husbandman who enjoys the

produce of a farm. 2. Tree-nail or iron pin. 3.

Vagrant, sponger ; an idle fellow who strolls

about without any business or employment.
GuiMBALETE,5m. (Naut.) Brake or handle ofa

GUINCHR, va. To prick ; to stimulate, [pump.
GUINCHO, sm. 1. (Orn.) Gull, sea-gull. Larus
canus L. 2. Goad, pike.

GUINDA, sf. Cherry, a reddish stony fruit. Mu-
ciia guinda, (Naut.) Taunt or high masted.

GUINDADO, DA, a. Hoisted, set up. Los mas-
teleros estan guindados, (Naut.) The top-
masts are an end.

GUINDAL, 5m. (Bot.) Cherry-tree. V. Guindo.

GumoALERA, sf. Cherry-garden, a plantation
of cherry-trees.

GUINDALETA, sf. 1. Crank-rope, a rope used to

raise materials to the top of a building. 2.

Fulcrum of a balance.

GUINDALEZA, sf. (Naut.) Hawser, a rope used
for warping or other purposes on board of

ships. [ships or squadrons.
GUINDAMAYNA, sf. (Naut.) Salute between
GUINDAR, va. 1. To lift, to elevate, to raise. 2.

To snatch, to seize any thing hastily. 3.

(Naut.) To make fast with hawsers. 4. (Naut.)
To hoist, to raise aloft. 5. To hang. vr. To
be suspended, to hang by or on any thing.

GUINDASTES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Gears or jeers, an

assemblage of tackles.

GUIND^LLA, sf. Small kind of red pepper.
GuiNof LLO, sm. Indian cherry-tree.
GUINDO, sm. (Bot.) Cherry-tree. Prunus ce-

rasus L. Guindo griego, Large cherry-tree.
Don Guindo, (Joe.) Coxcomb. [stage.

GuisnoLA, sf. (Naut.) A triangular hanging
GUINEA, sf. Guinea, an English gold coin.

GUJNEO, sm. Dance used among the negroes.
GUINGANS, sf. A kind of cotton stuff.

GUIJJADA 6 GuiNADtmA, 5/. 1. Wink, a hint

given by a motion of the eye. 2. (Naut.) Yaw,
the deviation of a ship from her right course.

GUI^ADOR, RA, s. Winker.

GUJNAPO, sm. I. Tatter, rag. 2. Ragamuffin,
tatterdemalion ; a ragged fellow.

GUIN^R, va. 1. To wink, to hint or direct by a

motion of the eye-lids. 2. (Naut.) To yaw or

make yaws ; not to steer in a steady manner.

GufSfo, sm. V. Guinada.
Guio.v. sm. 1. Cross, the standard carried before

prelates and corporations or communities. 2.

Royal standard. 3. Master of ceremonies ;

chief conductor. 4. (Mus.) Sign or mark, in-

dicating that a piece played is to be repeated.
5. Guion de un remo, (Naut.) Loom of an
oar. 6. Hyphen or division in writing.

GUIONAGK, 5m. (Ant.) Guide or conductor.

GUIRIGAY, 5m. Gibberish, obscure or confused

language ; unmeaning words.

GUIRINDOLA, sf. Bosom of a shirt.

GUIRNALDA, sf. 1. Garland, a wreath or open
crown interwoven with flowers. 2. (Mil.)

Light-ball. 3. (Naut.) Puddening, a wreath
of cordaore put around a variety of things on
board of ships. Guirnalda del ancla, Pud-

dening of the anchor-ring. Guirnalda de un

palo, Puddening of a mast. Guirnalda de las

vergas, Puddening of the yards.
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GUIRNALDAR, va. To surround a thrashing-
place with trees.

GUISA, 5/. (Ant.) Guise, mode, manner, class,

species.

GuiSADiLLo,5m. A small dish of ragout or fri-

cassee.

GUISADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Useful, convenient,
prepared, seasonable.

GUISADO, sm. 1. Ragout, fricassee
; a dish of

stewed meat, with Droth, spice, &c. 2. (Met.)
Action or deed performed under very re-

markable circumstances. Estar uno mal
guisado, To be disgusted and discontented.

GuiSADOR, RA J Y GuiSANDERG, RA, 5. Cook,
one who dresses victuals.

GUISANTE, sm. (Bot.) Pea. Pisum sativum L.

GUISAR, va. 1. To cook or dress victuals ; to

cure meat. 2. (Met.) To arrange, to adjust.
Guiso, sm. The seasoning of a dish ; sauce of

meat, and other victuals.

GuisopfLLO, sm. V, Hisopillo.

GUISOTE, 5m. Dish of meat dressed country-
fashion.

GufrA, sf. A small hempen cord.

GUITAR, va. To sew with a hempen cord.

GUITA^RRA, 5/. 1. Guitar, a small stringed in-

strument. 2. Pounder, a sort of pestle or mal-
let for pounding gypsum or whiting. Ser
buena guitarra, (Fam.) To be artful and cun-

ning. [on the guitar.

GUITARRERO, RA, s. 1. Guitar-maker. 2. Player
GUITARRESCO, CA, a. (Joe.) Belonging to the

guitar. [tar.
GUITARILLO Y GuiT.iRRo, sm. Very small gui-
GUITARRISTA, 5m. Player on the guitar.

GUITARRO.V, 5m. 1. A large guitar. 2. An
acute knave. [mules.

GUITO, TA, a. Treacherous, vicious
; applied to

Guudw, NA, 5. Mendicant, vagrant, vagabond.
GuiTONEA

1

R, vn. To loiter or idle about, to lead

a vagabond life.

GUITONERIA, 5/. Idleness ; a vagrant or vaga-
bond life. [g&r -

GUIZG^R, va. To excite, to invite. V. Enguiz-
GuizQ.UE,5m. 1. (Mancha.) Hook of a hanging
lamp. 2. (Arag.) Sting of a wasp.

GtiJA, 5m. Arm used by archers.

GtfLA,5/. 1. Gullet. 2. Gluttony, inordinate de-

sire of eating and drinking. 3. (And.) A low

eating-house.
OuLdso, SA, a. Gluttonous, greedy.
GULLORIA, 5/. 1. Dainty, something nice and

delicate, a delicacy. 2. Excess in eating and

drinking. 3. (Met.) Cupidity, excessive de-

sire of any thing. 4. (Orn.) Kind of lark.

GUMENA, 5/. Cable.

GUMENETA, 5/. dim. A small cable.

, sf. Kind of dagger or poniard.

GURBION, sm. 1. Twisted silk, of a coarse qua-

lity. 2. Silk stuff, resembling grogram. 3.

(Bot.) Officinal spurge. Euphorbia officina-

rum L. 4. Gum of euphorbium. [silk.

GURBIONADO, DA, a. Made of twisted coarse

GtiRoo, DA, rt. (Ant.) Silly, simple.

GURRAR, vn. 1. (Na6t.) To get clear of another

ship. 2. To retrograde, to fall back.

GURRUFALLA, 5/. A worthless trifle, a thing
of no value.

' GURKUFERW, sm. A deformed nag or horse



HAB HAB

, sf. Uxoriousness, an unbecoming
submission to one's wife.

GuRRUitffNO, sm. A husband who is unbecom-

ingly obedient and submissive to his wife.

GtmuLLADA, sf. 1. Club, a society of friends.

2. Crowd, multitude.

GimtfLto, 5m. Lump or knot. V. Burujo.
GURUMETE, SOT. Ship's boy. V. Grumete.

GuatJPA, sf. Croup of a horse. V. Grupa.
GURUPERA, sf. Crupper. V. Grupera.
GuRUPExfN, sm. A small crupper.
GtJRVio, A, a. Curved, arched, incurvated.

GUSANEA R, vn. To itch. V. Hormigucar.
GUSANEKA, 5/. 1. Place or spot where maggots

or vermin are bred. 2. (Met.) Remorse, a

sting which pricks one's conscience.

GUSA.MENTO,TA, a. Troubled with maggots or

vermin
;

full of worms ;
worm-eaten.

GUSANILLO, 5771. 1. A small worm or maggot.
2. A kind of embroidery. 3. Bit of a gimlet
or augur.

GusANo, 57n. 1. Maggot, worm. 2. An humble
meek person. 3. Distemper among sheep.
Gusano de seda, Silk-worm. Gusano ma-

rino, Sea-worm. Gusano"de santanton, Gray
grub.

GUSARAPIENTO, TA, . Wormy, full of worms ;

corrupted.
GUSARA.PO, sm. Water-worm, an aquatic insect.

GUSEPE, sm. Kind of polypus.
GosxABLE, a. Tastable, gustable, capable of

being tasted or relished. V. Gustoso.

Gt7STACio*K, sf. Gustation.

GUSTADURA, sf. Gustation, the act of tasting,

GusrAR, -co.. 1. To taste, to discern and perceive
the relish and flavour of things. 2. To enjoy
a thing with pleasure. 3. To experience, to

examine. 4. To take a pleasure or delight
in a thing.

GusTATfvo, a. Lingual; applied to a branch
of the inferior maxillary nerve.

GusrAzo, 5m. A great pleasure.

Gfc-srfLLo, 5m. dim. Agreeable, delicate taste.

Gt/sTO, 5m. 1. Taste, the sense by which any

thing on the palate is perceived. 2. The seri-

sation which all things taken into the mouth

give, particularly to the tongue. 3. Pleasure,

delight. 4. One's own will and determination.

5. Election, choice. C. Taste, intellectual

relish or discernment. 7. Caprice, fancy, di-

version. Gustos, Sensual pleasures ; evil

habits
;
vices.

GUSTOSAMENTE, ad. Tastefully.

GUSTOSO, SA, a. 1. Tasty, savoury. 2. Cheerful,

merry, content. 3. Pleasing, pleasant, enter-

taining.
GUXAGAMBA Y GUTIAMB^R, 5m. Gamboge.
GuxtmAL, a. Guttural, pronounced in the

throat, belonging to the throat.

GUTTURALMENTE, ad. Gutturally.
GuziwANEs, sm. pi. Noblemen who serve as

midshipmen in the navy.
GCZPATARRA, 5/. Ancient play of boys.

HAB

His
not properly considered as a letter, but

as a mere aspiration. The syllables cha,

che, chi, are pronounced as in English. For-

merly ch had sometimes the sound of k, as in

chimico, chimera, chamelote : but the Spanish
Academy has very properly fixed the pronun-
ciation ofall words in which they had the hard

sound, by writing them as in quimico, quime-
ra, camelotc. The moderns use h to soften

the pronunciation of 'many words, &s facer,

fijo, are now written hacer, hijo. For the
same purpose it is placed before u, followed

by c, in many words derived from the Latin,
as huero, from ovum, an egg, hueso from os.

The h is never sounded in the Spanish lan-

guage, except by the common people in An-
dalusia ; and those words in which it was
preceded by a p, and took the sound of/, are
now written as pronounced, thus,fen6meno,
phenomenon. After r arid t the h is entirely
omitted, as in rcuma, rheum, teatro, theatre

;

but it is retained and aspirated in all words
which originally began with h, or between
two vowels, as honor, almohaza.

HA ! interj. 1. Ah ! alas ! 2. (Naut.) Haul awayTF ! _ . _J* 1 /T> A \ T _ 1
*

l f* l -wr- -

HABA, sf'l. (Bot.) Bean, a kind of pulse. Vicia.

L. Haba de perro, (Bot.) Doer's bane.faba

Apocynum L. 2. A kind of mange in horses
?nd oxen. Habas, Little white and black balls
i sed in giving votes. Esas son habas conta-

<:.*, A thing clear and manifest.

HAB

HABANERO, RA, a. Native of Havannah. [nah.

HABANO, NA, a. Applied to tobacco of Havan-

HABAR, 5m. Beanfield, a field sown with beans,

HABER, va. 1. To possess, to have in one's

power or custody. 2. To have ; an auxiliary
verb. 3. To take, to recover. 4. To happen, to

fall out, to befal. 5. To exist. v. Jmpers. V.
Acaecer. Haberlas 6 haberselas con alguno,
To dispute, to contend with any one. vr. To
behave, to act, to conduct one's self.

HABER, 5m. Property, income, fortune. Mas
vale saber que haber, (Prov.) Knowledge is

preferable to wealth.

HABICHUELA, sf. (Bot.) Common white kid-

ney-bean. Phaseolus vulgaris L.

HAsiL, a. 1. Capable, intelligent ; able to un-
derstand. 2. Agile, active, ready. 3. Apt, fit,

qualified for.

HABILIDAD, sf. 1. Hability, dexterity in per-

forming. 2. Nimbleness, quickness, speed. 3.

Instinct.

HABILITACION, 5/. Habilitation, qualification.

HABILITADO, 5m. Paymaster or commissary
of a regiment.

HABILITADOR, RA, 5. Qualifier, one who makes
fit or able.

HABILIXAR, va. 1 . To qualify, to enable, to ha-

bilitate. 2. To provide, to supply.
HABILLAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Habiliment, dress.

HABILMENTE, ad. Dexterously, ably.

HABITABLE, a. Habitable.
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HAC HAC

, sf. 1. Habitation, abode
;
the place

or house in which a person resides. 2. Set, of

rooms, that part of a house which is destined

to be inhabited.

HABITACULO, sm. V. Habitation.

HABITAUOR, RA, s. Inhabitant, resident.

HABITANTS, pa. Inhabitant ; inhabiting.

HABIT^R, va. To inhabit, to live or reside in a

place.

IlABiTfLLo,co, TO, sm. A small dress or habit.

H^BITO, sm. 1. Dress, habit, habiliment, gar-
ment. Habitos, Dress of ecclesiastics and
students. 2. Habit, a power in man of doing

any thing acquired by frequent doing. 3.

Badge or insignia of military orders.

HABITUACION, ff. Habitude, custom.

HABITU AL, a. Habitual, accustomed, inveterate.

HABITUALIDA^D, sf. Custom, use.

HABITUALMENTE, ad. Habitually.
HABITUA^RSE, vr. To be accustomed, to accus-

tom one's self.

HABITED, sf. Habitude ; the respect or relation

which one thing bears to another ; custom.

HABLA, sf. 1. Speech, idiom, language. 2. Dis-

course, argument. 3. Talk, conversation.

Estar en habla, To talk about a matter. Es-
tar sin habla, 6 perder el habla, To be speech-
less. Negar 6 quitar el habla, To refuse

speaking to a person. [trifling talker.

HABLADOR, RA, s. An impudent prattler; a

HABLADORCILLO, LLA, s. A babbling dandiprat.
HABLADURIA, sf. An impertinent speech.
HABtANxfN 6 HABLANcnfN, NA, s. A talkative

person.
HABLA^R, va. 1. To speak, to utter articulate

sounds
; to express thoughts by words. 2. To

reason, to converse. 3. To harangue, to make
a speech. 4. To advise, to admonish. Hablar
Dios a alguno, To be inspired. Hablar a

bulto 6 A tiento, To talk at random. Hablar

disparates 6 necedades, To talk nonsense.

Hablar al ayre, To talk to the air, to speak
vaguely. Hablar el alma, To speak one's

mind. Hablar al caso, To speak to the pur-

pose. Hablar alto, To talk loud. Hablar
de burlas 6 de chanza, To jeer, to mock.
Hablar de la mar, To talk on an endless sub-

ject. Hablar de memoria, To talk without
reflection. No dexar que Juiblar, To convince

any one, to impose silence. Hablar de veras,
To speak seriously. Hablar paso, quedo. 6

baxo, To talk low. Hablar con los ojos, To
indicate one's sentiments by looks. Hablar
dc hilvan, To speak too rapidly and confused-

ly. Hablar de vicio, To be loquacious. JYo

hablarse, Not to speak to each other from

enmity or aversion. Hablar de 6 en boveda,
To speak pompously or arrogantly.

HABLATISTA, sm. (Joe.) A trifling prattler, an

idle talker.

HABLILI.A, sf. Rumour, report, little tale.

HABON, sm. Large kind of bean.

HAX-A, sf. Pony, a small horse. 4 Que haca f 6

que haca morena f For what good ? to what

purpose ?

HACANJEA, sf. Nag, a small horse somewhat

bigger than a pony.
H^CE, sm. V. Haz.

HACECITO, sm. A small sheaf.

HACEDERO,RA, a. Feasible, practicable ; easily
effected.

HACEDOR, RA, s. 1. Maker, author
;
factor. 2.

Steward, one who manages the estate of an-
other. 3. A good workman, an able performer.

HACEND.ADO, DA, a. Applied to persons of pro-

perty.
HACEND^R, va. To transfer or make over the

property of an estate. vr. To make a pur-
chase of land in order to settle in a place.

HACENDERA, sf. Public work, at which all the

neighbourhood assists.

HACENDERO, RA, a. Industrious, laborious, se-

dulous.

HACENDfLLA Y HACENDUELA, sf. 1. A Small
farm. 2. A trifling work.

HACENUOSO, SA, a. Assiduous, diligent.

HACER, va. 1. To make, to form of materials, to

produce ; to conceive. 2. To put in execu-

tion, to carry into effect
; to effect, lltu-rr

por alguno, To do for any one. 3. To make
up a number, to complete. 4. To agree, to

suit, to answer. 5. To give, to grant. 6. To
include, to contain. 7. To cause, to occasion.

8. To resolve, to determine, to judge, to consi-

der. 9. To dispose, to compose, to prepare.
Hacer a todo, Disposed or ready to admit.

10. To assemble, to convoke ; to correspond.
11. To habituate, to accustom one's self. 12.

To oblige, to compel ;
in this sense it is fol-

lowed by an infinitive verb. Hacer renir, To
oblige to come. 13. To dress, applied to

hawks or cocks for fighting. 14. To grow, to

increase or receive any thing. 15. Joined with

de, se, el, la, lo, it signifies to represent or be-

come, as hacer del bobo, To become an idiot ;

hacer el rey, to personate the king ;
with por

orpara to an infinitive verb, it signifies taking
pains and care in executing the import ofsuch

verb, as hacer por llegar, to endeavour to ar-

rive
;
hacer para salvarse, to strive to save

one's self; followed by substantives it gives
them a verbal signification, as hacer estima-

tion, to esteem. Hacer de escribano, To act

as a scrivener or notary. Hacerlo cltuwza,

To turn into ridicule. Hacer agua, (Naiit.)

To water, to make water ; applied to a ship
which is leaky. V. Orinar. Hacer alardc,

(Mil.) To review troops. Hacer ayrc, (Met.)
To chastise, to give a drubbing. Hacer came,
To wound, to maltreat ;

to kill, Hacer cor-

rerias, To make incursions. Hacer del cuer-

po, To go to stool. Hacer de iripas corazon,

To pluck up a heart, to inspirit. Hacer d
bastardo, (Naut.) To veer or tack so as to

bring the ship before the wind. Hacer cstra-

dos, To give a hearing ; applied to judges and

magistrates. Hacerfanal, (Naut.) To carry
the poop-lantern lighted ; applied to the head-

most ship which leads the van. Hacer fiestas,

To flatter, to cajole. Hacer honras, To ho-

nour, to pay honours ;
to hold in esteem.

Hacer humo, (Met.) To continue long in a

place. Hacer jucgo, To be well matched.

Hacer la barba, To shave, to get shaved.

Hacer la mamona, To pull one's nose, to

scoff or ridicule. Hacer razon, To join in a

toast. Hacer merced 6 merccdes, To confer

honours or employments. Hacer milagros,
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To do wonders. Hacf.r morisquetas, To play

pranks. Hacerpapel 6
elpapel, To act a part,

to cut a figure ; to acquit one's self well.

Hacer penitencia con aJgv.no,To take pot-luck
or a family dinner ; to dine with one on
whatever he chances to have. Hacer plato
to carve. Hacer prenda, To take a pledge
or security for a debt. Hacer puckeros, To
make wry faces, as children are used to do

before they begin to cry. Hacer pie, To find

the bottom ofwater without swimming ;
to be

firm and secure in any thing ;
to stop, to re-

side in a place. Hacer que hacemos, To act

officially, to affect doing some business. JVo

hay que hacer, 6 eso no tiene que hacer, It is

only to act, it is easily done. Hacerse a la

vela, 6 hacer vela, (Naut.) To set sail. Ha-
cerse de algo, To purchase what is wanting
Hacerse antesaJa, To attend in a hall, in

order to speak to any person of consequence
in passing. Hacerse de miel, To treat one

gently. Hacerse lugar, (Met.) To get a

name or reputation. Hacerse tortilla, To fall

down as flat as a cake. Hacer sombra, (Met.)
To impede, to obscure ;

to protect, to support
Hacerfuerza de vela, (Naut.) To crowd sail

to carry a press of sail. Hacer poca vela

(Nadt.) To carry an easy sail. Hacer derro-

ta, (Naut.) To stand on the course. Hacer

agua, (Naut.) To spring a leak. Hacer buen

bordo, (Naut.) To make a good tack. Hacer
camino pyra avante, (Naut.) To have head

way. Hacer camino para popa, (Naut.) To
make sternway. Hacer cabeza, (Naut.) To
head. vn. 1. To import, to matter. 2. To be
to exist. Hacer fjio,to be cold. vr. To sepa
rate, to recede

; to become. Hacerse memor-
able, To become memorable.

HACERIR, va. (Ant.) V. Zaherir.

HACEZUELO, sm. dim. of Haz.

HACHA, s/. 1. A large taper with four wicks
Hacha de viento, Flambeau, torch, link. Page
de hacha, Link-boy. 2. Hatchet, a small axe
Hacha de armas, Battle-axe. 3. Ancient

Spanish dance.

HACHAZO, sm. Blow or stroke with a hatchqt
HACHEAR, va. To cut with a hatchet. vn. To

strike with a hatchet.

HACHERO, sm. 1. Torch-stand, a large candle-
stick for tapers or torches. 2. Person ap-
pointed for making signals in a watch-tower
or light-house. 3. Wood-cleaver or wood-cut-
ter ;

a labourer employed to fell wood and
cut timber. 4. Carpenter.

HACHETA, sf. 1. A small hatchet. 2. A small
torch or link.

HACHO, 5m. Fagot, or bundle of bass-wood
covered with pitch or resin.

HAcn6.v, sm. 1. A large torch made of bass and

pitch. 2. Kind of altar, on which bonfires
are lighted for illuminations.

HACHUELA, sf. A small hatchet or axe. Hachue-
la de abordar, (Naut.) Boarding-axe.

HACIA, ad. Towards, in direction to, near to.

Hacia donde, Whither, towards which, to
what place, to where.

HACIENDA,*/. 1. Landed property, lands, tene-
ments. 2. Estate, fortune, wealth. 3. Domes-
tic work done by the servants of the house.
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Hacer hacienda, To mind one's business, to

do what is to be done. Haciendas apalabra-
das, Goods already bespoken.

HACIENTE, pa. Agent, doer. Fe haciente, (For.)

Applied to such testimonies and instruments
as constitute evidence in a court of justice.

HACIMIENTO, sm. Acting, doing, the act or ac-

tion. Hacimiento de gracias, Thanksgiving.
Hacimiento de rentas, The act of disposing
of a farm, lease, &c. by public auction.

HACINA, sf. Stack or rick of corn piled up in

sheaves.

HACINADOR, RA, s. Stack-maker, one who
piles

up the sheaves of corn. Hacinador de rique-

zas, Hoarder of riches.

HACINAMIENTO, sm. Accumulation, act ofheap-

ing or hoarding up.

HACINAR, va. 1. To stack or pile up sheaves

of corn. 2. To hoard, to make hoards.

HAC.fNO, NA, a. V. Avaro y Triste.

HADAS 6 HADADAS, sf. pi. Witches ;
enchant-

ed nymphs ; fortune-tellers; the fates.

HADADO, DA, a. Fortunate, lucky.

HADADOR, RA, s. Sorcerer, fortune-teller.

HAD^R, va. To divine, to foretel future events.

HADO, sm. Fate, destiny, inevitable doom.

HADROLLA, sf. Fraud, deceit or imposition in

selling and buying.
HAE, interj. (Ant.) V. Ha.

HAL\,interj. Holla! a word used" in calling to

any one at a distance. Hala el bote a bordo,

(Naut.) Haul the boat aboard.

HALACABT^LLAS Y HALACUERDAS, sm. Fresh-

water sailors.

HALAGADdR, RA, s. Cajoler, flatterer.

HALAGAR, va. To cajole, to flatter ;
to caress.

HALAGOjSm. Cajolery,flattery,caress,adulation.

HALAGUENAMENTE, ad. Endearingly, flatter-

ingly, [ing, flattering.

HALAGUENO,N A, a. Endearing, attractive,fawn-

HALAR, va. (Naut.) To haul, to pull by a rope.
Halar al viento, (Naut.) To haul the wind.

HALCON, sm. (Orn.) Falcon, a hawk trained

for sport. Falco L.

HALCONADO, DA, a. Falcon or hawk-like.

HALCONEAR, va. 1. To look and inveigle ; ap-

plied to women of the town. 2. (Met.) To
look about as haughty as a falcon

;
to view

with contempt.
HALCONEKA, sf. Place where falcons are kept.

HALCONERIA, sf. Falconry, the act of rearing
and training hawks.

HALCONERO, sm. Falconer, one who rears or

trains hawks for sport.

HALDA,S/. 1. Bag or sack made of sack-cloth.

2. Skirt of a garment. V. Falda. Haldas en

cinta, (Fam.) Disposed and ready for any
thing.

HALDADA, sf. Skirt full of any thing.

HALDEAR, vn. To run along with the skirts

flying loose.

HALDUDO, DA, a. Having flying skirts.

HALECHE, sm. Kind of mackerel. V. Escombro.

HALIETO, sm. Sea eagle.

HALixo,sm. 1. Breath,the air drawn in and eject-
ed out of the body ; vapour. 2. (Poet.) Soft air.

HALLADO, DA, a. Found. Bien hallado, Very
familiar, welcome.

HALLAD6R, RA, J. Finder, discoverer, inventer.
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HAIXAR, va. 1. To find, to meet with, to fall

upon. 2. To find out, to discover. 3. To ob-

serve, to note ; to compare, to verify ;
to un-

derstand, to comprehend. 4. To manifest, to

show any thing unexpected. vr. 1. To meet

occasionally in any place. 2. To be content
or pleased in any place. 3. To be somewhere.

HALLAZGO Y HAJU.AMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of

finding or recovering any thing lost. 2. Re-
ward, given for finding any thing lost. 3.

Thing found. [feed fowls.

H ALLtrLLA, sf. A kind ofpaste made and used to

II A LttJLLO, sm. Cake baked on or under cinders.

HAT.O 6 HALON,sm. Halo, a red circle round
the sun or moon.

HALOTECNIA, sf. (Quim.) The science which
treats of salts.

HALOZA, sf. Wooden shoe. V. Galocha.

HAMACA, sf. Hammock, a kind of bed suspend-
ed between two trees or posts.

HAMAQUERO, sm. Person who conducts a ham-
mock.

HA MA" NO, sm. A kind of pink cotton stuff which
comes from the Levant.

HAMBRE, sf. 1. Hunger, the natural desire of
food ; appetite ; the pain felt from fasting.
Tcner hambre, To be hungry, to have an ap-
petite. 2. Scarcity and dearth of provisions.
3. A violent desire of any thing.

HAJJBREAR, vn. To be hungry, to crave vict-

uals. va. To cause hunger. To starve, to

kill with hunger, to subdue by famine.

HAMBRIENTO, TA, a. Hungry, starved ; inces-

sant desire.

HAMBRON, NA, s. A hungry person, starved for

want of victuals.

HAMEfis, sf. A sort of muslin.

HAMEZ,S/. A distemper in hawks or falcons

which makes them lose their feathers.

HAMPA, a/
1

. Bully, bragger, boaster; life of a

company of rogues and vagabonds formerly
in Andalusia, who used a jargon, like gyp-
sies, called Gerigonza or Germania.

HAMPKSCO, CA, a. Vagabond, villainous, vain-

glorious.
HAMPO 6 HAMPON, a. Bold, valiant, licentious.

HANEGA, sf. A dry measure. V. Fanega.
HANEGADA, sf. Quantity of land sown with a

fanega of corn.

HANQUILLA, 'sf. A kind of boat.

HANZO, sm. (Ant.) Hilarity, facundity.
HAo, interj. Holla, a vulgar word used in call-

ing to any one at a distance.

HAQ.ufi.LA, sf. dim. Very little pony.
HARAGAN, NA, s. Idler, an idle lazy person.
HARAGANAMENTE, ad. Idly, lazily.
HARAGAN zo, ZA, a. Very idle.

HARAGANEAR, vn. To lead an idle life, to be

lazy, to act the truant.

HARAGANERIA, sf. Idleness, laziness.

HARALDO Y KARAITE, sm. (Ant.) Herald, king
at arms. '[ckrthes, fringe.

HARAPO, sm. Rag hanging down from torn

HAKBAR, va.To huddle, to perform in a hurry.
HAREM, sm. Harem, Turkish seraglio.

HARIJA, sf. Mill-dust, the flour which flies

about in a corn-mill.

HARIN A, sf. 1. Flour, the edible part ofcorn and
meal. 2. (Met.) Powder, dust.
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HARIADO, sm. Flour dissolved in water.

HARiNERo,sm. 1. Mealman, one who deals in
flour. 2. Place where meal or flour is kept.

HARINERO, RA, a. Made of flour, belonging to
flour.

[meal.
HARINOSO, SA, a. Mealy, that which contains

HARMAGA,S/. (Bot.) Wild rue. RutamontanaL.
HARMONfA, sf. Harmony. V. Armenia, and its

adjuncts.

HARMONISTA, sm. Musician.

HARNERO,sm. Sieve. V. Criba. Estar hecho un
harnero, To be covered with wounds.

HARON, NA, a. Slow, inactive, sluggish.
HARPAGON, sm. Harrow.

HARFEO,sm. (Naut.) Grappling-iron or grapple.
HARPON, sm. V. Arpon.
HARRIERO, sm. Carrier.

HARTAR, va. l.To stuff with eating and drink-

ing ; to glut. 2. To satiate, to saturate. 3.

To fill beyond natural desire ; followed by
de, it signifies to give or cause in abundance
or excess. [filling beyond natural desire.

HARTAZGO, sm. Satiety, the act of glutting or

HARTO, ad. Enough.
HARTO, TA, a. Sufficient, full, complete.
HARTURA,S/. 1. Satiety. 2. Plenty, abundance.

HASIZ, sm. Guard or keeper of silk.

HASTA, ad. Until, as far as
; also, even. Hasta

no mas, To the highest pitch.

HASTI^L, sm. (Ant.) V. Fachada 6 Frontispicio.

HASTIAR, va. To loathe, to create disgust.

HASTIO, s. Loathing, want of appeti^, disgust.

HATACA, sf. 1. A large kind of wooden ladle,

2. Rolling-pin, with which paste is i.ioulded.

HATAJAR, va. To divide cattle into flocks or

herds. [semblage, collection ; abundance.

HATAJO, sm. 1. A small herd of cattle. 2. As-

HATEAR, vn. To collect one's clothes necessary
for travelling, when on a journey.

HATERIA, sf. Allowance of provisions, and
clothes for shepherds when travelling with
their flocks.

HATERO, sm. Shepherd or other person who
carries provisions to those who attend a fleck

of sheep. [carry the shepherd's baggage.
HATERO, RA, a. Applied to the animals that

HATIJO, sm. Covering of straw or bass-weed
over bee-hives.

HATILLO, sm. A few clothes. Echar el hatillo

al mar, To irritate, to vex one's self.

HATO,sm. 1. Clothes, wearing apparel. 2.A large
herd of cattle. Un hato de cameras, A flock

ofsheep. 3. Provisions for shepherds, for some

days' consumption. 4. Crowd,multitude,meet-

ing of suspicious people. 5. Place chosen by
shepherds to eat and sleep near their flocks

HAUBiTZ,sm.(Art.)Howitzer,a kind ofordnance.

HAYA-, sf. (Bot.) 1. Beech-tree. Fagus L. 2.

Presents formerly given to dancing-masters

by their pupils. [trees.

HAYAL Y HAYEDO, sm. Plantation of beech-

HAYENO, NA,O. (Ant.) Beechen.

HAYO, sm. Indian shrub.

HAYUCAL, sm. (Leon.) Grove of beech-trees.

HAYUCO, sm. Beech mast, fruit of the beech.

HAZ, sm. Fagot, fascine, a bundle of brush-

wood ;
a bundle of hay or grass ;

a sheaf of

corn . sff I . Bundle, sheaf, fasces, fasciculus,
collection ofany vegetable, 2. Outside or right
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Bide of cloth. 3. Surface of the ground, face

of the country. 4. Face or front of a wall ; fa-

cade of a building. Sobre la haz de la tierra,

Upon the face of the earth. A' sobre haz, Ap-
parently, exteriorly, at first view. En haz y
en paz, With common consent and approba-
tion. Ser de dos haces, To be double-faced,
to say one thing and think another. 5. (Ant.)
Rank and file of soldiers.

HAZA,S/. 1. Piece of cultivated land. 2. (Ant.)
Bundle of thongs.

HAZADKA, sf. A small kind of coasting vessels.

HAZAUA, sf. Spade. V. Azada.

HAZADON, sm. A large spade. V. Azadon.
HAZALEJA, sf. A towel.

HAZANA, sf. 1. Exploit, achievement, a heroic

feat. 2. Ignoble action. [losity.

ILvzANERfA, sf. Show or affectation of scrupu-
HAZA$ERO. RA, a. Prudish, affectedly grave and

scrupulous.
HAZANERO, RA, s. Affected prudish person.
HA/ANOSAMENTE, ad. Valorously.
HAZANOSO, SA, a. Valiant, courageous, heroic.

HAZCO.VA, sf. Dart. V. Dardo. [stock.

HAZMKREfR, 577i. Ridiculous person, laughing-
HAZTEALLA, sf. (Fam.) Roughness or austeri-

ty in behaviour or disposition.

HE, ad. Behold, look here. It is used with pro-
nouns, as te, lo, los, &c. and aqui or alii.

HE, interj. 1. Ho, a sudden exclamation to give
notice of any thing. 2. What ?

HEBDOMADA, sf. Week. V. Semana. 2. Seven

years.

HKBDOMADARIO, RA, s. Person who officiates

a whole week in a choir.

HKBEN, a. 1. Applied to white grapes, like mos-
catels. 2. Empty, futile

; applied to persons.
HEBETA^R, vn. To hebetate, to stupify.
HE B fL L A ,s/.Buckle ,a link ofmetalwith a tongue

or catch, made to fasten one thing to another.

HEBILLAGK, sm. Collection of buckles, or

mounting of horses, accoutrements, [buckle.

HEBILLETA, fcA, ITA, UELA, sf. dim. Small
HE BILLAR,7ja.To buckle,to fasten with abuckle.

HEBRA,S/. 1. Thread of linen yarn, worsted, or

silk. 2. Capillament ofthe flower or blossom of
saffron and other plants. 3. Vein of minerals

or metals. 4. Fibre, filament
;
hair. Cortar la

hebi-ii, To cut the thread of life. Ser 6 estar

de buena hebra, To be strong and robust. 5.

Toughness, flexibility, pliability. Hebras, Fi-

laments,small fibres ofthe roots oftrees; hairs.

HEBRAICO, CA, a. Belonging to the Hebrews.
HEBRAISA^TE, sm. Hebrician, hebraist.

HEBRAISMO, sm. Hebraism.

HKBREO,EA,S. A Hebrew; name given to Abra-
ham the son of Heber, and his descendants.

HEBREO, EA, a. Hebraic. Judaical. A 1 la Hebrea,
In the Hebrew, manner. Hebreo, Hebrew
language.

HKBRERO, sm. (Ant.) February. V. Febrero.

HEBROSO, SA, a. Fibrous, filaceous ; consisting
of many fibres and threads.

HECATOMBA 6 HECAxdMBE, sm. Hecatomb, a
sacrifice of an hundred cattle.

HECHES/. (Ant.) 1. V. Hccfio. 2, (Ar.) Land-
tax. De esta hecha. From this time.

I-U.CHICERESCO,CA, . Relating to witchcraft.

. 1. W itcheraft. the practices of !

witches. 2. Charmingness, the power of

pleasing.
HECHICERO, RA, a. y s. 1. Witch ; bewitching,
performing witchcraft. 2. Charmer, attrac-

tive, pleasing.
HEC HizAR,ra. 1 .To bewitch, to injure by witch-

craft. 2. To charm, to please irresistibly.

HEcnfzo, sm. 1. Bewitchment, fascination. 2.

Enchantment, irresistible power of pleasing ;

enchanter, charmer. 3. Entertainment,
amusement.

HECH!ZO, ZA, a. Made or done on purpose ;
ar-

tificial, fictitious, imitated, well-adapted.

HECHO, CHA, a. I. Made, done. 2. Accustomed,
used. Hecho altrabajo, Inured to labour and

hardship. Hecho un Icon, Like a lion. Hom-
bre hecko, A man of experience. Tiempo he-

cho, (Naut.) Settled weather. Viento hecko,

(Naut.) Steady wind.
,

HECHO, sm. 1. Action, well or ill performed. '2.

Event, incident. 3. Subject or matter discuss-

ed. 4. (For.) Point litigated. De htcho, In

fact, actually, effectually. En hecko dc vcr-

dad, In truth. Hombre de hecho, A man of

his word. Hecho y derecho, Perfect, absolute,

complete.
A' hecho, Incessantly, indiscrimi-

HECHOR, RA, s. Factor. [nately.

HECHURA, sf. 1. Act of performing or dom#
any thing. 2. The work done or made. 3.

Form or figure of a thing. 4. Effigy, statue.

5. Workmanship. 6. Creature, a person who
owes his rise or fortune to another.

HECIENTO, TA, a. Full of lees.

HECTOREO, EA, a. Belonging to Hector.

HEDENTINA, sf. Stench, stink.

HEDER, vn. l.To stink, to emit an offensive

smell. 2. (Met.) To vex, to fatigue, to be in-

tolerable.

HEDIONDAMENTE, ad. Stinkinwly. [stinking.
HEDIONDEZ, sf. A strong stench or stink

; thing
HEDIONDO, DA, a. 1 . Fetid, emitting an offensive

smell. 2. Irascible, pettish, unpleasant. Este
es un hediondo, He is a stinkard.

HEp6R, sm. Stench, stink, fetor. [vines.

HEDRA^R, va. To dig a second time about the

HEGRA, sf. Hegira, epocha of the flight of Mo-
hammed from Mecca, from which the Ara-
bians begin to compute time.

HELA^BLE, a. Congealable.
HELAD A, sf. Frost.

HELADINA, sf. Jelly.

HELADIZO, ZA, a. Easily congealed. [guid.

HELADO,DA,. Gelid, frigid ;
astonished

;
lan-

HELADO, sm. Ice-cream, concreted sugar.
HELAMIENTO, sm. Congelation.
HELAR, vn. 1. To freeze, to be congealed

with
cold. 2. To be stupified ;

to be dispirited. cr.

1 . To be congealed or frozen, to be coagulated.
2. To grow motionless, to remain without

action [V. He.

HELE, HETELF AQUI, ad. Behold it, look here.

HELEAR, va. To point with the finger.

HELECHO, sm. (Bot.) Male and female fern.

Polypodium et Pteris L.

HELENA, sf. (Naut.) Castor and Pollux, a me-

teor, which in violent tempests sometimes

appears on the masts of ships.

HELENISMO, sm. Hellenism, Greek idiom.

HELEN!STA,STO. Name given to the Jews ofAlex-
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andria, who spoke Greek, or the Greeks
who embraced Judaism.

HELERA, sf. Pip, disease in fowls.

HELGADO, DA, a. Jag-toothed.
HELGADtJRA, sf. Irregularity

ofthe teeth, [star.

HELIACO, CA, a. Heliacal, rising or setting of a

HELICB, sf. (Astr.) Northern constellation of

ursa major. V. Valuta y Espira.
HBLIOMETRO, sm. Heliometer.

HELIOSCOPIO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Wart-wort, sun-

spurge. Euphorbia helioscopia L. 2. Tele-

scope peculiarly fitted for viewing the sun.

HKLIOTROPIO, sm. I. (Bot.) Turnsol. Heliotro-

pium L. 2. Precious stone.

HELXISE, sf. Pellitory. V. Parietaria.

HEMATITES, sm. Haematites, ore of iron.

HEMBRA, sf. 1. Female, one of the sex which

brings forth young. 2. Head of hair of

women. 3. Nut of a screw. 4. Eye of a hook.

5. Hembras del timon, (Naut.) Googings of
the rudder. 6. (Ant.) V. Muger.

HEMBREAR, vn. 1. To be inclined to females ;

applied to males. 2. To generate or produce
females only.

HEMBRICA, LCA, TA, sf. dim. of Hembra.

HEMBRILA,SW. 1. A sort of wheat of very fine

grain. 2. Spool of a loom. 3. (And.) Leather
trace of horses for ploughing.

HEMBRUNO, NA,O. Belonging to the female sex.

HEMENCIAR, va. (Ant.) To work or execute
with the greatest care and pains.

HEMICICLO, sm. V. Semicirculo.

HEMICRANEA, sf. Hemicranium. V. Xaqueca.
HcMf.NA, sf. (Cast.) A measure containing the

third part of a fanega ;
Greek liquid measure

HEMIOSITE, sf. (Bot.) Spleen wort, male fern

HEMisFKRio,sm.Hemisphere,thehalfofaglobe,
where it is supposed to be cut through its cen-

HEMISTIQUIO, sm. Hemistic, half a verse, [tre

HEMORRAGIA, sf. Hemorrhage, flux of blood.

HEMORRQIDAS Y HEMORROIDES, sf. pi. Hemor-
rhoids, piles. V. Jllmorranas.

HEMORROIDAL, a. Hemorrhoidal.
HEMORROO Y HEMORROIDA, s. Kind ofserpent
HENAR, sm. Meadow of hay. [fills

HENCHIDOR, RA, s. Filler, satiater, one who
HENCHIDURA, sf. Repletion, act of filling.

HENCHIMIENTO, sm. Abundance.repletion. Hen-

chimientos, (Naut.) Filling timbers, used to

fill up the vacant part of the ship's frame.

Hr.NCHiR, va. I. To fill up. 2. To sow discord

to produce mischief. vr. To fill one's self.

Hcnchirse de lepra, To be covered with the

leprosy.

HENDEDOR, RA, s. Divider, one who divides or

splits any thing.
HENDEDT^RA, 5/. Fissure, crack, rent ; an open

ing in any matter which is separated.
KENDER, va. 1. To split, to divide

;
to open a

passage. 2. To break into pieces.

HENDIBLE, a. Fissile, capable of being split.

HEN'r>iDURA,5/. V. Hendedura.

HENDIENTE, sm. Down-stroke of a sword or

edged tool.

HENDRIJA, sf. A small fissure.

HEK! L, 5m. Hay-loft, a place where hay is pre
served.

HEXO, sm. Hay, grass dried to fodder cattle in

winter,
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Da. 1. To knead dough or the paste of
bread. Hay mucho que henir, There is much

HEPATICA, sf. (Bot.) Liverwort. [to do.

HEPA.TICO,CA,O. Hepatic, belonging to the liver.

MEPTAGONO, 5m. Heptagon, a figure consisting
of seven sides and angles.

HERALDICO, CA, a. Heraldic, that which re-

lates or belongs to a herald.

HERALDO,5m. Herald, an officer whose business
it is to register genealogies and adj ust ensigns
armorial. V. Rey de Armas.

HERAPRICA, sf. (Farm.) Hierapicra, a bitter

purgative medicine.

HERBACEO, CEA, a. Herbaceous*.

EIERBAGE, sm. 1. Herbage, grass, pasture. 2.

Payment for pasturage. 3. (Ar.) Tribute to a

new king for cattle. 4. Kind of ancient coarse

cloth made of herbs.

HERBAGERO, 5m. One who rents meadows or

pastures ; one who lets pasturage.
HERBAJAR, vn. To pasture, to graze cattle.

va. To inclose a field for pasture.

HERBAR, va. To dress skins with herbs.

HERBA.RIO, 5m. 1. Herbal, a book which treats

of plants. 2. Herbarium, collection of dried

plants. a. Herbarious.

HERBA/TU 6 HERBATUM, 5m. (Bot.) Sulphur-
wort, hog's fennel. Peucedanum L.

HERBAZAL, 5m. Pasture-ground for cattle.

HERBECER, vn. To prevent the growth ofherbs.

HERBOLADO, DA, a. Applied to things poisoned
with the juice of plants, as daggers, darts.

HERBOL.ARIO, 5m. 1. Herbalist, a person skilled

in herbs. 2. Herbman, he who sells herbs. 3.

A ridiculous extravagant man.

HERBORIZACION, 5/. Herborization, botanizing.
HERBORIZADOR 6 HERBORIZANTE, sm. Herba-

list, herbarist, one who herborizes.

HERBORIZAR, va. To herborize, to go in search

of different herbs and plants.

HERBOSO, SA, a. Herbous, abounding in herbs.

HERctJLEO, EA, a. I. Herculean. 2. Epileptic.

HERCULES, 5m. 1 . Epilepsy, a convulsive motion

of the whole body, or of its parts, with loss

of sense. 2. (Astr.) Northern constellation.

HEREDAD, 5/. 1. Piece of ground which is culti-

vated and bears fruit. 2. Hereditament.

HEREDADEJA, 5/. dim. of Heredad.

HEREDADO, DA, a. V. Hacendado. Estar here-

dado, To be in possession of his house.

HEREDAMIENTO, sm. V. Hcrencia.

HERED^R, va. 1. To inherit. 2. To make over

any kind of property to another, to be pos-
sessed by himself and his heirs or successors.

3. To possess the disposition and tempera-
ment of their fathers; applied to children.

HEREDERO, RA,5. 1. Heir, one that is inheritor

to any thing left by a deceased person, one

possessing the same propensities as the pre-
decessors. 2. Vintager, one who gathers the

vintage. Herederoforzoso, Heir apparent.

HEREDITARIO, RIA. a. Hereditary, belonging to

or claiming by right of inheritance.

HEREGE, s. com. Heretic, one who propagates

opinions in opposition to the catholic church

Cara de herege, Hideous or deformed aspect
of any one .

HEREGIA, sf. 1. Heresy, an opinion of private
men different from that ofthe orthodox church.
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2. Literary error, contrary to the
principles

of a science. 3. Injurious expression against

any one.

UEREJA,S/. (Ant.) Female heretic.

HEREJOTE, TA, s. aum. A pertinacious heretic.

HE KEN, sm. (Bot.) Vetch. V. Yervo.

HERESCIA, sf. Inheritance, hereditament.

HKRESIAKCA,STO. Heresiarch,a leader in heresy
fJERESIOLOGO, sm. Writer on heresies.

J-IKUETICAL, . Heretical, containing heresy.
HKRKTICAR, va. To believe and defend perti-

naciously any heresy.

HERETICO, CA, a. Heretical, concerning heresy,
or belonging to it.

HERIA. sf. Strolling vagrant. V. Hampa.
HERIDA, sf. I. Wound. 2. Affliction, any thing
which afflicts the mind. 3. Place where the

game perches when pursued by the hawk.

HERIDERO,ST. Place where a wound is inflicted

HKRIDO, DA, a. 1. Wounded. 2. Cruel. A1

grito
hcrido, With loud cries. A 1

pcndon herido,

Ardently, contentiously. Bienes heridos, Es-
tates burthened with some encumbrance by
their former possessors.

HERIDOR, RA, s. Wounder, striker.

HERIMIENTO, sm. 1. Act of wounding. 2. Con-

junction of vowels in a syllable ; elision.

HKRIR, va. 1. To wound, to break the continuity
of the animal body. 2. To knock or strike, to

hurt,to affect,to move ;
to fall on. 3. To infest,

to contaminate. Herir el casco de un navio,

(Naut.) To hull a ship, to wound her hull.

TH. To tremble, to be troubled with convul-
sions ; to be afflicted with convulsive fits.

HERMAFRODITA, TO, sm. An animal or plant
uniting two sexes.

HERMANABLE, a. Fraternal, brotherly.
HERMANABLEMENTE, ad. Fraternally.
HERMANAL,. BrotherlyBelonging to abrother.

HERMANAR, va. 1. To match, to suit, to propor-
tion. 2. To own for a brother. vn. To fra-

ternize, to join, to unite. vr. To love one
another as brothers.

HERMANASTRO, sm. Half-brother.

HERMANAZGO, sm. Fraternity, brotherhood.

HERMANDAD, sf. 1. Fraternity, the state or qua-
lity of a brother. 2. Conformity, resemblance.
3. Amity, friendship. 4. Brotherhood, an as-

sociation of men under certain rules for some
determinate purpose ; fraternity. La santa

hermandad, A kind of court of justice, which
has the right of trying and punishing without

appeal
such persons as have committed any

offences or misdemeanors in fields and roads.

HERMANEAR, va. To treat as a brother.

HERMANO, NA, . Matched, suitable, having
resemblance.

HERMANO, NA,S. 1. Brother, sister
; one born of

the same parents with another. 2. Brother-in-
law. 3. Similarity ; as among the members of
a religious community. Hermano carnal,
Brother

by
the same father and mother. Her-

mano de Icche, Foster-brother. Hermano de

trabajo, Fellow-labourer or workman. Media
hermano, Half-brother. pi. 1. Members of
the same religious confraternity. 2. Lay-bro-
thers or sisters of a religious order. Hermanos
del ave maria, (Madrid) Poor belonging to

^public charities.

sm. A great brother.

HERMETICAMENTE, ad. Hermetically.
HERMETICO, CA, a. Hermetical, chemical.

HERMOSAMENTE, ad. Beautifully, handsomely ;

perfectly, properly.
HERMOSEADOR, RA, s. Beautifier.

HERMOSEAR, va. To beautify, to embellish.

HERMOSILLA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Blue throat-wort.
Trachelium creruleuin L. 2. Kind of silk stuff.

HERMOSO, SA, a. 1. Beautiful, handsome. 2,

Rare, uncommon.
HERMOSTJRA, sf. 1. Beauty, that assemblage of

graces which pleases the eye. 2. Symmetry,
agreement of "one part to another.

HERNIA, sf. Hernia, rupture.
HERNISTA, sm.. Surgeon who applies himself in

particular to the cure of ruptures. [rod.

HERODIANO, NA, a. Herodian, belonging to He-
HEROE, sm. HERO, a man eminent ~for bravery
and valour.

HEROICAMENTE, ad. Heroically.
HEROICIDAD, sf. Quality or character which

constitutes an heroic action.

HEROICO, CA, a. 1. Heroic, eminent for bravery.
2. Heroical, befitting a hero. 3. Reciting the

acts of heroes. A 1 la heroica, Fashion of he-

roic times.

ERofNA, sf. Heroine, a female hero.

HEROISMO, sm. Heroism, the qualities or cha-
racter of a hero.

HERPES, sm. pi. Herpes, a cutaneous disease.

HERPETICO, CA, a. Herpetic.

HERR^DA, sf. Pail, a wooden vessel in which

liquids are carried.

HERRADA, a. Applied to water in which red-

hot iron has been cooled.

HERRADERo,5m. 1. Place destined for marking-
cattle with a hot iron. 2. The act of marking
cattle with a hot iron.

HERRADOR, sm. Farrier, a shoer of horses.

HERRADURA, sf. 1. Horse-shoe. 2. Collar or

necklace in the form of a horse-shoe, which
ladies wear about their neck.

HERRAGE, sm. 1. Ironwork, pieces of iron used
for ornament and strength. Herragc de un
navio, (Naut.) Ironwork of a ship. 2. Horse-

shoe, an iron plate nailed to the feet of horses.

HERRAMENTAL, sm. Bag or pouch with instru-

ments for shoeing horses.

HERRAMiiNTA,s/. 1. Set of tools or instruments
for workmen. 2. Ironwork. 3. Horns of a
beast. 4. (Joe.) Teeth, grinders.

HERRAR, va. 1. To garnish any thing with iron,

2. To shoe horses, to nail a piece of iron-plat.a

to their feet. 3. To mark cattle with a hot

iron. 4. To mark a slave in the face.

HERREN, sm. Mixed corn for feeding horses ;

meslin.

HERRENAL 6 HERRENAL, sm. Piece of ground
in which meslin is sown.

HERRERI A.S/. 1. Ironworks, where iron is manu-
factured and moulded into pigs or bars. 2,

Forge, the place where iron is beaten into

form. 3. Clamour, a loud confused noise.

HERRERLLO, sm. Small bird with blue ba.\

and red breast.

HERRERO, sm. Smith, one who forges with the

hammer, or beats iron into form.

HERRERON, sm. A bad smith.
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HERRERUELO, 5m. 1. (Orn.) Stone-chatter
Motacilla provincialis L. 2. V. Ferreruelo.

HERRETE, sm. Tag, the point oftin or other me
tal put at the end of a lace, cord, or

string.
HERRETEAR, va. To

tag a lace, to put a pom
of metal to a cord, string, or ribbon.

HERRETERO, RA, s. Tag-maker, a person wh<

puts tags to cords or strings.

HERRE/UELO, sm. Light piece of iron.

MERRILL, a. Applied to a kind of large black

grapes, and to the vines which bear them.

HERRIN, sm. Rust of iron. V. Herrumbre.

HERRON, sm. Staple with a ring, in the middle
of which is a hole, at which boys pitch quoits
a quoit.

HERRONADA,sf. 1. A violent blow or stroke. 2

(Met.) Blow with a bird's beak.

HERRUGIENTO, TA, a. Rusty.
HERRTJMBRE, sf. Rust of iron ; irony taste.

HERRUMBROSO, SA, a. 1. Rusty, drossy, scaly. 2

Participating of the qualities of iron.

HERVENTAR, va. To boil any thing.
HERVIDERO,SW. 1. Ebullition,.the noise and agi

tation of a fluid which boils in bubbles. 2
Kind of water-clock or small spring, whence
water bubbles out. 3. Rattling in the throat
4. Multitude, great quantity or number.

HERVIR, vn. 1. To boil, to be agitated by heat
2. (Met.) To swarm with vermin

;
to be

crowded with people. 3. To be fervent, to be
vehement. Hervir elgarbanzuelo, To be too
solicitous and clamorous.

HERVOR, sm. 1. Ebullition, the agitation of

boiling fluids. 2. Fervour, heat, vigour. 3

(Met.) Noise and movement of waters.

HERVOROSO, SA, a. Fervent, fervid.

HESITACION, sf. Hesitation, doubt, perplexity
want of resolution.

HESITAR, vn. To hesitate, to doubt.

HESPERIDES, sf. pi. V. Pleyades.
HESPERIDE Y HESPERIDO, DA, a. 1. Relating

to the Pleiades. 2. (Poet.) The West.

HESPERO, sm. The planet Venus.

HETERODOXO, xA, a. Heterodox, deviating from
the established opinion ;

not orthodox.

HETEROGENEIDAD, sf. Heterogeneousness.
HETEROGENEO, NBA, a. Heterogeneous, not

kindred ; opposite or dissimilar in nature.
HETICA y HETIO.UEZ,S/. Phthisis, consumption.
HETICO, CA, . Hectic, affected with a slow

hectic fever
; languid.

HEXAEDRO, sm. Hexaedron, a cube.

HEXAGONO, sm. Hexagon, a plain figure con-

sisting of six sides, [feet.

HEXAMETRO, sm. Hexameter, a verse of six

HI;XAPEDA, sf. V. Toesa.

HEZ,S/. 1. Lees, the dregs of liquors. 2. Dross
of metals. 3. Grains of malt. 4. Lahczdel
pueblo, The scum of the people. Heces, Fae-

ces, excrements.

Hi, Hi, Hi, interj. Expression of merriment
or laughter.

Hi, ad. (Ant.) V. Atti.

Hi, sm. Used for hijo, son. Hi de puta, (Fam.) A
by-word, expressive of astonishment or won-

HIADAS 6 HIADES, sf. pi. V. Pleyades. [der.

HiAtoTE, a. Applied to averse with a hiatus.

HIATO, sm. Hiatus, pause or cacophony of two
vowels together in a word.

HIE

HIBERNAL 6 HIBERNIZO,ZA, a. Hibernal.wintry.
HIBIERNAR, vn. To be the winter season.

HIBIERNO, sm. Winter. V. Invierno.
HIBLEO, BLEA, a. (Poet.) Abundant

; pleasant ;

belonging to mount Hybla.
HIBISCO, sm. (Bot.) Syrian mallow, althaea

frutex. Hibiscus syriacus L.

HIBRIDA, sf. Hybridous animal, as a mule;
hybridous words.

HICOCERVO, sm. Fabulous animal ; chimera, a
vain and wild fancy.

HIDALGAMENTE, ad. Nobly, in a gentlemanlike
manner.

HIDALGARSE, vr. (Joe.) To assume the noble-

man, to affect the gentleman.
HIDALGO, GA, a. Noble, illustrious, excellent.

HIDALGO, GA, s. Noble man or woman, a person
of noble descent. Hidalgo de bravueta, One
who enjoys the privileges of nobility on ac-
count of his being father of seven sons with-
out one intervening female child. Hidalgo
degotera, He who enjoys the rights of no-

bility in one place or town only.
HIDALGON, NA

;
Y HiDALcdxE, TA, s. aum. An

old noble man or woman, proud of the rights
and privileges.

HlDALGUfiJO, JA J HlDALGUETE 6 HlDALGUIL-
LO, t'i,

:

5. dim. A petty country squire,

poor gentleman or lady.
HID A LG CIA, sf. 1. Nobility, the rights and pri-

vileges of noblemen. 2. Nobleness of mind,
liberality of sentiments.

HIDIONDEZ, sf. V. Hediondez.

HIDRA, sf. 1. Hydra, a fabulous monster with

many heads, related to have been killed by
Hercules. 2. Poisonous serpent. 3. (Met.)
Seditions, plots.

HIDRAULICA, sf. The science of hydraulics.
HIDRAULICO, CA, a. Hydraulical, relating to

the conveyance of water through pipes.

HIDRAULICO, sm. Professor of hydraulics.
HIDRIA, sf. Jar or pitcher for water.

HIDROCEFALO, sm. Dropsy in the head.
."JJ

HIDRODINAMICA, sf. Science of hydrodinamics.
HIDROFILACIO, sm. Great cavern full of water.

HIDROFOBIA, sf. Hydrophobia, dread of water.

SIDROFOBO, sm. Person suffering hydrophobia.
iDRocoGiA, sf. The art or science of taking
the level of the water.

iDROGRArfA, sf. Hydrography, the descrip-
tion of the watery part of the terraqueous

rliDROGRAFico, CA, a. Hydrographical. [globe.

iiDROGRAFo, sm. Hydrographer. [water.

ROMANicA, sf. Superstitious divination by
ROMETRA, sm. Professor of hydrometry.

IIDROMETRIA, sf. Hydrometry.
IIDROMETRO, sm. Hydrometer, instrument for

measuring the weight of fluids.

IIDROPESIA, sf. 1. Dropsy. 2. (Met.) Insatia-

ble desire of riches or honours.

IIDROPICO/CA, a. Diseased with the dropsy.

IIDROSCOPO, sm. Hydroscope, water-clock.

3iDRosTA.TicA, sf. Hydrostatics, the science of

weighing fluids, or weighing bodies in fluids.

IIDROSTATICO, CA, a. Hydrostatical.

HIDROTECNIA, sf. The art of making engines
for moving and raising water.

HIEL, sf. 1. Gall, bile ;
an animal juice of a yel-

low colour and bitter taste. 2. (Met.) Bitter-
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ness, asperity. Echar la hid, To labour ex-

cessively. No tener hiel, To be simple and

gentle. Estar hecho de hieles, To be as bitter

as gall. Hieles, Calamities, misfortunes, toils,

[IEI. DE LA TIERRA, sm. (Bot.) Common fumi-

tory or earth smoke. Fumaria ofHcinalis L.

IIELO, sm. 1. Frost, ice, crystallized water. 2.

Congelation. 3. (Met.) Coolness, indifference.

4. Astonishment, stupefaction. Hielos, Ice-

creams.

IIELTRO, sm. Kind of measure.

IIF.MAL, u. Hyemal, hibernal.

IIESA, sf. 1. Hyen or Hyena, a fierce animal,

belonging to the family of dogs. Canis hyena
L. 2. Fisn in the Indian sea.

1 1 KM) A, sf. Dung. V. Estitrcol.

IiKRjCcio, sm. (Bot.) Hawk-weed. [glifico.

IIEROGLIFICO, CA. . Hieroglyphic. V. Gero-

IJEUOSCOPIA, sf. V. Arusyticina.

IJEROSOLIMITANO, NA, a. Native or belonging
to Jerusalem. [iron.

IiF.RREcico,LLO,TO,sm. Small piece ofwrought
IIERRO, sm. 1 . Iron, a malleable metal. 2. Brand,
a mark made by burning with a hot iron. 3.

An iron instrument to wound with. 4. Hierro
de la grimpola, (Na6t.) Spindle of the vane.

Hierro colado, Cast iron. Hierro forjado,

Forged iron. El es de hierro, He is indefati-

gable, or as hardy as steel. Machucar 6 ma-

jar en hierro frio, To labour in vain. Tien-

da de hierro, An ironmonger's shop. Hierros,
Irons, fetters ; jail. Le echaron en hierros,

They put him in irons.

IfcA, sf. 1. Amulet, charm, an appendant re-

medy ;
a thing hung about the neck for pre-

venting or curing disease. 2. Method ofshut-

ting the hand. 3. Ridicule, derision.

IIGADLLO, sm. A small liver.

IIGADO, sm. 1. Liver, one of the entrails. 2.

(Met.) Courage, valour, bravery. Tener ma-
los higados, To be white livered, to be ill-

disposed ; (Met.) to hate. Echar los higados,
To be fatigued or vexed

;
to desire anxiously.

Higado de azufre, (Quim.) Liver of sulphur.
Hasta los higados, To the heart.

rliGATE, sm. Potage, formerly made of figs,

pork, and fowl, boiled together, and seasoned
with sugar, ginger, cinnamon, pimento, and
other spices.

FIiGO,sw. 1. Fig, the fruit of the fig-tree. Higo
chumbo 6 de pala, Fruit of the nopal or In-

dian fig-tree. Pan de higos, Cake made of

figs. 2. A kind of piles. Higo meduro, (Orn.)
Green wood-pecker.

[IGROMETRIA, sm. Hygrometry.
HIGROMETRO, .<??. Hygrometry, an instrument

to measure the degrees of moisture.

IGUERA, sf. (Bot.) Fig-tree. Ficus L.

HIGUERAL, sm. Plantation of fig-tree's.

HIGUERO, sm. Largo tree in America.
HUAR 6 IJAR, sm. Ilia, the flank.

HuAsTRo, TRA, s. Step-child.
IIijy.xA,sm. The young of any bird, [tie dear.

Huico, CA
; LLO, LLA ; TO,TA,S. Little child, lit-

"ijo, JA, s. I. Child. 2. Young of all living ani-

mals. 3. Native of a place. 4. A happy or for-

tunate man. 5. Bud or root, of the horns of
an.mals. Hijo del agua, A good sailor, a good
swimmer. Hijo de lapicdra. Foundling. Hijo

deleche, Foster-child. 6. Any product of the
mind. Hijo de su madre, (Fam.) Bastard.

HlJODALGO, HlJADALGO, 5. V. HidttlgO.
HIJUELA, sf. 1. Piece of cloth or linen joined to

another which is too short or narrow. 2. A
small mattress, put between others, to make
the bed even. 3. Pall, a square bit of linen or

paste-board put over the chalice. 4. A small
drain for drawing off water from an estate. 5.

Inventory, a catalogue of the articles which

belong to the estate of a deceased person. G.

Cross-road. 7. Post-man who delivers the let-

ters from the office. 8. Palm-seed. 9. Fascine
of wood. 10. Corn made of the gut of silk-

HIJUELO, LA, 5. dim. A young child. [worms.
H*LA,S/. 1. Row, line. V. Hilera. 2. Thin gut.

3. Act of spinning. 4. Lint scraped into a soft

woolly substance, to lay on sores. 5. Small
trench for dividing the water which is des-

tined for the irrigation of different pieces of

ground. A1 la hila, In a row or line, one
after another. [of cloth.

HILACHA, sf. Filament or threads ravelled out

HILACHOSO, SA, a. Filamentous.

HILADA, sf. Row or line of bricks or stones in

a building. V. HiUra.

HiLAoftLo, sm. 1. Ferret silk. 2. Narrow rib-

bon or tape. [cotton.

HILADO, sm. Spun flax, hemp, wool, silk, or

HILADOR, RA, s. Spinner, spinster.

HILANDERA, sf. Spinster, woman who spins.

HILANDERIA, sf. Place where hemp is spun.

HILANDERO, sm. Spinner ; spinning room, a

rope-walk.
HILANZA, sf. Thread, line, mode of spinning.

HILAR, va. 1. To spin, to draw silk, cotton,

wool, &c. into thread. 2. To argue, to dis-

cuss. Hilar delgado, To handle a subject in

too subtle and nice a manner. 3. To form
the pod ; applied to silk worms.

HILARACHA, sf. Filament. V. Hilacha.

HIL./SL.ZA, sf. 1. Any thing spun or drawn out

into thread. V. Hilado. 2. Yarn. Hilazas, Fi-

laments or slender threads of plants.

HILERA, sf. 1. Row or line of several things fol-

lowing one after another ;
fiie. 2. The hol-

low part of a spindle. 3. An iron plato with

holes, for drawing gold or silver into wire.

4. Beam which forms the top of the roof.

HILERO, sm. 1. Sign of currents in the sea. 2.

Thread-seller.

HILILLO, co,TO,sm.dim. Small thread,filament.

HILO, sm. 1. Thread, a small line or twist, form-
ed of wool, cotton, silk, &c. 2. Wire metal
drawn into slender threads.S.A slender thread ,

formed by liquids falling down in drops. 4.

(Met.) Thread or connexion of a discourse. 5.

Fine thread of spiders or silk-worms. G. V.

Filo. Hilo a kilo, Drop by drop. Hi/o de

palomar, 6 kilo bramante, Packthread. Hilo

de perlas, String of pearls. Hilo de una cor-

riente, (Naut.) Direction of a current. A 1

hilo,

Successively, one after another. Ir al hilo del

mundo, To follow the opinion of the rest of

the world. De hilo, Directly, instantly.

HiLVAN,srn,. Basting, long stitches set in clothes

to keep them in order for sewing.

HILVANAR, va. 1. To baste, to sew slightly. 2. To
act or perform in a hurry.
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HIMENEO, 5m. 1. (Poet.) Marriage, matrimony.
2. Epithalamium.

HIM.NISTA, 57/1. Composer of hymns.
HI'MNO, sm. Hymn, an encomiastic song, or

song of adoration to the Supreme Being.
HIMPLAR, vn. To roar or bellow; applied to

the panther and ounce.

HIN, sm. Sound emitted by mules or horses.

HINCADURA, sf. Act of fixing any thing.

HINCAPIE,STO. An effort made with the foot by
fixing it firmly on the ground. Hacer hinca-

pie, To make a strenuous attempt.
JIiscAR, va. 1. To thrust in, to drive into, to

nail one thing to another. Hincar la rodilla,
To kneel down. 2. To plant. Hicar el diente,

To appropriate property to one's self; to

censure, to calumniate.

HINCHA, sf. Hatred, displeasure, enmity.
HINCHADAMENTE, ad. Haughtily, loftily.

HINCHADO, DA, a. 1. Vain, arrogant, presump-
tuous. 2. Inflated, applied to a pompous style.

HINCHAR, va. 1. To fill a musical instrument
with air. 2. To swell, to raise to arrogance.

xr. 1. To swell, to grow turgid. 2. To be
elated with arrogance or anger.

HINCHAZON, sm. 1. Swelling, a tumid inflam-

mation. 2. Ostentation, vanity, pride ; in-

flation.

HINCHIR, va. To fill, to inflate. V. Henchir.

HINCON, sm. Post to which cables are fastened
on the banks of rivers.

HIMESTA, sf. (Bot.) Spanish broom. Spartium
junceurn L.

HINIKSTKA, sf. (Ant.) Window. V. Ventana.

HINIESTRO, sm. V. Retarna.

HINJSIBLE, a. Capable of neighing ; applied to

a horse.

HiNoios FITOS, (Ant.) On bended knees.

HINOJAL, sm. Bed or place full of fennel.

HINOJAR, vn. To kneel. V. rfrrodillar.

HINOJO. sm. 1. Knee. V. Rodilla. 2. (Bot.)
Fennel. Anethum fteniculum L. 3. Hinojo
marino, (Bot.) Samphire. Crithmum mariti-

mum L. [their dough.
HINTERO, sm. Table on which bakers knead

HINIR, va. V. Henir.

HIPAR, vn. 1. To hiccough, to sob with frequent
convulsions ofthe stomach. 2. To be harassed
with anxiety and grief. 3. To pant, to desire

eagerly, to be anxious. 4. To follow the chase

by the smell; spoken of pointers.
HJPEAR, vn. To hiccough. V. Hi-par.
HIPECOO, sm. (Bot.) Horned cumin.

HIPERBOLA, sf. (Geom.) Section ofa cone made
by a plane, so that the axis of the section in-

clines to the opposite leg of the cone.

HiPEKBor,E,5/. Hyperbole, a figure in rhetoric,

by which any thing is increased or decreas-

ed beyond the exact truth.

HiPERBor.icAMEivTE, ad. Hyperbolically.
HIPERBOLICO, CA, . Hyperbolical.
HiPERBOLi/.AR, vn. To use hyperboles.
HIPERBOREO, REA, rt. Hyperborean.
IIipERDULfA, sf. Worship of the Virgin Mary.
HIP.ERICO Y HIPERICON, sm. (Bot.) St. John's

wort. Hypericum L.

HIPNAL, sm. Kind of serpent said to occasion

sleep.

Hfjpo, sm. 1. Hiccough, a convulsive motion of
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the stomach. 2. Wish, desire, anxiety. 3.

Anger, displeasure, fury.
HIPOCAMPO, sm. Hippopotamus.
HIPOCENTAURO, *m. V. Centuuro.
HiPocfsxiDE Y HipocfsTo, 5. Shoot from the

foot of a kind of cislus.

HIPOCONDRIA, sf. Hypochondriac affection.

HIPOCONDRIACO, CA ; y HIPOCONDRJCO, CA, a.

Hypochondriac, hypochondriacal.
HIPOCONDRIOS, sm.pl. Hypochondres, the two

regions, which contain one the liver, and the
other the spleen.

HIPOCRAS, sm. Hippocras, a medicated wine,
composed of wine, sugar, cinnamon, clove,
and other ingredients.

HIPOCRENIDES, 5/. pi. (Poet.) Epithet, applied
to the muses of Parnassus.

HiPOCREsf A, sf. Hypocrisy, dissimulation with

regard to the moral or religious character.

HIPOCRITA, a. Hypocritical, dissembling, in-

sincere. s. Hypocrite.
HIPOCRITAMENTE, ad. Hypocritically, [critical.

HIPOCRITO, TA, a. Feigned, dissembled, hypo-
HIPOCRITON, NA, a. Extremely hypocritical or

dissembling.
HIPODROMO, 5m. Hippodrome, circus.

HIPOGASTRICO, CA, a. Hypogastric.
HIPOGASTRO, 5TO. Hypogastrium.
HIPOGLOSA, so, 5. (Bot.) Horse-tongue.
HIPOGRIFO, sm. Hippogriff, a winged horse.

HIPOLIBONOTO, sm. South-east wind, [cients

HIPOMANES, 5TO. Kind of poison with the an-

HIPOMARATRO, sm. (Bot.) Wild fennel.

HIPOMOCI.IO 6 HIPOMOCLION, 5771. Fulcrum ofa

lever, part on which the beam of a balance

revolves.

HIPOPOTAMO, 5m. Hippopotamus, a river-horse.

HIPOSTASIS, 5/. (Teol.) Hypostasis.
HIPOSTATICO, CA, a. Hypostatical.
HIPOTECA, 5/. 1. Mortgage, pledge ; security

given for the performance ofan engagement
2. (Iron.) A trifling worthless thing, not to

be relied upon.
HIPOTECABLE, a. Capable of being pledged.
HIPOTECAR, va. To pledge, to mortgage.
HiPOTECARio,RiA, . Belonging to a mnrtrrnfre.

HIPOTENUSA, sf. Hypothenuse, the line that

subtends the right angle of a right-angled

triangle ;
the subtense.

HIPOTESIS, 5/. Hypothesis, a supposition ;
a sys-

tem formed upon some principles not proved.

HIPOTETICO, CA, a. Hypothetic ; conditional.

HIRASCO, sm. A castrated he-goat.
HIRMAR, va. V. Jlfirmar.

HIRME, a. V. Firme.

HIRSUTO, TA, a. Hirsute, rough, rugged
HIRUNDINARIO, s/. V. Celidonia.

HISCA, 5/. Birdlime, a glutinous substance

spread upon twigs, by which the birds that

light upon them are entangled.
HISCAL, sm. A bass rope of three strands.

HISOPADA, sf. Water sprinkled about with a

water-sprinkler.
HISOPEAR, va. To sprinkle or scatter water

about with a water-sprinkler.

HISOPII.LO, sm. 1. A small water-sprinkler. 2.

Bit of soft linen put at the end ofa stick, and

used to wash and refresh the mouth ofa sick

person.
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His6po, SOT. 1. (Bot.) Hyssop. Hyssopus L. 2

Water-sprinkler, with which holy water is

scattered or sprinkled, made of a lock of

horse-hair fastened to the end of a stick. Hi-

sopo humedo, Grease collected in washing
fleeces of wool. [la.

HISPALENSE, a. Native ofor belonging to Sevil-

HispANico, CA, a. Spanish.
HispAKfsMO v HispANiuXn,5. Hispanism, Spa-

nish idiom peculiar to the Spanish language
HISPANIZ^R, va. V. Espanolizar.

NA, 5. (Po6t.) A Spaniard.

HISPIDO,D A, a. Bristly, having bristles like hogs
Hispf R, vn. To beat as eggs, to make spongy,

to rarefy. [fits.

HISTERICA, sf. Woman troubled with hysteric

HISTERICO, 5m. Hysterics.
HISTERICO, CA, a. Hysteric ;

disordered in the

regions of the womb ; troubled with fits.

HISTEROTOMIA, 5771. An anatomical dissection

of the womb.
HisrioDRoaifA, sf. Art of navigating by means

of sails.

HISTORIA, sf. 1. Narration of events and facts

delivered with dignity. 2 Tale, story ;
fable.

3. An historical painting, representing some
remarkable event. Meterrse en historias, To
meddle in things without possessing sufficient

knowledge thereof, or being concerned in

them

ting consisting
of various parts harmoniously united. Libro

kistoriado, Book illustrated with plates.

HlSTORIADOR, RA, Y HlSTORIA^L, 5. Historian,
a writer of facts and events.

HISTORIAN, a. Historical.

HISTORIALMENTE, ad. Historically.
HISTORI^R, ra. I. To historify, to record in

histpry. 2. To represent events in painting
or tapestry.

HISTORICAMENTE, ad. Historically.

HISTORICO, CA, a. Historical, belonging to his-

tory. sm. (Ant.) Historian.

HISTORIETA, sf. A short novel, love tale, an
anecdote mixed with fact and fable.

HISTORIOGRAFO, sm. Historiographer ;
histori-

an, a writer of history.

HISTORION, sm. A tedious long-winded story.

HISTRION, sm. 1. Actor, player ; a person en-

gaged in performing plays. 2. Buffoon, jug-
gler, puppetman.

HISTRIOMCO, CA, a. Histrionic, befitting the

stage ;
suitable to players.

HISTRIONISA, sf. Actress, a woman that plays
on the stage.

HIT A, sf. Brad, a sort of nails to floor rooms

HOJ

sm. (Bot.) Hops. Humulus lupulus L.

HOBI.ONERA, sf. Hop-ground, where hops are
cultivated.

HoBtis,5m. (Art.) Howitzer, a sort of mortar,
or short cannon with a wide mouth, for throw-

ing shells.

HocicADA, sf. 1. Fall upon the face, or head-

long on the ground. 2. A smart reprimand.
HocicXR, va. To break up the ground with the

snout. vn. 1. To fall headlong with the
face to the ground. 2. To stumble or slide

into errors.

Hocfco, sm. 1. Snout, the nose of a beast. 2.

Mouth of a man who has very prominent lips.
3. Any thing disproportionately big or promi-
nent. 4. Gestures of thrusting out the lips,

pouting. 5. (Met.) The face. Meter el hocico

en todo, To meddle in every thing. DC hod-

cos, By the nose.

HOCICUDO, DA, a. 1. Long snouted. 2. Looking
- " -'-

out the lips.

a sort of hatchet with a
hooked point. 2. Skirt of an eminence or
mountain stretching towards a river ; bottom
or garden. 3. Arch made of brick and mortar
which supports the flights of a staircase. Ho-
cinos, The narrow beds of rivers which flow

between mountains.

HOCIQUILLO, sm. A little snout.

sullen by thrusting
OC!NO, sm. 1. Bill,

with. [tunate.
Hfro, TA, a. 1. Black. 2. Fixed, firm

; impor-
HITO, 5771. 1. Landmark, any thing set up to
mark boundaries. 2. Pin or mark at which
quoits are cast by way ofamusement; mark
to shoot at. A1

hito, Fixedly, firmly. Mirar
de hito en hito, To view with close attention,
to fix the eyes on any object.

HitfLco, CA, a. Harsh, unharrnonious ; applied
to poetry.

HOBACHON, NA, a. Slothful, sluggish, lazy.

HOBECHOS, sm. pi. Soldiers armed with pikes ;

pikemen.
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HOGA\NO, ad. This present year.
HOG./CR, sm. 1. Hearth, the place on which fire

is made ;
the pavement of a room where fire

is kindled. 2. (Met.) House, residence.

ocAzA, sf. A large loaf of household bread.

HOGUERA, sf. A quick and transitory blaze.

fi6.TA,s/. 1. Leaf, the green deciduous part of

trees, plants, and flowers. 2. Any thing fo-

liated or thinly beaten ; scales of metal. 3.

Leaf, one side of a double door, shutter, &c.
4. Blade of a sword. 5. Half of each of the

principal parts of a coat, &c. 6. Each part of
which armour was composed. Hoja de lata,

Tin. Hoja de lata negra, Iron plate. Hoja
de papel, Leaf of paper. Hoja de un libra,
Leaf of a book, containing two pages. Hoja
de tocino, Flitch of bacon. Hoja de estano,
Sheet of bismuth, tin, and quicksilver laid on
the backside of a looking-glass. Doblemos la

hoja, No more of that. Volver la hoja, To turn
a new leaf, to alter one's sentiments and pro-

ceedings. -pJ.
1. Thin cakes of wax

; lamina.
2. (And.) Pieces of ground destined for seed-

sowing. Vino de dos, tres, 6 'mas hojas, Wine
two, three, or more, years old. 3. Hojas de
las puertas, (Na(tt.) Port-lids.

HOJALATERO, sm. Tin-man, a manufacturer
of tin, or iron tinned over.

HOJALDRADO, a. Laminated, foliated, resem-

bling thin cakes.

HOJAI.DRX.R, va. To make any thing of puff

paste.

HOJAI.DRE, sf. A sort of pancake or paste.

Quitar la hojaldre al pastel, To detect any
fraud, to discover a plot.

ojALDRfsTA, 5TO. Maker of buttered cakes.

HOJARA\SCA, sf. 1 . Withered leaves ; redundan-

cy of leaves; foliage. 2. Useless trifles.

ojE^R, ra. To turn the leaves of a book.

rw. To form metal into sheets ; to foliate.
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HOJECER, vn. To leaf, to shoot forth leaves.

HOJOSO, SA ; y HojtJpo, DA, a. Leafy, full of
leaves ; covered with leaves.

HOJUELA, /. 1. A small leaf. 2. Puff paste,

composed of thin flakes lying on one another.
3. Gold or silver leaf which surrounds the
thread whereof lace is made. 4. Skins of ol

ives after pressing.
SLA, interj. 1. Holla, a word used in calling
to any one at a distance. 2. Ho, ho, a sudden
exclamation of wonder or astonishment.

HOLAN, S77i.-(And.) Cambric.

HOLANDA, sf. Holland, fine Dutch linen.

HoLANDILLA Y HoLANDETA, S/". A lead COlour-

ed glazed linen, used for lining.

HoLGADAMENTE,a<iWidelyDisproportionately.
HOLGADO, DA, a. 1. Disproportionally wide or

broad. 2. V. Desocupado. Estar holgado,
(Met.) To be at ease.

HOLGANZA, 5/. 1. Width, breadth. 2. Repose,
ease, tranquillity of mind. 3. Amusement,
entertainment.

HoLoAu, vn. 1. To rest from labour, to be at

ease. 2. To be glad of, to be pleaseB with. 3.

To be well entertained at a feast or walk. 4.

To be laid up as useless
; applied to inani-

mate things.
HOLGAZAN, NA, s. Idler, loiterer, vagabond.
HOLGAZA^KAR, vn. To be idle, to loiter, to be

lazy. [from work.
HoLGAZANERfA,sf. Idleness, laziness ; aversion

HOLGI.N, NA, a. V. Hechicero.

HOLGON, sm. An egregious loiterer who wastes
his whole life in idleness and amusements.

HoLcdRio, sm. (Joe.) Mirth, jollity, merriment.
HOLCUETA 6 HOLGURA, sf. 1. Country-feast,
an entertainment in the country. 2. 'Width,
breadth. 3. Ease, repose.

HoLLADtrRA, sf. I. Act of trampling. 2. Duty
paid for the run of cattle.

HOLLAR, va. 1. To tread upon, to trample under
foot. 2. To pull down, to humble, to depress.

HOLLECA, sf. (Orn.) V. Hcrrerillo.

HOLLEJO, sm. Pellicle, peel, the thin skin which
covers grapes and other fruit.

HOLLI, sm. Balsam or resinous liquor which is

imported from New Spain.
HOLLIN, sm. Soot, the condensed, gross, and oily

parts of smoke.

HOI.LINJENTO, TA, a. Fuliginous, sooty.
HOLOCAUSTO, sm. Holocaust, a burnt "sacrifice.

HOMARRACHE, sm. Buffoon, jack-pudding, a

merry-andrew. [man.
HOMBRACHO, sm. A squat and square thick

HOMBRA"DA, sf. V. Herrcrillo.

HOMBRE, sm. 1 . Man, a rational animal. Homlre
bueno, Any one of the community, not an ec-

clesiastic. 2. Subject, vassal. 3. A word of fa-

miliarity bordering on contempt. 4. Husband,
when mentioned by the wife. 5. Horse, a

frame on which clothes are brushed and clean-

ed. 6. Game at cards. 7. One possessing the

qualities necessary for an undertaking. Hom-
bre Itecho, A grown man. Hombre de Men u

honrado, An honest worthy man. Hombre dc

ncgocics, Man of business. Hombre de colzas

atacadas, A poor hearted or mean spirited
man. Es hombre

j
He is a great, man in his

way. JVo tcncr hombre, To be without pro-
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tection. Hombre sin dolo, A plain dealing
man. Hombre de su palabra, A man of his
word. Ser muy hombre, To be a man of spirit
and courage.

HOMBREAR, rn. 1. To vie with another ; to put
himselfupon a level with another, in point of

rank, merit, or abilities. 2. To assume the
man before the time.

HoMBREcfLLO Y HoMBREZCELo, sm. Mannikin,
a pitiful little fellow. Hombrecillos, (Bot.)

Hops. Humulus lupulus L.

HoiHBREcixo, sm. Youth, a young man.
HOMBREDAD, sf. Masculineness.

"

HOMBRERA, sf. Piece of ancient armour for the
shoulders.

HOMBRIA DE BIEN, sf. \. Probity, honest deal-

ing. 2. Rica-hombria de Espana, The an-
cient nobility of Spain.

HOMER!LLO, sm. Gusset, a piece sewed to cloth

in order to strengthen it.

HOMBRO, sm. Shoulder, the joint which con-
nects the arm to the body. Hombro con hom-

bro, Cheek by jole. Encogerse de hombros,
To shrug up the shoulders. A 1

hombro, On
the shoulders. Lie-ear en hombros, To sup-
port, to protect.

HoMBRON,sm. 1. A big lusty man. 2. A man dis-

tinguished for talents, knowledge, and valour.

HOMBRONAZO, sm. A huge vulgar man.

HOMERING, NA,. 1. Manlike, civil
; belonging

to man. 2. Relating to the shoulders.

HOMBU, s. (Bot.) PoKe-weed, red night-shade
Phytolacca L.

HOME, sm. (Ant.) V. Hombre. [dio.
HOMECIO Y HOMECILLO, sm. (Ant.)i V. Homici-
HOMENA GE,sm. Homage, service paid and fealty

professed to a superior lord ; obeisance. Ren-
dir homenage, To pay homage, to profess

fealty. Torre de homenage, Tower in a castle

where the governor took the oath of fidelity.

HOMICIDA, s. com. Murderer, one who commits
homicide.

HOMICIDIO, sm. 1. "Murder, homicide. 2. An-
cient tribute.

HOMICILLO, sm. 1. Fine for wounding or killing

any one. 2. V. Homicidio.

HOMILIA, sf. Homily, a discourse read in a con-

gregation.
OBIILIADOR, sm. Homilist, preacher.

HOMILIARIO, sm. Collection of homilies.

HOMILISTA, sm. Author or writer of homilies.

HOMINICACO, sm. A paltry, cowardly fellow.

HOMOGENEIDAD, sf. Homogeneity, or homo-

geneousness ; participation of the same prin-

-ciples of nature, similitude of kind.

HOMOGENEO, NBA, a. Homogeneous, having the

same nature or principles.

E-IOMOLOGACION, sf. Homologation, publication,
or confirmation of a judicial act to render it

more valid.

HOMOLOGO, GA, . Homologous, having the

same manner or proportions ; synonymous.
HOMONIMA, sf. Homonymy.
rlowoNiMO, MA, a. Homonymous, equivocal.

HONDA, sf. 1. Sling, a stringed instrument for

casting stones with great violence. 2. (Naut.)

Parbuckle, a rope used on board of ships, and
on keys, wharfs, &c. to ship and unship casks,

pieces of ordnance, and other heavy articles.
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HONDAMENTE, ad. Ill a deep or sagacious man-
ner ; profoundly.

HONDURAS, sf. pi. (Rioja) Dregs or lees of

any liquor remaining in the vessel which
contained it.

HONDAZO, 5m. Cast or throw with a sling.

HONDEAX va. To unload a vessel.

HONDERO, sm. Slinger, a soldier anciently arm-
ed with a sling.

HONDIJO, sm. V. Honda.

HonmLi.o&jSm.pl. Pieces ofcloth or linen which
form the seats of breeches or drawers.

HONDO, DA, a. 1. Profound, low. 2. Deep, sa-

gacious, ingenious.
HON DON, sm. 1. Bottom of a vessel or jar where

the dregs of liquor settle. 2. Any deep or

broken ground. 3. A deep hole. 4. Eye of a
needle.

HONDON^DA, sf. Dale, bottom of a steep place.

HONDRX.R, va. (Ant.) V. Honrar.

HONDURA, sf. Depth, profundity.
HONEST^ D, sf. (Ant.) Honesty. V. Honestidad.

HONKSTAMENTK, ad. Honestly ; modestly.
HONE STAR, va. 1. To honour, to dignify. 2. To

excuse, to palliate.

HONKSTIDA'D,*^. 1. Composure, modesty, mode-
ration. 2. Honesty, purity of sentiments and

principles ; urbanity.
HONESTO, TA, a. 1. Honest, decent, honourable.

2. Pure, chaste, virtuous. 3. Reasonable,

just. Muger de estado honesto, A spinster.

KONGO, 5m. 1. (Bot.) Mushroom. Fungus L.

2. Fungus, an excrescence which grows upon
the bark of trees, and serves for tinder. 3. A
fleshy excrescence growing on the lips of

HONGOSO, SA, a. Fungous, spongy. [wounds.
HONOK, sm. 1. Honour, a public mark of respect

to virtue or merit. 2. Dignity, rank. 3. Repu-
tation, fame, celebrity. 4. Chastity in women.
Palabra de honor. Word of honour. Hombre
de honor, Man of honour. Senoras de honor,
Maids of honour. Honorcs, Privileges ofrank
or birth

;
civilities paid.

HONORABLE, a. Honourable, illustrious, noble.

HONORABLEMENTE, ad. Honourably.
HONOR^R, va. (Ant.) V. Honrar.

HoNORARro, RIA, a. 1. Giving or conferring ho-

nour. 2. Bestowing honour without gain. Con-

scje.ro honoraria, Honorary counsellor, one
who has the rank and title of a counsellor
without receiving any pay.

HONOR^RIO, 57/1. Salary or stipend given to any
one for his labour.

HONORIFICAMENTE, ad. Honourably.
HONORIFICENCIA, 5/. The act of honouring or

doing honour.

HONORIFICO, CA, a. That which gives honour.

HONRA, sf. 1. Honour, reverence, respect. 2.

Reputation, celebrity, fame. 3. Chastity in

wbmen. 4. Favour conferred or received.

Honras, Funeral honours.

HONRADAMENTE, ad. Honourably, reputably,
with integrity,and exemption from reproach.

HONRADE/,S/. Honesty, probity, integrity, ex-
actness in the performance of engagements.

HoNRAoo, DA, a. 1. Honest, honourable, reputa-
tion. 2. Exact in the performance of engage-
ments. 3. (Iron.) Refined in point of roguery
and fraud.

HONRADOR, RA,5. Honourer, one that honours.

HONRAMIENTO, st. Act of honouring.

HqNRjiR, va. 1. To honour, to reverence, to re-

spect. 2. To cajole, to caress, to fondle. 3. To
dignify, to illustrate, to exalt. 4. To praise,
to applaud.

HONRILLA, sf. A false point of honour. For la

negra honrilla he omitido haccrlo, I have left

it undone from some little point of honour or

bashfulness.

HONROSAMENTE, ad. Honourably, honestly.

HONROSO, SA, a. 1. Honourable, decent, deco-

rous. 2. Just, equitable, honest. 3. Jealous of

one's honour.

HoNRtfoo, DA, a. Firm in maintaining one's

honour, and acting conformably to it.

HONTANAL, sm. Fountain, spring. Hontanales,
Feasts which the ancients held at fountains.

HONTANAR, STre. Place in which water rises,

source of springs and rivers.

HOPA, s/. A long cassock with sleeves.

HOPALANDA, sf. Tail or train of a go'.vn worn

by students. finals.

HOPE^R, vn. To wag the tail
; applied to ani-

HOPEO, sm. (Joe.) Volatile coxcomb.

HOPO, 5m. Tail with a tuft of hair, similar" to

that of a fox or squirrel. Scguir cl hopo, To
dog j to pursue closely. Volver el hopo, To
escape, to run away.

H6quE,sm. Treat given at the conclu:

bargain or contract, to celebrate its comple-
tion. V. Jllboroque.

HORA, sf. 1. Hour, a measure of time, v/hich

makes the twenty-fourth part ofa natural day.
2. Way made in an hour, a league. 3. Time
between twelve and one o'clock on the da}' of

the ascension, during which that mystery is

celebrated in Catholic churches. Hora ho-

rada, Hour passed over. A 1 buena hora, At
a seasonable time. A1 la hora, At the nick

of time ; then. En hora buena, It is well.

Por hora, Each hour. Por /tors,By instants.

pi. 1. Book of devotion, which contains

the office of the blessed Virgin, and other

devotions. 2. Canonical hours, the first, third,

sixth, and ninth.

HORA, ad. Now, at this time, at present.

HoRAcAR, va. (Ant.) V. Horadar.

HORAD^BLE, a. Capable of being pierced.

HORADACION, sf. Act of boring or piercing.

HORAD^DO, sm. Silkworm's pod bored through.

HORADAR, va. To bore or pierce from side to

side.

HORX.DO, 5m. 1. Hole bored from side to side.

2. Cavern, a hollow place
in the ground : a

grotto ;
niche or cavity in a wall.

HOR^MBRE, 5m. Hole in the cheeks of mills.

HORX.NO, NA, a. V. Hurano.

HOR^RIO, RIA, a. Horary; relating to an hour,

continuing for an hour.

HORCA, s/. 1. Gallows ;
a beam laid over two

posts, on which malefactors are hanged. Senor

de horca y euchillo, Lord of the manor, who
is invested both with the civil and criminal

jurisdiction within the circuit of his estate.

2. Sort ofyoke put on the neck ofdogs or hogs,
to prevent them from doing mischief; also

used in Galicia and Asturias to disgrace ser-

vants. 3. Fork with two wooden prongs, used
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by husbandmen for lifting up straw, corn,

hay, &c. 4. Rope of onions.

HoRcii)0, DA, a. Forked into different branches.

HORCADURA, sf. Fork of a tree, part where it

divides into two main branches.
HORCAJADAS (A') 6 A HORCAJADILLAS, d.d.

Astride on horseback. [thighs.

HORCAJADTJRA, sf. Fork formed by the two

HORCAJO, sm. Yoke or collar put on the neck
of mules, when employed in drawing.

HORCATE, sm. 1. A yoke or collar of a horse. 2.

Hame, that part to which the draft is attached.

HORCHATA, sf. A refreshing drink made of the

seeds of melons or pumpkins ; an emulsion
of melon seeds.

HORCO, sm. Rope of onions.

HORCON, sm. A forked pole, set upright, to

support the branches of fruit trees.

HORDA, sf. Horde, clan, tribe.

HORDIATE, sm. 1. Beverage of barley water.
2. Barley without awns or beard.

HORFANDAD, sf. Orphanage, state ofan orphan.
HORIZONTAL, a. Horizontal, parallel to the ho-

rizon
;
on a level.

HORI/PNTALMENTE, ad. Horizontally.
HORIZONTE, sm. Horizon, the line which termi-

nates the view ;
the largest circle of the

sphere, which divides it into two equal parts.

HORMA, sf. 1. Mould, model, in which any thing
is cast, formed, or modelled. . Horma de za~

patcro, Shoemaker's last. Hollar la horma de

su zapato, (Fain.) To meet o:io's wishes, to

accommodate or satisfy any one : (Iron.) To
meet with any one who understands his ar-

tifices, and can oppose his designs. 2. A dry
wall, built without lime or mortar.

HORMAZO, sm. 1. (Cord.) House and garden.
2. V. Tapia,

HoRMERO,sm. Last-maker. [Disease ofthe skin.

HORMIGA, sf. 1. Ant, pismire, or emmet. 2.

HoRMico, sm. 1. A sort of ragout, made of

pounded filberts, grated bread, and honey.
2. Coarse parts of flour, or ill-ground wheat.

HORMIGON, sm. A fine sort of plaster.

HORMIGOSO, SA, a. Relating to ants.

HORMIGUEAMIENTO Y HoRMIGUEO, Sm. Act of

itching or moving like ants.

HoRMiGUEAR,?m. 1. To itch, to feel that uneasi-

ness in the skin which is in some measure re-

moved by rubbing. 2. To run about like ants.

HORMIGUERO, sm. 1. Ant-hill. 2. (Met.) Mob,
moving multitude. a. Relating to the itch.

HORMIGUILLA, sf. 1. A small ant. 2. V. Hor-

miguillo. [with salt.

HORMIGUILLA.R. va. To mix grains of silver

HoRMiGufLLOjSw.l.Distemper which affects the

hoof of horses. 2. File of soldiers who pass
from hand to hand the materials for a work
to be raised. 3. (Mexico) Beverage made of

pounded biscuit, sugar, and spice, boiled to-

gether. 4, Mixture of salts with silver.

HORMII.LA, sf. 1. A small last. 2. Bit of wood,
bone, or ivory, of which buttons are formed,

by covering it with gold or silver twist ,silk,&c.

HORNABEQ.UE, sm. (Fort.) Hornwork, an out-

work, composed of a front and two demi-

bastions, joined by a curtain.

HORNACERO, sm. Person who watches crucibles

with silver and gold in the furnace.
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HORNACHO, sm. 1. Shaft of a mine. 2. Furnace
in which metal is melted for casting statues.

HORNACHUELA, sf. Hole made in a wall.

HORNADA, sf. Batch, the quantity of bread
baked at one time.

HORNAGE, sm. (Rioja) Money paid to a baker
for the baking of bread.

HORNAGUEAR, va. To open the ground in search
of pit-coals.

HORNAGUERA, sf. Pit-coal. V. Turla.

HORNAGUERO, RA, a. 1. Wide, spacious. 2.

Coally ; applied to ground containing coal*.

HORNAZA, sf. 1. A small furnace, used by gold
and silversmiths, and other founders, to melt
and cast metal. 2. A yellow glass, made of

red calcined antimony and tin, used by pot-
ters to varnish their earthenware.

HORNAZO, sm. 1. Cake made up with a batter

of eggs and butter. 2. Present given on Eas-

ter Sunday by the inhabitants of a village to

the clergyman who has preached the Lent-
sermons.

HORNEAR, va.To carry on the trade of a baker.

HORNERIA, sf. Trade of a baker.

HOUNERO, RA, s. Baker, one whose business is

to bake bread.

HORNIJA, sf. Brushwood burnt in an oven to

heat it for baking bread.

HGRNIJERO, sm. Person who supplies the oven
with fuel.

HORNILLA, sf. 1. Stew-hole, a small stove in a

kitchen-hearth on which any thing is put to

boil or stew. 2. Pigeon-hole, a hole made for

pigeons to make their nests and breed in.

HoRNiLLO,sm. 1. A small stove. 2. (Mil.) Cham-
ber of a mine. 3. (Mil.) Fougade, a small

mine dug under some work or fortification, in

order to blow it up, if the enemy should make
himself master of the work.

HORNO,SW. 1. Oven, an arched cavity for baking
bread, pastry, and meat. Homo de ladrillo.

Brick-kiln. 2. Lime-kiln. 3. Cavity, in which
bees lodge. Calcntarse el homo, (Met.) To
grow warm in conversation or argument

HOROMETRIA, sf. Horomctry, art of measuring
hours.

HORON, sm. (And.) Large round hamper or

frail.

HOROSCOPO, sm. Horoscope, the configuration
of the planets at the hour of birth.

HORQUETA, sf. dim. of Horcon; a little fork.

HORQUILLA, sf. 1. Forked stick, for hanging up
and taking down things from an elevated

place. 2. Disease which causes the hair of the

head to split. 3. Plant with which cloth is

dyed. Horquillas, (Naut.) Crotches, the

crooked timbers which are placed upon the

keel in the fore and hind part of a ship. Hor-

quillas delfondo, Fore crotches. Horquillas
dc sobre-pluro. Crotches of the riders, lior-

quillasde dar fucgo, Breaming forks.

HORRA, a. Among graziers, applied to females

not with young ; also to the head of cattle

given to herds to keep at the expense of their

owners. ^
HORRENDAMENTE, ad. Dreadfully.

HORRENDO, DA, a. 1. Vast, enormous, dreadful.

2. Extraordinary, uncommon.

HORREO, sm. A kind of granary built upon
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pilasters, to prevent rats and mice from in-

juring the grain.
HORRKRO, sm. One who has the care of a gra

nary ; store-keeper.
HORRIBILIDAD, sf. Horribleness, dreadfulness.

RinLE, a. Horrid, dreadful, hideous.

HORRIBLEMENTE, ad. Horribly.
HORRIDO Y HORRIFICO, CA, a. Horrid, vast,

enormous.

HORRIPILACION, sf. Horripilation, raising the

hair with fear.

HORRIPILATIVO,VA, a. Causing the hair to stand

an end with fear.

HoRRf SONO, NA, a. (Poet.) Horrisonous, sound-

ing dreadfully.

HORRO, RA, a. 1. Enfranchised, set at liberty
from slavery. 2. Free, disengaged. Ovejas
horras, Barren ewes.

HORROR, sm. 1. Horror, consternation, fright.
2. The cause of fright or astonishment.

HORRORIZAR, va. To cause horror, to terrify.
vr. To be terrified.

HORROROSAMENTE, ad. Horribly.

HORROROSO, SA, a. Very ugly ;
horrid.

HORRURA, sf. 1. Scoria, dross, recrement. 2.

Dreariness ofa thicket or close wood. 3. Filth,

dirt, obscenity. 4. (Ant.) Terror, horror.

HORTAX, sm. Kitchen garden, a garden in which
esculent plants are produced. V. Huerto.

HORTALIZA, sf. Garden stuff, all sorts of escu-
lent plants produced in a garden.

HORTATORIO, RIA, V. Exkortotorio.

HORTELANEA^R, w. To cultivate an orchard.

HORTELANO,NA, s. Gardener,one who cultivates

garden-ground ; gardener's wife. Hortelano,
(Orn.) Ortolan. Emberiza hortulana L.

HORTENSE, a. Hortensial, hortulan.

HORTERA, sf. I. A wooden bowl. 2. Nick-name
of shop-boys in Madrid.

Hosco, CA, a. 1. Dark brown, but little different

from black. 2. Sullen, gloomy. 3. Boastful,

ostentatious, vain-glorious, arrogant.
Hoscdso, SA, a. Crisp, rough.
HOSPEDABI.E, a. Hospitable, kind to strangers.
HOSPEDADO, DA, a. Applied to a house receiv-

ing guests.
HOSPEDAUOR, RA, if. One who kindly receives
and entertains guests and strangers.

HOSPED.AGE, sm. 1. Kind reception of guests
and strangers. 2. Inn, a house of entertain-

ment for travellers.

HOSPEDAMIENTO, srti. Reception of guests.
HOSPEDAR, va. To receive and entertain stran-

gers and travellers. vn. To complete the

college courses.

HospEDERf A, sf. A house kept at the expense
of communities and convents, for the recep-
tion and accommodation of travellers and

strangers. V. Hospedage.
HOSPEDERO, sm. 1. One who kindly receives

guests arid strangers. 2. Hospitaller, he whose
trade is to receive and accommodate travel-

lers and strangers. [house of charity.
HOSPICIA.NO, NA, s. Poor person who lives in a

Hospicio,5w. Hospitium, charitable institution,
house of charity. V. Hospedatrc y Hospederia.

HOSPITAL, a. Hospitable, affable.

HOSPITAL, 5/n. HOSPITAL, infirmary, a place
built for the reception of the sick or poor.

HOSPITALARIO, RIA, a. Applied to the religious
communities which keep hospitals.

HOSPITALERO, RA, 5. Person intrusted with the
care and direction of an hospital.

HOSPITALIDX.D, sf. Hospitality, the practice of

kindly entertaining travellers and strangers.
HOSPITAI.MENTE, ad.

Hospitably.
HOSQ.UILLO,LLA, a. Darkish, somewhat gloomy.
HOSTEL, sm. V. Hostcria.

HOSTALERO, 5m. Inn or tavern-keeper ; one who
keeps an inn or tavern for the reception and
accommodation of travellers and strangers.

HdsTE, 5m. 1. Enemy. 2. Host, army. Hoste

puto, Expression of repugnance, or aversion
from any thing disagreeable.

HOSTELA^GE, 5m. 1. V. Meson. 2. (Ant.) Pay
at an inn.

HOSTERIA, sf. Inn, tavern.

HOSTIA, sf. 1. Victim, sacrifice. 2. Host, the

sacrifice of the mass in the Romish church.

HOSTIARIO, 5m. Box, in which the bread is kept
that is to bo consecrated.

HOSTIERO, 5m. Person who prepares the host.

HOSTIGAMIENTO, sm. Chastisement, vexation.

HOSTIGA^R, va. l.To chastise, to punish. 2. To
vex, to trouble, to molest.

HOSTIGO, sm. 1. That part ofa wall which looks

towards the south. 2. The injurious dashing
of water against a wall.

HOSTIL, a. Hostile, adverse.

HOSTILIDAD, 5/. Hostility, opposition in war.

HOSTILIZ.XR, vn. To commence hostilities.

HOSTILMENTE, ad. Hostilely
HOTO, 5m. (Ant.) V. Confianza.

HOY, ad. 1. To-day, this present day. 2. The
present time, the time we live in. Hoy dia,

hoy en el dia, 6 hoy en dia, Now-a-days.
Hoy par hoy, This very day. De hoy en ade-

lante, 6 de hoy mas, Henceforward, in future.

Antes hoy que manana, Rather to-day than
to-morrow.

HOYA, sf. 1. Hole, cavity, pit. V. Sepultura. 2,

Excavation made for the purpose of preparing
charcoal. 3. (Naut.) A kind of scrubbing
broom for cleaning a ship's bottom. 4. Sock-
et of the eye, dimple in the cheek.

ovAoA, sf. The lowest part
of a field.

HOYX.NCO, 5771. Great cavity or hollow.

HOYO, sm. 1. Hole, pit,
excavation. 2. V. Se-

pultura. 3. Inequality of a superficies, une-

venness of a surface.

HOYOSO, SA, a. Pitted, full of holes.

HOYUEI.O, sm. 1. A little hole ; boy's play. 2.

Dimple in the chin or cheek.

Hoz, 5/. 1. Sickle, a reaping-hook, with which
corn is cut down. 2. Defile, ravin ;

a narrow

pass.

Hoz, ad. De hoz y de coz, Headlong.
HOZADERO, 5m. Place where hogs turn up the

ground.
HOZADURA, sf. Grubbing, the act of turning

up the ground as hogs do with their snouts.

HOZAR, va. To grub, to turn up the ground as

hogs do with their snouts.

Hu, ad. V. Donde. [built vessel.

HUCAR, 577t. (Naut.) Hooker, a kind of Dutch-

HUCIA, 5/. (Ant.) V. Confianza.
HtfCHA, 5/. 1. A large chest in which labouring

people are accustomed to keep their clothes,
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money, and other valuable articles. 2. Money-
box. 3. Money kept and saved in a money-box.

HUCHEAR, va. To hoot, to shout at in derision.

HUCHOHO, sm. Word used to call birds.

HUEBRA, sf. 1. Extent of ground which a yoke
of oxen can plough every day. 2. Pair of

mules with a boy hired or let out for a day's
work. 3. (Ar.) V. Barbecho.

HUEBRERO, sm. Boy who attends a pair ofmules

labouring by the day.

HuECA,5/. Notch at the small end of a spindle.

HUECO, CA,. 1. Hollow, empty, concave at the

inside. 2. Empty,vain,ostentatious. 3. Tumid,
resonant, inflated. Voz hueca, Sonorous and
hollow voice. 4. Soft, spongy ; applied to

ground, or to short wool fit only for carding.

HUECO, sm. 1. Notch or nick of a wheel, into

which the leaves of a pinion or the teeth of a

wheel hitch, and set it in motion. 2. Interval,

space oftime between the ceasing and recom-
mencement ofany thing. 3. Any vacant space
or aperture in a house or other building. V.
Muesca. 4. (Met.) Office or post vacant. 5.

Fill, the place between the shafts of a car-

riage. Huecos des las olas, (Naut.) Trough
of the sea

;
the hollow space between two

waves or billows which follow each other in

rapid succession.

HUEGO, sm. (Ant.) V. Fuego.
HUELFAGO 6 HUERFAGO, sm. Difficulty of

breathing in beasts and hawks or other birds.

HUELGA, sf. 1. Rest, repose ; relaxation from
work. 2.Recreation, merry-making. 3. Huelga
de la bala, (Art.) Windage of a piece of ord-

nance, being the difference between the dia-

meter of the bore and that of the ball.

HUELGO, 5m. 1. Breath, respiration. Tomar
huelgo, To breathe, to respire. 2. V. Holgura.

HUELLA, sf. 1. Track, footstep; the print of
the foot of a man or beast. 2. The horizontal

width of the steps of a staircase. 3. Act and
effect of treading or trampling. 4. Impres-
sion 'of a plate or other thing on paper.

HUELLO, 5m. 1. Ground, the floor or level of a

place. 2. Step, pace. 3. Lower part of an
animal's hoof. [hueco.

HuEQUEcfco, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim of

HUEQUECITO, sm. A small cavity or space.
HUERCO, 5m. (Ant.) Bier. V, Muerte.

HUERFANO, NA, 5. Orphan, a child who has lost

a father or mother, or both. Huerfano de

padre, Fatherless.

HUERGANO, 5m. V. Organo. [sickly

HUERO, RA, a. 1. Empty, addle. 2. Languid
HUERTA, sf. 1. Kitchen-garden where esculent

plants are produced. 2. (Mur. y Val.) Land
which can be irrigated.

HOERTO, 5m. Orchard or fruit-garden.

HUESA, 5/. Grave, sepulture.

HUESARRON, sm. Large grave, sepulchre.
HUESECILLO, co, TO, 57. A little bone.

HUESO, sm. } . Bone, the solid part of the body
of an animal. 2. Stone, the case which con-

tains the seeds and kernels of some fruit. 3

The part of a lime-stone which remains un-

Imrnt in the kiln. 4. Piece of ground of lit-

tle value and bad quality ;
a useless thing

5. Labour, toil. Hucfos, Teeth.

HiEsoso, SA, a. Bony, osseous.
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HUESPED, DA, s. 1. Guest, one entertained in

the house of another. 2. Host, he who enter-
tains others in his house. 3. Inn-keeper, ta-

vern-keeper. 4. Stranger. [Hosts, armies.

HuESTE,5/. Host, army in campaign. Huestes,
HUESTJDO, DA, a. Bony, having large bones.

HUEVA, sf. Egg or spawn of fishes.

HUEVAR, vn. To lay eggs. [egg.
HuEVEcfco, LLO, Y zuELO, sf. dim. A small

HuEVERA,5/. 1. Ovarium of birds. 2. Egg-stand.
HCEVERO, RA, 5. Dealer in

eg^gs.
HUEVO, 5m. 1. Egg, laid by feathered animals,
from which their young is produced. 2.

Spawn, sperm. 3. Hollow piece of wood used

by shoe-makers for shaping shoes. 4. Small
waxen vessel filled with scented drops. Hye-
vo de juanelo, Applied to any thing which

appears the most difficult to make, but when
tasted and known seems easy. A' huevo,
For a trifle, at a low price.

HUGONOTE.TA, 5. Hugonot,a French protestant.

HuiDA,5/. 1. Flight, escape. V. Fuga. Huidns,
Evasions, subterfuges. 2. Hole made to put
in or draw out any thing with facility.

HUIDERO, 5m. 1. (Caza) Place of retreat, whi-

ther game retires. 2. Labourer in quicksilver

mines, who opens the holes in which the

beams or supporters of the mine are introduc-

HUIDIZO, ZA,O. Fugitive, flying, [ed and fixed.

HUIR, vn. 1. To fly, to escape. 2. To slip away,
to pass. 3. To shun, to avoid doing a bad

thing. vr. To run away, to escape. Huir el

cuerpo, To avoid or decline.

HuLAuo, NA, 5. (Ant.) V. Fulano. [gum.
HULE, 5m. 1. Oil-cloth, oil-skin. 2. Elastic

HtfLLA, 5/. Pit-coal.

HuMA"DA,5/. V. Ahumada.
HUMANAMENTE, ad. Humanely, kindly. It is

also used to denote the impossibility of doing

any thing, as, Eso humanamente no se puede
haccr, That cannot possibly be done.

HUMANJLR, va. (Poet.) To transform or convert

into man. vr. 1. To become man ; applied
to the Son of God. 2. To become humane,
to be humbled, to grow familiar.

HcMANinln, sf. 1. Humanity, the nature of

man. 2. Corpulence, bulkiness of body, flesh-

iness. 3. Propensity for carnal pleasures. 4.

Human weakness. 5. Benevolence, tender-

ness. 6. Philology, grammatical studies.

HUMANISTA, 5m. Humanist, philologer, gram-
marian.

HUMANIZ^RSE, vr. V. Humanarse.

HUM^NO, NA, a. I. Humu.n, belonging or pecu-
liar to man. 2. Humane, kind, benevolent.

HUMARA"ZO, 5m. V. Humazo.

HUMAREDA, 5/. 1. A great deal of smoke. 2.

Confusion, perplexity.

HUMAZGA, sf. Hearth-money, tax paid on fire-

places.
HUM! zo, sm. 1. Smoke ;

fume proceeding from

burning paper which is doubled and twisted.

2. Humazo de narices, (Met.) Displeasure,

disdain, vexation.

HUMEA"R, vn. I. To smoke, to emit smoke
;
to

exhale. 2. To inflame ; applied to the pas-
sions. 3. To be kindled or stirred up ; appli-
ed to disturbances or quarrels.

HVMECTACIOJT, sf. Humectation.
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a. Moistening.
HUMECTR, va. To moisten, to humectate.

HuMECTArfvo, VA, a. Causing moisture.

Hr.MEnAo, sf. Humidity, moisture.

HuMED.4.L, sm. Humid soil, a marsh.

HUMEDECER, va. To moisten, to wet, to soak,
to steep. [damp

HthiEDO, DA ; v HTJMIDO, DA, a. Moist, wet,

HUMERO, 5m. Tunnel, funnel, the shaft of a

chimney ;
the passage for the smoke.

HUMILDAD, sf. I . Humility ,
freedom from pride

2. Meanness, lowness of mind or birth ; sub-

mission. Humildad de garabato, Feigned

humility.

HUMILDE, a. 1. Humble, modest, -submissive.

2. Low, not tall. 3. Ignobly born, meanly
extracted.

HuMiLDEMfNTE, ad. Humbly.
HUMILLACION, 5/. 1. Humiliation, submission,

obsequiousness. 2. Self-contempt.
HUMILLADERO, 5m. Oratory, a private place

devoted and allotted for prayers.

HUMILLADOR, RA, 5. Humiliator.

HUMILL^R, va. 1. To humble, to lower. 2. To

bring down from loftiness and pride. vr. To
become humble, to resign one's authority.

HUMILLO, 5m. 1. A little pride. 2. A little va-

pour. 3. Disease of sucking pigs.

Htwo, sm. 1. Smoke, the visible effluvium or

sooty exhalation from any thing burning. 2.

Vapour,steam. 3.Thin,clear,black silk stuff.

pi. 1. Families or houses in a town or village.
2. (Met.) Vanity, haughtiness, presumption.

HUMOR, 5m. 1. Humour, moisture. 2. Effect,
occasioned by some predominant humour. 3.

General turn or temper of mind. 4. Good
nature, pleasant disposition. 5. Grotesque
imagery, jocularity.

HUMORA*.DA, sf. 1. Graceful sprightliness. 2. A
witty saying.

HUMORADO, DA, a. I. Full of humours. 2. Well
or ill-disposed.

HUMORAL, a. Humoral.

HUMORA^ZO, sm. aum. of Humor.

HUMOROSIDA^D, sf. Copiousness of humours.

HUMOROSO, SA, a. Humorous.

HUMOSO, SA, a. Smoky ; vapoury.
HUNDIBLE, a. Fusible, capable of submersion

or destruction.

HusDiMiENTo, sm. Submersion, immersion, the
act of sinking.

HUNDIR,TI. 1. To submerge, to immerge. 2. To
crush, to overwhelm, to beat down. 3. To re-

fute, to confound ; to destroy, to ruin. vr.

To sink
;

to hide, to abscond ; to have dis-

sensions and quarrels.

HtfRA,5/. 1. Furuncle, any angry pustule. 2.

A wild boar's head.

HuRACAN,57. HURRICANE, a violent storm.

HURA'CO, 5m. Hole. V. Agujero.
HuRANAME.\TE,arf.l. Wildly, in a savage and in-

tractable manner. 2. Diffidently, disdainfully.

HURANERIA, 5/. 1. Slihiess, diffidence, mistrust.
2. Disdain, contempt.

HURANIA, sf. Stubbornness, aversion to deal
with the world.

, SA, a. 1. Shy, diffident ; intractable.
2. Disdainful.

HURCION, sf. V. Infurcion.
HCRGAMANDERA, 5/. (Cant.) Prostitute.

HURG^R, va. I. To stir, to move with a stick
or iron. 2. To stir up disturbances, to excite

quarrels.

HURGON, sm. 1. Poker, an iron bar for stirring
the fire. 2. Thrust in fencing.

HURGONA\DA, sf. V. Estocada.

HuRGONAzo, 5m. A violent thrust.

HURGONE^R, va. 1. To stir the fire with a poker.
2. To make a thrust in fencing.

HURGONERO, 5m. Poker. V. Hurgon.
HuRdN, SA, 5. 1. Ferret. Mustek furo L. 2.

One who pries into others' secrets. 3. V.
Hurano.

HURONE^R, va. 1. To ferret, to hunt, with a
ferret. 2. To hunt another in his privacies.

HURONERA, 5/. 1. Ferret-hole. 2. Lurking-place
where a person conceals himself.

HURONERO, 5m. Ferret-keeper.
HuRRXcA, 5/. (Orn.) Magpie. Corvus pica L.

HtJRTA AGUA, sf. V. Regadera. A1 Hurta -car-

del, Spinning a top in the palm of the hand :

(Met.) Suddenly, insidiously, unexpectedly.
A1 Hurtas. V. A 1 Hurtadillas. Hurta-ropa,
A boy's play.

HURTA.BLE, a. Capable of being stolen.

HURTADILLAS (A
x

) y A HURT^DAS, ad. By
stealth, privately, in a hidden manner.

HURTADINEROS, 57/1. (Ar.) V. Mcancia.

HURTADOR, RA, 5. Robber, thief.

HURTA"R, va. 1. To steal, to rob. 2. To cheat in

weight or measure. 3. To wrest a piece of

ground from the sea or rivers. 4. To separate,
to part. Hurtar el cuerpo, To flee, to avoid

any difficulty. 5. To commit plagiary. vr.

To remove or withdraw ;
to abscond.

HURTAROPA, 5/. Boy's play.

HtfRTo, 5m. 1. Theft, robbery. 2. The thing
stolen. 3. In mines, passage between the

principal apartments. A1

hurto, By stealth.

HusADA, 5/. A spindleful of thread or worsted.

Hus.iNo, sm. A large spindle.

HusAR, 5m. Hussar, Hungarian soldier.

HUSILLERO, 5m. One who attends the spindle
in oil-mills.

HUSILLO, sm. Spindle, a hollow cylinder run-

ning round in a spiral nut
;
a screwpin. Hu-

sillos, Drains, small channels for draining
fens.

HUSITA, 5?tt. A follower of John Huss.

HUSMEADOR, RA, 5. Scenter, smeller.

HUSMEADORCILLO, LLA, s. dim. Little smeller.

HUSMEA^R, va. 1. To scent, to find out by smell-

ing. 2. To guess, to suspect. vn. To stink ;

applied to flesh.

HTJSMO, sm. Smell of meat which is somewhat
tainted. Estar al husmo, To be upon the

scent ; to watch a favourable opportunity
for obtaining one's end. Andar a la husma,
To search and conjecture.

Htjso, sm. Spindle, the pin by which the thread

is formed, and on which it is wound.

HtjTA,s/. HUT, kind of shed in which huntsmen

hide, in order to start their dogs at the chase,

HUSON, sm. (let.) Sturgeon. Acipenser huso L^

HUTIA, 5m.. Indian rat.

HY, ad. (Ant.) V. Hi.
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IDE IGN

THE Latin vowel i greatly differs from th

consonant j, in point of pronunciation, th

latter being a guttural letter, pronounced i

the throat, like the English h strongly asp
rated, as in help. Formerly much confusio

prevailed with regard to the use of the Lati
i and y. This has been removed by the rule

laid down in the Orthography of the Spanis
Academy. In all cases wnere the i serve

as a conjunction, it is now superseded by y
and where the latter is a vowel, as in lyra
it must yield to i, notwithstanding the ety
mon of the word, and be written lira, pira
&c. / in Spanish is sounded like the Englis"

long e in even..

iBERfco, IBERIO, IBERO, A, a. Native of Iberia

PBICE, sm. Ibex, kind of goat. Capra ibex L.

FBIS, sf. (Orn.) Ibis, a kind of bird. Tantalus L
IcAco, sm. (Bot.) Kind of small plum whic

grows in the Antillas.

ICNEUMON, sm. Ichneumon, a small animal.

ICNOGRAFIA, sf. Ichnography, ground plan,
delineation of the length, breadth, angles
and lines, of a fortification or building.

ICNOGRAFICO, CA, a. Ichnographical.
ICONOLOGIA, sf. Iconology, representation bj

figures.
ICONOCLASTA Y IcoNOMAco, sm. Iconoclast

image-breaker, heretic who denies the wor

ship due to the holy images.
POOR Y ICOROIDE, s. Gleet, ichor, a thin watery
humour from a sore.

ICOROSO, SA, a. Ichorous
;
serous.

IcTERfciA, sf. Jaundice, a disease of the liver

which makes the patient look yellow.
IcTERiciAoo, DA ; IcTERico, CA, a. Icterical

belonging to the jaundice.
ICTIOFAGO, GA, a. Fish-eating, relating to the

ichthyophagists.
ICTIOLOGIA, sf. Ichthyology, the science of the

nature offish.

FDA, sf. 1. Departure, act of going from one

place to another. 2. (Met.) Impetuosity ; rash,
inconsiderate or violent proceeding ; sally. 3
Act of driving a ball out of the truck-table. 4
Mark or impression of the foot of game on
the ground. Ida del humo, Departure never
to return. I'das, Frequent visits. Darse dos
Idas y venidas, To talk a matter over very
briefly, to transact business expeditiously.
En dos idns y venidas, Briefly, promptly.

IDE, sm. (let.) Kind of Carp, a fresh-water
fish. Cyprinus idus L.

IDEA, sf. 1. Idea, a mental image. 2. Thread of

a discourse. 3. Design, intention
; model, ex-

ample. 4. Genius, talent ; extravagant no-

tion, conceit. 5. (Bot.) Butcher's broom.

IDE^L, a. Ideal, mental, intellectual
; not physi-

IDEALMENTE, ad. Ideally, intellectually, [cal.

IDEAR, va. 1. To form or conceive an idea. 2.

To discuss a subject on vain futile grounds ;

to indulge in vain or airy conceptions.

I'DEM, pron. (Lat.) Item, the same.

IDENTICAMENTE, ad. Identically.

IDENTICO, CA, a. Identic, the same, implying
the same thing

IDENTIDAD, sf. Identity, sameness; opposite
to diversity.

IDENTIFICAR, va. To identify ; to ascertain the
sameness of two objects.

PDEO, EA, a. (Po6t.) Belonging to mount Ida.

IDIOMA, sm. 1. Idiom, the language peculiar to
a nation or country. 2. Mode ot speaking pe-
culiar to a dialect or language. 3. Sounds
with which brutes express their wants or
sensations.

loippATfA, sf. Idiopathy, a disease peculiar to
some particular part of the body.

IDIOTA, sm. Idiot, fool, an ignorant person.
IDIOTEZ, sf. Idiotism, silliness, ignorance.
IDIOT! sino,sm. 1. Idiotism, peculiarity of expres-

sion. 2. Folly, natural imbecility of mind.

Ii)OLATRA,sm. 1. Idolater, a worshipper of idols.

2. One who idolizes a woman, or loves her
with excessive fondness.

IDOLATR.AR, va. 1. To worship idols. 2. To
idolize, to love with excessive fondness.

IDOLATR!A, sf. 1. Idolatry,the worship ofimages
or idols. 2. Inordinate love,excessive fondness.

IDOLATRICO, CA, a. Idolatrous.

[DOLILLO, co, TO, sm. 1. A little idol. 2. Dar-

ling, favourite, the object of fondness.

IDOLISMO, sm. Idolatry. V. Idolatria.

DOLO, sm. 1. Idol, an image worshipped as

God. 2. One loved or honoured to adoration.

^DONEIDAD, sf. Aptitude, fitness, capacity
'DONEO, NEA, a. Idoneous, fit, convenient.

'DUS, sm. Ides, one of the three parts into

which the Romans divided the month.

DY'I.IO, sm. (Poet.) Idyl, a short poem.
GT.ESIA, sf. 1. Church, the collective body of
Christians. 2. Body of Christians adhering to

some particular form of worship. ,.. Place
which Christians consecrate to the worship of
God. 4. Temple, place either of Christian or

Heathen worship.S.Ecclesiastical state; chap-
ter ; diocese. Hombre de iglesia, An eccle-

siastic. 6. Right of impunity enjoyed in

churches. Iglesiafria, Church where a male-

factor does not enjoy protection against tho

laws of his country. Iglesia me llama, Tho
church calls me, expression of delinquents
when they do not wish to tell their name,
but seek the immunity of the church, [ed.

GNARO, RA, a. Ignorant, unlearned, uninstruct-

GNAVIA, sf. Idleness, laziness, carelessness.

GNEO, EA, a. Igneous, fiery.
GNICION, sf. Ignition, the act of kindling or

setting on fire.

GNfFERO, RA ,
o. Igniferous, containing or emit-

ting fire.

GNICOLA, s. Fire-worshipper.
GNIPOTENTE, a. (Poet.) Ignipotent, powerful
over fire.

N|TO, TA, a. Ignited, inflamed, red-hot.

GNIVOMO, MA, a. Ignivomous, vomiting fire.

GNOBLE, a. V. Innoble. [grace.

GNOMINIA, sf. Ignominy, infamy, public dis-

IGNOMINIOSAMENTE, ad. Ignominiously.
IGNOMINIOSO, SA, a. Ignominious.
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IGNORANTE, a. Ignorant, unlearned, stupid.

IGNORANTEMENTE, ad. Ignorantly.
IGNORANTO.V, NA, a. aum. Grossly ignorant.

IGNORAR, va. To be ignorant of, not to know.

IG.NOTO, TA, a. Unknown.
IGUAL, a. 1. Equal, similar. 2. Level, even, flat

3. Like, resembling. 4. Constant, firm, deter-

mined, consistent. En igual de, Instead of

in lieu of. Al igual, Equally. For un igual

Equally, with equality.
IGUALA, sf. 1. Agreement, convention, stipula-

tion, contract. 2. Level, an instrument where-

by masons adjust their work. 3. Gratification

given by farmers to their day-labourers, over

and above their usual wages. A 1 la iguala

Equally.
IGUALACION, sf. 1. Equalization, the act of

equalizing or making equal. 2. Counter-gage
scarf. 3. (Algebra) Equation, an expression
of the same quantity in two dissimilar terms,
but of equal value.

IGUALADO, o A, pp. Equalled. Dexar 6 uno igu-
alada, (Vulg.) To give one a severe drubbin

IGUAL ADOR, RA, s. 1. Equalizer, leveller.

Harrower, one who makes ploughed ground
even and level with a harrow.

IouALAMiENTo,s7/i. Equalizing, actof equalling.
IGUALAR, va. 1. To equalize, to make equal. 2.

To judge without any partiality, to hold in

equal estimation. 3. To level the ground, to

make even. Igualar las mercadenas, To put
a fair price upon merchandise. rr. 1. To
place one's self upon a level with others. 2.

To agres, to adjust differences. 3. To settle

by mutual agreement the amount of wages
or any other kind of pay. Igualar la sangre,
To bleed a second time

; (Met.) To give a
second blow to one.

IGUALDA*D, sf. 1. Equality, similitude. 2.Even-
ness of mind ; constancy, uniformity.

IGUALMENTE, ad. Equally.
IGUANA, sf. Guana, a kind of lizard, a native

of America. Lacerta iguana L.

IGUARIAS, sf. pi. Viands dressed and served up.

IJADA, sf. 1. Flank, that part of the side of a

quadruped near the hinder thigh. 2. The
fleshy part of the side of a pig, without bones.
3. Pain in the side, cholic. Tener su ijada,

(Met.) To have a weak side.

IJADEAR, vn. To pant, to palpitate.

IJAK, sin. Flank of an animal. Caballo de po-
cos ijarcs, A light flanked horse.

ILACION, sf. Inference
; conclusion drawn from

previous arguments.
ILAPSO, sm. 1. A gradual gentle fall. 2. Hea-

venly influence. [tion.

ILECKBUA, sf. Allurement, enticement, tempta-
ILEGAL, a. illegal, unlawful, contrary to law.

ILEGALIOAD, sf. Illegality, contrariety to law.

ILEGALMENTE, ad. Illegally.

ILEGIBLE, a. Illegible, what cannot be read.

ILEGITIMAMENTE, ad Illegitimately.
ILKGITIMAR. ?. To deprive of legitimacy.
ILEGITIMIUAD, sf. Illegitimacy.

ILEGITIMO, MA, a. 1. Illegal, contrary to law. 2.

Illegitimate, unlawfully begotten.
ILF.OX^O ILJO.V, sm. Colon, the largest and

widest of all the intestines.

ILESO, SA, a. Unhurt, free from damage.
52

ILIBATO, TA, a. Sound, entire, gafo, un-

ILIBERAL, a. (Ant.) Illiberal. [touched.
ILICITAMENTE, ad.

Illicitly.

ILICITO, TA, a. Illicit, unlawful.

ILIMITADO, DA, a. Unlimited, boundless.

ILIQ.UIDO, DA, a. Unliquidated ; applied to ac-

counts or debts.

ILITKRATO, a. Illiterate, unlearned.

ILUDIR, va. V. Barlar.

ILUMINACION, sf. 1. Illumination, the actof sup-

plying with light. 2. Festive lights, hung out
as a token of joy. 3. Infusion of intellectual

light, knowledge, or grace.
ILUMINADOR, sm. Illuminator, one who illu-

mines ; one who adorns with colours.

ILUMINAR, va. 1. To illumine or illuminate', to

supply with light. 2. To adorn with festive

lamps. 3. To enlighten intellectually, to in-

fuse knowledge or grace. 4. To give light
and shade to a piece of painting ; to colour,
to illumine books. 5. To render transparent

ILUMINATIVO, VA, a. Illuminative.

ILUSION, sf. 1. Illusion, false show, counterfeit

appearance. 2. A sort of smart and lively
iLusf vo, VA, . Delusive, false, deceitful, [irony
luJso, SA, a. Deluded, deceived, ridiculed.

ILUSORIO, RIA, a. 1. Delusive, deceitful, having
a counterfeit appearance. 2. (For.) Null,
void of effect ; of no value.

ILUSTRACIOX, sf. I. Illustration, brightness,
splendour. 2. Revelation, divine inspiration
3. Explanation, elucidation.

ILUSTRADOR, RA, s. Illustrator.

ILUSTRAR, va. 1. To illustrate, to clear up. 2
To inspire, to infuse supernatural light. 3.

To aggrandize, to ennoble, to illustrate.

ILIJSTRE, a. Illustrious, magnificent, noble
;
ce-

ILUSTREMENTE, ad. Illustriously. [lebrated.
ImsTRf SIMO, MA, a. Appellation ofhonour given

to prelates, <fec. in Spain, when thev are ad-

dressed either in writing ojr conversation.

IMADAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Sliding planks used in

the launching of ships.

IMAGEN, sf. 1. Image, figure, representation,
statue, effigy. 2. (Ret.) Picture or lively de-

scription.

IMAGENCICA, LLA, r\,sf. dim. A little image.
IMAGINABLE, a. Imaginable.
IMAGINACION, sf. 1. Imagination, fancy ; the

power of forming ideal pictures. 2. Concep-
tion, image of the mind. 3. Falsa or errone-
ous idea.

IMAGIN.AR, va. 1. To imagine, to fancy, to paint
in the mind. 2. To form erroneous supposi-
tions. 3. To adorn with images.

[MAGINARIA, sf. (Mil.) Reserve guard, corps
ready to assist the actual guards.

[IWAGINARIAMENTE, ad. In a visionary manner.

[MAGINARIO, RIA, a. IMAGINARY, that which

may be conceived. 2. Fancied, visionary,

existing only in the imagination. sm. Paint-

er or sculptor of images.
lAGiNATiv-A, sf. Imagination, fancy.

[MAGINATIVO, VA, a. Imaginative, fantastic, full

of imagination.
[MAGINERIA, sf. Imagery, an embroidery repre-

senting flowers, birds, or fishes.

IMAN, sm. 1. Loadstone, a hard and solid stone

which attracts iron. 2. Charm, attraction.
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IMANTAR, va. To touch the mariner's compass
needle with a loadstone, to give it a direction

north and south.

IMBEATO, TA, a. Unfortunate, unhappy.
IMBECIL, a. Weak, feeble, fty,want ofstrength
IMBECILIDAD, sf. Imbecility, weakness, debili

IMBELE, a. Feeble, weak.

IMBIBICION, sf. Imbibition.

IMBIERNO, sm. Winter. V. Inmerno.

IMBORNAL, sm. (Naut.) Scupper-hole. Imbor-

nal de bomba, Pump scupper-hole, Imbor
nales de varengas, Limber-holes. Imbornales
de la caza de agua, Scuppers of the manger.

IMBRICADO, DA, a. Applied to shells that are

waved.

IMBUIR, va. To imbue, to admit into the mind
to infuse into the mind, to instruct. [sack

IMBURSACION, sf. (Ar.) Act of putting into a

IMBURSAR, va. (Ar.) To put into a sack or bag
IMITABLE, a. Imitable.

IMITACION, sf. Imitation, the act of copying ;

attempt to resemble. A' imitation, After the

example, in imitation of.

IMITADOR, RA, s. Imitator. [to resemble

IMITAR, va. To imitate', to copy, to endeavour

IMJTATORIO, RIA, . Imitative.

IMPACIENCI A, sf. 1. Impatience, inability to suf-

fer pain ; rage under suffering. 2. Vehe-
.

mence of temper, heat of passion.

IMPACIENTAR, va. To vex, to irritate, to make
one lose all patience. vr. To become impa-
tient, to lose all patience.

IMPACIENTE, a. Impatient.
IMPACIENTEMENTE, ad. Impatiently.

IMPACTO, TA, a. Impacted, thrust into, packed
tight. [ed by the touch.

IMPALPABLE, a. Impalpable, not to be perceiv-

IMPAK, a. 1. Unequal, dissimilar. 2. Uneven,
not divisible into equal numbers.

IMPARCIA.L, a. 1. Impartial, equitable, free from

regard of party. 2. Retired or withdrawn
from all society and intercourse with others.

IMPARCIALIDAD, sf. Impartiality.

IMPARTIBLE, a. 1. Indivisible, what cannot be

divided or separated. 2. Communicable, what
can be bestowed or conferred.

IMPARTIR, va. 1. To demand or require assist-

ance
; chiefly applied to courts ofjudicature,

which demand one another's assistance for

the effectual administration of justice. 2. To
grant, to impart.

IMPASIBILIDAD, sf. Impassibility, exemption
from the agency of external causes

; exemp-
tion from sensibility of pain.

IMPASIBLE, a. 1. Impassible, incapable of suffer-

ing. 2. Exempt from external impression, in-

sensible of pain.

IMPAVIDAMENTE, ad. Intrepidly, undauntedly.

IMPAVIDEZ, sf. Intrepidity, courage, boldness.

IMPAVIDO, DA, a. Dauntless, intrepid.

IMPECABILIDAD, sf. Impeccability.
IMPECABLE, a. Impeccable, exempt from possi-

bility of sin.

IMPEDIDO, DA, a. Incapable of making
use of

one's limbs
; having lost the use of the limbs.

IMPEDIDOR, RA, s. Obstructor, what impedes.

IMPEDIMENTO, sm. Impediment, obstacle.

Lut'KDiR, va. To impede, to hinder, to obstruct,
to prevent, to suspend.
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iMPEDirfvo, VA, a. Impeding, hindering.
IMPELER, va. 1. To impel, to give an impulse.

2. To incite, to stimulate.

IMPENETRABILIDAD, sf. Impenetrability.

IMPENETRABLE, a. 1. Impenetrable, what can-
not be pierced or penetrated. 2. Incompre-
hensible, not to be conceived by the mind.

IMPENITENCIA, sf. Impenitence, want of peni-
tence.

IMPENITENTE, a. Impenitent, obdurate.

IMPENSADAMENTE, ad. Unexpectedly.
IMPENSADO, DA, a. Unexpected, unforeseen, not

thought of. [star.

IMPERANTE, a. (Astrol.) Ruling ; applied to a

IMPERAR, vn. To command, to reign. va. To
command a person, to direct his actions.

IMPERATIVAMENTE, ad. Imperatively.
IMPERATIVO, VA, a. Imperative, commanding,

expressive of command ; a mode in grammar.
IMPERATORIA,.S/. (Bot.) Masterwort. Impera-

toria ostruthium L.

IMPERATORIO, RIA, a. 1. Imperial, royal; be-

longing to an emperor or monarch. 2. Emi-

nent, possessed of superior qualities.

IMPERCEPTIBLE, a. IMPERCEPTIBLE.

IMPERCEPTIBLEMENTE, ad. Imperceptibly.
IMPERDIBLE, a. Imperdible, not to be lost or

destroyed. [failure.

IMPERFECCION, sf. Imperfection, fault, slight

IMPERFECTAMENTE, ad. Imperfectly.
IMPERFECTO, TA, a. Imperfect, not complete.
IMPERIAL, sm. 1. Roofof a coach or carriage. 2.

(Naut.) Poop-royal, a platform which serves

as a covering of the poop-gallery of a ship.

IMPERIAL, a. Imperial. Polvos imperiales,
Powder of peculiar efficacy.

PERfciA, sj. Unskilfulness, want of know-

ledge or experience.
IMPERIO, sm. 1. Empire, dominion, command.

2. Dignity of an emperor. 3. Empire, the

dominions or possessions of an emperor. 4.

Kind of linen made in Germany. Mto 6

baxo imperio, Upper or lower empire.
[MPERIOSAMENTE, ad. Imperiously.
[MPERIOSO, SA, a. 1. Imperious, commanding, ar-

rogant, haughty. 2. Powerful, overbearing.

[MPERITAMENTE, ad. Unskilfully, ignorantly.

[MPERITO, TA, a. Unlearned, unskilled ; defi-

cient in the practical knowledge of arts and
sciences.

[MPERMEABILIDAD, sf. Impermeability.
IMPERMEABLE, a. Impermeable, that which is

not permeable, or cannot be passed through.
MPERMUTABLE, a. Immutable. [table.

[MPERSCRUTABLE, a. Inscrutable. V. Incsc.ru-

[MPERSONAL, a. 1. Impersonal, not varied ac-

cording to the persons ; applied to verbs. 2.

Mode of speaking impersonally. En 6 por
impersorial, Impersonally.

MPERsoNAi-MENTE,arf. Impersonally, according
to the manner of an impersonal verb.

MPERSUASIBLE, . Imporsuasiblo, not to be

moved by persuasion. [dauntless.

[MPERTERRITO, TA, a. Intrepid, unterrified,

IMPERTINENCES/. 1. Impertinence or IMPER-

TINESCV, folly, rambling thought, foolish ac-

tion. 2. Peevishness, fretful disposition. 3

Troublesomeness, intrusion. 4. Minute ac-

curacy in the performance of a thing.
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IMPERTIN^NTE, a. 1. Impertinent, intrusive,

importunate. 2. Of no relation to the matter

in hand, of no weight. 3. Peevish, fretful.

IMPERTINENTEMENTE, ad. Impertinently.
IMPERTURBABLE, a. Imperturbable, free from

perturbation, not to be disturbed.

IMPERVIO, VIA, a. Impervious, impassable, im-

penetrable.
IMPETRA, sf. 1. Diploma, license, permission. 2.

Bull by which dubious benefices are granted,
with a proviso of the incumbent removing or

clearing up the doubts at his own expense.
IMPETRACION, sf. Impetration, the act ofobtain-

ing by prayer or entreaty. [treaty.

IMPETRAUOR, RA, s. One who obtains by en-

IMPETRAR, va. To obtain by entreaty.
PMPETU ElMPETO,sm. 1. Impetus, a violent ten-

dency to any point ;
a violent effort. 2. Im-

petuosity, violence or vehemence of passion.
IMPETUOSAMENTE, ad. Impetuously.
IMPETUOSIDAD, sf. Impetuosity, vehemence.

IMPETUOSO, SA, a. 1. Impetuous, violent, forci-

ble, fierce. 2. Vehement, passionate.

IMPIA, sf. (Bot.) A kind of rosemary.
IMPIAMENTE, ad. Impiously.
IMPIEDAD, sf. 1. Impiety, irreverence to the

Supreme Being ; contempt of the duties of

religion. 2. Wickedness, cruelty.

IMPIGERO, RA, a. Active, prompt, lively.

IMPIO, PIA, a. Impious, irreligious, wicked.

IMPIREO, REA, a. Empyreal. V. Empireo.
I'MPLA, sf. (Ant.) Woman's veil.

IMPLACABLE, a. Implacable, not to be pacified;
inexorable ; constant in enmity.

IMPLACABLEMENTE, ad. Implacably.
IMPLATICABLE, a. 1. Impracticable, not to be

performed ; unfeasible. 2. Intractable, un-

manageable, [contradiction.
IMPLICACION E IMPLICAKCIA, sf. Implication ;

IMPLICAR, vn. To oppose, to contradict one an-

other
; applied to terms and propositions.

va. To implicate, to involve.

IMPLICITAMENTE, ad. Implicitly.

IMPLICITO, TA, a. Implicit, inferred ; tacitly

comprised, not expressed. [ing.

IMPLORACION, sf. Entreaty, the act of implor-
IMPLORAR, va. 1. To implore, to call upon in

supplication, to solicit. 2. To ask, to beg.
IMPH^MF., a. Unfeathered, naked of feathers.

IMPOLITICO, CA, a. Impolitic, rude, uncivil.

IMPOL^TO, TA, . Unpolluted, pure, free from

stain, clean.

IMPONDERABLE, a. Inexpressible, unutterable.

IMPONEDOR, sm. He who imposes or charges.
IMPONER, va. 1. To impose, to lay on as a bur-

then or penalty. 2. To charge upon or impute
falsely. 3. To advise, to give notice. 4. To ob-

trude fallaciously, to impose upon. 5. (Impr.)
To arrange pages of types for the press, [ed.

IMPORTABLE, o. Unsup portable, not to be endur-

IMPORTANCIA, sf. 1. Importance, consequence,
moment. 2. Respectable character, worthi-
ness of regard, claim to respect.

IMPORTANTE, a. Important, momentous, of

great consequence.
IMPORTANTEMENTE, ad. Importantly, usefully.

IMPORTAR, v imp. 1 . To be important or conveni-
ent. 2. To import, to imply, to infer. 3. To
amount to. 4. (Ant.) To occasion, to cause.

IMPORTE, sm. IMPORT, value. [licitation

iMpORTUNAcrd.v, sf. Importunity, incessant so-

IMPORTUNADAMENTE, ad. Importunately.
IMPORTCNADO, DA, a. Importunate.
IMPORTUNAMENTK, ad. 1. Importunely, with im-

portunity. 2. Unseasonably, out of time.

IMPORTUNAR, va. 1. To importune, to disturb

by reiteration of the same request. 2. To
vex, to molest, to harass.

IMPORTUNIDAD, sf. Importunity.
IMPORTING, NA, a. 1. Importunate, unseasona-

ble. 2. IMPORTUNE, troublesome, vexatious.

IMPOSIBILIDAD, sf. 1. Impossibility, impractica-
bility ; the state of not being feasible. 2.

That which cannot be done. [eible.

IMPOSIBILITAR, va. To disable, to render impos-
IMPOSIBLE, a. Impossible, impracticable, unfea-

sible. Los imposilleSj A kind of Spanish
dance. Imposible de toda imposibttidad,
(Fam.) Altogether impossible.

IMPOSIBLEMENTE, ad. Impossibly.
IMPOSICION, sf. 1. Imposition, the act of laying
any thing on another. 2. Injunction of any
thing as a law or duty. 3. Charge or duty
imposed. 4. (Impr.) Arrangement of pages
for the press.

IMPOSTA, sf. (Arq.) Imposts, that part of a pil-
lar in vaults and arches on which the weight
of the whole building lies.

IMPOSTOR, RA, s. Impostor, one who cheats by
a fictitious character.

IMPOST^RA, sf. 1. A false imputation or charge.
2. Imposture, fiction, deceit.

IMPOTENCIA, sf. 1. Impotence or impoteney ;

want of power, inability, weakness. 2. Impo-
tence, incapacity of propagation.

IMPOTENTE, a. 1. Impotent, disabled from per-

forming a thing. 2. Without power of pro-

pagation.
IMPRACTICABLE, a. 1. Impracticable, impossi-

ble, unfeasible. 2. Impassable ; applied to

roads. [by which any evil is wished.

IMPRECACION, sf. Imprecation, curse ; prayer
IMPRECAR, va. To imprecate, to curse.

IMPREC ATORIO, RIA, a. Imprecatory, containing
wishes of evil.

IMPREGNACION, sf. Impregnation.
IMPREGNARSE, vr. To be impregnated.
IMPREMIR, va. (Ant.) V. Imprimir.
IMPRENTA, sf. 1. Art of printing. 2. Printing-

office, where books are printed. 3. Form m
which books are printed ; impression.

IMPRESCINDIBLE, a. Inseparable, that which
cannot be separated.

IMPRESCRIPTIBLE, a. That cannot be prescribed.
IMPRESION, sf. 1. Impression, the act of pressing
one body upon another. 2. Mark made by
pressure, stamp ; quality or form of the let-

ter. 3. Image fixed in the mind. 4. Edition,
number printed at once ; one course of print-

ing. 5. (Astrol.) Influence of the stars
; im-

pression or effect.

IMPRESIONAR, va. To imprint, to fix on the

mind or memory.
IMPRESO, sm. Pamphlet, a small book ; a short

treatise.

IMPRESOR, sm. Printer, one that prints books.

IMPRESORA, sf. Wife of a printer or proprietor
of a printing-office.
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IMPRESTABIE, a. That cannot be lent.

IMPREVISTO, TA, a. Unforeseen, unexpected.
IMPRIMACION, sf. Priming, the act of laying on

the first colours on canvass or boards, to be

painted; stuff for priming.
IMPRJMADERA, sf. Brush, pencil ; the instru-

ment used in printing or painting.

IMPRIMADOR, sm. One who lays the first colours

on a piece of linen or board to be painted.

IMPRIMAR, va. To prime, to lay the first colours

on in painting.
IMPRIMIR, va. 1. To impress, to print by pres-

sure or stamps. 2. To imprint, to fix an idea

on the mind or memory. 3. To put a work
to press, to get it printed.

IMPROBABILIDAD, sj. Improbability, unlikeli-

hood, difficulty to be believed.

IMPROBABLE, a. Improbable, unlikely, difficult

to be proved.
IMPROBABLEMENTE, ad. Improbably.
IM PRO BAR, va. To disapprove, to dislike, to

censure.

I'MPROBO, BA, a. 1. Corrupt, wicked. 2. Labo-

rious, yet useless.

IMPROPERAR, va. To upbraid, to charge con-

temptuously with any thing disgraceful.
IMPROPERIO, sm. Contemptuous reproach, an

injurious censure.

IMPROPIAMENTE, ad. Improperly.
IMPROPIAR, vr. To twist or distort the true

sense of a law, injunction, or word.

IMPROPIEDAD, sf. Impropriety, unfitness, want
ofjustness.

IMPROPIO, PIA, a. Improper, unfit ; not condu-
cive to the right end ; unqualified.

IMPROPOKCION, sf. Disproportion, want of pro-

portion.

IMPKOPORCIONADO, DA, a. Disproportionate, un-

r symmetrical ; unsuitable in point of quality*

or quantity.
IMPROPRIAMENTE, ad. Improperly.
IMPROPRIAR, vn. To impropriate.
LMPROPRIEDAD, sf. Impropriety.
IMPROPRIO, RIA, a. Improper, unfit. [rogued.
IMPROROGABLE, a. That which cannot be pro-

IMPROSPERO, RA, a. Unfortunate, unprosperous,
unhappy.

IMPROVIDAMKNTE, ad. Improvidently.
IMPROVIDENCIA, sf. Improvidence.
IMPRQVIDO, DA, a. Improvident, wanting fore-

cast, wanting care to provide.
IMPROVISAMENTE, ad. Unexpectedly, improvi-

dently.

IMPROVISO, SA ; 6 IMPROVISTO, TA, a. Unex-

pected, unforeseen, not provided against.
DC, improriso 6 d la improvisla, Unexpected-
ly, on a sudden. [dence, indiscretion.

IMPRUDENCIA, sf. Imprudence, want of pru-
IMPRCDKN-TE, a. Imprudent, indiscreet.

IMPRUDENTKMENTE, ad. Imprudently.
IMPUDICAMENTE, ad. Lewdly, impudently.
JMPUDICICIA, sf. Unchastity, lewdness, inconti-

, CA, a. 1. Unchaste, lewd. 2. Impu-
dent, shameless.

lMPL-JESTo,sm. Tax, impost, duty. p. Imposed.
IMPUGNABLE, a. That which may be impugned.
IMPCGNACJON, sf. Opposition, contradiction, re-

futation.
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IMPUGNADO*R, RA, a. One who refutes, attacks,
or contradicts

; impugner. [oppose.
IMPUGNAR, va. To impugn, to contradict, to

IMPUGNATIVO, VA, a. Impugning.
IMPULSAR, va. To impel, to give an impulse, to

urge on.

IMPULSION, sf. 1. IMPULSION, impulse, commu-
nicated force ; effect of one body acting up-
on another. 2. Influence acting upon the

mind, motive.

IMPULSIVO, VA, a. Impulsive.
IMP<JLSO, sm. IMPULSE.

IMPULSOR, RA, s. Impeller. [nished.
IMPI^NE, a. Exempt from punishment, unpu-
IMPUNEMENTE, ad. With impunity.
IMPUNIDAD,S/. Impunity, freedom from punish-

ment.

IMPUREZA,S/. 1. Impurity, want of purity ; dis-

honesty. 2. Infection of the blood, arising
from the admixture of bad humours.

IMPURIDAD, sf. Impurity. V. Impureza.
IMPURO, RA, a. Impure, foul.

IMPUSICION, sf. (Ant.) V. Imposition.
IMPUTABLE, a. Imputable, chargeable.
IMPUTABILIDAD, sf. Iraputableness.

IMPUTACION, sf. Imputation, attribution of any
thing ; generally of ill.

IMPDTADOR, RA, s. Imputer.
IMPUTAR, va. To impute, to charge upon, to

attribute ; generally ill.

IN, prep. lat. Used only in composition, where
it has generally a negative signification, as

incapaz, incapable.

INACABABLE, a. Interminable, that cannot be

brought to an end.

INACCESIBILIDAD, s/. The state or quality of

being inaccessible.

INACCESIBLE, a. Inaccessible, not to be reached,
not to be approached.

INACCESIBLEMENTE, ad. Inaccessibly.

INACCESO, SA, a. Inaccessible.

INACCION, sf. Inaction, cessation from labour,
forbearance of labour.

IN ADAPTABLE, a. Not capable of adoption.
INADEQUADO, DA, a. Inadequate.
INADMISIBLE, a. INADMISSIBLE.

INADVERTENCIA, sf. Inadvertence, carelessness,
inattention.

INADVERTIDAMENTE, ad. Inadvertently.
INADVERTIDO, DA, a. 1. Inadvertent, inconsider-

ate, careless. 2. Unseen, unnoticed.

INAFECTADO, DA, a. Natural, free from affecta-

tion, [alienated.

INAGENABLE, a. Inalienable, that cannot be

INAGOTABLE, a. 1. Inexhaustible, not possible
to be emptied. 2. Unexhausted ; applied to

the powers of the mind. [be borne.

INAGUANTABLE, a. Insupportable, that cannot

INALIENABLE, . INALIENABLE.

INALTERABLE, a. That cannot be altered.

INALTERABLEMENTE, ad. Unalterably.

INALTERABILIDAD, sf. Immutability, stability.

INALTERADO, DA, a. Unchanged, stable.

INAMISIBLE, a. Inamissible, not to be lost.

INANE, a. Empty, void, inane.

INANICION, sf. Inanition, emptiness of a body ;

want of fulness in the vessels of an animal.

LVANIMADO, DA, a. Inanimate, void of life ;

without animation.
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lNApAGABLE,a-Inextinguishable,unqnenchable.
INAPEABLE, a. 1. That cannot be lowered or

levelled. 2. Incomprehensible, inconceivable.

3. Obstinate, stubborn, fixed in opinion or

resolution. [appeal.
INAPELX.BLE, a. Without appeal, not admitting
INAPETENCIA, sf. Want of appetiteor desire of

food. [sire of food. 2. Disgusted.
I.VAPETENTE, a. 1. Having no appetite or de-

ISAPLICABLE, a. Inapplicable. [tion.

INAPLICACION, sf. Indolence, want of tpplica-

INAPLICX.DO, DA, a. Indolent, careless, inactive.

INAPRECIABLE, a. Inestimable, invaluable too

valuable to be rated, transcending all price.

INARTICUIJ.DO, DA, a. Inarticulate, not uttered

with distinctness, like that of the syllables
of human speech. [ed.

LVASEQUIBLE, a. That which cannot be follow-

I.VAUDITO, TA, a. Unheard of, strange.
INACCURACY, sf. 1. Inauguration, investiture

by solemnities. 2. Auguration, the practice
of augury.

INAUGURAL, a. Inaugural.
INAUGURAR, va. 1. To divine by the flight of

birds. 2. To inaugurate, to invest with a new
office by solemnities.

INAVERIGUABLE, . That cannot be ascertained,
that cannot be easily proved. [Cairo.

INBAB, sf. A sort of stuff which comes from
INCALAR. va. (Ant.) V. Pertencer.

INCANSABLE, a. Indefatigable, unwearied, not
exhaustible by labour.

INCANSABLE.MBNTE, ad. Indefatigably.
INCANTABLE, . That cannot be sung.
INCANTACION, sf. (Ant.) V. Encanto.

INCAPACIDAD, sf. 1. Incapacity, inability, want
of power or strength of body, want of com-

prehensiveness of mind. 2. Want of legal

qualifications.
INC A PAX, a. Incapable, wanting power, want-

ing understanding, unable to comprehend,
learn t or understand

;
want of talent, fnca-

paz de sacramentos, (Fain.) Applied to a

very weak silly person.
INC A RDiNACiox,5/. Administration without pro-

perty.
I.VCA SABLE, a. Unfit for marriage.
INCASTO, TA, a. Unchaste, dishonest, impure.
INCATOLICO, CA, a. Uncatholic ; one who does

not profess the Roman catholic religion.
INCAUTAMENTE, ad. Unwarily.
I.NCAUTO, TA, a. Incautious, unwary, heedless.

I.NCENDIAK, va. To kindle, to set on fire, to in-

flame.

INCF.NDIXRIO, RIA, s. Incendiary, one who sets
houses or towns on fire in malice or for rob-

bery.
INCENDIO, sm. 1. Fire, conflagration. 2. Inflam-

mation, the act of setting on flame ; the state
of being in flame.

INCENDIOSO, SA, a. Fiery, igneous.
INCENSACION, sf. The act of perfuming with

incense.

ISCENSAR, va. 1. To perfume, to offer incense
on the altar. 2. To bestow fulsome praise
or adulation. 3. To run up and down, to go
here and there.

i RIO, sm. Incensory, the vessel in which
mcense is burnt and offered.

, RA, a. (Ant.) V. Ineendiario.

INCENSURABLE, a. Unblamable, not culpable.
INCENTIVO, sm. 1. INCENTIVE, that which kin-

dles. 2. Incitement, that which provokes ;

spur ;
that which encourages.

INCEPCION, sf. V. Principio.
INCEPTOR, sm. Beginner, he that commences

any thing.

INCERTJDUMBRE, sf. Incertitude, uncertainty.
INCERTITI;D E INCERTEZA,S/. (Ant.) V. Inccr-

tidumbre. [out intermission.

INCESABLE E INCESANTE, a. INCESSANT, with-

INCESABLEMENTE, ad. Incessantly.

INCESANTEMENTE, ad. Incessantly, continually.

INCESTAR, va. To commit incest.

INCESTO, sm. Incest, an unnatural and criminal

connexion of persons of a different sex with-

in degrees prohibited.

INCESTUOSAMENTE, ad. Incestuously.
IXCESTUOSO, SA, a. Incestuous, that which be-

longs to incest.

INCIDENCIA, sf. 1. Incidence, or INCIDENCY ; an

accident, hap, casualty. 2. The direction

with which one body strikes upon another.

INCIDENTS E INCIDENTAL, a. Incident, casual,
incidental.

INCIDENTS, sm. 1. Incident, hap, accident. 2.

Something happening, besides the main de-

INCIDENTEMENTE, ad. Incidentally. [sign.

iNCioiR, vn. To happen, to befal.

INCIENSO, sm. 1 . Incense, an aromatic gum used

in religious functions to perfume the altar. 2.

Peculiar reverence and veneration paid to a

person. 3. Court paid to a person out of flat-

tery or interested views. Jncienso kembra,

Impure frankincense, that which is obtained

by incision. Incienso macho, Pure frankin-

cense, that which flows from the trees spon-
taneously.

INCIENTE, a. (Ant.) Ignorant.
INCIERTAMENTE, ad. Uncertainly.
INCIERTO, TA, a. 1. Uncertain, doubtful. 2. Un-

stable, inconstant ; unknown.
INCINDENTE, a. Cutting, that which cuts.

INCINERACION, sf. Incineration, the act of burn-

ing any thing to ashes.

INCINERA.RJ va. To burn to ashes. [;nence.
INCIPIENTE, a. Beginning, that which com-

INCIRCUNCISO, SA, a. Uncircumcised, not cir-

cumcised.

INCIRCUNSCRIPTO, TA, a. Uncircumscribed.

INCISION, sf. 1. Incision, a cut ; a wound mad
with a sharp instrument. 2. V. Cesura.

INCISIVO, VA, a. Incisive.

iNc'fso, sm. Comma. V. Coma.

INCISO, SA, a. Cut. V. Cortado.

INCISORES, sm. pi. Incisors, cutters, teeth in the

forepart of the mouth.

INCISORIO, RIA, a. Incisory, that which cuts.

INCITACION, sf. Incitation, incitement.

INCITADOR, RA, s. Instigator, one who incites.

INCITAMENTO 6 INCITAMIENTO,SW. Incitement,

impulse, inciting power.
INCITAR, va. To incite, to excite, to spur, to

stimulate.

INCITATIVA, sf. (For.) Writ from a superior
tribunal to the common judges that justice

may be administered.

INCITATIVO, VA, a. Incentive.
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. Uncivil, unpolished.
INCIVILIDAD, sf. Incivility, rudeness.

INCIVILMENTE, ad. Uncivilly, rudely.
INCLEMENCIA,S/. 1. Harshness, rigour, unmer

cifulness. 2. Inclemency of the weather.
A1 la inclemencia. Openly, without shelter.

JNCLEMENTE, a. Inclement.

INCLINACION, sf. 1. Inclination, the act of in-

clining and the state of being inclined. 2.

Love, affection. 3. Disposition of the mind.
4. Tendency towards any point. 5. (In

Pharmacy) Inclination, the operation by
which a clear liquor is poured out by gently
sloping the vessel.

INCLINADOR, RA, s. One who inclines.

INCLINANTE, a. Inclinatory, inclining.
INCLINAR, va. 1. To incline, to bend ; to give a

tendency or direction. 2. To turn the desire

towards any thing. vn. To resemble. vr. 1.

To be favourably disposed to. 2. To bend the

body, to bow. 3. To have a particular reason
to follow some opinion or do something.

INCLINATIVO, VA, a. Inclinatory. [illustrious.

I'NCLITO/TA, a. Famous, renowned, conspicuous,
INCLUIR, va. 1. To include, to comprise ; to com-

prehend. 2. To allow one a share in a business

INCLUSA, sf. Foundling-hospital.
INCLUSERO, RA, s. y a. Foundling ;

enclosed.

INCLUSION, sf. }. Inclusion, the act of enclosing
or containing a thing. 2. Easy access, fami-
liar intercourse.

ISCLUSIVAMENTE E INCLUSIVE, ad. Inclusively.
IncLusfvo, VA, a. Inclusive.

INCLUSO, SA, a. Enclosed.

lNCLUYENTE,/>a. Including.
INCOA'DO, DA, a. Begun, commenced.

, va. To commence, to begin.
INCOATIVO, VA, a. Inchoative, inceptive ; noting

indication or beginning.
INCOBRABLE, a. Irrecoverable, irretrievable.

INCOGNITO, TA, a. Unknown. De incdgnito,

Incog. [not be perceived or known.

INCOGNOSCIBLE, a. Imperceptible, which can-

INCOHERENTE, a. Incoherent, inconsistent.

INCOHERENCE, sf. Incoherence, want of con-
INCOLA. sm. Inhabitant. [nexion.

INCOLUMIDAD, sf. Incolumity, safety.

iNco.MBCSTfBi.E, a. Incombustible, not to be
consumed by fire. [fire.

INCOMBUSTO, TA, a. Unburnt, not consumed by
INCOMERCIABLE, a. ]. Contraband, unlawful,

prohibited ; applied to objects or articles of
trade. 2. Intractable, rude, harsh. 3. (Met.)
Unpassable ; applied to roads.

INCOMODAMENTE, ad. Incommodiously.
INCOMODAR, va. To incommode.
INCOMODIDAD, sf. 1. Incommodity, inconveni-

ence, trouble. 2. (Naut.) Distress.

INCOMODO, DA, a. Incommodious, inconvenient.

INCOMPARABLE, a. 1. Not to be acquired or pur-
chased. 2. Incomparable.

INCOMPARABLEMENTE, ad. Incomparably.
INCOMPARADO, DA, a. V. Incomparable.
IN-COMPARTIBLE, a. Indivisible, not to be divid-

ed into equal parts.
JNCOMPASIBLE E lNcoiwpAsivo,VA,a. Incompas-

sionate, void of pity. [sistoncy.

INCOMPATIBILIDAD, sf. Incompatibility, incon-

,
a. Incompatible.
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INCOMPETENCIA, sf. Incompetency, inability,
want of adequate ability or qualification

INCOMPETENTE, a. Incompetent ; inconvenient.

INCOMPLETAMENTE, ad. Incompletely.
INCOMPLETO, TA, a. Incomplete.
INCOMPLEXO, XA, a. Incoinplex, simple.
INCOMPONISLE, a. Incompoundable, not to be

compounded together.
INCOMPO*TABLE, a. Intolerable, unbearable.

INCOMPSIBILIDAD, sf. INCOMPOSSIBILITY.

INCOM*OSIBLE, a. INCOMPOSSIBLE.

INCOVPOSICION, sf. 1. Want of proportion, or
defective composition. 2. V. Descompostura.

INCOMPREHENSIBILIDAD, sf. Incomprehensibi-
lity.

INCOMPREHENSIBLE, a. 1. INCOMPREHENSIBLE,
that cannot be comprehended or conceived.
2. Expressing thoughts in an obscure or con-
fused manner.

INCOMPREMIBLE, a. Incompressible.
INCOMPUESTAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Disorderly.
INCOMPUESTO, TA, a. Simple, uncomposed ; un-

adorned.

INCOMUNICABILIDAD, sf. Incommunicability.
INCOMUNICABLE, a. Incommunicable, that can-

not be communicated.

INCONCEPTIBLE, a. Inconceptible.
iNcoNCERNiENTEjfl. Improper, unfit, unsuitable.

INCONCINO, NA, a. Disordered, unhandsome.

INCONCUSAMENTE, ad.
Certainly, indubitably.

INCONCUSO, SA, a. Incontrovertible, incontesta-

ble, not to be disputed, not admitting debate.

INCONDUCENTE, a. Incongruous.
INCONNEXION, sf. Want of connexion.

INCONEXO, XA, a. 1. Unconnected, incoherent.

2. Independent, not supported by any other.

INCONFESO, SA, a. Unconfessed ; applied to a
criminal who does not confess his guilt.

INCONFIDENCIA, sf. 1. Distrust, mistrust, want
of confidence. 2. Disloyalty, want of fidelity
to the sovereign.

INCONGRUAMENTE, ad. Incongruously.
INCONGRUENCIA, sf. Incongruence, want of

symmetry or proportion.
INCONGRUENTE, a. Incongruous.
INCONGRUENTEMENTE, ad. Incongruously.
INCONGRUIDAD, sf. (Ant.) Incongruity.
INCONGRUO, GRUA, a. Incongruous, dispropor-

tionate, unsuitable.

INCONMENSURABLE, a. Incommensurable, not to

be reduced to any measure common to both.

INCONMUTABILIDAD,*/". V. Inmutabilidad.

INCONMUTABLE, a. Incommutable ; that cannot
be exchanged, commuted, or bartered.

INCON^UISTABLE, a. Unconquerable, impregna-
ble, inexpugnable ;

invincible.

INCONSEQUENCIA, sf. Inconsequence, inconclu-

siveness, want of just inference.

INCONSEO.UENTE, a. Inconsequent.
INCONSIDERACION, sf. Inconsideration, want of

thought, inattention, inadvertency.

INCONSIDERADAMENTE, ad. Inconsiderately.

INCONSIDERADO, DA,. Inconsiderate, thought-

less, inattentive, inadvertent.

INCONSIGUIENTE, a. Inconsequent, without just

conclusion, without regular inference.

lNcoNSisTENCiA,sf. Inconsistency, inconstancy.

INCONSOLABLE, a. Inconsolable, not to be com-
forted.
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INCONSOLABLEME'NTE, ad. Inconsolably.

INCONSTANCIA,S/. Inconstancy,fickleness, want
of constancy and firmness.

INCONSTANTE, a. Inconstant, changeable.
INCONSTANTEMENTE, ad. Inconstantly.

I.NcoNSTRufBLE, a. 1. Whimsical, fantastical,

fanr.iful, variable, fickle. 2. Obscure, unin-

telligible ; difficult to be construed.

INCONSULTO, TA, a. Unadvised, indeliberate.

INCONSUTIL, . Seamless, having no seam.

INCOXTABLK, a. Innumerable.

INCONTAMINADO, DA, a. Undefiled, unpolluted,
not contaminated.

INCONTESTABLE, a. I. Incontestable, indisputa-
ble. 2. False, unjust, unlawful.

INCONTINENCIA, sf. Incontinence or inconti-

nency, inability to restrain the
appetites ; un-

chastity. [ing unlawful pleasure.
INCONTINENTE, a. Incontinent, unchaste, indulg-
INCONTINENTE 6 INCONTINENTI, ad. Instantly,

immediately. [continently.

INCONTINENTEMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Instantly ; in-

INCONTRASTABLE, a. Insurmountable, irresisti-

ble, insuperable.
INCONTRATABLE, a. V. Intratalile. [putable.
INCONTROVERTIBLE, a. Incontrovertible, indis-

INCONVENCIBLE, a. INCONVINCIBLE.

INCONVRNIBLE, a. (Ant.) Inconvenient.

INCONVENIENCIA, sf. Inconvenience, incommo-

dity, unfitness ; incongruence.
INCONVENIENTE, a. Inconvenient, incommodi-

ous, troublesome.

INCONVENIENTE, sm. Difficulty, obstacle, ob-

struction, impediment. [tive.

INCONVERSABLE, a. Unsociable, incommunica-
I INCONVERTIBLE, a. Inconvertible, that cannot

be converted or changed.
INCORDIO, sm. Bubo, a tumour in the groin.
INCORPORABLE, a. That cannot be incorporated.
INCORPORACION, sf. Incorporation, the act of

uniting or beinj united in one mass.

INCORPORAL, a. Incorporeal.
INCORJPORALMENTE, ad. Incorporeally.
INCORPORAR, va. To incorporate, to unite in

one mass. vr. 1. To be incorporated or unit-

ed in one mass or body ; to be embodied. 2.

Incorporarse en la cama, To sit up in bed.

3. (Naut.) To sail in company, to join the

convoy. [ality.

INCORPOREJDAD, sf. INCORPOREITV, immateri-

INCORPOREO, RKA, a. Incorporeal, immaterial,
INCORPORO,STO, V. Incorporation, [unembodied.
INCORRECCION, sf. Incorrectness, inaccuracy,
want of correctness.

INCORKEGIBILIDAD, sf. Incorrigibleness, hope-
less depravity ; badness beyond all means of

INCORREGIBLE, a. Incorrigible, [amendment.
INCORRUPCION, sf. 1. Incorruption, incapacity

of corruption. 2. Incorruptness, purity of

manners, integrity, honesty.
INCORRUPTAME"NTE, ad. Incorrupt! v.

i PTIBILIDAD, ^/".Incorruptibility, insus-

ceptibility of corruption, incapacity of decay.
INCOKRUPT|BLE, a. Incorruptible, not to be per-

verted.

INCORR^JPTO, TA, a. 1. Incorrupt or uncorrupt-
'"1 : free from foulness or depravation. 2.

Pure of manners, honest, good, incorruptible.

Incorrupt*, A virgin.

,
va. To inspissate, to thicken, to hv

crassate ; applied to humours.

CRE-^DO, DA, a. Uncreated, not created ; an
attribute peculiar to God.

INCREDIBILIDAD, sf. Incredibility, the quality
of exceeding or surpassing belief.

INCREDULIDAD, sf. Increduhty, hardness of be-

lief; want of faith.

INCRKDULO, LA, a. Incredulous, hard of belief,

refusing credit.

INCREIBLE, a. Incredible, surpassing belief, not
to be credited.

INCREIBLEMENTE, ad. Incredibly.

INCREMENTO, sm. Increment, increase
;
act of

growing greater, cause of growing more.

INCREPACION, sf. Increpation, reprehension,,

chiding.
INCREPADOR, RA, s. Chider, rebuker

;
scold.

INCREPAR, va. To INCREPATE, to chide, to re-

prehend, to scold.

INCRUENTO, TA, a. Unstained with blood.

INCRDSTACION, sf. Incrustation.

INCRUSTAR, va. To incrust or incrustate, to
cover with an additional coat.

FNCCBO, sm. Incubus, the night-mare ; a mor-
bid oppression in the night, resembling the

pressure of a weight upon the breast.

INCOLCACION, sf. (Impr.) Act of binding or

wedging in a form.

INCULCAR, va. 1. To inculcate, to impress by
frequent admonitions. 2. To make one thing
tight against another. 3. (Impr.) To Ipck up
types. vr. To be obstinate, to conform one's

self in an opinion or sentiment.

INCULPABLE, a. Inculpable, unblameable

INCULPABLEMENTE, ad. Inculpably.
INCULPADAMENTE, ad. Faultlessly.

INCULPADO, DA, a. Faultless.

INCULPAR, va. To accuse, to blame.

INCULTAMENTE, ad. Rudely, without culture.

INCULTIVABLE, a. Incapable of cultivation.

INCULTO, TA, a. 1. Incult, uncultivated, untilled,

2. Uncivilized, unpolished, unrefined.

INCULT^RA, sf. Want of culture.

INCUMBENCIA, sf. Duty imposed upon a per-
son ; INCUMBENCY.

INOUMBIR, vn. To be incumbent upon any one,
to have any thing imposed as a duty.

INCURABLE, a. Incurable, not admitting reme-

dy ; irremediable, hopeless.

lNctfRiA,s/. Negligence, indolence.

INCURIOSO, SA, a. Negligent, indolent.

INCURRIMIENTO, sm. Act of incurring.
INCURRIR, vn. To incur, to become liable to pu-
nishment or reprehension ; to deserve.

INCURSION, sf. 1. INCURSION, the act of incur-

ring. 2. Incursion without conquest, the act
of overrunning an enemy's country.

[NCURSO, sm. Attack, incursion.

[NCUSAR, va. To accuse. V. Acusar.

[NDABLE, a. That cannot be given or granted.
INDAGACION, sf. Indagation, search, inquiry,

examination. [GATOR.
INDAGADOR, RA, s. Investigator, inquirer, INDA-

[NDAGAR, va. To search, to inquire, to examine
into

; to investigate.

[NDKBIDAMENTE, ad. Unjustly, illegally.
DEsfoo, DA, a. Undue, illegal, unlawful, void
of equity and moderation.
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INDECENCIA, sf. Indecency, any thing unbecom-

ing, any thing contrary to good manners.

INDECENTE,. Indecent, dishonest, unbecoming.
INDECENTEMENTE, ad. Indecently.
INDECIBLE, a. Inexpressible, unutterable.

INDECIBLEMENTE, ad. Inexpressibly.

INDECISION, sf. Irresolution, want of firmness

of mind.

INDECISO, SA. a. Irresolute, not constant in pur-

pose, not determined, undecided.

INDECLINABLE, a. 1. Incapable of a decline or

decay, firm, unshaken. 2. (In Grammar) In-

declinable, not varied by terminations.

INDECORO, sm. Indecorum, indecency.
ISDECOROSAMENTE, ad. Indecorously.

INDECOROSO, SA, a. Indecorous, indecent, unbe-

coming.
INDKFECTIBILIDAD, sf. Indefectibility, quality
of suffering no decay or defect.

INDEFECTIBLE, a. INDEFECTIBLE.

INDEKECTIBLEMENTE, ad. Indefectibly.

INDEFENSIBLE., a. Indefensible. [fence.

INDEFENSO, SA, a. Defenceless, destitute of de-

INDEFICIENTE, a. Indefectible, unfailing ;
that

which cannot fail. [fined.
iNDEFiNf BLE, fl. Indefinable, that cannot be de-

LvDEFiNrno, DA, ft. 1. Indefinite, that which is

not defined. 2. Not determined, not settled.

3. Large beyond the comprehension of man.

INDEFINITO, TA, a. INDEFINITE.

INDELEBLE, a. Indelible, not to be blotted out.

INDELEBLEMENTE, ad. Indelibly.

INDELIBF.RACION, s/.l.Indetermination, irreso-

lution, i 2. Inadvertency, want of attention.

INDELIBERADAMENTE, ad. Inadvertently.
INDELIBERADO, DA, a. Indeliberate, unpremedi-

tated
; done without sufficient consideration.

INDEMNE, a. Undamaged, unhurt.

INDEMNIDAD, sf. Indemnity, exemption from
damage or hurt.

INDEMNI/ACION, sf. Indemnification, reimburse-
ment of loss or penalty.

I.VDEMMZAK, va. To indemnify, to secure

against loss
; to maintain unhurt.

INDEPENDENCE, sf. Independence or indepen-
dency, freedom from reliance or control.

INDEPENDENTS 6 INDF.PENDIENTE, a. Indepen-
dent, not supported by any other, not relying
on another, uncontrolled. Independient.e dc

eso, Independent of that, besides that.

iNDEPENDEN'TEMENTEOlNDEPENDIENTEMENTE,
ad. Independently.

INDESCRIBABLE, a. Indescribable. [signed.
INDESIGNABLE, a. That which cannot be de-

lNnESTRncTiBLE,rt. Indestructible, that cannot
be destroyed.

INDESTRUCTIBILIDAD, sf. Indestructibility, im-

possibility of being annihilated.

INDETERMINABLE, a. INDETERMINABLE, that
cannot be determined or fixed ; doubtful.

INDETERMINACION, sf. Indetermination, irreso-

lution ; want of determination or resolution.

INDETERMINADAMENTE, ad. Indeterminately.
INDETERMINADO, D A., a. 1. Indeterminate, unfix-

ed, not defined. 2. Irresolute, doubtful. 3. Pu-

sillanimous, chicken-hearted. 4. Indefinite.

IN'DEVOCIO.V, sf. Indevotion, want, of devotion.

IXDEVOTO, TA, , Indevout. irreligious.

I'NDEX, 5. Index. V. Indies. Conservation del
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index, Commission appointed at Rome, un-
der the papal government, to examine into
the contents of books.

I'NDIA, sf. (Met.) Great wealth, abundance of

money and other precious things.
INDIANA, sf. Chints, printed cotton.

INDIANIZAR, va. To speak like Indians.

INDIANO, sm. 1. One who has resided in India.
2. Nabob, one who has acquired great wealth
in India. [symptom.

INDICACION, sf. Indication, mark, token sign,
INDICANTE, sm. Symptom, mark, sign.

INDICAR, va. 1. To indicate, to show. 2. (In
Physic) To point out a remedy.

INDICATIVO, VA, a. I. Indicative, pointing. 2.

(Gram.) Mode used in affirming.

INDICCION, sf. Indiction, the convening of a sy-

nod, councilor in general a public assembly.
Indircion Romana, Roman indiction ; a man-
ner of computing time, introduced by Con-
stantine the Great, which extends to a cycle
of 15 years, and when finished they begin
again.

I NDICE, s. 1. Mark, sign. 2. Hand of n watch
or clock. 3. Pin that casts the shade on a

sun-dial. 4. Table of contents to a hook, in-

dex. 5. Forefinger.
FNDICE EXPURGATORIO, sm. Catalogue of books

prohibited or ordered to be corrected by the

Inquisition.

[NDICIADO, DO, a. Suspicious, liable to suspi-
cion ; giving reason to imagine ill.

[NDICIADOR, RA, 5. 1. One who entertains sus-

picions. 2. Informer, one who discovers of-

fenders to the magistrates.
DICI^R, ra. 1. To give reasons to suspect or

surmise. 2. To discover offenders to the ma-

gistrates. V. Indicar.

INDICIO, sm.. Indication, mark, sign, token ;

any thing from which inferences are drawn.

PNDICO, sm. INDIGO. V. Jlnil.

NDICO, CA, a. Indian.

INDICULO, sm. A short index. [unskilful.

INDIESTRO,TRA, a. Awkward, unhandy, clumsy ;

INDIFERENCIA, sf. 1. Indifference, a state of the

mind in which no moral or physical reason

preponderates. 2. Neglect, unconcern, want
of affection, coolness. 3. Neutrality, suspen-
sion

; equipoise or freedom from motives on

either side.

INDIFERENTE, a. 1. Indifferent, neutral
;
not

determined to either side. 2. Unconcerned,
inattentive, regardless.

INDIFERENTEMENTE, ad. Indifferently.

INDIGENA, a. Indigenous, native. [verty.

INDIGENCIA, sf. Indigence, want, penury, po-

INDIGENTE, a. Indigent, necessitous, poor
INDIGESTIBLE, a. Indigestible, not soluble in

the stomach.

INDIGESTION, sf. 1. Indigestion, the state of

meats or other viands inconcocted. 2. Rude-
ness of temper, ill-nature.

INDIGESTO, TA, a. 1. Indigest, or indigested,
not concocted in the stomach. 2. Confused,,
not separated into distinct parts. 3. Rude,
ill-natured. [of antiquity.

INDIGETE, sw.Indigite, native demi-god or hero

INDIGNACION, sf. Indignation, anger mingled
with contempt or disgust.
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,
ad. Unworthily.

IMMGNANTE, pa. INDIGNANT, irritating.

LVIHGVAR, va. To irritate, to provokefto tease.

rr. 1. To be inflamed with anger and dis-

dain, to become angry 6r indignant. 2. To
be inflamed ; applied to a wound.

I.vuiGMDAn, sf. 1. Indignity, want of merit,

want of the necessary qualities for obtaining
some end. 2. Meanness. 3. Indignation, pas-
sion.

LvnioNO, NA, a. 1. Unworthy, undeserving. 2.

Incongruous, unsuitable. 3. Vile, mean, des-

picable, [ness.

INDILIGENCIA, sf. Want of diligence, careless-

INDIO, DIA, s. A native of India.

I'SDIO, IA, a. Of a blue colour, azure. $ Somos
indios ? (Fam.) A retort to any one who
wishes to deceive or delude.

INDIRECT*, sf. Innuendo, an oblique hint. In-

directa del P. Cobos, A broad hint.

INDIRECTAMENTE E INDIRECTE, ad. Indirectly.

JNDIRECTO, TA, a. Indirect, not tending other-

wise than collaterally and consequentially to

ft point.
INDISCERNIBLE, a. Indiscernible, inconspicuous.
INDISCIPLINA, sf. Want of discipline or subor-

dination, [subordination, or discipline.

INDISCIPLINABLE, a. Incapable of instruction,
INDISCIPLINADO.DA, . Untaught, undisciplined.

INDISCRECION, sf. Indiscretion, imprudence,
rashness, inconsideration.

INDISCRETAMENTE, ad. Indiscreetly.

INDISCRETO, TA, a. Indiscreet, imprudent, in-

cautious ; inordinate. [ed.

INDISCULPABLE, a. Inexcusable, not to be excus-

iNnisoLUBiLiDAn, sf. Indissolubility. [its parts.
iNDisoLUBLE.a. Indissoluble, not separable as to

INDISOLUBLF.MENTE, ad. Indissolubly.

INDISPENSABLE, a. INDISPENSABLE, that cannot
be dispensed with.

INDISPENSABLEMENTE, ad. Indispensably.
INDI-PONKR, va. To disable, to indispose, to ren-

der unfit. m. \. To be indisposed, to grow
ill, to be out of order. 2. To be peevish or

fretful. [order.

INOISPOSICION, sf. INDISPOSITION ; slight dis-

Is'iHsrosicioNciLLA, sf. Slight indisposition.

IXIHSPCESTO, TA,. Indisposed, disordered with

regard to health, [ble ;
that admits no doubt.

VDISPCTABLE, a. Indisputable, incontroverti-

NDISPUTABLEMENTE, ad. Indisputably.
N, sf. Indistinction, confusion. <

a. Undistinguishable.
,
<id. Indistinctly.

INDISTIVTO, TA, a. Indistinct, indiscriminate,
that cannot be discerned from other things.

INDIVIDUACION, sf. INDIVIDUATION, that which
makes an individual.

INDIVIDUA L, a. Individual, separate from others
of the same species, numerically one.

INIMVIDUALIDAD E iNDi viouiDAD, sf. Indivi-

duality, [individuate.
ISDIVIDUALIZ.AR. a.To specify individually, to

INDIVIDUALMENTE, ad. Individually.
INDIVIDUAMENTE, ad. Individually', distinctly.

ISDIVIDCIDAD, sf. Individuality.

INDIVIOUAR, va. To individuate, to distinguish
from others of the same species ; to particu-
larise, to detail.
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IffDivfoco, JOT. Individual, a single particular

person or thing, [lar; indivisible, inseparable.
Isrivinuo, DUA, a. Individual, single particu-
INDIVISAMENTK, ad. Indivisibly.
INDIVISIFILIDAD, sf. Indivisibility, a state in

which no more division can be made.

INDIVISIBLE, a. Indivisible, that cannot be bro-

ken or separated into parts.

INDIVISIBLEMENTE, ad. Inseparably.
INDIVISO, SA, a. Undivided, not broken or se-

parated into parts. Pro indivisn, (For.) Ap-
plied to an inheritance without partitions.

INDIYUDICABLE, a. Not to be judged.
I'NDO, 5m. (Bot.) A kind of mvrobilan.
INDOCIL, a. 1. Indocile, unteachable. 2. Inflex-

ible, not to be prevailed upon.
INDOCILIDAD,S/. I.Indocility, refusal of instruc-

tion. 2. Inflexibility, stubbornness of mind.

INDOCTO, TA, a. Ignorant, uninstructed. unlearn-
ed, [norant.

INDOCTRINADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Uninstructed, ig-

TNDOLE, sf. Disposition, temper, inclination,

peculiar genius, idiosyncrasy.
INDOLENCIA, sf. Indolence, indifference, lazi-

ness; a state of insensibility of grief or pain.

INDOLENTE, a. Indolent, indifferent.

INDOMABLE E INDOMENABI.E. a. 1. Untamea-
ble, unmanageable ; applied to wild animals.

2. Inflexible," unconquerable ; applied to the

ISDOMADO, DA, a. Untamed. [passions.
INDOMESTIC ABLE, a. Untameable, not to be tam-

ed, not to be subdued or domesticated. [bio.

INDOMESTICO, CA, a. Untamed, fierce, intracta-

INDOMITO, TA, a. Untamed, ungoverned.
INDOTACION, sf. Loss of a wife's portion.

INDOTADO, DA, a. 1. Unendowed, wanting en-

dowments or talents. 2. Having lost her por-
tion, portionless ; applied to a married woman.

INDUBITABLE, . Indubitable, unquestioned,
certain.

I.N'DUBiTABtEMEN'TE, ad. Undoubtedly.
INDUBITADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Undoubted.

INDUCTION, sf. 1. Induction, inducement, per-
suasion. 2. Induction, the act of inferring a

general proposition from several particular
ones.

INDUCIDOR, RA, 5. Inducer, persuader.
INDUCIMIENTO, sm. Inducement, motive to any

thing, that which allures or persuades to any
thing.

INDUCIR, ra. To induce, to persuade, to influ-

ence ; (Ant.) To cause, to occasion.

INDUCTVO, VA, a. Inductive.

INDULGENCES/. l.Indulgence,forbearance,ten-
derness ; opposite to rigour. 2. Fond kind-

ness. 3. Favour or indulgence granted by the

pope, as head of the Roman catholic church.

INDULGENTE, a. Indulgent, kind, mild, gentle.

INDULTAR, va. 1. To pardon, to forgive. 2. To
free, to exempt.

INDULTARIO, sm. He who in virtue ofa pontifical

privilege can dispense ecclesiastical benefices.

iNDth/ro, sm. 1. Pardon, forgiveness, amnesty.
2. Indult, privilege, exemption. 3. Impost,

tax, or duty imposed on merchandise import-
ed into Spain.

INDUMENTO, sm. Wearing apparel.

INDURACION, sf. (Med.) Induration, hardening ;

applied to wounds. V. Endurecimicnto.
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Ii?DtJsTRiA,Jff. 1. Industry, diligence, assiduity
2. Ingenuity, subtilty, acuteness. De Indus-

tria, Designedly , purposely, intentionally.

INDUSTRIAL, a. Belonging to industry.

INDUSTRIAR, va. To teach, to instruct.

INDUSTRIOSAMENTE, ad. 1. Industriously. 2. De-

signedly.

INUUSTRIOSO, SA, a. 1. Industrious, skilful, dex
terous. 2. Subtle, crafty, cunning.

INE BRIAR, TO.. 1. (Ant.) To inebriate, to make
drunk. 2. (Met.) To intoxicate ^applied to

violent commotions of the mind.

INEBRIATED, VA, a. Inebriating.

INEDIA, sf. Fast, abstinence from food.

INEDITO, TA, a. Not published, unedited.

INEFABILIDAD, sf. Ineffability, unspeakable-
ness

; impossibility of being explained.

INEFABLE, a. Ineffable, unspeakable.
INEFABLEMENTE, ad. Ineffably.

INEFICACIA, sf. Inefficacy, want of power, want
of effort.

INEFICAZ, a. Inefficacious, unable to produce
effects ; weak.

INEFICAZMENTE, ad. Inefficaciously.

INEGUAL, a. (Ant.) V. Desigual.
INEI.EGANTE, a. Inelegant.
LVENARRABLE, a. Inexplicable, incapable of be-

ing explained.
INEPCIA, sf. Ineptitude, unfitness, imbecility.

INEPTAMENTE, ad. Unfitly, ineptly.

INEPTIT^D,*/. Ineptitude, inability.

INEPTO, TA, a. Inept, unfit, useless.

INERCIA, sf. Dullness, inactivity, indolence.

INERME, a. Disarmed, without arms.

INERRABLE, a. Inerrable, exempt from error.

INERRANCIA, sf. Unerrableness, infallibility.

INERRANTE, a. Fixed ; applied to the stars.

INERTK, a. 1. Inert, dull, sluggish. 2. Unskil-

ful, wanting art, wanting knowledge.
INESCRUTABLE, a. Inscrutable, unsearchable

;

not to be traced out by inquiry or study.
INESCUDRINABLE, a. Inscrutable.

INESPERADAMENTE, ad. Unexpectedly.
INESPERADO, DA, a. Unexpectedly, unforeseen.

INESTIMABILIDAD, sf. Inestimableness.

INESTIMABLE, a. Inestimable, too valuable to be

rated, exceeding all price. [price.

INESTIMADO, DA, a. That which is without

INEVITABLE, a. Inevitable, unavoidable.

INEVIT A ELEMENTS, ad. Inevitably.

IHEXCUSABLE, a. 1. Inexcusable, not to be pal- INFANZONAZGO, sm. Territory of a nobleman,
liated by apology. 2. Inevitable, indispensa- JNFANZONIA, sf. (Arag.) Nobility.

ble, not to be dispensed with.

INEXCUSABLEMENTE, ad. Inexcusably.
INEXIIAUSTO, TA, a. ] . Unexhausted, unemptied,

unspent. 2. Full, abundant, plentiful.

LvExrsTENCiA,s/. Existence of one thing in an-

other.

I.VEXISTEXTE, a. Existent.

INEXORABLE, a. Inexorable, not to be moved by
entreaty.

IXEXPERIENCIA, sf. Inexperience, want of ex-

perimental knowledge.
, TA, a. Inexpert, unskilful.

,
a. Inextinguishable, unquench-

able ; perpetual.
INEXTRICABLE, a. Inextricable, not to bo disen-

tangled, not to be cleared.

INFACETO, TA, a. Dull, unpleasant, graceless.
IwFACTfBLE, a. Infeasible, impracticable; that

cannot be done.

INFAC^NDO, DA, a. Ineloquent, not persuasive,
not oratorical.

INFALIBILIDAD, sf. Infallibility.

,
a. Infallible, privileged from error,

incapable of mistake.

INFALIBLEMENTE, ad. Infallibly.

INFAMACION, sf. Slander, calumny -,
the defam-

ing or injuring the reputation of another.

INFAMADOR, RA, s. Defamer, one that injures
the reputation of another.

INFAMAR, va. To defame, to make infamous, to

deprive of honour, to dishonour by reports.
INFAMATIVO, VA, a. That which defames.

INFAMATORIO, RIA, a. Defamatory.
INFAME, a. Infamous, vile, despicable.

INFAMEMENTE, ad. Infamously, vilely.

INFAMIA, sf. Infamy, dishonour, public re-

proach, notoriety of bad character.

INI-ANCIA, sf. 1. Infancy, the first part of life. 2.

First age of any thing, beginning, original.

iNFANcfso, sm. Oil made of green olives.

ISFANDO, DA, a. Infamous, wicked, too bad to

be mentioned.

INFANT, sm. V. Infante.

INFANTA, sf. 1. Infanta, a princess of the royal
blood of Spain. 2. Child under seven years
old

INFANTADO, sm. Territory or revenue assigned
to a prince of the royal blood of Spain.

INFANTE, s. 1. Infant, a child under seven years
of age. 2. Infante, a title given to all the sons
ofthe king of Spain, except the heir apparent
to the crown. 3. Mute letter. pi. 1. Choris-

ters, boys brought up to sing in some cathe-

dral churches. 2. Foot-soldiers. [diers.

INFANTERIA, sf. Infantry, a body of foot-sol-

INFANTICIDA, sm. Murderer of an infant.

>, sm. Infanticide, the murder of a
child or infant. [fante, ta.

INFANTICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, s. dim. of In-

,
a. Infantile.

INFANZON, sm. (Arag.) Nobleman.

INFANZONADO, DA, a. Pertaining to a noble.

INEXPIABLE, a. Inexpiable, not to be atoned ;

INFATIGABLE, a. Indefatigable, unwearied, un-

tired, unexhausted by labour.

INFATIGABLEMENTE, ad. Indefatigably.
INFATUAR, Ta. To infatuate, to strike with fol-

ly, to deprive of understanding.
INFAUSTAMENTE, ad. Unluckily. fnate.

INFAUSTO, TA, a. Unlucky, unhappy, unfortu-

INFECCION, sf. Infection, contagion ; mischief

by communication.

INFECIR, va. V. Inficionar.

INFECTAR, va. To infect, to hurt by contagion.
, VA, a. Infective.

not to be mollified by atonement. [ed.
IN EXPLICABLE, a. Inexplicable,nottobeexplain-
INF.XPUGNABLE, a. 1. Inexpugnable, impregna-

ble
; not to be subdued. 2. Firm, constant.
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INFECTO, TA, a. Infected, tainted.

INFECUNDARSE, nr. To become sterile.

INFECUNDIDAD, sf. Infecundity, sterility.

INFECUNDO, DA, a. Barren, unfruitful.

INFELICIDAD,S/". Misfortune, calamity,disgrace.
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INFEL! z, . Unhappy, unfortunate
; weak, inert.

INFELIZMENTE, ad. Unhappily.
INFERENCIA, sf. Inference, illation.

INFERIOR, a. Inferior, subordinate, subject.
INFERIOR! DAD, sf. Inferiority, subjection.
INFERIR, va. To infer, to deduce by ratiocination

INFERNACULO, sm. A kind of boyish play.
INFERNAL, a. 1. Infernal, hellish, tartarean. 2

Extremely hurtful or prejudicial.

INFERNAL, va. 1. To damn, to doom to eternal

torments. 2. To tease, to vex, to provoke.
INFERNO, NA

; E I'NFERO, RA, a. (Po6t.) Infernal

INFESTACION, sf. Act of harassing, annoyance
INFESTER, va. To infest, to harass, to plague ;

to annoy the enemy.
INFESTO, TA, a. Prejudicial, dangerous.
INFEUDAR, va. V. Enfeudar.
INFICION, sf. Infection. V. Infection.
INFICIONAK, va. 1. To infect, to hurt by conta-

gion. 2. To defile the honours of a noble de

scent, to taint the purity of noble blood ;
to

vitiate.

INFIDELIDAD, sf. 1. Infidelity, treachery, de-

ceit. 2. Want of faith, disbelief of Christian-

ity. 3. The whole body of infidels.

INFIDENCIA, sf. Unfaithfulness.

INFIDENTE, a. Unfaithful.

INFIDEL E INFIDO, DA, a. V. Infiel.

INFIEL, a. Unfaithful, infidel, disloyal ; pagan.
INFIF.LMENTE, ad. Unfaithfully.
INFIERNO, sm. 1. Hell, the place of the devil and
wicked souls ; torment of the wicked, limbo.

2. Any thing which causes confusion, pain,
or trouble

; discord, dispute. 3. Refectory or

eating room in a convent, where the sick,

strangers, or servants, take their meals. 4. A
large retort or other chemical vessel. 5. Place
under ground where the machinery and
movement of a horse-mill are seen and felt.

INFIGCRABLE, a. That which cannot be repre-
sented by any figure.

INFILTRACION, sf. Infiltration. [by filtration.

INFII.TRARSE, vr. To infiltrate, to insinuate into

PNFIMO, MA, a. 1. Lowest, most inferior
; the

least. 2. Abject, vile, low bred.

INFINGIDOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Dissembler.

INFINIDX.D, sf. 1. Infinity, immensity, bound-
lessness. 2. Endless number.

INFINITAMEXTE, ad. Infinitely.

INFINITESIMAL, a, (Mat.) Infinitesimal; appli-
ed to fluxions.

INFJMTISIMO, MA, a. sup. (Fain.) Most infinite.

INFINITIVO, sm. (Gram.) Infinitive, one of the
moods in the conjugation of verbs, which
does not denote any determinate time.

iNFiNfTo, TA, a. Infinite, unbounded, unlimited,
immense

; very numerous, excessive.

INFINITO, ad. Infinitely, immensely.
INFINTOSO. s.\, a. (Ant.) Feigned, simulated.

INFJRMAR, va. To infirm, to weaken, to shake.

INFLACION, sf. 1. Inflation, the state of being
swelled with wind

; flatulence. 2. Vanity,
haughtiness, vain-gloriousness.

INFLAMABLE, a. Inflammable, easy to be set on
flame.

f. 1. Inflammation, the act ofset-
ting on flame; the state of being in flame. 2.

(Cir.) Inflammation, a tumour attended with
preternatural heat arising from the blood.

,
va. 1. To inflame, to kindle, to set

on fire. 2. To inflame, to kindle desire. vr.

To become red, to be inflamed or heated.

INFLAMATORIO, RIA, a. Inflammatory.
INFLAR, va. 1. To inflate, to swell with wind.

2. (Met.) To elate, to puff up with pride.
INFLATIVO, VA, a. That which inflates.

IM LEXIBILIDAD,S/. Inflexibility, stiffness; qua-
lity of resisting flexure

; constancy.
INFLEXIBLE, a. 1. Inflexible, not to be bent. 2.

Not to be prevailed upon, immoveablc.

INFLEXIBLEMENTE, ad. Inflexibly.

INFLEXION, sf. 1. Inflection, the act of bending
or turning. 2. Variation of a noun or verb.

3. Modulation of the voice. [ment.
vo, VA, a. Inflictive, used as punish-
,
va (Ant.) To 'inflict, to condemn.

INFLUENCIA, sf. 1. Influence, the power of the

celestial bodies upon terrestrial bodies and
affairs. 2. (Met.) Ascendant power, power of

directing or satisfying. 3. (Met.) Inspiration
of divine grace.

INFLUR, va. 1. To influence, to act upon with
directive or impulsive power ; to modify to

any purpose ; to prevail upon. 2. To inter-

fere ; to inspire with grace.

INFLT^XO, sm. Influx, influence, power.
INFORCIX.DO, 5m. Second part of the digest or

pandects of Justinian.

INFORMAC ION, sf. 1. Information, intelligence

given; instruction. 2. Information, charge. or

accusation exhibited. 3. Judicial inquiry and

process. 4. Brief, the writing given to the

pleaders, containing the case.

INFORMADOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Informer.

INFORMANTS, sm. One who is peculiarly charg-
ed to collect information respecting the de-

scent and character of a person ; instructor.

INFORMAR, va. 1. To form, to model to a particu-
lar shape. 2. To inform, to instruct, to supply
with intelligence or knowledge. 3. To state

a case to a counsellor or judge. vr. To take

cognizance, to make an inquiry. [forms.

INFORMATIVO, VA, a. Instructive, that which iu-

LvrdRME, sm. 1. Information, the act of com-

municating intelligence or imparting know-

ledge. 2. Brief. V. Information.
INFORME, a. 1. Informous, shapeless ; of no re-

gular figure. 2. Not performed in a proper
and regular manner.

INFORMIDAD, sf. Infertility, shapelessness. [ed.
INFORTIFICABLE,. That which cannot be fortifi-

, sf. Sinistrous influence ofthe stars.

INFORTUNADO, DA, a. Unfortunate, unlucky,
unhappy.

iNFORTtJNio. sm. Misfortune, ill luck, calamity.

INFOSURA, sf. Surfeit in cattle and other animals.

INFRACTION, sf. 1. Infraction, the act of break-

ing. 2. Breach, violation of a compact ;

misdemeanor, trespass.

INFRACTO, TA, a. Steady, not easily moved.

iNFRACTdu, RA, 5. One who violates a compact
or law. [ed ; applied to names.

iNFPxAEscRfTO, TA, fl. Underwritten, undersign-
IN FRAG ANTE,' ad. V. Enfragante
INFRANGIBLE, a. Infrangible, inviolable.

INFKAOCTAVA, sf. Six days comprehended in

any church festival of eight days, not count-

incr the first and the last,
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INFRAOCTAVO, VA, a. Applied to any of the six

days within the eight day festival.

INFRUCCION, sf. V. Infurcion.
INFRUCTIFERO, RA, E INFRUGIFERO, RA, a. Un-

fruitful, not bearing or producing fruit ; use-

less.

INFRUCTUOSAMENTE, ad. Unfruitfully.
INFRUCTUOSO, SA, a. Fruitless, unproductive,

unprofitable. [severe of countenance.

INFRUNITO, TA, a. Torvous, sour ofaspect ; stern,

PNFULAS, sf. pi. 1. Ornaments or marks of sa-

cerdotal or pontifical dignity. 2. Expecta-
tion ; presumption, ostentation.

IM-UNDIBLE, a. Infusible, incapable of fusion.

INFUNDIR, z>a. 1. To infuse, to pour liquor into a

vessel. 2. To pour into the mind, to instil. 3.

To introduce. 4. To steep in- liquor, to soak.

INFURCION E INFULCION, sf. Tribute paid in

Spain to the lord of the manor for the ground
of houses.

INFURCIONIEGO, GA, a. Subject to pay the

ground-rent of a house.

IN-FUSCAR, va. (Ant.) To obscure.

INFUSION, sf. 1. Infusion, the act of pouring in ;

instillation. 2. Liquor made by infusion. 3.

Inspiration, the act of pouring into the mind ;

act ofsprinkling water on the person baptized.
Estar en infusion para alguna cosa, (Fam.)
To be ready and disposed for any thing.

INFUSO, SA, a. Infused, introduced ; applied
solely to the grace of God in the soul.

INGENERABLE, a, INGENERABLE, not to lie pro-
duced or brought into being.

INGENIAR, ta. To conceive, to contrive, to

strike out. vr. To work in the mind, to en-

deavour to find out.

INGENIATURA, sf. Industry, diligence, assiduity.

INGENIERIA, sf. Enginery, art of an engineer.
INGENIERO, sm. 1. Contriver, inventor. 2. En-

gineer, he that plans and directs all works of

military architecture. Ingcniero hydraulico,
(Naut.) Shipwright, shipbuilder.

INGENIO, sm. 1. Genius, mental power or facul-

ties. 2. A man endowed with superior facul-

ties. 3. Engine, any mechanical complication
in which various movements and parts concur
to one effect. 4. Means, expedient, address,

industry. 5. Plough, a tool used by book-
binders. Ingenio de aziiear, Sugar-work,
sugar-mill. Ingcnio de pdlvora, Powder-mill.

INGKNIOSAMENTE, ad. Ingeniously.
INGKNIOSIDAD, sf. Ingenuity, invention.

INGENIOSO, SA, a. Ingenious, inventive.

INGENITO, TA, a. 1. Unbegotten, not generated.

2.^Innate, inborn, ingenerate.
INGENTE, a. Very large, huge, j

INGENUAMENTE, ad. Ingenuously.
INGENUIDAD, sf. Ingenuousness, candour.

INGENUO, NUA, a. 1. Ingenuous, open, candid.

2. Free-born, not of servile extraction.

INGERIR, va. To insert, to graft. V. Enxcrir.
I \ G i .s A

, sf. V . Quixada.
PNGLE, sf. Groin, the part next the thigh.
INGLES, SA, a. English, native of England. A !

la Inglcsa, In the English fashion.

INGLES, sm. English language.
INGLETE, sm. Oblique line which divides a

square into two triangles. [merit.~~
?,' a. That admits no gloss or com-
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ISGOBERNABLE, a. Ungovernable, that cannot
be governed.

INGRADUABLE, a. That cannot be graduated.
INGRATAMENTE, ad. Ungratefully.
INGRATITUD, sf. Ingratitude, ungratefulness;

retribution of evil for good.
iNGRAVro, TA, a. 1. Ungrateful, unthankful. 2.

Harsh, disagreeable, unpleasing.
iNGREDiENTEjSm. Ingredient, a component part

of a body, consisting of different materials.

INGRESO, sm. 1. Ingress, entrance, the power of

entering. 2. Duty on imports, toll, customs.
3. Price of admittance. 4. Entry, a sum
charged in accounts. 5. Foot of the altar.

INGUINARIO, RIA, a. Inguinal, belonging to the

INGUR<JITACION, sf. Ingurgitation. [groin.

INGURGITAR, va. To ingurgitate, to swallow.

NGUSTABLE, a. 1. Iiigustable, not perceptible
by the taste. 2. Tasteless, having no taste.

INHABIL, a. 1. Unable, incapable, unqualified ;

disqualified. 2. Unskilful, clumsy, awkward.

INHABILIDAD, sf. Inability, incapacity, unfit-

ness, [lifying.

HABILITACION,*/. Act of disabling or disqua-
INIIABILITAR, va. To cisable, to render unable

or unfit : to make impossible.
INHABITABLE, a. Uninhabitable

; incapable of

being inhabited.

INHABIT!DO, DA, a. Uninhabited.

INHALLABLE, a. Not to be found.

INHERENCIA, sf. Adherence, adhesion, union of

things inseparable. [else.

INHERENTE, a. Inherent, existing in something
INHESTAR, va. V. Enhestar.

INHIBICION, sf. Inhibition, prohibition. O'rdcn
de inhibition, Writ to forbid a judge from
farther proceeding in the cause depending
before him.

INHIBIR, va. 1. To inhibit, to prohibit ; to prevent
from doing any thing. 2. (For.) To prohibit
an inferior court to proceed any farther in a

cause depending before them.

INHIBITORIO, RIA, a. Prohibitory. [hiesto.

INHIESTO, TA, a. Entangled, perplexed. V. JE/i-

INHONESTAMENTE, ad. Dishonestly.
INHONESTIDAD, sf. Dishonesty.
INHONESTO, TA, a. 1 Dishonest, void of hones-*

'

ty or probity. 2. Indecent, immodest.

INHONORAR, va. V. Dcshonorar.

INHOSPITABLE E INHOSPEDABLE, a. Inhospita-

ble, affording no kindness or entertainment

to strangers.

INHOSPITAL, a. Uninhabitable.

INHOSPITALIDAD, sf. Inhospit.ality, want of hos-

pitality ; want of courtesy to strangers.
INIIUM ANAMENTE, ad. Inhumanly. [nity.

INHUMANIUAD, sf. Inhumanity, want of htiina-

INHUMANO, NA, a. Inhuman, savage, cruel, in-"

compassionate.
INICIACION, sf. Initiation, introduction.

INICIAL, a. Initial, placed at the beginning.

IMCIARSE, vr. To be initiated, to receive the

first orders. [atipn.

INICIATIVO, VA, a. Initiating or producing initi-

Lvico, CA, a. (Ant.) V. Iniqilo.

INIESTA, sf. V. Retama.

INIGCAL, . V. Desigual.

IN-IMAGINABLE, a. That cannot be imagined,

j sf. Enmity. V. Enemistad.
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INIMITABLE, a. Inimitable, above imitation ;

not to be copied. [be understood.

IMNTELIGIBLE, a. Unintelligible, that oannot

IMQUAMENTE, ad. Iniquitously.

INIQUIDAD, sf. Iniquity, wickedness, crime.

INIQ.UO, QUA, a. Iniquitous, wicked, unjust.

INJT^RIA, sf. 1. An unreasonable action, an ab-

surd speech. 2. Hurt without justice. 3, Mis-

chief, annoyance. 4. Contumelious language.
INJURIADOR, RA, s. Aggressor, injurer.

INJURIANTE, pa. Injuring, injurer.

INJURIAR, va. To injure, to wrong, to annoy.
INJURIOSAMENTE, ad. Injuriously.

INJUKIOSO, SA, a. Injurious, contumelious, re-

proachful.
INJUSTAMENTE, ad. Unjustly.
I VJUSTICIA,S/. Injustice, iniquity, wrong.
[NJUSTO, TA, a. Unjust, contrary to justice.
IN LEGIBLE, a. Illegible, that cannot be read.

INLICITO, TA, a. V. IHcito.

INLLEVABLE, a Insupportable.
INMACULADAMENTE, ad. Immaculately, [less.

INMACULA".DO, DA, a. Immaculate, pure, spot-
LNMADURO, RA, . Immature, unripened, un-

mellowed.

INMANEJABI.E, a. Unmanageable, incapable of

being managed ; intractable.

INMANENTE, a. Immanent, inherent.

iNMARCEsiBLE, . Immarcessible, unfading.
IMMATERIAL, a. Immaterial, incorporeal ; dis-

tinct from matter, void of matter.

INMATERIALIDAD, sf. Immateriality.
IMVIATURO, RA, a. Immature.

INMEDIACION, sf. Contiguity, actual contact.

INMEDIATAMENTE, ad. Contiguously ;
immedi-

ately.

IN-MEDIATE, ad. Immediately; contiguously.
LVMEDIATO, TA,. Contiguous, meeting so as to

touch. Llegar a las inmediatas, To arrive at

the critical moment of a dispute or contest.

IN-MEDICABLE, a. Incurable.

INMEMORABLE, a. Immemorable.
INMEMORABLEMENTE, ad. Immemorably.
IMMEMORIAL, a. Immemorial, past time, out of

memory ; so ancient that the beginning can-
not be traced.

INMENSAMENTE, ad. Immensely, [ness; infinity.
INMF.NSIDAD, sf. Immensity, unbounded great-
INMENSO,S A, a. Immense, unlimited, unbounded.

INMENSURABLE, a. Immensurable, not to be
measured ; not to be counted.

INMERITAMENTE, ad. Unmeritedly.
INMERITO, TA, a. Undeserved, undeserving.
INMERITO, ad. Undeservedly, without reason or

desert.

INMERITORIO, RIA, a. Without merit.

INMERSION, sf. Immersion, the act of putting
any person or thing into a fluid below the
surface.

JNMINENTE, a. Imminent, impending, at hand.

IMMISCIBLE, a. Immiscible, incapable of being
mixed. [ed ; constant.

ISMOBLE, a. Unmoveable, unshaken, unaffect-

INMODERACION, sf. Immoderation, want of mo-
deration ; excess.

INMODERADAMENTE, ad. Immoderately.
lNMonERX.no, DA, a. Immoderate, excessive

exceeding the due mean.

LNMODESTAMENTE, ad. Immodestly.

[JWODESTIA, sf. Immodesty, want of purity or

delicacy.

INMODESTO, TA, a. Immodest, wanting shame,
wanting delicacy or chastity.

IVMOUICO, CA, a. Superfluous, excessive.

INMOLACION, sf. Immolation, the act of sacri-

ficing ; a sacrifice offered.

INMOLADOR, RA, s. Immolator.

LVMOLAR, va. To immolate, to sacrifice, [less.

INMORTAL^. Irnmortal,exempt from death ; end-

INMORTALIDAD, sf. Immortality, exemption
from death. [mortal ; to perpetuate.

INMORTALIZAR, va. To immortalize, to make im-

INMORTALMENTE, ad. Immortally.
INMORTIFICACION, sf. Licentiousness, want of,

spiritual mortification.

INMORTIFICX.DO, DA, a. Unmodified, free from
mortification.

INMOTO, TA, a. Unmoved. [moble.
INMOVIBLE 6 INMOVIL, a. Immoveable. V. In-

INMOVILIDAD, sf. Immobility, want of motion ;

resistance to motion ; firmness, constancy.
INMUDABLE, a. Immutable. V. Inimitable.

INMUEBLE, a. Fixed ; applied to landed, oppos-
ed to chattel, property.

INMUNDICIA, sf. Uncleanliness, nastiness, dirti-

ness
; impurity.

iwtiNDO, DA, a. 1. Unclean, filthy, dirty. 2.

Obscene, unchaste.

SANE, a. 1. Free, exempt. 2. Enjoying im-

munity.
INMUNIDAD,S/. Immunity, privilege, exemption,

freedom, discharge from any obligation.

INMUTABILIDAD, sf. Immutability.
INMUTABLE, a. Immutable, not liable to a

change ; invariable, unalterable.

INMUTACION,*/. Change, alteration.

INMUTAR, va. To change, to alter. vr. To
change one's appearance.

INMUTATIVO, VA, a. That which changes or

causes alterations. [ed.

INNACIBLE, a. Unborn, unbegotten, ungenerat-
INNACIENTE, a. That which is not born of an-

other, [natural.

INNATO, TA, a. Innate, inborn, ingenerate,
INNAVEGABLE, a. Innavigable, not to be passed
by sailing ; incapable of sailing, applied to

INNECESARIO, RIA, a. Unnecessary. [ships.

INNEGABLE, a. Incontestable, incontrovertible.

LVNOBLE, K Ignoble, not nobly born ; mean of
birth

; not of noble descent.

INNOCENTADA, sf. State of innocence.

INNOCUO, UA, a. Innoxious.

INNOMINADO, DA, a. Nameless, having no name.

INNOTO, TA, a. Unknown. V. Ignoto.
INNOVACION, s/. Innovation, change by the in-

troduction of novelty.
INNOVADOR, RA, s. Innovator, one who makes

changes ; introducer of novelties.

INNOVAR, va. 1. To innovate, to bring in some-

thing not known before ; to introduce novel-

ties. 2. To pursue a cause while an appeal
or decree of inhibition is yet pending.

INNUMERABILIDAD, sf. Innumerability.
INNUMERABLE, a. Innumerable, not to be count-

ed for multitude ;
innumerous.

INNUMERABLEMENTE, ad. Innumerably, [men.
,
a. Unmarried, single ; applied towo-

a. V. Desobedeccr.
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. Disobedience, want of obedi-

ence ; violation of lawful commands or pro-
hibition.

INOBEDIENTE, a. 1. Disobedient, not observant
of lawful authority. 2. Inflexible ; applied to

inanimate things.

INOBSERVABLE, a. Unobservablo.

INOBSERVANCIA, s/. Inadvertency, neglect.
INOBSERVANTE, a. Deficient in observing.
INOCENCIA,*/*. 1. Innocence, purity from inju-

rious actions ; untainted integrity. 2. Free-
dom from guilt imputed. 3. Harmlessness

sincerity ; simplicity in words and actions.

INOCENTE, a. 1. Innocent, pure, void of mis-

chief; free from any particular guilt ; can-
did ; innoxious. 2. Simple, easily imposed
upon. 3. Innocent

; applied to children.

INOCENTEMENTE, ad. Innocently.
I.VOMTLACIOX, sf. Inoculation, the practice of

transplanting the small or cow-pox, by infus-

ing the matter of ripened pustules into the
cutis of the uninfected by means of slight in-

INOCULADOR, sm. Inoculater. [cisions.

LNOCULAR, va. To inoculate, to propagate by
means of incisions or insertions.

IXOFENSO, SA, a. V. Ileso.

INOFICIOSO, SA, a. Done at an improper time,
and not in the manner prescribed by law.

INOJETA, sf. Top of a boot
;
that part which co-

I'NUPE, a. Poor, indigent. [vers the knee.

INOPIA, sf. Indigence, poverty, penury, want
of tliQjaecessaries of life.

INO PINABLE, a. 1. Unthought of, not to be fore-

seen or expected. 2. Indisputable, incontrover-
tible

; not admitting any diversity of opinion
INOPINADAMENTE, ad. Unexpectedly.
INOPIHADO, DA, a. Inopinate, unexpected.
INORDENADAMENTE, ad. Inordinately.
INORDENADO, DA ; E INORDIN.ADO, DA, a. Inor-

dinate, irregular, disorderly.
LVORME, a. Enormous. V. Enorme.
Is PKONTU, ad. Promptly ; readily.
INQ,U IETACION, sf. Uneasiness, inquietude, rest-

lessness, want of quiet.

IvquiKTADOfi, RA, s. Disturber.

ISO.UIETAMENTE, ad. Inquietly.
IN<IUIETAR, va. 1. To disquiet, to perturb the

rest or quiet. 2. To molest, to vex. 3. To
stir up or excite disturbances.

INQUIETO, TA, a. 1. Restless, turbulent. 2.

Noisy, troublesome, clamorous. 3. Anxious,
solicitous, uneasy.

InquiETtjr), sf. Inquietude, restlessness.

INQUH.INATO, sm. Right acquired by the tenant
of a house.

iNQUiLfNo, NA, 5. 1. Tenant, the inhabitant of a
house that is hired from another. 2. One that

on certain conditions has temporary posses-
sion and use of the property of another.

LvqciN'A, sf. (Fam.) Aversion, hatred.

INQURIDOR, RA, s. Inquirer, inquisitor.

lN<iciRfR, va. 1. To inquire, to look for careful-

ly or anxiously. 2. To ascertain by research
and inquiry.

INQUISICION, sf. 1. Inquisition, examination, ju-
dicial inquiry. 2. A court established in Spain,
and other countries subject to the Pope, for

the detection ofheresy. 3. Building, where the

tribunal of Inquisition holds its sittings. Ha-
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cer inquisicion, To examine papers or books
in order to burn the useless ones.

INCIUISIDOR, RA, s. 1. Inquirer, examiner. 2. In-

quisitor, a member of the tribunal of Inquisi-
tion.

iNpjJisirfvo, VA, a. Inquisitive, curious ; busy
in search ; active to pry into any thing.

INRA.MO, sm. A kind of spun cotton, which
comes from the Levant.

INRAZONABLE, a. V. /rracional.

INREPARABLE, a. V. Irreparable.
INSABIBLE, a. (Ant.) Inscrutable, inexplicable
INSACIABILIDAD. sf. Insatiableness, greediness
not to be appeased. [sure

INSACIABLE, a. Insatiable, greedy beyond mea-

INSACIABLEMENTE, ad. Insatiably.

INSACULACION, sf. (For.) Act of casting lots or

balloting for names.

INSACULADOR, sm. (For.) Balloter.

INSACULAR, va. To ballot, to put the name ofany
person destined for an office into a bag or box.

INSALUBRE, a. Insalubrious, unhealthy.
INS ALUBRIDAD,*/". Insalubrity, unhealthfulness.

INSIGNIFICACION, sf. Insignificance.
INSANABLE, a. Incurable, irremediable.

INSANIA, sf. Insanity. V. Locura.

INSANO, NA, a. Insane, mad.

INSCRIBIR, va. To inscribe, to write on any
thing ; to draw a figure within another.

INSCRIPCION, sf. Inscription, something written

INSCRUTABLE, a. V. Inescrutable. [or engraved.
iNscuLpfR, va. To insculp, to engrave, to cut.

INSEC.ABLE, . Not to be dried, that cannot be

dried. [with an edged instrument.

INSECCION, sf. Incision, cut
;

a wound made
iNSEcrfz, a. Insectile.

INSECTO, srn. Insect.

INSECULACION, sf. Balloting. V. Insaculacio.i.

INSECULAR, va. To ballot. V. Insacnlar.

INSENESCENCIA, sf. Quality ofnot becoming ol<!.

INSENSATEZ, sf. Insensateness, stupidity, folly.

INSENSATO, TA, a. Insensate, stupid.

INSENSIBILIDAD, sf. Insensibility, inability to

perceive, dulness of mind ; hard-heartedness.

INSENSIBLE, a. 1. Insensible, void of feeling
cither mental or corporeal ; callous, stupid.
2. Imperceptible, not discoverable by the

senses. 3. Hard, stupid, unfeeling.
[NSENSIBLEMENTE, a,d. Insensibly.
[NSEPARABILIDAD, sf. Inseparableness. [ed.

[NSEPARABLE, a. Inseparable, not to be disjoint-

[NSEPARABLEMENTE, ad. Inseparably.

[NSEPI/LTO, TA, a. Unburied, not interred.

[NSERCION, sf. Insertion, the act of placing any
thing in or among other matter.

[NSERIR, va. To insert, to place in or among
other things ; to plant.

NSERTAR, va. To insert, to introduce.

[NSERTO, TA, a. V. Enxerto.

NSERVIBLE, a. Unserviceable, useless.

NsiniA,*f. Ambush, snare, contrivance.

NSIDIADOR, RA, s. Plotter, or way-layer.

NSIDIAR, va. To plot, to way-lay
NSIDIOSAMENTE, ad. Insidiously.

NSIDIOSO, SA, a. Insidious, sly, circumventive.

NSIGNE, a. Notable, remarkable.

NSIGNEMENTE, ad. Notably, signally.

NSIGNIA, sf. 1. A distinctive mark of honour.

2. Mark of infamy. Insignias, Badges.
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VA, a. Insignificant.

lNsiMi7LAR,0a.Toaccuse,to charge with a crime.

INSINUACJON, sf. 1. Insinuation, gentle introduc-

tion of one thing into another. 2. Power of

pleasing
or stealing upon the affections. 3.

(For.) Exhibition of a public instrument be-

fore a judge. 4. (Ret.) Kind of exordium.

INSINUAR, va. l.To insinuate, to introduce any
thing gently. 2. To hint, to impart indirect-

ly. 3. To touch slightly on a subject. vr.

To gain another's favour and benevolence by
artful means ;

to insinuate any virtue or vice

into the mind.

INSIPIDEZ, sf. Insipidity, insipidness.

INSIPIDO, DA, a. INSIPID, tasteless, unpleasant ;

spiritless.

INSIPIENCIA, sf. Insipience, ignorance, want of

knowledge or taste.

INSIPIESTE, a. Ignorant, tasteless, uninformed,

wanting knowledge or instruction.

INSISTENCIA, sf. Persistence, steadiness, con-

stancy, obstinacy.
INSIST! R, vn. 1. To rest, to lean upon. 2. To

persist in, not to recede from terms or asser-

tions. 3. To dwell upon in discourse.

FNSITO, TA, a. Ingrafted, natural. [ness.

INSOCIABILIDAD, sf. Insociability, unsociable-

INSOCIABLE, a. Insociable, averse from conver-
sation and society.

IfisoLAcioN, sf. INSOLATION, the exposing to the

sun.

INSOI.AR, va. To insolate, to dry in the sun
;
to

expose to the action of the sun. vr. To dis-

ease one's self by the heat of the sun.

INSOLUBLE, a. 1. That cannot be soldered, or

will not admit of any metallic cement. 2. Ir-

reparable, irretrievable
;
that cannot be re-

medied or replaced.

INSOLENCIA, sf. 1. Insolence, impudence, ef-

frontery. 2. Unusual or uncommon act.

INSOLENTAR, va. To make bold ; to become in-

solent.

INSOLENTE, a. 1. Insolent, impudent. 2. Per-

forming uncommon things. 3. Unusual, un-
common

; unaccustomed.
ISSOLENTEMENTE, ad. Insolently.
INSOLIDUM, ad. Jointly, so as to be answerable

for the whole.

INSOLITO, T A, a. Unusual, unaccustomed.

[NSOI.UBLK,. 1. Indissoluble, not to be dissolv-

ed. 2. Insolvable, that cannot be paid.

INSOLUTUNDACION, sf. Assignment of goods or
effects in payment of a debt.

INSOLVENCIA, sf. Insolvency.
INSOLVENTS, a. INSOLVENT, unable to pay.
INSOMNE, a. Sleepless, wanting sleep.
lNs6MO,.fffi. Insomnolency, watchfulness.

INSONDABT.E, a. 1. Unfathomable, not to be
sounded by a line. 2. Inscrutable, unsearch-
able

;
not to be traced out by inquiry or study.

INSOPORTABLE, a. Insupportable, intolerable.

INSOSTENIBLE, a. Indefensible.

INSPECCION, sf. Inspection, survey ; superin-
tendence.

INSPF.CCIONAR, va. To inspect, to examine.
INSPECTOR, RA, s. Inspector, a careful exami-

ner
; superintendent.

INSPIRACION, sf. I. Inspiration, the act of draw-

ing in the breath. 2. The act of breathing into

any thing. 3. (Met.) Inspiration, infusion of
ideas into the mind by a superior power.

INSPIRADOR, RA, s. One who inspires.
INSPIRAR, va. I. To inspire, to breathe into, to

infuse into the mind. 2. To animate by su-

pernatural infusion, to inspire. 3. To draw
in with the breath. vn. (Poet.) To blow.

INSPIRATIVO, VA, a. That which has the power
of inspiring.

INSTABILIDAD, sf. Instability.

INSTABLE, a. Instable, inconstant, changing.
INSTAI.ACION, sf. Installation, the act of giving

possession of a rank or office.

INSTALAR, va. (For.) To install.

INSTANCIA, sf. 1. Instance or instancy, persist-

ency, urgency. 2. Prosecution or process of
a suit. 3. Instance, pressing argument. DC
primera i^stancia, Instantly, on the first im-

pulse; first, in the first place.

INSTANTANEAMENTE, ad. Instantly, instantane-

ously.
INSTANTANEIDAD, sf. Instantaneity, unpreme-

ditated production or instantaneous existence.

INSTANTANEO, NE A, . Instantaneous, done in an
instant.

INSTATE, sm. Instant, so short a part of du-

ration that we perceive no succession. M
instante, Immediately. Cada instante, Eve-

ry moment, frequently. Par instantes, In-

cessantly, continually.

INSTANTE, a. Instant, pressing, urgent.
INSTANTEMENTE, ad. Instantly, urgently.
INSTAR, va. 1. To press or urge a request or

argument. 2. In schools, to impugn tjje solu-

tion of a question. vn. To urge the prompt
execution of any thing.

INSTAURACION, sf. Instauration, restoration.

INSTACR-4R, va. To renew, to re-establish, to

rebuild.

iNSTAURATfvo, VA, . Restorative, [pulse.

INSTIGACION, sf. Instigation, incitement, im-

INSTIGADOR, RA, 5. Instigator.

INSTIGAR, va. To instigate, to incite.

INSTILACION, sf. Instillation, the act of pouring
in by drops.

INSTILAR, va. 1. To instil, to infuse by drops.
2. To insinuate any thing imperceptibly into

the mind
;
to infuse.

INST NTO, sm. 1 . Instinct, natural desire or aver-

sion
;
natural tendency. 2. Divine inspira-

tion. 3. Encouragement, incitement, impulse.

INSTITOR, sm. (For.) Factor, agent.
INSTITUCION, sf. 1. Institution, establishment,

settlement. 2. Education, instruction. 3. Col-

lation or bestowing of a benefice. Instituci-

oncs, Institutes of any science.

INSTITUENTE, pa. Instituting ;
founder.

INSTITUIDOR, RA, 5. Institutor, founder.

IUSTITUIR, va. I. To institute, to establish, to

found. 2. To teach, to instruct. 3. To nomi-

nate, to appoint ;
to determine or resolve.

INSTITUTA, sf. Institute, a part or section of the

Roman law, which contains its principles.

INSTITUTO, 5m. Institute, established law ; set-

tled order ; design, object, end.

INSTITUTOR, RA, s. V. Instituidor.

INSTITUYENTE, pa. Institutor ; founding.
INSTRIDENTE, a. Pressing, compressing.
INSTRUCCION, sf. 1. Instruction, the art of teach-
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ing. 2. Precepts conveying knowledge. In-

strucciones, Instructions, authoritative infor-

mation.

iNsfRDCTiVAMENTE, ad. Instructively.

INSTRUCTIVO, VA, a. Instructive, conveying
knowledge.

INSTRUCTOR, RA, s. Instructor, teacher.

ItfSTRuf K, va. 1. To instruct, to teach, to form

by precept. 2. To inform authoritatively.
INSTRUMENTAL, a. Instrumental, conducive as

means to some end.

INSTRUMENTALMENTE, ad. Instrumentally.

iNSTRUMENTisTA, sm. Player on an instrument
of music.

INSTRUMENTO, sm. 1. Instrument, a tool used for

any purpose ; an engine or machine. 2. The

agent or means of any thing. 3. A writing

containing a contract, or serving as a proof or

evidence of any thing. 4. Any machine or in-

strument made to yield harmonious sounds.

INSUAVE, a. Unpleasant, disagreeable.
INSUBSISTEVCIA, sf. Instability, inconstancy.
INSITESISTKNTE, a. Unable to subsist, incapable

of duration ; baseless.

I.VHTPSTANCIAL, a. Unsubstantial, futile.

I.NSM.AK, vn. To toil, to work hard.

IVSUFICIENCIA, sf. INSUFFICIENCY, inadequate-
ness to any end or purpose.

ISSUKICIENTE, a. INSUFFICIENT, inadequate to

any need, use, or purpose ; wanting abilities.

INSUFI.AR, va. To blow. V. Soplar.
INSCFRIBLE, a. Intolerable, insufferable.

INSUFRIBLEMENTE, ad. Insufferably.

1'N.snr.A, sf. 1. Isle. V. Isla. 2. (Joe.) A petty
state or government.

INSULAR E INSULANO, NA, a. Insular. V.Islcno.

INSULSAMENTE, ad. Insipidly.

INSULSEZ, sf. Insipidity.

Lvsui.so, SA, a. ]. Insipid, tasteless. 2. (Met.)
Dull, heavy.

IVSULTADOR, RA, s. Insulter.

INSULTANTE, pa. Insulting, insulter.

INSULTAR, va. To insult, to attack unexpected-
ly and violently ;

to treat with contempt.
rr. To meet with an accident, to be suddenly
attacked with disease.

INSULTO, sm. 1. Insult, act of insolence or con-

tempt. 2. A sudden and violent attack. 3.

Damage done by an attack or contemptuous
treatment.

INSUPERABLE, a. Insuperable, insurmountable ;

not to be overcome.

INSUPURABLE, a. Endless, not to be consumed.

INSURGENTE, sm. Insurgent.
INSURGIR, vn. V. JHzarse.

INSURRECCION,.?/. Insurrection, rebellion.

INTACTO, TA, a. Untouched ; entire, unmixed.

INTANGIBLE, a. INTANGIBLE.

INTEGERRIMO, MA, a. super. Very sincere.

INTEGRACION, sf. Integration.

INTEGRAL, a. Integral, whole ; applied to a

thing as comprising all its constituent parts.

INTEGRALMENTE, ad. Integrally.
I'NTEGRAMENTE I'NTEGRAMENT, ad. V. Ente

ramente.

INTEGRANTS, a. Integral, integrant.
INTEGRA R,wa.l. To give integrity, to compose a

whole of its integral parts. 2. V. Reintegrar.
INTEGRJD AU. tf. \ . Integrity, honesty, purity of
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manners. 2. Entireness
; unbroken, whole,

3. Virginity, maidenhead.

I'NTEGRO, GRA, a. 1. Entire, complete. 2. Can-
did, upright, honest, disinterested.

lNTEGUMENTO,sm. 1. Integument, envelope, co-

vering. 2. Fable, fiction.

INTELECCION, sf. Intellection, the act of under-

standing.
INTELECT!VO, VA, a. Intellective, having power

to understand.

INTELECTO, 5m. (Ant.) Intellect, understanding
INTELKCTU, sm. V. Inteligencia.
INTELECTC^L, a. Intellectual, relating to the

understanding ; belonging to the mind.

INTELECTUALMENTE, ad. Intellectually.

INTELIGENCIA, sf. 1. Intelligence, commerce of
information ; mutual communication. 2. Un-

derstanding, skill, ability, experience. 3. Com-
merce of acquaintance, friendly intercourse.

4. Sense, signification of a passage. 5. Spirit,
unbodied mind. En inteligencia, Intellectu-

ally, in the understanding, suppositively.

INTELIGENCI.ADO, DA, a. Instructed, informed.

INTELIGENTE. a. Intelligent, skilful.

INTELIGIBLE, a. Intelligible, perspicuous, to be

conceived by the understanding ; to be per-
ceived by the senses.

INTELIGIBLEMENTE, ad. Intelligibly.
IKTEMPERA NCIA, sf. Intemperance, want of mo-

deration
;
excess in eating, drinking, or any

other gratification. [do.

INTEMPER.A.NTE, a. Intemperate. \.Destempla-
INTEMPERIE E INTEMPERATURA, sf. Intempe-

rateness, want 6f proportion or harmony.
INTEMPESTA, a. (Poet.) Excessively dark and

dreary ; applied to the dead of the night.

INTEMPESTIVAMENTE, ad. Unseasonably.
INTEMPESTIVO, VA, a. Unseasonable, not suita-

ble to the time of the year or occasion.

INTENCION, sf. 1. Intention, design. 2. Instinct

ofbrutes. Hambrc de intention, A dissembler.

INTENCIONADAMENTE, ad. Designedly.
LsTENcioNlno, DA, . Inclined, disposed.

INTENCIONAL, a. Intentional, designed ;
done

by design.
INTENCIONALMENTE, ad. Intentionally.

INTENDENCIA, sf. 1. Administration, manage-
ment. 2. Place, employment, or district of

an intendant.

INTENDENTA, sf. Lady of an intendant.

INTENDENTE, sm. Intendant, an officer of high
rank who oversees any particular allotment of

the public business. Intendcnte de matridvlas,
Intendant or commissary general of the im-

press servicR.

INTENSAMENTE. ad. Intensely.

INTENSION, sf. Intension ; vehemence.

INTEN*IVO, VA. E INTENSO, SA, a. Intense, ve-

hement, ardent.

INTKNTAR, va. 1. To try, to attempt, to endea-

vour. 2. To enter an action, to commence a

law-suit.

INTENTO, SOT. INTENT, purpose, design. De In-

t6nto, Purposely, designedly.

INTENTONA, sf. (Fam.) An extravagant design,
a chimerical attempt.

FNTER, ad. In the mean while. V. Intrrin. A
prepositive particle used in composition.

, sf. 1. Interruption, bterposi-
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tion. 2. Inconstancy. 3. (Med.) Intermission

or inequality of the pulse.

INTERCADENTE, a.
Changeable, variable.

INTERCADENTEMENTE, aa. Changeably.
INTERCALACION, sf. Intercalation, the act of in-

serting or placing in or amongst other things.

INTERCALAR, va. To intercalate, to insert or

place in or among other things.

INTERCALAR, a. Intercalary, inserted.

INTERCEDED nn. To intercede, to mediate.

vr. To act between two parties, to entreat

for another. [in the way.
INTERCEPTOR, r>a. To intercept, to stop and seize

INTERCESION, sf. Intercession, mediation, inter-

position ; entreaty for another.

INTERCESOR, RA, s. Intercessor, solicitor.

I.NTERCESORIAMENTE, ad. Entreatingly.
INTERCESORIO, RiA,a. Interceding, intervening
between two parties ; entreating for another.

INTERCISO, SA, a. Applied to a day the morning
of which is a festival and the afternoon for

INTERCLUSION, sf. Interclusion. [labour.

INTERCOLUNIO,STTC. Intercolumniation, the space
between pillars or columns. [ribs.

INTERCOSTAL, a. Intercostal, placed between the

INTERCURRENTE, a. Intercurrent, intervening.

INTERCUTANEO, NEA, a. Placed between the

skin and flesh.

INTERDECI'R, va. To interdict, to prohibit.

INTF.RDICCION, sf. Interdiction, prohibition.
INTERES, sm. 1. Interest, concern, advantage.

2. Gain, pecuniary advantage. 3. (Poet.) Pa-
thos or interest of dramatic incidents. 4.

Money paid for the use of money ; usury.
Interts de inf.ercs, Compound interest.

INTERESABI.E, a. Lucrative, profitable ; bring-
ing money.

INTERESADO, DA, a. Interested, paying too
much regard to private profit ; moved mere-

ly by pecuniary views ; selfish.

INTERF.SANTK,. Interesting, useful, convenient

INTERESAR, vn. y r. To be concerned or inte-

rested in, to have a share in. va. 1. To in-

terest, to -concern, to give a share in. 2.

(Poet.) To move the passions.
INTERESENCIA, sf. Personal assistance at any

thing. Intercsencins, (Mexico) Residence of
the prebendaries, and their presence at the

INTERESESTE, . Present, concurring, [choir.
INTKRESO, sm. Interest. V. Interes.

I'NTERIN, 5m. V. InleriniMd. ad. Interim,
mean while.

INTERINAMENTE, ad. In the intervening time,
in the interim, in the mean while.

INTERI NAR, ra. (For.) To ratify, to confirm.

INTERINIDAD, sf. Quality of holding a tempo-
rary charge or office.

INTERINO, NA ; E INTERINARIO, RIA, a. Appoint-
ed provisionally, having the temporary charge
of an employ.

INTERIOR, . Interior, internal, inward.

INTERIOR, sm. 1. The interior, inside. 2. Any
thing hidden. Interiores, Entrails, intestines.

INTE RIO RIDA n ,sf.I .Inside,interior part ; the part
within. 2. The act of concealing any thing

INTERIORMEVTK, ad. In the interior, internally.

INTKRJKCCION,S/. Interjection, a part of speech
that discovers the mind to be seized or af-

fected with some
passion.

sf. Interlineation.

INTERLINED, o. Interlineal.

INTERLINEAR, va. V. Entrerenglonar.
INTERLOCUCION, sf. 1. Interlocution, dialogue ;

interchange of speech. 2. Intervention, me-
diation.

INTERLOCUTOR, RA, s. Interlocutor, one who
speaks in the name of another

; person in a

dialogue.
INTERLOCUTORIAMENTE, ad. In an interlocutory

manner.

INTERLOCUTORIO, RIA, a. Interlocutory, prepa-

ratory to a definitive decision.

INTERLUNIO, sm. Time when the moon, about
to change, is invisible. [die.

INTERMEDIA R,vn. To interpose, to be in themid-

INTERMEDIO, DIA,. Intermediate, intervening,

interposed.
INTERMEDIO, 5m. Interlude, an entertainment
between the acts of a play ; farce ; interval.

INTERMINABLE, a. Interminable, endless.

INTERMINO, NA, a. Interminable, immense.

INTERMISION, sf. Intermission, interruption.

INTERMITENCIA.S/. Discontinuance of an inter-

mittent fever, the interval between the dif-

ferent fits.

INTERMITENTE, a. Intermittent, coming by fits.

INTERMITIR, va. To intermit, to discontinue.

INTERNACION, sf. Importation. Derechos de in-

ternacion, Importation duties. [mente.
INTERNAMENTE, ad. Internally. V. Interior-

INTERNAR, va. To pierce, to penetrate beyond
the surface ; to penetrate info the interior of

a country. vr. To insinuate, to gain upon
the affections by gentle degrees ; to wheedle.

INTERNECION,*/. Internecion, massacre, slaugh-
INTERNO, NA, a. Interior, internal. [ter.

INTERNODIO, sm. Space between two knots or

joints of the stalk of a plant.

iNTERNtfNCio, sm. Internuncio, an agent of the

court of Rome ; interlocutor.

INTERPELACION,^. Interpellation, summons ; a
call upon.

INTERPEL.AR, va. 1. To appeal to, to implore
the aid of. 2. (For.) To summon, to cite.

INTERPOLACION, sf. 1. Interpolation, something
added or put into the original matter. 2. Act
of adding or putting something into the ori-

ginal matter. [manner.
INTERPO'.ADAMENTE, ad. In an interpolating
INTF.RPOLAR, va. l.To interpolate, to foist in.

2. To interpose, to intermix : to intermit.

INTERPONER, va. 1. To interpose, to place be-

tween. 2. T refer. 3. To thrust in as an

interruption or obstruction.

INTERPOSICIO.V, sf. Interposition, intervenient

agency, mediation ; interval.

INTERPOSITA PERSONA, sm. (Lat. For.) Person
who acts for another in law proceedings.

INTERPRENDER, va. To carry a place by assault
;

to seize by main force.

INTERPRESA, sf. Enterprise, an undertaking of

hazard ;
an arduous attempt.

INTERPRETACION,S/. Interpretation, elucidation,

explanation.
INTERPRETADOR, R\,S. Interpreter ; translator.

INTERPRETANTE, pa. Interpreting, translator.

INTERPRETER, va. To interpret, to explain, to

translate
;
to attribute : to understand.
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INTERPRETATIVAMENTE, ad. Interpretatively.
iNTERpRETAxfvo, VA, a. Interpretative.
INTERPRETS, s. com. Interpreter, expounder,

translator ; indication, sign.

INTERREGNO, sin. Interreign, the time in which
a throne is vacant

; vacancy of the throne.

INTERROGACION, sf. Interrogation, a question
put ; an inquiry ; the mark ?.

INTERROGATE, a. Interrogative, applied to

marks of interrogation.

INTERROGAR, va. V. Preguntar.
INTERROGATIVAMENTE, ad. Interrogatively.
INTERROGATIVO, VA, . Interrogative.

INTERROGATORS, sm. Interrogatory, a series

of questions put to a person in a law-suit.

INTERRUMPIDAMENTE, ad. Interruptedly.
liVTERRUMpfR, va. To interrupt, to hinder or

obstruct the continuance of a thing.
INTERRUPCION,^/'. Interruption, discontinuance.

INTERSECARSE, rr. To intersect each other.

LVTERSECCION, sf. Intersection, the point where
lines cross each other.

LvTERSERfR, va. (Ant.) To intersert.

lNTERSTicio,sm. Interstice
;
interval.

INTERUSURIO, sm. Interest for a certain time.
Intcrusurio dotal, Interest allowed to a wo-
man for the delay in repaying or returning
her marriage portion.

INTERVALO, sm. 1. Interval, space between

places ; time passing between two assignable
points. 2. Remission of delirium or madness.

INTERVENCION, sf. Intervention, assistance.

INTERVENIR, vn. 1. To intervene, to come be-

tween things or persons ; to mediate. 2. To
assist, to attend. v. impers. V. Jlcontecer.

INTERVENTOR, RA
;
E INTERVENIDOR, RA, s. One

who intervenes.

INTEUYACENTE, a. Adjacent. [will.

INTESTADO, DA, a. Intestate, dying without a

INTESTINAL, a. Intestinal, belonging to the in-

testines, [mestic.
INTESTIXO, NA, a. Intestine, internal

; civil, do-

INTESTINO, sm. Intestine, the gut ; the bowels.
INTIMACION E INTIMA, sf. Intimation, hint.

I'NTIMAMENTE, ad. Intimately.
INTIMAR, va. To intimate, to hint, to make
known. vr. To gain on the affections, to in-

sinuate.

INTIMATORIO, RIA, a. (For.) Applied to writs,

letters, or despatches, in which a decree or
order is intimated.

INTIMJDAD,S/. Intimacy, familiarity.
INTIMIDAR, va. To intimidate, to make fearful

;

to make cowardly.
FNTIMO, MA, a. 1. Internal, innermost. 2. Inti-

mate, familiar ; closely acquainted.
INTJTULAR, va. 1. To entitle, to prefix a title

to a book or writing. 2. To grace or dignify
with a title or honourable appellation, [in<v.

INTITULATA, sf. Title prefixed to a book or writ-

INTOLKRABILIDAD, sf. Intolerableness.

INTOLERABLE, a. Intolerable, insufferable.

INTOLERANCIA, sf. Intolerance.

IHTOVERANTE, a. Intolerant, not enduring.
INTOLERANTISMO, sm. Intoleration, opinion of

those who will not admit any religion but
that which they profess.

I.vroxso, SA, a. (Poet.) 1. Unshorn, having the
hair uncut. 2. Ignorant, unpolished.
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INTRA MUROS, ad. Within the walls.

INTRANSITABLE, a. Impassable, impenetrable.
INTRANSITI'VO, VA, a. (Gram.) Intransitive.

INTRANSMUTABLE, a. Intransmutable.

INTRANSMUTABILIDAD, sf. Immutability.
INTRATA.BLE, a. Intractable, rude ; impassable;

unsociable.

INTREPIDEZ, sf. 1. Intrepidity, courage, bold-
ness. 2. Temerity. [ous.

INTREPIDO, DA, a. Intrepid, daring, temerari-

INTRICAR, va. (Ant.) To involve, to perplex.
INTRINCABLE, a. Intricate, perplexed, easily en-

tangled.

INTRINCACION, sf. Intricacy.

INTRINCADAMENTE, ad. Intricately.

INTRINCADO, DA, a. Perplexed, intricate.

INTRINCAMIE.NTO, sm. Intricateness.

INTRINCAR, va. To perplex, to entangle, to in-

volve
;
to confound, to obscure.

lNTRiNSECAMENTE,arf. Intrinsically, essentially.

INTRINSECO, CA,. 1. Intrinsic, internal, hidden.
2. Close, habitually silent. V. I-'nJ.imo.

INTRODUCCION, sf. 1. Introduction, the act of

conducting or ushering to any place or per-
son. 2. Preparation, previous disposition. 3.

Access, intercourse.

INTRODUCIR, va. 1. To introduce, to conduct or

usher into a place. 2. To bring into notice or

practice. 3. To induce, to facilitate, to con-
ciliate. vr. To insinuate, to gain on the af-

fections
; to interfere.

INTRODUCTOR, RA ; E INTRODUCIDOR, RA, s.

One who introduces.

INTRODUCTORY, RIA, a. Introductory.
INTROITO, sm. 1. Entrance, entry. 2. Introit,

the beginning of the mass
;
the commence-

ment of public devotions.

INTRUSAMENTE, ad. Intrusively.
INTRUSION, sf. Intrusion, the act of forcing or

thrusting any thing or person into any place
or state.

INTRUSO, sm. Intruder, one who forces into com-

pany or affairs without right. a. Intruded.

INTUICION,S/. Intuition, knowledge not obtain-

ed by deduction of reason.

INTUITIVAMENTE, ad. Intuitively.

INTUITIVO, VA, a. Intuitive, evident ; perceived
by the mind immediately and without ratio-

cination, [deration.
LVTUITO (PoR), nt\. On account of, in consi-

INTUITU, sm. View. V. Visl.a u ojeada. For
Intuitu, In consideration of.

IXTUMESCENCIA, sf. V. Hinnkazou.

INTUSUSCEPCION, sf. (Med.) Introsusception,
union of one part of a cavity in another.

LVULTO, TA, a. (Poet.) Unrevenged, unpunish-
ed.

INUMERIDAD, sf. V. Inumerali'idad.

ISUNUACION, sf. 1. Inundation, overflow of wa-
ters ; deluge. 2. Confluence of any kind.

INUNDANTE, pa. Inundating ; what inu-ndates.

INUNDAR, va. }. To inundate, to overflow, to

deluge. 2. To spread, to diffuse.

INURBANAM.ENTE, ad. Incivilly, uncivilly.
I N t RB A NI DA i) . sf. Inci vility ,

want of education.

INURBANO, NA, a. Incivil. rude, unpolished.
INUSITADAMKNTE, ad. Unusually.
INUSITADA, DO, a. Unusual, not in use, not ac-

customed.
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INUTIL INUTILE, a. Useless, unprofitable,

INUTILIDAD, sf. Inutility.

I.NUTILIZAR, va. To render useless.

INUTILMENTE, ad. Uselessly.
INVADKABLE, a. Not fordable, impassable with-

out swimming.
INVADIR, va. To invade, to attack a country ;

to make a hostile entrance.

INVAUDACIOX, sf. The act of invalidating or

rendering void and invalid.

INVALIDED, sf. V. Nulidad.
INVALID AMENTE, ad. Invalidly.

INVALIDAR, va. To invalidate, to deprive of

force or efficacy ;
to render null.

INVALIDO, DA, a. Invalid, without force ; of no

weight or cogency ; feeble, weak, null.

INVALIDO, 5m. (Mil.) Invalid, retired soldier.

Dar 6 conceder invdlidos, To give -pensions
to veteran soldiers, to invalide soldiers.

INVARIABILIDAD, sf. Invariability.

INVARIABLE, a. Invariable, that cannot be alter-

ed or changed.
INVARIABLEMENTE, ad. Invariably.

INVARIACION, sf. Immutability, invariableness,

constancy.
INVARIADAMENTE, ad. Unvariedly.
iNVARiXoo, DA, a. Unvaried, constant.

IN VAS ION, sf. Invasion, hostile entrance, attack.

INVASOR, RA, 5. Invader.

INVECTIVA, sf. Invective, a severe censure in

speech or writing.
INVEHIR, va. To inveigh, to censure.

INVENCIBLE, a. Invincible, insuperable, uncon-

querable.
INVENCIBLEMENTE, ad. Invincibly.

INVENCION, sf. Invention, contrivance, disco-

very ; fiction, artifice. Hacer invenciones, To
make wry faces. Vivir de invenciones, To
live by tricks and cunning.

INVENCIONKRO, RA, s. 1. Inventor. 2. Boaster,
decider. 3. (Vulg.) Gesticulator, mimic.

INVENDIBLE, a. Unmerchantable ;
not market-

able, not saleable.

TVVENIBLE, a. That may be found.

INVENIR, va. (Ant.) V. Hallar.

INVENTAR, va. To invent, to discover ; to feign.

INVENTARIAR, va. To make an inventory, to re-

gister, to place in a catalogue ; to commemo-
rate, [logue of chattels and estates.

INVK.VTARIO, sm. Inventory, account or cata-

lNVENTivA,s/. The faculty of invention.

INVENTIVO, VA, a. Inventive, quick at contri-

vance, ready at expedients.
INVESTO, sm. Invention, discovery.
INVENTOR, RA, 5. Inventor, contriver ; forger.
INVEUECUNDO, D A, a. Shameless, impudent.
INVERISIMIL, a. Unlike, improbable.
INVERISIMIHTUD, sf. Improbability, unlikeli-

hood, [plants in winter.

INVERNACULO, 5m. Green-house for preserving
INVERNADA, 5/. Winter-season.

I.NVEKNADERO, sm. Winter-quarters.
INVERNAL, a. (Ant.) Hyemal.
INVERNAR, vn. To winter, to pass the winter

;

to be the winter season.

INVERNIZO, /A, a. 1. Winterly, suitable to the
winter

; of a wintry kind. 2. Winter-beaten,
harassed by frost and severe weather.

iNVERosfsiiL, a. V. Inverisimil.

IPS

VERSION, sf. Inversion
; change of order,

time, or place ; change of property.
VERSO, SA,a. Inverse, inverted, reciprocal.

INVERSION,
time,

INVERSO,
INVERTIR, va. To invert, to turn upside down ;

to change the order of time or place ; to

change property.

INVESTID^RA,*/. Investiture, the act of giving
possession of a manor, office, or benefice.

INVESTIGABLE, a. Uninvestigable, not to be
searched out.

INVESTIGACION, sf. Investigation, research.

INVESTIGADOR, RA, s. Investigator.

INVESTIGAR, va. To investigate, to search out;
to find out by rational disquisition.

INVESTIR, va. To invest. V. Envestir.

INVETERADAMENTE, ad. Inveterately.

TNVETERARSE, vr. To be antiquated, togrowold.
INVIAR, va. V. Enviar.

INVICTAMENTE, ad. Unconquerably, valiantly.

INVICTO, TA, a. Unconquerable, not subdued.

lNviniA,5/. Envy. V. Envidia.

INVIDIAR, va. V. Envidiar.

INVIDIOSO, SA ;
E I'NVIDO, DA, a. V. Envidioso.

INVIERNO, 5m. Winter, the cold season of the

year. [servant, to be attentive.

INVIGILAR, vn. To watch, to be cautiously ob-

INVINCIBLE, a. INVINCIBLE. V. Invencible.

INVIOLABILID^D, sf. Inviolability.

INVIOLABLE, a. Inviolable, not to be violated.

INVIOLABLEMENTE, ad. Inviolably; infallibly.

INVIOLADO, DA, a. Inviolate, unhurt, uninjured.
INVIRTI^D, sf. Vice, want of virtue.

INVIRTUOSAMENTE, ad. Not virtuously. [ous.

INVIRTUOSO, SA, a. Contrary to virtue, not virtu-

INVISIBILIDAD, 5/. Invisibility.

INVISIBLE, a. Invisible, not perceptible to the

sight ; not to be seen. En un invisible, In an
instant.

INVISIBLEMENTE, ad. Invisibly.

INVITAR, va. To invite.

INVITATORIO, sm. Psalm or anthem sung at the

beginning of the matins or morning worship. t

INVOCACION, sf. Invocation, the act of calling*

upon in prayer.
INVOCADOR, RA, 5. One who invokes.

INVOCAR, va. To invoke, to call upon in prayer,
to implore.

INVOCATORIO, RIA, a. That which iuvocates.

INVOLUNTARIAMENTE, a. Involuntarily.
INVOLUNTARIEDAD, sf. The quality of being in-

voluntary.
INVOLUNTARIO, RIA, a. Involuntary, [wounded.
INVULNERABLE, a. Invulnerable, not to be

INXERIDURA, sf. The place where a tree is

grafted .

INXERIR, za. 1. To insert, to introduce ; to en-

close within another. 2. To ingraft, to ino-

culate. vr. To interfere. [culate.

INXERT^R, va. To ingraft a tree, to graft, to ino-

INXERTO, 5m. Graft, the tree ingrafted.

INYECCION, 5/. Injection, the act of casting in
;

the introduction of liquids by means of a sy-

j

ringe or other instrument.

INVECTAR, va. To inject.

INYUNGIR, va. (Ant.) V. Prevenir.

IpECACOANA,5/. Ipecacuanha, a medicinal root.

IPSO JURE, sm. (For.) Used in courts of law to

denote that a thing does not require the de-

claration of the judge, as it constitutes tht
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law itself. Ip?o facto, (Lat.) By this fact,

without delay. [Constantinople.
I'PSOLA, sf. A kind of wool which comes from

IR, vn. 1. To go, to walk, to move step by step.
2. To be, to exist. 3. To bet, to lay a wager.
Van den doblones gue es cierto, I would lay
a hundred pistoles that it is true. 4. To con-

sist, to depend on. 5. To import, to concern.

6. To differ, to be different, to be distant. 7.

To lead ; applied to a road. 8. To devote

one's self to a calling, to follow a profession.
9. To proceed, to act. 10. To decline a noun
or conjugate a verb for another. Ir en de-

manda de, (Naut.) To be on the look out for.

Jr a, la mano a alguno, To restrain or mode-
rate one. Ir al amor del agua, To temporize.
Jr joined to present participles implies the

existence or actual execution of the action

designated ; joined with past participles it

signifies to suffer their action, as ir vendido.

to be betrayed ; with the preposition a and
infinitive mode, it implies disposition towards,
as ir d oir la misa, To go to hear mass ;

ir a
los halcones, to pursue as closely as a hawk ;

followed by con, it gives the noun an adver-

bial import, as ir con tiento, to go on softly ;

and accompanied by the preposition contra

orfuera de, it signifies to persevere or to act

contrary to. vr. 1. To be gone, to be dying.
2. To leak, to ooze. 3. To exhale, to evapo-
rate ; to discharge wind. 4. Irse d pique,

(Naut.) To founder, to go to the bottom. 5.

To break ; to grow old. Irse d la mano, To
become moderate or restrain one's self. Irse d

leva y monte, To escape, to retire. Irse con
Dios 6 irse con su madre de Dios, To absent
one's self; to despatch with disgust or disap-

probation. Irsele d alguno la cabeza, To per-
turb the mind, to confuse the reason. $ Qui-
en vaf 6 qui.cn r>a alia ? Who is there, or

who goes there ? Vaya vd. 6 vete con Dios,
Farewell ; God be with you. Vaya vd. al

ciclo, al rollo, d pasear, &c. expressions of

contempt for what another says.
I'RA, sf. 1. Anger, passion, indignation, wrath,

fury. 2. Ire, desire of vengeance, chastise-

ment threatened or executed. 3. (Met.) Vi-

olence of the elements or weather.

IRACUNDIA, sf. Violent anger, excessive rage
IRACUNDO, DA, a. 1. Passionate, easily moved

to anger. 2. (Poet.) Enraged, furious ; ap-

plied to the winds.

IRADO, a. V. Bandido.

IHASCENCIA, sf. Passionateness, irascibleness.

IRARSE, vr. V. Mrarse.
IRASCJBLE, a. Irascible, partaking of the nature

of anger; impetuous, determined.

PRIDE SALVAGE, sf. (Bot.) V. Eftmero.
I'RIS, sf. 1. Iris, the rainbow ; a semicircle of

various colours, which appears in showery
weather ; circle round the pupil of the eye
2. Mediator, peace-maker. 3. (Bot.) Flower
de luce. Iris pseudacorus L. 4. Prism.

IRI.AKDA, sf. 1. Cloth made of cotton and wool-
len yarn. 2. Fine Irish linen.

IRONIA. sf. Irony,
a mode of speech in which

the meaning is contrary to the words.

IRONICAMESTE, ad. Ironically
IRON i co, CA

}
a. Ironical.
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IRRACIONAL, a. Irrational, void of reason.

IRRACIONALIDAD, sf. Irrationality.
IRRACIONALMENTE, ad. Irrationally.

IRRADIACION,S/.I. Irradiation, the act of emit-

ting beams of light. 2. Illumination, intel-

lectual light. [light.
IRRADIAR, va. To irradiate, to emit beams of

IRRAZONABLE, a. Unreasonable.

IRRECONCILIABLE, a. Irreconcileable, not to be

reconciled, not to be appeased.
IRRECUPERABLE, a. Irrecoverable, not to be re-

gained.

IRRECUSABLE, a. Not to be refused or declined ;

inevitable. fed.

IRREDIMIBLE, a. That which cannot be redeem-
IRREDUCIBLE, a. 1. IRREDUCIBLE, not to be re-

duced. 2. Stubborn, obstinate. [claimed.
IRREFORMABLE, a. Not to be reformed or re-

IRREFRAGABLE, a. Irrefragable, not to be con-
futed

; superior to argumental opposition.
IRREFRAGABLEMENTE, ad. Irrefragably.
IRREGULAR, a. Irregular, disorderly.
IRREGULARIDAD, sf. Irregularity, impropriety.
IRREGULARMENTE, ad. Irregularly.
IRRELIGION, sf. Irreligion, contempt ofreligion;

impiety.
IRRELIGIOSAMKNTE, ad. Irreligiously.

IRRELIGIOSIDAD, sf. Irreligiousness, impiety.
IRRELIGIOSO, SA, a. Irreligious, impious.
IRREMEDIABLE,*. Irremediable, incurable ; ad-

mitting no cure.

IRREMEDIABLEMENTE, ad. Irremediably.
IRREMISIBLE, a. Irremissible, unpardonable.
IRREMISIBLEMENTE, ad. Unpardonably.
IRREMUNERADO, DA, a. Unremunerated.
IRREPARABLE, a. Irreparable, not to be repaired.
IRREPARABLEMENTE, ad. Irreparably.
IRREPREHENSIBLE, a. Irreprehensible, exempt
from blame.

IRREPREHENSJBLEMENTE, ad. Irreprehensibly.
IRREPROCHABLE, a. Irreproachable, free from

reproach.
IRRESISTIBILIDAD, sf. Irresistibility.

IRRESISTIBLE, a. Irresistible.

IRRESISTIBLEMENTE, ad. Irresistibly.

IRRESOLUBLE, a. 1. Indeterminable, not to be
defined

;
not to be resolved. 2. Irresolute,

not constant in purpose.
IRRESOLUTION, sf. Irresolution, want of firm-

ness of mind.

IRRESOLTJTO, TA ; IRRESUELTO, TA, a. Irreso-

lute, unsteady.
IRREVERENCIA, sf. Irreverence, want of reve-

rence, respect, or veneration.

IRREVERENTE, a. Irreverent, not paying due

homage or reverence.

IRREVERENTEMENTE, ad. Irreverently.

IRREVOCABILIDAD, sf. The state of being irre-

vocable, [brought back, irrevocable.

IRREVOCABLE, a. Not to be recalled, not to be

IRREVOCABLEMENTE, ad. Irrevocably.

IRRISIBLE, a. Risible, laughable.
IKRISION, sf. Irrision, the act of laughing at

another.

IRRISORIAMENTE, ad Laughingly, derisively.

IRRISORIO, RIA, a. Derisive, risible.

IRRITABILIDAD, sf. Irritability.

IRRITABLE, a. That can be rendered void or

i annulled.
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IRRITACIO>, sf. 1. Irritation, commotion, agita-
tion. 2. Invalidation, abrogation.

IRRITADOR, RA, s. Irritator, stimulator.

,
ad. Invalidly, vainly.

. Irritation
; abrogation.

IRRITATE, a. Annulling or making void. Irri-

tunteS) (Med.) Stimulants.

IRRITAR, ca. 1. To annul, to render void. 2. To
irritate, to exasperate, to agitate violently.
3. To alter, to produce a material change.

PRRITO, TA, a. Null, void.

IRRUPCION, sf. Irruption, the act of forcing an

entrance ; inroad, burst of invaders into a

country or place.

ISAGQGE, sf. Introduction.
,

ISAGOGICO, CA, a. Introductive, introductory.
ISCHION, sm. Hip-bone.
ISJDORIANO, NA, a. Belonging to St. Isidore.

ISIPULA E IRISIPULA, sf. (Ant.) V. Erisipela.

I'SLA, sf. 1. Isle, island ; a tract of land sur-

rounded by water. 2. A remote or retired

spot. En isla, Insulated. 3. Square, an area

of four sides, with houses on each side. Islas

de barlovento, Windward islands. Islas de so-

taventO) Leeward islands.

ISLAN, sm. A kind of veil worn by women.
ISLENO, NA, s. Islander, an inhabitant of a

country surrounded by water.

ISLEO, sm. Island formed by rocks.

ISLETA, sf. A small isle.

ISLILLA, sf. Flank, that part of the animal body
which goes from the hip to the armpit.

ISLOTE, sm. A small barren island.

Mli

ISMAELITA, a. Mohammedan, Ishmaehte.

ISOGONO, NA, a. Having two equal angles.
FSPIDA, sf. (Orn.) Kingfisher. Alcedo ispida L.

ISPIR, vn. (Burg.) To puff up, to render spungy.
ISRAELITA, sm. Israelite, Jew.

IsRAELrnco, CA, a. Israelitish, Jewish.

FSTMO, sm. Isthmus, a narrow neck of land
between two arms of the sea, joining the

peninsula to the continent.

ISTRIAR, va. To flute. V. Estriar.

ISTRUTO, TA, a. (Ant.) V. Instruido.

lTALiANizAR,0a. To do after the Italian manner.

ITALIANO, NA ; ITALICO, CA, a. Italian, Italic.

I'TEM,5. Item, another or new article. ad. Also.

ITERABLE, a. Repeated or reiterated, capable
of repetition.

ITERACION, sf. Iteration, repetition.

ITERAR, va. To iterate, to repeat. V. Repetir.

ITERATIVO, VA, a. Iterative, repeating, redou-

bling, [march, route

ITINERXRIO, sm. Itinerary, book of roads ;

PVA, sf. (Bot.) Ground-pine. Iva L.

IXJDO, sm. (Ant.) V. Ezido.

IZA, sf. (Cant.) Woman of the town.

IZAGA, sf. Place abounding in rushes and reeds.

IZAR, va. (Naut.) To hoist, to raise up on high.
IzquiERDEAR, 0n. To degenerate, to fall from

its kind ; to grow wild.

IZQUIERDO, DA, a. 1. Left-handed ; left; sinis-

ter. A1 la izquierda, To the left. 2. Crooked,
not right or straight. 3. Applied to horses

which turn out their toes in travelling.
IZQUIERDO, DA, s. A left-handed person.

JAC

THE j serves in the Spanish language al-

ways as a consonant, and its pronuncia-
tion is guttural, or like the sound ofh strongly
aspirated. According to the rules of the

Spanish Academy, the j precedes a, o, and
u, as in jactancia, joven, justicia, except a
few words, which from their origin and use
are written with x ; the vowels e and i are

preceded by g, except in some names ; but

j is used in all diminutives, as paja, paji-
ta ; viejo, viejecito.

JABALI, sm.. Wild boar. Sus L.

JABALINA, sf. 1. Sow of a wild boar. 2. Javelin,
a kind of spear, chiefly used for hunting of
wild boars. [a wild boar.

JABALtiNo, NA,a. Resembling or belonging to

JABARDEAR, va. To swarm, to rise as bees in
a body.

JABARUILLO, 5m. Company of strolling players.
JABARDO, sm. 1. A small swarm of bees. 2.

Crowd, multitude.

JABATO, sm. A young wild boar.

JABI, sf. 1. Small wild apple or crab. 2. Small
kind of grapes.

JABINO, sm. V. Chaparro.
JACA, sf. Naff, pony. V. Haca.

JACERfsA, 5/. Mai'l, a coat of steel net-work
for defence. . Hard, steely.

JACHT, sf. Yacht, a small vessel.

JAL

,
sm. 1. (Bot.) Hyacinth ; hairbel. Hya-

cinthus L. 2. Precious stone.

JACO, sm. Nag, pony.
JACTANCIA, 5/. Jactitation, act of boasting, ar-

rogance.
JACTANCIOSAMENTE, ad. Boastingly.
JACTANCIOSO, SA, a. Boastful, vain-glorious ;

arrogant.
JACTAR, va.To bestow fulsome praise, to grant

boundless applause. vr. To vaunt, to boast,
to display with ostentation.

JACULATORIA, 5/. Ejaculation, a short prayer
darted out occasionally.

JADE, sm. Jade, a mineral.

JADEAR, vn. To pant, to palpitate, to have the
breast heaving as for want of breath ; to jade.

JADEO, 5m. Pant, palpitation.

JAECERO, RA, s. Harness-maker.

JAEN, sm. A kind of large grapes, with thick
rinds.

JAEZ, sm. 1. Harness, the traces of draught
horses. 2. Manner or quality in which several

things resemble each other. Jaeccs, Orna-
ments or harness of horses in processions.

JAGUEV, sm. (Peru) Large pool or lake.

JAHARRAR, va. To plaster, to overlay or make
even with plaster.

JAHARRO, 5m. Plaster, the act of plasterins
1

.

J.VLBEO A.R,va. 1 . To whiten, to whitewash. 2. To
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paint excessively, to lay too much white on
the face.

JALBEGRE, sm. Whitewash, paint.
JALBEGUEADO, DA, a. Whitewashed, painted
JALBEGUE, sm. 1. Whitewashing, the act of

whitening a wall with lime. 2. Whitewash, a

wash to make the skin seem fair.

JALDADO,DA ; JALDO, DA, a. Of a bright yellow
colour.

JALDE, a. Bright yellow, crocus-coloured.
JALORE, sm. A bright yellow colour, peculiar

to birds.

JALEA, sf. Jelly, the inspissated juice of fruit,

boiled with sugar. Hacerse unajalea, (Met.)
To love with excessive fondness. Jalea del

agro, Conserve of citron.

JALEAR, ra. To encourage hounds to follow

the chase.

JAI.ETINA, sf. Compound jelly, made of animal
substances, with a mixture of fruit and sugar.

JAI.MERO, sm. One whose trade is to make pack
saddles, and harness for mules.

JAMAS, ad. 1. Never, at no time. 2. (Met.)
Once. Para siempre jamas, For ever. Ja-
mas par jamas, Never.

.1 AMAVAS, sf. A kind of flowered silk.

JAMBA, sf. (Arq.) Door-jamb, window-post,
which supports the lintel or head-piece.

JAMBAGE, sm. (Arq.) Collection ofjambs.
JAM BO, sm. V. Yambo.

JAMERDAXA, sf. Sewer which runs from a

slaughter-house, and into which the filth is

thrown. [to wash hastily.

JAMKKDAR, va. To clean the guts of animals
;

JAMKTERIA, sf. (Mur.) V. Zalameria.

'JAMI'LA, sf. V. Mpechin.
JAM is, 5m. A kind of cotton stuff which comes

from the Levant.

JAMON, sm. Ham, the thigh of a hog salted.

JAMONA, a. Belonging to the thigh.
JAMOXCILLO, co, TO. sm. dim. Little ham.

JANGADA, sf. Raft, a frame or float made by
laying pieces of timber across each other.

Jangada de perchas para arboladura. (Naut.)
Raft of spars for masting.

JANGUA, sf. A small armed vessel, like a raft.

JAXNEQUIX, sm. A sort of cotton which comes
from the Levant.

JAPONES, SA, a. Native of Japan.
JAQUELADO, DA, a. Applied to cut diamonds

or precious stones.

E'S, SA, a. Of Jaca in Aragon ; applied to

ancient Spanish coin, struck at Jaca.

,
va. (Ant.) V. Dexar. *

JARDiN,5m.l. Garden, apiece ofground inclosed

and cultivated, planted with herbs, flowers, or

fruits. 2. Privy, necessary on board of ships.
3. Spot which disfigures an emerald. Jar-

dines depopa, (Naut.) Quarter-galleries.
JARDINERIA, sf. Gardening, the art of cultivat-

ing or laying out gardens.
JARDINERO, RA, s. Gardener, one that attends

or cultivates gardens.
JARDINCICO, JARDINICO, LLO, TO, sm. dim. Little

garden.
JARET A, sf. Seam made by doubling the edge of

cloth. Jaretas, (Naut.) Harpings. Jaretas del

pie de las arratgadas. (Naut.) Cat harpings.
JARETERA, sf. V. Jarretera.
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JARO, RA, a. Resembling a wild boar ; applied
to hogs.

JARRA, 5/. 1. Jug or jar, an earthen vessel with
a swelling and a narrow neck. 2. (Ar.) An-
cient equestrian order. Enjarra, 6 drjarras,
With the arms crossed ; with the hands fixed
in the girdle. [with a jug.

JARREAR, vn. To fetch or take out water or wine
JARRERO, 5m. Vender ofjugs or jars.
JARRETAR. va. 1. To hough, to hamstring. V.

Desjarretar. 2. To enervate, to deprive of

strength or courage.
JARRETE, 5m. Ham, the upper part of the leg.

Tener bravosjarretes, To have strong hams.

JARRETERA, sf. 1. Garter. 2. Order of knight-
hood, [ham.

JARRETERO, 5m. Hamstring, a muscle of the

JARRILLO, 5m. 1. A small jug. 2. Chamber-pot.
3. (Bot.) Dragon. V. Dragontea.

JARRO, 5m. Jug with one handle only.
JARRON, 5m. A large jug, an urn.

JASAR, va. (Ant.) V. Sajar.
JASPE, 5m. Jasper, a hard stone of a beautiful

green colour, sometimes clouded with white.

JASPEADO, DA, a. Spotted, like jasper ;
marbled.

JASpEADtTRA, 5/. Act of marbling.
JASPEAR, ra. To marble, to paint with varie-

gated colours in imitation of the jasper.

JASTIAL, 5/. Facade of an edifice.

JATO, TA, 5. V. Becerro.

LULA, sf. 1. Cage, an enclosure of twigs or

wire, in which birds are kept. 2. Cell for

mad or insane persons.
JAUTO, TA, a. (Ar.) V. Soso.

JAVALINA, 5/. Javelin.

JAVEQUE, 5m. Kind of small vessel used in tho

Mediterranean, with three masts, like a fri-

gate, but using oars.

JAYAN, NA,5. A tall, strong, and robust person.
JAYANAZO, 5m. A huge big fellow.

JAZARINO, NA, a. Native of Argel, Algerine.
JAY'ME, 5m. Jtimes. V. Santiago.
JASMIN, sm. (Bot.) Jessamine, a fragrant flow-

er. Jasminum L. Jasmin real 6 de Espana,
Royal or Spanish jasmine. Jasminum odora-

tissimurn L.

JAZAIINORRO, sm. (Bot.) Bastard jessamine or

box-horn. Jasminum fructicans L.

JEBE, sm. Roche-alum.

JEROSOLIMITANO, NA, a. A native of Jerusalem.

JESUCRISTO, 5m. Jesus Christ.

jEsuiTA,sm. Jesuit. [suits.

JESUITICO, CA, a. Jesuitical, relating to ths Je-

JESUS,S?. Jesus, the name of the second person
of the Holy Trinity. Dccir los Jesuscs, To
assist dying persons. En un decir Jesiis, In

an instant. Jesus mil veces ! Good God !

JEsusEAR,rm.To repeat often the name ofJesus.

JIJONA, 5/. Species oflarge wheat which grows
in the Mancha.

Jo, interj. Used to stop horses.

JOCOSAMENTE, ad. Jocosely, jocularly.

JOCOSERIO, RIA, fl. Halfjocose, and half serious.

JOCOSIDAD, 5/. Jocularity, jocoseness.

Jocoso, SA, a. Jocose, jocular.

JoctixDo, DA, a. (Ant.) Jocund, merry; gay.
JOKAYNA, sf. A

_

china jug.
V. Mjofayna.

JOLIEZ, 5jf. Jollity, juvenile merriment.

JOLITO, 5m. Rest, leisure, calm. Haber jolito
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JORC.<

(Naut.) To be becalmed ; applied to a ship.

JOMCO, CA ; JONIO, NIA, a. I. Native of Ionia.

(Arq.) Ionic, applied to an order of archi-

ture. sin. A foot in poetry,

joi.i, sm. V. JJjonjoli.

RCAR, va. (Extr.) V. Mechar.

JORCO, sm. A feast, and licentious dance among
the vulgar.

JORDAN, sm. Any thing which revives or gives
a fresh bloom. [only.

JORFE 6 JOFRE, sm. A wall made of dry stones

JORFEAR, va. To construct dry walls.

Jo r G r x \ v JOR G u i N A
, sf. Witch, sorceress whose

charms consist in soporiferous drafts.

JORGUIN, sm. Soot, condensed smoke.

JORNADA, sf. 1. March or journey performed in

one day. 2. Opportunity, occasion, circum-

stance. 3. Journey, travel; military expedi-
tion. 4. Road, way. 5. Passage through life.

(). Act, one of the parts into which Spanish
plays are divided. 7. Number of sheets print-
ed off in one day, which in Spain is regular-

ly 1500. A 1

grandcs 6 a largas jornadas,
With celerity and promptness.

JORNAL, sm. Wages paid to day-labourers for

one day's work. Muger quc trubuja a jornal,
Char-woman. A1

jornal, By the day.
JOHNALAR, va. To work by the day.
JORNALERO, sm. Day-labourer, one that works

by the day.
JOROBA, sf. 1. Hump, a prominence on the

back. 2. Importunity, incessant troublesome
solicitation.

JOROBADO, DA, a. Crooked, gibbous.
JoROBAR.ra. To importune, to tease or harass by

the frequent repetition of the same request.
JORRO (A')- ad. (Naut.) V. Rcmolque.
JOSELASAR, sm. A sort of spun cotton which
comes from Smyrna.

JOSTRADO, DA, a. Round-headed ; applied to a

foil, shaft, or dart.

JOTA, s/. 1. Name of the letter J. 2. Jot, tittle.

3. V. Ojota. 4. Spanish dance. 5. Kind of pot-

tage? or broth made with parsley and other

herbs, spices, and bacon. j\0 saber unajota,
To be a very ignorant of any thing.

Jovr.-v/'.Yeung, youthful,juvenile. s/w.Youth,
a stripling ;

one in the state of adolescence.

JovENA.m>,s7H.The tiineorplace in whichyoung
persons, after taking the vows, are under the
direction of a master in convents.

JovKNf ILI.O, LLA, TO, TA, s. </mt.Youngster.
JOVENKTE, sm. Youth, a young man.
JOVF.STUD, sf. V. Juventud.

JOVIAL, a. 1. Jovial, under the influence of Ju-

piter. 2. Jovial, gay, airy, merry. [ment.
JoviALinAn,

.<?/. Joviality, jollity, mirth, merri-

JOVA, sf. \. Jewel, a precious stone set in gold
or silver. 2. Any thing well polished and fi-

nished. 3. Present, gift. 4. Astragal, an orna-
ment on pieces of ordnance. Joyas, Jewels,
trinkets ; all the wearing apparel and orna-
ment of women, especially of brides.

JOVANTK. a. Extremely gbssy ; applied to silks.

Pofvorajoyante, Refined gunpowder.
.TOVAL, sm. Jewel of little value. [shop.
J;MRA, am. Woman who keeps a jeweller's
JOYKFIA, ff. Jeweller's shop, where jewels and

trinkets are sold.

,
sm. Jeweller, one who traffics in jew-

els, trinkets, and toys.

JOYO, sm. (Bot.) Bearded darnel, darnel-grass.
Lolium temulentum L.

JOYUELA, sf. Jewel of small value.

JUAN, sm. John. Es un buen Juan, He is a poor
silly fellow. Hacer san Juan, To leave a place
before the expiration ofthe time agreed upon ;

applied to servants. Juan rana, (Buries.) A
simpleton.

JUANETK, sm. 1. Joint-bone of the great toe.. 2.

(Naut.) Top-gallant sail, carried above the

main and fore-top sails. Juancte de sobrcmt:-

sana, Mizen-top-gallant sail. [bones.

JUANETUDO, DA, a. Bony, having large< joint

JUARDA, sf. Stain in cloth, occasioned b'y the

wool having imbibed too much oil before it

was carded and spun.
JUARDOSO, SA, a. Stained, spotted ; applied to

woollen cloth.

JuBERTAR,r.(Naut.)To hoist the boat on board .

JUBETERIA, sf. (Ant.) Shop where jackets and
doublets are sold

;
a slop shop.

JUBETERO, sm. One who makes and sells jack-
ets and doublets.

JUBILACION, sf. 1. Rejoicing, festivity, merri-

ment. 2. Exemption from fatigue and labour.

JUBILAR, vn. l.To rejoice, to make merry. 2.

To enjoy an exemption from fatigue and la-

bour. va. l.To exempt from toil and labour,

2. To lay aside as useless.

JuBiLEo,sm. Jubilee, a public festivity ; conces-

sion of plenary indulgence ;
an ecclesiastic so-

lemnity, celebrated by the Jews every fifty

years. Porjubileo, Rarely, happening seldom.

JUBILO, sm. Glee, joy, merriment.

JUBON, sm. 1. Doublet, jacket. 2. (Joe.) A pub-
lic whipping.

JUBONCILLO, sm. A small jacket, a doublet of
little value.

JUBONERO, sm. Maker of jackets or doublets.

JUDAISMO, sm. Judaism, religion of the Jews,

JUDAI/ANTE, />. Judaizing, one who judaizes.
JUDAI/AR, va. To follow or observe the rites

of the Jews.
JUDAS, sm. 1. One that treacherously deceives

his friend, an impostor, traitor. 2. Silkworm
that does not spin. 3. Effigy of Judas burnt in

the streets in the Spanish towns during lent.

JUUAY'CO, OA, a. Judaical, relating to the Jews.
JuDEr.fA, sf. Quarter or part of the town where

the Jews live
;
tax on Jews.

JUDIA, sf. (Bot.) French bean Phaseolus vul-

gar is L. Judia de careta, Kind of small spot-
ted French beans. \

JUDICACION, sf. Judgment, the power and act

of passing judgment.

JupicAHTE, sm. Judge appointed to inquire
into the conduct and proceedings of officers

of justice.
JUDICAR, fa. (Ant.) V. Jvzgar.
JUDICATTJRA,.*/. l.Judicature,the power and act

of administering justice. 2. Dignity ofajudge.

JUDICIAL, a. Judicial, practised in the distri-

bution of justice.

JUDICIALMESTE, ad. Judicially.

Jn>ici.ffuo, KIA, a. Professing the art of fore-

telling future events by means of the stars.

JUDICIOSO, SA, a. Judicious. V. Juidoso.
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JUG JUN

JUDIEGA, sf. Kind of olives good for making
oil, but not eating.

JUDIEGO, GA, a. Jewish.

JuDiHUELo,swi. 1. A young Jew. 2. French bean.

JUDIO, DIA, a. Judaical, Jewish.

Jui)fo, DIA, s. 1. Jew, Jewess. 2. Appellation

given by boys to the trumpeters who attended

the processions in the holy week. 3. Word of

contempt, used by angry persons. Judio de se-

rial, Converted Jew, who living among Chris-

tians wears a mark on his shoulders.

Jirnios, sm. pi. A large sort of French beans ;

Dutch kidney beans. Phaseolus multiflorus L.

JUEGO, sm. 1. Play, amusement, diversion. For

juego, 6 por modo de juego, By way of diver-

sion. 2. Disposition for doing any thing. 3.

Sneer, ludicrous scorn, sportive insult. 4.

Game,sport. Juego de sv,erte y ventura, Game
of hazard or chance. 5.A single match at play.
6. Method, convenient order. 7. A fixed or

complete number of things. Juego de libros,
Set of books. Juego de vela-s, Set of sails. 8.

Pun, quibble, equivocation. 9. Tener juego,
(Naut.) To have fetched way ;

not to be firm

or steady. El palo mayor tiene Juego en su

fogonadura, The main-mast has fetched way
in its partners. Juegos, Public feasts, exhibi-

tions, or rejoicings. Juego trasero, Hind part
of a four-wheeled carriage. Por juego 6 por
modo de juego, In jest. Conocer el juego,
(Met.) To discover any one's designs.

JUECUECILLO, sm. A little game, a bit of play.

JUEHA, sf. (Extr.) Kind of sieve made of bass-

weed.

JUEVES, sm. Thursday. Cosa del otro Juevcs,

Something that is seldom seen. Jueves de

comadrcs, The penultimate Thursday before

carnival. Jueves de compadres, The ante-

penultimate Thursday before lent.

JUEZ, sm. 1. Judge, one invested with power
and authority to decide and determine causes

and lawsuits. 2. Judge, one who has sufficient

skill to form a correct opinion or judgment
of the merit of any thing. Juez arbitro, Ar-

bitrator, umpire. Juez de enquesta, (Ar.)

Judge whose duty is to investigate the con-

duct and decisions of judges, ministers of

justice, notaries, solicitors, &c. and to punish
them if guilty by virtue of his office, and not

at the instance of others.

JUGADA, sf. 1. Play, the act of playing. 2. Ill

turn, wicked trick.

JITGADERA, sf. Shuttle used to make net-work.

V. Lanzadera.

JUGADOR, RA, s. 1. Player, one who plays. 2.

Gamester, gambler. Jugador de manos, Jug-

gler, one who practises sleight of hand, or

plays tricks by legerdemain.
JUGAR, rn. l.To play, to sport, to frolic ;

to lose

at play ; to venture. 2. To match, to suit, to

fit. 3. To move on joints or hinges. 4. To in-

tervene ;
to take an active part in an affair

;

to exercise. 5. To mock, to wanton.

JUGARRETA, sf. Bad play, unskilful manner of

playing.
JTJGE", sm. (Ant.) V. Juez.

JUGI.AR, sm. Buffoon, mimic.

JUGLARESA, sf. A female buffoon of mimic.

JUGZ.ERIA, sf. Buffoonery, mimicry.
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JCGIHETE, sm. 1. Toy, play-thing, gewgaw. 2.

Jest, joke. Por juguete, Jestingly. 3. Carol,
a song ofjoy and exultation.

JUGUETEAR, vn. 1. To act the buffoon, to play
childish tricks. 2. To play loosely, to wave, to
float ; applied to flags, pendants, or streamers.

JUGUETON, NA, a. Playish, acting the buffoon,
wanton.

Juicio, sm. 1. Judgment, the power of discern-

ing the relation between one term or proposi-
tion and another

;
act of the understanding.

2. Opinion, advice. 3. Prudence, wisdom ; ap-

plied to practice. 4. Judgment, sentence, ver-

dict. 5. Judges assembled in court, tribunal,
court of judicature. Peder enjuicio, To sue
at law. Ser un juicio, (Fam.) To be a con-
fused multitude of persons or things.

JUICIOSAMENTE, ad. Judiciously.
Juicioso, SA, a. Judicious, prudent.
JUI.EPE, sm. Julap> a medical potion.

JULGAR, va. (Ant.) V. Juzgar.
JULIO, sm. July, the seventh month of the year.

JULO, sm. Bell-mule, that takes the lead of a

sumpter's or carrier's mules, [with partners.

JUMELAR, va. (Naut.) To strengthen masts

JuMELASjS/.pZ. Cheeks ;
a general name among

mechanics for almost alfthose pieces of ma-
chines which are double.

JUMELOS, sm.pl. (Naut.) Partners, strong pieces
oftimber, bolted to the beams which surround
the masts on the deck, to keep them steady
in their steps.

JUMENTA, sf. Female ass.

JUMENTAL Y JuMENTiL, a. Belonging to the ass.

JUMENTILLO, LLA, s. A little ass or beast of bur-

then. [A stupid person.

JUMENTO, 5m. 1. Beast of burthen. 2. Ass. 3.

JUNCADA, sf. 1. Kind of fritters. 2. A horse

medicine against the glanders.
JUNCAL 6 JUNCAR, sm. Marshy ground full of

rushes.

JUNCIA. sf. (Bot.) Sweet cypress. English ga-

langal. Cyperus L.

JUNCIANA, sf. Brag, boast.

JUNCIERA, sf. An earthen vessel with a perfo-
rated lid, in which aromatics are kept.

JuNcfNO, NA, a. Rushy, consisting of rushes.

JUNCIR, va. (Ant.) V. Uncir.

JUNCO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Rush. Juncus L. 2. Junk,
small Chinese ship. [es.

JUNCOSO, SA, a. Full of rushes, resembling rush-

JUNGLADA, sf. Stewed hare. V. Lebrada.

JUNIO, sm. June, the sixth month of the year.

JUNIOR, sm. In convents, one still subject to

instruction.

JCNIPERO, sm. V. Enebro.

JUNQUERA, sf. (Bot.) Rush.

JUNQUERAL, sm. V. Juncal.

JUNQUILLO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Jonquille. Narcissus

junquilla L. 2. A small round moulding.

JTJNTA, sf. 1. JUNTA, board, council, court of ju-

risdiction, tribunal. 2. Meeting, assembly ;

union, conjunction. 3. Joint of a horse. 4.

Each of the lateral superficies of a square
stone which has to be joined to others.

JUNTADOR, RA, s. Joiner, one who joins.

JUNTAMENTE, ad. Jointly ;
at the same time.

JUNTAMIKNTO, sm. Congregation, act of assem-

bling.



JUS

JPN'TAR, va. To join, to unite, to congregate ;
to

amass or collect. zr. I. To join, to meet, to

assemble. 2. To be closely united. 3. To co-

pulite ; applied to beings of different sexes.

Juntar meriendas, (Fam.) To unite interests.

JUNTERA, $f. Carpenter's plane.

JuNTERfi.LA, sf. Small plane.

JUNTO, TA, a. United, conjoined.
JUNTO, ad. Near, close to; at the same time.

Par junto, 6 dc parjunto, In the bulk, by the

lump, wholesale.

JUNTOUIO, sm> Kind of tribute.

JUNTURA Y JUNTADURA,S/.I. Joint, articulation

of limbs
; juncture of moveable bones in ani-

mal bodies. 2. (Naiit.) Scarf. 3. V. Junta.

JUPITER, sm. 1. Jupiter, a planet. 2. (Among
Chemists) Tin. 3. Sky, heaven.

Jt'R, sm. (Ant.) V. Dcrecho.

JURA, sf. 1. Oath, an affirmation, negation or

promise, corroborated by the attestation of

the Divine Being. 2. Oath of allegiance.

JUR.CDO, sm. Jurat, juror, juryman.
JURADOR, RA, s. Swearer, one who is in the

habit of obtesting the great name wantonly
and profanely.

Ji KADURIA, sf. Office of a jurat.

JURAMKNTAR, va. To swear,to put to an oath.

xr. To bind one's self by an oath, to obtest

by an oath.

JUR'AMKVTO, sm. Oath, an affirmation, negation
or promise, corroborated by the attestation

of the Divine Being. Juramcnto aserlorio,

Declaratory oath.

JDRAR, va. To obtest some superior power ;
to

attest the great name
;

to promise upon
onth

; to swear, to make oath.

JURATORIA, sf. Plate of silver containing the

holy evangelists, on which magistrates lay
thcjir hands in taking an oath.

JURATORIO, srn. Instrument setting forth the

oaths taken by Aragonese magistrates.
JURDIA, sf. Kind of fishing instrument.

JuREi.,sm. A sea fish.

JURGI'NA, sf. Witch, sorceress.

Ji'RiDicAMKNTE, ad. Lawfully, legally.

JURIDICO, CA, a. Lawful, legal ;
done according

to law.

JuRiscoNsui.TOjSw. Jurisconsult, one who gives
his opinion in law. V. Jurispr.rito.

JURISDK CION. af. 1. Legal authority, extent of

judicial power ; power, authority, jurisdic-
tion. 2. District to which any judicial autho-

rity extends.

JuRisniccioNAr., a. Relating to jurisdiction.
JuRispKRiciA, sf. Jurisprudence.
JURISPF.RITO, srn. Civilian, a professor of juris-

prudence or the science of law. [law.
JURISPRUDENCE, sf. Jurisprudence, science of

JURISPRUDENTS., sm. Civilian. V. Jurisperito.
JURIST A, sm. 1 . Jurist, a student in law. 2. Pen-

sioner, one who has an annuity assigned to

him upon the revenue of the crown.

JURO, sm. I. Right of perpetual property. 2.

Annuity assigned upon the revenue of the
crown. De juro, Certainly.

JUSBARBA, sf. (Bot.) Field myrtle. V. Bniaco.

JUSELI.O, sm. Pottage made of broth, parsley,
grated cheese, eggs, and spice.

JTJZ

JcsoXn, va. (Ant.) To condemn any one by
justice.

JUSTA, sf. 1. A mock encounter on horse-back.
2. Literary contest in poetry or prose.

JUSTACOR, sm. (Ant.) Waistcoat, doublet.

JUSTADOH, sm. Tilter, one who plays at jousts.
JUSTAMKSTE, ad. Justly, exactly ; precisely.
JUSTAR, vn. To joust, to tilt.

JusTiciA,sf. 1. Justice, the virtue by which we
give to every man what is his due. 2. Retri

bution, punishment. 3. Reason, equity ; right.
4. Justice, magistrate or tribunal. 5. Public

punishment. Justicia de Jlragon, The chief

magistrate of Aragon. Justicia mayor, The
lord chief justice of Spain. De Justicia, Ac-

cording to justice, duly, meritedly.
JusTiciAR, va. To execute a malefactor.

JUSTICIAZGO, S7n. The place and office of a jus-
tice.

JITSTICIERO, RA, s. JUSTICER ; one who
rigor-

ously observes justice ;
one who chastises

all crimes with rigid justice.

JUSTIFICACION, .</.
1. Justification, defence,

maintenance, support. 2. Production of the

documents or instruments tending to esta-

blish a claim or right. 3. Equity, conformity
with justice. 4. Sanctification by grace. 5.

(Impr.) Adjustment of lines in apage oftypes.
JUSTIFICADAMENTK, ad. Justly, correctly.

JUSTIFICADO, DA, o. Equal, justified ;
conform-

able to justice.

JUSTIFICADOR, sm. Sanctifier. V. Santificador.

JUSTIFICASTE,/>. Justifying; justifier.

JUSTIFICAR, va. 1. To justify, to clear from im-

puted guilt ;
to absolve from an accusation.

2. To prove or establish a claim in a court
ofjudicature. 3. To render just by the infu-

sion of grace. 4. To rectify, to adjust, to ar-

range, to regulate exactly. 5. (Impr.) To
justify or equalize a line of types. vr. To
vindicate one's character, to clear one's self

from imputed guilt.

JUSTIFICATIVE, VA, a. Justificative, justifying.
JustfM.o, sm. An under garment, or jacket

without sleeves.

JUSTIPRECIAR, va. To estimate any thing.
JUSTIPRKCIADOR, sm. Appraiser, a person ap-

pointed to set a price upon things.

JUSTO, TA. a. 1. Just, conformable to justice. 2.

Exact, strict, punctual. 3. Tight, close. 4.

Good, pious.

JUSTO, sm. A just and pious man. Enjustos y
en verenjustos, Right or wrong, with reason
or without.

JUSTO, ad. Tightly, straitly. M justo, Fitly,

duly ; completely, punctually.
JUVENCO, CA,S. V. JVoviiln.

JUVF.NII,, a. Juvenile, young, youthful.

JrvKvrun, sf. Youthfulness, youth.
JUXGADO, sm. Tribunal, court of justice ; judi-

cature.

JC/GADOR, RA, s. Judge, one who judges.

JUZGAMUNDOS, s. com. One who censures the

actions of every one but himself.

JUZGANTE, pa. Judging ; judge.

JUZGAK, va. To pass judgment, to award, to

adjudge. vn. To apprehend, to form an

opinion.
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LAB LAC

THE
letter k is not now used in the Spa-

nish language ; and even in the few words
in which it was, ita place has been supplied

by c before a, o, and u, and qu, before e and i.

Its pronunciation is similar to that of the c

before a, o, and u; but its figure is retained

in Spanish only for the intelligence of other

languages.

,
am. KALI, sea-weed. V. Alcali.

KARAJO 6 CARAJO, A vulgar exclamation very
common in Spain ; its original import was
the same as the Greek daAAo?.

fetKERME3,scarfet grain. V. Carmesi.
KERATOFITA, sm. (Bot.) A marine plant.
KYSTO, sm. (Ant ) Cyst, A kind of bag.
KY'RIES, sm. Responses in the liturgy.

LAB

THE
I is in the Spanish language a semi

vowel, and sometimes becomes a liquic
when a mute letter precedes it ; e. g. in the
words claustro, gloria, flueco. Joined to an-

other I it has the sound of the Italian gl, of
the Portuguese Ik, and of the i and II in the

English words, million, postillion.

LA, is an article denoting the feminine gender
in the singular number. It is also the accu-
sative case of the personal pronoun feminine

LABARO, 577?.. Standard of Constantino with the

cipher of Christ on it.

LA BE, sf. Stain, spot. V. Mancha.

LABERfNTO,S7/i, 1. Labyrinth, maze ;
a place

formed with inextricable windings. 2. An in-

tricate and obscure matter, hard to be under-
stood. 3. (Anat.) Labyrinth of the ear.

LABIA, sf. Sweet, winnino- eloquence.
LABIA'DO, DA, a. Labiated.

LABIAL, a. Labial, uttered by the lips ; applied
to letters.

LABIO, sm. 1. Lip, the outer part of the mouth
the muscles which cover the teeth. 2. The
edge of any thing. Labio hendido, Hare-

lip.

LABIODENTAL, a. Labiodental.

LABOR, sf. 1. Labour, work, task. V. Lajbranza
2. Symmetry, adaptation of parts to each
other

; design. 3. Needle-work, embroidery.
Labor blanca, White work. Sacar la nina dc
la labor, To take a child from her needle. 4.

A thousand tiles or bricks. 5. Cultivation,

husbandry. 6. (Arag.) Egg of a silk-worm.

Labdres, Figures raised upon a ground ; va-

riegated needle-work
; diaper.

LABORABLE, a. LABORABLE.
LABORADOR, 5m. V. Trabajador 6 Labrador.

LABORANTE,sm. 1. Labourer, workman. 2. La-

borant, chemist.

LABORATORIO, sm. Laboratory, a chemist's

work-room.

LABOREAR, va. 1. To culture, to till the ground.
2. (Naut.) To work a ship, to direct her
movements. V. Maniobrar.

LABOREO, sm. Culture, labour.

LABORERA, af. Clever, skilful ; applied to a good
workwoman.

LAKORIO, sm. V. Labor.

LABORIOSIDAD, sf. Laboriousness.

LABOPIOSO, SA, a. 1. Laborious, assiduous. 2.
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LAC

Requiring much toil and labour, tiresome,
not easy.

LABRA DA, sf. Land ploughed and fallowed to

be sown the ensuing season. [bour.

LABRADERO, RA, a. Labourable, capable of la-

LABRADIO, of A, a. V. Labrantio.

LABRA\DO, DA, a. Worked ; applied to figured
cloth in opposition to that which is plain.

LABRADOR, RA, 5. 1. Labourer who works at the

plough or spade. 2. Cultivator, farmer, hus-

bandman or woman. 3. Rustic, peasant.
LABRADOR, RA, 1. Born or residing in a small

village. 2. Laborious.

LABRADORCICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, s. dim.

oflabrador y labradora.

LABRADORKSCO, CA, a. Laborious, rustic, be-

longing to labour.

LABRANDERA, sf. Seamstress, she who supports
herself by needle-work.

LABRANTE, sm. Stone-cutter, sculptor.

LABRANTfN,sw. A petty farmer, who cultivates

a small farm.

LABRANTfo, TiA,a. Producing grain ; applied to

arable land fit for the culture of grain.

LABRANZA, sf. 1. Tillage, the cultivation of the

ground. 2. Husbandry, the employment of a

cultivator or farmer. 3. Farm, land let to a

tenant ;
an estate applied to the purposes and

pursuits of agriculture. 4. Labour, work.

LABRAR, va. I. To work, to labour. 2. To till,

to cultivate the ground. 3. To build, to con-

struct buildings. 4. To do needle-work, to

embroider. 5. To inform, to instruct. 6. To
finish, to polish to the degree of excellence

intended or required. 7. To harass, to mor-

tify. 8. Labrar un madero, (Naut.) To fa-

shion a piece of timber. vn. To make a

strong impression on the mind.

LABREUO, RA, o. Applied to a kind of fishing-net.
LABRIEGO, sm. Peasant.

LABRIO Y LABRO, sm. (Ant.) V. Labio.

LABRtrscA, sf. Rural life.

LACA, sf. 1. Lac, a red brittle resinous sub-

stance brought from India and used for dying
and making sealing-wax. 2. Red colour.

LACA^RGAMA, sf. (Bot.) Alkanet, red-rooted bu-

gloss. Anchusa tinctoria L.

LACAYO, sm. 1. Lackey, footman, servant ;
foot

soldier. 2. Knot of ribbons worn by women.

LACAYCKLO, sm. Footboy.



LAD LAG

NA, . Belonging to a lackey.
LACEAR, va. 1. To adorn with ribbons tied in

bows. 2. To pin up the game or drive it into

an appointed place.

LACERACION, sf. Laceration.

LACERADO, DA, a. 1. Unfortunate, unhappy. 2.

Leprous.
LACERAR, va. 1. To mangle, to tear in pieces.

2. To suffer, to labour under pains or fatigue.
3. To lead the life of a miser.

LACERIA,S/. 1. Misery, poverty, wretchedness.
2. Labour, fatigue. 3. Leprosy, scrofula. 4.

A set of nets laid out together for some par-
ticular purpose.

LACERIOSO, SA, a. Miserable ; scrofulous.

LACHA, sf. Shad. V. Alaclia. [guid-

LACIO, CIA, a. Faded, withered, dried up, lan-

LACIVIOSO, SA, a. V. Lascivo.

LACONICAMENTE, ad. Laconically.
LACOMCO, CA, a. Laconic, brief, concise.

LAcoNfsMo, sm. Laconism, concise expression
or style.

LACRA, sf. 1. Mark left by some wound or dis-

order. 2. Fault, vice, wickedness.

LACRAR, va. 1. To injure or impair the state

of health. 2. To hurt or injure in point of

property or money.
LAC RE, sm. Sealing-wax.
LACREAR, va. To seal with sealing-wax.
LACRIMA, sf. V. Lagrima.
LAC RIMAC ION, s/. Effusion of tears.

LACRIMAL, a. Lachrymal.
LACRIMATORIO, RIA, a. Lachrymatory.
LACRIMOSO, SA, a. Weeping, shedding tears.

LACRIS, sm. Fruit of rosemary.
LACTANCIA, sf. Lactation, the time of giving

suck, or during which a child sucks.

LACTANTE, sm. Sucker, one who sucks milk.

LACTARIO, RIA, a. Lactary, lacteous.

LACTEO, TEA, a. Lacteous, milky ; resembling
milk. Via lactea, (Astr.) Galaxy, the milky
way.

LACTIC! if 10, sm. Milk-pottage, and, in general,
all sorts of food prepared with milk.

LACTfFERo, RA, a. Lactiferous, lacteal.

LACTT^MEN, sm. Scab breaking out on the head
of sucking children. [mg-

LACUNA, sf. Blank, a vacant space left in writ-
LAC#STRE, a. Marshy, belonging to lakes. V.

Palustrc.

LXn A, 5/. V. Kara.

LADANO, sm. Labdanum, gum or resinous juice
obtained by boiling from the Cistus ladanife-
rus L. a kind of rock-rose, very common in

Portugal and Spain.
LADE.R, va. To move or turn to one side ; to

go side by side
; to go along rails. vn. 1.

(Nadt.) To incline ; applied to the needle of
a mariner's compass. 2. To go by the side,
to incline to one side. vr. To incline to an
opinion or party.

LADEO, sm. Inclination or motion to one side.

LADERA, sf. Declivity, gradual descent. pi.
1. Rails or staves of a common cart. 2.

Cheeks of a gun-carrria^e. [ternus L.

LADIERNA, sf. (Bot.) Buckthorn. Rhamnus ala-

LADfi,LA, sf. 1. Crablouse. Pediculus pubis L.
2. Kind of barley with two rows of grain in
the ear.

LADILI.OS, sm. pi. Shifting panels in the nicies

of coaches, which in Spain are generally
taken out in spring. [ciously.

LADINAMENTE, ad. Sideways, artfully, saga-
LAufNo, NA, a. 1. Versed in an idiom, speaking

different
languages fluently. 2. Sagacious,

cunning, crafty.

LADO, sm. 1. Side, that part of the human bo-

dy which extends from the armpit to the hip-
bone

;
side or half of an animal. 2. (Met.)

Companion, comrade. 3. (Met.) Faction,

party. 4. Mat used to cover carts, &c. 5.

(Met.) Patron, protector. 6. Course, man-
ner

; mode of proceeding. M lado, Just

by, near at hand. De lado, Incidentally.
A1 un lado, Clear the way.

LADON, sm. V. Xara.

LADRA, sf. Cry of hounds after the game.
LADRADOR, RA, s. 1. Barker, one who barks or

clamours. 2. Talker, one who talks much
and to no purpose.

LADRANTE, pa. Barking ;
barker.

LADRAR, vn. 1. To bark, howl, or cry like a

dog. 2. To use empty threats. 3. To cla-

mour, to vociferate, to make outcries. La-

drar el estomago, To be hungry.
LADR!DO> sm. 1. Barking or howling of a dog.

2. Vociferation, outcry ; calumny ;
incite-

ment.

LADRILLADO, sm. Floor made with bricks.

LADRILLADOR, sm. V. Enladrillador.

LADRILLAL v LADRILLAR, sm. Brickfield, a

place where bricks are made and baked.

LADRILLAZO, sm. Blow with a brick-bat.

LADRILLEJO, sm. 1. Little brick. 2. Boy's
amusement of knocking at doors with a piece

LADRILLERA, sf. Brick-kiln. [of brick.

LADRILLERO, sm. Brick-maker.

LADRILLO, sm. 1. Brick, a mass of clay burnt
for building. 2. Cake of chocolate.

LADRILLOSO, SA, a. Made of brick.

LADRON, NA, *..!. Thief, robber. 2. Lock,

sluice-gate. 3. Snuff of a candle that makes
it melt.

LADRONAMENTE, ad. Thievishly, dissemblingly.
LADRONCILLO, 5m. Filcher, a petty thief.

LADRONERA, sf. I. Nest of rogues, den of rob-

bers. 2. Filching, stealing ; defrauding, ex-

tortion. 3. Sluice-gate in a mill. 4. Box. V.
Hucha.

LADRONER!A, sf. V. Ladronicio. [ish.

LADRONESCO, c A, a. Belonging to thieves, thiev-

LADRONfcio, sm. Larceny, theft, robbery.

LAGANA, sf. A slimy humour running from the

eyes.
iGANdso, SA, a. Blear-eyed, being troubled

with a slimy matter running from the eyes.

LAGAR, sm. Wine-press, an engine for squeez-

ing the juice out of grapes.
GA REjo, sf. A small wine-press.

LAGARERO, sm. Wine-presser, one employed in

squeezing the juice out of grapes, or olives.

LAGARETA, sf. Small wine-press.

LAGARTA, sf. Female lizard.

LAGARTADO, DA, a. V. Alagartado.
LAGARTERA, sf. Lizard-hole, a hollow place
under ground where lizards breed.

LAGARTERO, RA, a. Catching lizards
; applied to

such animals as are fond of devouring lizards,



LAM LAN

LAGART!JA, sf. A small lizard. [to animals.

LAGARTIJERO, RA, a. Catching lizards
; applied

LAGARTILLO, sm. A small lizard.

LAG^RYO, 5m. 1. Lizard. Laccrta agilis L. 2.

Insignia of the order of Santiago. 3. Gusset,
a piece of lace put into the side of a surplice.
4. A large muscle of the arm. 5. A sly artful

person.
LAGO, sm. Lake, a large diffusion of inland wa-

ter ;
a large quantity of any liquid. Logo de

leones, A den of lions.

LAGOSTIN, sm. V. Langostin.
LAGOTEAR, vn. To flatter, to wheedle, to cajole.

LAGOTERIA, sf. Flattery, adulation.

LAGOTERO, RA, a. Flattering, soothing.

LAcRiMAjS/. 1. Tear, the water which any emo-
tion forces from the eyes. 2. Any moisture

trickling in drops ; a drop or small quantity.
3. (Bot.) Gray-mill, gromwell. Lithosper-
mum L. Lagrima de Moyses, 6 de Job, (Bot.)
Job's tears. Coix 1aeryma Jobi L. 4. Wine
extracted from the grape by very slight pres-
sure, in order to have the purest juice. La-

grimas de S. Pedro, Pebbles, stones with
which persons were put to death. Lagrima
de Holanda, Prince Rupert's drops, glass glo-

LAGRIM^BLK, . Worthy of tears. [bules.

LAGRIMAL, sm. Corner ofthe eye near the nose.

LAGRIHAR y LAGRIMF.AR, rn. To weep, to shed

LAGRIMIT.LA, TA, sf. A little tear. [tears.

LAGRIMOSO, SA, a. 1. Weeping, shedding tears.

2. Watery ; applied to humours running from
the eye ; lachrymary.

LAGUNA, sf. 1. Lake, a large diffusion of stag-
nant water. 2. An uneven country full of
marshes. 3. Blanks in a book or writing.

LAGCNAJO, sm. Small pool of water in a field

LAGUNAR, sm. Timber-roof. [after rain.

LAGDNERO, RA, a. Belonging to marshes or

lakes. [in lakes.

LAGUNOSO, SA, a. Marshy, fenny, abounding
LAMA, sf. 1. Mud, slime, rfoze. 2. Cloth of

gold or silver. "'. A flat even country. 4.

Fine sand us6d ior mortar. 5. Foam on the
surface of water. 6. Dust of ores in mines.

LAMAR, ra V. LIa mar.

LAMBER, va. V. Lamer.

LAMBREQ.UENES, sm. pi. (Bias.) Ornaments
which hang from helmets.

LAMBRI.TA, sf. 1. Worm bred in the human
body. V. Lombriz. 2. Meager, slender person.

LAMED At,, sm. A musty miry place.
LAMEDOR, RA, s. 1. Licker, one that laps and

licks. 2. Wheedler. Dar lamedor, To feign
losing at play in order to insure greater suc-
cess.

LAMEDIJTRA, sf. Act of licking.

LAMELAR, va. To roll copper into sheets.

LAMENTABLE, a. Lamentable, deplorable.

LAMENTABLEMENTE, ad. Lamentably.
LAMENTACION, sf. Lamentation, expression of

sorrow.

LAMENTADOR, RA, s. Lamenter, weeper, [row.
LAMENT^R, vn. y r. To lament, to express sor-

LAMENTO, sm. Lamentation, expression of sor-

row, [ed.
LAMENToso

t SA, a. Lamentable, to be lament-

LAMEPLATOS, sm. Lick-plate, nickname given
to the servants who attend at table.
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LAMER, ta. To lick, to pass over with the

tongue ; to lap, to take in by the tongue.
LIMETADA, sf. Thing licked or polished.
LAMIA, sf. 1. Fabulous monster. 2. Kind of

shark. 3. (Met.) Harlot, a woman of the
town.

LAMIDO, DA, a. Deformed, worn out with use.

LAMIENTE, pa. Licking, licker.

LAMIN, sm. (Ar.) V. Golosina.

LAMINA, sf. 1. Plate, sheet of metal, any thin

plate. 2. Copper-plate. 3. Painting or print
put on fans.

[nas.
LAMINADO, DA, a. Covered with plates or lam i-

LAMINAR, va. (Ar.) 1. To lick, to guzzle dain-
ties. 2. To roll or beat metal into- sheets.

LAMINERA, sf. (Ar.) Bee advanced before its

companions.
LAMINERO,RA,S. Manufacturer ofmetal plates;
one who makes shrines for relics.

LAMINERO, RA, a. (Ar. y Mure.) Gluttonous.

LAMINICA, LLA, TA, sf. A small plate.

LAMISCAR, vn. To lick with haste and great ea-

gerness.
LAMIZNERO, RA, a. Lickerish, lickerous.

LAMOSO, SA, a. (Naut.) Oozy, slimy ; applied
to the anchoring ground.

LAMPACEAR, ra. (Naut.) To swab, to clean the
decks with a swab.

LAMPADAFORO, sm The victor in ancient racea

with torches at religious festivals.

LAMPARA, sf. 1. Light, a luminous body. 2

Glass-lamp. 3. Spot or stain of oil or grease.
4. Branch of a tree placed at the door on fes-

tivals or rejoicings. Lampara de bitdcora,

(Naut.) Binacle-lamp.
LAMPARERO, RA, s. Lamp-lighter.
LAMPARILLA, sf. 1. A small lamp. 2. A small

bit of paper, twisted at the end, which when
put in oil and lighted serves for a lamp. 3.

A sort of coarse camblet.

LAMPARIN, sm. Casa into which a glass lamp
is put.

LAMPARISTA, s. com. Lamp-lighter.
LAMPARON, sm. King's evil, a scirrhous tumour

in the neck.

LAMPATON, sm. A Chinese plant.

LAMPAZO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Burdock. V. Bardana.
2. (Naut.) Swab, a mop made of old ropes or

rope-yarn, and used to clean the decks and
cabin of a ship. Panos de lampazo, Tapestry,
on which landscapes are represented. Lam-

pdzos. Pimples breaking out on the face.

AMpfSo, NA, . Beardless; having little hair.

LAMPION, s?. A large lantern.

LAMPO, sm. (Poet.) Light, splendour, blaze.

LAMPOTE, sm. Cotton cloth made in the Philip-

pine isles.

LAMPREA, sf. (let.) Lamprey. Petromyzon L.

LAMPREAR, va. To dress a lamprey.
LAMPREHUELA 6 LAMPREILLA, sf. Kind of

small lamprey.
LAMPSANA, sf. Kind ofwild cabbage.

tfGA, sf. (let.) Kind of crab.

LANA, sf. 1. Wool, the fleece of sheep. 2. Short

curled hair of some animals. 3. Woollen ma-
nufacture in general. 4. (Joe.) Cash, money.
A' costa de lanas, At another man's expense.
Lana burda, Coarse wool.

, sf. Sponge for cleaning cannons.
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LANADO, DA, a. V. Lanuginoso. [wool.
LA VAR, a. Woollen ; belonging to wool, made of

LANARIA, sf. (Bot.) Cud-weed.
sm.. 1. Cast, throw. 2. Casting of a net

into the water to catch fish. 3. A favourable

opportunity, critical moment. 4. Chance ;

fortuitous event. 5. Sudden quarrel or dis-

pute. C. Skill and industry of a player. De

lanrc, Cheap. pi. 1. Missile weapons. 2.

Plot or intrigues of a
play.

A 1

pocos lances,

In a short time and with little labour.

LANCF.AR, r. To wound with a lance.

LANCKOLA, sf. (Bot.) Plantain.

LANCEKA, sf. Hooks in an armoury, on which
arms are placed.

LANCRO, 5m. 1. Pikeman, hncier, one armed

with a pike or lance. 2. Maker of pikes.

LANCETA, sf. 1. Lancet, a small pointed chirur-

gical instrument. 2. Potter's knife.

LANCETAPA Y LANCETAZO, s. Act of opening
or wounding with a lancet.

LANCHA, sf. 1. A thin and flat piece of stone.

2. (Naut.) Barge, lighter ; longboat of a ship
of war. Lancha canonera, Gun-boat. 3.

Snare for partridges.

LANCHADA, sf. A lighter full of goods; as

much as a lighter carries at once.

LANCHAZO, sm. Blow with a flat stone.

LANCHON, sm. (Naut.) Lighter. Lanchon de

lastrar, Ballast-lighter.

LANCHONERO, sm. Lighterman.
LANCILLA, sf. A small lance. [India.

LANCION, sm. (Na6t.) A kind of guardship in

LANCURDIA, sf. Small trout.

LA\N DA, sf. An extensive tract of heath-land.

LlsnE, sf. (Ast.) Acorn, the fruit of the oak-

LANDOLA. V. Padre. [tree.

LANDGRAVE, sm. Landgrave, a German title.

LX.NDRK, sf. 1 . A morbid swelling ofthe glands.
2. A purse concealed in the clothes. 3.

Acorn. V. Bellota. [glands.

LANDRECILLA, sf. Round lump among the

LANDRERO, RA, a. Applied to one who hoards

money in a bag or purse concealed in his

clothes. [under the tongues of hogs.
LANDRLLAS, sf.pl. Small grains which grow
LANF.RIA, sf. Shop where washed wool is sold.

LASERO, sm. 1. Dealer in wool. 2. Warehouse
for wool.

LAXGART^TO, TA, a. Tall, lank, ill-shaped.
L \NGOR, sm. Languor, faintness ; a decay of

spirits.

LANGOSTA, sf. 1. Locust, a devouring insect.

Gryllus L. 2. Lobster, a crustaceous sea-

fish. Cancer homarus L. 3. One who extorts

monay.
LANGOSTIN, SOT. A small locust. [sus L.

LANGOSTI.VO, sm. Grass-hopper. Gryllus gros-
LANGOSTONT, sm. The large green locust.

LA..VGUENTE, a. Infirm, weak.
LANGUID AMJENTE, ad. Languidly.
LANGUIDEZ 6 LANGCIDEZA, sf. 1. Weariness,

faintness. 2. Decay of spirits, melancholy.
LANGUIDO, DA, a. 1. Languid, faint, weak. 2.

Dull, heartless.

LAN-dudR, sm. Languor. V. Languidez.
LANIFERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Laniferous.
LANIFICIO Y LANiriCACioy, s. Woollen manu-

facture, the art of manufacturing wool

, sf. 1. Nap of cloth, down, villous sub-
stance. 2. Swanskin, a kind of very fine flan-

nel. 3. (Nadt.) Buntine, a thin woollen stuff,
of which flairs and colours are made.

LANIO, A, a. Woollen. V. Lanar.

LANOSIDAD, sf. Down of the leaves of plants.
LANOSO, SA, a. V. Lanudo.

LA\TEJA, sf. Lentil. V. Lenteja.

LANTKJUELA, sf. 1. Spangle, a small plate of

shining metal. 2. Scurf left on the skin after

any sore. [terna.

LANTERNA, sf. Lantern or Lanthorn. V. Lin-

LANTIA DE BITACORA, sf. (Naut.) Binnacle-

lamp, [clothed with wool.

LANUDO, DA, a. Woolly, consisting of wool,
LANUGINOSO, SA, a. Lanuginous, downy ;

co-

vered with soft hair.

LANZA, s/. 1. Lance, spear, javelin. 2. Pole of a
coach or wagon. 3. Pikeman, soldier armed
with a pike or lance. Ldnza en ristre, Ready
for action. A 1

punta de lanza, Strenuously,
with all might. Lanzas, Duty paid to the

Spanish government by the grandees and no-

bility ofthe realm, in lieu ofmilitary services,

LANZADA, sf. Blow or stroke with a lance.

LANZADERA, sf. Shuttle, the instrument with
which the weaver shoots the cross threads.

LANZADOR, RA, s. Thrower, ejecter.

LANZAMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of launching,
casting, or throwing ; dispossessing, eject-
ment. 2. (Naut.) Flaring of the bows and
knuckle-timbers

;
rake of the stem and stern-

post. Lanzamientos, Length of a ship from
stem to sternpost.

LANZAR, va. 1. To elance, to throw, to dart. 2.

To cast up, to vomit. 3. (For.) To eject, to

dispossess. 4. To let loose. vr. To rush or

dart upon.
LANZON, sm.A hort and thick lance.

LAffA, sf. 1. Cramp-iron. 2. Green cocoa nut.

LANAR, va. 1. To fasten two things together
with a cramp-iron. 2. To open and gut fish.

3. To lament.

LAPA,S/. 1. Scum or pellicle raised on the sur-

face of some liquors. 2. (let.) A kind of shell-

fish. Lepas L. 3. (Bot.) Common burdock,
Arctium lappa L.

LAPACHAR, sm. Hole full of mud and mire.

LAPADE, sf. (let.) Acorn shell-fish. Lepas L.

LTAPICERO, sm. A metal pencil-case.

LAPIDA, sf. A flat stone, on which inscriptions
are engraved.

LAPIDARIA, sf. The art or profession of a lapi-

dary, who deals in stones and gems.
LAPIDARIO, sm. Lapidary, one who deals in

stones and gems.
LAPIDARIO, RIA, a. Lapidary.
LAPIDEO, DBA, a. Lapideous, stony ;

of the na-

ture of stone.

LAPIDIFICACIOX, sf. Petrification. [trify.

LAPIDIFICAR, .To convert into stone, to pe-

LAPIDIFICO, CA, a. Lapidescent, growing or

turning to stone.

LAPIDOSO, SA, a. Lapideous, stony.

LAPILLA, sf. (Bot.) Hound's tongue.

LAPISLAZULI, sf. An azure stone of which the

ultramarine colour is prepared by calcination.

LAPIZ, sm. Black chalk used in drawing ; black

lead. Lapiz encarnado, Red ochre
437
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LAPIZAR, sm. Black lead mine.

LAPIZAR, va. To draw or delineate with black

chalk or black lead.

LAPO, sm. Blow with the flat side of a sword.

LApso, sm. Lapse or course of time.

LAQUE, sm. Running footman.

LAR, sm. An amphibious bird.

LARES, sm. pi. 1. House-gods of the ancient

Romans. 2. Pot-hooks, hooks on which pots
are hung over the fire, fped their house-gods.

LARlRio,sm. Place where the pagans worship-
LARDAR 6 LARDEAR, va. 1. To baste, to drip

oil or butter upon meat on the spit. 2. To
beat with a stick.

LARDERO, (Jueves), sm. Thursday before lent.

LARDO, sm. Lard, the fat or grease of swine.

LARDON, sm. A marginal note of a book.

LARDOSILLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. Greasy, dirty with

LARDOSO, SA, a. Greasy, fatty. [grease.

LARGA, sf. Delay, procrastination.

LARGAMENTE, ad. Largely, copiously, com-

pletely, liberally, frankly, for a long time.

LARGAR, va. 1. To loosen, to slacken, to ease a

rope. Larga Las brazas de la gavia, (Naut.)
Let go the main top-sail braces. Larga el lof,

(Naut.) Up tack sheets. Toda vela larga,

(Naut.) All sails out. Largar el cable por cl

chicote 6 por ojo, To pay out the cable end
for end. 2. Largar las velas, (Met ) To en-

large upon a subject. Largarse, To set sail.

LARGO, GA, a. 1. Large, wide. 2. Long, exten-

sive. V. Longitud. 3. Generous, free, liberal.

4. Copious. 5. Prompt, expeditious. Lurvo de

lengua, Too free and unguarded in the use of

expressions. Largo de unas, Light-fingered.
De largo a largo, Lengthwise. Navegar a
lo largo de la costa, (Naut.) To navigate

along the coast. Pasar de largo, To pass

by without stopping. A 1 la larga, At length,

extensively, gently. ad. Largely, profusely.

LARGOMIRA, sf. Telescope.
LARGOR, 5m. Length, the extent of any tiling

material from end to end. V. Longitud.
LARGUEADO, DA, a. Striped. V. Listado.

LARGUERO, sm. Jamb-post of a door or window.
V. Cabezal.

LARGUEZA, sf. 1. Length, extent, largeness,
width. 2. Liberality, generosity, frankness.

LARGufco, CA ; LLO, LLA
', TO, TA, a. Not very

large.

LARGER*, sf. Length, longitude.
LARfcE, 5m. (Bot.) Larch-tree. Pinus larix L.

LARicfuo, NA, a. Belonging to the larch-tree.

LARIGE, a. Applied to a kind of very red

grapes.
LAFfNGA, sf. Turpentine extracted from the

larch-tree ;
Venice turpentine.

LARIUGE, 5m. (Anat.) Larynx, the upper part
ofthe trachea,through which the voice passes.

LARO, 5m. (Orn.) Gull, sea-gull. Larus L.

LARVA, 5/. 1. Mask. V. Mascara y Fantasma.
2. (Ent.) Larva, grub-state of an insect.

Larvas, Hobgoblins.
LARVAL, a. Frightful, ghastly ;

like a mask.

LASAMENTO, sm. Lassitude, weariness. V. La-

situd.

LASA&A, 5/. A sort of paste fried in a pan.

LASARSE, vr. (Ant.) To fatigue one's self.

LASCAR, wa. (Naut.) To case off, to slacken.

Lascar cl virador de combes, (Naut.) To
surge the capstern.

LASCIVAMENTE, ad. Lasciviously.
LAscfviA, sf. 1. Luxuriance, luxury ;

excess in
delicious fare. 2. Lasciviousness, lewdness.

LASCIVO, VA, a. 1. Lascivious, lewd, lustful. 2.

Luxuriant, exuberant.

LASER, 5m. (Bot.) Benzoin.

LASERPICIO, 5m. (Bot.) Laserwort. Laserpiti-
um L.

LAsiLLo,5m. A small knot.

LASITTJ^D, 5/. Lassitude, weariness, faintness.

LASO, SA, a. Weary, tired with labour, subdu-
ed by fatigue. [other.

LASTAR, va. To pay, answer, or suffer for an-

LASTIMA, 5/. 1. Grief, compassion, pity. 2. Ob-

ject of compassion or pity. Lastima es, It is

a pity.

LASTIMAR, va. 1. To hurt, to wound, to offend.

2. To move to compassion, to excite pity, to

pity. vr. To be moved to compassion, to

grieve, to be sorry, to complain. [rable.

LASTIMERO,RA,O. Sad, doleful, mournful, mise-

LASTIMOSAMENTE, ad. Miserably, pitifully ;
in

a doleful manner.

LASTIMOSO, SA, a. Doleful, sad. V. Lastimero.

LASTO, 5m. Receipt given or belonging to him
who has paid for another.

LASTRA, sf. (Naut.) Boat, lighter. V. Lancha.

LASTRAR, va. 1. (Naut.) To ballast a ship ;
to

put stones, iron, or other weighty articles at

the bottom of a ship. 2. To keep any thing

steady by means of a weight. Vela de lastrar,

(Naiit.) Port-sail. Lancha de lastrar, (Naut.)

Ballast-lighter.

LASTRE, 5m. 1. Rough stones which are merely-
used to ballast ships or build walls. 2. Bal-

last, a weight put at the bottom of ships, to

keep them steady. Lastre grueso, Heavy
ballast. Lastre lavado, Washed ballast. Ir

en lastre, To go in ballast. El lastre se corre,
The ballast shifts. 3. Weight, motive, judg-
ment.

LATA tf HOJA DE LATA, 5/. Tin-plate, or tin-

ned iron-plate. Latas, Laths, ledges.

LATAMENTE, ad. Largely, amply.
LATASTRO, 5m. (Arq.) V. Plinto.

LATEBROSO,SA, a. Hiding,concealing from view.

LATERAL, a. Lateral, belonging to the side.

LATERALMENTE, ad. Laterally.

LATERANENSE, a. Belonging to the church of

St. John of Lateran.

LATfco, sm. l.Pant, palpitation; motion of

the heart. 2. Howling or barking of a dog
after game.

LATIGADERA, 5/. (And.) Shock received by any

thing in a cart from the motion.

LATIGAZO, sm. \. Lash, crack of a whip. 2.

Unexpected offence.

LATIGO, 5m. 1. Thong or point of a whip. 2.

Rope with which any thing to be weighed is

fastened to the steelyard. 3. Plume with

which a hat is adorned.

LATIGUEAR, vn. To smack or crack with tho

lash of a whip.
LATIGUERA, 5/. Cord for fastening to a weight

or balance.

LATIGUERO, sm. Maker or seller of whip thongs
or lashes.



LAU LAY

,
sm. Latin, the Latin tongue. Saber

mucho latin, To be full of wit and cunning.
LATINAJO, 5771. Latin jargon.
LATINAMENTE, ad. In pure Latin. [Latin.
LATINAR v LATINEAR, va. To speak or write

LATINIDAD, sf. Latinity, the Latin tongue.
LATIN!SMO, s?. Latinism, a mode of speech pe-

culiar to the Latin idiom.

LATINIZAR, va. To latinize, to give names a La-

tin termination ;
to make them Latin. vn.

To use words borrowed from the Latin.

LATfno, NA, a. 1. Native of Latium ; one who
knows the Latin language. 2. Applied to the

Western church, opposed to the Greek. A'

la, latina, In a lateen or triangular fashion.

Vela latina, Lateen sail, ofa triangular shape,
and used chiefly in the Mediterranean.

L AT!R, vn. 1. To palpitate, to beat at the heart
;

to flutter. 2. To yelp, to bark as a hound in

pursuit of game. [self.

LATITAR, vn. To lie concealed, to hide one's

LATITT}D, sf. 1. Breadth, width, latitude, ex-

tent. 2. Distance of any point or object from
the equator. Latidud corregida, (Nadt.)
Corrected latitude. Latitud par encima,

(Naut.) Latitude by dead reckoning. Lati-

tud arribada, (Naut.) Latitude come to.

LATITUDINAL, a. Relating to the latitude.

LATO, TA, a. Large, diffuse, extensive.

LATON, sm. Brass, latten.

L ATONERO, 5m. 1. Brazier, a manufacturer who
works in brass. 2. (Bot.) V. Mmez. 3.

(Mure.) Little drain.

LATONES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Laths or ledges of

different thickness, used on board of ships.

LATRfA, sf. Worship, adoration due to God
LATRINA, sf. Privy-house. V. Letrina. [only.

,
sm. V. Ladronicio.

LAUD, sf. 1. Lute, a stringed musical instru-

ment. 2. Merchant vessel.

L AUD A, sf. Tombstone. V.Laude.

LAUDABLE, a. Laudable, praiseworthy.
LAUDABLEMENTE, ad. Laudably.
LAUDANO, sm. Laudanum, a soporific tincture

extracted from opium.
LAUDAR, va. To praise.

LAUDATORIO, RIA, a. Laudative.
L VUDE, sf. 1. A tombstone with an epitaph en-

graved on it. 2. Prayers read in the Arabic

language at Toledo, and in other places in

Spain. Laudes, Lauds, that part of the di-

vine service which is said after matins, and
consists in praise of the Almighty. M lau-

dcs, At all hours, frequently. Tocar a lau-

des, To praise one's self.

LAUDEMIO, sm. Dues paid to the lord of the

manor on all transfers of landed property,
within the precinct of the manor.

LAUNA, sf. 1. Lamina, a thin plate of metal. 2.

Schistous clay used for covering houses.

LAURA, sf. Solitary situation where the ancient
monks 'had their detached cells.

LAUREA, sf. A laurel leaf or crown.

LAUREANDO, sm. He who is to receive a degree
in a university.

L.YTJREAR, va. 1. To crown with laurel. 2. To
graduate, to dignify with a degree in the
universities.

LACKEDAt, sm. Plantation of laurnl trees.

LAUREL, sm. 1. (Bot.) Laurel. Laurus L. 2.

A crown of bays as a reward.

LAURENTE, sm. Workman who takes the mould
from the vat-man in paper-mills.

LAUREOLA, sf. 1. A crown of laurel. 2. (Bot.)

Bay-tree. Daphne laureola L.

LAIRING, NA, a. Belonging to laurel.

LAtmo, sm. (Bot.) Laurel. Laurus L.

LAtrTo, TA, a. Rich, wealthy.
LAVA, sf. 1. Washing of metals in mines. 2.

Lava, a volcanic production.
LAVACARAS, sm. 1. Water which washed tho

face. 2. Flatteries or caresses.

LAVACIAS, sf. pi. Foul water which runs from
a washing place.

LAVACION, sj. Lotion, wash.

LAVACRO, sm. 1. Washing place, a lavatory.
2. Place where the baptism is administered ;

baptistery.
LAVADERO, sm. 1. Washing place, where wool
and other things are washed. 2. Vat or pit in

which tanners or skinners clean their skins.

LAVADOR, RA, s. 1. Washer, one who washes
wool. 2. Burnisher, an instrument which
serves to clean and brighten fire-arms.

LAVADURA, sf. 1. Wash, the act of washing any
thing. 2. Composition of water, oil, and eggs
beat together, in which glove-leather is pre
pared. 3. V. Lavazas.

LAVAJOS, sm. pi. Pool, a small lake of standing
water where cattle go to drink and clean

themselves. [ty,

LAVAMANOS, sm. A washing stand in a sacris-

LAVANCO, sm. A kind of wild duck.

LAVANDERA, sf. Laundress, a woman whose

employment is to wash clothes.

LAVANDERO, sm. 1. Washer, he who washes. 2.

One who carries and brings the foul linen to

the washing place, to be washed.

LAVANDULA,S/. Lavender. V. Espliego.
LAVAVR, va. 1. To wash, to cleanse by ablution.

2. To clear from an imputation or charge of

guilt. 3. To white-wash a wall with lime or

chalk. Lavar de lana a alguno, To dive in-

to the truth of any thing.

LAVATIVA, sf. Clyster, a medicinal injection.

LAVATORio,sm. 1. Lavation, the act of washing.
2. Medicinal lotion with which diseased parts
are washed. 3. Ceremony of washing the
feet on Holy Thursday. 4. V. Lavamanos.

LAVA 7, AS, sf. pi. Foul water running from a

washing place.

LAVE, sm. Washing of metals in mines.

LAXA, sf. Thin flat stone.

LAXACION, sf. Loosening, laxation.

LAXAMIENTO, LAXITUD y LAXIDAD, s. Laxa-

tion, laxity.

LAXAR, va. To loosen, to soften.

LAXATIVO, VA, a. Laxative. [morals.

LAXO, XA, a. Feeble, lax ;
loose opinions or

LAVA, sf. 1. Quality, nature. 2. A two-prong-
ed instrument, with which the ground is

turned up.
LAYADOR, sm. He who labours the soil with a

two-pronged instrument.

LAYAR, va. To turn up the ground with a laya,
or two-pronged instrument.

LAYCAL, a. Laical, belonging to the laity or

people as distinct from the clergy.
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LAY'DO, DA, a. V. Ignominioso y Fco.
L AZADA, sf. Knot formed with a ribbon or cord.

LAZAHETO, sm. Lazaretto, a public building
destined for the reception of persons coming
from places which are suspected of being in-

fected with the plague, to perform quarantine.
LAZARfLT.o, sm. Boy who guides a blind man ;

a blind person's guide.

'LAZARfNo, NA, a. Leprous.
LAZARO, sm. I. Beggar covered with rags. 2.

A cunning artful fellow.

LA/,o, sm. I. Bow, a slip-knot. 2. Snare, trick,
echeme. 3. Tye, bond, chain. 4. The act of

decoying, or driving the game to a certain

spot. pi. 1. Figures in dancing. 2. Flourish-
es made with the pen.

LE, pronom. Him or her, dat. and accus. sing
of the personal pronoun el, he or it ; and da-

tive of the feminine, ella, she.

LEAL, a. Loyal, true to government ;
faithful.

LEALMENTE, ad. Loyally, faithfully.
LE A LTAD

, sf. I . Loyalty, fidelity ,
faithful attach-

ment to the laws and government. 2. Gen-
tleness towards a master ; applied to beasts.

LEBECHE, sm. South-west wind.

LEBRADA, sf. Fricassee made of hare.

LEBRASTON, sm. 1. An old hare. 2. A cunning
crafty fellow.

LEBRATii.T.0, sm. A young hare, a leveret.

LEBR^TO y LEBRONCILLO, sm. Young hare.

LEBREL, sm. Greyhound. Canis variegatus L.

LEBRELA, sf. Greyhound bitch. [hares.

LEBRERO, RA, a. Applied to dogs for hunting
LE BRii,Lo,sm. A glazed earthen-ware tub or pan.
LKBRON, sm. 3. A large hare. 2. Coward, pol-

troon.

LEBRtfso, NA, a. Of the hare kind.

LECCION, sf. 1. Art ofreading ; reading. 2. Les-

son, any thing read or repeated to a teacher.
3. Lecture, a discourse upon any subject.

LF.CCIOMARIO, sm. Lesson-book of the matins.

Li',cHA]jA,5/'. Lime slaked or dissolved in water.

LECH^T. 6 LECHAR, a. 1. Suckling ; applied to

all animals which live upon milk. 2. Lacti-

ferous.

LECHE, /. 1. Milk, the liquor with which ani-

mals feed their young from the breast
;
milk

or white fluid in plants. CochfnUlo dc leche.

Sucking pig. Vaca de leche, Milk cow. Le-

che dc caneJa, Oil of cinnamon. Leche de

galUna, (Bot.) Star of Bethlehem. Ornitho-

galum L. 2. First principle of a science or

art. 3. Blanching of coined silver in Mexico.
Hermfino dc leche, Foster-brother. Leche de
los viejos, Old wine. Estar aJguna cosa en

leche. Not to have attained a state of matu-

rity. Erhar la mar en leche, The sea being
calm and smooth. Mamarlo en la leche, To
imbibe in one's infancy. 4. Leche de tierra,

Magnesia. Como unit, leche, (Fain.) Any
thing very soft and tender.

LKCHECIM.AS, sf. pi. 1. Sweetbread of calves,

lambs, and kids. 2. Livers and lights.

LECHERA, sf. (Ant.) 1. Milk-pail. 2. V. Litera.

3. Bier. 4. (Mil.) Esplanade.
LF.CHERIA, sf. Cow-house, dairy.

LECHERO,RA, a. Milky, containing milk or hav-

ing the property of it.

LECHKRO. RA, s. 1. Milkman or woman, one
410
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who sells milk. S. Tan-pit, where the ooze
of bark is prepared.

LECHERON,6'm.l.Milk-pail,milk-vessel. 2.(Ar.)
Flannel in which new-born infants are rolled.

LECHETREZNA, sf. (Bot.) Spurge. Euphorbia L.

LECHIGADA, sf. 1. Litter, a number of pigs far-

rowed at once. 2. Crowd of people ; band of
ruffians.

[oil.

,
sm. 1. Tent, pledget. 2. Olives rich in

LEcnf.\o, sm. 1. Tent, a roll of lint put into a

Sore. 2. Small tumour in horses.

LECHO, sm. 1. Bed, a place of repose. 2. Lit-

ter, straw laid under animals. Lecho de lobo.

Haunt, of a wolf. Lecho de respeto, Bed of
state. 3. Bed of a river

; horizontal surface of
a seat. Lechos, Layers, strata.

LECHON, sm. I. A sucking pig ; pig of any size.

2. A dirty fellow in point of dress or manner
of living.

LECHON A, sf. Sucking female pig.

LECHONCILLO, co, TO, sm. A very young pig.
LECHOSO, SA, a. Milky ; applied to plants or

fruits full of juice. [V. Lec.lniguilla.

LECHTJGA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Lettuce. Lactuca L. 2.

LECHUGADO, DA, a. Having leaves like lettuce.

LECHUGUERO, RA, s. Retailer of lettuce.

LECHUGUJLLA, sf. 1. Small lettuce. 2. Frill,

formerly worn around the neck.

LECHUGUINO, sm. Plot of small lettuce.

LECH^ZA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Owl. Strix passerina
L. 2. Filly one year old!

LECHTJZO, ZA, a. 1. Suckling ; applied to colts

and fillies. 2. Collecting debts in trust for an-

other. sm. Nickname of an agent, collector,
or commissioner who collects money or debts.

LECTO, sm. Ancient vase like a bottle. .

LECTICARIO, sm. I. With the Romans, maker
of sedan-chairs. 2. Sedan-chairman.

LECTISTERNIO, 5m. Banquet of the heathen

gods.
LECTIVO, VA, a. Applied to the time of lecture

in universities.

LECTOR, RA, s. 1. Reader, one that peruses any
thing written. 2. Lecturer, a teacher or in-

structor by means of lectures ; professor. 3.

(In the Roman Catholic Church) A clergy-
man of the four minor orders.

LECTORADO, sm. Institution of lecturer.

LECTORAL, sm. 1. Office of lecturer. 2. Read-

ing canon.

LECTORI A, sf. Lectureship, the place and office

of a lecturer.

ECTTJRA,^/*. 1. Lecturer, a discourse pronounc-
ed by way of instruction ; public lesson. V.

Lectoria. 2. (Among Printers) Small pica.

LEDAMENTE, ad. Merrily, cheerfully.

LEPONA, sf. (Ant.) Daily flow of the

LEER, va. 1. To read or peruse any thing writ-

ten. 2. To lecture, to instruct formally or

publicly. 3. To penetrate into one's inmost

thoughts.
LEGA, $f. Laical nun exempt from the choir,

but obliged to serve the community.
LEGACIA v LEGACION,.?/. 1- Embassy, location,

deputation. 2. Message sent by an ambassa-

dor or deputy. 3. Province of the ecclesias-

tical state governed by a cardinal. 4. Dura-
tion of a legate's embassy.

LEGADO..SW. 1. Deputy, ambassador, legate. 2.
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Legacy, a particular thin? given by last will

and testament. Legado a latere, A cardinal

plenipotentiary of his holiness the Pope to a

sovereign prince.

LEGADOR, sm. Day-labourer, who ties the feet

of sheep.
LEOADtJRA, sf. Ligature, cord or strap for ty-

ing or binding.
LEGATO, sm. Bundle of loose papers tied toge-

ther.

LEGAL, a. 1. Legal, lawful. 2. True, penitent,
faithful in the performance of duty.

LEGALIDJD, sf. Legality, fidelity, punctuality.

LEGALIZACION,S/. Attestation of a signature or

subscription by which an instrument or writ-

ing is legalized.

LEGALIZX.K, va. To legalize, to authorise, to

make lawful.

LEGALMENTE, ad. Legally ; faithfully.

LEGAMENTE, ad. Ignorantly, in an illiterate

manner. [ter.

LEGAMO, sm. Slime, mud, or clay left by wa-

LEGAMOSO, SA, a. Slimy, greasy/
LKGANA, sf. V. Lagana.
LEGR, va. 1. To depute, to send on an embas-

sy. 2. To bequeath, to leave any particular

thing by a last will or testament. V. Ligar y
LIc.gar. [legacy is left.

LEGATA.RJO, sm. Legatee, a person to whom a

LEGATINA, sf. A kind of stuff made of silk and
wool.

LEGENDA, sf. (Ant.) LEGEND, traditionary his-

tory of saints, &c.
LEGEND ARIO, sm. 1. Legend, a chronicle or re-

gister of the lives of saints. 2. Author of a

legend.

LEGIHLE, a. Legible, such as may be read.

LEGICON, sm. Dictionary. V. Lexicon.

LEGION, sf. Legion, a Roman corps ;
an inde-

finite number.

LEGIONA.RIO, RIA, a. Legionary, belonging to a

legion.

LEOIONENSE, a. V. Leones.

LEGISLACION, sf. Legislation. [sor.

LKGISLADOR, RA, 5. Legislator, law-giver ; cen-

LKGISL.AR, va. 1. To legislate, toenactlaws. 2.

To censure, to criticise.

LEGISLATIVE, VA, a. Legislative.
f-: MSLATURA, sf. Legislature, the power that
makes laws.

LrGispERiro, sm. V. Jurisperito.
LEf;isTA, sm. Professor of laws ; student ofju-

risprudence.
LEGITIMA, sf. Portion or share of the paternal

or maternal estate, which belongs to the

children, according to law.
LEG ITI MAC ids, sf. Legitimation, the act of in-

vesting with the privileges of lawful birth.

LKGITIMAMEVTE, ad. Legitimately.
LEc.mMAR, tia. 1. To prove, to establish in evi-

dence. 2. To procure to any the rights of le-

gitimate birth
;
to make legitimate or ade-

quate ; to legalize.
LEGITIMIDAO. sf. Legitimacy.
LEGfriMo, MA, a. 1. Legitimate, born in mar-

riage ; lawfully begotten. 2. True, certain.

LEGO, sm. ] . Layman, one of the people distinct
from the clergy. 2. Lay-brother or lay-friar,
a pious person admitted for the service of a!

GO

religious body. 3. Ignorant, illiterate. Carlo
de legos, Decree which excludes an ecclesias-

tic judge from the cognizance of civil causes.

a. Laical.

,
sm. Spade.

LEGONC LLO, sm. A small spade.
LEGRA, sf. Trepan, surgeon's instrument.
LEGRACION 6 LEGRAD^RA, sf. Act of trepan-

ning, [with a trepan.

LEGRA.R, va. To trepan, to perforate the skull

LEGUA, sf. League, a linear measure ;
17 1-2

Spanish leagues make a geographical degree :

8000 Spanish yards make a Spanish league
or nearly 4 English miles. A 1

Legua, d la le-

gua, d leguas, de den leguas, 6 desde media

legua, Very far, at a great distance.

LEGUILLA, sf. V. LiguiUa.
LEG^MBRE, sm. 1. Pulse, leguminous plants. 2.

(Joe.) The people distinct from the clergy.

LEGUMINOSO, SA, a. (Bot.) Leguminous, having
legumes or pods.

LEIBLE, a. Legible, readable. [ed.

LEIDO, DA, a. Having read much, book-learu-

LEIJ^R v LEJAR, va. (Ant.) Dexar.

LEfMMA, sm. Interval of music.

LEJANIA, sf. Distance, remoteness in place
LEJX.NO, NA, a. Distant, remote.

LEJOS, ad. At a great distance, far oft'. Bucn

lejos, Looking best at a distance.

LEJOS, sm. 1. Perspective, distant prospect. 2.

(Met.) Similarity, appearance, resemblance.
A1 lo lejos, de lejos, de muy lejos, 6 desde le-

jos, At a great distance.

LEJOS, JAS, a. Distant, very remote ; generally
used in the feminine.

LEJUELOS, ad. At a little distance.

LELILI 6 LILILI, sm. War-whoop of the Moora.

LELO, LA, a. Stupid, ignorant.
LEMA, sm. 1. Argument of a poem explained

in the title ; motto. 2. Lemma, a proposition

previously assumed.

LEME, sf. (Naut.) Tiller.

LEMERA, */. (Naut.) V. Limera.

LEMOSIN, NA, a. 1. Native of Limoges. 2. Re-
lating to the Lemosin language or that of
the Troubadours.

LEN, .a. Applied to soft untwisted silk.

LENCERIA, sf. 1. Sortment of linen of different
sorts

; plenty of linen. 2. Linen-draper's
shop ; linen-hall, where linen is sold.

LENCERO, RA, s. Linen-draper, dealer in linen.

LENDEL, sm. Circle described by a horse turn-

ing a^wheel
to raise water out of a well.

LENDRERA, sf. A close comb for taking out nils.

LENDRERO, sm. Place full of nits.

LENDROSO, SA. a. Nitty, full of nits on hair.

LENE, a. (Ant.) Mild, soft, bland.

LENGUA, sf. 1. Tongue, the organ of speech in

human beings ; the
part by which animals

lick. 2. Language, idiom, speech ;
discourse.

3. Information, advice ; interpreter. 4. Clap-
per of a bell. 5. Needle of a balance. Len-

guas, (In the Order of Malta) Provinces into

which the possessions ofthe order are divided.

Le.ngua del agua, At the edge of the water.

Lengua de ticrrn, Neck of land running out
into the sea. Con la lengna de un pahno,
With great anxiety or eagerness. Ttncr algo
en el pica de la lengua, To have any thing at
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the tongue's end. Lengua sdbia, Learned

language. Lengua canina 6 de perro, (Bot.)
Hound's tongue. Cynoglossum L. Lengua
dc luey, (Bot.) Viper's bugloss. Echium fru-

ticosum L.

LENGUADO, sm. (let.) Sole. Pleuronectes solea

ct linguatula L.

LENGT^AGE, sm. Language, idiom ; style, man-
ner of speaking or writing.

LENGUARADA,S/ V. Lengttetada.
LENGIJAR.AZ, a. 1. Fluent, voluble ; applied to

one who expresses himself with ease and pro-

priety. 2. Forward, petulant. 3. Talkative.

LENGUAZ, a. Loquacious, garrulous.

LENGUEAR, va. (Aril.) To spy, to watch and
observe.

LENGTJETA,S/. 1. A small tongue. 2. Epiglottis,

windpipe. 3. Needle of a balance. 4. Book-
binder's

cutting^
knife. 5. (Arq.) Buttress

;

moulding. 6. Borer used by saddlers and
chairmakers. Lengttetas, Moveable plates or

valves in musical wind instruments.

LENGUETADA, sf. The act of licking.

LENGUETERIA, sf. Collection of tubes with
valves in an organ.

LENIDAD, sf. Lenity, mildness.

LEMFicAR,ra.Tolenify,tosoften. V. Suamzar.

LENiFicAxivo, VA, a. Mollifying, softening.

LENIR, va. (Ant.) To mollify, to assuage.

LENirfvo, VA, a. Lenitive, assuasive.

LENiTfvo, sm. Emollient, mitigator.

LENIZAR, va. To soften, to
mollify.

LENOCINIO, sm. Pimping, pandering. V. Ji\c,a-

tiueteria.

LENOX, sm. V. Alcahuete.

LENTAMENTE, ad. Slowly.
LENTF., sf. Lens, a g4ass spherically convex on

both sides

LENTEJA, sf, (Fot.) Lentil. Cicer lens L.

LENTEJUELA,S/. Spangle, a small plate of gold
or silver used in embroideries.

LENTEZA, sf. Slowness.
LENTICU LAR, a. Lenticular, in the form ofa lens.

LENTISCO, sm. (Bot.) Mastich-trea. Pistaeea

lentiscus L.

LF.NTirtJD, sf. Slowness, sluggishness.

LENTO, TA, a. Slow, sluggish, tardy ; glutinous.

LENTOR, >,?i. Lentor, a viscous humour.

LENZUELO, sm. Handkerchief.

LE^A, sf. Wood, timber.

LE^ADOR, RA, s. Woodman, wood-cutter, dealer

in wood.

LE^AR, va. To cut wood.

LENEKA, sf. Place for fire-wood.

LENAZGO, sm. Pile of wood or timber.

LENERO, sm. 1. Timber-merchant. 2. Timber-

yard, where timber is sold.

LENO, sm. 1. Block, a heavy piece of timber
;.

the trunk of a tree cut down. 2. (Naut.)

Ship, vessel. 3. (Met.) Person of little talent

or ability.

LF.Sdso, SA, a. Woody, ligneous.

LEON, sm. 1. Lion. Felis leo L. Leon pardo.
V. Leopardo. 2. (Met.) An irritable and cru-

el person.
LEONA, sf. Lioness, the female of the lion.

LEONADO, DA, a. Lion-coloured, reddish yellow.

LEONcfLLO, co, TO, sm. Whelp of a lion. [up.

LEONERA.*/"- Cao-e or place where liona are shut
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LEONERO, sm. 1. Keeper of lions. 2. Master of
a gambling house, [kingdom or city of Leon.

LEONES, SA, a. Natural or belonging to the

LEONICA, sf. Vein or gland under the tongue ;

chiefly used of horses.

LEONNO, NA, a. I. Leonine, belonging to lions.

2. Leonine verses are those of which the end

rhymes to the middle.

LEONINA, sf. Elephantiasis, kind of leprosy.
LEONTEPETAL6N, sm. (Bot.) A plant, the root

of which is an antidote for the poison of a

snake. [Felis pardus I,.

LEOPARDO, sm. Leopard, a spotted beast ofprey.
LEP|DIO, sm. (Bot.) Pepper-wort. Lepidium L.

LEPRA, sf. Leprosy, a loathsome distemper
which covers the body with a kind of whit

LEPROSO, SA, a. Leprous. [scale.

LERDA, sf. (Albey.) V. Lerdon.

LERDAMENTE, ad. Slowly, heavily.

LERDEZ, sf. Slowness, tardiness, heaviness.

LERDO, DA, a. Slow, heavy ; dull of compra
hension. [tern

LERDON, sm. (Albey.) Tumour in a horse's pas-

LESION, sf. Hurt, damage, wound ; injury.

LEsivo, VA, a. Prejudicial, injurious. [holes.

LESNA, sf. Awl, a pointed instrument to bore

LESNORDESTE.sm.(Naut.) East-north-east wind.

LESO, SA, a. Wounded, hurt, damaged ; per-
verted. Lesa magestad, Leze majesty.

LEST, sm. 1. Last, a certain weight or measure.

2. (Met.) East, Levant.

LESTE, sm. East wind ;
east.

LESUESTE, sm. (Nadt.) East-south-east wind.

LETAL, a. Mortal, deadly, destructive. [soil.

LETAME, sm. (Ant.) Mud, mire to manure the

LETANfA, sf. I. Litany, a form of supplicatory

prayer. Letanias, Supplicatory processions.
2. (Fam.) List or enumeration ofmany things.

LETARGICO, CA, a. Lethargic.
LETARGO, sm. Lethargy, a morbid drowsiness.

LETEO, A, a. (Poet.) Lethean.

LETICIA, sf. Joy, mirth.

LETIFERO, RA, a. Lethiferous, deadly, that

which is the cause or sign of death.

LETIFICANTE, pa. Exhilarating.

LETIFICAR, va. To rejoice, to make merry.

LETI.IO, sm. (Ant.) V. Litigio.

LETRA, sf. I. Letter, one of the elements of

syllables. 2. Writing composed of letters. 3.

Type, a printing letter. 4. Motto, inscription.

5. Order, decree, despatch. 6. Words of a

song. 7. Grammatical sense ofa phrase. Letra

de cambio, Bill of exchange. A1 la letra,

Literally, punctually, entirely. Saber mucha

letra, To be very artful and cunning. Le-

tras, The learned professions ; rescript ; cer-

tification, testimony. Tcner las letras gor-

das, To be dull or ignorant in point of sci-

ences and learning.
LF.TRADA, sf. Lawyer's wife.

LETRADERfA Y LfiTRADURIA, S/. 1. (BaXO.) Bo-

dy or society of lawyers, inn. 2. A foolish

speech uttered with an air of dignity and im-

portance.
LETRADO, DA, a. 1. Learned, erudite. 2. Vain,

presumptuous. sm. 1. Literato, a learned

man. 2. Lawyer, professor of law ;
advocate.

LETRADURA, sf. V. Literatura. [coins.

ILETRKRO, sm. Inscription, legend on medals or
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LA, sf. 1. A small letter. 2. Song, a po-
em modulated by the voice.

LETRfNA, sf. Privy, necessary house.

LETROXES, sm. pi. Capital letters or large cha-

racters.

LETUX.RIO, sm. Electuary, a medicine in the

consistence of honey.
LEUDAR, va. To ferment the mass of dough

with leaven. [bread.

LEtroo, DA, a. Fermented, leavened ; applied to

LEVA, sf. 1. (Na6t.) Act of weighing anchor.

Pieza de leva, Shot fired as a signal for weigh-

ing anchor. 2. Press, a commission to force

men into military service. 3. (Naut.) Swell

of the sea. Hay mar de leva, There is a swell

in the offing. pi. 1. Tricks, artful devices.

2. (In Powder-mills) Lifters, which raise the

pounding pestles.

LEVADA, sf. 1. Silkworm which moves from
one place to another. 2. Salute or flourish

made with the foil by fencers before they set

to. V. Llevada. [ed.

LEVADERO, RA, a. That which is to be demand-

LEVADfzo, ZA, a. That can be lifted or raised.

LEVAOURA, sf. 1. Ferment, leaven, yeast. 2.

Board cut off from a piece of timber, to give
it the proper dimension.

LEVANTEDA, sf. Rise, the act of rising.

LJ.VANTADAMENTE, ad. In an elevated or ex-

alted manner.

LEVANTADOR, RA, s. 1. One who raises or lifts

up. 2. Disturber, he that excites disturbances.

LEVANTAMIENTO, sm, 1. Elevation, the act of

raising ; sublimity. 2. Insurrection, revolt,
rebellion. 3. Balance of accounts.

LEVANTER, va. 1. To raise, to lift up. 2. To
build, to erect a building. 3. To impute or at-

. tribute falsely. 4. To elevate, to aggrandize,
to promote. 5. To cut the cards. Levantar
la cftsa, To break up house, to move to an-

other place. Levantar velas, (Met.) To aban-
don one's residence. Levantar la cerviz,

(Met.) To exalt, to extol one's self. Levantar

/>olvareda, To raise a dust, to excite distur-

bances. Levantar el caballo, To drive a horse

at the gallop. vr. 1. To stand up, to rise

from bed. 2. To recover from sickness. 3.

To raise one's self on a high place.

LEVANTE, sm. 1. Levant, particularly the coasts
of the Mediterranean east of Italy. 2. Rise,
the act of getting up. 3. East, east-wind.
Estar de lecante,To be ready to set sail.

Comercio de Levantc, The Levant trade.

LKVANTINO, NA, Y LEVANTISCO, CA,O.. Relating
or belonging to the Levant.

LKVAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To carry, to transport. 2.

(Naut.) To weigh anchor.

LEVE, a. Light, of little weight ; trifling.

LEVEDA^D, sf. Lightness, levity, inconstancy.
LEVEMENTE, ad. Lightly, gently, venially.
LEVIGAR, va. To levigate.

LEVITA, sm. Levite, one of the tribe of Levi.

LEVITICO, sm. 1. Book of Leviticus. 2. Cere-
monial.

LEXIA, sf. 1. Lye, water boiled with ashes, and
thus impregnated with an alkaline salt. 2.

(Met.) Severe reprehension.
LKXICOGRAFO, sm. Lexicographer, author or

writer of a dictionary.

LEXICON, sm. Dictionary, lexicon.

LExfo, sm. (Among Dyers) Lye.
LEV, sf. 1. Law, a rule of action. 2. Loyalty,

faithful attachment to a superior or master. 3.

Religion. 4. Alloy, base metal mixed in coin-

age with gold or silver, to render it harder.

Ley de encaxe, (Fam.) Dictamen of a judgn
without regard to the laws. Ley de la tram-

pa, Fraud, deceit. A 1 la ley. With propriety
and neatness. A 1 toda ley, Perfectly, accord-

ing .to rule. pi. 1. Body or collection of laws.

2. Study and profession of the law.

LEYENDA,S/. 1. Lecture, the act of reading. 2.

Legend.
LEYLA, sf. A Moorish dance.

LEZDA, sf. Ancient tax on merchandise.

LIA, sf. A thin bass-rope. Lias, Husks of prov-
ed grapes.

LIAR, va. To tie, to bind. vr. To contract an
alliance. Liarlas, (Fam.) To elope, to die.

LIARA, sf. (And.) V. Aliara 6 Cuerna.

LIAZA, sf. Collection ofhoops used by coopers.

LIBACION, sf. Libation, pouring out wine for a

sacrifice.

LIBAMIENTO, sm. The offering in ancient sacri-

fices.

LIBAR, va. 1. To suck, to sip, to extract the

juice ;
to taste. 2. To perform a libation.

LIBELAR, va. To petition, to sue at law.

LIBELATICO, CA, a. Applied to the Christians
who renounced the Christian religion in a

written declaration, for which the Roman
emperors exempted them from persecution.

LIBELISTA, sm. Libeller, author of libe)a.

LIBELO, sm. I. Petition, libel ; a declaration of

charge in writing against a person, in court.

2. A defamatory writing, lampoon, libel.

LIBERAL, a. 1. Liberal, generous, free, open. tJ.

Quick in the performance of a thing ; briak,
active. 3. Liberal ; applied to the arts an

opposed to mechanics.

LIBERALIDAD, sf. Liberality, generosity.
LIBERALMENTE, ad. Liberally, expeditiously.
LlBERAMENT Y LlBERAMENTE, ad. V. L'ibrc-

LIBERRIMO, MA, a. sup. Most free. [mcntt
-

.

LIBERTAD, sf. 1. Liberty, freedom, as opposed
to slavery. 2. Exemption,-privilege, immu-
nity. 3. License, permission. 4. Freedom,

agility, address, alacrity, independence.
LIBERT ADAMENTE, ad. Freely.
LIBERTADO, DA, a. 1. Libertine, impudent. 2.

Free, ungoverned. 3. Idle, disengaged.
LIBERTADOR, RA, *. Deliverer, liberator.

LIBERTAR, va. 1. To free, to set at liberty ; to

preserve. 2. To clear from an obligation or

debt.

LiBERTiNAGE,sm. Libertinism, licentiousness of

opiriion or practice ; irreligion, LIBERTINAGI .

LIBERTINO, NA, s. Child of a freed man. a. Li-

bertine, irreligious, dissolute, impudent.
LIBERTO, sm. A freed man, an emancipated

slave. [which the Indians catch ostricheH.

LIBI, sm. (Buenos Ayres) Instrument with

LIBICOAFRICO, sm. Westerly wind.

LIBICONOTO, sm. South-west wind.

LIBIIHNOSAMENTE, ad. Libidinously.

LIBIDINOSO, SA, a. Libidinous, lewd, lustful.

LIBITUM (Ao), ad. (Lat.) At will.

LIBRA, sf. I. A pound weight. Libra carme eta.
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Flesh-pound of thirty-six ounces. 2. Libra.

ina, A pound sterling. Libra Tornesa,
A French livre. 3. (In Oil-mills) Weight
with which the husks of olives are pressed
J. (Astr.) Libra, sign of the zodiac. [per

LIBKACHO, sm. An old worm-eaten book or pa-

LIBRACIO.V, sf. Libration, the state of being ba-

lai;

LIUKADOU, sm. 1. Deliverer, one who sets at li-

burty. 2. (Corn-mills) Shoe with a hole and

feeder, through which the corn falls into the

ye of tlie mill-stone. 3. Store-keeper of the

king's mews. 4. Copper-shovel, used by gro-
c.ers and confectioners to takeout dry sweet-

meats, brown sugar, &c.

LIBRAMIENTO, sm. I. Delivery, the act of deli-

vering. 2. Deliverance, the act of freeing
from captivity. 3. Warrant, order ofpayment.

LiBRANcisTA, sm. 1. One who holds a warrant
or order of payment. 2. Clerk who draws up
warrants.

LIBRANTK, sm. Solicitor, procurator.
LJBRA.NKA, sf. V. Libramiento.

Lisnln, va. 1. To free, to deliver, to rid from

danger. 2. To give a warrant or order for

paying a certain sum. 3. To despatch, to ex-

pedite. 4. To give leave to converse in the

parlour ; applied to nuns. 5. To commit, to

entrust. 0. To decide, to sentence. 7. To draw
a bill or money. Librar bien 6 mal, To get
over a thing well or ill. A 1 bien 6 a buen li-

brar, The best that could
possibly happen.

LIBRATORIO, sm. V. Locutono.

LHJKAZO, sm. 1. A large book. 2. Blow with a

book.

LIBRK., a,. 1. Free, uncumbercd, unrestrained ;

independent ; unembarrassed. 2. Exempt,
privileged. 3. Innocent, guiltless. 4. Single,
unmarried. 5. Licentious, impudent. 6.

Rash, forward, thoughtless.
LIBREA, sf. Livery, clothes given to servants.

LIBRRAR, va. To weigh, to sell or distribute by
pounds.

LIBREJO, sm. dim. A little book.

LiBREMEtfTE, ad. Freely, boldly, audaciously,

impudently.
LjniiEKiA, sf. 1. Bookseller's shop, stationer's

shop. 2. Profession and trade of a bookseller.

3. Library, a large collection of books ;
the

apartment which contains a collection of
hooks properly arranged. [books.

LiKREiio, sm. Bookseller, one who deals in

LIBRETA, sf. 1. Small pound of twelve ounces
;

the troy-weight pound. 2. Loaf of bread
which weighs sixteen ounces. 3. Small me-
morandum book.

LIBKETE, sm. 1. A small book. 2. Small vessel

with coals used by women for warming their

feet.

LiBRir^AjS/. A small book. V. Libteta.

LIBRILLO, TO, 5m. J. A small book. 2. Wax-
taper rolled up in the form of a book.

LiB*iOj sm. 1. Book, a volume in which we read

or write. 2. Division or part of a work. 3.

(Met.) Contribution, impost, tax. Libra be-

ccrro, Doomsday-book. Libra del diario,

(Naut.) Journal. Libra mayor. Ledger. Li-

lira dc memoria, Memorandum-book. Libra

dc quarcnta, Pack of cards. Libro vcrdc,
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Book for topographical and
genealogical

re-

marks; also, the compiler of such writings.
LIBROTE, sm. aum. Large book

; applied to per-
sons in contempt.

ListiRNicA, sf. Light vessel used at Leg-horn.
LieANTROPI A, sf. Lycanthropy, violent.insanity.
LICENCES/". 1. License, permission, leave. Pri-
mero en licencias, (Alcala) The first candi-
date to be admitted to the degree of a doctor ;

degree of licentiate. 2. Excessive liberty.

LICENCIADILLO, sm. Nick-name given to a little

ridiculous person, dressed in clerical habits

LICENCIADO, sm. 1. Licentiate, a graduate in

Spanish and German universities. 2. Appel-
lation of jurisconsults, although doctors. 3.

(Fam.) Scholastic, wearing robes.

LICENCING, DA, . Licensed, vainglorious.
LICENCIAMIENTO, sm. Act of graduating.
LICENCI^R, va. To license, to permit by a legal

grant ; to graduate. vr. To become dissolute.

LICENCIOSAMENTE, ad. Licentiously.
LICENCIOSO, SA, a. Licentious, dissolute.

LICEO, sm. Lyceum, a public school.

LICERA, sf. (Mure.) V. Lisera. (L.

LICHEN, sm. (Bot.) Lichen, liverwort. Lichen

LICHERA, sf. Woollen cover of a bed.

LICIO, sm. (Bot.) Box thorn. Lycium L.

LICION, sf. Lesson. V. Leccion.

LICITAMENTE, ad. Lawfully, justly.

LfciTO, TA, a. Licit, lawful ; just.

LICOR, sm. Liquor, any thing liquid ; spirits.

LICOROSO, SA, a. Applied to generous wine,
which is spirituous and aromatic.

LicTOR,STO. Minister ofjustice in ancient Rome.

LID, sm. Conflict, contest; dispute, argument.
LIDIADOR, sm. Combatant, one who publicly

disputes or argues.
,
t>n. To fight, to oppose, to contend.

va. To run or fight bulls. [hare.

LIEBRASTON, sm. Leveret, a small or young
LIEBRATICO, sm. Young hare.

LIEBRE, sf. 1. Hare. Lepus L. 2. Coward,
poltron. Coger una liebre, To fall into mud
or mire. pi. 1. (Naut.) Racks or ribs. '^.

(Natit.) Dead eyes.

LiENCEcfco, LLO, TO, sm. Lit.tle linen cloth.

LIENDRE, sf. Knit, the egg of a louse.

LIENTERA v LIENTEHIA, s/^Lientery, diarrhoea

which carries off the food undigested.
LIENTERICO, CA, ffl. Lientcric.

LIENTO, TA, a. Damp, moist.

LIENZO, sf. 1. Linen, cloth made of flax or

hemp. Lienzo enccrrado, Glazed linen. 2.

Handkerchief. 3. Painting on linen. 4.

(Fort.) Curtain, the part of a rampart which
runs between two bastions, or*joiii8 the flanks

thereof. 5. Face or front of a building.

LIEVAR, va. (Ant.) V. Ltevar.

LIFARA, sf. (Ar.) V. Mifara.
Lie, A, sf. 1. Garter, a string or riband by which
the stocking is held upon the leg. 2. (Bot.)
Misletoe. Viscum album L. 3. Bird-lime.

4. League, coalition. 5. Alloy. V. Ley.

LIGACION, sf. Act of tying, union, mixture.

LIG^DAS, sf. pi. (Impr.) Ligatures.

LIGADTJRA,S/. 1. Ligature, truss. 2. League, mu-
tual correspondence. 3. (Naut.) Seizing, the

fastening of two ropes with a thin line ; lash-

ing. Dar una ligadura, (Naut.) To seize.
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LIGAGAMBA, sf. Garter. V. Liga.

LIGALLO, 57. (Ar.) V. Mesta.

LIGAMAZA, sf. Viscous or glutinous matter

around some fruits.

LIGAMENTO, 5m. 1. Bandage. V. Ligatura. 2.

Ligament, a nervous cord which connects the

junctures of the body.
LIGAMENTOSO, SA, a. Ligaincntous.
Lie AMIENTO, sm. I . Union, act of tying or unit-

ing. 2. Ligament.
LIGAR, va. 1. To tie, to bind. 2. To allay or

alloy ;
to mix base metals with gold or silver,

to render them fitter for coinage. 3. To

league, to coalesce, to confederate. 4. To
render impotent by charms or spells. 5. To
exorcise, to purify from the influence of ma-

lignant spirits. vr. 1. To be leagued, to be

allied. 2. To bind one's self to the perform-
ance of a contract.

LIGAZON,S/. 1. Union, contexture. 2. (Naut.)

Futtock-timbers, the compass-timbers which
form the breadth of a ship. Navio que carece

dc ligazones, A ship slightly built.

Lu;KKAMENTK,a</. Swiftly, lightly, easily, with-

out reflection.

LIGEREZA, sf. 1. Lightness, want of weight. 2.

Agility, nimbleness. 3. Levity, unsteadiness,

inconstancy. 4. Unchastity, want of conduct
in women.

LIGERO, RA, a. 1. Light, of little weight. 2.

Light, thin ; applied to stuff or cloth. 3.

Swift. 4. Unsteady. 5. Easy. Ligcro de

dcdos, Light fingered. A1 hi hgera, Lightly,

expeditiously. De ligcro, Rashly, easily.

LIGKKUEI.A, sf. Early grape.
Lifiio, A, a. Feudal, bound to one lord only.

LIGNU.MCRUCIS, sin. Relique of the cross of

LIGO.NA, sf. (Ar.) V. Aztida. [Christ.
LIGOMELAS (UVAS), a. Early grapes.
LIGUIM.A, sf. Kind of narrow riband.

LIGUI.A, sf. An opening in the larynx.

LIGUSTICO, sm. (Bot.) Lovage. Ligusticuin L.

LIGUSTICO, CA, a. Belonging to Liguria.
LIGUSTRO, sm. (Bot.) Privet. V. Mhena.

Lir.A, sf. 1. (Bot.) Lilac tree. Syringavulgaris
L. 2. Lilac flower. 3. A kind of light wool-

len stuff of various colours.

LILAC, sm. (Bot.) Lilac. V. Lila.

LII,AC>, sm. Ostentation, ambitious display, out'

ward sliow.

LILAYI.A, sf. 1. Thin woollen stuff. 2. Ridicu-
lous impertinence. 3. Prank, trick.

LIT. n. IKS, sm. pi. War-hoop of the Moors.

LIMA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Lime, the fruit. 2. (Bot.)
Lime-tree, which produces limes. 3. File, an
instrument to cut or smooth metals. 4. (Met.)
Correction, finish, polish. 5. Channel in the
roof of a house for the water to pass to the
eaves. Lima sorda, (Met.) That which im-

perceptibly consumes any thing.
LIMADURA, sf. 1. Act of filing. 2. Filings, me-

tallic fragments rubbed off by the file.

LIMAM.A, sf. Filings.

LIMAR, vaA . To file, to cut with a file. 2. To
gnaw, to corrode. 3. Tc file, to polish ; to

give the finishing stroke to literary produc-
LIMATON, sm. Coarse round file. [tions.

LIMA/A, sf. Snail. Limax L.

LIMAZO, sm. Viscosity, sliminess.

LIMA/ON, 5m. Slug, a snail or slimy animal
without a shell.

LIMBO, sm. 1. Limbo, a region assigned to the

departed souls of children. 2. Limb ; edge,
border, extremity.

LIMKN, sm. (Poet.) V. Umlral.

LIMENO, NA, a. Native of Lima.

LIMERA, sf. 1. Shop-woman who sells files. 2.

(Naut.) Reimport, where the tiller is fasten-

ed to the rudder of the ship.

LIMERO, RA, s. 1. Shopkeeper who sells files or

limes. 2. (Bot.) Lime-tree. Citrus L.

LIMETA, sf. Phial, a small bottle.

LIMISTE, sm. Cloth made of Segovia wool ;

cloth of the first quality.

LIMITACION, sf. Limitation, restriction, modifi-

cation ; limit, district.

LIMITADAMENTE, ad. Linutedly.

LIMITADO, DA, a. Limited, possessed of little

talent.

LIMITANEO, NEA, a. Limitary, placed on 4he

boundaries ; belonging to limits.

LIMITAR, va. 1. To limit, to confine within cer-

tain bounds. 2. To form boundaries, to esta-

blish limits. 3. To restrain, to circumscribe ;

to reduce expense.
LIMITE, sm. LIMIT, boundary.
LIMITROFE, a. Limiting ; applied to frontier

provinces.
LIMO, sm. Slime, mud.

LIMON, sm. 1. Lemon, the fruit of the lemon-
tree. 2. (Bot.) Lemon-tree. Citrus medica
L. Limoncs, Shafts of a cart.

LIMONADA, sf. Lemonade, a liquor made of wa-

ter, sugar, and the juice oflemons. Limonada
de vino, A cool tankard.

LIMONADO, DA, a. Lemon-coloured.

LIMON^GE, s?re. (Naut.) The act of boats and

pilot-barges going out of a harbour, to work
or pilot a vessel into port.

LiMONXR^sm. Plantation of lime-trees.

LiMONcir.no, sm. A small lemon.

LIMONERO, RA, s. Dealer in lemons ; lemon-

tree. a. Applied to the shaft horses in car-

riages, &c. [teeth.

LIMOSIDAD, sf. Sliminess ;
matter between

LIMOSNA, sf. Alms, charity.

LIMOSNERO, sm. Almoner, the officer employed
in the distribution of charity. a. Charitable.

LIMOSO, "-A, a. Slimy, muddy.
LIMPIA, sf. The act of cleaning or cleansing.

LIMPIADERA, sf. Instrument used for washing.
LIMPIADIENTES, sm. Toothpick.
LIMPIAUOR, RA, s. Cleanser, scourer.

LIMPIADURA, sf. Act of cleansing ;
dirt.

LIMPIAMENTK, ad. Cleanly, neatly, purely, sin-

cerely, faithfully. [ing-.

LIMPIAMIENTO, sm. Act of cleaning or cleans-

LIMPIAR, va. 1. To clean, to scour. 2. To pu-

rify, to clear from guilt. 3. To pursue, to per-
secute. 4. (Joe.) To steal. Limpiar las fal-

triqueras a uno, To pick one's pockets. vr.

To clear one's self from imputed guilt. ^

LIMPIE/A, sf. 1. Cleanness, cleanliness, *.

Chastity, purity of morals. 3. Integrity, rec-

titude ; disinterestedness. Limpieza de bolsu,

Emptiness of the purse.

LIMPIO, PIA, a. 1. Clean, free from stain. 2.

Neat, elegant. 3. Pure ; applied to families
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unconnected with Moors or Jews. Limpio
de polvo ypaja, Clear or free from all charges.

Jugar limpio, To deal fair, to act in an up-

right
manner. Poner en limpio, To make a

fair copy. Tierra limpia, Even flat country,
Costa limpia, (Naut.) Clear coast, that which
has no shoals, sand-banks, or shallows. En
limpio, In substance ; neat price ; clearly.

LIMPION, sm. 1. The act of cleaning. 2. One
who sweeps the streets.

LINAGE, 5m. 1. Lineage, race, progeny. 2.

Class, condition. Linages, Nobles, nobility.

LINAGISTA, sm. Genealogist, a writer of pedi-

grees. [or family. 2. Genealogist.
LiNAjtfoo, sm. 1. One who boasts of his origin

LINALOE, sm. Aloes. V. Aloe.

LINAMEN, sm. V. Ramage. [grown.
LJNAR, sm. Flax-field, land on which flax is

LINARIA, sf. (Bot.) Wild flax.

LINAZA, sf. Linseed, the seed of flax. Aceyte
de linaza, Linseed oil.

LINCE, sm. 1. Lynx. Felis lynx L. 2. Person
of great acuteness and perspicaciousness.

LINDAMENTE, ad. Neatly, elegantly.
LINDANO, sm. Landmark, limit.

LINDAR, vn. To be contiguous.
LINDE Y LINDAZO, sm. Landmark, boundary.
LINDE, a. Contiguous, bordering upon.
LINDERO, RA, a. Contiguous. V. Linde.

LINDERO, sm. V. Linde.

LINDEZA, sf. Neatness, elegance, proportion.
LINDO, DA, a. 1. Neat, handsome, pretty. 2.

Complete, perfect.

LINDO, sm. Beau, coxcomb.

LINDOX, sm. Ridge, ground thrown up between

asparagus-beds.
LINDURA, sf. Elegance, proportion, neatness.
LINE A, sf. 1. Line, longitudinal extension. V.

Raya. 2. Lineage, progeny. 3. Boundary,
limit. V. Renglon. 4. Class, order. 5. Mi-

litary eritrencliments or order of troops. Li-

nca de agua de mayor cargo, 6 del fuerte,

(Naut.) Load-water line. Linea 6 arrufo de
la astilla muerta, (Naut.) The cutting-down
line. Linea de los revcses del costado,

(Naut.) The top timber lines. 6. Equinoctial
line.

LINEL, a. Lineal, composed of lines.

LINEAMENTO, sm. Lineament, feature ; discri-

minating mark in the form.

LINEAR, va. To draw lines, to form any thing
with lines.

LINERO, RA, 5. Dealer in flax or linen.

LINFA, sf. 1. Lymph, watery humour. 2. (Poet.)
Water.

LINFATICO, CA, a. Lymphatic, containing
lymph. [or silver.

LINGOTE, sm. Ingot, a mass of unwrought gold
LINGUETE, sm. (Naut.) Paul or parol, a short

bar of wood or iron put into the capstern to

prevent its rolling back.

LINIMENTO Y LENIMENTO, 5771. (Med.) Liniment.

LINIO, 5m. V. Lino.

Li.vo, sm. 1. (Bot.) Flax. Linum L. 2. Linen.

3. Sailcloth, canvass. (Poet.) Sails of a ship.

LINON, sm. Lawn, the finest kind of light linen.

LINTEL, sm. Lintel of a door. V. Dintel.

LINTERNA, sf. 1. Lantern or lanthorn, a trans-

parent case for a candle. 2. An iron cage in
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which the heads of decapitated criminals are

exposed to public view. 3. Small wheel in
mills. Linterna magica, Magic lantern. Lin-
terna secreta, Dark lantern. 4. (Arq.) Lan-
tern of church-towers over the cupola.

LINTERNERO, sm. Lantern-maker.
LINUESA, sm. V. Linaza.

LINO, sm. 1. Row of vines in a vineyard. 2.

Ridge between two furrows in ploughed land .

Lfo, sm. Bundle, a parcel tied, together.
LIQ.UABLE, a. Liquable, that may be melted.

LIQUACION, 5/. Liquation, the act of melting,
LIQUAR, va. To liquefy, to dissolve, to melt

LIQUEFACION, 5/. Liquefaction.
LIO.UEFACTIBLE, a. Liquable.
LIQ.UIDABLE, a. Liquefiable, LIQ.UIDABLK.

LIQUIDACION, 5/. Liquidation, the act of liqui-

dating.

LIQUIDAMBAR, 5m. Liquidambar, a yellow re-

sinous substance, obtained by incision from
the Liquidambar styraciftua L.

LiquiDAMENTE, ad. In a liquid manner.

LIQUIDAR, va. 1. To melt. 2. To clear. 3. To li-

quidate. vr. To become liquid, used ofletters.

LIQUIDEV^S/". Liquidness, quality ofbeing liquid.

LiQuioo, DA, a. 1. Liquid, fluid. 2. Evident.

LIQUOR, 5m. Liquor. V. Licor.

LIRA, 5/. Lyre, a harp ;
a lyric poem.

LIRIA, 5/. V. Liga.
LfRico, CA, a. Lyric.
Li RIO, 5m. (Bot.) Lily. Lilium L.

LIRON, 5m. Dormouse. Myoxus glis L.

LIRONDO, DA, a. Pure, clean, neat. Mondo y h-

rondo, Nice and cleanly.

Lis, 5/. (Bot.) Flower-de-luce.

LISAMENTE, ad. Smoothly, plainly.

LISERA, sf. Large cane used in silk-worm sheds.

LISIADO, DA, a. (Arag.) Anxiously desirous.

LISIAR, va. To lame ;
to hurt a limb, [chia L.

LISIMAQ.UIA, 5/. (Bot.) Loose strife. Lysima-
Liso, SA, a. 1. Plain, even. 2. Clear, evident.

Hombre lisa, A plain-dealing man.

LISONGERAMENTE, ad. Flatteringly. [able.

LISONGERO, RA, a. Flattering, pleasing, agree-
LISONJA, 5/. 1. Adulation, fulsome flattery. 2.

(Bias.) Lozenge, or losenge. 3. (Geom.)
Rhomb or rhombus

LISONJADO, A, a. (Bias.) Lozenge ;
rhombic.

LISONJEADOR, RA, 5. Flatterer.

LISONJEAR, va. To flatter, to praise in a deceit-

ful manner ; to delight, to please.

LISONJERO, RA, 5. A mean flatterer, a deceitful

praiser.

LisxA, sf. 1. Slip of paper, shred of linen. 2.

Selvage, the edge of cloth. 3. List, catalogue.
Lista del equipage, (Naut.) Muster-book of
the ship's company. Pasar lista, To muster,
to review troops. Lista de gastos, Bill of ex-

pense and charges.
LISTADO, DA, Y LisTEADO, DA, a. Striped.

LISTAR, va. V. Alistar.

LISTEL 6 LISTELO, 5?. (Arq.) V. Filtte.

LfSTO, TA, a. Ready, diligent, prompt.
LISTON, 5m. 1. A large shred. 2. Ferret, a nar-

row silk riband. 3. Lath, a thin narrow board.

Listones, (Naut.) Battens. Listones de las

escotillas, (Naut.) Battens of the hatchways.
LISTONERIA, sf. Parcel of ribands, tapes, and

inkles.
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LISTONERO, RA, 5. Riband-maker.

LISURA, sf. 1. Smoothness, evenness. 2. Sin-

cerity, ingenuousness, candour.

LITACION, sf. Sacrificing.

LIT^R, va. To sacrifice to the divinity.
LITARGE v LITARGIRIO, sm. Litharge. V. Al-

mdrtaga.
LITE, sf. Lawsuit, process. V. Pleyto.
LITKRA, sf. Litter, a kind of vehiculary bed.

LITERAL, a. Literal, following the letter.

LITERALISTA, 5m. He who professes to under-
stand words and expressions in their literal

LITERALMENTE, ad. Literally. [sense.

LITERX.RIO, RIA, a. Literary.
LITERX.TO, TA, a. Learned, versed in sciences

and letters.

LITERATI^, sf. Literature, learning ;
skill in

sciences and letters.

LiTERERo,,sm. Director of literature.

LiTiGANTE,pa. Litigater, litigating.
LITIG^R, va. To litigate, to manage 'a suit, to

carry on a cause.

LITIGIO, sm. Litigation, suit at law
; process.

LITIGIOSO, SA, a. Litigious, inclined to lawsuits.

LITIS, sf. V. Pleyto.
LITISCONTESTACION, sf. (For.) Answer to a ju-

ridical demand.

LITISCOXSORTE, s. com. Associate in a lawsuit.

LITISPENDENCIA, sf. Under judgment, pending.
LITOCOLA, sf. Lithocolla, lapidary's cement.

LITOFITO, sm. Lythophyte, zoophyte having a
hard calcareous stem.

LITOGRAFIA, sf. A description of stones.

LITOGRAFO 6 LITOLOGO, sm. Author who de-

scribes stones.

LITOLOGIA, sf. Natural history of stones.

LITUO, sm. 1. Ancient military instrument of
music. 2. Lituus, augur's staff.

LiTURGf A, sf. Form of prayers, manner of ce-

lebrating the mass.

LixtfRGico, CA, a. Belonging to the liturgy.
Litfoo, DA, . V. Leudo.

,
ad. Licentiously ;

with levity.

, sf. 1. Lightness, want of weight.
2. Levity, imprudence. 3. Incontinence.

LIVI^NO, NA, a. 1. Light, of little weight. 2.

Imprudent. 3. Incontinent, unchaste.

LIVIANOS, sm. pi. Lungs. V. Bofes.
LfviDO, DA, a. V. Amoratado.

LIXA, sf. 1. (let.) Dog-fish. 2. Skin of the dog-
fish.

LIXA\R, va. To smooth, to polish.

Lf/.A, sf. 1. Skate, a sea-fish. 2. List for tilts

and jousts.

Lizo, sm. Skein of silk.

Li/ox, sm. V. Allsma.

LL, are considered by the Spanish Academy as
a single character, double in figure but single
in value. It also places them after all other
words beginning with / ; here they are re-

tained according to the English custom.

LLA.GA,S/. 1. Wound, hurt, damage ; infirmity.
2. Crack or opening between the bricks of a
wall.

LLAGADOR, RA., s. Wounder, one that wounds.
LLAGAR, va. To wound, to hurt, to .injure.
LLAGUICA. I.I.A, TA, sf. dim. of Liana.

LtXwA, sf. 1. Flamo, light emitted from fire.

2. Force and viuleiK-o of passion.

LLAMA" DA, sf. 1 . Call, the act ofcalling. 2. Mar-

ginal note. 3. Parley, oral treaty ; discussion

by word of mouth
; military signal.

LLAMADOR, RA, s. 1. Servant of a salesman who
calls people into his shop ; vulgarly called

barker or clicker. 2. Beadle, messenger. 3.

Knocker or rapper of a door.

LLAMAMIENTO,J?TO. 1. Convocation, the act of

convening the members of an assembly or

corporation. 2. Inspiration, divine vocation.
3. Attraction of humours to one part of the

body.
LLAMAR, va. 1. To call, to summon, to invite, to

invoke. 2. To name, to denominate. 3. To
incline, to attract

;
to excite thirst. vn. To

refer to a book or writing ;
to quote. Llamar

d la puerta, To knock or rap at the door. El
viento llama d popa, (Nadt.) The wind veers
aft. El viento llama d proa, (Naiit.) The
wind hauls forward. Llamarse andana 6

antana, (Fam.) To deny obstinately that

which one has said or offered.

LLAMARADA, sf. 1. A sudden blaze of fire, a
flash. 2. Forcible emotion of the mind.

LLAMATI'VO, VA, a. Exciting thirst.

LLANA, sf. 1. Trowel, a tool for taking up and

spreading mortar. 2. Page of a book or writ-

ing. 3. Plain.

LLANADA, sf. A wide trfict of level ground ; a

plain.

LLANAMENTE,arf. Ingenuously, simply ,
sincere-

ly ; plainly.

LLANEZA,S/. 1. Evenness, equality. 2. Plainness,

sincerity, simplicity. 3. Want o'fattention and

respect," familiarity. 4. Uncultivated style.

L.A.XO, NA, a. 1. Plain, even, level. 2. Meek,
affable. 3. Unmannerly, uncivil. 4. Clear,
evident. 5. Frank, liberal

; simple ; easy.
Camera llano, A castrated ram. A' la liana,

Simply, sincerely, candidly.
LI,ANO, sm. A level field, an even ground.
LI,ANTA,S/. 1. (Bot.) A kind of cabbage. Bras-

sica L. 2. Iron hoop which covers the felloes

of coach and cart wheels.

LLANTEN, sm. (Bot.) Plantain. Plantago L.

LLA"NTO, sm. Flood of tears.

LLAPAR, va. To add an additional portion of

quicksilver in extracting metals.
LLAN T

RA, sf. ] . Evenness, equality. 2. A vast
tract of level ground.

LLARES, sm. pi. Pot hanger, an iron chain, on
which pots are hung over the fire by means
of a hook.

LLAVE, sf. 1. Key, instrument for locking and

unlocking doors, chests, &c. 2. Winch of a

stocking-frame. 3. Lock, the part of a gun
by which fire is struck. 4. Key, explanation
of any thincr difficult

;
introduction to know-

ledge. 5. (Naut.) Knee. V. Curvas. G. Cock
for fountains, barrels, &c. Llave maestra,

Master-key, which opens many doors. De-
baxo de Have, Under lock and key. Llare de
la mano, Breadth of the palm of a man's
hand. Have capona, Honorary key worn on
the flap of the coat-pocket by royal chamber-
lains in Spain.

LLAVKRO, RA, .?. 1. Keeper of the keys of a

place. 2. Ring in which keys are pat.
LI.K, pron. ant. V. f.r.
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LLECO, CA, a. Uncultivated ; applied to land
not broken up.

LLEGA sf. (Ar.) Juncture, act of joining or

uniting. [place.

LLEGADA, sf. Arrival, the act of coming to a

LLEGAR, vn. 1. To arrive, to come to any place.
2. To last, to continue. 3. To attain a pur-
pose. 4. To suffice, to be enough. 5. To
ascend

;
to amount to. va. To approach, to

join. vr. To proceed to some neighbouring
place ;

to unite. Llegar d las manos, To come
to blows, to fight. Llegar d oir, To hear.

LLEIRA, sf. (Ast.) Place full of pebbles or
coarse gravel.

LLENA, sf. Alluvion, overflow of rivers.

LLENAMENTE, ad. Fully, copiously.
LLENAR, va. 1. To fill, to put into any place till

no .more can be admitted. 2. To occupy a

public place. 3. To make up a number. 4.

To beget young. vr. 1. To feed gluttonous-
ly. 2. To be irritated after having suffered

long. Llenar la lima. To be full moon.
LLENERO, RA, . (For.) Full, complete, absolute.

LLENO, sm. 1. Glut, plenty, abundance. 2.

Perfection, completeness. 3. Full-moon.

LLENO, NA, a. Full ; complete. Lleno de bate

en bate, Brimful, or full to the brim. Hombre
lleno, A learned man. De lleno, Entirely, to-

tally.

LLETA, sf. Stalk of pfants bearing fruit.

LLEUDAR, va. To ferment bread, to make it

rise by means of leaven.

LLEVA, sf. Act of carrying.
LLEVADA, sf. Carriage, transport.

LLEVADERO, RA, a. Tolerable.

LLEVADOR, RA, s. Carrier, conductor.'

LLEVAR, va. 1. To carry, to convey, to trans-

port ;
to cut off. 2. To recover. 3. To bear, to

wear, to produce. 4. To excel, to exceed. 5.

To suffer, to endure. 6. To lead, to guide. 7.

To manage a horse. 8. To gain, to obtain,
to induce. 9. To obtain possession. 10. To
carry in accounts. 11. With the preposition
por, it signifies to exercise whatever may be
the import of the following noun. Llevarpor
cortesania, To be polite, courteous, or com-

plaisant. vn. To be reprimanded, to suffer

chastisement. Llevar la proa al norueste,
(Naut.) To stand to the north-west. Llevar
las velas d buen viento, (Natot.) To fill the
sails. Llevar las velas llenas, (Naut.) To keep

'

the sails full. Llevar los juanetes viados,

^\
T

aut.) To have the top-gallant sails set.

Llevar a, cuestas, (Fam.) To burthen one's
t' with other's affairs. vr. 1. To suffer

one's self to be led away by passion. 2. Llc-

varsc el dia, To carry the day.
LLORADERA, sf. Mourner, a woman hired to

weep and mourn at funerals.

LLORADOR, RA, s. Weeper, one who sheds tears.

LLORADUELOS, sm. Weeper, mourner over mis-

fortunes.

LLORX.R, va. 1. To weep, to shed tears. 2. To
mourn, to lament, to bewail. 3. To affect

poverty and distress. 4. (Met.) To fall drop
by drop. Llorar la aurora, (Poet.) To fall

dew at sunsetting.
LLORO, .977*. Act of weeping. [shed tears.

LLOKO\, am. Weeper, on<* who is apt to cry or
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LLondNAs,^/. pi. Weepers, mourners.

LLOROSAMENTE, ad. Weepingly. [tears.
LLOROSO, SA, a. Mournful, sorrowful, full of

LLOSA, sf. (Ant.) Enclosed estate.

LLOVED!ZA (AGUA), a. Rain-water.

LLOVER, vn. 1. To rain, to fall in drops from
the clouds. 2. To pour down as rain. 3. To
shower, to abound, to come in abundance, as
troubles. vr. To penetrate the roof with
rain.

LLOVIDO, sm. Man who secretly steals on board
a ship for the Indies, and does not discover
himself till on the high seas.

LLOVIOSO, SA, a. V. Lluvioso.

LLOVIZNA, sf. Mist, a small rain not perceived
in drops.

LLOVIZNAR, vn. To drizzle, to fall in short slow

drops.
LLOYCA, sf. (Orn.) V, Pechicolorado.

LLUECO, CA, a. V. Clueco.

LLUVECITA, LLA,S/. dim. Small rain.

LLtJviA, sf. 1. Rain, water dropping from the
clouds. 2. Shower, abundance, copiousness.

LLUVIOSO, SA, a. Rainy, wet, showery.
Lo, pron. neutr. It

; placed before or after

verbs.

Lo, art. neutr. Used only with adjectives, as lo

bueno, the good.
LOA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Praise. 2. (Naut.) Lee. V.

Lua. 3. Prologue of a play.

LOABLE, a. Laudable, praiseworthy.
LOABLEMENTE, ad. Laudably.
LOADOR, RA, s. Praiser, one who bestows praise.

LOAM, sm. Loam, a fat unctuous earth.

LOANDA, sf. Kind of scurvy.
LOAR, va. To praise ;

to approve. V. Alabar.

LOB A, sf. 1. She-wolf. 2. Long gown worn by

clergymen and students. 3. Ridge between
two furrows.

LOBAPO, sm. Morbid swelling incident to horses.

LOBAGANTE, sm . Sea-locust. Cancer cserulea-

cens L.

LOBANILLO, sm. Wen, a callous excrescence.

LOBATO. sm. Young wolf.

LOBERA, sf. Strait door or passage.

LOBERO, RA, a. Relating to wolves.

LOBERO, sm. V. Espantanublados.
LOBEZNO, sm. A younsr wolf.

LOBO, sm. 1. Wolf. Canis lupus L. 2. Lobe, a

distinct part ; usually applied to the lungs. 3.

(Joe.) Intoxication, inebriation. Fulano co-

gi6 un lobo, He was tipsy. 4. Iron instru-

ment for defending or scaling walls.

LOBO MARINO, sm. (let.) Sea-wolf. Anarhichas

lupus L.

LOBOSO, SA, a. Full of wolves ; applied to coun-

tries or forests.

LOBREGO, GA, . Murky, obscure, sad.

LOBREGIIECKR. vn. To grow dark, to be dark.

va. To make dark.

LOBREGUKZ, sf. Obscurity, darkness.

LOBUI.O, sm. A small lobe of the lungs.

LOBUNO, NA, a. Wolfish, resembling a wolf in

qualities and form.

LOCACION- T CONDTTCCION, sf. (For.) Contract

of letting on lease.

LOCAL, a. Local, relating to a particular place.

LOCALIDAU, sf. Locality, existence in place ;

relation of place.
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LOCAMJ&NTE, ad. Madly ; immoderately.
LOCARIAS, sm. Fool. V. Loco.

LOCHK 6 LOJA, sf. (let.) Loach, a small fish.

Locidv, sf. Lotion, wash ; act of washing.

L<5co, CA,. 1. Mad, crack-brained. 2. Fool. 3.

Abundant, luxuriant. A 1 tontas y d locas. In-

considerately, without reflection.

Locucid.v, sf. Locution, manner of speech.
LOCURA, sf. Madness, folly, absurdity. Hacer

locuras. To act in an absurd foolish manner.

LOCUTORIO, am. Parlour, place in monasteries
for receiving visits.

LODA/.AL, LODACH.AR, y LODAZAR, sm. A
muddy place, a place full of mud and mire.

Lono, sm. Mud, mire.

LODONO, sm. (Bot.) Nettle-tree. Celtis orienta-

lis L.

Loooso, SA, a. Muddy, miry.
LOF 6 L6, sm. (Naut.) The weather-side of a

ship. Amura del lof, (Naut.) Weather tack.

No mas de lof, (Naut.) Not nearer, e . g. to

the wind.

Loc.AH.5m. V. Lugar, Sitio, y Motivo. va. V.

Aiijuilar.

IjOGAsfrwo, sm. Logarithm.
LOGICA, sf. Logic.
LOGICAL, a. Logical.
LOGIC AMKNTE, ad. Logically.
LOGICO, CA, a. Logical, relating to logic.

LOGISTICA, sf. Logistics, algebra.

LOGOGRIFO, sm. Enigma in which the different

parts of a word arc taken in divers meanings.
LOGOMAQUIA, sf. Logomachy, dispute about

words.

LOGRAR, va. 1. To gain, to obtain. 2. To pos-
sess, to enjoy. 3. To avail one's self of. 4.

To hit upon. vr. To reap the benefit of
one's labour and exertions.

LOGREAR, vn. To borrow or lend on interest.

LOGRERIA, sf. Dealing in interest, usury.
LOGRERO, RA, s. Lender at interest, usurer.

LOGRO, sm. 1. Gain, benefit. 2. Attainment of
some purpose. 3. Interest ; usury. Dar d

logro, To put out money at usurious interest.

LOMA, sf. Top of a hill.

LOMBARDA, sf. 1. Kind of gun, first brought
from Lombardy. 2. (Bot.) Red cabbage.
Brassica capitata rubra L.

LOMBARDADA, sf. Shot from a Lombardy gun.
LoMBARDEAR,t'6f. To discharge Lombardy guns.
LoMBARDERfA, sf. Park of Lombardy guns.
LOMBARDERO, sm. Soldier appointed to Lom-
bardy guns.

LOMBRIGUERA, sf. Hole made by worms.
LOMBR! z, sf. Worm bred in the human body,

or in the earth.

LOMBRIZAT., a. (Anat.) Vermiform.

LOMEAR, vn. To yerk or move the loins of
horses in a circular manner.

LOMERA, sf. 1. Strap of harness which crosses
the loins. 2. (Mur.) Ridge of a house.

LOMIANCHO, A, a. Strong or broad backed.

LOMILLO, sm. 1. A small lion. 2. A kind of
needle-work.

LOMINHIESTO, TA, a. 1. Kigh-crooped. 2. Pre-

sumptuous, arrogant.
LOMO, sm. 1. Loin. 2. Back, of a book or cut-

ting tool ; double of any cloth, crease. 3.

Pvidnre between two furrows. Llevar 6 traer

d lomo, To carry on the back. Jugar de Jo-

mo, To be idle and lascivious. Lomos, Ribs.

LOMOSO, SA, a,. Belonging to the loins.

Los A, sf..Canvass, sail-cloth.

LONCHA, sf. 1. Thin flat stone. 2. LUNCH, long
slice of meat.

LONDIGA, sf. V. Mdndiga.
LONDRINA, sf. A eort of woollen cloth.

LoNDRfNO, NA, a. Belonging to or in the fashion

of London manufactures.

LO.NDRO, sm. Low vessel like a galley.

LdNGA, sf. Long, musical note.

LONGANIBIIDAD, sf. Longanimity, forbearance ;

patience of offences.

LONGANIMO, MA, a. Forbearing, generous.
Lo.vGANfzA, sf. A kind of long sausage.
LONGA.U, a. Applied to a long piece of honey-
comb in the hive.

LONGA/.O, ZA, a. num. of Luengo. [length.

, sf. (Geo.) Measurement of

o, ojiJA, a. Distant, remote.

, sf. 1. Length. 2. Longitude, the

distance of any place from the first meridian

to the east or west.

LONGITUDINAL, a. Longitudinal.
LONGITUDINALMENTE, ad. Longitudinally.
LONGOBARDO, DA, a. Native of Lombardy.
LONGUKRA, sf. Long and narrow strip of land.

LONJA, sf. 1. EKchange, a public place where
merchants meet to treat on matters of trade.

2. Store room for washed wool. 3. Grocer's

shop ; warehouse, saleroom. Lonja cerrada

6 abierta, Shut or open shop, or exchange. 4

Slice of ham. 5. Portico, raised space round
the entrance of an edifice. 6. Leather strap.

LONJERO, sm. Grocer ; one who keeps a gro-
cer's shop.

LONJETA, sf. V. Cenador.

LoNjfsTA, s. com. Shopkeeper who deals in co-

coa-nuts, spices, and other articles ofgrocery .

LopfciA, sf. Disease which makes the hair fall

off. V. Alopecia.
LoquACiDAD, sf. Loquacity, talkativeness.

LOQUAZ, a. Talkative, garrulous.
LoquEAR, vn. 1. To act the fool, to talk non-

sense. 2. To rejoice, to exult, to revel.

LOQUELA, sf. Each one's particular mode of

speaking.
LOQUERO, RA, s. 1. Keeper of a mad-house. 2.

Phyeician to a mad-house.

LOQUESCA. sf. The frantic demeanour of mad

LOQUIOS, sm. pi. Lochia, the evacuations at-

tending childbirth.

LORENZANA, sf. A sort of linen.

LORIGA, sf. 1. Coat of mail, cuirass. 2. Naye.-

band, the hoop which surrounds the nave of

a coach-wheel.

LORIOADO, DA, a. Armed with a coat of mail.

LORIGUILLO, 5m. Shrub used by dyers.

LORO, RA, a. Tawny, brown colour.

LORO, 5m. 1. Parrot. Psittacus L. 2. (Bot.)
Tree with variegated leaves. a. Mulatto or

negro-coloured.
LOSA, sf. 1. Flag, a square stone used for pave-

ments. 2. Painter's block of marble on which
colours are ground. 3. Trap made for catch-

ing birds or rats.

LOSADO. sm. V. Enlosado.
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sm. (Bias.) Lozenge ; rhomb.
LOSAR, va. V. Enlosar.

LosfLLA 6 ETA, sf. A small trap or snare. Co-

ger en la losilla, To deceive one cunningly.
LOTA, sf. (let.) Lote, eelpout, a kind of river

lamprey.
L6TE, sm. LotKfortune, chance.
LoTERfA, sf. Lottery.
L6TO, sm. (Bot.) Lote, lotus, or lotos.

LoXODRosif A, sf. (Na{it.) Loxodromy, rhombs
which a ship describes.

LdzA, sf. Delft, a fine sort of earthen-ware.
Jlndela loza, (Fam.) Noisy mirth and jollity
of many persons together.

LOZANAMENTE, ad. Luxuriantly.
LOZANEAR, vn. To affect pomp and ostentation

in words and actions.

LozAivfA, */. 1. Luxuriance of verdure, exube-
rant growth of plants. 2. Elegance*.

LOZANO, NA, a. 1. Luxuriant. 2. Sprightly.
LtiA, sf. I. (Ant.) Glove. 2. (Toledo) A sort

of crane for raising weights. 3. (Naut.) Lee.
4. (Manch.) Saffron bag. Tomar par la lua,

(Naut.) To bring to the lee.

LUBRICAR Y LUBRIFICAR, va. (Ant.) To make
smooth or slippery.

LuBRICIDAD Y LiUBRIC ACION, sf. ]. Lubricity,

slipperiness. 2. Lewdness. ^
LUBRICO, CA, a. Slippery ; lubric ; lewd.

LUCENCIA, sf. V. Claridad.

LUCERNA, sf. 1. Glow-worm. 2. Lamp.
LUCERNULA, sf. (Bot.) Lucerne, saintfoin.

LucERo,s?ft. 1. Morning-star. Venus. 2. Splen-
dour. 3. Part of a window where light enters.

LUCHA,S/". 1. Struggle, strife, contest, wrestle.

2. Dispute, argument.
LUCHADOR, RA, s. Wrestler, one who wrestles.

LUCHAR, va. I. To wrestle, to contend, to strug-

gle. 2. To discuss, to debate.

LUCHARNIEGO, GA, a. Applied to'dogs used for

catching hares at night.
LUCIDAMENTE, ad. Lucidly, brightly.
LUCIDAR, va. To copy a picture on transparent

paper, which was laid upon it. [did.

LUCIDO, DA, a. Lucid, shining ; graceful, splen-

LUCIDURA,*/. (Farn.) Whiteness ofwhite-wash-

LUCIENTK, pa. Shining. [ed walls.

LUCIERNAGA, GO, s. Glow-worm. Lampyris L.

LUCIFER, sm. Lucifer, Satan ; morning star.

LUCIFEKO, RA, a. (Poet.) Resplendent, shining.
sm. V. Luce.ro.

LUCJFUGO, GA, a. That which shuns the light.

LUCIFERINO, NA, a. Belonging to Lucifer, de-

LUCILLO, sm. Tomb
; sarcophagus. [vilish.

LUCIMIJKNTO, s?n. 1. Lucidity, brightness. 2.

Splendour, lustre, applause.
LUCINA, sf. V. Ruisrnor.

LIJCIO, CIA, a. Lucid, bright. sm. (let.) Com-
mon pike. Esox lucius L.

LUCIR, va. \ . To emit light, to glitter, to gleam.
2. To illuminate, to enlighten. 3. To out-

shine, to exceed. rn. y r. I . To shine, to be
brilliant. Lt, luce el trabajo, He enjoys the

fruits of his labour. 2. To dress to advantage.
LUCRATIVO, VA, a. Lucrative, productive V>f

Lt/cRo, sm. Gain, profit, lucre. [gam -

LUCROSO, SA, a. Lucrific, gainful.
LUCTUOSA, sf. Ancient tak paid to lords and

bishops for the dead.
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LUCTOOSAMKNTE, ad. Mournfully, aorrowfully.
LUCTUOSO, SA, a. Sad, mournful*

LucuBRAcidi*, sf. Lucubration, study by can-

dle-light ; nocturnal study.
LUCCBRAR, va. To lucubrate, to study by night.
LUDIA, sf. (Extr.) Ferment, yeast.
LUDIAR, va. To ferment.

LuofBRio, sm. Mockery, derision, scorn.

Ltjoio, A, a. V. Fermentado.

LuofR, vn. To rub, to waste by friction.

LUDRIA, sf. V. Nutria.

LUKGO, ad. 1. Presently, immediately. 2. Soon
afterwards. conj. Then, therefore.

LTJELLO, sm. (Ar.) Bad seed which grows
among grain, like barley.

LUENGO, GA, a. (Ant.) V. Largo.
LUENT Y LUENE, ad. (Ant.) V. Lejos.
LUGANO, sm. Small singing bird.

LUGAR, sm. 1. Place, spot, situation, position.
2. City, town, village. 3. Employment, office^

dignity. 4. Time, opportunity, occasion. 5.

Cause, motive, reason. 6. Text, authority or
sentiment of an author. Lugar comun, Pri-

vy-house, water-closet. Lugares de UH corn-

bate, (Naut.) Quarters in a sea-fight. En
lugar de, Instead of.

LUGARCILLO, CO, TO
;
Y LuGARfLI.O Y EJO, Sm.

A small place, a little hamlet.

LUGARON, sm. A large place.

LUGARTENIENTE, sm. Deputy, substitute, lieu-

tenant.

LTJGO, sm. Kind of linen.

LUGUBRE, a. Sad, mournful, gloomy, melan-

choly.

LUICION, sf. Collection of rent.

Luf R, vn. (Naut.) To be galled or fretted, to

wear away by friction. va. To gather rent.

LUISMO, sm. (Ar.) V. Laudemio.

LUMBAL, a. Lumbar, lumbary.
LUMBRADA Y LuMBRARADA, sf. Excessive fire,

a fierce conflagration.

LtJMBRE, sf. I. Fire, the igneous element. 2.

(Ant.) Light. 3. Spark, a small particle of
fire struck out of a flint. 4. Splendour, luci-

dity, clearness. JVz' por lumbre, By no means.

pi. 1. Tinder-box, in which a. flint, steel,
and tinder, are kept for striking fire. 2. Ham-
mer, that part of a gun or pistol lock which
strikes fire out of the flint. 3. Fore-part of
horse-shoes.

LUMBRERA, sf. 1. Luminary, any body which

gives or emits light. 2. Sky-light. 3. Lu-

minary, he who from his transcendent abili-

ties is fit to instruct mankind.

LUMINAR, sm. 1. Luminary, any body which
emits light. 2. (Among Painters) Light, as

opposed to shade. 3. Luminary, a man emi-
nent in science.

LUMINARIA, sf. 1. Illumination, festival lights

hung out as a token of joy. 2. Lamp which
is kept burning in Roman catholic churches
before the sacrament. Luminarias, Money
paid for the expenses of illuminations.

LUMINOSO, SA, a. Luminous ; emitting light.

tfNA, sf. 1. Moon, the changing luminary of
the night. 2. Glass plaje for mirrors, glass
for optical instruments. 3. Effect of the moon
upon lunatic people. 4. Media luna, (Fort.)

Half-moon, a ravelin built before the angle or
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curtain ofa bastion. 5. (Ar.) Open, uncovered
court or hall. Luna llena 6 menguante. Full

or waning moon.

LUNACION, sf. Lunation, the revolution of the

moon.

LuwAoA, sf. Ham, a gammon of salt pork.

LuNji.Do, DA, a. Lunated.

LCJANCO, CA, a. Applied to animals with one

quarter higher than another.

LuifAR, sin. I. Mole, a natural spot or discolora-

tion of the body. Lunar postizo, Patch, a

spot of black silk which ladies wear on their

faces as an ornament. 2. Note or stain of in-

famy. a. Lunar, relating
to the moon.

LCN.ARIO, sm. V. Calendano.

LUN.ATICO, CA, a. Lunatic, having the imagina-
tion influenced by the moon.

LtiNEcfLLo, sm. Crescent worn by females.

LUNES, sm. Monday, the second day ofthe week.

LUNETA, sf. 1. Opening left in an arch in form
of a half-moon. 2. Pit, the middle part of the

playhouse behind the orchestra. 3. Opera-

glass ; eye-glass. 4. Crescent worn in the

hair or shoes of females.

LuNfSTA, sm. Lunatic, a mad person, whose

imagination is influenced by the moon.

LUPANAR, sm. Brothel, a bawdy house.

LUPANA^RIO, IA, a. Belonging to a brothel.

LUPIA, sf. Encysted tumour.

LUPICIA, sf. V. Alopecia.

LtJPCLo, m. (Bot.) Hops. Humulus lupulus L.

LUQ.UES, SA, a. Belonging to, or native of Lucca.

LUQ.UETE, sm. 1. Zest, a slice of an orange with
the peel thrown into wine. 2 Match, combus-
tible matter. [ter.

LUSTRACION, sf. Lustration, purification by wa-

LUSTRADOR, sm. 1 . Hot-press, a machine which

gives a gloss to clothes. 2. Hot-presser, ons
whose trade is to give a gloss to clothes.

LUSTRA^, a. Applied to water used in purifica-
tions.

LUSTR^R, va. 1. To
expiate,

to purify. 2 To
illustrate, to make brilliant. 3. To wander.

LUSTRE, sm. Gloss, lustre ; splendour, glory.
LtfsTRico, CA,a. (Poet.) Belonging to a lustre.

LUSTRINA, sf. A kind of glossy silk stuff".

LtJSTRo, sm. Lustre, five years.

LUSTROSAMENTE, ad. Brilliantly, splendidly.

LCSTROSO, SA, a. Bright, brilliant.

LtiTEN, sm. (Quim.) Lute, a kind of paste to

make vessels air-tight.

LUTERANISMO, sm. Lutheranism, relating to the

opinions of Luther.

LxJro, sm. Mourning, the dress of sorrow.

LUTRIA, sf. V. Nutria.

LUXACION, sf. Luxation.

LUXA^RSE, m. To luxate, to put out of joint.

Ltfxo, sm. Luxury, pomp.
LUXURIA, sf. Luxury, carnal pleasure ;

excess.

LUXURIATE, pa. Luxuriant
; abounding to ex-

cess.

LcxuRiX.R,rre. To be luxurious; to be libidinous.

LUXURIOSAMENTE, ad. Luxuriously.
LuxuRidso, SA, a. Luxurious, voluptuous.
Luz, sf. 1. Light, clearness. Luces, Windows,

lanterns. 2. Any thing that gives light ; a

candle, taper, &c. 3. Day. 4. Notice, infor-

mation; inspiration; a learned and enlighten-
ed man. 5. Lustre, splendour. 6. Light-house.
7. (Pint.) Light and shade. A 1 bucna luz,

Carefully, after a due examination. A1 dos

luces, Ambiguously. Sacar a luz, 6 dar a luz,

To publish a literary production. Luz de luz,
Reflected or borrowed light.

MAC

THE
letter m has in the Spanish language

the same sound as in English. M is never
doubled in Spanish, notwithstanding the rule

that it and not n should precede b, m, and p ;

to obviate this, n is introduced before ?re, and is

sometimes substituted for mp to soften the

sound, as immemorial for immemorial, asun-
cion for asumpcion, &c.

MACA,S/. 1. Bruise in fruit, occasioned by a fall

from the tree. 2. Spot, stain. 3. Deceit, fraud,
trick.

MACACO, CA, s. Parrot. Psittacus macao L.

MACANA, sf. A wooden weapon in the form of
a cimeter, in use among the Indians.

MACARENO, sm. Braggadocio, bully.
MACARRON, sm. Macaroon, a kind of paste form-

ed into small cylindrical tubes. Macarrones,
(Naut.) Awning. stanchions. V. Candeleros.

MACARRONEA, sf. A kind of burlesque poetry,
made up of words of different languages,
mixed confusedly together.

MACARRONICO, CA, a. Macaronic.

MACARRONISMO, sm. The macaronic style of

poetry.

MACA"RSE, tr. To rot, to be spoiled in conse-

quence of a bruise or hurt
; applied to fruit.

MAC

MACEADOR, sm. Beater, hammerer.

MACER, va. To beat or drive with a mallet, to

hammer down. vn. To repeat frequently
the same demand, to insist upon it.

MACERACION,*/. 1. Maceration, an infusion with
or without heat, wherein the ingredients are

intended to be nearly dissolved. 2. Mortifica-

tion, corporal severity.

MACERA.R, va. 1. To macerate, to soften any hard
substance by steeping it nearly to solution,
either with or without heat. 2. To morti-

fy, to harass with corporal hardships. 3.

(Quim.) To bruise plants, to extract their

juice.

MACERINA, sf. A kind of waiter with a round

cavity in the middle to hold the chocolate-

cup, when served.

MACERO, sm. Mace-bearer, one who carries the

mace before sovereigns, corporations, &c.

MACETA, s/M. Flower-pot, in which flowers are

reared. 2. Handle ot a stick used at Spanish
truck-tables. 3. Haunch of mutton. 4. Two-
clawed hammer. 5. (Naut.) Maul, mallet.

Maceta de aforrar, A serving mallet. Mace-
ta de calafate, A calking mallet. Maceta de,

ajustar, A driving mallet. Macetas, Mallets
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or beetles, with which rope-ends are beaten
to make oakum.

MACH.CA,S. com. An ignorant tiresome person
MACHACADERA, sf. Instrument for pounding or

breaking.
MACHACADOR, RA, s. Pounder, beetler, bruiser

MACHACAR,<Z. To pound or break any thing into

small pieces. vn. To importune, to harass, to

molest. Machacar en hierrofrio, To hammer
cold iron

; phrase indicating inutility.

MACHACON, NA, a. Heavy, monotonous, impor-
tunate, tediously diffuse. [dad.

MACHA"I>A, sf. 1. Flock of he-goats. 2. V. JYVee-

MACH^DO, sm. Hatchet, a small axe for cutting
and hewing timber.

MACHA\R, va. To pound. V. Machacar. A1 madia
martillo, Firmly, strongly ; in a solid manner.
Creer en Dios a macha martillo, To believe
in God firmly and sincerely. [males.

MACHEA^R, vn. To beget more males than fe-

MACHETAZO,STO. Blow or stroke with a hatchet.

MACHETE, sm. Chopping-knife.
MACHETERO, sm. One who clears away bushes

with a bill-hook.

MACHIEGA, a. V. Meja machiega.
MACHIHEMBR!R, va. (Carp.) To join or dove-

tail pieces of wood in a box with grooves
MACHINETE, sm. (Mur.) Chopping-knife.
MX.CHO, sm. 1. Male animal. 2. He-mule, got
by a stone-horse and a she-ass, or by a jack-
ass and a mare. 3. Flesh of a he-goat, eaten
in Valencia and other parts of Spain instead
of mutton. 4. Mould in which bells are cast.

5. An uncouth ignorant, fellow. G.Pillar ofma-

sonry to support a building. 7. Hook to

catch hold in an eye. 8. Screw-pin. 9. Sledge
or large hammer, used to forge iron. 10.

Block on which a smith's anvil is fixed. 11.

Machos del timon, (Naut.) Rudder-pintles,
hooks by which the rudder is fastened to the

sternpost.

MX.CHO, a. Masculine, vigorous, robust.

MACHON, sm. Buttress, an arched pillar to sup-

port a wall or building.

MACHORRA, */. A barren ewe. [mallet.
MACHOTA v MACHETE, 5. A kind of beetle or

MACHUCADI^RA, sf. The act of pounding or

bruising.

MACHUCAMIENTO, sm. V. Machucadura.

MACHUCA^R, va. To pound, to bruise. V. Ma-
chacar.

MACHUCHO, CHA, a. Mature, ripe of age and

understanding ; judicious.
MACHUELO, sm. (Agr.) Heart of an onion.

MACICEZ, sf. Solidity, compactness.
MACILENTO,TA, a. Lean, extenuated ; withered,

decayed.
MACIS y MACIA^S, sf. Mace, a kind of spice ; the

second of the three coverings of the nutmeg.
MACIZAMENTE, ad. In a firm and solid manner.

MACIZAR, va. 1. To 'close or stop any opening
or passage, to form into a compact body. 2.

To support a proposition by solid arguments
and convincing reasons.

MAcizo,ZA,a. 1. Compact, close, solid. 2. Firm,
certain.

MXci.A, /. 1. (Bot.) Water-caltrops. Trapana-
tans L. 2. Wooden instrument to scotch flax

or hemp.
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MAC<SCA, sf. A large sort of early figs.

MACOLLA, sf. Bunch of flowers, &c. growing
on one stalk.

MACONA, sf. (Burg.) Basket without handles.

MACUCA, sf. (Bot.) Kind of wild pear, or pear-
tree.

MACULA, sf. Stain, spot, blemish.

MACULA^R, va. 1. To maculate, to stain, to spot ;

to make a double impression in
printing with

types or copper-plates. 2. To mark with in-

famy.
MAcuLATtJRA, sf. (Impr.) Sheet which has re-

ceived a double impression in printing.
MACULOSO, SA, a. Full of spots, stains, and ble-

mishes.

MACu^ufNo, NA, a. Applied to coin with the
milled edges cut away.

MAD A" MA, sf. Madam ; an appellation ofhonour

given to ladies when they are addressed in

conversation. V. Senora.

MADAMISELA, sf. An appellation given in Spain
to young women who are over nice in point
of dress, and affect the lady.

MAPERA, sf. 1. Timber, wood. Madera de con-

struccion, Timber for ship-building. Madera
de ruelta, Compass-timber. Madera derecha,

Straight timber. 2. Green or unripe fruit.

3. Madera del ayre, Horn of animals. A1 me-
dia madera, Scarfed timbers.

MADER!DA, sf. Raft, a frame or float, made by
laying pieces of timber -across each other.

MADERA^GE Y MADER^MEN, sm. The whole of
the tirrlber necessary for a building ;

a house
in frame.

MADER.R, va. To plank. V. Enmaderar.
MADERERIA, sf. Timber-yard.
MADERERO, sm. Timber-merchant ; carpenter.
MADERILLO, TO, co, sm. Small timber.

MADERISTA, sm. Conductor of a raft or float

of timber.

MADERO, sm. Trunk, the body of a tree felled

for use.

MADEX A, sf. 1. Hank or skein ofthread, worsted,

silk, or cotton. 2. Lock of hair. 3. A weak,

lazy person. Madexa sin cuenda, Confused,

disordered, irregular person or thing. Hacer

madcxa, To be ropy ; applied to liquors.

MADEXUELA, sf. A small skein.

MADI'OS, (Ant.) V. Par dios.

MADONA, sf. Lady. V. Seiiora.

MADRAZA, ff. aum. ofmadre.

MADRA^STRA, sf. 1. Step-mother, awoman mar-
ried to a man who has children -by a former
wife. 2. (Met.) Any thing disagreeable.

MADRE, sf. 1. Mother, a woman who has borne
a child

;
correlative to son or daughter. 2.

Hen, a bird hatching young from eggs. 3.

Mother, a title of respect given to religious
women. Madre de leche, A wet-nurse. 4.

Matron in an hospital. 5. Basis, foundation,

origin. 6. Matrix, womb. 7. Bed of a river.

8. Sewer, sink. 9. Mother of vinegar. Ma-
dre del timon, (Naut.) Main piece of the rud-

der. Madre de la rucda del timon, (Naut.)
Barrel ofthe steering-wheel. Madres, (Naut.)
Gallows-beams.

M A DREAR, rn. To resemble the mother
;
to copy

the manners of the mother ;
to call mother.

MADRECILLA, sf. Ovarium of birds.
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MADRECLA*VO, $TO. Clove, a spice which haa

remained on the tree two years.

MADRKNA, sf. V. Mmadrena.
[M>KKVERLA,S/. Mother ofpearl; pearl-oyster

Mytilus margaritiferus L.

MAUREPORA, sf. Madrepore, white coral.

MADRERO, UA, a. Fondling, caressing a mother

MADRESELVA, sf. (Bot.) Honey-suckle. Loni
cera caprifolium L.

MADRIGAOO, DA, a. 1. Cunning, crafty. 2. Ap-
plied to the bull that has been with cows. 3

Applied to a woman twice married.

MADRIGAL, sm. Madrigal, a pastoral song.
MADRIGUERA, sf. I. Burrow, the holes made in

the ground by rabbits or conies. 2. Den
lurking place.

MADRILENO, NA, a. Native of Madrid.

MADRfi.LA, sf. (At.) A small river fish.

MADRJLLERA, sf. (Ar.) Instrument for catching
small fish.

MADRINA, sf. 1. Godmother, a woman who has

become a sponsor in baptism. 2. Protectress.

3. Prop, stanchion. 4. Straps or cords which

yoke two horses.

MADRIZ, sf. 1. Matrix, womb. V. Matriz. 2.

Place where quails nestle. 3. (Orn.) Daker
hen. Rallus crex L.

MADRONA, sf. Mother over fond of her children,
who spoils them by excessive tenderness.

MADRONCILLO, sm. Strawberry.
MADRONAL, sm. Plantation ofstrawberry-trees.
MADRONERO, sm. (Bot.) Strawberry-tree.
MADRONO, sm. 1. Strawberry-tree. Arbutus

unedo L. 2. Fruit of the strawberry-tree. 3.

Silk tassel.

MADRUGADA, sf. 1. Dawn, the time between
the first appearance of light and the sun's

rise. 2. Habit of rising early in the morning.
De madrugada., At break of day.

MADRUGADOR, RA, s. Early riser.

MADRUGAR, vn. 1. To rise early in the morning.
2. To contrive, to premeditate. 3. To antici-

pate, to be beforehand.

MADRUGON, sm. I. Act of rising early in the

morning. 2. Early riser.

MADURACION, sf. Ripeness, maturity.
MADURADERO, sm. Place for ripening fruits.

MADURADOR,RA, s. One who matures or ripens.

MADURAMENTE, ad. Maturely, prudently.
MADCRA\NTE, pa. Maturing, ripening.
MADURAR, va. To ripen, to make ripe. vn. To

ripen, to grow ripe ; to attain the age of ma-
turity.

MAPURATIVO, VA, a. That which matures.
5m. Means employed to soften any person to

yield to a request.

MADUREZ, sf. 1. Maturity, ripeness. 2. Pru-

dence, wisdom.

MADTJRO, RA, a. 1. Ripe, mature, perfect. 2.

Prudent, judicious.
MAESE, S7n. (Ant.) Master. V. Maestro. Maesc

coral, A kind of game played with balls.

MAEsir., sm. V. Maestril.

MAESTRA, sf. 1 . Mistress, school-mistress. 2.

Master's wife in all trades and professions. 3.

Queen bee. 4. Whatever instructs. La his-
toria es macstra de la vida, History is the in-

structress of life.

MAI;STRADGO, sm. 1. Territory of the master

of a military order. 2. Office of master.

MAESTRAL, a. 1. Magisterial, suiting a master.
2. North-west ; applied to the wind. Mesa
maestral, The sheep-walk board. sm. Call

of the queen or principal bee.

MAESTRALIZAR, vn. (Naut.) To have variation

or declination to west or north-west ; applied
to the compass-needle.

MAESTRAMENTE, ad. Masterly, dexterously,

skilfully.

MAESTRANTE, sm. Equestrian, rider.

MAESTRANZA, sf. 1. Cavalcade, exercise on
horseback. 2. Dock-yard ; naval storehouse,
3. Riding-school.

MAESTR^ZGO, sm. Dignity of a grand-master
of a military order, or his jurisdiction.

MAESTRE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Master of a merchant-

ship, ship-master ; in the Mediterranean he
is called patron. 2. (Naut.) Master on board
of a ship of war. 3. Maestre de ptata, (Naut.)

Supercargo on board the royal Spanish gal-
leons. 4. Maestre de raciones, (Naut.) Purser.

5. (Ant.) Master, doctor.

MAESTREAR, vn.l. To domineer, to act the mas-
ter. 2. To lop vines. 3. To adulterate, to fal-

sify. 4. To level the surface of a wall.

MAESTRESALA, sm. The chief waiter at the

king's table in Spain.
MAESTRESCOLIA, sf. Office of a schoolmaster.

MAESTRESCUELA,SI. 1. Schoolmaster in cathe-

dral churches. 2. Chancellor in some univer-

sities.

MAESTR!A, sf. 1. Instruction of a master. 2

Masterly execution or performance ;
address

.;

stratagem. 3. Gravity, seriousness, solem-

nity. 4. Degree of master. 5. Mastership of
a vessel. [bees are bred.

MAESTRIL, sm. Cells in which the king or queen
MAESTRO, sm. 1. Master one who teaches any

art or science ; professor ; governor or direc-

tor. 2. Master of arts, a graduate in univer-
sities.

MAESTRO, TRA, a. Masterly, principal.

MAGACEN, sm. MAGAZINE. V. Mmacen.
MAGANTO, TA, . Spiritless, dull, faint, languid.
MAGX.NA, sf. Honey-comb, a flaw in the bore

of a gun.
MAGARZA, sf. (Bot.) Ox-eye, greater daisy.

Chrysanthemum L.

MAGDAL^ON, sm. Sticks of plaster, made up in

small cylindrical rolls for use.

MAGENCA, sf. Hollow round vines.

MAGENC^R, va. (Mur.) To dig the earth up
about vines, and to clear them of weeds.

MAGESTAD, sf. 1. Majesty, dignity ; grandeur
of appearance. 2. The title of emperors,
kings, empresses, and queens. 3. Power,
sovereignty, elevation.

MAGESTUOSAMENTE, ad. Majestically.
MAGESTUOSID.AD, sf. Majesty, dignity.

MAGESTUOSO, SA, a. 1. Majestic, august, grand.
2. Stately, pompous. 3. Grave, solemn.

AoiA., sf. 1. Magic, the art of producing sur-

prising effects by the secret agency of na-

tural powers. 2. The pretended science of

putting in action the power of spirits.

MA\GICO, CA, a. Magic, incantating ; necro-

mantic, [magic,
MX.GICO, CA, s. Magician, one who profasse*
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MAGISTERIAL, a. Magisterial.

MAGISTERIO, sm. 1. Mastery, rule of a master.

2. Mastership, the title and rank of a master
in the universities. 3. Gravity, seriousness ;

aifected solemnity. 4. Magistery, a chemical

preparation of mixed bodies.

MAGISTRADO, sm. 1. Magistrate, a chief officer

ofjustice. 2. Magistracy, the office or dignity
of a magistrate. 3. Court, tribunal.

MAGISTRAL, a. Magisterial, such as suits a ma-
ster. sf. Title ofa prebendary, in the Roman
catholic church, whose functions consist in

teaching and preaching. sm. 1. A prebend.
2. (Farm.) Anti-venereal potion.

MAGISTRALMENTE, ad. Magisterially.

MAGISTRATURA, sf. Magistracy.
MAGNANIMAMENTE, ad. Magnanimously.
MAGNANIMIDAD, sf. Magnanimity, elevation

of mind
;
elevation of soul.

MAGNANIMO, MA, a. Magnanimous.
MAGNATE, sm. Peer, a nobleman ofthe first dis-

tinction in a country or province.
MAGNESIA, sf. Magnesia, a medicinal powder, a

radical earth.

MAGNETICO, CA, a. Magnetic, relating to the

magnet; attractive.

MAGNETISMO, 5m. Magnetism, power of the
loadstone ; power of attraction.

MAGNETI/AR, va. To touch with the loadstone
or magnet, to render magnetic.

MAGNIFICAMENTE, ad. Magnificently.
MAGNIFICAR, ra.To magnify, to extol, to exalt,

to raise in estimation.

MAGNIFICAT, s. com. The song of the blessed

virgin. Criticar 6 corregir el magnificat, To
criticise without reason or judgment.

MAGNIFICENCIA, sf. Magnificence, grandeur
of appearance ; splendour.

MAGNIFICO, CA, a. 1. Magnificent, splendid. 2.

Title of honour.

MAGNITUD, sf. 1. Magnitude, greatness, gran-
deur. 2. Comparative bulk.

MAGNO, NA, a. Great ; used as an epithet in the

Spanish language; e. g. Alexandra el magno,
Alexander the Great.

MAGO, GA, s. 1. A title formerly given in the
east to philosophers, kings, or wise men,
called magi. 2. Magician, one skilled in ma-

gic ; a necromancer.

MAGRA, sf. Rasher, slice of pork.
MACRO, GRA, a. Meager, lean

; wanting flesh.

MACRO
,
5m. Rasher, a thin slice ofbacon or ham.

MAGRUJO, JA, a. Meager. V. Magro.
MAGRtfRA, 5/. Leanness, thinness.

MAGUER Y MAGUERA, ad. (Ant.) Although. V.

jlunque.

MAGUETO, TA, s. V. Novillo.

MAGUEY, sm. (Bot.) American aloes. Agave
Americana L.

MAGUILLO, sm. Species of crab-tree.

MAGUJO, 5m. (Naut.) Rave-hook
;
an instru-

ment with a crooked point, which serves to

nick old oakum out of the seams of the ship's
sides and decks.

MAGXJLLA, 5/. V. Magulladura.
MAGULI,ADO, DA, a. Bruised, worn out.

MAGULLADURA, sf. Bruise, contusion
;
a hurt

with something blunt and heavy.
MAGULIAMIENTO, sm. Act of bruising.
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MAGOLLAR, va. To bruise, to mangle,
MAHARON, N\, a. Unhappy, unfortunate.

MAHERfR, va. To convene, to anticipate.
MAHOMETiSMO,s?tt. Mohammedanism, a system

of religion introduced by Mohammed, and
adhered to by his sect.

AHOMETisTA, sm. Follower of Mohammed.
MAHOMETIZAR, vn. To profess Mohamme-

danism.

MAHON, 5m. Strong broad cotton cloth.

MAHONA, 5/. Turkish transport vessel.

MAIDO, sm. Mew. V. Maullido.

MAIORQU!N, sm. Inequality in cloth, [mays L.

MAfz, sm. (Bot.) Maize, Indian corn. Zea
MAIZAL, sm. Field sown with Indian corn.

MA'JA, sf. Mallet, batlet, maul, beetle.

MAJADA, sf. 1. Sheep-cot, sheep-fold. 2. Inn.

MAJADAL, sm. Land used for a sheep-fold.
MAJADEAR, vn. To take shelter in the night ;

applied to a flock of sheep.
MAJADERIA, sf. Absurd speech, nonsense.

MAJADERILLO, sm. Bobbin for lace.

MAJADERO, sm. 1. Pestle, an instrument with
which any thing is broken in a mortar. 2.

Pounder, one that pounds or breaks any thing
in a mortar. 3. Place where hemp or bass is

beaten. 4. Gawk, a foolish troublesome fellow

Majaderos, Bobbins for making bone-lace.

MAJADOR, RA, s. Pounder, bruiser.

MAJADURA, sf. The act ofpounding or bruising.
MAJAGRANZAS, sm. A stupid brute

; nickname
for an ignorant troublesome fellow.

MAJAMIENTO, sm. Whipping, chastisement.

MAJANO, sm. A small heap of stones serving as

a landmark.

MAJAR, va. 1. To pound, to break in a mortar
2. To importune, to vex, to molest.

MAJARRANA, sf. Fresh pork.
MAJENCIA, sf. Boast, vaunt.

MAJO, JA, s. Boaster, bragger.
MAJOLAR, va. To put straps to the shoes, to tie

them tight.

MAJORCA, sf. V. Mazorca.

MAJUELA, sf. 1. Fruit of the white hawthorn.
2. Strap with which shoes are tied.

MAJUELO, sm. Vine newly planted.

MAL, sm. 1. Imperfection, evil, hurt. 2. Illness,

disease. 3. Fault, trespass. a. V. Malo ; it

is used only before masculine substantives.

ad. Badly , injuriously. Jlnda mal, He is a bad
walker. Mal caduco. Epilepsy. Mal hecho, Ill-

shaped ; applied to persons who are hump-
backed, or have some other remarkable de-

fect. Mal one bicn, With good or ill will. Mal

por mal. For want of something better. Del
mal cl menos, The least of two evils. De mal

enpenr, Worse and worse. Malfranees, Vene-
real disease. Mal de ojo, Evil eye.

MALA
, sf. 1 . Mail, a postman's bundle. 2. Deuce

of spades.

MALACHO, sm. A sickly person.

MALACOSTUMBRADO, DA, a. Having bad habits

or customs.

MALACOTON, sm. V. Mclocoton.

MALACUENDA, sf. Coarse cloth made of tow. V.

Razago.
MALAGANA, sf. Pole set up with dry furze to

catch bees swarming.
o, NA. a. Belonging to Malaga,
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MALANDAR
MALANDRfN
on the hij

JjALATfA, 5.

MALABO, T,

disease.

MAI.AMNTE, ad. Badly, wickedly.
MALAND.ANZA, sf. Misfortune, calamity.
MALANDAR, sm. (Extr.) Wild hog.
AtANDnfN, 577i. Highwayman, one who robs

on the highway. a. Malign, perverse.
ALATfA, srf. Malady, disease, distemper.
ALA/TO, TA, s. A person indisposed with some
disease.

MALAVENDO, DA, a. Quarrelsome person, one
who applies himself to sow discord.

MALAVESTtJRA, sf. Calamity, misfortune.

MALAVKITUR.<(LDO,DA, a. Unfortunate, ill-fated.

MALAVKS 6 MALAVZ, ad. (Ant.) V. A-pinas.

MALBARATADOR, RA. s. Spendthrift, one who
wastes his fortune and other people's money
in extravagance, and useless things.

MALBARATAR, va. 1. To mispend, to lavish. 2.

To disorder, to put into disorder.

MALCASADO, DA, a. Not well married.

MALCASARSE, vr. To contract an improper or

unfortunate marriage.
MALCASO, 5m. Treason, turpitude, crime.

MALCOCINADO, 5m.
Tripes,

liver and lights of
a quadruped or four-footed animal.

MALCOMIDO, DA, a. Hungry, destitute of whole-
some food.

MALCONTENTO, 5m. 1. MALECONTENT, apeevish
person dissatisfied with every thing. 2. Kind
of game at cards.

MALCONTKNTO^ TA, a. Discontented.

MALCORTE, sm. Transgression of the mountain
laws in cutting wood or making charcoal.

MALCRIADO, DA, a. Ill-bred, unmannerly.
MALUAD, sf. Wickedness, iniquity.

MADADOSO, SA, a. Wicked, ill-disposed.

MALDECIDOR, RA, 5. Detractor.

MAI.DECIMIENTO, sm. Backbiting, privy calum-

ny ;
censure of the absent.

MALDEcfR,mr. To curse, to accurse ; to detract.

MAi.nfCHO, CH A, pp. irr. ofmaldecir. Accursed ;

calumniated.

MAi.Dicidr?, sf. 1. Malediction, curse, impreca-
tion. 2. Divine chastisement.

MALDITA, sf. (Fam.) The tongue.
MALDITO, TA, a. 1. Perverse, wicked. 2. Chas-

tised by divine justice ; damned. 3. (Fam.)
None, not one. Sohar la maldita, To give a

loose to one's tongue. pp. irr. of maldccir,
Accursed. [ing extended by the hammer.

MALEABILIDA^D, sf. Malleability, quality of be-

MALE.ABLE, a. Malleable.

MALEADOR, RA, s. Rogue, villain, corrupter.
MALEANTE, sm. Corrupter, injurer.
MALEA^R, va. To pervert, to corrupt, to injure.
MALECON, 5m. Dike, a mound to prevent inun-

dations.

MALEDICENCIA, sf. Slander, calumny.
MALEFICENCIA, sf. Malefaction.

MALEFiciAR,m. l.To adulterate, to corrupt, to

vitiate. 2. To bewitch, to injure by witchcraft.

MAT.EFICIO, 5m. 1. Hurt, damage, injury. 2.

Witchcraft, charm, enchantment.

MALEFICO, CA, a. Mischievous, injurious to

others, especially by witchcraft.

MAI.ENCONIA, sf. V. Kabia.

MALETA, sf. 1. Portmanteau, a bag in which
clothes are carried. Hacer la maleta, To make
the necessary preparations for a journey. 2.

Prostitute kept by any one for interest.

MALETERO, 5m. Harness-maker, saddler; port-
manteau maker.

MALETI A, sf. Malice ; injury to the health.

MALETILLA, TA, CA, sf. A small portmanteau.
MALETON, sm. A large leather bag, in which

bags are carried on a journey. [will.

MALEVOLNCIA, sf. Malevolence, ill-nature, ill-

MALEVOLO, LA, a. Malevolent, malignant.
MALEZA, tf. I. Wickedness, malice. 2. Piece

of ground, rendered unfruitful by brambles
and briers with which it is covered.

MALFECHOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Malhcckor.

MALGAMA, sm. V. Amalguma.
MALGA STAR, va. To mispend, to waste, to lavish.

MALGRA^DO, ad. Maugre, in spite of; notwith-

standing. [inff-

MALHABLJ(.DO, DA, a. Bold, impudent in speak-
MALHADADO, DA. a. Wretched, unfortunate.

MALHECHO, sm. Flagitious action.

MALH CHO, CHA, a. 1. Badly done, ill finished.

2. Unjust, contrary to equity and justice.

MALHECHOR, RA, s. Malefactor, offender.

MALHERIDO, DA, a. Badly wounded.

MALHERIR, va. To wound badly.
MALHOJO, sm. Refuse, that which is thrown

away or disregarded when the rest is taken.

MALHUMORA\DO, DA, a. Ill-humoured
? peevish;

having gross humours.

MALfciA, sf. 1. Malice, perversity, wickedness,

malignity. 2. Suspicion, apprehension. 3.

Cunning, artifice. 4. Dissimulation, hypo-
crisy ;

evil disposition ; injurious quality.

MAI.ICIAR, va. To corrupt, to adulterate. vn,

To put a malicious construction on a thing, to

discourse in a malicious manner; to suspect.

MALICIOSAMENTE, ad. Maliciously.
MALiciosico, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim,
A little malicious.

MALicioso,SA,a. Malicious, suspicious, wicked,

MALIGNAMENTE, ad. Malignantly.
MALIGNAR, va. To vitiate, to corrupt, to de-

prave vr. To become sore.

MALIGNIDAD, sf. Malignity, malice, perverse-
ness ; noxiousness.

MALIGNO, NA, a. Malignant, perverse, 'malign.

MALLLA, sf. 1. Manille, the deuce of spades or

clubs, or the seven of hearts or diamonds, in

the game of Ombre. 2. Person full of wicked-
ness and malice.

MX.LLA, */. 1. Mesh, the space between the

threads of a net. 2. (Naut.) Network of a

ship. 3. Coat of mail.

MALL^R, va. To mail, to arm with a coat ofmail.

MALLERO, sm.Armourer, maker ofcoats ofmail.

MALLETES,S./>/. (Naut.) Partners, strong pieces
of timber bolted to the beams, encircling the

masts, to keep them steady in their steps, and

prevent them from rolling or pitching by the

board.

MX.LLO, sm. 1 . Game of bowls, skittles or nine-

pins. 2. Bowling-oreen, skittle-ground. 3.

Mallet.

MALLORQIJIN, NA, a. Native of Majorca.
MALMANDADO, DA, a. Disobedient, obstinate.

MALMETER, vn. To incline, to induce to evil ;

to make one differ with another.

MALMIR^DO, DA, a. Unpolite,
indiscreet.

MALO, LA, a. 1. Imperfect, defective. 2. Bad.

wicked, perverse. El malo, The devil, :j.
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Artful, cunning, crafty. 4. Sickly ,

disordered
5. Difficult, inquiet. De mala, Deceitfully, in

an insidious manner. Jlndar d malas, To 20
in enmity.

MALO, interj. Bad, disgusting, injurious.

MALOGRAMIENTO, sm. Disappointment.
MALOGRAR, va. J. To disappoint, to disconcert.

2. (Com.) To waste or
spoil goods. vr. To

be disappointed, to fail of success.

MALQGRO, sm. Disappointment, miscarriage.

MALORDENADO, DA, a. Badly contrived, ill ar-

ranged.
MALPAKADO, DA, a. Languid, ill conditioned.

MAI.PARAR, va. To ill-treat, to destroy one's

glory.

MALPARIDA, sf. Woman who has miscarried.

MALPARIR, vn. To miscarry ,
to have an abortion.

MALPARTO, sm. Abortion.

MAL^UERENCIA, sf. Ill-will, hatred. [will.

MALQUERER, va. To abhor, to hate, to bear ill-

MAi.quisTAR, va. To excite disputes and quar-
rels among friends and other persons. vr.

To incur hatred and displeasure.

MALQUISTO, TA, a. Odious, detested.

MALROTAR, va. To mispend, to lavish, to run

through one's fortune.

MALSANO, NA, a. Unhealthy, sickly, infirm.

MALSIN, sm. Tale-bearer, one who endeavours
to sow discord and breed disturbances.

MALSINAR, va. To inform against one from
malice and spite. [nant information.

MALSIXDAD Y MATSIN-ERIA, sf. (Ant.) Malig-
MALSONANTE, a. Applied to doctrines offensive

to pious ears.

MAI.TRAER,^- (Ant.) To treat ill. V. Maltratar.

MALTRATAMIENTO, sw.Ill treatment, bad usage ;

affliction. [spoil, to destroy.

MALTRATAR, va. 1. To treat ill, to abuse. 2. To
MALTRATO, sm. Ill treatment.

MALVA, sf. (Bot.) Mallows. Malva L.

MAI.VADAMENTE, ad. Wickedly.
MALVADO, DA, a. Malicious, wicked, insolent,

vicious, nefarious, very perverse.

MALVAR, sm. Place covered with mallows.
va. (Ant.) To vitiate, to corrupt.

MALVASIA, sf. Malmsey grape ; malmsey wine.

MALVAVISCO, sm. (Bot.) Marsh-mallows. Al-

thsea officinalis L.

MALVERSACION, sf. Malversation.

MALVERSADOR, RA, s. Evil-doer, trickster.

MALVERSAR,#a. To waste,to misapply property.
MALVIS 6 MALviz,sm.Bird resembling a thrush.

MAMA, sf. I. Mam, mamma; a fond word for

mother. 2. (Anat.) Teat, nipple.

MAMACALLOS, sm. Dolt, simpleton. [ing.
MAMADA, sf. Time which a child takes in suck-

MAMADERA, sf. Sucking-glass used to draw
milk out of a woman's breast.

MAMADOR, RA, s. Sucker, one who sucks.

MAMALUCO, sm. Dolt, simpleton, fool.

MAMANCIA, sf. (Joe.) Childishness, silliness.

MAMANTE, a. Sucking. Piante ni mamante,^oi
one, none, accompanied with the verb leave,
&c. [mals.

MAMANTON, NA, a. Sucking ; applied to ani-

MAMAR, va. 1. To suck, to draw milk out of the

breast of a female. 2. To cram and devour
victuals. Mamarse el dedo, To bite the nails.

MAMARIO, RI A, a. Belonging to teats and nipples.
45(j

MAMARRACHADA, sf. Collection ofrude figures.
MAMARRAcnfsTA, sm. Dauber, bad painter.
MAMARRACHO, sm. An ill-drawn figure ofa man.
MAMELLADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Mammellated ; ap-

plied to animals having loose projecting skins
on their necks.

MAMELtfco,sm. I.Mameluke, Egyptian soldier.

2. Epithet of contempt to a rude, uncivilized,
and ignorant person.

MAMILA, sf. The chiefpart ofa woman's breast
round the nipple.

MAMILAR, a. Mammillary. [mouth.
MAMfLAS, sf. pi. Papillje in the roof of the

MAMOLA, sf. Chuck under the chin.

MARidw, NA,S. 1. A sucking animal. 2. Milksop,
a soft effeminate fellow who acts like a child.

pi. 1. Tender quills, which begin to be
formed on birds. 2. Soup-meagre made with
oil. 3. Suckers, young twigs shooting from
the stock.

MAMONA, sf. Chuck. V. Mamola.

MAMOSO, SA, a. 1. Sucking. 2. Applied to panic

grass.

MAMOTRETO, sm. Memorandum-book, [place.M AMPARA, sf. Screen before a door or any other

MAMPARAR, va. To shelter, to protect.

AMpARos,sm.7>L (Naut.) Bulkheads, partitions
,in a ship to keep powder, stores, provisions,
&c. separate. Mamparos de quita y pon,
(Nadt.) Ship and unship bulkheads.

MAMPIRLAN, sm. A wooden ladder or step.

MAMPORRO, sm. Thump.
MAMPOSTEXR, va. To raise mason work, to ce-

ment with mortar.

MAMPOSTERIA, sf. 1. Work made of stone and
mortar without regularity and order. 2. A
covered battery. 3. The employment of col-

lecting alms for the hospitals of St. Lazarus
and St. Anthony.

MAMPOSTERO, sm. 1. Mason, who builds with
stone and mortar. 2. Collector of alms for

the hospitals of St. Lazarus and St. Anthony.
MAMPRESAR, va. (Mancha) To begin to break

horses.

MAMPUESTA, sf. Row or line of bricks.

MAMPUESTO, sm. Materials for raising work of

masonry. De mampucsto, Provisionally.

MAMUJAR, va. To play with the breast, not to

have an inclination to suck
; applied to chil-

dren, [to mutter ;
to mumble.

MAMULLAR, va. To eat or chew as if sucking;
MAN, sf. (Ant.) Hand. V. Mano.

MANA, sm. 1. Manna, food of the Israelites. 2.

Manna, a gum obtained from ash-trees. '.5.

Tart made ofblanched almonds, sugar, spice,
and other ingredients. 4. Kind of small sugar-

plums.
MANADA,S/. 1. Flock, herd ; drove of cattle. 2.

Handful of corn, &c. or any other things
which can be held in thi? hand. 3. Crowd,
multitude. A1 manadas, In troops or crowds.

MANADERA, sf. Strainer, an instrument for fil-

tration.

MANADERO^TO. 1. Source, spring. 2. Shepherd;
one who has the care of a herd or flock.

MANADERO, RA,a. Springing, that which issues.

MANANTE, pa. Proceeding, issuing.

MANANTIAI., sm. I. Source, spring. 2. Source,

origin, principle.
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.,
3m.- 1. To spring from

; to distil from

as a liquor. 2. To proceed, to issue, to arise

3. To abound, to be in great plenty.
. ri 6 MANA-TO, sm. (let.) Sea-cow.

A I A N c A
, sf. The left hand.

MANCAMiENTo,s?re. Want, defect, privation, de

ficicncy.

MANCAR, va. 1. To maim, to disable an arm or

hand from being used. 2. To fail, not to pro
duce the desired effect. 3. To disable a man
from doing any business.

MANCEBA, sf. Mistress, concubine.

MANCEBIA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Youth. V. Juventud
2. Brothel, bawdy-house.

MANCEBO, BA, s. 1. Young person, not yet forty

years of age. Mancebo de mercader, Shop-
man, shop-boy. 2. Journeyman, one who
works under a master for weekly or daily

wages.
MANCEL, sm. Place of rendezvous for travellers

and caravans.

MANCELLAR Y MANciLi.AR,?;a. V.AmanciUar
MANCELLOSO, SA, a. (Ant.) V.Malicioso.

MANCER, sm. Son of a prostitute.

MANCERA, sf. Plough-tail, handle of a plough
MANCERINA, sf. Saucer. V. Macerina.

MANCHA, sf. 1. Stain, spot, discoloration. 2

Stigma, mark ofinfamy ,
a disgraceful taint of

guilt. 3. Piece of ground covered with copse
and weeds. 4. (Met.) Dishonour either from
mean birth or an ignominious act. JYo es

mancha dc judio, It is but a trifling thing.

MANCHADO, DA, a. Spotted, speckled.
M-ANCHAR, va. 1. To stain, to make any thing

lose its natural colour ; to corrupt, to soil. 2.

To defile one's character, to tarnish one's

name and reputation. Manchar pupel, To
scribble, to write much and nothing to the

purpose. 3. (Pint.) To lay in spots of light
colour before defining the figure.

MANCHEGA,S/. Garter ofdifferent colours,made
of worsted, especially in Mancha.

MANCHEGO, GA, a. Native of La Mancha.

MANCHO.V, sm. Spot where grain grows rank or

thick.

MANCILLA, sf. I. Wound, sore. 2. Spot, blemish.
3. Commiseration.

MANCIPAR, va. To subject, to enslave.

MANCO, CA, a. Maimed, defective, faulty, im-

perfect.

MANCOMUN, sm. Concurrence of two or more
persons in the execution of a thing. De man-
comun, Jointly, by common consent.

MANCOMUNADAMENTE, ad. Conjointly.
MANCOMUNARSE, vr. To associate, to join in the

execution of a thing ;
to unite.

MANCOMUNU>AD, sf. Union, conjunction or fel-

lowship.

MANCCERDA, sf. One of the implements of tor-

ture.

MANDA, sf. 1. Offer, proposal. 2. Legacy or do-

nation, left by virtue of a last will.

MAXDADERA, sf. V. Demandadcra.
MANDADERO, RA, s. 1. Porter, messenger ; one
who is engaged to go on errands. 2. V. De-
mandadero.

MANDADo. sm. 1. Mandate, precept, command.
2. Errand, message ; advertisement, notice.

M/.NOAMIENTO. sm. 1. Mandate, precept, order,
58

command. 2. Peremptory order issued by a

judge, respecting the execution of his sen-

tence. Mandamienlos, Commandments, the

ten precepts of the decalogue ; the five fin-

gers of the hand.

MANI>AR, va. 1. To command, to give orders. 2.

To leave or bequeath in a last will or testa-

ment. 3. To send, to transmit. 4. To offer, to

promise. vr. 1. To communicate with. 2.

To have the free use of one's limbs, to manage
one's self without the aid of others

; applied
to the infirm. Mandar d alguno d puntapics,
d puntillazos, d d zapatazos, To have com-

plete ascendency over any one. Mandar d

coces, To command harshly.

MANDARRIA, sf. (Naut.) Iron maul, a large iron

hammer or sledge.

MANDATARIO, sm. Attorney, agent.

MANDATO, sm. 1. Mandate, precept, injunction.
2. Charge, trust, commission. 3. Ecclesiasti-

cal ceremony of washing twelve persons'
feet on Maundy Thursday.

MANDE, inter
-j. (Naut.) Holla ! a word of com-

mand on board of ships, enjoining silence

and attention.

MANDIBULA, sf. Jaw-bone. V. Quixada.

MANDIL, sm. 1. Coarse apron used by men or

women. 2. Servant to a pimp, or prostitute.

MANDILAR, va. To wipe a horse with a coarse

apron or cloth.

MANDILEJO, sm. 1. Ragged apron. 2. Servant
of a rogue or prostitute ; pimp, pander.

MANDILETE, sm. (Art.) Door of the port-hole
of a battery.

MANDiLON,sm.Coward,amean dastardly fellow

MANDIOCA, sf. Kind of Indian corn.

MANDo, sm. Command, authority, power.
MANDOBLE, sm. 1. A two-handed blow. 2. A se-

vere reprimand.
MANDON, NA, a. Imperious, domineering.
MA.NDRA, sf. A shepherd's cot. [table

MANDRACHERO, sm. Proprietor of a gaming-
VIANDRACHO, sm. Gambling-house.
MANDRAGORA, sf. (Bot.) Mandrake. Atropa

mandragora L.

VIANDRIA. sm. Coward, poltron.

MANDRIEZ, sf. Debility, weakness.

MANDRON, sm. First stroke of a ball or stone

thrown from the hand.

MANDJCACION, sf. Act of eating or chewing.
VlANDucAR, va. To eat, to chew.

MANDUCATORIA, sf. Dining-room, refectory.

MANEA, sf. Shackles, fetters. V. Maniota.

ANEAR, va. To chain, to tie with fetters or

shackles.

ANECILLA, sf. 1. A small hand; mark [CFor

index, in grammar. 2. Handle of a plough. 3.

Book-clasp. 4. Hand of a clock or watch. 5.

Tendril of vines.

ANEjAflLE, . Manageable, tractable.

VIANEJADO, a. (Pint.) Handled.

MANEJAR, va. 1. To manage, to wield, to move
with the hand. 2. To train a horse to grace-
ful action. 3. To conduct, to govern.

VlANEJo,S7. 1. Employment of the hands to any

purpose. 2. Government of a horse. 3. Ma-

nagement, administration. 4. Intrigue, de-

vice. Manejos de cartes, Court intrigues.
MANEOTA, sf. Shackles, fetters. V. Maniotu.
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MANERA, sf. 1. Manner, form, figure ; method ;

manner of style, deportment. 2. Pocket, a

small bag inserted into clothes, pocket-hole.
3. Opening, forepart or fall of breeches. 4.

Quality, condition ; kind, species. De mane-
ra 6 par manera, So as, in such a manner.

Maneras, MANNERS. V. Costumbres.
MA NERO, RA, a. Manageable, tractable.

MANES, sm. Manes, ghost of the dead.

MANEZUELA, sf. A small hand. V. Manecilla.

MANFLA, sf. 1. Concubine, a woman kept in

fornication. 2. Old sow.

MANGA, sf. 1. Sleeve, the part of a garment
which covers the arms. 2. Arm of an axle-

tree, on which turns the nave of a coach or

other carriage. 3. Kind of cloak-bag or port-

manteau, which can be fastened with a run-

ning string ; strip of cloth hanging from th'e

shoulder of clerical cloaks. 4. Body of troops
formed in a line. 5. Fishing-net. 6. Bag made
of woollen, linen, or paper, in the form of a

sleeve, but narrow below and wide at the top,
which is used to strain and clarify liquors. 7.

Hurricane, whirlwind, water-spout. Manga
del navio, (Naut.) Extreme breadth of a ship.

Mangas, Conveniencies. Ir de manga, To

i'oin

in the execution of some wicked or ma-
icious design. Manga de angel, Women's
wide sleeves.

MANGAJARRO, sm. A long ill-shaped sleeve.

MANGANESA, sf. Manganese, a semi-metal.

MANGANILLA, sf. 1. Slight of hand, a juggling
trick. 2. Pole for gathering acorns.

MANGLA, sf. Gum which exudes from the rock-

rose or dwarfsun-flower. Cistusladaniferus L.

MANGLAR, sm. Plantation of mangrove trees.

MANGLE, sm. (Bot.) Mangle or mangrove tree.

MA SGO, sm. Handle, haft ; that part of an in-

strument or tool which is held in the hand.

MANGON, sm. V. Grandillon y Rccaton.

MANCONADA, sf. Push with the arm.
MANGONEAR, vn. To wander about ; to rove or

ramble idly ; to intermeddle.

MANGORRERO, RA, a. 1. Wandering, roving,

rambling. 2. Hafted
; applied to a Knife.

MANGOTE, sm. A large and wide sleeve.

MA.NGUAL, sm. Weapon consisting of a pole
with iron chains terminated by balls attach-

ed to it. [for various uses.

MANGUERA, sf. (Naut.) Piece of canvass tarred

MA N G UERO
,
sm. Commander of a body of troops.

MANGUETA, sf. 1. Bladder and pipe for adminis-

tering clysters. 2. Jamb of a glass-door. V.

Palanca.

MANGUITERO, sm. 1. Muff maker, one whose
trade is to make and sell muffs. 2. Leather-

dresser, one who dresses fine skins or white

leather.

MANGUITO, sm. 1. Muff, a cover for the hands
to

keep
them warm. 2. Sleeve which is tight

from the elbow to the waist.

MANIA, sf. 1. Mania, phrensy, madness ; per-
turbation, of the faculties or mental powers.
2. Extravagance, whimsical obstinacy. 3.

Inordinate desires.

MANIACAL^ a. Mad, frantic.

MANIALBO, a. White-footed ; applied
to a horse.

M ANIATAR, va. To manacle, to chain the hands ;

to handcuff.
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MANIATICO,CA; YMANIACO,CA, a. Mad, frantic.

MANICORDIO, sm. V. Monacordio.

MANICORTO, TA, a. Illiberal, paS-simonious.
MANIDA, sf. Mansion, dwelling-house. Manida

de picaros, Nest of thieves.

MAN|DO, DA, a. Hidden, concealed.

MANIFACERO, RA, a. Intriguing, meddlesome,
intrusive.

MANiFAcxtTRA, sf. 1. Manufacture, the art of

working any thing by hand. 2. Manufacture,

workmanship.
MANIFESTABLE, a. Manifestable, easy to be dis-

covered.

MANIFESTACION, sf. 1. Manifestation, declara-

tion. 2. (For.) Decree of manifestation or

emancipation.
MANIFESTAD6R, RA, s. Discoverer, publisher.

MANIFESTAR, va. To discover, to manifest, to

declare ;
to set at liberty. Manifestar la heri-

da, (Cir.) To probe a wound.

MANIFIESTAMENTE, ad. Manifestly.

MANIFIESTO, TA, a. Manifest, plain, open.
MANIFIESTO, 5m. 1. Act of exposing the Holy
Sacrament to the public adoration. 2. Mani-

fest, written instrument.

MANIGUET AS, sf. pi. (Na6t.) Kevels on the quar-
ter-deck, to which the rope-ends are fastened.

MANIGUETONES, 5m. pi. (Nadt.) Snatch-cleats,

pieces of wood of different shapes and size,

to which ropes are fastened.

MAN!JA, sf. 1.Handle ofan instrument or work-

ing tool. 2. Shackles, handcuffs. 3. Ring,
brace.

MANIJERO, 5m. Manager, foreman of a number
ofworkmen, who has the direction of the rest.

MANILARGO, GA, a. Large-handed.
MANILLA, sf. 1. Bracelet, an ornament worn by
women around their arm or wrist. 2. Book-

clasp. 3. Manacle, handcuff.

MANIOBRA, sf. 1. Work performed and finished

with the hand. 2. (Mil.) Manoeuvre, move-
ment of troops. 3. (Naut.) Working of a

ship. Navio que maniobra bicn, Ship that

works freely. Maniobras alias, Upper run-

ning rigging. Maniobras baxas, Lower run-

ning rigging. Maniobras de catena, Careen-

ing jeers. Maniobras de combate, Preventer

rigging.
MANIOBRAR, va. 1. To work with the hands. 2.

(Naut.) To work a ship. 3. (Met.) To seek

the means of effecting any thing. 4. (Mil.)
To manoeuvre troops.

MANiOBRfsTA, 5m. (Naiit.) A skilful naval tac-

tician.

MANIOTA, sf. Manacles, shackles, handcuffs.

MANIPODIO, 5??i. Bawdry, pollution.

MANIPULANTE, sm. Administrator, negotiator.
ANiPULAR.flff.To handle, to manage business

in a peculiar manner, to meddle with every

thing.
MANIPULO, sm. 1. Part of the garments worn

by the priests of the Roman catholic church
when they officiate. 2. Division ofthe Roman
army. [cheism.

MANIQUEO, a. Manichean, belonging to Mani-

MANIQUI, sm. An artificial moveable figure,

which can be put in different postures ac-

cording to the will of the mover.

,
ta. 1. To keep meat until it grows ten-
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der } to mellow. 2. To use, to waste, to con-

sume.

MANIROTO, TA, a. Liberal, generous, bountiful.

MANIROTURA, sf. Liberality, generosity, frank-

ness.

MANIVACIO, CIA, a. Empty-handed ; idle, lazy.

MANJAR, *"&! Food, victuals; provision for the

mouth. 2. (Met.) Refection or entertainment

which recruits the spirits. Manjar bianco,

Dish made of the breast of fowl boiled and

mixed with sugar, milk, and rice flour. Man-

jar de angeles, Dish composed of milk and

sugar. Manjar imperial, Dish made of milk,

yolks of eggs, and rice flour. Manjdres, The
four suits of a pack of cards.

MANJELIN, sm. Weight used for diamonds.

MANJOL^R, va. To carry a hawk in the hand
lest it should be hurt in a basket or cage.

MANJORRA^DA, sf. Excessive eating, too much
victuals.

MANLEVAR, a. To contract.

MANLIEVA, sf. Tax levied in haste, and col-

lected by going from house to house.

MANLIEVE, sm. A fraudulent deposit of a chest

or trunk, said to contain valuable things, but

which in fact contains nothing but earth or

stone.

MANO, sf. 1. Hand, the palm with the fingers.
2. (Naiit.) Snatch-cleat. 3. Proboscis, the

snout or trunk of an elephant. 4. Maniple,
handful. 5. Pestle. 6. Hand of a clock or

watch. 7. A long cylindrical stone, with which
cocoa is ground, to make chocolate. 8. First

hand at play. 9. Command. 10. Reprimand,
censure. 11. Last hand or finishing stroke.

12. Quire of paper. 13. (In Silk-mills) Hand
of silk, composed of six or eight skeins. 14.

Troop of reapers or harvest-men. 15. Work-

manship, power or act of manufacturing or

making. 16. Side, right or left. 17. Paw
or forefoot of animals. 18. (Mus.) V. Escala.

A' mano, At hand, with the hand ; studiously.
A' In mano, Near. Mano de gato, Ladies'

paint ; correction of any writing made by a

superior hand. pi. 1. (Among Butchers) Feet
of cattle. Manos de carnero, Sheep's trot-

ters. Manos de vaca, Cow-heels. 2. Handi-

craft, nandiwork, workmanship. 3. Manos d
la obra, (Naut.) JJear a hand ! Manos libres,
Emoluments annexed to an office or place.
Manos muertas, Mortmain, such a state of

possession as prevents all future alienation.

A' dos manos, Willingly, readily ; with the aid

of both hands. A 1 manos llenas, Liberally,

abundantly, copiously. Ser sus pies y sus

manos, To be one's chief support and con-
solation in distress. Venir con sus manos
lavadas, To enjoy the fruit of another's la-

bour. Mano a mano, In company, familiarly ;

alone.

MANOURA, sf. Raw material, [carries mortar.

MANOBHE, sm. (Mur.) Hodman, a labourer that

MANOBRERO, sm. He who cleans and preserves
fountains or aqueducts.

MANOJO, sm. Handful, as much as the hand can

grasp or contain. Manojo de Haves, Bunch
of keys. A1

manojos, Abundantly.
MANOLA, sf. A common girl, a low wench.

MANOPLA, sf. 1. Gauntlet, a strong glove used

for defence. 2. Coachman's whip. Teta d*

manoplas, A sort of silk with large flowers.

MANOSEA\R, va. 1. To handle, to touch, to feel.

2. To rumple clothes.

MANOSEO, sm. Handling, or touching with the
hand. [hand.

MANOTA^DA v MANOT^ZO, s. Blow witU the

MANOTEX.R,z?a.To strike with the hand. vn. To
move the hands indicating strong emotion.

MANOTEA.DO Y MANOTEO, sm. 1. Blow with the
hand. 2. Manual gesticulation.

MAN$UE.R, vn. To affect the cripple, to pro-
tend to be maimed.

MANQUEDA\D, sf. Lameness, a hurt which pre-
vents the use of the hands; defect.

MANQ.UERA, sf. Lameness, fault, defect ; imper-
fection.

MANQ.UILLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim. of Manco.

MANSAMENTE, ad. Meekly, slowly, quietly.

MANSEDtJMBRE, sf. Meekness, gentleness of be-

haviour and deportment ; peacefulness.
MANSEJON, NA, a. Tame ; applied to animals.

MANSER, sm. Son of a prostitute.

MANSION, sf. 1. Stay, sojourn, residence. 2. Ha-

bitation, mansion.

MANSIONA^RIO, a. Applied to ecclesiastics who
live in a cloister.

MANSICO, CA
; TO, TA, a. dim. Genteel, mild.

MANSITO, ad. V. Quedito.
MANSO, SA, a. 1. Tame

; applied to horses and
other animals. 2. Meek, gentle, tractable ;

soft, quiet, mild. A1 lumbre mansa, By a mild

light.

MAxso, sm. 1. Male which guides the flocks of

goats, sheep, or black cattle. 2. Manor, dis-

trict inherited, manor house.

MX.NTA, sf. 1. Blanket, a woollen cover, soft and

loosely woven. 2. Tapestry, paper-hanging;.

3. Mantelet, a kind ofmoveable parapet made
ofthick planks,for covering troops. 4. Thrash-

ing, drubbing. 5. Tossing in a blanket. G.

Any of the quill-feathers in birds of prey. Ji'

manta 6 d manta de Dios, Copiously, plenti-

fully ;
in great abundance. Tomar la manta,

To undergo a course of salivation. Dar una

manta, V. Mantear.

MANTATER:ILLA, sf. Coarse hempen cloth used
for blankets.

MANTEADOR, RA, s. Tosser, one who tosses in a

blanket.

MANTEAMIENTO, sm. Tossing in a blanket.

MANTEA^R, va. To toss in a blanket. vn. To
gad frequently abroad in a mantle ; spoken
of women.

MANTECA, sf. 1. Lard, the grease of swine
; po-

rnatum. 2. Butter, the unctuous part of milk.

3. Pulpy and oily part of fruits. 4. (Joe.)

Money.
MANTECADA, sf. Toast, a piece of bread dried

before the fire and buttered.

MANTECADO, sm Butter-cake.

MANTECON, sm. Milksop, sweet-tooth ;
a person

dainty and fond of nice fare.

MANTECOSO, SA, a. Buttery, consisting ofbutter.

MANTEISTA, sm. Student in universkies, who .

wears a priest's gown.
MANTELES, sm.pl. 1. Diaper, linen c%th woven

in flowers and figures. Juego de mantelca

adamascados, Damask service : a table-cloth
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with a dozen of napkins. 2. Altar-cloth. Lt<

vantar los manteles, To clear the table.

MANTELER!A, sf. Table-linen.

MANTELETA, sf. Scarf worn by ladies.

MANTELETE, sm. 1. Mantlet, a short mantle
worn by bishops. 2. A moveable parapet,
maete of thick planks, to cover troops.

MANTELLWA, sf. A short cloak worn by women.

MANTENENCIA, sf. (Ant.) MAINTENANCE, ali-

ment, support.
MANTENER, va. 1. To support, to keep up with

the hand ;
to prevent from falling. 2. To keep,

to feed, to supply with food. 3. To be the

first challenger at a tournament. 4. To per-

severe, to persist in the execution ofa design.
5. To support a weight. 6. To pursue, to con-

tinue. 7. To defend or sustain an opinion.
Mantener correspondencia, To keep up a cor-

respondence. vr. I. To continue residing in

a place. 2. To continue in the game condition

without alteration, to maintain y
one's self.

Mantenerse a la mar, To keep the sea.

MANTEXIENTE, sm. A violent blow given with
both hands. A1

manteniente, With all one's

might.
MANTENIMIENTO, sm. 1. Maintenance, suste-

nance, subsistence
;
a supply of the necessa-

ries of life. 2. Ration, allowance.

MANTEO, sm. 1. A long cloak or mantle, worn

by priests and students. 2. Sort of woollen

petticoat worn by women. [ter is made.

MANTEQUERA, sf. Churn, a vessel in which but-

MANTEQ.UERO, RA,S. Butterman, butterwoman ;

one who sells butter.

MANTEQUILLA, sf. A kind of buttercake.

MANTERA, RO, s. Mantua-maker, one who makes
or sells mantles.

MANTILLA, sf. 1. Head-cover for women, made
of baize or other stuff. 2. Mixture of dung,
short and well rotten. 3. Housing, horsecloth.

Mantillas, Swaddling-clothes, clothes wrap-
ped round new-born children. Estar en man-

tillas, To be in a state of infancy. [mixed.
MANTILLO, sm. Short dung, rotten and well

MANTILLON, NA, a. Dirty, slovenly.

MANTO, sm. 1. Silken veil for ladies. 2. Cloak,

robe, a mantle of state. 3. Mantle-piece of a

chimney. 4. In mines, a vein. 5. Veil, cover.

MANTON, 5w. 1. A large cloak or mantle. 2.

Quill. V. Mania. 3. Trimming on women's

jackets. a. V. Mantudo.

MANTtJDo, DA, a. Applied to fowls with their

wings falling down.

MANUA\BLE, a. Tractable, manageable.
MANUAL, a. 1. Manual, performed by the hand.

2. Easily handled or performed with the hand.

3. Tractable, pliant ; light, prompt.
MANUAL, sm. 1. Manual, a portable book, suchas

may be carried in the hand. 2. Book in which
the heads of matters are set down. 3. Journal,
abook of trade, in which the business ofevery
day is entered from the waste-book, under

proper heads and in due order. Manuales,
Presents to choristers given in the choir.

MANUALMENTE, ad. Manually, with the hand.

MANXJBRIO, sm. Hand of an instrument or tool.

MANUCODIA.TA, sf. Bird of paradise.

MANUJELLA, sf. Handspike.
, sf. V. Mtmifuctura.
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, sf. Manumission, the act of set-

ting a slave at liberty.

MANUMISOR, sm. (For.) Liberator.

MANUMITIR, va. (For.) To emancipate, to re-

lease from slavery.
MANUS CRfsTi, sm. A sort of electuary, a kind

of plaster.

MANUSCRITO, s?n. Manuscript, a book written
and not printed.

MANUTENCION, sf. Conservation, prohibition,

maintaining.
MANUTENER, va. To maintain. V. Mantener.

MANUTISA, sf. (Bot.) Kind of pink.
"

MANZA^NA, sf. I. Apple, the fruit of the apple
tree. 2. Pommel, the round ball or knob at

the end of the guard of a sword. 3. Square,
area of four sides, surrounded with houses.

4. Cypress nut.

MANZANAL 6 MANZANA^R, sm. Orchard, a gar-
den of apple-trees.

MANZANIL, a. Like an apple.

MANZANILLA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Chamomile, fetfer-

few. Matricaria chamomilla L. 2. Small ball

or knob put by way of ornament, at the top of

coaches, bedsteads, &c. 3. Kind of small

olive. 4. Lower part of the chin. 5. Claws
of animals.

MANZANILLO, sm. (Bot.) 1. Little apple-tree. 2.

Kind of olive-tree. 3. Indian apple-tree.
MANZANITA DE DAMA, sf. V. Acerola.

MANZ! NO,STO. (Bot.) Apple-tree. Pyrusmalue L.

MANA,S/. 1. Hardiness, dexterity. 2. Artifice,

craft. 3. An evil habit or custom. 4. Bundle
of hemp or flax when reaped.

MANAMA, sf. Morning, the part of the day from
the first appearance of light to twelve o'clock

at noon. De manana, In the morning. ad.

1 . To-morrow, on the day after this current

day. 2. Soon, erelong, immediately. 3. Ex-

pression of negation.
MANANAR, vn. (Joe.) To arrive to-morrow.

MANANE^R, vn. To rise early. V. Madrugar.
MANANICA, TA, sf. Break of day.
MANEAR, va. To act with craft and address in

order to attain one's end.

MANERIA, sf. I. (Ant.) Sterility ; cunning. 2.

Right of succeeding to the possessions of

those who die without legitimate succession.

MANERO, RA, a. 1. Dexterous, skilful, artful. 2.

Meek, tractable. 3. Charged to pay for ano-

ther. 4. Similar, like, neighbouring.
MANOSAMENTE, ad. Dexterously ; subtlely ;

maliciously.

MANOSO, SA, a. Dexterous, skilful, artificial.

MANUELA, sf. Low cunning, mean tricks: Ma-

niielas, An artful cunning person.
MA"PA, sf. I. Map, a geographical picture, on

which lands and seas are delineated according
to the longitude and latitude. 2. Any thing
excellent arid prominent in its line.

|

MAPA"LIA, sf. Sheep-cot, sheep-fold.

! MAquf, sm. Kind of ginger.

MAQUIAVEHCO, CA, a. Machiavelian, resem-

bling the principles of Machiayelli.
MAQ.UIAVELISMO, sm. Machiavelism.

MAQ.UILA, sf. 1. Toll-corn, that part ofthe corn

which the miller takes for grinding. 2. Toll

or tollage in general. 3. Corn-measure in

Galicia, the 24th part of zfanega.
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,
5m. Measure or instrument

with which corn is tolled.

MAQUILAR, va. 1. To measure and take the mil-

ler's dues for grinding corn. 2. To clip, to

retrench, to cut off.

MA Q,UILEKO 6 MAQuiLON,sm.One who measures
or takes the miller's dues for grinding corn.

MAQ.uiNA,5/. 1. Machine, engine. 2. Great num-

ber, abundance, crowd. Hubo una gran md-

quina de gente, There was a great concourse

of people. 3. A vast sumptuous structure. 4.

Intrigue, machination, contrivance. Mdquina
de arbolar, (Naut.) Sheers, sheer-hulk.

MA^UINACION, sf. Machination, artifice, con-

trivance.

MAQJJINADOR, RA, s. Contriver, schemer
;
an

artful person.
MAQ.CINAL, a. Machinal.

MAQUINALMENTE, ad. Mechanically. [trive.

MA^UINAR, va. To machinate, to plan, to con-

MAQUINARIA, sf. Mechanics, the geometry of
motion ; the art of contriving and building
machines.

MAQUINETE, sm. (Mur.) Chopping-knife.
MAQUINICA, sf. Mechanics. V. Maquinaria.
MAO.UINISTA, sm. Machinist, a constructor of

engines.
MAR, s. com. 1. Sea, a large collection of salt-

water
; the water opposed to the land ; tide.

2. A large lake. 3. (Met.) Abundance. De
mar d mar, Copiously, excessively ; in the ex-

treme of fashion. Baxa mar, (Naut.) Low-
water, ebb-tide. Mar llena 6 plena, (Naut.)

High-water. Correr con Ja mar en popa,
(Naut.) To scud before the sea. Mantencr
dos senales de mar enfilados, (Naut.) To keep
two seamarks in one. Hay mar gruesa afue-
ra, There is a great sea in the qffing. Ir con
la proa d la mar, (Naut.) To head the sea.

Mar de. travds, (Naut.) A sea oh the beam.
La mar arde, The sea sparkles.

MARAGATO, sm. Ornament on women's tuckers.

MARAGUTO, sm. (Naut.) Jib. V. Foque.-
MARINA, sf. 1. Place covered with brambles or

briers, which render it impassable. 2. En-

tanglement of a skein of silk, thread, cotton,

yarn, or worsted. 3. Refuse of silk. 4. Per-

plexity, puzzle. 5. Plot ofa play. G. Prostitute.

M^RA&ADO, DA, a. Entangled, perplexed.
MAKANERO, RA

;
v MARANOSO, SA, a. Entan-

gling, ensnaring, perplexing.
MARASMO, sm. (Med.) Tabes, c

MARATRO, sm. V. Hinojo.
MARAVEDI, sm. Maravedi,a Spanish coin, now

disused.

MA RAVILLA
, sf.l .Wonder, an uncommon event

;

admiration. 2. (Bot.) Turnsol, heliotsope.
Heliotropium indicum L. 3. Flower of the

garden smilax. 4. (Bot.) Common marigold.
Calendula officinalis L. A1 las maravillas, Un-
commonly well

; exquisitely. A 1

maravilla,
Marvellously. Es una m.aravilla, He is a

prodigy. For maravilla, Very seldom.

MARAVILLAR, vn. To wonder, to be struck with
admiration. va. To admire.

MARAVILLOSAMENTE, ad. Wonderfully.
MARAVILLOSO, SA, a. Wonderful, marvellous.

:ETE. sm. I. Stamp, the manufacturer's
mark on cloth. 2. Label.

consumption.

MA RCA, sf. 1. Landmark ; a frontier province.
2. The due measure or weight of any thing.
3: Mark in paper. 4. Landmark, light-house.
5. Brand, a mark made by burning with a
hot iron ;

act of marking. 6. Prostitute. De
marea, Excellent of its kind.

MARCADOR, sm. Marker, assay-master.

MARCAR, va. 1. To mark, to brand. Marcar el

campo, To mark or trace the ground for a

camp. 2. To observe, to note ; to designate.
MARCEAR, va. To shear, to cut, off the wool,

hair, or fur of animals, with a pair of shears.

MARCHA, sf. 1. March, a solemn movement of

troops; a journey of soldiers. JV marchasfor-
zadas, Forced marches. 2. Signal to move,
given with a drum or trumpet. 3. Tune beat

on a drum or sounded with the trumpet. 4.

Bonfire, made as a signal of rejoicings. 5.

(Naut.) Headway, the forward motion of a

ship. Sobre la marcha, Off hand, on the spot.

MARCHAMAR, va. To put a mark on goods at

the custom-house.

MARCHAMERO, sm. Custom-house officer who
nfarks the goods which are reported at the

custom-house. [custom-house.
MARCHAMO, sm,. Mark put on goods at the

MARCHANTE,sw.y a. V. Traficantc ymercantil.
MARCHAR, vn. I . To march, to begin to move. 2.

(Naut.) To have much head-way, to sail fast.

MARCHAZo,sm. Braggadocio, boaster, bragger.
MARCHITABLE, a. Perishable.

MARCIIITAR, vn. 1. To wither, to fade ; to dry
up. 2. To pine away, to grow lean.

MARCHITEZ, sf. Languor, lassitude.

MARCHITO, TA, a. Languid, feeble, decayed.
MARCHITT^RA, sf. Decay, decline.

MARCIAL, 5m. Aromatic powder.
MARCIAL, a. Martial, warlike.

MARCO, sm. 1. Door-case, window-case. 2. Pic-

ture-frame. 3. Mark, a weight ofeight ounces.
4. Branding iron. 5. The necessary size of
timber for being felled. 6. Model, archetype,
7. Measure of ground which should have a.

fanega of grain.

MARCOLA, sf. Pruning-hook.
MAREA, sf. 1. Tide, the periodical motion ofthe

waters of the sea. 2. Sea, shore. 3. Soft wind.
4. Collection of street-dirt. Marea creciente,
Flood-tide. Marea menguante, Ebb-tide. Di-

rection de las marcas, Setting of the tide.

Establecimiento de marea, Time of high-wa-
ter. Ir contra marea, To sail against the tide.

Navegar con la marea, To tide it up or down.
Marea parada, Slack-tide* Mareas vivas,

'

Spring-tides.
MAREAJE, sm. Art of navigating a ship.

MARKAMIENTO, 5m. Sea-sickness.

MAREANTE, a. Skilled in navigating a ship.

MAREAR, va. 1. To work a ship. 2. To molest
and harass by impertinent questions. 3. To
sell goods by public auction. 4. Marear las

vela's, (Naut.) To trim the sails. vr. 1. To
be sea-sick. 2. To be damaged at sea ; to be

averaged ; applied to goods or merchandise.

MAREJADA, sf. Swell of the sea. Tuvimosuna
marejada del JV". 0. We had a great sea from
N. W.

MARE MAGNUM, sm. (Lat.) Expressing the

abundance or magnitude of any thing.
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MAREO, sm. 1. Sea-sickness. 2. Molestation,

vexation. [sea.

MARERO, a. Sea-breeze, wind coining from the

MARETA, sf. (Naut.) A slight commotion ofthe

sea.

MARETAZO, sm. Surge of the sea.

MARFAGA, sf. Rug, a coverlet of a bed.

MARFEGA, sf. Sack of straw, coarse mattress.

MARFIL, sm. Ivory, the tusk of the elephant.

MARFILEI&O, ifA, a. (Poet.) Belonging to ivory.
MARGA d MAREGA, sf. 1. Mourning; coarse

cloth. 2. Clay, marl. 3. Sackcloth.

MARGALLON, sm. V. Palmito.

MARGANESA, sf. Manganese. V. Manganesa.
MARGAR, va. To rnarle, to manure with marl.

MARGARITA, sf. 1. Pearl. 2. (Bot.) Common
daisy. Bellis perennis L. 3. (Naut.) Mes-

senger, a rope sometimes used in weighing
anchor. Margaritas, Periwinkles.

MARGAXITA, sf. V. Marquesita.
MARCELS. 1, Border, edge, verge. 2. Margin,

the edge left blank in a book or writing. Dar
margen, To give an opportunity. 3. Marginal
note.

MARGESAR, a. 1. V. Marginar. 2. To make or

leave a margin in paper. [gm -

MARGINAL, a. Marginal, belonging to the mar-

MARGINAR, va. To make annotations on the

margin.
MARGOSO, SA, a. Marly, partaking of marl.

MARGUERA, sf. Marl-pit, a place where marl
is dug.

MARHOJO, sm. Moss, a vegetable growing on
the bark of trees. V.Maihojo.

MARIA, sf. 1. A white wax-taper, placed in the

middle of eight shorter yellow wax-candles
in Roman catholic churches. 2. Silver coin

worth 12 reals vellon. 3. Mary, a proper
name. Arlol dc maria, Balsam of tolu-tree.

Toluifera balsamum L.

MARIAL, a.

of the Holy Virgin.
MARICA, sf. L Magpie. V. Urraca. 2. An effe-

minate mean-spirited person. 3. Thin taste-

less asparagus.
MARICON, sm. Coward, poltron.

MARIUABLE, a. Marriageable, fit for marriage.
MARIDABLEMENTE, ad. Conjugally.
MARIDAGE, sm. Marriage, conjugal union. 2.

Intimate connexion or union.

MARIDANZA, sf. (Extr.) Treatment given to a

wife.

MARIDAR, vn. To marry. va. To unite, to join.

MARIDA/O, sm. V Gurrumino.

MARIDILLO, sm. 1. A sorry pitiful husband. 2.

A small brasier, covered with a lid, which
women make use of to warm their feet.

MARIDO, sm. Husband, the correlative to wife ;

a man married to a woman.

MARIMACHO, sm. Virago, a robust masculine

woman.
MARIMANTA, sf. Bugbear, phantom with which

children are frightened.
MARIMORENA, sf. Dispute, difference, quarrel.

MARINA, sf. 1. Marine, sea-affairs ; nautical art.

2. (Among Painters) Sea-piece. 3. Sea-coast.

MARINAGE, sm. 1. Seamanship; the art ofwork-

ing a ship. 2. Profession of mariners

MARINAR, va. To man a ship.
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MARINEAR, vn. To be a mariner.

MARINERA.DO, DA, a. V. Tripulado.
MARINERIA, sf. 1 . Seamanship, the art of work- -

ing a ship. 2. Profession of sea-faring men,
with every thing relating to it. 3. Speculation.
Me ha salido mat esta marineria, That spe-
culation has turned out very unfortunate.

MARINERO, sm. Mariner, seafaring man. A 1 lo

marinero, In a seamanlike manner.
MARINESCO, CA, a. Nautical. A1

lamarinesca,
In a seamanlike manner.

MARINO, NA, a. Marine, belonging to the sea.

sm. MARINE, seaman.
MARION Y MARON, sm. (let.) V. Sollo.

MARIONA, sf. Spanish dance.

MARipERE/,5/. Hand at cards in which the gain
or loss is double.

MARIVOSA, sf. 1. Butterfly. Papilio L. 2. Rush-

light.

MARIQUETAS, sf. pi. Armbands, with which wo-
men tie up their mittens.

MARiQufxA, sf. 1. Insect found among grapea.
2. Courtesan, woman of easy virtue.

MARISCAL, sm. 1. Marshal, a general officer of

high rank in armies. 2. Farrier, blacksmith.

Mariscal de campo, Camp-marshal, a rank
inferior to lieutenant-general. [marshal.

MARISCALATO v MARISCALIA, s. Dignity of
MARISCAR, 0a.To gather shell-fish on the strand.

MARISCO, sm. Cockles and other small shell-

fish sticking to the rocks in the sea.

MARISMA, sf. Lake formed by the overflow of

the tide.

MARfsMo, sm. V. Salgada.
MARITAL, a. Marital, pertaining to a husband.

MARITIMAR, vn. To lead a maritime life.

MARITIMO, MA, a. Maritime, marine.

MARJAL, sm. Fen, marshy ground. In Murcia it

is called armajal. [juelo.
MARJOLETA Y MARJOLETO. V. Majucla y Ma-

MARLOTA, sf. A kind of Moorish dress.

MARMELLA, sf. Flock ofwool hanging from the

necks of sheep.
MARMELLADO, DA, a. Having matted locks of

wool under the throat.

MARMITA, sf. Kettle, a small copper.

MARMITON,S/. Scullion, one who is engaged to

wash the dishes and plates in the kitchen.

MARMOL, sm. 1. Marble. Marmor L. Marmot

pintado. Spotted marble. Marmol rayado,
Streaked marble. 2. Pillar, column.

MARMOLEJO, sm. A small pillar or column of
marble.

MARMOLENO, SA, a. Made ofmarble, resembling
marble.

MARMOLERIA, sf. Any work made of marble.

MARMOLISTA, sm. Worker in marble, sculptor.

MARMORACION, sf. V. Estuco.

MARMOREO, EA, MARMOROSO, SA, a. Made of

marble, marbled.

MARMOTA,^/". Marmot. Arctomys marmota /,.

MARO, 5m. (Bot.) Germander, common marum.
Teucrium marurn L.

MAROJO, sm. (And.) V. sllmuerdago.
MAROMA, sf. Rope, a thick cord made of basa

or hemp. Jlndar en la maroma, To dance on

a rope ; (Met.) To engage in a perilous un-

dertaking.

MARQUES, sm. Marquis.
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MARQUESA, 5/. 1. Marchioness, the lady of a

marquis. 2. V. Marquesina.
MARQUKSADO, sm. Marquisate.
MARQUESINA, sf. Marquee, tilt over an officer's

tent, serving more effectually to keep out the

rain. [fossil

MARQUES^, sf. Marcasite, mundic, a metallic

MARQUETERIA, sf. ]. Cabinet-manufactory. 2

Marquetry, chequered or inlaid work.

MARQUIUA 6 MARqufsA, sf. Prostitute.

MARQCITA, sf. Crude cake of wax.

MARRA, sf. 1. Want, deficiency, defect. 2. A
kind of pick-axe. 3. Opening in a row of

vines, some of them being missing.
MARRAGA v MARREOA,^/". l.(Ant.) Coarse gro-

gram worn by shepherds. 2. Mourning. V
Marga.

MARR!JO, sm. 1. (let.) White shark. Squalus
carcharias L. 2. V. Martagon.

MARRANA, sf. Sow ; fresh pork.
MARRANAI.LA, sf. V. Canalla.

MARRANCHO, MARRANCHON, NA,S. V. Marrano
MARRANETA, sf. A young sow.

MARRANO, 5m. 1. Hog. V. Cochino. 2. Rafter or

wood-work which supports a floor or a cistern.

MARRANO, NA, a. Cursed, excommunicated.

MARRAR, vn. To deviate from truth or justice.

MARRAS, ad. Long ago, long since.

MARREGON, sm. Straw-sack. V. Xergon.
MARRJCDO, DA, a. Melancholy. V. Amarrido.

MARRILLO, 5m. Thick short stick.

MARRO. 5m. 1. Kind of game, quoits. 2. Slip

given by a deer or hare in the course of the
chase. 3. Disappointment, failure. 4. Crooked
bat for striking a ball.

MARROjAR, va. To lop off the useless branches
of trees.

MARRON, sm. Quoit, pitcher.

M.\RROQ,ufN, NA, rt. Belonging to Morocco.

MARROTAR, va. To waste, to mispend. V.
Malrotar.

MARRUBIO, 5m. (Bot.) Common white hoar-
hound. Marrubium vulgare L.

MARRUM.ERfA,5/. Cunning, craft
;
artful tricks.

MARRULLERO, RA, a. Crafty, cunning.
MARSELLKS, 5m. A sailor's short jacket.
MAHSOPA, sf. Blunt-headed cachalot, sperma-

ceti-whale. Physeter macrocephalus L.

MARTA, 5/. Pine marten. Mustek martes L.

Martas, Martens, dressed marten skins.

MARTAGON, NA. s. 1. Cunning, artful person. 2.

(Bot.) Wild lily.

MJLRTE, sm. Mars
; iron.

MARTELO, sm. Fondness, love
; tender affection.

MARTES, sm,. Tuesday, the third day ofthe week.
Martas carncstolcndas, Shrove-Tuesday.

MARTII-.I.ADA, sf. Stroke with the hammer.
MARTI LLA DOR, RA, s. Hammerev.
MARTILLAR, va.To hammer, to beat with a ham-

mer. Martillar al caballo, To spur a horse.

MARTILLEJO, 5m. Smith's hammer.
,
5?H. 1. Hammer, an instrument com-

MARTINETS, 5771. l.(Orn.) Bird of the family
of herons. 2. Jack in a harpsichord. 3. Ham-
mer in copper-works. 4. Copper-mill.

MARTINGALA, 5/. 1. Martingal, a leather strap
fastened to the girth and noseband of a horse.

2. Ancient kind of breeches. [day.
MARTINIEGA, sf. Tax payable on St. Martin's

MARTIR, sm. Martyr, one who by his death
bears witness to the truth

; one who suffers

great hardships and calamities.

MARTfRio, 5m. Martyrdom, the death of a mar-

tyr; great sufferings and hardships, [dom.
MARTIRI/ADOR, RA,5. One who commits martyr-
MARTIRIZAR, va. To martyr, to make one suf-

fer the death of a martyr ; to inflict great
sufferings and hardships. [tyrs.

MARTIROLOGIO, 5m. Martyrology, book of mar-

MARtrjA, sf. Prostitute, wench.

MARZADGA, sf. Tax payable in March.

MARZAL, a. Belonging to the month of March.

MARZEAR, va. To cut the hair ofcattle in spring.
MAR/EO, 5m. Cutting of dry honey-combs in a

hive in spring.

MARZO, 5m. March, the third month of the year.
MAS, ad. I. More, to a greater degree. 2. But,

yet. V. Pero. 3. Besides, moreover. V. Sino. A'
mas correr, With the utmost speed. A 1 mas
tardar, At latest. A' mas y major, Greatly,
excellently. De, mas a mas. Still more and
more. Mas si, Perhaps, if. Mas que, Al-

though, even. JV. se ha ido, mas que nunca

vuelva, N. is gone, even or should he never
return. sm. Farm-house and stock.

MASA, sf. 1. Dough, paste made of water and
flour. 2. Mortar. 3. Mass of gold, silver, or
other metal. 4. League, coalition. 5. (Arag.)
Farm-house, with all the necessary tools and
utensils. 6. (Mil.) Arrears of pay. 7. Nature,
condition, disposition.

MASADA, sf. (Ar.) Country-house, farm-house.

MASADERO, 5m. (Ar.) Neighbour.
VlASAR,0. To heap, to pile up. V. Amasar.

MASCABADO, DA, a. Applied to inferior sugar.
MASCADOR, RA. 5. Chewer, masticator.

MASCADT^RA, sf. Act of chewing, mastication.
MA SCAR, va. 1. To chew, to grind with the

teeth ;
to masticate. 2. To pronounce or talk

with difficulty.

MASCARA, sf. y com. 1. Person whose face is
j . f i niiyrl * l l i

covered with a mask. 2. Mask with which
the face is covered ; pretext. 3. Masquerade.
4. (Cir.) Bandage ; applied to a burn on the
face. 5. Exercise of horsemanship in which
the gentlemen are dressed alike, and wear
masks.

V!ASCARADA. sf. Masquerade.
MASCARERO, sm.. Dealer in masks.

MASCARILLA, sf. 1. A small mask. Quitarse la

muscarilla, To take off the mask, to declare

one's sentiments boldly. 2. Mould taken from
the face of a dead person.

MASC A RON, sm. 1. A large hideous mask. 2. Hi-
deous or grotesque forms ;

e. g. satyrs' faces,
used to adorn fountains and buildings. 3.

posed of a handle and iron head, with which
any thin,T is driven. 2. Person who perseveres i

in any thing-. 3. Tuning hammer. A1

martUlo,\ Person ridiculously grave and solemn.
With strokes of a hammer. De ma,rtillo,\ MASCUJAR, vn, 1. To masticate difficultly. 2. To
Wrought metal. pronounce with difficulty.

MARTIN PESCADOR, sm. (Orn.) King fisher. I MASCULINIDAD, sf. Masculinity.
Alcedo ispida L ! MAscuLfso, NA, a. Masculine, male, virile
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MASCULLAR, va. To falter in speaking.
MASECORAL Y MASEOICOMAR, sm. A kind of

game. [formed.
MASERA, sf. Any thing in which a mess is

MASERIA Y MASJA, sf. (Ar.) Farmhouse.

MASILLA, TA, sf. 1. (Mil.) Pittance kept to pur-
chase shoes for soldiers. 2. Sinapism, mus-
tard poultice. [rupeds.

MAsLO. sm. Trunk or root of the tail of quad-
MASON, sm. Mess of dough given to fowls.

MASORA, sf. Massorah or tradition, criticism on
the Hebrew Biblo.

MAsoRfrico, a. Massoretic, belonging to the

Massorites or Jewish doctors.

MASILIENSE, a. Native of Marseilles.

MASTELERO, sm. (Naut.) Topmast. Masteleros
de respcto, Spare topmasts. Masteleros dc,

'

jua.net e, Top-gallant masts.

MA STICAC ION, sf. Mastication.

MASTICAR, va. To masticate, to chew. V. Mas-
car y Rumiar.

MASTICATORIO, RIA, a. Masticatory.

MASTIGADOR, sm. Instrument put' into horses'

mouths to prevent their chewing.
MASTIL, sm. 1. Mast. V. Mastelero. 2. Upright

post of a bed or loom. Mdstil de barrena,
Shank of an auger. 3. Trunk or stem of a
tree. 4. Wide breeches worn by Indians.

MASTiN,sra. 1. Mastiff, a dog of the largest size
;

bull-dog. 2. A clumsy-fellow ;
clown.

MASTIXA, sf. Mastiff bitch.

MAsTO, sm. (Arag.) Trunk or stock in which a

sprig is planted or ingrafted.
MASTRANTO y MASTRA^NZO, sm. (Bot.) Water-

mint. Mentha viridis L.

MASTUERZO, sm. (Bot.) Water-cresses. Sisym-
brium nasturtium L.

MATA, sf. 1. Small bush, shrub. 2. Sprig, blade.

3. Copse or coppice. 4. Lock of matted hair.

5. Young evergreen oak. 6. Game at cards.

MA^A^AN, sm. ].' Old hare. 2. (Bot.) Dog-bane.
Apocynuin L. 3. Stone with which a dog is

killed. 4. Any troublesome or painful work.

MATACANDELAS, sf. Extinguisher.
MATACANDIL, sm. (Mur.) Lobster.

MATACHIN, sm. 1 . Merry -andrew, jack pudding.
2. Dance performed by grotesque figures.

MATA CIA, sf. (Ar.) Slaughter, havoc.
MATA WERo,.sm. Slaughter-bouse, a place where

cattle are slaughtered ; severe labour.

MATADOR, RA, s. 1. Murderer, one who takes

away another's life. 2. One of the three chief

cards in the game of Ombre. a. Mortal.

MATADURA, sf. 1. Wound on a horse's back
made by the harness. 2. A foolish trouble-

some person.

MATAVUEGO, sm. Fire-engine. Matafucgos,
Fireman.

MATAJUDIO, sm. (let.) V. Cabezudo.

MATALAHUGA 6 VA, sjIx/Bot.) Anise. V. Jlnis.

MATAi.6Bos.5m. (Bot.) Wolf'sbane. Aconitum

lycoctonum L.

MATALON 6 MATALOTE, sm. An old horse worn
out with age and fatigue.

MATALOTAGE, sm. L(Naut.) Stores or provi-
sions on board of ships. 2. Heap of divers

things jumbled together.
MATA is-/, A, sf. 1. The action of slaughtering,

cattle to be slaughtered. 2. Slaughter or ha-
j
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voc in the field of battle. 3. Obstinacy, eager-
ness of pursuit.

MATAR, va. 1. To kill, to put to death, to mur-
der. 2. To put out a light ;

to extinguish ; to
slake lime. 3. To worry, to vex, tc molest.
4. To make a horse'sback sore by the rubbing
of the harness. A1 mata caballo, In the ut-

most hurry. Vender d mata candelas, To sell

at public auction by inch of candle. vr. 1.

To make the utmost exertions to obtain a

thing. 2. To be extremely concerned at a
failure or disappointment. Mtitarse con otro,
To be at daggers drawn.

MATARRATA, sf. Game at cards.

MATARirE,5?n.Slaughternian, butcher ;
one em-

ployed in killing cattle in a slaughter-house.
MATASANOS, sm. Quack, charlatan; empiric.
MATASIETE, sm. Bully, braggadocio.
MATE, sm. 1. Check-mate, the last move in the

game of chess. Dar mate, To scoff, or laugh
at any one. 2. Size, glue-water boiled with

lime, much used by painters and gilders; gold
or silver sizing. a. Unpolished, rough ;

faded,

MATEARSE, vr. To grow up into large stalks ;

applied to wheat and barley.

MATEMATICA, sf. Mathematics, the science

which contemplates whatever is capable of

being numbered or measured.

MATEMATICAMENTE, ad. Mathematically.
MATEMATICO, CA, a. Mathematical.

MATEMATICO, sm. Mathematician.

MATEKIA, sf. 1. Matter, substance extended. 2.

Materials of which any thing is composed.
Prima 6 primera materia, Raw material. 3.

Subject, thing treated
; cause, occasion. 4.

Question considered, point discussed. 5. Mat-

ter, purulent running. 6. Copy at a writing-
school.

MATERIAT,. a. 1. Material, consisting of matter,
not spiritual. 2. Rude, uncouth, ungenteel.
sm. Ingredient, materials of which any thing
is made.

MATERI ALIDAD, sf. 1. Materiality, corporeity ;

not spirituality. 2. Rudeness, coarseness of

manners, incivility.

MATERIALISMO, sm. Materialism.

MATEKIALISTA, s. com. Materialist.

MATERIALMENTE, ad. Materially.

MATERNAL, a. Maternal. V. Mnterno.

MATERNALMENTE, ad. Maternally.
MATERNIDAD, sf. Maternity, the character or

relation ofj, mother.

MATERNO, NA, a. Maternal, motherly; befitting
or pertaining to a mother.

MATIGUELO o MATIHUELO, sm. Figure of a

shabby boy, made of straw, and used as a

play-thing at bull-feasts. V. DominguiUo.
MATIZ, sm. Shade of colours; mixture of a va-

riety of colours.

MATizAn, va. 1. To mix different colours in a

beautiful manner and proportion. 2. To em-

bellish, to adorn, to beautify.

MAro, sm. V. Matorral.

MATdN, sm. Bully, a noisy, quarrelling fellow.

MATORRAL, sm. Field full ofbrambles and briers.

MATORROSO, SA, a. Full of brambles

MATRACA, sf. 1. A wooden rattle. 2. Jest, con-

temptuous joke ;
contumelious ridicule. 3

Coxcomb, a silly presumptuous fellow.
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MATRAQU^AR, va. To
jest,

to scoff; to ridicule.

M ATR ujrfsTA, sm. Wag, jester, punster; one
who delights in ridiculing others. [ries.

MATRA/., sf. Matrass, vessel used by apotheca-
MATRERO, RA, a. Cunning, sagacious, knowing.

sm. Artful knave ; cunning knavish soldier.

MATRICARIA, sf. (Bot.) Feverfew. Matricaria

parthenium L.

MATKICIDA, s. com. Murderer of one's mother.

MATRICIDIO, sm. Matricide.

MATRICULA, sf. Register, list.

MATP.ICULADCR, sm. He who matriculates.

MATRICULAR, va. To matriculate, to register,
to enrol, to enter in a list.

MATRIMONIAL, a. Matrimonial.

MATRIMONIALMENTE, ad. Matrimonially.
MATRIMONIO, sm. 1. Marriage, matrimony. 2.

(Joe.) Husband or wife. Matrimonio rato,

Legal marriage not consummated.

MATRITENSE, a. Native of Madrid.

MATRIX, sf. 1. Mother church, metropolitan
church. 2. Matrix, womb ; the place of the

foetus in the mother. 3. Mould, form. 4.

The original draft of any writing. 5. The
channelled and concave or female part of a

screw. Lengua matrix, Native language.
a. First, principal, chief.

MATRONA, sf. 1. Matron, a. virtuous and accom-

plished woman, who is mother of a family. 2.

Midwife, a woman who assists women in

child-birth. Matronaza, Corpulent respecta-
ble woman.

MATRONAL, . Matronal.

MATURANGO, GA, 5. Appellation given to a Eu-

ropean in Buenos Ayres.
MATUTE, sm. Smuggling, act of running or

goods run into a country without paying duty.
MATTTEAR, va. To smuggle, to import goods
without paying the duty laid on them.

MATUTERO, 5771. Smuggler.
MATUTINAL, a. Belonging to the morning mass.

MATCTINO, NA, a. Belonging: to the morning.
MAUI.A, sf. 1 . Any thing found in the street, or

which may be purchased for little money. 2.

Cunning, craft.
;
deceitful tricks, imposition.

3. Drink-money given to servants. s. com.

Cheat, bad
payer.

MAULER!A, 5/. 1. Frippery; place where old

clothes are sold ;
a piece-broker's shop. 2.

Craft, cunning ;
art or skill applied to deceive.

MAUI.ERO, 5?n. 1. Piece-broker, seller of old

clothes. 2. Impostor, cheat, swindler.

MAULI.ADOR, RA, a. Applied to a cat which
rnews or cries much.

MAL-LLAR, vn. To mew, to cry as a cat.

MAI 1 1 ino. MATJLLO, sm. Mew, cry of a cat.

Miusoi.EO Y MAUSEOLO, sm. Mausoleum, a

pompous funeral monument.
MAXILLA, sf. Cheek. V. Mexilla.

MASILAR, a. Maxillary, maxillar.

MAXIMA, sf.l. Rule, principle. 2. Idea, thought.
3. Maxim, axiom, aphorism. 4. Musical point.

MAXIMAMENTE, ad. Chiefly.

MXxiME, ad. Principally.

MAXIMO, MA, a. sup. Chief, principal ; very
great.

MAXMORDON, sm. 1. A rude unmannerly fellow,
a dolt. 2. A sharp cunning fellow.

MAYA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Common daisy. Bellis pe-
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rennis L. 2. May-queen, a little girl dressed

and adorned with flowers, and placed in the

street to collect money.
MAYADOR, RA, 5. Mewer.

MAYAL, 5771. 1. Flail, an instrument with which
corn is thrashed. 2. Lever in oil-mills.

MAYAR, va. To mew. V. Maullar.

MAYETo,577i. Mallet for beating paper in mills.

MAYMO.NA. 5/. Beam of a horse-mill in which
the spindle runs.

MAYMONETES, 577*. pi. (Naut.) Pegs or pins,

placed on deck near the main and foremost,
to which rope-ends are fastened.

MAYO, 5?7t. 1. May, the fifth month of the year.
2. May-pole, a long straight pole erected on
the first of May in some public place.

MAYOR, a. Greater, larger, more extensive.

Hombrc mayor, An elderly man, also a man
of great age. sm. 1. Superior, mayor or

chiefof a community ; commander of a corps ;

serjeant-major. 2. Person who is of age. 3.

Larger sort of beasts of burthen, such as

mules and horses. 4. A square stone, used in

building. 5. Major, a field officer of horse or

foot, next in rank to the lieutenant-colonel.

6. (Naut.) Mainsail. For mayor, By whole-

sale, by the bulk or lump ; summarily. sf.

(Log.) First proposition in a syllogism. pi.
1. Ancestors, forefathers. 2. Superiors. 3.

(Naut.) Three principal sails of a ship.
MAYORA. sf. Mayoress.
MAYORAL, 577?. 1. Chief or principal person of a

corps or society. 2. Head shepherd ; leader.

MAYORANA, sf. V. Mcjorana.
MAYORA/GA, 5/. She who enjoys the right of

primogeniture.
MAYORAXGO, 5771. 1. Right of succession in fa-

mily estates, vested in the first-born son. 2.

First-born son possessing the right of primo-
geniture. 3. Family estate which devolves to

the first-born son by right of inheritance.

MAYORAZGUISTA, 5m. Author who treats on the

succession in family estates.

MAYORDOMA, sf. Steward's wife. [an estate.

MAYORDOMF.AR, va. To administer or manage
MAYORDOMIA, sf. Administration, stewardship.
MAYORDOMO, sm. MAJOR DOMO, steward, the

principal servant of a nobleman or gentle-
man, to whom the others are subordinate

;

superintendent. Mayordomo de propios, City
steward.

MAYOR! A, sf. I. Advantage, excellence, supe-

riority. 2. Major's commission. Mayoria de

plaza, A town-major's place. 3. Majority,
full age ; end of minority.

MAYORIDAD, 5/. Superiority.
MAYORisTA,5w. Student of the highest classes

in grammar-schools.
MAYORMENTE, ad. Principally, chiefly.

MAYS, ad. (Ant.) V. Mas.

MAYTINANTE, sm. X)ne who attends matins.

MAYTINARIO, sm. Book containing the matins.

MAYTINES, 5?n. pi. Matins, the morning wor-

ship in the Roman catholic church. [ters.

MAYTJSCULA, a. Capital ; applied to large let-

MAZA, sf. 1. Club, a stick shod with iron. 2.

Mace," an ensign of authority borne before

kings and magistrates. 3. Engine, or pile en-

gine. 4. Clog, a piece of wood fastened to
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the waist of a monkey, to prevent him from

running away. 5. Rag pinned to men or wo-
men's clothes, to make a laughing-stock of
them. 6. Beetle for flax or hemp. Mdzas.
Pestles in powder-mills, with which the in-

gredients of gunpowder are pounded. Maza
defraya, Hammer. Maza sorda, V. Espa-
daha. La maza y la mona, (Fam.) Applied to

two persons who constantly walk together.

MAZACOTE, sm. 1. Kali, barilla. 2. Mortar, ce-

ment. 3. Dry tough mass. 4. Injurious nick-

name for a peevish person.
MA zAD A, sf. Blow with a mallet ; offensive ex-

pression.

MAZAGATOS, sm. Noise, dispute, contention.

MAZAMORRA, sf. I. Bread-dust ; biscuit or any
other thing spoiled and broken in pieces. 2.

Any thing broken and reduced to small bits.

3. Sort ofpap made of the flour of Indian corn,

honey, and sugar, much used in Peru.

MAZANETA,s/'.Apple-shapedornament injewels.

MAZAPAN, sm. MARCHPANE, a kind of sweet

paste, made up of almonds, sugar, and other

ingredients.
MAZAR, va. To churn milk.

MAZARI, sf. Brick. V. Ladrillo.

MAZMOKRA, sf. Moorish dungeon.
MAZNAR, va. To squeeze and handle any thing

gently to soften or disjoin it.

MAZO, sm. 1. Mallet, a large hammer made of
wood. 2. Bundle, a quantity of ribands or

other things tied together. Mazo dc Haves,
Bunch of keys. 3. Clown, clumsy fellow.

MAZONERIA, sf. Masonry, brick-work ;
relief.

MAZORCA, sf. 1. Spindle full of thread, spun
from the distaff into the shape of a cone. 2.

Ear of corn.

MAZORR.AL, a. Rude, uncouth, clownish.

MAZORRALMENTE, ad. Rudely.
MA/OTE, sm. I. A kind of cement or mortar. 2.

Blockhead, a dull heavy fellow.

ME, pro. Me, the oblique case of the pronoun
yo, which serves as a dative or accusative,
and is placed either before or after a verb.

MEA,s/.Term used by children to express their

want of making water.
MEAD A, sf. Quantity or mark of urine made at

once.

MEADERO, sm. Place to which people generally
repair to make water.

MEADOS, sm. pi. V. Orines.

MEAJA, sf. 1. A small coin, formerly current in

Castile. 2. Duty required by judges on exe-

cutions. 3. The small embryo in the white
of an egg, called the tread.

MEAJUELA, sf. Small pieces attached to the bits

of a bridle.

MEAR, vn. To urine, to make water. V. Orinar.

MEATO, sm. Passage, conduit, or pore of the

body.
MEAUCA, sf. (Orn.) A sea fowl so called from

its cry.
MECA, "sf. Casa dc meca, House of noise and

confusion.

MECANICA, sf. 1. Mechanics. V. Matjuinarm.
2. A mean despicable action or thing. 3.

(Mil.) Management of soldiers' affairs.

MECANICAMENTE, a,d. Meanly, sordidly.

, CA, a. 1. Mechanical or mechanic,
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done by hand. 2. Mean, servile ; of mean oc-

cupation. Potcncias mecanicas, Mechanical

powers.
MECANICO, sm.Mechanic, manufacturer ; alow
workman, a petty tradesman.

MECANIQUEZ, sf. Meanness, lowness of occu-

pation or employment.
MF.CANISMO, sm. Mechanism, action performed

according to mechanical laws.

MECEDERO 6 MECEDOR, RA, 5. Agitator, mover.
MECEDtJRA, sf. Act of stirring.

MECER, va. I. To stir, to agitate, to jumble, to

mix. 2. To rock, to shake ;
to move forwards

and backwards.

MECEREON, sm. (Bot.) Mezereon. Daphne me-
zereurn L.

MECHA, sf. 1. Wick, twist of cotton, round
which wax or tallow is applied, to make can-

dles, tapers, and torches. 2. Roll of lint put
into a sore or wound. 3. Match, a rope
slightly twisted and used to fire pieces of ord-

nance. 4. Bacon, with which fowls and meat
are larded. Alargar la media, To augment a

salary, to protract a business; to allow a

needy debtor sufficient time to discharge his

debt.

MECHXR, va. To lard fowls, game, or meat,
with bacon.

MECHERA, sf. Larding-pin.
MECHERO, sm. Nosle of a lamp, in which the
wick is put ; socket of candlesticks.

MECHINAL, sm. Square stones left projecting
in a wall to be continued.

MECHOACAN, sm. (Bot.) Species of scammony,
native of New Spain. Convolvulus L.

MECHON, sm. 1. Large lock of hair; large
match. 2. Bundle of threads or fibres separat-
ed from the rest.

MECHOSO, sa. Full of matches or wicks.

MECONIO, sm. 1. Meconium of children. 2. Pop-
py juice.

MED A, sf. (Gal.) V. Hacina.

MBDALLA,*/. 1. Medal, a piece ofmetal stamped
in honour of some remarkable event or per-
formance. 2. Gold coin weighing an ounce.

MEDALLOX, sm. aum. Medallion.

MEDANO Y MEDANO, sm. Sand-bank on the

sea-shore.

MEDAR, va. (Gal.) V. Hacinar.

MEDERO, sm. (Gal.) Collection of vine-shoots.

MEDIA, sf. 1. Stocking, a covering for the leg.
2. Measure of capacity, which makes about
half a hundred weight. 3. Liquid measure

making two pints.

MEDIACION, sf. 1. The nearest distance of one

thing from another, a third being placed in

the middle. 2. Mediation, intervention.

MEDIADOR, RA, s. Mediator, intercessor.

MEDINA, sf. 1. Flesh of the shoulder near the

neck of animals. 2. Household bread. 3. Top
of a fishing-rod. 4. V. Barzon.

MEDIANAMENTE, ad. Middlingly.
MKDIANERIA, sf. 1. Bounds or limits of conti-

guous things. 2. Moiety of land or rent

equally divided and enjoyed by halves. 3
Partition-wall.

MEDIANERO, RA, a. 1. Mediating, interceding.
2. Intermediate ; having the moiety. Pared
medianera, Partition-wall.
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MEDIAN!* Y MEDIANID./CD, sf. Moderation in

the execution of a
thing.

MEDIANIL, sm. (Agr.) Middle-piece of ground.
MKDIANISTA, sm. Student of the fourth class

in grammar. [great nor small.

MEDIANO, NA, a. Moderate, middling ; neither

MEDIANTE, ad. By means of, by virtue of.

MEDIAR, vn. 1. To come to the middle of a

thing, to be at the middle 2. To intercede

for another.

MEDIATAMENTE, ad. Mediately.

MEDIATO, TA, a. Mediate.

MEDICABLE, a Curable, that may be cured by
means of medicines.

MEDicAMENTO,sm. Medicament, any thing used

in healing ; generally an external application.
MEDICAR, va. To administer medicines ; to ap-

ply medicaments.

MEDICASTRO, sm. Quack, an empirical practi-
tioner in physic.

MEDICEA, a. Satellite.

MEDICINA, sf. I. Physic, the art of healing. 2.

Medicine, any remedy administered by a

physician.
MEDICINAL, a. Medicinal, belonging to physic,

having the power of healing.

MEDICINAR, va. To administer medicines, to

apply medicaments.

MEDICION, sf. Measurement, mensuration.

MEDICO, sm. Physician, one who professes the

art of healing. MEDICO, CA, a. Medical.

MEDIDA, sf. 1. Measure, any instrument for

rinding out the length, breadth, or quantity of

a thing. 2. Mensuration, the act ofmeasuring.
3. Height, length, breadth, or quantity mea-
sured. 4. Proportion, relation, correspondence.
5. Moderation, prudence. A 1 medida de $us

deseos, According to one's wishes. G. Girdle

on the statues of saints bearing their names.

MEDIDAMENTE, ad. Moderately.
MEDIDOR, 5m. Measurer.

MEDiEROjSm. 1. Hosier, one who deals in stock-

ings. 2. Copartner, one who goes halves with

another in the cultivation of lands or rearing
of cattle.

MEDIO, DIA, a. Half, in part. Media dia, Noon,
the middle hour of the day. Media borracho,
Half-seas over. Media Naranja, V. Cupula.
A' medio-nao, (Naut.) Midships

MEDIO, sm. 1. Middle, the part equally distant

from the extremities. 2. Way, means, method,
medium, moderation. 3. Work half done and
not finished. 4. Twin, one of two children
born at a birth. 5. Medios, Rents, income,
revenue, fortune. En media, In the middle,

midway ; nevertheless,notwithstanding, how-
ever. (3. Logical reason.

MEDIOCRE, a. Middling.
MEDIOCRIDAD, sf. Mediocrity, small degree,

middle rate, middle state.

MEDIODIA, sf. Noon, mid-day ; south.

MEDIOPANO, sm. Thin woollen cloth.

,
va. To divide in the middle.

, va. 1. To measure, to ascertain the

MEDiTAci6K, sf. Meditation, deep thought,
close attention, contemplation.

MEDITAR, va. To meditate, to revolve in the

mind, to contemplate.
MEDITERRANEO, NEA, a. Mediterranean, encir-

cled with land.

MEDRA, sf. Proficiency, progress.v

length, magnitude, or quantity of a thing. 2.

To extend the body or to fall flat on the

ground. 3. To compare, to estimate the rela-

tive badness or goodness of things. vr. To
be moderate, to act with prudence.

. To thrive er, to improve.to prosper
MEDROSAMENTE, ad. Timorously.
MEDROSIA, sf. Timorousness.

MEDROSO, SA, a. 1. Fearful, timorous. 2. Terri-

ble, inspiring fear.

MEDULA, sf. Marrow, an oleaginous substance
contained in bones ; principal substance.

MEDULAR, a. Medullar, medullary.
MEDULOSO, SA, a. Full of marrow.

MEFITICO, a. Mephitic ; applied to noxious air.

Ecfoo, DA, a. Beaten up with sugar and wa-
ter

; applied to the yolk of eggs.
MEGO, GA, a. Gentle, mild, rneek, peaceful.
MEJOK. a. Better. ad. Better, more exactly.

MEJORA, sf. 1. Improvement, melioration. 2.

Appeal to a superior court.

MEJORAMIENTO,ST. Improvement, melioration.

MEJORANA, sf. (Bot.) Sweet marjoram. Origa-
num majorana L.

MEJORAR, va. To improve, to meliorate. vn.

To recover, to grow well from a disease or

calamity. vr. To improve, to grow better.

MEJORIA, sf. 1. Improvement, melioration,

mending. 2. Repairs. 3. The state of grow-
ing better in point of health.

MELADA, sf. 1. A slice of toasted bread steeped
in honey. 2. A slice of dry marmalade.

MELADO, DA, a. Of the colour of honey ; gene-

rally applied to horses.

MELADIJCHA, sf. Any coarse mealy apple.

MELANCOLIA, sf. Melancholy, a kind ofgloomy
madness, in which the mind is constantly
fixed on one sad and painful object.

MELANCOLICO, CA, a. Melancholy, sad.

MELANCOLIZAR, va. To affect with melancholy,
to render gloomy and dejected.

MELANIA, sf. A kind of silk stuff.

MELANTERIA, sf. Kind of black mineral con-

taining vitriol.

MKLAPIA, sf. Kind of apple.

MELAR, vn. 1. (In Sugar-works) To boil down
the juice of the sugar-cane a second time,
until It obtains the consistency of honey. 2.

To deposit honey as bees.

MELAZA, sf. (Mur.) Dregs of honey.
MELCOCHA, sf. Cake made of honey, flour, and

spice ; ginger-bread.
MELCOCHERO, sm. Ginger-bread baker.

MELECINA, sf. V. Glister.

MELENA, sf. 1. Dishevelled hair hanging loose

over the eyes. 2. Fore-top hair or mane that

falls on a horse's face. 3. A soft fleecy skin

put on the forehead of working oxen to pre-
vent their being hurt by the yoke. Traer d
la melcna, To compel one to execute a thing

against his will.

MELENUDO, DA, a. Hairy, having bushy hair.

MELERA, sf. State of melons spoiled by rain.

MELERO, sm. 1. Dealer in honey. 2. Place des-

tined to preserve honey.

MELESA, sf. 1. Candle-wood. V. Tea. 2. (Bot.)

Larch-tree. Pinus lanx L.
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MELGACHO, sm. (let.) Dog-fish. Squalus catu-
lus L.

MELIFERO, RA, a. Melliferous, productive of

honey.
MELIFICADO, DA, a. Mellifluous.

MELIFICAR, va. To make honey as bees.

MELIFLUAMENTE, ad. Mellifluently.

MELIFLUIDAD, sf. Mellifluence, suavity, deli-

cacy, [flowing with honey.
MELIFLCO, FLUA, a. Mellifluous, mellifluent

;

MELILOTO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Bird's foot trefoil ; me-
lilot. Trifolium officinale L. 2. Silly stupid

person.

MELINL-RE, sf. I. A sort of fritters made of

honey and flour. 2. Prudery, overmuch nice-

ty in conduct.

MELINDREAR, vn. To act the prude.
MELINDRERO, RA ;

Y MELINDROSO, SA, a. Pru-

dish, affectedly grave.
MELINDRLLO, sm. Ferret, narrow tape.

MELINDRIZAR, vn. (Joe.) To act the prude. V.
Melindrear.

MELLA, sf. 1. Notch in edged tools. 2. Gap,
empty space. Hacer mella, To make an im-

pression upon the mind by reproach or advice.

MELLADO, DA, a. 1. Notched. 2. Toothless,

wanting one or more teeth.

MELLAR, va. I. To notch, to cut in small hol-

lows. 2. To deprive of lustre and splendour.
Mellar la honra, To wound one's character
and honour.

MELLIZ A, sf. Kind ofsausage made oflean pork,
almonds, pine-apple kernels, and honey. In
Extremadura they are called mellicas.

MELLIZO, ZA, a. V. Gemelo.

MELLON, sm. A handful of straw.

MELOCOTON, sm. 1. (Bot.) Peach-tree ingrafted
in a quince-tree. Amygdalus persica L. 2.

Fruit of that tree. [vity.

MEL.ODIA, sf. Melody, harmony of sound ; sua-

MELODIOSO, SA, a. Melodious, musical.

MELOJA. sf. Metheglin, honey boiled with wa-
ter and fermented.

MELON, sm. (Bot.) Melon. Cucumis melo L.

Cutar el melon. To sound or purnp one.
MELONAR, sm. Field or bed of melons.

MELONCETE, sm. A small melon.

MELONERO, sm. One who rears melons or deals
in them.

MELOSIDAD, sf.l.Sweetness arising from honey.
2. Meekness, gentleness of behaviour.

MELOSO, SA, a. 1. Having the taste or qualities
of honey. 2. Gentle, mild, pleasing.

MELOTE, sm. 1. Conserve made up with honey.
2. Molasses.

MELSA, sf. 1. V. Baza. 2. Phlegm, lentor,

MEMBRANA, sf. Membrane, a thin skin.

'VlEMBRANdso, SA, a. Membranous.
MEMBRETE, sm. I . Pocket-book, memorandum-

book. 2. Card of invitation, address.

MEMBRILLA, sf. (Mur.) The tender bud of a

quince-tree.

MEMBRILLAR, sm. Plantation of quince-trees.
MEMBRILLERO Y MEMBRILLO, sm. 1. (Bot.)

Quince-tree. Pyrus cydonia L. 2. The fruit

of the quince-tree.

MEMBRUDAMENTE, ad. Robustly, strongly.
. DA, a. Strong, robust, corpulent.
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MEMENTOS, sm. pi. The tv,o parts of the masa,
in which the sacrifice is offered for the quick
and the dead.

MEMO, MA, a. Silly, foolish.

MEMORABLE Y MEMORANDO, DA, a. Memorable,
worthy of memory.

MEMORAR, va. To remember, to record, to

mention.

MEMORATISMO, MA, a. sup. Worthy of eternal

memory.
MEMORIA , sf. 1. Memory, the power of retaining

or recollecting things past ; reminiscence, re-

collection. 2. Fame, glory. 3. Monumental
record ; anniversary. 4. Bill, account. f>. Co-
dicil. Hacer memoria, To remember, to put
in mind. De memoria, By heart. Hablar de

memoria, To talk at random. pi. 1.
Compli-

ments, expressions of kindness and civility.
2. Memorandum-book. 3. Two or more rings

put on the finger as a memorandum.
MEMORIAL, sm. 1. Memorandum-book. 2. Me-

morial, brief.

MEMORION, sm. A strong memory.
MEMORIOSO, SA, a. Mindful, retentive ; applied

to the memory.
MEN A, sf. 1. (Naut.) Girt or size of cordage. 2.

(let.) Small sea-fish, kind of anchovy.
MENADOR, RA, s. Winder, one who turns a
wheel to wind silk.

MENAGE, sm. Furniture, moveables ; goods put
in a house for use or ornament.

MENAR, va. To wind, to conglomerate.
MENCION, sf. Mention, oral or written recital

of any thing.

MENCIONAR, va. To mention, to write or ex-

press in words or writing.

MENDICACION, sf. The act of begging or asking
charity.

MENDICANTE, a. Mendicant, begging. Mendi-

cantes, Religious order of mendicants.

MENDICIDAD, sf. Mendicity.
MENDIGANTE, TA, s. Mendicant, beggar.
MENDIGAR, va. To ask charity, to live upon

alms, to crave, to entreat, to beg.
[ENDIGO, sm. Beggar, a person who asks cha-

rity in the streets and lives upon alms.

MENDIGUEZ, sf. Beggary, indigence.
MENDOSAMENTE, ad. Falsely, erroneously, equi-

vocally.

MENDOSO, SA, a. False, fictitious, erroneous.

MENDRT^GO. sm. Broken bread given to beggars.
MENDRDGCILLO, sm. A small bit or crumb of

bread.

MENEADOR, RA, s. Mover, manager, director.

MENEAR, va. 1. To move from place to place.
2. To manage, to direct. vr. 1. To be brisk

and active, to stir about. 2. To wriggle, to

waddle ; to move from side to side. Mencar
las manos, To fight ; to work expertly.

MENEO, sm. A wriggling or waddling motion
of the body ; trade, business.

MENESTER, sm. 1. Necessity, need, want. Ser

mcnester, To be necessary. 2. Employment,
office

; place under government. Mcnesteres,

Corporal necessaries, necessary implements.
MENESTEROSO, SA, a. Needy, necessitous ; want-

ing something.
MENESTRA, sf. Pottage made of different pulse
and roots.
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MENESTRAL, 5m. Mechanic, tradesman.

MKNGAJO, sin. Rag, tatter.

MENGUA, sf. 1. Decay, decline. 2. Poverty, in-

digence. 3. Disgrace arising from a coward-

ly conduct.

MENGUADAMENTE, ad. Ignominiously.
ME.vGuA.no, sm. 1. Coward; a silly, mean-spi-

rited fellow. 2.An avaricious miserable wretch.

3. Decrease, narrowing of stockings, &c.

MENGUADO, DA, a. 1. Diminished, impaired. 2.

Coward, pusillanimous ;
foolish. Hora men-

guada, Fatal moment.
MENGUANTE,sm. 1. Ebb-tide, low-water. 2. De-

cline, decay ; decrease of the moon.

MENGUAR, vn. 1. To decay, to decline. 2. To
fail, to be deficient. 3. To diminish the size

of stockings by taking in two stitches instead

of one with the knitting needles.

MENIANTA, sf. (But.) Marsh-trefoil, buck-bean.

MENINA, sf. A younij lady who from her child-

hood entered into Ihe service of the royal fa-

mily of Spain, by waiting upon the queen.
MENIXO, sm. 1. Page of the queen and infantas

of Spain. 2. (Mur.) An affected spruce little

fellow.

JVIEMPEA, sf. Kind of satire containing prose
and verse. [small toe.

MENIQDE 6 MENIQUE. sm. The little finger, the

MENISCO, sm. Meniscus, glass, concave on one
side and convex on the other.

MENJUI, sm. (Bot.) Benzoin. V. Benjui.
MENJUNGE 6 MENJURGE, sm. Beverage com-

posed of different ingredients, and of an un-

pleasant taste.

MENOLOGjo,sm. The martyrology ofthe Greeks
divided into the months of the year.

MENOSIA, sf. Black kind of bird.

MENOR, sm. 1. A minor. 2. Second or minor

Proposition.

3. Franciscan friar or nun. a.

. Less, smaller. 2. Minor, under age. Me-
norcs, sf. pi. Being of the third class of a

grammar-schqol ; applied to scholars. Por
menor, By retail, in small parts, minutely.

ME MORET E, a. dim. of Menor. Al mcnorete, 6

par el mcnorete, At least.

MENORIA, sf. Inferiority, subordination.

MENORISTA, sin. Student of grammar in the
third class.

ME>OS, ad. 1. Less, in a smaller or lower de-

gree. Menos valer, Less worthy. 2. Except,
with exception of. A 1 lo mcnos, 6 por lo m.e-

nos, At least. Mucho menos, Much less. Poco
mas 6 menos, A little more or less. Venir d
menos, To decay, to grow worse.

MENOSCABADOR, RA, s. Detractor, lessener.

MENOSCABAR, va. 1. To impair, to lessen, to
make worse. 2. To reduce, to deteriorate.

MENOSCABO, sni. Diminution, deterioration.

MKNOSPRECIADAMENTE, ad. Contemptuously.
MENOSPRECIADOR, RA, s. Contemner, despiser.
MKNOSPRECIAR, va. To underrate, to under-

value
; to despise, to contemn.

MENOSPRECIO, sm. Contempt, scorn
; the act

of undervaluing or underrating a thing.
MENOTISA, sf. V. Minutisa.

MENSAGE, Y MENSAGERIA, s. Message, errand.

MKNSAGERO,RA, s.l.Messenger, one who carries
or brings a message. 2. (Naut.) Bull's eye
traveller, a wooden thimble.

MBNSTRUACi6.\, sf. Catamcnia, menstruation.

MENSTRUAL, a. Menstrual.

MENSTRUALMENTE, ad. Monthly, menstrually.
MENSTRUANTE, a. Menstruating.
MENSTRUAR, vn. To menstruate.

MENSTRUO, A, a. Menstruous, monthly.
MF.NSTRUOSA, a. Female menstruating.
MENSTRUO, sm. Menstruum, any liquor used as

a dissolvent, or to extract the virtues of in-

gredients by infusion or decoction.

MENSUAL, a. Monthly.
MENSUALMENTE, ad. Monthly.
MENSULA, sf. (Arq.) Member which projects
over any thing and serves to support others.

MENST^RA, sf. Measure.

MENSURABILIDA^D, sf. Mensurability.
MENSURABLE, a. Mensurable, that may be mea-

sured.

MENSURADOR, RA, s. Measurer, meter

MENSURAR, va. V. Medir y Juzgar.
MENTA, sf. (Bot.) Mint. Mentha officinalis L.

MENTADO, DA,a. Famous, celebrated, renowned.

MENTAL, a. Mental, intellectual.

MENTALMENTE, ad. Mentally, intellectually.

MENTAR, va. To mention, to record.

MENTE, sf. 1. Mind, understanding ;
intellec-

tual power. 2. Sense, meaning ; will, dispo-
sition.

MENTECATERfA, sf. Folly, absurdity, nonsense.

MENTFCATO, TA, a. Silly, foolish, stupid.

MENTIDERO, sm. Talking corner, where idlers

meet to converse on trifling and futile sub-

jects.

MENTIR, va. 1. To lie, to utter falsehoods. 2.

To disappoint, to frustrate, to deceive, to

feign. 3. To gainsay, to retract ; to equivo-
cate, to falsify.

MENTIRA, sf. 1. Lie, falsehood; mentition. 2.

Error, mistake in writing.
MENTIRILLA, CA, TA, sf. Falsehood told by way

of a jest. De mentirillas, Jesting lies.

MENTJRdN, sm. aum. Great lie.

MENTIROSAMENTE, ad. Falsely, deceitfully.
MENTIROS!TO, TA,O. dim. A little false, deceitful.

MENTIROSO, SA, a. 1. Lying, telling falsehoods ;

deceptious. 2. Erroneous, equivocal ?
incorrect.

MENTIS, You lie, or thou liest.

MENUCELES, sm. pi. V. Minucias.

MENUDAMENTE, ad. Minutely, particularly.

MENUDEA.R, va. To repeat, to detail minutely.
vn. To relate or describe little things.

MENUDENCIA, sf. Trifle, littleness, minuteness,

exility, minute accuracy. Menudencias, Small
matters

; offal of young pigs.

MENUDEO, sm. Act of repeating minutely.
MENUDERO, RA, s. Dealer in tripes, giblets,

sausages, &c.

ENupfLLo, sm. Extremities of animals. Me-

nudillos, Giblets of fowls.

MENUD|TO, TA
; co, CA, a. Somewhat small.

MENUDO, DA, a. 1. Small, slender ofbody : mi-

nute. 2. Of no moment or value, worthless. 3.

Common, vulgar. 4. Examining minutely
into things. 5. Small money, change. Hombre
menudo,A mean miserable fellow. A'menudo,
Repeatedly, frequently, continually. Por me-

nudo, Minutely ; by retail.

MENUDO, sm. 1. Intestines, viscera. 2. Tithe of
fruitB. Menudos, Copper coin,
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,
a. Very small. sm. Little finger.

MEOLLADA, sf. (And.) Fry of brain.

MEOLLAR, sm. (Naut.) Thin line or apun-yarn
made of oakum or untwisted ropes.

MEOLLO, sm. 1. Marrow. V. Medula. 2. Judg-
ment, understanding. 3. Soft part of bread,
crumb.

MEON, NA, a. Continually making water.

MEONA, sf. Newborn female infant in distinc-

tion from the male.

MEQUETREFE, sm. Insignificant noisy fellow.

MERAMENTE, ad. Merely, solely.

MERAR, va. To mix one liquor with another.

MERCA, sf. V. Compra.
MERCAcnfFLE, sm. Pedler, hawker.

MERCADANTE, sm. V. Mercader.

MERCADEAR, vn. To trade, to traffic ; to buy
and sell.

MERCADER, sm. Dealer, trader, shopkeeper.
MERCADERA, sf. Shopkeeper's wife, tradeswo-
man.

MERCADERIA, sf. 1. Commodity, merchandise.
2. Trade, the business of a trader or dealer.

MERCADO, sm. 1. Market, the concourse ofpeo-
ple to sell and buy. 2. Market-place where

goods are sold. 3. Fair, an annual or stated

meeting of buyers and sellers.

MERCADURIA, sf. Merchandise, trade.

MERCAL, sm. Ancient Spanish coin.

MERCANCIA, sf. I. Trade, traffic. 2. Merchan-
dise, saleable goods. [commercial.

MERCANTE, sm.ya. Dealer, trader ; mercantile,
MERCANrfi., a. Commercial, mercantile.

MERCANTILMENTE, ad. Merchantly, in a com-
mercial or mercantile manner.

MERCAR, 0a. V. Comprar.
MERCED, sf. 1. Wages, pay given for service,

especially to day-labourers. 2. Gift, favour.

3. Will, pleasure. 4. Appellation of civility
and respect, with which persons are addressed
who cannot claim the title of senoria. Vues-
tra 6 vuesa merced 6 usted, Your honour,

your will, sir. 5. A royal military order,
whose chief object is to redeem captives.
Estar d merced, To live at another's expense.
Muchas mercedes, Many thanks for the fa-

vours received.

MERCENARIO, sm. 1. Day-labourer, one who
works for daily wages. 2. Friar or nun of the

religious order De la Merced.

MERCENARIO, RIA, a. Mercenary, hired.

MERCERIA, sf. Trade of a haberdasher, who
deals in small wares.

MERCERO, sm. MERCER, haberdasher.

MERCHANTE,sm. Merchant, who buys and sells

goods without keeping an open shop. a.

Merchant, applied to a trading-vessel.
MERCULINO, NA, a. Belonging to Wednesday.
MERCURIAL, sm. y a. 1. (Bot.) All good, mer-

cury. 2. Mercurial.

MERCURINO, NA, a. Relating to Wednesday.
MERCURIC, sm. 1. Mercury, quicksilver. 2. Pla-

net Mercury. 3. Newspaper, periodical pub-
lication.

MERDELLON, NA, a. Slovenly, unclean, dirty.

MERDOSO, SA. a. Nasty, filthy.

MERE, ad. Merely. V. Meramente.

MERECEDOR, RA, 5. One who deserves reward
or punishment.
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MERBCER, n. 1. To deserve, to merit. V. Lo-

grar. 2. To owe, to be indebted for. He me-
recido d mifratello aquella honra, I arn in-

debted to my brother for that honour. va.
To do any thing deserving reward or censure.

MERECIDAMENTE, ad. Worthily.
MEKECIDO, DA, a. Meritorious.

MERECIDO, sm. Condign punishment.
MERECIMIENTO, sm. V. Mtirito.

MERENDAR, vn. 1. To take a collation between
dinner and supper. 2. (Mur.) To eat the

principal meal at noon. va. ]. To pry into
another's writings or actions. 2. To antici-

pate, to take something sooner than another
so as to prevent him.

MERENDERO, RA, a. Picking up the seeds in

corn-fields
; applied to crows.

[lation.
MERENDONA, sf. A plentiful or splendid col-

MERENGUE, sm. Sweetmeat made of sugar and
whites of eggs.

MERETRfcio, CIA, . Meretricious.

MERETRJCIO, sm. Carnal sin.

MERETRfz, sf. V. Ramera.
MERE Y, sf. (Bot.) Cashew-tree. Anacardium

occidentale L.

MERGANSAR, sm. (Orn.) Goosander. Mergus
merganser L.

MERGO, sm. (Orn.) Diver. Mergus L.

MERIDI.ANA, sf. Meridional line. A' la meridia-
na

y
At mid-day, noon.

MERIDI^NO, sm. Meridian, a large circle of the
celestial sphere, passing through the poles,

zenith, and nadir, and crossing the equator at

right angles. Mcridianos, Gladiators who
fought naked. a. Meridional.

MERIDIONAL, a. Southern.

MERIENDA,^/*. 1. (Mur.) Principal meal eaten at

noon. 2. Nunchion, a piece of victuals eaten
between meals ; collation. 3. (Joe.) Hump-
back. Mcrienda de negros, Confusion made
in order to gain some advantage.

MERIDAD, sf. District, of the jurisdiction of a

merino, or judge of the sheep-walks.
MERINO, sm. I. R,oyal judge and superinten-

dent or inspector of sheep-walks. 2. Shep-
herd of merino sheep.

MERINO, NA, a. 1. Moving from pasture to pas-
ture ; applied to sheep. 2. Applied to thick

curled hair.

MERITAMENTE, ad. V. Merecidamente.
ME RITA R, va. To merit, to deserve.

MERITO, sm. Merit, desert.

MERITORIAMENTE, ad. Meritoriously. [ward.
MERITORIO, RIA, a. Meritorious, worthy of re-

MERLA, sf. (Orn.) Black-bird. Turdus meru-
la L. [gauze.

MERLI, sm. Crape, a sort of stuff resembling
MERL!N, sm. 1. (Naut.) Marline, a small loose-

ly twisted hempen line. 2. Magician. V.

Magico.
MERLO, sm. (let.) A sea fish very frequent in

the Mediterranean. Labrus merula L.

MERLON, sm. (Fort.) The part of the parapet of
a battery which lies between two embrasures.

MERLtfzA,(Ict.)Cod,hake. Gadusmerluccius L.

MERMA, sf. Waste, leakage, soakage.

MERMAR, vn. To waste, to diminish, to dwindle.

MERMELADA,s/.Marmalade,a conserve mule of

quinces or oranges and sugar. Brava merme*
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lada, A fine hodge podge, in contempt
MSHO, *. (let.) Pollack. Gadus pollachius L
MERU, RA, a. Mere, pure, simple.
ME RODE, sm. V. Pillage.
MEKODEADOR. sm. Marauder, pillager.

MERODEAR, vn. To pillage, to go marauding.
MEROUISTA, sm. (Mil.) Pillager, marauder.

MES, sm. 1. Month, one of the twelve calendar

divisions of the year. 2. Catamenia, courses.

3. Monthly wages. Meses mayores, Last
months of pregnancy ;

months immediately

preceding the harvest. M mcs, In a month's

time, by the month.

MESA, sf. I. Table, a horizontal surface raised

above the ground for meals and other pur-

poses. 2. Meat or viands put on the table. 3.

Landing-place, the upper part of a stair-case.

4. Any flat or level surface. 5. Spanish truck-

table, or the hire of it. 6. Mess, business, si-

tuation. 7. Communion table of the altar.

Mesa de cambios, Bank. Mesa franca. Open
table. Sentarse d mesa puesta, To live at

other people's expense. Mesas de guarnicion,
(Naut.) Channels or chain-wales ; strong
timbers

projecting horizontally from the ship's

side, to which the shrouds are fastened. Me-
sas de guarnicion del polo mayor. Main
chain-wales. Mesas de guarnicion del trin-

qufte, Fore chain-wales. Mesa de milanos,

Scanty table.

MESADA, sf. Monthly pay or wages.
MESANA, sf. (Naut.) Mizen-mast or sail.

MESAR,. To pluck oft'the hair with the hands.

MESE, sf. V. Mies.

MssEGuERfA, sf. 1. Guard or watch of fruits. 2.

Collection among labourers to pay for the

guard of grain or fruits.

MESEGUERO,.?. Keeper ofthe fruits ofthe har-

vest ; guard of the vineyard.
MESEGUERo,RA,a. Relating to the harvest fruits.

MESENTERICO, CA, a. Mesenteric.

MESENTERIO, sm. Mesentery.
ME SERO, sm. Journeymanwho works for month-

ly wages.
MKSETA, sf. Landing-place of a staircase. Me-

seta de guarnicion, (Naut.) Back-stay stool.

MESIAS, sm. Messiah, Jesus Christ.

MESIAZGO, sm. Dignity of Messiah.

MESILLA, sm. 1. Small table ;
side-board. 2.

Screw. 3. Board-wages. 4. Censure by way
of a jest.

MKSILLO, sm. First menses after parturition.
MESMO, MA,pron.pers. (Ant.) V. Mismo. Eso
mesmo. V. Tambien.

MESNADERO,STO. (Ant.) Commander of a body
of armed men.

MESON, sm. Inn, a house of entertainment for

travellers.

MESONAGE, sm. Street or place which contains
numerous inns and public-houses.

MKSONERO, RA, s. Inn-keeper, publican.
MESONKRO, RA, a. Waiting, serving in an inn.

MEsoNfsTA, s. com. Waiter in an inn or public-
house.

MESTA, sf. 1. Meeting of the principal proprie-
tors of black cattle and sheep, to take into

consideration the best means ofrearing, feed-

ing, and improving them. 2. Pasture-land. 3.

Annual meeting of shepherds and owners of

flocks to consider of the best and most econo-

mical management of sheep, which bears the

title El honrado concp/jo de la Mesta, the ho-

nourable board of Mesta ; because the mem-
bers of the king's privy council preside in it

by rotation, according to seniority, under
the title of President of the Mesta.

MESTAL, sm. A piece of barren uncultivated

ground.
MESTENO, NA, a. 1. Belonging to the mcsta or

graziers. 2. V. Mostrenco.

MESTER, sm. (Ant.) V. Menestcr.

MESTIZO, ZA, a. Of a mongrel breed.

MESTO, sm.. (Bot.) Large prickly oak. Quercus

segylops L.

MEsrtfRA, sf. Meslin, mixed corn, as wheat and

rye.

MESTURAR, va. To mix. V. Mixturar.

MESURA, sf. 1. A grave deportment, a serious

countenance. 2. Civility, politeness. 3. Mo-
deration

',
measure.

MESURADAMENTE, ad. Gently, prudently.
MESURADO, DA, a. Moderate, circumspect, mo-

dest
; regular, temperate, regulated.

MESURAR, va. To assume a serious countenance,
to act with solemn reserve. vr. To behave
with modesty and prudence.

META, sf. Boundary, limit. V. Limite.

METACARPO, sm. (Anat.) Metacarpus, palm of
the hand. [nism.

METACRONISMO, sm. Metachronism, anachro-

METAFISICA, sf. 1. Science of metaphysics. 2.

Excessive subtilty.

METAFISICAMESTE, ad. Metaphysically.
METAFISICO, CA, a. Metaphysical ;

difficult to

be believed. sm. Metaphysician.
METAFORA, sf. Metaphor, a rhetorical figure,

not improperly defined to be " a simile com-

prised in a word."

METAFORICAMENTE, ad. Metaphorically.
METAFORICO, CA, a. Metaphorical.
METAFORIZAR, va. To use metaphors.
METAL, sm. 1. Metal. 2. Brass, latten. 3. Com-

pass or strength of the voice. 4. Quality, na-

ture, or condition of a thing.

METALARIO, METALICO, v METAtfsTA, sm.

Workman or dealer in metal.

METALICA, sf. V. Metalurgia.
METALICO, CA, a. Metallic ; medallic.

METALirERO, RA, . (Poet.) Metalliferous.

METALOGRAFIA, sf. Metallography, a descrip-
tion of metals.

METALURGIA, sf. Metallurgy.
METALURGICO, sm. Metallurgist.

METALLA, sf. Small pieces of gold leaf used to

cover parts imperfectly gilt.

METAMORFOSIS o METAMORFOSEOS, sf. Meta-

morphosis, transformation.

METANEA, sf. Correction, reproof.

METEDOR, RA, s. 1. Smuggler, one who runs

goods into a country without paying any duty.
2. He who puts one thing into another. 3.

Clout, a linen cloth put under the swaddling
clothes of new-born children.

METEDURIA, sf. Smuggling, the act ofimporting

goods without paying the duty or customs.

METEMUERTOS, sin. l.Attendant in a play-house.
2. Busy-body, a vain

meddling person.

METEMPSICOSIS, sf. Metempsychosis.
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METE^RICO, CA, a. Meteoric.

METEORISTA, sm. Meteorologist.
METEORO, sm. Meteor, a luminous body of a

transitory nature, which appears in the skies

Mr/rEOROLOGfA, sf. Meteorology.
METEOROLOGICO, CA, a. Meteorological.
METER, pa.

1. To put in, to include. 2. To run

goods into the country without paying the

customs. 3. To make, to occasion. 4. To
gage, to prevail upon. 5. To stake, to put to

hazard. 6. To cram down victuals. 7. To in-

duce, to deceive. 8. To compress, to straiten

to reduce. 9. To eat. V. Comer. Meter en ca-

lor, To excite, to incite. Meter zizana, To sow
discord, to breed disturbances. Meter eicuezo

To introduce one's self to anything with little

ceremony. Meter faz, To accommodate mat
ters between contending parties. vr. 1. To
intermeddle, to interfere. 2. To be on terms
of familiarity with a person. 3. To choose a

profession or trade. 4. To be led astray, to

plunge into vice. 5. To empty into the sea
;

applied to rivers. 6. To attack or assail with
sword in hand. Meterse con alguno, To
pick a quarrel. Meterse en si mismo, To
revolve in the mind ; to follow one's own
opinion. Meterse soldado, To become a sol-

dier. Meterse d sabio, To affect learning and

knowledge.
METICULOSO, s.\, a. V. Mcdroso.

METIDO,SI. Strong ley used by washer-women.

METIMIENTO, sm. Introduction, insertion.

METODICAMENTE, ad. Methodical!}'.
METODICO, CA, a. Methodical, arranged or pro-

ceeding in due and just order.

METODO, sm. Method, manner, mode, custom.

MirroNf.MiA, sf. Metonymy, a rhetorical figure

by which one word is used for another, or the

cause for the effect.

METOPOSCOPIA, sf. Art of discovering men's
character by the features of the face.

MF.TRALI.A, sf. Grape-shot, case-shot.

MF.TRESA, sf. Mistress of a house
;
a woman

courted.

METRETA, sf. Greek and Roman measure.

METRICA, sf. Metrical art, poesy.
METRICADOR, sm. Versifier, a maker of verses.

METRICAMENTE, ad. Metrically.
METRICAR, ca. To versify, to make verses.

METRICO, CA, a. Metrical, composed in verse.

Mr.TuisTA, $. com. Versifier. V. Versificador.
METRO, sm. Metre, verse, a certain number and
harmonic disposition of syllables. [ness.

METROMANIA, sf. Metromania, rhyming-mad-
METROPOLI, if. I. Metropolis, the chief or prin-

cipal city of a country. 2. Archiepiscopal
church.

MF.TROPOLITANO, sm. Metropolitan, archbishop.
METROPOLITANO, NA, a. Metropolitan.
MEXICANA, sf. (Bot.) V. MaravW.a.

MEXICANO, sm. Mexican language.
MnxfLLA, sf. Cheek, the side of the face below

the eye.
MKXILI.ON Y MIXILLON, sm. Kind of cockle.

MEYA, sf. Kind of large crab.

MEYOR, a. (Ant.) V. Mcjor.
MEYTAD, sf. V. Mitad.

ME/cLA,s/.l.Mixture,composition. 2. Mortar.
3, Mixed cloth.
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MEZCLADAMENTE, ad. In a mixed or promis-
cuous manner.

. A kind ofpaste made by
confectioners.

MEZCLADOR,RA,S. l.One who mixes or mingles.
2. Tattler, one who spreads false reports.

MEZCLADURA y MEZCLAMIENTO. V. Mczcla.

MEZCLAR, va. 1. To mix, to mingle, to unite.

2. To spread false reports, to sow discord, to

excite disturbances. vr. 1. To marry a per-
son of inferior rank. 2. To introduce one's

self into any thing.
MEZCLILLA, sf. Mixed cloth.

MEZCOLANZA, sf. Bad mixture of colours.

MfizquiNAMENTE, ad. Miserably, avariciously.

MEZQUINDAD, sf. 1. Penury, poverty, indigence.
&. Avarice, covetousness.

MEzquiNO, NA, a. 1. Poor, indigent, penurious ,

diminutive. 2. Avaricious, covetous
; sordidly

parsimonious ; mean. 3. Petty, minute.

MEZQUITA, sf. Mosque, a Mohammedan temple
or place of worship.

Mi, pro. The oblique case of the pronoun yo,
which serves for the genitive, dative, accusa-

tive, and ablative, as follows de mi, of me
;

para mi, for me ;
contra mi, against me ; par

mi, by me.

Mi, pro.pos. My ; placed before substantives,
as mio is placed after them ;

thus Mi amor,
6 amor mio, My love. V. Mio.

MIAGAR, vn. (Burgos.) V. Maullar.

MIAJA, sf. 1. Crumb. 2. Small copper coin.

MIAR, vn. To mew, as a cat.

MIAU, sm. Mew or voice of a cat. [a cat.

MICHO Y MICHA, s. Puss, fondling name of

MICER, sm. Ancient title of respect.

Mico, sm. Monkey, an ape with a long tail.

MICROCOSMOS, sm. Microcosm, the little world
;

man is so called.

MICROFONO, sm. Instrument to augment sound.

VIICROGRAFIA, sf. Micrography, description of

microscopic objects.

MicROMErRo, sm. Micrometer.

MICROSCOPIO, sm. Microscope, an optic instru-

ment, contrived to give to the eye a larger

appearance of objects which could not other-

wise be seen.

VIiDA, sf. Worm that breeds in vegetables.

VIiEDO, sm. Fear, dread, apprehension. Morirse
de miedo, To die for fear. No haya miedo,
There is nothing to be apprehended.

MIEL, sm. 1. Honey, a viscous substance of a

whitish or yellowish colour, and sweet to the

taste. 2. Sweet liquor distilled from the su-

gar-cane.
VIiELGA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Lucern. Medicago sativa

L. 2. (let.) A kind of dog-fish. Squalus cen-

trina L. 3. Rake, an instrument with teeth

for dividing the mould or raking hay and

straw together. 4. Strip of ground.

iErGo, sm. A four-pronged pitchfork.

MIEMBRO, sm. I. Member, a limb appendant to

the body. 2. One of a community or corpo-
ration. 3. Branch, any part of an integral.

MIENTA, sf. (Bot.) Mint. Mentha L.

iENTE, sf. Mind, inclination, will. Micnte.s,

Thoughts, ideas. Parar micntes, To reflect,

to consider.

IICNTRA Y MIEN-TRE, (Ant.) V. Mitntros,
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MIENTRAS, ad. In the mean time, in the mean
while ;

when. Mientras que, Whilst, during
the time that.

MIERA, sf. 1. Juniper oil. 2. Resin.

MIERCOLES, sm. Wednesday, the fourth day of

the week. Miercoles corvillo, (Fam.) Ash
Wednesday.

MIERUA, sf. 1. Excrement, fseces, ordure. 2.

Dirt, grease.
MlfcRDACRtJz, sf. (Bot.) Daphne, a shrub.

MIERLA, sf. (Orn.) Blackbird. V. Merla.

MIES,*/. 1. Wheat, and other grain which grows
in ears, and of which bread is made. 2. Har-

vest, the time of reaping and housing the

grain. 3. (Met.) Multitude converted or rea-

dy for conversion.

MIGA, sf. 1. Crumb or crum, the soft part of

bread, not the crust. 2. A small particle or

fragment of any thing.
3. Marrow, substance

or principal part. Migas, Crumbs of bread

fried in a pan, with oil, salt, and pepper. Ha-

cer, 6 no buenas migas, (Fam.) To agree or

disagree readily with one.

MIGA^JA, sf. 1. The smallest particle of bread
or any other thing. 2. Nothing, little or no-

thing. No tiene migaja dejuicio, He has not
a grain of sense. Migdjas, Offals, leavings ;

broken victuals.

MiGAjAuA, sf. A small particle.

MIGAJOV, sm. Crumb or crum, without crust
;

marrow, core.

MiGAR,tvi,To crumble, to break into small bits.

MiGRATtfRio, RIA, a. Migrating, migratory.
MIGUELETE, sm. V. Miquclete.
MiGUELfro, sm. Boy who goes on a pilgrimage

to mount St. Michael.

MiG0ERO,RA,a.CrumbyDelating to crumbs fried

in a pan. Lucero Miguero, The Morning
Star, BO called by pastors, because on seeing
it they prepare their dish of fried crumbs.

MUEUIEG A, sf. (Bot.) Shrubby trefoil. Lotus do-

ryen iurn L. Dorycnium monspeliense Will.

MIJO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Millet. Panicum miliaceum
L. 2. (Bot.) Turkey-millet. Holcus sorghum L.

Mf r.,
57w. One thousand, or ten hundred. Sala

de mil y quinientas. The supreme court of

appeals in Spain. Perdi6 muchos miles pe-
sos, He lost several thousand dollars. Mil y
quinicritas, (Fam.) Lentils, Mil en rama,
Milfoil, yarrow. Achillea microphylla L.

MILAGRERO, RA, s. Person fond of considering
natural events as miracles, and publishing
thorn as such.

MILA\GRO, sm. 1. Miracle, wonder ; something
above human power. 2. Offering ofwax or any
other substance, hung up in churches in com-
memoration of a miracle. Vida y milagros,
(Fam.) Life, character, and behaviour.

MILAGRON, sm. (Fam.) Dread, astonishment ;

extreme.
[lously.

MILAGROSAMENTE, ad. Miraculously^ marvel-
MILAGROSO, sA,a. Miraculous, done by miracle;

marvellous, admirable.

MitAvo, sm. 1. (Orn.) Glead, kite. Falco mil-
vus L. Mesa de miJanos, Keen hunger and
little to eat. 2. Bur or down of the thistle.

MILENARFO, RIA, a. Millenary. 5m. Millenium.

MiLKNGRANA,s/.(Bot.) Rupture-wort. Hernia-
ria glabra L.
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MILENO, NA, a. Applied to cloth, the warp of
which contains a thousand threads.

MILENRAMA, sf. (Bot.) Common milfoil or

yarrow. Achillea millefolium L. V. Mil en
rama.

MILENTA, sf. (Vulg.) V. Mil.

MILESIMO, MA, a. 1. Thousandth, the ordinal of
a thousand. 2. The thousandth part of any
thing.

MILESIO, IA, . Applied to ridiculous tales for

pastime.
MILHOJAS, sf. (Bot.) Milenrama.

MIMAR, a. Miliary ; applied to a cutaneous
disease.

MILICIA, sf. 1. Art and science of war. 2, Mili-

tary men in general. Milicias, Militia, the

trained bands of the inhabitants of a country.
MILICIANO, NA, a. Military.
MILITANTS, a. Militant, military; soldier.

MILITAR, sm. Soldier, a military man. a. Mili-

tary, martial. vn. 1. To serve in the army,
to follow the profession of arms. 2. To hold,
to stand good, to go against ; applied to ar-

gument and reasons.

MILITARMENTE, ad. In a military style.

MILITE, sm. Soldier, military man.

MILLA,S/. 1. Mile, a linear measure ; 8 stadia or

1000 geometric steps. 2. (Ant.) Quarter of a

league.
MILLAR, sm. 1. Number of thousand ; an inde-

finite number. 2. A certain quantity of cocoa,
which in some parts is three pounds and a

half, and in others more. 3. Character used
to denote a thousand, thus 9.

MILLARADA, sf. Several thousands. Ecliarmil-

laradas, To brag of wealth and riches. A'

millaradas, Innumerable times.

MiLLdN, sm. Million, the number of ten hun-
dred thousand : an indefinite number. Mil-

/ones, Excise or duty levied in Spain on

wine, vinegar, oil, meat, soap, and tallow can-

dles, to defray the expenses of the army.
Sala de millones, Board of excise, (composed
of lords of the exchequer, and deputies of the
Cortes or states,) which regulates and ma-

nages the duty or tax called Millonts.

MILOCHA, sf. V. Cometa.

LdR, sm. My lord.

MIMAR, va. To coax, to wheedle, to flatter.

MIMBRAL, sm. Plantation of osiers.

MIMBRE, sm. (Bot.) Osier. Salix viminalis L.

MIMBREAR, vn. V. Cimbrar.

MIMBRENO, NA, a. Of the nature of osiers.

MIMBRERA Y MiMBRERAL,s.Plantation ofosiers.

MIMBROSO, SA, a. Made of osiers.

MIMICO, CA, a. Mirnic.

MIMO, sm. 1. Buffoon, Merry-Andrew. 2. Pru-

dery, delicacy ; fondness, endearingnesg. 3.

Ancient minies, or farcical representations.

MIMOLOGIA, sf. Mimology, art of imitating the

voice and actions of others.

MIMOSO, SA, a. Delicate, prudish, fond.

MINA, sf. 1. Conduit, mine ;
a subterraneous

canal or cavity in the ground. 2. Mine, a

place which contains metals or minerals. 3.

Spring, source of water. 4. Business which

produces or yields great profit, and demands
but little exertion. 5. A large quantity of

money. 6. (Fort.) Mine under a fortress.
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MINADOR, RA, s. Miner, one who works in mines;
one who makes military mines ; engineer.

MiNjtL, a. Belonging to a mine.

MiN-iR, va. 1. To dig mines and burrows. 2. To
make uncommon exertions to attain some
end or collect information.

MINERA, sf. Mine which contains metals.

MINERAGE, sm. Labour of mining.
MINERAL, a. Mineral, consisting

of fossil bodies.

MINERAL, sm. Mineral, a fossil body ;
matter

dug out of the earth.

MINERALOGIA, sf. Mineralogy, that part of na-

tural history which treats of minerals.

MINERO, SOT. 1. Mineral, a fossil body. 2. Mi-
ner, one who digs for metals ; one who makes

military mines. 3. Source, origin.

MINGON, sm.. (Joe.) Great want; pusillanimity.
MfNcos. sm.pl. Small stockings.

MiNiAR, va. To shade a painting.
MINI ATURA,S/. Miniature, a painting on vellum,

, ivory, or paper, with points or dots, and fine

water-colours.

MINIATURISTA, s. com. Miniature painter.

MINIMISTA, sm. Student of the second class in

grammar.
MINIMO, MA, a. Least, smallest. s. Religious of

the order of St. Francis de Paula. Minimos,
Second class in grammar-schools kept by the
order of Minims.

MfMO, sm. Minium, red-lead
;
an oxide of lead

of a bright reddish colour.

MINISTERIAL, a. Ministerial.

MINISTEKIALMENTE, ad. Ministerially.

MINISTERIO, sm. I. Office, public place, or em-

ployment. 2. Manual labour. 3. Ministry, ad-

ministration ; the members or principal offi-

cers of the executive government ; time in

office.

MINISTRA, sf. Ministress, she who serves.

MINJSTRADOR, RA, s. One who ministers.

MiNisTRAuTE, a. Serving, ministrating.

MINISTR^R, va. 1. To serve an office or employ-
ment, to perform the functions of a public

place. 2. To supply, to furnish.

MINISTRY, 5m. 1. Apparitor, tipstaff; a petty
officer ofjustice. 2. Minstrel, one who plays
the flute and other musical wind-instruments.

Ministriles, Musical wind-instruments.

MiNfsTRo,sm. ]. Minister, agent; officer of the

law. 2. Minister employed in the administra-
tion of justice. 3. Minister of state. 4. One,
of the heads of a religious community.

MINORACIOK, sf. Minoration.

MINORX.R, va. To lessen, to reduce to a smaller

compass.
MINORATIVO, VA, a. Lessening, that decreases

or lessens.

MINORIDAD, s/. Minority, nonage ;
the state

of being under age.
MINOTAURO, sm. Minotaur, fabulous monster.

MiNtJciA, sf. 1. Small tithes paid of wool, lambs,
&c. 2. Mite, atom ; any thing proverbially
small; MINUTIA.

MINUETA, sf. (Nafct.) Shipwright's boat or punt.
MINUE y MINUKTE, S7.i. Minuet, a kind of grave

and stately dance.

MiNtfsccLA, a. Small ; applied to small letters

in opposition to capitals or mayuscula.
, sf.l. Minute, firetdraught of anagree-
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ment in writing ; an enumeration ofthe prin-
cipal heads of a contract. 2. Paper containing
brief notes or memorandums. Libro de minu-
tas, Minute-book, memorandum-book.

MINUTER, va. To take down the principal heads
of an agreement ; to make the first draught of
a contract.

MiNUTERo,sm. Minute-hand ofa watch or clock.

MINUTIA, sf. (Bot.) Carnation, a kind of pink.
Dianthus pungens L.

MINUTISA, sf. (Bot.) Kind of small Jamaica

pepper.
MiNt/TO, sm. Minute, the sixtieth part of an

hour, one of the sixty parts into which the

degrees of a circle is divided.

MINOSA, sf. Worm. V. Lombriz.

Mfo, MIA, pron. po'ss. My, mine. Es muy mio,
He is much my friend. Soy mio, I am my
own master.

Mfo, sm. Puss, the common appellation of a cat.

MIOLOGIA, sf. Myology, part of anatomy which
treats of the muscles ; a treatise on muscles.

MIOPE, sm. Miope or myops, one near-sighted.
MIOPIA, sf. Myopy, short-sightedness.
MIQUELETE, sm. 1. Miquelet, mountain soldier

belonging to the militia of Catalonia and the

Pyrenees. 2. Robber, highwayman.
MfRA, sf. ]. A mathematical instrument to di-

rect the sight in the levelling of a gun. 2.

Care, vigilance. Estar d la mira, To be on
the look out, to be on the watch. 3. Miras de

proa, (Naut.) Bow-chases, guns mounted on
the ship's head, on each side of the bowsprit.
4. (Astr.) Fixed star in the swan's neck.

MIRABEL, sm. 1. (Bot.) Cypress-spurge. Eu-

phorbia cyparissias L. 2. Mirabel dejdrdin,
(Bot.) A kind of goose-foot. Chenopodium
scoparia L. 3. (Bot.) Kind of white plum.

MiRABOLANOS,sm./j/. Myrobalans,a kind ofdried

fruit of five different kinds, being all the pro-
ductions of different trees in the East Indies.

MIRADA, sf. 1. Glance, a transient view. 2. The
act of looking steadfastly at an object.

MIRADERO, sm. Place exposed to view on all

sides ; watch-tower, an elevated spot which
commands an'extensive prospect. [dent.

MIRA.PO, DA, a. Considerate, circumspect, pru-

MIRADOR, RA, s. 1. Spectator, looker-on. 2.

Gallery which commands an extensive view.
3. Balcony.

MIRADTJRA, sf. Act of looking.

MIRX.GLO, sm. (Ant.) Miracle. V. Milagro.
MIRAMAMOLIN, sw. Appellation given to the

sovereign of the Moors.

MIRAMIESTO, sm. 1 . The act of taking any thing
into consideration

;
reflection. 2. Circum-

spection, prudence.
MmXR, va. 1. To behold, to look steadfastly at

an object. 2. To respect, to have regard "for,

to esteem, to appreciate. 3. To aim at, to

have in view. 4. To observe, to watch, to spy.
5. To inquire, to collect information ;

to con-

sider, to reflect. vn. To be placed or situated

in front. Mirarse d lospies, To examine into

one's own failings and imperfections. Mirar

por encima, To examine slightly. Mirar sobre

el hombro, To cast a contemptuous look or

frown. Mirarse las unas, (Met.) To bo idle ;

to play at cardi.
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MfnA, inttrj. Look ! behold ! take care !

MIRASOL, sm. (Bot.) Turnsol. V. Giraaol.

MIRIFICO, CA, a. Marvellous, admirable.

MIRINAQUE, sm. Bauble, gewgaw.
MIRLA, sf. (Orn.) Blackbird. V. Merla.

MIRLAMIENTO, 5w. Air of importance, affected

gravity.
MIRLARSE, vr. To assume an air ofimportance,

to affect gravity.

MIRLO, am. 1. (Orn.) Blackbird. V. Merla.. 2.

Air of importance, affeted gravity.

MIRON, NA, s. 1. Spectator, looker-on, by-
stander. 2. Frier, one who inquires with too

much cupidity and officiousness.

MIRRA, sf. Myrrh, a resinous gum.
MIRRADO, DA, a. Composed of myrrh, perfumed

with myrrh.
MIRRAUSTE, sm. Pigeon-sauce, made of bread,

almonds, and other ingredients.
MIRRINO, NA, a. Belonging to myrrh.
MIRTIDANO, sm. Sprout which springs at the

foot of a myrtle.
MiRxfN-b, NA, a. Resembling myrtle.
MIRTO, sm. (Bot.) Myrtle. Myrtus L.

MISA, sf. Mass, the service of the Roman
church. Misa

deljrallo, Midnight mass.

MISACASTANO, sm. Priest who says the mass.

MISAL, STTi. Missal, the mass-book.

MISANTROPIA, sf. Misanthropy.
MISANTROPO, sm. Misanthropist.
MISA RIO, sm. Acolite, one who attends on the

priest while he is celebrating the mass.

MISCELANEA, sf. Miscellany, mixture, a mass

composed of various ingredients.
MISERABLE, a. 1- Miserable, wretched. 2. Ex-

hausted, dejected. 3. Covetous, avaricious.

MiSERABtEMEKTE, ad. Miserably, sordidly.

MISERACION, sf. V. Misericordia.

MISEKAMENTE, ad. Meanly. V. Miserablcmerde.
MISKRAYCA 6 MESER.YCA, a. Mesenteric.

MisKREAR, vn. To act penuriously.
MISERERE, sm. 1. The Psalm miserere. 2. Vio-

lent colic or iliac passion.

MiSERiAjS/'. 1. Misery, calamity, wretchedness.
2. Covetousness, avariciousness

;
meanness.

3. Trifle, a very small matter.

MISERICORDIA, sf. Mercy.
MISERICORDIOSAMENTE,<Z. Piously, clemently.
MISEKICORDIOSO, SA, a. Pious, humane, com-

passionate.

MISF.KO, RA, a. 1. Mass-loving. 2. V. Miserable.

MISERUIMO, MA, a. sup. Very miserable.

MISION, sf. 1. Mission, the act of sending. 2.

Travels undertaken by priests and other reli-

gious persons to propagate religion. 3. Coun-

try or province where missionaries preach the

gospel among infidels. 4. Missionary dis-

course or sermon. 5. Charges, costs, expense.
6. Money and victuals allowed to reapers
durincr the harvest.

MISIONERO Y MisioNARio,s7?i. Missionary, one
who is sent to propagate religion.

Misivo, VA, a. Missive ; applied to a letter or
small packet.

MISMISIMO, MA, a. sup. Very same.

MISMO, MA, a. Same, similar, equal, self-same.

Mfsquio, sm. A sort ofmarble intermixed with
a variety of stones.

MISTAR, va. To speak or make a noise with the

mouth ; used generally with a negative.
MISTELA, sf. Drink made of wine, water, sugar,
and cinnamon.

MISTERIO, 5m. 1. Mystery. 2. Secret, any thing

artfully made difficult.

MISTERIOSAMENTE, ad. Mysteriously, secretly.

MISTERIOSO, SA, a. Mysterious, dark, obscure.

MISTICA, sf. Mysticalness.
MISTICAMESTE, ad. Mystically ; spiritually.

MISTICO, CA, a. Mystic ; sacredly obscure.

MISTICON, sm. A mystic, sanctimonious person.

MITA, sf. Division made for drawing lots among
the Indians for any public service.

MITAD, sf. Moiety, half. For mitades, By
halves. Mitad y mitad, By equal parts.

MITAN, 5771. A kind of glazed linen for lining.
MITAYO, sm. Indian drawn for any public labour.

MITIGACION, sf. Mitigation, moderation.

MITIGADOR, sm. Mitigator.
MrriGAR, va. 1. To mitigate, to soften, to mol-

lify. 2. To quench, to assuage.
MITIGATIVO,VA ; YMiTAGATORio, RiA, a. Leni-

tive, mitigant.
MiTOLocfA, sf. Mythology, the history of the

fabulous gods 01 antiquity.

MixoixSGico, CA, a. Mythological.

MrrpNES,sm.^. Mittens, a sort of ladies' gloves
without fingers.

MITOTE, sm. Indian dance.

MITRA, sf. Mitre, an ornament for the head,
worn by bishops ;

the dignity of a bishop.

MITR.DO, a. Mitred ; applied to persons bearing
a mitre at festivals.

MITHAR, vn. To be mitred or wear a mitre.

MITRIDATO, sm. Mithridate, antidote.

MITULO, sm. Mytulus or sea muscle.

MIXTAMENTE, ad. Belonging to both ecclesias-

tical and civil courts.

MIXTIFORI, sm. (Lat.) Crime that may be tried

either in ecclesiastical or secular courts.

MIXTION, sf. MIXTION, mixture.

MIXTO,TA, a. Mixed, mingled ; ofa cross breed.

MixxtfRA, sf. 1. Mixture, a mass formed by min-

gled ingredients. 2. Meslin, mixed corn, as

rye and wheat.

MIXTURAR, va. To mix, to mingle.
Mizo, /A, s. V. Miclio, cha.

Miz, S7. Puss, the common appellation of cats.

Mo, sm. Anmr or juice of fermented tobacco
leaves evaporated to a syrup. Mo dvlce, Mo
combined with urao.

MOBLAR, va. To plenish, to fill with furniture.

MOBLE, a. V. Moml. [chief.
MOCADERO 6 MocAodR, sm. Pocket handker-

MOCARRO, 577i. 1. Snot, the mucus of the nose.

2. Money or treat given by a journeyman to

his companions the first day he works at a

shop.
MOCEAR, va. To act as a boy ; to revel, to rake

MOCEDAD, sf. I. Boyhood. 2. Debauchery.
MOCERO, a. Lascivious, rnulierose.

MOCETON, NA, s. A young robust person.

MOCHADA, s/. Butt, a stroke by the head of it

horned animal.

MOCHAR, va. To cut, to lop off. V. Desmochar.

MOCHAZO, S7. Blow with the but-end of a

musket.

MOCHETA, sf. End of a column and cornice

vhence an arch is sprung.
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MocHft, sm. Farmer's boy.
MOCHILA, sf. 1. A kind ofcaparison or cover for

& horse. 2. Knapsack, a bag in which soldiers

carry their linen and provisions. Hacer mo-

chita, To provide provisions for a journey.
MOCHILERO 6 MocHiLER.sra. One who carries

the luggage or baggage of soldiers.

MOCHIN, sm. Young shoot of a tree. V. Ver-

dugo.
MOCHO, CHA, a. 1. Dishorned, having the horns

cut off. 2. Cropped, shorn. 3. Lopped, having
the branches cut off; applied to trees. 4.

Maimed, mutilated.

MOCHUELO, sm. (Orn ) Red owl. Strix asio L.

Tocar el mochuelo,
TTo take always the worst

side of a thing. [zon.

MOCION, sf. Motion, movement. sm. V. Mon-
MOCITO, TA, a. Juvenile, youthful.
Moco, sm. 1. Snot, the mucus of the nose. 2.

Any mucous matter engendered on the sur-

face of liquor. 3. Snuff of a lamp or candle.

4. Gutter of a candle. Moco de pavo, Crest
which hangs over the forehead of a turkey ;

a thing in contempt. El nino tiene mocos.
The youth is not to be despised. A 1 moco de

candil, By candle light ; applied to things
hastily or inconsiderately done.

MOCOSIUAD, sf. Mucosity, mucousness.

Mocoso, SA, a. Snotty, snivelly ; ignorant,

thoughtless ; worthless, despicable.

MdpA, sf. Fashion, form, mode, custom ; espe-

cially that which operates upon dress.

MODAL, a. Fashionable. Modales, Manners, cus-

toms.

MOOF.LAR, va. To model, to form.

MODELO, 5m. Model, pattern, copy, example.
MODERACION, sf. Moderation, temperance, fru-

gality.

MODKRADAMENTE, ad. Moderately, reasonably.
MODERADO, DA, a. Moderate, temperate.
MODERADOR, RA, s. Moderator, one who mode-

rates or regulates.
MODERAR, va. To moderate, to regulate, to ad-

just. vr. To become moderate, to refrain

from excesses.

MODERATIVO, VA, a. Moderating.
MODERATOR, RiA, a. That which moderates.

MODERNAMENTE, ad. Recently, lately.

MODERNO, NA, a. Late, recent, modern.
MODESTAMENTK, ad. Modestly.
MODESTIA, sf. Modesty, decency, chastity.
MODESTO, TA, a. Modest, decent, pure, chaste.

MOTMFICACION, sf. Modification, the act ofmodi-

fying any thing and giving it a new acci-

dental form.

MODIFICADOR, R*, 5. Modifier.

MODIFICAR, va. To modify, to reduce to a cer-

tain state.

MODIFICATIVO, VA, a. That which modifies.

MODILLO, sm. Manner, mien
;
the diminutive

of Modo.

MODILLON, 5m. (Arq.) Modillion.

MODIO, 5m. Roman dry measure.

MODISMO, 5m. Peculiar phraseology in a lan-

guage deviating from the rules of grammar.
MODISTA, 5. com. A person fond of dress,

fashionable
; prone to catch and follow the

fashions as they rise ; maker or seller of
fashionable dresses.
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M6DO, sm. 1. Mode, method, manner. 2. Mo-
deration, temperance, civility. 3. Mood, the

change which the verb undergoes to signify
the various intentions of the mind. 4. (Mus.)
Tone. A 1

modo, After a similar manner. De
modo, So that. Solre modo, Extremely.

MODORRA, sf. 1. Drowsiness. 2. Dawn or ap-
proach of day. 3. Flabby softness of the pulp
of fruit.

MODOKRAR, va. To drowse, to render heavy
with sleep. m. To become flabby ; applied
to the pulp of fruit.

MODORRILLA, sf. The third night-watch.
MODORRO, RA, a. Drowsy, sleepy, heavy, stupid.
MODREGO, sm. Dunce, dolt, thickskull. [ny.

MODULACION, 5/. Modulation, agreeable harmo-

MODULADOR, RA, 5. Modulator.

MODULAR, vn. To modulate, to sing with har-

mony and variety of sound.

MODULO, 5m. (Arq.) Module, measure of co-

lumns. 2. Modulation.

MootfRRiA, sf. Folly. V. Boberia.

MOEDA, sf. 1. Thicket of old oak intermixed
with bushes and brambles. 2. Moidore, a Por-

tuguese gold coin.

MOFA, sf. Mockery, jeer, scoff,

MOFADOR, RA, 5. Scoffer, scorner.

MOFADIJRA, sf. Jeer, scoff, scorn.

MOFAR, va. To deride, to jeer, to scoff.

MOFETA, sf. Mephites ; it is used by the Spanish
chemists to denote a mixture of hydrogen,
carbonic and azotic gases.

MOFETIZADO, DA, a. Mephitic, mephitical.
MOFLETES, sm. pi. Chub-cheeks or blub-cheeks.

MoFLExtfoo, DA, a. Chub-cheeked.

MOFLON, sm. Siberian sheep. Ovis ammon L.

M6GA, sf. (Vulg.) Cash.

MOGATE, sm. Varnish, a glazed cover put on
earthenware by potters. A1 media mogate,
Carelessly, heedlessly*

MOGELES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Nippers, braided

cordage made of spun-yarn.
MOGER, sf. (Ant.) V. Muger.
MOGICON, sm. 1. Blow given on the face with

the fist clenched. 2. Kind of sweetmeat.

MoGiGANGA,s/. A public
diversion in which the

company appear in ridiculous masks, and par-

ticularly in the attitude of animals
; ridicu-

lous action.

MOGIGATEZ, sf. Hypocrisy.
MOGIGATO y MOGATO, sm. Hypocrite, one who

affects humility and servile submission to ob-

tain his end. a. Deceitful, hypocritical.

MoGOLLON,sm. 1. Parasite. 2. The arrival ofapa.
rasite at a feast to which he was not invited.

MOGOTE, sm. 1. (Naut.) An insulated rock or

cliff with a flat crown, appearing
at sea. 2.

Pointed stack ofcorn. Mogotes, Tendrils, the

soft tops of the horns of deer when they be-

gin to shoot.

MoGROLLO,sm. 1. Parasite, spunger. 2. Clown.

MOHADA, sf. Humectation. V. Mojadu.
MOHARRA, sf. The point in which an ensign

or flag-staff terminates.

MOHARRACHE 6 MoHARRACHO, Sm. Jack-pud-

dirig, Merry-Andrew ;
a low jester.

MOHATRA, sf. The act of selling for high prices
and buying on the lowest terms, in order to

cheat and overreach the buyer or seller.
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MOHATR.R, va. To sell any thing too dear.

MOHATRERO, RA, s. Extortioner.

MOHATRONT, sm. Extorter.

MOHECER, va. To cover with moss.

MOHINA, sf. Animosity, desire of revenge.
MOHINO, NA, a. 1. Fretful, peevish. 2. Begotten
by a stone-horse and she-ass ; applied to

mules. 3. Black ; applied to horses.

MOHINO, sm. One who plays alone against
several others. Tres al mofuno, Three against,
one.

Mono, sm. 1. (Bot.) Moss. 2. Mould, a con-

cretion on the top or outside of things, kept
motionless and damp. 3. Bluntness occa-

sioned for want of application.

MOH<$SO, SA, a. Mouldy, musty.
MOJ^BANA, sf. V. Mtnojabana.
MojAoA,5/. 1. Humectation, the act of wetting

or moistening. 2. Sop, a piece of bread

soaked or steeped in liquor. 3. (Vulg.) Stab,
a wound given with a pointed weapon.

MOJADOH, RA, 5. Wetter, moistener.

MojAiitfRA, sf. Act of moistening or wetting.
MojAM A, sf. Salt tunny-fish, dried or smoked.

MojAR, va. 1. To wet, to moisten. 2. To med-

dle, to interfere. vn. To be immersed in any
business.

MOJARRILLA, sm. Punster, jester.

MOJE, .9771. Sauce of fricassee, ragout, or any
other dressed meat.

MOJON, J77i. 1. Landmark, a stone or mound
erected to mark the limits and boundaries of

land. 2. Heap, pile. 3. Kind of play, like

pitching.
MojdNA, sf. 1. Duty on wine sold by retail. 2.

Survey of land ; the setting up of landmarks.

MOJONACION, sf. V. Amojonamiento.
MOJONAR, va. V. Jimojonar.
MOJOSERA, sf. Place in which landmarks are

fixed.

MOJONERO, 5771. Gauger, a person appointed by
government to measure wine.

MOLA 6 MOLA-MATRIZ, sf. 1. Mole, a formless

concretion of extravasated blood which grows
into a kind of flesh in the uterus. Mola,

Barley, flour mixed with salt and used in sa-

crifices.

MoLA DA
, sf. Quantity ofcolours ground at once .

MOLAR, a. Belonging to a millstone, or any
other thing fit for grinding, as the teeth.

MOLDAR, va. To mould. V. Amoldar.

MOLDE, sm. Mould, the matrix in which any
thing is cast or receives its form

; pattern,
model. De molde, In print, printed, or pub-
lished ; fitting, to the purpose.

MOLDEAR, ra. To mould, to make moulds.

MoLDtJRA, sf. Moulding, an ornamental cavity
in wood or stone. Molduras dc proa de un
navio, (Naut.) The carved work of a ship's
head.

MOLDURR, va. To make a moulding or orna-
ment of any thing.

MOLE, a. Soft, mild. sf. Vast size or quantity
MOLECULA, sf. Molecule, particle of bodies.

MOLEDERO, RA, a. That which is to be ground
MOLEDOR, RA, s. 1. Grinder, one who grinds

and prepares colours. 2. Iron-pot or copper
in which printer's ink is prepared. 3. Cox
comb, a tiresome fellow.

MOL

MOLEDtfRA,s/.The acUpfgrinding. V. Me
MOLENDERO, sm. 1. Miller, grinder. 2.

Molienda.

grinder. 2. Choco-
late manufacturer, one who grinds the cocoa,
and beats it up with sugar and cinnamon.

MOLER, va. 1. To grind, to pound, to pulverise.
2. To vex, to molest ; to fatigue. 3. To
waste, to consume by use. 4. To masticate,
to chew. Moler d azotes, To lash, to whfp.

MOLERO, sm. Maker or seller of mill-stones.

MoLESTADOR,RA,5. Disturber, vexer. [ly.

MoLESTAMENTE,ad. Troublesoinely, vexatious-

MOLESTAR, va. To vex, to disturb, to molest.

MOLESTIA, sf. Injury, molestation.

MOLESTO, TA, a. Grievous, vexatious.

MOLETA, ff. Muller, a stone flat at the bottom
and round at the top, used by painters to

grind colours on marble.

MOLIBDENA, sf. Molybdena, a semi-metal.

MOLICIE, sf. 1. Tenderness, softness, effemina-

cy. 2. An unnatural crime.

MOLIDO, DA, pp. Ground
; fatigued ; flogged.

MOLIENDA, sf. 1. The act of grinding or pound-
ing. 2. Quantity pounded or ground at once.

3. Mill in which any thing is ground. 4.

Weariness or fatigue caused by grinding or

pounding.
MOHENTE, pa. Grinder, grinding.
MOLIFICACION, sf. Mollification. '[gate.

MOLIFICAR, va. To mollify, to soften, to miti-

MOLIFICATIVO, VA, o. That which mollifies.

MOLIMIENTO, sm. 1. The act of grinding or

pounding. 2. Fatigue, weariness.

MOLINERA, sf. Miller's wife.

MOLINERIA, sf. Collection of mills.

MOLINERO, sm. Miller.

MoLiNERO,RA,a.Any thing which is to be ground
or pounded ; any thing belonging to a mill.

MOLINETE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Windlass, a cylindri-
cal piece of wood with holes, into which le-

vers or handspikes are thrust to heave up the
anchor. 2. Turnstile.

MOLINI'LLO, s?w. l.A little mill. 2. Churn-staff,
a stick with which chocolate is beat up in a
chocolate pot. 3. Ancient trimming ofclothes.

MOLINISMO, 577i. Moliiiism or quietism, princi-

ples of a sect.

MOLINO, sm. 1. Mill, an engine in which corn is

ground into meal, or any other body commi-
nuted. Molino de viento, Windmill. Molina
de sangre, Mill turned by men or animals, in

contradistinction to such as are turned by
wind, water, or steam. 2. A restless noisy
fellow. 3. (Fam.) Mouth.

Motirfvo, VA, a. Mollient.

MOLLA, sf. Crum or crum of bread.

MOLL.R, a. Soft, tender, flexible, credulous ;

useful, rich.

MOLLEX.R, vn. To soften, to grow less hard.

Mor.LEno, sm. 1. The fleshy part of a limb. 2.

Crum of bread.

MOLLEJA, 5/. 1. Gland, particularly that which
is seated at the roof of the tongue. 2. Giz-

zard, the strong musculous stomach of afowl.

MOLLEJON, sm. 1. A large gland. 2. A big cor-

pulent person.
MOLLEJUELA, sf. A small gland.

MoLLENT.4a, va. To mollify. V. Jlmollentu:

MOLLERA, 5/. Crown or top of the head.

duro de mollera. To be obstinate.
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MOLLERO, sm. Fleshy part of the arm.

MOLLETA, sf. I. Snuffers. 2. Bread made of the
finest flour.

MOLLETE, sm. A small loaf made of the finest

flour. Molletes, Plump or round cheeks.

MOLLINA Y MOLLIZNA, sf. Mist, small rain.

MOLLIZNAR 6 MOLLIZNEAR, vn. To drizzle, to

fall in small slow drops.
MOLONDRO 6 MOLONDRON, sm. A sluggish

mean-spirited, and ignorant fellow, poltron.

MOLOSO, sm. Foot of Latin verse, consisting of
three long syllables.

MOLTIJRA, sf. (Ar.) V. Maquila.
MOMENTANEAMENTE, ad. Momentally.
MOMENTANEO, NBA, . Momentaneous, of short

duration.

MOMENTO, sm. 1. Moment, a small space of
time. 2. Moment, consequence ; momentum
weight, importance. Al momento, In a mo-
ment. For momentos, Successively, conti-

nually.

MOMERIA, sf. Mommery, a farcical entertain

ment, in which masked persons play frolics

and antic tricks.

MOMIO, MIA, . Meager, lean.

MOMIA, sf. Mummy, a dead body preserved by
embalming.

MoMO,5?7i. Buffoonery, low jests, scurrile mirth,

wry fades, grimaces.
MOMPERADA, sf. A kind ofglazed woollen stuff.

MONA, sf. 1. Female monkey or ape. 2. (Fam.)
Mimic. 3. (Joe.) Drunkenness. 4. (Val. y
Mur.) Cake made of flour, eggs, and milk
5. Instrument for copying pictures and prints
in any size or proportion.

MONACAL, a. Monkish, belonging to monks.

MONACATO, sm. Monkhood.
MoNAcfLLO, sm. Boy who serves in a monas-

tery or convent of monks.

MoNAc6nmo,5m. Monochord, a stringed musi-
cal instrument.

MONAD A, sf. Grimace, a ludicrous or ridicu-

lous distortion of the countenance.
MONACO 6* MoNAGufLLO, sm. V. Monacillo.

MoxAQufSMO, sm. Monachism, monasticness.

MONARCA, sm. Monarch, king, sovereign.
MONARQUIA, sf. Monarchy, the government of

a single person, kingdom, empire.
MO.VAROJJICO, CA, a. Monarchical.

MOJCASTERIAL, . Monastic.

MONASTERIO, sm. Monastery, a house of re-

ligious retirement ; convent.

MONASTICAMENTE, ad. Monastically.
MONASTICO, CA, a. Monastic, recluse.

MONAZO, ZA, ^. Large monkey or ape.
MOXDA, sf. Pruning of trees, the pruning sea-

son. Mondas, Feasts of the Virgin del Prado.

MONDADIENTES, sm. Toothpick.
MONDADOR, RA, s. Cleaner, purifier.

MosnADtfRA, sf. Cleaning, cleansing; the act

of freeing from filth. Mondaduras, Parings,

peelings ; any thing which cornes off by
cleaning.

MONDAOREJAS, sm. Ear-pick.
MONDAR, va. 1. To clean, to cleanse ; to free

from filth. 2. To strip off the husks of fruit,

to peel, to decorticate ;
to deprive of money.

3. To cut the hair. Mondar los huesos, To
pick bones quite clean.
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MONDEJO, sm. Paunch orbelly of a pig or sheep
stuffed with minced meat.

MONDO, DA, a. Neat, clean, pure, unadulterated.
Mondo y lirondo, Pure, without any admix-
ture.

MONDONGA, sf. (Contempt.) Kitchen-wench.
MONDONGO, sm. Paunch, tripes, black pudding.
MONDONGONIZAR, va. To dress tripe, to make

black puddings.
MONDONGUERO, RA, s. One who makes black

puddings or deals in them.

MONDONGUIL, a. (Joe.) Relating to tripes or

puddings.
MONEDA, sf. Money, pieces of gold, silver, or

copper, coined for the purpose of commerce
and trade. Moneda de vellon, Copper-coin.

MONEDAGE, sm. Duty paid to the king for coin-

ing-
MONEDAR y MoNEpEAR, va. To coin.

MONEDERIA, sf. Mint, factory of money.
MONEDERO, sm. Officer of the mint who coins

money, coiner.

MONERIA,^/". 1. Grimace, a ludicrous or ridicu-

lous distortion of the countenance ; mimicry,
2. Trifle, gewgaw, bauble.

MONESCO, CA, a. Apish, having the qualities of
a monkey.

MONETARIO, sm. Cabinet of ancient coins and
models. [men.

MONFI, 5m. Name giver/t6 Moorish highway-
MONFORTE, 5m. Everlasting, strong cloth.

MONGE, 5TO. 1. Monk. 2. (Orn.) Brown pea-
cock. Pavo bicalcaratus L.

MONGIA, sf. 1. Monkhood. 2. Prebend enjoyed
by a monk in his convent.

MONG|L, sm. 1. Habit or dress of a nun. 2.

Mourning-dress or weeds of a widow.

MONGIO, 5/. State of a nun.

MONICACO, 5m. (In contempt) Myrmidon, par-
tisan.

MONICANGO, 5m. (In contempt) Conceited per-
son.

MONICION, sf. Admonition, publication of the
bans of marriage.

MONIGOTE, sm. Lay-brother of religious orders.

MONILLO, 5m. Corset, a jacket without sleeves,
worn by women.

MONIPODIO, 5m. Monopoly, exclusive privilege
of dealing in certain goods and merchandise.

MOMS, 5/. 1. (Arag.) A kind of fritters. 2. Any
small and neat thing.

MONITOR, 5m. V. Admonitor.

MONITORIA, sf. Summons issued by an eccle-

siastical judge to command the personal ap-

pearance of a witness.

MONITORIO, RIA, a. Monitory, admonitory.
MONJA, sf. Nun, a religious woman, secluded
from the world, and confined in a cloister.

MonjiSj Appellation given to sparks in burn-
ed papers.

MONJITA, sf. (Joe.) A little nun.

MONO, NA, a. Neat, pretty, nice.

MONO, 5?n. Monkey, ape.
MONOCEROTE Y MoNocERONTE, 5m. Unicorn.

MONOCULO, LA, a. Monoculous, one-eyed. 5m.

Bandage after operating for the lachrymal
fistula.

MONOCROMATA, sf. Monochromaton. one-co-

loured painting.



MON MOQ

MONOGAMIA, sf. Monogamy, marriage of one
wife.

Mo \6cAMO, sm. He who marries only once.

MONO LOGO, sm. Monologue, soliloquy*
MONOGRAM A, sm. Monogram, a cipher or cha-

racter compounded of several letters, and

containing some name.

MONOMAQUIA, sf. Monomachy, a duel.

MoNf/fisTos, sm. Pulley with one wheel.

MONOPETALA, . Monopetalous, having only
one flower leaf.

MONOPOI.IO, sm. Monopoly. V. Monipodio.
MoNOPor.fsTA, sm. Monopolist, forestaller.

MONOPTERIO, sm. Monopteron, circular open
temple.

MONOSILABO, BA, V MoNOSlLABICO, CA, .

Monosyllabled.
MONOSPERMO, MA, a. (Bot.) Monospermous.
MoNOTdNiA,s/. Monotony, uniformity of sound.

MONOTONO, NA, a. Monotonous.

MONSESOR, sm. Title of honour applied to Ita-

lian prelates, and the Dauphin of France.

MoNsitiR, sm. Mr., sir ; applied to Frenchmen.

MONSTRUO, sm. 1 . Monster, a foetus or produc-
tion contrary to the order of nature. 2. Any
thing excessively large or very ugly.

MONSTRUOSAMENTE, ad. Monstrously.
MONSTRUOSIDAD, sf. Monstruosity, excessive

ugliness.

MONSTRUOSO, SA, a. Monstrous, contrary to the
order of nature.

MdNTA, sf. 1. Amount, sum total. 2. Value,
worth, price. 3. Signal given with a trumpet
for the cavalry to mount their horses.

MONTADERO, sm. One who mounts ; mounting-
stone.

MONTADO, sm. 1. A substitute sent by a knight
to serve in a campaign. 2. Trooper, horse-
man. 3. Horse ready for being mounted.

MONT A DOR, sm. He who mounts
;
mounting-

block.

MoNTADtfRA, sf. The whole of the accoutre-
ments of a trooper.

MONTAGE, sm. Act ofmounting artillery. Mon-
tages, Mounting or bed of a piece of ordnance.

MoNTANERA.s/.Tiie feeding ofhogs with acorns,
driven for that purpose into groves of oak.

MONTANERO, sm. Forester, keeper of a forest.

MONTANO, NA, a. Mountainous.

MONTANTADA, sf. 1. Ostentation. 2. Multitude.

MONTANTE, sm. 1. A broad sword used by fenc-

ing-masters. 2. The upright post of a ma-
chine.

MONTASTF.XR, vn. 1. To wield the broad sword
in a fencing-school. 2. To vaunt, to brag.

MONTANTERO, sm. He who fights with a broad
sword.

MONTANA, sf. Mountain, a ridge of mountains.
MONTANES, PA, a. Belonging to mountains

;

mountaineer

MONTANOSO, SA, a. Mountainous.
MONTAR, vn. \. To mount or go on horseback.

2. To amount to, to be worth. 3. To cock a

gun. 4. (Naut.) To double a cape. Montar
un navio, To take the command of a ship.
Montar en cuidado, To be on one's guard,
to be careful. va. To impose a penalty for
cattle entering a mountain. Montar la brecha,

(Mil.) To mount the breach.

MONTARAZ, a. y sm. Mountaineer ; guard of
mountains.

MONTAS, ad. (Vulg.) Indeed.

MONTAZGAR, va. To levy or collect the toll for

cattle passing from one province into another.

MONTA.ZGO, sm. 1. Toll to be paid for cattle

passing from one province into another. 2.

Place through which the cattle pass.

MONTE, sm. 1. Mountain, hill, elevated ground.
2. Wood, forest. Monte de malezas, Thicket,
a close copse or coppice. 3. Difficulty, ob-

struction. 4. Stock of cards which remain
after each player has received his share. 5.

Thick head of hair. 'Andar amonte, To skulk,
to lurk in hiding places. Monte de piedad,
Pawnbroker's shop. V. Monte pio.

MONTEA, sf. 1. Art or trade of cutting or he\v-

ing stone. 2. Plan or profile of a building
3. Sweep of an arch on the convex side.

MONTF.AR, va. 1. To beat a wood in pursuit of

game. 2. To draw the plan or profile of a

building. 3. To vault, to form arches.

MONTECILLO, sm. A small wood.
M6NTE Pio, sm. House for lending money on

pledges without interest ; depository of mo-

ney for annuities to survivors.

MONTERA, sf. Hunting-cap.
MoNTERERO,sm. Onewho makes hunting-caps,
MONTEREY, sm. A kind of thin paste rolled up

into spiral tubes.

MONTERIA,S/. I. Hunting, hunt, chase. 2. Place
where hunting-caps are made or sold.

MONTERO, sm. Huntsman.

MONTES, SA, a. Bred or found in a forest or

mountain.

MONTESA,S/. The military order of Our Lady.
MONTESCOS, s. Haber montescos y capeletes, To
have great disputes and contentions.

MONTF.SINO, NA, a. Bred or found in a forest or

mountain.

MONTO, sm. V. Monta.

MONTON, sm. 1. Heap, pile. Monton de gente,
Crowd, multitude. 2. A dirty lazy fellow.

Monton de ticrra, Very old infirm person. A1

montones, Abundantly.
MONTUOSO, SA, a. Full of woods and thickets.

MONTURA, sf. 1 . Horses and mules intended for

the saddle. 2. Saddle, trappings, and accou-
trements of horses.

MONUMEVTO, sm. 1. Monument, tomb, ceno-

taph. 2. Altar raised in churches on Holy
Thursday to resemble a sepulchre. Monu-

mentos, Monuments or remains of antiquity.

MONZON, sm. Monsoon, a periodical wind in the

East Indian ocean.

MON A, sf. 1. Doll dressed to display the prevail-

ing fashion. 2. Peevishness, fretfulness. 3.

Drunkenness.

MONO, sm. 1. Hair on the crown of the head
tied together. 2. Tuft offeathers on the heads
of some birds.

MoNtJoo, DA, a. Crested, topped.
MOQUEAR, nm.To snivel, to run at the nose ; to

blow the nose.

MOQUKRO, sm. Pocket handkerchief.
'

MOQUETE, sm. Blow on the face or nose.

MOQUETEAR,rw.To discharge much mucus from
the nose. va. To give blows in the face.

MoquiFERo, RA, a. Snotty, mucous.
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MOR MOR
O, sm. 1. A little mucus. 2. Pip, a dis-

ease in fowls.

MoquiTA, sf. Snivel, running from the nose in

cold weather.

MORA, sf. \. Delay, procrastination. 2. Mul-

berry, the fruit of the mulberry-tree.
MORABITO, sm. Appellation given by the Mo-
hammedans to their religious sages.

MORX.CHO, OHA, a. Dark purple.

MORA^DA, sf. Habitation, abode, residence.

MORA\DO, DA, a. Violet, mulberry-coloured.
MORADOR, sm. Inhabitant.

MOH^GA, sf. Handful or bundle formed by fe-

male gleaners.
MORJ(L, sm. l.(Bot.) Mulberry-tree. Morus ni-

fra
L. sf. 2. Ethics, treatise on morality. 3

lorality, practice of the duties of life.

a. Moral, relating to the duties of life.

MORALEJA, sf. A brief moral observation.

Mo'RALiDA*.n, sf. 1. Morality, the doctrine ofthe
duties of life. 2. Form of an action, which

MORALISTA, sm. Moralist, one who teaches the
duties of life.

MORALIZADOR> sm. Commentator, critic.

MORALIZX.R, va. To .moralize, to apply to moral

purposes ;
to explain in a moral sense.

MORAI.MENTE, ad. Morally ; by common sense.

MORA^R, vn. To inhabit, to dwell, to reside.

MoRA\ro,TA,a. (Poet.) Relating to manners and
morals.

MORATORIA, sf. Letter of license granted to a
debtor.

MORBIDEZ, sf. (Among Painters) Softness or
mellowness of tint.

MORBIDO, DA, a. Morbid, diseased, soft.

MORB! FICO, CA, a. Morbific, causing disease.

MORBO, sm. Disease, distemper, infirmity.
MORBOSO, SA, a. Diseased, not healthy.
MoRcAjo, a. Blackish

; applied to wheat.

MORCKLLA, sf. Spark flying from a lamp.
MoRcfi,LA, sf. Black pudding.
MORCILLERO, RA, s. One who makes black pud-

dings or deals in them.

MORCILLO, LLA, a. Entirely black ; applied to

horses.

MORCILLO, sm. The' fleshy part of the arm
from the shoulder to the elbow.

MORCON, sm. I. A large black pudding made of
the blind gut ;

a large sausage. 2. A short

dirty fellow.

MORDACIDAD, sf. ]. Mordacity, biting quality.
2. Roughness, asperity ; sarcastic language.

MORDACILLA, sf. Small gag with which the lo-

quacity of novices is chastized in convents.

MORD^NTE, sm. (Impr.) Instrument made of
wood or iron for adjusting or composing types.

MORDA^Z, a. Corrosive, biting, nipping ; sarcas-
tic ; acrimonious, satirical.

MORDAZA, sf. 1. Gag, something put into the
mouth to prevent speaking or crying. 2.

Sort of nippers or pincers.

MORDAZMENTE, ad. Acrimoniously.
MORDEDOR, RA, s. Biter, one who bites.

MoRDEDtJRA, sf. Bite, wound made by biting. I

MORDER, va. 1. To bite, to seize with the teeth.

one thing against another
; to waste away in-

sensibly, as with a file. 5. (Met.) To taunt,
to satirize. JYo mordersc los ladios, (Fam.)
To speak one's opinion frankly and openly.
Morderse los dedos,To bite the thumbs, to be
irritated and vexed from desire of revenge.

MORDICACION, sf. Mordication, smarting.
MORDICANTE, pa. Biting, pungent.
MORDICA^R, va. To gnaw, to nibble. [cant.
MORDICATIVO, VA, o. Biting, gnawing, mordi-

MORDIDO, sm. Bit, as much meat as is put into
the mouth at once. a. Diminished, too small.

MORDIENTE, sm. Gold size, used by painters.
MORDIHUI, sm. Weevil, a grub bred in wheat
which is laid up in granaries.

MORDIMIENTO, sm. Bite, mordication.

MoRDisclR, va. To gnaw, to nibble. V. Morder.
MoRofsco Y MORDISCON, sm. Bite, the act of

seizing with the teeth ; the piece bitten off.

MOREL DE SAL, sm. (Pint.) Purple red used for

painting in fresco.

MORENA, sf. Brown bread.

MoRENfr.LA 6 MORENITA, sf. Brunette, a wo-
man with a brown complexion.

MORENILLO, sm. A kind of black powder, used

by sheep-shearers when they wound the sheep
with the shears.

MORENILLO, LLA
', TO, TA, . dim. of Moreno ;

used always as endearing.
MORENO, NA,. 1. Brown, a dark colour, inclin-

ing to black. 2. Swarthy; applied to the

complexion. Sobre ello morena, If you do

not, you will be punished ;
a menace.

MORERA, sf. (Bot.) White mulberry-tree. Mo-
rus alba L.

MORERA\L, sm. Plantation of white mulberry-
trees.

. sf. Suburb or quarter of the town
where Moors reside.

MORETA, sf. A kind of sauce.

MORFEX, sf. Cormorant, a water-fowl.

MORGA, sf. Lees or dregs of oil.

MORIBTJNDO, DA, a. Dying.
MORIEGO, GA, a. Moorish, belonging to Moors.

MORIGERACION^/. Complaisance ; temperance.
MORIGERX.R, va. To endeavour to curb or re-

strain one's affections and passions ;
to mode-

rate, [dog.
MoRfLLO, sm. 1. A little Moor. 2. Andiron

; a

MORIR, vn. 1. To die, to expire, to perish, to

cease to exist
;
to become extinct. Morir

vestido, To die a violent death, not to die in

bed. 2. To desire excessively ;
to experience

any violent emotion or effect, as cold, hunger,
&c. vr. To be benumbed ; applied to a limb

;

to be extinguished ; applied to fire or light.
Morirsepor alguno, To be excessively fond of.

MORISCO, CA, a. Moorish, belonging to the

Moors. s. Moor who revolted from Chris-

tianity to Mohammedanism, and was expelled

Spain by Philip III.

MORISMA, sf. Mohammedan sect, multitude of

Moors. [fraud.

oRisquETA, sf. Moorish trick, deception,
MoRLA

1

co, CA, a. Affecting ignorance and stu-

pidity.
2. To make the mouth smart with an acrid 'MORLES, sm. A sort of linen loosely woven
taste. 3. (Naut.) To bite, to hold fast in the made at Morlaix

;
lawn. Maries de morles

ground ; applied to an anchor. 4. To press
1

All of a piece ; the finest linen.
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MOR MOS

MoRT.6*, NA, a. V. Morlaco.

MoRMtftLod Mo RMUREO,.STO. Mutter, murmur
a low shrill noise.

MORMURADOR, sm. Murmurer, detractor.

MOIIMI RAR, pa. To murmur. V. Murmurar.
MORO, RA, s. Moor, a native of Africa, fl/iftc

moros y cristianos. To have a great scuffle

or dispute. Moro, Pure wine, not mixed with
water or christened.

MOROCADA, sf. Blow given by a ram with its

horn.

MORON, sm. Hill, hillock.

MOHONCHO, CHA, a. Bald, leafless, naked of

leaves

MOUOSDANGA, sf. Hodge-podge, a medley of

useless things heaped together.
MORON DO, DA, a. Bald ; leafless, naked of leaves.

MORONIA, sf. A dish made of a variety of vege-
tables.

MOROSAMENTE, ad. Slowly, tardily.

MOROSIDAD, sf. Slowness, tardiness, detention.

MOROSO, SA, a. Slow, tardy, heavy. Juro mo-

roso. Law giving the king any property till

a just claim is made of it.

MORQUERA, sf. (Bot.) Kind of thyme or savory.

MoKRAjS/". 1. Upper part ofthe head, top, crown.
2. Vulgar play with the fingers.

MORRADA, sf. Butt with the heads given by two

persons against each other.

MORKAL, sm. A little bag hung to the mouths
of rnules or horses, out of which they eat their

corn when an army is encamped.
MORRALLA, sf. 1. Heap or medley of useless

thino-s. 2. Jack. V. Boliche.

MORRILLO, sm. 1. Pebble. 2. Fat of the nape
of a sheep.

MORRINA, sf. 1. Disease among cattle. 2. Sad-

ness, melancholy.
MORRION, sm. 1. Murrion, steel helmet. 2. Ver-

tigo, a disease in hawks.

MOHRO, sm. 1. Any thing that is round. 2. A
prominent overhanging lip.

MORRO, RA, a. Purring ; applied to a cat.

MORRONCHO, CHA, a. Mild, meek.

MoRRtfDo, DA, a. Having largs prominent lips.

MORSANA.S/. (Bot.) Bean caper. Zygophylum
fabago L.

MORTAJA, sf. 1. Shroud, winding-sheet; the

dress of the dead. 2. Mortise, a hole cut into

wood that another piece may be put into it.

MOIJTAL, a. 1. Mortal, subject to death. 2.Dead-

ly, destructive
; bringing death. 3. One who

has the appearance or symptoms of death.
Mo RT A LH>AD,S/. Mortality, subjection to death;

state of'u being subject to death.

MORTAJ.MENTK, ad. Mortally.
MORTANOAU, sf. Mortality, frequency of death.

MoRTF.cfso, NA, a. I. Dying a natural death. 2.

Being on the point of dying. 3. Weak, ex-
hausted. Hacer la mortecina, To feign being
dead.

Mo RTF, HAD A, sf. 1. Sauce made at once in a
mortar. 2. Quantity of stones thrown out at

once by a stone mortar.

MORTKRETE, sm. I. A small mortar. 2. Piece of
wax formed in the shape of a mortar, with a
wick in it, to serve as a lamp ; it is placed in

a glass with water. 3. (Met.) Hollow piece of
iron used for firing gunpowder at rejoicings.
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MORTERO, sm. 1. Mortar, a short but wide piece
of ordnance, out of which bombs and shells

are thrown. 2. Mortar, a vessel in which ma-
terials are broken by being pounded with a

pestle. 3. A short thick taper, made of yel-
low wax ; a short thick person. 4. Mortar, a
cement made oflime and sand with water, and
used for building. Mortero de una bomba de
(tiriiti. (Naut.) Pump-box of a ship's pump.
Mortero de bruxula, Compass-box.

MORTERUELO, sm. I. A kind of play-thing for

boys. 2. Fricassee made of hog's liver.

MORTICINIO, sm. Carrion, carcass of animals
not fit for food.

MORTIFERO, RA, a. Mortiferous, fatal.

MORTIFICACION , sf. \ . Mortification, gangrene ;

humiliation. 2. Vexation, trouble.

MORTIFICAR, va. To mortify, to afflict, to dis-

gust. vr. To conquer one's passions.

MORTUORIO, sm. 1. Burial, funeral. 2. Legacy
left to a parish church, as a compensation for

tithes and offerings not discharged in due time.

Casa mortuoria, House of the deceased.

MORIJECA, sf. Heap of loose stones.

MORUECO, sm. Ram, a male sheep.
MORULA, sf. A short stay, slight stoppage.
MORUNO, NA, a. 1. Belonging to the mulberry.

2. Moorish, belonging to the Moors.

MORTJSA, sf. Cash, specie ; money in hand.

MOSAYCO,CA, a. Mosaic. Obra mosdyca, Mosaic

work, composed of small pieces of stone, or
of glass, and shells, of various colours.

MOSCA, sf. 1. Fly, a small-winged insect. 2.

(Joe.) Cash, specie ; money in hand. Tener
mucha mosca, To be very rich. 3. An imperti-
nent intruder. 4. Vexation, trouble. Moscas,
Sparks from a light. Mosca de burro, Horse-

fly. Oestrus equi L. Mosca en Icchc, Brown
or black woman dressed in white. Mosca
muerta, A mean spiritless fellow. Andar con

mosca, To fly into a passion.

MOSCAS, interj. Exclamation of complaint or

surprise.

MOSCARDA, sf. 1. Gad-fly. Oestrus L. 2. Eggs
of bees.

MOSCARDEAR, vn. To lay eggs as bees in the

cells of their combs.

MOSCARDON, sm. 1 . Large gad-fly. 2. An impor-
tuning sly-fellow, a cheat. [pa

MOSCARETA, sf. (Orn.) Fly-catcher. Muscica-

MOSCATEL, a. 1. Muscadine : applied to a kind
of grapes. 2. A tiresome ignorant fellow.

MOSCELLA, sf. V. Morcella.

MOSCON, sm.. 1. A large fly. 2. A crafty deceit-

ful fellow. 3. (Bot.) The great maple or bas-

tard sycamore. Acer pseudoplatanus L. 4.

Maple-sugar, made of a sweet liquid which is

obtained by incision from the maple-tree.
MOSILLOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) A kind of sholl-fish

which sticks to the bottom of ships.

MOSQUEADO, DA, a. Spotted, painted.

MOSQUEADOR, sm. 1. Flap for killing flies. 2.

(Met.) Tail of animals.

MOSQUEAR, va. 1. To drive or frighten flies away
with a flap ;

to catch flies. 2. To retort a

joke, to make a smart repartee. Mosque n.r Ins

espaldas, (Fam.) To whip or flog the shoul-

ders. vr. To reject or repel embarrassments
with violence.
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MOT MOY

Mosquo, sm. The act of catching flies or

driving them away with a flap.

MOSQDERO, sm. Fly-trap.

MOSQUERUELA, sf. Muscadine pear of a reddish

colour.

MOSQUETA, sf. White musk-rose.

MosQt'ETjCzo, sm. Musket-shot.

MOSQUETE, sm. Musket, a large fire-lock.

MosquETERfA, sf. 1. Body of infantry or mus-

keteers
; musketry, 2. The persons sitting

in the pit of a play-house or theatre.

MosquETERfL, a. Relating to the pit ofa theatre.

MOSQUETERO, sm. I. Musketeer, a foot soldier.

2. Person who frequents the pit in a play-
house, [flies.

Mosquft Y MosqufNO, NA, a. Belonging to

MOSQUITERO, RA, s. A gauze cover hung over a

bed
,
as a shelter against gnats and mosquitoes.

MOSQUITO, sm. 1. Gnat, MOSO.UETO. 2. Tippler,
one who frequents tippling houses.

MOSSEN, sm. Ancient title in Aragon ; Sir.

MOSTACHO, sm. 1. Whisker. V. Bigote. 2. Spot
in the face, gloom in the countenance. Mos-
tachos (Naut.) Standing lifts Moslachos del

baupres, (Naut.) Bowsprit-shrouds.
MOSTACHON, sm. A kind of ginger-bread.
MOSTACHOSO, SA, a. Wearing whiskers.

MOSTACILLA, sf. Sparrow-shot, the smallest of

all kinds of hail-shot.

Mosr.Cjo, sm. (Bot.) White beam-tree
; Cum-

berland hawthorn. Cratsegus aria L.

MOSTAZA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Mustard. Sinapis L. 2.

Mustard-seed. 3. Hail-shot. Hacer la mos-

taza, To make the nose bleed with a blow.

MosxAzo, sm. 1. (Bot.) Mustard; a plant. 2.

Strong thick must.

MOSTEX.R, vn. 1. To yield must ; applied to

grapes. 2. To put must into vats or large
earthen jars to ferment. 3. To mix must with
old wine in order to revive it. V. Remostar.

MOSTEI,A, sf. Sprig or twig of vines.

MOSTKLE'RA, sf. Place where the sprigs or twigs
of vines are laid up.

MOSTII.LO, sm. 1. Cake made of must and other

ingredients. 2. Sauce made of nlust and mus-
tard.

MOSTO, sm. 1. Stem, the pressed juice of the

grape not yet fermented. 2. Must, new wine.

MOSTRABLE, . That which may be shewn.

MosTR.ino, DA, a. Accustomed, habituated.

MOSTRADOR, sm. I. One who shows or demon-
strates

; professor, demonstrator. 2. Hand of
a clock or watch. 3. Counter, the place in a

shop where goods are shown and viewed.

MOSTRAR, va. 1. To show, to exhibit to view, to

point out. 2. To establish, to prove. 3. To
explain, to elucidate. Mostrar las suelas de

los zapntos, To run away. vr. To appear, to

show one's self.

MOSTRENCO, CA,. 1. Strayed, having no owner.
2. Vagabond, vagrant. 3. Dull, ignorant,

stupid. 4. Fat, bulky.
MOTA, sf. 1. A small knot on cloth, which is

taken off with burling irons or scissors. 2. A
bit of thread or any similar thing sticking to

cloths. 3. A slight defect or fault. 4. Bank
or mound of earth.

MOTACEN, sm. Clerk of the market. V. Almo
tacen.
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VloTAcftA Y MOTOI.ITA, sf. V. Agutanitve.
MOTE, sm. 1. Motto, a sentence added to a de-

vice, or prefixed to any thing written. 2. Nick-

name, a name given in scoff or contempt.
oTEAR, pi.

To speckle, to mark with spots.
VIoREJADOR, RA, s. Mocker, scoffer, censurer.

MOTEJ^R, va. To censure, to ridicule.

MOTETE, sm. A short musical composition to

be sung in church.

,
va. To cut off the hair, to crop.

,
sm. Lay-brother of a religious order.

,
sm. Mutiny, insurrection, riot.

MOTITA, sf. Brief motto ; short song.
MOTIVAR, va. To give reason or cause for any

thing, to assign a motive.

MOTIVO, sm. Motive, cause, reason. De su mo-
tivo, Of one's own accord. a. Moving.

MOTOLITO, TA
;

Y MoTOLOTico, CA, a. Easily
deceived, ignorant.

MOTON, sm. (Naut.) Block, a piece of wood, in

which the sheaves ofpullies are placed for the

ropes to run in. Motoif. ciego, Dead-block.
Moton sencillo, Single-block. Moton de gan-
cfw, Hook-block. Moton de aparejo, Tackle-
block. Moton de amantillo, Lift-block. Moton
de la gata. Cat-block. Moton del virador del

tamborete, Top-block. Motdnes, (Naut.) Pul-

lies with sheaves through which the ropes run.

Motoncs herrados, Iron-bound blocks. Mo-
tones de retorno, Leading-blocks. Motoncs
de aparejo de combos, Winding-tackle-blocks.
Motones de las canas de la cebadera, Sprit-
sail sheet-blocks. Motoncs de la driza mayor,
Main geer-blocks. Motones de los palan-

quines de las velas mayores, Clue-garnet
blocks.

MOTONERIA, sf. Blocks and pullies, in which the

ropes run on board of ships.

MOTONERO, sm. Block-maker.

MOTOR, sm. V. Movedor.

MOTRIL, sm. V. Mochil.

MoTRiz,a. Motory, motive
; moving cause.

MOTC PROPRIO, (Lat.) By his own will.

MOVEDIZO, ZA, a. 1. Moveable, easily moved. 2.

Variable, unsteady, inconstant.

MOVEDOR, RA, s. Mover, motor.

MOVER, va. 1. To move, to put out of one place
into another. 2. To prevail upon, to per-

suade, to induce, to excite. 3. To inspire.
vn. 1. (Arq.) To springan arch. 2. To bud,
to begin to sprout. 3. To miscarry, to have
an abortion.

MOVIBLE, a. Moveable, that can be moved.

MOVIEXTE, pa. Moving, mover.

MOVIL, a. Moveable. Primer mdvil, Primum
mobile.

MoviLiDlD,s/. l.Mobility, aptitude to be moved.
2. Inconstancy, unsteadiness, levity.

MOVIMIENTO, sm. 1. Movement, motion. 2.

Commotion, disturbance, sedition, revolt. 3.

(Arq.) V. Arranque.
Moxi 6 Moxn.. V. Cazuela.

MOYA.NA, sf. 1. A small culverin, now of little

or no use. 2. Lie, falsehood. 3. Bread made
of bran for the feed of dogs.

Movo, sm. 1. Liquid measure of Galicia, about

sixteen quarts. 2. Number of tiles fixed at

one hundred and ten.

i MOYUKLO, #771. Grits, pollard.
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Mo*7.*, sf. 1. Girl, a young woman. 2. Wench,
girl of the town. Mozade cdmara, Chamber-
maid. Moza de cdntaro, Girl to carry water.

Mozn de.fortuna, Prostitute. 3. Stick to beat

linen with when it is washing. 4. Last or

conquering game.
MAZALBETE 6 MozALBir.Le,sm. A beardless lad.

MOZALLON, sm. A young robust labourer.

MozARABE, a. Applied to a Christian who for-

merly lived among the Moors in Spain, and
also to the church service, used in Toledo.

MOZCORRA, sf. (Vulg.) A common prostitute.

Mozo, ZA, a. Young, youthful.
Mdzo, sm. I.Man-servant engaged to do all

kind of work in the house. 2. Bachelor, a

man unmarried. 3. Cat, commonly called

miz in Spanish. 4. (Naut.) An ordinary sea-

man. Mozo de cabalfos, Groom. Mozo de

paja y ccbada, Hostler, one who has the care

of horses at an inn. 5. Dumb-waiter. Mozo
de cordel, Porter in the street. Mozo de

mu!as 6 de espuclas, Muleteer who walks at

the head of his mules
;
feeder ofmules.

Moz6.v, sm. A robust young man.

MOZUELO, n\, a. dim. Young, youthful.
Mu, sf. 1. Term imposing silence to children.

2. Sleep, repose. sm. Bellowing of a bull.

MCCKTA, sf. Part of the dress worn by bishops
when they are officiating.

MUCHACHA.DA, sf. A boyish trick.

MucHACHEA.R,ra.To act in a boyish or childish

manner.

MucHACHERiA,sf.l. Boyish trick. 2. Clamorous
noise made by a crowd of boys.

MCCHACHEZ, sf. Childhood
; puerility.

MUCH^CHO, CHA, a. Boyish, girlish ; youthlike.

MucHEDtfMBRE, sf. Multitude, abundance,
plenty.

MUCHO, CHA, a. MUCH, many, abundant, plenti-
ful. No ha mucho, Not long since. No es

muchu, It is no wonder. ad. Much, in a

great degree ; excessively.
MUCILAGINOSO, SA, a. Mucilaginous, slimy.
MVCII.A.GO, sm. Mucilage, a slimy body.
MUD A, sf. 1. Change, alteration. 2. Change of

linen. 3. Paint -used by women. 4. Mute
letter. 5. Time of moulting or shedding fea-

thers. 6. Roost of a hawk and other birds of

prey. Estar en muda, To keep a profound
silence in company.

MUDX.BLE, a. Changeable, variable.

MUDAMENTE, ad. Silently, tacitly.
McnA NZA, sf. 1. Alteration, change ;

mutation.
2. Removal from one place to another. 3. In-

constancy, levity. 4. Certain number ofmo-
tions in a dance.

MuuX.R, r. 1. To change, to vary, to deviate,
to remove. 2. To moult. vr. 1. To change
sentiments and manners. 2. To shift, to dress
in fresh linen or clothes. 3. To move into

another house. 4. (Fam.) To wander from
the topic of conversation.

Mui)JE/,5/. Dumbness, incapacity to speak ; im-

pediment of speech.
MUDO, DA, a. Dumb, incapable of speech ;

si-

lent, still, mute. [silk.
MCE 6 MUER, sm. Tabby, a kind of thin wove
MUEBLES, sm.

pi.
Moveable goods, chattels.

MUKCA, sf. Grimace, wry face.

pe
3.

, sf. I. (In Corn-mills) Runner, the up-
er mill-stone. 2. Grind-stone, whet-stone,
Mill-dam, as much water as is sufficient to

set a mill in motion. 4. Hill, hillock ; a
mound erected by man. 5. A kind of coarse

tabby. 6. Track or circle made with any
thing. Mutlas, Grinders, the back teeth.

Muetas de gallo, As toothless as a cock.

MUELLE, a. 1. Tender, delicate, soft. 2. Licen-

tious, luxurious. sm. 1. Spring, an elastic

body, which, when compressed, has the power
of restoring itself. 2. Regulator, a small

spring which regulates the movements of a
watch. 3. (Naut.) Mole, pier ; quay, key,
wharf

;
a space of ground in a port or on a

river for shipping and unshipping goods. 4.

Gewgaw, trinket, toy.

MUELLEM^NTE, ad. Tenderly, gently, softly.

MUERDAGO, sm. (Bot.) Misseltoe. Viscum al-

bum L.

MUERMERA, sf. (Bot.) Common virgin's bower ;

traveller's joy. Clematis vitalba L.

MuERMO,sm. l.Cold and coughing, with which
animals are affected. 2. Glanders, a distem-

per in horses, which consists in the running
of a corrupt matter from the nose.

MDERMOSO, SA, a. Snoring, breathing difficultly.

MUERTE,*/. 1. Death, the extinction of life. 2.

Murder, assassination. 3. Image of mortali-

ty, represented by a skeleton. "4. Violent fa-

tigue, severe affliction. 5. Loss of liberty and
civil rights. Baxo pena de muerte, On pain
of death. Hasta la mucrte, Until death. Ji<

muerte 6 d vida, Killing or curing ; blow high
blow low, at all risks.

MUERTO, sm. 1. Corpse, a dead body. 2. (Naut.)
The standing part of a running rope. -pi.

\ .

Stripes, strokes, blows. 2. (Naut.) Ground -

ways.
MUERTO, TA, a. 1. Dead, extinguished. 2. Lan-

guid, faded
; applied to spirits or colours ;

slaked
; applied to lime.

MUESCA, sf. 1. Notch or groove cut into the

staves of casks and baskets, in which the bot-

toms and head-pieces are fixed. 2. An empty
or void space. V. Mellu. 3. Dove-tail scarf.

MUESO, SA, a. (Vulg.) V. Nuestro.

MUESTRA, sf. 1. Pattern, a small piece of cloth,
a specimen shown as a sample of the rest. 2.

Design, model. 3. (Mil.) Muster-roll. 4.

Circle on a dial containing the hours
; dial,

clock which does not strike. Muestra deftd-

triquera, Watch.

MtJFLA, sf. Muffle, an earthen cover placed
over tests and coppels in the assaying of

metals. Mufias, Thick winter gloves, which
serve instead of a muff.

MUG A, sf. V. Mojon 6 Termino.

MUGER, sf. I. Woman, the female of the hu-

man race. Ser muger, To be a woman, to

have attained the age of puberty. 2. Wife. 3.

An effeminate fellow, without spirit or

strength. Muger publica, Street-walker. 4.

Muger de bigotcs, Clever commanding wo-
man.

MUGER^CHA, sf. Large coarse woman, [tute.

MUGERCILI.A, sf. A worthless woman, a prosti-

MUGERIEGO, GA,a. 1. Feminine, belonging to

women. 2. Womanish, given to women,
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MUGERIEGO, sm. Woman-kind ; the female sex

of a town or place.

MuGERfL, a. Belonging to woman.
MUGERILMENTE, ad. Effeminately.
MUGERONA, sf. A lusty woman.
MUGIUO, sm. The lowing ofan ox, cow, or bull.

MUGIL, sm. (let.) Mullet. Mugil cephalus L.

MUGIR, vn. To low, to bellow like an ox.

MtfoRE, sm. Dirt, filth, nastiness.

MUGRIENTO, TA, a. Greasy, dirty, filthy.

MUGRON, sm. Sprig or shoot of a vine.

MUHARRA, sf. The steel or. iron point at the top
of the pple or staff of a pair of colours.

MUID, sm. A French liquid measure, equal to a

hogshead.
MUIR, va. (Arag.) To ordain.

MUJOL, sm. V. Mugil.
MVJLA, sf. She-mule, a hybrid animal from the

ass and mare, which is the most common kind
;

that from the horse and she-ass the English
call hinny, the equus asinus ninnus L.

MuLADAR,sm. Place where the dirt and sweep-
ings of houses are put ; any thing dirty.

MULAR, a. Belonging to mules.

MULATERO 6 MULKTERO,SW. Muleteer, a mule-
driver ; a mule-boy.

MULATO, TA, . MULATTO, begotten between a
white and a black ; tawny.

MULERO, sm. Mule-boy, who takes care ofmules

employed for the purpose of agriculture. a.

Applied to a horse fond of mules.

MULETA, sf. 1. A young she-mule not yet
trained to work. 2. Crutch, prop, support. 3.

Lunch or luncheon. Mulcta defilar filastica,

(Naut.) Winch for making spun-yarn. 4.Mul-
lar. V. Moleta.

MULETADA, sf. Herd of mules. [in.

MULETO, sm. A young he-mule not yet broken

MULILLA, sf. Sort of thick-soled shoes.

MtfLLA, sf. The act of digging around vines.

MULLIDOR, RA, s. Bruiser, mollifier. V. Munidor.

MULLIR, va. 1. To beat up any thing in order to

make it soft and spongy. Mullir la cama,
To beat up the bed. 2. To call, to convene.
V. Munir. 3. To adopt the most proper mea-
sures for attaining one's purpose. 4. To dig
around the roots of vines and trees.

MTJLO, sm. Mule. Equus asinus mulus L.

MtfLTA, sf. Mulct, fine
;
a pecuniary penalty.

MULTAR, va. To mulct, to impose a fine or pecu-
niary penalty. [shapes and appearances.

MULTIFORME, . Multiform, having various

MULTILATERO, RA, a. Multilateral.

MULTIPLICABI.E, . Multiplicable.

MuLTiPLiCACioN,sf. 1.Multiplication, the act of

increasing any number by addition or produc-
tion of more of the same kind. 2. (Aritm.)

Multiplication, the increasing of any number

by another, so often as there are units in that

number by which the first is increased.

Mui.TiPLiCADOR,RA,s.IVIultiplier; multiplicator.

MuLTii'LiCAR, va. To increase, to multiply.

MULTIPLICE, a. Multiple.
MULTIPLICITYA n,s/.Multiplicity, a great number

of the same kind; the state of being many.
MUI.TIPLICO, sm. Multiplication.

Mui.TirtfD, sf. Multitude, a great number.

MuNDANALlDAD, sf. WorldlmeSS.

MUNDANO, NA, a. Mundane, worldly ; belonging
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to the world. Muger mundana }
Common pros-

titute, [make clean.

MUNDIFICAR, va. To mundify, to cleanse, to
MUNDIFICATIVO. v A.a.Mundificative, cleansing.
MUNDILLO, sm. 1. An arched frame put over

braziers to dry or air linen. 2. Cushion on
which bone-lace .is made. 3. Warming pan.

MUNDINOVI 6 MuNiMNt'Evo, sm. Rareeshow,
magic lantern.

MUNDO, sm. I. World, the collective idea of all

bodies whatever ;
terrestrial sphere, globe. 2.

Great multitude. 3. The manners of men ;

worldly desires and practices. 4. (Cant.) Tho
face. El nuevo rnundo, North and South
America.

MUNICION, sf. Munition or ammunition, mate-
rials for war ; warlike stores

; charge of fire-

arms. De munition, Done in a hurry, and

consequently badly.

MUNICIOMAR, va. To supply with ammunition
or warlike stores. [poration.

MUNICIPAL, a. Municipal, belonging to a cor-

MUNICLKE, sm. Citizen, denizen ; member of a

corporation.
MuNicfpio, sm. Place which enjoys the rights
and privileges of a city.

MUNIFICENCIA, sf. Munificence.

MUNIFICO, CA, a. Munificent, liberal.

MUNITORIA, sf. The art which teaches the for-

tification of places.

MUNECA, sf. 1. Wrist, the joint which connects
the hand with the arm. 2. Doll, a little girl's

puppet or baby. 3. Medicine taken in food.

Menedr las muiiecas, (Met.) To work rapidly
at any thing.

MuSfEco, sm. 1. Puppet representing a male

figure. 2. A soft effeminate fellow.

MUNEQUEAR, va. To play with the wrist in

fencing. [wrist of dolls.

MUNEQUERA, sf. Bracelet, an ornament for the

MUNEQ.UERIA, sf. Excessive fondness of dress.

MUNIDOR, sm. Beadle of a corporation or con-

fraternity ; apparitor, messenger.
MUNIR, va. To summon, to call to a meeting.
MUNON, sm.. 1. Brawn, the musculoua or flesny

part of the body. 2. Stump of an arm or leg
which is cut off.

MUR, sm. (Ant.) V. Raton.

MURADAL, sm. V. Muladar.

MURAL, a. Mural, belonging to walls.

MURALLA, sf. Rampart which surrounds a

place; wall.

MURAR, va. To wall, to surround with a ram-

part.

MURCIEGALO, MURCIELAGO, 6 MuRCEGUILLO,
sm. Bat, an animal with wings, but hair in-

stead of feathers. Vespertilio L.

MURECILLO, STO. V. MuSCuto.

MURENA, sf. (let.) A kind of eel.

MURETE, sm. A slight wall for an aqueduct.
MURICE, sm. (Con.) Porcelain shell-fish.

MURMUGEAR, va. To murmur, to mutter, to ut-

ter in a low voice.

MuRMtJLLo, sm. V. Mormullo.

MURMURACIO.V, sf. Backbiting, privy calumny,
slander.

MURMURADOR, RA, s. Murmurer, detractor.

MURMURAR, va. 1. To murmur, to flow with a
considerable noise ; applied to streams. 2.
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To grumble, to mutter. 3. To backbite, to

censure an absent person.
MURMURIO, sm. The purling or murmuring of

a stream.

MURO, sm. V. Pared 6 Muralla.

MUKKI/V, sf. Heaviness of the head, lowness
of spirits, melancholy.

MURRINA, sf. Ancient drink made of wine and
aromatics.

MURRIO, RIA, a. Sad, melancholy.
MURTA, sf. V. Arrayan y Murton. [Chili.
MUKTII.LA y MUKTINA, sf. Fruit of a tree in

MURTO.V, sm. Myrtle-berry.
MURUCUYA,*/. (Bot.) Species ofpassion flower.

MUSA, sf. Muse, the goddess of poetry.
MUSARANA, sf. 1. Fetid shrew-mouse. Sorex

araneus L. 2. Spirit, ghost, hobgoblin. 3. Any
insect or small animal.

MUSCICARIA, sf. (Orn.) Muscovy duck.

MUSCICAPA, sf. (Orn.) Fly-catcher. Musci-

capa L.

Musco, sm. 1. Moss. 2. Musk.
Musco, CA, a. Chesnut colour.

MUSCOSIDAD, sf. Mossiness.

MUSCULAR, a. Muscular, belonging to the mus-
cles.

MUSCULO, sm. 1. Muscle, a small part of the ani-

mal body, composed of fibres and tendons.

2. Whale of a prodigious size. 3. Muscle, a

small shell-fish. Mytilus edulis L.

MCSCULOSO, SA, a. Musculous, full of muscles.

MUSELINA, sf. Muslin, fine cotton cloth.

MUSEO, sm. I. Museum, a place set apart for

the study of the sciences and arts. 2. Repo-
sitory of learned curiosities.

MUSEROLA, sf. Nose-band of a bridle.

MUSGANO, sm. 1. Shrew-mouse. V. Musarana.
2. Large field spider.

MUSGO, sm. 1. Motion of a horse when about
to kick. 2. Coral, a sea-plant. 3. Moss,
lichen.

MUSICA, sf. 1. Music, the science of harmoni-
*

cal sounds. 2. Instrumental or vocal har-

mony. Musica de campanas, Chimes. Musica

ratoncra, Harsh music, produced by bad
voices or instruments.

MUSICAL, a. Musical, belonging to music.

Musico, CA, 5. Musician, one skilled in harmo-

ny ;
one who performs upon instruments of

music. a. Musical.

MusiqufLLO,LLA ; TO, TA, s. dim. ofMusico, ca.

MUSITAR, vn. To mumble, to mutter.

MusLfLLO, sm. A small thigh.

Musr.o, sm. Thigh, which includes all between
the buttocks and the knee. Muslos, Breeches.
V. Calzones.

MUSMO.V, sm. Musimon, an animal generated
between a ram and a she-goat.

MUSQUEROLA, sf. V. Mmizdena.
MUSTELA, sf. 1. (let.) Sea-loach, whistle-fish,

five-bearded cod. Gadus mustela L. 2. Wea-
sel. Mustela vulgaris L.

MUSTIAMENTE, ad. In a sad and melancholy
manner. [rica.

MUSTICO, 5m. (Ent.) Long-legged insect ofAf-

MUSTIO, TIA, . Parched, withered ; sad, sor-

rowful.

MUSULMAN, sm. MUSSULMAN.
MUTA, sf. Pack of hounds.

MUTABILIDAD, sf. Mutability, inconstancy.
MUTACION, sf. Mutation, changes. V. Mu-

danza.

MUTILACION, sf. Mutilation.

MUTILAR, na. To mutilate, to maim, to cripple.

MUTUAL, a. Mutual, reciprocal. V. Mutuo.

MUTUAMENTE, ad. Mutually.
MUTUATARIO, sin. One who borrows money.
MUTUO, TUA, a. Mutual, reciprocal ; each act-

ing in return or correspondence to the other.

tfTuo, sm. Loan.

MUY, ad. Very, a particle which, being joined
to a positive adjective, converts it into a su-

perlative one. Muy ilustre, Most illustrious.

Muy muclio, Very much. Es muy mucho de
mi gusto, It is very much to my taste. Soy
muy de vd., I am entirely yours. In politi-
cal phraseology or connected with a nega-
tive, it is somewhat less than a superlative ;

as muy ilustre is less than ilustrisimo, and no

estoy muy bueno, I am not very well.

MUYER, sf. (Ant.) V. Muger.
vTO, TA, a. (Ant.) V. Muclio.

Muz, sm. (Na6t.) Floor-timber.

MUZARABE a. V. Mozdrabe.

N

THE pronunciation of the letter n is the
same in the Spanish as in the English lan-

guage, except when it is marked with a dash,
waved line,or Greek circumflex,thus n, which
softens and converts its pronunciation into

the sound of the French ign in ignorant, or
of the English nn in biennial. In this case,

however, the n is considered by the Spanish
academy as a distinct character, and placed
after all the other words beginning with an n.

As it is foreign to the English alphabet, the

example of the academy is necessarily follow-
ed here. JVin Spanish stands for some pro-
per name unknown, or not wished to be ex-

pressed ; as, Ntal dfulano, N such a one.

NAB

NA, art.fem. (Ant.) V. La.

NABA, sf. (Bot.) Round-rooted turnip, Bras-
sica rapa L.

NABAL 6 NABAR, sm. Turnip-field, a piece of

ground sown with turnips. a. Belonging to

turnips, made of turnips, pottage made of

turnips.

NABERIA, sf. Turnip pottage, or heap of tur-

nips.

NAB|LLO, sm. A small turnip.

NABINA, sf. Turnip-seed.
NABIZA, sf. (Bot.) Turnip-rooted cabbage

Brassica napo-brassica L.

NABLA, sf. Ancient instrument of music

NABO, sm. L (Bot.) Rape, navew, colewort.
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'Brassica napus L. 2. Any round root. 3
Solid part of animals' tails, whence the hairs

grow. 3. Mast ; cylindrical timber.

NACAR, sm. 1. Mother of pearl. 2. Pearl-colour

NACARA, sf. Button-shell, a kind of sea-cockle
Trochus L.

NACARADO, DA, a. Set with mother of pearl ;

of a pearl colour.

NACARON, sm. Large pearl shell of inferior qua
lity.

NACELA, sf. (Arq.) Scotia, a concave moulding
at the base of a column.

NACER, vn. 1. To be born, to come into life. 2.

To flower, to blossom. 3. To bud, to shoot.

4. To rise, to appear on the horizon. 5. To
spring, to take its rise. 6. Followed by a

preposition, it signifies natural propensity or

destiny ; as, Nacid para ser gran general,
He was born to be a great general. Nacer
de cabeza, To be born to wretchedness. Nacer
de pies, To be born to happiness and good
luck. No le pesa de kaber nacido, He is

very proud of his merits and talents. vr.

To be propagated by nature, not sown, as

grass.

NACIDO, DA, a. Proper, apt, fit, connate.

NACIDO, 5m. Pimple, pustule, tumour, abscess.

NACIMIENTO, sm. 1. Birth, the act of coming into

life : beginning. 2. Nativity, the coming of
our Lord into the world. 3. Origin, descent ;

lineage. De nacimiento, From its birth.

NACION, sf. 1. Birth, issue into life. 2. Nation,
a people distinguished from another people.
3. (Vulg.) Stranger. De nation, Native of.

NACIONAL, a. National, that which is peculiar
to a nation.

NACIONALIDAD, sf. National manners and cus-
toms.

NACIONALMENTE, ad. Nationally.
NACHO, CHA, a. V. Romo 6 Chato.

NADA, sf. Nothing, non-existence, nothingness ;

nihility ;
little or very little. En menos de

nada 6 en una nada, In an instant.

NADA, ad. In no degree, by no means. Nada
menos, Nothing less

; a particular negation.
NADADERAS, sf. pi. Corks or bladders used to

learn to swim.

.NADADERO, sm. Swimming-place.
NADADOR, RA, s. Swimmer.
NADADORA, sf. Dragon-fly. Libellula L.

NADADU'RA, sf. Natation
; the art of swim-

ming.
NADANTE,T). (Poet.) Natant, swimming.
NADAR, vn. 1. To swim, to move progressive-

ly in the water by the motion of the limbs. 2.

To float on the water, not to sink. 3. To be
wide or loose. Se me nadan los pies en los

zapatos, The shoes are quite loose about my
feet. 4. (Met.) To abound, to be plentiful.

NADERIA, sf. Nothing, a trifle.

NiDi, pron. indef. (Ant.) V. Nadie.

NADIE, sm. Nobody, no one.

NADIR, sm. Nadir, the point under foot, diame-

trically opposite to the zenith.

NADO, sm. A1

nado, Afloat. Poner un laxel
d nado, To set a ship afloat. Pasd el rio a

nado, He swam across the river. Salir d

nado, To save one's self by swimming ;
to

effect with great difficulty and labour.

4SG

NAR

NADRENAS, */. pi. Clogs, wooden ahoea, worn
by the common people in several countries.

NAFA, sf. Orange-flower water.

NAFTA, sf. Naphtha, fluid bitumen.

N^GUAS, sf. pi. Under petticoat. V. Enaguas.
NALGA, sf. Buttock, hip, rump.
NALGADA, sf. 1. Ham, the thigh of a hog salted.

2. Blow with the rump.
NALGADO, DA, a. Having round and fleshy pos-

teriors.

NALGATORIO, sm. Seat, posteriors, nates.

NALGIJDO, DA, a. Large breech.

NALGUEAR, vn. To shake or rock the posteriors
in walking.

NAMORE, sm. (Bot.) Tree in the kingdom of
New Granada.

NX.NA, sf. (Ant.) Married woman, mother.

NANSA, sf. Fish-pond.
NAO, sf. Ship, vessel. V. Nave.
NAPE A, sf. Wood nymph.
NAPELO, sm. (Bot.) Wolf's bane. Aconitum

napellus L.

NARANGERO, a. Applied to a blunderbuss with
a mouth the size of an orange.

NARANJA, sf. Orange, the fruit of the orange-
tree. Media naranja, (Arq.) Cupola.

NARANJADA, sf. Conserve of oranges.
NARANJADO, DA, a. Orange-coloured.
NARANJAL, sm. Grove or plantation of orange-

trees.

NARANJAZO, sm. Blow with an orange.
NARANJERO, RA, s. 1. One who sells oranges. 2.

Orange-tree.
NARANJERO, RA, a. Applied to pieces of artille-

ry, which carry balls of the size of oranges.
NARANJO, sm. (Bot.) 1. Orange-tree. Citrus
aurantium L. 2. Rude ignorant man.

NARCISO, 5m. 1. (Bot.) Daffodil. Narcissus L.

2. Narcissus flower. 3. A precious stone of
the colour of daffodil. 4. Fop, coxcomb.

NARCOTICO, CA, a. Narcotic, producing stupor
or stupefaction.
ARDiso, a. Made of spikenard.

NARDO, sm. (Bot.) Spikenard. NardusrL.

NARICICA, I,LA, TA, sf. dim. of Nariz.

NARIGAL, 5m. (Joe.) Nose, the prominence on
the face, containing the organ of smell.

NARIGOX, 5ra. A large nose, a person who has
a large nose.

NARIGON, NA ; y NARictiDO, DA, a. Having a

large and long nose.

^ARIGUETA 6 NARIGUILLA, sf. A small nose.

N^ARIZ, sf. 1. Nose
;
nostril. V. Narigal. Nariz

de tomate, Copper-nose. CabaUete de la na-

riz, Bridge ofthe nose. Ventanas de la nariz,
Nostrils. 2. Sense of smelling. 3. The pro-

jecting point ofa bridge or pier, which breaks
the violence of the current. 4. (Nat.) Cut-

water, break of a ship's head. Hinckar las

narices, To be excessively irritated.

VARIZADO, DA, a. Having a large nose.

VARRACION, sf. Narration, account, relation.

VARRAR, va. To narrate, to relate, to recite.

ARRATfvA, sf. 1. Narrative, relation, history.
2. Art or talent of

relating things past.

SfARRATIVO, VA J
6 NARRATORIO, RIA, . Nar-

rative.

!fARRI A
, 5/. 1.Sledge, a carriage without wheels.

2. Ronion, a fat, heavy, bulky woman.
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NARVAL, am. (let.) Narval, sea unicorn.

NjSLsA, sf. 1. A wicker or osier basket, narrow at

the top and wide in the middle, for catching
fish. 2. Round narrow-mouthed net.

NASAL, a. Nasal, relating to the nose.

NASARDO, sm. One of the registers ofan organ.
NATA, .?/".

1. Cream, the unctuous or oily part
of milk. 2. The main or principal part of a

thing. jYdtas. V. Natillas.

NATAL, a. Natal, native. sm. Birth, birth-day.

NATAI.ICIO, CIA, a. y s. Natal ;
natilitious ; na-

tivity, birth-day.

NATATIL, a. Swimming, natatile.

NATATORIO, A, a. Relating to swimming.
,
NATE RON, swi. Second curds after the first cheese

is made. V. Rcqueson.
NATILLAS, sf. pi. Composition of flour, milk,

eggs, and sugar boiled together.
NATIO, .sm. Birth ; sprouting ;

used of plants.

NATIVIDA"D, sf. Nativity.
NATIVITATE (A') (Lat.) V. De nacimiento.

NATIVO, VA, a. 1. Native, produced by nature ;

not artificial. 2. Fit, proper, apt.

NATRON, sm. Natron, carbonated soda, a salt

used in glass-houses and fbunderies.

NAT^RA, sf. Nature, the native state or proper-
ties of any thing.

NATU RAL, sm.l .Temper, genius,natural disposi-
tion. 2. Instinct, the natural disposition and

propensity of brutes. 3. Native of a place or

country. a. 1. Natural, consonant to natural

notions. 2. Produced by nature, not artificial.

3. Common, usual, regular, resembling na-

ture. Al natural, Without art or affectation.

NATURALEZA, sf. 1. Nature, the native state or

property of things. 2. Aggregate, order, and

disposition of all created beings. 3. Consti-

tution of an animated body. 4. Compass of
natural existence. 5. State or operation of

the material world. G. Virtue, quality of

things ; instinct, disposition, propensity ;

source ;
sex

; privileges ; complexion.
NATURAI.IDAD, sf. 1. State of being born in a

certain place or country ; birth-right. 2. Na-

turalness, conformity to nature and truth. 3.

Ingenuity, candour.

NATURALISTA, sm. Naturalist, one who studies

and investigates the properties of created

NATURALIZACION, sf. Naturalization, the act of

investing aliens with the rights of native

subjects.
NATURALIZAR,?^. To naturalize, to invest with

the rights of native subjects. m. To be ac-

customed, to grow fit for any purpose.
NATURALMESTE, ad. Naturally; humanly.
NAUCLERO, sm. Ship-master, pilot of a ship,

master of a merchantman, [to be cast away.
NAUFRAGAR, vn. To be stranded or shipwrecked ,

NAUFRAGIO, sm. 1. Shipwreck, the loss of a ship
- at sea. 2. Miscarriage, disappointment, ca-

lamity, heavy loss.

NACFRAGO, GA, a. Relating to shipwreck.
NAU.MAQ.UIA, sf. Naumachy, a mock sea-fight.

NAUSEA, sf. Nauseousness, equeamishness, pro-

pensity to vomit.
-S"AVSF.ABUNDO, a. Producing nausea

; sea-sick.

NACSEAR, vn. To nauseate, to loathe, to reject
with disgust.

, VA, a. Nauseous.

NAUTA, sm. Mariner, a sea-faring man.

NAUTICA, sf. Navigation, the art of navigating
or conducting a ship from one place to ano-
ther.

NAUTICO, CA, a. Nautical.

,
sm. (let.) Nautilus, shell-fish, x

NAVA, sf. A plain or level piece of ground.
NAVAJA, sf. 1. Clasp-knife, folding-knife. 2.

Razor, an instrument for shaving. 3. Tusk
of a wild boar. 4. Tongue of backbiters.

tfAVAJADA 6 NAVAJAZO, s. Cut with a razor.

NAVAJERO, sm. 1. Razor-case. 2. A piece of
linen on which a barber cleans his razor.

AVAjfLLO, sm. A small clasp knife.

NAVAJO, sm. 1. Pool, a small lake of standing
water. 2. A level piece of ground. 3. Red
circle round the sun or moon.

NAVAJON, sm. A kind of poniard in the form of
a knife.

NAVAJONAZO, sm.Cut with arazor-shaped knife.

NAVAL, . Naval, consisting ofships ; belonging
to ships. , rfrmada naval, Royal navy, royal
fleet.

NAVAZO, sm. Pool. V. JYavajo.
NAVE, sf. 1. Ship, a vessel with decks and sails.

2. Nave, the principal part of the body of a
church.

NAVECILLA, CA, Y TA, sf. A small vessel. V.
Naveta. [by ships or boats.

NAVEGABLE, a. Navigable, that can be passed
NAVEGACION, sf. 1. Navigation, the act or prac-

tice of passing by water. 2. Passage, time
which a ship takes in going from one place
to another. 3. Art of navigating.

NAVEGANTE, pa. Navigator ; navigating.
NAVEGAR, vn. 1. To navigate, to sail, to pass by

water. 2. To go from place to place for the

purpose of trade and commerce. 3. (Met.)
To travel. va. To conduct merchandise by
sea from one port to another.

NAVETA, sf. 1. Incensory, vessel for the incense

in the church. 2. Small drawer.

NAVICHUELO, sm. (Naut.) A small vessel.

NAVICULAR, a. Applied to the middle bone of
the foot before the heel.

NAVIDAD, sf. Nativity. V. Nacimiento y Aiio.

Tiene muchas namdades, He is aged.

NAVIPENO, S A, a. Belonging to the time ofna-

tivity.

NAVIERO, sm. Proprietor of a ship or vessel ca-

pable of navigating the high seas.

NAVIGACION, sf. (Ant.) V. Navegacion.
NAViOjSm. A large ship, a ship of war. J\*<imo

guarda cosla, Guard-ship. Navio de carga,

Ship of burthen. Navio pesado, A bad sailer.

JYario de tres puentcs, Three-decked ship.

NAYADE, sf. Nalfad, water-nymph.
NAY'FE, sm. A rough diamond, unwrought and

unpolished.
NAY'PE, sm. Playing-card, a piece of pasted

paper painted witirfigures, and used for gam-
ing.

NAY'RE, sm. Elephant-keeper.
NAZARENO, NA, a. I. Nazareari, native of Naza-

reth. 2. Nazarite, one who neither shaved
the beard, cut the hair, nor drank strong
drinks. sm. He who goes in processions in

Passion Week, dressed in a long brown robe.
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NAZAR^O, a. Nazarite ; among the Jews.

NAZULA, s/. (Tol.) Second curds, after the first

cheese has been made.

NE, conj. (Ant.) V. Ni.

NEBEDA, sf. (Bot.) Cat-mint. Nepeta cataria L.

NEBLI, sm. (Orn.) Falcon gentle.

NEBIJNA, sf.J. Mist, a small rain, not perceived
in drops. 2. Confusion, obscurity.

NEBRINA, sf. Juniper-berry.
NEBULOSO, SA, a. Misty, cloudy.
NECK^R, vn. To talk nonsense, to play the fool

NECEDAD, sf. Gross ignorance, stupidity; im-

prudence.
NECESARIA, sf. Privy, necessary, water-closet.

NECESARIAMENTE, ad. Necessarily.

NECESARIO, RIA, a. Necessary, indispensably

requisite.

NECESIDAD, sf. Necessity, need, neediness, co-

Ccy.
La necesidad carece de ley, Necessity

no law. Necesidad mayor 6 menor, Eva-
cuation of the body by stool or water.

NECESJTADO, DA, a. 1. Compelled, constrained,
necessitated. 2. Necessitous, pressed with

poverty.
NECESITAR, va. To necessitate, to constrain, to

compel. VK. To want, to need, to stand in

need of.

NECIAMENTE, ad. Ignorantly, stupidly.
NECIO, CIA, a. 1. Ignorant, stupid. 2. Impru-

dent, injudicious.
NEC RO LOGIO, sm. Necrology, mortuary, register

of bishops.
NECTAR, 5m. Nectar, liquor said to be drank by

the heathen deities
; any drink uncommonly

pleasing to the taste.

NEFANDAMENTE, ad. Basely, nefariously.
NEFANDO, DA, a. Base, nefarious. Pecado ne-

fando, An unnatural crime.

NEFARIO, RIA, a. Nefarious, extremely wicked.

1$EFAS,tid.Porfas 6pornefas,R.ight or wrong.
NEFASTO, a. Applied to days of rest among the

Romans.

NEFRITICO, CA, a. 1. Nephritic, troubled with
the gravel. 2. Applied to a kind ofjasper. 3.

Indian wood.

NEGACION, sf. 1. Negation, the act of denying,
denial. 2. Want or total privation of any
thing. 3. Negative particle.

NEGADO, a. Incapable, inapt, unfit. ,

NEGADOR, sm. Denier, disclaimer.

NEGAR,a. 1. To deny, to refuse. 2. To disturb,
to forbid, to prohibit. 3. To forget, to disown,
to disclaim. 4 To hide, to 'conceal. 5. To
dissemble. 6. Not to perform one's duty.
vr. I. To decline doing any thing. 2. To de-

sire to be denied to persons who call to see

one. Negarse a si mismo, To govern one's

passions and appetites by law.

NKGATIVA, sf. Negation ; repulse.

NEGATIVAMENTE, ad. Negatively.
NKGATIVO, VA, a. Negative, implying negation

or denial.

NEGLIGENCIA, sf. Negligence, habit of acting

carelessly.

NEGLIGENTE, a. Negligent, careless, heedless.

NEGLIGENTEMENTE, ad. Negligently.
NEGOCIACIQN, sf. Negotiation, treaty of busi-

ness.

NECOCIADO, sm. V. Negocio,

NEGOCIADOR, sm. 1. A man of business. 2. One
employed to treat with others, negotiator.

NEGOCIANTE, sm. Trader, dealer.

NEGOCIAR, vn. 1. To trade, to carry on com-
merce by buying and selling goods. 2. To
negotiate bills ofexchange ;

to negotiate po-
litical affairs. 3. To bribe, to suborn.

NEGOCIO, sm. I. Occupation, employment, busi-

ness. 2. Affair, pretension, treaty, agency. 3.

Negotiation, trade, commerce. Fingir nego-
cios, To affect the man of business. 4. Utility
or interest in trading.

NEGOCIOSO, SA, a. Diligent, prompt, careful.

NEGOZUELO, sm. dim. ofnegocio.
NEGRA, sf. Unpolished sword with a knob on

the end for fencing. 2. Negress, black woman.
NEGRAL, a. Blackish.

NEGREAR Y NEGREGUEAR, vn. To grow black,
to appear black.

NEGRECER, vn. To blacken, to become black.

NEGREGUEANTE, pa. Blackening.
NEGREGTJRA, sf. Blackness.

NEGRETA, sf. (Orn.) A kind of duck of a black-

ish colour. Anas fusca L.

NEGRILLA, sf. (let.) Kind of black fish.

NEGRILLERA, sf. Plantation of black poplar.

NEGRILLO, sm. 1. A young negro. 2. (Bot.)
Black poplar. Populus nigra L.

NEGRO, GRA, a. 1. Black. 2. Brown or grey ; not

well bleached. 3. Blackish
;
of a dark brown

colour. 4. Gloomy, dismal, melancholy. 5

Unfortunate, wretched.

NEGRO, sm. Negro, a blackmoor. Negro de la

una, Black of the nail
; (Met.) the least of

any thing. Boda de negros, (Fam.) Any
noisy rout and confusion. [gura.

NEGR^RA v NEGROR, .?. Blackness. V. Negre-
NEGRtrzco, CA, a. Blackish, of a dark brown co-

lour.

NEGUIJON, sm. Caries, rottenness of the teeth.

NEGUILLA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Fennel-flower. Nigella
arvensis L. 2. (Vulg.) Obstinate denial.

NEGUILLON, sm. (Bot.) Corn-rose, campion.

Agrostemma githago L.

NEMA, sf. Seal.

NEMINE DISCREP^NTE, (Lat.) Unanimously.
NEMOROSO, SA, a. Woody, consisting of wood

;

relating to wood.

NENA, */. A female infant, a babe.

NENE, sm. A male infant, a baby.

NENX;FAR, sm. (Bot.) White water-lily. Nym-
pha alba L.

NEOFITO,STO. Neophyte, one regenerated, a con-

vert.

NEOGRAFisiwo, sm. New method of writing;

contrary to the received custom.

NEOMEMA, sf. First day of new moon.
NEPOTE. sm. Nephew. V. Solrino.

QUAqtiAM, ad. (Lat.) By no means.

NEREY'DA,*/. Nereid, fabulous nymph.
Rvf vo, NA, a. Nervous ; applied to ointments

for strengthening the nerves.

NERVIO, sm. I. Nerve, one of the organs of sen-

sation, passing from the brain to all parts of

the body. 2. The main and most powerful

part of any thing. 3. String of a musical in-

strument. 4. (Naut.) A small rope, the mid-

dle of which is fixed to a stay. 5. Energy,
vio-our.
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NERVIOSTDA'D, sf. Nervousness.

NERVidso, SA, a. Nervous ; applied to a dis-

course, or the leaves of plants.

NFRVOSAMENTE, ad. Nervously.
NERVOSIDAD, sf. Strength, nervousness

;
effi-

cacy, vigour ; flexibility, tenacity.

NERVOSO, SA, a. 1. Nervous, having strong or

weak nerves. 2. Strong, vigorous) robust.

NERVUDO, DA, a. Having strong nerves.

NESCIENCIA, sf. Ignorance, want of knowledge.
NESCIENTK, a. Ignorant, foolish.

NESGA, sf. Goaf, a triangular piece of linen or

other stuff sewed upon cloth.

NESPKRA, sf. (Bot.) Medlar, a fruit.

NETF.ZUELO, sin. A little grand-child.

NETO, TA, . Neat, pure, clean, unadulterated ;

without any foreign mixture. Producto neto,

Neat produce. En neto, Purely. Peso neto,

Net weight.
NETO, sm. (Arq.) Naked pedestal of a column.

NEURfsMA, sf. V. Aneurisma.

NEUR^TICO, CA, a. Strengthening the nerves;

applied to herbs.

NEUROI.OGIA, sf. Neurology, a description of
the nerves.

NEUTRAL, a. Neutral, indifferent
;
not engaged

on either side.

NKUTRALID An, sf. 1. Neutrality, a state of indif-

ference. 2. Neutrality, state of peace with

belligerant nations.

NEUTRALI/.AR, va. (Qoiim.) To neutralize.

NEUTRO, TRA. a. 1. Neutral, neuter; not en-

gaged on either side. 2. (Gram.) A noun that

implies no sex
;
a verb that is neither active

nor passive.

NEVADA, sf. A heavy fall of snow.

NEVADII.LA, sf. (Bot.) Whitloe-wort. Illece-

brum paronychia /-<

NEVADO. a. White as snow.

NEVAK, vn. To snow ;
to fall in snow. va. To

make white as snow.

NEVASCA 6 NKVISCA, sf. Fall of snow.

NEVATir.r,A,s/.(Orn.) Wag-tail. V . rfguzanieve.
NEVA/O, sm. Great fall of snow.
NEVER A, sf. Ice-house

;
cold cellar.

NEVKHITA. sf. V. Aguzanicve.
NEVKRIA, /. Ice-house, a place where ice is sold.

NEVERO, RA. s. One who sells ice.

NEVISCAR, vn. To ice, to congeal a beverage;
to snow.

NEVOSO, SA, a. Snowy, abounding with snow.

NEXO, sm. Knot, string, union.

Ni, co-nj. Neither, nor.

NIARA, sf. Rick or pile of straw.

NICEROBI.VO, a. Applied to a precious ointment
used by the ancients.

NICHO, sm. 1. NICHE', a hollow in a wall in

which a statue is or may be placed. 2. Em
ploy, station.

NICLE, sf. Species of agate.
NICOCIANA, sf. Tobacco, so called from Nicot,
French ambassador in Portugal in 1560.

NicTAf.OFE, sm. Nyctalops, one who sees best

at night.

NIDADA, sf. Nest full of eggs, on which a hen
sits

; brood, covey, nide.

NiDAt,,sT77. 1. Nest, a place where a hen or other
bird lays her eggs. 2. Nest-egg, an egg left

in the nest, 3. Basis, foundation, motive. 4.

62

Haunt, a place much frequented by a per-
son.

NIDIFICAR, vn. To nest, to build nests.

Nino, sm. 1. Nest, the bed formed by the bird

for incubation. 2. Any place where animals
are produced. 3. Habitation, abode, place of

residence. J\"ido de ladrones, Nest of thieves.

NIEBLA, sf. 1. Fog, mist. 2. Disease ofthe eyes,
which dims the sight. 3. Mildew which blasts

corn arid fruit. 4. Cloud formed on the sur-

face of urine. 5. Mental obscurity, confusion
of ideas.

NIEGO, a. V. Halcon.

NIEL, sm. Embossment, relief; rising work.

NIELAR, va. To form with protuberance, to

carve in relief or rising work on plate ;
to

engrave, to enamel.

NiERVEcfco, TO, LI,O, sm. A small nerve.

NIESPERA, sf. (Bot.) Medlar, a fruit.

NIETECITO, TA ; LLO, LLA. ; co, CA, s. A little

grandson or daughter.
NIETO, TA, s. 1. Grandson, grand-daughter. 2.

Descendant.

NIETRO, sm. (Arag.) A wine-measure, contain-

ing sixteen cantaras.

NIEVE, sf. 1. Snow, small particles of water
frozen before they unite into drops. 2. Fall

of snow. 3. Extreme whiteness.

NIGROMANCIA, sf. Necromancy.
NIGROMANTE, sm. Necromancer, conjurer.

NIGUA, sf. Chigoe, an insect found at Vera
Cruz and other parts of America, which

lodges between the skin and flesh. Pulex pe-
netrans L.

NIMIAMENTE, ad. Excessively.
NIMIEDAD, sf. 1. Superfluity", excess ; extrava-

gant nicety. 2. Penury, poverty, indigence.
NIMIO, MIA, a. Excessive.

NIN, conj. (Ant.) V. JW.

NISFA, sf. Nymph ;
a young lady.

NINFEA, sf. (Bot.) Water-lily. Nymphffia L.

NINFO, sm. A beau, a young effeminate fop.

NINGT^N, a. None, not one
;
used before nouns.

De ningun modo, In no manner.

NiNGtJNo, NA, a. None, not one.

NINI NANA, Words without meaning for hum-

ming a tune.

NINA, sf. Pupil, apple of the eye. Nina de los

ojos, Darling.
NINADA, sf. Puerility, a childish speech or ac-

tion, [which has been killed.

NINATO, sm Calf found in the belly of a cow
NINEAR, vn. To act like a child, to behave in

a childish manner.
NINERA. sf. Servant-maid employed to take

care of children.

NiNERiA, sf. 1. Puerility, childish action. 2.

Bauble, gewgaw, plaything. 3. Trifle, a thing
of no moment.

NINERO, RA, s. One who is fond of children, or

who delights in childish tricks.

NINETA, sf. The small pupil of the eye.

NINE/, sf. 1. Childhood, infancy. 2. Beginning,
commencement.

NINII.LA 6 NINITA, sf. Babe, infant.

NINO, NA, a. Childish, not yet seven years old ;

puerile. s. 1. Child, infant. 2. Person of

little experience or prudence. Desde nino,
From infancy, from a child.
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NOC

Los, sm.pl. Plaited ropes made ofsedge,
to join mats of baas.

NIOTO, sm. (let.) V. Cazon.

Niquiscdcio, sm. Trifle, a thing of little mo-
ment. [manica L.

NfspKRO, sm. (Bot.) Medlar tree. Mespilus ger-

NISPOLA, sf. Fruit of the medlar.

NITIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) Bright, shining, lustrous.

NiTO,S7ra.A jet black horse. Nitos, Insignificant

word, meaning nothing in reply to an imper-
tinent question, or to conceal any thing.

NITRAL, sm. Place where nitre is formed.

NiTRERiA, sf. Saltpetre work, where saltpetre
is prepared and refined.

NITRICO, a. Nitric, applied to acid
; consisting

of nitre.

NITRO, sm. Nitre, saltpetre ; a crystalline, pel-

lucid, and whitish salt, of a cold, acrid, and
bitterish taste ; nitrate.of potash.

NITROSO, SA, a. Nitrous, impregnated with nitre.

Ni VEL, sm. 1. Level, instrument for ascertaining
the level of a surface. 2. Level, a plane or

surface without protuberances or inequalities.
A1

nivcl, Perfectly level, in a line or row.

NIVELAR, fa. 1. To ascertain the level of a sur-

face. 2. To make even, to level. 3. To observe

equity and justice.

No, ad. No, or not. No importa nada, It sig-
nifies nothing. Decir de no, To give a flat

denial. No sino, Not only so. No sino no,
It cannot be otherwise. Pues no, But no,
not so. No se que, I know not what, an in-

explicable something.
NOBILIARIO, sm. A genealogical account of the

peerage of a country.
NOBLK, a. \. Noble, of noble extraction. 2. Illus-

trious, eminent, conspicuous. 3. Honourable,

respectable. Estado noble, Nobility.

NuuLrMKNTE, ad. Nobly, generously.
NoBi.EZA,.'?/'. 1. Nobleness, splendour ofdescent.

2. Nobility ; excellency. 3. Fine damask silk.

NOCHF., sf. 1. Night, the time of darkness; the

time from sun-set to sun-rise. 2. Obscurity,
confusion. 3. (Poet.) Death. Noche buena,
Christmas eve. Noche toledana, A restless

night. Jl 1 norhe 6 ayer noche, Last night.
Noche y diet, Night and day, always.

NOCHF.BUENO, sm. 1. A large cake. 2. A large

log of wood put into the fire on Christmas eve.

NOCHIKLO, LA., a. Darkish, of a dark colour.

Nocnfzo, sm. (Bot.) Hazel-nut tree. Corylus
avillana L.

NOCIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Injury, arrogance.
Ivoci6x, sf. 1. Notion, idea. 2. Acceptation,

meaning of a word.
Nocio>;AL, a. Notional.

NOCIR, va. To hurt, to do mischief.

Nocivo, VA, a. Noxious, hurtful, mischievous.

NocrXMBULo, sm. Noctambulo, noctambalist,
ons who walks in his sleep.

NocrfLUCA, sf. Glow-worm. V. Lucivrnaga.
KocrfvAGo, GA, a. Running about at night.

NOCTURNAL, a. Nocturnal, nightly ; done or

doing by night.

NOCTUKNAXCIA, sf. The dead time of the night.

NOCT^RNO, .VA,' a. I. Nocturnal, nightly. 2.

Lonely, melancholy, mournful. Ace nocturnu,

Night-bird, such as owls. sm. 1. Vesper.
the evening star. 0. Part of the matin service
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NON

, sf. Nodation, the action of making
knots, or obstructions in the nerves.

NODO, sm. 1. Node, a morbid swelling on the
bone. 2. Knot. 3. (Astr.) Node.

NoDRfzA, sf. Nurse, a woman that has the care
of another's child.

NOGADA, sf. Sauce made of pounded walnuts
and spice.

NOGAL, sm. (Bot.) Wood of the walnut-tree.

NOGUENA, sf. Flower or blossom of a walnut-
tree, [gia L.

NOGUERA, sf. (Bot.) Walnut-tree. Juglana re-

NOGUERADO, DA, a. Of a walnut colour.

NOGUERAL, sm. Plantation of walnut-trees.

NOLICION, sf. Nolition, unwillingness.
NOLIMETANGERE, sm. A malignant ulcer grow-

ing on the face or nose.

NO.MBRADAMENTE, ad. Namely, expressly.
NOMBRADIA, sf. V. Nombre.

NOMBRADOR, sm. Nominator, appointer.
NOMBRABIIENTO, sm. 1. Nomination, the act of

naming or mentioning by name. 2. Appoint-
ment, commission.

NOMBRAR, va. 1. To name, to mention by name.
2. To nominate, to appoint.

NOMBRE, sm. 1. Name, the discriminative ap-

pellation ofan individual
; title. Nombre dc

bautismo, Christian name. 2. Fame, reputa-
tion, credit. 3. Nick-name, a name given in

scoff or contempt. Poner nombrcs a uno, To
call one names. 4. Watch-word. 5. (Gram.)
Noun, one of the parts of speech. 6. Power

by which any one acts for another.

NoMENCLATdR, sm. Nomenclator.

NOMENCLAT^RA, sf. Nomenclature, dictionary.

NOMIVA, sf. 1. Catalogue, an alphabetical list of

things or persons. 2. Ancient relic of saints.

NOMINACION, sf. 1. Nomination, the act of men-

tioning by name. 2. Power of presenting to

a benefice.

NOMINADOR, RA, s. Nominator.

NOMINAL, a. Nominal, belonging to a name ;

relating to names rather than things.
NOMINAR, va. To name. V. Nombrar.

NOMINATIVO, 577.(Gram.) Nominative, the case

that primarily designates the name of any
thing. Nommativos, Elements, rudiments.

No.MiNo, sm. Individual, possessing the neces-

sary qualities for being appointed to a public
office.

NOMOCANON, sm. Collection of imperial consti-

tutions and of canons.

NON, ad. (Ant.) V. No. a. Odd, uneven.

NON, sm. An odd or uneven number. Quedar
de non, To be or remain quite alone. Andar
de nones, To be idle, to have nothing to do.

Estar de non, To serve for nothing.
N6xA, sf. None, last of the minor canonical

hours, answering to 3 o'clock P. M.
NONADA, sf. Trifle, little or nothing.
NoNADfLLA, sf. Dim. of Nonada.

NONAGENARIO, RiA, a. Ninety years old.

NONAGESIMO, MA, fl. Ninetieth.

NONAGONAL, a. Enneagonal, nine-sided.

NONACO.V, sin. Nonagon.
NONO, NA, a. Ninth. V. Noveno.
NON PLUS ULTRA, (Lat.) 1. Nonpareil. 2. (Impr.)

Pearl ;
name ofa kind of small printing typo.

NONA, sf. Hypocritical nun, V-Beata.



NOT NOV

, sf. V. Beateria. [ing.
No OBSTANTE, ad. Nevertheless, notwithstana-

NOP^L, 5m. (Bot.) Nopal, cochineal fig-tree,

prickly
Indian pear-tree. Cactus opuntia L. It

is vulgarly called in Castile kiguera chumba.

NOQUE, sm. 1. A tanning pit or vat in which the

ooze is kept for tanning hides. 2. Heap or

basket with bruised olives.

NO^UERO, sm. Currier, leather-dresser.

NORABUENA, sf. Congratulation. V. Enhora-
buena.

NORAMALA, sf. A term of contempt or displea-
sure. V. Enhoramala.

NORD, sm. (Naut.) Ndrth wind.

NORDEST 6 NORDESTE, sm. North-east. Norri-

dste quarto td Norte, North-east by North.

Norddste quarto al Este, North-east by East.

NORDESTEAR, rn. To be North-easting.
NORDOVEST 6 NOUUESTE, sm. North-west.

NORDOVESTEAR, vn. To decline to North-west.

NORIA, sf. 1. Engine or wheel for drawing wa-
ter out of a well. 2. Draw-well, a deep well

out of which water is drawn by a long rope.
3. Affair or business in which, with a great
deal of trouble, but little progress is made.

NORIAL, a. Belonging or relating to wells.

NORM A, sf. I. Square, a rule or instrument by
which workmen form or measure their an-

gles. 2. Model, standard
;
that by which any

thinsr is measured.

NOUNORDESTE, sm. (Naut.) North-north-east.

NOROESTEAR, 737i. V. Nordestear.

NORTE, sm. 1. North, the arctic pole. 2. North,
the northern part of the sphere. 3. Rule, law,

guide.
NORTEAR, . (Naut.) To steer or stand to the

Northward.

NORUESTE, sm. North-west.

NORUESTEAR, vn. To decline to the North-west ;

applied to the magnetic needle.

N6s, pron. We ; chiefly used in the regal style.

NOSOLOGIA, sf. Nosology, doctrine of diseases.

NOSOTROS, TRA.s,pron. We ourselves.

NOSTALGIA, sf. Nostalgia, inordinate desire to

return to one's native country.
NOTA, sf. 1. Note, mark, token, memorandum

JVotas, Minutes of proceedings taken by a

notary. 2. Explanatory annotation ;
some-

thing added to the text. 3. Censure, critique ;

reproach, stigma. 4. Style, manner of writ-

ing. Jlutor de nota, Author of repute. 5. Mu-
sical character.

NOTABLE, a. Notable, remarkable ; very great.
NOTABLE, sm. Introductory observation.

NOTABLEMENTE, ad. Notably.
NOTAR, va. 1. To note, to mark. 2. To remark,

to observe. 3. To take short notes on a sub-

ject. 4. To comment, to expound ; to criti-

cise
; to reprehend. 5. To dictate what an-

other may write.

N-ITARIA, sf. 1. Employment or profession of a

notary. 2. A notary's office, the place where
business is transacted by a notary.

NOTARIATO, sm. Title of a notary.
I\UTARIO, sm. 1. Notary, an officer whose busi-

ness is to take notes of protests and other

transactions, to draw and pass public instru-

ments, and to attest and legalize private deal-

ings and writings. 2. Amanuensis.

, sf. 1. Notice, knowledge, information.

2. News. Noticias alegres, Glad tidings.

NOTICIAR, va. To give notice, to communicate

intelligence.

NOTICIOSO, SA, a. Informed, learned, instructed.

NOTIFICACION, sf. Notification, judicial intima-

tion, [son.

NOTIFICADO,DA, a. Notified, intimated to a pcr-

NOTIFICAR, va. To notify, to make known, to

intimate ;
to inform.

NOTO, TA, a. 1. Known, notorious. En noto,

Knowingly. 2. Illegitimate, unlawfully be-

gotten; not born in wedlock. Terciaim tvj'n.

An irregular ague.
NOTO, sm. South wind.

NOTORIAMENTE, ad. Notoriously, manifestly.

NOTORIEDAD, sf. Notoriety, public knowledge.
NOTORIO, RIA, a. Notorious, publicly known.

NOVACION, sf. Renovation.

NOVAL, a. Newly broken up and converted into

arable ground ; applied to land.

NOVAR, va. To renew an obligation formerly
contracted.

NOVATO, TA, a. (Joe.) New, commencing in any
thing.

NOVATOR, sm. Innovator, an introducer ofnovel-
ties.

NOVECIENTOS, TAS, a. Nine hundred.

NOVEUAD, sf. 1. Novelty, a new state ofthinga.
2. Admiration excited by novelties.

NOVEL, a. New, unexperienced.
NOVELA, sf. 1. Novel, a fictitious story. 2.

Falsehood, fiction. 3. (For.) Any new law
added to the Justinian codes.

NOVELADOR, sm. Novelist, a writer of novele.

NOVELAR, vn. To compose, write, or publish
novels.

NOVELERIA, sf. 1. Narration of fictitious stories.

2. Taste for novels and novelties.

NOVELERO, RA, a. I. Fond of novels and fictitious

tales. 2. Inconstant, wavering, unsteady.
NOVENA, sf. 1. Term of nine days appropriated

to some special worship. 2. Offering for tho

dead.

NOVENARIO, sm. Novenary, or nine days' con-

dolence for the deceased, or in the worship
of some saint.

NOVENDIAL, a. Applied to an)' day of the nove-

nary, or worship offered for the souls of thf

faithful. [nine.

NOVENO, NA, a. Ninth, the ordinal number of

NOVENO, sm. One of the nine parts into which
tithes are divided.

NoVENT A, sm. Ninety.
NOVIA, sf. 1. Bride, a woman newly married. 2.

Woman betrothed or bound by a promise of

marriage.
NoviciADo,s?ft. 1. Novitiato, the time spent in a

religious house byway of trial before the vow
is taken. 2. House or apartment in which no-

vices live. 3. Novitiate, the time in which
the rudiments of a science or art are learned.

NOVICIO, sm, 1. Novice, one who has entered a.

religious house but not yet taken the vow.

2. Novice, a fresh man.

Novicio, CIA, a. Probationary, novitiate.

NOVICIOTE, s-m. (Joe.) An overgrown novice,

old and big in size.

. sm. November.
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NUE NUN

NOVILLA, sf. Cow between three and six years
of age.

NOVILL.^DA, sf. 1. Drove of young bulls or bul-

locks. 2. Fight of young bulls or bullocks.

NOVIM.E.TC, JA, s. A young bull, a heifer.

NOYILJ.ERO, sm. 1. Stable in which young cat-

tle are kept. 2. Herd, who attends young cat-

tle. 3. Piece of pasture-ground where calves

are put, separate from other cattle, to be

weaned. 4. Truant, idler.

NOVILLO, sm. 1. A young bull or ox. 2. (Joe.)
Cuckold. Hacer novillos, To play truant.

NoviLtfNio, sm. New moon.

Novio, sm. 1. Bridegroom. 2. A man betrothed

to a woman.
NOVISIMO, MA, a. Newest, most recent

; last in

the order of things. sm. Each one of the 4

last incidents of mankind, death, judgment,
heaven, and hell.

NOXA, sf. Damage, hurt. V. Dano.
NUEADA y NUBARR^DA, sf, 1. Shower of rain.

2. Plenty, abundance.

NuBARRADO, DA
',
Y NuBX.DO, DA, . Clouded,

figured like clouds
; applied to cloth.

NUBARRON, sm. A heavy shower of rain, a large
cloud.

NT^BE, sf. 1. Cloud, a dense collection of va-

pours in the air. 2. Any thing that spreads
wide so as to interrupt the view. 3. Film, a

thin pellicle which obstructs the sight ; a

disease. 4. Cloud or shade in precious stones.

NUBECILLA, CA, TA, sf. A small cloud.

NCBLADO, sm. 1. A large cloud. 2. Perturbation

of the mind ; dread or fear of an impending
danger. a. Cloudy.

NuBtlR 6 NUBL^RSE, va. y r. V. Jlnublar.

NtfBLO, BLA, a. Cloudy. V. Nublado.

NUBLOSO, SA, 6 NUBILOSO, SA, a. 1. Cloudy,
dark, overcast. 2. Gloomy, ill-fated.

NtfcA, sf. Nape, the joint of the neck behind.

NUCLEO, sm. Kernel of a nut.

NUDAMENTE, ad. V. Desnudamente.

NUDJLLO, sm. 1. Knuckle, the joint of the fin-

gers protuberant when the fingers close. 2.

Note or billet folded up as a knot. 3. (Arq.)
Wooden butment to roofing timbers.

DA, a. Naked. V. Desnudo,
sm. 1. Knot, a

complication
of a cord or

string
not easily to be disentangled. 2. Knot

or joint of plants. 3. Joint in animal bodies.

4. Tie, union, bond of association. 5. Impo-
tence produced by charm or witchcraft. 6.

Intricacy, difficulty. 7. (Naut.) Seaman's
knot. 8. Nudos del cordel de la corredera,

(Naut.) Knots of the log-line. Echamos doce

nudospor hora,We run twelve knots anhour.
Nudo gordiano, Insuperable difficulty.

NIJDOSO, SA, a. Knotty, full of knots.

NUEGADOS, sm. pi. A sort of paste.

NUERA, sf. Daughter-in-law.
NUESO, SA, a. (Vulg.) V. Nuestro.

NUEVO, VA, a. 1. New, not old ; recently made.
Nuevo flamante. Spick and span, quite new.
2. Recently arrived in a country or place. 3.

Renovated, repaired. 4. Unexperienced, not
habituated. 5. Beginning. De nutvo, Anew,
recently, of late. 4 Qwe hay de nuevo ? Are
there any news ?

NUEZ, sf. 1. Walnut, the fruit of the walnut-
tree. 2. Fruit of some trees of the shape of $
nut. 3. Adam's apple, the prominent part of
the throat. Apretar d uno la nuez, (Vulg.)
To strangle one. 4. Plummet. 5. JVw.cz mos-
cada 6 de especia, (Bot.) Nutmeg. Myristica
aromatica L. Nuez metela, (Bot.) Thorn-

apple. Datura metel L. JVwez vomica, (Bot.)
Nux vomica. Strychnos nux vomica L.

NUEZA, sf. (Bot.) Briony. Bryonia L.

NUGATORIO, RIA, a. Nugatory, futile, deceitful.

NULAMENTE, ad. Invalidly, ineffectually.

NULID^D, sf. 1. Nullity, defect. 2. Defeasance,
a condition annexed to an act or deed, whicli

when performed by the obligee, renders the

act or deed void.

NTJLO, LA, a. Null, void of effect.

NUMEN,SW. 1. Divinity, deity. 2. Genius, talent.

NUMERABLE^ a. Numerable.

NUMERACIOH, sf. Numeration, the act or art of

numbering ;
first part of arithmetic.

NUMERADOR, 57/1. 1. Numerator, he who num-
bers. 2. Numerator, the number which serves

as a common measure to others.

NUMERAX, a. Numeral, relating to numbers.

NUMERX.R, va. 1. To number, to enumerate. 2.

To page, to mark the pages of a book. 3. To
number, to reckon as one of the same kind.

NUMER!RIO, RIA, a. Numerary, belonging to a

certain number. sm. Hard cash, coin.

NUMERICAMENTE, ad. Individually, numerically.
NUMERICO, CA,O. Numerical, individual, nume-

ral ; denoting number.

NtfMERo, sm. 1. Number, an aggregate of units.

2. Character, cipher or figure, wnich denotes

the number. 3. Multitude. 4. Harmony, pro-

portions calculated by numbers. 5. (Gram.).
Variation or change of termination in words
to signify any number more than one. Sinnu-

mero, Numberless, without number ; innume-

rable. 6. Determinate number of persons of

any company or society. Academico del nii-

mero, One ofthe appointed number ofSpanish
academicians. Numeros, Numbers, one of the

books of the Pentateuch. 7. Verse, consist-

ing of a certain number of syllables.

NUMEROSAMENTE, ad. Numerously.
NOMEROSID^.D, sf. Numerosity, numerousness..

NUMEROSO, SA, a. 1. Numerous, containing

|

many. 2. Harmonious, melodious ; consisting
of parts rightly numbered.

NUMISMA, sf. Coin, money. V. Moneda.

NuiwisiwlTicA, sf. Science of medals.-

NUMISMATICO, CA, a. Numismatical,

NuESTRXMo,/.(Vulg.) Our master, contracted NUMISMATOGRAFIA, sf. Description of ancient

for nuestro amo. medals. [maravedies.

NUESTRO, TRA, a. Our, pertaining, belonging to

us. Nuestros, Being of the same party or

profession as the speaker.
NUEVA, sf. News, fresh account of any thing.

medals.

NTJMO, sm. Money, coin, formerly worth ten

NuMuutniA, sf. (Bot.) Money-wort. Lysima-
cliia numularia L.

NCMULARIO, sm. Commerce or trade in money.
NUEVAMENTE, ad. Newly, recently. [Nine. NT^NCA, (id. Never, at no time. Nunca jamas,
NVKVF:, sm Nine, card with nine marks. a.\ Never, never.



QBE OBI

, sf. Nunciature, the office or house
of a nuncio.

NUNCIO, sm. 1. Messenger. 2. Envoy or am-
bassador from the pope to the Roman catho-

lic princes. 3. Madhouse in Toledo.

NUNCUPATIVO, VA, ft. Nuncupative, nominal;
verbally pronounced.

NUNCUPATORIO, RIA, a. Nuncupatory.
NupciAL, a. Nuptial, pertaining to marriage.
NUPCIAS, sf.pl. Nuptials, wedding. V. Bodft.

Nusco, pron. (Ant.) We, ourselves. V. Noso-
tros.

NUTACION, sf. 1. Direction of plants towards
the sun. 2. (Astr.) Nutation, movement of
the earth's axis, by which it inclines more or

less to the plane of the ecliptic.
NUTRIA Y NUTRA, sf. Otter. Mustek lutra L.

NUTRICIO, CIA, . Nutritious, nourishing.
NUTRICION, sf. 1. Nutrition, the act or quality

of nourishing. 2. Preparation of medicines.

NUTRI.MENTAL, a. Nutrimental, having the qua-
lity of food.

NOTRIMENTO, sm. Nutriment, food, aliment.

NUTRIR, va. 1. To nourish, to increase or support
by food. 2. To support, to encourage.

NuTRirfvo, VA, a. Nutritive, nourishing.
NUTRIZ, sf. Nurse.
N is the 17th letter in the Spanish alphabet.
The ancient Spanish writers used nn in words
derived from the Latin having gn, as from
lignum was written lenno, and now leno, the
n with a tilde, or circumflex, being substi-

_ tuted in their place.

NAGAZA, sf. Bird-call, a decoy. V. Anagaza.
NA$UE,STH. Heap of useless trifles.

NiquiNAQUE, An expression, used by the vul-

gar, of no precise meaning but to depreciate
_ any thing.
Not- LOS, sm. pi. A kind of macaroons, or round

sweetmeat, made of flour, butter, sugar, egga,
_ and aniseed.

NONO, NA, a. Decrepit, having the intellect im-

,
'. (Mur.) V.Noria.

NUBLADO, sm. V. Nublado.

NUBLAR, va. V.Nublar.

NUBLO, sm. V. Nublo.

NUDILLO, sm. V. Nudillo.

NUDO, sm. V. Nudo.

NUDOSO, SA, a. V. Nudoso.

QBE

OIS
the eighteenth letter in the Spanish

alphabet, c/t, II, and
?~i, being considered

distinct characters. 0, in arithmetic, serves
for nought or cipher ; it is also used as a

circle, of which there is no end, and therefore
emblematic of eternity. 0, in sea-charts, sig-
nifies West. The seven anthems sung in the

church, the seven days before the nativity of
our Lord, are called 00, because they all

commence with this letter. Likewise, nues-
tra Senora de la 0, our lady of the O, is so
called from the exclamations of the holy men
expecting the advent of the Messiah.

O' conj. Or, either. O'rico 6 pobre, Either rich

or poor. When followed by another o the

conjunction u is used to avoid cacophony, as
siete ii ocho, seven or eight.

O, ad. (Ant.) V. Do.
O' interj. 0' qnicra Dios, God grant. / 0' que
hermosa casa ! Oh ! what a fine house. ;0'
ruin hombre ! Oh, you wretch ! 0' (Naut.)
Ho ! 0', el navio, (Naut.) Ho, the ship !

OBCECADO, DA, a. Blind.

OBCECAR, va. To blind, to make blind, to dark-
en or obscure.

OBOURACION, sf. Hardness of heart, obstina-

cy.

OsEDECEodR, RA, s. One who obeys or submits.

OBEDECER, va. To obey, to pay submission to,
to yield to. [ness.

OBEUF.crMiENTo, sm. Obedience, obsequious-
OEEDIE.VCIA,S/. 1. Obedience, submission to au-

thority. 2. Precept of a superior. 3. Pliancy,
flexibility. 4. Docility in animals. 5. Permis-
sion or license to a monk or friar from his su-

perior to preach or travel. A 1 la obediencia,
At your service, your most obedient.

OBI

,
a. Obediential, according to the

rules ofobedience.

OBEDIENTE, a. Obedient. Navio obediente al

timon, (Naut.) Ship which answers the helm

readily.

OBEDIENTEMENTE, ad. Obediently.
OBELISCO, sm. 1 . Obelisk, a high piece of marble

or stone, having usually four faces and lessen-

ing upwards by degrees. 2. A mark or refer-

ence in the margin of a book in the form of
a dagger t.

OBELO, sm. Obelisk. V. Obelisco.

OBENCADURA, sf. (Naut.) A complete set of

shrouds ; shrouds in general.

OBENQ,UES,SW.P/. Shrouds,thick ropes which ex-

tend from the mast-heads down to the deck,
where they are fastened by chains to the ship's

sides, both on the larboard and starboard side,

and serve to support the masts, and enable
them to carry the sails.

BERTtrRA, sf. (Mus.) Overture.

OBESIDAD, sf. Obesity, morbid fatness.

OBESO, SA, a. Obese, fat ;
loaden with flesh.

O'BICE, sm. Obstacle, impediment.
OBISP^DO, sm. Bishoprick ; prelacy.
OBISPAL, a. Episcopal, belonging to a bishop.

OsispALiA, sf. Palace of a bishop ; bishoprick,

OBISPAR, vn. l.To be made a bishop, to obtain

a bishoprick. 2. To die, to expire. 3. To bo

disappointed.
OBISPILI.O, sm. 1. Boy-bishop ; a chorister boy

dressed like a bishop on the feast of St. Nicho-

las of Bari or of Myra, and allowed to imitate

a bishop during that festival. This custom still

exists in Coruiia and other cities in Spain,and

formerly prevailed in Salisbury. 2. A little

bishop, a title which the students inuniversi-
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ties by wly of ridicule give to new comers.
3. A large black pudding ; a pork or beef sau-

sage. 4. Rump of a fowl.

OBISPO, sm. Bishop. Obispo de anillo 6 titulo,

Bishop in partibus, suffragan bishop.
OBJECION, sf. Objection, opposition.
OBJETAR, va. To object, to oppose, to present

in opposition.

OBJETIVAMENTE, ad. Objectively.
OBJETIVO, VA, a. Belonging to the object, pre-

sented as an object.

OBJETO, sm. 1. Object, that which any power or

faculty is employed to attain. 2. Something
presented to the senses to occasion any emo-
tion in the mind. 3. End, object, design.

OBLACION, sf. Oblation, offering.

OBLADA, sf. Funeral offering of bread for the
souls of the deceased. [along with ropes.

OBLAPIE, sf. The act of hauling a ship or barge
OBLATA, sf. 1. Sum of money given to the
church to defray the expense of bread, wine,
candles, &c. for celebrating mass. 2. Host
and chalice offered before being consecrated
in the celebration of the mass. Incensar la

oblata, To give incense to the offering.
OBLA'TO, sm. Invalided soldier maintained

in a. royal religious establishment.

OBLEA, sf. Wafer, paste made to close letters.

OBLEERIA, sf. Art of making wafers.

OBLEERO, sm. One who sells or cries wafers
about the streets.

OBLIER, 5m. Confectioner, who provides wa-
fers or thin cakes, rolled up in tubes, for the

royal family of Spain.
OBLIGACION, sf. 1. Obligation, the binding pow-

er of any contract or agreement. 2. Notarial
instrument or deed. 3. Favour by which one
is bound to gratitude. 4. Contract, to provide
a city or other place with provisions. 5. Pro-

vision-office, the place where provisions are

sold, pursuant to a previous contract. pi. \.

Talents and other accomplishments which
render a man respectable and worthy of uni-
versal esteem. Es hombre de obligaciones,
He is a man of strict integrity and honour.
2. Family which one is obliged to maintain.
Estu cargado de obligaciones-, He has a

large family to support.
OBLIGADO, sm. Contractor who engages to

supply a city with provisions.
OBLIGANTE, j?a. Obligating, imposing.
OBI.IGAR, va. 1. To oblige, to impose obliga-

tion. 2. To confer favours, to lay obligations
of gratitude.

(^BUGATORIO, RiA, a. Obligatory, imposing an

obligation ; binding, coercive.

OBuquAMENTE, ad. Obliquely.
OsLiqiiiDAD, sf. Obliquity, deviation from phy-

sical rectitude. [pendicular, not parallel.

OBLIQUO, QUA, a. Oblique," not direct, not per-
OBLONGO, GA, a. Oblong, longer than broad.

OflNOxiOj X!A, a. Obnoxious, hurtful.

OBOE. sm. 1. Hautboy or oboe, a musical wind
instrument. 2. Player on the hautboy.

O'BOLO, sm. 1. Obolus, Athenian money. 2.

Obole, a weight of 12 grains.

O'BRAjS/*. 1. Work, anything made. 2. Writings
ofan author. 3. Means, virtue, power. 4. Toil,

labour, employment. 5. Action, feat, deed.

41)4

Obra de arte mayor, Masterly piece of work.
Poner par obra, To set on work. 6. Works,
acts, with regard to their religious character.

Obras, Works. Obras de marea, (Naut.)
Graving, calking, and paying a snip's bot-
tom. Obras muertas, (Naut.) Upperworks,
the part of a ship which is above the surface
of the water. Obras vivas, (Naut.) Quick or
lower works, the part ofa ship which is under
the surface of the water when loaded. Obra
de 6 a obra de, Nearly, about, more or less.

OBRADA. sf. As much ground as two mules or
oxen can plough in a day.

OBRADOR,RA,S. l.Work manor woman,artificer,
mechanic. 2. Work-shop. Obradores, (Naut.)

Work-shop or working places in a dock-yard.
OBRADURA, sf. That which is expressed at eve-

ry press-full in oilmills.

OBR!GE, sm. 1. Manufacture, any thing made
by art. 2. Manufactory, work-shop.

OBRAGERO, sm. 1. Foreman, overseer, who
overlooks the other workmen. 2. Quarter-
man in a dock-yard.

OBRAR, va. 1. To work, to manufacture. 2. To
operate, to produce the desired effect ; applied
to medicines. 3. To put into practice, to exe-

cute
;
to construct, to edify. 4. To ease nature.

OBREPCION, sf. Obreption, false narration to

obtain some end.

OBREPTICIAMENTE, ad. Falsely, deceitfully.

OBREPTICIO, CIA, a. Obreptitious, obtained by
a false statement of matters of fact, deceit,
or surprise.

OBRERIA, sf. 1. Task of a workman. 2. Money
destined for the repairs of a church.

OBRERO, RA, 5. 1. Worker, day-labourer. 2. Mis-

sionary. 3. Prebendary who superintends the

repairs of church buildings. 4. Person who
collects money for the building of churches.

OBRILLA, sf. Small or little work.

OBRIZO, ZA,a. Pure, refined
; applied to gold.

OBSCENAMENTE, ad. Obscenely.
OBSCENIDAD,^. Obscenity, impurity ofthought

or language, unchastity, lewdness.

OBSCENO, NA, a. Obscene, impure, lewd.

OBSCURAMENTE, ad. Obscurely, confusedly, in-

decently.
OBSCURAS (A'), ad. Obscurely, darkly.
OBSCURECER, va. 1. To obscure, to darken, tp

deprive of light. 2. To impair the splendour
and lustre of things. 3. To denigrate. 4. To
render a subject less intelligible by extrava-

gant ideas and pedantic language. 5. (Pint.)
To use deep shades. v. iwpers. To grow
dark. vr. To disappear, to be lost.

OBSCURECIMIENTO, sm. The act of darkening
or rendering obscure.

OBSCURIDAD, sf. 1. Obscurity, darkness
; opa-

city, density. 2. Meanness of extraction. 3.

Want of knowledge or understanding, con-

fusedness, difficulty of comprehension,
flsctfuo, RA. a. 1. Obscure, dark, unintelligi-

ble, gloomy, indistinct, confused. 2. (Pint.)

Dark, deep, heavy, rfndar a obscuras 6 d

escuras, (Met.) To grope in the dark, to pro-
ceed in a business without knowing its na-

ture or first principles. [cation.

OBSECRACIONV?/'. Obsecration, entreaty, suppli-

,
. Obsequious, obedient.
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OBSEQUiANTE,/Jffl.Obsequious ; courtier,gallant.

OBSEQUIAR, a. To court, to wait upon, to serve,
to obey.

OBSEQUIAS, sf. pi. OBSEQUIES. V. Exequias.
OBSE^UIO, sm. Obsequiousness.
OBSEQUIOSAMENTE, ad. Obsequiously.
OBSEQUIOSO, SA, a. Obsequious, obedient, com-

pliant.

OBSERVATION, sf. 1. Observation, the act of

observing ; remark or thing observed. 2. Ob-
. servance, careful obedience.

OBSERVADOR, RA, s.^1. Observer, observator,
close retnarker

; astronomer. 2. Observer, one
who keeps any law, custom, or practice.

OBSERVANCIA, sf. 1. Observance, respect, cere-

monial reverence, obedient regard. 2. Atten-
tive practice, careful obedience. 3. The ori-

final

or primitive state of some religious or-

ers in contradistinction to their reformed
condition. Poner en observnncia, To execute

punctually whatever is ordered.

OBSERVANCE, sm. 1. Monk of certain branches
of the order of St. Francis. pa. OBSERVANT,
exact.

OBSERVANTEMENTE, ad. Observingly.
OBSERVAR, va. 1. To observe, to regard atten-

tively. 2. To obey, to execute an order with

punctuality and exactness. Observar la altu-

ra, (Naut.) To take the meridian altitude.

3. (Astr.) To observe the stars.

OBSERVATORIO, sm. Observatory, a place built

for astronomical observations.

OBSESION, sf. Obsession, the first attack of Sa-
tan previous to possession.

OBSESO, SA, a. Beset, tempted ; applied to

persons with evil spirits.

OBSIDIANA, sf. Obsidian stone.

OBSIDIONAL, a. Obsidional, belonging to a siege.
OBSISTKNTE, a. Resonant, resounding ; applied

to a wall or building.

OBSOLETO, TA, a. Obsolete, out of use, disused.

OBSTACULO,JSW. Obstacle, impediment, obstruc-

OBSTANCIA, sf. V. Objecion. [tion.

OBSTANTE, pa. Withstanding. V. No obstante.

OBSTAR, rn. To oppose, to obstruct, to hinder,
to impede, to withstand.

OBSTIN^CION, sf. Obstinacy, stubbornness, ob-

duracy.
OBSTINADAMENTE, ad. Obstinately. [heart.

OBSTINADO, DA, a. Obstinate, obdurate, hard of

OBBTINARSE, tr. To be obstinate, to persist in
an opinion with stubborn perseverance.

OBSTRUCCION.S/. (Med.) Obstruction, stoppage
in the vessels of the animal body.

OBSTRUIR, va. To obstruct or block up the natu-
ral passages of the animal body. vr. To be
blocked up ; applied to an opening or aper-
ture, [ing or obtaining any thing.

OBTENCidN, sf. Attainment, the act of attain-

OBTENER, va. 1 . To attain, to obtain. 2. To pre-
serve, to maintain.

OBTENTO, sm. Benefice, prebend, living.
OBTENT6R, sm. One who obtains a living on

being ordained priest.

OBTESTACION, sf. Obtestation, supplication,

entreaty, menace.

OBTUSANGULO, a. Obtuse angled.
OflTtJso, SA, a. Obtuse, blunt, not pointed ; not

brill.

OBUE, sm. Hautboy ; player on the hautboy.
OBUS, sm. Howitzer, a kind of mortar mounted
on a field-carriage, and used for firing shells

and grape-shot at a small degree of elevation.

OBVENCION, sf. A casual profit.

OBVESTICIO, CIA, a. Casual, accidental, hap-
pening by chance.

OBVIAR, va. To obviate, to prevent. nn. To
oppose. [vered.

O'BVIO, VIA, a. Obvious, evident, easily disco-

OBYECTO, TA, a. (Met.) Interposed.

OBYECTO, sm. V. Objecion 6 R&plica.

O'CA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Goose. (Anas anser L.) 2.

(Bot.) A sweet edible root of Peru. 3. Kind
of game called royal goose.

OCAL, sm. 1. Pod or cone of silk formed by two
silk-worms together. 2. A coarse sort of silk.

a. Applied to very delicate sweet pears and
other fruits.

OCALEAR. vn. To make pods ; applied to silk-

worms.

OCASION, sf. 1. Occasion, opportunity; season,

juncture. 2. Cause, motive. 3. Danger, risk.

Ponerse en ocasion, To expose one's self to

danger ;
to put or lead one into jeopardy.

Asir la ocasion por la melenn, 6 por los cabcl-

los, (Fam.) To take time by the firelock.

OCASIONADO, DA, a. Provoking, vexatious,
insolent

; perilous.

OCASIONAL, a. Occasional.

OCASIONALMENTE, ad. Occasionally
OCASIONAK, va. 1. To cause, to occasion ; to

move, to excite. 2. To endanger, to expose
to risk or hazard.

OCASO, sm. ]. Occident, the west. 2. Death.

OCCIDENTAL, a. Occidental, western.

OCCIDENTE, sm. Occident, the west.

OCCIPITAL, a. Occipital, placed in the hinder

part of the head.

OCCIPUCIO, sm. Occiput.
OCCISION, sf. Occision, murder, act of killing.

Occfso, SA, a. Murdered, killed. Tancr de oc-

ciso, To blow the bugle horn indicating tho

death of the game.
OCEANO, sm. 1. Ocean, the main, the great sea.

2. Any vast expanse.
OCHAVA. sf. The eighth part of any thing.

OCHAVADO, DA, a. Octagonal, eight-sided.

OCHAVAR, re. To form an octagon, or a figure

consisting of eight sides and angles.

OCHAVEAR, rn. To be divided into eighths.

OCHAVO, sm. I. A small Spanish brass coin,
value two maravedies or half a quarto. 2.

Any thing octagonal.
OCHENTA, a. Eighty.
OCHENTANAL, a. Having 80 years.

OCHENTON, NA, a. Eighty years old.

O'CHO, sm. y a. 1. Eight, the number of four

multiplied by two; eight, the figure. 2. (Se-

villa) The fourth part of a pint of wine.

OCHOCIENTOS, a. Eight hundred.

OCHOSEN, sm. The smallest coin among tho

ancient Spaniards.
OCIAR, va. To disturb one in the performance

of a business in which he is engaged. vn.

To loiter, to spend time carelessly.

O'cio, sm. 1. Leisure, freedom from business ;

vacancy of mind. 2. Pastime, diversion,
amuaemont.
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OCIOSAMIENTE, ad. Idly, uselessly.

OCIOSIDAD,S/. Idleness, the act of wasting timt
in a useless manner

; state of being idle.

Ocioso, SA, a. Idle, vacant ; fruitless, unpro
fitable. [ment

OCLOCRACIA, sf. Ochlocracy, plebeian govern-
OCOZOAL, sm. Mexican serpent.
OCOZOL, sm. (Bot.) American tree which pro-

duces the liquid amber.

O'CRE, 5m. Ochre, a brown or yellow ferrugi-
nous earth.

OCROTO, sm. V. Onocrdtalo.

OCTAEDRO, sm. Octahedron.

OCTAGONAL, a. Octagonal.
OCTAGONO, NA, a. Having eight sides and an-

gles. sm. Octagon, a figure consisting of

eight sides and angles.
OcTANTE,sm. Octant, an instrument containing

the eighth part of a circle, or 45 degrees.
OCTAVA, sf. 1. Octave, a space of eight days

after a festival celebrated by the Roman <

tholic church in honour of some saint. 2.

(Mus.) Octave, interval of eight sounds.

OCTAVAR, vn. To form octaves on stringed in-

struments
;
to deduct the eighth part.

OcTAviRio, sm. Festival continued eight days
OCTAVILLA,S/. 1. Halfpint for excise taken on

the retail of vinegar, oil, and wine. 2. (Mils.)
Octave.

OCTAVO, sm. 1. Eighth, each of the eighth parts
into which a whole is divided. 2. Octavo vo-

lume, a book the sheets whereof are folded
into eight leaves.

OCTOCENTESIMO, a. Eight hundredth.

OCTOGENARIO, RIA, a. Octagenary, eighty years
old.

OCTOGESIMO, a. Eightieth.
OCTOSILABICO, CA ; Y OcTOSfLABO, BA, d. Con-

sisting of eight syllables.

OCTUBRE, sm. October, the eighth month of
the year.

OCULAR, a. Ocular, depending on the eye ;

known by the eye. Testigo ocular, Eye-wit-
ness. Dientes oculares, Eye-teeth. 5m. Eye-

OcuLAMENTE,ad. Ocularly, to the observation
of the eye.

Ocui.fsTA, 5m. Oculist, one who professes to
cure distempers of the eyes. [ing.

OcuLTACiON, sf. The act of hiding or conceal-

OCULTAMENTE, ad. Secretly, hiddenly.
OCULTAR, va. To hide, to conceal, to disguise,

to remove out of sight ; to keep secret.

OCIJLTO, TA, a. Hidden, concealed. De oculto,

Incog, incognito. En oculto, Secretly, in

secret.

OcupACioNjS/". Occupation ; business ; employ-
ment, office.

OCUPADA, sf. V. Prenada.
OCUPADOR, sm. Occupier, possessor ; one who

takes into his possession.

OCUPANTE, 5m. An actual possessor of lands.

OCUPAR, va. 1. To occupy, to take possession
of. 2. To hold an employ, to fill a public sta-

tion. 3. To employ, to give employment. 4.

To disturb, to interrupt, to obstruct. 5. To
inhabit a house. 6. (Met.) To occupy or

gain the attention.

OCURRENCIA, sf. 1. Occurrence, accident, inr.i-
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dent. Ocurrencia de acreedores, Meeting
of creditors to divide the debtor's effects. '2.

Idea which occurs to the mind.

OCDRRENTE, pa. Occurring ; obvious.

OCURRIR, vn. 1. To meet, to go to meet, to anti-

cipate. 2. To occur, to happen on the s-u.;o

day. 3. To obviate, to make opposition to.

4. To repair, to proceed. v. impers. To oc-

cur, to be present to the memory.
OCTJRSO, 5m. Concourse or meeting of different

persons or things in the same place.
O'DA, 5/. Ode, a poern written to be set to mu-

sic
;
a lyric poem.

ODIAR, va. To hate, to abhor, to detest. rr.

To render one's self odious and hateful.

O'DIO, sm. Hatred, abhorrence, detestation.

ODIOSO, SA, a. Odious, hateful, detestable.

ODOMETRO, sm. Instrument for measuring the
road passed over.

ODONTALGICO, sm. Remedy for the tooth-ache.

ODORABLE, a. Odorous, odorate. [rous.

ODORATISIMO, MA, a. Very fragrant or odorife-

ODOR^TO, sm. Smell, odour. V. Otfato.

ODORIFERO, RA, a. Odoriferous, fragrant, per-
fumed.

O'DRE, sm. 1 . Bag very generally used for wine,
oil, and other liquids ; it is commonly made
of an entire dressed hog-skin, the body un-

cut, the legs sewed up, the neck forming a

mouth, the hairs turned inside and covered
with pitch ;

a leather bottle lined with pitch.
2. (Joe.) Drunkard.

ODRECILLO, sm. A small leathern or hog-skin
bag for wine and other liquors.

ODRERIA, sf. Shop where leather bottles are
made or sold.

ODRERO, sm. One who makes or deals in leather
bottles.

ODREZUELO,sm. A little leathern bottle or flask.

ODRINA,S/. l.(Met.) Drunkard. 2. Ox-skin bag.
OEDICNEMO, sm. (Orn.) Stone-curlew.

OENAS, sf. Stock-dove, wood-pigeon.
OENATE, sf. (Orn.) Fallow finch, stone-chatter.

OESNORUESTE, sm. West-north-west.

OESTE, sm. 1. West wind. 2. Point where the

sun sets at the equinoxes. Oeste quarta d

Nortc, West by north. Oeste quarts al Sur,
West by south. Oeste Sudeste, y Oesudueste,
West-south-west.

DFENDEDOR, RA, s. V. Ofensor.
OFENDER, va. To offend, to injure, to make

angry. vr. To be vexed or displeased ;
to

take offence. Offenderse del ayre, To be of
an irritable disposition.

OFENSA, sf. Offence, injury, transgression,
crime.

DFENSION, sf. Offence, grievance ; injury.

DFENSIVAMENTE, ad. Offensively, injuriously.

OFENSIVO, VA, a. 1. Offensive, displeasing, dis-

gusting. 2. Assailant, not defensive. 3. Of-
fensive ; applied to arms.

OFENSIVO, sm. Any thing which serves as a
defence or remedy.

OFENSOR, RA ; y OFENSADOR, RA, s. Offender,
one who injures or offends another.

DFERENTE, sm. Offerer, one who offers.

DFJERTA, sf. Offer, promise ; gift, offering.

OFERTORIO, sm. Offertory, the act of offering ;

the thing offered ; the part of the mass where
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the priest, before the consecration, offers up
the host and wine.

OriciAL,s7K. 1. Workman, artificer, tradesman,
clever journeyman. 2. Officer who holds a

commission in the army or navy. 3. Clerk
in a public office. 4. Hangman, executioner.

5. Butcher, one who cuts up and retails meat.

6. Magistrate. Oficial de la sala, Actuary in

criminal causes. Oficial general de mar,
"

(Naut.) Flag-officer. Oficialcs de la mayoria,
Adjutants. Oficiales del ministerio de la ma-

rina, Civil officers of the navy. Es buen

oficial, He is a clever workman.

OFICIALA, sf. She who is occupied at work or

business, workwoman.
OFICIALA/O, sm. A skilful workman.

OKICIALEJO, sm. A petty workman.

OFICIALIA, sf. 1. Clerk's place in a public office.

2. Artist's working-room.
OFICIALIDAD, sf. Body of officers of an army.
OFICIAR, va. To officiate, to assist in the cele-

bration of the mass.

OFICINA, sf. 1. Work-shop. 2. Office, counting-

house, business-room. Oficinas, Offices, the

lower apartments in houses, such as cellars.

OFICINAL, . Officinal, applied to the drugs
prepared by apothecaries.

OFICINISTA, sm. Shop-keeper, druggist.

OKICIO, sm. 1. Office, employ, work. 2. Func-

tion, operation ;
official letter. 3. Trade,

business. 4. Notary's office. 5. Benefit, ser-

vice. Corrcr Men el oficio, To make the most
of a place or office. DC oficio, Officially, by
duty, not in consequence of any application
or request. Mozo de oficio, An under-ser-

vant in the king's palace. Tcner oficio, To
be rotten

; spoken of spoiled olives. Tomarlo

por oficio, To do a thing frequently. Oficio
de boca 6 de la laca, Purveyor to the king.

Oficios, Solemn church offices.

OFICIONARIO, sm. Book containing the canoni-

cal offices.

OFICIOSIDAD, sf. 1. Diligence, application to

business. 2. Officiousness.

OFICIOSO, SA, a. Officious, diligent, attentive to

business. Mentira oficioso, Falsehood, use-

ful to some, and injurious to none.

OFRECEDOR, sm. Offerer.

OFRECER, va. 1. To offer, to make an offer. 2.

To present, 3. To exhibit, to manifest. 4.

To dedicate, to consecrate. 5. To go to

drink in a tavern. vr. To offer, to occur, to

present itself.

OFRECIMIENTO, sm. 1. Offer, promise, offering.
2. Occurrence, incident. 3. Extemporary
discourse.

OFRENDA, sf. Offering, oblation.

OFRENDX.R, va. 1. To present offerings to God.
2. To contribute towards some end or pur-
pose.

OFTALMIA y OPT.LMIA, sf. Ophthalmy, a dis-

ease of the eyes.

OFTALMICO, a. Ophthalmic.
OFUSCAMIENTO Y OFUSCACION, s. Offuscation,
dimness of the sight ;

confused reason.

OFUSCAR, va. To offuscate, to darken, to ren-
der obscure. Ofuscarse la razon 6 el entendi-

mitnto, To disturb the mind, to confuse the

judgment.
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OIDO, DA, pp. Heard. De oidas 6 por oidas, By
hearsay.

Of uo, sm. 1. Hearing, the sense by which sounds
are perceived. 2. Ear, organ of hearing. 3.

Ear, power of judging of harmony. 4. Vent
of a piece of ordnance. Estd sordo de un

oido, He is deaf of one ear. Dos dedos del

oido, Clearly, distinctly, freely. Lisonjear el

oido, To tickle the ear. Ncgar los oidos, To
refuse a hearing. Hablar al oido, To whis-

per into one's ear.

OiDOR,sm. 1. Hearer, one who hears. 2. Judge.
OIDORIA, sf. Office or dignity

of a judge.

OIR, va. 1. To hear, to perceive by the ear. Oir

campanadas y no saber dondc, To hear with-

out understanding. 2. To understand, to com-

prehend. 3. To assist at the lectures on some
science or art, in order to study it. Oir misa,
To assist at or hear mass. Oyes, u oye vd. I

say, do you hear ? Oyga se, u oygdmosnos,
Silence, attention. Oyga, u oygan, Exclama-
tion of surprise. Oye, Oye, Hear ! Hear!

OJAL, sm. 1. Buttonhole, the loop in which the

button of clothes is caught. 2. Hole through
any thing.

OJAI.ADERA, sf. A woman whose profession is

to work buttonholes.

OJALADURA, sf. The whole of the buttonholes

in a suit of clothes.

OJALAR, va. To make buttonholes.

OJANCO, sm. V. C'iclope.

OJEADA, sf. Glance, glimpse, sudden cast of

the eye ; transitory view.

OJEADOR, sm. One who rouses or starts the

game for the chase.

OJEADURA, sf. Act of glazing clothes.

OJF.AR, va. 1. To eye, to view, to look with
attention. 2. To rouse or start the game.

OJERA, sf. Blueish circle under the lower eye-
lid, indicative of indisposition.

OJERIZA, sf. Spite, grudge, ill-will.

OJERIJDO, DA
; v OJEROSO, s A, a. Applied to per-

sons with blackish circles under the eyes.

OJETO, sm. 1. Eyelet hole in clothes. 2. Anus.

OJETEADO, DA, a. Perforated by eyelet holes.

OJETEAR, va. To make round eyelet holes in

clothes.

OJETERA, sf. Piece of whalebone sewed near
the eyelet holes in clothes.

OJIALEGRE, a. Having lively sparkling eyes.

OJIENXUTO, TA, a. Dry-eyed ; applied to those

who do not shed tears.

OJIMORENO, NA, a. Brown-eyed.
OJINEGRO, GRA, a. Black-eyed.
OJIZARCO, CA, a. Blue or grey-eyed.
OJIZAYNO, N A, a. Squint-eyed, having the sight

directed oblique.

O'jo, sm. 1. Eye, the organ of vision. 2. Sight,
ocular knowledge. 3. Eye of a needle. 4.

Any small perforation formed like an eye. 5.

Head formed on liquors ; drop of oil or grease
which swims on liquors. Ojo de gallo, Red

sparkling wine. G. Arch of a bridge. 7.

Channel of a mill, through which the water

falls on the wheel. 8. Care, attention, obser-

vation, notice. 9. Lather, froth made by beat-

ing soap with water. 10. Marginal note,
formed of two oo with a stroke across them.

11. Anus, the orifice of the fundament. 12.
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Mesh, the space between the threads of a net

13. Eye or hollow in bread or cheese. 14

Expression ofardent affection or endearment
Abrir

tantp ojo, To stare with joy. A' cierrc

ojos, 6 a ojos cerrados, Without hesitation ;
ai

all events. Al ojo, At sight, at hand ; by the

bulk or lump. A1 sus ojos, In his presence
before his eyes. A1

ojos vistos, Apparently
publicly ; barefacedly. Ojos de bitoque, Gog-
gle eyes. Amvar el ojo, To be on one's guard
Ojo alcrta, Look sharp. Costar un ojo, To
be excessively dear. Escalera de ojo, A cir-

cular or winding staircase. Tener sangre en
el ojo, To be prompt and honourable in ful

filling engagements. Hacer ojo, To overba

lance, to outweigh. Mai de ojo, Fascination

enchantment. De media ojo, Lurkingly, con-

cealedly. Ojo de buey, (Bot.) Ox-eye ; (Fain.)
Dobloon of 8 dollars.

OJOTA, sf. A kind of shoe worn by Indian wo-
men.

OJUELO, sm. A small eye. pi. 1. Sparkling
eyes, smiling eyes. 2. Spectacles.

O'LA, sf. I. Wave, water raised above the level

of the surface. 2. A sudden violent commo-
tion.

O/LA, interj. Holla !

OLA\GE, sm. Succession of waves.

OLE^DA,.^. 1. Surge, swell ofthe sea. 2. Aplen
tiful produce of oil. 3. Violent emotion.

OLEAGiNosiDA
1

D, sf. Oleaginousness, oiliness.

OLEAGIJSOSO, SA, a. Oleaginous, oily.

OLEA\R, va. To administer the last unction ; to

anoint a dying person with oil.

OLEA"RIO, RIA, a. Oily.

OLE^STRO, sm. V. Aceluche.

OLEA^ZA, sf. (Arag.) The watery dregs which
remain in the mill after the oil has been ex-

tracted.

OLECRA^NON, sm. Eminence behind the elbow
to prevent the arm from bending backwards

OLEDERO, RA, a. Odorous, emitting a fragrant
odour.

OLEDOR, RA, 5. 1. Smeller, he who smells. 2

Smelling bottle.

O'LEO, sm. 1. Oil. V. Aceyte. Al olco, In oil

colours. 2. Extreme unction
;
the holy oil

;

act of anointing.
OLEOMIEL,SI. Oil of the consistence of honey.
OLEOSO, SA, a. Oily. V. Aceytoso.
OLER, vn. 1. To smell, to emit a fragrant odour.
Huele a hercgc, He smells of heresy, he ap-

pears or has traits of a heretic. Olio dpetar-
do, It savoured ofimposition or fraud. Huelele

elpescuczo u canamo, The neck savours of the

halter, to be at the point of being hanged.
JYb oler bien alguna cosa, (Met.) To be a

suspicious thing. va. 1. To perceive a smell

or odour. 2. To investigate, to scent or search

out, to discover.

OLFATEA"R, va. To smell, to scent
;
to per-

ceive colours.

OI.FA/TO, sm. 1. Smell, the sense, the organ of
which is the nose

; odour. 2. Scent, chase

followed by the smell.

OI.FATORIO, RIA, a. Olfactory.

OLiENTF.,pa.Smelling,odorous,emittingasmell.
OLIERA, sf. Vessel in which the holy oil is kept.

OtiGAR^ufA, sf. Oligarchy, a form of govern-
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ment which consigns the supreme power into
the hands of a few persons.

OLIGARQUICO, CA, o. Oligarchical.
OLIMPIAD A, sf. Olympiad, period of four years.
OIJMPICO,CA, a. Olympic.
OtfMro, sm. Height, eminence.

O'LIO, sm. Oil. V. Oleo. Al olio, In oil.

OLISCA"R, va. 1 . To smell, to scent
; to perceive

by the nose. 2. To investigate, to ascertain.

vn. To stink.

OI.IVA, sf. Olive, the fruit of the olive-tree. 2.

Owl. V. Lechuza. 3. Olive-tree. V. Olivo.

OLIVAR, sm. Plantation of olive-trees.

OLIV^RDA, sf. (Bot.) Flea bane. Erigeronglu-
tinosum L.

OLIVARDILLA, sf. (Bot.) Groundsel. Senecio

solidaginoides L.

OLIV.A.RSE, vr. To form bubbles; applied to

bread, the dough of which had cooled too

much before it was put into the oven.

Oi.ivAsTRo DE RODAS, sm. (Bot.) Rosewood, a
kind of wood full of yellow and black veins.

OLIVERA, sf. Olive-tree. V. Olivo.

OLIVIFERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Producing olives*

OLIVILLA, sf. (Bot.) Widow-wail. Cneorum
tricoccon L.

Oi.ivo, sm. (Bot.) Olive-tree. Olea L.

O'Li.A,sf. 1. A round earthen pot. 2. Dish of
boiled or stewed meat. 3. (Met.) Stomach.
4. Any gulf of seas or rivers in which are

whirlpools ;
a whirlpool. Olla ciega. V. Al-

cancia. Olla carnicera, Boiler, a kettle in

which large pieces of meat may be boiled.

Ollafetida, (Art.) Stink-pot, an earthen shell

charged with combustible materials, emitting
a suffocating smell. Olla podrida, Dish com-

posed of different sorts of meat boiled toge-
ther. Olla de campana, Copper vessel with
a cover for carrying dressed meat.

LtAos, sm. pi. (Naut.) Eyelet holes, round
holes made in the sails. Ollaos de los rizes

t

Reef-eyelet holes.

OLLA" z A, sf. A large pot or boiler.

OLLA" zo, sm. Blow with a pitcher.

OLLEJO, sm. Peel, rind. V. Hollejo.

OLLERIA, sf. Pottery, a shop where earthen-

ware is sold.

OLLERO, sm. 1. Potter, one who makes pots and
other earthen-ware. 2. Dealer in earthen-

ware, [small pot.

LiJcA, OLLILLA, u OLLUELA, sf. Pipkin, a

OLLUELA, sf. Pit or hollow under the Adam's

apple.
OLMEDA Y OLMfco,s. Elm-grove, a plantation
of elm-trees.

3LMEDANO, NA, a. Native of Olmedo.

O'LMO, sf. (Bot.) Elm-tree. Ulmus L.

OLOR, sm. 1. Odour, fragrant smell, sweet scent.

2. Stink, stench, an offensive smell. 3. Hope,
promise, offer. 4. Cause or motive of suspi-
cion. 5. (Met.) Fame, reputation. Agua de

olor, Sweet-scented water.

LORCILLO, CA, TO, sm. A slight smell.

OLOROSO, SA, a. Odoriferous, fragrant.

OLVIDADIZO, ZA, a. Sort of memory, forgetful.

)LVIDA\DO, DA, a. Forgotten.
OLVIDX.R, va. To forget, to neglect, to omit.

Or.viDO, sm. Forgetfulness, carelessness, heed-

lessness ;
oblivion. Echar al olvido o en



ONO OPO

Iritlo, To forget designedly, to cast in ob-

livion.

O'MBLA,*/. (let.) Crow-fish. Scisena umbra L.

OMBI IG!DA, s/. Part corresponding to the na-

vel, in skins.

OMBiJco,sm. 1. Centre or middle of a thing.
2. Navel-string. 3. Navel, the point in the

middle of the belly by which embryos com-
municate with the parent. Ombligo de Ve-

nus, Venus navel-wort. Cynoglossum lusi-

tanicum L.

OMBLIGUERO, sm. Bandage put upon the navel

of new-born children.

OMBRIA, sf. Shade, place secluded from the sun.

OMEGA, sf. Last letter in the Greek alphabet.

OMENTJLL, a. Belonging to the omentum.

OMENTO, sm. Omentum, the caul or reticular

covering of the bowels.

O'MICRON, sm. Name of the Greek short O.

OMINA^R, va. Toominate, to foretoken ; to show

prognostics.
OMINOSO, SA, a. Ominous, exhibiting bad tokens

of futurity ; forboding ill.

OMISION, sf. Omission, carelessness, neglect.

OMISO, SA, a. Neglectful, amiss.

OMIT* R, va. To omit, to pass over in silence,

to neglect.
OMNIMODAMENTE, ad. Entirely, by all means.

OMNIMODO, DA, a. Entire, total.

OMNIPOTENCIA, sf. Omnipotence.
OMNIPOTENCE, a. Omnipotent, almighty.
OMNIPOTENTEMENTE, ad. Omnipotently.
OMNiscfo, IA, a. Omniscient.

()MOPLA\TOS, sm. pi. The two shoulder plates.

O'NAGRA, sf. A warlike engine, used by the

ancients to throw stones.

ONA^CRO, sm. Wild ass, the skin ofwhich is made
into shagreen.

O'NCE, sm. y a. Eleven j figure eleven. Estar
a las once, (Vulg.) To be on one side ; appli-
ed to clothes.

ONCEX.R, va. To weigh out by ounces.

ONCEJERA Y ONCIJERA, sf. A kind of email

snare or net for catching birds.

ONCEjo, sm. (Arag.) String, band.

ONCENO, NA, a. Eleventh, the ordinal number
of eleven. El onceno no estorbar, Obstruct
not industrious persons at their business.

O'NDA,S/. 1. Wave, a quantity of water raised

above the level of the rest. 2. Reverberation
of light. 3. Fluctuation, agitation, danger. 4.

Sling. V. Honda.

O'NDE, conj. (Ant.) Wherefore. ad. (Ant.) V.
Donde.

ONDE^DO, a. Undulated. sm. Any thing in

waves.

ONDEAR,r.l. To undulate, to play as waves in

curls ; to form waves. 2. To fluctuate. vr.

To float backwards and forwards, to move
with a reciprocating motion ;

to seesaw.

ONERdso, SA, a. Burthensome, troublesome.

ONFACINO, NA, a. Extracted from green olives ;

applied to oil.

ONFACOMELI, sm. Oxymel made of honey and
the juice of unripe grapes.

ONiRocRjiciA, sf. Pretended art of explaining
dreams.

ONIQUE Y Ord z, sf. Onyx, a precious stone.

O.voBRf<iuE, sf. (Bot.) Sainfoin.

ONOCROTAI-O, sin. (Orn.) White pelican. Pel*-

canus onocrotalus L.

DNOMANCIA, sf. Onomancy.
OQUILES, sf. (Bot.) Yellow alkanet.

DNOSMA,S/. (Bot.) Stone bugloss.

DNOT^URO, sm. Jumart, an animal produced
between a bull and a mare.

ONTOLOGIAJ sf. Ontology, science of being.
O'NZA, sf. 1. Weight, the twelfth part of a

pound, troy weight, or 16th of a Castilian

pound. 2. Ounce, one of the parts into which
a pound is divided. 3. Twelfth part of a Ro-
man foot. 4. Ounce. Felis uncia L. Par

onzas, With a sparing hand.

ONZAVO, VA, a. Eleventh. sm. Eleventh part.

OPACAMENTE, ad. Obscurely, darkly.

OPACIDA^D, sf. Opacity, cloudiness, want of

transparency.
OPA"co, CA, a. 1. Opacous, opaque ;

not trans-

parent. 2. Melancholy, gloomy.
O'PALO, sm. Opal, precious stone. [ing.

OPCION, sf. Option, choice ;. power of choos-

O'PERA, sf. 1. Any tedious and intricate work.

2. Opera, a drama represented by vocal and
instrumental music.

OPERABLE, a. Capable of operating.
OPERACION, sf. l.The act of exerting or exer-

cising some power or faculty ; operation ;

cutting or opening the body. 2. Result or

effect of medicines. 3. A chemical process.

Operacioncs, Works, deeds, actions.

OPERADOR, sm. Surgical operator.

ERATE, TA, s. Operator.
OPERI R, vn. I. To operate, to act, to have agen-

cy ;
to produce effects.

PERARIO, sm. 1. Operator, labourer. 2. Friar

who assists sick or dying persons.

OPERATIVO, VA, a. Operative. [tor.

OPER!STA, s. com. Operator, performer, execu-

OPEROSO, SA, a. Laborious, requiring labour
;

not easy.

OpiAno, DA, a. Opiate, narcotic. [sleep.

OPI.^TA, sf. Opiate, a medicine that causes

OPIATO, TA. a. y s. Opiate, narcotic.

OriFicE, sm. Workman, artificer, artist.

OPILACION, sf. Oppilation, obstruction of the

vessels of the body.
OPII.AR, va. To oppilate, to obstruct.

OPILATIVO, VA, a. Obstructive.

OPIMACO, sm. Ophymachus, kind of lizard sup-

posed to fight with serpents.

O'PIMO, MA, a. Rich, fruitful, abundant.

OPINABLE, a. Disputable, problematical.
OPIN^NTE, pa. Arguer ; opinionated.

OPINAR, rn. To argue, to judge, to form an

opinion.
OPINATIVO, VA, a. Opinionative.
OPINION, sf. 1 . Opinion, persuasion of the mind,

judgment. 2. Reputation, character, dndaren

opiniones, To render any one's credit doubt-

ful. Hacer opinion, To form an opinion, to

be a man whose opinion is an authority.

OpiNioNciTA, LLA, sf. Opinion founded on very

slight grounds.
O'PIO, sm. Opium, the juice of poppies.

OpfpARO, RA, a. Applied to a splendid enter-

tainment.

OPITULACION, sf. Aid, help, assistance.

OPOB^LBAMO, sm. Opobalsam, or balni of Gilead
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OPONER, va. 1. To oppose, to contradict. 2. To
object. vr. 1. To oppose, to be adverse. 2.

To front, to be opposite to. 3. To stand in

competition with another.

OPOPONACO, sm. Opoponax, a gum-resin.
OPORTUNAMENTE, ad. Opportunely.
OPORTUNIDA^D, sf. Opportunity, convenience.

OPORTUNO, NA, a. Convenient, seasonable.

OPOSICION, sf. Opposition, competition.
OPOSITO, sm. 1. Impediment, obstacle. 2. Part

or place opposite to another. Al oposito, To
the contrary, by contraposition.

OPOSITOK, RA, s. Opposer, opponent.
OPRESION, sf. 1. Oppression, pressure. 2. Hard-

ship, calamity.
OPRESIVAMENTE, ad. Oppressively.
OPRESIVO, VA, a. Oppressive, cruel.

OPRESOR, 5m. Oppressor, one who harasses
others with unjust severity.

OPRIMIR, va. 1. To oppress, to crush ; to afflict

severely. 2. To ovexpower, to overwhelm.

OPROBIO, sm. Opprobrium, ignominy, shame,
injury.

OPROBIOSO, SA, a. Opprobrious, reproachful.
OPROBRIO, sm. (Ant.) V. Oprobio.
OPTA.R, va. To choose, to elect, to obtain.

OpTATivo,sm. (In Grammar) One ofthe moods
of verbs expressive of desire.

O'PTICA, sf. Optics, the science of the nature
and laws of vision.

O'PTICO, CA, a. Optic, visual
; relating to the

science of vision. 5m. Optician.
O'PTIMAMENTE, ad. Eminently, excellently.

O'PTIMO, MA, a. Best, eminently good.
O'PUESTAMENTE, ad. Oppositely.
OPUESTO, TA, a. Opposite, contrary, adverse.

OpuGNAcfoN, sf. Oppugnancy, opposition.

OPUGNADOR, 5m. Oppugner, opposer.
OPUGNA.R, va. To oppugn, to impugn, to at-

tack, to resist, to contradict.

OPDLENCIA, sf. Opulence, wealth, riches.

OPULENTAMENTE, ad. Opulently.
OPULENTO, TA, a. Opulent, wealthy, rich.

OptJscuLO, 5m. A short compendious treatise.

OQUEDAX, 5m. Plantation of lofty trees.

OQ.UERUELA, sf. Entangled knotted thread.

O'RA, ad. At present. V. Akora. sf. Kisser.

ORACION, sf. 1. Prayer, supplication, petition.
2. Position, a proposition which denies or af-

firms a thing. 3. Part of the mass. Las ora-

riones, Sun-setting, when the Angel's salu-

tation to the Virgin is repeated by all the

people, also the bell which calls to this prayer.
ORACIONAX, 5m. Prayer-book.
ORACIONERO, 5m. He who goes praying from

door to door.

OB.A.CVLO, sm. 1. Oracle, something delivered

by supernatural wisdom. 2. The place where,
or person of whom, the determinations of

heaven are inquired. 3. Person listened to

with great attention.

ORADA, sf. V. Dorada.

ORADOR, 5m. 1. Orator, a public speaker. 2

Panegyrist, encomiast.

ORAGE, sm. Storm, tempest.
ORA" R, -en. 1. To harangue, to deliver a speech

2. To pray, to make petition to heaven. 3
To ask, to demand. [son

,
5. com. Lunatic, a deranged or silly per-
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ORATORIA, sf. Oratory, eloquence ;
rhetorical

ORATORIAMENTE, ad. Oratorically. [skill.

ORATORIO. 5m. 1. Oratory, a private place allot-

ted for prayer alone. 2. Oratorio, a spiritual

composition sung particularly in churches.
3. Congregation of presbyters.

ORBAYA^R, nn. To dew, to fall in mist, to dri/zle.

DRBAYO, sm. Mist, small rain.

O'RBE, 5m. 1. Orb, sphere, orbicular body ;
cir-

cular body. 2. Terrestrial sphere, celestial

body. 3. Circle described by any of the mun-
dane spheres.

RBICULA'.R, a. Orbicular, round, circular.

^RBICULARMENTE, ad. Orbicularly.
RBrTA, sf. 1. Orbit, the line described by the

revolution of a planet. 2. Cavity or socket

wherein the eye is placed.

,
5/ft. (let.) Grampus. Delphinus orca L.

RcufLLA, sf. (Bot.) Archil or argil. Lichen
roccella L.

O/RCO, 5m. 1. (let.) Grampus. V. Orca. 2. Hell.

ORDALIA, sf. Ordeal, a trial by fire or water.

ORDE!TA, s/: 1. Peeled barley. 2. Ptisan, a

medical drink made of barley decocted with
raisins.

O'RDEN. 5. com. 1. Order,- regular disposition,

method, series, rule. 2. A religious fraternity.
3. The sixth sacrament ofthe Roman catholic

church. 4. Arrangement or disposition of

chords in a musical instrument. 5. Mandate,

precept, command. 6. Relation of one thing
to another. 7. Order of architecture, a system
of the several members, ornaments, and pro-

portions of columns and pilasters. En orden,
In an orderly manner ;

with regard to. Por
su orden, In its turn ; successively.

ORDENACION, 5/. 1. Methodical disposition or

arrangement ;
ordination. 2. Edict, ordi-

nance. 3. Clerical ordination.

ORDENADAMENTE, ad. Orderly.

ORDENA.DO, DA, a. Ordained, ordinate.

ORDENADOR, 5m. One who orders or ordains.

ORDENAMIENTO, 5m. Law, edict, ordinance.

ORDENANDO y ORDEN^NTE, 5m. He who is

ready to receive holy orders.

ORDENANTE, pa. Ordering, disposing.

ORPENASZA, sf. 1. Method, order. 2. Orderly

man, a corporal of soldiers who attends a

commanding officer. 3. Law, statute, ordi-

nance ;
command ;

ordination. Estar de or-

dcnanza, To be on duty, to be in waiting.

ORDENAR, ra. 1. To arrange, to put in order. 2.

To order, to command. 3. To ordain, to re-

gulate ; to direct. 4. To confer holy orders.

vr. To be ordained, to receive holy or-

ders.

ORDENADERO, sm. Milk-pail, vessel for receiv-

ing milk drawn from the cow.

ORDENADOR, sm. Milker, one who milks or

draws milk from animals.

ORDENAR, va. 1. To suck, to draw the teat of a

female. 2. To milk, to draw milk with the

hand from animals. 3. To pick or gather
olives with the hand. 4. To obtain gradually
the fruits of a thing.

ORIUNACION, sf. 1. (Arag.) Ordinance. V. Or-

denanza. 2. Disposition, order.

ORDINAL, a. Ordinal, noting order. sm. Ordi-

nal, ritual ;
a book containing orders.
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ORDINARIAMENTE, ad. Frequently ; ordinarily,

rudely.

ORDINARIO, KIA, a. Ordinary, common, usual;
coarse, mean, of low rank, vulgar.

ORDiNARio,5m. 1. Settled establishment ofdaily

expense. 2. Judge who takes cognizance of

causes in the first instance. 3. Decree given

by a judge at the instance of one of the con-

tending parties. 4. Mail, post, carrier, mes-

senger or courier, who goes and arrives at

stated times. 5. Catamenia, courses. 6. Am-
bassador, envoy. De ordinario, Regularly,

commonly.
ORDINATIVO, VA, a. Ordering, regulating.
OREADE Y ORE A, a. Belonging to the oreades

or nymphs. sf. Wood nymph.
OREAR, va. 1. To cool, to refresh ; applied to the

wind. 2. To dry, to air, to expose to the wind
or air. vr. To take the air, to take an airing.

ORECER, va. (Joe.) To convert into gold.

OREGANO, sm. (Bot.) Wild marjoram. Origa-
num vulgare L.

OREJA, sf. 1. Auricle, the external ear. 2. Ear,
the organ of hearing. 3. Tale-bearer. 4.

Shoe-strap. Orcjas de un ancla, (Naut.)
Palms of an anchor. Orcjas dc rncrcadcr,
Deafear. Con las orcjas caidas, Down in the

mouth ; dejected. Pan de orcjas, (Madrid)
Small indented bread. Majar la orcja, (Met.)
To conquer or excel another. Vino de, dos

orejas, (Vulg.) A strong-bodied wine. Oreja
de abad 6 monge, (Bot.) Venus navel-wort.

Oreja de raton, (Bot.) Mouse-ear. Myo-
sotis L.

OREJEADO,DA, a. Informed, advised, instructed.

OHEJEAR, vn. l.To move the ears forwards and

backwards, to shake the ears ; applied to

horses and mules. 2. To act with reluctance.

3. To whisper in the ear.

OREJERA, sf. 1. Covering for the ears to defend
them from cold. 2. Pot-ear, kettle-ear, to

which hooks are fastened to handle the pots
or kettles more easily. 3. A sort of ear-rings
worn by the Indians.

OREJON, sm. 1 . Preserved peach. 2. Pull by the

ear. 3. Hind part of the plough. Orejones,
The young nobility of Peru, educated for

public employments.
OREJUDO, DA, a. Having long ears.

ORELLANA, sf. (Bot.) Anotta, or arnotto ; an

orange drug or dye-stuff prepared from the

seeds of the Bixa orellana L.

ORENGA, sf. (Naut.) V. Quadcrna.
OREO, sm. Breeze, fresh air.

OREOSELINO, sm. (Bot.) Mountain parsley.
ORFANDAD Y ORFANIDAD,;?/*. State of orphans;
want of friends or support.

ORFEBRERf A, sf. Gold or silver twist.

O'RFOjSm^Ict.) Rud,finscale. Cyprinus orfus L.

ORGANERO, sm. Organ-maker.
ORGANICAMENTE, ad. Organically.
ORGANICO, CA, a. 1. Consisting of various parts,

co-operating with each other
; organical. 2.

Harmonious.

OUGANILLO, TO, co, sm,. Chamber-organ.
ORGANISTA, s. com. Organist, one who plays on

ORGANIZACION, sf. Organization, [the organ.
ORGANIZAR, va. 1. To tune an organ. 2. To or-

ganize, to form.

O'RGANO, sm. I. Organ, a musical instrument,

consisting of pipes filled with wind, and of

stops touched by the hand. 3. Natural in-

strument, as the tongue is the organ of speech.
3. Machine for cooling liquors. 4. (Met.)

Organ or medium by which a thing is com-
municated.

Oiict;LLo, sm. 1. Pride, haughtiness. 2. Acti-

vity, briskness.

ORGULLOSO, SA, a. I. Proud, haughty. 2. Brisk,
active.

ORICALCO, sm. Orichalch, brass.

ORIENTAL, a. Oriental, eastern.

ORIENTAR, va. To turn any thing to eastward.

Orientar una vela, (Naut.) To trim a sail,

Navio lien orientado a la lolina 6 a la trin-

ca, (Naut.) A sharp-trimmed or close-hauled

ship. vr. To consider and ascertain the

course to be taken.

ORii:NTE,5m. 1. Orient, the east ;
the part where

the sun first appears. 2. Source, origin. 3.

Youth, juvenile age. 4. East wind. 5. Orient

or brilliant whiteness of pearls.

ORFICE, sm. Goldsmith.

ORIFICIA, sm. Art, trade, and profession of a

goldsmith.
ORirfcio, sm. Orifice, mouth, aperture.

ORIGEN, sm. 1. Origin, source, beginning, mo-
tive. 2. Natal country ; family, lineage.

ORIGINAL, a. Original, primitive.

ORIGINAL, 5m. 1. Original, first copy, arche-

type. 2. Source, fountain.

ORIGINALMENTE, ad. Originally, radically.

ORIGINAR, va. To originate, to bring into ex-

istence. vr. To descend, to derive existence

from.

ORIGINARIAMENTE, ad. Radically, originally.

ORIGINARIO, RIA, a. Originary.
ORIGINARIO, sm. Native, descendant.

ORIGINEO, NBA, a. (Ant.) Original.

ORILLA, sf. 1. Limit, extent, border. 2. Edge of

stuff or cloth. 3. Bank of a river, shore of

the sea. 4. Footpath in a street. 5. A sharp

piercing wind. A1 la orilla, Near a place, on
the brink. Salir a la orilla, To overcome

difficulties.

ORILLAR, vn. 1. To approach or make the shore.

2. To leave a selvage or border on cloth. 3.

To abandon, to forsake, to relinquish. va. To

arrange, to conclude, to order, to expedite.

ORILLO, 5m. Selvage, the edge of cloth.

ORIN, 5m. 1. Rust, the red oxide of iron. 2.

Stain, taint of guilt ;
defect. 3. Urine. V.

Orina. Orines, Urine of animals.

ORINA, sf. Urine, animal water separated from

the blood. [Country where it rains much .

ORINAL, 5m. Chamber-pot. Orinal del cielo,

ORINAR, vn. To emit urine, to make water.

ORINIENTO, TA, a. Rusty, mouldy.
ORINQUE, 5m. (Naut.) Buoy-rope.
ORIOL, 5m. (Orn.) Golden oriole or thrush,

Oriolus galbula L. [tion.

ORION, 5m. (Astr.) Orion, a southern constella-

ORitiNDo, DA, a. Originated, derived from.

O'RLA, 5/. List, selvage, border.

ORLA DOR, sm . Borderer, he who makes borders,

ORi,ADt;RA, 5/. Border, edging, list. [ing.

ORLAR, va. To border, to garnish with an edg-

ORLIEN, 5m. A sort of linen.
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O'RLO, sm. A kind of musical wind instrument.

OaMEsi, sm. A kind of silk stuff.

ORNABEQUE, sm. (Fort.) Hornwork.
ORNADAMENTE, ad. Ornamentally.
ORNAMENTAR, va. To adorn, to embellish.

ORNAMENTO, sm. Ornament, embellishment.

Ornamentos, Sacred vestments ; frets, mould-

ings,
&c. in architectural work ; moral qua-

lities of any person.
ORK.R, va. To adorn, to embellish.

ORNATO, sm. Dress, apparel, ornament, deco-
ration.

ORNITOLITA, sf. Part ofa bird petrified, [birds.

ORNITCLOGIA, sf. Ornithology, the science of

ORNITOLOGO, sm. Ornithologist.
O'RO, sm. 1. Gold, the most valuable of all me-

tals. 2. Gold colour ; applied to the hair. 3.

Toys, trinkets. 4. Wealth, riches. Oro batido,

Leaf-gold. Oro mate, Gold size. De oro y
azul, Neatly dressed. Es otro tanto oro, So
much the better. O'ros, Diamonds, one of
the suits at cards.

OROBIAS, sm. One of the finest sorts of incense.

ORONDO, DA, a. Pompous, showy ; hollow.

OROPEL, sm. 1. A thin plate of brass. 2. Tinsel,
any thing showy and of little value.

OROPELERO, sm. Brass-worker.

OROPENDOLA, sf. (Orn.) Witwall, loriot.

OROPIMENTE, sm. Orpiment, a foliaceous fossil,
of a fine texture, remarkably heavy, and of
a bright yellow ; a sulphuret of arsenic.

OROZTJZ, sm. (Bot.) Liquorice or licorice. Gly-
cyrrhiza L.

ORO.UESTA, sf. Orchestra, the
place in a play-

house where the musicians sit.

ORRA^CA, sf. A kind of spirit distilled from the
cocoa-nut.

ORTEGA, sf. (Orn.) Hazel-grouse. Tetrao bo-
nasia L.

ORTIGA, sf. (Bot.) Nettle. Urtica L.

ORTIVO, VA, a. (Astr.) Oriental, eastern.

O'RTO, sm. Rising of a star.

ORTODOXIA, sf. Orthodoxy.
ORTODOXO, xA, a. Orthodox, sound in opinion
and doctrine

; not heretical.

ORTOGONIO, a. Right-angled.
ORTOGRArfA, sf. Orthography, the art or prac-

tice of writing or spelling according to the
rules of grammar.

ORTOGRAFO, sm. Orthographer, one skilled in

orthography.
ORTOLOGIA, sf. Orthoepy, art ofpronunciation.
ORTOPEDIA, sf. Art of correcting deformities

in children.

ORtJGA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Rocket. Brassica eruca L.

2. Caterpillar. 3. Sauce made of rocket and

ORUJO, sm. Skin or peel of pressed grapes.
O'RZA, sf. 1. Gallipot. 2. (Naut.) Luff. Orza a

la landa, (Naut.) Hard a-lee. A1

orza,

(Na.ut.) Luff, luff.

QRZADERAS, gf.pl. (Naut.) Lee-boards.

ORZAGA, sf. (Bot.) Orach. Atriplex halimus L.

ORZA^R, vn. (Naut.) To luff, to bear away.
ORZUELO, sm. I. A small morbid tumour on the

eye-lid. 2. Snare to catch birds ; a trap for

catching wild beasts.

O's, pron. You or ye. It is placed before and
after verbs, and used instead of -DOS, to denote
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the authority of a superior to an inferior,
or the greater respect of an inferior to his

superior.

O'SA, sf. She-bear. Osu mayor, Ursa major.
OsADAMENTK,ad. Boldly, daringly.
OSADIA, sf. 1. Courage, boldness, intrepidity.

2. Zeal, fervour, ardour.

OSA\DO, DA, a. Daring, bold, high-spirited.
OSAMENTE y OSA\MBRE, 5. Skeleton, the bones

of the body preserved together in their natu-
ral situation. [gine >

to fancy.
OSAR, vn. 1. To dare, to venture. 2. To ima-
OsXRio Y OsA.R, sm. Charnel-house, the place
where the bones of the dead are deposited.

OSCILACION, sf. Oscillation, vibration of a pen-
dulum.

OSCILA^NTE, pa. Oscillating, vibrating.

OsciL-iR, vn To oscillate, to vibrate, as a pen-
dulum.

OSCILATORIO, RIA, a. Oscillatory, vibratory.

OSCITANCIA, sf. Oscitancy, carelessness, heed-
lessncss.

O'SCULO, sm. Kiss. V. Beso.

OsEcfco, LLO, Y OSEZUELO, sm. Small bone.

OSEO, A, a. Osseous, bony.
OSERA, sf. Den of bears.

OSERO, sm. Charnel-house.

OSESNO, sm. Whelp or cub of a bear.

OSIFJCACION, sf. Ossification.

OSIFICA^RSE, vr. To ossify, to become bone.

OSIFR.X.GA Y OsiFRAoo, s. Ospray, a ravenous

eagle. Falco ossifragus L.

O'so, sm. Bear. Ursus L. O'so hormiguero, Ant
eater. Myrmecophaga L. Oso colmenero,
Bear that robs bee-hives.

Ososo, SA, a. Osseous, bony.
O'STA DE ENTENA, sf. (Naut.) Brace of a la-

teen yard.
OSTAGA, sf. (Naut.) Tie, runner.

OSTENSIBLE, a. Ostensible, apparent.

OSTENSION, sf. Show, exhibition to view. [ing.

OSTENSIVO, VA, .. Ostensive, showing, betoken-

OSTENTACION,^/". 1. Outward show, appearance.
2. Ambitious display, vain show.

OSTENTADOR, RA, s. Boaster, ostentator.

OSTENT!R, va. To show, to demonstrate. rn.

To boast, to brag, to make an ambitious dis-

play ;
to be fond of vain shows.

OsTENTATfvo, VA, a. Ostentatious.

OSTKNTO, sm. Show, spectacle, ostent, prodigy.
OSTENTOSAMENTE, ad. Ostentatiously.
OSTENTOSO, SA. . Sumptuous, ostentatious.

OSTEOLOGIA, sf. Osteology, that part of ana-

tomy which explains the nature and struc-

ture of the bones of the animal body.
OSTIA^RIO, sm. Door-keeper, one of the minor

orders of the Roman catholic church.

OsTijCTiM, ad. From door to door.

O'STRA, sf. Oyster. Ostrea L.

OSTRACISMO, sm. Ostracism, banishment or ex-

ile of ten years, used by the Athenians.

OSTRERA v OSTRAX, s. Oyster-bed, a place
where oysters are reared.

OSTRERO, sm. Dealer in oysters, one who keeps
an oyster-shop. [ous.

OSTRIFERO, RA, . Producing oysters, ostrifer-

O'STRO, sm. 1 . Oyster ; large oysters are denomi-

nated in the masculine gender, they are also

called Ostrones. 2. South-wind.
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, DA, a. Ostrogothic, eastern Goths.

OSTUGO, sm. 1. Vestige, mark left in passing.
2. Private entrance.

Ostfoo, DA, a. Bony, full of bones.

OstfNO, NA, a. Bear-like, of the nature of a bear.

OsTActJSTA,sm. Spy,eaves-dropper, tale-bearer.

OTACUSTICO, a. That which improves the sense

of hearing. sm. Otacousticon, Instrument
to assist hearing.

OTANEZ, sm. (Joe.) An old squire who courts

or attends a lady ;
an old beau. Iba con su

Don otdnez, She went with her old beau.

OTAR, va. To spy, to examine. V. Ot,ear.

OTEADOR, 5m. Spy, sly observer ;
one who

searches or discovers by artifice.

OTEAR, va. To observe, to examine, to pry in-

to, to discover by artifice
;
to inspect.

OTERO, sm. Hill, eminence, height. [tion.

OTERUELO, sm. dim. A little height or eleva-

O'TO, sm. (Orn.) Bustard. V. Abutarda.

OTOMANO, NA, a. Ottoman, relating to the

Turkish empire, so called from Othomanus.

OTONA, sf. (Bot.) Ragwort.
OTOI!ADA, sf. Autumn-season, harvest-tune.

OTONAL, a. Autumnal.

OTONAR, vn. I. To spend the autumn-season.
2. To grow in autumn ; applied to plants.
vr. To be seasoned, to be tempered ; applied
to earth after rain.

OTONO, sm. Autumn ;
second crop of grass.

OTORGADOR, UA, s. Consenter, granter, stipu-
lator.

OTORGAMIENTO, sm. 1. Grant, license. 2. The
act of making an instrument in writing.

OTORGANCIA, sf. Authorization. Auto de otor-

gancia, Act of impowering or authorizing.
OTOKGANTE, pa. Granter ; authorizing.
OTOKGAR, va. 1. To consent, to agree to, to

condescend. Otorgar de cabeza, To nod as-

sent. 2. To covenant, to stipulate.

OTORGO, sm. Matrimonial contract.

OTRAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Otherwise.

OTRE, OTRI, OTRIE, a. (Ant.) V. Otro.

O'TRO, TRA, a. Another, other. Otro que tal,

(Fam.) Another such.

O'TRO, interj. Again ! exclamation of disgust.

OTROSI, ad. Besides, moreover. sm. (For.)

Every petition made after the principal.

O'VA, sf. (Bot.) Sea-wreck, laver. Ulva L.

Ovas, Eggs. V. Huevas.

OVACION, s/.l. Ovation, a lesser triumph among
the Romans. 2. Spawning season of fish.

OVADO, DA, a. Rounded, ovated ; fecundated
;

applied to hens after being with cocks.

OVAL, a. Oval, oblong.
OVALADO, DA, a. Egg-shaped, oval-formed.

O'VALO, sm. Oval, that which has the shape of

OvXtJTE, a. Victorious, triumphant, [an egg.
OVAR, vn. To lay eggs.
OVARIO, sm. 1. Ornament in architecture in

the form of an egg. 2. Ovary, the
part of the

female body in which impregnation is per-
formed. 3. Seed-vessel of plants.

OvEcfco, sm. A small egg.
OVEJA, sf. Ewe, a female sheep. pi. 1 . A kind

of South American sheep or camels, called

Glarnas. 2. White spume or froth of waves
which break against rocks. 3. Flock of the
faithful

OVEJERO, sm. Shepherd.
OVKJUELA Y OVE.TITA, sf. A young sheep.
OVEJITNO, NA, a. Relating to ewes.

OVERA, sf. Ovary, womb of animals.

OVERO, RA, a. Egg-coloured, speckled or trout-

coloured ; applied to a horse.

OVERO, sm. Pigeon. Overos, (Joe.) Eyes which
look quite wliite, and appearing as if without

any pupil.

OVEST, sm. West.

OVIL, sm. V. Redil.

OVILLAR, vn. To wind up into a clew. vr. To
shrug or contract one's self into a ball or

clew.

OVII.LEJO, sm. 1. A small clew or ball. 2. A
kind of metrical composition. Decir de ovil-

lejo, To make verses extempore.
OvfLLO, sm. 1. Clew, thread wound upon a bot-

tom. 2. Heap, confused multitude of things.
O vfPARO, RA, a. Oviparous, bringing forth eggs.

OVISPILLO, sm. 1. Rump of a fowl. 2. Anus.

O'VOLO, sm. (Arq.) Ovolo, egg-like moulding.
V. Equino.

Ovoso, SA, a. Full of sea-weeds.

O'x, A word used to frighten fowls, birds, and

other animals away.
OXALA, interj. Would to God, God grant.

OXALATE, sm. (Quim.) Oxalate, salt formed

of Oxalic acid.

OXALICO, a. Oxalic, applied to acid made from
sorrel.

OxALfs, sf. (Bot.) Sorrel. Rumex acetosa L
OXALME, sf. Oxalme, a mixture of salt, water,
and vinegar.

OXEADOR, sm. Rouser, starter of game.
OXEAR, va. 1. To rouse game by hallooing. 2.

To startle and frighten any thing.

OXEO, sm. The act of rousing game by halloo-

ing.

OXIACANTA, sf. (Bot.) White-thorn, hawthorn.

Crataegus oxyacantha L.

OXICRATO, sm. Beverage of vinegar and water.

OXIDACION, sf. (Quim.) Oxidation, process by
which bodies or metals imbibe oxygen, and
are converted into oxyds.

O'xfoo, sf. Oxide, a body formed by the union
of a certain basis, with a smaller proportion
of oxygen than is necessary for its conversion

into an acid.

OxiGEKADO, DA, a. Oxygenated, that which
can be tormed into an acid.

OXIGENARSE, vr. To oxygenate, to be oxyge-
nated, to saturate with oxygen.

OXIGENO, sm-. Oxygen, the acidifying princi-

ple. a. Applied to oxygen gas.

OXIGONO, sm. V. Jlcutdngulo.
OXIMACO, sm. (Orn.) Bird of prey.
OXIMEL tf OXIMIEL, sm. Oxymel, a mixture of

honey and vinegar boiled to the consistence

of a sirup. Oximicl escilitico, Oxymel of

squills.

OXIZACRE, sm. Sauce made of milk, honey, and

sugar.
O'XTE, interj. Keep off", begone. Sin dedr oxte

ni moxte, (Vulg.) Without asking leave or

saying a word. Oxte puto, Exclamation on

touching or taking into the hand any thing

very hot or burning.
a. Hearing ; auditor, hearer,
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THE letter p is pronounced in the Spanish
as in the English language ; joined with

an h it has the pronunciation of/, with which
character it is now written, as fenomeno, in-

stead of phenomena, as formerly used. P is

retained in several words in order to indicate

their origin, as in
precepto, aptitud, in which

case its pronunciation is softer
; but it is

most generally omitted before 5 and t, as

psalmo is now written salmo, &c.
P. is a contraction for father ; in the compli-
mentary style, for feet ; in petitions, for pow-
erful. PP. fathers. P. in the Italian rnusic

signifies soft. PP. softer ; and PPP. softest

PABELLON, sm. 1. Pavilion, a kind of tent. 2
Curtain hanging in the form of a tent. 3
Pabellon de armas, (Mil.) Bell tent. 4. (Naut.)
National colours. 5. Summer-house, or arbour
in a garden made in the shape of a pavilion.

PABII.O, sm. 1. Wick, the substance around
which is applied the wax or tallow, to make
a torch or candle. 2. Snuff of a candle.

PABLAR, va. (Vulg. Joe.) Word used for conso-

nance, as ni hablar, ni pablar, Not to speak.
PABULO, sm. 1. Nourishment, food, provender.

2. Aliment, support, nutriment.
PAC A, sf. 1. The spotted cavy. Cavia paea L.

2. Bale of goods, bundle, package.
PACADO, DA, a. V. Apaciguado.
PACATO, TA, . Pacific, quiet, tranquil.
PACCION, sf. V. Pacto.

PACCIONAR, va. V. Pactar.

PACEDERO, RA, a. Pasturable, fit for pasture ;

applied to the ground.
PACEDX;RA, sf. Pasture ground.
PACER, va. \. To pasture, to graze. 2. To gnaw,

to corrode, to feed.

PACHON,sm. 1. A peaceful phlegmatic man. 2.

Pointer, a dog that points out the game to

sportsmen.
PACHONA, sf. Pointer bitch. [of Pachon.

PACHONCICO,CA; LLO,LLA; ^o,^A.,sm.yf.d^m.
PACHORRA, sf. Sluggishness, a slow and phleg-

matic disposition. [tic.

PACHORR^DO, DA, a. Sluggish, tardy, phlegma-
PACIENCIA, sf. 1. Patience, endurance. 2. Suf-

ferance. 3. Tranquil hope of things much
desired. 4. Slowness, tardiness in executing
things which should be done promptly. 5.

Exhortatory exclamation to conform one's

self with patience.

PACIENTE,^. Suffering, forbearing. V.Sufrido.
PACIENTE, sm. 1. Patient. 2. (Fil.) V. Paso.

PACIENTEMENTE, ad. Patiently, tolerantly.

PAciENZtJoo, DA, a. Patient, tolerant.

PACIFICACION, sf. Pacification, quietness, peace
of mind.

PACIFIC ADOR, RA, s. Pacificator, pacifier.

PACIFICAMENTE, ad. Pacifically.

PACIFICAR, va. To pacify, to appease. vn. To
treat for peace.

PACIFICO, CA, a. Pacific, peaceful ; desirous of

peace ; tranquil, undisturbed ; peace-offering.

P/co, sm. A kind of Indian came]. Camelus

paco L.

VACO, CA, 's. Proper name. Francis or Frances.
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sf. (Naut.) Venture goods permit-
ted to be embarked in a ship on the private
account of an individual. [late.

PACTAR, va. To covenant, to contract, to stipu-
PACTO, sm. Compact, contract.

PADECER, va. 1. To suffer any physical or cor-

poral affliction. 2. To experience or sustain
an injury. 3. To be liable to.

PADECIMIENTO, sm. Suffering, sufferance.

PAD|LLA, sf. 1. A small frying-pan. 2. A small
kind of oven.

PADKASTRO,SW. 1. Step-father, a man married to
a woman who had children by a former hus-
band. 2. Obstacle, impediment. 3. Height,
eminence which commands a tower or other

place. 4. Hang-nail or agnail on the finger.
PJ(DRE, sm. 1. Father, he by whom a 'son or

daughter is begotten. 2. Male of all sorts of
animals. 3. Ancestor, the first ancestor. 4.

Source, origin, principal author. 5. One who
acts with paternal care. 6. An ecclesiastical

writer of the first centuries. 7. The title of
a confessor. Padre Santo, The Pope. Padre
nuestro, The Lord's prayer ; the large bead
in the rosary over which the Lord's prayer
is to be said.

PADRE LANDOLA, sm. A clever man, he who
knows to rule and exhibit authority.

PADREAR, rn. 1. To resemble the father
; to call

often father. 2. To be kept for procreation ;

applied to cattle. 3. (Joe.) To fornicate.

PADREJON, sm. Chief patron or ancestor.

PADRfNA, sf. God-mother. V. Madrina.

PADRINAZGO, sm. Compaternity , act ofassisting
at baptism ;

title or charge of a god-father.
PADRINO, sm. 1. God-father, the sponsor at the

font. 2. Second, one who accompanies an-
other in a duel. 3. Protector, assistant.

PADRON, sm. 1. Poll, a register or list of per-
sons in a town or other place who pay taxes.

2. A kind of public monument among the

Romans. 3. Mark or note of infamy. 4. An
indulgent parent. 5. V. Patron.

PADRONERO. sm. (Ant.) V. Patron.

PAG\,sf. 1. Payment, the act of paying. 2. Sa-
tisfaction for a fault or error committed. 3.

Sum or fine paid. 4. Monthly pay of a sol-

dier. 5. Friendly intercourse, mutual friend-

ship. En tres pagas, Bad payment, badly or

nevnr paid.

PAGADERO, RA, a. Payable.
PAGADERO, sm. Time and place when and
where payment is to be made.

PAGADO, DA, a. Peaceful, agreeable, pleased.

PAGADOR, sm. 1. One who pays. 2. Paymaster
of the army or navy.

PAGADURIA, sf. Paymaster's office.

PAGAMENTO, sm. Payment.
PAGANIA, sf. Paganism. [ciples of heathens.

PAGANISMO. sm. Paganism, the state and prin-

?AGANO,sm. 1. Heathen, a person unacquainted
with the covenant of grace. 2. Peasant, rus-

tic. 3. (Joe.) One who pays or contributes

his share. [Gentiles, unchristian.

PAGANO, NA, a. Heathenish, belonging to the

PAGAR, va. 1. To pay, to discharge a debt. 2. To
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atone, to make amends. 3. To please, to give

pleasure. 4. To reward, to requite. Pagarla
visila, To return a visit. Pagar con el pel-

fejo, (Fam.) To die. Pagar el pato, (Farn.)
To receive an unmerited punishment, or that

which one has occasioned to another. Esta
mun pagado de si inismo, He entertains a

high opinion of himself. Pagarse, To be

pleased with one's self.

PAGE, sm . I . PAGE, a young boy attending

great personage. 2. (Naut.) Cabin-boy. P
deguion, The"oldest page of the Spanish mo-

narch, who carries the King's arms in the ab-

sence of the arms-bearer. Pages, (Fam.)

Whippings or floggings inflicted at school.

PAGKcfco, I.LO, TO, sm. 1. A small page. 2.

Stand for a candlestick. [thinus L.

P\G&i,,sm. (let.) Red sea-bream. Sparus ery-

PAGERIA, sf. (Burl.) Whipping-place.
PAGIVA, sf. Pa^e of a book. V. Plana.

PAGO, sm. 1. Payment, discharge of a debt. 2.

Lot of land, especially of vineyards. Pronto

pago, Prompt payment. Dar cuenta con pa-
go, To close or balance an account. Enpago,
In payment. a. (Vulg.) Paid.

PAGODE, sm. Pagod or pagoda, Indian temple.
PAGOTE, 5771. 1. One who is charged with the

faults of others, and pays or suffers for them
all. 2. Servant of a bawd or procuress.

PAGRE, sm. (let.) Sea-bream. Sparus pagrus L.

PAGtJao, sm. Small crab.

PAIRAR, rn. (Naut.) To try ; to lie to. V. Ca-

pear. [sails set.

PAIRO, sm. (Naut.) Act of lying to with all the

PAIS. sm. 1. Country, land, region. 2. (In

Painting) Landscape. 3. (Met.) Field, sub-

ject ; applied to scientific researches.

PAISAGE, sm. Landscape.
PAISANA, sf. Country-dance.
PAISANAGE, 5771. 1. Peasantry, lay inhabitants

of a country. 2. Quality of being of the same

country.
PAISA.VO, NA, a. Being of the same country.
PAISANO, sm. Countryman ;

used by soldiers.

PAJA, sf. I. Straw, the stalk on which corn

grows. 2. Beard of grain, blade of grass. 3.

Any thing proverbially worthless. A 1 lumbre
de pajas^ln a trice, speedily. Paja pefaza,

Barley-straw cut small. Paja trigaza, Wheat-
straw. Echa.r pajas, To draw lots with straw.
Todo eso es pajo,That is all stuffand nonsense.

PAJAD A, sf. Straw boiled with bran.

PAJADO, DA, a. Pale, straw-coloured.
PA JAR, sm. Place where straw is kept.
PAJ As, interj. Of equality or comparison. Pe-

dro e.9 valiente, pues Juan pajas, Peter is

valiant, but John is not less so.

PAJAZA, sf. Refuse of straw which horses leave
in the mansrer.

PAJAZO, sm.- Prick of stubbles received in a
horse's face when feeding among them.

PAJEAR, vn. (Farn.) To make a litter.

PAJERA, sf. A small place where straw is kept.
PAJERO, sm. One who deals in straw, and car-

ries it from one place to another for sale.

PA.TICA, I.LA, TA,S/. Short light straw. Pajica,
Ci^ar made of a maize leaf.

PAJIZO, ZA, a. Made of straw, thatched or co-
vered with straw

,; being ofthe colour ofstraw.

PAj6tf, sm. Coarse straw.

PAjdso, SA, a. Straw, made of straw.

PAJOTE, 5771. Straw interwoven with bulrush,
with which gardeners cover fruit trees and

plants.

PAJUELA,S/. 1. Short light straw. 2. Match, a

piece of rope or wood dipped in sulphur in

order to catch fire.

PAJUGERO, sm. (Arag.) Place where straw is

deposited to rot and become manure.

PAJUNCIO, sm. (Contempt.) Rush, any thing
worthless. [the manger or stable.

PAJUZ, sm. Refuse of straw which remains in

PAJAZO, SOT. Bad straw designed for manure.
PAL A, sf. I. A wooden shovel for throwing or

heaping the grain ; fire-shovel. 2. Peel used

by bakers to put bread in and out of the oven.

3. Battledoor. 4. Blade of an oar. 5. Upper-
leather of a shoe. 6. Upper row of teeth. 7.

Craft, cunning, artifice. 8. Dexterity, cle-

verness. 0. (Lapid.) Metal in which stones

are set. Corta pala, (Fam.) He who is igno-
rant ofa thing. Meter su media pala, To have
a share in the business. Higuera de pala,
(Bot.) V. Nopal.

PALARRA,S/. 1. Word, asingle part ofspeech. 2.

Affirmation, confirmation. 3. Promise, offer.

4. (Teol.) The Word or only begotten Son.
Pdlabra de matrimonio, Promise of marriage.
Palabra prenada, A word which means more
than it expresses. A1 media palabra, At the
least hint. De palabra, By word of mouth.
Mi palabra es prenda de oro, My word is as

good as a bond. Tomar la, palabra, To take
a man at his word. A 1 la primera palabra, At
a word. Remojar la palabra, (Vulg.) To
drink. Palabras, Superstitious words used

by sorcerers ; sentence extracted from any
work ; formula of the sacraments, table on
which the words of consecration are written.

PALABRADA, sf. Low, scurrilous language.
PALABRAS, interj. I say, a word with you.
PALABRERO, RA, a. Talkative, full of prate, lo-

quacious.

PALABRIMUGER, 5771. Man who has an effemi-

nate voice.

PALABRISTA, s. com. One who is full of prate,
a loquacious person.

PALABRITA, sf. 1. An endearing short expres-
sion. 2. A word full of meaning. Palabritas

mansas, Soft winning expressions.

PALACIEGO, GA, a. Pertaining or relating to the

palace.

PALACIEGO, sm. Courtier.

PAI.ACIO, 5i. 1. Palace, a royal residence ; a
house eminently splendid. 2. Castle, the

mansion of the ancient nobility. 3. (Mur.) A
little hut of mud walls and only one room. 4,

(Toledo) A hall or antechamber without fur-

niture, where people meet and converse.

Hacer palacio, To develope, to discover what
was concealed.

PALACRA 6 PALACRANA, sf. A piece of native

gold ; ingot of
pure gold.

PALADA, sf. 1. A shovel-full, as much as a

shovel can take up at once. 2. (Naut.) Ev-

ery pull or stroke with the blade or wash of
an oar in the water.

PALADAR, sm. 1. Roof of the palate of an ani-
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mal. 2. Taste, relish ; longing desire. A' me-
didu 6 a sabor de su paladar, According to

the taste or desire of any one.

PALADEA"R, va. 1. To rub the palate of a new-
born child with honey or any other sweet
substance. 2. To amuse, to divert. 3. To
clean the mouth or palate of animals. vn.

To manifest a desire of sucking ; applied to

a new-born child. vr. To get the taste of a

thing by little and little ; to relish.

PAI.ADEO, sm. The act of tasting or relishing.
PALADIN, sm. A stout valiant knight.
PALADINAMENTE, ad. Publicly, clearly.

PALADINO, NA, a. Manifest, clear, apparent,
public. JF paladinas, (Ant.) Publicly.

PALADIO.V, sm. Palladium.

PALAFREN, sm. Palfrey, a small horse for la-

dies
;
a servant's horse.

PALAFRENERO, sm. Groom. Palafrenero may-
or, First equerry to the king.

PALAi\iALLO,57. Pall-mall, a play in which the
ball is struck with a mallet.

PALAMENTA, sf. The oars ofa row-galley. Estar
debaxo de la palamenta, To be at the beck of

any one, to be subject to any one's pleasure.
PALANCA, sf. 1. Lever, one of the principal me-

chanical powers used to raise or elevate a

great weight. 2. Cowl staff, a staff or pole in

which a vessel is supported between two
men. 3. Exterior fortification with stakes. 4.

(Naut.) Strong rope at the stays of a sail.

PALANCADA, sf. Stroke or blow with a lever.

PALANCANA 6 PALANGANA, sf. Basin, a vessel

for various uses.

PALANQTJERA, sf. Enclosure made with stakes
or poles.

PALANQUERO, sm. Driver of stakes, pile-driver.

PALANQUETA, sf. 1. (Art.) Bar-shot, two balls

joined by a bar, and used chiefly at sea to

wound the masts and cut the rigging of the

enemy's ships. 2. A small lever.

PALANQUIN, sm. I. Porter who carries burthens
for hire. 2. (Naut.) Double or twofold tackle.

3. (In Cant) Thief.

PALANQUITA, sf. A small lever. V. Palanqueta.
PALASTRO, sm. Iron plate, sheet of hammered

iron. [by women.
PALATNA, sf. Tippet, a sort of neckcloth worn
PALATINADO, sm. Palatinate ; dignity of a pala-

tine.

PALATJNO, NA, a. Belonging to the palace or
courtiers.

PALAZZO, sm. Blow given with a shovel or stick.

PALAZOV, sm. (Naut.) Masting, the masts of

ships and vessels in general.
PXLco, sm. Scaffold or stage raised for specta-

tors to see any remarkable transaction.

PALEADOR, sm. Man who works with the shovel.

PALEAGE, sm. The act of unshipping grain with
a shovel.

PALEAR, va. V. Apalear.
P-iLEOGHArfA, sf. Paleography, art of reading

ancient MSS. containing contractions.

PALENQUE, 5m. 1. Palisade, enclosure made
with piles ; paling. 2. Passage from the pit

tojthe stage in a play-house, made of boards.

PALERA, sf. Enclosure made with fig-trees.
PALER! A, sf. Art and business of draining low
wet lands.
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PALERO, sm. 1. One who makes or sells shovels.
2. Ditcher, drainer ; pioneer.

PALESTRA, sf. 1. Place for wrestling, tilting;
debating, and disputing. 2. (Poet.) Art of

wrestling.
PALESTRICO, CA, a. Relating to wrestling or

debating.
PALESTRITA, sm. One versed in athletic or lo-

gical exercises.

PALETA, 5/. 1. Fire-shovel. 2. Palette, a thin
oval board, on which painters put and hold
their colours. 3. Iron ladle, used in public
kitchens to distribute viands. 4. A small
shovel. 5. Blade-bone of the shoulder. 6.

Trowel, a tool to take up inortar and spread
it on a wall. 7. Paleta de tt.zotar, (Naut.)
Cobbing-board, used to punish mariners on
board of ships. De paleta, Opportunely. En
dos paletas, Shortly, briefly.

PALETADA, sf. Trowel-full of mortar or plaster.

PALExfLLA, sf. 1. A little shoulder-blade. V
Palmatoria. 2. A cartilage under the pit of
the stomach.

PALETO, sm. 1. Fallow deer. V. Gamo. 2.

Clown, rustic.

PALETON, sm. Bit, the part of a key in which
the wards are formed.

PALETOQUE, sm. Kind of dress like a scapulary
which hangs to the knees.

PALIA, sf. 1. Altar-cloth. 2. Veil or curtain

which hangs before the tabernacle
; square

piece of linen put over the chalice.

PALIACION, sf. Palliation, the act of palliating
or extenuating ;

extenuation.

PALIADAMENTE, ad. Dissemblingly, in a pallia-
tive manner.

PALIAR, va. To palliate, to extenuate, to cover,
to excuse ; to cloak.

PAI.IATIVO, VA, Y PALIATORIO, RIA, a. Pallia-

tive, that may be palliated.

PALIDEZ, sf. Paleness, wanness, want of colour.

PALIDO, UA, a. Pallid, pale, yellowish.
PALILLERO, sm. 1. One who makes or sells

tooth-picks. 2. Tooth-pick case.

PALILLO, 5m. 1. A small stick. 2. Knitting-
needle case. 3. Rolling-pin. 4. Tooth-pick.
5. Table-talk. 6. Trigger of a gun. pi. 1.

Bobbins, small pins of wood for making bone-

lace. 2. Drum-sticks. 3. First rudiments of

arts and sciences. 4. Trifles, things of no
moment.

PALINDROMO, 5m. Writing which read either

from left to right or vice versa has the same

meaning.
PALINCENESIA, sf. Regeneration.
PALINODIA, sf. Palinody, recantation.

PA"LIO, 5m. 1. Cloak, short mantle. 2. Pall, a

pontifical ornament, worn by patriarchs and

archbishops of the Roman catholic church.

3. Any thing of the form or shape of a cano-

py.
4. Premium or plate given as a reward

in racing. Rccibir con palio, To receive

under a pall, as kings, &c.

PALI^UE, 5m. Trifling conversation.

PALITO, sm. A little stick. [shaped stick.

PALITROQUE Y PALITOQUE, s)n. A rough ill-

?ALf ZA, sf. Cudgelling or drubbing \vith a stick.

PALIZX.DA, 5/. 1. Palisade or palisado. 2. Paling,
fence made with pales. V. Estacada.
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PALLOR, va. To extract or select the richest

metallic part of minerals.

PALL^TA Y PALLETE, 5. (Naut.) Mat, a thick

clout, woven of spun-yarn or of the strands

of untwisted ropes, and used to preserve

yards or masts from galling. Palleta afelpa-

dz, Chafe-mat or panch, a mat interwoven
with twists of rope-yarn to increase its

strength.
PALLON, sm. 1. The quantity of gold or silver

resulting from an assay. 2. Assay of gold
when incorporated in the cupellation before

separation with aquafortis.

PALMA, sf. 1. (Dot.) Date palm-tree. Phomix

dactylifera L. 2. Bud shooting out of a

palm-tree. V. Palmito. 3. Palm of the hand.

4. Quick sole of a horse's hoof. 5. Palm leaf,

with which baskets are made. Llevarse la

palma, To carry the day, to conquer. Andar
en palmas, To be universally esteemed and

applauded. [ti. Ricinus communis L.

PALMACHRISTI,.?/. (Bot.) Common palma chris-

PALMADA, sf. Slap given with the palm of the

hand. Palmadas, Clapping of hands.

PALMADfLLA, CA, TA, sf. 1. A slight clap with
the palm of the hand. 2. A kind of dance.

PALMAR, a'. 1. Measuring a palm or three inch-

es. 2. Belonging or relating to palms. 3.

Clear, obvious, evident.

PALMAR, 5m. 1. Plantation or grove of palm-
trees. 2. Fuller's thistle, which serves to

raise the nap or bur on cloth. 3. Basket
made of reeds, in which the washed wool is

pressed after it has been taken out of the

washing-tub.
PALMAR, vn. (Fam.) To die.

PAI.MARIO, RIA, a. Clear, obvious, evident.

PALMATORIA, sf. 1. A kind of rod with which

boys at school are beaten on the hand. 2. A
small candlestick with a handle.

PALMEADO, DA, a. 1. Palmipede, web-footed
;

applied to fowls. 2. (Bot.) Palmate ; applied
to the leaves and roots of plants.

PAI.MEAR, va. To slap with the open hand ; to

clap.

PALMEJARES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Thick-stuff, large
thick planks nailed to the inner sides of ships
from stem to stern. Palmejarcs del plan.
Floor thick-stuff. Palmejares dc los escarpes,
Scarf thick-stuff. Palmejares de los dormi-

entos, Clamp thick-stuff.

PALMERA, sf. Palm-tree. V. Palma.

PALMERO, sm. Palmer, an appellation formerly
given to pilgrims who returned from the

holy land, carrying a palm in their hand ;

keeper of palms.
PALMTA, sf. I. A kind of rod. V. Palmatoria.

2. Slap in the palm of the hand.

PALMfrERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Palmiferous.

PALMILLA, sf. 1. A sort of blue woollen cloth

manufactured chiefly in Cuenca. 2. Sole of
a shoe.

PALMITIESO, a. Hard-hoofed horse.

PALMfxo, sm. 1. Bud shooting out from a palm-
tree. 2. (Bot.) Palmetto, species of palrn-
tree. Chamserops humilis L. Como un pal-
mito, Neat, clean, genteel. 3. Little face

;

applied to women and damsel-like youths.
Buen palmito, A pretty face.

PAtMo, *rre. l.Palm, a measure of length from
the thumb to the end of the little finger
stretched out. En un palmo de tierra, In a
short space of ground. 2. Game, commonly
called span-farthing. Palmo a palmo, Incn

by inch. Medir a palmos, (Met.) To have a

complete knowledge of any thing.
PALMOTEAR, va. To slap with the open hand.

V. Palmear.

PALMOTEO, sm. Clapping of hands.

PALO, sm. I. Stick, a piece of wood of any
length or size. 2. Timber. 3. Blow given
with a stick. 4. Execution on the gallows. f>.

Suit at cards. (>. Stalk of fruit. 7. (Met.)
Indecent expression. Alcalde de palo, Igno-
rant, useless alcalde. Tener el mando y cl

rlo,
To have absolute power over any thing.

(Naut.) Mast. Palo de una sola piczu,
Pole-mast. Palo reforzado, Fished in-ist.

Palo en bruto, Rough mast. A' palo seco,
Under bare-poles. Palo mayor, Main-mast.
Palo de trinqiiete, Fore-mast. Palo de me-

sana, Mizen-mast. Polos principals, Lower
or standing masts. [cum officinale //.

PALO SANTO, 5m. (Bot.) Lignum vitee. Guaia-
PALO DULCK, 5m. (Bot.) Liquorice. V. Orozuz.

PAI.OMA, 5/. 1. (Orn.) Pigeon. Columba L. 2.

(Naut.) Sling of a yard. 3. A meek mild

person.

PALOMADtJRAs, 5/. pi. (Naiit.) Seams of the

sails, where the bolt-rope is sewed to them.

PALOMA^R, a. Applied to hard twisted linen or

thread. 5m. Pigeon-house.
PALOMARIEGO, GA, a. Applied to domestic pi-

geons in the fields.

PALOME.R, . To shoot pigeons.
PALOMERA, 5/. 1. A bleak place, much exposed

to the wind. 2. Small dove-cot.

PALOMERIA, 5/. Pigeon-shooting.
PALOMERO, a. Applied to arrows with long iron

points.

PALOMILLA, 5/. 1. A young pigeon. 2. (Bot.)
Common fumitory. Fumaria oificinalia L.
3. Back-bone of a horse. 4. Chrysalis or au-

relia, the first apparent change of a maggot,
of butterflies, or any other species of insect.

5. Horse of a milk-white colour. 6. A sort of
white nymph or fly reared in barley. 7. Peak
of a pack-saddle. 8. Brass box of the axis of
a waeel. 9. Sort of light stuff.

PALOMINA, sf. 1. Pigeon-dung. 2. (Bot.) Fu-

mitory. 3. A kind of black grape.
PALOMINO, 5m. 1. A young pigeon. 2. (Joe.)

Stain in a shirt from dirt.
-

PALOMO, sm. Cock-pigeon. Juan palomo, An
idle useless fellow.

PALOR, sm. Paleness. V. Palidez.

PALOTA^DA, sf. Stroke or blow with a battledoor .

JVo dar palotada, Not to have hit on the right

thing in all that is said or done ;
not to have

begun a line or tittle of what was undertaken
or ordered.

PAi,OTK,5m. 1. Stick of a middling size
; drum-

stick. 2. Rule or line used by scholars in

writing.
PALOTEADO, 5m. 1. Rustic dance performed
with sticks. 2. Noisy scuffle or dispute.

PALOTEAR,WW. To scuffle,to clash,to strike sticks

against one another ;
to contend, to dispute.
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PALorfo, 5m. Fight with sticks.

PALPABLE, a. I. Palpable, perceptible to the
touch. 2. Plain, evident.

PALPABLEBIENTE, ad. Palpably, evidently.
PALPADtJRA, sf. Feeling, touching.
PALPAMIENTO, sm. The act of feeling or per-

ceiving by the touch.

PALPAU, va. 1. To feel, to touch. 2. To grope,
to search by feeling in the dark ; to know
positively. Palpar la \ropa, To be near
death

; to be confused and irresolute.

PALPA;BRA, sf. Eye-lid. V.Pdrpado.
PALPITACION, sj. Palpitation, beating of the

heart ; panting.

PAL!>iTANTE,/m. Vibrating, palpitating.

PALPITAR, vn. To palpitate, to pant, to flutter.

PALTA, sf. (Bot.) Aligator-pear.
PALTO, sm. (Bot.) Aligator pear-tree. Laurus

persea L.

PALUDAMENTO, sm. Purple mantle trimmed
with gold and worn by the Roman emperors
in war.

PAUJDK, sf. Lake, pool. V. Laguna.
PALUDOSO, SA, a. Marshy, swampy, full of fens

and bogs.
PALUMB..RIO, a. Applied to the goss-hawk
which pursues pigeons.

PALt/RDo, DA, a. Rustic, clownish, rude.

PAL^STRE, a. Marshy, fenny, boggy. sm.
Trowel.

PAMPANA, sf. Vine-leaf. Tocar 6 zurrar la

pampana, To threaten to chastise, [shoots.

PAMPANADA, sf. Juice of tendrils or vine-

PAMPANAGE, sm. 1. Abundance of vine-shoots.

2. Vain parade or show.

PAMPANILLA, sf. Covering of leaves.

PAMPANO, 5m. 1. Young vine branch or tendril.

2. (let.) V. Salpa. [leaves, leafy.

PAMPANOSO, SA, a. Covered with foliage or

PAMPIROLADA, sf. I. Sauce made of garlic,

bread, and water, pounded in a mortar. 2.

Any silly thing without substance.

PAMPLI.VA, 5/. 1. (Bot.) Duckweed. Lemna
arhiza L. 2. (Bot.) Mouse-ear. 3. Trifle, a

futile worthless thing.
PAMPOSADO, DA, a. Lazy, idle, cowardly.
PAMPRINGADA, sf. 1. V. Pringada. 2. (Met.)

Frivolous futile thing.
PAN", 5m. 1. Bread, food made of corn ground.

2. Paste made of sseds in the shape of bread.

3. Food in general, as the support of life.

Pan perdido, (Met.) He who leaves his

house and becomes a vagrant. 4. All seeds,

except wheat, of which bread is made. 5.

Host, the consecrated bread. 6. Wafer. 7.

Leafof gold or silver. Pan de la boda, Honey-
moon. Pan de municion, Ammunition-bread.
A1

pan y cuchillo, Familiarly, assiduously,

frequently. A 1

pan y manteles, At bed and
board. Pan de perro, Very bad bread ; chas-

tisement or injury to any one.

PANACE, 5/. (Bot.) All heal.

PANACEA, sf. Panacea, universal medicine.

PANADA, 5/. Panado.

PANADEAR, va. To make bread for sale.

PANADKO, 5m. Baking bread.

PANADERIA, sf. 1. Trade or profession ofabaker.
2. Baker's shop, bakehouse. [bread.

PAXADERO, RA, s. Baker, maker or seller of

5Q8

PAN

PANADfzo Y PANARf zo, sm. 1. Whitlow, a swell-

ing in the finger. 2. Pale-faced sickly person.
PANADO, DA, a. Applied to bread macerated in

water for sick persons. 5m. PANADO.
PANAL, 5m. 1. Honey-comb, the spongious cells

of wax in which the bees store their honey*
2. Any thing pleasing to the taste.

PANARRA, 5m. Dolt, simpleton.
PANAS IMBORNALERAS DE LAS VARENGAS, sf. pi

(Naut.) Limber-boards, short pieces of plank
which form part of the lining of the ship's
floor close to the kelson, and immediately
above the timbers. Punas de bote 6 lanclta,

(Naut.) Boat timber-boards.

PANATELA, sf. Panado. V. PanttcJa.

PAN^.TICA, sf. Provision of bread.

PANCADA, 5/. 1. (Gal.) Kick with the foot. 2.

Contract for disposing of goods by wholesale.

PANCARPIA, 5/. Garland made of a variety of
flowers.

PANCERA, sf. The part of the armour which co-

vers the belly.

PONCHO, 5m. (Joe.) Paunch, belly. V. Panza.

PANCREAS, sm. (Anat.) Pancreas, sweetbread.

PANCREATICO, CA, a. Pancreatic.

PANDEAR, vn. To bend, to be inclined, to belly,
to bulge out.

PANDECTA, 5/. (Among Merchants) Account-
book which serves as an alphabetical index to

the ledger. Pandictas, Pandects, a collection

of the various works of the Roman civil law,
made by order of the emperor Justinian.

PANDEO, 5m. Bulge, any thing that juts or

bulges out in the middle.

PANDERADA, sf. 1. Number of timbrels joined
in concert. 2. Stroke or blow with a timbrel.

3. A silly, untimely, or unreasonable propo-
sition.

PANDERAZO, sm. Blow with a timbrel.

PANDERETEAR, vn. To play on the timbrel.

PANDKRETEO, sm. The act ofbeating the timbrel.

PANDERETERO, 5m. One who beats the timbrel.

PANDERILLO Y PANDERITE, 5m. A small timbrel.

PANDERO, 5m. 1. Timbrel, a musical instrument
of high antiquity. 2. Silly person who talks

at random. 3. V. Cometa.

PANDILLA, sf. Plot, league, party, faction.

PANDILLADOR, PANDILLERO, Y PANDILLSTA,
5m. Author and fomenter of plots and fac-

tions.

PX.NDO, DA, a. 1 . Bulged, jutting out in the mid-

dle. 2. Slow, not quick of motion ; applied
to deep waters that run slow. 3. Tardy, grave.

PANDORGA, sf. 1. Concert of various musical
instruments. 2. (Joe.) Fat bulky woman. 3.

Comet. V. Cometa.

PANDORGONA, sf. aum. of Pandorga.
PANKCILLO, co, Y TO, 5m. A small loaf of broad.

PANEGIRICO, CA, a. Panegyrical.
PANEGIRICO, 5m. Panegyric, eulogy ;

an enco-

miastic piece of composition. [g'8 '-

PANEGIRISTA, sm. Panegyrist, encomiast, eulo-

PANELA, sf. 1. A kind of cake made of Indian

corn. 2. Brown unpurified sugar. 3. (Bias.)
Parinel.

PANERA, 5/. 1. Granary, a store-house for

threshed corn. 2. Pannier, a bread-basket.

PANES, 5m. pi. 1. Corn or grain in the field. 2.

Fauns, satyrs.
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PANETELA, */ Panado, soup made by boiling
bread in water.

PA.NETERIA, sf. Room or office in the palace of

the Spanish monarch, where bread and linen

are kept for use ;
PANTRY.

PX.NFILO, SMI. 1. A slow, sluggish, heavy per-
son. 2. A jesting game, extinguishing a

small candle in pronouncing this word.

PANIAGUADO, sm. 1. Table-fellow, one who re-

ceives board and lodging from a friend. 2.

Comrade, an intimate friend. [fear.

PANICO, CA, a. Panic, struck with groundless
PANICULO, sm. Pannicle, pellicle, a membrane.

PANIEGO, GA, a. Eating or yielding much bread.

PANIEGO, sm. Bag made of coarse cloth, in

which charcoal is generally carried and sold.

PANIFICADO, DA, a. Tilled, cultivated.

PAKIFICAR, va. To break up pasture-land and

convert it into arable ground or corn-fields.

PAMLLA, sf. A small measure of oil.

PAJ.IZO, 57/1. (Bot.) Panic-grass ; panic. Pani-

cum L.

PA.NOJA, sf. Ear of panic and millet.

PANTAU.A, sf. 1. Screen for the light of a can-

dle or lamp. 2. Any screen or shelter. Pan-

tallas, Coverings made of straw and bulrush,

to preserve garden plants.

PANTASO, sm. 1. Pool of stagnant water; re-

servoir or lake for the purpose of irrigation.
2. Hinderance, obstacle, difficulty.

PANTANOSO, SA, a. 1. Marshy, fenny, boggy. 2.

Full ofdifficulties, obstacles, and obstructions.

PANTEON, sm. Pantheon, a temple of ancient

Rome, dedicated to all her gods, but now
consecrated to the Holy Virgin, under the

title of Our Blessed Lady of the Rotunda.
Pantcon del, Esciiriul, A vault in the Escu-
rial where the remains of the Spanish ino-

narchs are interred.

PAVTERA, sf. Panther. Felis pardus L.

PANTOMETRA, sf. Pantometer ; proportional

compasses for measuring heights and angles.

PANTOMIMO, sm. Pantomime, one who has the

power of universal mimicry ;
one who ex-

presses his meaning by mute action.

PAXTOQUK, sm. (Naut.) Floor or flat of the ship.

PANTORRILLA, sf. Calf; the thick, plump, bul-

bous part of the leg.

PANTOKUII.I.ERA, sf. A sort of stocking used to

make tha calf look big.

PAMTORRILLUDO, DA, . Having very large or

thick calves.

PA.VTUFLAZO, sm. Blow or stroke given with a

slipper. [hind leather.

PANTUFLO, sm. Slipper, a kind of shoe without
PA NX A, sf. Belly, paunch. Panza en gloria,

(Fam.) One who is too placid and feels no-

thing, [ing. 2. Push with the belly.

PANZADA, sf. 1. Belly full of eating and drink-

PANZON, sm. Large-bellied person.
PANZIJDO, DA, a. Big-bellied.

PANAL, sm. 1. Swaddling-clout or cloth. 2.

Cloth in which any thing is wrapped up. 3.

Tail of a shirt. pi. 1. The first elements of
education and instruction. Estar enpanalcs,
To have little knowledge of any thing. 2.

Childhood, infancy.
PANALON, sm. aum. One who has part of his

clothes always falling off!

PA?JERO, sm. Woollen-draper, one who deals in

cloth.

PANETF.S, sm. pi. 1. A kind of trowsers worn by
fishermen and tanners, when they are at

work. 2. Linen attached to the crucifix be-

low the waist.

PA^ITO y PA{JIZUELO, sm. A small cloth.

PANO, sm. 1. Cloth, woollen stuff of various

sorts. 2. Any woven stuff, whether of silk,

flax, hemp, wool, or cotton. 3. Piece of ta-

pestry. 4. The red colour of a blood-shot

eye ;
livid spot on the face. 5. Spot in look-

ing-glasses, crystals, or precious stones. 6.

(Naut.) Canvass, sail-cloth. El barco va con

poco pario, The vessel carries but little sail.

Panos, Clothes, garments. Panos menores,
Small clothes. Panos calientes, (Met.) Exer-
tions to stimulate one to do what is desired ;

eftbrts to moderate any one's rigour. M
paiio, Peeping ; applied to a person looking

through the drop-curtain of a theatre, or lis-

tening.
PANOI., sm. (Naut.) Room in a ship where

stores are kept. Panol de polvora, (Naut.)

Magazine. Panol de proa, (Naut.) Boat-

swain's store-room. Panol de las velaa,

(Naut.) Sail-room. Panol del coTidcstable,

(Naut.) Gunner's-room.
PANOLERO DE SANTA BARBARA, sm. (Naut.)
The gunner's yeoman. Panolero del panol
de proa, (Nattt.) The boatswain's yeoman.

PANOSO, SA, a. Ragged, dressed in rags.

PAJJUELO, sm. Handkerchief.

PAPA, sm. 1. Pope, the head of the Roman ca-

tholic church. Papa, Papa, a fond name for

father. 2. Pap, a soup for infants
; any sort

of pap ; any kind of food. V. Puches. Pdpas,
(Bot.) Potatoes. Solanum tuberosurn L.

PAPACOTK, sm. V. Cometa.

PAPADA.S/. Double-chin
;
much flesh hanging

under the chin of a man or woman. Papada
de buey 6 toro, Dewlap, the flesh that hangs
down from the throat of oxen.

PAPADILI,A, sf. Tho fleshy part under the chin.

PAPADO, sm. Popedom, pontificate.

PAPAFIGO, sm. (Orn.) Epicurean warbler. Mo-
tacilla ficedula L:

PAPAGAYA, sf. Female parrot.

PAPAGAYO, sm. 1. (Orn.) Parrot. Psittacus L.

2. (Bot.) Flower like a tulip. 3. Red fish full

of venomous prickles, with a blue neck.

PAPAHIGOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Courses, the lower

sails, viz. The main-sail, fore-sail, and mizen.

PAPAHUEVOS, sm. Simpleton, clodpoll. [pato-.

PAPAL, a. Papal, belonging to the pope. V. Za-

PAPALINA, sf. Cap with flaps, which cover tho

PA PAL ME NT*:, ad. In a papal manner. [ears.

PAPAM6scAS,sm. (Orn.) V. Doral.

PAPANATAS, sm. Oaf, simpleton, ninny.

PAPANDVJJO, JA, a. (Vulg.) Too soft ; applied
to over-ripe fruit.

PA PAR, va. 1. To swallow soft food without

chewing. 2. To pay little attention to things
which claim much notice. Papenlc duelns,

(Joe.) Expression censuring the indolence

of any one in respect to the vices of others,

which he ought to excuse or remedy. Pa-par
moscas 6 nient.o, To go with the mouth open
like a fool.
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,
sm. Clownishness, awkward man-

ners.

PAPARO, sm. Clown, a coarse ill-bred person.
PAPARRABIAS, sf. (Fam.) A testy, fretful per-

son, [children.

PAPARRASOLLA, sf. Hobgoblin, a bugbear for

PAPARRUciiA,5/. Dainty ;
riches. Contargran-

des paparruchas, To reckon great riches.

PAPASAL, sm. Play among boys ; any trifling
amusement. [paya L.

PAPAVO, sm. (Bot.) Papaw-tree. Carica pa-
PAPAZ, sm. Christian priest so called in Africa.

PAPAZGO, 5m. Popedom. pontificate.
PAPEL, sm. 1. Paper, a substance on which men

write and print, chiefly made by macerating
linen rags in water. 2. Writing, treatise, dis-

course. 3. Part acted in a play; actor, actress.

4. Delegate or deputy ofabody politic. Papel
de estraza, Brown paper. Papel sellado,

Stamped paper, stamp. Papel que se cola,

Paper which sinks. Papel pintado, Stained

paper. Papel volante, A small pamphlet. pi.
1. Manuscripts. 2. Wry faces, gesticulations.

PAPELEAR, vn. To run over papers.
PAPELEADOR.sm. Searcher of papers ; scribbler.

PAPELERA, sf. 1. A number of writings or writ-
ten papers placed together. 2. Writing-desk,
scrutoire, paper-case. [without order.

PAPELERIA, sf. Heap or large bundle "of papers
PAPELERO, sm. Paper-manufacturer.
PAPELETA, sf. 1. Slip of paper on which any

thing is written or noted. 2. Case of paper
in which money or sweet-meats are kept.

PAPELINA, sf. 1. A small wine-glass with a foot.

2. A very thin sort of stuff or cloth, poplin.

PAPELISTA, sm. One who is always employed
about papers and writings. [curl.

PAPELITO, sm. A small paper, paper for ahair-

PAPELON, sm. 1. A large piece of paper posted
up. such as edicts and proclamations ; prolix

writing. 2. Pamphlet. 3. Boaster, ostenta-
tor. Escritor de papelones sueltos, Pam-
phleteer, a writer of pamphlets.

PAPERA, sf. Tumour under the jaws.
PAPERO, sm. Pot in which a child's pap is made.

PAPIALBILLO, sm. Weasel. Mustela L.

PAPIGORUILLO, LLA
; TO, TA, a. Plump-cheeked.

PAPIL^R, a. Papillary, very small eminences
on the skin.

PAPILLA, sf. 1. Pap, food given to sucking
children. 2. Guile, deceit, artifice. Dar pa-
pilla, To deceive by false and insidious ca-

resses.

PAPILONACEO, A, a. Papilionaceous, butterfly-
like.

PAPION, 57tt. A kind of large monkey. V. Ccfo.

PAPiRo,5m. (Bot.) Egyptian papyrus or paper-
tree. Cyperus papyrus L.

PAPIROLADA, sf. Sauce made of garlic and
bread. V. Pampirolada.

PAPTROT.DA, sf. Fillip on the neck or face.

PAPIROTE, sm. (Vulg.) Fillip.
PAPIST A, 5. com. Papist, one who adheres to

the doctrines of the Roman catholic church.

PAPO, sm. 1. The fleshy part which hangs down
from the chin. 2. Quantity of food given to

a bird of prey at once. 3. Down of thistles.

Papo de viento, (Naut.) A small sail. Hablar
de papo, To speak big. Pdpos, Furbelow, an
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ornament sewed on the lower part of s wo-
man's garment.

PAP<JDO, DA, a. Double-chinned.
PAptfJADO, DA, a. 1. Full gorged ; applied to

birds and fowls. 2. Swoln, thick, elevated.

PAPULA, sf. Pimple or scrofulous tumour on
the throat.

PA^UEBOT, sm. Packet, a vessel appointed to

carry the mail or bag of letters.

PAQUETE, sm. 1. A small packet, a little bale.

2. Bundle of letters tied up together.
PAR, a. Equal, alike, on a par ;

even. Sin par,
Matchless. ad. Near. V. Cerca 6 Junto.
Par Dios 6 par dicz, A, minced oath instead
of For Dios, By God.

P.AR, sm. 1. Pair, two of the same sort. 2. Peer,

ajiobletrian
or baron of the realm. 3. Handle

of a bell. Pares y nones, Odd or even ; a

play. A1 la par, Jointly, equally ; at par,
without any charge or discount. A1

pares,
By pairs, two and two. Depar en par, A-jar ;

applied to the door ; openly, clearly, without
obstruction. Ir a la par, To go halves, to

have an equal share in the business.

PARES, sf. pi. Las pares, The placenta or after-

birth, so called from its dividing into two

equal parts. V. Placenta.

PARA, prep. For, to, in order to, towards,

wherefore, fit. Para emtar, To avoid. Dar
para nieve dfruta, To buy snow or fruit, or

to give money for snow or fruit. JV*. es para
nada, N. is fit for nothing. 3 Para que ?

Why ? Leer para si, To read to one's self.

Para conmigo, Compared with me. Para

siempre, For ever. Para eso, For that, for

so much
;
in derision. Para en uno, To one

and the same end. Para esta, You will pay
me for this ; uttered as a menace, placing the

fore-finger on the nose. Sin que ni para que,
Without any motive, without rhyme or rea-

son. Para con 1 no vale nada, According to

him it is worth nothing, [the step ofan altar.

PARABAS, 5m. Thick border of a palm-mat, on

PARABIEN, 5m. Compliment of congratulation.
Dar el parabien, To congratulate, to compli-
ment upon any happy event.

PARABIENERO, 5m. One who congratulates ;
a

person full of compliments. [bola.

PARABOLA, sf. 1. Parable. 2. (Geom.) Para-

PAROBOLANO,57. He who uses parables or fic-

tions, [rabies or parabolas.

PARABOLICO, CA, a. Parabolical, relating
to pa-

PARACLETO 6 PARACLITO, 5m. Name given to

the Holy Ghost, sent as an advocate or com-
forter, [chronology.

PAKACRONfsMo, 5m. Parachronism, error in

PARANA, s/. 1. Halt, the act of halting or stop-

ping in a place. 2. End of a course. 3. Stop,

suspension, pause. 4. Fold where cattle are

kept. 5. Relay, a set of mules or horses on
the road to relieve others. 6. Dam, bank. 7.

j
Stake, bet ; any thing staked or wagered. 8.

Parade, a place where troops are assembled

to exercise.

PARADERA,5/. Sluice, flood-gate.

PARADERO, 5m. 1. Halting-place, aplace where
one stops or intends to stop. 2. Term or end

of any thing. Paradero de los carros, An inn

where carts or wagons put up.
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PARADETA, IT.LA, sf. A short stop. Paradetas,
A kind of Spanish dance.

PARADfoMA, sm. Example, instance.

PARADISLERO, sm. 1. Sportsman waiting for his

game. 2. Newsmonger, one whose employ-
ment is to hear and tell news.

PARADO, DA, a. 1. Remiss, careless, indolent. 2.

Being without any business or employment.
Cache parado, Balcony. A 1 lo bienparado, To

reject old things, however good, for new ones.

PARADOU, sm. 1. One who stops or halts. 2.

Inn, a house of entertainment for travellers.

PARADOX A, sf. Paradox.

PARADOXICO, CA, a. Paradoxical. [vagant.

PARADOXO, XA, a. Paradoxical, strange, extra-

PARAFERNALES (BiENEs), s. pi. Paraphernalia,

goods which a wife brings independent of

her portion, and which are at her disposal.

PARAFRASKAK, va. To paraphrase, to interpret
with laxity ofexpression ;

to translate loosely.
PARAFRASI. sf. Paraphrase.
PARAFRASTE, sm. Paraphrast.
PARAFRASTICAMENTE, ad. Paraphrastically.
PARAFRASTICO, c A, a. Paraphrastic.
PARAGE, sm. 1. Place, residence. 2. Condition,

disposition. [syllable at the end ofa word.

PARAGOGE, sf. (Gram.) Addition of a letter or

PARAGON, sm. Paragon, model, example.
PARAGON^R, va. To paragon, to compare, to

PARAGRAKO, sm. V. Pdrrafo. [equal.
PARA! so, sm. 1. Paradise, any pleasant or de-

lightful place. 2. Paradise, heaven. Paraiso
de bolos, Imaginary pleasures, fancied enjoy-
ments, [a ship runs in launching.

PARAL, sm. Wooden trough in which the keel of

PVRALACTICO, CA, a. Parallactic.

PARALAXE 6 PARALAXIS, sf. (Astron.) Parallax.

PARALELpfpEDo, sm. (Geom.) Parallelepiped.

PARALELfsMO, sm. Parallelism.

PARALELIZAR, va. To parallel, to compare.
PARALELO, LA, a. Parallel, similar, correspon-

dent, [son.

PARALELO, sm. Parallel, resemblance, compari-
PARALELOGRAMO, sm. Parallelogram.
PARALIO, sm. (Bot.) Kind of sea-spurge.
PARALIPOMENON, sm. One of the books of the

Holy Bible, as a supplement.
PARALISIS, sf. V. Parlcsifi.

PARALITICADO, DA, a. Paralytic, palsied.

PARALITICO, CA, a. V. Perlatico.

PARALOGISMO, sm. Paralogism, false reasoning.
PARALOGIZAR, va. To use false arguments.
PARAMENTAR, va. To adorn, to embellish.

PARAMENTO, sm. 1. Ornament, embellishment.
2. Cloth with which any thing is covered.

PARAMO, sm. Desert, wilderness, a bleak cold

place.
PARANCERO, sm. Bird-catcher, one who catches

birds by means of nets, lime-sticks, and other
contrivances.

PARANGON, sm. Paragon, model, comparison.
PARANGONA, sf. (Imp.) Large type.
PARANGO.VAR y PARANGONIZAR, va. To para-

gon, to match, to compare.
PARANf.vFico, a. (Arq.) Applied to a style of

building having statues of nymphs instead
of columns.

P.ARANf.NFo,sm. 1. Paranymph, he who conducts
the bride to the marriage solemnity ; a har-

binger of felicity. 2. He who announces the
commencement of a course in a university.

PARA.NZA, sf. Hut made with sods of earth and
branches of trees, where fowlers and other

sportsmen lie in ambush for their game.
PARAO, sm. Small vessel without a keel, and
moved by oars in the East Indies.

PARAPETO, srn. 1. (Fort.) Parapet, breast-work.

2. Rails or battlements on bridges and quays.

Parapetos de combate, (Naut.) Netting, para-

pets made in the waist of the ship.

PARAR, sm. Lansquenet, a game at cards.

PAR.AR, en. To stop, to halt, fr d parar, To be

the object or end of any thing. va. 1. To
stop, to detain. 2. To prevent, to prepare. 3.

To end, to bring to a close. 4. To treat or use

ill. 5. To stake at cards. 6. To point out the

game ; applied to pointers. 7. To devolve,
to come to the possession of. 8. To happen,
to fall out. 9. To come to an end, to finish.

10. To change one thing into another. Parar
la consideracion, To take into consideration.

Sm parar, Instantly, without delay. vr. To
stop, to halt

;
to be prompt, to be ready ;

to assume another character.

PARASCEVE, sm. Preparations for Good Friday.

PARASELENE, sf. (Meteor.) Mock-moon.

PARASISMO, sm. Paroxysm, a fit
;
a periodical

exacerbation of a disease.

PARASITO, sm. Parasite, sponger ; one that fre-

quents rich tables and earns his welcome by
PARASOL, sm. Parasol. V. Quitasol. [flattery.

PARATITLA.S/. Summary ofa treatise ; half-title.

PARAUSO, sm. Drill for boring holes in metal.

PARAZONIO, sm. Broad sword without a point.

PARCA, sf. Fate, death.

PARCAMENTE, ad. Sparingly, parsimoniously.
PARCE, sm. Schedule of pardon given to gram-
mar scholars.

PARCEMIQUI, sm. (Fest.) Parce mihi, the first

section of the service or office of the dead.

PARCERIA, sf. Partnership or co-partnership in

trade. V. Aperceria.
PARCERO, sm. Partner, co-partner.

PARCHAMENTO, sm. (Naut.) Trim of the ship
when the sails are backed.

PARCHAZO, sm. (Met. y Fam.) Deception, jest.

PARCHE, S7n. 1. Piece of linen covered with
ointment or plaster, to be applied to a wound
or sore. 2. Parchment, skins dressed for the

writer. 3. Patch, a small spot of black silk

put on the face.

PARCIAL, a. 1. Partial, affecting only one part ;

subsisting only in a part. 2. Partial, friendly,
familiar. 3. Sociable, communicable.

PARCIALIDAD,S/. 1. Partiality, prejudice against
or in favour of a person. 2. Friendship, fami-

liar intercourse, sociability. 3. Party, faction.

PARCIALIZAR, va. To partiali/e. to render par-
tial, [part only ; familiarly, friendly.

PARCIALMENTE, ad. Partially, inclined to one

PARCIDAD, sf. Parsimony, frugality.

PARCIONERO, sm. Partner, one that has a share

in a business. [moderate. sm. V. Parce

PARCO, CA, a. 1. Sparing, scanty. 2. Sober,

PARDAL, a. Clownish, rustic ; cunning. sm. i.

(Orn.) Grey sand piper. Tringa squatarola
L. 2. A kind of leopard. 3. A crafty cunning
fellow. 4. V. Gorrion.
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PARDEAR, vn. To grow grey or brownish ;
to

become dusky. [V. Par Dios.

PAR DIEZ, Kind ofjocular affirmation or oath.

PARDILLO, sm. (Orn.) Greater redpole. Frin-

gilla cannabina L. a. Greyish, brown ; ap-

plied to coarse cloth.

PARDO, DA, a. Grey, a mixture of black and
white. Pardo blanquizco, Silver-grey. sm.

ARotfsco, CA, a. Dark grey.
PARKER, va. To match, to pair, to cou

ey.-

[T
iple.

Tigre.

PARECER, sm. 1. Opinion, advice. 2. Counte-

nance, air, mien. vn. 1. To appear, to be-

come visible ; to seem. 2. To re-appear ; ap-

plied to a thing which was lost. 3. To judge,
to approve or disapprove. Mparecer, Seem-

ingly, to all appearance. Por el bienparecer,
To save appearances. vr. To show or pre-
sent one's self to view

;
to assimilate or con-

PARECIENTE, a. Similar, apparent. [form to.

PAREcino, DA, a. 1. Resembling, like. 2. Well
or ill-featured, with the adverbs bien or mal.

PARED, sf. 1. Wall, a series of bricks or stones
carried upwards, commonly cemented with
mortar. 2. Surface of a field of barley which
is close and even. Pared medianera, Party-
wall. ParedeSy House or home. Entre qua-
tro parcdes, Confined, retired

; imprisoned.
PARKD!NO, NA, a. Having a wall between.

PAREDILLA, sf. A slight wall.

PAREDON, sm. A thick wall.

PAREGORICO, a. Paregoric, assuasive.

PAREJA, sf. Pair, couple, brace.

PAREJO, JA, a. Equal, similar. Por parejo 6

par un parejo, On equal terms, upon a par.
PAREJURA, sf. Equality, similitude, uniformity.
PARKLIA 6 PARKLIO, s. Meteor or mock sun.

PAREXESIS.S/. Admonition, precept, instruction.

PARENETICO, CA, a. Admonitory.
PARENTACION. sf. Funeral service.
P A RE N-TA r,, a. Parental, pertaining to parents
and relations.

PAREXTAR, va. To perform the funeral rites

for deceased parents or relations.

PAREXTELA,s/.Parentage ;
relations in general.

PARENTESCO, sm. 1. Cognation, kindred. 2.

Union, chain, link.

PA RENTESIS, .<??. 1. Parenthesis, a short digres-
sion included in a sentence. 2. Interruption
or suspension of other things unconnected
with language. Entre 6 par parentesis, Pa-

renthetically, by parenthesis. 3. (Imp.) Cha-
racter ( ). [matching.

PAREO, sm. The act of pairing, coupling, or

PARERGON, sm.. Additional ornament.

PARGAMijio, sm. Parchment. V. Pcrgamino.
PARIAS, sf. 1. Tribute paid by one prince to

another as an acknowledgment ofsuperiority.
2. The lowest cast of the Indians. 3. Placenta.

PARICIOV, sf. Child-bearing, parturition ; sea-

son of bringing forth young.
PARIDA, sf. Woman lately delivered.

PARIDAD, sf. Parity, the act of comparing ;

equality.

PARIDERA, a. Fruitful, prolific ; applied to fe-

males. sf. 1. Place where cattle bring forth

their young. 2. Act of bringing forth young.
PARIDO, DA, a. Delivered.

PAUIENTE, TA, a. 1. Parentage ;
relations in ge-

neral. 2. Resetnblincr, like
; having resem-
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blance. 3. Appellation given by husband and
wife to each other. 4. Parental.

PARIETARIA, sf. (Bot.) Pellitory. Parietaria L.

PARIFICAR, va. To exemplify, to prove by ex-

ample^, [of a balance.

PARIGUELA, sf. Fork which supports the arms
PARILLAS, sf. pi. Gridiron, a kitchen utensil.

PARIO (MARMOL), sm. Marble of Pares, Parian
marble.

PARIR, va. 1. To bring forth a foetus, to pro-
duce. 2. To lay eggs, to spawn. 3. To ex-

plain, to clear up ;
to publish. Poner d parir,

To oblige one to perform a thing.
PARISIENSE, a. Parisian.

PARLA, sf. Easy delivery, expeditious way of

talking ; loquacity.

PARLADILLO, sm. An affected style.

PARLADOR, RA, s. A chattering prating person.
PARLAMENTAL, a. Parliamentary.
PARI.AMENTAR Y PARLAMENTEAR, v;i. 1. To

talk, to converse. 2. To parley, to treat of
the surrender of a place or post.

PARLAMENTARIO, sm. Member of parliament.
RIO, RIA, a. Parliamentary.

PARLAMENTO, sm. 1. Speech or harangue deli-

vered in a public assembly. 2. Parliament,
the legislative assembly of Great Britain,

composed of the king, the lords spiritual and

temporal, and the commons.

PARLANTE, pa. Speaking ;
a tulker.

PARLAR, va. \. To chatter, to talk much or

fast. 2. To disclose or discover what ought
to be kept secret. Parlar en balde, To talk

nonsense.

PARLATORIO, sm. 1. Converse, parley. 2. Par-

lour, the place in convents where nuns are al-

lowed to see and converse with their friends.

PARLERA, PARLANTISA, Y PARLERUELA, sf. A
talkative little woman.

PARLER! \,sf. 1. Loquacity, garrulity ; prating,

talking, tale, jest. 2. Singing or chirping of
birds ; purling or gentle murmuring ofbrooks

and rivers. [lous.

PARLERITO,TA, a. dim. (Joe.) Talkative, garru-
PARI.ERO, RA, a. Loquacious, talkative.

PARLERO, sm. 1. Tale-bearer, tattler. 2. Bird

that chirps and chatters. 3. Purling brook
or rill. 4. Interesting conversation.

PARLETA, sf. Conversation on the weather, or

the like trifling subjects.
PARLOR, NA, a. Loquacious, garrulous.
PARLOTEAR, vn. To prattle, to prate, to chat-

ter, to talk much.

PARLOTEO, sm. Prattle, talk.

PARNASO, sjn. (Poet.) Parnassus.

PARO, sm. (Orn.) Titmouse. Parus L.

PAROLA, s/. 1. Eloquence, fluency of speech,
volubility of tongue. 2. Chat, idle talk.

PAROLI, sm. Double of what was laid in stakes

at the game of bank.

PAROLI'NA, sf. V. Parola.

PARONirtuiA, sf. (Bot.) Whitlow-grass.
PARONOMASIA, sf. Paronomasia, rhetorical

figure.

PAROTIDA, sf. Tumour of the parotid glands.

PAROXISMAI,, a. Relating to a paroxysm.
PAROXISMO, sin. Paroxysm. V. Parasismo.

PARPADEAR, vn. To twinkle, to open and shut

the eyes by turns.
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PARPADO, sm. Eye-lid, the membrane that

shuts over the eye.

PARPALLA, PARPALLOTA, Y PARPARAI.A, sf. A
milled copper piece, value two quartos, or

one half-penny English. [a duck.

PARPAR,.STH,. The act of quacking or crying like

PARQUE, sm. 1. Park, a small enclosed wood.
2. Park of artillery, park of provisions.

PAR^OEDAD, sf. Parsimony.
PARR A, sf. 1. Vine raised on stakes and nailed

to a wall. 2. Earthen jar or pot for honey
and other substances.

PARRAFO, sm. Paragraph, a distinct part of a

discourse ;
a mark (II) in

printing.
PARRAL, sm. 1. Vine abounding with shoots for

want of dressing ; place where there are such

vines. 2. A lar<je earthen jar with two handles.

PARRAR, nn. To extend, to spread out in

branches and bowers.

PARRICIDA, s. com. Parricide, one who destroys
his father or mother.

PARRIC!DIO, 5m. Parricide.

PARRILLA, sf. An earthen jar with two handles,
a broad bottom, and narrow mouth. Parril-

las, Gridiron, an instrument for broiling meat.

PARRI'ZA, sf. Wild vine.

PARRO, sm. V. Ganso.

PARROCO, sm. Curate, rector of a parish.
PARRON, sm. V. Parriza.
Px nnoquu, sf. Parish, the precinct or territory

of a parochial church
;
curate's jurisdiction.

PARROQUIAL, a. Parochial. sf. V. Parroquia.
PARKOQUIALIDAD, sf. Parochial right, the right
c^a parishioner.

PARROQUIANO, NA, a. 1. Belonging to a parish,
a parishioner. 2. Being in the habit of buy-
ing at a particular shop ; a customer.

PARSIMONIA, sf. Parsimony, frugality ; tempe-
rance, moderation in eating and drinking.

PARTE, sf. y m. 1. Part, portion, share. Parte

aliquanta 6 aliquota. Aliquant or aliquot part.
2. District, territory ; situation, place. 3.

Party, a person concerned in a business with
others

; part, connexion. 4. King's messen-

ger ; despatch sent by a messenger. 5. Re-

ceiving-house for the post-office. 6. Part,
character appropriated in a play. 7. Present
time. De ocho dias d esta parte, Eight days
ago. DC parte, By orders, by command. En
partf, In part. pi. 1. Ports, talents, endow-
ments. 2. Privy parts. 3. Party, faction. For
todas paries, On all hands, on all sides. ad.
In part, partly.

PARTF.AR, va. To assist women in child-birth.

PARTENCIA, sf. Departure, the act of going
away from a place.

PARTERA, sf. Midwife.

PARTERIA, sf. Midwifery.
PARTERO, sm. Man-midwife.

PARTESANA, sf. Partisan
; an offensive weapon.

PARTF.SANERO, sm. Pikeman.

PARTIBLE, a. Divisible, separable.
PARTICION, sf. Partition, division, distribution.

PARTICIONERO,RA, a. Participant, having a share
or part in a business. [tion, conversation.

PARTICIPACIOV, sf. Participation, comrnuriica-

PARTICIPANTE, pa. Sharing ; participant.
PARTICIPAR, va. To participate, to give part or

advice. vn. To partake, to share, to receive.
C5

PARTICIPE, n. Participant, sharing. [ciple.

PARTICIPIAL, a. Participial, relatincr to aparti-
PARTICIPIO, sm. Participle, a word partaking

at once the qualities of a noun and a verb ;

participation.

PARTfcuLA, sf. 1. Particle, small part. 2.

(Gram.) Particle.

PARTICULAR, a. Particular, peculiar, special,

singular. sm. 1. Private gentleman, a person
without any title or profession. 2. Play re-

presented on a private theatre. 3. A peculiar
matter or subject treated upon. En particu-
lar, Particularly, in particular.

PAKTICIILAKIDAK, sf. 1. Particularity, peculia-

rity. 2. Friendship, intimacy.
PARTICULARIZAR, va. To particularize, to men-

tion distinctly ;
to make particular mention

of a person or thing. vr. To singularize.

PARTtcuLARMENTE,a</. Particularly, especially.

PARTIDA, sf. 1. Departure, the act of going
away from a place. 2. Death, decease. 3.

Party of soldiers. 4. Item in an account. 5.

Parcel, a determinate quantity. Partida dfi

azur.fir, A parcel of sugar. 6. Game at play.
7. (Naut.) Crew of a ship. Buena partida,
Excellent conduct ! pi. 1. Parts, talents, ac-

complishments. 2. The laws of Castile, com-

piled by the order of King Ferdinand.

PARTIDAMENTE, ad. Separately, distinctly.

PARTIDARIO, sm. 1. Partisan, the commander
of a party of troops, generally of light troops.
2. Adherent to a faction, follower, abettor.

a. Having the care of a certain district ; ap-

plied to physicians and surgeons.
PARTIDO, DA, a. Free, liberal, munificent.

PARTIDO, sm. 1. Partiality, party. 2. Favour,

protection, interest. 3. Party engaged to play

any game. 4. Treaty, agreement ;
terms pro-

posed for adjusting or accommodating a dif-

ference. 5. District of the jurisdiction of one
of the principal towns in Spain. 0. District

intrusted to the care of a physician or sur-

geon. 7. Party, a number of persons who
follow and maintain the same opinion. 8. In-

terest, convenience ; advantage. 9. Proper
or fit means, medium. Muger del partido,
Woman of the town, common strumpet. To-
mar partido, To embrace a resolution ; to

resolve.

PARTIDOR, sm. 1. One who parts or divides.

Partidur de lena. Cleaver, the instrument
and workman employed in cleaving wood. 2.

Bodkin r an instrument used by country-wo-
men to divide the hair. 3. (Ant.) V. Divisor.

PARTIJA, sf. V. Particion.

PARTIL, a. Applied to the astrological aspects.
PARTIMENTO 6 PARTIMIENTO, sm. V. Particion.

PART!R, va. 1. To part, to divide, to sever. 2. To
divide, to distribute. 3. To crack the stones

of fruit. 4. To depart, to set out on ajourney.
5. To attack, to engage in combat or battle.

6. To resolve, to come to a determination. 7.

(Ant.) To divide. Partir la diferencia, To
split the difference. Partir al puno, (Naut.)
To gripe, to carry aweatherly helm. Partir

las amarras, (Naut.) To part the cable. Par-
tir por enlcro, To carry off the whole ; to di-

vide a number. Partir mano, To desist, to

abandon. vr. 1. To set out on ajourney. 2. To
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be divided in opinion. Partirse el alma, To
die

; to die broken-hearted. Partir, To divide

a bee-hive into two, at the proper season. V.
Peon. Partir abierto, To uncover a bee-hive
that it may swarm. Partir cerrado, To di-

vide a bee-hive when it is full.

PARTITIVO, VA, a. (Gram.) Partitive.

PARTO,,
sm. 1. Child-birth, parturition; the act

of bringing forth a child. 2. New-born child.

3. Any natural production. 4. Any literary

composition. [forth.

PARTURIENTS, a. Parturient, about to
bring

PARTJLIS, sm. Gum-bile, a morbid swelling of
the gums ;

tumour in the fauces.

PARVA, sf. 1. Unthrashed corn laid in heaps to

be thrashed. 2. Multitude, large quantity.
PARVADA, sf. Place for unthrashed corn. [ness.
PARVEKAD 6 PARVIDAD, sf. Littleness, minute-

PARVIFICSNCIA, sf. Parsimony, sordid avarice.

PARVIFICO, CA, a. Parsimonious, miserable.

PARVO, VA, a. Small, little.

PARVULEZ,/?/". Smallness, small size.

PARVULILLO, I.LA ; TO, TA, a. dim. Very little.

PARVUI.O, I.A, a. Very small ; innocent
; hum-

ble, low.

PASA, sf. 1. Raisin, grapes dried by the heat of
the sun or in an oven. 2. Passage of birds

which pass from one region to another. 3.

Paint used by women, made of raisins. Pd-

505, The curled hair of blacks and negroes.
PASABT,E, a. Tolerable, passable.

PASACALLE, 5m. Kind of music played on the

guitar in the streets.

PASADA, sf. 1. Passage, the act of passing from
one place to another. 2. Pace, step ; measure
of 5 feet. 3. Competency, a decent livelihood.

4. Manner, behaviour. Jugar una mala pa-
sada, To play an uncivil or unbecoming trick.

Darpasada, To tolerate, to permit. DC, pasa-
da, On the way, in passing, hastily, cursorily.

PASADERA,^/. 1. Stepping-stone, astoneput ina
ford to facilitate the passage. 2. (Naut.) Spun-

PASADERAMENTE,ad. Passably. [yarn.

PASADERO,RA,. 1. Supportable, sufferable. 2.

Passable, tolerably good. sm. V. Pasadera.

PASADIA, sf. Competency, a decent livelihood.

PASAnfr.LO, sm. A small embroidery wrought
on both sides of a piece of stuff.

PASADIZO, .9m. A narrow passage or covered

way which leads from one place to another.
Pasadizo continuado de quartos, A flight of
rooms contiguous to each other.

PASADO, DA, a. Passed, past. Lopasadopasado,
What is past is forgotten and forgiven. Pasa-

<20s,Ancestors. V.Jlscendientes 6 antepasados.
PASADOR, sm. 1. Smuggler, one who deals in

contraband goods, or runs merchandise into

a country without paying the duty laid on
them. 2. A sharp-pointed arrow, from a
cross-bow. 3. Bolt of a lock

;
woman's brooch.

4. (Naut.) Marling-fid, an iron pin tapered
with a round head, used in splicing ropes.

PASA-GAZNATE, sm. Eatables, any thing that

can be eaten.

PASAGE, sm. 1. Passage, the act of passing from
one place to another ; the place of passing,
straits. 2. Reception given to travellers or

other persons. 3. State of health, g Estd xd.

de bue?i pasage ? Are vou in good health ? 4 .
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Passage-money, duty paid for passing bridges
or rivers in boats. Pagar el pasage, (Naut.)
To pay for one's passage. 5. (Mus.) Transi-
tion or change of voice. 6. Passage, clause,
short portion of a book or writing.

PASAGERO, RA, a. Transient, transitory. 5.

Traveller, passenger ; bird of passage.
PASAGONZALO. sm. A slight blow briskly given.
PASAMANERIA, sf. The trade of a laceman ; the

profession of a fancy-trimming maker, twist-

er, or ribbon-weaver.

PASAMANERO, sm. Lace-maker, a fancy-trim-
ming maker, a twister, a ribbon-maker.

PASAMANILLO, sm. A narrow lace, a small twist

for the edge of a coat.

PASAMANO, sm. 1. Balustrade, a row of little

turned pillars, called balusters. 2. Kind of
lace or edging for clothes. Pasamanos, Gang-
ways, the passages or ways round about a ship.

PASAMIENTO, sm. Passage, transit.

PASANTE, sm. 1. Assistant of a physician or

lawyer, to acquire a practical knowledge of
medicine or jurisprudence. 2. Student who
delivers lectures to beginners. 3. Game at

cards. Pasantc, de phtma, An attorney's clerk.

PASANTIA, sf. Profession of a student of the law
who practises under the direction of another.

PASAPAN, sm. (Fam.) V. Garguero.
PASAPASA, sm. Legerdemain, slight of hand

performed by a juggler.
PASAPORTE, sm. Passport, permission of leav-

'

ing a country ;
license

; furlough.
PASAR, vn. 1. To pass, to move from one place

to another. 2. To go to any drterminate

place. 3. To ascend, to be promoted to a

higher post. 4. To travel through a place or

country. 5. To be executed before a notary.
G. To die. ta. 1. To bring or convey from
one place to another. 2. To pierce, to pene-
trate, to run through. 3. To pass beyond the

limit ofthe place of destination. 4. To change
for better or worse. 5. To exceed in number,
quantity, quality, or abilities. 6. To depart,
to decease. 7. To suffer, to bear, to under-

go. Pasar d cuchillo, To put to the sword,
to kill. 8. To strain liquor. 9. To present
an act, charter, or privilege, to be confirmed.

10. To pass over in silence, to omit. 11. To
dissemble, to overlook. 12. To have cur-

rency ; applied to coin or money. 13. To
stop, to terminate. 14. To run over one's

lesson ; to rehearse ; to run over a book or

treatise. 15. To reprimand, to censure. 1G.

To draw up an instrument. 17. To dry by
the heat of the sun or in an oven. Pasar
muestra 6 revista, To muster. Pasar un cabo,

(Naut.) To reeve a rope, to pass it through a

block or hole. v. impers. To pass, to happen,
to turn out. vr. 1. To go over to another

party. 2. To cease, to finish ; to exceed. 3.

To forget, to consign to oblivion. 4. To be

out of season, to be spoiled ; applied to fruit.

5. To pass unimproved ; applied to a favour-

able opportunity of attaining one's end. G. To
leak, to ooze through the pores of a vessel ;

applied to liquors. 7. To kindle or light
with

; applied to lamps or candles. 8. To
surpass. Pasarse con poco, To be satisfied

with a little. Un butn pasar, A competency,
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PASATIEMPO, sin. Pastime, diversion, amuse-
ment.

PASATURO, sm. A student with whom another

repeats lectures on any art or science.

PASAVOLANTE, 5m. 1. An inconsiderate speech
or actron. 2. A culverin of a small caliber.

3. (Naut.) Fagot, a seaman entered in the

muster-book but not actually existing ;
false

muster. [bowling.
PASAVOLEO, sm. Ball which passes the line in

PASCASIO, sm. Student who goes to pass the

holidays at home.

PASCUA, sf. 1. Passover, a feast instituted and

celebrated among the Jews. 2. Easter, the

day on which the Christian churchcommemo-
rates our Saviour's resurrection. 3. (Met.)

Christinas, the day on which the nativity of

our blessed Saviour is celebrated. 4. Any
festival of the church which lasts three days.
Decir los nombres de las pascuas, To use in-

jurious language. Estar corno una pascua,
To be as merry as a cricket. Hacer la pas-

cua, To begin to eat meat after Lent. San-
tas pascuas, Be it so.

PASCUA^L, a. Paschal, relating to Easter.

PASE,SWI. 1. An act of a court of justice which
orders a decree to be expedited and carried

into effect. 2. Passport ;
license for goods.

PASEADERO, sm. Walk, avenue.

PASEADOR, sm. 1. One who walks or takes a

walk. 2. Walk, the place where people walk
for air or exercise.

PASEANTE, pa. Walker. Paseante en corte, One
who has neither office nor employ.

PASEAR, vn. 1. To walk, to move for air or ex-

ercise. 2. To move the slowest pace ; appli-
ed to a horse. va. 1. To take out on a walk ;

to take the air or exercise on horseback or

in a coach. 2. To argue in a desultory man-
ner. Pasear la calle, To court a lady in the

street. Pasearse, To muse ; to wander about
idle. Pasear las calles, To be whipped
through the streets by order of a judge or

justice. Anda 6 vayase vd. a pasear, Go
along; an expression of displeasure.

PASEATA, sf. A walk, airing, drive.

PASEO, sm. 1. The act of taking a walk for air

or amusement. 2. Walk, a public place des-

tined for walking. 3. Gait, manner of walk-

ing. 4. Cavalcade, procession.
PASERA, sf. (Extrem.) Place where raisins are

dried ; act of drying them.

PASIBILIDAD, sf. Passibleness, the quality of

receiving impressions from external agents.
PASIBLE, a. Passible, capable of suffering.
PASICORTO, TA, a. Short-stepped ; applied to

horses, which take short steps. [horses.
PASILX.RGO, GA, a. Long-stepped ; applied to

PASILLO, sm. 1. A short step. 2. A small nar-
row passage. 3. Basting stitch.

PASIO, sm. (Ar.) Passion, suffering of our Sa-
viour. V. Pasion.

PASIOK, s/. 1. The act of suffering torments. 2.

Passion, the last suffering of the Redeemer
of the world. 3. Passion, affection, or violent

emotion of the mind ; ardent inclination. 4.

Sermon on the sufferings and death of our
Saviour. 5. Violent pain felt in any part of
the body.

PASIONARIA, sf. (Bot.) Passion-flower.

PAsioNARios,A-m. pi. Passion-books, from which
the passion ia sung in the holy week.

PASIONCILLO, LLA, s. Slight emotion.

PASIONERO, sm. One who sings the passion.

Pasioneros, Priests who attend the patients
in the hospital of Zaragoza.

PASIONISTA, sm. V. Pasionero.

PASITO, sm. A short step.
PASITO y PASITAMENTE, nd. Gently, softly.

Pasito d pasito, Very leisurely or gently.

PASITROTE, sm. Short trot of horses alone.

PASivAMENTE,rtrf. Passively.

PASIVO, VA, a. 1. Passive, receiving impression
from some external agent. 2. (Gram.) Pas-

sive
; applied to voices. Voz pasiva, Capable

of being elected.

PASMAR, va. l.To benumb, to make torpid ; to

stupify. 2. To chill, to deaden. vn. To be

enraptured with admiration. vr. To be spas-

modic, to suffer spasms.
PASMAROTA, sf. 1. A feigned spasm, often used

by beggars to excite compassion and obtain

charity. 2. Admiration or astonishment with-

out cause or motive.

,
sm. 1. Spasm, convulsion ;

violent and

involuntary contraction. Pasmo de la quixa-
da inferior, A locked jaw. 2. Astonishment,

amazement, admiration. 3. Object of admi-

ration.

PASMOSAMENTE, ad. Wonderfully, astonish-

ingly.

PASMOSO, SA, a. Marvellous, wonderful.

PASO, SA, pp. irreg. Dried
; applied to fruit.

PASO, sm. I. Pace, step ; quantity of space mea-
sured by one removal of the foot. 2. Gait,
manner of walking. 3. Flight of steps. 4.

Passage, the place through which persons
pass from one part to another. 5. Step, mea-
sure

;
instance of conduct, mode of life.

G. Footstep, print of the foot. 7. Passport, li-

cense, permission. 8. Explanation given by a
master or usher. 9. Passage, part of a book ;

single place in writing. 10. Progress, ad-

vance, improvement. 11. Death, decease.

12. Image carried about in the holy week.
Paso de garganta, Trill, quaver ; a harmo-
nious tremulousness of the voice. pi. 1.

Running stitches with which clothes are

basted. 2. Conduct, proceedings.
PASO, ad. Softly, gently. Paso d paso, Step by

step ; slowly. A1 buen paso, At a good rate or

step. A 1 ese paso, At that rate. Al paso,
Without delay, instantly ; going along ; in

the manner of, like. A 1

pocos pasos, At a

short distance
; with little care. Dar paso,

To clear the way ; to promote, to facilitate.

De pastf, Passing by ; lightly, briefly, by the

way ;
at the same time, at once. Vista dc

paso, A cursory view. Mas que de paso,

Hastily, in a hurry.
PASPIE, sm. A kind of dance.

PASQUILLA, sf. The first Sunday after Easter.

PASQ.UIN, sm. Pasquinade, pasquil, lampoon.
PASQUINADA, sf. Pasquinade.

PASQ.UINAR, va. To ridicule, to lampoon, to sa-

tirizQ.

PASTA, sf. 1. Paste, flour and water boiled to-

gether so us to make a cement. 2. Bullion,
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of gold or silver for coining. 3. Paste-

board, cartoon. 4. Excessive meekness or

mildness. 5. Artificial mixture in imitation

of precious stones.

PASTAR, vn. To pasture, to graze. va. To lead

cattle to graze.

PASTECA, sf. (Naut.) Snatch-block, a single!
block with one sheave.

cards. 4. Meeting, assembly
design. 5. (Imp.) Mass of

ground on which cattle graze. 2. Duty paid
for the right of grazing cattle on a certain

ground or field.

PATA, sf. 1. Foot and leg of beasts. 2. Duck,
the female of the drake. 3. Flap, that part of
a coat which hangs over the pocket. Pata
de cabra, An unforeseen impediment. Pata

.. de poire, An ulcerated leg. A 1

lapata coxa,
PASTEL, STB. 1. Pie, a composition of flour, milk, I Hoppers, or Scotch hoppers ; a kind of play,

butter, and rninced meat. 2. (Bot.) Woad.j A' pata, On foot. A 1

pata liana, Plainly,
Isatis tinctoria L. 3. Trick in the dealing of without ornament or affectation. Patas ar-

for some secret

types to be re-

cast"; words too" black, having too much ink.

Pastel de glasto, Crayon for drawing. Pas-
tel embote, Short fat person ; dish of spiced
meat

PASTELERA, sf. Pastrycook's wife, she who
makes and sells pastry.

PASTELERIA, sf. 1. Pastrycook's shop. 2. Pas-

try, pies or baked paste.

PASTEI.ERO, sm. Pastrycook.
PASTELILLO, sm. 1. A little pie. 2. Tart ;

a kind
of sweetmeat.

PASTELON, sm. A large pie.

PASTERO, sm. One who procures pasture for

cattle.

PASTILLA, sf. Any small piece of paste baked
hard. Pastilla de olor, Lozenge, a small

cake made up with aromatics.

PASTINACA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Carrot. Daucus car-

rota L. 2. (let.) Fire-flaire, sting-ray. Raia

pastinaca
L.

PASTO, sm. 1. Pasture, the act of grazing. 2.

Pasture, the grass which serves for the feed

of cattle ; pasture-ground. 3. Food, aliment,
nourishment. 4. Pabulum, support ;

doctrine

preached to the faithful. A 1

pasto, Abun

dantly, plentifully. A 1 todo pasto, Limited
to certain food or drink exclusively.

PASTOFORIO, sm. Habitation for priests in gen-
tile temples.

PASTOR, sm. 1. Shepherd, one who tends sheep
in a pasture. 2. Pastor, a clergyman who
has the care of n flock. 3. Blur or blot of ink

in the copy of a school-boy.
PASTORA, sf. Shepherdess, pastor's wife.

PASTORAGE, sm. Pasturage, the business of

feeding cattle.

PASTORAL, a. Pastoral, rural, rustic.

PASTORALMENTE,<Z. Pastorally, rustically.

PASTORCICO, CA, s. A little shepherd or 'shep-
herdess.

PASTOREAR, va. 1. To graze, to pasture ;
to

bring cattle to pasture. 2. To feed souls with

sound doctrine.

PASTORELA, sf. Pastoral, a poem in which the

speakers assume the character of shepherds ;

an idyl.

PASTOREO, sm. Pasturing, act of tending. flocks.

PASTORIA, sf. A pastoral or rural life, pastors.
PASTORIL Y PASTORfcio, CIA, a. Pastoral.

PASTORILMENTE, ad. V. Pastoralmente.

PASTOSO, SA, a. 1. Plump, full. 2. Painted or

drawn with a coloured crayon or pencil.

PASTORA, sf. 1. Pasture, the grass on which ani-,

mals feed. 2. (Manclia) Refuse of straw eaten
j

by cattle. 3. Fodder, dry food for cattle.

PASTURAGE, sm. 1. Pasturage, acommon field or 1
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riba, Reversed, overturned.

PATACA, sm. 1. Dollar, patacoon, a silver coin,
worth about four shillings and eightpence
sterling. 2. (Bot.) Sun-flower. V. Girasol.
3. Copper coin worth two quartos.

PATACHE, sm. (Naut.) Tender, a vessel attend-

ing a squadron, and employed in carrying men
and orders from one ship or place to another.

PATACON, sm. Dollar or patacoon, a silver coin,

weighing an ounce.

PATADA, sf. 1. Kick, a blow with the foot. 2.

Step, pace. 3. Track, mark left by the foot

of an animal. No dar pie ni patada, Not to

take the least trouble to obtain some end.

PATAGALANA, sf. (Fain.) Limping ; having a
short leg.

PATAGON. sm. A large clumsy foot.

PATAGORILI.O, LLA, s. Fricassee made of the
livers and lights of animals.

PATALEAR, vn. 1. To kick about violently. 2.

To stamp the foot suddenly downward ; to

stamp.
PATALEO, sm. The act of stamping or striking

the foot suddenly downwards.

PATAI.ETA, sf. 1. A fainting fit which takes

away the use of the senses. 2. A ridiculous

speech or action ; an absurd enterprise.
PATALETILLA, sf. A kind of dance.

PATAN, sm. Clown, a rude illiterate person.
a. Large-footed. [ness.

PATANERA, sf. Clownishness, rusticity, rude-

PATARATA, sf. 1. Fiction, a false idle story. 2.

An affected demonstration of concern or af-

fection.

PATARATERO, RA, a. Using fictitious or artifi-

cial appearances.
PATARRAE/, sm. (Naut.) Preventer-shroud, a

thick rope employed occasionally to strength-
en the shrouds and support the masts. Pa-
tarraez de una mdquina de arbolar, (Naut.)
The shroud of a sheer-hulk for masting ships.

PATATA, sf. (Bot.) POTATO. V. Batata. Patata

gallega, Goat's rue. Galega officinalis L.

PATATAL, sm. Potato-field.

PATATUS, sm. Swoon, a fainting fit.

PATAX 6 PATAXE, sm. V. Patache.

PATE AotJRA, sf. The act ofkicking or stamping.
PATEAMIENTO, sm. Act of kicking.

PATEAR, va. I. To kick, to strike with the foot.

2. To drive about to obtain some end. 3. To
be extremely irritated,

PATENA, sf. 1. A large medal worn by country-
women. 2. Patine, the lid or covej of a cha-

lice. 3. V. Patera.

PATENTE, a. Patent, manifest, evident ; easily
conceived. */. 1. Patent, a writ conferring
come exclusive right or privilege ; warrant,

commission. 2. Letters of marque. 3. Letter
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of obedience expedited by prelates, and ad-

dressed to their religious subjects. 4. Money
paid by new comers to the elder members of

a company or office.

PATENTKMENTE. ad. Openly, clearly, visibly.

PATERA, s/. Goblet ; a wide-mouthed vessel.

PATERNAL, a. Paternal, fatherly ; having the

relation of a father.

PATERNALMENTE, ad. Paternally.

PATKTIMUAD, sf. 1. Paternity, fathership ;
the

relation of a father. 2. A title of respect

given to religious men.

PATERNO, NA, a. Paternal, fatherly.

PATERNOSTER, sm. 1. The Lord's prayer ; pater-
noster. 2. A big tight knot.

PATESCA, sf. (Naiit.) A large block.

PATETA, sm. 1. A nick-name given to a lame

person. 2. (Joe.) Devil, Old Nick.

PATETICO, CA, a. 1. Pathetic, passionate, mov-

ing. 2. Plaintive, expressive of sorrow.

PATIABIERTO, TA, a. Straddling, having the

legs far removed from each other in an ir-

regular manner.

PATIALBILLO, sm. Weasel. V. Papialbillo.

PATIBULO, sin. Gibbet, gallows.
PATICA, sf. (Iron.) A small foot.

PAT|CO, sm. A young goose, a gosling.

PATICOXO, XA, a. (Joe.) Lame, crippled. /

PATIESTEBADO, DA, a. Bow-legged.
PATIHENDIDO, DA, a. Cloven-tooted.

PATILLA, sf. 1. A small foot. 2. Manner of

playing on the guitar. 3. (Naut.) Spike nail-

ed to the stern-post, on which the helm hangs
and moves. 4. Trigger. 5. Portion of hair

left between the temple and posterior part
of the ear. Patillas, (Vulg.) Demon.

PATIMAZIZO, ZA, a. Solid-footed ; applied to

animals which do not divide the hoof.

PATIMULENO, NA, a. Mulefooted ; applied to

horses with narrow hoofs.

PATINA, sm. 1. A small court or yard. 2. (Orn.)
Goosander. Mergus L. Patines, Skatps, a

sort of shoes armed with iron for sliding on
the ice. . [yard.

PATINEJO 6 PATINILLO, sm. A small court or

PATfNo, sm. Gosling, a young goose.
PATIO, sm. 1. Court, an open space in front of

a house or behind it. 2. Pit in play-houses. 3.

Hall in universities, academies, or colleges.
Estar d patio, To live at one's own expense,
not to be on the foundation ; applied to stu-

dents in universities and colleges.
PATITIESO, SA, a. 1. Deprived by some sudden

accident of sense and feeling. 2. Stiff, state-

ly, starchy ; applied to a proud presumptu-
ous person of an affected gait. 3. Benumbed,
stupefied, surprised.

PATITUERTO, TA, a. 1. Crook-legged, having
crooked legs or feet. 2. Ill-disposed, per-
verse ; without rectitude of mind.

PATIZAMBO, BA, a. Bandy-legged.
PATO, TA, a. Equal, similar.

PATO, sm. (Orn.) Goose. V. Ansar.

PATOCHADA, sf. Blunder, nonsense.

PATOGNOMICA, a. Pathognomic, symptomatic.
P ATOJO, JA, a. Waddling, walking like agoose.
PATOLOGIA, sf. Pathology, that part ofmedicine
which relates to the distempers incident to the

body, with their differences, causes,and effects.

PATON, sm. Clumsy foot. >A,. Large footed.

PATRA.SA, sf. A fabulous story, a fictitious ac-

count. [Fit or proper place for any thing.

PATRIA, sf. 1. Native country, place of birth. 2.

PATRIARCA, sm. 1. Patriarch, a father and head
of a numerous progeny in primitive agos. '-

Founder of any religious order. 3. Bishop,
who possesses, or pretends to possess, an ab-

solute power and authority in the provinces
of his jurisdiction. 4. Honorary title confer-

red by the pope on certain persons.

PATRIARCADO, sm. Patriarchate, the dignity
and jurisdiction of a patriarch.

PATRIARCAL, a. Patriarchal.

PATRICIADO, sm. Dignity of a patrician.

PATRICIO, CIA, a. Native, national; patrician.

PATRICIO, sm. Patrician, noble.

PATRIEDAD, sf. V. Patrimonialiddd.

PATRIMONIAL, a. Patrimonial, possessed by

right of inheritance.

PATRIMONIALIDAD, sf. The quality of being a

native of a certain place or country.
PATRIMONIO, sm. 1. Patrimony, an estate pos-

sessed by right of inheritance. 2. Property

acquired on any title whatever.

PATRIO,TRIA,O* 1. Belonging to a native place
or country. 2. Paternal, belonging to a father.

PATRIOTA, s. com. 1. Countryman, born in the

same country. 2. Patriot.

PATRIOTICO, CA, a. Patriotic, beneficent.

PATRIOTISMO, sm. Patriotism. [tect.

PATROCINAR, va. To favour, to patronise, to pro-

PATROCINIO, sm. Protection, patronage.
PATR6N, NA, s. I. Patron, protector ;

one who
countenances, supports, or protects. 2. Mas-
ter or commander of a trading vessel. 3.

Landlord or landlady of a house or inn. 4.

Guardian saint of a country. 5. One who has

the donation of ecclesiastical preferment. 6.

Pattern, sample, copy. Patron de bote 6 dc

lancha, (Naut.) The cockswain of a boat.

PATRONA, sf. 1. Mistress ofa house, hostess; pa-
troness ; tutelar saint of a church, protectress
of a province, &c. 2. Galley which follows

immediately that of the commodore, and the

captain whereof is the next in command.

PATRONADO, DA, a. Having a patron ; applied to

churches and prebends. sm. V. Patronato.

PATRONATO v PATRONX.ZGO, sm. 1. Patronage,
the right of presenting to an ecclesiastical

benefice. 2. Foundation of some charitable

or pious establishment.

PATRONIA,*/. Mastership of a vessel.

PATRONIMICO, sm. Patronymic, surname formed
from the proper name of the father, as John-

son from John.

PATRONO, sm. 1. Lord ofthe manor, one ofwhom
lands or tenements are held. 2. V. Patron.

PATRX^LLA, sf. Patrol, a small detachment of

soldiers to secure the peace and safety of a

street, place, or camp.
PATRULLAR, vn. To patrol, to go the rounds in

a camp or garrison. [feet.

PATUDO, DA, a. Club-footed, having clumsy
PATUE, sm. Corrupt language used in some

provinces ; provincialism.
PATULLAR, vn. 1 . To beat or dash through mud-

dy places, to run through thick and thin. 2.

To labour hard in the pursuit of any thing.
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PAULATINAMENTE, ad. Gently, slowly, by little

and little.

PAULATINO, NA, a. Slowly, by degrees.
PAULINA, sf. 1. Decree of excommunication,

interdict. 2. Foul injurious language.
PAUPERRIMQ, MA, a. sup. Very poor.
PAUSA, sf. 1. Pause, stop ;

a time of intermis-

sion. 2. Rest, repose. 3. Suspense, delay.
A' pausas, At leisure, by pauses or intervals.

PAUSADAMENTE, ad. Slowly, deliberately.

PAUSADO, DA, a. I. Slow, deliberate. 2. Calm,
PAUSAN, NA, s. V. Bausan, [quiet.

PAUSAR, vn. To pause, to cease.

PAUTA, sf. 1. Ruler, an instrument, by the di-

rection of which lines are drawn on paper. 2.

Rule, guide, pattern, example.
PAUTADOR, sm. One who makes rulers, or draws

lines by the direction of a ruler.

PAUTAR, va. 1. To draw lines on paper by the
direction of a ruler. 2. To give rules, to pre-
scribe the manner of performing an action.

PAUTKAS, sf. A sort of cotton stuff which
comes from India.

PAVA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Turkey-hen, the female of
the turkey. 2. Pea-hen, the female of the

PAVADA, sf. A large fat hen. [pea-cock.
PAVANA,*/". 1. A kind of Spanish dance. Pasos

de pavana, A grave solemn step ; a stately

gait. 2. Kind of neckcloth, formerly worn by
women.

PAVERIA, sf. Place for rearing turkeys.
PAVERO, RA, a. Rearing or feeding turkeys.

s. One who feeds or sells turkeys.
PAVES, sm. Kind of large shield.

PAVESA, sf. I. Embers, hot cinders ; ashes not

yet extinguished ; snuff of the candle. 2. Re-

mains, relic; that which is left of anything. 3.

Mildness, meekness
; gentleness of manners.

4. A weak extenuated or debilitated person.
PAVESA^DAS, s/. pi. (Naut.) Waistclothes ; long

pieces of painted canvas or baize, extended
on the outside of the quarter-netting for shel-

ter or ornament. Pavesadas de las cosas,

(Naut.) Top armour of the lower masts.

PAVIA, sf. Kind of quince or peach.
PAVIDO, DA, a. Timid, timorous, fearful.

PAVIMENTO, sm. Pavement, the floor of a house
or other building made of stone, tiles, or

other materials.

PAVIOTA, sf. (Orn.) Mew, sea-gull. Larus L.

PAVIPOLLO, sm. A young turkey.
PAVITO REAL,STW. Pea-chicken.

Pivo, sm. 1. (Orn.) Turkey. Meleagris gallipa-
vo L. 2. (let.) Peacock fish. Labrus pavo L.

Pavo silvestre, (Orn.) Wood grouse. Tetras

urogallus L. Pavo real, (Orn.) Peacock. V.
Pavon. Pavo carlonero, (Orn.) Lapland
iinch. Fringilla lapponica L. [fops.

PAVO, VA, a. (Burl.) Peacock-like
; applied to

PAVON, sm. 1. (Orn.) Peacock. Pavo L. 2. A
piece of wood with which gunpowder is

glazed. 3. (Astr.) Northern constellation.

PAVONADA, sf. 1. Short walk. 2. Strut, an af-

fectation of stateliness in the walk.

PAVONAR, vn. To give iron or steel a blueish

colour. [lour.

PAVONAZO, sm. (Pint.) Crimson or purple co- 1

PAVONEAR, vn. To strut, to walk with affected
|

dignity ; to flaunt about the streets.
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PAVOR, sm. Fear, dread, terror.

PAVORDE, sm. 1. Provost of a cathedral, chap-
ter, or other community. 2. Professor of di-

vinity in the university of Valencia.
PAVORDEA R, va. To swarm

; applied to bees.

PAVORDIA, sf. Place and dignity of a provost.
PAVORIDO, DA, a. Intimidated, struck with ter-

ror ; full of fear and dread.

PAVOROSAMENTE, ad. Awfully, fearfully.

PAVOROSO, SA, a. Awful, that which strikes

with awe or fear.

PAVURA, sf. Fear, dread, terror. V. Pavor.

PAXARA, sf. 1. Hen, the female of any bird. 2.

Paper kite. [To idle or loiter about.

PAXAREAR, vn. 1. To go a bird-catching. 2.

PAXAREL, sm. V. Xilguero.
PAXARERA, sf. 1. Aviary, a place enclosed to

keep birds. 2. Collection of jests and jokes.

PAXARERIA, sf. Abundance of sparrows or little

birds.
. [idles or loiters about.

PAXAERO, sm. 1. Bird-catcher. 2. One who
PAXARERO, RA, a. 1. Merry, cheerful, gay. 2.

Shy ; applied to horses.

PAXARIL, sm. (Naut.) Passaree or passarado, a

rope fastened to the corner of a sail.

PAXARILLA, sf. 1. A small hen or female of a
bird. 2. Milt of a hog or

pig.
3. Bashfulness,

shame. 4. (Met.) Stuttering from diffidence.

Caerse las paxarillas, To be intolerably hot.

PAXARILLO, LLA ; co, CA ; TO, TA, s. dim. A
small bird.

PAXARO, sm. (Orn.) 1 . Bird, a general term for

all sorts of wild fowl. 2. Sparrow. Fringilla
domestica L. Miestrar pdxaros, To teach
birds to sing. 3. (Met.) A conspicuous per-
son

; a sly acute fellow. PAxaro solitario,
Man who shuns the company of others.

PAXAROTA d PAXAROTADA, sf. A false idle re-

port.
PAXARRACO 6 PAXAR^CO, sm. A large bird.

P.A.YA, sf. Hoiden, an ill-taught awkward coun-

try girl. [iron.

PAYLA, sf. A large pan of copper, brass, or

PAYLON, sm. A large copper.

PAYO, sm. Clown, a rude unmannerly fellow.

PAYRAR, vn. (Nauf.) To bring-to, to lie-to. Al

payro, Lying-to.
Piz, sf. 1. Peace, tranquillity, ease. 2.A plea-

sant peaceful disposition. 3. Equality of luck

among card-players, when there are neither

considerable winners nor losers. 4. Balance
of accounts. 5. Recrimination, return of foul

or injurious language. A' lapaz de Dios,God
be with you. Bandera depaz, A flag of truce.

Paz y pan, Peace and bread, the source of

public tranquillity.
PAZ ! inter

-j.
Peace ! Paz sea en esta casa, Peace

be in this house, a salute on entering. [L.

PAZAN, sm. Egyptian antelope. Antilope oryx

PAZGUATO, TA, s. Dolt, a simple, stupid person.

PAZPUERCO, CA, a. Dirty, slovenly.

PE, ad. DC pe d pa, Entirely, from beginning
to end.

PEA"GE 6 PEDAGE, sm. Bridge-toll, ferryage.

PEAGERO, sm. Toll-gatherer.
PEAT,,S>W. 1. Sock, a covering of the foot, worn
between the stocking and the shoe

;
foot of

a stocking. 2. Worthless person.

PEAL, a. Heavy, dull, stupid, sickly.
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PEANA, sf. I. Pedestal, the basis of a statue. 2.

Frame put at the foot of an altar to tread

upon. Peanadelasmuniquetas, (Naut.) Step
ofthekevels.

PEANA, sf. I. A morbid swelling on a horse's

tongue. 2. V. Pcana.
PEA" zoo, sm. Bridge-toll. V. Peage.
PEBKTE, sf. \. An aromatic composition made

up into small sticks and used as a perfume.
2. Stench, an unpleasant smell. 3. Tube filled

with gunpowder and other ingredients, and
used to convey fire to rockets, and other ar-

tificial fireworks.

PEBKTERO, sm. Censer, a vessel in which per-
fumes are bdrnt.

PEBRE y PEBRADA,S. 1. A kind of sauce made
of garlic, cloves, and other spice. 2. Pepper.
V. Pimienta.

PEC A, sf. Freckle, a spot raised in the skin by
the sun.

PECABLE, a. Peccable, liable to sin.

PECADILLO, sm. A slight fault.

PECADO, sm. \. Sin, an act against the laws of

God
; a violation of the laws of religion. Pe-

cado mortal, Deadly sin. 2. Extravagance,
excess. 3. (Fam.) Devil, the instigator or

inciter to sin.

PEC A DOR, sm. 1. One who violates the laws of
God and religion ;

a sinner, offender. 2.

(Met.) Delinquent ;
one who neglects totally

that which lie ought to do. Pecador de mi !

Poor me, sinner as I am. 3. An ignorant
stupid person.

PECAUORA, sf. Prostitute, a woman of the town.

PECADORAZO, sm. A great sinner. [sinner.

PECADORCILLO, LLA ; TO, TA, .. dim. Little

PF.CAMINOSO, SA, a. Sinful, belonging to sin.

PECANTE, a. Peccant, vicious, abundant.

PECAR, vn. 1. To violate the laws of God
;
to

transgress the precepts of religion ; to be

wanting in what is right and just, or in the
rules of art. 2. To commit excesses of any
kind and description. 3. To boast, to brag. 4.

To predominate ; applied to peccant humours
of the body. 5. To have a strong propensity.
G. To occasion or to merit punishment. Darle

por donde peca, To retort, or reproach any
one with a fault which he cannot deny.

PECATRIZ, a. V. Pecadora.

PECE, sf. 1. Fish. V. Fez. 2. Clay wetted for

the purpose of making mud walls. 3. Pitch.
4. Ridge of land to be laboured.

PECECILLO, sm. A small fish.

PECENO, NA,. Of the colour of pitch ; applied
to the hair of horses

;
to have a pitchy taste.

PECEZUELA, sf. dim. A small piece.

PECEZUELO, sm. dim. 1. Small foot. 2. Small
fish.

PECHA, sf. Tax, impost, tribute.

PECHAR, vn. To pay taxes.

PECHA zo, sm. A brave generous man.
PEC HE, sm. V. Pechina.

PECHERA, sf. 1. Stomacher, a piece of silk or
linen worn by women on the breast. 2. The
exterior part of a woman's breast. 3. Tax,
impost, duty.

PECHERIA, sf. The act of paying tax, toll, or

duty.

'ECHERO, HA, a. Liable to pay duty or taxes.

PECHKRO, sm. Bib, a small piece of linen put
on the breast of children over their clothes.

PECHIBLANCO, CA, a. White-breasted.

PECHICOLORADO, sm. (Orn.) Kind of goldfinch.
PECHIGONGA, sf. A kind of game at cards.

PECHINA, sf. 1. A kind of shell which pilgrims
carry on their hats and shoulders. 2. Curvi-
lineal triangle, formed by the arches, where

they meet, to receive the annulet of the cu-

pola.

PECHO, sm. 1. Breast, the forepart of the animal

body, from the throat to the pit of the sto-

mach. Pecho de carnc Camilla, Brisket. 2.

The internal part of the breast, especially in

men ; chest. 3. Teat, nipple of a woman's
breast. 4. Regard, esteem, ^confidence.

5.

Courage, valour, fortitude* "6. Quality and

strength of the voice. 7. Faithful observance
of a secret. 8. Tax paid to the Spanish go-
vernment by those who do not belong to tho

nobility. 9. Duty paid by all the inhabitants

ofthe Spanish dominions, excepting the king.
10. Bosom, heart, soul. 11. Power of voice to

sing or preach. Dar el pccho, To suckle.

Hombre de pccho, A firm spirited man. Tc-

ncr pccho, To have patience, to endure witli

firmness. Tomar d pechos, To take to heart.

A 1

pecho desatbierto, Unarmed, without de-

fence. Echarse d pcchos, To drink greedily
and copiously ; to undertake any thing with

ardour, to be active in any thing without con-

sidering the difficulties.

PECHUELO, sm. A small or little breast.

PECHt;GA,5/". Breast of a fowl ; bosom.

PECHUGON, 5m. Blow on the breast.

PECHUGUERA, sf. Cough, hoarseness.

PECIENTO, TA, a. Of a pitchy colour.

PECILGAR, va. (Arag.) To pinch. V. Pellizcar.

PECH.GO, sm. (Arag.) Pinch, the act of pinch-

ing, [fruit with stalks on trees.

PECILCENGO, GA, a. Long-stalked ; applied to

PficfNA, sf. Fish-pond.
PECINAL, sm. Pool of standing or muddy water.

PECORA, sf. 1. A sheep. 2. A cunning fellow,
knave

;
a gay merry person.

PECOREA, sf. 1. Robbery committed by strag-

gling soldiers. 2. Idle strolling, and loitering
about the streets.

PECOSO, SA, a. Freckly, full of freckles.

PECTORAL, a. Pectoral, belonging to the breast.

sm. Cross worn by bishops on the breast ;

a breast-plate.

PECULADO, sm. Peculation, theft, or embezzle-
ment of public money.

PECULIAR, a. Peculiar, appropriate ; belonging
to any one with exclusion of others.

PECULIAKMENTE, ad. Peculiarly.
PECULIO, sm. Stock or capital which the father

permits a son to hold for his own use and be-

nefit.

PECIJNIA, sf. Hard cash, specie. rney
PECUNIARIO, RIA, a. Pecuniary, relating to mo-

PEDAcfco, LLO, Y TO, sm. A small piece or bit.

PEDAGE, sm. Bridge-toll. V. Peage.
PEDAGOGO, sm. Pedagogue, schoolmaster,

prompter.
PEDANEO, a. Puny or puisne, petty, inferior

;

applied to the members of inferior courts of

justice.
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,
sm. Pedant, a schoolmaster ; a man

vain of low knowledge.
FED YNTEAR, vn. I. To teach, to profess, to act
the master. 2. To be or to act the pedant.

PEDASTERIA, sf. Pedantry, awkward ostenta-
tion of needless learning.

PEDAXTESCO, CA, a. Pedantic, awkwardly os-

tentatious of learning.
Pr.BANrfsMo, sm. Pedantry.
PEP ANTON, sm. aum. A great pedant.
PEHAZO, sm. Piece, bit ; apart of a whole. Pe-
dazo del alma, My dear, my love. A' pedazos,
f) en pedazos, In bits, in fragments. Estar
hfcho pedazos, To be broken in pieces.

(Met.) To be very fatigued. Morirsc por sus

pedazos, To l^ng^uish
with amorous desire.

PEDERNAL, sm. Flint
; any thing proverbialh'

hard. V. Pcdrenal.

PEDESTAL, sm. 1. Pedestal, the basis of a co-
lumn or statue. V. Peana. 2. Foundation,
the fundamental part of a thing.

PEDESTRE, a. Pedestrious, going on foot.

PEDICOX, sm. Jump on one foot.

PEDICULAR, a. Pedicular, lousy.
PEDICULO, sm. 1. Louse. V. Piojo. 2. (Bot.)

Pedicle, or peduncle of a flower.

PEDIDO, sm. A voluntary contribution, which
is called for by government in urgent neces-
sities of the state ; petition.

PEDIDOR, RA, s. Petitioner, one who asks.

PEDiotfRA,s/. Begging, petitioning.
PEDIGOX, sm. (Joe.) V. Pcdidor y Pedigileno.
PEDIGUENO, NA, a. Craving, demanding fre-

quently and importunely.
PEDILUVIO, sm. Pediluvium, a bath for the feet

PEDIMENTO, sm. Petition. V. Petition.

PfiDfR, va. 1. To petition, to beg; to ask, to de-

mand ; to require ; to wish, to desire. 2. To
fix a price on merchandise

; to demand one's

right before a
judge. A1

pedir de boca, Ac-

cording to desire
; with much propriety, ex-

actly, adequately.
PEDO, sm. Wind from the bowels. Pedo de lo-

bo, (Bot.) Puff balls.

PEDORREAR, va. To discharge wind.

PEDORRERAS, sf. pi. I. A kind of very tight
breeches. 2. Flatulencies.

PEDORRERO, RA ; Y PEDORRO, RRA, a. Discharg-
ing much wind, flatulent. [the mouth.

PEDORRETA, sf. Noise made by children with

PEDRADA, s/ 1. Throw or cast of a stone ; la-

pidation. 2. Cockade, bow of ribbons. 3. A
smart, repartee, taunt, sneer. Psdrada, 6 pe-
dradas, An exclamation of denouncing a

crime, you should be stoned ! (Joe.) A sneer
at one who shows his teeth.

PEDREA, sf. Conflict of boys belonging to diffe-

rent wards or districts fighting with stones :

lapidation.

PEDREGAL, sm. Place full of stones.

PEDREGOSO, SA, a. I. Stony, abounding with
stones. 2. Afflicted with the gravel.

PEDREJON, sm. Large loose stone.

PEDRENAL, sm. Kind of small firelock.

PEDRERA, sf. Quarry, a stone-pit.

PEDRERIA, sf. A collection of precious stones
of various sorts.

PF.DRERO, sm. 1. Stone-cutter, one whose trade
is to he\v stones. 2. PKDRF.RO, a swivel-jruu.
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3. Slinger, one who slings or throws with a

sling. 4. Lapidary, who who deals in pre-
cious stones or gems. 5. (Toledo) Found-
ling, a child exposed to chance ;' a child
found without any known parent.

PEDREZUELA, sf. A small stone.

PEDRfsco, sm. Hail-stone, a large quantity of

drops of rain frozen in their
falling.

PXDRIZA, sf. 1. Quarry. V. Pedrera. 2. Heap
of loose stones.

PEDRO, sm. (In Cant.) Dress used by thieve*.
Pedro entre ellas, Cotquean.

PEER, vn. To break wind.

PEGA, sf. 1. The art of joining one thing to an-
other by means of some tenacious matter. 2.

Varnish of pitch put on earthen vessels. 3.

Tanning or currying of leather. 4. (Orn.)
Magpie. Corvus pica L. Ser de la pega,
To belong to the gang.

PEGADILLO, sm. 1. A little patch ;
a sticking

plaster.
2. Man who is introduced into a

house or conversation, and who continues so
to the general annoyance.

PEGADfzo, ZA, a. 1. Clammy, glutinous, vis-

cous. 2. Catching, contagious. 3. Adhering
selfishly ; applied to one who sticks to air-

other for base motives.

PEGADO, sm. Patch, sticking plaster, cataplasm.
PEGADT^RA, sf. 1. Pitching, the act of daubing

with pitch. 2. The sticking of one thing to

another.

PEGAJOSO, SA, a. I. Sticky, viscous, glutinous.
2. Catching, contagious. 3. Attractive, al-

luring ;
adhesive.

PEGAMIENTO, sin. The act of conglutinating or

cementing, and the effect thereof.

PEGANTE, a. Viscous, glutinous, uniting.

PEGAR, va. 1. To join one thing to another by
means of some cement or viscous matter. 2.

To join, to unite. Pegar mangas, To intro-

duce one's self, to participate in any thing. 3.

To dash or knock one thing violently against
another. 4. To chastise, to punish, to beat.

5. To communicate, to catch a distemper.
vn. 1. To take root. 2. To make an impres-
sion on the mind

;
to ^communicate vices,

manners, &c. 3. To assault, to attack. 4. To
join, to be contiguous. 5. To begin to take

effect. 6. To fall asleep. 7. To say or do

something disagreeable or displeasing. Pe-

garla. To betray one's confidence. Pegarla
de puno, To violate entirely the confidence

reposed in one. vr. 1. To intrude, to enter

without invitation or permission. 2. To stick,
to adhere ; to unite itself by its tenacity or

penetrating power. 3. To insinuate itself, to

steal upon the mind. 4. To be taken with, to

be strongly affected with a passion. f>. To
spend one's fortune on things which belong
to others. Pegar un petardo, To borrow

money and not return it.

PEGASEO, SEA, a. (Poet.) Belonging to Pegasus.
PEGASO, sm. Pegasus, a winged horse.

?EGATA, sf. Trick, fraud, imposition.

PEGATISTA, sm. An indigent wretch who lives

upon the offals of other men's tables
;

a

sponger.
-:noTE, sm. 1. Kind of sticking plaster. 2. Fri-

cassee with a thick clammy sauce. 3. An im-
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pertinent intruder who sticks close to a per-
son.

PEGUERA, sf. 1. Pile of pine-wood, burnt for

the purpose of making pitch. 2. Place where

sheep are marked with pitch or tar. [it.

PEGUERo,sm. One who makes pitch or deals in

PEGUJAL Y PEGUJAR, sm. 1. Stock or capital
which a son holds by permission of his fa-

ther for his own use and benefit. 2. A small
dead or live stock on a farm.

PEGUJALERO Y PEGUJARERO, 5m. A small farm-
er, grazier who keeps but a small flock ofsheep.

PEGUJON, sm. Pile of wool or hair well packed
and pressed together.

PEGUNTA,S/. Mark on wool, cattle, &c.
PEGUNTAR, va. To mark cattle, &c.

PEL, s. Skin, hide. V. Piel.

PELA, sm. (Gal.) Boy richly dressed on the
shoulders of a man in processions.

Yr.LA.nA, sf. Pelt, the skin of a dead sheep
stripped of the wool.

PELADERA, sf.. Shedding of the hair.

PELADir.i.AS, sf. pi. 1. Confected almonds co-
vered with melted sugar. 2. Small pebbles,
round whitish stones.

PELX.DO, DA, rt.l. Decorticated. 2. Treeless; ap-

plied to mountains without shrubs or plants.

Letrapelada, Clear neat formed letter. Mu-
ertepc/ada, Baldhead ; a nickname, [ticates.

PEL ADOK, sm. Plucker, one who plucks or decor-

PELADT^RA, sf. Plucking, decortication.

PELAFCSTAN, sm. Ragamuffin, a ragged idle

vagabond or vagrant.
PELAGATOS, sm. Cutpurse, pickpocket, ruffian.

PELAGE, sm. 1. Colour of the hair. 2. Quality
and external appearance, especially ofclothes.

PELAMBRE, sm. I. Hair of the animal body in

general. 2. Want of hair.

PELAMBRERA, sf. 1. Quantity of hair in one

place. 2. Want or shedding of hair.

PELAMEN, sm. V. Pelamlre.

PELAMESA, sf. 1. Scuffle in which the hair is

pulled or torn off. 2. A bushy head of hair.

PEi-AMfuE Y PELAMIDA, sm. Young brood of

tunny-fish.

PELANotfscA,s/, Strumpet, a girl of the town.

PELANTRfN, sm. (Sevilla) A petty farmer.

PELAR, ra. 1. To pull out the hair
;
to strip off

the feathers. 2. To decorticate, to divest of
the bark or husk. 3. To trick, to cheat, to

rob. 4. To boil, to scald. Esta agua esta pe-
htndo, This water is boiling. vr. To cast the
hair. Pelarselas, To execute any thing with

vigour and efficacy.
PELAYRE, sm. Wool-dresser, one whose trade is

to comb wool, and lay it smooth for spinning.
PELAYRIA, sf. Trade of a wool-comber.
PELA/A, sf. Quarrel, affray, scuffle. a. Appli-
ed to the straw or haum of onions.

PELDEFEBRE, sm. Camblet, baracan
; a stuff

made of wool and goat's hair mixed.
PELE A, sf. 1. Battle, action, engagement. 2.

Quarrel, dispute. 3. Struggle, toil, fatigue.
Pelea de gallos, Cock-fight.

PELEADOR, sm. Fighter, combatant.

PELEANTE, pa. Combating, fighter.

PELEAR, va. 1. To fight, to combat. 2. To
quarrel, to contend, to dispute. 3. To toil, to

labour hard. vr. To scuffle, to come to blows.

6(3

PELECHAR, va. 1. To get hair. 2. To change
the coat, applied to horses. 3. To improve
one's fortune, to recover health.

PELENDEHGUE, sm. Frivolous foppery, extreme

nicety in dress.

PELEONA,S/. Scuffle, quarrel, dispute.

PELETE, sm. One who punts at certain games
at cards. En pelete, Nakedly.

PELETERfA, sf. 1. Trade or profession of a fur-

rier or skinner. 2. Fellmonger's shop where
skins and furs are sold.

PELETERO, sm. Furrier, one who dresses fine

skins or deals in furs.

PELIAGT^DO, DA, a. 1. Downy, furry ; having
long fine hair or fur. 2. Arduous, difficult. 3.

Ingenious, skilful, dexterous.

PELIBLANDO, DA, a. Having fine soft hair.

PELICABRA, sf. Satyr, fabulous animal, like a

goat.

PELfcANo, sm. (Orn.) Pelican. Pelecanus ono-

crotalus L.

PELICANO, NA, a. Having grey hair ; hoary.

PELICORTO, TA, a. Having short hair.

PELICUI.A, sf. Pellicle, a thin membrane or skin

PELIFORRA, sf. Whore, a common prostitute.

PELIGRAR, vn. To be in danger ;
to be in peril.

PELIGRO, sm. Danger, risk, hazard.

PELIGROSAMENTE, ad. Perilously.

PELIGROSO, SA,O. Dangerous, perilous; ventu-

rous.

PELILARGO, GA, a. Having long hair.

PELILLO, sm. 1. Short tender hair. 2. Trifle, a

slight cause of disgust or displeasure. Repa-
rar en pelillds, To take offence at trifles.

PELiLLdso, SA, a. Downy, full of soft tender

PELINEGRO, GRA, a. Having black hair. [hair.

PELiRtfBio, BIA, a. Having fair or flaxen hair.

PELITIJSO, SA, a. Having strong bushy hair.

PELfro, sm. Short tender hair. Pelitos d la

mar, All animosities done away ;
the act of

friends making up a quarrel.

PELITRE, sm. (Bot.) Pellitory of Spain. Anthe-
mis pyrethrum L.

PELITRIQUE, sm. Fiddle-faddle, trifle.

PELLA, sf. 1. Ball, any thing made in a round
form. 2. Parcel of things packed close to-

f
ether. 3. Mass of metal in its crude state.

. Lard in the state in which it is taken from

hogs. 5. Large quantity ofthings. 6. Fleece,
a quantity of shorn wool. 7. Great sum of

money. 8. (Orn.) Heron. Ardea major L.

PELLADA,S/. 1. Gentle blow, dab. 2. A trowel

full of mortar or slaked lime.

PELLEJA,S/. 1 . Skin or hide stripped offfrom the

animal. 2. Strumpet, a woman of the town.

PELLEJERIA, sf. Shop where skins are dressed

and sold.

PELLEJERO, sm. Fellmonger, he whose trade

is to dress and sell skins.

PELLEJINA, sf. A small skin.

PELLEJO, sm. 1. Skin, hide. 2. A skin dressed

and pitched, in which liquors are carried. 3.

(Joe.) Tippler, drunkard. Mudar el pellejo,

To change customs and manners.

PELLfcA, sf. Coverlet of fine furs.

PELLICO, sm. 1. Dress made of skins or furs. 2.

Offensive language.
PELL/A, sf. Pelisse, dress formed of skins.

PELI.IZCAR, ra. 1. To pinch, to squeeze between
521
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the fingers and thumb ; to pinch or wound
artfully. 2. To pilfer, to commit petty thefts.

3. To take but little food ; to take only a bit

or pinch. vr. 1. To prick one's self. 2. To
long for any thing.

PELLIZCO, sm. 1. Pinch, the act of pinching. 2.

A small bit or portion. 3. (Met.) Remorse,
disquietude. Pellizco de monja, A lozenge
or sugar drop.

PELLON Y PELLOTE, sm. A long robe made of
skins or furs. Peli6nes, (Among Bakers)

Large pieces of dough formed for the oven.

PELLuzGONjSm. Lock of hair, wool, or tow.

PELMACERIA, sf. Heaviness, slowness.

PELMAZO Y PELMA, sm. 1. Heavy paste or

cake. 2. Food which lies heavy on the sto-

mach. 3. A slow heavy person.
PELO, sm. 1. Hair, a slender filament which

frows
through the pores of the animal body.

. Down, the soft tender feathers which grow
on birds under the large ones. 3. Soft fibres

of plants. 4. Thread of silk or worsted. 5.

Pile, the hair or bur on the risjht side of cloth.

6. Colour of the coat of animals. 7. Flaw, de-

fect in precious stones or crystals ; split in

metals, horses
1

hoofs, &c. 8. Abscess in a

woman's breast. 9. Trifle, any thing of little

value. 10. Skin on the barrel of a quill. 11.

Colour of animals' skins. V. Pelage. Ser de

buen pelo, (Iron.) To be ill-disposed. Pelo

arriba, Against the grain. A1

pelo, For the

purpose, to the purpose, timely. Al pelo o a

pelo, Along the grain. Gcnte de pelo, Rich

people. Tcner pelos, To be intricate ; applied
to some affair or business. En pelo, Bare-

backed, naked.

PELON, NA, a. 1. Poor, indigent. 2. Second son
of a knight in Cordova. 3. (Joe.) Bald.

PELONA y PELONIA, sf. V. Peladcra.

PELONERIA, sf. Poverty, want, indigence.
PELOSILLA, sf. (Bot.) Crapeny, mouse-ear,
hawk-weed. Hieracium pilosella L.

PELOSO. SA, a. Hairy, covered with hair.

PELOTA, sf. 1. Ball, a round thing to play with.

2. Any thing made in a roundlbrm. 3. Can-
non or musket ball. 4. Diversion or play per-
formed with balls. 5. Strumpet, prostitute.
En pelo to-, Entirely naked. Pelotas, (Extrem.)
A kind of round sausage.

PELOTAZO, sm. Blow or stroke with a ball.

PELOTE, sm. Goat's hair.

PELOTEAR, vn. 1. To play at ball. 2. To argue,
to dispute ; to contend. 3. To throw from
one part to another. va. To examine the

items of an account, and compare them with
the parcels received. vr. To throw snow-
balls at each other ; to quarrel, to dispute.

PKLOTERA, sf. Battle or quarrel among women.
PELOTERIA,S/. Heap of balls.

PF.LOTERO, sm. 1. Ball-maker. 2. ScufHe, af-

fray, quarrel. 3. A malicious mean person.
V. Escarabajo.

PJELOTII.LA, sf. 1. A small ball. 2. Small ball

made of wax, stuck with small pieces of glass,
and fastened to a cat o'nine tails, with which

penitent persons lash themselves. Hacer pe-
lotillas, To pick the nose rudely.

PELOTO, a. V. Derraspado 6 Chamorro.

PELOTON, sm. 1. A large ball. 2. Bundle or ball
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of hair closely pressed together. 3. (Mil.)
Platoon, a small body of foot soldiers ; one
of the sections into which a battalion is di-

vided when under arms.

PEI.TA, sf. Pelta, ancient kind of light buckler.

PELTRE, sm. Pewter, a metal made of tin and
lead.

PELTRERO,STO. Pewterer, pewter-worker.
PELT^CA, sf. Wig; the person who wears a wig.

Peluca redonda, Bob-wig. [bushy wig.
PELUCON, sm. One who struts about in a large
PELtJDo, DA, a. Hairy, covered with hair.

PELUDO, sm. A bass-mat of an oval shape.

PELUQUERIA, sf. Shop where wigs are made
and sold.

PELUQ.UERO, sm. Peruke-maker.

PEI.UQUIN, sm. A small bag-wig.
PELtfsA,s/. 1. Down which covers some plants

or fruit. 2. Villous substance falling off from
clothes during the wear of them. 3. (Joe.)

Cash, riches.

PENA, sf. 1. Punishment, pain, penalty ; chas-

tisement inflicted for crimes and offences. 2.

Care, concern ; a violent emotion of the
rnind. 3. Difficulty, toil, labour. 4. Necklace,
an ornament which women wear around the

neck. Pena de la mesana, (Naut.) Peak of
the mizen. A 1 malas penas, Immediately
that, instantly. A1 duras penas, With a great
deal of difficulty or trouble.

PENACHERA, sf. V. Penacho.

PENACHO, sm. 1. Tuft or crest of feathers on
the heads of some birds. 2. Plumes, feathers

worn as an ornament. 3. Loftiness, haugh-
tiness, presumption.

PENADAMENTE, ad. V. Penosamente.

PENADILLO, LLA, a. Having a very small open-
ing ; applied to vessels.

PENADO, DA, a. 1. Punished, chastised. 2. Pain-

ful. 3. Narrow-mouthed ; applied to vessels.

PENAL, a. Concerning or including punishment.
PENALIDAD, sf. 1. Act of suffering punishment.

2. Suffering, calamity, trouble ; penalty.
PENANTE, a. Suffering pain or affliction ; love-

lorn, love-sick. s. Lover, gallant.
PENAR, vn. 1. To suffer pain, to agonize ; to be

tormented in a future life. 2. To crave, to

desire anxiously. va. To chastise, to inflict

punishment. vr. To grieve, to mourn, to

sorrow.

PENATES, sm. pi. The house gods of the ancient

heathens.

PENATJGERO, sm. He who carried the house-
hold gods, or penates.

PENCA, sf. I. Pricking leaf of a chard or other

similar plant. 2. A leather strap with which
convicts are whipped by the hangman.

PENCAZO, sm. Lash with the hangman's strap.

PENC^DO, DA, a. Acuminated.

PENCURIA, sf. Prostitute.

PEND^NGA, sf. 1. A common prostitute. 2.

Knave of diamonds in a game at cards, call-

ed Quinolas or Reversis.

PENDEJO, sm. 1. Short tender hair. 2. Coward,
poltron.

PENDENCIA, sf. Quarrel, affray, dispute.

PENDENCIAR, vn. To wrangle, to quarrel.

PENDENCIERO, UA. a. Quarrelsome.

PEI-PER, vn. I. To impend, to hang over. 2. To
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depend. 3. To be irresolute, to leave a thing
undecided.

PENDIESTE, a. Pendent, hanging.
PEXDIENTE, 5m. 1. Slope, declivity. 2. Ear-ring,
an ornament suspended from the ears of wo-

men.

PENCIL, ST*. A kind of mantle worn by women.
Tomar d pendil, To elope unexpectedly.

PKNDOLA, sf. 1. A writing pen. V.Pluma. 2.

Pendulum, the piece of a clock which regu-
lates its motion. Dar pendolas 6 un navio,

(Na(it.) To boot-top a ship, to give her a

parliament heel.

PENDOLERO, RA, a. Hanging, pendent.
PK.NDOI.I'STA, sm. I. Penman, one who profess-

es the art of writing. 2. Cheat, swindler, im-

postor.
PKM>6-v. sm. 1. Standard, the colours of a coun-

try. 2. Banner carried about in processions.

3.*Remnants, pieces of stuff cabbaged by tai-

lors. 4. A young tree left for growth at the

felling of w'oods. 5. Nickname of a tall, awk-
ward woman. 6. Rein of the leading mule.

Pcndon real, (Naiit.) Parliament heel, boot-

topping.
PENDULO, LA, a. Pendent, hanging.
PKNEQUE, sm. Drunkard.

PENKTRABILIDAD, sf. Penetrability.
PF. \FTRABT.E, a. Penetrable, that can be pierced.

PENETRACION, sf. 1. Penetration, the act of

piercing or penetrating ; discernment, com-

plete intelligence. 2. Acuteness, sagacity.

PENKTIIADOR, sm. Discerner, he who penetrates
or distinguishes. [tired part.

PENETRAL, sm. (Poet.) The interior or most re-

PENETUANTE, pa. 1. Penetrating. 2. A deep
wound.

PENKTRAR, na. 1. To penetrate, to pierce ; to

pass through the body. 2. To affect the mind.

3. To reach the meaning with acuteness and

sagacity. 4. To permeate ; to pervade. m.
To co-exist as two bodies in the same place.

PKNETRATIVO, VA, a. Penetrative.

PENINSULA, sf. Peninsula, a piece of land al-

most surrounded by the sea. [coin.

Pr.Nfiy.TE 6 PENEQUE, sm. Penny, an English
PENITENCIA, sf. Penitence, penance ; grief or

sorrow for crimes ; penalty, mulct, fine. Ha-
cer penitencia, Familiar invitation to a fami-

ly repast ; to take pot-luck.

PENITENCIAL, a. Penitential.

PENITF.NCIAR, va. To impose a penance for a
fault committed.

PENITENCIARIA, sf. Charge or office of a peni-

tentiary or a priest invested with the power
of absolving in certain reserved cases

;
eccle-

siastical court at Rome.
PENITENCIARIO, sm. Penitentiary ; canon who

assists the confessor in cathedrals.

PENITENTA, sf. A female penitent.

PEMTENTE, a. Penitent, repentant.
PENITENTS, sm. 1. Penitent, one who does pe-

nance. 2. Associate in some party of plea-
sure or debauchery.

PENOSAMENTE. ad. Painfully.

PENOSO, SA, a. Painful, that which gives pain.
PENOSO, sm. An affected fop, a buck or beau.
PENSADO, DA, a. Deliberate, premeditated. De

pensado, On purpose, designedly.

PENSAMIEHTO, sm. 1 . Thought, idea
;
medita-

tion, contemplation. 2. Resolution, design.
3. Great swiftness or promptitude. En un

pensamicnto, In a trice.

PENSAR, vn. 1. To think, to consider, to reflect ;

to take into serious consideration ; to weigh
maturely. 2. To feed cattle. Sm pensar,

Unexpectedly, thoughtlessly. Penstque,

(Vulg.) I thought so or as much.

PENSATIVO, VA, a. I. Pensive, thoughtful. 2.

(Joe.) Applied to cattle when they stop eat-

ing, as if to think.

PENSIER, sm. (Bot.) Sneezewort.

PENSIL, sm. A pensile or hanging garden ; a

beautiful or delightful garden.
PENSION, sf. 1. Pension, an annual charge laid

upon any thing. 2. Pension, a fixed sum paid

annually by government. 3. Toil, labour na-

turally attending an enterprise or office.

PENSIONADO, DA, s. Pensioner, one who re-

ceives a pension.
PENSIONER, va. To impose annual charges,

pensions, or other burthens.

PENSIONARIO, sm. 1. One who pays a pension.
2. Pensionary, the recorder of a city.

PENSIONISTA, 5. com. 1. One who gives a pen-
sion. 2. Pensioner, one who receives a pen-
sion. 3. Boarder, in a boarding house.

PENTACORDIO, sm. Five-stringed harp.
PENTADjCcTILO Y PENTAFILON, sm. V. Qum-

quefolio.

PENTAGLOTTO, a. Written in five languages.

PENTAGONO, sm. Pentagon, a figure of five

sides.

PENTAMETRO, sm. Pentameter, a Latin verse.

PENTATEUCO, sm. Pentateuch, the five books

of Moses.

PENTECOSTES, sm. Pentecost, Whitsuntide.

PENULTIMO, MA, a. Penult, last but one.

PENUMBRA, sf. Penumbra, partial shade.

PENtrRiA, sf. Penury, poverty, indigence.
PEN A, sf. Rock, large stone. Por penas, A

long time.

PENADO, sm. V. Penasco.

PENASCAL, sm. Rocky hill or mountain.

PENASCO Y PENEDO, sm. 1. Ridge of rocks. 2.

A light silk stuff.

PENASCOSO, SA, a. Rocky, mountainous.

PEiJiscoLA, sf. Peninsula, rocky point of land.

PENOL, sm. 1. A large rock. 2. (Naut.) Yard-

arm, the extremity of the yard on either side

of a mast.

PENON, sm. A large rock, rocky mountain.

PEON, sm. I. Pedestrian, one who travels on

foot. Jl'peon, (Fam.) A-foot. 2. Day-labour-

er, one who works for his daily hire. Peon de

albanil, Hodman. 3. Foot-soldier. 4. Spin-

ning-top, humming-top. 5. (Pros.) A foot of

verse. Peones, Men of chess or draughts. 6.

Hive of bees, working-bee.
PEONADA, sf. Day-work of a labourer.

PEONAGE, sm. Multitude of people on foot.

PEONERIA, sf. As much land as can be plough-
ed in one day.

PEONIA,S/. 1. (Bot.) Piony. 2. Piece of ground
that may be laboured in a day ; quantity of

land given to a soldier in a conquered coun-

try. V. Peonada.

PEONTA, sf. Rate of tithes and price of labour.
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PKONZA, sf. 1. Whipping-top. 2. A noisy little

fellow. A1

peonza, On foot.

PEOR, a. Worse. ad. Worse. Peor que pcor
Worse and worse.

PEORiAjsf. Deterioration, detriment.

PEPE, PA, s. Proper name, Joseph, Josephine.

Peril*, sm. V. Pipian.
PEPINAR, sm. Cucumber-field, a piece of ground
sown or planted with cucumbers.

PEPIN-AZO, sm. Blow with a cucumber.

PEPINO, sm. (Bot.) Cucumber. Cucumis sati-

vug L. No darsele un pepino, Not to give a

fig or rush for a thing.
PEPION, sm. An ancient Spanish gold coin of

the reign of Alphonsus the Wise.

PEPITA, sf. 1. Seed of some fruits. 2. Pip, a

distemper in fowls. No tener pepita, To
speak out, not to mince the matter. Pepitas
(Peru) Grains of pure native gold found in

the mines.

PEPITORIA, sf. Fricassee made of giblets, livers,
and lights. 2. Joining of hands and feet. 3.

Mediey ofthingsjumbled confusedly together.
PEPITOSO, SA, a. I. Abounding in grains or

seeds. 2. Applied to fowls with the pip.

PEPLIDE, sf. (Bot.) Purslain. Portulaca L.

PKPLO, sm. (Bot.) Water-purslain. Peplis L.

PEFON, sm. (Bot.) Water-melon. Cucurbita
citrullus L.

Pr.quENEZ, sf. 1. Parvity, smallness of size;
littleness. 2. Youth, tender age. 3. Lowness
of mind, pusillanimity.

PE^ITENO, NA, . 1. Little or small of size; nar-

row. 2. Young, of a tender age. 3. Low-
spirited, humble, abject.

PKOJIKNITO, TA ; y PEQ.UESJUELO, LA, a. dim.

Somewhat little.

PEQI; itfjSM*. Silk stuff manufactured in Pekin.

PEK, prep. Latin, used in Spanish, in composi-
tion only, as perdonable, pardonable.

PKRA, sf. 1. Pear, the fruit of the pear-tree. 2.

A small tuft or lock of hair which some cler-

gymen let grow on the chin. 3. Plum, a large
sum of money. Poner las peras a quatroud
ocfat, To constrain one to do or concede what
he does not wish.

PI:R!DA, sf. Conserve made ofthe juice ofpears.
PERAX, sm. (Bot.) Pear-tree. Pyrus communis
PERALEDA,*/*. Orchard of pear-trees. [L.

PERALT-iR, va. To raise the arch of a vault or
dome above a semicircle to the figure of a

parabola.

PKRANTO.N, sm. 1. (Bot.) Marvel-plant. Eu-

phorbia cyparissias L. 2. Large fan. 3. A
very tall person.

PERAYLE, sm. WT
ool comber. V. Pelayre.

PERAZA, sf. Fruit of an ingrafted pear-tree.
PERCA, sf. (let.) Perch. Perca Fluviat.ilis L.

PERCAI.AL v PERCALIN, sm. A sort of linen.

PERCANCE, sm. Perquisite, something gained
by a place or office over and above the settled

salary, pay, or wages.
PERCATJ^R, va. 1. To think, to consider mature-

ly. 2. To take care, to be on one's guard.
PERCEBiMiENTo,sm. Prevention, warning.
PKRCEBIR, va. To perceive.
PERCEPCION, sf. Perception, notion, idea.

PERCEPTIBLE, a. Perceptible.

PERCKPTIVO, VA, a. Perceptive

PERCHA, sf. 1. Perch, a long piece of timber to
sustain or support any thing. 2. Cloth-rack.
3. Snare for catching partridges. 4. String or

strap on which fowlers hang their game. 5.

Sign-post of a barber's shop. 6. (let ) Perch.

Perchas, (Naut.) Floor-timbers. Estar en

percfui, To be safe and secure.

PERCHADOR, sm. Napper, one who raises the

nap on cloth with a teasel.

PERCH^R, va. To raise the nap on cloth.

PERCHON, sm. A long or principal shoot ofvines.

PERCHON.R, vn. 1. To leave on a vine-stock se-

veral long shoots. 2. To lay snares for catch-

ing game. [comprehend.
PERciBiR,tf. 1. To receive. 2. To perceive, to

PERcfeo, sm. Act of receiving or perceiving
any thing.

PERCNOPTERO, PERCNOTERO 6 PERCOPTERO,STO.
(Orn.) Bald buzzard. Falco haliaetos L.

PERCOCERIA, sf. Small work of silver or span-

gles, filagree, &c.

PERCUCIENTE, a. Percutient, striking.

PERCUDIR, va. To tarnish the lustre of things.

PERCUSION, sf. Percussion, impression of one

body in striking another.

PERCUSOR, sm. One who strikes.

PERDEDERO, sm. Occasion or motive of losing.

PERDEDOR, RA, s. Loser.

PERDER, va. 1. To lose, to be deprived of any
thing ; to miss. 2. To lavish, to mispend. 3.

To sustain a loss, to receive damage. 4. To
bet, to lay a wager. Que quiere zd. pcrder ?

What will you lay ? La mareapierde, (Naiit.)
The tide falls. vr. 1. To go astray, to miss
one's way. 2. To be lost, to be confounded.
3. To be erased from the memory. 4. To bo

spoiled ;
to be given up to vice. 5. To be out

of fashion. G. (Naut.) To be cast away, to

be shipwrecked. 7. To sustain a loss. 8. To
conceal itself; applied to rivers which disap-

pear under the earth and rise again. Per-
derse de vista, To excel in an eminent de-

gree. Tener que perder, To be a person of

credit, to have much to lose.

PERDICION, sf. 1. The act of losing any thing.
2. Perdition, destruction, ruin ; eternal dam-
nation. 3. Excessive love. 4. Prodigality, ex-

travagance.
PJKRDIDA, sf. J. Loss, detriment, damage. t2.

Quantity or thing lost. De perdida, In it ha-

zardous perilous manner. [uselessly.

PERDIDAMENTE, ad. Desperately, furiously ;

PERDIDIZO, ZA, a. Lost designedly or on pur-

pose. Hacersc perdidizo, To lose designedly
at cards, as gamesters do at times.

PERDIDO, DA, a. Lost, strayed, misguided.
Gente perdida, Vagrants, vagabonds. Muger
perdida, Prostitute.

PERDIDOSO, SA, a. Sustaining loss.

?ERDIG!NA,S/. (Arag.) A young partridge.
PERDIG^R, va. 1. To boil partridges slightly

before they are roasted. 2. To stew larded

meat in an earthen pan. 3. To dispose, to

prepare.
?ERDiGON,\sm. 1. A young partridge. 2. Par-

tridge trained to decoy others. 3. Squanderer,
lavisher of money at the gaming table. 4.

(Fain.) Spark of saliva from the mouth in

speaking. Perdigones, Hail-shot, small shot.*
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PERDIGURA, sf. (Bot.) Sun flower. Helian-

thus L.

PERDIGUERO, RA,. Setting, pointing ; applied
to a dog used by fowlers who pursue par-

tridges, [tridges.

PERDIGUERO, sm. Poulterer, dealer in par-

PERDIMIENTO, sm. V. Perdition y Perdida.

PKRDiz, sf. (Orn.) Partridge. Tetrao perdix L.

Perdiz real, Common partridge. Patas de

perdiz, Nickname to a person who wears co-

loured stockings, particularly women. 0' per-
diz 6 no comcrla, Neck or nothing.

PERDON, sm. I. Pardon, forgiveness of an in-

jury ; remission of a debt. 2. Drop of oil,

wax, &c. which falls burning. Con perdon,
Under favour ;

with your leave.

PERDONABLE, a. Pardonable.

PEROONADOR, s?w. Pardoner.

PERDONANZA, sf. V. Disimulo y Perdon.

PEKUONAR, va. I. To pardon, to forgive an in-

jury ; to remit a debt. 2. To beg leave or

permission ; an expression of courtesy. 3. To
clear one from an obligation, to exempt ;

used as an excuse for not giving a charity.
vr. To decline doing any thing.

PERDONAVID AS, sm. Bully, hector.

PERDULARO, RIA, a. Extremely careless or

heedless with regard to one's own interest.

PERDURABLE, a. Perpetual, everlasting, conti-

nual.

PERDURABI.EMENTE, ad. Eternally, perpetually.

PEREALES, sm. A sort of linen which comes
from India.

PERECEAR, va. To protract, to delay, to put off.

PERECEDERO, RA, a. Perishable, decaying, fad-

PRRECEDERO, sm. Misery, extreme want. [ing.

P.ERECER, vn. l.To perish, to be destroyed ; to

perish spiritually. 2. To undergo uncommon
toil and fatigue. 3. To crave, to desire anx-

iously. 4. To be extremely poor, to perish
for want of the necessaries of life. vr. To
be violently agitated, to die with love.

FERECIDO, DA, a. Lost, undone.

PERECIMIENTO, sm. Loss, decay, decline.

PEREGKINACION,*/". 1. Peregrination, travelling
in foreign countries. 2/Pilgrimage.

PEREGRINAMENTE, ad. Rarely, curiously.

PEREGRINANTE, pa. Sojourner ; travelling.

PEREGRINAR, va. 1. To peregrinate, to travel in

foreign countries. 2. To go on a pilgrimage ;

to exist in this mortal life.

PEREGRINIDAD, sf. Strangeness, wonderfulness.

PERF.GRINO, NA, a. 1. Peregrine, foreign. 2. Tra-

velling or sojourning in foreign countries. 3.

Going on a pilgrimage. 4. Strange,wonderful.
PERENDECA, sf. Trull, a low dirty wench.

PERENDENGUES, sm. pi. Pendants of the cars,
embellishments ; gaudy dress of women.

PERENN^I., a. 1. V. Percnne. 2. Continually
mad without lucid intervals.

Pr.RENNALMENTE,arf. V. Perennemente.

PKRENNE, a. Perennial, perpetual. Loco pe-
renne, Madman who has no lucid intervals.

PERENNEMENTE, ad. Continually, perpetually.
PERENNIDAD, sf. Perennity, continuity.

PERENTORIAMENTE,^. Peremptorily. [sive.

PERKNTORIO, RIA, a. Peremptory, absolute, deci-

PERERO, sm. Instrument formerly used to pare
fruit.

., sm. 1. (Bot.) Parsley. Apiumpetroso
linum L. 2. Showy dress or apparel. Perixi-

les, Honorary titles attached to offices.

PEREZA, sf. Laziness, tardiness, negligence,
carelessness, sloth ; reluctance to rise up.

PEREZOSAMENTE, ad. Lazily, slothfully.

PEREZOSO, SA, a. Lazy, careless, indolent, sloth-

ful, tardy ; bed-loving.

PERFECCION, sf. Perfection, superior excel-

lence ; beauty, grace ; high degree of virtue.

PERFECCIONAR, va. To perfect, to complete.

PERFECTAMENTE, ad. Perfectly, completely.

PERFECTISIMO, MA, a. sup. Most perfect ; a pleo-
nasm best applied to the divine attributes.

PERFECTIVO, VA, a. Perfective, conducing to

bring to perfection.

PERFECTO, TA, a. Perfect, complete, accom-

plished ; beautiful, able, excellent.

PERFECTO, sm. Improvements made in an inhe-

ritance.

PERFICIENTE, a. That which perfects.

PERFICIONAR, va. V. Perfe.ccionar.

PERFIDAMENTE, ad. Perfidiously.

PERFIDIA,S/. Perfidy, treachery. [loyal.

PERFIDO, DA, a. Perfidious, treacherous, dis^

PERFIL, sm. 1. Profile, contour, outline. Tomar

perfiles, To place oiled paper over a painting,
in order to draw the outlines of it with a

pencil. 2. Light architectural ornament ;

hair ; stroke of certain letters ; position of

the body, side-view.

PERFIL^DO, a. Applied to a well-formed arched

nostril.

PERFILADURA, sf. Art of drawing profiles ;
tho

sketching of outlines.

PERFILAR, va. To draw profiles, to sketch out-

lines. vr. To incline, to be bent to one side.

PERFOLIADA 6PERFOLIATA,*/. (Bot.) Common
thorough wax. Bupleurum rotundifolium L.

PERFORACION, sf. Perforation.

PERFORAR, va. To perforate.

PERFRUIDOR, sm. Enjoyer.

PERFUIWADOR Y PERFUMADERO, sm. 1. Per-

fumer. 2. Vessel in which perfumes are kept.

PERFUMAR, va. To perfume ; to diffuse odour.

PERFUME, sm. PERFUME ; sweet odour, fra-

grance ; good or bad smell.

PERFUMERIA, sf. A perfumer's shop.

PERFUMERO, RA, s. Perfumer, one who makes
or selh perfumes.

PERFUMISTA, sm. Perfumer, dealer in perfumes,
PERFUNCTORIO, RIA, a. Perfunctory, passing

slightly without making any impression on
the mind.

PERFUNCTORIAMENTE, ad. Superficially.

PERGAMINERIA, sf. Place where parchment ia

made or sold.

PERGAMINERO, sm. Parchment-maker.

PERGAMINO, sm. Skin dressed for writing.

PERGEMO, sm. V. Pergeno.
PERGENAR, va. To dispose and perform in a

dexterous and skilful manner.

PERGENO, sm. Skill, dexterity.

PERICARDIO, sm. Pericardium, covering of the

heart.

PERICARPIO, sm. Pericarpium, covering of any
fruit.

PERICIA, sf. Skill, knowledge.

PERICO, sm. 1. Curls formerly worn by.women.
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2. A kind of small parrot. Perico entre ellas,
A cot or cotquean.

PERJCON, sm. 1. Knave of clubs in the game of

Quinolas. 2. A large fan.

PERICONO, NA, a. Fit for all things ; generally
applied to horses fit for draught or saddle.

PERICONA, sf. Shaft mule ;
a mule fit for the

coach as well as the saddle.

PERICRANEO, sm. Pericranium, the membrane
which covers the skull.

PERIECOS, sm. pi. Perceci, people on the oppo-
site side of the globe, in the same latitude.

PERiFERiA,5/. Periphery. V. Circunferencia.
PERIFOLLO, sm. (Bot.) Common chervil. Scan-

dix cerefoliurn L. Perifollos, Ribbons and
other showy ornaments of women.

PERIFRASEAR, va. To periphrase, to make use
of circumlocutions.

PERIFRASIS 6 PERIFRASI, sf. (Ret.) Periphrasis.
PERIGALLO,STO. 1. Skin hanging down from the

chin of lean persons. 2. Kind of glossy rib-

bon worn by women. 3. A tall lean man. 4.

Kind of slender sling. 5. (Naut.) Line, a
thin rope ; navel-line ; topping-lift.

PERIGEO, sm. Perigee, point at which a planet
comes nearest the earth, and opposed to its

apogee.
PERIGLO, sm. V. Peligro.
PERIHELIO, sm. Perihelium, the point of a pla-

net's orbit which is nearest the sun.

PERILLA, sf. 1. A small pear. 2. Ornament in

the form of a pear. 3. Pommel, a piece of
brass or other metal at the top ofa saddle-bow.
De pe.rilla, To the purpose, at a proper time.

-PERILLAN, NA, a. Artful, knavish, vagrant.
PERILLAN, sm. A sly crafty fellow.

PERILLOS, sm. pi. Gingerbread nuts.

PERiLtJSTRE, a. Very illustrious.

PERIMETRO, 5m. V. Ji'mbito.

PERINCMTO, TA, a. Famous, renowned.

PERiNEo,sm. (Anat.) Perimeum.

PERINEUMONIA, sf. Peripneumony, disease of

the lungs.
PERINOLA, sf. 1. A kind of die with four faces.

2. A neat little woman.
PERIODECEAR, vn. To make or form periods.

PERIODICAMENTE, ad. Periodically.

PERIODICO, CA, a. Periodical, done at certain

periods ; applied to literary works, or inter-

mitting diseases.

PERIODO, 5m. 1. Period, a determinate number
of years or space of time. 2. Period, a com-

plete sentence from one full stop to another.

PERIPATETICO, CA, a. 1. Peripatetic or Aristo-

telian philosophy. 2. Ridiculous or extrava-

gant opinions.

PEKIPATO, sm. System of Aristotle.

PERIPECIA, sf. Sudden change from one condi-

tion to another in the persons of the drama,
or in fortune.

PERIPLO, sm. Periplus, voyage round a coast.

PERIPUESTA, a. Placed around.

PERIQUILLO, sm. A kind of small sweetmeat
made of sugar alone.

PERIQJJITO, sm. 1. (Naut.) Stay-sail. Periquito
de juanete mayor, (Naut.) Flying stay-sail.

Periquito de sobremesana, (Naut.) Mizen

top-gallant stay-sail. 2. (Orn.) Parroquet,
small kind of parrot.
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PERfscios, sm. pi Periscii, inhabitants of the

polar circles.

PERISOLOGIA, sf. Superfluous repetition in a
discourse.

PERISTALTICO, CA, a. Peristaltic ; applied to
the spiral motion of the intestines.

PERISTILO, 5m. (Arq.) Peristyle.

PERITA, sf. A small pear.

PERITO, 5m. Skilful man in any art or trade.

PERITO, TA, a. Skilful, able, experienced.
PERITONEO, sm. (Anat.) Peritoneum.

PERJUDICADOR, RA, 5. One who prejudges or

prejudicates.

PERJUDICAR, va. To prejudicate, to prejudge,
to injure, to hurt.

PERJUDICIAL, a. Prejudicial, hurtful.

PERJUIMCIALMJENTE, ad. Prejudicially.
PERJUDICIO, 5m. 1. Prejudice, mischief, hurt,

injury. 2. Prejudice, prepossession ; judg-
ment rashly formed before-hand without ex-

amination.

PERJURA'DOR, RA, 5. Perjurer, forswearer.

PERJURAR, vn. 1. To forswear, to swear false-

ly ; to commit perjury. 2. To swear, to ob-

test the great name profanely.: vr. To per-

jure one's self.

PERJT!TRIO, 5m. Perjury, false oath.

PERJT!JRO, RA, a. Perjured, forsworn. sm. Pet'

Ju|y-
PERLA, sf. Pearl, a hard, white, smooth, and

transparent substance, found in a testaceous

fish
; any thing precious, clear, or bright.

Pcrlas, Fine teeth. De perlas, Much to the

purpose ; excellently, eminently fine.

PERLACIA, 5/. (Ant.) V. Prelucia.

PERLATICO, CA, a. Paralytic, palsied.

PERLERIA, 5/. Collection of pearls.

PERLESIA, sf. Paralysis, palsy.

PERLEZUELA,5/. Small pearl.

PERLIQUITENCIA, 5/. A mock title of honour.

PERLONGAR, vn. (Naut.) To coast, to sail along
the coast.

PERMANECER, vn. To persist, to remain firmly
in the same state, to endure.

PERMANECIENTE, pa. Permanent.

PERMANENCIA, sf. Duration, permanency, per-
severance.

PERMANENTE, a. Permanent, durable.

PERMANSION, 5/. V. Permanencia.

PERMISIBLE, a. Permissible.

PERMISION, sf. 1. Permission, leave. 2. Con-

fession, grant ;
the thing yielded.

PERMISIVAMENTE, ad. Permissively.
PERMisfvo, VA, a. Permissive, containing tho

power of permitting or granting.

PERMISO, sm. Permission, leave, license.

PERMISOR, 5m. Granter. V. Permitidor.

PERMITENTE, pa. He that grants or permits.

PERMITIDERO, RA, a. What may be permitted

PERMITIDOR, sm. Permitter, granter.
PERMITR, va. 1. To permit, to consent, to

agree to. 2. To grant, to admit what is not

yet proved. vr. To show one's self to ap-

pear benign, generous, and liberal.

PERMIXTION, s/. Mixture of various things.
PERMUTA Y PERMUTACION, s/. Permutation,
the exchange of one thing for another.

PERMUTAR, va. To exchange, to barter

PERNA, sf. Flat shell fish.
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PERNADA, af. Kick with the foot, a violent mo-
tion with the foot.

PEKNAZA, sf. A thick or big leg.

PF.RNEADOR, a. Strong-legged.
PEKNEAR, vn. 1. To kick, to shake the legs ; to

put thorn in a violent motion. 2. To drive

about in pursuit of an affair. 3. To be vexed,
to fret. na. To drive pigs to market and
sell them by retail.

PERNEO, sm. Public sale of hogs.
PERNKRIA, sf. Collection of pins or bolts.

PERNETAS (Ex), ad. Bare-legged.
PEKNETE, sm. (Naut.) Small pin, peg, or bolt.

3-leffsred.PERNIABIEKTO, TA, a. Open or w\de

PERNIBORRA, sf. (Joe.) Using false calves for

the legs.

PERNICIOSAMENTE, ad. Perniciously.

PERNICIOSO, SA, a. Pernicious, mischievous, de-

structive.

PERNIGON, sm. Genoese plum.
PERNIL, sm. 1. Ham. the thigh of a hog salted.

2. Thigh of breeches. [windows.
PERMO, sm. A. kind of hinges for doors and

PEKNIQUEBRAR, va. To break the legs.

PERNITUERTO, TA, a. Crooked-legged.
PERNO, sm. i. A round-headed pin ;

a large

nail, a spike. 2. Hook of a hinge for doors

and windows. 3. (Naiit.) Bolt, a large pin for

various uses on board of ships. Perno de

gancho, (Naut.) Hook-bolt. Perno de ojo,

(Naut.) Eye-bolt. Pe.rno de argolla, (Naut.)

Ring-bolt. Perno de cadena, (Naut.) Chain-

bolt, [the whole night.

PERNOCTAR, vn. To pass the night; to be awake

PERO, sm. 1. A kind of apple ; apple-tree. Py-
rus malus L. 2. Fault, defect.

PERO, COTJJ. But, except, yet.
PEROGRULLADA 6 VERDAD DE PEROGRUI.LO, sf.

Truth of no moment and universally known.

PEROL, sm. Boiler, kettle, copper.
PERONE, sm. The lesser bone of the leg.

PERORACION, sf. Peroration, the conclusion of
an oration.

PERORAR, va. 1. To conclude, to put an end to

a speech or oration. 2. To solicit effectually.

PERPEJANA, sf. V. Parpalla.
PERPENDICULAR, a. Perpendicular, crossing

the horizon at right angles.
PERPENDICULARMENTE, ad. Perpendicularly.
PERPENDICULO, sm. 1. Perpendicular, some-

thing crossing the horizon at right angles.
2. Plumb, plummet ; a weight of lead hung
at a string, by which perpendicularity is

discerned. 3. Pendulum, [mitting a crime.

PERPETRACION, sf. Perpetration, the act ofcom-
PERPETRADOR, sm. Perpetrator, aggressor.
PERPETRAR, va. To perpetrate, to commit a

crime.

PERPEI'UA, sf. (Bot.) Eternal flower, everlast-

ingr, the blossom of goldilocks, the plant.

Gnaphaiium stoechas L. Perpetua Encarna-
dcr, (Bot.) Globe Amaranth. Gomphrena
globosa L.

PERPETUACION, sf. Perpetuation.
PERPETUAL, a. (Ant.) V. Perpctuo.
PKRPETUAMENTE, ad. Perpetually.
PERPETUAN, sm. Everlasting, a kind of woollen

stuff. [petual.

PERPETUAR, va. To perpetuate, to make per-

PERPETUIDAD, sf. Perpetuity.
PERPETUO, TUA, a. Perpetual.

PERPIANO, sm. A front binding-stone in a wall.

PERPLEXAMENTE, ad. Perplexedly, confusedly.

PERPLEXIDAD, sf. Perplexity, irresolution, em-
barrassment.

PERPLEXO, XA, a. Doubtful, uncertain.

PERPUNTE, sm. A quilted under-waistcoat.

PERQUE, sm. Lampoon, libel.

PERRA, sf. 1. Bitch, the female of the canine

kind. Perra salida, A proud bitch. Saltu-r

la perra, (Arag,) To run through one's lor-

tune ; to boast of any thing beforehand. 2.

Drunkenness, intoxication.

PEKRADA, sf. I. Pack of dogs. 2. A false com-

pliment. 3. Hasty morning repast, of grapes.

PERRAMENTE, ad. Very ill ; badly.

PERRAZO, sm. A large dog. [no;-,.--.

PERRENGUK,i-OT. Surliness, peevishness, fretful-

PERRERA, sf. 1. Kennel, a cot for dogs. 2. Em-
ployment attended with much fatigue and
little profit. 3. A bad paymaster. 4. Mul
or horse spent with age, and cast off.

PERRERIA, sf. 1. Pack of dogs. 2. Set or nest of

rogues. 3. Any thing vexatious or teasing.

PERRERO, sm. 1. Beadle who drives dogs out of
the church. 2. Boy or servant whose busi-

ness is to take care of hounds or dogs used
in the chase. 3. One who is very iond of
hounds and dogs. 4. Impostor, cheat.

PERREZNO, NA, s. Whelp, puppy.
PERRILLO, sm.l. A little dog. Pcrrillo rnpo-

sero, Harrier, a dog for hunting hares. Per-
rillo defalda, Lap-dog. 2. Tricker or trig-

ger, the catch that, being pulled, loosens the
cock of a gun.

PERRITO, TA ; Y co, CA, s. A little dog.
PJERRO, sm. 1. Dog. Canis L. Perro de aguas,
Water dog. Perro de muestra, Pointer. Per-
ro de presa, Bull-dog. Perro de ayudti, New-
foundland-dog, a large dog kept to defend his

master. Perro de agco, Setting dog used for

partridges. 2. One who obstinately asserts an

opinion or perseveres in an undertaking. 3.

Damage, loss, deception. 4. (Met.) Name of

contempt or ignominy given to a person.
Perro careador, Shepherd's dog.

PERROQ.UETE, sm. (Naut.) Top-mast.
PERRUNA, */. Dog-bread, coarse bread made for

dogs.
PERRUNO, NA, a. Doggish, canine.

PERSECUCION, sf. 1. Persecution
;
act of per-

secuting. 2. Toils, troubles, fatigue.

PERSEGUIDOR, sm. Persecutor, one who perse-
cutes, harasses, or molests.

PERSEGUIMJENTO, sm. Persecution.

PERSEGUIR, va. 1. To pursue a fugitive. 2. To
dun, to harass, to~molest, to persecute.

PERSEo,sm. (Astr.) Perseus, a northern constel-

PERSEVANTE, sm. Pursuivant at arms, [lation.

PERSEVERANCIA, sf. Perseverance, constancy,

permanency, duration.

PERSEVERANTEME.NTE, ad. Constantly.
PERSEVERAR, rn. To persevere, to persist in an

attempt, not to give over, to be permanent.
PERSIANA, sf. A silk stuff with large flowers.

Persianas, Venetian blinds.

PEUSICARIA, sf. (Bot.) Spotted snakeweed.

Polygonum persicaria L.
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PERSICO, sm. (let.) Perch. Perca
fluyiatilis

L.

PERSIGNARSE, vr. 1. To make the sign of the
cross. 2. To admire, to be surprised at a thing
3. To handsel, to begin to sell ; to make the
first act of sale.

PERSiGNUMCRiJcis, sm. (Fam.) By the sign of
the cross ; wound or mark in the face, [ca L.

PERSIGO, sm. (Bot.) Peach. Amygdalus persi-

PERSILLA,*/*. A sort of linen.

PERSISTENCIA, sf. Persistence, steadiness, per-

severance, obstinacy.

PERSISTENTE, pa. Permanent, firm, persisting

PERSISTIR, vn. To persist, to continue firm, to

persevere ;
to endure a long time.

PERSONA, sf. I. Person, individual or particular
man or woman. 2. Exterior appearance. 3.

Personage, a distinguished character
;
a man

of merit or talents. 4. (Gram.) The quality of

the noun, that modifies the verb. 5. Man or

woman represented in a fictitious dialogue.
DC persona d persona, Personally. En per
sona, 6 por su persona, In person, one's self;
not a representative.

PERSONADO, sm. Benefice which confers a pre-

rogative on the incumbent, yet without any
jurisdiction.

PERSONAGE, sm. 1. A considerable person, a

man or woman of eminence. 2. Character as-

sumed, a disguised person, a stranger, a per-
son not known. 3 An ecclesiastical benefice.

PERSONAL, a. Personal, affecting individuals or

peculiar people ; particular, proper to him or

her. 5m. 1. Personal tax. 2. Good or bad

qualities of any one.

PERSONALIDAD, sf. Personality, the personal
existence or individuality of any one ; per-
sonal satire.

PERSONALMENTE, ad. Personally, in person.
PEHSO.VALIZAR, va. To personify, to change

from a thing to a person.

PERSONA.ZA, sf. Huge personage.
PERsoNERf A, sf. Charge or employment of an

agent, deputy, or attorney.

PERSONERO, RA, s. Deputy, agent, attorney.
PERSONIFIC^R, va. To personify. [fellow.

PERSONfLLA, sf. Mannikin, a ridiculous little

PKRSPECTivA, sf. 1. Perspective, the science by
which things are ranged and delineated in a

picture, according to their appearance in the

real situation. 2 Work executed according
to the rules of perspective. 3. View, vista.

4. A false or deceitful appearance.
Pi KSPECTIVO, sm. Professor of perspective.
PF.RSPICACIA Y PERSPICACIDA.D, sf. 1. Perspi-

caciousness, quickness of sight. 2. Perspica-

city, clearness of the rnindor understanding.
PERSPICA/, a. 1. Perspicacious, quick-sighted ;

sharp of sight. 2. Acute, sagacious.
PERSPICUIBAI), sf. 1. Perspicuity, clearness,

transparency. 2. Clearness of the mind,
neatness of style. [rent.

PERSPICUO, CUA, a. Perspicuous, clear, transpa-

PERSPIRACION, sf. Perspiration, excretion by
the cuticular pores.

PERSUADIDOR, RA, s. Persuader, one who per-
suades.

PERSUADIH, va. To persuade, to influence by
arir.imont or expostulation; to induce, to

to any particular opinion or act. rr.

To be persuaded, to form a judgment or opi-
nion ; to believe in virtue of argument and

PERSUASIVE, a. Persuasible. [reason.
PERSUASION, sf. Persuasion, the act or state of

being persuaded; opinion, judgment.
PERSUASOR, RA, s. (Raro.) Persuader.

PERSUASIVA, sf. Persuasiveness.
PERSUAS!vo, VA, a. Persuasive, having the pow-

er of persuading.
PERTENECER, vn. 1. To belong to, to appertain.

2. To behove, to become, to pertain ; to re-

PERTENECIDO, sm. V. Pertenencia. [late to.

PERTENECIENTE, pa. 1. Belonging, appertain-
ing. 2. Apt, fit, ready.

PERTENENCIA, sf. 1. Right of property ; plaeo
or territory belonging to any one. 2. Appur-
tenance, dependence ;

that which belongs to

any thing ;
an accessory or appendage.

PERTICA, sf. Perch, a measure consisting of
10 geometric feet.

PERTIGA, sf. 1. A long pole or rod. 2. A tall

slender woman. 3. Hook on which a door or

window is hung.
PERTIGO, sm. Pole of a wagon or cart.

PERTIGAL, 5m. Pole. V. Pertiga.
PERTIGUEAR, va. To beat a tree with a pole to

gather the fruit. [ger -

PERTIGUERIA, sf. Office or employment of a ver-

PERTIGUERO, sm. Verger, he that carries the

mace before the dean. [ness.

PERTiNAciA,sf. Pertinacy, obstinacy, stubborn-

PERTINAZ, a. Pertinacious, obstinate.

PERTINAZMENTE, ad. Pertinaciously.
PERTINENTE, a. Pertinent, relating, regarding,

related to the matter in hand, just to the

purpose. [ly.

PERTINENTEMENTE, ad. Pertinently, opportune-
PERTRECHAR, va. 1. To supply a place with
ammunition and other warlike stores. 2. To
dispose, to arrange, to prepare. vr. To be

furnished or provided with the necessary
stores and tools for defence.

PERTRECHOS, 5m. pi. 1. Ammunition, arms, and
other warlike stores. 2. Tools, instruments.

PERTUGADA, sf. Shock, concussion.

PERTUGUEAR, vn. To be agitated, to be in a

violent motion.

PERTURBABLE, a. Capable of being perturbed.

PERTURBACION, sf. Perturbation, disquiet of

mind ;
restlessness of passions.

PERTURBADAMENTE, ad. Confusedly.
PERTURBADOR, RA, s. Perturbator, disturber ;

one who excites commotions. [terrupt.

PERTURBAR, va. To PERTURB, to disturb; toin-

PERUANO, NA, a. V. Perulero.

PERUCIIO, sm. Proper name, Peter.

PKRUETANO, 5m. 1. (Bot.) Wild or choak pear-
tree. Pyrus L. 2. Any thing that overtops or

rises above the rest.

PERULERO, RA, a. 1. Made or manufactured in

Peru. 2. Native of Peru. 3. Nabob, a rich

moneyed man.

PERULERo,5m. (And.) A narrow-bottomed pitch-

er, wide in the middle and strait-mouthed.

PERVERSAMENTE, rid. Perversely. [ness.

PERVKKSIDAU, s/. Perversity, obstinate wicked-

PERVERSION, sf. Perversion ; depravation.

PERVRSO, SA. a. Perverse, extremely wicked.

PERVTRTJDOR, RA, s. Pervertcr, corrupter.



PES PES

;ight ; piece of metal suspended from
>cks. Pesa de una romana, Weight or

,
va. 1. To pervert, to disturb. 2. To

seduce from the true doctrine and faith.

PERVicftio, sm. Restlessness, want of sleep.

PfsA, sf. Weight, a piece of a determined
wei
cloc

drop-ball of a steel-yard.

PESADA, sf. 1. Quantity weighed at once. 2.

Night-mare. V. PcsadiUa.

PESADAMENTE, ad. 1. Heavily, weightily, pon-

derously. 2. Sorrowfully, with trouble and
vexation ; grievously. 3. Slowly, tardily.

PESADEZ, sf. 1. Heaviness, the quality of being
heavy or ponderous. 2. Slowness, sluggish-

ness, drowsiness. 3. Peevishness, fretfulness.

4. Obesity, excessive corpulence. 5. Trouble,

pain, fatigue.

PESADILLA,S/. Night-mare, a morbid oppression
on the chest while sleeping, generally accom-

panied with ideas of spectres and suffocation.

PESADO, DA,. 1. Peevish, fretful, troublesome,
violent. 2. Offensive, causing pain, injuri-
ous. 3. Heavy, weighty, ponderous. 4. Slow,

tardy, sluggish. 5. Fat, gross, corpulent.
PESADOR, sm. Weigher, he who weighs.
PESADUMBRE, sf. 1. Heaviness, weightiness. 2.

Quarrel, dispute, contest, cause of unhappi-
ness. 3. Grief, trouble, displeasure, afflic-

tion, disgust ; injury.

PESAME, sm. Compliment of condolence.

PESANTE,sm. Weigher ; weight ofhalfa drachm.
PES ANTE/,, sf. V. Pesadez.

PESAR, sm. Sorrow, grief; repentance.
PESAR (A

7

), ad. In spite of, notwithstanding.
PESAR, vn. 1. To weigh, to be of weight. 2.

To be valuable, to deserve esteem. 3. To re-

pent, to be concerned or sorry for. 4. To pre-

vail, to preponderate. va. 1. To weigh, to

ascertain by the balance the weight ofa thing.
2. To examine, to balance in the mind.

PESAROSO, SA, a. 1. Sorrowful, full of repent-
ance. 2. Restless, uneasy, disquiet.

PESCA, sf. Fishing, fishery, fish.

PESCADA, sf. Fish salted, dried, or smoked.

PESCAD^ZO, S7. aum. Great fish.

PESCADERA, sf. Fish-woman. [fish is sold.

PF.SCAUF.RIA, sf. Fish-market, the place where
PESC: \DEKO, s?. Fishmonger.

PESCADILLO, sm. A little fish.

PESC ADO, sm. (let.) 1. Fish, a general name for

all sorts offish. Dia 6 comida de pescado,
Friday, day of abstinence with Catholics. 2.

Codfish. V. Madejo y BacaUao.
PESC A DOR, RA, s. 1. Fisher-man or woman,

Pr.sc<53o, SA, a. Abounding in fish.

PESCOZADA 6 PEscozdu, sf. y m. Slap on the

neck with an open hand.

PESCOZIJDO, DA, a. Having a thick neck.

PESCUEZO, sm. 1. Neck, the part of the animal

body between the head and shoulders ; in wo-

men, front part of the neck surrounded with
a tucker or frill. 2. Haughtiness, loftiness.

Sacar el pescuezo, To be haughty, to bo

elated.
^.tfnrfar

al pescuezo, To take one an-

other by the throat.

PESCTJNO, sm. Large wedge for fastening the

colter of a plough.
PESE, interj. Kind of imprecatory exclamation.

PESEBRE, sm. 1. Crib, the rack or manger in a

stable. 2. (Fam.) Eating-roorn.

PESEBREJO, sm. Cavity in which horses' teeth

are fixed.

PESEBRERA, sf. Range of mangers in a stable.

PESEBRON, sm. Boot of a coach.

PESETA, sf. Piece of two reals deplata, or silver

reals, equal to 4 reals vellon, worth about 1 Id.

sterling. Peseta Colunaria, Piece of two
reals and a half of plate, or five reals vellon,

value about 13 l-2d. sterling.

PESETE, sm. A sort of oath, curse, or impreca-
tion ; a. word of execration.

PESGA, sf. Weight. V. Pesa y Peso.

PESIA 6 PESIATAI., sm. Curse, imprecation. V
Pesete.

,
57W. Small scales for weighing gold or

silver coin.

PESIMAMENTE, ad. super. Very badly.

PESIMO, MA, a. super. Very bad.

PssfTA, sf. dim. A small weight.
PESO, sm. 1. Weight, gravity, heaviness ; ten-

dency to the centre. 2. Weight, the deter-

mined quantity of. 3 Importance, conse-

quence, moment. 4. Balance, scales. 5.

Weight or power of reason. 6. Spanish coin,

dollar, weighing one ounce ; piaster ; piece
of eight. 7. (Met.) Charge, burthen of an un-

dertaking. DC peso, Ofdue weight. Desu
peso, Naturally En peso, Suspended in the

air ; totally, entirely ; doubting. Llerar en

peso, To carry in the air.

PESOLES, sm. pi. French beans. V. Frisoles.

PESPUNTADOR, RA, s. Back-stitcher.

PF.SPUNTAR, va. To back-stick, to sew with a

back ?eam.

PESPUNTO, sm. Back-stitching, back seam.

PESQUERA, sf. Fishery, a place frequented by
fishermen for catching fish.

PESQUERIA, sf. 1. Trade or profession ofa fisher-

man. 2. Act of fishing. 3. Fishery. [tion.

fish-monger. Pescador, Sovereign pontiff. 2.JPESQUISA, sf. Inquiry, indagation, examina-
Fish having a kind of pouch under the jawsiPEsquisANTE, pa. Investigating ; inquirer.
*~ ""*"u -** ^

PESQUISAU, va. To inquire, to examine, to in-to catch others.

PESCAXTE, sm. 1. Crane, an instrument made da gate.
with ropes, pullies, and hooks, by which great PESQ.UISIDOR, RA. s. Examiner, searcher, in-

weights are raised. 2. Coach-box. 3. Ma-
j quirer. Juez pesquisidor, Coroner, a magis-

trate appointed to inquire into the causes and
circumstances of a violent death.

chine used in shifting of the decorations on
the stage. 4. (Naut.) Davit, a piece of timber
used to haul up the flukes of an anchor.u up

PESCA.R, va. 1. To fish, tocatch fish. 2. To pick
up any thing. 3. To take one by his word, to

j

catch in an act. 4. To obtain one's end.

PESCOI.A, sf. The beginning of a furrow i

ploughed field.

C7

PESTANA, sf. 1. Eye-lash, the hair with which

the eye-lids are fringed. 2. Fag-end of a

piece of linen. 3. Fringe, edging.

PESTANEAR, va. To move the eye-lashes or

eye-lids. AV> </' sin pestanear, Fixed look, at-

tention.
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PET FEZ

PESTA?JEO, sin. Moving of the eye-lids or eye-
lashes.

PESTE, sf. 1. Pest, plague, pestilence. 2. Any
thing troublesome, vexatious, or mischievous ;

corruption of manners. 3. Great plenty or

abundance of any thing. Pcstes, Words of

menace, aversion, or wrath.

PESTIFERAMENTE, ad. Pestiferously.

PESTFERO, RA, a. Pestiferous, causing much
damage.

PESTILENCIA, sf. Pest, plague, pestilence.

PESTILENCIAL, a. Pestiferous, pestilential.

PESTiLENciALMENTE,aof. V. Pestiferamcnte .

PESTILENCIOSO, SA, a. Pestilential.

PESTH.ENTE, a. Pestilent, pernicious.

PESTILLO, sm. Bolt, a small iron bar for fasten-

ing a door.

PESTOREJAZO, sm. V. Pescozon.

PESTOREJO, 5m. Poll, the posterior fleshy part
of the neck.

PESTOREJON, sm. Blow on the back of the neck.

PESTJNA, sf. Solid hoof, the horny substance on
the foot of graminivorous animals.

PESTJNO, sm. Hoof of cloven-footed animals.

PETACA, sf. A kind of trunk or chest covered
with hides or leather.

PETALfssio, sm. Exile or banishment in Syra-
cuse, so named from writing the names of
the persons on a leaf.

PETALO, sm. (Bot.) Petal, flower-leaf.

PKTAQufLLA, sf. Hamper covered with hides or

leather
;
a small trunk.

PETAR, vn. To seek, to search.

PETARDEAR, va. To beat down a gate or door
with petards. rn. To cheat, to deceive.

PETARUERO, sm. 1 . Gunner, whose duty consists

in landing, fixing, and firing petards. 2. Im-

postor, cheat, swindler.

PETARnfsTA, s. com. Deceiver, defrauder.

PET!RDO, sm. I. Petard, a warlike engine made
of metal, almost in the shape of a hat, which
is loaded with fine powder, and applied to

gates and barriers, to blow them up. 2.

Cheat, fraud, imposition.

PETATE, sm. 1. Fine sort of mat made of palm.
2. Impostor, swindler ; despicable person.

PKTEQUIAS, sf. pi. Spots on the skin, which
break out in some malignant fevers.

PETEquiAi,, a. Petechial, spotted in conse-

quence of a malignant fever.

PETICANO 6 PETICANON, sm. Petty canon, name
of a size of types.

PETICION, sf. 1. Demand, claim. 2. Request,
petition ; prayer annexed to a libel or other

judicial declaration produced in court.

PETILI.O, 5m. A small stomacher; abreast jewel.
PETIMETRE, RA, s. Fop, coxcomb ;

belle.

PETIROXO, sm. (Qrn.) Robin-redbreast.

PETIS, sm. A fondling name of a little dog.

PETITORIA, sf. V. Petition.

PETITORIO, RIA, a. Petitory, petitionary, [tion.

PETITORIO, sm. Impertinent and repeated peti-

PETO, sm. 1. Breast-plate, an armour for the

breast. 2. Plastron, a piece of leather stuff-

ed, which fencers use to receive the partees
made at them. 3. Stomacher, an ornamental

covering worn by women on the breast.

PETRAL, sm. Breast-leather of a horse, breast-

plate. V. Prrtal.

PETRARIA, sf. Ancient machine for throwing
stones.

PsTRAQufsTA, a. y s. Follower of Petrarch.

PETRERA, sf. Battle fought with stones.

PETRIFICACION,S/. Purification.

PETRIFICANTE, a. Petrifying.
PETRIFICAR, va. To petrify, to change to stone.

PETRfrico, CA, a. That which petrifies.

PETRU,, 5/7i. Battlement, breastwork. V.Prctil.

PETRINA, sf. Girdle. V. Pretina.

PETRISCA, sf. Battle fought with stones, [men.
PETROLEO, sm. Petroleum, a black liquid bitu-

PETRUS IN ctwcns, (Lat.) One who affects to

know all
things. [ness.

PETULANCIA, sf. Petulance, insolence, scurvi-

PETULANTE, a. Petulant, insolent.

PETUNSA, sf. Stone of which the Chinese make

porcelain. [danum L.

PEUCEDANO, sm. (Bot.) Sulphur-wort. Peuce-

PEUJALERO, sm. A petty drover, one who keeps
but few cattle.

PEXE, sm. 1. Fish. 2. Cunning crafty fellow.

PEXEMULLER, 5m. Mermaid, a sea-woman.

PEXIGUERA, 5/. Difficulty, embarrassment ;
dis-

gust, [dressing hair.

PEYNADA, sf. Combing, the act of combing and

PEYNADO, 5m. 1. Combing or dressing of the

hair. 2. An effeminate man in point of dress.

PEYNAndR, 5m. 1. Hair-dresser, one whose pro-
fession is to dress hair. 2. Cloth put about
the neck while the hair is combed or dressed.

PEYNAtJRA,5/. 1. The act of combing or dress-

ing the hair. 2. Hair pulled out with a comb.

PEYNAR, va. 1. To comb or dress the hair. 2.

To comb wool. 3. To touch or rub slightly.
4. To excavate or cut away part of a rock,
or earth. 5. (Poet.) To move or divide a

thing gently. Las aves pcynan las olas,
The birds skim the waves. Peynar el estih,
To tower, to soar ; applied to the style. No
peynarsc para alguno, To reject a proposal
of marriage. No pr/ynar canas, (Fam.) To
be young.

PEYNAZO, 5m. Cross-piece of a door or window
frame.

PEYNE, sm. 1. Comb, an instrument to separate
and adjust the hair. 2. Card, an instrument

to card wool. 3. Rack, an engine of torture.

4. Weaver's reed. 5. Instep of the foot
;

hoof. A 1 sobrc peyne, Lightly, slightly ; im-

perfectly.
PEYNERIA, .v/. Shop where combs are made
and sold.

PEYNERO, 5m. Comb-maker, one who makes or

sells combs.

PEYNETA.S/. Small comb.

PE/,, sm. 1. Fish, an animal that swims and in-

habits the water ; chiefly applied to fresh-

water fish having no name. 2. Heap of
thrashed corn. 3. 5/. Rosin, pitch. 4. Meco-

nium, the first excrement of children. 5. Any
useful thing gained or obtained. Pezes,

(Met.) Men, in the gospel. Pez griega, Co-

lophony. Fez de palo, Stock-fish. Fez con

pez, Quite empty, or unoccupied. Dar la

pcz, To be at the last extremity.

PEZOLADA, 5/. Threads at the fag end of cloth.

PE/OV, 5m. 1. Stalk of fruit, leaves, or flowers.

2. Nipple, the teat ofwomen or dug ofanimals.



PIC PIC

3. Arm of an axle-tree ; end ofa vertical beam
in

paper-mills.
4. Cape or point of land.

PEZONERA, sf. 1. Linch-pin, a pin which passes

through the arms of an axle-tree. 2. A round

piece of lead and pewter used by suckling
women, to form the nipples.

PEZPITA Y PEZPITALOJS. (Orn.) Wagtail. Mo-
tacilla L.

PEZUELO, sm. The beginning of cloth where
the warp is knotted in order to commence
the weaving.

PEZTJNA, sf. Nose-worm ; a disease incident to

sheep. V. Pesuna.

PH, words formerly beginning with these let'

ters will now be found under F.

PHAI.XNGE, sf. V. Falange.
PHARMACIA, sf. V. Farmacia.

s, sm. Jewish passover previous to leav-

ing Egypt. V. Fase.

IA, sf. APIA, sf. A pied horse, one whose skin is mottled
with various colours.

PIACHE, 6 Tarde piache, Too late, act of com
ing or being late.

PIADA, sf. 1. Chirping of birds, puling of chick-

ens. 2. Mimicking of another's voice.

PIADOR, RA, s. One who pules like a chicken
or chirps like a bird.

PIADOSAMENTE, ad. Piously ; mercifully, faith-

fully, credibly.

PIADOSO, SA, a. 1. Pious, mild, merciful ;
excit-

ing compassion. 2. Reasonable, moderate.

PIAMATER, sm. Pia mater, membrane covering
the brain.

PIAMENTE, ad. In a mild manner, piously.
PIAN PIANO, ad. Gently, softly.
PIANO 6 PIANO-FORTE, sm. Piano-forte, musical

instrument.

PIANTE, pa. Puling. JVo dexar piante ni ma-

mante, To leave neither chick nor child, to

root out entirely.

PIAR, vn. To pule, to cry, to chirp ;
to whine.

PI!RA, sf. Herd ofswine
;
flock ofewes, mares,

or mules.

PIARIEGO, GA, a. Applied to a person who has

a herd of mares, mules, or swine.

PfcA, sf. 1. Pike, a kind of long lance. 2. A
measure equal in length to the handle of a

spear. 3. Pikeman, a soldier armed with a

pike. A 1

pica seca, With great labour with-
out utility.

PICACHO, sm. Top, summit ; sharp point ofany
thing.

PICACERO, RA, a. Applied to birds of prey that
chase magpies.

PICACUREBA, sf. Brazilian pigeon.
PICADA, sf. Puncture, incision made by prick-

ing.

PICAPERO, sm. 1. Riding-house, riding-school.
2. Place where a buck troats and scrapes at

rutting time. Picaddros, (Na.ut.) Blocks or

pieces of wood put under the keel of a ship,
while she is building.

PiCADfi.LO, sm. Minced meat. Estar 6 venir
de picadillo, To be piqued and desirous of

showing it.

PICADO, sm. Pattern pricked on paper.
PICADO, DA, a. 1. Pricked. 2. Pitted with the

smallpox. Estar picado del alacran, (Fam.)
To be smitten with love ; to have the venereal

disease. Estar picada la picdra,To eat much
and rapidly.

PICADOR, sm. 1. Riding-master, one whose em-

ployment is to tame and break in horses. 2.

Block on which meat is chopped.
PICADTJRA,S/. 1. The act of pricking. 2. Punc-

ture, a wound made by pricking. 3. Orna-
mental gusset in clothes. 4. Bite of an ani-

mal or bird.

PICAFIGO, sm. (Orn.) V. Pico xcrde.

PICAFLORES, sm. (Orn.) Humming bird. Tro-
chilus L.

PICAGALLINA, sf. (Bot.) V. Msine.

PICAMADEROS, sm. Wood-pecker.
PiclNTE, pa. Piquant.
PICX.NTE, sm. Piquancy, pungency, acrimony ;

keen satire.

PICANTEMENTE, ad. Piquantly.
PICANO, sm. Patch on a shoe.

PIC-NO, NA, a. Deceitful, toguish, shameless.

PICAPEDRERO, sm. Stone-cutter.

PICAPLEVTOS, sm. A litigious person ;
a petty-

fogging lawyer.
PICAPORTE, sm. Clicket, picklock for opening

doors. [geon.

PICAPUERCO, sm. (Orn.) Bird less than a pi-

PICAR, va. 1. To prick, to make punctures. 7V-

car el dibuxo, To prick out a design. 2. To
sting like an insect, or bite like an animal. 3.

To pound, to break into small pieces. 4. To
peck like birds. 5. To nibble. 6. To fret, to

et angry. 7. To pursue or harass an enemy.
. To itch. 9. To taste a little ; to eat a bunch

of grapes. 10. To spur a horse ;
to stimulate.

11. To discover the utility of a thing ; to be
dear. 12. To begin to operate ; to be superfi-

cially informed. 13. To finish a painting by
some happy touches. Picar en poeta, To be
a poet. vr. 1. To be offended or vexed. 2.

To be moth-eaten. 3. To begin to rot. 4.

To be elated with pride. 5. (Met.) To be de-

ceived. 6. To be proud ; applied to animals.

Picar el pez, (Fam.) To ensnare.

PICARAMENTE, ad. In a base roguish manner.

PICARAZO, ZA, a. Great rogue.
PICARDEAR, vn. To play the knave.

,
sm. 1. Knavery, roguery ; deceit. 2.

Lewdness. 3. Meeting of rogues.
PICARESCA, sf. A nest of rogues, meeting of

knaved.

PICARESCO, CA, Y PiCARf L, a. Roguish, knavish.

PicARiLto, sm. A little rogue.
PfcARO, RA, a. 1. Knavish, roguish, vile, low.

2. Mischievous, malicious, crafty, sly. 3.

Merry, gay. s. Rogue, knave.

PfcARos, sm. pi. Scullions, kitchen-boys.

PICARON, NA, a. y s. Great rogue, villain.

PICARONAZO, ZA, a. Very roguish, yillanous.
PICAROTE, a. SuMle, crafty; notorious villain.

PICARRELINCHO, sm. (Orn.) V. An&ario.

PICATOSTE, sm. Toast of bread fried with slices

of ham.

PICAZA, sf. 1. (Orn.) Magpie. Corvus pica
L. 2. (Mur.) Hoe for clearing the ground of

weeds. Picaza marina, (Orn.) Flamingo.

Phoenicopteros L.

PICAZO, sm. ]. Blow given with a pike.

Sting of an insect ;
stroke with the beak of

a bird. 3. Young magpie.



P1D PIE

,
am. 1. Itching, prurience. 2. Peevish-

ness, fretfulness, displeasure.

PfcEA, sf. (Hot.) Pine. Finns abies L.

PICHEL, sm. Pewter-tankard
;
a mug.

PICHELERIA, sf. Factory oftankards or tin pots.

PicHELEROj sm. Maker of pewter pots or tank-

ards, [or mug.
PICHELETE 6 PICHELILI.O, 57. A small tankard

PICHICHUELAS, sm. (Joe.) Nickname, tankard-

face, [containing about a pint.

PICHOLA, sf. A wine-measure used in Galicia,

PICHON, sm. A young pigeon, [columns.

PICNOSTILO, sm. (Arq.) Too little space between

Pico, sm. 1. Beak, the extreme part of a bird's

head. 2. A sharp point of any kind. 3. A
kind of spade with a long crooked bill. 4.

Spout of a jar. 5. Peak, top or summit of a

hill. 6. Balance of an account. 7. Mouth. De
pico, By the mouth, without works or deeds.

8. Loquacity, garrulity. 9. (Orn.) Wood-
pecker. Pic us L. Pico verde, Green wood-

pecker. Pico de oro, A man of great elo-

quence. Pico de un ancla, (Naut.) Bill of an
anchor. Picas de un sombrero, Cocks of a

hat. Perder par el pica, To lose by too much
chattering. Pico a mento, With the wind in

the face. Andarse a picas pardos, To loiter

or follow idle pursuits instead of profitable
ones.

PICOLETE, sm. Staple, an iron hoop through
which the bolt of a lock runs.

PICON, NA, a. Applied to animals with the up-

per teeth projecting over the under ones ; or

to cattle nipping the grass the contrary way
for want of teeth.

PICON, sin. 1. Lampoon or nipping jest em-

ployed to induce another to do or perform
any thing. 2. A sort of very small charcoal
used in braziers. 3. Small fresh-water fish.

4. (Mur. y Val.) Rice flour. [braziers.

PICONERO, *m. Maker of small charcoal for

PICOR, sm. The pungent taste left by any thing
which is hot or piquant.

Picoso, SA, a. Pitted with the small pox.
PICOTA, sf. 1. Pillory. 2. (Naut.) Cheek of a

pump. 3. Top of a mountain, point of a tur-

ret or steeple.
PicoxAzo Y PICOTADA, s. Stroke with the bill

or beak of a bird.

PICOTE, sm. 1. Coarse stuffmade of goat's hair.

2. A glossy silk stuff.

PICOTEADO, DA, a. Peaked, having many points
or angles.

PICOTEAR, va. 1. To strike with the beak or bill.

2. To speak much, to prattle, to tattle. 3. To
toss the head about ; applied to a horse. vr.

To wrangle or quarrel ; applied to women.
PicoxERfA, sf. Loquacity, volubility of speech.
PICOTERO, RA, a. Wrangling, chattering, prat-

tling.

PICOTILLO, sm. Inferior cloth of goats' hair.

PICTIMA, sf. V. Ap6sito y Epitima.
PICTORICO, CA, a. Pictorial.

PICUDILLA, sf. Kind of olive.

Pictfoo, DA, a. 1. Beaked
; acuminated, sharp

pointed. 2. Prattling, babbling, chattering.
PIDIENTERO, sm. Beggar. V. Pordiosero.

PIDO, sm. (Joe.) Demand, request, petition.

FIDO*, NA, a. (Joe.) V. Pcdidor.
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Pir., 57/t. 1. Foot, the part on which we tread ;

the part opposed to the head. 2. Basis, foun-

dation, groundwork. 3. Trunk of trees and
plants. 4. Lees, sediment. 5. Last hand or

player in a game at cards. 6. The last word
pronounced by an actor on the stage. 7. Foot,
a measure of length ;

in Castile it is to the
old Roman foot as 923 to 1000. 8. Motive,
occasion. 9. Footing, rule, use, custom. 10.

End or conclusion of a writing. 11. Heap of
tread grapes ready to be squeezed in the press.
12. Woollen yarn warped. 13. First colour

given in dying, that the next may be more

permanent. 14. Foot of a stocking. Pie dv

camera, (Naut.) Samson's post. Piederccho,
(Naut.) Stanchion. Pic de roda, (Naut.)
Forefoot, a piece of timber which terminates
the forepart of the keel. Pie ante pie. Step
by step. A 1

pie, On foot. Al pie, Near, at

the foot of. A !

pie cnzuto, Without labour or

pain. A' pic llano, On even ground ; easily,

commodiously. En pie, Constantly, firmly.
F.n un pie de tierra, Shortly, in a little time.

Tener 6 tracr debaxo de lospies, To trample
under foot. Tener pies de mar, (Naut.) To
be a swift sailer, to be a good sea boat ; ap-

plied to a ship. Pie de amigo, Prop, shore :

iron instrument used to keep up the head of

persons when they are publicly whipped.
Pie de cabra, A kind of pronged lever.

PlECECfcA, LLA, TA
', PlECEZUELA, ff. Little

piece ; diminutive of Pieza.

PlECECfLLO, TO ; PlECEZUELO V PlEcfcO, IXO,
TO, sm. A little foot.

PIEDA^D, sf. 1. Piety, mercy, pity, commisera-
tion. 2. Charity.

PIEDRA, sf. 1. Stone, a body insipid, hard, not
ductile or malleable, and not soluble in water.

2. Gravel, a sandy matter concreted in the

kidneys. 3. Hail, drops of rain frozen in their

falling. 4. Place where foundlings are exposed.
5. Gun-flint. 6. Hardness of things. Piedra
de amolar 6 afilar, Whet-stone, grinding-
stone. Piedra de toque, Touch-stone. Piedra

pomez, Pumice-stone. JVb dexar picdra par
mover, Not to leave a stone unturned. Pie-

dras, Counters used at play to mark tho

game. Tirar piedras, To be insane.

PIEDRECILLA, TA, CA, sf. A little stone.

PIEL, sf. 1. Skin, the natural covering of the

flesh. 2. Hide of an animal cured and dress-

ed. 3. Life. Alarg6 lapiel, He gave up tho

ghost. Ser de la piel del diablo, To be a limb

of the devil.

PIEI.AGO, sm. 1. Main or high sea. 2. Great

plenty or abundance. V. Tarquin.
PlELGO, 5771. V. PieZgO.
PIENSO, sm. The common daily allowance of

barley given to horses or mules in Spain.

PIERIO, RIA, a. (Po6t.) Pierian, relating to the

muses.

PIERNA, sf. 1. Leg, the limb by which we walk ;

particularly the part between the knee and the

foot. 2. Leg of butcher's meat or of fowls. 3.

Stripe or oblong part which, joined to another,
forms a. whole. 4. A long jar with a narrow

mouth in which honey is kept or carried. 5.

Inequality in the selvage of cloth. 6. Down-
stroke ofletters. 7. Cheek of n printing r/resa.
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J modo de pierna de nuez, Not done with

rectitude, carelessly, obliquely. Enpiernas,
. Bare legged.
PiERNiTENofpo, DA, d. With extended legs.

PIKZA, sf. 1. Piece, a part of a broken whole : a

fragment. 2.-Coin, piece of money. Pieza de

a ocho, A dollar, an ounce of silver or 8 silver

reals. 3. Piece of furniture. 4. Room, any
apartment in a house. 5. Piece of ordnance.
6. Buffoon, wag, jester. Buena 6 gentilpicza !

(Iron.) An artful blade, cunning designing
fellow. 7. Space or interval of time. 8. Piece

of cloth woven at once. 9. Ball used in vari-

ous games. Picza de autos, Records or plead-

ings of a lawsuit sewed or stitched together.
Tucar la pieza, To touch upon a subject.

PIE/GO, sm. 1. Neck of a leather bottle ;
the

hind or fore foot of an animal. 2. A dressed

skin for carrying wine or other liquors.
PIFANO 6 PIFARO, sm. 1. Fife, a military musical

instrument. 2. Fifer, he who plays on a fife.

Pirf A, sf. Sound of a rebounding billiard ball.

PII-IAR, xa. 1. To suffer the breath to be too

audible in playing the flute. 2. To sound like

a billiard ball.

PIGARGO, sm. 1. White-faced antelope. Anti-

lope pygarga L. 2. Cinereous eagle. Falco
albicilla L. 3. Ring-tail hawk. Falco pygar-
gus L.

PIGMEO. MEA, a. Dwarfish, below the natural

bulk.

PIGNOTICOS, sm. pi. Pycnotics.
PIGRE, a. Slothful, lazy, indolent.

PIGRICIA, sf. 1. Laziness, idleness. 2. Place in

schools destined for lazy boys.

PIGRO, RA, a. Negligent, careless, lazy.

PIHUA, sf. V. Coriza.

PIHUELA, sf. 1. A short leather strap tied to a
hawk's leg. 2. Obstruction, hindrance, impe-
diment. Pihutlas, Fetters, shackles.

Pif SIMO, MA, a. sup. Most pious.

PuoTAjS/. (let.) Hake, poor jack. V. Merluza

PIJOTE, sm. (Naut.) Swivel-gun loaded with
small grape shot.

Pi LA, sf. 1. A large stone basin or trough for

water, in which beasts or cattle drink. 2.

Font, a stone vessel in which the water is

kept in the church for baptism. 3. Heap of

any things thrown together. 4. Pile of shorn
wool. 5. Parish church, parish. C. Stone
basin in which the holy water is kept. Nom-
Ire de pila, Christian name. Sacar de pila
To stand godfather or godmother.

PILADA, sf. Quantity of mortar beaten up or
made at once

; pile, heap.
PILA.R, sm. 1. The large water basin of a foun-

tain. 2. Pillar, a column of stone
; post. 3.

Pillar, a person who supports or maintains

any thing. 4. Stone or mound for a landmark
on roads. Filar de una cama, Bed-post.

PILAREJO 6 PILARITO, 5m. A small pillar.

PILASTRA, sf. Pilaster, a square column.

PILASTRILLA, sf. dim. A small pilaster.

PILASTRON, sm. aum. A large pilaster.

PiLASTRONcfLLo, sm. dim. of Pilastron.

PILATERO, sm. In woollen factories, fuller who
assists at fulling the cloth.

PILDORA, sf. 1. Pin, a medicine made in a small
ball. 2. Lint, a roll of lint steeped in some

medicine to be put into wounds. 3. Afflic-

tion, bad news.

?!LEO, sm. 1 . A kind of hat or cap worn by the
ancient Romans. 2. Red hat worn by cardi-

nals.

ILETA 6 Pn.fcA, sf. dim. of Pila.

Pii.LA, sf. Pillage, plunder.
PILLAD A, sf. Act of a plunderer or villain.

PILLADOR, sm. Pillager, plunderer, swindler.

PILLAGE, sm. Pillage, plunder.

PILLAR, va.'l. To pillage, to plunder. 2. To
seize, to lay hold of. JYo pillar fastidio, Not
to be

easily
vexed. Pillar un ccrnicalo, una

mono, un lobo, una zorra, &c. To become in-

toxicated.

PILLASTRO, sm. (Fam.) Tall slender person.

PILLASTRON, sm. (Fam.) A long thin man.
PILLER* A, sf. Pillaging, marauding, swindling.

PILLO, LLA, a. Applied to a rogue without edu-

cation and example. s. Swindler, robber.

PiL6n, sm. 1. A large water basin or trough in

which beasts or cattle drink. 2. Sugar-loaf.
3. Drop, ball, or weight of a steelyard. 4.

Heap of grapes ready to be pressed. 5. Heap
of mortar.

PILONERO, RA, s. Newsmonger.
PILONGO, GA, a. 1. Peeled and dried; applied

to a chesnut. 2. Thin, lean, meager.
PILORO, sm. 1. Musk-rat. Mus pilondes L. 2.

(Anat.) Pylorus, inferior part ofthe stomach.

PILOSO, SA, a. V. Peludo.

PILOTAGE, sm.l. Pilotage, tjie art of piloting a

ship. 2. Rate of pilotage, a pilot's hire. 3.

Foundation of piers or dikes to resist water.

PILOTINES, sm. pi. ] . Foundation stones. 2. Pi-

lot's mate, or second pilot.

PILOTO, sm. 1. Pilot, he whose office is to steer

the ship. 2. Bibber, tippler ;
one who drinks

a great deal of wine, and pretends to be a
connoisseur with regard to its quality. 3. A
skilful careful guide in any affair or business.

Piloto dealtura, Pilot of the high sea, who
steers by observation of the stars. Piloto

prdctico, Practical pilot, who steers vessels

by his practical knowledge of the coast and
harbour.

PILTRACA p PILTRAFA, sf. Piece of flesh or

meat which is almost nothing but skin.

PIMENTADA, sf. Sauce, the principal ingredient
of which is Cayenne pepper.

PIMENTAL, 5m. Ground bearing pepper.
PiMENTERO,sm. 1. Pepper-box. 2. (Bot.) Indian

or Cayenne pepper plant.

PIMENTON, sm. Ground Cayenne pepper.
PIMIENTA, sf. (Bot.) Pepper, an aromatic spice.

Piper nigrum L. Pimienta larga, Long pep-

per. Piper longum L. Es una pimienta, He
is all life and spirits. Tener mucha pimienta,
To be very dear.

PIMIENTO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Red Cayenne or Indian

pepper plant. Capsicum baccatum L. 2.

Garden capsicum. Capsicum annuum L. 3.

Mildew, blight in plants, as wheat, barley,
&c. 4. V. Agnocasto.

PIMPIDO, sm. (let.) Cat-fish

PIMPIN, sm. Children's play.

PiMpiNELAjS/. (Bot.) Burnet, pimpernel. Fote-

rium sanguisorba L. [trees.

PIMPOLLAR, sm. Nursery of young plants and
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PIMPOLLECER, vn. To sprout, to bud.

PIMPOLLO, sm. 1. Sucker, sprout, shoot. 2
Rose-button not yet opened. 3. A spruce
lively lad. 4. Any thing perfect in its kind

Piiwpoi-LtTDO, DA, a. Full of buds or sprouts.
PIN A, sf. 1. A round mound of earth raised in

the form of a cone. 2. Plug which boys put
in a squirt or syringe. pi. 1. Small turrets

raised on a wall. 2. Felloes, the pieces of

wood which form the circumference of a

coach or cart wheel.

PINABETE, sm. (Bot.) Spruce fir-tree. Pinus
abies L. [magnificent building.

PINACULO, sm. Pinnacle, the highest part of a

FINAL 6 PINAR, sm. Grove of pines.

PINARIEGO, GA, a. Belonging to pines.

PINASTRO, sm. Wild pine.

PINAZA, sf. (Naut.) Pinnace, a small vessel.

Pindzas, A sort of Indian stuffs made of the
bark of trees. [pines.

PINCARRASCAL, sm. Grove of small branchy
PINCARRASCO, 57ft. Species of branchy pine.

PINCEL, sm. 1. (Naut.) Instrument for tarring
a vessel. 2. Pencil, a small brush used by
painters. 3. Painter. Es un gran pincel, He
is a great painter. 4. Second feather in a
martin's wing.

PINCELADA, sf. Stroke with a pencil. Dar la

ultimapincelada, To give the finishing stroke.

PINCELERO, sm. Pencilmaker, one who makes
and sells hair pencils or small brushes.

PINCELOTE, sm. Large pencil.

PINCERNA, 5. com. One who serves drink at

feasts. [mg-

PINCHADURA, sf. (Vulg.) Puncture, act ofprick-
PINCH^R, va. (Vulg.) To prick, to wound.
PINCHAtfvAS, sm. Nick-name for a despicable

person.

PINCHE, sm. Scullion, kitchen boy.
PINCHO, sm. Thorn, prickle of plants. [men.
PINDONGUE^R, vn. To gad about ; applied to wo-

PINEDA, sf, Kind of garters.

PINGAJO, sm. Rag hanging down from clothes.

PINGANELLO, sm. V. Calamoco.

PINGANITOS, sm. En pinganitos, In a prosper-
ous or elevated state.

PINGOROTUDO, DA, a. High, lofty, elevated.

PINGUE, 5m. (Naut.) Pink, a vessel with a very
narrow stern.

PINGUE, a. 1. Fat, greasy, oily. 2. Rich, plen-
tiful, abundant. [guid.

PINGUEDINOSO, SA, a. Fatty, oleaginous, pin-

PINGUEDO, sf. V. Gordura.

PINGUISIMO, MA, a. sup. Excessively fat.

PINGUOSIDAD,*/. Fatness.

PINICO, sm. Small step.

PINILLO, sm. (Bot.) Ground-pine, germander.
Teucrium

chamaepitys
L.

PINJX.DO, 5m. Rico o pmjado, Determined, re-

solute in any purpose.
PINJANTE, 5m. (Arq.) Moulding at the eaves of

buildings.
PINO, NA, a. Very perpendicular or direct, as

the sides of a mountain.

PfNO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Pine. Pinus L. 2. Ship
built or constructed of pine. Finos, The first

steps of a child when it begins to walk. A 1

vino, Erect, upright ; applied to bells turned

half-round in ringing.

PINOCHA,S/. Pine leaf.

PINOLA, sf. I. Detent of a repeating watch. 2.

Spindle. Pinola de cabrestante, (Naut.) Cap-
stern-spindle. Pinola de quadrante, (Naut.)
Vane of a quadrant.

PINOLE, sm. An aromatic powder used in mak-
ing chocolate.

PINOSO, SA, a. Producing pines or belonging to
them.

PINTA, sf. 1. Spot, blemish, scar. 2. Mark on

playing cards. 3. Drop. 4. Pint, a liquid
measure. -pi. 1. Spots which appear on the
skin in some malignant fevers. V. Tabar-
dillo. 2. Basset, a game at cards. JVo guitar
pinta, The greatest similarity in every part
of two persons or things.

PlNTACILGO 6 PlNTADILLO, Sm. (Om.) Gold-
finch. Fringilla carduelis L.

PINTADERA, s/. Instrument used for ornament-

ing bread.

PINTADO, DA, a. Painted, mottled. Venir pin-
tado, To fit exactly. Al mas pintado, To the

wisest, most able.

PINTAR, va. 1. To paint, to represent by de-

lineation and colours. 2. To describe, to de-

lineate, to define ; to write. 3. To fancy, to

imagine. 4. To exaggerate, to heighten by
representation. 5. To pay, to discharge, to

satisfy. vn. 1. To begin to ripen ; applied
to fruit. 2. To show, to give signs of. vr.

To paint one's face.

PINTAMONAS, 5/. Nickname for a bad painter.

PiNTAR6xo,sm. (Orn.) V. Pardillo.

PINTARRAJAR, va. (Fam.) V. Pintorrear.

PINTARRAJEAR, va. To daub.

PINTARRAJO, sm. A coarse bungling piece of

painting.
PINTARROXA, sf. V. Lixa.

PINTILLA, CA, TA, s/. A little spot or dot.

PINTIPARADO, DA, a. Perfectly like, closely re-

sembling ; apposite, fit.

PINTIPARAR, va. (Joe.) To compare, to esti-'

mate relative goodness and badness.

PINTOJO, JA, a. Spotted, stained, mottled.

PINTOR, RA, s. Painter, one who professes or

exercises the art of painting ; painter's wife.

PINTORESCO, CA, a. Picturesque, belonging to

paintings and painters.

PINTORREADOR, sm. Dauber, a coarse miserable

painter.
PINTORREAR, va. To daub, to paint without skill.

PINTTJRA, sf. 1. Painting, the art of represent-

ing objects by delineation and colours. 2. Pic-

ture, a painted resemblance. Pinturafigu-
lina, Painting in divers colours on earthen-

ware. Pintura at temple, Size painting. 3.

Forming letters with the pen. 4. (Met.) Pic-

ture, written description of any thing. Pin-

tura cerifica 6 encaustica, Encaustic painting,

enamelling with coloured wax burnt in. Pin-

tura embutida, Painting in mosaic, &c.

PINULA, s/. 1. Detent of a repeating watch. 2.

Sight of an optical instrument.

PiNZAS, s/. pi. Nippers, small pincers ;
an iron

instrument for drawing nails.

PINZON, sm. (Orn.) Chaffinch. Fringilla ccelebs

PiNzoTE,sm. (Naut.) WhipstafF, formerly fasten-

ed to the rudder, but now disused.
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PfJiA, sf. 1. Cone or nut of the pine tree, whicl.

contains the seed. 2. Pine-apple. Bromelia
ananas L. 3. Mass of silver in the shape of

a pine-apple. 4. (Naut.) Wall-knot, a parti-
cular kind of knot at the end of a rope.

PIN^TA, sf. Pitcher, pot.
PINON. sm. I. Cone or seed of the pine-tree

2. Pinion, the joint of the wing remotest
from the body. 3. Pinion, the tooth of a small

wheel answering to that ofa larger. 4. Spring-
nut of a gun. Comer los pinones, To cele-

brate Christmas eve.

, sf. Conserve of pine-nut kernels.

,
sm. Paste made of the kernels of

pine-nuts and sugar. [nel.

PivovcfLLo, co, TO, 5TO. A small pine-nut ker-

PINUELA,S/. 1. Figured silk. 2. Nut or fruit of

cypress.
Pfo, IA, a. 1. Pious, devout, religious. 2. Mild

merciful. 3. Pied, ofvarious colours, piebald ;

applied to a horse. Pia madre, Pia mater,
membrane which covers the brain.

Pfo, sm. 1. Puling or cry of chickens. 2. Anx
ious desire.

PIOCHA, sf. Trinket for women's head-dresses.

PIOJENTO, TA, a. Lousy, full of lice.

PIOJERIA, sf. 1. Lousiness, the state of abound-

ing with lice. 2. Misery, poverty.
PIOJICIDA, s. com. (Joe.) Killer of lice.

PiojfT.LO, sm. 1. A small louse ; a plant covered
with noxious insects. 2. A white spot in

leather which is not well dressed or stained.

PIOJO, sm. 1. Louse, a small insect, living on
animal bodies. Pediculus L. 2. Disease in

hawks and other birds of prey. Piojo pega-
dizo, Crab-louse ; a troublesome hanger-on.

PIOJOSO, SA, a. Lousy, swarming with lice
;

miserable.

PIOJCEI.O, sm. A small louse.

PIOLA,S/. (Nadt.) Housing, house-line ; aline
made of three fine strands.

PJORNO, sm. (Bot.) Spanish-broom. Spartium
scorpius L.

PI'PA, sf. 1. Pipe, a wine or brandy vessel con-

taining two hogsheads. 2. Tobacco pipe. 3.

Pipe which children make of the stalks of
corn

; reed of a clarion. 4. Fusee of a bomb.
PIPAR, -en. To smoke, to draw the fume of to-

bacco into the mouth with a pipe.

PIPKRIA,*/. Collection of pipes.
PIPERO, sm. Cooper, pipe or butt maker.
Pi PI, sm. (Orn.) A small African bird said to

follow travellers till they kill some animal,
when it sucks the blood.

PiPiAtf, sm. A kind of Indian fricassee.

PIPIAR, vn. To pule, to chirp.
PIPIRIGALLO, sm. (Bat.) Saintfoin. Hedysarum

onobrychis L.

PIPIRIPAO, sm. (Vulg.) A splendid feast.

PIPITANA, sf. Flute made by boys ofgreen cane.

PIPO, sm. Small bird that eats flies.

PIPORRO, sm. A round earthen jug with a spout.
PIPOTE, sm. Keg, a small barrel.

PIPOTII.LO, sm. A small keg.
PfquE, sm. 1. PiquE, displeasure. 2. Courtship,

gallantry. V. Chichisveo. 3. Term in a game.
4. Bottom, ground. Irse a pique, (Naut.) To
founder. Echar a pique un baxel, (Naut.) To
sink a ship. A 1

pique, In danger, on the

point of. Piques, (Naut.) Crotches. V. Hor-

quillas.

PiquERA, sf. 1. A small hole in a bee-hive,

through which bees fly out and in. 2. Cock-
hole in a barrel.

PiquERiA,s/. Body of pikemen.
PiquERo, sm. Pikeman, a soldier armed with a

pike.

PiquETA, sf. Pick-axe, mattock.

PiquETE, sm. I. Sore or wound of little im-

portance. 2. Small hole made in clothes with
a pinking iron. 3. A sharp-pointed stake

shod with iron. 4. Piquet or picket, a small

detachment of soldiers stationed in the front

or rear of a larger body.
Piqi'ETERO, sm. In mines, boy who carries the

picks or mattock to the workmen.

PiquETiLLA,s/. A small pick-axe.
PiquiLLO 6 Piquixo, sm. A small beak or bill.

PiquiruERTo, sm. (Orn.) Cross-bill. Loxia
curvirostra Li

PIUA, sf. A funeral pile on which the bodies of

the dead are burnt.

PIRAGON v PiRAL, sm. V. Pirausta.

PIRAGUA, sf. (Naut.) A kind of small vessel.

PIRAMIDAL, a. Pyramidal, having the form of

a pyramid.
PIRAMIDALMENTE, ad. Pyramidally.
PIRAMIDE, sf. Pyramid, a solid figure whose

base is a polygon.
PiRAiwfsTA, sf. A kind of butterfly.

ATAjSm. 1. Pirate, corsair. 2.A cruel wretch.

PIRATEAR, vn. To pirate, to rob by sea.

PIRATERIA, sf. Piracy.
PIRATICO, CA, a. Piratical.

PIRAUSTA, sf. Large fire-fly. Pyralis L.

Rh-ES, sf. 1. Pyrites, an obsolescent name for

the sulphurets of iron, copper, and other me-
tals. 2. Marcasite, a fossil. V. Marcasita.

PIROFILACIO, sm. Subterraneous fire.

PIROMANCIA, sf. Pyromancy, divination by fire.

PIROMETRO, sm. Pyrometer, an instrument for

measuring the different degrees of heat.

PIRONOMIA, sf. Pyronomy, the art of regulating
the fire, and making it subservient to all de-

scriptions of chemical processes.

PIROPO, sm. 1. Precious stone. V. Carbunclo.

2. Sound of pompous high-flowing words.

PIROTECNIA, sf. Pyrotechny, the art of manag-
ing fire.

PiRRiquio, sm. Foot of Latin verse.

PIRRONISMO, sm. Pyrrhonism. V. Escepticismo.
PIRUETA, sf. Pyroet or piroet, circumvolution,

spring round in dancing, gyration.
PIRUETANO, sm. V. Peruetano.

PISA, sf. 1. Tread, the act of treading. 2. Kick,
a violent blow given with the foot. 3. Por-

tion of olives or grapes pressed out at once.

PisAD A, sf. I. Footstep, the impression left by
the foot. Seguir las pisadas, To follow one's

step or example. 2. Kick, a blow with the foot.

PISADOR, sm. 1. Treader, he who treads out the

juice of grapes. 2. Horse that prances in

walking.
PISADURA, sf. Act of treading.
PlSAFALTO 6 PlSASFALTO, S1TI. MixtUTC of bitU-

men and pitch.

PISARTE, sm. (Cant.) Foot
; shoe.

PISAR, ra. 1 . To tread, to trample ; to stamp on
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the ground. 2. To beat down stones and earth
with a mallet. 3. To touch upon, to be close

to. 4. To despise, to abandon. vn. To be
the ground floor or basement story of a build-

ing. Pisar el sapo, To have a ridiculous
dread of bad success.

PisAtfvAS, sm. Treader of grapes.
PISAVERDE, sm. Fop, coxcomb, popinjay.
PISCATOR, sm. A universal almanack.

PISCATORIA, sf. Eclogue, in which fishermen
are the interlocutors.

PISCATORIO, RIA, a. Piscatory.

PISCINA, sf. 1. Fish-pond. 2. Bath used by the

Turks. 3. Piscina, place in churches where
the remains of water and other articles used
in the sacred offices are thrown.

Pfscis, sm. (Astr.) Pisces, a zodaical sign.

Piso, sm. 1. Tread, trampling. 2. Toll, a duty
paid for passing through a place or country.
3. Floor, pavement, surface

;
foundation of a

house. 4. Story or floor, as first floor, second

floor, &c. Piso baxo, Ground floor. A1 un
piso, On the same floor.

PISON, sm. Rammer, an instrument for driving
down earth, stones, or piles. A1

pison, By
blows of a rammer.

PISONEAR, va. To ram, to drive down earth,

stones, or piles.

PISOTEAR, va. To trample, to tread under foot.

PISOTEO, sm. The act of treading or trampling
under foot.

PISTA, sf. 1. Trace, the foot-print of a wild
beast. 2. Piste, the tread of a horse when he
is marching.

PISTAGHO, sm. V. Alfdnsigo.
PisTADERo,5m. Pestle, instrument for pounding.
PISTAR, va. To pound, to grind with a pestle ;

to extract the juice of a thing.
PISTILO, sm. (Bot.) Pistil, the central part of a

flower consisting of the germen, style, and
summit ; it is the female organ, and is sur-

rounded by the stamens.

PISTO, sm. 1. Substance, juice. 2. Dish of to-

mates and red pepper fried together with oil.

A1

pistos, By little and little, by driblets ;
in

a miserable or penurious manner.

PISTOLA, sf. Pistol, a small hand-gun.
PISTOLETAZO, sm. Shot or wound of a pistol.

PISTOLETE, sm. Pocket'-pistol.

PISTON, sm. Piston, embolus, such as the suck-
er of a pump.

PISTORESA, sf. Short dagger.
PISTRAGE 6 PISTRAQUE, sTO. Broth or sauce of

an unpleasant taste.

PiSTtrRA, sf. Act of pounding.
PfTA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Agave, American aloe.

Agave Americana L. 2. Kind of thread
made of the agave. 3. Term used to call

hens. 4. Play among boys.

PITACO, sm. Stem or stalk of the aloe-plant.

PITANCERIA, sf. 1. Place where allowances of
meat and other things are distributed. 2^ Dis-

tribution or office ofdistributor ofallowances.

PITANCERO, sm. 1. Person appointed to distri-

bute allowances of meat or other tilings. 2.

Friar who is not ordained, but lives upon the

charity which he is able to collect. 3. Stew-
ard or purveyor to a convent. 4. Superin-
tendent of a choir in cathedrals.
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PiTANcfcA, I.LA, TA,5/. dim. Small pittance.
PITANO, 5m. (Bot.) Cress-rocket. Vellapseudo-

cytisus L.

PITANZA, 5/. Pittance, daily allowance j
alms.

PITANA, sf. V. Lagana.
PITANOSO, SA, a. V. Laganoso.
PITAR, vn. To pipe, to play on a pipe. va. I.

To discharge a debt. 2. To distribute allow-
ances of meat or other things.

PITARRA, 5/. Distemper ofthe eyes. V. Lagana.
PITARROSO, SA, a. Blear-eyed. V. Laganoso.
PITEZNA, sf. Bolt which fastens stocks or pieces

of wood for holding animals.

PITILLO, 5m. Flagelet, a small pipe or flute.

PITIPIE, 5m. V. Escala.

PITIRROXO, 5m. (Orn.) Robin red-breast. Mo-
tacilla rubecola L.

PITO, 5m. 1. Pipe, a small flute. 2. (Orn.) Mag-
pie. Picus L. 3. A species of bug in India.

4. Play among boys. 5. (Mur.) Pod of a silk-

worm open at one end.

PITOFERO, 5m. Piper, whistler, fluter.

PITOMETRICA, 5/. Gage or gauge, the art of

measuring or gauging vessels.

PITON, 5m. 1. Tenderling, the top of an animal's

horn when it begins to shoot forth. 2. Protu-

berance, prominence. 3. Sprig or young
shoot of a tree

; sprout of the agave.
PiTONfsA, 5/. Witch, sorceress, enchantress.

PITORRA, 5/. (Orn.) Woodcock. V. Chocliaper-

PiTtJiTA, sf. A kind of phlegm. [diz.

PITUITOSO, SA, a. Pituitous.

PIXIDE, sf. 1. A small box of wood or metal. 2.

Pyx, boxin which the consecrated host is kept .

PIZARRA, sf. Slate, a grey fossil, in thin plates,
used to cover buildings or write upon.

PIZARRAL, sm. Slate quai+y.

PIZARRENO, 8fA, a. Slate-coloured, resembling
slate.

PIZARRERO, 5m. Slater, one who polishes slates,

and covers buildings with them.

PfzcA, sf. Mite, any thing proverbially small.

PIZCA'R, va. (Fam.) To pinch. V. Peliizcar.

Pfzco, sm. V. Pellizco.

PIZCOLABIS, 5m. (Joe.) Lip-biter, nickname for

affected persons.
PIZMIENTO, TA, a. Resembling pitch.

PIZPERETA, af. Sharp, brisk, lively ; applied to

women.
zpiRiGASfA, sf. Play among boys, in which

they pinch one another's hands.

PIZPITA, sf. (Orn.) Wag-tail. V. Pezpita.

PLAXA, 5/. 1. Ancient Spanish coin worth 10

maravedia. 2. Clasp with which a broad-

sword belt is fastened. 3. Insignia of an or-

der of knighthood.
PLACABILIDAD, 5/. Placability or willingness to

be appeased.
PLACABLE, a. Placable, willing or possible to

be appeased.
PLACACION, sf. V. Aplacacion.
PLACARTE, sm. Placard, manifesto.

PLACATIVO, VA, a. Peaceable. [up.

PLACEAR, va. To publish, to proclaim, to post

PJ.ACEL, 5m. (Naut.)Banks of sand or rocks in

the sea.

PLACEME, 5m. Compliment of congratulation.
PLACENTA, sf. (Anat.) Placenta, after birth.

PHCKNTF.RAMENTE. ad. Joyfully.
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PLACENTERO, RA, a. Joyful, merry, pleasant,

full of mirth.

PLACENTINO, NA, a. Belonging to Plascencia

PLACER, 5m. 1. Pleasure, content, merriment,

rejoicing,
amusement. 2. Will, consent. 3. V

Placel. A1

placer, With the greatest pleasure

gently, commodiously. Que me place, It

pleases mo ;
I approve of it.

PLACER, v. impers. To please, to be grateful
V. Jjgradar.

PLACERAMENTE, ad. Publicly, without a cover

PLACEBO, RA, a. I. Belonging to a market or

other public place. 2. Roving or walking idly

about.

PLACETA, sf. A small square or public place

PLAcfBLE, a. Placid, agreeable.

PLACIDO, DA, a. Placid, easy, quiet.

PLACIENTE, a. Pleasing, mild ; acceptable.

PLAFON, sm. (Arq.) Soffit of an architrave.

PL^GA, sf. 1. Wound. V. Llagu. 2. Plague, a

disease extremely contagious. 3. A great ca-

lamity or disaster. 4. Plenty, abundance. 5.

Climate, country ;
zone. Plagas, (Naut.)

The four cardinal points in which the mari-

ner's compass is divided.

PLAGXR, va. To plague, to torment.

PLAGIAR, va. To commit literary thefts ; to

steal the thoughts or writings of another.

PLAGIARIO, RIA, a. y s. Plagiary, plagiarist.

PLAGIO, sm. Plagiarism, a literary theft.

Pr.AGOso, SA, a. Wounding, making wounds.

PLAN, sm. 1. Plan, design, draught; ichnogra-

phy. 2. The first surface or plane of any
thing. 3. Extract, epitome. Plan de corn-

bate, (Naut.) Quarter-bill. Plan de las va-

rcngas, (Naut.) Flat of floor-timbers. Jfavio

de mucho plan, (Naut.) A very flat floored

ship.

PLANA, sf. 1 . Trowel, a tool to spread mortar
with. 2. Page, a side of a printed book or

writing. 3. A level fruitful piece of ground.
4. Copy or page written by scholars during
the school hours. A1

plana renglon, Copied
exactly, or word for word ; arriving or hap-

pening at the nick of time. Navegacion
plana, (Naut.) Plane navigation.

PLANA.DA, sf. Plain, extent of level ground.
PI.XNCHA, sf. 1. Plate, a thin piece of metal. 2.

Iron for ironing or smoothing clothes. 3.

Cramp-iron. 4. (In Paper-mills) Moulds, a

square frame on which the paper is laid and
formed. Plancha de agua, (Naut.) Punt,
floating stage. Plancha de desembargar,
(Naut.) Gang-board. Plancha de viento,

(Naut.) Hanging stage.

Pi,.\NCHAPA,5/. (Naut.) Framing or apron of a

gun.
PLANCHOR, va. To iron linen, to smooth it with

a hot iron. V. Aplanchar.
PLANCHEAR, va. To plate, to sheath, to cover

or case with metal.

PLANCHETA, sf. Instrument used to measure

distances, and take heights, plans, &c.

PLANCHUELA, sf. A small plate. Planchuelas de

lasarraigadas, (Naut.) Foothooks,the ground
or upper-futtocks of a ship.

Pr.Xxco, sm. V. Planga.
PJ.ANF.S, sm. pi. (Naut.) Flat floor-timbers.

PUNKTA, sm. 1. Planet, one of the heavenlv
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bodies which revolves around the sun. 2.

Kind of cope shorter before than behind.

PLANETARIO, sm. 1. Planetarium, instrument

showing the planetary movement. 2. Astro-

nomer.

PLANETARIO, RIA, a. Planetary.
PLANETOLABIO, sm. Orrery, an astronomical

instrument which represents the revolution

of the planets and other heavenly bodies.

PLANGA, sf. Kind of eagle, with black and
white feathers.

PLANICIE, sf. V. Llano 6 Llanura.

PLANIPEDIA,S/. A mean play acted by strollers

without proper dresses or decorations.

PLANISFERIO, sm. Planisphere, a sphere pro-

jected on a plane.

PLANO, NA, a. Plain, level, smooth.

PLANO, 5m. 1. Plan, design, draft. 2. Plane.

De piano, Openly, clearly.
PLANOMETRIA v PLANIMETR!A, sf. Plandmetry,

the mensuration of plane surfaces.

PLANOPLANO, sm. Biquadrate, the fourth pow-
er arising from the multiplication of a square

by itself.
'

PLANTA, sf. 1. Sole of the foot. 2. Plant, any
thing produced from seed

; any vegetable pro-
duction. 3. Nursery of young plants; planta-
tion. 4. Plan of a building. 5. Position of tht*

feet in dancing or fencing. 6. Project ; dispo-
sition

; point of view. 7. (Pint.) Plant or site

of a building, &c. Plantas, Brags, boasts.

De planta, Anew ; from the foundation.

PLANTACION, sf. Plantation, act of planting.

PLANTADOR, 5m. One who plants; an instru-

ment used for planting.
PLANTAGE, 5m. 1. (Mur.) Plantain. V. Llanten.

2. Collection of plants.

PLANTANAL, 5m. Grove of plantains.

PLANTANO, 5m. (Bot.) Plantain-tree, Adam's

fig, a shrub having leaves nine feet long and
two broad. Musa L.

PLANTER, va. 1 . To plant, to put or set into the

ground in order to grow. 2. To set up, to fix

upright. 3. To strike or hit a blow. 4. To
thrust or put into any place. Plantar en la

carcel, To throw into
jail.

5. To found, to

establish. 6. To leave in the lurch, to disap-

point. vr. 1. To stand upright, to stop. 2.

To arrive soon.

PLANTAP.IA, 5/. V. Esparganio.
PLANTARIO, 5m. Plot of ground where young

plants are reared.

PLANTEAR, va. To plan, to trace, to try, to at-

tempt. -on. (Ant.) To weep.
PLANTEL, 5m. Nursery, a plantation of young

trees.

PLANTIFICACION, 5/. V. Plantacion.

PLANTIFICAR, va. 1. To plant. V. Plantar. 2.

(Joe.) To beat, box, or kick.

Pi,ANrfLLA, 5/. 1. A young plant. 2. The first

sole of a shoe. 3. Vamp, a sole of linen put
to the feet of stockings. 4. Mould, model ;

plate of a gun-lock. 5. (Naut.) Mould, a

piece of timber which serves as a pattern for

the curve of a ship's frame. 6. (Astrol.) Ce-
lestial configuration.

PLANTILI.A.R, va. To vamp or sole shoes or

stockings.
PLANTIO, IA. a. Planted ; applied to ground.
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,
sm. 1. Plantation, the act of planting.

2. Nursery, a plantation of young trees.

PLANT|STA, 5m. Bully, hector, bravado ; planter.

PLANTO, sm. Weeping, crying, whining.
PLANTON, sm. 1. Cion, or scion, a sprout or

shoot from a plant ;
a shoot engrafted on a

stock. 2. (Mil.) Sentry who performs that

duty by way of punishment. Estar de plan-
ton, To be fixed in a place for a long time.

PLANtrno, DA, a. (Naut.) Applied to a vessel

which draws little water as being too flat.

PLANIDERA, sf. Mourner, woman who is paid
for attending funerals to express grief.

Pf.ANfoo, sm. Moan, lamentation.

PLANIR, vn. To lament, to grieve, to bemoan.

Pi.AQi:i?f, sm. Kind of coat of arms.

PLASMA, sf. Prase, a precious stone.

PLASMAD<SR, RA, s. Moulder, former.

Pr.ASMX.STE, pa. Moulding; moulder.
Pi. AS MAR, va. To mould, to form of clay.

Pr.ASTA, sf. Paste, soft clay ; any thing soft. 2.

(Met.) Done without order or rule.

PLASTE, sm. Size.

PLASTECER, ta. To size, to cover with size.

PLASTECIDO, sm. Act of sizing.

PLSTICA, sf. Art of moulding.
Pr.ASTico, CA, a. Plastic.

PLATA, sf. 1. Silver, a precious white metal. 2.

Plate in horse-racing ; plate, jewels. 3. (Ame-
rica) Money. Plata quebrada, That which
retains its value although disfigured. En
plata, Briefly, without turnings or windings.
Como una plata, Shining like silver, very
clean and pretty.

PLATAFORMA, sf. 1. (Fort.) Platform, an eleva-

tion of earth raised on ramparts ; temporary
platform made of cross ground-timbers or

sleepers. 2. (Na6t.) Orlop, a platform of

planks laid over the beams in the hold of a

ship of war, on which the cables are usually
coiled.

PLATANAL 6 PLATANAR,SWI. Plantation ofplane
trees.

PLATANo,sm. 1. (Bot.) Plana-tree. Platanus L.

2. Plantain-tree. V. Plantano.

PLATAZO, sm. Platter, a large dish.

PLATEAS/. V. Patio.

PLATEADO, DA, a. 1. Silvered, having the co-

lour of silver. 2. Plated.

PLATEAR, va. To silver, to plate, to cover with
silver.

PLATEL, sm. A small dish.

PLATERESCO, CA, a. Applied to fanciful orna-
ments in architecture.

PLATERIA, sf. 1. Silversmith's shop. 2. Trade
of a silversmith.

PLATERO, sm. Silversmith, plate-worker.
PLATICA, sf. 1. Discourse, conversation; mu-

tual intercourse of language. 2. Speech deli-

vered on some public occasion ; discourse pro-
nounced by preachers. 3. Pratic or pratique,
a license* or permission given to the crew of
a ship to come on shore, to buy and traffic.

V. Prdctica. Tomar pldtica, To obtain pratic.

PLATICABLE, a. V. Practicable.

PLATICANTE, sm. Practitioner. V. Prncticantc.

PLATICAR, va. 1. To converse, to convey ideas

reciprocally in talk. 2. To practise, to exer-

cise any profession.
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PLATICO, CA, a. Skilful, dexterous, expert.
PLATIFICAR, va. To turn or convert into silver.

PLATIJA, sf. (let.) Plaice. Pleuronectes pla-
tessa L.

, sf. A sort of Silesia linen.

,
sm. 1. A small dish or plate. 2. An

extraordinary dish allowed in convents on
festive days. 3. Backbiting.
ATfNA, sf. 1. Platina, the heaviest metal
hitherto discovered ; it is found in the mine;)
of Choco in Peru, and was entirely unknown
in Europe before the year 1748. 2. A metal-
lic composition consisting of silver and cop-
per, imported from China. 3. Twisted silver

wire. 4. An iron plate for glazing stuff.

PLATO, sm. 1. Dish, a vessel either broad and
wide or deep and hollow, in which solid or

liquid food is served up at the table. 2. Food
served up in a dish. 3. Daily fare. Poner tl

plato, To afford one an
opportunity

of saying
or doing what he did not think of

PLATOMCAMENTE, ad. Platom'cally.

PLATONICO, CA, a. Platonic, relating to the phi-

losophy of Plato.

PLATtfcHA, sf. (Gal.) V. Platija.

PLAUSIBIUDAD, sf. Plausibility, speciousness ;

superficial appearance of right.
PLAUSIBLE, a. Plausible, specious ; superficial-

ly pleasing.
PLAUSIBLEMENTE, ad. Plausibly.
PLAXTSO, sm. Applause or approbation bestowed

by the clapping of hands. [ro.

PLATJSTRO, sm. Cart, wagon, carriage. V. Car-

PLAYA, sf. Shore, strand, sea-coast, beach.

PLAYADO, DA, a. Applied to a river or sea with
a shore.

PLAYAZO, sm. Wide or extended shore.

PLAYERO, sm. Fisherman who brings fish to

market.

PLAYON, sm. A large shore or beach.

PLAZA, sf. 1. Square ; market-place, an open
place where eatables are sold. 2. Place, a
fortified town. 3. Room, space ;

stall. 4.

Place, office, public employment. 5. Enlist-

ing or enrolling of soldiers in the king's ser-

vice. 6. Reputation, character, fame. Pasa

plaza de valiente, He passes for a man of

courage. Plazafuerte, A strong place. Plaza

viva, An effective soldier. Plaza mucrta,
False muster. Hombre de plaza, One whr.

holds or might occupy an honourable place.
Sacar a plaza, To publish, to render public.

Plaza, plaza, Clear the way, make room.

Pr.Azo, sm. 1. The fixed time for making pay-
ment or answering a demand. 2. Ground ap-

pointed for a duel. 3. Writ or summons.
PLA/UELA, sf. A small square or place.

PLEAMAR, sf. High water.

PLEBANO, sm. Curate of a parish.

PLEBE, sf. Common people, populace.
PLEBEYO, YA, a. Plebeian.

PLECA, sf. (Impr.) Typo which forms a straight

line, a rule.

PLECTRO, sm.. (Poet.) Plectrum ; poesy.
PI.KGABLE, a. Pliable, capable of being folded.

PLF.GADAMKNTR, ad. Confusedly.
PLEGADERA, sj\ Folding-stick xised by book-

binders.

Pr.ECADfzo, fiA. n. Pliable.
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PLEGADOH, sm. 1. A folding instrument, with

which any thing is folded or plaited. 2. Col-

lector of alms for religious communities. 3.

Beam of a silk-loom.

PLEGADURA, sf. Fold, double, complication ;

the act of folding or doubling.
PLEGAK, va. To fold, to double

;
to fold sheets

to be bound. v. impers. To please. Plega
6 plegue a Dios, Please God.

PLEGARIA, sf. 1. Public prayer, supplication. 2.

Bell rung at noon for prayer. 3. (Toledo)
Canon's servant.

PI.ENAMAR, sf. V. Pleamar.

PLENAMENTE, ad. Fully, completely.
PLENARiAMENTE,ad. Completely, fully ,entirely.

PLENARIO, RIA, a. Complete, full ; PLENARY.

PLENILUNIO, sm. Full moon.

PLI.NIPOTKNCIA,*/. Full powers.
PLENIPOTENCIARIO, sm. Plenipotentiary, a ne-

gotiator invested with full power.
PLKNITITD, sf. Plenitude, fulness, abundance.

PLENO, NA, a. Full. V. Lleno.

PLEONASMO, SOT. Pleonasm, a figure of speech,

by which more words are used than are ne-

cessary.

PLETORA,S/. Plethora, fulness of blood.

PLETORICO, CA, a. Plethoric.

PLEURESLA, sf. Pleurisy, an inflammation of the

pleura, or membrane which covers the inside

of the breast.

PLKURETICO, CA, a. Pleuritical, pleuritic.

PLEYADA 6 PLEYADE,S/. Each one of the Plei-

ades or seven stars.

PLEYTA, sf. A plaited strand of bass.

PLEYTEADOR, RA, s. Pleader, a litigious person
PLSYTEANTE, a. Litigating ; pleader.

PLEYTEAR, va. To plead,
to litigate.

PLEY'TES, sm. Mediator, conciliator.

PLEYTESIA, sf. Agreement, covenant.

PLEYTISTA, sm. Barrator, an encourager of law-

suits.

PLEYTO, sm. 1. Covenant, contract, bargain
2. Dispute, contest. 3. Debate, contention

4. Law-suit, process. Pleyto de acreedores,

Proceedings under a commission of bank

ruptcy.
PtfcA, sf. Parcel closed and sealed, containing

a will or some document to be opened at a

proper time.

PMEGO, sm. 1. Fold, double, complication. 2.

Sheet ofpaper. 3. Parcel ofletters enclosed in

one cover. 4. Memorial or proposal present-
ed by rent-holders for the collection of rent

PLIEGUE, sm. 1. Fold or double in clothes. 2

Ruff, anciently worn.

PLENTO, sm. (Arq.) Plinth of a pillar.

PLOMAPA, sf. 1. Blacklead pencil. 2. Plumb,

plummet. 3. (Naut.) Lead used by fishermen
for sounding the depth of water, in order to

stream the buoy accordingly. 4. (Art.)

Apron, a piece of lead covering the vent or

touch-hole of a cannon to keep out moisture
5. Whip armed with lead.

PI.OMAR, va. 1. To mark or draw lines with a

blacklead pencil. 2. To fill the cavities of
carious teeth with lead.

PLOMAZON, sm. Gilding cushion.

PLOMERO, sm. Plumber, one who works upon
lead.

['LUMIZO, /A, a. Leaden, made of lead; having
the qualities of lead.

PLOMO, sin. 1. Lead, a whitish metal, very hea-

vy and ductile. 2. Ball of lead. Andar con

pies de plomo, To proceed with the utmost

circumspection. Arrendador del plomo, A
heavy unpleasant person. A 1

plomo, Perpen-

dicularly, flat down. 3. Plumb, perpendicu-
lar ;

a plummet.
PLOMOSO, SA, a. Leaden. V. Plomizo.

PL^MA, sf. 1. Feather, the plume of birds. 2.

Pen, an instrument for writing. 3. Art of

writing, penmanship. 4. Writer, author. Buf-

na pluma, A good penman, a skilful writer.

Golpe de pluma, Dash with the pen. 5.

Wealth, opulence. 6. (Fam.) Portion of air

expelled from the bowels. Tiene pluma, He
has feathered his nest well. Plumas, (Naut.)

Relieving tackles, two strong tackles which

prevent a ship from being upset while she ib

careening. [with a crayt-n.

PLCMADA, sf. Dash with a pen, a line drawn

PLUMADO, DA, a. Feathered.

PLUMAGE, sm. 1. Plumage, all the feather*

which adorn a fowl or bird. 2. Plume, an or-

nament of feathers. [side to another.

PLUMAGEAR, va. To shove, to move from ono

PLUMAGERIA, sf. Heap of feathers.

PLUMAGERO, sm. One who dresses feathers and
makes plumes.

PLUMARIO, sm. 1. One who lives by writing, a.

petty scrivener or notary. 2. Painter of fowls

or birds.

PLCMAZO, sm. Down, soft short feathers of

fowls or birds.

PLUMAZON, sm. Collection of feathers.

PLT^MBEO, BEA, a. Leaden, made of lead
;
hav-

ing the qualities of lead. V. Plomado.

PLUMEADO, sm. (Pint.) Series of lines similar

to those made with a pen in a miniature.

PLUMEAR, va. (Pint.) To draw lines with a pen
or pencil, to darken a design. [thers.

PLUMEO, MEA, a. Plumigerous, having fea-

PLUMERIA, sf. V. Plumageria.
PLUMERO, sm. 1. Bunch of feathers. 2. Box or

chest in which feathers or plumes are pre-
served.

PLUMETA, sf. A sort of cloth manufactured at

Lisle.

PLUMI^ERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Plumigorous.
PLUiMfsTA, sm. One who lives by writing, a

petty scrivener or notary.
PLUMON 6 PLUMION, sm. 1. Soft downy fea-

thers. 2. Feather-bed, flock-bed.

PLCMOSO, SA, a. Covered with feathers.

PLURAL, a. (In Grammar) Plural, denoting

many, or more than one.

PLURALIDAD, sf. Plurality, multitude ;
a great

number. A1

pluralidad dc votos, By the ma-

jority of voices.

PLUSpRES,sm. (Naut.) Lying close to the wind.

PLUS ULTRA, Ser el nonplus ultra, To be tran-

scendent.

PLUTEo,sm. Each compartment ofbook-shelves

in a library.

PL^VIA, sf. Rain. V. Lluvia.

PLUVIAL, sm. 1. (Orn.) Golden plover. Chara-

drius pluvialis L. 2. Pluvial, a priest's cope,
worn at the celebration of the mass.
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PLUVIAL y PLUVIOSO, SA, a. Rainy, relating to

rain.

PNEDMATICO, CA, a. Pneumatic, moved by
wind ; relating to wind, or the doctrine of

pneumatics. Instrumentos pneumaticos, Mu-
sical wind instruments.

Po, interi. V. Pu.

POAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Bow-line bridles, ropes by
which the bow-line is fastened to the leech

of the sail.

POBEDA, sf. Plantation of poplars.

POBLACHO, 5m. Populace, rabble, mob.

POBLACHON, sm. Great rabble, populace,
POBLACION Y POBLAZON, sf. 1. Population, the

act of populating. 2. Population, the state of
a country with regard to the number of its

inhabitants. 3. V. Poblado.

POBLADO, sm. Town, village or place inhabited.

POBLADOR, RA, s. Populator, founder.

POBLAR, va. 1. To found a town, to populate a
district. 2. To fill, to occupy. 3. To breed,
to procreate fast. 4. To bud, to get leaves ;

applied to trees.

POBLAZO, sm. V. Populacho.
POBLAZON, sm. A large town ;

a population.
POBO, sm. (Bot.) White poplar. V. A 1 lamo

bianco.

POBRA, sf. Female mendicant.

POBRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Poblar.

POBRE, a. I. Poor, necessitous, indigent ; beg-
ging. 2. Humble, modest. 3. Unhappy,
wretched. 4. Pacific, quiet. Pobre y sober-

bio, Proud pauper.
POBRE, sm. A poor person, a beggar.
POBRECILLO, LLA J TO, TA J CO, CA, . Some-
what poor, penurious.

POBREMENTE, ad. Poorly, miserably.
POBRERIA, sf. Poor people, beggars.
POBRERO, sm. One who is appointed by a re-

ligious community to distribute charities.

POBKETA, sf. Strumpet, a prostitute.
POBRETE Y POBRETO, sm. 1. A poor unfortu-

nate man. 2. An useless person, of mean
abilities and sentiments.

POBRETERIA, sf. 1. Poor people, beggars. 2.

Poverty, indigence.
POBRETON, NA, a. Very poor.
POBREZA, sf. 1. Poverty, indigence, necessity,
want

; poorness, littleness of spirit. 2. Heap
of worthless trifles. 3. Voluntary vow of

poverty, taken on professing a religious or-

der.

PoBRfsMo, sm. Poor people, beggars.
POCERO, sm. 1. One who digs pits and wells. 2.

Nightman, one who cleanses wells, pits, or

common sewers.

POCHO, CHA ;
6 PONCHO, CHA, *. Proper name

Alphonsus, Alphonsa.
POCILGA, sf. 1. Hog-sty, a place where swine

are kept to be fed. 2. Any nasty, dirty place.

PUCILLO, sm. 1. Small well. 2. Vessel for col-

lecting any liquor or fluid. 3. (And.) Choco-
late cup.

POCIMA, sf. Potion, a physical draught.
POCION, sf. Drink, liquor ; potion. V. Bcbida.

P6co, CA, a. Little, small in quantity : few.
Poco antes 6 despues, A little before or after.

Poco ha que, Lately, n short time since.

Poco, ad, Little, in a scanty manner, shortly,
5-10

briefly, in a short time. Poco d poco, Gently,
softly , stop ! Hombe para poco, A cowardly
pusillanimous man. A' poco, Immediately,
in a short time. Tener en poco, To set little

value on a thing. A1

pocas, por poco, 6 en

poco, To be very near a thing. Que poco,
How little

; indicating the difficulty or im-

possibility of any thing. Darsele poco, To
make nothing ofa thing, to despise it entirely.

Poco, 5m. Scarcity, small quantity.
POCULO, sm. Drink, liquor. V. Bebida.
PODA, sf. Pruning of trees, pruning season.

PoDADERA,5/. Pruning-knife, pruning-hook.
PODADOR, RA, 5. Pruner of trees or vines.

PODAGRA, sf. Gout in the feet.

PODAR, va. To prune, to lop off the superfluous
branches of trees.

PODATARIO, sm. Steward ; attorney.

PODAZON, 5m. The pruning season.

PODENCO, 577*. Hound. Canis familiaris sagas
L. Vuelta de podenco, A severe beating with
a stick.

PODENQUILLO, S77i. A young or small hound.

PODER, 5771. 1. Power, faculty, authority, domi-
nion. 2. Military strength ofa state. 3. Power
or letter of attorney. 4. Power, possession. 5.

Force, vigour, capacity, possibility. A 1 mas
no poder, Able to resist no longer. A 1

poder
de, By force. Poder dc Dios, Exclamation

exaggerating the greatness of any thing as

representing the power of God. Poder cs-

mcrado, Supreme power. JVo poder menos,
To be unavoidable

;
to be necessary.

PODER, va. 1. To be able, may or can ; to pos
sess the power of doing or performing any
thing. 2. To be invested with authority or

power. 3. To have force or energy to act or

resist. 4. (In Geometry) To value, to pro-
duce. v. impers. To be possible or contingent.

PODERHABIENTE, 5771. Attorney, one who is au-

thorised or impowered to transact another

person's business.

PooERfo, 5m. 1. Power, authority, dominion,

jurisdiction. 2. Wealth, riches.

PODEROSAMENTE, ad. Powerfully, mightily.

PODEROSO, SA, a. I. Powerful, mighty, potent
2. Rich, wealthy. 3. Eminent, excellent ;

efficacious.

PODOMETRO, 5771. Pedometer, instrument for

measuring a man's steps or the circumvolu-

tions of a wheel.

PODON, 5?. Mattock, hoe, an instrument for

lulling up weeds;

3RE,5/. Pus, corrupted blood or humour.

PODRECERSE, vr. To be putrid, rottep, or cor-

rupt. V. Pudrir. i

PODRECIMIENTO, 5/71. 1. Rottenness, putrefac-
tion. 2. Pain, grief.

>DREDriMBRE, 5/. 1. Pus, putrid matter, pu-
trescence. 2. Grief, internal pain.

PODRICION, 5/. V. Pudricion.

PODRIDERO, sm. V. Pudridero.

PODRIMIENTO, 5m. V. Pudrimiento.

PODRIR, va. V. Pudrir.
POEM A, 5m. Poem, the work of a poet ; metri-

cal composition.
'OF.SIA, 5/. 1. Poetry ; poesy, the art or practice
of writing poems. Poesias, Poetical works.

"2. Poetical piece, metrical composition.
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POETA,S?. Poet, a writer of poems.
POET-ASTRO, sm. Poetaster.

POETICA, sf. Poetry. V. Poesia.

POETICAMKNTE, ad. Poetically.

POETICO, CA, a. Poetic, expressed in poetry ;

suitable to poetry.
PoETfLLO,sw. Poetaster.

POETISA, sf. Poetess, a female poet. [poet.
POETIZAR, va. To write verses, to write like a

POETON, sm. Poetaster, a vile poet.

POINO, sm. A wooden frame, on which barrels

of wine or beer are laid. [instep.

POLACA, sf. Top of the shoe which covers the

POLAGRA, sf. (Naut.) Polacre, a vessel with
three pole-masts, used in the Mediterranean.

POLAR, a. Polar, relating to the poles ; issuing
from the poles.

POLAINA, sf. Spatterdashes, a kind of covering
for the legs.

Poi EA, sf. I. Pulley, a small wheel, turning on
a pivot, with a furrow on its outside, in which
a rope runs. 2. (Naut.) Tackle-block.

POLE/DAS, sf. pi. V. Gachas 6 Puchas.

POLEAME, sm. Collection of masts for vessels.

POLEITA, sf. (Naut.) A small block.

PoLEMiCA,sf. Polemics, dogmatical divinity.

POLEMICO, CA, a. Polemical.

POLEMONIO, sm. (Bot.) Jacob's ladder, Greek
valerian. Polemonium coaruleum L.

POLE.MOSCOPIO, sm. (Opt.) Spy-glass or tele-

scope used by military commanders, [ding.

POLENTA, sf. A kind of batter or hasty pud-
POLEO, sin. 1. (Bot.) Penny-royal. Mentha pu-

Jegium L. 2. A strutting gait ;
a pompous

style. 3. Stiff cold wind.

POLEVI 6 PoNLEvf, sm. A high wooden heel

formerly worn by women.
PoLEX,sm. V. Police.

POLIANTEA, sf. Polyanthea, a collection of va-

rious literary extracts and observations.

FOLIANTO TuBEROso,sm. (Bot.) Polyanthes.
POLIARQUIA, sf. Polygarchy, government of

many persons.
POLICAN 6 PELICAN, sm. PELICAN, instrument

for drawing teeth.

POLICE, sf. Thumb, a short strong finger.

POLICIA, sf. 1. Police, that branch of the ex-

ecutive government of a country, which
watches over the preservation of public order
and tranquillity, and provides for the safety
and convenience of the inhabitants of a state.

2. Politeness, good breeding. 3. Cleanliness,
neatness.

POLICITACION, sf. Vow, a promise made to God
or the state.

POLIDERO, sm. V. Putidero.

POLIGAMIA, sf. Polygamy, state of having two
or more wives or husbands at once.

PoLfoAMO, sm. 1. Polygamist. 2. He who has
had several wives successively.

POLIGLOTO, TA, a. Polyglott, written in various

languages.
PoLfcoNo, sm. 1. Polygon, a multilateral figure,

the perimeter of which consists of more than
four sides or angles. 2. (Bot.) A prickly plant.

PoLiGRAFfA,s/. Polygraphy, the art of writing
in several unusual manners or ciphers.

POLIHE'DRO, sm. (Geom.) Polyhedron, a solid

figure with many planes.

sf. 1. Moth, a small insect which eats

clothes and hangings. 2. Consumer, waster.

Comerse de polilla, (Fain.) To be insensibly

wasting property ; to be wasting away inter-

nally. [Verbascurn blattaria />.

POLILLERA,S/. (Bot.) Mullein, or moth mullein.

POLIMATO, sm. One who is versed in several

branches ofuseful knowledge. [colours'.

POLIMITA, a. Applied to stuffs of variegated
POLINES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Wooden rollers, for

moving great guns from one place to another.

POLIPO, sm. 1. Polypus, a callous swelling in

the nostrils. 2. V. P-ulpo. [um /,.

POLIPODIO, sm. (Bot.) Polypody. Polypocii-

POLIR, va. To polish, to adorn. V. Pulir.

POLISILABO, sm. Polysyllable, a word of many
syllables.

POLISINDETON, sm. Polysyndeton, a figure of

rhetoric by which the copulative is often re-

peated.

POLISINODIA, sf. Multiplicity of councils.

POLISPASTOS, sf. Machine or engine composed
of several pullies and small wheels, for rais-

ing heavy bodies.

PoLiTEisMO, sm. Polytheism, plurality of god:*.

PoLiTicAjS/". 1. Policy, politics ; the art or sci-

ence of government. 2. Politeness, civility.

POLITICAMENTE, ad. Politically, civilly.

POLITICO, CA, a. 1. Political, relating to policy
or politics. 2. Polite, courteous. sm. Poli-

tician.

POLIZA,S/'. 1. A written order to receive or re-

cover a sum of money. 2. Meeting to discuss

or treat upon a subject. Poliza de seguro,

Policy of insurance.

POLIZON, sm. 1. Vagrant, lazy vagabond. 2.

(America) Spaniard who passes by stealth to

the Spanish possessions in America, without

having obtained leave or a passport from the

king and government of Spain. 3. Parasit*;,

sponger, abandoned profligate who commits
lewdness in the streets.

POT.IZONCITO, sm. dim. of polizon, An European
Spanish youth ; many of them acquire fame
and fortune in Spanish America.

POLLA, sf. 1. Pullet, a young hen, a chicken. 2.

A comely young lass. 3. Money staked in

some games at cards by all the players.

POLLADA, sf. Flock of young fowls.

POLLAG \LLiNA,sf. Hen-chicken. Mugerjumann
6 pollagallina que va d villameja,(M.bt.) Wo-
man affecting youth, yet thin and old maidis'i.

POLLASTRO, RA, s. A large pullet. [sou.

POLLASTRON,STO. Fine stout lad ; a knowing per

POLLAZON, sm. Hatching and rearing of fowLf.

POLLKRA, sf. I. A narrow-mouthed basket or

net, wide at the bottom, in which pullets ur

kept ; a hencoop. 2. A kind of go-cart, in

which children learn to walk. 3. A short

hooped petticoat. [sold.

POLLERIA, sf. Shop or market where poultry iw

POLLERO,SW. 1. One who keeps or rears fowls. 2.

Place or yard where fowls are kept. 3. One
who keeps or feeds fowls for sale ;

a poulte rer .

POLLICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, s. A small

POLLINA, sf. Young she ass. [chicken.

POLLINARMENTE, ad. V. Asnalmente.

POLLINEJO, A, s. A little young ass.

POLLING, sm. A young untamed ass, simple! is.
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POLLITO, TA, a. Of a tender age ; applied to

boys and girls. s. Little pullets.

POLLO, sm. 1. Chicken just hatched. 2. Young
bee. 3. (Fam.) Artful clever man. 4. (Ar.)
Trench for water in vineyards. Polio con es-

pohnes, (Fam.) Man growing oldish.

POLLUELO, LA, s. A small chicken.

POLO, sm. 1. Pole, the extremity of the axis of

the earth : either of the points on which the

world turns. 2. Pole of the magnetic needle.

'>. Support, foundation.

POLTRON, NA, a. 1. Idle, lazy. 2. Commodious,
easy. Silla poltrona, Elbow-chair.

Poi/rRONERiA, sf. Idleness, laziness, indolence.

POLTKONIZA^RSE, vr. To become lazy, to aban-
don one's self to laziness.

PoLUC ION, sf. 1. Pollution, stain
;
defect of the

body which causes deformity. 2. An involun-

tary effusion of semen.

POLUTO, TA, a. Polluted, contaminated, defiled
;

unclean.

POLVAREDA,.S/. 1. Cloud of dust. 2. Alterca-

tion, dispute, debate.

POLVIFIC^R, va. (Joe.) To pulverize, to reduce
to powder ; to reduce to dust.

POLVILLO, TO, sm. Fine dust. Gente del polvil-

lo, Day-labourers at buildings, hard .working

POLVO, sm. Dust, powder. Un polvo, Pinch of
snuff. pi. 1. Powders, solid bodies commi-
nuted and reduced to small particles ;

hair-

powder. 2. Very small comfits. Polvos de car-

tas, Sand for drying up the ink of letters or

other writings. Polvos de judnes, Red preci-

pitate, red nitrate of mercury. Polvos de la

nuidre celestina, (Fam.) Secret and miracu-
lous mode in which any thing is done.

POLVORA, sf. 1. Gun-powder, a composition of

sulphur, saltpetre, and charcoal. 2. Artificial

fireworks. 3. Provocation, an act or cause by
which anger is raised. 4. Vivacity, liveliness,
briskness. 5. Powder, dust. Es una polrora,
He is as hot as pepper. Mojarlapolvora,To
appease, to allay the rage of an angry person.

POLVOREAMIENTO, sm. Pulverization, the act

of reducing to powder or dust.

POI.VOREA.R, va. To powder, to sprinkle as

with dust.

POLVORIENTO,TA, a. Dusty, full ofdust ; cloud-

ed or covered with dust.

POLVORIN, sm. 1. Powder reduced to the finest

dust, 2. Powder-flask, a priming horn.

POLVORISTA, 5m. 1. Manufacturer of gun-pow-
der. 2. Maker of fire-works.

PoLVoRizAsLE, . Pulverizable.

POLVORIZACION, sf. Pulverization. [rear.

POLVORIZA.R, va. 1. To pulverize. 2. V. Polvo-

POLVOROSO, SA, a. Dusty, covered with dust.

POMA, sf. I. Apple, the fruit of the apple-tree.
V. Manzana. 2. Perfume-box, a bottle con-

taining perfumes. 3. Metallic vessel with
different perfumes, having small apertures to

admit their escape when set on a fire to per-
fume rooms.

POMA\DA, sf. Pomatum, a perfumed ointment.

POMA^R, sm. Orchard, a garden or plantation
of fruit-trees, particularly of apple-trees.

POME/, sf. Pumice-stone. [apples.

POMIFERO, RA, a. (Poet.) Pomiferous, having

POMO, sm. 1. Fruit in general, but in particular
the fruit ofthe apple-tree. 2. Glass-ball in the

shape of an apple, used to hold perfumes. 3.

Pommel, the knob which balances the blade
of a sword. 4. Nosegay, a bunch of flowers.

POMPA, sf. 1. Pomp, pageantry, splendour ;
a

procession of splendour and ostentation. 2.

Bubble, a small globule of water
; fold in

clothes raised by the wind. 3. The expanded
tail of a turkey or peacock. 4. (Naut.) Pump.
V. Bomba.

POMPEA^RSE Y PoMPONEA^RSE; Vr. To ap])C-r
with pomp and ostentation.

PoMPOSAMENTE,rf. Pompously, niagnificantlv.

POMPOSO, SA, a. Pompous, ostentatious, magni-
ficent

; inflated, swelled.

PONCELA, sf. Maid, virgin. V. Doncella.

PONCHE, sm. Punch, a liquor made by mixing
spirits with water, sugar, and the juice of le-

mons.

PONCHO, CHA, a. Soft, mild, careless, heedless.

s. V. Pocho.

PONCHON, NA, a. Extremely careless, excessive-

ly lazy.

PoNcfL, PONCI, Y PONCIDRE, a. Applied to a

shrivelled or bitter orange or lemon.

PONDERABLE, a. 1. Ponderable, capable to be

weighed ; measurable by scales. 2. Wonder-
ful, important.

PONDERACION, sf. 1. The act of weighing men-

tally, pondering or considering. 2. Exagge-
ration, [insolent.

PONDERADO, DA, a. Presumptuous, arrogant,
PONDERADOR, RA, s. Ponderer, one who pon-

ders ; he who exaggerates.
PONDERA.L, a. Ponderal.

PONDERER, va. 1. To weigh, to examine by the

balance. 2. To ponder, to consider. 3. To
exaggerate. [lical.

PONDERATIVO, VA, . Exaggerating, hyperbo-
PONDKROSAMENTE, ad. Attentively, carefully ;

with great attention.

PONDEROSIDA.D,S/. Ponderousness, weightines.s.

PONDEROSO, SA, . 1. Heavy, ponderous, weigh-
ty. 2. Grave, circumspect, cautious.

PONEDERO, RA, . 1. Laying eggs. 2. Capable
to be laid or placed.

PONEDERO, sm. 1. Nest, the place where hens

lay their eggs. 2. Nest-egg, an egg left in

the nest for hens to lay in.

PONEDOR, RA, s. Bettor, one who lays bets or

wagers. a. Applied to horses trained to roar

on their hind legs, and to fowls laying eggs.
PONENTE, a. Applied to the cardinal, who brings

anyjnatter before the assembly of cardinals.

PONENTINO, NA, a. Occidental, western.

PoNENrfsco, CA,. Western, westerly ; belong-

ing to the West.

PONER, va. 1. To put, to place ; to set, to lay.

Al poncr del sol, At sun-setting. 2. To dis-

pose, to arrange ;
to determine. 3. To sup-

pose, to believe. 4. To impose, to enjoin ; to

oblige. 5. To bet, to stake at a wager. 6. To

appoint, to invest with an office. 7. To leave,

to permit without interposition. Yolopongo
en vd., 1 leave it to you. 8. To write, to set

down. 9. To lay eggs ; to bring forth. 10. To
employ ;

to apply,lo cite an example. Poner
toda sufuerza, To act with all one's might.
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U . To labour in order to attain some end. 12.

To add, to join something to that which was
before. 13. To contribute, to bear a part ; to

contribute to some common stock. 14. To en-

force ;
to adduce ; to concert ; to agree. Poner

al sol, To sun. Eso no quita ni pone, That
neither adds nor diminishes. Ponerpor escri-

to, To put down in writing. Poner en duda, To
question, to doubt, to be uncertain of. Poner

pies en polvorosa, To fly, to escape. Poner

pies en pared, To maintain one's opinion with

obstinacy. Poner nombre, To rate or appraise

goods. Poner por tierra, To take down a

building. vr.l. To apply one's self to, to set

about. 2. To object, to oppose. 3. To undergo
a change. Ponrrse, pdlido, To grow pale. 4.

To set
; applied lo the luminous heavenly bo-

dies. 5. To arrive in a short time. Ponersc

bien, To get on in the world ;
to obtain full

information of an affair. Ponerse en la calle,

To appear in a splendid manner, to make a

showy appearance. Ponerse en gratia, To
expiate a crime by confession, to put one's

self in a state of grace.
PONIKNTE,.VJ. 1. West, the part of the horizon

where the sun sets. 2. (Naut.) West wind.

PONLEVI, sm. High wooden heel worn by wo-
men.

PoNTAzcovPoNTAGE,sm.Bridge-toll,pontage;
a duty paid for the reparation of bridges by
those who pass over them.

PONTEAR, va. To erect bridges over rivers or

arms of the sea.

PONTEZUELO, LA, s. dim. Small bridge.
PONTIFJCX.DO, sm. Pontificate, the dignity of

the sovereign pontiff ;
the reign or govern-

ment, of the pope. [the pope.
PONTIFICAL, a. Pontifical, papal ; belonging to

PONTIFICAL, sm \. A pontifical robe worn by
bishops when they officiate at the mass. 2.

Pontifical, a book containing the rites and
ceremonies of the Roman catholic church.
3. Parochial tithes.

PONTIFICALMENTE, ad. Pontifically. [pontiff.

PONTIFICAL, vn. To reign or govern as high
PONTIFICF., .9m. 1. Pope, pontiff; the supreme
head of the Roman catholic church. 2. Arch-

bishop or bishop of a diocess.

PONTIFICIO, CIA, a. Pontificial.

PONTO.V, sm. 1. Ponton or pontoon, a floating

bridge to cross a river. 2. (Naut.) A kind of
flat-bottomed boat, furnished with pullies,
tackles, &c. to clean harbours. 3. Timber
above 19 feet long.

PONZONA, sf. 1 . Poison, venom ; that which in-

jures or destroys life in a manner not obvious
to the senses. 2. Any thing infectious or ma-
lignant.

PONZONAR, rn. To poison. V. Emponzoiiur.
PoNzoSosAMENTE, ad. Poisonously.
PONZONOSO, SA, a. Poisonous, venomous.
POP A, sf. (Naut.) Poop, stern

; the hindermost

part of a ship. JYavio de popa liana, (Naut.)
A square-sterned vessel. Baxel dc popa de

cncharro, (Naut.) A lutesterned vessel. Pa-
sar por la popa, (Rout.) To pass under a ship's
stern. Qucdarse por la popa,, (Naut.) To drop
astern. Veins de papa. (Naut.jI Aftersails. De
popa a proa, (Naut.) From stem to stern. A 1

en popa, de popa, (Naut.) Aft, abaft.

Viento en popa, (Naut.) Before the wind :

pop

(Met.) Prosperity.
POPAMIENTO, sm. Act of despising or cajoling.

POPAR, vn. 1. To depreciate, to make little of;
to contemn. 2. To cajole, to flatter, to caress.

POPELENS 6 POPULINA, s. Poplin, a stuff made
of silk and worsted.

POPKSKS, sm.pl. (Naut.) Stays of the mizen-
inast

;
aftermost, sternmost.

POPOTE, sm. A kind of Indian straw, of which
brooms are made.

POIJULACHO, sm. Populace, mob, rabble.

POPULACION, sf. Population. V. Poblacian.

POPULAR, a. Popular, relating or pleasing to

the people ; prevailing among the people.

POPULAUIZARSE, vr. To make one's self popu-
lar, to conciliate the esteem of the people.

POPULARIDAD, sf. Popularity, graciousness

among the people ;
the state of being favour-

ed by the people.
POPULARMENTE, ad. Popularly.

'

POPULAZO, sm. Populace, mob, rabble.

POPULEON, sm. White poplar ointment.

POPULOSO, SA, a. Populous, numerous.

POQUEDAD, sf. \ . Parvity, paucity, littleness. 2.

Cowardice, pusillanimity. 3. Trifle, thing of

no value. Poquedad de dnimo, Imbecility.

PoQUEDtrMBRE v PoQUEZA, (Ant.) V. Poquedad.
POQUILLO, LLA ; Y PoQUITO, TA, d. 1. Small,

little, exiguous. 2. Trifling.

POQUILLO, ad. dim. Very little time.

PoQuf SIMO, MA, a. Very little, excessively small.

PoQUiTfco, CA
; LLO, LLA

; TO, TA, a. dim. of

Poquito.
POQUITO, TA, a. Very little ; weak of body and

mind, diminutive. Poquita cosa, A trifling

thing. A 1

poquitos, In minute portions. De
poquito, Pusillanimous. Poquito d poco,

Gently.
POR, prep. 1. For, by, about. Por ahi, por ahi,

About that, a little more or less. Por tanto d

ende, For so much, for that. Ir por lena, To

fo
for fire-wood. 2. Through ; between ; to.

. As, bv, on account. Recibir por fsposo, To
take as a husband. 4. By means of, indicating
the future action of the verb. Estd por venir,

por vcr, por saber, That is to come, to be seen,
to be known. 5. It is sometimes redundant, as

Fernando estd por corregidor, Ferdinand is

mayor. Uno vale por muchos, One is worth

many. La casa estd por acabar, The house is

not yet finished. Porahora, For the present.
Por c,c.6 por be, Some way or other. Por cn-

cima, ad. Slightly, superficially ; over, upon.
Por acd 6 por alia, Here or there. Por mas

que d por tnucho que, Ever so much. Por si

acaso, If by chance. Sin que ni por que,
Without rhyme or reason. Siporcierto! Yes,
indeed ! yes, forsooth ! De por si, By itself.

PORA, prep. (Ant.) V. Para.

PORIAL, a. Applied to a kind of large plums.
PORCEL. sm. (Mur.) A young pig.

PORCEL!NA, sf. 1. Porcelain, China ware. 2.

Enamel, used by goldsmiths and jewellers. 3.

Porcelain-colour, a mixture of white and
blue. 4. Kind of wide China cup.

PORCHE, sm. Covered walk.

PoRcfvo, sm. 1. A young pig. Pan Porcino,
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(Bot.) Sow bread. 2. Bruise, a swelling caus
d by a knock or blow on the head.

PoRcf NO, NA, a. Hoggish, relating to a hog.
PORCION, sf. I. Part, portion ; a small quantity

taken from a larger. 2. Lot, parcel of goods
3. Pittance, the daily allowance of meat o

other food.

PoRCioNcfcA, LLA, TA, sf. A small portion.

PORCIONERO, RA, a. Apportioning ; participant

PORCIONISTA, 5. com. 1. Holder of a share or

portion. 2. Pensioner in a college.

PORCIPELO, sm. Bristle, the stiff hair of swine

PoRcitfNccLA, sf. 1. A small portion or allow

ance. 2. Indulgence in a Franciscan convent

PORCO, sm. (Gal.) V. Puerco. [of a hog
PORCUNO, NA, a. Hoggish, having the qualities

PORDIOSEAR, va. To beg alms, to ask charity
PORDIOSERIA, sf. Beggary, the habit of asking

charity. [charity and alms

PORDIOSERO, RA, s. Beggar, one who lives upon
PORFIA, sf. 1. An obstinate dispute or quarrel

2. Frequent repetition ; importunity. A1

por-

fia, In an obstinate manner ; emulously.
PORFIADAMENTE, ad. Obstinately, pertina-

ciously.

PORFIADO, DA, a. Obstinate, stubborn.

PORFIADOR,RA,S. Contender, disputer,emulator
PORFIAR, va. 1. To contend, to dispute obsti-

nately. 2. To importune by the frequent repe-
tition of a demand. 3. To persist in a pursuit

PORFIDO y PORFIRO, sm. Porphyry, a kind of
marble of a red or purple colour.

PORFIJAR Y PORHIJAR, na. (Ant.) V. Prohijar
PORFIRIO'N, sm.. (Orn.) V. Calamon.

PORGADERO, sm. (Ar.) Sieve or riddle for clean-

ing corn.

PORO, sm. Pore, spiracle of the skin
; passage

of
perspiration.

POROSIDAD, sf. J. Porosity, the quality of hav-

ing pores. 2. That which is exhaled through
the pores. [sages.

POROSO, SA, a. Porous, having pores or pas-

PORQUE, conjunc. Because, for the reason that,
on this account that.

PORQJJE, sm. 1. (Fam.) Cause, reason, motive.
2. Allowance, pittance, pension.

PoRQUF.cfLLA,s/". dim. of Puerca.

PORQDERA, if. Lair, the couch of a wild boar.

PoRquKRf A, sf. 1 . Nastiness, uncleanliness, filth.

2. Hoggishness, brutishness, rudeness. 3.

Trifle, any thing of little or no value. 4. A
dirty ungenteel action. Porquerias, (Fam.)
Small dishes made of the entrails of swine.

, sf. Hog-sty, the place where hogs
are kept and fed.

PORQUERIZO 6 PORQUERO, sm. Swineherd, one
who attends or keeps swine.

PORQUERON, sm. Catchpoll, bumbailiff.

PORQUEZUELO. LA, s. \ . A young pig. 2. A
nasty dirty person, a slut.

PORRA, sf. 1. Stick with a large head or thick

knob at the end. 2. The last player in certain

games played by boys. 3. Vanity, boast, pre-

sumption. 4. A stupid, heavy, ignorant per-
son. Haccr jtorra, To boggle, to stop with-

out being able to proceed or pass forward.

PORRACEO, A, o. Of a dark or leek green colour.

PORRADA, sf. ]. Knock or blow given with a

cJub-headed stick. 2. Foolishness, nonsense
M4

PORRAZO, sm. Blow with a club-headed stick.

PORREAR, vn. To persist importunely, to dwell

long upon. rneaB
PoRRERfA, sf. Stupidity, folly, silliness, tedious-

PORREXA, sf. The green leaf of leeks, garlic,
or onions. En porreta, Stark naked.

PORRILLA,*/. 1. A small hammer used by smiths.
2. A small club-headed stick. 3. (Albey.) Os-
seous tumour in horses' joints.

PoRRfr,LO (A'),flrf. Copiously, abundantly.
PoRRfNA, sf. Field of green corn

; the state of

grain standing green in the field. V. Porretu.

PORRINO, sm. Tne tender plant of a leek.

PORRIZO, sm. Bed or plot of leeks.

PORRO, RRA, a. Dull, stupid, ignorant.
PORRON, sm. 1. An earthen pitcher for water.

2. A thick club-headed stick. Porrdnes, Kind
of casks or hogsheads.

PORRT^DO, sm. (Mur.) Shepherd's crook.

PORTA, sf. 1. (Ant.) Door, gate. V. Puerto. 2.

The Turkish government ; the hall or room in

the Grand Signor's*palace where the Divan
meets. Pdrtas, (Naut.) Gun-ports, the holes

through which the cannon play. Portas del

acastillage, (Naut.) Gun-ports of the quarter-
deck and fore-castle. Portas de las miras de

proa. (Na6t.^
Head chace-ports. Portas de

lastrar, (Naut.) Ballast-ports. Portas de em-
barcar madera, (Naut.) Raft-ports. Portas
de guardatimon, (Naut.) Stern-ports.

PORTABANDERA, sf. Pocket in the girdle which

supports the staff of the colours.

PORTACA^RTAS, sm. Mail, the post-boy's bag, in

which the letters are contained ; postman.
PoRTACARABfNA, ff. Leather bag in which the
muzzle ofa horseman's carabine rests.

PORTADA, sf. 1. Portal, porch. 2.
Frontispiece,

the principal front of a building. 3. Title-

page of a book. Portadas, Warp, that order
of threads in any thing woven, which crosses

the woof or weft.

PORTADERAS, sf. pi. Covered chests for provi-
sions carried on sumpter horses. V. Jlporta-
deras.

PORTADOR, RA, s. J. Bearer, carrier, porter. 2.

Tray, a board or wooden vessel on which
bread or meat is carried. [corne* .

?ORTAESTANDARTE,5w. (Mil.) Standard-bearer,
DORTA FUSIL, sm. (Mil.) Sling of a musket.

'ORTAGE, sm. V. Puerto y Portazgo.
'ORTAGUION, sm. Standard-bearer of cavalry.

'oRxXL,S7. 1 . Porch, entry, entrance in a house.

2. Portico, piazza ;
a covered walk, supported

by columns. 3. (Arag.y Val.) Gate of a town.
PORTALA/O. sm. A large door or porch.
PORTALEJO, sm. Little porch or portico.

PORTALENA, sf. 1. Embrasure, the aperture in

a battery or rampart through which a cannon
is pointed. V. Canoncra. 2. Planks of which
doors are made.

PORTAI-ERO. sm. Porter, one that has the charge
of a gate ; one who waits at the door to re-

ceive messages, [porch.

PORTAI.ICO, LLO, TO, sm. A small vestibule or

PORTALO, sm. (Naut.) Gangway, that part of

the side of a ship where people go on board

or disembark.
POKTAMANTEO.STH. Portmantenu or portmanlie,

a chest or bag in which clothes arc carried.
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PORTAIT/CRIO, sm. Pylorus, organ which receives

the food from the stomach.

PORTENTS, sm. A kind of quick pace of a horse.

PoRTANTiLLO,sm. A gentle amble, an easy pace.

PORTANVECES, sm. (Arag.) Coadjutor, assistant.

PoRTAiJdLAS, sf. pi. (Naiit.) Port-holes. Porta-

nolas de la luz de los camarotes, (Naut.) Light-

ports. Portanolas de los remos, (Naut.) Row-

ports, holes left in vessels for rowing them.

PoRTASfuELA, sf. Lining of the fall of breeches.

PoRTApAz, 5. com. The plate or salver on which
the pax or image is presented to be kissed by
the pious at mass.

PORTER, TO,. (Gal. y Ast.) To carry, to bring.
vr. To behave ;

to conduct one's self de-

cently. Un bazel, gue SK porta bien, (Naut.)
A fine sailer, a good sea boat.

PORTXTIL, a. Portable, that may be easily carri-

ed or removed from one place to another.

PORTAVENTANERO. sm. Carpenter who makes
windows and doors.

PORTICO, sm. Toll, turnpike-duty.
PORTAZGUERO, 5m. Toll-gatherer, collector of

turnpike-duty.
PORT^ZO, sm 1. A loud slap given with a door.

2. Act of slapping a door in one's fac^.

P6RTE, 5m. 1. Porterage, money paid for carry-

ing a thing from one place to another. 2. De-

portment, demeanour, conduct, good or bad
3. Nobility ; illustrious descent. 4. Size or

capacity of a thing. 5. Carriage. 6. Post-

age. Porte franco, Frank, free of postage
7. (Naut.) Burthen or tonnage of a ship
Navio de mil toneladas de porte, (Naut.) A
ship of one thousand tons burthen.

PORTF.AR, va. To carry or convey from one

place to another. vn. To slap or shut a door

or window with violence and noise. vr. To
pass from one place to another.

PORTENTO, sm. Prodigy, wonder.

PORTF.NTOSAMENTE, off. Prodigiously.
PORTENTOSP, SA, a. Prodigious, marvellous,

strange.
PORTE REJO, sm. A little porter.

PORTERIA, sf. 1. The principal port of a con-

vent or other large building. 2. Employment
or office of a porter. 3. (Na6t.) All the ports
in a ship.

PORTERO, RA, s. Porter, one who attends the

door and takes messages. Portero de cadena
Person appointed to prevent people from

committing any nuisance near a palace. Por-
tero de vara, Petty constable.

PORTEZUELA, sf. 1. A little door. 2. Flap which
covers a pocket-hole.

PdRTico, sm. Portico, piazza ; porch supported
by columns.

PoRTfc.i.o, 5m. 1. Aperture or opening in a wall
2. Opening, passage, gap, breach. 3. Means
to obtain some1 end. 4. Cavity in any thing
broken. Portillos, Small gates of a town,
through which nothing is allowed to pass
that is liable to pay duty.

PORTON, sm. The inner or second door of a
house.

PORTUGUES, SA, a. Native of Portugal. A1 la

Portuguesa, In the Portuguese fashion.

PoRvf DA, sf. By the living God ; an oath much
in use among the common people in Spain.

P6s (EN), ad. After, behind.

POSA, sf. 1. Passing bell ; the ringing of bells

for persons deceased. 2. Stops made by the

clergy who conduct a funeral, to sing a re-

sponsary. Posas,. Breech, seat, the lower

parts of the human body ; buttocks.

PosX.DA,5/. 1. Home, dwelling-house. 2. Lodg-
ing-house, inn, tavern. 3. Pocket-case, con-

taining a knife, spoon, and fork. Mas acd

hay posada, How he swells or exaggerates.
Posadas, Apartments for the ladies in wait-

ing in the royal palace.

POSADERAS, 5/. pi. Buttocks. V. Jlsentadcras.

POSADERIA, 5/. Inn, tavern, lodging house for

travellers.

POSADERO, 5m. 1. Inn-keeper, the keeper of a

lodging house or tavern. 2. Seat made of

flags or bass-ropes. 3. V. Posaderas.

PosAno, a. Defunct ; formerly used.

PosANTE, pa. Reposing ;
used at sea for smooth

sailing.

PosAR, xn. 1. To lodge, to board. 2. To sit

down, to repose, to rest. 3. To perch, to light
or sit upon. va. To lay down a burthen.

POSAVERGAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Booms or sails

formerly used to support the yards, but now
disused.

Pose A, 5/. Mixture of vinegar and water for-

merly given by way of refreshment.

PosuX.TA, sf. Postscript, an additament to a

letter already written.

POSEEDOR, RA, 5. Possessor, one who holds or

possesses any thing.
POSEER, va. 1. To hold, to possess. 2. To be

perfectly master of a language or other thing.
PosEfDO, 5m. 1. He who executes desperate ac-

tions
; possessed. 2. Enclosed arable land as

distinguished from commons.

PosEsidN,5/. 1. Possession, the act ofpossessing
or holding any corporal thing. 2. Possession,
the thing possessed. 3. Possession of the hu-

man body by evil spirits. 4. (Met.) Reputa-
tion, good or bad.

POSESIONAJ,, a. Including possession or relating
toil.

POSESIONERO, 5m. Cattle-keeper, who has ac-

quired possession of pasturage.
POSESIVO, VA, a. (Gram.) Possessive, an epi-

thet given to nouns or pronouns which de-

note possession.

POSESO, SA, a. Possessed, possessed by evil

spirits. Pagar el poseso, To give an enter-

tainment on entering upon a public office or

employment.
POSESOR, RA, 5m. y/. V. Poscedor.

POSESORIAMENTE, ad. In a possessory manner.

POSESORIO, RIA, a. Possessory.
POSEYENTE, pa. Possessor ; possessing.
PosiBiLioAn, 5/. 1. Possibility, capability to

exist. 2. Wealth, riches.
'

[tate.

POSIBILITA^R, va. To render possible, to facili-

PosfuLE, a. Possible, that can be or may hap-

pen. Posibles, Wealth, income, capital,
means. Mis posibles no alcanzan d eso, My
means do not extend so far. Sermrt d vd.

con mis posibles, I will serve you with all

my might. Es posible ? Is it possible ?

POSIBLEMENTE, ad. Possibly.

POSICION, sf. 1. Position, the art of placing. 2.
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Posture. V. Postura, 3. Questions and an-
swers of an interrogatory. 4. Position, rule
in arithmetic.

POSITIVAMENTE, ad. Positively.
POSITIVO, VA, a. 1. Positive, sure, certain. 2.

(In Grammar,) Positive, without comparison
in adjectives. De positivo, Certainly, with
out doubt.

POSITO, sm. A public granary. Pdsito pio,

Granary for charity, which lends grain to

widows or poor labourers without charging
interest.

POSITURA, sf. Posture ; disposition. V. Postura.

POSMA, sm. Drone, dull sluggish humdrum
;

astonishment ; spasm.
Poso, .???. 1. Sediment, dregs, lees. 2. Rest, re-

pose.
Poscm, sm. Seat made of bass. V. Posadero.

POSPAKTO, sm. V. Postparto.
,o (A

7

), ad. Against the grain, reluc-

tantly.
POSPIERNA, sf. Thigh, the part of an animal

which extends from the buttock to the knee.

POSPONEU, va. To place one thing after or be-
hind another ; to postpone.

POSTA, sf. 1. Post-horses, horses placed on the
roads at the distance of ten or more miles
from one relay to another. 2. Post-house,
the house or place where the post-horses are
stationed. 3. Post, distance from one relay
or post-house to another. 4. Military post ;

a
sentinel. 5. Chop, a piece of meat or fish cut
off to be dressed. 6. Slug, a piece of lead cut
off from a larger piece, but not round. 7.

Night-sentry. 8. Stake, money staked at a

game of cards. sm. Person who rides or tra-

vels post, porrer la posta, To travel post.
.i' nofla, Designedly. Por la posta, With all

speed, in haste.

POSTER, va. To bet, to wager, to stake.

POSTE, sm. 1. Post, pillar ;
a piece of timber or

a stone set upright to support a building. 2.

Kind of punishment inflicted in colleges.
Oler el poste, To smell a rat, to have some
presentiment, of an impending danger.

POSTE^R, vn. To travel post.

POSTELEROS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Skids or skeeds,

long pieces of timber, intended to preserve
the flanks of the ship's sides when heavy bo-

,'dios are hoisted on board. Posteleros de las

amuras, (Na6t.) Chess-trees.

POSTEMA, sm. 1. Sore, bile, imposthume. 2.

Dull troublesome person.
POSTMERO, sm. Large lancet.

POSTEP.GACION, sf. Act of leaving behind.

POSTERG!R, va. To leave behind.

PosTERioAo, sf. Posterity, succeeding genera-
tions.

POSTERIOR, a. Posterior, placed or happening
after.

POSTERIORJDAD, sf. Posteriority, opposed to

priority.

POSTERIOR!\IEN*TE, ad. Lastly.

PosTETA,sf. Number of printed sheets stitched

together ; gathering, a quantity of sheets put
together for the purpose of packing up books.

POSTIGO, 5m. 1. By-door, or small door in a
house. 2. (Fort.) Sally-port. Postigos, Parts
of which a door or window is composed.
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POT

. A small wicket or back door
POSTILA, sf. Marginal note.

POSTILACION, sf. Act of making marginal notes.

PosTiLADOR,sm. Annotator.

PosTiLXR,??a.To explain or illustrate with notes.

POSTILLA, sf. Scab which grows on wounds or

pustules when they begin to dry.
POSTILLON, sm. 1. Postillion, driver. 2. Hack.
POSTILLOSO, SA, a. Scabby, pustulous.
POSTIZA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Dead work on galleys

for guiding the oar. 2. V. Castanuela.

PosTfzo, 7, A, a. Artificial, not natural.

POSTIZO, sm. With wig-makers, hair to supply
the front or back of the head.

PosTLiiwfNio, sm. Postliminy, among the Ro-
mans, reinstatement of one taken by the

enemy to his possessions.
POSTMERIDIAN, NA, a. Postmeridian.

POSTOR, sm. Bidder at a public sale
; better.

POSTPARTO, sm. The latest young of animals
in the season, applied chiefly to ewes.

POSTRACION, sf. Prostration, the act of kneel-

ing down or prostrating one's self.

POSTRADOR, RA, s. 1. One who prostrates or

humbles himself. 2. Footstool placed at the

foot of the stall or seat in the choir, on which
the chorister kneels.

POSTR^R, va. 1. To prostrate, to humble, to hu-
miliate. 2. To debilitate, to weaken, to ex-

haust. vr. To prostrate one's self, to kneel

down to the ground.
POSTRE, a. Last in order. A1 la postre. At tho

long run, at last. Por fin y postre, (Vulg.)

Finally.
POSTRE s, sm. pi. Dessert, the fruit and sweet-
meats served up at, table in the last course.

POSTREMAS (A
7

), ad. (Ant.) Ultimately.
POSTRERAMENTE, ad. Ultimately, lastly.

POSTRERO, RA ; PoSTRER Y PoSTREMO, MA, fl.

Last in order. Postrero, V. Trasero.

POSTRIMERAMENTE, ad. Finally, at last.

POSTRIMERIA,S/. 1. Death. V.JVo'cisimo. 2.

The last period or last years of life.

POSTRIMERO, RA, a. V. Postrero y Trasero.

POSTULACJON. sf. Postulation
; petition.

POSTULA^DOS, sm. pi. Postulates, principles BO

clear and evident that they need -no proof ;

positions assumed without proof.

POSTULADOR, sm. 1. Member of a chapter who
votes for an unqualified prelate. 2. One who
solicits the canonization of a saint.

POSTUI.AR, va. To elect a prelate disqualified

by the canon law, or labouring under a ca-

nonical impediment.
PdsTt;MO, MA, a. Posthumous, published after

the death of the author.

POSTURA., sf. 1. Posture, position. 2. Act of

planting trees or plants. 3. Assize of eatables

or of all sorts of provisions. 4. Price fixed by
a bidder or buyer. 5. Bet, wager. 6. Paint

which women put on their faces. 7. Eg<j of

a fowl or bird. 8. Agreement, convention.

A1

poslura de regidor, Not to fix the price
of goods all at one time, but take an average.
Posturas, Young plants transplanted from
one place to another. [drunk.

POTABLE, a. Potable, drinkable ;
that can be

POTADOR, sm. He who examines and marks

weights and measures.
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POTAGE, sm. 1. Broth of boiled meat. 2. Vege-
tables dressed for food in days of abstinence.

3. Drink made up of several ingredients. 4.

Medley of various useless things. 5. (Joe.)
Water not cold.

POTAGERIA, sf. 1. Quantity of dry pulse heaped
up together. 2. Place where dry pulse or ve-

getables are kept, and preserved for the use

of the kitchen.

POTAGIER, sm. Officer of the king's palace who
has the care of dry pulse and vegetables.

POTAL.V, sf. Stone fixed in any point which
serves to moor boats.

POTAR, ca. To equalize and mark weights and
measures.

POTAS A, sf. Pot-ash, vegetable alkali, the ashes

of wood and other vegetables.

POTE, sm. 1. Pot, jar, flower-pot. 2. Standard
measure or weight by which others are re-

gulated. A 1

pote, Abundantly.
. 1. Power, the faculty of perform-

ing or executing any thing. 2. Possibility. 3.

Power of generation ; productive virtue. 4.

Potentate; power, dominion; kingdom, state.

Pottncias bdigerantes, Powers at war. Po-

tencias, The nine rays of light which encir-

cle the head of the infant Jesus.

PoTE.vciX.L,. 1. Potential, possessing or includ-

ing a power. 2. (Gram.) Potential mode.

PoTESciALiDjiD, sf. Potentiality ; equivalence.
PoTK>T

ciAMENTE,fflrf. Potentially ; equivalently.
POTENTADO, sm. Potentate, sovereign.
POTENTE, a. Potent, powerful, great, strong.
FOTENTEMENTE, ad. Powerfully.
POTERNA, sf. (Fort.) Postern, sally-port.

POTERO, sm. V. Potador.

POTF.STAD, sf. \. Power, dominion, command,
jurisdiction. V. Potentado. 2. (Arit.) Power,
any product arising from the multiplication
of a number by itself,

powers
Potestades, Angelic

POTESTATIVO, VA, a. (For.) That which is in the

faculty or power of any thing.
PoTfsiMO, MA, a. Most special, peculiar, parti-

cular.

POTISTA, 5. com. (Fam.) Tippler, drunkard.

PoTRdso, SA, a. 1. Afflicted with a rupture. 2.

(Fam.) Fortunate. [in a public oven.

POYA, sf. Duty or money paid for baking bread

POYAL, sm. 1. A sort of striped stuff with which
benches or seats are covered. 2. V. Poyo.

POYATA, sf. Shelf, board, cupboard.
POYATILLA, sf. A little shelf.

POYATOS, 5m. pi. Terraces, supported by mud-

walls, in order to derive greater advantages
from a sloping ground by cultivation.

Poyo, sm. 1. Bench, a seat made of stone and

mortar against a wall near the street, door, or

in a court or yard. 2. Fee given to judges.

POZA, .>/.
1. Puddle, a small lake of stagnant

water. 2. Hole made in children's bread, and

filled with boiled must, honey, or treacle.

Lamer la poza, To lick the honey or butter

off bread ; to drain one's pocket of money.
POZAL, sm. I. Bucket, a vessel in which water

is drawn out of a well. 2. Coping of a well.

3. Vessel sunk in the earth to catch any fluid.

POZANCO, sm. Pond of stagnant water.

PO/ERO, sm. Well-digger, he who makes or

cleans wells.

Pozo, sm. 1. Well. 2. A deep hole in a river ;

a whirlpool. 3. Any thing deep and full. Es
un pozo de ciencia, He is deeply learned ;

a

man of profound erudition. JYavio de pozo,

(Naut.) A deep-waisted ship. Pozo de cable,

(Naut.) Cable-stage, cable-tier. Pozodenieve,
Ice-house, snow-pit.

, POZUELA, sf. A small puddle or pond.
POZUELO, sm. 1. A small well or pit. 2. Vessel

sunk in the ground to collect oil, &c. in mills.

PRACTICA, sf. 1. Practice, constant habit of

doing any thing ;
custom. 2. Manner, mode,

method. 3. Apprenticeship.
PRACTICABLE, a. Practicable, feasible.

PRACTICADOR, RA, s. Practiser, practitioner.

PRACTICAMENTE, ad. Practically.

PRACTICANTE, sm. Practitioner in surgery and
medicine under a distinguished master.

PRACTICAR, va. To practise, to perform ; to ex-

ercise under a master.

PRACTICO, CA, a. 1. Practical, belonging to

practise. 2. Skilful, experienced.
POTRA, sf. Rupture, a kind of scrotal hernia. [PRACTICON, NA, s. One of great practical know-
POTRADA, sf. Troop of young mares at pasture.
POTRANCA, sf. Filly, young mare.

PoTUKAR,0. (Fam.) 1. To rupture ; to get bu-
boes. 2. To herd rnares.

POTRERA, a. Applied to a hempen head-stall for
horses.

POTRERO, sm. 1. Surgeon who cures ruptures.
2. Horse-herd

PoTRfr,, a. Pasture in which younor horses are
reared when separated from their mothers.

POTRILLA, sf. Nickname given to old persons
-affecting rakish youth.

P6rRo, UA, s. I. Colt, a young horse ; a filly. 2.

A wooden horse ; rack, a kind of torture. 3.

A wooden frame for shoeing unruly horses.
4. Any thing which molests or torments. 5.

An earthen chamber-pot. 6. (Joe.) Bubo, a
venereal tumour in the groin. 7. Pit in the

ground, about 1 foot wide and 2 deep, in
which bee-keepers divide a bee-hive into two
portions, giving a king to each, and thus

forming two distinct hives.

ledge and experience.
PRADA T

.,
sm. Extent of country abounding in

meadows and pasture-lands.
PRAt>ESfo,NA, a. Relating to meadows or fields.

PRADERIA y PRADERA, sf. 1. Country abound-

ing in meadows and pasture-grounds. 2.

Mead, piece offruitful or rich pasture-ground.
PRADEROSO, SA, a. Relating to meadows.

PRADICO, ILLO y PRADECIM.O, sm. A small

meadow.

PRADO, sm. 1. Lawn, field, meadow ; a piece of

pasture-ground. 2. Prado, walk surrounded
with trees and fountains in Madrid. Prado
de guttddna, Meadow mowed annually.

PRAGMATICA, sf. Royal ordinance or edict. 2.

Rescript or answer of a sovereign to an ap-

plication made to him in a particular case.

PR^MA, sf: Pram or prarne, a kind of lighter
used in northern countries.

PRASIO, sm. Prase, a green precious stone.

PRATA, sf. V. Plata.

PRATICA, sf. V. Prdctica.
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PRAVEDAD, 5/. Perversity, iniquity ; corruption
of manners.

PRAVO, VA, a. Depraved, perverse.
PRAXIS, sf. Practice. V. Prdctica.

PRE, sm. Daily pay allowed to soldiers.

PRE, prep. lat. Before, fore. Pre manibus, Be
tween the hands.

PREA, sf. (Ant.) V. Presa.

PREAMBULO, sm. 1. Preamble, exordium, pre-
face. 2. (Fam.) Evasion, circumlocution.

PREBENDA, */. 1. Prebend ;
benefice. 2. Por-

tion, money from motives of piety given to

a girl to get her married. 3. Sinecure. 4.

(Met.) Office or employ by means of which
a living is gained. Prebenda dc oficio, Any
of the four prebends doctoral, magisterial,
lectural, or penitentiary.

PREBENDADO, sm. Prebendary, a dignitary who
enjoys a prebend in a cathedral or collegiate
church.

PREBESTADGO y PREBESTAD,s.Provostship, the

place or dignity of a provost. [vost.

PREBOSTAL, a. Provostal, belonging to a pro
PREBOSTE, sm. I. Provost, one who governs a

college or community. 2. (Mil.) Provost of
an army, an officer appointed to secure de-
serters and other criminals, and to superin-
tend the infliction of punishments.

PRECARIAMENTE, ad. Precariously.
PRECARIO, RIA, a. Precarious, uncertain.

PRECAUCION, sf. Precaution.

PRECAUCIONARSE, vr. To be cautious, to be on
one's guard.

PRECAUTELAR, va. To caution, to warn.

PRECAVER, va. To prevent or obviate. vr. Toj
guard against, to be on one's guard.

PRECEDENCIA,S/. Precedence, act of preceding
or going before ; preference ; superiority.

PRECEDENTE, pa. Precedent, preceding.
PRECEDER, va. To precede, to go before ; to

be superior in rank or order ;
to excel.

PRECELENTE, a. (Ant.) Very excellent.

PRECEPTISTA, sf. One who enjoins or gives
precepts and injunctions.

PRECEPTIVAMENTE, ad. Preceptively.
PRECEPTIVO, VA, a. Preceptive, containing or

including precepts.
PRECEPTO, sm. Precept, order, injunction, man-

date ; rule. Preceptos, The commandments,
the ten precepts of the decalogue.

PRECEPTOR, sm. Master, teacher, preceptor.
PRECEPTORA, sf. School-mistress.

PRECES, sf. pi. Prayers ; public devotion.

PRECESION, sf. V. Reticencia.

PRECIADO, DA.. 1. Valued, appraised ; esteem-
ed. 2. Valuable, precious, excellent.

PRECIADOR, RA, s. Appraiser.
PRECIAR, va. To value, to

appraise.
vr. To

boast, to brag ; to take a pride in.

PRECINTAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Parcelling, narrow

pieces of tarred canvass, with which the

seams of ships are covered by the calkers,
and which are also put around cables and

ropes to prevent their being galled.

PRECINTAR, va. 1. To strap the corners ofboxes
with leather to prevent their opening. 2. To
cross boxes of goods as a mark that they are

not to be opened at any intermediate custom-
house before arriving at their final destination.

PRE

PRCIO, sm. 1. Price, value ; premium. 2. Es-

teem, consideration ; character, credit. 2V
ner en precio, To esteem.

PRECIOSAMENTE, ad. Preciously, richly.
PRECTOSIDAD, sf. Worth, excellence.

PRECIOSO, SA, a. 1. Precious, valuable, excel-
lent. 2. Pleasant, gay, merry.

PRECIOSA, sf. Allowance in the choir to preben-
daries for assisting at prayers for a benefactor.

PRECIPICIO, sm. 1. Precipice, a steep height. 2.

A violent sudden fall. 3. Ruin, destruction.

PRECIPITACION, sf. 1. Precipitation, inconside-

rate haste ; abruptness. 2. Precipitation, a
chemical process, by which particles, dissolv-

ed in any liquid, are made to fall down to the

bottom ; contrary to sublimation.

PRECIPITADAMENTE, ad. Precipitately.

PRECIPITADERO, sm. V. Precipicio.

PRECIPITADO, sm. (Quim.) Precipitate.

PRECIPITANTE, sm. (Quim.) Precipitater, that

which precipitates.

PRECIPITAR, va. 1. To precipitate, to throw
down a precipice ;

to throw headlong. 2. To
expose to ruin. 3. To perform the chemical

process of precipitation. vr. To act in a rash

and precipitate manner ; to run headlong into

ruin and destruction. ['n ff-

PRECIPITE, a. In danger or on the point of fafl-

PRECIPITOSAMENTE, ad. V. Precipitadamente.
PRECIPITOSO, SA, a. 1. Steep, slippery. 2. Pre-

cipitous, rash, inconsiderate.

PRECIPUAMENTE, ad. Principally.

PREcfpuo, PUA, a. Chief, principal.

PRECISADO, DA, a. Necessitated, obliged.

PREcisAMENTE,rf.l. Precisely, exactly, nicely.
2. Inevitably, indispensably, necessarily.

PRECISAR, va. To compel, to oblige, to necessi-

tate.

PRECISION, sf. 1. Necessity, obligation. 2. Pre-

, ciseness, exactness, accuracy ; precision.

PRECisfvo, VA, a. That which prescinds or ab-

stracts.

PRECISO, SA, a. 1. Necessary, requisite. 2. Pre-

cise, exact, punctual. 3. Distinct, clear. 4.

Severed, cut off ;
abstracted.

PREcfro, TA ; Y PRESCITO, TA, a. Damned, con-

demned to the pains of hell.

PRECLARAMENTE, ad. Illustriously, distinctly,

PRECLARO, RA,. Illustrious, famous, eminent.

PRECOCIDAD, sf. Precocity, ripeness of fruit

before the usual time.

PRECOGNICION, sf. Precognition.
PRECONIZACION, sf. Preconization.

PRECONIZAR, va. To preconize, to proclaim, to

publish in the Roman consistory.

PRECONOCEDOR, RA, s. One who foresees or an-

ticipates some future event.

PRECONOCER, va. To foreknow, to foretel ; to

anticipate the result of a thing. [time.

PRECOZ, a. Precocious, ripe before the usual

PRECURSOR, RA, a. Preceding, going before. s.

Precursor, harbinger, fore-runner.

PREDECESOR, RA, s. Predecessor, antecessor.

PREDEC! R, va. To foretel, to anticipate, to pre-

dict.

PREDEFINICION, sf. Predetermination of the

Divine Providence that things are to exist

and events to happen at a certain time.

PREDEFIN! R, va. To predetermine, to determine
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the time at which things are to exist or events

to happen.
PREDESTINATES/. Predestination. [tines.

PREDESTINADORST/I. He who predestines or des-

PREDESTINANTE, pa. Predestinating ; he who

predestines. [nate.

PREDESTINAR, va. To predestine, to predesti-

PREDETERMINACION, sf. Predetermination.

PREDETERMINER, va. To predetermine, to re-

solve beforehand ;
to anticipate a resolution,

to doom by previous decree.

PREDIAL, a. Consisting in landed property, or

relating to it ; consisting of farms.

PREDICA,^. Sermon, a discourse delivered by
a sectarian preacher.

PREDICABLE, a. 1. Fit to be preached. 2. Com-

mendable, worthy of praise. 3. (Log.) Pre-

dicable.

PREDiCACidN, sf. Act of preaching ;
sermon.

PREOICADERA, sf. (Arag.) Pulpit. Prcdicade-

nts, Style of the pulpit, facility of preaching
or praying.

PREDICADO, sm.
(Log.)

Predicate.

PREDICADOR, RA, s. Preacher, orator, eulogist.

PREDICAMENTAL, a. Predicamental. '

PREDICAMENTO, sm. Predicament, degree of

estimation in which a person is held ; predi-
cament, [er.

PREDICANTS, .sm. Sectarian or heretical preach-
PREDICAR, va. 1. To render clear and evident,

to publish. 2. To preach, to deliver a sermon.

3. To praise to excess. 4. To reprehend or

inveigh against any vice. vr. To predicate.
Subirse a predicar, (Fam.) To mount to the

head ; applied to good wine.

PREDICATORIO, sm. V. Pulpito.

PREDICTS, sf. Prediction, the act of foretell-

ing future events.

PUEDICHO, cnA,pp. irreg. of Predecir.

PREDILECCION, sf. Predilection.

PREDILECTO, TA, a. Beloved in preference to

others ; darling, favourite.

PRDIO, sm. Landed property, land whether
cultivated or waste ; farm. Prddio rustico,
Piece of arable ground cultivated either in

the fields or as a garden near dwellings.
Predio urbano, Dwelling-house either in town

PREDIOLO, 5m. A small farm. [or country.
PREDISPONER, va. To predispose.
PREDOMINACION, sf. V. Predominio.

PREDOMINATE, pa. Predominant.

PKEDOMINAR, va. I. To predominate, to have a

power over. 2. To exceed in height, to over-

look, to command ; to prevail.

PREDOMfNio, sm. Predominance, predominant
power, superiority ; prevalence of humours.

PREEMINENCIA, sf. Pre-eminence.

PREKMINENTE, a. Pre-eminent, superior.

PREEXCELSO, SA, a. Illustrious, great, or emi-
nent in an uncommon degree.

PREEXISTENCIA, sf. Pre-existence.

PREEXISTENTE, pa. Pre-existent.

PREEX! STIR, vn. To pre-exist, to exist before.

PREFACIO, sm. 1. Part of the mass which im-

mediately precedes the canon. 2. Preface, an

introductory discourse.

PREFACION, sf. Preface, introduction.

PKEFACioNcftLA, sf A short preface.
Pun-I'CTO, sm. 1. Prefect, a magistrate in an-

cient Rome. 2. President, chairman. 3.

Master or principal of a college.

PREFECTtJRA, sf. Place or dignity of a prefect.

PREFERENCIA, sf. Preference.

PREFERENTE, pa. Pre-eminent ; preferring.

PREFERIBLE, a. Preferable, more valuable or

eligible ; worthy of being preferred, eligible
before something else.

PREFKRIR, va. To prefer, to regard more than

another. vr. To offer spontaneously to do

any thing.
PREFIGURACION-, sf. Prefiguration.

PREFIGURAR, va. To prefigurate, to show by
an antecedent representation ;

to model a

statue, to sketch a painting. [term.

PREFINICION, sf. Act of prefining or fixing a

PREFiNfR, va. To prefine, to determine.

PREFIXAR, va. To determine, to fix before-hand.

PREFIXO, XA, pp. irreg. of Prefixar, Prefixed.

PREFULGENTE, a. Resplendent, lucid, shining.

PREGARIA, sf. V. Plegaria.
PREGON, sm. Publication made in public places

by the common crier.

PREGONAR, va. 1. To cry or proclaim in public

places. 2. To cry goods or provisions about

the streets. 3. To render public, to make
known ; to applaud publicly.

PREGONERIA, sf. 1. Office of common crier. 2.

Tax or tribute.

PREGONERO, sm. 1. Common crier, an officer

whose business is to proclaim or give notice

in a loud voice in public places. 2. One who
renders public or divulges a secret. 3. One
who proclaims the biddings at public sales.

a. Publishing, praising, proclaiming.
PREGtJNTA, sf. Question, query, inquiry.

PREGUNTADOR, RA, s. Questioner, examiner,

interrogator.

PREGUNTANTE,^. Inquirer.

PREGUNTAR, va. To question, to demand, to

make inquiries.

PREGUNTON, NA, s. An inquisitive person, a

busy inquirer. [inserted.

PREINSERTO, TA, a. That which is previously
PREJUDICIAL, a. Requiring a previous judicial

decision before the final sentence. V. Perju-
dicial.

PREJUICIO, sm. V. Perjmcio.
PRELACIA, sf. Prelacy, dignity of a prelate.

PRELACION, sf. Preference, prelation, setting
of one above the other.

PRELADA, sf. A female prelate, the abbess or

superior of a convent or nunnery.
PRELADO, sm. Prelate, a dignity 01 the church,

superior of a convent or religious house.

PRELATtJRA, sf. 1. Prelacy, the dignity of a pre-
late. 2. The whole body of prelates.

PRELIMINAR, a. Preliminary, proSmial.
PRELIMINARES, sm. pi. Preliminaries, previous

terms and arrangements of a treaty of peace.

PRELUCIR, vn. To sparkle or shine forth, fry.

PRELtrDio, sm. Prelude, something introducto-

PRELUSION,;?/. Prelude, prolusion, preface.

PREMATICA, sf. V. Pragmdtica.
PREIWATURAMENTE, ad. Prematurely.

PREMATtJRo, RA, a. Premature, precocious, ripr*

before the proper time ;
unseasonable.

PREMEDITACION, sf. Premeditation, the act of

meditating beforehand.
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PREMEDITAR, t>a. To consider carefully, to

weigh maturely, to conceive beforehand.

PREMiADdR, RA, s. Rewarder, one who rewards.

PREMIER, va. To reward, to remunerate.
PREMICIA. V. Primicia.

PREMIO, sm. 1. Reward, recompense, remune-
ration. 2. Premium, interest. Premio de

seguro, Rate or premium of insurance.

PREMIOSAMENTE, ad. Tightly, compressedly ;

by force.

PREMIOSO. SA, a. 1. Tight, close, pinching. 2.

Troublesome, tiresome, burthensome.

PREMI'SA, sf. 1. Premise, any of the first two

propositions of a syllogism ;
an antecedent

proposition. 2. Mark, indication.

PREMISO, SA, a. Premised. V. Prevenido.

PREMITIR, va. V. Antidpar.
PRKMocidx, sf. Previous movement or motion.

PREMONSTRATENSE Y PREMOSTRATENSE, a. Pre-

monstratensian
; applied to an order of regu-

lar canons founded by S. Norbert.

PREMORIENCIA, sf. Prior death.

PREMORIR, vn. (For.) To die before another.

PREMURA, sf. Narrowness, pressure. V. rfprieto.

PRENDA, sf. 1. Pledge, security given for the

fulfilment of an obligation. 2. Piece of furni-

ture put up at sale. Casa de prendas, Broker's

shop, where old furniture is sold. 3. Present
made as a pledge of love or friendship. 4.

Any object dearly loved. Pr6ndas, Endow-
ments, accomplishments, talents. Meterpren-
das, To take a part in any business.

PRENDADOR, sm. Pledger, pawner ; one who
takes out of pawn or redeems a pledge.

PRENDAMIENTO, sm. Act ofpledging or pawning.
PRENDAR, a. To take pledges, to lend on pledg-

es. vn. To please, to ingratiate one's self.

PRENDEDERO, sm. 1. Hook, any instrument
which serves to catch and hold. 2. Fillet, a

band tied round the head, which serves to

keep up the hair.

PRENDEDOR, sm. Catcher, one who catches.

PRENDER, va. 1. To seize, to grasp, to catch. 2.

To detain for the purpose of entertaining in a

friendly manner. 3. To adorn, to embellish,
to set off. 4. To take, to accept. vn. 1. To
take root. 2. To begin to show some quality
or virtue. 3. To cover ; applied to the act of
brutish procreation.

PRENDERIA, sf. Shop or place in which old

clothes and pieces of furniture are sold ;

pawnbroker's shop ; frippery.

PRENDERO, RA, 5. 1. Broker, one who sells old

furniture and clothes ; fripperer. 2. Pawn-
broker. [Pattern for bone-lace.

PRKNDIDO, sm. \. Dress or attire of women. 2.

PKENDIMENTO, sm. Seizure, act of seizing,

grasping, or taking ; capture.

PRENOCIOX, sf. Prenotion or first knowledge of

things. [that of the family.

PRENOMBRE, sm. Prenomen, name prefixed to

PRENOSTICAR, va. (Ant.) V. Pronosticar.

PRESOTAR, va. To note by anticipation.

PKESSA, sf. 1. Press, an instrument with which

any thing is squeezed or pressed down. 2.

Press, a machine for printing. 3. Impression.
V. Imprenta. Prensa recargada, A hot-press,
to give a gloss or lustre to stuff. Dar d la

prensa, To publish.
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PRENSADO, sm. Lustre, gloss which remains on
stuff.

PRENSADOR, RA, s. Presser, one who presses
clothes and stuff.

PRENSADT^RA, sf. The act of pressing, pressure.
PRENSAR, va. To press, to put any thing into

press. V. Jiprensar.
PRENSISTA, sm. Pressman in a printing-office.

PRENUNCIAR, va. To foretel, to prognosticate.
PRENXJ^NCIO, sm. Prediction, prognostication.

PRENADO, DA, a. 1. Full, pregnant. 2. Big with

child, pregnant. 3. Paunched, bulging out.

Pared preiiada, Wall which bulges out and is

near giving way. sm. Pregnancy, the state

of being with child, period of gestation.

PRENEZ, sf. 1. Pregnancy ; conception. 2.

State of hanging over, impendence. 3. Con-

fusion, difficulty, obscurity.

PREOCUPACJON, sf. 1. Preoccupation, anticipa-
tion in acquiring or taking possession of a

thing. 2. Prepossession, bias, prejudice.
PREOCUPADAMENTE, ad. Prejudicedly.
PREOCUPAR, va. 1. To occupy or take posses-

sion before another. 2. To prejudice, to pre-

possess the mind.

PREORDINACION, sf. (Teol.) Preordination.

PREORDINADAMENTE, ad. In a manner preor-
dained, [ordain.

PREORDINAR, va. (Teol.) To preordain, to fore-

PREPARACIOM, sf. Preparation, the act of pre-

paring or disposing any thing. [ration.

PREPARAMIENTO 6 PREPARAMENTO, sm. Prepa-
PREPARAR, va. To prepare, to fit, to get ready.

vr. To be prepared, to be in readiness, to

be disposed.
PREPARATVO, VA, a. Preparative, qualifying,

having the power of preparing. sm. Thing
prepared, preparative.

PREPARATORIAMENTE, ad. Preparatorily.

PREPARATORY, RIA. a. Preparatory, previous,

introductory.

PREPONDERANCIA, sf. Preponderance.
PREPONDERATE, a. Preponderant, that which

preponderates or turns the scale.

PREPONDERAR, vn. 1. To preponderate, to out-

weigh, to overbalance. 2. To prevail.

PREPONER, va. To put before, to prefer.

PREPOSICION, sf. (Gram.) Preposition, an inde-

clinable part of speech which precedes the

word it governs, or unites with it.

PREPOSITO, sm. 1. President, chairman. 2. Pro-

vost.

PREPOSITURA, sf. Dignity of a provost.

PREPOSTERACION, sf. Inversion of the regular
order of things, the act of turning things

topsyturvy.
PREPOSTERAMENTE, ad. Preposterously.

PREPOSTERAR, va. To render preposterous, to

transpose.
PREPOSTERO, RA, a. Preposterous, absurd.

'

PREPOTENCIA, sf. Preponderance, superiority.

PREPOTENTE, a. Very powerful.

PREPUCIO, sm. Prepuce.
PREPUESTO, TA, pp. Preferred.

PREROGATfvA, s/. Prerogative, privilege.

PRESA, sf. 1. Capture, seizure ; the act of grasp-

ing or seizing. 2. Prize, spoils or booty taken

from an enemy. 3. Carcass of a fowl or bird

killed by a hawk or other bird of prey. 4.
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Dike, dam, mole, bank
; drain, trench, con-

duit. 5. Slice of meat
;
a bit of any other

kind of eatables. 6. Broth or diet of a sick

person ; small bit of food. Prcsa de caldo,

Pulp, juice. V. Pisto. Hacer presa, To catch
and tie any thing so that it cannot escape.
Prdsas, Tusks, fangs, claws ; the long sharp
teeth of some animals. [colour.

PRESA DA, sf. Colour of a leek ,
a pale green

PRESAGIR, va. To presage, to forebode.

PRESAGIO, sm. Presage, foretoken.

PRF.SAGIOSO, SA ; v PRESAGO, GA, a. Ominous,
containing foretokens or relating to them.

PRESBITERA, sf. Wife of a presbyter.
PKESBITERADO 6 PRESBITERATO, sm. Priest-

hood, the dignity or order of a priest, [byter.

PHESBITERAL, a. Sacerdotal, relating to a pres-

PRESBiTERiiNO, NA, a. Presbyterian.
PRESBITERIATO, sm. Dignity of a presbyter of

elder among the presbyterians.
PRESBITERIO, sm. Presbyterium, chancel

;
the

part in a church where the high altar stands.

PKF.SBITERO, 5m. Presbyter. [jects.

PRKSBITO, sm. He who sees only distant ob-

PRESCIENCIA, sf. Prescience, a foreknowledge
of future events.

PR7.sciNDiBLE, . Capable of being prescinded
or abstracted.

PREsciNofR, va. To prescind, to cut off; to ab-

stract. Prcscindiendo de eso. Laying that

aside.

PRESCITO, TA, a. V. Precito.

PRF.scRtBiR,?7a.l. To prescribe, to mark, to de-

termine. 2. To acquire a right by means of
an uninterrupted possession. 3. To despair
of success ; to stand in need of.

PRESCRIPCIO.N, sf. 1. Prescription, the act ofpre-
scribing. 2. Introduction, any thing proCmial.
3. (For.) Right or title acquired by a peace-
ful possession for a number of years.

PRKSCRIPTIBLE, a. Prescriptible, that may be

prescribed. [scribed.

PRESC*IIPTO, TA, pp. irreg. of Prescribir, Pre-
PRF.SK A, sf. Jewel, any ornament ofgreat value.

PRESENCIA, sf. I. Presence, state of being pre-
sent ; co-existence, contrary to absence. 2.

Figure, port, air, mien, demeanour. 3. (Met.)
Memory or representation of a thing.

PrjESENcrAT,, a. Presential, relating to actual

presence.

PKKSENCIAI.MENTE, ad. Presentially.
PRESENCIAR, vn. To assist, to be present.
PRESEXTACION, sf. 1. Presentation, the act of

presenting ; exhibition
; church festival in

memory of the Virgin's presentation in the

temple. 2. The act of offering or presenting
an ecclesiastical benefice.

PRKSKNTADO, $m. 1. Teacher of divinity who
expects soon to be ranked as master. 2. Pre-

sentee, person presented.
PKF.SKNTADOR, RA, s. Presenter, one that pre-

sents ; one who offers a benefice.

PRESENTALLA, sf. Gift offered by the faithful
to the saints.

PUESENTANKAMENTE, ad. Quickly, readily.

PRESENT^LNEO, NBA, a. Presentaneous, quick,
ready, immediate.

PRESENTANTE, pa. Presenter.

PRESKNTAR,ca.l. To present, to place in the pre-

sence of another. 2. To favour with a gift, to

give formally and ceremoniously. 3. To pre-
fer to ecclesiastical benefices. Presentar la

batalla, To offer battle. Presentar la lolina

mayor, (Naut.) To snatch the main bow-line

Presentar el costado, (Naut.) To bring the

broadside to bear. Presentar la proa al rien-

to, (Naut.) To head the wind. Presentar la

proa d las olas, (Naut.) To head the sea. rr.

To appear in a court of justice.
PRESENTS, sm. Present, gift. a. Present. M

presents, 6 de pressnte, At present, in the

present jime ; now. Tener presentc, To bear

in mind. Hacer presentc, To consider one
as present ;

to put one's self before another

for some end.

PRESENTEMENTE, ad. Presently, at present.

PRF.SENTERO, sm. Presenter
;
one who offers a

benefice.

PRESENTILLO, sm.A small gift, a little present.

PRESENTIMIENTO, sm. Presentiment, presen-
sion, perception beforehand.

PRESENTIR, va. To have a presentiment or per-

ception beforehand of a future event, to fore-

PRF,sERA,s/.(Bot.) Goose grass, cleavers, [see.

PRESERO, sm. Prize-master, person who guards

prizes. [serving.

PRESERVACION, sf. Preservation, the act of pre-

PRESERVADOR, RA, s. Preserver, [evil ; to keep.
PRESERVAR, va. To preserve, to defend from

PRESERVATIVAMENTE, ad. Preservatively.

PRESERVATIVE, VA, a. Preservative, that which
has the power of preserving.

PRESIDENCIA, sf. 1.- Presidency, the place or

dignity of a president. 2. Act of presiding,

superintendence.
PRESIDENTA, sf. President's wife.

PREsiD&NTE,,sm. ]. President, one placed with

authority over others, one at the head of
others ; speaker, judge. 2. Substitute of a

prelate in some religious communities. 3.

Professor in universities.

PRESIDAR, va. To garrison, to place soldiers in

a place to defend it.

PRESIDIARIO Y PRESIDARIO. sm. A criminal

condemned to hard labour in a garrison.
PRESIDIO, sm. 1. Garrison of soldiers, placed in

it for its defence. 2. Fortress, a fortified

place garrisoned by soldiers. 3. Assistance,

aid, help, protection. 4. Place destined for

chastising criminals ; bridewell, house of
correction.

PRESIDIR, va. 1. To preside, to hold the first

place in an assembly or community. 2. To oc-

cupy the chair of a professor in an university.

PRESILLA, sf. 1. A small string with which any

thing
1

is tied or fastened. 2. Loop in clothes

which serves as a button-hole. 3. Sort of

linen. Prcsilfa de un sombrero, Loop for a hat.

PRESION, sf. Pressure, the act of pressing or

crushing any thing. V. Presa y Frisian .

PRESO,SA, s. 1. Prisoner. 2. (Fam.) V Pcdo.

pp. irreg. of Prcnder. Taken;

PRESONA,"^. (Ant.) V. Persona.
PREST. sm. V. Pre. [viridis L.

PRESTA, sf. (Ext.) (Bot.) Spearmint. Mentha

PRESTACION, sf. Act of lending or granting.
F.sTAmzo, ZA, a. That may be lent or bor-

rowed .
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PREST^DO, DA, a. Lent. Tomar prestado, To
borrow. Dar prestado, To lend. De presto,

do, For a short time
; improperly.

PRESTADOR, RA, s. Lender ; one who lends

money at an usurious interest.

PRESTAMENTE, ad. Speedily, promptly, quickly
PRESTAMERA, sf. A kind of ecclesiastical bene^

fice or sinecure which does not require per
sonal attendance. [sinecure

PaESTAMERfA, sf. Dignity of an ecclesiastical

PRESTAMERO y PRESTAMISTA, sm. Incumbent
of a prestamera, or ecclesiastical sinecure
he who holds a benefice which does not re-

quire personal attendance.

PRESTAMO, sm. 1. Loan. V. Emprdstito. 2
Portion or part of a dismembered ecclesiasti-

cal benefice. 3. Concession of the use of any
tiling for a certain time, on condition of its

being restored.

PRKSTANCIA,,S/'. Excellence. V. Excelencia.

PRESTA.NTE, a. V. Excelente.

PRESTA\R, va. 1. To lend, to grant the use of any
thing for a certain time. It is also used in the
sense of to bwroic. 2. To aid, to assist. 3
To give, to communicate. 4. (Arag.) To ex-

tend, to expand. 5. (For.) To pay the inte-

rest, duty, &c. which is ordered. Prestar

paciencia, To bear with patience the frowns
of fortune. vn. 1. To be useful, to contri

bute to the attainment of any object. 2. To
guard, to preserve ; applied to God who
lends all things. vr. To offer one's self, to

agree to any thing.

PRKSTE, sm. Priest who celebrates the high
mass. Prcste, Juan, Prester John, Abyssini-
an king. [Meteor like lightning.

PRESTER, sm. 1. Hurricane, a violent storm. 2.

PRESTE/A, sf. Quickness, promptitude^
PRESTIDO, sm. V. Emprtstito.
PRESTIGIADOR, sm. Cheat, juggler, impostor.
PRESTIGIA^R, va. (Ant.) To cheat, to juggle.
PRESTIGIO, sm. Prestigation, deceiving, jug-

gling, playing legerdemain, illusion, impos-
PRESTIGIOSO, SA, a. Deceitful, illusory, [ture.

PRESTIMONIO, sm. Prebend for the maintenance
of poor clergymen on condition of their say-
ing five pater-nosters and five ave-marias ;

prestimony. [pan.
PRESTI'SOS, sm. pi. A sort of fritters baked in a

PRESTO, TA, a. Quick, prompt, ready.
PRESTO, ad. Soon, quickly, speedily. De pres-

to, Promptly, swiftly.

PRESUMIBLE, a. Presumable.

PRESUMIDICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim.

Confident, a little presumptuous.
PRESUMIDO, DA, a. Presumptuous, arrogant,

insolent.

PRESUMIR, va. To presume, to suppose, to sus-

pect. vn. To boast, to arrogate.
PRESUNCION, sf. 1. Presumption, supposition,

conjecture. 2. Presumptuousness, blind and

arrogant confidence ; vanity. 3. Suspicion,

imagining something ill without proof.

PRESTJNTA, sf. V. Presuncion.

PRESUNTAMENTE, ad. Presumptively.
PRESUNTIVAMENTE, ad. Conjecturally.
PRESUNTIVO, VA, . Presumptive, taken by pre-

vious supposition. [ed.

,
TA

? pp. irreff. of Presumir, Presurn-
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PRESUNTUOSAMNTE, ad. Presumptuously, arro-

gantly. ^ [gant.
PRESUNTUOSO, SA, a. Presumptuous, vain, arro-

PRESUPONER, va. To presuppose, to suppose as

previous ; to take for granted.
PRESUPOSICION, sf. Presupposition, supposition

previously formed ; pretext.
PRESUPUESTO, sm. Motive, pretext, pretence,
presupposed or presumed cost. V. Supuesto.

PRESI^RA, sf. 1. Pressure, oppression ; anxiety
2. Hurry, promptitude, nimbleness.

PRESUROSAMENTE, ad. Hastily, promptly.
PRESUROSO, SA, a. Hasty, prompt ; light, nim-

ble, [ther of a horse.

PRETAX, sm. Poitrel, breast-plate or breast lea-

PRETENDENCIA, f. V. Pretension.

PRETENDER, va. 1. To pretend, to claim, to so-

licit. 2. To try, to attempt.
PRETENDJENTE, A, s. y pa. Pretender, one who

pretends, candidate, solicitor.

PRETENSION, sf. Pretension ; claim.

PRETENSO, sm. V. Pretension.

PRETENSOR, sm. Pretender, claimant.

PRETERICION, sf. l.Preterition, the act of going
past ; the state of being past. 2. (For.)" Pre-

terition, the act of omitting or not mention-

ing lawful children in a last will.

PRETERR, va. To omit or not mention lawful
children in a last will.

PRETERITO, TA, a. 1. Preterit, past. 2. (Gram.)
Applied to past tenses of verbs.

PRETERMITfR, Vtt. To Omit.

PRETERNATURAL, a. Preternatural, different

from the common order of nature.

PRETERNATURALI/AR, va. To pervert, to ren-

der preternatural.
PRETERNATURALMENTE, ad. Preternaturally.
PRETEXTA,*/". A long gown with a purple border,
worn by the magistrates of ancient Rome.

PRETEXTJ.R v PRETEXTUX.R, va. To make use
of a pretext or pretence. [tion.

PRETEXTO, sm. Pretext, pretence, false allega-
PRET! L, sm. Battlement, breast-work.

PRETINA, sf. 1. Girdle, waistband ; belt. 2.

Waist
; every thing which girds or surrounds.

PRETINI/.O, 5m. Blow given with a girdle or belt.

PRETINERO, sm. One who makes girdles or belts.

?RETiNfi.LA,s/*. A small belt or girdle.

PRETOR, 5m. Pretor, a magistrate in ancient

Rome, and in Germany ; black spot on tun-

ny fish.

RETORIA,^/. Dignity of a pretor. V. Prctura.
RETORI^L y PRETORI^NO, NA, a. Pretorian.

RETORIENSE,a. Belonging to the pretor's palace
?RETORIO, 5m. Place in ancient Rome where
the pretor resided and administered justice.

RETURA, sf. Pretorship, office of a pretor.

'REVALECER, vn. l.To prevail, to outshine
;
to

possess some superiority or advantage over

others. 2. To take root ; applied to plants.
REVALECIENTE, pa. Prevalent.

REVALER, vn. To use any thing, or to avail

one's self of it ; to prevail.

REVARICACION, sf. Prevarication.

REVARiCADOR, RA, s. Pre varicator.

REVARICA^R, ra. To prevaricate, to quibble, to

shuffle, to cavil. vn. To fail in one's word,

duty, or judgment. [licitor or advocate.

PREVARIC^TO, 5m. (For.) Prevarication in a so-
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PRErj?;!ici6.H, af. 1. Disposition, preparation ;

previous arrangement. 2. Supply of provi-
sions ; sustenance, subsistence. 3. Foresight,
forecast. 4. Advice, intimation, warning. 5.

(Mil.) Police guard. A 1

prevention 6 de pre
vencion, By way of precaution.

PREVENIDAMENTE, ad. Beforehand, previously.
PREVENfoo, DA,C. 1. Prepared, provided ; plen-

tiful, abundant. 2. Provident, careful, cau-

tious.

PREVENi;fiTE,;>a. Predisposing.
PREVENIR, va. 1. To prepare, to arrange or dis-

pose beforehand. 2. To foresee, to foreknow.

3. To prevent, to anticipate. 4. To advise, to

caution, to give notice. 5. To prevent, to im-

pede. 6. To ingratiate one's self. 7. To super-
vene. vr. To be prepared ; to be predisposed.

PREVENTIVAMENTE, ad. Preventively.
PREVENTIVO, VA, a. Preventive, tending to hin-

der
; previously prepared or arranged.

PREVER, va. To foresee, to foreknow.

PRKVERTIR, va. To pervert. V. Pervertir.

PREVILEGIA^R, va. To privilege. V.Privilegiar.
PREVIO, VIA, a. Previous, antecedent, going

before, prior.

PREVISION, sf. Foresight, foreknowledge, pre-
science.

PREVJSOR, RA, 5. One who foresees.

PREYND^R, va. (Ant.) V. Prendar.

PREZ, sm. 1. Honour or glory gained by some
meritorious action. 2. Notoriety.

PRIAPISMO, sm. (Med.) Priapism, a disease.

PRIESA,S/. 1. Haste, speed, expedition. V.Pri-
sa. 2. Hurry, tumult, confusion, Andar de

priesa, To be in a hurry. Darse pricsa, To
make haste. De priesa, Hastily, in a hurry.

PRIETAMENTE, ad. V. Apretadamentc.
PRIETO, TA, a. 1. Blackish, of a very dark co-

lour. 2. Narrow-minded, miserable, illiberal.

3. (Arag.) Indigent, penurious.
PRIM A, sf. 1. Morning, the first three hours of

the day. 2. Prime, one of the seven canonical

hours. 3. (Mil.) The first quarter of the night
from eight to eleven o'clock. 4. Treble, the

first and most slender string of stringed in-

struments, and the acutest in sound. 5.

(Com.) Premium, sum given for insurance.

PRiMAcfA, sf. 1. Priority, precedence in time;

precedence in place. 2. Primateship, the

dignity and office of a primate.
PRIMACIA.L, a. Relating to primacy.
PRIM^DO, sm. 1. Primeness, the state of being

first. 2. Primate, the chief ecclesiastic, su-

perior to all bishops and archbishops of a

country. 3. V. Primazgo.
PRiMAno, DA, a. Primary, first, in intention ;

first in dignity. Primada iglesi-a, Primacial
church.

PRIMAL, LA, a. Yearling, being a year old ; ap-
plied to an ewe or goat.

PRIMAL, sm. Lace, a plaited cord of silk.

PRIMAMENTE, ad. Finely, handsomely.
PRIMARIAMENTE,O/Z. Principally, chiefly.

PRIM^RIO, RIA, a. Principal, chief of the first

rate. sm. Professor who lectures at the hour
of prime.

PRIMAVERA, sf. 1. Spring, the season in which
plants spring and vegetate. 2. Kind of flow-;
ered silk. 3. (Bot.) Primrose. Primula veris
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L. 4. (Met.) Season of beauty, health, and
PRIMA7, sm. Primate. [vigour.
PRIMA.ZGO, 5m. Cousinship, relation of consan-

guinity which subsists among cousins.

PRIMEX.RSE, vr. To treat each other as cousins.

PRIMER, a. First. V. Primero.

PRIMERA,.?/". 1. Kind of game at cards. 2. Fruit
season.

PRIMERAMKNTE, ad. First, in the first place.
PfiiMERf A, sf. V. Primada.
PRIMERIZO, ZA, a. First, that antecedes or is

preferred to other persons or things.

PIUMERIZA, sf. Woman who has borne her first

child.

PRIMERO, RA, a. 1. First, the ordinal number
of one. 2. Chief, principal. 3. Superior, most
excellent. 4. Prior, former. DC buenas d pri-

mcraS) All at once, rashly, without reflection.

PRIMERO, ad. First, rather, soqner. Primero

pediria limosna que prestado, He would
rather beg than borrow. De primero, At the

beginning, before.

PRIMEVO, VA, a. Primeval, primevous ;
such as

was first ; original.

PRIMICERIO, RIA, a. Principal, first in rank;
first in one's line.

PRIMICERIO v PRIMICLERIO, sm. ]. Precentor,
chanter, a dignitary in a cathedral church.
2. Chief of the university of Salamanca.

PKIMICHON, sm. Skein of fine soft silk used for

embroidering.
PRIMICI.AL, a. Primitial, relating to first fruits.

PRIMICIA, sf. ]. First fruits of any thing. 2.

Offering of the first fruits. Primicias, First

fruits
;

first production of the imagination or

mind.

PRIMIGENIO, NIA, a. Primogenial, first-born.

PRIMAL A, sf. 1. Pardon of the first fault com-
mitted. 2. A little female cousin.

o, MA, a. sup. Uncommonly neat, ex-

tremely spruce.
PRIMITIVO, VA, a. Primitive, original.

PpfMo, MA, a. 1. First, the ordinal number of
one. Primo kermano, First cousin

; (Met.)
Similar, very like, resembling. 2. Great,
excellent. 3. Skilful, dexterous. 4. Highly
finished ; applied to works ofart. Hiloprimo,
Fine waxed thread used by shoemakers for

closing.

PRIMO, sm. 1. Cousin-german. 2. (Joe.) Black,

negro. Primos, Cousins, an appellation given
by the kings of Spain to the peers of the
realm.

PRIMOG^NITO, TA, a. y s. Primogenial, first-born.

PRIMOGENITURA, sf. Primogeniture, seniority ;

the state of being first-born.

PRIMOPRIMUS, sm. The first impulse or emotion
of the mind.

PRIMOR, sm. 1. Beauty ; dexterity, ability ; ex-

cellence. 2. Nicety, neatness of workman-

ship. 3. V. Primada.
PRIMORDIAL, a. Primordial, original ; existing
from the beginning.

PRIMORE^R, rn. To perform with elegance and
neatness.

PRIMOROSAMENTE, ad. Finely, nicely, neatly.

PRIMOROSO, SA, a. Neat, elegant, excellent, per-
fect ;

dexterous. Artesano de manos prima-
, A neat able workman.
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sf. (Bot.) Primrose, cowslip. Pri-

mula vulgaris et veris L.

PRINCESA, sf. 1. Princess, the consort or daugh-
ter of a prince. 2. In Spain, the apparent
heiress to the crown.

PRINCIPADA, sf. Act of authority or superiority

performed by him who has no right to exe-

cute it.

PRiNcipADO,sm. 1. Principality, the territory
of a prince. 2. Dignity of a prince. 3. Pre-

eminence, superior excellence.

PRINCIPAL, a. \. Principal, chief, of the first

rate. 2. Illustrious, renowned, celebrated.

Casa principal, Capital house, hotel. Quarto

principal, Apartments in the first floor or

story.
PRINCIPAL, sm. 1. In a garrison, the main guard.

2. Principal, capital,^ stock.

PRINCIPALID^D, sf. Principalness, the state of

being principal ; nobility. [all.

PRINCIPALMENTE, ad. Principally, chiefly, above

PRINCIPE, sm. 1. Prince, a sovereign or chief

ruler. 2. Son of a king, kinsman of a sove-

reign. 3. Appellation of honour granted by
kings. Principe de la sangre, Prince of the

blood. 4. With beemasters, the young or

king bees not yet in a state to breed.

PRINCIPELA, sf. A sort of light camlet.

PRINCIPIADOR, RA, s. Beginner, one who com-
mences or begins.

PRINCIPIANTE, sm. Beginner, an inexperienced
attempter.

PRINCIPIAR, va. To commence, to begin ; to

enter upon.
PRINCIPIERA, sf. A small metal saucepan in

which broth is warmed.
PRINCIPILLO Y PRiNciprro,sm. A petty prince.
PRiNcfpio, sm. 1. Beginning, commencement.

2. Principle, original cause ; ground ofaction,
motive. 3. First position, fundamental truth.

Principios, First course at table ; prelimina-
ries to a volume, as license, approbation, de-

dication, &c. 4. Element, constituent part.
Al principio, 6 a los principios, At the begin-

ning. Del principio alfin, From beginning
to end.

PRINCIPOTE, sm. He who assumes a lofty air

and importance.
PRINGADA, sf. A slice of toasted bread steeped

in gravy.
PRINGAR, va. 1. To baste, to drip lard or butter

on meat which is roasting. 2. To stain with

grease, to begrease ; to scald with boiling
fat ;

this is the punishment of slaves. 3. To
wound ;

to ill-treat. 4. To meddle, to inter-

fere ; to take a share in. 5. (Fam.) To stain

the reputation. vr. To draw unlawful ad-

vantage from a thing entrusted to one's care.

PRINGON, NA, a. Nasty, dirty, greasy.
PRINGON, sm. 1. The act of begreasing one's

self. 2. Stain of grease.

PRINGOSO, SA, a. Greasy, fat.

PRINGUE, s. com. 1. Grease, lard. 2. Greasi-

ness, oiliness, fatness. 3. The act of begreas-

ing or staining with grease.

PKINGUERA, sf. Dripping-pan.
PRIOR, sm. 1. Prior, the superior of some con-

vents or religious houses. 2. Rector, curate
;

prior in some cathedrals.- 3. President of the
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Consulado in Andalusia, a court appointed to

try and decide causes concerning trade and

navigation. a. Prior, preceding.
PRIORA Y PRIORESA, sf. Prioress, the female

superior of a convent of nuns.

PRIORAL, a. Belonging to a prior or prioress.
PRIORATO, sm. 1. Priorship, dignity of a prior
or prioress. 2. District of the jurisdiction of
a prior. 3. Priory of Benedictines, fPriora.

PRIORAZGO Y PRIORADGO, sm. Priorship. V.

PRIORIDAD, sf. Priority, the state of being
first

; precedence in time or place.

PRIOSTE, sm. Steward of a brotherhood or con-

fraternity.

PRISA, s/. Celerity, promptness with which any
thing is executed. A1 toda prisa, With the

greatest promptitude. Darsc prisa, To hurry
one's self. Estar de prisa, To be much occu-

pied.
PRISCILIANISMO, sm. The heresy of Priscillian.

PRisco,,sm. A kind of peach.
PRISIOS, sf. 1. Seizure, capture, caption, ap-

prehension. 2. Prisoner. 3. Prison, jail. 4.

Commitment, imprisonment. 5. Darting or

stooping of a hawk on its prey. 6. Bond,
union

;
cement or cause of union. Prisiones,

Chains, shackles, fetters.

PRISIONERO, sm. 1. Prisoner, a soldier taken by
an enemy. 2. Captivated by affection or pas-
sion.

PRISMA, sm. (Geom.) Prism.

PRISMATICO, CA, a. Prismatic, belonging to a

prism.
PRISTE, sm. (let.) Saw-fish. Pristis L.

PRISTINO, NA, a. Pristine, first, ancient, original.

PRisTiNos,sm.;jL Sort of fritters baked in a pan.
PRISUELO, sm. Muzzle, which serves to keep

the mouths of ferrets shut.

PRITANEO, sm. Prytaneum, senate house in

Athens.

PRIVACION, sf. I. Privation, want, the removal
or destruction of any thing or quality. 2.

The act of degrading from rank or office. 3.

(Met.) Deprivation of any thing desired.

PRIVADA,S/. 1. Privy, place of retirement, ne-

cessary-house, water-closet. 2. Filth or dirt

thrown into the street.

PRIVADAMENTE, ad. Privately, privily; sepa-

rately.

PRIVADERO, sm. He who deprives or deposes.

PRIVADO, DA, a. 1. Deprived, despoiled, desti-

tute. 2. Privy, private ; performed in the pre-
sence of a few. sm. Favourite. V. Valido.

PRIVANZA, sf. Favour, protection ;
familiar in-

tercourse between a prince or great person-

age and a person of inferior rank.

PRIVAR, va. I. To deprive, to despoil ; to dis-

possess of a public place or employment. 2.

To prohibit, to interdict. 3. To suspend sen-

sation. vn. To enjoy the peculiar protection
of a prince or great personage. vr. To de-

prive one's self.

PRIVATIVAMENTE, ad. Singularly, privatively.

PRIVATIVO, VA, a. I. Privative, causing priva-
tion. 2. Singular, particular, peculiar.

PRIVILEGIADAMENTE, ad. In a privileged man-
ner. [lege -

PRIVII.EGIAR, va. To privilege, to grant a privi-

PRIVILEGIATIVO, VA, a. Containing a privilege.
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PRIVILEGIO, sm. Privilege, immunity, peculiar

advantage; grant. Privilegio delfuero, Ex-

emption from secular jurisdiction, enjoyed
by ecclesiastics.

Puo, s. com. Profit, benefit, advantage. V.Pro-
vecfio. Bucna pro, Much good may it do

you. En pro, In favour of, for the benefit

of. Homlre de pro, A worthy man.

PRO, prep. lat. Placed before verbs or nouns
as promediar, prorata, which see.

PROA, sf. (Naut.) Prow, head of the ship. For
nuestra proa, (Naut.) A-head of us. Llevar
la proa lidcia la mar, (Nadt.) To stand off,

to stand out to sea. Poner la proa al rumbo,
(Naut.) To stand on the course.

PROBABILIDAD, sf. Probability, likelihood
; ap-

pearance of truth.

PROBABiLfsrao, MA, a. sup. Most probable.
PROBABILISMO, sm. Probability, doctrine of

probable opinions.

PROBABILISTA, sm. One who acts upon proba-
bilities, [proof.

PROBABLE, a. Probable, likely ; capable of

PROBABLEMENTE, ad. Probably.
PROBACION, sf. Proof, evidence. Jino de proba-

cion, The year of probation, the novitiate.

PjROBADo, DA, a. Proved, tried.

PROBADOR, RA, s. Taster, one who tries or

proves any thing ; defender, advocate.

PROBADIJRA Y PROBATIJRA, sf. Trial, the act

of tasting or trying any thing.
PROBANZA, sf. Proof, evidence.

PROBAR, va. 1. To try, to examine into the

quality of a thing. 2. To prove, to give evi-

dence, to justify, to evince. 3. To taste, to

try by the mouth. 4. With the preposition a
and an infinitive mood, it signifies to attempt,
to endeavour. Probd a levantarse y no pudo,

IJ$ attempted or tried to rise and could not.

vn. To suit, to fit, to agree. Me probd bien
el pais, The country agreed well with me.

PROBATICA, a. Applied to a pool near Solo-
mon's temple.

PROBATIVO, VA ; YPROBATORIO, RIA, a. Proba-

tory, serving for trial.

PROBE, a. (Ant.) V. Poire.

PROBIDAD, sf. Probity, honesty, sincerity, ve-

racity.

PROBLEMA, sm. 1. Problem, a doubtful question
proposed. 2. (Geom.) Practical proposition.

PROBLEMATICAMENTE, ad. Problematically.
PROBLEMATICO, CA, a. Problematical, disputa-

ble, unsettled, uncertain.

PROCACIDAD, sf. Procacity, petulance, inso-

lence, forwardness.

PROCAZ, a. Procacious, petulant, forward, in-

solent, loose.

PROCEDENTE, a. (Na6t.) Having sailed.

PROCEDER,S?/I. Manner ofproceeding, conduct,
demeanour, management. vn. 1. To proceed,
to go on. 2. To issue, to be produced from. 3.

To behave, to act, to conduct one's self. 4.

To prosecute any design. 5. To carry on a

judicial process. 6. To proceed by generation.
PROCEDIDO, sm. V. Producto.

PROCEDIMIENTO, 5m. Procedure, manner ofpro-
ceeding, conduct. [stormy.

PROCELOSO, SA, a. Procellous, tempestuous.
PROPER, o. Tall, lofty, elevated. sm. Person

of the first distinction
; one who occupies in

exalted station, or is high in office.

PROCERIDAD, sf. 1. Proeerity, tallness, height
of stature. 2. Elevation, eminence.

PROCERO, a. V. Procer.

PROCESADO, a. Applied to the writings in a pro-
cess, [suit.

PROCESAL, a. Belonging to a process or law-

PROCESAR, va. To inform against, to pursue by
law, to sue criminally.

PROCESION, sf. 1. Procession, the act or state

of one thing proceeding from another. 2.

Train marching in ceremonious solemnity.
PROCESIONAL, a. Processional or processionary ;

relating to processions.

PROCESIONALMENTE, ad. Processionally.

PROCESIONARIO, sm. Book carried about in pro-
cessions.

PROCESO, sm. 1. Process, suit at law. 2. Judi-

cial records concerning a lawsuit. Error de

proceso, One who by ability, although con-

victed, evades the fine. 3. Progress. V. Pro-

greso. Proceso en infinite, Procession of an
endless series of things.

PROCINTO, sm. Procinct, complete preparation,

preparation brought to the point of action.

PROCION, sm. (Astr.) Procyon, a star.

PROCLAMA,*/". Proclamation, publication, public
notice, ban of marriage.

PROCLAMACION, sf. 1. Proclamation, the publi-
cation of a decree by superior order. 2. Ac-

clamation, public applause.
PROCLAMAR, va. 1. To proclaim, to give public

notice. 2. To bestow public praise, to shout.

ocLfvE, a. Proclivous, inclining ; disposed.

PRocLiviDAD,5f. Proclivity ; propensity to evil.

PROCO, sm. Wooer, suiter, lover.

PROCONSUL, sm. Proconsul, a magistrate in an-

cient Rome.
PROCONSULADO, sm. Office of proconsul or vice-

consul.

PROCONSULAR, a. Proconsular, viceconsular.

PROCREACION, sf. Procreation, generation.
PROCREADOR, RA, s. Procreator, generator.
PROCREANTE, pa. Procreating.
PROCREAR, va. To procreate, to generate, to

produce.
PROCRONISMO, sm. Anachronism, anticipating
an event.

PROC^RA, sf. (Arag.) Power of attorney.

PROCURACION,S/. 1. Care, diligence, careful ma-

nagement. 2. Power of attorney. 3. Place
and office of an attorney or administrator. V.
Procuraduria. 4. Fees exacted by prelates
from such churches as are visited by them.

PROCURADOR, RA, s. 1. Procurer. 2. Attorney,
one who takes upon himself the charge of

other people's business. 3. Proctor, attorney
at law, solicitor. 4. She who manages the

affairs of a nunnery.
PROCURADURIA, sf. Attorney's office ; the em-

ployment of an attorney.

PROCURANTE,/?^. Solicitor, intendant.

PROCURAR, va. I. To solicit, to adopt the ne-

cessary measures for attaining some end. 2.

To act as an attorney.

PROCURRENTE, sm. Cape, headland
; high land

jutting out into the sea.

, sf. Prodition, treason, treachery.
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PRODIGALIIJAD, sf. I. Prodigality, profusion,

extravagance, waste. 2. Plenty, abundance.

PRODIGAMENTE, ad. Prodigally.
PRODIGAR, va. To waste, to lavish, to mispend.
PRODiGiAD6R,*w. Prognosticator, foreknower,

foreteller.

PRODfoio, sm. Prodigy, portent, monster ; any
thing excellent or out of the ordinary course

of nature ; a marvel.

PRODIGIOSAMENTE, ad. Prodigiously, miracu-

lously ; beautifully. Ella cantd prodigiosa-
mente, She sung charmingly.

PRODIGIOSIDAD, sf. Prodigiousness.

PRODIGIOSO, SA, a. 1. Prodigious, marvellous,

extraordinary. 2. Fine, exquisite, excellent.

PKODIGO, A, a. Prodigal, wasteful, lavish ;
li-

beral, generous, munificent.

PRODITORIO, RIA, a. Traitorous, treacherous,
insidious. [mg-

PRODUCCION, s/. Production, the act of produc-
PRODUCENTE, pa. Generating, producing.
PROUUCIBILIDAD, sf. Producibleness.

PRODUCIBLE, a. Producible, such as may be ex-

hibited.

PRODuciodR, RA, s. Producer, one that gene-
rates or produces.

PRODUCIR, va. 1. To produce, to bring forth, to

engender. 2. (For.) To allege, to maintain,
to exhibit. 3. To produce, as countries.

PRODUCTIVO, VA, a. Productive, having the

power to produce.
PRODUCT, sm. 1. Product, something produc-

ed
; such as grain, fruit, metals. 2. Proceed,

produce. 3. (Arit.) Quantity arising from,
or produced by, the multiplication of two or

more numbers. pp. irreg. of producir.
PROEJAR, vn. 1. To row against the wind or

current. 2. To resist, to bear up under mis-

fortunes.

PROEL, sm. 1. (Naut.) The fore or headmost

part of a ship. 2. (Naut.) Seaman stationed

at the prow. [tory.

PROEMIAL, . Proemial, preliminary, introduc-

PROEMIO, sm. Proem, preface, introduction.

PROEZA, sf. Prowess, valour, bravery.
PROFANACION, sf. Profanation, the act of violat-

ing any thing sacred ; irreverence to holy

things or persons.
PROFANADOR, RA, s. Profaner, polluter, violator.

PROFANAMENTE. ad. Profanely.
PROFANAMIENTO, sm. V. Profanation.
PROFANAR, va. 1. To profane, to violate ; to

treat sacred things or persons with irreve-

rence. 2. To defile, to disgrace, to dishonour.

PROFANIDAD, sf. I. Profaneness, irreverence

of what is sacred. 2. Extravagance in dress

and outward show.
PROFA NO, NA, a. 1. Profane, irreverent to sacred

names or things. 2. Extravagant in dress

and outward show. Aquel vestido es muy
profano, That is a very extravagant dress.

PROKAZAR, va. (Ant.) To calumniate, to libel.

PROFECIA, sf. 1. Prophecy, a supernatural know-

ledge of future events. 2. Prophecy, predic-
tion ; the declaration of something to come.
3. Conjecture, surmise.

PROFERENTE, pa. Pronouncer, profferer.

PROFER$R, va. To pronounce, to utter. vr. To
make an offer of doing something, to proffer,
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PRO FESAM K, pa. Professor.

PROFESAR, va. 1. To profess, to declare openly,
to teach publicly an art or science. 2. To be
admitted into any religious order by making
the solemn vows ; to profess, to exercise.

PROFESIO.V, sf. 1. Profession, calling, vocation,
known employment. 2. Declaration, strong
assurance. 3. Custom, habit.

PROFESO, SA, a. Professed ; applied to religious

persons who have taken the solemn vows.

PROFESOR, sm. Professor, one who publicly
teaches any art or science.

PROFETA, sm. Prophet, one who tells future

events.

PROFETAL, a. Relating to prophecy.
PROFETAR, va. To prophesy ,

to give predictions.

PROFETICAMENTE, ad. Prophetically.
PROFETICO, CA, a. Prophetic, prophetical ;

foreseeing or foretelling future events.

PROFETSA, sf. Prophetess, a woman who fore-

tels future events or prophecies.
PROFETIZANTE, pa. Prophetizing, foretelling.

PROFETIZAR, va. I. To prophetize, to prophesy -,

to foretel future events, to predict. 2. To con-

jecture, to surmise.

PROFICIENTE. a. Proficient, making progress or

advancement in any business.

PROFICUO, CUA, a. Proficuous, useful, advanta-

geous.
PROFIJAR, va. (Ant.) V. Prohijar.
PROFILACTICA,*/'. Prophylactic, medicine which

prevents diseases. [do.

PROFLIGAR, va. To overcome, to destroy, to un-

PROFUGO, GA, a. Fugitive, vagabond.
PROFUNDAMENTE, ad. Profoundly, deeply ;

highly, acutely.
PROFUNDAR, va. 1. To dig any thing deep, to

make deep ;
to go far below the surface. 2.

To discourse profoundly, to examine tho-

roughly. rn. To profound, to dive, to pene-
trate deeply.

PROFUNDIDAD,S/. 1 . Profundity, profoundness,
depth. 2. Height, excellence, grandeur ; im-

penetrability ; intensity.

PROFCNDIZAR, va. To profound. V7 . Profundar.
PROF#NDO, DA, a. 1. Profound, deep ; descend-

ing far below the surface ; low with respect
to the neighbouring places. 2. Intense,
dense ; at full extent. 3. High, great. 4.

Most humble, most submissive.

PROFtfNDo,sm.l.The sea, the deep. 2. (Poet.)
Hell.

PROFUSAMENTE, ad. Profusely, lavishly, prodi-

gally.

PROFUSION, sf. Profusion, lavishness.

PROFIJSO, SA, a. 1. Profuse, over-abounding,
plentiful. 2. Lavish, prodigal ; extravagant
in point of expense.

PROGENIE, sf. Progeny, race, generation, off-

spring.

PROGENITOR, sm. Progenitor, ancestor, fore-

father.

PROGENiTt7RA,5f. Primogeniture; progeny. V.

Progeme.
PROGIMNASMA,W. Essay, attempt ; a prepara-

tory exercise.

PROGRAMA, sm. 1. Anagram. \.Anagrama. 2

Program, a printed bill, inviting to an aca-

demical exercise, oration, or argument.
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PROGRESIO*", sf. Progression, process ;
a regu-

lar and gradual advance.

PROGRESIVAMENTK, ad. Progressively, by gra-
dual sleps, by regular course. [advancing.

PKOGKESIVO, VA, a. Progressive, going forward,
PROGRESO, sm. Progress, advancement.

PROHIBITS, pa. Prohibiter.

PROHIBICION, sf. Prohibition, forbiddaix;e. in-

terdict
; the act of forbidding. [bid.

PROHIBIR, va. To prohibit, to interdict, to for-

PROHIBITIVO, VA, a,. Prohibitory, forbidding.

PROHIBITORY, RIA, a. Prohibitory.

PHOHIUIAR, va. (Ant.) V. Porjiar.

PROHIJACIOX, sf. V. Prohijamicnto.
PROHIJADOR, 5m. Adopter, he that gives some
one by choice the rights of a son.

PROHIJAMIENTO, 5m. Adoption, the act ofadopt-
ing ; the state of being adopted.

PROHIJAR, va. 1. To adopt, to take a son by
choice ; to make him a son who is not so by
birth. 2. To ascribe, to attribute, to impute.

PROIS, 5m. (Naut.) Breast-fast, a rope with
which a ship is fastened to the shore.

PROIZA, sf. (Naut.) Cable at the head of a ship
attached to the anchor.

PROI.ACION, sf. Prolation, pronunciation, utter-

ance.

PROLE, sf. Issue, offspring, progeny.
PROLEGOMENO, 5m. Prolegomena, previous dis-

course
; introductory observations.

PROLETARIO, RIA, a. Miserable, wretched ;

applied to authors.

PROLIFERO, RA, a. Prolific.

PROLIFICO, CA, a. Prolific, fruitful, generative,
productive.

PROLIXAMENTE, ad. Prolixly, tediously.
PROLIXIDAD, sf. 1. Prolixity, tediousness ; ex-

cessive delay in the performance of a thing.
2. Minute attention to trifles

; trifling nicety.

PROLIXO, XA,. 1 . Prolix, tedious. 2. Excessive-

ly careful, triflingly nice. 3. Troublesome,
impertinent, importune.

PROLOGO, 5?. I. Prologue, preface ; introduc-
tion to any discourse or performance. 2. Pro-

logue, something spoken before the entrance
of the actors of a play.

PROLooufsTA, sm. Writer of prologues.
PROLONGA, sf. (Artil.) Rope which ties the car-

riage of a cannon when passing difficult

places.

PROLONGAC^, sf. Prolongation, the act of

lengthening; delay to a longer time.

PROLONGADAMENTE, ad. Tardily, in a dilatory
manner.

PROLONGADO, DA, a. Prolonged, extended.

PROLONGADOR, RA, 5. One who prolongs or de-

lays any thing.
PROLONG AMiENTO,5ra. Delay. V. Prolongation.
PROLONGAR, va. To prolong, to protract, to

lengthen, to stretch out
; to make endure.

vr. (Naut.) To go along-side. Prolongarse d
la costa, (Naut.) To range along the shore.

PROLOQ.UIO, sm. Maxim, axiom. [sion.
PROLUSION, 5/. Prolusion, prelude. V. Prelu-

PROMEDIAR, va. To divide into equal parts, to
share equally. vn. To mediate, to form by
mediation ; to interpose in a friendly manner.

PROMEDIO, 5m. Middle, the part equally distant
from the two extremities.

PRO MESA, sf. Promise, declaration of some be-
nefit to be conferred ; pious offering, [mises.

PROMETEDOR, RA, 5. Promisor, one who pro-
PROMETER, va. 1. To promise, to make decla-

ration of some benefit to be conferred. 2. To
assever, to assure, to insure

; used menacing.
vr. To flatter one's self, to expect with

some degree of confidence. 2. To devote
one's self to the service or worship of God.
3. To give a promise of marriage.

PROMETIDO, 5m. 1. Promise. 2. Outbidding,
over-bidding.

PROMETIENTE, pa. Promising ;
assurer.

PROMETIMIENTO, sm. Promise.

PRoaiiNENciA,5/. Prominence, protuberance.
PROMINESTE, a. Prominent, protuberant ; jut-

ting out.

PROMISCUAMENTE, ad. Promiscuously.
PROMISCUO, CUA, a. Promiscuous, confusedly
mingled ; ambiguous.

PROMISION, sf. Promise, the act of promising.
Tierra de promision, Land of promise.

PROMISORIO, RIA, a. Promissory, containing a

promise.
PROMOCION, 5/. Promotion, advancement, en-

couragement, preferment.
PROMONTORIO, 5m. 1. Promontory, head-land,

cape. 2. Any thing bulky and unwieldy ; an

impediment, obstruction.

PROMOTOR, 57?t. Promoter, advancer, forwarder.

PROMOVEDOR, RA, 5. Promoter, one who pro-
motes or advances. [tion.

PROMOVENDO, sm. He who aspires to promo-
PROMOVER, va. 1. To promote, to advance. 2.

To raise to a higher dignity or employment.
PROMULGACION, sf. Promulgation, the act of

publishing or promulging.
PROMULGADOR, RA, 5. Promulger, publisher,

promulgates
PROMULG!R, va. To promulge, to promulgate,

to publish.

PRONEID.AD, sf. Proneness, inclination, dispo-

sition, propensity.
PRONO, NA, a. 1. Prone, bending downward ;

too much inclined. 2. Prepense, inclined,

disposed.
PRONOMBRE, sm. (Gram.) Pronoun, a word
used instead of names or nouns.

PRONOSTICACION, sf. Prognostication, the pre-
diction of future events.

PRONOSTICADOR, RA, s. Foreteller, prognostica-
tor. [future events.

PRONOSTICAR, va. To prognosticate, to predict

PRONOSTICO, 5m. 1. Prognostic, prediction, di-

vination. 2. Almanac or calendar, published

by astrologers. 3. (Med.) Signs indicating
the duration and termination of a disease.

CA, a. Prognostic.
PRONTAMENTE, ad. Promptly.
PRONTEZA, sf. Promptitude, promptness.
PRONTITXJD, sf. 1. Promptitude, promptness. 2.

Readiness or liveliness of wit, quickness of

fancy.
PRONTO, TA, a. Prompt, quick, ready. Pronto,

sm. A sudden emotion of the mind, a quick
motion. DC pronto, ad. Suddenly, hastily.
For el pronto, Provisionally, temporarily,
Primer pronto, First movement.

PRONTUARIO, sm. Memorandum-book ; a book
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containing various remarks, observations, or

annotations.

PRONUBA, sf. (Poet.) Bridemaid, goddess of
wedlock,

PROXUJSCIACION Y PRONtJNCiA, sf. Pronuncia-

tion, the act of uttering or pronouncing ;

publication.

PRONUNCIADOR, RA, s. Publisher, pronouncer.
PRONUNCIAMIENTO, sm. (For.) Publication.

PKONUNCIAR, va. To pronounce, to utter, to

announce, to publish judgment ;
to articulate

letters or words.

PKOPAGACION, sf. Propagation, continuance or

diffusion by generation or successive pro-
duction ; extension.

PROPAGADOR, RA, s. Propagator, one who pro-

pagates.
PROPAGANDA, sf. College or public board at

Rome, consisting of cardinals, peculiarly
charged with maintaining and propagating
the Roman catholic faith.

PROPAGAR, va. 1. To propagate, to multiply by
way of generation. 2. To diffuse, to extend.
3. To dilate, to increase.

PROPAGATIVO, VA, a. That which propagates.
PROPALADIA, sf. Title of a play.

PROPALAR, va. To publish, to divulge.
PROPAO, sm. (Na6t.) Breast-work. [parting.

PROPARTIDA,*/. Time approaching that of de-

PROPASAR, va. To go beyond, to transgress.

Propasar la estima, (Nadt.) To outrun the

reckoning. vr. To be deficient in politeness
or good breeding.

PROPENSAMENTE, ad. In a propense manner,
with inclination or propension.

PROPENSION, sf. Propension, propensity, incli-

nation.

PROPENSO, SA, a. Propense, inclined, disposed.

PROPIAMENTE, ad. Properly, with propriety.

PROPICIACION, sf. 1. Propitiation, atonement ;

the offering by which propitiousness is ob-

tained. 2. Act of making propitious.

PROPICIADOR, RA, s. Propitiator, one that pro-

pitiates.

PROPICIAMENTE, ad. Propitiously.

PROPICIAR, va. To propitiate, to induce to fa-

vour, to conciliate.

PROPICIATORIO, RIA, a. Propitiatory, having
the power of making propitious. sm. Propi-

tiatory, mercy-seat ;
the covering of the ark

of the covenant in which the tables of the

law were deposited.

PROPCIO, CIA, a. Propitious, benign, kind, fa-

vourable.

PROPIEDJ(.D, */. 1. Dominion, possession. V.
Dominio. 2. Right of property, in contradis-

tinction to the use or usufruct. 3. Landed
estate or property. 4. Propriety, property,

particular quality. 5. Habit, custom. 6. Pro-

pensity, inclination. 7. Close imitation. 8.

Property, or wealth, viciously enjoyed by
those who took vows of religious poverty. 9.

Musical propriety. 10. (Fil.) V. Propio.

PROPIENDA, sf. List nailed to the sides of a

quilting or embroidering frame.

PROPRIETARIAMENTE, ad. With the right of

property.
PROPRIETARIO, RIA, a. Proprietary, invested

with the right of property ; belonging, with
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full right of property. s. I. Proprietary, re-

ligious who sins against the vow of poverty.
2. Proprietor.

PROPINA, sf. Present, entertainment, salary,

pay ; perquisite, fees of office.

PROPINAR, va. To invite to drink, to present a

glass of wine or liquor.

PROPINQ.UIDAD, sf. Propinquity, proximity.
PROPINQ.UO, QUA, a. Near, contiguous.
PROPIO, PIA, a, \. Proper, peculiar, belonging

to any one ; fit, convenient. 2. V
qttente y Mismo. 3. Resembling, like, similar.

Propio, sm. 1. (Fil.) Proper, peculiar or

distinctive quality ;
characteristic property

of a class, genus, or species. 2. Express, mes-

senger, postman. Prdpio rnarte 6 ingenio,
Of one's own efforts. M propio, Properly.

Propios, Lands, estates, &c. belonging to a

city or other corporation, the proceeds where-
of are applied to defray the public expense.

PROPOLEOS, sm. Glutinous substance with
which bees cover their hives before they be-

gin to work.

PROPONEDOR, RA, s. Proposer, offerer.

PROPONENTS, pa. Proposer, representing.

PROPONER, va. 1. To propose, to represent. 2.

To resolve, to determine. 3. To present ;
to

propose the means.

PROPONIBLE, a. Proposable, capable of being

proposed.
PROPORCION, sf. 1. Proportion, comparative re-

lation of one thing to another. 2. Symmetry,
adaptation of one thing to another ; aptitude,
fulness. 3. Similarity of arguments and rea-

sons. A1

proporcion, Conformably, propor-

tionally.

PROPORCIONABLE, a. Proportionable. V. Pro-

porcionado.
PROPORCIONADAMENTE v PROPORCIONABLE-

MENTE, ad. Proportionably, in a stated de-

gree.
PROPORCIONADO, DA, a. Proportionate, regular,

competent, fit for the purpose.
PROPORCIONAL, a. Proportional.

PROPORCIONALIDAD, sf. V. Proporcion.
PROPORCIONALMENTE, ad. Proportionally.

PROPORCIONAR, va. 1. To proportion, to form

symmetrically. 2. To adjust, to adapt. vr.

To prepare one's self for any design.

PROPOSICION, sf. 1. Proposition, the act of pro-

posing. 2. Proposal, scheme or design offered

to consideration for acceptance. 3. Opinion,

judgment.
PROPOSITO, sm. 1. Purpose, design, intention.

2. Purport, tendency ofa writing or discourse.

A1

proposito, For the purpose. Depropdsito,
On purpose, purposely. Fuera de propdsito,

Untimely, not to the purpose, foreign to the

subject. Volvamos al proposito, Let us re-

turn to the point in question.

PROPRETOR, sm. Roman magistrate.

PROPRIO, A, a. Proper ;
similar. V. Propio.

sm. V. Propiedad. Mproprio, Properly, with

propriety.

PROPUESTA,*/. 1: Proposal, proposition. 2. Re-

presentation, declaration. 3. Application for

employment. [ed-

PROPUESTO, TA, pp. irreg. ofproponer, Propos-

PROpuflN.ictjLO,sw. 1 . Fortress, a strong or for-
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tified place. 2. (Met.) Bulwark, defence, sup-

port.
PROPELS A Y PROPULSION, sf. The act of repel-

ling the enemy.
PROPULSIVA, sf. V. Propulsa.
PRORA, sf. (Naut.) Prow of a ship. V. Proa.

PRORATA, sf. Quota, a share or portion assign-
ed to each contribuent.

PRORATEAR, va. To divide a quantity into cer-

tain shares.

PRORATEO, sm. Division into certain shares,
distribution.

PROROGA Y PROROGACION, sf. Prorogation, the

state of lengthening out to a distant lime ;

prolongation.
PROROGABLE, a. Capable of being prorogued.
PROROGAR, va. To prorogue, to put off, to ad-

journ.

PRORUMPIR, vn. To burst forth, to burst out

into cries and lamentations.

PROS A, sf. 1. Prose, language not restrained to

harmonic sounds or set number of syllables.
2. Tedious conversation, dull absurd speech.
3. Prose chanted after mass.

PROSADOR, sm. A sarcastic speaker, a malicious

babbler.

PROSAPIA, sf. Race, a generation of people.

PROSAYCO, CA, a. Prosaic, written in prose ;

belonging to prose.

PROSCENIO, sm. Proscenium, place on the stage
between the scene and the orchestra.

PROscRiBfR, va. To proscribe, to censure capi-

tally ;
to doom to destruction.

PROSCRIPCION, sf. Proscription, banishment,
outlawry.

PROscRipTo, TA, pp. irreg. Proscribed.

PROSECUCION, sf. Prosecution, pursuit, endea-

vour to carry on any thing.
PROSEGUIBLE, a. Pursuable.

PROSEGUIMIENTO, sm. V. Prosecution.

PROSEGUIR, va. To pursue, to follow, to con-

tinue any thing begun.
PROSELITO, sm. Proselyte, convert.

PROSEVANTE, sm. Pursuivant, king's messen-

ger. V. Persevante.

PROSISTA, sm. 1. Author who writes in prose.
2. Prattler, babbler, idle talker.

PROSIT, (Lat.) Much good may it do you.
PROSITA, sf. Short discourse and in prose.

PROSODIA, sf. 1. Prosody, the part of grammar
which teaches the sound and quantity of syl-

lables, and the measures of verse. 2. Loqua-
city, idle talk. 3. Poetry.

PROSOPOGRAFIA, sf. Description of a person's
physiognomy.

PROSOPOPEYA, sf. 1. Prosopopoeia, personifica-
tion ;

a figure by which things are made per-
sons. 2. Splendour, pageantry.

PROSPECTO, sm. Prospectus, proposals and con-
ditions for any work.

PROSPERAMENTE, ad. Prosperously, luckily.
PROSPERAR, va. To prosper, to make happy ;

to favour. vn. To be prosperous.
PROSPERIDAD, sf. Prosperity, good fortune.

PROSPERO, RA, a. Prosperous, successful, fortu-
nate, [verence and humiliation.

ROSTERNACION, sf. Prosternation, profound re-

ROSTILO, a. (Arq.) Prostyle, having only p'.l-

lars in front.

PRO

PROSTITDCION,*/". Prostitution, the act ofsetting
or being set to sale for vile purposes ; the
life of a strumpet.

PROSTITUIR, va. To prostitute, to expose to

crimes for a reward ; to expose on vile terms.

PROSTITUTA, sf. Prostitute, woman of the town.

PRosrixtJTO, TA,pp. irreg. of prvstituir, Prosti-

tuted.

PROSTRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Postrar.

PROTASIS, sf. First piece of a dramatic poem.
PROTECCION, sf. Protection, support, favour,

shelter.

PROTECTOR, RA, ,<?. 1. Protector, protectress,
defender. 2. Steward of a community, charg-
ed with maintaining its interest.

PROTECTORIA, sf. Protectorship, protectorate ;

office of a protector.

PROTECTORIO, RIA, a. Relating to a protector.
PROTECTRIZ Y PROTECTORA, sf. Protectress, a
woman that protects.

PROTEGER, va. To protect, to defend, to favour.

PROTERVAMENTE, ad. Forwardly, insolently,

arrogantly.
PROTERVIA Y PROTERVIDAD, sf. Insolence, ar-

rogance ; peevishness, frowardness, stubborn-

ness.

PROTERVO, VA, a. Stubborn, peevish, arrogant,
insolent.

PROTESTA, sf. 1. (For.) Protest, a solemn de-

claration made for the purpose of preserving
one's right. 2. A solemn promise, assevera-

tion, or assurance.

PROTESTACION, sf. 1. Protestation, a solemn de-

claration of resolution, fact, or opinion. 2.

Threat, menace. 3. (For.) V. Protesta.

PROTESTANTE, sm. Protestant, a general name
for all persons who believe Christianity, but

oppose the Roman catholic church.

PROTESTER, va. 1. To give a solemn declaration

of opinion or resolution. 2. To assure, to as-

sever. 3. To threaten, to menace. 4. Toiake
a public declaration of faith and belief. 5.

(For.) To make a solemn declaration for the

purpose of preserving one's right. Protcstar
una letra, To protest a bill of exchange.

PROTESTATIVO, VA, . That which protests.

PROTESTO, sm. 1. Protest of a bill. 2. V. Pro-
testa. Protcsto lafuvrza, I yield to your per-
suasiveness.

PROTO, A Greek word used in composition,

signifying first ; often applied jocularly as

protopobre, protodiablo, &c.

PROTOALBEYTAR, sm. First or chief veterinary

surgeon, head of the veterinary college wlm
attends the royal horses and examines stu-

dents in the veterinary art.

PROTOALBEYTERATO, sm. Tribunal or college
for examining veterinary surgeons previous-

ly to licensino- them to practise.
PROTOCOLAR Y PROTOCOI.OZAR, va. To place in

the protocole.

PROTOCOLO, sm. A judicial record ;
a book in

which notaries enter their minutes or rough
drafts.

PROTOMARTIR, sm. Protomartyr, St. Stephen.
PROTOMEDICATO, sm. 1. Tribunal or college ot*

king's physicians, where students of medi-

cine are examined and licensed. 2. Office of

a first 01- ro\';il phvician.
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PROTOMEDICO, sm. First physician, one of the
three physicians to the king.

PROTONOTARIO, sm. Prothonotary.
PROTOTfpo, sm. Prototype, original.

PROTUBERANCIA,S/. Protuberance, prominence
PROYECHOjSra. 1. Profit, benefit, advantage, uti-

lity. 2. Proficiency, progress ; advancement
in arts, sciences, or virtues. Hombre de pro-
vecho, An useful man. Ser deprovecho, To be

useful or profitable. Buen provecho, Much
good may it do you ;

used at eating or drink-

PROVECHOSAMENTE, ad. Profitably. [ing

PROVECHOSO, SA, a. Profitable, beneficial.

PROVECTO, TA, a. Advanced in years, learning,
or other things ; experienced.

PROVEEDOR, RA, s. Purveyor, contractor.

PROVEEDURfA, sf. 1. Storehouse where provi-
sions are kept and distributed. 2. Employ-
ment and office of a purveyor.

PROVEER, va. 1. To supply with provisions, to

provide provisions for an army. 2. To dis

pose, to adjust. 3. To confer a dignity or

employment. 4. To decree, to doom by a de-

cree. 5. To minister, to supply any one with
the necessaries of life, to maintain. tr. To
ease the body.

PROVE*DO, sm. Judgment, sentence, decree.

PROVEIMIENTO, sm. Supply, the act of provid
ing or supplying with provisions.

PROVENA, sf. Provine, a branch of vine laid in

the ground to take root.

PROVENIENTE, pa. Proceeding, originating in.

PROVENIR, vn. To arise, to proceed ; to take

,
rise or origin from, to originate in.

PROVENTO, sm. Product, rent.

PROVERBIADOR, sm. Collector of proverbs.

PROVERBIAL, a. Proverbial, mentioned in a pro-

verb, resembling or suitable to a proverb.
PROVERBIALMENTE, ad. Proverbially.

PROVERBIAR, vn. To use proverbs.
PROVERBIO, sm. 1. Proverb, a short sentence

frequently repeated by the people. 2. Pro-

phecy, prediction from certain words. Pro-

verbios, Book of proverbs, a canonical book
of the Old Testament. [proverbs.

PROVE RBISTA, s. One attached to the use of

PROVIDAMENTE, ad. Providently, carefully.
PRO VIDENCIA, s. 1. Providence, foresight, time-

ly care, forecast. 2. Divine Providence, the

care of God over created beings ; divine su-

perintendence. 3. State or order of things.
Auto de, promdencia, Interlocutory decree ;

provisional judgment.
PROVIDENTIAL, a. Providential, effected by

providence ; referable to providence.
PROVIDENCIALMESTE, ad. Providentially, pro-

visionally.

PROVIOENCIAR, va. To ordain, to command.

PROVIDENTE, a. Provident, prudent, careful.

PROVIDO, DA, a. Provident, careful, diligent.

PROVNCIA, sf. 1. Province, part of a country.
2. A certain number of convents under the

direction of a provincial. 3. Provincial court

appointed to try and decide civil causes. 4.

The province, proper office or business of

any one. [vince.

PROVINCIAL, a. Provincial, relating to a pro-

PROVINCIAL,SOT. 1. Provincial, a dignitary of the

Roman catholic church who superintends and
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governs a certain number of convent*. 2,

Pasquinade, a libel.

PROVINCIALATO,STR. Place, dignity, or office of
a provincial, duration of this office.

PROVINCIANO, NA, a. y s. Native of Guipuzcoa
PROVISION, sf. 1. Store of provisions collected

for use. 2. Decree or sentence issued by
some Spanish tribunals in the king's name.
3. Title or instrument, by virtue whereof an
incumbent holds his benefice. 4. Act of con

ferring some employment or office.

PROVISIONAL, a. Provisional.

PROVISIONALMENTE, ad. Provisionally.
PROVISO 6 AL PROVISO, ad. Upon the spot, im-

mediately, instantly.

PROVISOR, RA, s. 1. PROVISOR, provider, one who
provides or procures. V. Proveedor. 2. Vicar-

general, an ecclesiastical judge, who decides

all ecclesiastical matters by virtue of the

power vested in him by the bishop. [dore.

PROVISORATO, sm. Office of provider or prove-

PROVISORIA,*?/. 1. Store-room, where provisions
are kept ; pantry. 2. Place or office of a pro-
visor or vicar-general.

PROVISORIO, RIA, a. Provisional, temporarily
established ; provided for present need.

PROvfsro, TA, a. Provided with a benefice.

PROVOCACION, sf. 1. Provocation, the act of

provoking or raising anger or displeasure. 2.

Cause or motive of anger.
PROVOCADOR, RA, 5. Provoker, one that raises

anger ; causer, promoter.
PROVOCAR, r,a. \. To provoke, to rouse, to ex-

cite. 2. To anger, to enrage. 3. To vomit,

to throw up from the stomach. 4. To facili-

tate, to promote. 5. To move, to excite.

PROVOCATIVO, VA, a. 1. Provocative, exciting,

inducing. 2. Quarrelsome, provoking.
PROXIMAMENTE, ad. Nearly, immediately, with-

out intervention.

PROXIMIDAD, sf. 1. Proximity, nearness, vici-

nity. 2. Relation, kindred by birth.

PROXIMO, MA, a. Nnxt, nearest.

PROXIMO, sm. 1. Fellow-creature ; neighbour.
2. (Joe.) An ass. No tener proximo, To be

unfeeling or cruel.

PROYECCION, sf. Projection, the appearance of

one or more objects on a perspective plane.

PROYECTAR, va. To project, to scheme, to form
in the mind, to contrive.

PROYECTISTA, sm. Projector, schemer.

PROYECTO, sm. Project, scheme, plan, design.

PROYECTO, TA, a. Projected, expanded, dilated.

PROYECTURA, sf. Part of a building which pro-

jects or juts out beyond the wall. V. Vuelo.

PRUDENCIA, sf. 1. Prudence, wisdom ; applied
to practice. 2. Temperance, moderation.

PRUDENCIAL, a. Prudential, eligible on the prin-

ciples of prudence.
PRUDENCIALMENTE, ad. Prudentiully.

PRUDENTE, a. Prudent, practically wise.

PRUDENTEMEXTE, ad. Prudently.
PRUEBA, sf. 1. Proof, reason, argument, evi-

dence. 2. Sign, token, indication. 3. Experi-

ment, essay, attempt. 4. Relish, taste ; a

.small quantity of any eatable. 5. (Hup.)

Proof, rough impression of a sheot on which
corrections are to be made. G. With tailors,

<u of basted clothes. J?' pruelu de
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bomba, Bomb-proof; satisfactorily. Tomarun
criado A prueba, To take a servant on liking
or trial. A'

prueba y e5^5e,(Met,) Stopped or

delayed without
being despatched. De prue-

ba, Firm, solid. Pruebas, Proof, evidence.

PRUINA, sf. White frost.

PR#NA, sf. (Bot.) Plum.

PRURITO, sm. 1. Prurience, pruriency, itch-

ing. 2. Great desire or appetite.

PRUSI^TE, 5m. (Quim.) Prussiate, salt formed
of Prussic acid with a base.

Ptf, sf. Excrements of children. intcrj. An ex-

clamation of disgust at a bad smell.

PUA, sf. 1. Sharp point, prickle. 2. Shoot of a

tree engrafted in another. 3. Painful sensa-

tion. 4. (Fam.) V. Pit. 5. Weaver's reed. 6.

Subtlety, acuteness. Es buena pua, He is a

keen blade.

PUBEKT-AD Y PCBESCENCIA, sf. Puberty, age
of maturity.

PUBESCER, vn. To attain the age of puberty.
P^BLiCA, sf. In universities, a lecture before

the examination for the degree of Doctor.

PUBLIC ACION, sf. Publication, the act ofpublish-
ing or proclaiming.

PUBLICADOR, RA, s. Publisher, one who publish-
es or proclaims.

PUBLICAMENTE, ad. Publicly.

PuBLicA.NO,5m. Roman toll-gatherer.
PUBLIC.AR, va. 1. To publish, to render public,

to proclaim ; to manifest before the public ;

to print a book. 2. To reveal, to lay open, to

disclose.

PUBLICAT A, sf. Certificate of publication.
PUBLICIDAD, sf. 1. Publicity, the state of being

public. 2. Place of general resort, a public

pfece. En publicidad, Publicly.
PUBI.ICO, CA, a. 1 . Public, notorious. 2. Vul-

gar, common.
Ptf BLICO, sm . Public, the general body of a na-

tion. En publico, Publicly.

PucELA,5/. V. Doncella.

PUCELA.NA, sf. Potter's earth, a kind of argilla-
ceous earth, very adhesive.

PUCHADA, sf. A kind of cataplasm, chiefly con-

sisting of flour.

PtJcHES, sf. pi. Sort of fritters. V. Gachas.

PUCHECILLA, sf. A thin batter made of flour

and water.

PUCHERA, sf. Pitcher. V. Olla.

PucHERfco, LLO, Y TO, 5m. dim. Pipkin. Pu-

cherito, Crying grimaces of children.

PUCHERO, sm. I. A glazed earthen pot. 2.

Meat boiled in an earthen pot. 3. Daily food,

regular aliment. 4. Grimace or distortion of
the face which precedes crying. Meter la

cabeza en el puchero, To equivocate and
maintain an opinion obstinately.

PUDESDO, DA, a. Bashful, shy.
PUDENDO, sm. Pudendum.
PiioiBtJNDO, DA, a. (Joe.) Shamefaced, modest.

PITDICICIA, sf. Pudicity, chastity.

Ptimco, CA, a. Chaste, modest.

PODIESTE, a. Powerful, rich, opulent.
PcniN, sm. Pudding.
PLUOR, sm. Bashfulness, modesty, shyness.
Pt'DRicio.v, sf. Rottenness, the act ofrotting or

turning into corruption.
PumuoERo, 5m. 1. Rotting-place, where any

thing is put to rot ; fermenting pit. 2. Royal
vault or cemetery in the monastery at Escu-
rial. [for making paper.

PUDRIDOR, 5m. Vessel in which rags are steeped
PUDRIGORIO, sm. A sickly infirm man.

PUDRIMIENTO, sm. Rottenness. V. Pudricion.

PUURIR, va. To rot, to make putrid, to bring to

corruption. vn. To rot, to be rotten. vr. To
be broken-hearted, to die with grief; to be-

come rotten, to decay.

PUEBLA, sf. 1. Seed which a gardener sows of

every kind of vegetable. 2. V. Poblacion.

PUEBLO, 5m. 1. Town, village ; any place that is

peopled or inhabited. 2. Population, the in-

habitants of a place. 3. Common people.

PUECA, sf. Slut ; term of slight contempt for a

woman.
PCENTE, 5. 1. Bridge, a building raised over wa-

ter for the convenience ofpassage. Puente vo-

lante, Flying-bridge. Puente levadiza, Draw-

bridge. 2. (Naut.) Deck of a ship. Puente a
la oreja, (Naut.) Flush-deck. Puente de enja-

retada, (Naut.) Grating deck. Puente. de re-

des, (Naut.) Netting deck. 3. (Mds.) Bridge,
the supporter ofthe strings in stringed instru-

ments. 4. Transom, lintel, any cross-beam.

POENTECILLA Y PuENTE7.UELA,5/. A little bridge

PUERCA, sf. 1. Sow, a female pig. 2. Nut of' a

screw. 3. Millepede, an insect. Putrcas,
Scrofulous swellings, glandulous tumours.

PUERCAMENTE, ad. Dirtily, rudely.

PUERCO, CA, a. Nasty, filthy, dirty ;
rude.

PUERCO, sm. l.Hog, a domestic animal. 2.

Wild boar. V. Jabali. Puerco espin, Porcu-

pine ; chevaux-de-frise. 3. A brutish ill-bred

person. [tween infancy and manhood.

PUERICIA, sf. Boyhood, the middle state be-

PUER|L, a. Boyish, childish, puerile.

PUERILIDA^D, sf. Puerility, boyishness ;
trifle.

PUERILMENTE, ad. Puerilely, childishly.

PUERPERIO, 5m. Child-birth, travail, labour.

PUERQUEZUELA, sf. Slut, dirty. wench.

PUERQ(JE/UELO, 5m. dim. Little pig.

PUERRO, 5m. (Bot.) Leek. Allium porum L.

PUERTA, sf. 1. Door, or doorway, gateway, an

opening in a wall to give entrance. 2. Begin-

ning or commencement ofan undertaking. 3.

Door, gate, that which serves to stop any
passage. 4. Duty paid at the entrance of the

gates in towns. 5. Narrow pass between
mountains. Puerta de dos hojas, Folding-
door. Puerto, trasera, Back door ; (Joe.)
Anus. Llamar d la puerta, To knock at the

door. Estar por puertas, To be reduced to

beggary. A1 esotra puerta, That wont do, no

objections can persuade me to the contrary.

PuERTAVENTANA,5/. Door with a window in it.

PTIERTECICA, LLA, sf. A small door.

PUERTECILLO, 5m. A small port.

PUERTO, 5m. 1. Port, harbour ;
a safe station

for ships. 2. Pass, a narrow road through
mountains. 3. Orifice of the womb. 4. Asy-
lum, shelter, refuge. 5. Dam in a rivor.

Puerto Otomano, Ottoman Porte.

Pfos, particul. 1. Then, therefore. 2. In as

much as ;
since. 3. Sure, surely ; certainly ;

aye, yes. 4. (Ant.) V. Despues.

ES, interj. Well then, t Ypues? Well, and

what of that ? Pues si (Iron.) Yes, indeed !
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PuissTA, sf. 1. V. Posta. 2. Resigning a hand
of cards. Puesta de sol, Sunsqtting. A' pu-
esta 6 puestas del sol, At suns|tting.

PCESTO, sm. 1. Place or space occupied ; part
cular spot. 2. Shop or place where any thing
is sold by retail. 3. Post, employment, digni-

ty, office. 4. State, condition. 5. House in

which stallions are kept and let to mares. 6.

(Mil.) Barrack for soldiers. 7. Apartment or

bed for child-birth. 8. Place covered with
bushes to conceal sportsmen.

PUESTO, TA,pp. irreg. ofponer, Put.

PUESTO, ad. Because, for this reason that, on
this account that. Puesto que, Although. V
dtfnque.

PUF, interj. A word expressive of the unplea
sant sensation of a.bad smell.

PUGA, sf. (Gal.) V. Pua. [list.

PUGIL, sm. Prize-fighter, boxer, bruiser, pugi-
PUGILAR, sm. Hebrew manual of the scriptures

used in synagogues.
PUGNA, sf. Combat, conflict, battle.

PUGNACIDAD, sf. Pugnacity, quarrelsomeness;
inclination to fight.

PceK&STl, jut. Fighting, opposing.
PUGNAR, vn. To fight, to combat, to contend ;

to solicit earnestly ; to rival. [to fight.

PUGNAZ, a. Pugnacious, quarrelsome, inclined

PUJA, sf. 1. Outbidding at a public sale, offer

of a higher price. 2. Superiority in prowess
or address. Sacar de la puja, To outwit, to

conquer by stratagem or address.

PIUAUERO, RA, a. That which might be outbid,
or enhanced.

PrjADon, RA, *. Outbidder, one who bids or of-

fers a higher price than another.

PpjAME Y PUJAMEN, sm. (Naut.) Under part
of the sails. [the blood or humours.

PUJAMIENTO, sm. Flow or violent agitation of

PUJANTE, a. Powerful, strong, predominant.
PITJANZA, sf. Power, might, strength.
PUJAR, vn. 1. To rise, to exceed in height. 2.

To endeavour, to be eager in the pursuit of
a thing. va. 1. To outbid, to bid more than
another. 2. To labour under an impediment
of speech, to falter.

PUJAVANTE, sm. Butteris, an instrument used
in paring the sole of a horse's foot.

PUJES, sm. Pointing the thumb in contempt.
V. Higa.

PUJO, sm. 1. Tenestnus, a continual urgent
need to go to stool. 2. Violent desire, great
eagerness, longing ; anxiety. A'

'

pujos, Slow-

ly

~

with some difficulty.

PULCRITUD, sf. Pulchritude, beauty, grace,
genteel appearance.

PULCRO, CRA, a. 1. Beautiful, graceful. 2. Af-

fectedly nice in dress.

PULGA, sf. Flea, a small insect, remarkable for

its agility in leaping. Pulgas, Playing tops
for children.

PULOADA, sf. Inch, the twelfth part of a foot

PUI.GAR, sm. 1. Thumb, the first short and thick

finger of the hand. Dedo pulgar del pie, The
great toe. 2. Shoots left on vines. Menear
Los pulgares, To hasten the execution of any
thing ; to turn over a hand of cards.

PCI.GARADA, sf. 1. Fillip, a jerk of the middle

finger let go from the thumb. 2. Pinch, anv
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small quantity taken between the thumb and
fore finger. V. Pulgada. [Bacchus L.

PULGON, sm. Vine-fretter, vine-grub. Curculio

PULGOSO, SA, a. Full of fleas.

PULGUERA, sf. 1. Place abounding with fleas

2. (Bot.) Pulic, flea-wort. Plantago psylliuru
L. Pulgu&ras, Wings of the cross-bow. V
Empulgueras.

PCJLGUILLA, CA, TA,sf. A little flea. PulquiUaf ,

A restless, fretful person.

PULICAN, sm. Pelican, instrument for drawing-
teeth.

PCLICARIA, sf. Flea-wort. V. Zaragatona.
PULICIA, sf. Police. V. Policia.

PULIDAMENTE, ad. Neatly, sprucely, cleanly.
PULIDERO, sm. 1. Polisher, one who polishes.

2. Polisher, an instrument for polishing or:

burnishing. [ness.
PULIDEZ Y PULIPEZA, sf. Neatness, cleanli-

PULIDO, DA, a. Neat, cleanly.

PtJLiDOR, STO. 1. Polisher, one who polishes. 2.

Instrument used for polishing and burnish-

ing, [bright.

PULIMENTAR, Ta. To gloss, to polish very
PULIMENTO, sm. Polish, artificial gloss; bright-

ness given by attrition.

PULIR, va. 1. To polish, to burnish ;
to finish a

work of art. 2. To adorn, to beautify vr.

To be polished, to be elegant in point of dress

and manners.

PULLA, sf. 1. Loose obscene expression. 2.

Smart repartee, a witty saying. 3. Kind of

eagle that dwells in the trunks of trees.

PULMON, 5m. 1. Lungs. V. Bofes. 2. (Albeyt.)

Fleshy tumour on the joint of horses.

PULMONARIA, sf. (Bot.) Lungwort, hazel-rag.
Lichen pulmonarius L.

PutMONfA, sf. Pulmonary consumption ; phthi-

sis, inflammation of the lungs.

PULMOMACO, CA
',
Y PoLMONARIO, RIA, rt. Af-

fected with an inflammation of the lungs ;

pulmonary.
LPA, sf. 1. Pulp, the fullest and most solid

part of the flesh. 2. Pulp, the soft and suc-

culent part of fruit.

PULPEJO, sm. The fleshy prominence of the

fingers opposite to the nails.

LPERfA, sf. (In New Spain) Chandler's shop,
where all sorts of provisions are retailed.

PULPERO, sm. (In New Spain) One who keeps
a chandler's shop or retails provisions.

PULPETA, sf. Slice of stuffed meat.

POLPETON, sm. Large slice of stuffed meat.

PULPITO, sm. Pulpit, desk placed in the church,
where sermons are pronounced ; preacher.

?ULPO,5W. 1
(let.) Cuttle-fish, polypus. Sepia

octopus L. 2. Prostitute. Poner como im

pulpo, To make like pulp ; to beat severely.

PULPOSO, SA, a. Pulpous, fleshy.
Pth,quE, sm. Liquor prepared in America of a

species of aloes, the Agave Americana L.

PULO.UERIA, sf. Shop or place where the above

liquor is sold.

PULSACION Y PULSADA,*/. Pulse, pulsation, the

act of beating or moving with quick strokes

against any thing opposing.
PULSADOR, RA, s. One who examines the pu'sr.

PULSAR, va. 1. To touch. V. Tocar. 2. To fool

the pulse, xn. To pulse, to beat as the pulse.
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PULSATIL, a. Sounding when struck or touch-

ed ;
such as bells.

PuLSAtivo, VA, a. Pulsing, beating.
PITLSATORIO, RIA, a. Relating to the pulse.

PULSERA, s/. Bandage applied to the vein or ar-

tery ofa sick person, steeped in some strength-

ening liquid. pi. 1. Locks of hair which fall

over the temples. 2. Bracelets or other or-

naments worn by women about the wrists.

PULSISTA, sm. A person well acquainted with

the different movements of the pulse.

PtJLso, sm. 1. Pulse, the motion or beating of

the heart and arteries as far as it is perceiv-
ed by the touch. 2. That part of the wrist

where the pulse is felt. 3. Firmness or stea-

diness of the hand. A1

pulso, With the

strength of the hand. 4. Attention, care, cir-

cumspection. Obra con gran pulso,
He pro-

ceeds or acts with a deal of circumspection.
PUMJLAR, vn. To pullulate, to germ, to bud.

PULVERI/ABLE, a. Reducible to powder ; pul-

verable, possible to be reduced to dust.

PUI.VERIZACION, sf. Pulverization.

PULVERIZER, va. To pulverize.

PITLZOL, PUZOL, 6 PuNzo, sm. A bright scarlet

colour.

PUNAR, va. V. Pugnar.
PUNCH A, sf. Thorn, prick or point of any thing

that pricks the flesh.

PUNCHER, va. (Ant.) To prick. V. Punzar.

PCNDONOR, sm. Point of honour, a subject in

which the honour or character of a person is

concerned.

PCNDONORCILLO, sm. Punctilio.

PUNDONORCILAMENTE, ad. Punctiliously.
PUNDONOROSO, SA, a. Having a nice sense of

honour. [cockles, oysters, &c.

PUNGANES, sm. pi. Instruments used to open
PUNGENTE, pa. Pungent. [mg-

PUNGIMIENTO, sm. Act of punching or prick-
PUNGIR, va. 1. To punch, to prick. 2. To in-

vite, to stimulate.

PUNGITIVO, VA, a. Punching, pricking.
PUNIBLE, a. (For.) Punishable.

PUNICION, sf. Punishment, chastisement.

Ptf.Mco, CA, a. Punic, relating to the Carthagi-
nians.

PUNIR, va. To punish. V. Castigar.
PtfNTA, sf. I. Point, the sharp end of an instru-

ment. 2. Extremity of any thing which ter-

minates in an angle. 3. Point, headland, pro-
montory. 4. Colter, the sharp iron of the

plough which cuts the earth. 5. A small part
of any thing. G. Act of a dog in marking out
the game. 7. Tartness, a sourish taste. Hacer
punta, To excel, to surpass ; to oppose, to
contradict ; to take the road to. 8. Sharp
bodkin. pi. 1. Bone-lace. 2. Horns of a bull.

De puntas, On tiptoe, softly.

PUNTACION, sf. Punctuation, the act of marking
letters with dots or points.

PUKTADA, sf. 1 . Stitch made with a needle and
thread. 2. Word carelessly dropped in the
course of conversation.

VUNTADOR, sm. V. Apuntador.
PUNTAL, sm. ]. Prop, an upright post fixed in

the ground to support a wall or building ;

shore. 2. (Naiit.) Stanchion. Puntal de la

bodega, (Naut.) Depth of the hold.

I^, sm. Kick, a blow with the foot.

PUNTER, wo. To mark with small dots or pointa,

PUNTEADURA, sf. Teeth of a wheel.

PUNTEAR, va. 1. To play upon the guitar, by

pinching the strings according to the rules

of art. 2. To mark, to point out. 3. To sew,
to stitch. vn. (Naut.) To go obliquely,

catching the wind when it is slack.

PUNTEL, sm. Iron tube for blowing glass.

PUNTERA, sf. (Bot.) A kind of evergreen. Se-

dum L.

PuNTERfA, sf. 1. The act of levelling or point-

ing fire-arms. 2. Aim, the direction of a

massive weapon. 3. Teeth of a wheel.

PUNTERO, sm. 1. Fescue, a small wire or stick,

by which those who teach or learn to read,

point out the letters. 2. A pointed instrument

for marking any thing. 3. Punch or puncheon
of a farrier. 4. Chisel used by stone-cutters.

PUNTERO, RA, a. Taking a good aim with fire-

arms, [or closing hempen sandals.

PUNTEROL, sm. A large needle, used in sewing
PuNTiAGtroo, DA, a. Sharp-pointed.
PUNTILLA, sf. 1.A small point. 2. A narrow lace

edging. De puntillas, Softly, gently ; on tip-

toe. Ponerse de puntillas, To persist obsti-

nately in one's opinion. 3. Burine, graver.

PUNTILL.ZO, sm. Kick, a blow with the foot.

PUNTILLO. sm. Trifling, despicable thing in

which a punctilious person places honour.

PUNTILLON,. sm. Kick. V. Puntillazo.

PuNTir,r.6so, SA, a. Ticklish, difficult, litigious.

PtmTivi, sm. Sort of Silesia linen.

PUNTO, sm. 1. Point, an indivisible point of

time or space. 2. Point, subject or matter

under consideration. 3. End or design. 4.

Degree, state. 5. Point of honour ; punctilio.
6. Opportunity, fit place or time. A1 buen

puntO) Opportunely. M punto. Instantly. 7.

Point, stop ; a note of distinction in writing.
8. Aim, sight. 9. Stitch, a pass of the needle

and thread through any thing. 10. Tumbler
of a gun-lock. 1 1 . Hole in stockings ;

mesh
of a net ; vacancy in lace. 12. Right, just
sound of musical instruments. 13. Close of a

course of lectures.* pi. 1. Stitches serving to

unite the lips of a wound. 2. Points or dots

marked on dice or cards. Poncr los puntos
muy altos, To soar very high ;

to make ex-

travagant claims or pretensions. Per puntos,
From one moment to another. Punto de

malla, Mesh of a net.

PUNTOSO, SA, a. 1. Acuminated, having many
points. 2. Spirited, full of fire, lively, coura-

geous. 3. Too punctilious in etiquette. Horn-

bre 6 muger de punto, Principal person of

distinction.

PUNTUACION, sf. Punctuation, the art or mod*
of pointing.

PCNTUAL, a. Punctual, exact. 2. Certain, sure.

3. Convenient, adequate.
PUNTUALIDAD, sf. 1. Punctuality, exactness. 3.

Certitude, preciseness.

PUNTUALIZAR, va. 1. To imprint, to fix on the

mind or memory. 2. To finish, to accomplish,
to complete.

PUNTUALMENTE, ad. Punctually, exactly.

PUNTUA^R, va. To punctuate, to point.

PuNTudso, SA, a. V. Puntoso y Pundonoroso.
563



PUP PUT

, sf. 1. Puncture, a small prick ; a hole
made with a very sharp point. 2. Point
which holds the sheet in a printing press.

PUN/ADA, sf. 1. Prick, a small hole made with
a sharp point. 2. Sting, pain ; compunction.

PUNZADOR, RA, s. Pricker, one who pricks or

wounds.

PUNZADURA, s/.' Puncture, prick.

PUNZANTE, pa. Pointed, pricking.
PUNZAR, va. 1. To prick, to wound with a

sharp point. 2. To sting, to cause pain.
PUNZON, sm. 1. Punch, a pointed instrument
used by many artists and workmen

; type-
founder's punch. 2. Figure of a key worn on
the flap of the coat-pocket by- gentlemen of

the bed-chamber to his Spanish majesty. 3.

Young horn of a deer.

PUNZONCICO Y PuNzoNciLLO,,sm. A small punch.
PuNZONERfA, sf. Collection of moulds for mak-

ing a fount of types.

PUNADA, sf. Blow given with the fist. Venir
d Las puiiadas, To come to blows.

PuNADO,sm. Handful, as much as can be seiz-

ed or grasped by the hand at once
;
a few.

A 1

punados, Plentifully, abundantly. Gran
6 que punado ! (Fam.) Expression of con-

tempt for the small quantity or the quality
of a thing offered. [weapon.

PUNAL, sm. Poniard, dagger ; a short stabbing
PUNALADA, sf. 1. Stab, a wound given with a

poniard. 2. A sudden shock of grief or pain.

PUNALEJO, sm. Small poniard.
PUNALERO, sm. Maker or seller of poniards.

PUNETAZO, sm. Blow with the shut fist.

PUNETE, sm. Blow given with the fist. Punetcs,
Bracelets, ornaments wore round the wrists.

PtJSo, sm,. 1. Fist, the hand clenched, with the

fingers doubled dcwn. 2. Handful, as much
as can be grasped by the hand at once. 3.

Scantiness, narrowness. Unpuno de casa,A
small house. 4 Wristband, the fastening of

the shirt at the hand. 5. Hand-ruffle, plaited

cambric, muslin, or lace, fastened to the

wristband by way of ornament. 6. Hilt, guard
of a sword ; handle ; head of a staff. 7.

(Naut.) Each of the lower points of a sail in

which the tacks are fastened. Jjprctar los

puiios, To exert the utmost efforts. A' puno
cerrado, With might and main. Hombre. dc

punos, A strong valiant man. Ser como un

puno, To be miserable
;

close-fisted.

PUONES, sm. pi. The large uneven teeth of

combing cards.

PtfpA, sf.l. Pustule, pimple. 2. The plaintive
sound whereby children express uneasiness.

PUPILA, sf. 1. Eye-ball, pupil. 2. Orphan girl.

PUPILAGE, sm. 1. Pupilage, the state of being
a pupil. 2. Board, the state of a boarder who
diets with another at a certain rate. 3. Board-

ingrhouse.
PUPILAU, a. I. Pupilary, belonging to a pupil

or ward. 2. Relating or pertaining to the

eye-ball.

PUPILERO, RA, s. Master or mistress of a board-

ing-house or boarding-school.
PUPU.O, sm. 1. Pupil, ward ; one under the care

of his guardian. 2. Pupil, scholar, student ;

one under the care of a tutor.

PUPQSO, SA, d. Pustulous, full of pustules.

ad. Purely, chastely ; entirely.

PUREZA, sf. Purity, innocence, integrity, chas-

tity ; purity of diction.

PtfRGA, sf. Purge, purging-draft, a cathartic
medicine which evacuates by stool.

PURGABLE, a. That may be purged.
PURGACION, sf. 1. Purgation, the act of cleans-

ing or expelling bad humours. 2. Catamenia,
3. Act of clearing from imputation of guilt.

PURGADOR, RA, *. One who purges, purger.
PURGANTE, pa. Purgative.
PURG^R, va. 1. To purge, to purify, to cleanse.

2. To atone, to expiate. 3. To purge, to

cleanse or evacuate the body by stool. 4. To
clear from guilt or imputation of guilt. 5. To
correct and moderate the passions. vr. To
rid one's self of, to free or clear one's self

from guilt.

PURGATIVO, VA, a. Purgative, cathartic.

PURG'ATORIO, sm. 1. Purgatory, a place where
souls suffer for a time on account of their

sins. 2. Any place where life is imbittered

by painful drudgery and troubles.

PURIDAD, sf. 1. Purity, freedom from foulness

or dirt. 2. Secret, secrecy Enpuridad,Cletir-
ly, openly, without tergiversation ; in secret.

PURIFICACION, sf. 1. Purification, the act of

making pure. 2. Purification, a festival of the

Christian church, observed on the second

day of February. 3. The act of churching a

woman after her lying-in. 4. Cleansing the

chalice after the wine is drank at the mass.

PURIFICADERO, RA, a. Cleansing, purifying.

PURIFICADOR,RA, s. 1 . Purifier, one who cleanses

or purifies. 2. Purificatory, the cloth with

which the priest wipes and cleans the chalice.

PURIFICAR, va. To purify, to clean, to cleanse.

vr. 1. To be purified, to be cleansed. 2.

To be churched after a
lying-in.

PURIFICATORIO, RiA, a. Purificatory, having the

power or tendency to make pure. ["lion.

PURISMO, sm. Affecting too much purity ofdie-

PuRfsxA, sm. Purist, one who aims at an af-

fected purity of diction.

PURITANO, NA, s. Puritan, a sectary pretending
to eminent purity of religion.

PUR.VA, sf. (Arag.) Spark, sparkle.

PURO, RA, a. 1. Pure, free, unmingled, absolute ;

simple, disinterested ; chaste. 2. Vast, ex-

cessive. De puro, Extremely.
RpuRA, sf. 1. Rock-shell, purple-shell. Mu-
rex L. 2.'Cloth died with cochineal. 3. Dig-

nity of a king or cardinal. 4. (Poet.) Blood.

PURPURADO, a. V. Cardenal.

PURPURANTE, pa. Giving a purple colour.

PURPURAR, va* 1. To make red, to colour wilh

purple. 2. To dress in purple.--zjn. To takfl

or show a purple colour.

PURPTJREO, REA, . Of a purple colour.

PURRELA, sf. Wine of the most inferior quality

PURRIELA, sf. Any thing despicable or of little

PURULENTO, TA, a. Purulent. [vahia

PUB, sm. Pus, the matter of wounds.

PUSILANIME, a. Pusillanimous, mean-spirited,
narrow-minded.

PUSILASIMIDAD, sf. Pusillanimity, want of

courage: meanness of spirit.

PUSTULA, sf. Pustule, pimple.

, sf. Whore, prostitute.



QUA QUA

PUTAISMO yPcTANfsMo,5m.Putanism,the man-
ner of living or trade of a prostitute.

PuTAtJEAR, vn. To whore.

PUTA$ERO, sm. Whoremaster, whoremonger.
PCTATIVO, VA, a. Putative, supposed, reputed.

PCTEAL, 57/1. Stone used as the cover of a well,

on which soothsayers prophesied.
PUTEAR, vn. (Fain.) To whore.

PDTERIA, sf. J . The manner of living and trade

of a prostitute. 2. Brothel, a bawdy-house.
3. Arts used by lewd women to attract the

attention of men.

PUTERO, sm. Whoremaster, whoremonger.
PUTESCO.C A, a. Relating or belonging to whores.

PCTICA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. Young prostitute.

PtJTO, 5m. Catamite, sodomite. A 1

puto el postre,

(Fam.) The devil take the hindmost.

PUTPTJT, sm. (Orn.) Hoop. V. Mubilla.

PUTREDINAL, a. Putrefying, corrupting.
PUTREFACCION, sf. Putrefaction, the state of

growing rotten.

PUTREFACTIVO, VA, a. Putrefactive.

P#TRIDO, DA, a. Putrid, rotten.

PUTUELA, 5/. dim. A little prostitute.

PUYA, sf. V. Pua.

PUYAR, vn. (Ant.) To mount, to ascend.

PUZOL v PUZOLANA, s. Puzzolana, a volcanic

production, being a kind of martial argillace-
ous marl, of a gray colour, and containing a

great portion of silex.

QUA
Is always followed by the letter u

;
in

querer it has the sound of k, in quandd,
. that of the English q. The u is never

doubled in Spanish after q ;
and when it has

its proper sound is marked with a diaeresis,

thus, question is pronounced the same in

Spanish and English.

QUADEKNA, 5/. 1. The fourth part of any thing.
2. (Naut.) Frame, the timber-work which
forms the ribs of a ship. Quaderna maestra,

(Naut.) Mid ship-frame. Quaderna, dt-l cuer-

po popts, (Naut.) Stern-frame. Quudernas
de henchimitnto, (Naut.) Filling-timbers.

Quadernas dc la amura, (Naut.) Loof-

frames. Quade.rnas reviradas, (Naut.) Cant-

timbers. Quadernas d esquadra, (Naut.)

Square-timbers.
QUADERN.4.L, sm. (Naiit.) Block, a piece of

wood with sheaves and pullies, on which the

running rigging is reeved. Quadernales de

carenar. (Naiit.) Careening gears.

Qt7ADERNAi.ETE, 5i. (Naut.) Short and double

block.

QUADERNARIO, RIA, a. Quaternary, consisting
of four. v

QuADERsfLLO, 5m. 1. Five sheets ofpaper sewed

together like a book. 2. Clerical directory,

containing the daily order of divine service.

QCADERNO. sm. 1. Parcel of paper stitched to-

gether. 2. Small memorandum book. 3. Book

composed of four printed sheets placed with-
in each other. 4. Chastisement of colle-

gians, depriving them of their pittance. 5.

(Fain.) Pack of cards.

QUADRA, 5/. 1. Hall, saloon ; drawing-room. 2.

Stable, a house for beasts. 3. (Peru) Length
of a .street. 4. (Naut.) Quarter of a ship.
For la quadra, (Naut.) On the quarter.

QUADRADAMENTE, ad. Exactly, completely.
QUADRADO, DA, a. 1. Square, squared. 2. Per-

fect, without any defect or imperfection.
QUADRADO, 5m. 1. Square, a figure of four equal

sides and four right angles. 2. Clock, the
flowers or inverted work in stockings about
the ancle. 3. Gusset of a shirt sleeve. 4.

Die. V. Troquel. 5. (Impr.) Quadrate, the

square of a letter. De quadrado, In front,

opposite, face to face ; squared.

QUA

, RIA, a. Forty years old
;
of

forty years.

QuADRAGESiMJftL, a. Quadragesimal, belong-

ing to Lent. [tenth.

QUADRAGESIMO, MA, a. Fortieth, the fourth

QUADR^L, 5m. (Arq.) Piece of timber which
crosses two others diagonally.

QUADRANGULAR, a. Quadrangular, having four

right angles.
QuADRANGULo,5m. Quadrangle, a surface with

four right angles.

QUADRA-NT^L, a. Quadrantal.

QUADR^NTE, 577?.. 1. Quadrant, the fourth part
of a circle. 2. A mathematical instrument

with which latitudes are taken. 3. Dial-plate
of a sun-dial. 4. A square board put up m
churches, pointing out the order of masses
to be celebrated. 5. The fourth part of an
inheritance. 6. The smallest coin current in

a country. Hasta el ultimo quadrante, To
the last farthing.

QUADRAR,<Z.I.To square, to form into a square.
2. To adjust, to regulate, to fit, to quadrate.
3. To please, to accommodate. 4. To square
timbers. 5. (Arit.) To multiply a number by
itself. 6. (Pint.) V. Quadricular.

QUADRATIN, 5m. (Impr.) Quotation, piece of

type-metal used to fill up blanks in pages.

QUADRATURA, sf. 1. Quadrature, the act of

squaring or reducing to a square. 2. First

and last quarter of the moon. 3. Pentagraph,
an instrument whereby drawings and pic-

tures may be copied in any proportion.

QUADRETE, 57H. A small square.

QcADRicEN.iL, a. That which is done every

forty years.

QUADRICUI.A, 5/. Reduction of a. drawing to a

smaller size by means of the pentagraph, or

chequered lines.

QUADRICULAR, va. To copy a drawing by means
of the pentagraph ;

to copy by means of

squares.
QUADRIENAL, a. Quadrennial, comprising four

years ; happening once in four years*

QuADRiENio,5m. Time and space offour years.

QuADRirdRME, a. Fourfaced.

QUADRIGA, 5/. Carriage drawn by four horsos

QUADBIL, sm- Haunch-bone in beasts.



QUA

, RA, a. Quadrilateral, having
four sides and four angles.

QUADRILITERAL, a. Consisting of four letters.

QUADRILLA,*/. 1. Meeting of four or more per-
sons, assembled for some particular purpose.
2. Any one of the four divisions of sheep-
masters which form the board of Mesta. 3.

Band of armed men, sent in pursuit of rob-

bers and highwaymen by the court of La
Santa Hermandad. Alcalde de quadrilla,
Director of one of the four sections of the

council of Mesta.

QUADRILLERO, am. Member of the court of La
Santa Hermandad; the commander of an
armed band employed by that court.

QuADRiLLO,sm. 1. A small square. 2. Dart, or

any other missive weapon of that kind.

QUADRILONGO, sm. 1. Oblong square. 2. For-
mation of a corps of infantry into an oblong
form.

QUADRILONGO, GA, a. Having the shape or form
of a long square.

QUADRIMESTRE, sm. Sps.ce of four months.

QUADRINO'MIO,sm. (Algeb.) Quadrinomial.
QUADRIPLE, a. Quadruple, fourfold.

QUADRIPLICADO, DA. a. Quadrupled.
QUADRISILABO, BA, s. Word of four syllables.

QUADRIVIO, sm. 1. Place where four paths or
roads meet. 2. Any thing which may be un-
dertaken four different ways.

QUADRIVISTA, sm. One who attempts four dif-

ferent ways to attain some end. V. Mate-
mdtico.

QuADRivtJGo, sm. Cart with four horses.

QUADRO, DRA, a. V. Quadrado.
QUADRO, sm. 1. Figure having for equal sides

and four angles. En quadra. Squared, in a

square form. 2. Picture, painting. 3. A
square bed of earth in a garden. 4. Picture

frame, frame of a window. 5. (Mil.) Square
body of troops. 6. (Impr.) Platen, part of a

printing-press which makes the impression.
QUADRUPEDAL, a. Four-footed

; applied to

beasts. [going on four feet.

QUADRUPEDANTE, . (Poet.) Quadrupedant,
QuADRUPEDO, DA

; QuADR^PEDE, a. Qua-
druped, having four feet.

QUADRUPLICACION, sf. Quadruplication, the

taking of a thing four times.

QUADRUPLICAR, va. To quadruplicate,- to mul-

tiply by four.

QuioRUPLO, PLA, a. Quadruple, fourfold.

QUAL, a. 1 . Which
; he who. V. El que. g, Qual

de los dos quiere vd. ? Which of the two will

you have ? 2. Same, like, such. V. Qual-
quiera. 3. One, other, partly. Tengo mu-
f.hos libros quales de. Latin, quales de Ro-

mance, I have many books, some Latin,
others Spanish. Qual 6 qual, V. Tal qual.
Cada qual, Each one. ad. As. V. Como.

inter
j. How then.

QUALIDAD, sf. Quality. V. Calidad.

QUALIFICAR, va. (Ant.) V. Calificar.

QUAL^UE, a. (Ant.) V. Mguno.
QUALQUIER, a. Any one ; used only before a

substantive, with which it is joined.

QUALQJJIERA, a. Any one, some one, either one
or the other, whichsoever, whoever.

, SA, a. (AntJ How great, so big.

QUA*H, ad. How, as ; used only before noons.
V. quanta.

QUANDO, ad. 1. When, pointing out a certain
time. 2. In case that

;
if. 3. Though, al-

though ; even. Quando no hubiera mas razon,
Were there even no other ground. 4. Some-
times, at times. Quando con los criados,

quando conlos hijos, Sometimes with the ser-

vants, sometimes with the children. De quan-
do en quando, From time to time. Quando mas
6 quando mucho, At most, at best. Quando
menos, At least. Quando quiera, When
you please, whensoever. 'Hasta quando, Un-
til when,

i,
De quando aca ? Since when ? in

what time ? expression intimating that a thing
is extraordinary. 5m. A determinate space
or period of time.

QUANTIA, sf. 1. Quantity. V. Cantidad. 2.

Rank, distinction. Hombre de gran quantia,
A man of high rank.

QUANTIAR, va. To estimate or regulate the pos-
sessions of neighbours in villages.

QUANTIDAD, sf. Quantity. V. Cantidad.

QUANTIMAS, V. Quanta mas.

QUANTIOSAMENTE, ad. Copiously.
QUANTIOSO, SA, a. Numerous, copious.
QCANTITATIVO, VA, a. Quantitive, estimable,

according to quantity.
QUANTO, TA,. 1.

Containing quantity or relat-

ing to it, susceptible of quantity. 2. As
many as, as much as, the more. Quanto uno es

maspoire se le dele socorrer mas, The poorer
a person is the more should he be supported.
Quanto vd. quiera, As much as you like. 3.

All, whatever. 4. Excessive, great in some

way. ad. Respecting, whilst. Quanto antes,

Immediately, as soon as possible. Quanto
mas, Moreover, the more as. En quanta,
With regard to

;
in the mean time. Quanto

quier, Although. For quanta, In as much as.

QUARANGO, sm. The vulgar name of the Cin-

chona or Peruvian bark-tree.

QUARENTA, a. Forty, four times ten. El ano de

quarenta, The days of yore ;
an expression

used for antiquated things long out of fashion.

QUARENTENA,.'?/'. 1. Space of forty days, months,
or years ;

the fortieth part. 2. Lent, the forty

days of fast prescribed by the Roman catho-

lic church. 3. (Met.) Suspension of assent to

any thing. 4. The number 40 in general. 5.

(Naut.) Quarantine, the time which a ship,

suspected of infection, is obliged to abstain

from intercourse with the inhabitants of. a

country. Hacer quarenttna, (Naut.) To per-
form quarantine.

QUARENTON, NA, a. y s. Person 40 years old.

QUARESMA, sf. 1. Lent, the quadragesimal fast

prescribed by the Roman catholic church. 2.

Collection of Lent sermons.

QUARESMAL, o. Belonging to Lent.

QUARESMAR, vn. To keep Lent.

QUARTA, sf. 1. Fourth, one ofthe four parts into

which a whole is divided
;
a quarter. 2. Se-

quence of four cards in the game of piquet.
3. Quadrant, fourth part of a circle. 4.

(Naut.) Point of the compass. 5. Part of the

masses which belong to the parish where the

deceased person was a member. Qudrtas,

Body mules of a carriage.
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QUARTAGO, sm. Nag, pony.

QuARTAGufLLO, 5m. dim. Little nag.

QUARTAL, sm. I. Kind of bread weighing the

fourth part of a loaf. 2. Quarter, dry mea-

sure, fourth part of a fanega.
QUARTAMENTE, ad. (Ant.) Fourthly.

QUART^NA, sf. Quartan, an ague which returns

every four days.
QUARTANA.L, a. Intermittent. [tan.

QUARTAN-ARJO, RiA,a. Labouring under aquar-
QuARTAR, va. To plough the ground the fourth

I time.

QuAKxAzo, sm. A large room, a large quarter.

Quartdzos, A coarse corpulent person.

Qu ARTEAR, va. 1 . To quarter, to divide into four

parts. 2. To bid a fourth more at public sales.

3. To make a fourth person at a game. vr.

To split into pieces.

QUARTEL, sm. 1. Quarter, the fourth part of a

garden or other thing. 2. Quarter, district,

ward of a city. 3. Lodging for soldiers. 4.

Duty imposed on villages for the quartering
of soldiers. This, however, is at present ge-

nerally called utensilios. 5. Dwelling, habita-

tion, home. G. Quarter, remission of life

granted by hostile troops. 7. V. Quarteto. 8.

(NaiU.) Hatch, the lid of a hatchway. Quar-
tet dr, la salud, A safe place free from hazard

and danger. Quartel maestre general, (Mil.)
General officer appointed to regulate encamp-
ments and furnish maps, plans, and descrip-
tions of the country which is the theatre of

war.

QUARTEI.ERO, sm. (Mil.) Soldier in each com-

pany who keeps their apartment clean.

QUARTERA, sf. A dry measure in Catalonia,

containing about 15
pecks.

QUARTERO, RA,a. Applied to those who collect

the rents of the grain of farms, which pay
the fourth part to the landlords. [fluids.

QUARTEROLA, sf. Quarter cask of liquors or

QUARTERON, NA, s. y a. 1. Quartern, Quarter,
the fourth part of a whole

; quarter of a

pound. 2. (America) Child begotten between
a Creole arid a native of Spain. 3. Upper part
of windows which may be opened and shut.

Quarterones, Squares of wainscot in a door
or window-shutter.

QUARTETA, QUARTETE, Y QuARTETO, S. Qua-
train of a sonnet.

QUARTILLA, sf. 1. Fourth part of an arroba, or

sixteenth part of a quintal. 2. Fourth part of
a sheet of paper. 3. Pastern of horses.

QUARTILI.O, sm. 1. Pint, the fourth part of a

pottle in liquids, and of a peck in grain. 2.

Fourth part of a real. IT de quartillo, To
share the profits or losses in any business.

Tumba quartillos, Tippler.
QUA.RTII.LIJDO, DA, a. Applied to a horse with

long pasterns.
QuARTo,5m. 1. Fourth part, quarter ofan hour.

2. Habitation, dwelling, room, apartment. V.

Jlposento. Quarto baxo, Room on the ground
floor. 3. Copper coin worth four maravedis.
4. Series of paternal or maternal ancestors.
5. Crack in horses' hoofs. 6. Quarter of

clothes, quarter of animals, or of criminals
whose body is quartered and exposed in pub-
lic places. Quarto d quarto, In a mean, mise-

QUE

rable manner. De tres al quarto, Of little

moment. Poner quarto, To take lodgings ;

to furnish apartments. Quarto principal,
(Madrid) First floor. JVo tencr un quarto,
Not to be worth a farthing. Quartos, Cash,
money ; well-proportioned members of an
animal's body. Quarto de culebrina, (Art.)
Culverin which carries a 51b. ball.

QUARTO, TA, *. Fourth, the ordinal of four.

QUARTODECIM.ANO, NA, a. Applied to the here
tics who fixed the passover on the 14th of

March, although it were not Sunday.
QUARTOGENITO, TA, rt. The fourth born child.

QUARTON, sm. 1. Large joist or girder, a beam
16 feet long. 2. (Barcelona) Measure of wine
and vinegar.

QuARTZo,5m. Quartz, a crystallized stone of a

siliceous nature. Qbartzo zitrino, Occidental

topaz.

QUARZOSO, SA, a. Quartzose, resembling or

containing quartz.

QUASI, ad. V. Casi 6 Como. Quasi contrato, A
contract, though not formal, yet effectual.

QUASIMODO, sm. First Sunday after Easter.

QUATERNARIO, RiA, a. Containing or making
up the number of four.

QUATERNIDAD, sf. Quaternity, collection of
four units.

QUATERNION, sm. Union of four things, or four

sheets in printing.

QUATORCE, a. (Ant.) V. Catorce.

QUATRALBO, BA, o. Having four white feet ;

applied to a horse or other quadruped.
QUATRALBO, sm. Commander of a galley of

four oars.

QUATRATUO, A, . V. Quarteron.
QUATRERO, sm. Thief who steals horses, sheep,

or other beasts.

QUATRIDUANO, NA
', QuATRIDIAL Y QuATRI-

DIANO, NA, a. Lasting four days.
QUATRIENNIO, sm. V. Quadrienio.

QUATRILLO, sm. Quadrille, a fashionable game
at cards

; otherwise called Cascalera in Spain.
QUATRIN, 5m. 1. A small coin, formerly current

in Spain. 2. (Fam.) Cash in general.
QUATRINCA, sf. 1. Union of four persons or

things. 2. Four cards of the same print in

the game of Basset.

QUATRISILABO, BA, ad. V. QuadrisUabo.
QUA.TRO, a 1. Four, twice two. 2. V. Quarto.
QUATRO, sm. 1. Character or figure 4. 2. One
who votes for four absent persons. 3. Musi-
cal composition sung by four voices. 4. Card,

with four marks. Mas de quatro, A great
number or multitude of persons.

QUATROCIENTOS, TAS, &. Four hundred.

QUATRODIAL, a. (Ant.) That which is of4 days.

QUATRODOBLAR, a. To quadruple.
QUATROPEA, sf. Horse-tax, duty laid on horses

which are sold at market ; quadruped.
QUATROPEADO, 5?7i. Step in dancing.
QUATROPEAR, vn. To run on all fours.

QUATROTANTO, 5m. Fine amounting to four

times the value of the object of a defraud, or

other misdemeanour.

QUE, pron. rel. 1. Which, that ; a relative par-
ticle. El 6 la que, He or ehe that. Ln que,
that which. ^ Que cosa es esaf What is

that ? 2. What ! a particle expressive of ad -
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miration. Que desgracia ! What a misfortune !

3. A comparative particle ; mas que, more
than

;
tanio que, as much as. Algo que, More

than. 4. Whether. Que llueva, que no llueva,
Whether it rains or not. Tarde que temprano,
Late or early. 5. Because, why. 6. Used
after a verb it is a particle which governs
and determines another verb. Le mand6 que
viniese, He ordered him to come. 7. Where,
in what place. $ Que es del libra ? Where is

the book ?

QUE, sm. Something, somewhat.

QUEBRA".DA, sf. Broken, uneven ground.
QUEBRADERO, sm. 1. Breaker, he that breaks.

Quebradcro de cabeza, Object of amorous
care

;
that which molests and importunes.

QUEBRADILI.O, sm. 1. Wooden shoe-heel. 2.

Flexure of the body in dancing.
QUEBRADIZO, ZA, a. 1. Brittle, fragile, apt to

break. 2. Infirm, sickly. 3. Flexible
; applied

to the voice. 4. (Met.) V. Fragil.
QUEBRA\DO, DA, a. Broken ; debilitated, ener-

vated. Jlndar de pie quebrado^To be on the
decline. Plata quebrada, Payment made in

articles equivalent to money.
QUEBRADO, sm. 1. (Arit.) Fraction, broken
number. 2. (Poet.) Verse consisting of four

syllables. 3. Bankrupt.
QUEBRADOR, RA,S. 1. Breaker, one who breaks.

2. One who violates or transgresses a law or
statute.

QUEBRADTJRA, sf. 1. The act of breaking or

splitting ; fracture. 2. Rupture, hernia.

QuEBRAjAR. va. V. Resquebrajar.
QUEBRAJOSO, SA, a. Brittle, fragile.

QUEBRAMIENTO, sm. V. Quebrantumiento.
QUEBRANTA^BLE, a. That which may be broken,

frangible.

QUEBRANTADOR, RA, s. 1. Breaker
;
debilitator

2. (Met.) Violator, transgressor of any law.

QuEBRANTAotfRA, s/.Fracture, rupture.
QuEBRASTAiiuEsos,sm. l.(Orn.) Osprey. Falco

ossifragus L. 2. A troublesome importunate
person. 3. Play among boys.

QUEBRANTAMIENTO, sm. 1. Fracture, rupture ;

breaking a prison. 2. Weariness, fatigue. 3
Violation or transgression of the law. 4

(For.) Act of breaking a will.

Q EBRANTANUECES, sm. (Orn.) Nutcracker
Corvus caryocatactes L.

QUEBRANTA\R, va. 1. To break, to crack, to burst
or open by force. 2. To pound, to grind. 3
To persuade, to induce. 4. To move to pity
5. To transgress a law, to violate a contract
6. To vex, to molest, to fatigue. 7. To
weaken, to debilitate. S. To annul, to revoke
to break a will. Qucbrantar la cabeza, To
humble one's pride.

QUEBRANTO, srn, 1. The act of breaking. 2

Weakness, want of strength, debility, lassi-

tude. 3. Commiseration, pity, compassion
4. Object worthy of pity. 5. Great loss, se

vere damage. 6. (Naut.) Cambering of a

ship's deck or keel.

QuEBRAR,a.l. To break, to disunite, toburst or

open by force. 2. To double, to twist. 3. T
interrupt, to intercept. 4. To transgress a

law, to violate a contract. 5. To temper, tc

moderate. 6. To fade, to spoil the bloom of
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the countenance. 7. To overcome, to con-

quer. 8. To diminish friendship, to dissolve
a connexion or abandon a correspondence.
vn. To be insolvent, to become a bankrupt.
vr. 1. To be ruptured, to labour under a rup-
ture. 2. To interrupt the continuity of hills

or banks. Quebrar el ojo al diablo, (Fain.)
To do that which is the best, most just and
reasonable. M quebrar del alba. At dawn of

day.

QUECHE, sf. (Naut.) Smack, a kind of Dutch-
built vessel.

UED A, sf. Tattoo, the signal of retirement into

quarters ;
time of retirement marked by the

sound of bell.

QUEDA^DA, sf. Stay, residence, sojourn.
QCEDA'.R, vn. 1. To stay, to delay, or to stop in a

place. 2. To continue, to tarry, to remain ;
to

last. Quedar por andar, To have to walk far-

ther. Quedarpor cobarde, To shrink back as a
coward. 3. To behave, to conduct one's self;

to be reputed. Quedar por valiente, To enjoy
the reputation of a brave man. Quedar limi-

pio, (Fam.) To remain with an empty
purse. Quedar con uno, To agree, to ar-

range or compound with any one. Quedar
por uno, To leave another's business to bo

executed by himself. Quedar por alguno. To
become surety. 4. Followed by an'adjective
it signifies To be, as Quedar armada, To be

armed. va. (Vulg.) To leave. tr. \. To re-

main, to continue
;
to retain, to possess. 2.

To falter, to lose the thread and order of a

speech or argument ; to stop short. Quedarse
heltido, To be astonished, to be thunderstruck.

Quedarse pio, To be disappointed ;
to be sur-

prised. Quedarse sin pulsus, To be dispirited,
to lose all courage. Quedarse para tia 6 para
vestir imagenes, (Fain.) To become an old

maid.

QUEDITO, TA, a. dim. Soft, gentle ; easy. This
diminutive is more energetic than its primi-
tive quedo.

QUEDO, ad. Softly, gently ; in a low voice.

QUEDO, DA, a. Quiet, still, easy, gentle. A1

pie qucdo, Fair and easy, without trouble or

fatigue. Quedo que quedo, Obstinate, perti-
nacious.

QUEHACER, sm. Ocupation, business. Cada uno
tiene sus quchaceres, Every one has his own
affairs.

Qu E jA
, sf. 1 . Complaint, representation of pains

or injuries. 2. Resentment of an injury or

insult ; quarrel, dispute.

Q(JEJA\RSK, vr. To complain of, to mention with

sorrow, to lament. Qucjarse de vicio, To
complain without cause. V. Qu ereliarsP.

QUEJICOSO, sA, a. Plaintful, complaining.
QUKJIUICO, LLO, TO, 5m. dim. Slight complaint,
QUEJIDO, sm. Complaint.
QUEJILLA, TAfsf. dim. Murmur ; resenting.

QUEJOSAMEXTE, ad. Querulously.
QUEJOSO, SA, a. Plaintful, querulous.
QUEJUMBROSO, SA, c. Complaining, plaintive.

QUEMA, */..
I. Burn, hurt by fire. 2. Fire, con-

flagration. 3. (Met.) Oven, furnace.

QUEMADERO, sm. Place where convicts are

QUEMADOR, RA, s. Incendiary. [burnt.

Qt;EMADt7RA, sf. Mark or hurt made by fire.
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QuEMAj6so, SA,. Pricking, burning.
Qt'EiwANTE, pa. Burning, consuming.
Qt'EMAR, ra. 1. To burn, to consume by fire.

2. To destroy, to waste
;

to parch. xn. To
be too hot. m. 1. To be very hot, to be

parched with heat
;
to heat one's self. 2. To

fret, to be impatient, to be offended. 3. To
be near, to almost attain or touch a thing
desired. Quemarse las cejas, To study much.
A1

quema ropa, Immediate, verynear, (Met.)

unexpectedly ; applied to an unanswerable

and convincing argument, or to an action

unobjectionable either from its promptitude
or justice.

QUEMAZON, sm. 1. Burn, hurt by fire ; combus-

tion, conflagration. 2. The act of burning.
3. Excessive heat. 4. Eagerness, covetous-

ness. 5. Pert language, smart repartee.

QUENCHO, sm. (Orn.) Gull. Larus L.

QUEQUIER, a. (Ant.) V. Qualquiera.

QuERELi.A,5/. 1. Complaint, expression of pain
or grief. 2. Petition or libel exhibited to a

court of justice by children, praying that the

last will of their parents be set aside.

QUERELLANTE, pa. Murmuring.
QuERELLA\RSE,tfr.To complain, to prefer a com-

plaint in a court ofjustice ;
to be querulous.

QUERELI.OSAMENTE,C/. Plaintively,querulously
QUERELLOSO, SA, a. Painful, one who complains

of every thing ; querulous.

QUERENCIA,S/. 1. Haunt ofwild beasts. 2. Place

which we often frequent ; benevolence.

QUERENCIOSO, SA, a. Applied to a place fre-

quented by wild beasts.

QuERER,a. 1. To wish, to desire. Quicro comer,
I have an appetite. 2. To love, to cherish.

3. To will, to resolve, to determine. 4. To
attempt, to procure ; to require. 5. To con-

form, to agree. 6. To accept a challenge at a

game of hazard. 7. To suit, to fit. 8. To
cause, to occasion. vn. To be near being, to

verify any thing. Sm querer, Unwillingly
undesignedly, without intention or design
5 Que quiere decir eso 9 What does that mean ?

3 Que quiere scr esto ? What is all this :

$ Que mas quiere ? What more does he wish :

what more is necessary ? Co-mo vd. 6 usted

quisicrc, As you will it, let it be so. Como
asi me lo quiero, (Joe.) Conformable to my
will and pleasure. sm. Will, desire, study.

QUERIDO, DA, a. Dear, beloved ; my dear, mi-

QUEROCHA, sf. V. Cresa. [nion
QUEROCH^R, vn. To emit the semen of bees.

QUERUBIN, sm. Cherub, a celestial spirit,which
in the hierarchy, is placed next in order to

the eeraphjm.
QUESADILLA, sf. A sort of cheesecake, made

of cheese and paste ; a kind of sweetmeat.
QUESE^R, vn. To make cheese.

QUESERA, sf. 1. Dairy, the place where cheese
and butter are made. 2. Cheese-board
cheese-mould, cheese-vat.

QUESERIA, sf. Season for making cheese.

QUESERO, sm. Cheesemonger, one who deals
in or sells cheese. RA, a. Caseous, cheesy.

QuEsfn.0, TO, sm. dim. A small cheese.
QUE so, 5m. Cheese, a kind of food made by

pressing the curd of milk. Dos de quesoA trifle.
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QUE"STA, sf. Quest, charity ; money collected

by begging. [rity.

QUESTERO, sm. One who collects alms or cha-

QUESTION, sf. I. Question, inquiry into the truth

of any thing. 2. Dispute, quarrel, riot. 3.

Problem. Question de tormento, (For.) Tor-
ture of criminals to discover their crimes.

QUESTIONABLE, a. Questionable,problematical.
QUESTIONER, va. To question, to dispute.

UESTIONARIO, sm. Collection of questions; a

book that treats on questions.

QUESTOR, sm. 1. Questor, a magistrate of an-

cient Rome. 2. Mendicant, one who collects

alms.

QUESTUOSO, SA
;
y QUESTUA^RIO, RI A, a. Lucra-

tive, pioductive of profit.

QUESTURA, sf. Questorship, the place or dig-

nity of a questor.

QUETZ^LE, sm. (Orn.) A large Indian bird.

QUEXIC.AL, sm. Plantation of oaks.

QUEXIGO, sm. (Bot.) A kind of evergreen oak.

Qi'i, a. (Ant.) V. Quien.

QUIBEY, sm. (Bot.) Dog's bane, a plant in

Puerto Rico which kills dogs.
uiciXx Y QUICIALERA, s. Sidepost or cheek
or jamb of a door or window.

Quicio, sm. 1. Hook-hinge of the jamb of a

door, on which the eye-hinge turns. 2. Prop,

support. Fuera de quicio, Violently, unna-

turally. Sacar una cosa de quicio, To unhinge,
to overturn, to violate, to pervert.

QUIDAM, sin. A certain person.

QUIDIDX.D, sf. Quiddity, essence.

uioiTATivo, VA, a. Belonging to the essence

of any thing.
QUID PRO quo, (Lat.) Quid pro quo, an equi-

valent.

QUIEBRA, sf. I. Crack, fracture. 2. Gaping or

opening of the ground. 3. Loss, damage. 4.

Failure, bankruptcy.
QuiEimo, sm. 1. Trill, a musical shaking of the

voice. 2. Movement or inclination ofthe body.

QUIEN, pron. rcl. 1. AVho, which. 2. One or the

other. V. Qual y Que.
QUIENQUIERA, a. W'hosoever, whatever.

QUIER, conj. (Ant.) Or. V. Ya, 6 ya sea. [ing.

QUIETACION, sf. The act of quieting or appeas-

QUIETADOR, RA, sm. y f. Quieter.

QUIETAMENTE, ad. Quietly, calmly.
QUIETER, va. To appease. V. Aquietar.
QUIETE, sf. Rest, repose, quiet.

QUIETISMO, sm. Quietism, sect of mystics.
QUIETISTA, a. y sm. Quietist.

O.UIETO, TA,. 1. Quiet, still, pacific, undisturb-

ed. 2. Orderly, virtuous
;
not

given
to vices.

QUIETUD, sf. Quietness, want ot motion, rest,

repose.

QuuloA, sf. Jaw-bone. V. Quixada.
QUIJERA, sf. Cheeks of a cross-bow.

Q.UILATADOR, 5m. Assayer, an officer appointed
for the trial of gold and silver.

QUILAT^R, va. To assay, to try gold or silver.

QUIIJ^TE, 5m. 1. Degree ofpurity of gold or sil-

ver
; carat, the 24th part in weight and value

of gold. 2. The 140th part of an ounce of

precious stones. 3. Ancient coin. 4. Degree
of perfection.

O.UII.ATERA, 5/. Instrument for ascertaining
the carats of pearls.
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QCILIFICACION, sf. (Med.) Chylification.
QUILIFICAR, va. To chylify, to make chyle.

QUILMA, 5/. V. Costal,

QuftLA, sf. (Naut.) Keel, the principal timber
first laid down in the construction of ships.
Descubrir la quilla, To heave down a ship.

QCILLOTRO, TRA, a. (Fam.) This or that other.

QuiLo,5m. Chyle, the white juice formed in the

stomach by the digestion of aliments.

QUILOSO, SA, a. Chylous, belonging to chyle.
QUIMERA, sf. ]. Dispute, quarrel, scuffle. 2.

Vain imagination, wild fancy, chimera.

QUIMERICO, CA ;
Y QuiMERiNo, NA, a. Chimeri-

cal.

QuiMERisTA, sm. 1. Wrangler, brawler
; fond of

quarrels. 2. One who indulges in chimeras.

QUIMERIZAR, vn. To fill the head with fantas-

tic ideas. [amining mineral bodies.

QUIMICA Y QUIMIA, sf. Chemistry, art of ex-

QUIMICAMENTE, ad. Chemically.
QUIMICO, 5m. Chemist. CA, a. Chemical.

QUIMISTA, sm. Chemist. V. Alquimista.
QUIMON, sm. Fine printed cotton.

QUINA 6 QUINAQUINA, sf. Peruvian bark.

QUINALES, 5771. pi. (Naut.) Preventer-shrouds.

QUINARIO, RIA, a. Consisting of five
;
a Roman

coin.

QUINTS, sf.pl. 1. Arms of Portugal consisting
of five scutcheons in memory of the five

wounds of Christ. 2. Fives on dice. [&c.
QUINCALLA,5/. Hardware,utensils oftin,copper,
QUINCALLERIA, sf. Ironmongery, hardware

QUINCE, a. 1. Fifteen. 2. Fifteenth. [trade.

QUINCENA, sf. One of the registers in the tubes
of an organ.

QUINCENA, QUINCENARIO, s. Fifteen.

Q'JINCENO, NA, a. Fifteenth, the ordinal num-
ber of fifteen.

QuiNctfNCE, 5m. (Jard.) Quincunx.
QUINCURION, sm. A chief or corporal of five

soldiers.

QUINDECIMA, sf. The fifteenth part.

QUINDEJAS, s. (Mancha) Rope of three strands,
made of bass or Sparto.

QUINDENIO, sm. Space or period of five years.
QUINETE, sm. Kind of camblet.

QUINGENTESIMO, MA, a. The five hundredth.

QUINIENTOS, TAS, a. Five hundred.

QUINOLAS Y QUINOLILLAS, .?/. pi. Rcvcrsis, a

game at cards, in which the knave is the

leading card. Estar en Quinolas, To wear
clothes of various glaring colours.

QUINOLEAR, ra. To prepare the cards for the

game of reversis.

QUINQUAGENARIO, RIA, a. Fiftieth.

QUINQUAGESIMA, sf. Quinquagesima, the Sun-

day which precedes the beginning of Lent.

QUINQUAGESIMO, MA, . Fiftieth.

QUINQ.UATRO, 5m. Roman festival in honour of

Minerva, which lasted five days.

QUINQUEFOLIO, sm. (Bot.) Cinquefoil. V. Cinco
en rnma.

QuiNQUKNERVIA, sf. (Bot.) V.

QUINO.UENIO, sm. Space or period of five years.

QUINQUERCIO, sm. Five Grecian games of

wrestling, jumping, running, quoits, &c.

QUINQCENAL, a. Quinquennial.
f A, sf. Hardware. V. Buhoneria.
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QofNTA, 5/. 1. Country seat, so called because
the stewards only give a fifth part of its pro-
ducts to the proprietor. 2. The act of choos-

ing one out of five to serve in the army :

drawing lots for soldiers. 3. Quint, the se-

quence of five cards in the game of piquet.
4. Musical interval.

QUINTADOR, RA, 5. One who draws lots in fives.

QUINTAESENCIA, sf. Quintessence.

QUINTAL, 5m. 1. Quintal, one hundred weight.
2. Fifth part of one hundred weight.

QUINTALADA, 5/. The sum of 2 1-2 per cent, on
the freights paid to masters of vessels.

QuiNTALENO, NA ; Y QuiNTALERO, RA, U. Ca-

pable to contain a quintal.

QUINTANA, sf. Fever occurring every fifth day.
QUINTANAR, 5m. Quintain, ancient tilting post.

QUINTANON, NA, a. A hundred years old ; be-

ing much advanced in years.
QUINTAR, va. 1. To draw out five. 2. To come

to the number of five. 3. To pay to govern-
ment the duty of twenty per cent, on gold or

silver. 4. To plough a piece of ground the
fifth time. vn. To attain the fifth, applied
to the moon on the fifth day.

QuiNTERf A, 5/. Farm ; grange. [per.

QUINTERNO, 5m. Number of five sheets of pa-
QUINTERO, 5m. 1. Farmer, one who rents a farm.

2. Overseer of a farm
; servant who takes

care of a farm.

uiNriL, sm. The month of July, according to

the ancient Roman calendar. [feet.

QUINTILLA, 5/. A metrical composition of five

QUINTILLO, sm. 1. The fifth story in the houses
of the great square in Madrid. 2. Game of
ombre with five persons.

QUINTIN, 577i. Sort of fine cloth of a loose tex-

ture.

QUINTO, 5m. 1. Fifth, one of the five parts into

which a whole is divided. 2. Fifth, a duty of

twenty per cent, on prizes, &c. paid to the

Spanish government. 3. Share of a pasture-

ground. 4. He on whom the lot falls to serve

in th(j army. [five.

QUINTO, TA, a. Fifth, the ordinal number of

QufNTUPLO, PLA, a. Quintuple, five-fold.

QUINON, sm. Share of profit arising from an

enterprise undertaken in common with ano-

ther person.
QuiNONERO,sm.Part-owner, one who has a share

of the profit arising from an enterprise under-

taken in common with other persons.

QUIPOS, 57?i. pi. Ropes of various colours, and
with different knots, used by the ancient in-

habitants ofPeru to record memorable events,

and keep accounts.

QUIRAGRA, sf. Gout in the hand.

QuiRiELEYSON,5?ra. Lord have mercy upon us ;

the responses chanted in the funeral service.

QUIKIES, sm. pi. Responses used in the liturgy,
or that part of it which contains the quirie-

leyson.

QUIRINAL, a. Relating to the feast of Romulus.

QUIRITE, 5m. Roman citizen or knight.

QUIROMANCIA, sf. Chiromancy, palmistry.

QUIROMANTICO, 5m. Professor of palmistry.

QUIROTECA, 57. (Fam.) Glove.

QUIRURGICO, CA, a. Chirurgic or chirurgical,

belonging or relating to surgery.
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R. Chirurgeon.
QUISICOSA, sf. Enigma, riddle

; obscure ques-
tion.

QcisQUEiwfr,, sm. A small cloak worn by Ame-
rican women.

QUISQUILLA y QrisQuii.ERiA, sf. A ridiculous

nicety ; bickering, trifling dispute. [rose.

QUISQUILLOSO, SA, a. Fastidious, precise, mo-
QUISTION, sf. (Ant.) Question. V. Question.

QuisTo, TA, pp. irreg. Dear, beloved ; well or

ill esteemed.

QIITA, sf. Receipt, acquittance, discharge.
QUIT A, interj. God forbid ! Quito, de ahi ! Away
with you ! out of my sight !

QUITACION, sf. Salary, wages, pay, income.

QUITA DOR, RA, s. One who takes away, remover.

QUITAMENTE, ad. Totally, entirely.

QUITAMERIENDAS, sf. (Bot.) Meadow saffron.

Colchicum pratense L.

QUITAMINTO, sm. V. Quito,.

QUITANZA, sf. (Ant.) Receipt, discharge, [dler.

QuiTAPELfLLOS, s. com. Flatterer,fawner,whee-
QUITAPESARES,S. com. Comfort, consolation.

QUITAR, va. } . To take away, to remove
;
to se-

parate. Quitar lapaja, (Fam.) To be the first

that tasted the wine in a vessel. 2. To redeem
a pledge. 3. To hinder, to disturb. 4. To for-

bid, to prohibit. 5. To abrogate, to annul. 6.

To free from any obligation. 7. To usurp, to

rob. 8. To suppress an office. vr. 1. To ab-

stain, to refrain. 2. To retire, to withdraw. 3.

To get rid of. A 1

quitar, Of short duration.

Quitado esto, Excepting this, besides this.

Quitarse el embozo, (Fam.) To unmask.

QUITASOL, sm. Parasol.

QUITAPON 6 QUITAYPON, sm. Ornament of the

headstall of draught horses and mules, con-

sisting in fringes and tassels.

QUITE, sm. Obstacle, impediment.
QUITO, TA, a. Free from an obligation, clear or

exempt from a charge.
QuixAoA, sf. Jaw, the bone of the mouth in

which the teeth are fixed. [jaw-

QuixAi. 6 QUIXAR, s. Grinder, a back tooth ;

QuiXARtJoo, DA, a. Large-jawed.
QUIXERO, sm. Sloping bank ofa canal ; gradu-

al descent.

Qufxo,sm. A hard fossil found in several mines,
as the matrix of ore.

QUIXONES, sm.pl. Legs of a fowl.

QUIXOTX.DA, sf. A Quixotic enterprise, an ac-

tion ridiculously extravagant.
QUIXOTE, sm. I. Armour which covers and

defends the thigh. 2. A man ridiculously

extravagant, one who engages in Quixotic

enterprises. 3. Fleshy part over the hoofs of

horses or asses.

QUIXOTERIA, sf. Conduct or enterprise ridicu-

lously extravagant, quixotism.

QUIXOTESCO, CA, a. Quixotic.

QUIZA 6 QUIZAS, ad. Perhaps. V. Jicaso.

QUIZAVES, ad. (Vulg.) V. Quizds.

QUOCIENTE, sm. Quotient, the number resulting
from the division of one number by another.

QUODLIBETAL Y QCODLIBETICO, CA, . Quod-
libetical.

QUODLIBETO, sm. Quodlibet, a nice paradoxi-
cal point or question.

QUONDAM, (Lat. Arag.) Former, late.

QUOQUE, sf. (Bot.) Tree in New Granada bear-

ing fruit the size of a goose-egg.
QUOTA, sf. A share or portion assigned to each.

QUOTIDIANAMENTE, ad. Daily.

QUOTIDIANO, NA, a. Quotidian, daily ; happen-
ing every day.

QUOTIDIE, ad. y sm. Daily, every day.

RAB

Rls pronounced nearly as in English. It

sometimes becomes liquid, when preceded
by a mute letter, as mfrio, and its pronuncia-
tion is stronger when two r's are to be pro-

nounced, as in tierra. This letter is never
doubled after i, I, n, s, or at the beginning of
a word, nor even in compound words, but
when it is between vowels and requires its

strongest sound, as in larra, carro. R is used
as a contraction of rcprobar, like A for apro-
bar, in voting for degrees in universities ;

it

also signifies refina on wool-packs.
RABA, sf. Bait used in the pilchard fishery.

RABADAN, sm. The principal shepherd of a

sheep-walk.
RABAD!LLA, sf. Rump, the extremity of the

backbone.

RABADOQ^UIN, sm. (Ant.) A small piece of ord-

nance.

RABANAL, sm. Field or piece of ground, sown
with radishes.

RABANERO, RA, a. Very short
; applied to the

garments of women. s. Seller of radishes.

RABANftLO, sm. 1. Small radish. 2. The tart

sharp taste of wine which is on the turn. 3.

RAB

Ardent desire, longing ; acrimony, asperity,
rudeness.

RABANIZA, sf. Radish seed.

RABANO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Radish. Raphanus sati-

vus L. 2. Sourness, tartness.

RABAZUZ, sm. Inspissated juice of licorice.

RABEAR, vn. To wag the tail.

RABEL, sm. 1. An ancient musical instrument

with three strings, played with a bow. 2.

Breech, backside.

RABELEJO, ico, ILLO, ITO, sm. dim. of Rabcl.

RABERA, sf. 1. Tail, the hind or back part of

any thing. 2. Handle of a cross-bow. 3. Re-
mains of uncleaned grain or seeds.

RABI, sm. Rabbi, a doctor or interpreter of the

law among the Jews.

RABIA, sf. 1. Phrensy, madness ;
a disease. 2.

Rage, fury, violent passion. -interj. Fury I

RABI^R, vn. To rage, to be mad or delirious, to

be in a violent passion or furious, to suffer

severe pain. Rabiar de hambre, To be very

hungry. Rabiar por algo, To long for a thing.

RABIATAR, va. To tie by the tail. [wind.

RABIAZORRAS, sm. Among shepherds, the East

RABICALIENTE, s. y a. Rut
; rutting, hot,
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RABICA.N 6 RABicAwo, a. Having some white
hair in the tail

; applied to horses.

RABICORTO, TA, a. Short-tailed.

RAsino, DA, a. (Poet.) V. Rabioso.

RABIETA, sf. dim. Violent fretting, impatience.
RABIHORCJLDO, 5m. (Orn.) Frigate pelican. Pe-

lecanus aquilus L.

RABILARGO, GA, a. Long-tailed ; having a long
train.

RABII.ARGO, sm. (Orn.) Blue crow. Corvus

cyanus L.

RABILLO, sm. 1. Mildew or black
spot

on the

stalk or straw of corn. 2. Little tail.

RABINICO, CA, a. Rabbinical.

RABINISMO, sm. Rabbinism, the doctrine of the
rabbis.

RABINISTA, s. com. Follower of the doctrine of
the rabbis.

RABINO, sm. Rabbi, a doctor or interpreter of
the law among the Jews.

RABIOSAMENTE, ad. Furiously, outrageously.
RABIOSO. SA, a. 1. Rabid, mad

; applied to dogs,
and other brutes. 2. Furious, outrageous,
choleric, violent. Filo rabioso, Wire edge.

RABISALSERA, a. Sprightly, petulant, forward,
saucy, impudent ; applied to women.

RABISECO, CA, a. 1. Dry-tailed, poor, lean,

starving. 2. (Met.) Snappish, peevish, giving
short answers.

RABIZA, sf. 1. Point of a fishing-rod, to which
the line is fastened. 2. (Naut.) Point, the ta-

pering end of a rope. Moton de Rabiza,

(Naut.) Tail-block. 3. Trull, low prostitute.

RABIZAR, va. To point the end of a rope.
RAso, sm. 1. Tail, that which terminates the

animal behind
; applied particularly to certain

animals, as pigs, &c. instead of cola. 2. The
lower, back, or hind part of any thing ; train.

Rdbo de Gallo, (Naut.) Stern-timbers. Rdbo
de Puerco, (Bot

-

) Hog's fennel, sulphur-wort.
Peucedanum officinale L. Rdbo de junco,
(Orn.) Tropic bird. Phseton L. Rdbos, Tat-

ters, fluttering rags hanging down from
clothes. V. Raljera.

RABON, NA, a. Docked, short-tailed.

RABONA, sf. With gamblers, a trifling game.
RABOSEADA v RABOSEADTJRA, sf. Spattering

or bespattering.
RABOSF.AR, ra. To spatter, to sprinkle with dirt.

RABOSO, SA, a. Ragged, full of tatters.

RABOTADA, sf. Docked or cropped tail.

RABOTEAR, va. To cut or crop the tail.

RABOTEO, sm. Act of cutting sheep's tails in

spring.

RABUDO, DA, a. Dbng-tailed.
RAcA, sf. (Naut.) Traveller, a large iron ring or

thimble which moves up and down the jib-
boom. Raca de la amura, (Naut.) Jib-iron.

RACAMEWTO, sm. (Naut.) Parrel, a wooden
frame which surrounds the mast, and serves
to hoist and lower the yards.

RACEI/ES, sm.pl. (Nadt.) Run of a ship.

RACIMADO, DA, a. V. Arradmado.
RACIMAR, va. (Arag.) V. Rebuscar.

RACIMO, sm. 1. Bunch of grapes, the fruit of
the vine. 2. (Fam.) Criminal hanging on the

gallows. 3. Cluster of small things disposed
in order.

RACIMOSO, SA, a. Full of orapes, racemose.
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idu, sf. Ratiocination, the art of

reasoning ; the art of deducing consequences
from premises.

RACIOCINAR, vn. To reason, to argue.
RACJOCINIO, 577?,. Reasoning, argument.
RACION, sf. 1. Ration, the quantity of food des-

tined for one meal. 2. Daily allowance for

servants, board-wages; allowance for soldiers

or sailors. Radon de hombre, Scanty allow-

ance. 3. Prebend.

RACIONABILIDAD, sf. Rationality, the power of

reasoning.
RACIONAL, a. Rational, having the power of

reason
; reasonable. sm. 1. Power of reason.

2. Treasurer, an officer on the *1ragon esta-

blishment of the king's household. 3. One
of the sacred vestments of the chief priests

among the Jews.

RACIONALIDX.D, sf. 1. Rationality, conformity
with reason. 2. Reason, power of reasoning.

RACIONALMENTE, ad. Rationally.

RACIONCICA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. Small pittance.

RACIONERO, sm. Prebendary, the incumbent
of a prebend ; he who distributes the rations

in a convent.

RACIONJSTA, 5. com. One who enjoys a certain

daily allowance or
pay.

RAoA, sf. Road, anchoring ground for ships at

some distance from shore.

RADERO, sm. (Naut.) Ship riding at anchor in

the road. Buen radero, (Naut.) A good road-

er, a ship which rides well at anchor.

RADIACION, sf. Radiation, emission of rays.

RADI^NTE, a. Radiant, emitting or diffusing

rays of light.

RADIA\R, vn. (Poet.) To radiate.

RADICACION, sf. Radication, act of taking root
;

act of fixing deeply and firmly any custom.

RADICAL, a. 1. Belonging or relating to the

root. 2. Radical, original, primitive.

,
I. Rai

originally.

RADICALMENTE, ad. Radically, fundamentally,

RADIC^RSE, vr. To radicate, to take root, to

plant deeply and firmly. [root.

RADICOSO, SA, a. Radical, pertaining to the

RADIO, sm. I. Radius, the semi-diameter of a

circle. 2. Ray, a beam of light. 3. (Anat.)
Lesser bone of the arm.

RADIOMETRO, sm. Forestafl, instrument for

measuring heights.

RADIOSO, SA, a. Radiant, that emits or diffuses

rays of light.

RAEDERA, sf. 1 . Scraper, an instrument with

which any thing is scraped. 2. Roller or cy-
linder for reducing lead into sheets.

RAEDIZO, ZA, a. Easily scraped.

RAEDOR, RA, a. Scraper, eraser. V. Rasero.

RAEDURA, sf. Scrapings, filings, parings.

RAER, ra. To scrape, to grate ; to erase. Raer
de la memoria, To erase from memory.

RAFA, ff. 1. Buttress to support mud walls. 2.

A small cut or opening in a canal.

RA" FAGA, sf. 1. A violent squall or gust ofwind.

2. A small cloud.

RArE, sm. (Ar.) Eaves of a house. [tresses.

RAFEAR. va. To support or secure with but-

RAFEZ v RAHEZ, a. (Ant.) Vile, despicable;

cheap. V. Facil.

, sf. V. Resquebrajadura,
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,
a. That which may be scraped, rasp

ed, or scratched. [root

RAICLLA, RAIZUELA y RAICEJA, sf. A smal

RAfoo, DA, a. 1. Scraped. 2. Impudent, eharne

less ; free, undisguised.
RAIGAL, a. Belonging or relating to the root.

RAIGAMBRE, sf. Collection of roots of different

trees united.

RAIGAR, vn, V. Arraygar.
RAIGON, sm. 1. A large strong root. 2. Stump

of a back tooth or grinder.
RAIMIENTO. sm. 1. Act of scraping, rasure. 2,

(Met.) Impudence, boldness.

RAIZ, sf. 1. Root, that part of a plant which

grows in the ground. 2. Foot, base
; bottom,

basis, foundation. 3. Origin, original. 4. V.

E'poca. 5. (Grarn.) Root of a noun or verb

from which its inflexions are derived. A 1

raiz,

Close to the root. De raiz, From the root
;

entirely. Tener raices, To be well grounded.
Bienes raices, Landed property.

RAJA,S/. 1. Splinter, chip of wood. 2. Chink,
crack, fissure, opening. 3. Part, portion,
share. 4. Sort of coarse cloth formerly worn.
Salir de capa de raja, To cast off old clothes ;

to better one's fortune. A!

raja tabla, Cou-

rageously, vigorously. Raja broqueles, Brag-
gart, boasting fellow.

RAJADILLO, sm. Comfit of sliced almonds in-

crustated with sugar.

RAJADIZO, ZA, a. That which is easily split.

RAJANTE, pa. Splitter, boaster.

RAJAR, va. 1. To split, to divide a log of wood
into chips. 2. (Fam.) To crack, to boast, to

tell falsehoods. [lours.

RAJETA, sf. Sort of coarse cloth of mixed co-

RAJUELA, sf. A small splinter or chip of wood.

RALEA, sf. 1 . Race, breed
; genus, species, qua-

lity. 2. Any bird or game which the hawk
pursues in preference to others.

RALEAR, vn. To thin, to make thin, to make
rare

;
to manifest or discover the bad incli-

nation or breed of any thing.
RALEON, NA,. Applied to a bird of prey which

takes the game pursued by another.

RALEZA, sf. Thinness, want of compactness or

closeness
; rarity. [ing.

RALLADERA, sf. Grater, an instrument for grat-
RALLADOR, RA, s. V. Hablador.

RALI.ADTJRA, sf. Mark left by the grater ; the
small particles taken off by grating.

RALLAR, va. 1. To grate, to reduce a hard body
to powder. 2. To vex, to molest. Rallar las

tripas d alguno, To importune any one.

RALI.O, sm. Grater, an instrument used for

RALLON/sm. Arrow or dart. [grating.
RALO, LA, a. Thin, rare, not close, not com-

pact. V. Raro.
RAM A, sf. 1. Shoot or sprig of a plant, branch

of a tree. 2. Branch of a family. 3. Rack,
used in manufactories, to bring cloth to its

proper length and breadth. 4. (Impr.) Chase
for enclosing types. En rama, Raw material,
crude" stuff. Jlndarse por las ramas, To go
about the bush, not to come to the point.
Asirse A las ramas, To seek or make frivo-

lous pretexts.

RAMADAN, sm. Mohammedan Lent kept thirty

days,during which time they fast strictly while

the sun is above the horizon, and at night
eat, dance, and rejoice as much as they can,

RAMA'GE, sm. Flowering, branches design-
ed in cloth.

RAMAJE, sm. Collection of branches.

RAMAL, sm. I. End of a rope which remains

hanging. 2. Any thing springing from ano-

ther, as a stair-case. 3. Halter, a rope fasten-

ed to the headstall of a horse or mule. 4.

Principal passage in mines
; branch, division.

RAMALAZO, sm. 1. Lash, a stroke with a cord or

rope. 2. Marks left by lashes. 3. A sudden
and acute pain or grief. 4. Spot in the face.

5. Result, consequence of injuring another.

RAMBLA, sf. 1. A sandy place, a sandy beach,
2. Cavern in a rock.

RAMBLX.ZO Y RAMBLEZO, sm. Gravelly bed of
a current or rivulet. [tute.

R.AMERA, sf. Licensed whore, common prosti-

RAMERIA, sf. Brothel, bawdy-house ; street

formerly destined for the residence of licens*

ed prostitutes in Spanish towns. [wench.
R.AMERITA y RAMERUELA, sf. (Joe.) A little

R,AMRO, sm. Young hawk hopping from
branch to branch.

R.AMIFICACION, sf. Ramification, the produc-
tion of branches ; the division into branches.

RAMIFICARSE, vr. To ramify, to de divided into

branches.

RAMILLA, TA, sf. dim. 1. Small shoot or sprig.
2. (Met.) Any light trifling thing.

IAMILLETE, sm. 1. Nosegay, bunch of flowers.

Ramillete de Constantinopla. V. Minutisa. 2.

Pyramid of sweetmeats and fruits served on
table. 3. Collection of flowers or beauties of
literature.

IAMILLETERO, RA, 5. One who makes and sells

nosegays. sm. Vase with artificial flowers,

put on altars by way of ornament.

AMiLLO, sm. 1. A small branch. 2. V. Dinerillo.

IAMIZA, sf. Collection of lopt branches.

^MO, sm. 1. Branch of a tree which is cut off;

branch, germ. 2. Any part separated from a
whole. 3. Disease or distemper not sufficient-

ly known. 4. Antler of a deer's horn. Ramo
de comercio, Branch of trade. Vender al ra-

mo, To retail wine. Domingo de ramos,
Palm Sunday. 5. Rope of onions. 6. Threads
of silk with which figures are made. pi. I.

Engraved flowers or other figures placed at

the beginning or end of books ; vignettes. 2.

Arteries, veins, and nerves ofthe animal body.
IAM6jo, sm. Small branch lopt from a tree.

IAMON, sm. Top of branches cut off for the

feed of sheep in snowy weather.

MONE^R, nn. To cut off the branches of

trees, to nipple the tops of branches ; appli-
ed to cattle. [branches,

RAMONEO, sm. Act of cutting or lopping

IAMOSO, SA, a. Branchy, full of branches.

RAMPA, sf. 1. Spasm, convulsion. 2. (Mil.)

Slope of a glacis.

IAMPANTE, a. (Bias.) Rampant.
IAMPINETE, sm. Bar ofiron with a curved point
used by artillerymen.

RAMPLON, NA, a.
Applied

to a large coarse

shoe ; rude, unpolished.
IAMPL<SN, sm. Calkin of horses' shoes. A1 ram-

plan, Having the shoes made with calkins.
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RAMPOJO, sm. 1. Rape, the stalk of a cluster of

grapes when freed from the fruit. 2. (Mil.)

Caltrop, an iron with three spikes thrown into
the road, to annoy the enemy's horse.

RAMPOLLO, sm. Branch cut from a tree to be

planted.

RAMUJA, sf. Top ofbranches cut off. V. Ramon.
RANA, sf. Frog, an amphibious animal. Ranas,

V. Aletosa. Rana marina 6 pescadora. (let.)

Frog-fish, fishing-frog or angler. Lophius
piscatorius L. No ser rana, (Fam.) To be
able and expert.

RANACUAJO,S?. Spawn of frogs. V. Renac-uajo.
RANCAJ/CDA, sf. Wound in plants, or sprouts.

RANCAJADO, DA, a. Wounded with a splinter
of wood.

RANCAJO, sm. Splinter sticking in the flesh.

RANCHEADJERO, sm. Place containing huts.

RANCHEAR, va. To build huts, to form a mess.
RANCHER! A, sf. Hut or cottage where several

labourers meet to mess together.
RANCHERO, sm. Steward of a mess.

RANCHO, sm. \. Mess, a set of persons who eat
and drink together. 2. A free clear passage.
Hacer rancho, To make room. 3. A friendly

meeting ofpersons assembled to discuss some
question or other. 4. (Naut.) Mess-room ;

mess. Rancho de enfermeria, Mess-room for

the sick. Rancho de Santa Barbara, (Naut.)
Gun-room

; chamber of the rudder.

RANCIAUSE, nr. V. Enranciarse.

RANCIO, CIA
;
v RANCIOSO, SA,O. Rank, rancid

;

old
; strong scented ; having the taste of oil.

RANCIO, sm. Rancidity, rankness.

RANCOR, sm. Rancour. V. Rencor.
RANDA, sf. Lace, trimming.
RANDADO, DA, a. Laced, adorned with lace.

RANDAL, sm. Sort of stuff made lace or net
fashion.

RANDERA, sf. Lace-worker.

RANEAR, vn. To croak as frogs.

RANETA, sf. Rennet, a kind of apple.

RANGIFERO, sm. Rein-deer. Cervus tarandus L.

RANGUA,S/. An iron box in which the spindles
of machines move and play.

RANfLLA, sf. 1. A small frog. 2. Frog of the

hoof of a horse or mule. 3. Cracks in hoofs

of horses. 4. Disease in the bowels of cattle.

RANINAS, sf.pl. Ranulary veins, two veins un-
der the tongue.

RANIZ, s. A kind of linen.

RANQUAR, vn. V. Renquear. [horse.

RANULA, sf. Tumour under the tongue of a

RANUNCULO, sm. (Bot.) Crow-foot. Ranuncu-
RANURA, sf. Groove. [lus L.

RANZON, sm. Ransom, money paid for the re-

demption of captives.

RAPA, sf. (Bot.) Flower of the olive-tree.

RAPACEJO, sm. Border, edging.
RAPACERA, sf. Puerility ; a childish, boyish

speech or action
; rapacity, [bery.

RAPACIDAD, sf. Rapacity, rapaciousness ; rob-

RAPACILLO, LLA, s. A little boy or girl.

RAPAcfLLO, LLA, a. dim. ofrapaz, Greedy.
RAPADOR, RA, s. 1. One who scrapes, or plun-

ders. 2. Barber.

RAPADURA,S/. Shaving, the act ofshaving ; the
state of being shaved ; rasure ; plundering.

RAPAGON, sm. A beardless young man.
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RAPAMIENTO, sm. Act of shaving or erasing.
RAPANTE, a. 1. Snatching, robbing or tearing

off. 2. Rampant. V. Rampante.

RAPApfESjSm.Squibthat runsalongthe ground.
RAP^.R, va. 1. To shave, to take hair off with a

razor. V. Jlfeytar. 2. To plunder, to snatch

away ; to carry off with violence
; to skin, to

peel. A1

rapa terron, Entirely, from the root.

RAPAZ, a. Rapacious ; seizing by violence.

RAPAZ, ZA, s. A young boy or girl.

RAPAZADA, sf. Childish action or speech.
RAPAZUELO, LA, a. dim. Rapacious, greedy.
RAPE, sm. (Fam.) Shaving, cutting off the

hair or beard carelessly.

RAPIDAMENTE, ad. Rapidly.
RAPIDEZ, sf. Rapidity, velocity, celerity.

RAPIDO, DA, a. Rapid, quick, swift.

RAPIEGO, GA, a. Ravenous ; applied to birds

of prey.
RAPINA, sf. Rapine, robbery ; theft committed
with violence. Ave de rapina, Bird of prey.

RAPIKADOR, RA, s. Plunderer, robber.

RAPINAR, va. To plunder, to commit robbery.

RApfsTA, sm. Barber, shaver.

RAPO, sm. A round-rooted turnip.

RAPONCHIGO, sm. (Bot.) Esculent bellflower,

rampion. Campanula rapunculus L.

RAPOSA, sf. 1. Female fox. Canis vulpes L. 2.

(Met.) Cunning deceitful person.

RAPOSEAR, vn. To use artifices like a fox.

RAPOSERA, sf. Fox-hole, fox den. [ness.

RAPOSERIA, sf. Cunning of a fox ; artful kind-

RAPOSILLA, TA, sf. dim. Artful wench.

RAPOSINO, NA, a. Vulpine. V. Raposuno.
RAPOSO, sm. Male fox. Raposoferrcro, Iron

coloured fox, whose skin is used for furs.

RAPOSUNO, NA, a. Vulpine, belonging to a fox.

RAPSODIA, sf. Rhapsody, any number of parts

joined together without mutual dependence
or natural order.

RAPSoofsxA, sm. Rhapsodist, poet who recites

his extemporary verses.

RAPTA, a. Applied to a woman who snatches

men by force or artifice.

RAPTO, sm. 1. Rapine, robbery. 2. Ecstasy,

rapture. 3. Rape, ravishment." 4. Vapours or

humours in the head impairing the senses.

5. (Astr.) V. Movimiento.

RAPTOR, s. Ravisher, he who commits a rape.

RAPTOR, RA, s. (Ant.) Robber, thief.

RAQUE, sm. Arrack, a spirituous liquor.

RAQUETA, sf. 1. Racket, battledoor. 2. Game
played with battledoors or rackets.

RAQCETERO, sm. Racket-maker, one who makes
or sells rackets.

RAQUITICO, CA, a. Rickety, diseased with the

rickets. [children.

RA^UITIS, sf. Rickets, a disease incident to

RARAMENTE, ad. Rarely, seldom ; ridiculously.

RAREFACCION, sf. Rarefaction, extension ofthe

parts of a body that augments its volume ;

especially applied to the air.

RAREFACERSE, vr. To rarefy, to become thin

and extended. V. Rarificar.

RAREFACIENTE, a. Rarefying.
RAREFACTIVO, VA, a. Rarefactive.

RAREZA y RARIDAD,S/. 1. Rarity, uncommon-

ness, infrequency. 2. A thing valued for its

scarcity ; singularity, strangeness, oddity.
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RARIFICAR, va. To rarefy, to make thin, to

dilate.

RARIFICATIVO, VA, a. That which has the pow-
er of rarefying.

RARO, RA, a. 1. Rare, porous ; having little den-

sity and compactness. 2. Rare, scarce, ex-

traordinary, uncommon. 3. Renowned, fa-

mous, excellent ; extravagant. 5 raro de

genio, He is an odd genius. Rara vez, Sel-

dom. ad. Rarely.

RAS, sm. Level, an even surface. Ras en ras 6

ras con ras, On an equal footing, upon a par.

RASADOR, 5m. 1. One who strikes corn and other

dry materials with a strickle to level them
with the bushel. Rasador de la sal, An officer

appointed by the king to measure the salt

with a strickle. 2. Strickle, the instrument

with which salt is measured.

RASADURA, sf. The act of measuring salt, and

other dry articles, with a strickle. Rasaduras,
The grain of salt taken off with the strickle.

RASAMENTE, ad. Publicly, openly, clearly.

RASAR, va. 1. To measure corn with a strickle.

2. To touch another lightly. Rasarse los ojos
de agua, To have tears standing in the eyes.

RASCADERA, sf. V. Rascador y Jilmohaza.

RASCADOR, sm. 1. Scraper, an instrument used

to scrape and clean bones, metals, &c.
;

scratcher ; rasp. 2. Headpin, bodkin.

RASCADURA,5/.l. The act of scratching, scrap-

ing or rasping. 2. Scratch, the mark made

by scraping.
RASCALINO, sm. V. Tinuela. [ing.

RASCAMIENTO, sm. Act of scraping or scratch-

RASCAMONO, sm. Women's headpin, bodkin.

RASCAR, va. 1. To scratch, to scrape. 2. To
seize an opportunity, not to miss a favourable

occasion. Un asno rasca A otro, One fool

praises another.

RASCAZON, sf. Pricking, tickling, or itching
sensation which excites to scratch.

RASCO, sm. V. Rascadura. Tener gana de

rasco, (Vulg.) To be desirous of romping or

playing.
RASCON, NA, a. Sour, sharp, acrid.

RASCON, sm. (Orn.) Land-rail. Rallus crex L.

RASCUNAR, va. 1. To scar, to scratch, to scrape.
2. (Pint.) To delineate, to design a figure to

be painted.
RASCUNO, 5m. 1. V. Rasguno. 2. First sketch

of a painting.
RASEL, sm. (Naut.) Narrow part of a ship to-

wards the head and stern.

RASERO, sm. 1. Strickle. V. Rasador. 2. Strict

equality observed in things where a propor-
tionate inequality should be attended to. Ir

por un rasero, To act or proceed without

making a proper distinction.

RASGADO, DA, a. 1. Rent, open. 2. Applied to a
wide balcony or large window shutter. Ojos
rasgados, Large or full eyes. Boca rasgada,
Wide mouth. sm. V. Rasgon.

RASGADOR, RA, s. Tearer, cleaver, one who
'

scratches, tears, or lacerates.

RASGAR, va. To tear asunder, to rend, to claw,
to lacerate. V. Rasgucdr.

RASGO, sm. I. Dash, stroke; line drawn in a
nice and elegant manner. Rasgo de piuma,
Dash of a pen. 2. A grand, fine, or magnani-

mous action. 3. Generosity, liberality of sen-
timents.

RASGON, sm. Rent, rag, tatter.

RASGUEADO Y RASGUEO, sm. Act of making
flourishes.

RASGUEAR, vn. To flourish, to form figures by
lines variously drawn. va. To flourish the

whole hand over the guitar.

RASGUNAR, va. 1. To scratch, to scrape. 2. To
sketch, to form the outlines of a drawing or

picture with dots.

RASGUNO, sm. 1. Scratch, scar. 2. Sketch, the
dotted outlines of a drawing or picture.

RASGUNUELO Y NITO, sm. dim. Slight scratch

or sketch.

RASLLA, sf. 1. Serge, a kind of woollen stuff.

2. A fine tile used for flooring.

RAsioN,5/. 1. The act of shaving or taking off

hair with a razor. 2. Reduction of any hard

body to powder.
RASO, sm. Satin, a- shining silk.

RASO, SA, a. 1. Clear of obstructions, disengag-
ed from impediments ; plain. 2. Having no
title or other mark of distinction. Tabla ra-

sa, (Met.) Applied to the infant mind with-

out ideas ;
canvass framed for painting.

Tiempo raso, Fine weather. Cielo raso,

Clear sky. Caballcro raso, A private gentle-
man. M raso, In the open air.

RASPA, sf. 1. Beard of an ear of corn. 2. Back-
bone of fish. 3. Stalk of grapes. 4. RASP, a

coarse file. 5. Film on the barrels of quills.

Ir d la raspa, (Fam.) To go in search of

plunder. Tender la raspa, To lay one's self

down to rest. 6. Spark struck out of a stone.

RASPADILLO, sm. Fraud or imposition practised

by gamblers.
RASPADOR, sm. Rasp, coarse file.

RASPADURA, sf. 1. The act of filing, rasping or

scraping. 2. Filings, raspings, scrapings.
RASPAMIENTO, sm. Act of rasping or filing.

RASPANTE,/?. Rasping, rough ; applied to wine
which grates the palate.

RASPAR, va. 1. To scrape, to RASP, to pare off.

2. To prick, to have a sourish taste
; applied

to wine. 3. To steal, to carry off.

R A SPEAR, vn. To have a hair in the pen, which
occasions blots.

RASPINEGRO, GRA, a. (And.) V. Arisprieto.
RASPON (T>E), ad. Scrapingly, thievishly.

RASQUETA, sf. (Naut.) Scraper, an instrument

with which the dirt or filth is scraped off tho

planks of a ship.

RASTEL, 5m. Bar or lettice of wood or iron.

RASTILLADOR, RA, 5. V. Rastrillador.

RASTILLAR, va. To hackle flax. V. Rastrillar.

RASTILLERO, 5m. Shoplifter, robber who steals

and flies.

RAsrfLLO, 5m. V. Rastrillo.

RASTRA,5/. 1. Sled, or
sledge,

a carriage with-

out wheels. 2. The act of dragging along. 3.

Any thing hanging and dragging about a

person. 4. A track or mark left on the ground.
5. Person constantly walking in company
with another. 6. String of dried fruit. 7. Fi-

nal decision, verdict, judgment. 8. (Naut.)

Creeper, an instrument m the form of an

anchor, used to drag for an anchor lost. 9.

Rake.
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RASTRALLAR, vn. To crack with a whip.
RASTRAR, va. To drag. V. Arrastrar.

RASTREADOR, RA, 5. Tracer, smeller, follower.

RASTREAR, va. 1 . To trace, to follow by the foot-

steps or remaining marks. 2. To inquire
into, to investigate. 2. To skim the ground,
to fly very low. 4. Rastrear por un ancla.

(Naut.) To drag for an anchor. 5. To sell

carcasses by wholesale in a slaughterhouse.
vn. To float in the air, yet almost touching
the ground.

RASTREO, sm. (Ar.) Fringe or small pieces of
stuff hanging round.

RASTRERO, RA, a. 1. Creeping, dragging, that

which hangs. 2. Applied to a dog that runs

by a trail. 3. Low, humble, cringing.
RASTRERO, sm. Inspector of a slaughterhouse,

a workman employed there.

RASTRILLADOR, RA, 5. Hackler ; cleaner.

RASTRILLAR, va.l.To hackle, to dress flax. 2.

To separate the straw from the corn with
the rake.

RASTRII.LO, sm. 1. Hackle, an instrument used
to clean and dress flax and hemp. 2. (Fort.)

Portcullis, a machine in the shape of a har-

row, suspended over the gates of a city, in

order to be let down in case of a surprise. 3.

Hammer of a gun-lock. 4. Rake, an instru-
ment for separating the straw from the corn.
5. Muzzle, a fastening for the mouth, which
hinders biting. 6. Ward of a key. Rastrillo
de pesebre, Rack of a manger.

RASTRO,STO. 1. Track, amarkleft on theground.
2. Sled, or sledge. V. Rostra. 3. Slaughter-
house, the place where cattle are killed

; place
where meat is sold by the carcass. 4. Sign,
token, vestige, relic. 5. V. Mvgron.

RASTROJERA,*/". Stubble ground, land on which
stubbles remain, or the time which they last.

RASTROJO, sm. Stubble, the stalks of corn left

in the field by the reapers.
RASURA, sf. 1 . Shaving, the act of taking off the

beard with a razor. 2. Scraping, filing. Ra-

suras, Boiled lees of wine, which serve to

clean plate, and several other uses.

RASURACION, sf. V. Rasion.

RASURAR, va. To shave, to take off the beard
or hair with a razor.

RATA, sf. 1. She-mouse. 2. Rat. Mus rattus
L. 3. Share, portion. Rata parte, Quota,
assigned portion. 4. Cue of hair. Rata par
cantidad 6 pro rata

}
In proportion, ratably.

V. Prorata.

RATAFIA, sf. Ratafia, a fine spirituous liquor,

chiefly made of cherries, and the kernels of

apricots and peaches. V. Rosoli.

RATEAR, va.\. To lessen or abate in proportion.
2. To distribute or divide proportionally. 3.

To filch, to commit petty thefts. vn. To
trail along the ground.

RATEO, sm. Distribution made at acertain rate,
or in a certain proportion.

RATERfA, sf. 1. Larceny, petty theft. 2. Vile
mean conduct in things of little value.

RATERO, RA, a. 1. Creeping or crawling on the

ground. 2. Skimming the ground, flying
low

; spoken of birds. 3. Committing petty
thefts ; thievish. 4. Mean, vile.

RATERUELO, LA, s. Little pilferer.
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RArfco, LLO, TO, sm. dim. A little while, short
time.

RATIFICACION, sf. Ratification, the act of rati-

fying ; confirmation.

RATIFICAR, va. To ratify, to approve of, to
'

confirm.

RATIGAR, va. To tie or secure with a rope any
load on carts.

RATiGO,sm. Articles or goods carried in carts.

RATIHABICION, sf. (For.) Ratification, making
valid.

RAT!NA, sf. 1. Ratteen, a kind of woollen cloth,
woven like serge. 2. Musk-rat. Mus zibe-

thicus L.

RATO, sm. 1. He-mouse. V. Raton. 2. Short

space of time. Al cabo de rato, It turned out
ill after thinking so long about it. Rato hit,

6 ya ha rato, Some time ago. Bncii rato,
A pretty time, a good while

; many or a

great quantity. A 1 ratos perdidos, In leisure

hours. DC rato en rato, 6 a ratos, From
time to time, occasionally.

RATO, TA, a. Firm, valid, conclusive.

RATON, sm. 1. He-mouse. Mus musculus L.

2. (Naut.) Hidden rock. 3. (Cant.) Cowardly
thief.

RATON A, sf. Female mouse or rat.

RATONAR, ra. To gnaw like mice or rats. vr.

To become sick as cats with eating rats.

RATONCILLO, LLA ; TO, TA ; co, CA, s. dim. A
little mouse.

RATOSERA, sf. 1 . Mouse-trap. Caer en la rato-

ncra, To fall into a snare. Ratonera 6 gato
de agua, Rat-trap, placed on water. 2. Wall
where rats breed.

RAUDAL, fm. 1. Torrent, a rapid stream. 2.

Plenty, abundance.

RAUDAMENTE, ad. Rapidly.
RAUDO, DA, a. Rapid, precipitate.

RAUTA, ff. Road, way, route. Coger 6 tomar
la rauta, To take one's course.

RAYA, sf. 1. Stroke or line drawn with a pen.
2. Limit, bounds, termination. 3. (let.)

Ray. Raia L. Tener d raya, To keep within

bounds. Tener d uno d raya, To keep one at

bay. 4. Line or wrinkle in the palm of the

hand. 5. Narrow piece of ground cleared of

combustible matter to prevent conflagration.
Tres en raya, A boyish play. A 1

raya, Cor-

rectly, within just limits.

RAYANO, NA, a. Neighbouring, contiguous.
R.AYAR, va. 1. To form strokes, to draw lines.

2. To mark with lines or strokes. 3. To rifle

or striate the interior of fire-arms. en. I.

To excel, to surpass. Raya mny alto, He
stands very high in his profession. 2. (Met.)
To approximate, to approach ;

to radiate, to

emit rays.
RA YET A, sf. A striped cloth of various colours.

R.AYO, 5m. 1 . Ray, a beam of light ;
a right line.

2. Radius, the semi-diameter of a circle
;

spoke of a wheel. 3. Thunderbolt ;
fire-arms.

4. Radius, a small bone of the arm. 5. Se-

vere pain, unforeseen misfortune. 0. (Met.)
Sudden havoc, misfortune, or chastisement.

7. A lively ready genius ; great power or ef-

ficacy of action. Rayo directo, incidente, re-

flexo, refractory visual. Direct. incidental, re-

*flected,refracted,and visual ray .Einjo textorio,
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Weaver's shuttle. Rayo de leche, Stream of

milk from a nurse's nipple. Rayos, Rayr
made by artists to represent a crown of glory
Eckar rayos, To show great wrath.

RAYO, interj. Fury !

RAYOSO, SA, a. Full of rays.

RAYONANTE, a. (Bias.) Radiated.

RAYUELA, sf. 1. A small line or ray. 2. Gam
of drawing lines.

RAYUELO, sm. (Orn.) Small kind of snipe.

RAzA, sf. 1. Race, generation, lineage ;
branch

of a family ; usually taken in a bad sense. 2

Quality of cloth and other things. 3. Ray,
beam of light. 4. Cleft in a horse's hoof.

RAZADO, a. Applied to coarse woollen cloth of

unequal colour.

RAZAGO, sm. Coarse cloth made of tow.

IIA /.ON, ./. 1 . Reason, the power by which man
deduces one proposition from another

;
ratio

cination. 2. Reasonableness, justice, equity
moderation. Pongase vd. en la razon, Be mo
derate in your demand. 3. Account, calcula

tion. 4. Order, mode, method. 5. Argument
proof, (i. Motive, cause

; relation, account. 7

Firm, partnership, name of a commercial es

tablishment. Razon de pie de banco, (Fam.
Futile silly allegation. A 1 razon de, At the rate

of. A< razon de catorce, A term denoting a

want of punctuality in accounts. En razon
With regard to. Hacer la razon, To pledge
in drinking. Par razon, Consequently.

RAZONABLE, a. Reasonable
;
moderate.

RAZONABLEJO, JA, a. (Joe.) Moderate, rational

RAZONABLEMENTE,ffld.Reasonably ; moderately
RA/ONADO, DA, a. Rational, prudent, judicious
RAZONADOR, RA, 5. Reasoner. (Ant.) Advocate

RAZONAMiENTO,s?n. Reasoning, argument, dis

course.

RAZONANTE, pa. Reasoning, reasoner.

RAZONAR, vn. 1. To reason, to discourse. 2. To
talk, to converse. va. (Ant.) 1. To name
to call. 2. To advocate, to allege. 3. To take
a memorandum ofthings, to place to account
4. (Ant.) To compute, to regulate.

RE. prvp. Always used in composition, signi-

fying repetition.

RE, sm. (Mus.) The second note of music.

REA, sf. Criminal, she who has committed a

crime.

REACCIO.V, sf. Re-action.

RsAcio, CIA, a. Obstinate, stubborn.

REACRIMINACION, sf. Recrimination.

REACRIMINAR, va. To recriminate. [ly.

REAGRADECER,TO estimate any thing high-
REAGRADECIMIENTO, sm. Act of esteeming,

estimation.

REAGRAVACION, sf. Re-aggravation.
REAGRAVAR, va. To aggravate anew.
REAGtJno, DA, a. Very acute.
REA L, a. 1. Real, actual. 2. Royal, kingly ;

be-

longing or relating to kings. 3. Grand, mag-
nificent, splendid. 4. True, certain. 5. Open,
fair, ingenuous, candid

; generous, noble. 6.

Royal, an attribute of the principal galley of
some foreign states. 7. (Ant.) Very good.
sm. 1. Camp, the king's tent. 2. Main body
of an arrny. 3. Real, a Spanish coin, contain-

ing thirty-four maravedis in a real vellon.
Senior el real, To settle, to form an establish-
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ment. Real de a ocho, A dollar, or piece of

eight, consisting originally of eight reals of

plate, now of twenty reals vellon, and weigh-
ing an ounce in silver, equal to the 16th part
of an ounce in gold. Real de plata, Real of

plate, or two reals vellon. Real de agua, The
portion of water which can pass an aperture
the size of a real. Real de minas, (New
Spain) Town having silver mines in its vici-

nity. Tirar como 6, real de enemigo, To ruin
or destroy any person or thing.

REALCE, sm. 1. Raised work, embossment
; any

work raised on the superficies of plate or

other things. 2. Brightness of colours, re-

flexion of light. 3. Lustre, splendour.
REAL-HACIENDA, sf. Exchequer, or royal trea-

sury.

REALEJO, sm. 1. A chamber organ. 2. Dim. of
Real.

REAL^NGO, GA, a. Royal, kingly.
REALERA, sf. V. MaestriL

REALETE, sm. V. Dieziocheno.

REALEZA, sf. Regal dignity, royal magnifi-
cence.

RE ALIDAD, sf. Reality, what is and not merely
seems

;
truth and sincerity in things.

REALILLO, TO, sm. Little real, or real vellon,

containing 8 1-2 quartos vellon ;
about 2 l-2d.

sterling.
REAL!STA, am. Royalist, one who adheres to the

king, and asserts the prerogatives of the
crown. [action.

RE ALizAR, va. To realize, to bring into being or

REALME, sm. (Ant.) REALM. V. Reyno.
REALMENTE, ad. Really, effectually ; royally.

REALZAR, va.l. To raise, to elevate; to emboss.
2. To heighten the brightness of the colours
in a painting. 3. To illustrate, to aggran-
dize.

REAMAR, va. To love again ; to love much.
REANIMAR, va. To cheer, to encourage. w
REANEJO, JA, a. Oldish, growing old.

REAPRETAR, va. To press again, to squeeze.
RE AQUISTAR, va. (Ant.) To reacquire any thing.
REARAR, va. To replough, to plough again.
REASUMR, va. To retake, to resume.

REASUNCION, sf. The act of resuming or reas-

sumption.
REATA, sf. 1. Rope which ties one horse or mule

to another, to make them go in a straight
line. 2. The leading mule of three that draw
a cart. 3. (Met.) Submission to the opinion
of others. Reatas, (Naut.) Woolding, ropes
tied round a mast in order to strengthen it.

EATADtrRA, sf. The act of tying one beast

after another with a rope.

REATAR, va. 1. To tie one beast to another with
a rope ; to retie or tie tightly. 2. To follow

blindly the opinion of others. 3. (Naut.) To
woold, to tie ropes round masts or yards in

order to strengthen them.
REATE 6 RiATE, sm. Border of flowers around

the beds and walks in a garden.
EATO, sm. The state of a criminal.

EAVENTAR, va. To winnow corn a second
time in order to separate it from the chaff.

E&ABA, sf. Reslavering, drivelling.

IEBALAGF., sm. Crooks or windings in a river,
'

1. Stagnant water, a pool or puddle.
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2. Stagnation of humours in some part of
the body.

REBAI.SAR, va. 1. To stop the course of water
that it may form a pool. 2. To stop, to detain.

REBANADA, sf. Slice of bread, meat, or other

things.

REBANADILLA, sf. A small slice.

REBANAR, va. To cut into slices, to divide.

REBANCO, sm. (Arq.)The second bench or seat.

REBANADERA, sf. Drag, a hooked instrument
for taking things out of a well

REBANAR, va. To pick up, to gather, [flocks.

REBANEGO, GA, a. Gregarious, belonging to

REBANO, sm. 1. Flock of sheep, herd of cattle.

2. Crowd, heap; assembly of the faithful.

REBANUELO, sm. Small flock or heap.
REBAPTIZANDO, DA, a. He who is to be rebap-

tizcd. [pass.

REBASADERO, sm. (Naut.) Difficult place to

REBASAR, va. (Naut.) To sail past any point
or difficult place.

REBASTAR, vn. To be more than enough.
REBATAR, va. V. Arrebatar.

REBATE, sm. Dispute, disagreement.
REBATIMIENTO, sm. Repulsion.
REBATINA, sf. (Ant.) V. jJrrebatina. Andar d

la rebatina, f(Fam.) To run zealously, clap-

ping the hands, to stop any thing.
REBATIR, va. l.To rebate, to curb, to resist; to

repel. 2. To parry, to ward off. 3. To object,
to refute ; to repress. 4. To settle accounts.

REBATO. sm. 1. An unexpected attack, a sur-

prise ; any unexpected event
;

alarm. 2. A
sudden fit of passion ; rapid change of hu-
mours. De rcbato, Suddenly.

REBAUTIZACION, sf. Act of rebaptizing.
REBAUTIZAR, va. To rebaptize.

REBAXA, sf. 1. Abatement, deduction, diminu-
tion. 2. Drawback, the return of a part of the

duty paid on foreign commodities at the ex-

portation thereof.

REBAXAR, va. l.To abate, to lessen, to diminish.

2. To lower the price, to dock a bill or ac-

count ; to curtail the quantity. 3. To weaken
the light and give a deeper shade to the tints

of a piece of painting. Rebaxar un baxel,

(Naut.) To cut down the upper works of a

ship. v r. To become sick as an assistant in

some hospitals.

REBAXO, sm. Groove made in timber or stone.

REBEBEK, va. To drink often. V. Embeber.

REBKCO, CA, a. Cross-grained, intractable,
harsh.

REBEL.ARSF., vr. l.To revolt ; to rebel, to rise in

rebellion. 2. To get at variance, to break off

all friendly intercourse. 3. To resist, to op-

pose ;
to excite the passions irrationally.

REBELUE, sm. Rebel, one who revolts.

REB EM) K, . 1. Stubborn, intractable, perverse.
2. Not attending the summons ofa competent
judge ; non-appearance in court on the day
appointed. 3. Rebellious ;

contumacious.

REBELDIA, sf. 1. Rebelliousness, contumacious
disobedience. 2. Obstinacy, stubbornness. 3.

Default, non-appearance in court to plead to

an action. En rebeldia, By default.

REBELE v REBELLE, a. (Ant.) V. Rebddc.

REBELION, sf. Rebellion, revolt, insurrection

against lawful authority.
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REnELLiN,si. (Fort.) Ravelin, a detached work
raised before the curtain on the counterscarp
of a fortress.

REBELON, NA, a. Restive, applied to a horse
which will not obey his rider, and neither go
forwards nor turn to either side. [rope.

REBENCAZO, sm. Blow or stroke with a port-
REBENDECER, vn. To bless or consecrate anew.
REBENQUE, sm. Rope with which seamen are

whipped on board of galleys. Rebenque de

portas, (Naut.) Port-rope.
REBEZA, sf. (Naut.) Change in the course of

tides or currents on a coast.

REBEZO, sm. Thick lip, pouting lip.

REBIEN, ad. Very well.

REBiNADtTRAjS/. (Agr.) Ploughing a third time.

REBINAR, va. (Agric.) V. Terciar.

REBISABITELO, LA, s. The great, great grand-
father or mother.

REBIZNIETO, TA
; REBISNIETO, TA, s. The great,

great grandson or daughter.
REBLANDECER, va. To make bland or tender.

REBOCINO, sm*. A short cloak or mantle worn
by women.

REBOLLAR, sm. Thicket of oak saplings.

REBOLLIDURA, sf. (Art.) Honey-comb, a flaw
in the bore of a piece of ordnance.

REBOLLO, sm. 1. (Bot.) The Turkey oak. Quer-
cus cerris L. 2. Boll or trunk of a tree.

REBOLLTJDO, DA, a. 1. V. Rehecho y doble. 2.

Applied to a rude hard diamond.

REBONAR, vn. To stop on account of too much
water

; applied to a water-mill.

REBOSADERO,sm. Place where any thing over-

flows.

REBOSAD^ RA, sf. Overflow, the act of any li-

quor running over the verges of a vessel.

REBOSAR, va. 1. To run over, to overflow. 2.

To abound, to be in great plenty. 3. To show,
to evince, to display.

REBOTADERA, sf. Iron plate which raises the

nap on cloth to be shorn.

REBOTADOR,RA,S. One who rebounds; clincher.

REBOTAR, vn. 1. To rebound ; applied to a ball.

2. To change the colour, to turn
; applied to

wine and other liquors. 3. To grow dull.

va. 1. To clinch the point of a spike or nail.

2. To raise the nap of cloth to be shorn. 3.

To repel. vr. To change one's opinion, to

retract.

REBOTE, sm. Rebound, act of flying back, resi-

lience. De rebate, On a second mission.

REBOTICA, sf. Back-room behind the shop.

REBOT/GA, sf. (Ar.) Back-room adjoining a

shop. [mulberry leaves.

REEOTIN-, sm. The second growth or shoot of

REBOZADITO, TA, a. dim. Slightly muffled or

basted.

REBO/AR, va. To overlay or baste meat. V. Em-
bozdr. vr. To be muffled up in a cloak.

REBO/O, sm. 1. The act of muffling one's self

up. V. Embozo. 2. Muffler, a cover for the

face. V. Rebociiw. Rebozo de calafate, (Naut.)

Drive-bolt, used by calkers to drive out

another. De rcbozo, Secretly, hiddenly.

REBRAMAR,r.To low and bellow repeatedly ;

to answer one noise by another.

REBRAMO, sm. Noise with which the deer re-

spond to each other.
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REBROTfpr, sm. The second growth of clover,

which has been once cut.

REBumAR, va. To snuffle and grunt ; applied
to a wild boar.

REBUENO, NA, a. Very good, excellent.

REBUF^R, vn. To blow or snort repeatedly, like

animals. [fling.

REBUFO, 5m. Act of snorting, blowing, or snif-

REBUJAL, sm. Number of cattle in a flock be-

low even fifties.

REBUJAI.ERO, sm. A petty farmer.

REBUJ^R, va. To take up linen and other cloth

in an awkward manner.

REBUJO, sm. 1. Muffler, a part of the dress of

women, with which they muffle up their face.

2. Portion of tithe paid in money. 3. Wrap-
per for any common article.

REBULM'CIO, sm. Great clamour or tumult.

RKBULI.IR, vn. To stir, to begin to move.

REBURUJA\R, va. To wrap up, to pack up in

bundles. [ly, and without order.

REBURUJON, sm. Bundle wrapped up careless-

REBUSCA, sf. 1. Research, the act of searching.
2. The act of gleaning fruit and grain. 3. Re-

fuse, remains, relics. Que hermosura de re-

busca 6 rebusco, Fine gleaning ; applied to

those who expect much Fruit with little labour.

REBUSCADOR, RA, s. Gleaner; researcher.

REBUSC Aft,va. \ . To glean the remains of grapes
left by the vintagers. 2. To search, to inquire
with great curiosity and attention.

REBTJsco,s?re. Research ; gleaning. V. Rebusca.

REBUTIR, va. To stuff, to fill up.

REBUZNADOR, R A
,
s. One who brays like an ass.

REBUZNA\R, va. 1. To bray, to cry or make a

noise like an ass. 2. (Joe.) To be a bad singer.

REB^ZNO, sm. Braying of an ass.

RECABA".R, va. To obtain by entreaty.
RECABDAR Y RF.CADAR, (Ant.) V. Recaudar.

RECADO,sm. 1. Message, errand ; compliment.
2. Present, gift. Con recado, With compli-
ments. 3. Provision of things necessary for

some purpose. 4. Daily supply of provisions.
5. Tool, implement. 6. Plenty, abundance. 7.

Instrument, record. Recado de escribir, Es-

critoir, writing-desk. A ! recado 6 a buen reed-

do, With great care and attention. Llevar re-

cado, To be reprimanded. Sacar los recados,
To take out a matrimonial license. Ser mozo
de buen recado, To be a youth of good con-
duct

; (Iron.) To mismanage an affair.

RECAER, vn. 1. To fall back, to relapse. 2. To
devolve. 3. To fall under another's power.

RECAIDA,S/. 1. Relapse, regression from astate
of recovery to sickness. 2. A second fall, the

act of falling again ; second offence.

RECAL^DA, sf. (Naut.) The act of making or

descrying the land.

RFCAI.AR, va. 1. To soak, to impregnate with

liquor. 2. (Naut.) To stand in shore.

RECALCADAMENTE, ad. Closely, contiguously ;

vehemently.
RECALCA^R, va. 1. To squeeze, to press closely.

2. To stuff, to fill up. vr. 1 . To inculcate,
to utter repeatedly and decidedly. 2. To lean

back in a chair. Recalcarse el pie, To strain

one's foot.

RECALCITRAR, vn. I. To wince, to kick as un-

willing of the rider ; spoken of a horse. 2.

To oppose, to make resistance where obedi-

ence is due.

RECALENTAMIENTO, sm. Excandescence.

RECALENT^R, va. To heat again ; to rekindle ;

to excite ; applied to the sexual appetite.

RECALZA\R, va. 1. To prick the outlines of a

design on paper. 2. To mould up plants ;
to

prepare mortar or cement.

REC ALZO, sm. 1. The act ofrepairing a decayed
wall. 2. Outside felloe of a cart-wheel.

RECALZON, sm. Outer felloe or felly of a wheel.

RECAMAodR, RA, s. Embroiderer.

RECAMA^R, va. To embroider with raised work.

RECA^MARA, sf. 1. Wardrobe, a room where
clothes are kept. 2. Household furniture ;

equipage for travelling or domestic purposes
Recdmara de canon, (Art.) Chamber ofa gun.

RECAMBIA^R, va. I. To rechange, to change a

second time. 2. To add the re-exchange on a

protested bill. 3. To recompense, to reward

one for favours received.

RECJ(.MBIO, sm. 1. A new exchange or barter.

2. Re-exchange. 3. Reward, retribution.

REC^MO, sm. 1. Embroidery of raised work. 2.

Button-hole, bordered with lace, and gar-
nished at the end with a tassel.

RECANACION, sf. Act of measuring by canaf, a

measure of about two ells.

RECANCANILLA, sf. 1. Affectation of limping,
done by boys for play and amusement. 2.

Tergiversation, an affected tone of talking.

REGANTACION, sf. Recantation, public retrac-

tation.

REC ANTON, sm. Corner-stone, set upright at the

corners of houses and streets, [call to mind.

RECAPACITAR, va. To call to recollection, to re-

RECAPITULACION,S/. Recapitulation, summary,
RECAPITULA^R, va. To recapitulate, to sum up

the heads of a charge or discourse.

RECX.RGA, sf. 1. Additional tax or duty. 2. Se-

cond charge of fire-arms.

RECARcX.R,75a.l.To reclmrge,to charge again.
2. To remand to prison on a new charge. 3.

To renew the attack, to attack again.

RECX.RGO, sm. 1. A new charge or accusation.

2. Increase of a fever.

RECATA, sf. The act of tasting or trying again.

RECATADAMENTE, ad. Cautiously ; prudently.

RECATADO, DA, a. 1. Prudent, circumspect, shy.
2. Honest, candid, modest.

RECATA^R, va. 1. To secrete orconceal carefully.
2. To try or taste again. vr. 1. To take care,

to proceed with prudence and circumspection ;

to be cautious. 2. To doubt, to apprehend.
RECATEA^R, vn. To haggle, to proceed slowly.

V. Regatear.
RECATERIA, sf. V. Regatoneria.
REC^TO, sm. 1. Prudence, circumspection 2.

Secrecy, privacy. 3. Bashfulness, modesty.

RECATON, sm. Metal socket of a lance or pike.

RECATON, NA, a. y s. V. Regaton.
RECATONA"zo, sm. Stroke or blow with a pike

or lance.

RECATONE^R, va. To buy by wholesale, in or-

der to retail again. [ria.

RECATONERIA Y RECATONIA, sf. V. Regatone-
RECAUDACION, sf. 1. The act of collecting or

gathering rents or taxes ; recovery of debts

2. Collector's office.
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RECAUDADOR, sm. Tax-gatherer, collector < 4, s/. Whistle, whistling of the winds.

RECHINADOR, RA, s. Creaker. [gnashing of teeth.

RECHINAMIENTO, sm. Creaking of a machine,

rents.

RECACDAMIENTO, am. 1. Collection of rents or

taxes. 2. Office or district of a collector. RECHiNAR,zm.l.Tocreak,tomakeaharshnoise.
RKCAUDAR, va. 1. To gather, to collect rents or

taxes. 2. (Met.) To obtain, to attain.

RECAUDO, sm. 1. Collection of rents or taxes.

2. Provision, supply. V. Recado.

RECAVAR, va. To dig the ground a second time.

RECAZAR, va. To seize prey in the air or on
the ground like a hawk.

RECAZO, sm. 1. Guard, a part of the hilt of a
sword. 2. Back part of the blade of a knife.

RECEBIR, (Ant.) V. Recibir.

RECEL, sm. A sort of striped tapestry.
RECENTAUURA, sf. Leaven preserved for the

kneading and raising of bread.

RI:CI;XTAL, a. Applied to a sucking lamb.

RECENTAR, va. To put sufficient leaven into

the dough to raise it. V. Renovarse.

RECESfR, va. To regird, to gird tight.

RECKI'CJON.S/*. Reception, the act of receiving.
RECEPTA, sf. Book in which fines are entered.

V. Rcceta,

RECEPTACION, sf. Reception of stolen goods.
RECEPTACULO, sm. 1. Receptacle, the hollow

vessel which receives any liquid. 2. Refuge,
asylum. 3. Gutter which conveys the water
from the eaves of buildings.

RECEPTADOR, sm. Receiver of stolen goods ;

abetter or abettor of crimes.

RECEPTAR, va. To receive stolen goods ; to abet

any crime. vr. To take refuge. V. Recetar.

RECEPTVO, VA, a. Receptive.
RECEPTO, sm. Asylum, a place of refuge.
RECEPTOR, RA, s. 1. Receiver, treasurer. 2. Se-

cretary or actuary who attends a delegate

judge.
sf. I. Receiver's or treasurer's

office. 2. Place of a receiver or treasurer. 3.

Power of a delegate judge.
RECKRCAR. V. Cercar.

RECESIT, sm. Vacation. V. Rede. [cession.

RECESO, sm. Recess, remote apartment; re-

RECETA,sf. 1. Recipe, a prescription in writing
by a phvsician or surgeon. 2. Memorandum
of orders received, or articles demanded; or-

der for goods. 3. Account of parcels sent

from one office to another. [medicines.

RECETADOR, sm. Prescriber, he who prescribes
RECETAR, va. 1. To prescribe medicines. 2.

(Met.) To make extravagant charges. Rece-
tar en luena botica, (Fam.) To have rich

friends to support extravagance.
RKCETARIO, sm. 1. Memorandum or register of

the prescriptions made by a physician. 2.Apo-
thecary's file, containing the prescriptions
which are not yet paid for by his customers.

RECETERO, sm. One who preserves or collects

some particular prescriptions of physicians.
Recetdros, Pedlers, hawkers.

RECETOR, sm. Receiver, treasurer. V. Receptor.

RECEToRfA, sf. Treasury, place for keeping
money.

RECHAZADOR, RA, s. Repeller, contradictor.

RECHAZAMIENTO, sm. Repulsion.
RECHAZAR, va. 1. To repel, to repulse, to drive

back. 2. To contradict, to impugn.
, sw.Jiebound, resilition, re-action.
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2. To engage in any thing with reluctance.

RECHiNo,S7. Creaking, clang, any harsh noise,

applied to a

[on a descent.

_. an
>

RECHONCHO, CHA, a. Chubby
short thick person.

RECIAL, sm. Rapid, impetuous current ofrivers

RECIAMENTE, ad. Strongly, forcibly, stoutly.

RECIBIDERO, RA, a. Receivable, that can be re-

ceived.

RECIBIDOR, sm. Receiver, he that receives.

RECIBIENTE, pa. Recipient, receiving.
RECJBIMIENTO, sm. 1. Reception, the act of re-

ceiving. 2. Entertainment given to one who
comes from abroad. 3. Antechamber, the room
that leads to the principal apartment ; general
reception of company. 4. (Toledo) An altar

erected in the streets for the reception of the

sacrament on procession days.

RECIBIR, va. 1 .To accept, to receive, 2. To take

charge of. 3. To imbibe, to drink in, to draw
in. 4. To suffer, to admit ; to receive com-

pany or visits as a lady. 5. To go and meet

any'person. 6. To fasten, to secure with mor-
tar. 7. To experience any injury ;

to receive

an attack determined to resist it. Recibir d

cuenta, To receive on account. Redbirse de

abogado, To be admitted as a counsellor
;
to

be called to the bar.

RECIBO, sm. 1. Reception, the act of receiving.
2. Receipt, discharge, acquittance. Estar de

redbo, To be disposed for receiving visits.

Madera de redbo, (Naut.) Timber fit for ser-

vice. Pieza de redbo, Drawing-room. 3. Visit,

entertainment, or reception of friends.

RECIEN, ad. Recently, lately ; used always be-

fore participles instead of reciente.

RECIENTE, a. Recent, new, fresh ; just made.

RECIENTEMENTE, ad. Recently, newly.
RECINCHAR, va. To bind round one thing to

another with a girdle.

RECINTO, sm. Precinct, district.

RECIO, CIA, a. Stout, strong, robust, vigorous.
2. Coarse, thick, clumsy. 3. Rude, uncouth,
intractable. 4. Arduous, rigid, rapid, impetu-
ous. Redo de complexion, Of a strong con-

stitution.

RECIO, ad. Strongly, stoutly, rapidly, vehe-

mently, vigorously. Hablar redo, To talk

loud. De redo, Strongly, violently, precipi-

tately, rapidly.

RECIPE, sm. l.(Lat.) Prescription of a physi-
cian. 2. Displeasure, disgust ; ungenteel or

bad usage. [ a. Receiving.
R.ECIPIENTE, sm. (Quim.) Recipient, receiver.

RECIPROCACION, sf. Reciprocation, reciprocal-
ness.

RECIPROCAMENTE, ad. Reciprocally, mutually.
R-ECIPROCAR, va. To reciprocate, to act inter-

changeably. vr. To correspond mutually.
REcfpRoco, CA, a. Reciprocal, mutual. Verbo

rcdproco, Reciprocal verb, the action of

which is reflected on the agent which governs
it, and is always used with the pronouns me,
te, or se, as reciprocarse. [of annulling.

RECISION, sf. Rescission, abrogation ; the act

, MA, a. sup. Most vehement.
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RECITATIONS/. Recitation, the act of reciting.

RECITADO, sm. Recitative, a kind of tuneful

pronunciation, more musical than common
speech, and less than song.

RECITADOR, RA, s. Reciter.

RECITANTE, NA, s. V. Comediante y Farsante.

RECITAR, va. To recite, to rehearse.

RECITATIVO, VA, a. Recitative. [son.

RECitfRA, sf. Strength, force ; rigour of the sea-

RECIZALLA, sf. Second filings or fragments.
RECLAMACION, sf. 1. Reclamation, the act of

reclaiming. 2. Objection, remonstrance.

RECLAIMER, va. 1. To decoy birds with a call or

whistle. 2. To reclaim, to demand. 3. (Naut.)
To hoist or lower a yard by means of a block.

vn. To contradict, to oppose.
RECLAMES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Sheave-holes in a

top-mast-head.
RECLAMO, sm. 1. Decoy-bird, a bird trained to

decoy others. 2. Call, an instrument to call

birds. 3. Allurement, inducement, entice-

ment. 4. (Naut.) Tye-block. 5. Reclamation.
6. (Impr.) Catch-word. 7. (Cant.) Prostitute's

bully. Acu&lr al reclame. (Fam.) To answer,
to go where there is a thing suitable to one's

purpose.
RECLE, sm. Vacation, rest from choir-duties.

RECLINACION, sf. Reclining.
RECLINAR, va. To recline,"to lean back. Recli-

narse en 6 sobre, To lean on or upon. [on.

RECI.INATORIO, sm. Couch, any thing fit to lean

RECLUIR, va. To shut up, to seclude.

RECLUSION, sf. 1. Reclusion, the act of shutting
up. 2. Place in which one is secluded.

RECLT^SO, a. y s. Recluse.

REOLUSORIO, sm. Recess, place of retirement.

RECMJTA, sf. Recruiting, the act of raising men
for the army ; supply. sm. Recruit, a new
soldier

;
a man enlisted for the service.

RECLUTAR, va. 1. To recruit, to supply an army
with new men. 2. To repair any thing wasted

by new supplies.

RECOBRAR, va. 1. To recover, to get back what
was lost. 2, (Naut.) To rouse in, to take up
the end of a rope which hangs loose. vr.

To recover from sickness, to regain vigour
of body or mind. [had been lost.

REC6BRO, sm. Recovery, the restoration ofwhat
RECOCER, va. To boil again, to boil too much.

rr. To consume one's-self with rage and

indignation.
RECOCHO, CHA, a. Boiled too much, over-done.

RECOCIDO, DA, a. 1. Over-boiled. 2. Skilful,
clever. 3. Over-ripe, dried up. [elbow.

RECODADERO, sm. Place for leaning on one's

RECODARSE, vr. To lean with the elbow upon
any thing.

RECODIR, vn. V. Recudir.
REcdDO, sm. A corner or angle jutting out.

RECOGEDERO, sm. 1. Place where things are

gathered or collected. 2. Instrument with
which things are gathered.

RKCOGEDOR, sm. 1. One who shelters or har-
bours. 2. Gatherer, gleaner.

RKCOGER, vn. 1. To retake, to take back. 2. To
gather, to collect ;

to contract. 3. To receive,
to protect, to shelter. 4. To lock up in a mad-
house. 5. To suspend the use, or stop the,

course, of any thing. G. To extract intelli-i

gence from books. Recoger una proposicion,
To retract a proposal. Recoger un vale, To
take up and pay a note. Recoger velas, To
conclude or finish a discourse ; to become
continent, or moderate. vr. 1. To take shel-

ter or refuge, to withdraw into retirement. 2.

To reform or retrench one's expenses. 3. To
go home, to retire to rest. 4. To abstract one 'a

self from worldly thoughts, [of correction.

REcocfoAs, sf. pi. Women shut up in a house

RECOGIDAMENTJE, ad. Retiredly. [ed.

RECOGIDO, DA, a. Retired, secluded
; contract-

RECOGIMIENTO, sm. 1. Collection, assemblage.
2. Retreat, shelter. V. Reclusion. 3. House
where women are confined, or live in retire-

ment. 4. Abstraction from all worldly con-

cerns ; preparation for spiritual exercises.

RECOLAR, va. To strain a second time.

RECOLECCION, sf. 1. Summary, abridgment. '2.

Convent, where a stricter observance of the

rules of religious orders prevails. 3. Retire-

ment, abstraction from worldly concerns and
affairs. 4. Crop of grain or fruits.

RECOLEGIR, va. V. Colcgir.

RECOLETO,TA, a. Belonging to a convent where
a stricter observance of the rules of religious
orders is maintained. s. Devotee who lives

retired from all worldly pomp, a recollect.

RECOLORA".DO, DA, a. Copper-nosed, having a

very red face or nose.

RECOMBINAR, va. To recombine.

RECOMENDABLE, a. Commendable, laudable
;

worthy of praise.

RECOMENDABLEMKNTE, ad. Laudably.
RECOMENDACION, sf. 1. Recommendation, the

act of commending. 2. Injunction, applica-
tion. 3. Praise, eulogy. 4. Dignity, autho-

rity. Carlo, de recomendacion, Letter of in-

troduction.

RECOMENDAR, va. 1. To charge, to enjoin. 2.

To recommend, to commend.
RECOMENDATORIO, RIA, a. Recommendatory.
RECOMPENSA,*/". 1. Compensation, satisfaction.

2. Recompense, reward, remuneration. En
recompetisa, In return.

RECOMPENSABLE, a. Capable of being rewarded.

RECOMPENSACION, sf. Compensation, reward.

RECOMPENSAR, va. To recompense, to reward.

RECONCENTRAMIENTO, sm. Act of introducing
or establishing in the centre.

RECONCENTRAR, va. 1. To introduce, to enter

into something else. 2. To dissemble, to hido

or conceal sentiments or affections. vr. T<>

root, to take root
; applied to sentiments and

affections.

RECONCILIACION, sf. 1. Reconciliation, renewal

of friendship ; agreement of things seeming-

ly opposite. 2. Short confession, detailing

things previously omitted. [ciler.

RECONCILIADOR, RA, s. Reconciliator, recon-

RECONCILIAR, va. 1. To reconcile, to make to

like and be liked again. 2. To hear a short

confession. 3. To consecrate anew any sa-

cred place which has been polluted or defil-

ed. vr. To confess some slight offences.

RECONCOMERSE, vr. To scratch frequently in

consequence of a continual itching.

RECoNCOMio,sm. 1. Prurience, itching. 2. Fear,

apprehension. 3. Craving, violent desire. 4,
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Raising or shrugging the shoulders with sa-

tisfaction or resignation.

RECONDITO,TA, a. Recondite, secret, concealed.

RECONDUCCION, sf. Renewal of a lease, [again.

RECONDUCIR, va. To renew a lease or contract

RECONFESAR, va. To confess again.

RECONOCEDOR, RA, s. Examiner, one who tries

or examines ; one who recognises.

RECONOCER, va. 1. To try, to examine closely.
2. To submit to the command or jurisdiction
of others. 3. To acknowledge favours re-

ceived. 4. To consider, to contemplate. 5.

To comprehend, to conceive. 6. To acknow-

ledge the right of property of others ; to re-

cognise. 7. To reconnoitre.

REcoNociDAMENTE,arf. Gratefully, confessedly.
RECONocfoo, DA, a. y s. 1. Acknowledged,

confessed. 2. Grateful, obliged. 3. Recogni-
see, one in whose favour a bond is given.

RECONOCIENTE, pa. Recognising.
RECONOCIMIENTO, sm. 1. Recognition, the act

of recognising. 2. Acknowledgment, mark
of gratitude. 3. Recognisance ; subjection,
submission. 4. Examination, inquiry. 5. Re-

cognisance, acknowledgment of a bond or

other writing in court.

RECONQUISTA, sf. Reconquest, a place recon-

quered, [again.

RECONQUISTAR, va. To reconquer, to conquer
RECONTANTE, pa. Repeater ; reporting.
RECONTAR, va. To recount, to relate distinctly.

RECONTENTO, sm. Content, perfect content.

RECONTENTO, TA, a. Very content.

RECONVALECER, vn. To recover from sickness.

RECONVENCION, sf. Charge, accusation ; recri-

mination.

RECONVENIR, va. I. To charge, to accuse. 2. To
retort, to recriminate, to accuse the prosecu-
tor

;
to convert the plaintiff into the defend-

ant.

RKCOPILACION, s/. 1. Summary, abridgment. 2.

Collection of a variety of things taken out of
books. Recopilacion de las leyes, Abridg-
ment or collection of the statutes.

REcopiLAD6R,s??i.Compiler, collector, abridger.
RECOPILAR, va. To abridge, to collect.

RECOQDIN, sm. A chubbed little fellow, short

and thick.

RECORDABLE, a. Worthy of being recorded.

RKCORDACION, sf. Remembrance, the act of

calling or bringing any thing to recollection.

RKCORDADOR, RA,S. Recorder, one who records.

RECORDANTE, pa. Recording ; register.
RF.CORDAR, va. To remind, to put in mind ; to

call to recollection. vn. To awaken from

sleep, to cease sleeping, [may be recorded.

RECORDATIVO, VA, a. That which records or

RECORRER, va. 1. To run over, to examine, to

survey. 2. To read over, to peruse. 3. To
mend, to repair. vn. To recur, to have re-

course to. Recorrer -la memoria, To call to

recollection. Recorrer un baxel, (Naftt.) To
repair a ship. Recorrer los cables, (Naut.)
To underrun the cables. Navio en recorrida,
A ship under repairs. Recorrer los canave-

rales, To run from house to house asking
for something.

REcoRTABO,sm. 1. Figure cut out of paper. 2.

Piece of painting which is not well finished.

RECORTAR, va. I. To cut away, to shorten, to

pare off. 2. To cut out figures of paper ; to
delineate a figure in profile.

RECORVAR, va. V. Encorvar.

RECQRVO, VA, a. V. Corvo.

RECOSER, va. To sew again what had been rip-

ped up or rent.

RECOSTADERO, sm. Reclining or resting-place.
RECOSTAR, va. To lean against, to recline.-r-

vr. To go to rest ; to repose or recline.

RECOVA, sf. I. Act of purchasing in the coun-

try, eggs, butter, or poultry, in order to re-

tail them in town. 2. Pack of hounds. 3.

(And.) Shed, stall.

RECOVECO, sm. 1. Turning, winding. 2. Simu-

lation, artifice.

RF.COVERO, sm. Huckster, one who buys eggs,
butter, or poultry, to retail them.

RECRE, sm. Vacation of choristers. V. Rede.

RECREACION,S/. RECREATION, diversion,amusc-
ment.

RECREAR, a. To amuse, to delight, to gratify.
vr. To divert one's self.

RECREATIVO, VA, a. RECREATIVE, diverting.

RECRECER, vn. I. To grow again. 2. To grow
to excess, to be overgrown. 3. To occur,
to happen.

RECRECIMIENTO, sm. Growth, increase, aug-
mentation, [hawk.

RECREIDO, DA, a. Intractable ; applied to a

RECREMENTOS, sm. pi. Recrements, spume,
dregs, dross, scoria ;

residuum.

RECREO, sm. 1. Recreation, relief after toil or

pain ;
amusement. 2. Place of amusement.

RECTAMENTE, ad. Rightly, justly.

RECTANGULO, LA, a. Rectangular, right angled ;

having angles of ninety degrees.
RECTANGULO, sm. Rectangle, a right angle.

RECTIFICACION, sf. Rectification, the act of

rectifying. [til.

RECTIFICAR, va. To rectify, to clarify ;
to redis-

RECTIFICATIVO, VA, a. That which rectifies or

corrects.

RECTILINEO, NEA, a. Rectilinear or rectilinc-

ous, consisting of right lines.

RECTIT^TD, sf. 1. Straightness, the shortest dis-

tance between two points. 2. Rectitude, just-

ness, uprightness ;
exactitude.

RECTO, TA, a. 1. Straight, erect ; right. 2. Just,

upright.
RECTOR, RA, s. 1. Superior of a community or

establishment. Rector de una uniwersidad,

Rector of a university. 2. Curate, rector.

RECTORADO, sm. Rectorship, the dignity or of-

fice of a rector, and the time of its duration.

RECTORAL, a. Rectorial, belonging to a rector.

RECTORAR, vn. To attain the office of rector.

RECTORIA, sf. 1. Rectory, curacy; an ecclesias-

tical living. 2. Office and dignity of a rector.

RECUA, sf. I. Drove of beasts of burthen. 2.

Multitude of things following one after ano-

ther.

RECuAGE,sm. Custom or duty for the passage
of cattle.

RECUDIMIENTO Y RECUDIMENTO, sm. Power
vested in a person to gather rents or taxes.

RscuofR, va. 1. To pay some money in part of

wages or other dues. 2. V. Acudir. vn. I.

To rebound, to set out again, to revert to the
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original place or state. 2. To meet, to

concur.

RF.CUENTO, 5m. 1. (Gtil.) Inventory. V. Inven-

tario. 2. Recension.

RECUERDO, sm. Remembrance, hint given of

what has passed.

RECUEKO, sm. Muleteer, mule-driver.

^RECUESTO, sm. Declivity, a gradual descent.

HKCUI.A, sf. Recoil, retrocession.

RF.CULADA, sf. (Naut.) The falling of a ship
astern ; falling behind.

RECUI.AK, vn. \. To fall back, to retrograde.
2. To give up, to yield.

RKCULO, r,A, a. Having no tail
; applied to hens

or pullets. sm,. V. Reculada.

RECULONKS (A'), ad. Retrogradely.
RECUPERABLE, a. Recoverable, that may be

recovered.

RECUPERACION, sf. Recovery, the act of reco-

vering or rescuing.
RECUPERADOR, RA, s. Rescuer, redeemer.

RF.CUPERAR, va. To recover, to rescue, to re-

gain. vr. To recover from sickness.

RKCUPI.RATIVO, VA, a. That which recovers or

has the power of recovering.
RECURA. sf. Comb-saw, an instrument used by

cornb-makers for making combs.

RECURAR, va. To make or open the teeth of
combs. [vn. To revert.

RECURR! R, va. To recur, to have recourse to.

RECURSO, sm. 1. Recourse, application for help
or protection. 2. Recourse, return to the
same place. 3. Appeal, recourse to a higher
court of justice. Sin recurso, Definitively,
without appeal. [ed.

RECUSABI.K, a. That may be refused, or reject-
RECUSACION, sf. Refusal

; recusation.

RECUSANTE,/W. Refuser, refusing.
RECUSAR, va. l.To refuse to admit, to decline

admission. 2. To recuse or challenge a judge.
Recusar los testigos, To object to witnesses,
not to admit them.

RED,S/. 1. Net, a texture woven with interstices

or meshes
; in particular that which is used

for fishing and fowling. 2. Grate of the par-
lour in nunneries. 3. Grate through which
fish or bread is sold. 4. Prison with a strong
grate, used in the villages in Spain to secure
criminals. 5. Snare, wile, fraud. 6. Silk coif
or head-dress. Red barredera, Drag-net.
Red de arana, Cobweb. Red de, comlate,
(Naut.) Netting. Red de paxaros, A thin
clear stuff. Cacr en la red, To fall into the
snare. A 1 red barredera, In a destructive
manner.

REDACTOR, sm. Compiler, editor.

REDA.DA, sf. ]. Casting of a net, a netful of
fish. 2. Multitude, crowd.

REDANO, sm. Caul, the integument in which
the bowels are enclosed.

REDAR, va. To cast a net.

REDARGUCION, sf. Retort, refutation.

RKDARGUIR, va. To retort, to reply.
REDECII.LA, CA, TA, sf. A small net. V. Punto

de malla.

REDECIR, va. (Ant.) To repeat.
REOF.DOR, sm. Environs. V. Contorno. M re-

dedor, Round about, thereabout, a little more
or less.

REDEL, 5m. (Naut.) Loof-frame.

REDEMR, va. To rescue, to redeem. V. Re.-

demir.

REDENCION, sf. 1. Redemption, the act of re-

deeming. 2. Recovery of lost liberty, ransom .

3. Aid. assistance, support ; redemption.
REDENTOR, RA, s. Redeemer, one who rescues,

redeems, or ransoms ;
Jesus Christ.

RDERO, sm. 1. Net-maker; one who catches
birds or fish with nets. 2. Hawk caught in a

net.

REDERO, RA,a. Reticular, retiform ; reticulated.

REDICION, sf. Repetition of what had been said

before.

RE DIE/MAR, va. To decimate again, to tithe a

second time.

REDIEZMO, sm. The ninth part of crops which
have already been tithed.

REDIL, sm. Sheepfold, sheepcot.
REDIMIBLK, a. Redeemable, that may be re-

deemed.

REDIMIR, va. 1. To redeem, to rescue, to ran-

som ; to pay offa mortgage or redeem a pledge,
2. To succour, to relieve ;

to extricate or li-

berate. Redimirse de algun trabnjo, To ex-

tricate one's self from some trouble and dif-

ficulties, [coat.

REDI.NGOT, sm. Riding-coat, a kind of great
REDISTRIBUTION, sf. A new or second distribu-

REDITO, sm. Revenue, rent, proceeds. [tion.
REDITUABLE 6 REDITUAL, a. Producing rent r

benefit, or profit ;
rentable.

REDITUAR, va. To yield or produce any benefit

or profit ;
to rent. [thick.

REDOBLADO,DA, a. 1. Redoubled. 2. Stout and
REDOBLAMIENTO, sm. Reduplication.
REDOBLAR, va. 1. To redouble, to increase by a

half. 2. To clinch, to rivet. 3. To touch
twice the same chord.

REDOBLE, sm,. 1. A repeated touching of the
same chord

; double beat on the drum. 2,

Ampliation of a discourse by alleging new
arguments.

REDOBLEGAR, va. V. RedobJar y Dcblegar.
RE DOLING, sm. (Ar.) Wheel in which lots are

to be drawn.

RKOOMA, sf. 1. Phial, broad-bottomed bottle.

2. (Vulg.) Present given to a new married

couple.

REDOMADATO, ZA, a. Very artful, or sly.

REDOMADO, DA, a. Artful, sly, crafty, cunning.
REDOMAZO, sm. Stroke or blow in the face

with a. bottle of ink.

REDOMILLA, CA, TA, sf. A small phial.

REDONDA, a. Applied to a round ball or capsule
of silk. sf. 1. Circle, neighbourhood. V.

Comarca. 2. Pasture-ground.
REDONDAMENTE, ad. 1. In circumference, in a

circle, around. 2. Roundly, clearly, plainly.

REDONDEAR, va. To round, to make round. Re-

dondear la hacienda, To manage one's in-

come or property in such a manner as to be

free from debt. vr. To extricate one's self

from difficulties, to exonerate one's self of

REDONDEL, sm. A round cloak ;
a circle, [debts.

REDONDETE, a. dim. Roundish, circular.

REDONDEX, sf. Roundness, circular form.

REDONDILLA,S/. Roundel or roundelay, a stanza

of four verses of eight syllables each.
'
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REDONDO, DA, a. 1. Round, ofa circular or sphe-
rical form ; round or Roman ; applied to let-

ters. 2. Free from debts, unencumbered, in

easy circumstances. 3. Defenceless, without
arms. 4. Applied to land turned to pasture
5. Applied to persons whose grandfathers an

grandmothers were of equal rank by birth. 6

Common, not distinguishable from the com
munity. 7. Clear, manifest, straight. A1

Ic

rcdo7ida, Round about.

REDONDO, sm. 1. Specie, hard cash. 2. Globe
orb. De redondo, In round clothes

; applier
to children beginning to walk. En redondo
All around

;
in round characters.

REDONDON, sm.A large circle or orbicular figure
REDOPELO, sm. 1. The act of rubbing clot!

against the grain. 2. Scuffle, affray. Al re

dopelo, Preposterously, against all rule am
reason. Truer al redopelo, To vex, to drag
about contemptuously.

REDOR, sm. A round mat.

REDRO, ad. (Fam.) Behind, backwards. sm
Rough circles which form every year on the
horns of black cattle, and serve to indicate
their age.

REDROJO v REDRUEJO, sm. 1. A small bunch of

grapes remaining after the vintage. 2. After
fruit or blossom. 3. A puny weak child, slow
in its growth. [not thrive

RF.DRojuELO,sm. (Fam.) Languid boy whodoes
IlEDRtTNA, sf. Left hand or side. V. Vuelta.

RKDUCCION, sf. 1. Reduction, the act of reduc

ing. 2. Mutation, alteration. 3. Dissolution

liquefaction. 4. Exchange of one coin for an-

other, reduction of one kind of money into

another. Reduction de guineas a shelincs

A reduction of guineas into shillings. 5
Powerful persuasion. 6. Reduction of a place
or country. 7. Conversion of infidels to the
true religion ; Indian people converted. 8

(Quim.) Resolution of compounds.
REDUCIBLE, a. Reducible, convertible.

REDUCIMIENTO, sm. Reduction.

REDUCIR, va. 1. To reduce any thing to its form-
er state. 2. To exchange one thing for another,
to barter ; to convert, to commute ; to re

solve. 3. To diminish, to lessen; to con-

tract, to abridge. 4. To comprehend, to con-

tain, to include. 5. To reclaim, to bring back
to obedience. 6. To persuade, to convert. 7.

(Pint.) To reduce a figure or picture to

smaller dimensions retaining its original cha-
racter. vr. To confine one's self to a mo-
derate way of life

; to resolve on punctuality.
P,EDUCTO, sm. (Fort.) Redoubt.

RF.DUNDANCIA, sf. Superfluity, redundance
;

excess.

REDUNDANTE, pa. Redundant, superfluous.
RF.DUNDANTKMENTE, ad. Redundantly.
JvKDUNDAR, vn. 1. To exundate, to overflow, to

bo redundant. 2. To redound, to conduce, to

contribute.

RKUUPLICACION, sf. Reduplication.
REDUPLICAR, va. To reduplicate, to double

;

to repeat the same thing over again.
REEDIFICACION, sf. Rebuilding.
REF.DiFicAndR, RA, s. Rebuilder, re-edifier.

FI.EEDIFICAR, va. To rebuild, to build again that
which is ruined or fallen

;
to restore.
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REELECCION, sf. Re-election.

REELEGIR, va. To re-elect, to elect again.
REEMBARCAR, va. To reship, to re-embark.

vr. To re-embark, to take shipping again.
REEMBARCO, sm. Re-embarkation, re.shipment.
REEMBARGAR, va. To seize or embargo a se-

cond time.

REEMBOLSABLE, a. Capable of re-imbursing.
REEMBOLSAR, va. To recover any money ad-

vanced ; to reimburse.

REEMBOLSO, sm. Recovery of money advanced.

REEMPLAZAR, va. To replace.

REEMPLAZO, sm. 1. Replacing, the act of plac-

ing any thing in its former place. 2. Substi-

tute in the militia.

REEMPLEAU, va. To re-employ, to repurchase.
REENCARGAR, va. To recommend again, to re-

charge, [commend eagerly.

REENCOMENDAR, va. To commend again, to re-

REENCUENTRo,sm. 1. Rencounter, collision
; a

slight combat, a skirmish. 2. Scuffle, affray.

REENGANCHAR, va. (Mil.) To re-enlist. vr. To
enlist one's self again, or to be crimped.

REENGANCHAMIENTO Y REENGANCHE,Sm. (Mil.)
Act of re-enlisting or being crimped again
into the army ; money given to a soldier

who enlists again.
REENGENDRADOR, sm. One who regenerates

or restores, regenerator.
R.EENGENDRAMIENTO, sm. Regeneration.
R.EENGENDRAR, va. 1. To regenerate, to repro-

duce, to produce anew. 2. To rene\v,to revive.

REENSAYAR, va. To re-examine, to prove again.

R.EENSAYE, sm. Re-examination ; second assay.

R.EESPERAR, va. To have great hope.
HEEXAMINACION, sf. Re-examination.

[IEEXAMINAR, va. To re-examine.

REFACCION, sf. 1. Refection, refreshment. 2.

Restitution, reparation.
EFACER, va. V. Rekaccr.

IEFALSADO, DA, . False, deceitful.

REFAXO, sm. A kind of short petticoat used by
mountaineers or highlanders ;

kilt.

IEFECCION, sf. Refection, refreshment ; repa-
ration.

REFECTORIO, sm. Refectory, the eating-room
in convents.

EFERENCIA, sf. Reference, relation to ; nar-

ration.

IEFERENDARIO, sm. 1. (Ant.) Reporter. 2. Offi-

cer appointed to countersign ordinances, and
other public acts. V. Refrendario.
EFERENTE, a. Referring, referrible.

IEFERI RLE, a. Referrible.

IEFERIR, ra. 1. To refer, to relate, to report. 2.

To direct, to mark out a certain course. 3.

To mark weights and measures. vr. 1 . To
refer, to have a relation to ;

to respect. 2.

To refer to some former remark. Referirse
al parecer de otro, To refer to another's

opinion.
-EFERTERO, RA, . Quarrelsome, wrangling.

-EFEZ, a. De refcz, (Ant.) V. Facilmcnte.

.F.FIERTA, sf. (Ant.) Opposition, contradiction.

IEFIGURAR, va. To retrace any image former-

ly seen or conceived. [librium.

IEFILON (DE), ad. Sharply, cuttingly ; in equi-
, sf. A kind of superfine wool.

sf. Purification, defecation.
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REFINADERA,S/. Refiner,a long stone in the form
of a cylinder, smaller than that with which
the cocoa nut is ground, called mano, which
serves to work the chocolate, after the cocoa

has been mixed with sugar and cinnamon.
R EKiNA.no, DA, a. Refined, subtle, artful.

REFINADOR, sin. Refiner, one who refines or

purifies.

REFINAD^JRA, sf. Refining, the act of purify-

ing liquors or metals.

REFINER, va. 1. To refine, to purify. 2. To ren-

der more dexterous or useful.

RKFINO, NA, a. Double refined, extremely cla-

rified. Luna refina, Very fine white wool.

RF.FINO, sm. (Sevilla) A grocer's shop, where

sugar, cocoa, chocolate, and spices are sold.

V. Refaction. [tify.

REFIRMAR, va. To strengthen, to secure, to ra-

REFITOLERO, RA, s. One who ha the care of
the refectory.

REFITOR,STW. In some bishoprics, the portion of

tithe received by the chapter of the cathedral.

REFITORIO, sm. Refectory. V. Refectorio.
REFLECTIR 6 REFLECTOR, vn. (Opt.) To re-

flect, to cast back.

REFLEXA, sf. 1. Craft, cunning, artifice. 2.

Reflection, observation, remark.

REFLEXAR, vn. To reflect the rays of light ;
to

meditate. V. Rcflexionar.

REFLEXIBLE, a. Reflexible, that is capable of
reflexion.

REFLEXION, sf. (Catop.) 1. Reflection, the act

of throwing back ; reflection of light ; when
rays of light falling on any surface are bent

outwards, they are reflected ; when they pass
through transparent bodies, as glass, water,
&c. and are bent inwards, they are refract-
ed. The angle of reflection is always equal
to the angle of incidence

;
and it is by re-

flected light that all objects are visible, and
colours produced. 2. Meditation, attentive

consideration, reflection. [consider.

REFI.EXIONAR, vn. To reflect, to meditate, to

REFLEXIVAMENTE, ad. Reflexively.
REFLExivo,vA,.Reflective,that which reflects;

considerate. Verbo reflcxivo. V. Reciproco.
REFLEXO, sm. Reflex, light reflected.

REFLEXO, XA, a. Reflected, mediated.

REFLORECER^T/,. 1 .To blossom or flourish again.
2. To return to former splendour.

REFLUENTE, pa. Refluent.

REFi.ufR, vn. To flow back, to reflow.

REFLUXO, sm. Reflux, a backward course of
water. Refluxo de la marea, (Naut.) Ebb or
ebb-tide.

REFOCILACIOX, sf. Refocillation, restoration of

strength by refreshment.

REFOCILAR, va. To strengthen, to revive. vr.

To be strengthened or revived.

REFOCILO, sm. Refocillacion.

REFOLLAR, va. (Ant.) V. Rehollar.

REFORJAR, va. To reforge, to execute again.
REFORM A,sf. 1.Reform, correction, amendment.

2. Dismission from an office or employment.
3. Reformation, the act of reforming. 4. Re-
novated discipline in religious houses.

R.EFORMABLE,a. Reformable, capable of reform.

REFORMATION, sf. Reformation, reform. V
Rcforma.
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,
sm. A reformed officer, an officer

on half-pay. .

REFORMADOR, RA, s. Reformer.
REFORMAR, va. 1. To reform, to restore any

thing to its primitive form. 2. To reform, to

correct, to mend. 3. To lessen, to reduce, to

diminish. 4. To dispossess of a place or em-

ployment, to discharge, to dismiss. 5. To
clear up, to explain. vr. 1. To have one's

manners reformed or corrected. 2. To use

prudence and moderation in speech and con-

duct.

EFoiiMATfvo, VA, a. That which reforms.

RF.FOHMATORIO, RIA, a. Corrective.

RE FORME, sm. Correction. V. Reforma.
REFORZA.DA, sf. 1. Sort of narrow tape. 2. A

small kind of sausage. 2. The base chord of

a stringed musical instrument.

REFORZADo,sm.l.A reinforced gun, which has

more metal than usual at the breech, to make
it stronger. 2. List, fillet, tape.

REFORZAR,tfa. To strengthen, to fortify ;
to ani-

mate. vr.Tobe strengthened and recovered.

REFOSETO, sm. (Fort.) Cuvette in a fosse.

REFRACCION, sf. (Diop.) Refraction ; rays of

light passing obliquely from one medium to

another are bent or refracted, but still in-

cline to a perpendicular according as the

medium is rarer or denser, [one's promise.
REFRACTARIO, RIA, a. Refractory, not fulfilling

REFRACTO, TA, a. Refracted, broken by refrac-

tion
; applied to rays of light.

REFRAX sm. Proverb, a short sentence fre-

quently repeated by the people. Tcner rc-

franes, To be versed in tricks and villanies

of every colour and description.

REFRANCILLO, co, TO, sm. A very short proverb.
REFRANGIBILIDAD, sf. Refrangibility, capacity

of being directed from a right line. [tion.

REFRANcfBLE,fl. Refrangible, capable of refrac-

REFREGADURA, sf. V. Refrcgon.
REFRAGAMIENTO, 5m. Frication, friction, the

act of rubbing one thing against another.

REFREGAR, vn. 1. To perfricate, to rub one

thing against another. 2. To upbraid, to cen-

sure, to reprove. vr. To be stained all over.

REFREGON, sm. 1. Frication, friction, the act of

rubbing one thing against another. 2. Mark
made or left by rubbing. 3. A brief conver-

sation on a subject. Darse un refregon,

(Fam.) To speak briefly on any subject.

RF.FREIR, va. To fry well or excessively.
REFRENAMIENTO v REFRENACION, s. Curb, the

act of curbing or refraining.

REFRENAR, va. To curb, to check
;
to refrain.

REFRENDACION, sf. Legalizing by subscription.

REFRENDAR, va. To legalize any public act, to

countersign ; to return to again ;
to mark

weights, &c.

REFRENDARio,5w.Officer appointed to counter-

sign edicts, ordinances, or other public acts.

REFRENUATA, sf.l. Counter-signature, the act

of counter-signing. 2. (Vulg.) Reprimand,

reproof, censure, reprehension.

REFRESCADOR, sm. Refresher, refrigerator.

REFRESCAD^RA,S/. Refreshing.
REFRESCAR,m. l.To refresh,to correct or mode-

rate the heat of any thing. 2. To drink iced

liquors. 3. To renew, to refresh ; to awaken
565
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any feeling. 4. To recover strength and vi-

gour,to rest after fatigue. Refrescar los cables,

(Naut.) To freshen the hause. Refrescar los

vivcrcs, (Naut.) To take in fresh provisions.
vn. To cool, to attemperate ;

to take the air.

REFRESC ATIVO,VA, a. Refrigerative, refreshing.
REFRESCO, sw. 1. Refreshment

; ice-cream ; en-
tertainment given on a visit of a cool beve-

rage, sweetmeats, and chocolate. 2. (Naut.)
Fresh provisions. De refrcsco t

Anew, once
more.

REFRIX.R, va. (Ant.) V. Enfriar.
REFRIEGA, sf. Affray, skirmish, encounter.

REFRiEcuftLA,^/
1

. A short variable gale of wind.

REFRJGERACION, sf. Refrigeration, the act of

cooling, privation of heat.

REFRIGERANTS, a. Refrigerant, cooling. sin.

(Quim.) Refrigeratory.
REFRIGERAR,. To cool, to refresh, to comfort.

REFRIGERATIVO, VA, a. Refrigerative.
REFRIGERATORIO, sm. Refrigeratory, that part

of a still employed to cool the condensing
vapours.

REFRIGERIO, sm. Refrigeration, refreshment;
consolation

; comfort ; refection.

REFRINGENTE, pa. Refracting.
REFRINGIR, ni. To refract, break, or [intercept

the rays of light.

REFROTAR, va. To rub.

REFUELLE, sm. A kind of net for catching fish.

REFUERZO, sin. Reinforcement, succour ;

strengthened
REFUGIAR, va. To shelter, to afford protection.

vr. To take
refuse,

to fly to for shelter.

REFUGIO, sm. 1. Refuge, retreat, asylum. 2.

(Madrid) Confraternity, whose employment
is to succour or relieve the poor.

REFULGENCIA, sf. Refulgence, splendour.
REFULGENTE, a. Refulgent. [anew.
REFUNDICION, sf. The

P
act of casting metals

REFUNDIR, va. 1. To melt or cast metals anew.
2. To contain, to include. vn. To convert to

any thing. Rcfundir infamia, To defame, to

dishonour.

REFUNFUNADURA, sf. Growling, grumbling.
REFUNFUNAR, vn. To snarl, to growl.
REFUNFUNO, sm. Grumbling, murmuring.
REFUSAR, va. V. Rehusar.

REFUTACION, sf. Refutation.

REFUTAR, va. To refute, to prove false or erro-

neous. V. Rehusar.
REFUTATORIO, RIA, a. That which refutes.

REGADERA. sf. 1. Sprinkling pot, a vessel for

sprinkling water. 2. Canal for irrigation.
REGADERO, sin. V. Rctrucra.

RKGADIO, sm. Irrigated land.

REGADIO, IA, a. Irrigated, watered ; applied to

land.

REGADIZO, ZA, a. That can be irrigated or wa-
tered ; applied to land.

REGAPOR, sm. \. Instrument used by comb-
makers to determine the length of the teeth

of combs. 2. (Mur.) One who has a right to

a certain share of water for irrigating his

grounds.
REGADURA, sf. Irrigation.
REGAJAL 6 REGAJO, sm. Puddle or pool, a col-

lection of stagnant water and dirt.

REGALA, sf. (Naut.) Gunnel or gunwale.
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REGALADA, sf. King's stables.

REGALADAMENTE, ad. Delicately, pleasantly.
REGALADO, DA, a. Convenient, pleasant, deli-

cate.

REGALADOR. RA, s. 1. One who is fond of enter-

taining his friends
;
a person of a generous

and liberal disposition. 2. Sort of stick used

by wine-bag makers for cleaning the skins.

REGALAMIENTO, sm. Regalement.
REGALAR, va. 1. To regale, to refresh, to enter-

tain. 2. To caress, to cajole ; to delight, to

cherish. vr. 1. To entertain one's self, to

take pleasure. 2. To be dissolved, to melt.

REGAI.ERO, sm. Purveyor of fruit and flowers
for the royal family.

REGALIA, sf. 1. Regalia, the ensigns of royalty ;

the rights or prerogatives of the crown. 2.

Privilege, exemption. 3. Pipe of an organ
which imitates the human voice. Regalias,
Perquisites.

REGALICIA, RKGAI^Z, 6 REGATTA, 5. (Bot.)
Licorice. Glycyrrhiza L. V. Orozuz.

REGALLLO, sm. I. A small present. 2. Muff, a
soft cover for the hands.

REGALIOLO, sm. (Orn.) Golden crested wren.
Motacilla regulus L.

REGALO, sm. 1. Present, gift. 2. Pleasure, gra-
tification. 3. Dainty, something nice and de-

licate. 4. Convenience, repose. 5. Affliction

dispensed by Providence. Caballo de regalo,
A fine saddle-horse.

REGALON, NA, a. 1. Delicate, fond of conve-
nience and ease. 2. Spoiled, pampered ; ap-

plied to children.

REGAMIENTO, sm. Irrigation.

REGANAR, va. To regain.
REG ANTIO, i A, a. Applied to the land or its fruits,

that are usually watered. V. Regadio.
REG ANADA, sf. A kind of cake.

REGA^ADO, DA, a. 1. Given reluctantly, or with

repugnance. 2. Applied to a kind of plum or

bread which splits. 3. Frowning.
REGANAMIENTO, sm. Grumbling, snarling.

REGANAR, vn. 1. To snarl, to growl, to murmur.
2. To be peevish, to quarrel. 3. To crack or

open like ripe fruit. 4. To dispute familiarly
at home, to have domestic broils. A 1 regana

dientes, Reluctantly, with reluctance.

REGAN!R, vn. To yelp, to howl repeatedly.
REGANO, sm. I. Torvity, sourness of counte-

nance ; sternness of look. 2. Bread which is

scorched.

REG ANON, NA,. 1. Snarling, growling ;
a grum-

bler, murmurer, snarler. 2. Troublesome ;

generally applied to the North-east wind.

REGAR, va. ]. To water, to irrigate. 2. To
sprinkle with water ;

to rain heavily. 3. To
wash or water countries ; applied to rivers.

4. To moisten as bees do the vessels contain-

ing their young.
REGATA,^/. A small channel or conduit,through
which water is conveyed to gardens.

RI:GATAR, vn. (Naut.) V. Regatear.
REGATE, sm. ^. A quick motion of the body to

avoid a blow. 2. Escape, evasion.

REGATEAR, vn. \. To riggle,to move sideways;
to use evasions. 2. (Naut.) To rival in sail-

ing. va. 1. To haggle, to be tedious in a

bargain; to retail pro visions bought by whole-
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sale. 2. To refuse or decline the execution

of any tiling ; to avoid.

REG ATEO, sm. The act of haggling or bartering.
REGATKRIA, sf. Huckster's shop.
REGATE RO, RA, a. Haggling. V. Regaton.
REGATO, sin. A small rivulet.

REGATON, NA, s. 1. Huckster, regrater. 2. Hag-
gler, one that haggles much. 3. Socket, fer-

rule. a. Retailing.

REGATONEAR, vn. To huckster, to buy by
wholesale and sell by retail.

REGATONERIA,^. 1. Huckster's shop. 2. Sale

by retail. 3. Huckster.

REGA/AR, va. To tuck up. V. Arregazar.
REGA7,o,sm. 1. Lap of a woman, the part of

the dress from the waist to the knees. 2. Re-

ception in a fond and endearing manner.
REGENCIA, sf. I. Regency, the act of ruling or

governing. 2. Regency, government. 3. Ad-
ministration of a regent during the minority
or inability of the lawful sovereign.

REGENERACION, sf. 1. Regeneration. 2. (Cir.)
Granulation in a wound.

REGENEHAR, va. To regenerate, to reproduce ;

to produce anew.
REGEN ER ATIVO, VA, a. That which regenerates.
REGENTAR, va. To rule

;
to govern ; to ex-

ercise any business affecting superiority.

REGENTA, sf. Wife of a regent.
REGENTE, sm. 1. Regent, ruler. 2. President

of a court of justice. 3. Master of a school,
which belongs to religious orders

; manager,
director.

REGENTEAR, vn. 1. To domineer, to rule as

master. 2. To be a pedant.
REGERA, sf. (Naut.) Stern-fast, stern-moorings.
REGIAMENTE, ad. Royally, in a kingly manner.

REGIBADO, DA, a. Hump-backed, crook-back-

ed, gibbous.
REGicfDA, sm. Regicide, murderer of a king.
REGicfoio, sm. Murder of a king, a regicide.

REGIDOR, RA, s. 1. Governor, director, prefect ;

governor's wife. 2. Magistrate of a city, a

municipal officer. a. Ruling, governing. V.

Regitivo.
REGIDORIA v REGIDURIA, sf. Governorship.
REGILERA, sf. Windmill made of paper, as a

plaything for children.

REGIMEN, sm. 1. Regimen, management, rule,
conduct. 2. (Gram.) Government of verbs.

REGIMIENTO, sm. 1. Administration, govern-
ment. 2. Regimen, diet. 3. Magistracy of a

city ;
office or employment of a city magi-

strate ; municipality. 4. Regiment, a certain

number of soldiers under the command of a
colonel.

REGIO, GIA,. 1. Royal, regal, kingly. 2. State-

ly, sumptuous, magnificent. Jl(juaregia,A.q\ia.

regis,nitro-muriatic acid, a liquid which dis-

solves gold.

REGION, sf. 1 . Region, tract ofcountry. 2. Space
occupied by an element ; one of the cavities

of the human body.
REGIONAL, a. Belonging to any region or dis-

trict.

REGIR, va. 1. To rule, to govern, to direct
; to

govern as verbs or prepositions. 2. To con-

duct, to manage. 3. To have the bowels in

good order. vn. (Naut.) To obey the holm.

RKGISTRXDO, DA, a. Registered, entered in a,

register.

REGisTRADOR,s?n. 1. Register or registrer ; re-

corder, master, or clerk of records. 2.

Searcher. 3. Toll-gatherer, who takes the toll

at the gates of a town, and enters all goods
in the toll-register which are imported.

REGISTRAR, va. l.To survey, to inspect; to

view in a careful manner. 2. To investigate,
to examine. 3. To record, to enter inli re-

gister. 4. To put slips of paper between the
leaves of a book. No registrar, (Met.) To
do any thing precipitately. vr. To be regis-
tered or matriculated.

REGISTRO, sm. 1. The act of searching or exa-

mining. 2. Place or spot from whence any
thing can be surveyed. 3. Entry of goods or

merchandise. 4. Enrolling office, the office

where registers or records are kept ; census.

V. Protocolo. 5. Register, in which the en-

tries of goods or other things are made
;
a

certificate of entry. 6. Register of a stove or

grate. 7. (Impr.) Catchword, a word placed at

the bottom of a page for the direction of the

bookbinder ; register or correspondence ofthe

pages. 8. Prier, one who inquires too narrow-

ly or closely. 9. Regulator of a watcli or

clock. 10. Mark put in breviaries or missals

at certain places. 1 1 . Register in an organ
or harpsichord. 12. (Com.) Register ship, a

single vessel from India with goods register-
ed in port. 13. Direction to bookbinders at

the end of a volume.

REGITAR, va. V. Vomitar.

REGITIVO, VA, a. Ruling, governing.
REGIZGAK, vn. To shake or shudder with cold.

REGLA,,_sf.
1. Rule, ruler; an instrument for

drawing a straight line ; rule in arithmetic.

2. Rule of religious orders. 3. Law, statute,

precept; canon, fundamental principle. 4.

Instrument by which paper is ruled for mu-
sical compositions. 5. Manner of making or

casting up accounts. 6. Moderation, measure,
rule. 7. Order of nature. 8. Catamenia. A'

regla, Regularly, prudently. Regla lesbia,
Flexible .rule which may be adjusted to any
body to be measured.

REGLADAMENTE, ad. Regularly, orderly.

REGLADO, DA, a. Regulated, temperate.
REGLASIENTO, sm. Regulation, order.

REGLAR, a. Regular. Puerta reglar, The re-

gular door by which people enter nunneries.

REG LAR, va. I. To regulate, to direct. 2. To rule

paper ; to conform to rule. vr. To mend, to

reform. Reglarse a lojusto, To be right.

REGLERO, sm. Ruler, an instrument for draw-

ing lines.

REGLETA, sf. (Impr.) Lead or piece of metal

put between the lines of types.

REGLON, sm. Level used by masons.

REGNAR, vn. (Ant.) V. Re.ynar.

REGNICOLO, LA, a. y s. Native of a kingdom or

country.
REGOCIJADAMENTE, ad. Merrily, joyfully.

REGOCIJADO, DA, a. Merry, joyful, rejoicing.

REGOCIJADOR, RA, 5. Rejoicer, cheerer.

REGOCIJAR, va. To gladden, to cheer, to delight,
to exhilirate. vr. To rejoice, to be merry.

REGOCIJO, sm. 1. Jov, pleasure, satisfaction. 2.
'
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Rejoicing, demonstration ofjoy. 3. Bull-feas

in the morning.
REGODEARSE, vr. 1. To be merry, to rejoice

to be delighted. 2. To assume an air of re

luctance to cloak some ardent desire. 3. T(

joke, to jest.

REGODEO, sm. 1. Joy, rnirth, merriment. 2. A
feigned refusal of a thing earnestly desired
3. Joke, jest, diversion.

REGOJO, sm. 1. Crum or piece of bread left on

v
the table after meals. 2. A little boy.

REGOJCELO, sm. A very small morsel of bread

REGOLAR, sm. Scholar, student.

REGOLDADOR, sm. (Vulg.) He who belches.

REGOLDANO, NA, a. Applied to the wild chesnut

REGOLDAR, vn. 1. To belch, to eject wind from
the stomach. 2. To boast, to brag.

REGOLFAR, vn. To flow back.

REGOLFO, sm. 1. Reflux, the act of flowing
back against the current ; whirlpool. 2. Gulf,

bay ;
an arm of the sea between two points

of land.

REGOMELLO, sm. Remorse, sting of conscience.

REGONA, sf. Large canal for irrigating lands.

REGORDETE, TA, a. Chubbed, plump.
REGORDIDO, DA, a. Fat, plump.
REGOSTARSE, vr. To delight, to take pleasure.
REGOSTO, sm. Delight, pleasure.
REGRACIACION, sf. Act of grace, gracefulness,

gratitude.

REGRACIAR, va. To testify gratitude, to thank.

REGRESAR, vn. To retain or recover possession
of an ecclesiastical benefice; to return. va.

1 . To resign a benefice in favour of another.
2. To submit or yield to the opinion of others.

REGHESION, sf. Regression, return
; regress.

REGRESO, sm. 1. Return, regression. 2. Rever-

sion, devolution. 3. The act of resigning a
benefice. 4. The act of retaking possession
of a benefice or property resigned or ceded.

REGRUNIR, vn. To snarl, to growl.
REGUARDARSE, vr. To take care of one's self.

REGUELDO, sm. 1. Eructation, belch ; the act
of ejecting wind from the stomach. 2. Boast,
brag.

REGUERA, sf. 1. Canal for watering lands or

plants. 2. Stern of a ship or tail of a grey-
hound.

REGUERO, sm. 1. A small rivulet. 2. Line

arising from any liquid being spilt. V. Rc-

guera. [tion.

REGUERON, sm. The principal canal of irriga-
REGUIZAR, va.To patch a suit of clothes.

REGULACION, sf. Regulation, adjustment; com-
parison, computation.

REGULADO, DA, a, V. Regular.
REGULADOR, RA, s. 1. Regulator, that part of a
machine which regulates its movements. 2.

Prebendary, who acts as teller at a
scrutiny.

REGULAR, va. To regulate, to adjust ;
to put in

order, to compare. a. 1. Regular, orderly.
2. Moderate, sober. 3. Common, ordinary,
frequent. s. A regular ; applied or belong-
ing to a religious order. For lo regular,
Commonly.

REGULARIDAD,.?/".!. Regularity, order. 2. Com-
mon usage, custom. 3. Exact discipline.

REGULARMENTE, ad. Regularly, in an orderly
manner

; generally, naturally.
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REGULO,i-m. 1. Chief of a petty state. 2. Basi-
lisk. 3. (Quirn.) Regulus, the purest part of
the metal, which sinks to the bottom of the
crucible or furnace in smelting the ore. 4.

(Astr.) Regulus, a star of the first magnitude.
5. (Orn.) Wagtail.

REGURGITAR, vn. To regurgitate, to overflow.

REHABILITACION, sf. The act of
restoring an

offender to the rank and condition which he
held before he committed the offence.

REHABILITATE, va. To restore an offender to his

former rank in life
; to reinstate one in his

former rights and privileges.

REHABITUARSE, vr. To return to vicious habits.

REHACER, va. I. To mend, to repair. 2. To add
new strength and vigour. 3. To increase the

weight or quantity of any thing. vr. 1. To
regain strength and vigour. 2. (Mil.) To
rally ;

to form anew ; to resume the former

position.

REHACIMIENTO, sm. Renovation, renewal.

REHACIO, CIA, a. Obstinate, stubborn.

REIIARTO, TA,pp. irreg. Supersaturated.
REIIARTAR, va. To satiate again.
REHECHO, CHA, a. 1. Renewed, renovated; done

over again. 2. Squat, broad shouldered.

REHEN, sm. Hostage, one given in pledge for

security of the performance of conditions.

HENCHiDtfRA. sf. Act of stuffing or refill-

ing.

REHENCHIR, va. To fill again, to stuff anew.
RKHENDIJA Y REHENDRIJA, sf. Crevice, cleft.

REHERIMIENTO, sm. Repulsion ; inspection of

weights.
REHERIR, va. 1. To repel. 2. To inspect and
mark anew measures and weights.

REHERRAR, va. To reshoe a horse.

REHERVIR, vn. 1. To boil again. 2. To be in-

flamed with love, to be blinded by passion.
vr. To ferment, to grow sour.

REHEZ, a. V. Rahez.

REHIJO, sm. Shout, sprout.

REHILADILLO, sm. Ribbon. V. Hlladillo.

REHILANDERA, sf. Windmill made of paper.
V. Regilera.

REHILAR, va. To twist .or contract too much.
vn. To stagger, to reel.

REHILETE Y REIULERO, sm. 1. A kind of shut-

tlecock played with battledoors. 2. A small

arrow bearded with paper or feathers.

REHILO, sm. (Val.) Shaking, shivering.

REHINCHIMIENTO, sm. The act of filling or

stuffing again.
REHIRMAR, va. (Ant.) V. Refirmar.
REHOGAR, va. To dress meat with a slow fire,

basting it with butter or oil.

REHOLLAR, va. To trample under foot, to tread

upon. V. Pisotear.

REHOYA, sf. V. Rehoyo.
REHOYAR, va. To dig holes again for planting

trees.

REHOYO, sm. A deep hole or pit.

REMIT!DA, sf. A second flight, the act ofrunning
away again ; rapid turn of hunted game.

REHUIR, vn. 1. To withdraw, to retire. 2. To
return or fly back to the place from whence
it was roused

; applied to game. 3. To re-

ject, to condemn. va. To deny, or refuse.

REHUNDIR, va. 1. To sink, or immerse to the
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bottom. 2. To melt any metal. 3. To waste,
to dissipate, to lavish. vn. To increase per-

ceptibly, or in such a manner as may be ob-

served.

REHUKTADO, DA, a. 1. Making a variety of

windings to make the dogs lose the scent
;

applied to game. 2. Artfully evasive, delu-

sive, furtive.

REHURTARSE, vr. To take a different route

whence it rose ; applied to game.
REHURTO, sm. A movement of the body to

avoid some impending danger ; a shrug.

REHUSAR, va. To refuse, to decline.

REIBLE, a. Laughable. V. Risible.

REIDERO, sm. Immoderate laugher.
REIDOR, RA, s. Laugher.
REIMPRESION, sf. Reimpression ;

an edition.

REIMPRIMIR, va. To reprint.

REINCIDENCIA,*/*. Reiteration, falling in again.

REINCIDENTE, pa. Reiterating.
REINCIDIR, mi. To reiterate, to fall into any

error or fault again.

REINCORPORACION, sf. Re-incorporation, re-

newing, [time.

REINCORPORAR, va. To incorporate a second

REINTEGRACION, sf. Reintegration, or redinte-

gration ;
the act of restoring.

REINTEGRAR, va. To reintegrate, to restore.

vr. To be reinstated or restored.

REINTEGRO, sm. Redintegration, the act of in-

tegrating or restoring.
REIU,TI. 1. To laugh, to make that noise which
sudden merriment excites; to smile. Reir a

carcajadas, To laugh excessively and
loudly.

2. To laugh at, or sneer. 3. (Med.) To laugh,
to have convulsions which resemble laughter.
4. To smile

; applied to agreeable landscapes,
arbours, lakes, and meads. vr. 1. To begin
to tear or rend

; applied to cloth. 2. To scoff,

to make jest of. Reirse por nada, To giggle
or titter idly.

REITKRACION, sf. Repetition, reiteration.

REITERADAMENTE, ad. Repeatedly.
REITERAR, va. To reiterate, to repeat.

REIVINDICACION, sf. (For.) Recovery.
REIVINDICAR, va. To recover.
REJ A, sf. 1. Ploughshare, the iron part of the

plough, which serves to break the ground. 2.

Aration. 3. Iron grate of a window.
REJACAR, va. V. Arrejacar.
REJAD A, sf. V. Arrejada.
REJADO, sm. Grate of a door or window.
REJALCAR, va. To plough. [nic.

REJALGAR, sm. Realgar, red sulphuret of arse-

REJAZO, sm. Stroke or blow given with a

ploughshare.
REJERIA, sf. Manufactory of the iron work of

grates, doors, or windows.
REJERO,S?. Maker of bars, lattices, and grates.
REJILLA, sf. 1. A small lattice in confessionals,

to hear women's confessions. 2. Dim. of Reja.
REjo, sm. 1. A pointed iron bar or spike. 2.

Sting of a bee or other insect. 3. Nail or
round iron with which quoits are played. 4.

Rim of iron put around the frame of a door
to strengthen it. 5. Strength, vigour.

REJON, sm. 1. Dagger, poniard. 2. A kind of
lance or spear used by bull-fighters. 3. A
short broad knife with a sharp point.

REJONAZO, sm. Thrust given with a dagger.
REJONEADOR, sm. Bull-fighter who throws the

spear, which is called rejon.
REJONEAR, va. To wound bulls with the spear

used by bull-fighters.

REJONEO, sm. The act of fighting bulls with a

spear.

REJUELA, sf. A small grate, a small brazier of

wood covered with brass.

REJURAR, vn. To swear again.

REJUVENECER, vn. To grow young again.

RELACION, sf. 1. Relation, report, narration. 2.

A brief report or narrative made to a judge
of the state and merits of a cause. 3. Pro-

logue, prelude. 4. Romance ;
ballad. 5. Re-

lation, correspondence, analogy. Relation

jurada, Deposition upon oath. 6. A distant

relation. Relation de ciego, Applied to any
thing read all in the same tone.

RELACIONAR, va. To relate, to report.

RELACIONERO, sm. Reporter, narrator ; ballad-

singer.

RELAMER, va. To relick, to lick again. vr. 1.

To lick one's lips ;
to relish. 2. To be ex-

travagantly fond of dress; to paint. 3. To
boast, to brag.

RELAMIDO, DA, a. Affected, too fine or nice in

RELAMPAGO, sm. 1. Flash of lightning, meteor.
2. Any thing passing as suddenly as a flash of

lightning. 3. Thought or idea flashing upon
the mind ; ingenious witticism. 4. Cloud and
blemish in the eyes of horses. 5. Opening or

closing rapidly the mantle worn by women.
RELAMPAGUEANTE pa. Lightening.
RELAMPAGUEAR, vn. 1. To' lighten, to emit

flashes of lightning. 2. To flash, to sparkle.

RELAMPAGUEO, sm. The act of flashing or dart-

ing light.

RELAMPAGUZAR, vn. (Bax.) V. Relampaguear.
RELANCE, sm 1. A repeated casting of a net ;

a second chance or lot. 2. A fortuitous event.

3. A repeated attempt. 4. Series of lucky or

unlucky chances. De relance, Fortuitously,

by chance.

RELANZAR, va. 1. To repel, to repulse. 2. To
cast in again the tickets or lots to be drawn.

RELAPSO, SA, a. Relapsed, falling back into the
former criminal conduct.

RELATALOR, RA, s. Relater, narrator.

RELATANTE, pa. Reporter, narrating.

RELATAR, va. To relate, to report, to narrate.

RELATIVAMENTE, ad. Relatively.

RELATIVO, VA, a. 1. Relative, bearing relation

to another thing. 2. (Gram.) Relative, relat-

ing to an antecedent.

RELATOR, RA, s. Narrator ; reporter or his wife.

V. Refrendario.
RELATORiA, sf. Office of a reporter of judicial

causes in a court of justice.

RELAVAGE, sm. Washing place for stuffs or

clothes.

RELAVAR, va. To wash over again.
RELAVE. sm. Second washing of metals. Re-

laves, Washings or sweepings in a silver-

smith's or gold-worker's shop.

RELAVILLO, sm. dim. Slight rewashing.
RELAXACION, sf. 1. Relaxation, extension, dila-

tation. 2. Relaxation, remission ; abatement
580
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ofmental vigour ; laxity of manners. 3. Com-
mutation of a vow, release from an oath. 4

Intermission, discontinuance. 5. Delivery of
an offender by the ecclesiastical judge to a

criminal court of justice, in cases of murder
V. Quebradura.

RELAXADAMENTE, ad. Dissolutely, licentiously

RELAXADOR, RA, a. Relaxing, remitting.
RELAXAMIENTO, sm. Relaxation. V. Relaxation

RELAXAR, va. 1. To relax, to slacken, to make
less tense. 2. To render less rigorous or se-

vere. 3. To annul a vow, to release from an
oath or obligation. 4. To deliver a capital
offender from an ecclesiastical to the criminal

tribunal. 5. To ease, to amuse, to divert.

vr. 1. To be relaxed, loosened, or dilated
;

applied to a member of the animal body. 2
To grow vicious ;

to be corrupted by evil

customs. 3. V. Quebrarsc.
RELEER, va. To read over again, to revise.

RELEGACION, sf. Relegation, judicial banish-

ment ; exile.

RELEGAR, va. To relegate, to banish
;
to exile.

RELENTE, sf. Softness, occasioned by the fall-

ing of the dew.

RELENTECER, vn. y r. To be softened, to relent.

RELEVACION, sf. 1. Relevation, the act of rais-

ing or lifting up ; liberation. 2. Alleviation,
relief. 3. Remission, forgiveness, pardon.

RELEVANTE, a. Excellent, great, eminent.

RELEVAR, va. 1. To emboss, to make reliefer

rising work. 2. To exonerate, to disburthen ;

to relieve from a burthen or charge. 3. To
assist, to succour. 4. To forgive, to pardon.
5. To exalt, to aggrandize. 6. (Pint.) To
paint an object to appear as if rising. 7. To
substitute one soldier for another.

RELEVO, sm. (Mil.) V. Relevacion.

RELEX, sm.l. A gradual diminution of a wall.

2. A clammy moisture sticking to the lips or

mouth.

RELEXAR, vn. To diminish in thickness in pro-

portion to the height ; applied to a wall.

RELEXE, sm. (Art.) Raised work in the cham-
ber of a piece of ordnance where the powder
is placed, in order to economize it ; used in

a kind ofpedreros.
RELICARIO, sm. 1. Reliquary, a shrine or casket

in which the relics of saints are kept. 2. De-
coration of a relic. 3. Convent distinguished
for some particular devotion.

RELIEF, sm. (Mil.) Warrant for an officer to

receive either rank or pay that fell to him

during his absence.

RELIEVE,.SWI. 1. Relief, relievo, rising work, em-
bossment. JIUo relieve, Alto relievo, that

in which figures are raised more than half

their thickness above the plane. Baxo relieve,

Bas-re-lief. Media relieve, Demi-relief. 2.

Offals, scraps, or remnants which remain on

the table after meals ;
broken victuals.

RELIEVO, sm. (Ant.) V. Relieve.

RELiGA, sf. The second portion of alloy put to

a metal to make it fit for working.
RELIGACION, sf. Binding, tying.

RELIGAR, va. To bind, to tie strongly ; to solder.

RELIGION, sf. Religion; piety, worship.
RELIGIONARIO Y RELIGIONISTA, s. com. Reli-

gionist, sectary ; protestant.
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RELIGIOSAMENTE, ad. Religiously, punctually,
moderately.

RELIGIOSIDAD, sf. Religiousness ; piety, sane*

tity ; punctuality.
RELIGIOSO, SA,.l. Religious, pious. 2. Teach-

ing or professing religion. 3. Exact, strict,
moderate.

RELIMAR, va. To file again.
RELIMPIAR, va. To clean, to purify a second

time.

RELIMPIO, IA, a. Very neat, clean.

RELINCHADOR, RA, a. Neighing, crying.
RELiNCHANTE,/>a. Neigher.
RELINCHAR, vn. 1. To neigh, to utter the voice

of a horse. 2. To shout, to cry in triumph or
exultation.

RELINCHO v RELINCHIDO, sm. Neigh, the voice
of a horse. Relinchos, Shouts, cries of tri-

umph or exultation.

RELINDO, DA, a. Very neat and fine.

RELfNGA, sf. (Naut.) Bolt-rope, sewed to the
skirts of the sails, to prevent them from rend-

ing. Relinga del gratil, Head-bolt-rope. Re-

linga del pit]amen, Foot-bolt-rope. Relinga
de Las caidas, Leech-bolt-rope.

RELINGAR, va. (Naut.) To sew bolt-ropes to the
extremities of the sails. vn. To rustle or

move the bolt-ropes and sails with the wind.

RELIQUIA, sf. 1. Relic, residue, remains. 2. Re-
lics of saints. 3. Footstep, track, vestige. 4.

Habitual complaint. Reliquia insigne, The
head, arm, or leg of a saint.

RELL ANAR,ra. To relevel or make even again.
vr. To stretch one's-self out at full length.

RELLANO, sm. Landing place of a stair.

RELLENAR, va. 1. To fill again. 2. To stuff with

victuals, to feed plentifully. 3. To stuff a
fowl or gut with forced meat. vr. To resale

one's-self.

RELLENO, sm. 1. Forced meat. 2. Repletion,
act of refilling.

RELLENTE, sm. Softness. V. Relente.

RELLENTECER,0ra. To be softened.V. Relentccer.

RELOCO, CA, a. Raving mad, furiously instine.

RELOX, sm. Clock, watch. Relax de agua,
Clepsydra. Relax de arena, Sand-glass.
Relax defaltriquera, Watch. Relax de sol 6

relax solar, Sun-dial. Relax de repetition,
A repeater or repeating-watch. Relax lunar,
Lunar dial. Estar coma un relax, (Fam.)
To be regular and well-disposed.

RELOXERA, sf. Clock-case.

RELOXERIA, sf. 1. The art of making clocks and
watches. 2. Watchmaker's shop.

RELOXERO, sm. Watchmaker, one that makes
clocks and watches.

RELUCHAR, vn. To struggle, to wrestle, to

strive, to labour, to debate.

RELUCIENTE,. Relucent.

RELUCIR, vn.To shine, to emit light ; to excel,

to be brilliant. Relucir la espalda, To have
a large portion ; applied to women.

RELUMBRANTE,^. Resplendent.
RELUMBRAR, vn.To sparkle, to shine.

RELUMBRE,S?. Coppery or irony taste ; applied
to meat dressed in vessels of copper or iron.

RELUMBRERA, sf. V. Lumbrera.

RELUMBRON, sm. Lustre, dazzling brightness ;

fleeting idea or sound.
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REMACH^DO, DA, a. 1. Clinched, riveted. 2.

Flat-nosed.

j REMACHAR, va. To flatten
;
to clinch, to rivet ;

to secure
;
to affirm. [ing.

REMARKS, sm. Flattening, ill-inclining, secur-

REMACHON, sm. Buttress. V.Machon.

REMADOR, sm. Rower. V. Remero.

REMALDEC$R, vti. To curse the cursers.

REMALLAR, va. To mend portmanteaus or

REMAMIENTO, sm. Rowing. [trunks.

REMAND^R, va. To order several times.

REMANECER, vn. 1. To appear, to occur. 2. To
remain, to be left out of a greater quantity
or number.

REMANECIENTE,P. Remaining, remainder.

REMANENTE, sm. Remainder, residue ;
REMA-

NENT, Or REMNANT.

REMANGAR, va. To tuck up. V. Arremangar.
REMANGO, sm. Plaits of the petticoat at the

waist.

REMANSARSE, vr. To obstruct or suspend the

course or current of any fluid.

REM.ANSO, sm. 1. Smooth stagnant water. 2.

Tardiness, lentitude.

REMANTE, sm. Rower.
RE MAR, vn. 1. To row, to impel a vessel with

oars. 2. To toil, to struggle.

REMARCAR, va. To mark again.
REMATADA, sf. A decayed strumpet.
REMATADAMENTE, ad. Entirely, totally.

REMAT^DO, DA, a. 1. Ended, terminated. 2. To-

tally lost, utterly ruined. Es loco rematado,
He is stark mad. Rematado d galeras 6 pre-

sidio, Condemned to the galleys or house of

correction.

REMATAMIENTO, sm. V. Remate.

REMATAR,?;. To close, to terminate, to finish.

vn. 1. To terminate, to be at an end. 2. To
adjudge to the best bidder. ,3. To kill the

game at one shot. 4. To finish a seam. vr.

To -be utterly ruined or irremediably de-

stroyed.

REMATE, sm. 1. End, conclusion. 2. The last

or best bidding. 3. Artificial flowers put at

the corners of altars. 4. Vignette, a flower

or other printed ornament placed at the end
of a book. 5. (Arq.) Finial, an ornament

terminating any part of a building. De re-

mdtK, Utterly, irremediably, without hope.
For rcmate, Finally.

REMECEDOR, sm. He who manages olives to

increase their oil. [and fro.

REMECER, va. To rock
;
to swing, to move to

REMEDABLE, a. Imitable, that which may be

imitated or mimicked.

REMEDADOR, RA,.s. Imitator, mimic, a ludicrous

imitator, who takes off or copies another's

action and manner.

REMEDAMIENTO, sm. V. Remedo.
REMF.DAR, va. 1. To copy, to imitate, to mimic.

2. To follow the track and footstep of others
;

to adopt the dress and manners of another.

REMEDIABLE, a. Remediable.

REMEDIADOR,RA, s. Protector,comforter ; curer.

RF.MEDIAR, va. 1. To remedy, to mend, to re-

pair. 2. To assist, to support. 3. To free from

danger, to liberate, to evitate. 4. To establish

or marry a young woman.

REMEDICION,S/. Act ofmeasuring a second time.

REMEDIO, snt. 1. Remedy, reparation; means
of repairing. JVo tencr remcdio, Irremedia-

ble, unavoidable. 2. Amendment, correction.

3. Resource, refuge. 4. Remedy, medicine

by which any illness is cured. 5. Action at

law. No tener un remcdio, To be destitute

of all aid or assistance. [again.

REMEDIR, va. To re-measure, to measure

REMEDO, sm. Imitation, copy.
REMEMBRACION, sf. V. Rccordacion.

REMEMBRAK, va. (Ant.) To REMEMBER.

REMEMORAR, va. To remember, to record.

REMEMORATIVO, VA, . That which remembers
or records.

REMENDADO, DA, a. 1. Patched ; mended. 2.

Spotted, tabby, applied to horses, dogs, and
other animals.

REMENDAR, va. 1. To patch, to mend ; to cor-

rect. 2. To adjust one thing to another.

REMEN DON, sm. Botcher, patcher ; one who
mends old clothes.

REMENTIR, vn.To lie frequently.

REMERO, sm. Rower, one who rows or works
with an oar.

REMESA, sf. Sending of goods ; remittance of

money. V. Cochera.

REMESAR, va. To pull or pluck out the hair.

REMESON, sm. 1. Handful of hair ; act of

plucking it out. 2. The action of stopping a

. horse in full gallop. 3. A kind of skilful thrust

in fencing.
REMETER, va. To put back, to put in ; to put

a clean cloth on children.

REMICHE, sm. Space in galleys between the

benches in which the convicts are.

REMIEL, sm. The second extract of soft sugar
taken from the cane.

REMIENDO, sm. 1. Patch, clout. 2. Amend-
ment, addition. 3. Reparation, repair. 4.

Brindle, the state of being spotted or tabby.
5. Badge of military orders worn by the

knights. 6. (Impr.) Short work of which few

copies are printed. A 1

remiendos, By patch-
work, by piecemeal.

REMILGADAMENTE, ad. Affectedly forming the

mouth.

REMILG^DO, DA, a. Affected nicety, delicacy
or grace.

REMILG.ARSE, vr. To be affectedly nice or grave.

REMILGO, sm. Affected nicety or gravity ; pru-

dery.
REMINISCENCIA,S/. Reminiscence, recollection.

REMIRADO, DA, a. Prudent, cautious, wary.
REMIR^R, va. To revise, to inspect or examine
a second time

;
to review. vr. \. To do or fi-

nish any thing with great care. 2. To inspect
or consider with pleasure. 3. To reflect on
or examine one's-self.

REMISAMENTE, ad. Remissly, without due at-

tention, [ness.

REMisfBLE, a. Remissible, admitting forgive-

REMISION, sf.l. Remission, forgiveness. 2. Re-

missness, indolence. 3. Abatement, cessation

of intenseness. 4. The act referring to an-

other book or work.

REMISIVAMENTE, ad. With remission.

REMISIVO, VA, a. Remitting, that which serves

to remit.

REMISO, SA, a. Remiss, careless, indolent
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REMISORIO, RI A, a. Having the power of forgiv-

ing or pardoning. Letras remisorias, Judge's
orders transferring a cause to another court.

REMISORIA, sf. Order of a superior judge to

refer a cause to another tribunal.

REMITIR, va. 1. To remit, to transmit, to send
from one place to another. 2. To pardon, to

forgive. 3. To suspend, to defer, to put off. 4.

To return a cause to an inferior court. 5. To
relax, to make less tense. vr. 1. To refer or

submit to the judgment and opinion of an-

other. 2. To quote, to cite.

REMO. sm. 1. (Naut.) Oar, a long pole with a

broad end, by which vessels are driven along
in the water. Palade unremo, (Naut.) Wash
of an oar. Manual de un remo, (Naut.) Han-
dle of an oar. 2. Long and hard labour or

toil. A 1 remo y sin sueldo, Labour in vain.

REMOCION, sf. Removal.

REMOJADERO, sm. Steeping-tub.
REMOJA"R, va. To steep, to soak again. Remo-

jar la palabra, (Vulg.) To go to drink in a

dram-shop.
REMOJO, sm. The act of steeping or soaking.
REMOLX.CHA, sf. (Bot) Beet-root. V. Betaraga.
REMOLA\R, sm. The master carpenter or the

shop where oars are made.

REMOLC^R, ea. (Naut.) To tow, take in tow ;

to draw a ship through the water by means
of a tow-rope.

REMOLER, va. To regrind, to grind excessively.
REMOLIMIEM-O, sm. Act of regrinding.
REMOMNA.R, vn. To make gyrations. vr. 1. To

whirl or turn one 's-self round. 2. To be sur-

rounded by a multitude of people ; to be con-
founded with the crowd.

REMOLINEA^R, va. To whirl any thing round
about. vn. V. Remolinar.

REMOLINO, sm. 1. Whirlwind, a stormy wind

moving circularly. 2. Whirlpool. 3. Lock of
hair hanging over the forehead. 4. Crowd,
throng. 5. Disturbance, commotion. \lar.

REMOLLER o REMOLLERO, sm. (Ant.) V. Remo-
REMOLON, NA, a. Soft, indolent. V. Posma.

REMQLON, sin. The upper tusk of a wild boar
;

sharp tooth in horses.

REMOLONEARSE, vr. To be idle, to refuse

stirring from sloth and indolence.

REMOLQUE, sm. 1. (Naut.) The act of towing
or drawing a vessel along in the water by
means of a tow-rope. Dar remolque, V. Re-
molcar. A1

remolque, (NauO Towing. 2.

(Naut.) Tow-rope.
REMOND^R, va. To clean a second time ; to

take away what is useless.

REMONTA, sf. The act of supplying the cavalry
with fresh horses

; collection of cavalry
horses ; remounting cavalry.

REMONTAMIENTO, sm. Act of soaring or tower-

ing.

REMONTAR, va. 1. To frighten away, to oblige
orie to withdraw. 2. To remount the cavalry ;

to supply them with fresh horses. 3. To re-

pair the saddles of mules and horses. vr. I.

To tower, to soar
; applied to birds. 2. To

conceive great and sublime ideas ;
to form

sublime conceptions.
REMONTE, sm. Soar, a towering flight : eleva-

tion or sublimity of ideas.

sm. Commissioner for the pur-
chase of cavalry horses.

PV.EMOQUE, sm. Poignant or sarcastic word.
REMOQUETE. sm. 1. Thump with the list. 2. A

witty expression. 3. Gallantfy, courtship.
REMOR, sm. (Ant.) V. Rumor.

REMORA, sf. \. (let.) Sucking fish. Echineia
remora L. 2. Let, obstacle ; cause of delay*

REMORDEDOR, RA, a. Causing remorse.

REMORDER, va. 1. To bite repeatedly. 2. To
cause remorse, to sting, to make unoasy.
vr. To manifest or express concern.

REMORDIMIENTO, sm. Remorse, sting of con-

science, uneasiness.

REMOST.R, va. To put must into old wine. xr.

1. To jumble grapes together so that they lose

part of their juice. 2. To grow sweet arid as-

sume the flavour of must ; applied to wine.

REMOSTECERSE, vr. V. Remostarse.

REMOSTO, sw.The act of putting must into old

wine.

REMOTAMENTE, ad. Remotely, confusedly ;

dissimilarly.

REMOTO, TA, a. Remote, distant
;
unlike.

REMOVER, va. 1. To remove, to shift from one

Slace

to another. 2. To remove an obstacle.

. To alter, to change the animal humours.

REMOVIMIENTO, sm. 1. Removal, remotion. 2.

Revulsion, internal fermentation of the hu-

mours of an animal body.
REMOZADURA, REMOZAMIENTO, s. Act of ap-

pearing or becoming young.
REMOZA^R, va. To endeavour to appear young ;

to make one appear younger than he really is.

REMPUJAK, va. l.To push or shove a person
out of his place. 2. To impel, to carry away.
3. To approach game.

rlEMPtrjo,sm. 1. Impulse, push, thrust. 2. Pres-

sure of an arch upon its pillars and support-
ers. V. Empuje.

REMPUJON, sm. Impulse, push, thrust.

REMI^DA, sf. Exchange, re-exchange.
REMUDAMIENTO, sm. Removal, exchange.
RF.MUDAR, va. l.To move or change again. 2.

To exchange one thing for another,to permute.
REMUG^R, va. (Ar.) Rumiar.

REMULLIR, va. To beat up again, to mollify.

REMUNERACION,^/". Remuneration, recompense,
reward.

REMUNERADOR, RA, s. Remunerator.

REMDNER^R, va. To reward, to remunerate.

REMUNERATORIO, RIA, a. Remunerative, given
by way of a reward.

REMUSGA^R, vn. (Vulg.) To suspect, to presume.
REMUSGO, sm. Too cool an atmosphere or situ-

ation, [situation.

REMUSGUII.LO, .<?/. dim. Coolish place, chilly

REN, s. Kidney. V. Rinon.

RENACER, vn. I. To be born again, to be new
born. 2. To acquire grace by baptism.

RENAGIMIENTO, sm. Regeneration ;
new birth.

RENACU^JO, sm. 1. Spawn of frogs. 2. Little

shapeless man.

REN^.L, a. Belonging to the kidneys. V. Reynal.

RENCILLA, sf. A slight grudge remaining after

a quarrel.

RENCILLOSO, SA, a. Peevish, quarrelsome.

RENCION-AR, va. (Ant.) To occasion grudges or

heart-burnings.
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RENCO, CA, a. Hipshot, having the hip dislo-

cated
;
lame.

RENcdR, sm. Rancour, animosity, grudge.
RENCOROSAMENTE, ad. Rancorously.
RENCORdso, SA ; Y RENCORIOSO, SA, a. Rancor-

ous, spiteful.

RENCOSO, a. Applied to a ram with one testicle

concealed.

RENDA, sf. (Gal.) the second dressing of vines.

, RENDAGE, sm. Reins of the bridle of horses or

mules.

RENDAJO, sm. Mimic. V. Arrendajo.
RE N DAR,. ( Gal.) To dress vines a second time .

RENDICION, sf. Rendition, surrendering, act of

yielding ; product, profit accruing ; price of

redemption.
RENUIDAMENTE, ad. Humbly, submissively.
RENDIJA, sf. Crevice, crack, cleft.

RENDIMIENTO, sm. 1. Rendition, the delivery
of a thing into the hands of another. 2. Wea-
riness, faintness. 3. Humiliation, submission ;

obsequiousness. 4. Rent, income
;
the yearly

produce.
RENOIR, va. 1. To subject, to subdue, to reduce

to submission. 2. To yield, to deliver up. Ren-
dir el alma d Dios, To expire, to die. Rendir

elpuesto 6 la posta, (Mil.) To give up a post,
to commit it to another. 3. To return, to re-

store ; to produce. 4. To vomit, to throw up
from the stomach. vr. 1. To be tired, to be
worn out.with fatigue. 2. To yield, to submit
to the will and command of another. 3.

(Naut.) To spring ; applied to a mast.
REN DON (DE), ad. V. De Rondon.

RENEGADO, sm. 1. RENEGADO, apostate. 2. A
malicious wicked person. 3. Ombre, a sort

of game at cards. [tate.

RENEGADOR, RA, s. Swearer, blasphemer ; apos-
RENEGAR, va. 1. To deny, to disown. 2. To de-

test, to abhor. vn. 1. To apostatize, to for-

sake one's religion. 2. To blaspheme, to curse.

RENGI.ON, sm. 1. Line written from one mar-

gin to another. 2. Part of one's revenue or

income. Rengldnes, Writings. [cil.

RENGi.oNADURAjS/. Ruling of paper with apen-
RENGO, GA, a. Hurt in the reins, back, or hip.

RESCUE, sm. A sort of gauze which counsellors
wear in Spain on their collars and sleeves.

RENIEGO, sm. Execration, blasphemy.
RENITENCIA, 5/. Resistance, opposition.

RENITJESTE, a. Renitent, repugnant.
PiE.vo. sm. Rein-deer. Cervus tarandus L.

RENOMBRADO, DA, a. Renowned, celebrated.

RENouBRAR,ra. (Ant.) To name,to give a name.

RENOMBRE, sm. 1. Surname, family name. 2.

Renown, glory, fame.

RENO-VACION, sf. 1. Renovation, renewal. 2.

Change, reform. 3. Act ofconsuming old bread

designed for the host,and ofconsecrating new.
RENO vADOR, RA, s. Renovator, reformer, renew-

RENOVANTE, pa. Renovating, renewer. [er.

RENOVAR,.I. To renew, to renovate; to begin
anew. 2. To change, to reform. 3. To polish,
to give lustre. 4. To barter. 5. To reiterate,
to republish. 6.To consume old wafers design-
ed for the host, and consecrate new bread.
Renovar la memoria, To brinor to recollec-
tion. vr. To recollect one's self, to reform.

RENOVERO,SW. 1. Usurer, one who lends money

on excessive interest. 2. One who deals in

old clothes, fripperer.

RENO.UEAR, vn. To limp, to halt, to claudicate.

RENTA, sf. Rent, profit, income. A' renta, Let
at a rent.

RENTAR, va. To produce, to yield.
RENTER!A, sf. Productive land or property.
RENTERO, RA, s. Renter, farmer; farmer's

wife. 2. One who farms out land.

RENTILLA, sf. 1. A small rent. 2. A sort ofgame
at cards. 3. A sort of game at dice.

RENTO, sm. Country residence with farm-yard.
2. Annual rent paid by a labourer or colonist.

RENTO v, sm. A kind of game at cards.

RENUENCIA, sf. Contradiction, reluctance.

RENUEVO, sm. 1. Sprout, shoot
;
a young plant

which is to be transplanted. 2. Nursery of

young trees and plants. 3. Renovation, re-

newal. V. Remuda.
ENtiNciA, sf. Renunciation, resignation.

RENUNCIABLE, a. That can be renounced or

resigned ;
transferable.

RENUNCIACION, sf. Renunciation.

RENUNCIAMIENTO, sm. Renouncement.

RENUNCIANTE, pa. Renouncer, renouncing.
RENUNCIAR, va. 1. To renounce, to resign. 2.

To refuse, to reject ;
to

depreciate,
to aban-

don. Renunciarse d si mismo, To deprive
one'sself entirely of doing or following one's

own will or taste.

RENUNCIATARIO, sm. He to whom any thing is

resigned.
RENXJNCIO, sm. 1. Fault committed on playing

at cards, by not furnishing a card of the same
suit which was played by another. 2. (Met.)
Error, mistake.

RESfDo, DA, a. Being at variance with another.

RENIDOR, RA, s. Quarreller, wrangler.
RENIR, vn. 1. To wrangle, to quarrel, to dis-

pute. 2. To scold, to reprimand, to chide, to

reproach. va. To argue, to discuss.

RENON, sm. Kidney. V. Rinon.

REO, sm. 1. Offender, criminal. 2. Defendant
in a suit at law. 3. Series, continuity. 4.

(let.) Ray trout. Sahno hucho L.

REO, EA, a. (Ant.) Criminal, culpable.
REOCTAVA, sf. V. Octavilla.

REOCTAVAR, va.To extract the eighth part of
an eighth, as an excise or king's duty.

REOJAR, va. To bleach wax.
REOjo, sm. Mirar de reojo, To look obliquely,

to dissemble the looks by directing the view
above a person ;

to look contemptuously or

angrily.

REPACER, va. To consume the entire grass
of pasture ground.

REPADECER, va. y n. To suffer extremely.
REPAGAR, va. To repay.

REPAJO, sm. Enclosure, ground enclosed for

the pasture of cattle.

REPANTIGARSE, vr. To lean back in a chair

with the legs stretched out.

REPAPILARSE, vr. To eat to excess, to overload

one's stomach with dainties.

REPARABLE, a. Reparable, remediable.

REPARAC ION, sf. 1. Reparation, the act of repair-

ing. 2. Repeating a lesson among scholars.

REPARADA, sf. Sudden bound of a horse.

REPARADOR, RA, s. 1 . Repairer, one who repairs.
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2. Observer, one who makes observations
and remarks.

REPARAMIENTO, sin. V. Reparo y Reparation.
REPARAR, va. 1. To repair. 2. To observe with

careful attention. 3. To consider, to reflect.

4. To mend, to correct. 5. To suspend, to de-

tain. 6. To guard, to defend, to protect. 7.

To give the final touch to moulds. Reparar
en pelillos, (Fam.) To notice trifles

;
to take

offence at nothing. vn. 1. To regain strength
and vigour; to recover from a fit of illness.

2. To stop or halt in any part. Reparar el

timon, (Na6t.) To right the helm. vr. To
refrain, to forbear.

REPARATIVO, VA, a. Reparative.
REPARO, sm. 1. Restoration, recovery; repair.

2. Careful inspection and investigation. 3.

Consideration, reflection, circumspection. 4.

Inconveniency, difficulty, doubt. 5. Strength-
ening cataplasm put on the stomach. 6. Any
thing to support, assist, or defend.

REPARON, sm. Great doubt, difficulty, caution
or reparation. a. Cautious, circumspect.

REPARTIBLE, a. Distributable, that which may
be divided.

RFPARTICION, sf. Partition, distribution; the
act of dividing into parts.

REPARTIDAMENTE, ad. In divers portions or

partitions.

REPARTIDERO, RA, a. Distributing, parting.

RKPARTIDOR, RA, s. 1. Distributer, one who
distributes or divides into parts. 2. Assessor
of taxes.

REPARTIMIENTO, sm. 1. Partition, division, dis-

tribution. 2. Instrument stating the amount
of a dividend. 3. Assessment of taxes.

REPARTIR, va. 1. To divide, to distribute ; to

dispart. 2. To grant or bestow favours. 3.

To assess taxes.

REPASADERA, sf. Plane, an instrument or tool

used by carpenters.
RE PAS A DORA, sf. Woman occupied in carding

wool.

REPASAR, va. l.To repass, to pursue the same
course. 2. To re-examine, to revise. 3. To
explain again, to run over the results of one's

former studies. 4. To air clothes at the fire.

5. To clean dyed wool for carding. 6. To sow

again. 7. To remix mercury with metal to

purify it.

REPASATA, sf. Reprehension, censure.

REPASION, sf. Reaction of the agent on the pa-
tient.

REPASO, sm. 1. To repass or remix quicksilver
with metal. 2. To run over a thing studied

before. 3. Revision, the act of re-examining
and revising. 4. Reprimand, chastisement.

REPASTAR, va. To feed or give food a second
time.

REPASTO, sm. Increase of food
;
an additional

meal.

REPATRIX.R, vn. To return to one's country.

REPECHAR, va. y n. To mount any declivity or

slope.
RE PEC no, sm. Declivity, slope.

REPEDIR, va. To repeat, to supplicate again.

REPELADO, sm. Salad of herbs.

REPF.LAR, ra. 1. To pull out the hair of the head.
2. To put a horse to his speed. 3. To take by
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small parts and portions. 4. To nip the tops
of grass ; applied to grazing cattle.

REPELENTE, sm. Repellent.

REPELER, va. To repel, to refute, to reject.

REPELLAR, va. To take trowelfuls of plaster
or lime from a new built or repaired wall.

REPELO, sm. 1. A small part or share. 2. Any
thing which goes against the grain, crooked

grain. 3. A slight scuffle or disput<

pugnance, aversion.
lispute. 4. Re-

REPELON, sm. 1. The action of pulling out the

hair. 2. A small part torn from any thing ;
a

thread loose in stockings. 3. A short gallop. 4.

A slight fall. A' repelones, By degrees,by little

and little. De repelon, By the way ; in haste.

REPELOSO, SA, a. 1. Being ofa bad grain, having
transverse fibres

; applied to wood. 2. Touchy,
possessed of a lively sense of honour ; rigid.

REPENS^R, va. To consider, to reflect, to con-

template ; to think deeply.

REPENTE, 5m. A sudden movement, an unex-

pected event. De repente, Suddenly, on a

sudden.

REPENTINAMENTE, ad. Suddenly.
REPENTING, NA, a. Sudden, unforeseen, unex-

pected.
REPENTfRSE, vr. V. rfrrepentirse.

REPENTisTA,sm. Maker ofextemporary verses.

REPENTON, sm. 1. An unexpected event or in-

cident. 2. A sudden movement.

REPEOR, a. Much worse.

REPERCuofoA, sf. Repercussion, rebound.

REPERCUDIR, vn. To rebound. V. Rcpercutir.

REPERCUSION-, sf. Repercussion, reverberation.

REPERCUSIVO, VA, a. Repercussive ; repellent.

REPERCUTIR, vn. To cause a repercussion or

rebound ;
to retrograde, to reverberate. va.

To repel.

REPERTORIO, sm. Repertory, index.

REPESAR, va. To re-weigh, to weigh again.

REPESO, sm. 1. The act of weighing a second

time. 2. Weigh-office, whither provisions and

other articles may be carried to be weighed
a second time. 3. Charge of re-weighing.

DP.

repeso, With the whole weight of a body ;

with the whole force of authority and per-

suasion.

REPETENCIA, sf. Repetition.

REPETICION, sf. 1. Repetition, reiteration. 2.

Repeater, a repeating clock or watch. 3. Col-

legial dissertation or discourse ;
a thesis.

REPETIDAMENTE, ad. Repeatedly.
REPETIDOR, RA, s. Repeater, a teacher or stu-

dent who repeats with another his lessons

and explains them.

REPETR, va. I. To demand or claim repeatedly
and urgently. 2. To repeat, to reiterate. vn.

I. To have the taste of what was ate or drank

in the mouth. 2. To deliver a public discourse

previous to the examination for the higher

degrees in universities. vr. To repeat one's

self; applied to artists.

REPETITIVO, VA, a. That which contains a re-

petition.

REPICADO, DA, a. I. Chopped, cut into small

bits. 2. Starched, stiff; affectedly nice.

REPICAPUNTO, ad. De repicapunto, Nicely, de-

licately, excellently.

REPICAR, va. 1. To chop or cut into small bits.
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2. To chime, to ring a merry peal. 3. To re-

prick. 4. In the game of piquet, to count

ninety before the adverse party counts one.

vr. To glory, to boast, to pique one's self on

REPILOGAR, va. To recapitulate, to epitomize
REPINARSE, vr. To soar, to elevate.

REPINTAR, va. 1. To repaint, to paint over that

which has already been painted. 2. To paint
one's self. 3. (Impr.) A double or false im-

pression of letters.

REPi^uE,'sm. 1. Act of chopping or cutting. 2.

Chime, a merry peal rung on festive occa-

sions. 3. Dispute, altercation; a slight scuffle.

4. In the game of piquet, the act of counting
ninety before the other player can count one.

REPIQUETE, sm. 1. A merry andjoyful peal rung
on festive occasions. 2. Chance, opportunity.

REPIQUETEAR, va. To ring a merry peal on
festive occasions. vr. To bicker, to wran-

gle, to quarrel.

REPISA, sf. Pedestal or abutment for a bust or

vase.

REPISO, sm. Weak vapid wine.

REPJTIENTE, pa. Repeating, he who repeats
and defends a thesis.

RKPIZCAR, va. To pinch. V. Pdlizcar.

REPIZCO, sm. The act of pinching. V. Pellizco.

REPLANTAR, va. To replant any ground.
REPLANTEAR, va. To mark out the ground plan
of an edifice again.

REPLANTEO, sm. Second description of the

ground plan of a building.

REPLECION, sf. Repletion arising from an abun-
dance of humours in the animal body.

REPLEGAR, va. To redouble, to fold often.

RKPLETO, TA, a. Replete, very full.

REPLICA, sf. Reply, answer ; repartee.

REPLICACION, sf. (Ant.) Repetition, replica-
tion. V. Replica.

RKPLICADOR, RA, s. Respondent.
REPLICANTE, pa. Replier, disputant.

REPLICAR, vn. To reply, to impugn the argu-
ments of the adverse party ;

to contradict.

va. (For.) To respond ;
to repeat.

REPLICON, NA, a. Replier, frequent disputer.

REPOBLACIOX, sf. Repopulation, act of repeo-

REPOBLAR, va. To repeople. [plmg-

REPODRIR, va. To rot excessively. vr. To be-

come rotten, to consume or pine away in

silence under any calamity.
REPOLLAR, vn. To form round heads of leaves,

like cabbage.
REPOLLO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Sort of round cabbage.

2. Round head formed by the leaves of plants.
REPOLLUDO, DA, a. Having the shape of a head

of cabbage ; cabbage-headed ; round-head.

REPONCHE, sm. V. Ruiponce.
REPONER, va. 1 . To replace, to put any thing in

its former place ;
to collocate. 2. To restore

a suit at law to its primitive state. 3. To op-

pose anew ;
to reply. vr. To recover health

or property lost.

REPORTACION, sf. Moderation, forbearance.

REPORTADO, DA, a. Moderate, temperate, for-

bearing.

REPORTAMIENTO, 5m. Forbearance.

REPORTAR, va. I. To moderate or repress one's

passions, to refrain, to forbear. 2. To obtain,
to reach

;
to attain. 3. To carry or bring. 4.

To return an instrument with the certificate

of its execution.

REPORTORIO, sm. 1. Repertory, memorandum-
book. V. Repertorio. 2. Almanac, calendar.

REPOSADAMENTE, ad. Peaceably, quietly.
REPOSADO, DA, a. Quiet, peaceful.

REPOSAR, vn. To rest, to repose ; to take a

sleep ;
to repose in the grave ; to rest in

peace. vr. To settle
; applied to liquors.

REPOSICION, sf. 1. The act of restoring a suit

at law to its primitive state. 2. (Quim.) Pre-

servation of liquids in proper vessels.

REPOSITORIO, sm. (Ant.) Repository.
REPOSO. sm. Rest; repose; tranquillity.

REPOSTE, sm. (Ar.) V. Despensa.
REPOSTERIA, if. Office in the royal palaces of

Spain where the plate is kept, and all sorts of
comfits and sweetmeats are prepared ; place
of king's butler or keeper of the royal plate.

REPOSTERO, sm. The principal officer of the re-

posteria ; king's butler. 2. Covering orna-

mented with a coat of arms. Repostero de.

camas, Queen's chamberlain. Repostero dc

cstrados, Keeper of the king's drawing-room.
REPREGUNTA, sf. A second demand or ques-

tion on the same subject.

REPREGUNTAR, va. To question repeatedly
about the same subject.

REPREHENDER, va. To reprehend, to repri-

mand, to blame, to censure.

REPREHENDIENTE,^. Censurer.

REPREHENSIBLE, a. Reprehensible.
REPREHENSION, sf. Reprehension, blame, cen-

sure, reprimand. Sugeto sin reprehension,
An irreprehensible person.

REPREHENSOR, RA, s. Reprehender, censurer.

REPRENDA, sf. Pledge taken a second time.

REPRESA, sf. 1. Water collected for the purpose
of working a mill. 2. The act of stopping or

retaining ; restriction. 3. The act of resenting-
an injury or insult. 4. (Naut.) Vessel retaken

after being captured by the enemy.
REPRESALIA Y REPRESARIA, sf. Reprisal.

REPRESAR, va. 1. To recapture or retake from
the enemy. 2. To stop, to detain, to retain.

3. To repress, to moderate one's passions.

REPRESENTABLE, a. That which may be re-

presented.
REFRESENTACION,S/. 1. Representation, the act

of representing. 2. Power, authority. 3. Dra-
matic poem. 4. Figure, image, idea. o. Re-

monstrance, memorial, address. 0. (For.)

Right of succession to an inheritance in the

person of another.

REPRESENTADOR, RA, s. 1. Representative, one

who represents. 2. Player, actor.

REPRESENTANTE, TA, s. Player. V. Cdmico.

REPRESENTAR, va. 1. To represent, to make ap-

pear, to set forth ; to manifest ;
to refer. 2.

To play on the stage. 3. To represent an-

other, as his agent, deputy, or attorney. 4.

To be the symbol or image of any thing.
vr. To offer, to occur ;

to present itself.

REPRESENTATIVO, VA,a. Representing another

thing or person.
REPRESION. sf. Repression.
REPRIMENDA, sf. Reprimand. [tain.

REPRIMIR, va. To repress, to refrain, to con-

REPROBABLE, a. Reprehensible.
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REPROBACION, sf. Reprobation, reproof; the

act of reproving.
REPROBADOR, RA, s. Reprover, condemner.

REPROBX.R, va. To reject, to condemn, to con-

tradict, to exclude
;
to reprobate ; to damn.

REPROBATORIO, RIA, a. That which reprobates
or reproves.

REPROBO, BA, s. y a. Reprobate ;
wicked.

REFROCH.R, va. To reproach ;
to challenge

the witnesses produced by the adverse party.

REPROCHE, sm. Reproach, reproof.

REPRODUCCION,S/. 1. Reproduction, the second

production of the same. 2. Reproduction of

a summons, or any other judicial precept or

decree, with the certificate of service.

REpRODuciR,a.Toreproduce,to produce again.

REPROMISION, sf. Repeated promise.

REPROPIO, a. Restive, or restiff; applied to a

horse.

REPRUEBA, sf. New proof in addition to a pre-

ceding one.

REPT!R, va. V. Retar.

REPTII,, a. y s. Reptile ; applied to animals
which creep on the ground.

REPUBI.ICA, sf. 1. Republic, commonwealth
;

democracy. 2. Public welfare ; political go-
vernment. Republica literaria, The republic
of letters.

REUJBLICANO, NA ; Y REptJBLico, CA, s. y a.

Republican, inhabitant or subject of a repub-
lic ; statesman or politician ; democrat ;

de-

mocratic.

REPUIHACION, sf. Repudiation, divorce.

REPUDJAR, va. 1. To repudiate, to divorce a
wife. 2. To renounce, to relinquish.

REPUDIO, sm. Repudiation, divorce.

REPUDRIRSE, vr. To decay or become rotten

internally.

REPUESTA, sf. Money staked in the game of
Ombre.

REPUESTO, sm. Store or stock laid up to meet
some future events; depository. V. Repuesta.
De rcputslo, By way of precaution.

REPUGN^NCIA, sf. 1. Reluctance, repugnance.
2. Opposition, contradiction. Con repugnan-
cia'y In a reluctant manner.

REPUGN^NTE, pa. Incompatible.
REPUGNAR, va. 1. To oppose, to contradict. 2.

To act with reluctance, to proceed reluc-

tantly ; to implicate, to imply.
RxruLGlDO, a. V. Afectado.
REPULGAR, va. To hem, to double in the border

of cloth with a seam ; to border, to double
the edge.

REPULGO, sm. 1. Hem, the border of cloth dou-
bled in with a seam. 2. The external orna-
ment of a pie.

REPULJDO, DA, a. Prim, neat, spruce.
REPULLO, sm. 1. Jerk, leap ; a sudden violent

motion of the body. 2. A small arrow or

dart. 3. A demonstration or external mark
of pain or grief.

REPULSA, sf. Refusal.

REPUI.SAR, va. To reject, to decline, to refuse.

llK.ptfNTA, sf. 1. Point, headland. 2. Sign of

displeasure ; disagreement, dispute, scuffle.

3. Very short thing, very small portion.
REPu\TAR,?5tt. (Naut.) To begin to ebb. vr. 1.

To be pricked, to be on the turn
; applied to
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wine. 2. To be soured, to be displeased with
one another.

RfiptfRGA,S/.A second purge or purgingdraught.
REPURG^R, va. 1. To clean or

purify again. 2.

To administer a second purging draught.
REPUTACION, sf. Reputation, character, credit,

fame, renown.

REPUTANTE,JP. One who estimates.

REPUT^R, va. To repute, to estimate, tojudge ;

to appreciate.

REQUADR^R, va. (Pint.) V. Quadricular.
RE(IU^.DRO, sm. (Arq.) Square compartment.
REQUA^RTA, sf. One of the chords of a guitar.

REQUEBR^DO, DA, a. Enamoured, using tender

expressions. s. Lover, loving expression.

REQ.UEBRADOR, sm. Wooer, one who courts a
woman.

REQUEBRAR, va. To woo, to court, to make
love to a lady.

REO.UEMADO, DA, a. 1. Brown-coloured, sun-
burnt. 2. Thin silk used for veils.

REO.UEMAMIENTO, sm. V. Resquemo.
REO.UEM.AR, va. 1. To burn a second time. 2.

To roast to excess. 3. To extract the juice of

plants. 4. To inflame the blood or humours.
V. Resquemar. vr. To burn with a passion,
to be deeply in love.

REQUEMAZON, sf. V. Resquemo. [ly.

REQUERER,WTO. To wish again, to desire anxious-

REQUERIDOR, sm. He who requests, advises, or

intimates.

REQUERIMIENTO, sm. 1. Request, requisition.
2. Intimation, injunction.

REO.CERIR, va. 1. To intimate, to notify. 2. To
investigate, to examine into. 3. To request,
to require, to need. 4. To take care, to be on
one's guard. 5. To court, to make love to a
woman. 6. To research with care. 7. To in-

duce, to persuade.
REQUESON, sm. Second curds made after the

cheese.

REQ,UESONARSE, vr. To become curds a second
time

; applied to whey or milk.

REQUESTA, sf. Request, petition. V. Requeri-
miinto. A1 toda reqiiesta, At all events.

REQ.UESTAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To solicit, to entreat,
to demand. 2. To endear, to engage with all

the fondness of a lover. 3. V. Desafiar.

REQUIBE, sm. V. Jlrrequive.

REQUIEBRO, sm. 1. Endearing expressions, the

engaging language of love. 2. Quiver, trill

of the voice.

REQUINTADOR, RA, s. Outbidder, in the letting
of lands or tenements.

REQUINTA^R, va. 1. To outbid a fifth part, in

tenements after an agreement is made. 2. To
exceed, to surpass, to superadd. 3. (Mus.)
To raise or lower the tone.

REQUINTO, sm. 1. The second-fifth taken from

any quantity from which one-fifth had be-

fore been taken. 2. An advance of a fifth

part in rent. 3. Extraordinary impost levied

on the Peruvians.

REOJUIRIR, va. V. Requerir.
REQUISA, sf. Night and morning visit of a gaol-

er to his prisoners.

REO.UISITO, sm. Requisite, a necessary circum-

stance or condition.

RE^UISITORIO, RIA, a. Requisitoria, Warrant
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from one judge to another requiring compli-
ance to his orders.

RES, sf. Head of cattle.

RESABER, va. To know very well ; to affect

too much the learned man.

RESABIAR, vn. To become vicious, to contract

evil habits. m. To be discontent. V. Sabo-

rearse.

RESABIDO, a. Very learned ; affecting learning.
RESA BIO, sm. 1. An unpleasant taste left op. the

palate. 2. Vicious habit, bad custom. a.

Very learned ; affecting much knowledge.
RKSACA, sf. (Naut.) Surge, surf.

RESALIR, vn. To jut out, to project.

RESALTAR, vn. 1. To rebound, to fly back. 2.

To crack, to burst into pieces. 3. To jut out,
to project. 4. To appear, to be evident.

RESALTE, sm. Prominence, protuberance ; any
striking point.

RESALTo,sm. Rebound, resilience ; prominence ;

act of shooting boars when rising from their

bed.

RBSALUDAR, vn. To return a salute, to salute

again.

RF.SALUTACION, sf. Return of a salute, the act

of resaluting.

RKSANGRIA, sf. Bleeding again.
RESARCIMIENTO, sm. Compensation.
RESARCIR, va. To compensate, to recompense,

to reward, to indemnify. Resarcirse de lo

perdido, To make up one's loss.

RESBALADERO, sm. A slippery place or road;
any thing dangerous. a. V. Resbaladizo.

RESB AL ADIZO, ZA, a. Slippery, exposed to temp-
tation. Mcmoria rcsbaladiza, A treacherous

memory.
RESBALADOR, RA, 5. Slider, backslider.

RESBALADTJRA, sf. Slippery track
; backsliding.

RESBALANTE, pa. Slider
; slipping.

RESBALAR, vn. 1. To slip, to slide
; not to tread

firm. 2. To fail in the performance of one's

engagements.
RESBAI.ON, sm. 1. Slip, the act of slipping or

sliding. 2. Slip, fault, error, offence. De res-

lalon, Erroneously, unsteadily.
RESBALOSO, SA, a. Slippery. V. Resbaladizo.

RESCALDAR, va. To heat, to scorch.

RESCATADOR, RA, s. Redeemer, ransomer.

RESCATAR, va. 1. To ransom, to redeem, to

extricate. 2. To exchange, to barter.

RESCATE, sm. 1. Ransom, redemption by pur-
chase. 2. Ransom-money, -money paid for

the redemption of slaves. 3. Exchange, per-
mutation, barter.

RESC^ZA, sf. (let.) V. Escorpina.
RESCOLDO, sm. 1. Embers, hot ashes, cinders.

2. (Met.) Scruple, doubt, apprehension.
RESCIBIR, va. (Ant.) V. Recibir.

RESCINDIR, va. To rescind, to annul.

RESCISION, sf. Rescission.

RESCISORIO, RIA, a. Rescissory.
RESCONTRAR, va. To balance in accounts, to

compensate.
RESCRIBIR, va. To write an answer to a letter.

RESCRIPTO, sm. Rescript, order, mandate.

RESCRIPTORIO, RIA, a. Belonging to a rescript.

RESCUENTRO, sm. Balance of accounts, com-
pensation.

RESECACION, sf. Exsiccation.

RESECAR, va. To dry again.
RESECO, CA, a. Too dry ; very lean.

RESECO, sm. Exsiccation of trees or shrubs ;

dry part of a honey-comb.
RESEGAR, va. To reap again, to cut or mow a

second time.

RE9ELLANTE,^a. Recoiner ; restamping.
RESELLAR, a.To recoin, to coin again.
RESELLO, sm. Recoinage, the act of coining

again.

RESEMBLAR, va. (Ant.) To resemble.

RESEMBRAR, va. To resow, to sow anew.

RESENTIDO, DA, a. Angry, displeased.

RESENTIMIENTO, sm. 1. Flaw, crack, cleft. 2.

Resentment, displeasure.

RESENTIRSE, vr. 1 .To begin to give way, to fail ;

to be out of order. 2. To resent, to express
displeasure.

RESENA, sf. 1. Review of soldiers. 2. Signal.
Resenas, Signs, tokens, marks.

RESENAR, va. To notice the marks or charac-
ters by which a thing is known.

RESEQUIUO, DA, a. V. Reseco.

RESERVA,^. 1. Reserve, any thing kept in store ;

secret. 2. Reservation; exception. 3. Reserv-

edness, closeness, want of openness ; circum-

spection, prudence. 4. V. Reservado. Jlndar
con reserva, To proceed cautiously.

RESERVACION, sf. Reservation, the act of re-

serving.
RESERVADAMENTE, ad. Secretly, reservedly.
RESERVADO, DA, a. Reserved, cautious, circum-

spect. Caso reservado, A great crime, which
none but the superior can absolve.

RESERVADO, sm. The eucharist kept in the ci-

borium.

RESERVAR, va. 1. To reserve, to keep in store.

2. To defer, to postpone. 3. To privilege, to

exempt. 4. To separate, to set aside. 5. To
restrain, to limit, to confine. 6. To conceal,
to hide ; to shut up. 7. V. Jubilar.vr. 1. To
preserve one's self. 2. To act with circum-

spection, to be cautious.

RESERVATORIO, sm. 1. Reservoir, a place where
water is collected. 2. Green-house, hot-

house.

RESFRIADO, sm. Cold, a disease caused by cold ;

the obstruction of perspiration.

RESFRIADOR, sm. Refrigerator.
RESFRIATIURA, sf. Cold in horses.

RESFRIAMIENTO, sm. Refrigeration. V. Enfria-

RESFRIANTE, pa. Cooler, refrigerating.
RESFRIAR, va. 1. To cool, to make cold. 2. To
moderate ardour or fervour. vn. To begin
to be cold. vr. 1. To catch cold, to have tho

perspiration obstructed. 2. To proceed with

coolness, not to pursue a business with the

activity it requires.

RESFRIECER, vn. (Vulg.) To begin to grow
cold ; applied to the weather.

RssFRfo, sm. (Vulg.) Cold. V. Resfriado.

RESGUARDAR, va. To preserve, to defend ; to

protect. vr. To be guarded against, to be

on one's guard.
RESGUARDO, sm. 1. Guard, preservation, secu-

rity, safety. 2. Defence, shelter, protection.
3. Security for the performance of a con-

tract or agreement. 4. Watchfulness to pre-
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vent smuggling. 5. Body of custom-house
officers.

RESIDENCIA, sf. 1. Residence, place of abode,
mansion. 2. Residence, the time appointed
for clergymen to reside at a benefice. 3. Ac-
count demanded of a person who holds a pub-
lic station; instrument or account rendered.
4. Place and function of a resident at foreign
courts. 5. (Among the Jesuits) A house of
residence not yet formed into a college.

RESIDENCIAL, a. Residentiary.
RESIDENCIAR, va. To call a public officer to ac-

count for his administration.

RESIDENCIADO, DA, pp. Resident, residentiary.

RESIDENTS, a. Residing or resident in a place.
sin. Resident, a public agent or minister

residing at foreign courts.

REsiDENTEMENTE,rtrf. Constantly, assiduously.
RESIDIR, vn.l. To reside, to dwell, to live in a

place. 2. To be at one's disposal ; to assist

personally.

RESIDUO, sm. Residue, remainder. Residuos
de una mesa, Leavings, offals, fragments.

RESIEMBRO, sm. Seed thrown on ground with-
out letting it remain.

RKSIGNA, ^Resignation of a benefice.

RESIGNACION, sf.l. Resignation, voluntary sub-

mission to the will or command of another.
2. Resignation, the act of resigning a public
place or employment.

RKSIGNADAMENTE, ad. Resignedly.
RKSIGNANTE, pa. Resigner ; resigning.
RESIGKAR, va. To resign, to give up, to yield

up. -or. To submit to the will of another.

RESINA, sf. Resin, a viscous substance oozing
from trees

; rosin. [consisting of resin.

RESINOSO, SA, a. Resinous, containing resin;
RE sis

A., sf. The eighth part taken as duty on

wine, vinegar, or oil.

RESISAR, vr. To diminish any measures or

tilings which have already been taxed.

RESISTENCIA,^/". Resistance,opposition ;
d*efence.

RESISTENTE, pa. Resister, repeller.

RESISTERO, sm. 1. The hottest part of the day,
from twelve to two o'clock in the summer
season. 2. Heat produced by the reflection

or reverberation of the sun's rays.

RESISTIDERO, sm. The hottest part of the day.
V. Rcsistero.

RESISTIDOR, RA, s. Resister, opponent.
RESISTIR, -on. 1. To resist, to oppose. 2. To

contradict, to repel. va. I. To endure, to

tolerate. 2. To reject, to oppugn.
RESMA,S/". 1. Ream, a bundle of paper, contain-

ing twenty quires. 2. Isinglass, a fine fish-

glue, used to clarify wine and other liquors.
RE SOURER, vn. To be much over and above.

RESOBRINO, NA, s. Son or daughter of a nephew
or niece.

RESOL, sm. Reverberation of the rays of the sun.

RESOLANO, NA, s. Placo covered from the wind
to take the sun.

RESOLAR, va. To re-pave ;
to re-sole, as shoes.

RESoLLADERO,srra. Vent, air-hole ;
a breathing

hole.

RESOLLAR, vn. 1. To respire, to breathe audibly.
2. To talk

;
it is commonly used with a nega-

tive. JVo resollo, He did not utter a word. 3.

To rest, to take breath. Resollar por la he-
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rida, To expel air from the body, through a
wound ; (Met.) To explain some latent sen-
timent.

RESOLUCION, sf. 1. Resolution, deliberation. 2.

Determination, courage, boldness. 3. Deci-

sion, solution of a doubt ; determination of a
difference. 4. Easiness of address, freedom
from constraint. En resolution, In short, in a
word. 5. Dissolution ; analysis or resolution.

6v Activity, promptitude. 7. (Med.) Ordinary
termination of an inflammation.

RESOLUBLE, a. Resoluble.

RESOLUTAMENTE,arf. Resolutely,determinately.
RESOLUTIVO, VA, a. Resolutive, having the

power to dissolve ; analytical.

RESOLUTVO, sm. Ultimate reason, fundamen-
tal principle.

RESOLUTO, TA, a. Resolute, bold, audacious
;

compendious, brief; prompt, dexterous.

RESOLUTORIAMENTE, ad. Resolutely.
RESOLUTORIO, RIA, a. Resolute, prompt, swift.

RESOLVENTE,^. Resolvent.

RESOLVER, va. 1. To resolve, to determine, to

decide. 2. To summon up,to reduce to a small

compass. 3. To decide, to decree. 4. To
solve a difficulty, to unriddle. 5. To dissolve,
to divide into parts, to analyze ;

to dissipate.
vr. 1. To resolve, to determine. 2. To be

included or comprised.
RESON,STO. (Naiit.) A kind of small anchor for

boats. [cussion.

RESONACION, sf. Resounding, noise of reper-

RESONANCIA, sf.l.. Resonance, repercussion of

sound. 2. (Poet.) Consonance, harmony.
RESONANTE, pa. Resonant.

RESONAR, vn. To resound, to be echoed back.

RESOPLAR, vn. 1. To breathe audibly and with

force. 2. To snort, to blow through the nose

as a high mettled horse. 3. To huff, to storm

with passion.
RESOPLIDO Y RESOPLO, sm. A continued audi-

ble breathing ;
a continual blowing through

the nose.

RESORBER, va. To sip again, to reabsorb.

RESORTE, sm. 1. Spring, an elastic body ;
an

elastic piece of tempered steel. 2. Cause,
medium, means. V. Muelle.

RESPALDAR, sm. Leaning-stock. V. Respaldo.
va. To endorse, to note on the back of a

writing. va. 1. To lean, to recline against a

chair or bench. 2. To dislocate the backbone ;

applied to a horse.

RESPALDO, sm. 1. Back or fore part of any
thing. 2. Endorsement. 3. Leaning-stock,
back of a seat.

RESPECTAR, v. impcrs. V. Respetar.
RESPECTIVAMENTE Y RESPECTIVE, ad. Respec-

tively, proportionally.

RESPECTIVO, VA, a. Respective, relative.

RESPECTO, sm. Relation, proportion ; relative-

ness; respect. Respecto 6 d respecto de, In

consideration of. ad. With respect to, with

regard to. M respecto, Relatively, respec-

tively.

RESPELUZAR, va. V. Despeluzar.
RESPETABLE, a. Respectable, worthy ofrespect.

RESPETADOR, RA, s. Respecter, venerator.

RESPETAR, va.To respect,to venerate, to revere.

v. impers. To pertain, to relate, to respect.
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RESPETO, sm. Respect, regard, consideration

veneration ; attention. Respeto de, In respect
to. Respeto a 6 respeto de, With regard to. De

respeto, Preventively ;
for ceremony's sake.

Mastelero de respeto, (Naut.) A spare top-
mast. Pertrechos de respeto del contramaes-

tre, (Naut.) The boatswain's spare stores.

RESPETOSAMENTE, ad. Respectfully.
!'ETOSO, SA, a. 1. Respectable, worthy of

respect. 2. Respectful, ceremonious.

|

RKSPETUOSAMENTE, ad. Respectfully.
RKSPETUOSO, SA, a. Respectful. V. Rcspctoso.

,VK, 5m. Mass-offering ;
short reply.

RKSPIGADERA,S/. Gleaner, a woman employed
in gleaning.

RKSPIGADOR, sm. Gleaner, he that gleans.

RESPIGAR, va. To glean, to gather what the

reapers have left in the field.

RKSPIGON, sm. Hag-nail ; sty on the eyelid.

RESPINGAR, vn. 1. To kick, to wince. 2. To
obey reluctantly, to perform with grumbling.

RESPINCO, sm. 1. Kick, yerk. 2. Reluctance,

unwillingness, peevishness.
I RESPIRABLE, a. Respirable, capable of being

respired or of respiration.

RF.SPIRACION, sf. Respiration, breathing ; vent.

! RESPIRADERO, sm. Vent, breathing hole ; rest,

repose. Respiruderos, Nostrils.

I RESPIRAR, vn.l. To respire, to breathe
;
to emit

breath. 2. To rest, to respire, to take rest

from toil. 3. To spread scents or odours. 4.

To speak. In this sense it is frequently used
with a negative. JVo respird, He did not open
his lips. 5. To exhale, to animate.

RESPLANDECENCIA, sf. Resplendency, splen-

dour, lustre
; fame, glory.

RESPLANDECER, vn. 1. To glitter, to emit rays
of light ; to glisten, to gleam. 2. To shine, to

be eminent or conspicuous ;
to be brilliant.

RESPLANDECIENTE, a. Resplendent.
RESPI.ANDECIMIENTO, sm. V. Resplandor.

j

RESPLANDOR, sm. 1. Splendour, brightness, bril-

liancy. 2. A kind of shining paint for women.
Rr.spoNDEDOR, RA, s. Answerer.

1 RKSPONDEU, va.yn.l. To answer ;
to resolve a

doubt. 2. To re-echo. 3. To acknowledge, to

own as a benefit received ; to be grateful. 4.

To yield, to produce. 5. To answer, to have
the desired effect. 6. To correspond ; to be
situated ; to be responsible for.

RFSPONDIDAMENTE, ad. Suitably, answerably.
RF,SPONDIENTE,^. Respondent.
RrspoNDdN, NA, a. Giving constantly answers ;

ever ready to reply.

RESPONSIBLE, a. Responsible.
RI:SPONSABILIDAD, sf. Responsibility.
HKSPONSAR v RESPONSEAR, vn. To say or re-

peat the responses.

I

RF.SPONSION, sf. Sum which the members of
the Order of St. John, who enjoy an income,
contribute to the treasury of the Order.

RESPONSO, sm. Responsary separate from the
divine office for the dead.

RESPONSORIO, 5771. Response.
RESPUESTA, sf. 1 . Answer, reply. 2. Report, the

sound produced by the discharge offire-arms.
3. Sound echoed back.

RESQUEBRADtmA Y RESQUEBRAJADURA, sf.

Crack, cleft.

RESQUEBRAJAR, vn. To crack, to split.

RESQUEBRAJO, sm. Crack, cleft.

RESQUEBRAJOSO, SA, a. Brittle, easily cracked
or cleft.

RESQUEBRAR, vn. To crack, to split, to begin
to open ; to burst.

RESQUEMAR, va. To burn or sting the tongue ;

applied to pungent aliments.

RESQUEMO Y RESQUEMAZON, s. Pungency of

any aliment.

RESQUICIO, sm. 1. Chink, the aperture between
the jamb and leaf of a door ; crack, cleft. 2.

Subterfuge, evasion.

RESTA, sf. Rest, residue, remainder. V. Resto.

RESTABLECER, va. To restore, to re-establish,

to establish anew ; to reinstate. vr. To re-

cover from a disease.

RESTABLECIMIENTO, sm. Re-establishment, re-

storation.

RESTADOR, sm. (Ant.) Remainder, number sub-

tracted.

RESTALLAR, vn. To smack, to click.

REST^NTE, pa. Remainder, residue.

RESTANAR, va. To stanch, to stop blood, to

hinder from running.
RESTANASANGRE, sf. Stone. V. Alaqueca.
RESTANO, sm. 1. Kind ofglazed silk, interwoven

with gold or silver. 2. Monopoly, forestalling.
V. Estanco.

RE STAR, va. To subtract, to find the residue of

any thing. vn. To.be left, to remain due.

RESTAURACION, sf. Restoration, redintegration.

RESTAURADOR, RA, s. Restorer.

RESTAURANTS, sm. Restorer, re-establisher.

RESTAURAR, va. To restore, to retrieve
;

to

repair, to renew.

RESTAURATIVO, VA, a. Restorative, that ln,s

the power of restoring.
RESTING A, sf. Ridge of rocks in the sea ;

sand-

bank.

RESTINGAR, sm. Place containing ridges of

rocks or sand banks.

RESTITUCION, sf. Restitution.

RssTiTufBLE, a. That which may be restored.

RESTITUIDOR, RA, s. Restorer, re-establishcr.

RESTITUIR, va. 1. To restore, to return to the

right owner. 2. To re-establish, to put on the

former footing. 3. To reanimate. vr. To
return, to go back to the place of departure.

RESTiruTono, RIA, a. Relating to restitution.

RESTO, sra. 1. Remainder, residue, balance.

2. Sum staked at play. 3. Rebound of the

ball in the game of tennis. A1 resto abierto,

Unlimitedly. 4. Arrest, attachment.

RESTREGAR, va. To scrub.

RKSTRENIR, va. (Ant.) V. Restrinir.

RESTRICCION, sf. Restriction, limitation, modi-

fication.

RESTRICTIVAMENTE, ad. Restrict!vely.

RESTRICTIVO, VA, a. Restrictive ; restringcnt.

RESTRICTO, TA, a. Limited, confined ; kept
within bounds.

Rr.sTRiNGA,s/. V. Rcstinga.

RESTRINGENTE, sm. Restrainer ; restringent.

RESTRINGIBLE, a. Capable of being restrained

or limited.

RESTRINGIR, va. To restrain, to confine.

RESTRINENTE,P. Restringent.
RESTRINIIDOR, HA, s. Restrainer, binuer.
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TO, sm. Restriction, making cos-

RESTRINIR, va. To bind, to make costive, [tive.

RESTROJERA, sf. Female servant taken to at-

tend reapers in the time of harvest.

RESTROJO, 5m. V. Rastrojo.
RESUCITADO,O. Paxaro resucitado. Little hum-

ming bird ; it is but 1 1-2 inch long, and is

dormant in winter, hence its name., Trochi-
lus exilis L.

RESUCITADOR, RA, s. Restorer, reviver.

RESUCITAR, va. 1. To resuscitate, to revive, to

restore to life. 2. To renew, to renovate.

vn. 1 . To revive, to return to life. 2. To re-

cover from a dangerous disease.

RESUCHA, sf. Worthless, despicable thing.
RESUDACION, sf. Perspiration, transudation.

RESUD.AR, vn. To transude, to perspire, to tran-

spire.

RESUDOR, sm. Slight perspiration.

RESDELLO, sm. 1. Breath, breathing, respira-
tion. 2. Pursiness, shortness of breath.

REsuEi/rAMENTE, ad. Resolutely.
RESUELTO, TA, a. Resolute, audacious, bold;

prompt, quick.

Rr.stfi.TA, sf. I. Rebound, resilience. 2. Result,
effect, consequence. 3. Vacancy, a post or

employment unoccupied.
RESULTADO, sm. Result, issue, consequence.
RESULT^NCIA, sf. Result.

RESULT^NTE,/^. Resulting.
RESULTAR, vn. I. To rebound, to fly back. 2,

To result, to rise as a consequence or effect,
to proceed from. 3. To remain to be done or

provided for.

RESUMBRUNO, NA, a. Brown, of the colour of a
hawk's feathers, between red and black.

RESUME*. sm. 1. Abridgment, summary. 2. Re
capitulation, detail repeated. 3. Brief, the

writing given to the counsellor, containing
the case. En rcsinnen, Briefly, in short

;

lastly.

RESUMIDAMENTE, ad. Briefly, compendiously
summarily.

RESUMIDO, DA, . Abridged. En resumidas

cucntas, In short, briefly.
RESUM!R, va. 1 To abridge, to reduce to a small-

er compass. 2. To bring to a close, to con
elude. 3. To reassume, to resume. Rcsumir

corona, (For.) To resume the clerical tonsure
and habit. V. Rcasumir. 4. To resolve, to de-

termine. vr. To include ;
to convert.

RESUNCION, sf. 1. Summary, abridgment. 2. Re-

petition of several words inserted in a speech.
RESUNTIVO, VA, a. That which restores or re-

,
vn. (Ant.) V. Resucitar.

RESURRECCION, sf. Resurrection, revival ; res-

titution. [ence
RssuRTioA, sf. Rebound, repercussion, resili-

RF.SURTIR, vn. To rebound, to fly back ; to set

out again from the same place.

RESUSCITAR, va. (Ant.) V. Resucitar.

RETABLO, sm. I. Picture or painting drawn on
a board. 2. Splendid ornament of altars. 3

Sight, spectacle of human miseries.

RETACAR, ra. To hit the ball twice on a truck-

table.

RETACERIA, sf. Collection of remnants.
RExico, sm. }. A short light fowling-piece. 2

COO

A short tack or stick of a truck-table. 3. A
short thick person.

RETADOR, 5m. Challenger, one who challenges.
R.ETAGUARDI A v RfiTAcuARDA, sf. Rear-guard.
RETAHILA, 5/. File, range or series of many

things following one another.

RETAJAR, va. 1. To cut round. 2. To cut again
and again the nib of a pen. 3. To circumcise.

RETAL, 5m. Remnant, a small piece remaining
of cloth or of lace.

RETALLAR, vn. To shoot or sprout anew. va.

To regrave, to retouch a graving.
RETALLECER, vn. To re-sprout, to put forth

new shoots.

RETALLO,5m. A new sprout or shoot of a plant.

RETAMA, sf. (Bot.) 1. Broom. Spartium scor-

pius L. 2. Furze, green-weed. Genista flo-

rida L. Estar mascando retama, (Met.) To
be vexed and irritated at not pursuing a thing
which is in the hands of another.

RETAMX.L, RETAMAR Y RETAMERA, sm. Place

where furze or broom grows, and is gathered.
RETAMERO,RA, a. Belonging to broom or furze.

RETAMILI.A, 5/. (Bot.) Jointed furze. Genista

sagittalis L.

RETAPAR, va. To cover again.

RET^R, va. 1. To impeach or charge one with a

criminal offence before the king. 2. To chal-

lenge, to call out to combat ; to reprehend.
RETARDACION, 5/. Retardation, delay ,detention.

RETARDAR, va. To retard, to defer, to delay.

RETARDii.LA.5/. A slight difference or dispute.

RETASA, sf. Second duty or impost.
RETASACION, 5/. New valuation or assessment.

RETASAR, va. To tax a second time.

RETAZAR, va. To tear in pieces.

RETAZO, sm. Remaining piece, remnant.

RETEJAR, va. 1. To repair the roof of a house
or other building ; to tile anew. 2. To mend,
to patch ;

to risk.

RETEJO^ 5m. Repairing of a roof, retiling.

RETEMBLAR, vn. To tremble or shake repeat-

edly ;
to vibrate.

RETEN, 5m. Store, stock, reserve.

RETENCION, 5/. Retention ;
the act of keeping'

back ; suspension ; stagnation.

RETENEDOR, RA, s. One who retains or keeps
back.

RETENER, va. 1. To retain, to keep back, to

withhold. 2. To guard, to preserve ;
to main-

tain ;
to suspend. 3. To retain the acts of an

inferior judge in a superior tribunal.

RETENiDA,5/. (Na6t.) Guy. Retenida de proa,

(Naut.) Head-fast, a rope which serves to

fasten the head of the ship.

RETENIDAMENTE, ad. Retentively.
RETENT.AR, va. To threaten with a relapse of

a former disorder.

RETENTivA,5/. 1. Power of retaining. 2. Consi-

deration,circumspection,prudence,retention.
RETENTIVO, VA, a. Retentive, retaining.

RETENTRIZ, a. (Med.) Retentive.

RETENIR, va. To dye over again, to tinge a se-

cond time. vn.To tingle,to sound,to resound.

V. Rctinir. Retenir las orejas, To grate the

ear with unpleasant sounds or speeches.

RETESAMIENTO, 5m. Coagulation, hardness.

RETESARSE, vr. To become hard, to be stiff, us

teats with milk.
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RF.TKSO, 5m. Stiffness or distension of teats

with milk. V. Teso.

RKTF.XKR, va. To re-weave, to weave closely.
UK IK ENCIA, sf. Reticeiice. [net.

RETICUL-AR, a. Reticular, having the form of a

RETINA, sf. Retina, one of the tunics of the eye.
REI-INTE..?. 1. Second dye given to any thing.

2. A tingling sound.
RETINTIN. sm. 1. A- tingling sound. 2. An af-

fected tone of voice.

RKTINTO, a. Dark, obscure, almost black.

llKiiNtR, rn. To tingle, to resound.

RETIRACION, sf. (Impr.) Reiteration, second

impression on a sheet.

RKTIKADA. sf. 1. (Mil.) Retreat, the retrograde
movement of a body of troops. Tocar la re-

tinida, To sound a retreat. 2. Retreat, re-
x
tirement. 3. Place of retirement. 4. Re-

source, any thing laid by or preserved as a

resource in case of necessity. 5. Step in a

Spanish dance.

RETIRADAMENTE, ad. Secretly, retiredly.

RETiuAoo, DA. a. Retired, solitary; remote,
distant. Hombre retirado, A man fond of re-

tirement.

RKTIRAMIENTO, sm. Retirement. V. Retiro.

RETiRAR,tz.l.To withdraw, to separate; tore-

fuse, to decline. 2. To repel, to force the

enemy to retire or retreat. 3. (Impr.) To
print the back ofa sheet. 4. To revoke

; to re-

treat. rr. 1. To retreat ; to cease to pursue ;

to recede. 2. To withdraw from an inter-

course with the world ;
to retire^from trade.

3. To take refuge ;
to retire to one's house or

department. 4. (Mil.) To raise a siege or

blockade
;
to abandon a post.

RETIRO, 5m. 1. Retreat, the act of retiring ; re-

cess
; act of declining any business. 2. A

sequestered spot, a place of retirement. 3.

Rupture, breach of friendship ;
difference

among friends.

RETIRONA, sf. (Fam.) V. Retirada.

RETO, 5m. 1. Impeachment or charge preferred
before tlje king. 2. Challenge, a. summons to

combat. 3. Threat, menace.

RETOCAR, va. 1. To retouch a painting, to- paint

again. 2. To finish any work completely.
RETONAR v RETONECE.R, vn. 1. To sprout or

shoot again ; applied to a plant which has
been cut. 2. To appear again ; applied to

cutaneous distempers.
RETONO, 5m. Sprout or shoot sprung up from

a plant which has been cut.

,
5m. Finishing stroke, the last hand

applied to a work to render it perfect ; stroke

of the palsy, &c.

RETOR, sin. (Ant.) Rhetorician.

RETORA, */. Governness of any community.
RETORCEDURA, sf. Twisting, wreathing.
RETORCER, va. 1. To twist, to contort, to con-

volve. 2. To retort, to convince by returning
an argument. 3. (Met.) To interpret per-

versely.

.RETORCIDO, 5m. A kind of twisted sweetmeat
RETORCIJO y RETORCIMIENTO, 5m. Twisting

wreathing, contorsion.

RETORICA, sf. Rhetoric, the art of speaking
with correctness and elegance.

RETORICAMENTE, nd. Rhetorically.
7(5

RETORICAR, vn. To speak or write rhetorically.

RETORICO, CA, a. Rhetorical. 5m. Rhetorician,
one who speaks with elegance; one who
teaches rhetoric.

RETORNAMIENTO, 5m. Return.

RETORNANTE, pa. Restorer; returning.
RETORNAR, vn. To return, to come back ;

to

retrocede or retrograde. va. 1. To return,
to restore, to give back. 2. To turn, to twist,
to contort. [song

RETORNELO. 5m. Ritornello, the burthen of a

RETORNO, 5m. 1. Return, the act of coming
back

; return chaise or horse. 2. Repayment,
return of a favour received. 3. Barter, ex-

change, traffic.

RETORSION, sf. Retortion, the act of retorting.
RETORSIVO, VA, a. That which retorts.

RETORTA, sf. 1. Retort, a round-bellied vessel,
used in chemical operations. 2. A sort of
linen. 3. Retort, smart reply.

RETORTERO, 5m. Twirl, rotation, circular mo-
tion. Jlndar al retortero, To hover about.

RETORTIJAR, va. To twist, to form into a ring.
V. Ensortijar.

RETORTUON,5m. The act oftwisting,contorsion.
RETOSTADO, DA, a. Brown-coloured.

RETOSTAR, va. To toast again, to toast brown.

RETOZAD6R, RA,5. Frisker, one not constant, a

wanton.

RETOZAD^RA, sf. V. Retozo.

RETOZAR, vn. 1. To frisk and skip about, to

hoiden. 2. To tickle, to invite to laughter
and merriment ; to titillate amorously. Ri -

tozar con el verde, To revel, to feast merrilv.

Retozar la risa, To suppress the emotion to

laughter.
RETOZO, sm. Friskiness, wantonness, lascivious

gaiety. Retozo de la risa, Suppressed laugh.
RETOZON, HA, a. Wanton, frolicsome, playful.

RETozoNA,5/. Romp, a rude 'noisy girl.

RETRABAR, va. To revive a quarrel.

RETRACCION, sf. Retraction, the act of draw-

ing back.

RETRACTACION, sf. Retractation, recantation.

RETRACTAR. va. To retract, to undo or unsay.
RETRACTO, 5m. (For.) Retraction, the act or

right of retracting.

RETRAER, va. I. To retract, to draw back. 2. To
reclaim, to dissuade. 3. To reproach, to up-
braid. 4. To mock, to ridicule. 5. To re-

trieve, to recover a thing sold to another, (>.

To assimilate ; to refer. vr. To take refuge ;

to flee.

RETRAIDO, 5m. Fugitive, one who has taken

sanctuary in a sacred place.

RETRAIMIENTO, 5m. Retreat, refuge, asylum.
RETRANCA, 5/. A kind of large crupper for

mules and other beasts of burden.

RETRASAR, va. To defer, to put off. vn. To
retrograde, to. fall off, to decline.

RETRATABI.E, a. Retractable, that which may
be retracted.

RETRATACION, sf. Retractation, recantation.

RETRATADOR, RA, 5. Limner, portrait-painter.

RETRATAR, ra. 1. To portray, to draw portraits.
2. To imitate, to copy. 3. To retract, to gain-

say, to disavow. 4. To paint, to describe.

rr. To unsay, to retract, to recant.

,
sm. Portrait-painter.
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RETRATO, sm. 1. Portrait, effigy. 2. Copy, re

semblance, close imitation. 3. Metrical de-

scription, poetical portrait. V. Retracto.

RETRAYENTE,/>. Retractor, recanter.

RETRECHERfA ,s/. (Fam.) Flattery, sycophancy
RETRECHERO, RA, a. y s. Flattering ;

a flatterer

RETRETA, sf. (Mil.) Retreat or tattoo, the beat

of a drum which calls the soldiers to their

quarters.

RETRETE, 5m. Water-closet, necessary-house.
RETRF/rfco, LLO, TO, sm. dim. ofretrete, Little

water-closet, close-stool, night-table.

RKTRIBUCION, s/. Retribution, recompense, re-

ward.

RETRIBUIR, va. To retribute, to pay back, to

recompense.
RETRIBUYENTE,^. Retributive.

RETROACCION, sf. Retroaction.

RETROACTIVO, VA, a. Retroactive ; spoken of a

law which is applied to past transactions.

RETROCEDER, vn. To retrocede, to fall back
;

to grow worse ;
to recede from.

RETROCESION, sf. Retrocession, the act of re-

turning or receding.
RETROCESO, sm. Retrocession.

RETROGRADACIOF, sf. Retrogradation, the act

of retrograding.

RETROGRADAR, vn. To retrograde.

RETROGRADO, DA, a. Retrograde, moving back
wards.

RETROSAR, vn. To thunder again, to continue

thundering after a thunder-storm is nearly
over.

R.ETROPILASTRA, sf. Pilaster behind a column.

RETROTRACcioN,s/.(For.)Antedating any thing.
RETROTRAER, va. To apply to the present time
what happened before.

RETROVENDENDO, sm. (For.) Reselling to the

original vender.

RETROVENDER, va. To sell back to the first

vender.

RETROVENDICION, sf. The act of selling back
to the first vender.

RETRUCAR, vn. To hit again, like a ball re-

bounding.
RETRXJCO, sm. Repercussion of a ball.

RETRUECANO,SW. Rhetorical figure which turns

words into divers meanings. [card.

RETRTJQUE, sm. Betting a higher wager on a

RETUERTO, TA, pp. Retwisted.

RETULAR, va. (Ant.) V. Rotnlar.

RETUMBANTK, pa. Resonant, pompous, sono-

rous, bombastic. [noise.
RDTI MBA^R, vn. To resound, to make a great
RETtJMuo, sm. Resonance, echo.

RETUNDIR, va. ] . To equal or hew stones in a

building. 2. (Med.) To repel, to discuss.

REUMA, sf. Rheum, defluxion.

REUMATICO, CA, a. Rheumatic.

REUMATISMO, sm. Rheumatism.

REUNION, sf. Reunion, union.

REUNIR, va. To reunite, to unite.

REVAI.IDACION, sf. Confirmation, ratification.

RKVAMUX.R, va. To ratify, to confirm. vr.To
be admitted into some company or society.

REVECERO, RA, a. Changeable, mutable
; ap-

plied to labouring cattle.

REVEEDOR, sm. V. Revisor.

REVEJECEU, vn. To grow prematurely old.

REVEJECDO, DA, pp. Prematurely old, anti-

quated, [turely.
REVEjfDo, DA, a. That is become old prema-
REVELACH$N, .<?/. Revelation, the communica-

tion of sacred and mysterious truths by a
teacher from heaven.

REVELADOR, RA, s. Revealer.

REVELAMIENTO, sm. V. Revelation.

REVELANTE, pa. Revealing ; discoverer.

REVELAR, va. 1. To reveal, to manifest, to disco-

ver a secret. 2. To impart from heaven.

REVELER, va. (Med.) To make the humours
flow in an opposite direction.

REVELLIN, sm. (Fort.) Ravelin. V. Rebellin.

REVENDEDOR, RA, s. Retailer, hawker, huck-

ster, pedler, re-seller.

RE VENDER, va. To retail, to sell by small par-
cels

; to sell by proclaiming in the streets.

REVENIDO, DA, pp. Dried, consumed, soured,
abandoned.

REVENIRSE, vr. 1. To be consumed by little and

little, to be spent by degrees. 2. To be

pricked, to grow sour
; applied to wine and

conserves. 3. To relinquish a preconceived
opinion, to give up a point obstinately con-
tested. 4. To discharge moisture.

REVENTA, sf. Retail, sale by small parcels ;

second sale.

REVENTADERO, sm. 1. A rough uneven ground,
and of difficult access. 2. Any painful and
laborious work.

REVENTAR, vn. I. To burst, to break into pieces.
2. To toil, to drudge. 3. To burst forth, to

break loose ; applied to a violent passion. 4. To
sprout, to shoot ; to grow. 5. To long for, to

crave. va. To molest, to harass
;
to violate.

Reventar de risa, To burst into laughter ; to

suppress laughter. A 1 todo reventar, At most,
at the extreme. Reventar la mina, (Met.)
To discover any thing hidden or concealed.

REVENTAZON, sm. Disruption ; rupture ; va-

nishing
in spray.

REVENTON, sm. 1. The act of bursting or crack-

ing. 2. Great difficulties and distress ; ardu-

ous or steep declivity. 3. Toil, drudgery ;

severe labour and fatigue.

REVER, va. To review, to revise.

REVERBERACION, sf. 1. Reverberation, the re-

flexion of light. 2. Calcination performed in

a reverberatory furnace.

REVERBERA^R, va. To reverberate, to reflect.

REVERBERO, sm. V. Reverberation.

REVERDECER, vn. 1. To grow green again ; ap-

plied to fields and plants. 2. To sprout again,
to acquire new vigour and strength.

REVERENCIA, sf. 1. Reverence, respect, venera-

tion. 2. Bow, an act of reverence and sub-

mission. 3. Reverence, title of honour given
in Spain to the clergy.

VERENCIABLE, a. Reverend.

R.EVERENCIADOR, RA, s. One who reveres, re-

verences, and respects.

[IEVERENCIAL, a. Reverential.

EIEVERENCIAR, t>a. To venerate, to respect.

REVERENDO, DA, a. I. Reverend, the honorary
epithet of the clergy ; worthy ofreverence. 2.

Extremely circumspect and cautious. Rcre-

rcndas, Prelate's dimissory letters; qualities
and titles which are worthy of reverence.
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,
a. Respectful, reverent.

Kr.vnusAR, (Ant.) V. Revesar.

UK \KRSION, sf. Reversion, return.

KrvKKso, sm. 1. Reverse, the side of the coin

on Avhich the head is not impressed. 2. Back

part of any thing.

REVERTER, vn. To overflow. V. Rebosar.

REVES, sm. 1. Back part or back side. 2. Stroke

with the back of the hand. 3. Disappointment,
frowns of fortune. 4. Change of temper and

disposition. 5. Reves del tajamar, (Naut.)
Hollow or flaring of the cutwater. Reveses

iti: la estela, (Nafit.) Eddy of the dead water.

De rcres, Diagonally, from left to right. M
reves 6 del reves, On the contrary. Reves de

la medalla, (Met.) Diametrically opposite in

character, genius, and disposition.

REVESADO, DA, a. 1. Intractable, stubborn, ob-

stinate. 2. Diflicult, entangled, perplexed.

REVESAR, va. To vomit, to throw up from the

stomach.

RKVF.SINO, sm. Reversis, a game at cards. Cor-

tar el revcsino, To interrupt, to impede.
REVESTiMiENTO,sm.l. Dress. 2. Act ofstrength-

ening the wall of a parapet.

REVESTIR, va. 1. To dress, to put on clerical

robes, to revest. 2. To repair or fortify a wall.

vr. 1. To be swayed or carried along by
some power or other ;

to be invested with.

2. To be haughty, lofty, or elated with pride.

REVEZAR, vn. To alternate, to come in by turn,
to relieve one after another, to work in rota-

tion.

REVEZERO, sm. One who alternates.

REVEZO, sm. Alternacy, the act of relieving
one another ; reciprocal succession.

REVIDAR, va. To reinvite.

REVIEJO, sm. Withered branch of a tree.

REVIEJO, JA, a. Very old.

REVIERNES, sm. Each of the first seven Fri-

days after Easter.

REVIRO, sm. (Naut.) Canting or flaring, the

curvature given to any piece of timber in

the construction of a ship.

REVISAR, va. To revise, to review, to examine.
Revisar las cuentas, To audit accounts.

REVISION, sf. Revision, the act of revising or

reviewing.
REVISITA, sf. Revision, second examination.
REVISOR, sm. Reviser, censor.

REvrsoRfA, sf. Office of censor or reviser.

REVISTA, sf. Review, a second careful exami-
nation

; revision, a new trial. Revista de in-

spection, Inspection of troops.

REVISTAR, va. To revise a suit at law, to try a

cause a second time
;
to review

troops.
REVIVIUERO, sm. Place for rearing silk-worms.

REVIVIFICAR, va. To revivificate, to vivify.

REVITE, sm. Invitation to play in some
games.

REVIVIR, vn. To revive, to return to the primi-
tive state of life ; to acquire new life ; to re-

suscitate.

REVOCABLE, a. Revocable, that may be recall-

ed or
repealed.

REVOCACIOF.S/. Revocation, the act ofrepealing
or annulling ;

the act of rendering void any
contract or agreement ;

act, of recalling.

REVOCADOR, RA, s. 1. One who revokes, abro-

gates or recalls. 2. Plasterer, one who plan-
ters or whitewashes houses or walls.

REVOCADURA, sf. Painted borders of canvass.

V. Revoque.
REVOCANTE$>. Revoker, recalling, abrogating.
REVOCAR, va. 1. To revoke, to repeal, to annul.

2. To dissuade from, to reconcile one to de-

sist. 3. To plaster, to whitewash. 4. To yield
to an impulse, to retrocede. 5. To recall, to

call one from one place to another.

REVOCATORIO, RIA, a. That which revokes or

annuls.

REVOCO, sm. 1. Plaster, whitewash. V. Rcco-

que. 2. Cover of broom or furze laid on coal

baskets.

REVOLAR, vn. To fly again, to take a second

flight. V. Revolotear.

REVOLCADERO,SI. A weltering place, whither
wild boars and other beasts resort to wallow
in the mire.

REVOLCARSE, vr. 1. To wallow, to roll one's

self in mire or any thing filthy. 2. To be ob-

stinately bent upon any idea or design.

REVOLEAR, vn.To flutter, to take short flighta
with turnings and windings ; to fly precipi-

tately.

REVOLOTEAR, vn. To flutter, to fly round about.

REVOLOTEO Y REVOLTIJO, 5m. Fluttering ;
a

short flight ; a quick motion with the wings.

REVOLTILLO, sm. 1. Parcel of things jumbled
together without rule or order. 2. Tripes of

a
sheep.

3. Medley, confusion, disorder.

REVOLTON, 5m. Vine-fretter, vine-grub. Cucu-
lio bacchus L.

REVOLTOSO, SA, a. Turbulent, seditious.

REVOLUCION, sf. 1. The act of revolving or be-

ing revolved ; revolution of a planet. 2. Dis-

turbance, sedition, commotion
; revolution,

a new system of government.
REVOLVEDERO, sm. Coursing place.

REVOLVEDOR, RA,5. Revolter, disturber ;
a tur-

bulent, seditious, or rebellious person.

REVOLVER, va. I. To move a thing up and down ;

to return ; to revert ;
to retrace or go back

again. 2. To revolve ; to wrap up. 3. To
stir up disturbances, to excite commotions.
Revolver caldos, (Fam.) To excite distur-

bances and disputes anew. 4. To revolve in

the mind, to hesitate. 5. To evolve, to sepa-
rate. 6. To turn short swiftly ; applied to

horses. vr. 1. To move to and fro. 2. To

change as the weather. 3. To copulate. 4.

(Astr.) To perform a revolution.

REVOLVIMIENTO, sm. Commotion, perturbation,
revolution.

REVOQUE, sm. 1. Act of whitewashing. 2. Plas-

ter, whitewash, rough-cast laid on houses or

walls.

REVUELCO. sm. Wallowing, rolling.

REVUELO,sm. 1. Flying to and fro of a bird. 2.

Irregular motion ;
disturbance. De revuelo,

By the way, speedily, promptly.

REVUELTA,S/. 1. Second turn, return. 2. Revolu-

tion, sedition ; contention, dissension. 3. De-

lay, tardiness. 4. Meditation, reflection. 5.

Commutation, change. 6. Point from which

any thing commences a tortuous or oblique
direction. A' revuelta, Conjointly.

REVUELTO, TA, a. 1. Easily turned ; applied to
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horses. 2. Perverse, dissatisfied. 3. Intricate,
difficult.

REVULSION, sf. Revulsion, contrary course of
humours.

REVULSIVO, VA ; REVULSORIO, RJA, a. Revulso-

ry , having the power of causing revulsion.

REY, sm. 1. King, the sovereign of a kingdom.
2. Swineherd. Rey en el nombre, Nominal

king. Rey de bastos, A wooden king, a king
without authority. Los reyes, Epiphany;
twelfth-night. Dios guarde al rey, God save
the king. 3. Spanish dance. 4. King or chief

bee ; chief among animals. 5. King of a feast.

G. King in cards or chess. Rey de banda,

Partridge which leads the covey. Rey de co-

dornices, Large quail which guides others in

their flight. 7. (Met.) One magnanimous and
liberal in his conduct.

REYERTA, sf. Dispute, difference.

REYERTAR, va. To dispute, to contend.

REYEZUELO, sm. 1. A petty king. 2. (Orn.)
Golden-crested wren, a small bird. Motacilla

rogulus L.

RKY'NA, sf. 1. Queen, the consort of a king ;

queen bee. 2. Any woman we admire and
love. 3. Queen at cards or chess. Reyna mo-
ra. V. Inferndculo.

RKYNADO, sm. Reign, the space of time in

which a sovereign rules or governs.
REYNANTE, a. Reigning, prevailing, excelling.
REYNAR, va. To reign, to govern, to command ;

to prevail, to predominate.
REY.NO, sm. Kingdom, all the vessels subject

to a king ;
a state

; kingdom of nature
;

kingdom of heaven.

RKZAUJERO, RA, a. Praying often.

. Prayer, divine service. V. Rezo.

REZADOR, RA, s. One who prays often.

REZAGA, sf. Rear-guard. V. Retaguardia.
REZAGANTE, pa. Delayer ; leaving behind.

RKZAG-AR, va. To leave behind ;
to defer.

RKZAGO, S7ti. Remainder, residue.

RI:/AU, va. 1. To pray, to say or read prayers.
2. To quote, to recite. 3. (Vulg.) To announce,
to foretel. El calendario reza agua, The al-

nuinac announces rain or rainy weather. 4,

To grunt, to grumble.
Rr.y.ELADcm, sm. Stone-horse.

KKZELAMIENTO, STll. V. Rezelo.

RE7.KLAR,0. 1. To apprehend, to fear, to sus-

pect. 2. To bring a stone-horse to a mare. 3.

To guard, to defend. vr. To startle, to fear,
to be afraid.

REZELO, sm. Dread, suspicion, mistrust.

REZELOSO, SA, a. Fearful, apprehensive, shy.
REZNO, sm. Tick, sheep-tick, dog-tick. Acarus

ricinus et reduvius L.

REZO, sm. I. Prayer, the act of praying. 2. Di-
vine office, formulary of devotion.

REZON, sm. (Naut.) Grappling.
REZONGADOR, RA, s. Grumbler, growler.
REZONGAR, vn. To grumble, to mutter, to mur-

mur. [bier.

REZONGLON, NA
;
Y REZONGON,NA,S. y a. Grum-

REZUMADERO, sm. Dripping place ; dripping.

by stealth
;,

vr. 1. To ooze, to flow
to run gently. 2. To transpire, to escape from

secrecy tci notice.

". Fastness, stron* hold. V. Rcciura.
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RIA, sf. Mouth of a river where it empties it-

self into the sea.

RIACHUELO Y RIATILLO, sm. Rivulet, stream-
let ; a small river.

RIBA, sf. (AT.) Bank between a higher and
lower field.

RIBADOQ.UIN, sm. Small gun now disused.

RIBALDERIA, sf. RIBALDRY ; wickedness.

RIBALDO, DA, a. y s. Ribaldous ; RIBALD ;

wicked, obscene. V. Rujian.

RIBAZO, sm. A sloping bank or ditch.

RIBERA, sf. Sea-shore, bank of a river. Ser de
monte y ribcra, To be fit for every tiling.

RIBERENO, NA, a. Belonging to the sea-shore or
bank of a river.

RIBERIEGO, GA, a. Grazing on the banks of ri-

vers
; applied to such flocks as are not re-

moved to other sheep-walks, or are not f.ra-

sltumantes, as opposed to estantcs. sm. Gra-
zier of sheep on the banks of rivers. f ter.

RIBERO, 5m. Bank or parapet of a dam of wa-

RIBES, sf. (Rot.) Currant-tree. Ribes L.

Ri BETE, sm. 1. Ribbon or tape sewed to the edge
of cloth; seam, border. 2. Cantle, the small

part or quantity given over and above the pre-
cise measure or weight. 3. Additions to a tale

or story by way ofornament or embellishment.

RIBETEAR, va. To hem, to border, to embellish.

RICACIIO, CHA, a, (Vulg.) Very rich. [ble.

RICADUENA, sf. Lady, daughter, or wife ofa no-

RICAFEMBRA Y RicAHEMBRA,^/. Lady, daugh-
ter or wife of a noble.

RICAHOMBRIA,*/. Dignity of the ricos hombres,
ancient nobility of Castile.

RICAMENTE, ad. 1. Richly, opulently. 2. Ex-

cellently, splendidly.

RICAZO, ZA, a. Very rich, most opulent.

RICI.AL, a. Growing again ; applied to the after

crop of corn, cut down green for the feed of
cattle.

RICINO, sm. (Bot.) Palma christi. Ricinus com-
munis L.

Rico, c A, a. 1 . Noble,ofan ancient and illustrious

family. 2. Rich, wealthy, opulent. 3. Pleas-

ing to the taste, delicious. 4. Choice, select.

RICOHOMBRE 6 RicoHOME, sm. Grandee, a

peer of the first rank in Spain ;
a nobleman

belonging toAhe ancient nobility of Castile.

RIDICULAMENTE, ad. Ridiculously, in a man-
ner worthy of contempt.

RrmcuLEZ, sf. 1. A ridiculous speech or action.

2. Extreme nicety or sensibility.

RIDICULIZAR, va. To ridicule, to burlesque.
RIDICULO, LA, a. 1. Ridiculous, exciting laugh-

ter. 2. Strange, contemptible ; despicable. 3.

Excessively nice and sentimental.

RimcuLoso, SA, a. Ridiculous, extravagant.
RIEGO, sm. Irrigation.
RIE" L, sm. A small ingot of gold or silver unre-

fined and unwrought.
RIELADO, DA, a. Reduced to ingots ; applied to

gold or silver.

RIELERA, sf. Mould in which ingots of gold or

silver are cast.

RIENDA, sf. 1. Rein or reins of a bridle. 2. Mo-
deration in speech and action. Riendas, Go-

vernment, direction; reins of the leading
horse. A 1 ricnda suelta, Loose reined, vio-

lently, swiftly.
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RIENTE, pa. Smiling, smiier.

RIESGO, sm. Danger, risk, hazard.

RIETO, sm. V. Reto.

RIFA, sf. 1. Scuffle, dispute, contest. 2. Raffle,
a species of game, in which many stake a

small part of the value of some thing, in

consideration of a chance to win it.

RIFAOOR, sm. Raffler ; disputer.

RIFAJJUXA, sf. (Naut.) Act of splitting a sail.

RIKA P., va. 1. To raffle, to cast dice for a prize.
2. (Naut.) To split a sail, owing to a violent

storm. vn. To quarrel, to dispute.

RIFEO, EA, a. Applied to the mountains of

Scythia, always covered with snow.

RIFIRRAFE, sm. (Fain.) A short quarrel, hasty
RIGIDAMENTE, ad. Rigidly. [words.

RIGIDEZ, sf. Rigidity, asperity.

RIGIDO, DA, a. Rigid, rigorous, severe.

RIGODON, sm. Rigadoon, a country-dance.
RIGOR, sm. 1. Rigour, a convulsive shuddering
with a sense of cold ; rigidity of the nerves. 2.

Sternness, severity,want ofcondescension. 3.

Strictness, rigid exactness
; power, intensity.

4. Cruelty or excess of chastisement. 5. The
last push or extremity. A1 todo rigor, If the

worst comes to the worst. En rigor, At most.

Ricofds.Mo, sm. Rigorousness, severity.

RIGORISTA, s. com. Rigorist, one very rigorous.
RjGOROSAMENTE Y RlGUROSAMENTE, ad. RigO-

rously.

RIGURIDAD, sf. Rigour, severity. V. Rigor.
RIGUROSO, SA, a. Rigorous, strict, exact, aus-

RIJA, sf. A lachrymal fistula. [tere.
R*JENTTK,. Rough, cruel, horrid.

RIMA,*/. 1. Rhyme, the consonance of verses.

2. Arrangement, the act of placing a variety
of things in a regular series or order.

RIMADO, DA, a. Versified.

RIM^R, va. 1. To inquire after, to investigate.
2. To rhyme, to make verses.

RIMBOMBANTE, pa. Resonant.

RIMBOMBAR, rn. To resound, to echo, [sound.
RIM BOM BE 6 RIMBOMBO, sm. Repercussion of

RIMERO, sm. Collection of things placed regu-
larly one over another.

RINCON, sm. 1. Inside corner, an angle formed

by the meeting of two walls. 2. Place of pri-

vacy or retirement. 3. House, dwelling. 4.

Small district or country.
RINCONADA, sf. Corner, the angle formed by
two houses, streets, or roads.

RiNCOiNcii.Lo, sm. A small corner.

RINCONERA, sf. Small triangular table placed
in a corner.

RINCONERO, RA, a. Transverse, athwart ; appli-
ed to honey-combs.

RINGLE, RINGLA. V. RingUra.
RlNGLERA, Sf. ROW, file.

RINGLERO, sm. Line drawn with a pencil for
the purpose of writing straight.

RINGORANGO, s??i. 1. Flourish formed with a pen.
2. Extravagant nicety in point of dress.

RINOCERONTE, sw. Rhinoceros, a large wild
beast with one horn in front.

RIN A, sf. Quarrel, scuffle, dispute.
RINON, sm. 1. Kidney, one of the two glands,

called reins, which separate the urine from
the blood. Tener cubierto el rinon

t
To be

rich. 2. Central point of a country.

, sf. 1. Coat of fat about the kidneys,
2. Dish made of kidneys.

Rio, sm. River, stream
; any large quantity of

fluids. A 1 rio revuelto, In confusion or disor-

der. Rio de Idgrimas, Flood of tears.

RIOLADA, sf. River-side.

RIOSTRA, sf. Post placed obliquely to strength-
en an upright post.

RIOSTRAR, va. To strengthen by means of ob-

lique posts.

RIPA, sf. Shingle, a small thin board which
serves to roof houses or other buildings.

RIPIAR, va. To fill up the chinks of a wall with
small stones and mortar.

RIPIO, sm. 1. Remainder, residue.. 2. Word
used to fill up a verse. JVo perder ripio, Not
to miss the least occasion.

RIPONCE, sm. (Bot.) Rampion. Phyteuma spi-
catum L. V. Ruiponcc.
[quEZA, sf. 1. Riches, wealth. 2. Fertility,
fruitfulness. 3. Ornament, embellishment.

RfsA, sf. 1. Laugh, laughter, the convulsion

caused by merriment. 2. Cause or object of

laughter ; pleasing emotion. 3. Derisory
smile or laugh.

RISADA, sf. Horse-laugh, a loud laugh.
Risco, sm. A steep rock.

Riscdso, SA, a. Steep and rocky. [ing.

RISIBILIDAD, sf. Risibility, the faculty of laugh-
RISIBLE, a. Risible, laughable.
RISICA, TA, sf. dim. Feigned laugh.
RISOSARDONICO, a. (Med.) Sardonic laugh ;

(Met.) sneer.

RISOTADA, sf. Loud laugh, horse laugh.

RISPIDO, DA, a. V. Jl'spero.

RISTRA, sf. 1. String of. onions or garlic. 2.

Row, file \ a series of things following one
after another.

RISTRE, sm. Rest or socket for a lance.

RISUENO, NA, a. Smiling ; pleasing, agreeable.

RITA, sf. Word used by shepherds speaking to

one of their flocks.

RITMICO, CA, a. Rythmical.
RITMO, sm. Rhyme, rhythm. V. Rima.

RITO, sm. Rite, use, custom, ceremony.
RITUAL, sm. Ritual, a book in which the rites
' and observances of religion are set down ;

ceremonial.

RIVAL, sm. Rival, competitor.
RIVALIDAD, sf. Rivality, competition.
RIVERA, sf. (Extrem.) River, stream.

RIXA, sf. Scuffle, dispute, disturbance.

RIXADOR, RA, a. Quarrelsome, litigious.

Rixo, sm. Concupiscence, a propensity to sen-

sual pleasures.

Ri*6so, SA, a. Quarrelsome, lascivious.

RIZA, sf. 1. Green stubble of grain cut down
for food. 2. Desolation, ravage, destruction.

RIZADOR, sm. 1. Curling iron, with which the

hair is frizzled. 2. Hair-dresser.

RIZAL, a. V. Ricial.

RIZAR, va. 1. To curl or frizzle hair. 2. To crim-

ple crape with a crimpling-iron ;
to plait.

Rfzo, ZA, . Naturally curled or frizzled.

Rizo, sm. 1. Curling or frizzling of the hair,

crimpling of cloth. 2. Cut velvet. Rizos,

(Naut.) Points, short pieces of braided cor-

dage, used to reef the courses and top-sails of

a ship. Coger rizos, (Naut.) To take in reefs.
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Ro", interj. Word used to lull children.

ROA, s/.(Naut.) Stem. V. Roda.

ROAN, sm. A sort of linen manufactured in

Rouen.

ROANO, NA, a. Sorrel
; applied to a horse which

is nearly of the colour of a fox.

ROB, sm. Rob, the inspissated juice of ripe

fruit, mixed with honey or sugar to the con-

sistency of a conserve.

ROBA, sf. (Arag.) V. rfrroba.

ROBADA, sf. Space of ground of 400 square
yards in extent.

ROBADO, DA, a. Robbed ; naked without orna-

ment.

ROBADOR, RA, 5. Robber.

ROBADORCILLO, LLA, 5. dim. Little robber.

ROBALIZA, sf. Kind offish, perch.
ROBALO, sm. A fish like bream.

ROBAMIENTO, sm. Robbery.
ROBAR, va. 1. To rob, to plunder, to steal. 2.

To carry off or run away with a woman. 3.

To sweep away part of its banks ; applied to

a river. 4. To overcharge, to over-reach in

the sale of goods. 5. To gain another's af-

fections, to ingratiate one's self. 6. To di-

minish the colour, to weaken or lower the co-

louring. 7. With beemasters, to take all the
bees from a divided hive and put them into an

empty one, by removing the honey-comb,
placing the hive over a pit, and agitating it

till the bees retire into the empty hive.

ROBDA, sf. Kind of ancient tribute.

ROBEZO, sm. A wild goat. V. Bicerra.
ROBIN 6 RUBIN, sm. Rust, the corroded surface

of metal.

ROBLA, sf. Cocket, permit, bill of sale.

ROBLADERO, RA, a. Clenched ; recurvated.

ROBLADURA, sf. Recurvation, recurvity.

ROBLAR, va. 1. To authorise, to permit. 2. To
clench, to bend the point of a nail on the op-

posite side.

ROBLE, sm. 1. (Bot.) Oak-tree. Quercus robur
L. 2. Any thing very strong and hard.

ROBLEDAL Y ROBLEDO, sm. Plantation of oak-
trees.

ROBLIZO, ZA, a. Oaken, strong, hard.

ROBLON, sm. Rivet, a nail headed at both ends.

ROBO, sm. 1. Robbery, theft
;
the thing robbed

or stolen. 2. (Navar.) Measure of grain about
half a bushel.

ROBORACION, sf. Corroboration, strengthening.
ROBORANTE, />. Corroborant ; applied to

strengthening medicines.

ROBORAR, va. To confirm, to corroborate, to

give strength.
RoBORArfvo, VA, a. Corroborative.

ROBRA, sf. 1. Cocket, docket, permit. 2. V. M-
boroque.

RoBRAotfRA, sf. Clenching, riveting.

ROBRAMIENTO, sm. Permission. V. Robra.

ROBRAR, va. To authorise, to permit. V. Roblar.

ROBRE, sm. V. Roble.

ROBREDO, sm.V. Robledal.

ROBUSTAMENTE, ad. Robustly. [strength.
ROBUSTEZ 6 ROBUSTICIDAD, sf. Robustness,

ROBUSTO, TA, a. Strong, robust, vigorous.
Roc A, sf. 1. Rock, cliff. Rocas, Precipices. 2,

Any thing very firm and hard.

ROCADERO, sm. 1. Knob or head of a distaff. 2.
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Piece of paper formed like a cone, and put
round the flax or wool on a distaff. 3. Rock
of a distaff or spinning-wheel.

ROCADOR, sm. Head of a rock or distaff.

ROCALLA,S/. 1 . Heap ofpebbles washed together
by floods or torrents. 2. Pieces of rock crys-
tal, of which beads and rosaries are made.

ROCE, sm. Familiarity, frequent conversation.

ROCIADA, sf. 1. The act of sprinkling or irriga-

ting gently. 2. (Naut.) Spray, the foam of
the waves. 3. Drops of dew found in the

mornings and evenings on the grass and

plants; herbs with dew on them, given to

animals as medicine. 4. Shower of stones or
balls ; scattering, strewment. 5. Slander,
malicious censure.

RociADOR,sm. Instrument with which cloth is

sprinkled.

ROCIAMIENTO, sm. Sprinkling or bedewing.
ROCIAR, vn. To be bedewed or sprinkled with

drops of dew ; to fall in dew. va. \ '. To
sprinkle with wine, water, or other fluids. 2.

To strew or scatter about. 3. To slander or

calumniate several persons at the same time.

ROCIN, sm. 1. Hack, working horse
;
a horse of

little value. Rocin y manzanas, Resolution
of performing any thing even at peril and
loss. 2. A heavy ignorant clown. Ir de rocin

d ruin, To go from bad to worse.

ROCINAL, a. Belonging to a hack horse.

ROCINANTE, sm. 1. Very ignorant clown. 2. A
miserable hack.

Rocio, sm. 1. Dew, the moisture collected on
the grass and plants in the morning and even-

ing. 2. Slight shower of rain
; sprinkling. 3.

Divine inspiration; holy thoughts. Rocio de
la mar, (Na6t.) Spoon-drift, the foam of the
sea in a storm.

ROCLO, sm. An upper coat fitted tight to the

body.
RODA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Stem. 2. Duty -or impost
on sheep-flocks.

RODABALLO, sm. (let.) Turbot. Pleuronectes
maximus L.

RODADA, sf. Rut, the track of a wheel.

RODADERO, RA, a. Rolling or wheeling easily.

RODADIZO, ZA, a. Easily rolled round.

RODADO, DA, a. 1. Dapple or dappled ; applied
to horses. 2. V. Privilegio. 3. Round, fluent ;

applied to sentences. Venirrodado, To attain

any object accidentally.

RODADO, sm. (Min.) V. Suelto.

RODADOR, sm. 1. Roller, any thing that rolls or

falls rolling clown. 2. Vagabond, vagrant.
RODADURA,S/. 1. Rolling, the act of rolling. 2.

Rut, the track of a wheel.

RODAJA, sf. 1. A small wheel. 2. Rowel of a

spur. 3. Jagging iron used by pastry-cooks ;

bookbinder's tool.

RoDAjE,sm. Wheelworks, collection of wheels
as in a watch.

RODAL, sm. Place, spot, seat.

RODANTE, pa. Roller, rolling.

RODAPELO, sm. The act of rubbing against the

grain. V. Redopelo.
RODAPIE, sm. 1. Fringe or ornament of silk or

other stuff which hangs round the feet of a

bedstead, table, or balcony to hide the feet.

2. The stained or painted lower part of white-
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washed walla, about a foot from the ground ;

coarse cloth put round the feet of tables,

fee.

RODAPLANCHA, sf. The main ward of a key.

RODAR, vn. 1. To roll, to move along on the sur-

face of the ground ; to roll down a hill. 2. To
run on wheels. V. Rodear. 3. To abound, to be

in great plenty. 4. To wander about in vain

in quest of business; to be tossed about. 5.

To lose an employ, station, dignity ,
or esteem.

C. To happen accidentally. va. To drive, to

impel, to give an impulse.
RODEABRAZO, (A'), ad. Drawing the arm to

throw any thing with it.

RODEADO, DA, pp. Surrounded. Rodeado de

negocios, Overwhelmed with business.

RODEADOR, RA, 5. Roller, wrapper.
RODEAR, vn. 1. To go round a place or other ob-

ject ;
to encompass. 2. To go a round-about

way. 3. To make use of circumlocutions; to

use circuitous language or indirect expres-
sions. va. 1. To wrap up, to put one thing
around another. 2. To turn or whirl about.

3. To dispose, to arrange.
RODELA, sf. 1. Shield, a kind of round buckler

or target. 2. A kind of drop-earrings.

ROUEI.ERO, sm. 1. Soldier armed with a shield

or target. 2. A wild extravagant young man ;

a rake.

RODENO, 5m. A kind of porous stone.

RODEO, sm. 1. Circurnition, the act of going
round

;
a circuitous way or road

;
turn to

elude another. 2. Place in a fair or market
where horned cattle are exposed to sale. 3.

Delay, protraction, tedious method. 4. Eva-

sion, subterfuge.
RODEON, sm. A complete rolling or winding

round.

RODERO, RA, a. Belonging or relating to wheels.

RODERO, sm. Collector of the duty on sheep.
RODETE, sm. 1 . A large wheel, formed of many

pieces. 2. Bolster, a kind of horizontal cir-

cle at the fore axle-tree ofa carriage for turn-

ing it. 3. A kind of ward in a key. 4. A
kind of pad or bolster put on the head of

women, to carry vessels or buckets with

greater ease, or for ornament. 5. Border
round the sleeves of gowns.

RODEZNO, sm. A large wheel, consisting of

many pieces.

RoDiLi,A,5/. 1. Knee, the joint where the leg is

joined to the thigh : In quadrupeds, V. Co-
dillo. 2. Rubber, clout. 3. Knot for carry-

ing burthens. De rodillas, On one's knees.

Dollar las rodillas, To bend the knees
;
to

kneel down. Rodillas, (Naut.) Knees of

ship-timber.
ROD ILLA DA, sf. Push with the knee

;
a kneel-

ing position.

RODILLAZO, sm. Push with the knee.

RODILI.ERAS, sf. pi. Ancient ornament on

stockings around the knees.

RODILLERO, RA, a. Belonging to the knees.

RODI'LLO, sm. 1. Roller, aplain cylinder ofwood
for moving beams, stones, and other heavy
things. 2. A heavy cylinder of stone to level

walks or roads. 3. A brass roller, used to

form plate glass. In the glass-house of St.

Ildcfonso it ig called Ruld. De rodillo 6 d

rodillo, Striking another ball in play. 4,

Rolling-pin
used by pastry-cooks.

RODILLUDO, DA, a. Having large knees, [ney.
RODOMEL, 5. The juice of roses mixed with ho-

RODRIGAR, va. To stay or prop up vines.

RODRIGAZON, 5m. Time for putting props to

vines.

RoDRiodi?, 5m. 1. Stay or prop for vines. 2.

Page or servant who waits upon women.
ROEDERO, 5m. Place frequently gnawed.
ROEDOR, RA, 5. Gnawer, one that gnaws; de-

tractor. Gusano roedor, A gnawing worm
;

remorse.

ROED^RA, sf. Gnawing, the act of gnawing or

corroding.
ROELA, s/. Round piece of crude silver or gold.

ROER, vn.l. To gnaw, to corrode ;
to consume

by degrees ; to destroy gradually. 2. To ca-

lumniate, to detract, to backbite. 3. To mo-

lest, to harass. Roer el anzuelo, To free

one's-self from peril. 4. To gnaw the cells

after they are closed ; applied to bees. 5. To
gnaw bones. 6. (Met.) To corrode, to intro-

duce or effect insensibly.

ROETE, sm. Rob, a liquor distilled from pome-
granates.

ROFIANEAR, vn. V. Rufianear.
ROGACION, sf. Request, petition, supplication.

ROGADOR, RA, 5. Supplicant, petitioner.

ROGANTE, pa. Petitioner, asking.

ROGAR, va. 1. To implore, to entreat ;
to ask

2. To pray, to say prayers.
ROGATIVA vRoGARiA,5/. Supplication, prayer.

RoGATfvo, VA, a. Supplicatory.
ROIDO, a. 1. Gnawed, corroded. 2. Penurious,

despicable. 5m. V. Ruido.

ROL, s?n. List, roll, catalogue.
ROLDANA, sf. (Naut.) Sheave, a solid cylindri-

cal wheel, moveable about an axis.

ROLDE, 5m. Circle formed by persons or things.

ROLEO, 5m. Volute. V. Valuta.

ROLLA, 5/. Collar of a draught horse.

ROLLAR, va. V. Arrollar.

RoLi.fzo, ZA, a. Plump, round, robust.

ROLLO, 5m. Any thing round and long, or of

a cylindrical form ;
roll of cloth. V. Rolla.

2. Gallows erected in a cylindrical form. 3.

Acts or records rolled up, that they may be

carried with greater ease. 4. Long round
stone. Lnvidr 6 irse al rollo, To pack one off.

ROLLON, 5m. V. Acemite.

ROLLONA, a. (Joe.) Fat, plump, and robust ;

applied to a short lusty woman.
ROMADIZARSE, vr. V. Aromadizarse.

ROMADIZO, 5m. Catarrh, cold or defluxion in

the head or nose.

ROMANA, 5/. Steelyard, a kind of balance or

lever. La barra de la romana, Beam of the

steelyard. El piton de la romana, Dropball or

weight of the steelyard. Hacer romana, To
balance, to equipoise.

ROMANADOR, 5m. Weighmaster in a slaughter-
house.

ROMANAR, va. To weigh with a steelyard.

ROMANCE, 5m. 1. The common or vernacular

Spanish language,as derived from the Roman
or Latin. 2. Romance, a species of poetry ;

a tale of wild adventures in war or love.

Hablar en romance, To speak out, to speak



ROM RON

plainly. Romances, Wiles, stratagems, de-

ceitful tricks.

ROMANCEAR,. 1. To translate into Spanish. 2.

(Gram.) To translate into another language ;

to express the same meaning in different

words.

ROMANCERO, RA, a. 1. Singing or composing
romances or ballads. 2. Using evasions and

subterfuges. sm. Collection of romances or

ballads ; legendary tales.

RoMANcisTA,5m. 1. Author who writes in the

vulgar or native language, on subjects which
are generally discussed in the Latin tongue.
2. One who understands no other language
but his native tongue.

ROMANEAR, va. To weigh with a steelyard.
rn. To outweigh, to preponderate.

ROMA.NERO, sm. V. Romanador.

ROMAM/AR, va. To romanise,to follow or adopt
the manners, customs, and fashions of Rome.

ROMANO, NA, a. 1. Roman, belonging or relat-

ing to Rome. 2. Tabby , variegated with grey
and black

; applied to a cat. 3. Large flesh-

coloured peach. A 1 la Romana, In the Ro-
man fashion.

ROMAN/ADO, DA, a. Turned or translated into

Spanish.
ROMANZADOR, sm. (Ant.) Translator into Spa-

nish.

ROMANZAR, va. To translate into Spanish. V.
Rotnancear.

ROMAN/ON, sm. A long and tedious romance.
ROMA/ A, sf. (Bot.) Dock, sharp pointed dock.

IIurnex acutus L.

ROM BO, sm. 1. Rhomb, a parallelogram ;
a quad-

rangular figure, having its four sides equal
with unequal angles. 2. Pentagraph, an in-

strument for copying drawings in a larger or

smaller size. 3. (let.) Rhomb.
ROMERAGK, 5m. V. Romeria.

ROMERAL, sm. Place abounding with rosemary
Ro.MERiA,5/. Pilgrimage, a journey on account

of devotion.

ROMERO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Rosemary. Rosmari
nus L. 2, (let.) Little fish which precedes
the shark. 3. Pilgrim. [count

ROMERO, RA, a. Travelling on a religious ac-

ROMI 6 ROMIN, sm. Bastard saffron. V. Aza-

fran romin.

ROMO, MA, a. Flat-nosed
; blunt, obtuse. 5

Hinny, mule begotten by a horse and she-ass

ROMPF.COCHES, sm. Everlasting, a strong cloth

ROMPEDERA. sf. Chisel for cutting hot iron.

ROMPEDERO, RA, a. Brittle, fit to be broken.

ROMPEDOR, RA,5. Breaker, destroyer ;
one wh<

wears out his clothes very soon.

ROMPEDT^RA, sf. V. RotUTO.

ROMPER, va. 1. To break, to force asunder ;
t<

break into pieces. 2. To destroy or wear ou
clothes very soon. 3. To defeat, to rout. 4

To break up land, to plough it for the firs

time. 5. To pierce, to penetrate. G. T<
break off; to fall out, to quarrel. 7. To dawn
to begin. 8. To interrupt a speech or con
versation. 9. To deliberate, to resolve. 1C

To break out, to spring up ; to dissipat
clouds. 11. To violate, to infringe ;

to trans

. gress. 12. To exceed, to go beyond th

bounds or limits. DC rompc y rasga, Un
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daunted ; plain, open, free. 13. To pruno
vine-stalks of their useless green branches.

Rompe esquinas, Nickname for a street bully.

Rompc galas, Ironical nickname for one
who goes carefully dressed. vr. To become
free and easy in one's deportment and action.

I.OMPIDO, DA, a. Throwing forward the foot in

a Spanish dance.

IOMPIMIENTO, sm. I. Rupture, the act of break-

ing. 2. Aperture in any solid body ; crack,

cleft, fracture. 3. Funeral dues paid by such
as have their own tomb. 4. An apparent
depth of a piece of painting which seems to

break its superficies. 5. First ploughing of

land. 6. (Met.) Rupture, dispute among
persons.

^, sm. Rum. spirit made of sugar.
tONCA, sf. 1. Threat, menace

; boaat, brag
Cry of a buck in rutting time. Echar roii-ciix,

To threaten, to menace ; to be hoarse. 3.

Kind of halberd.

IONCADOR, RA, s. Snorer, one who snores.

5m. 1. Snoring fish. 2. V. Sobrcstantc.

-IONCAMENTE, ad. Hoarsely, with a rough harsh

voice ;
in a coarse vulgar manner.

IONCAR, vn. 1. To snore, to breathe hard and

audibly through the nose ; to make a harsh

noise ; to roar. 2. To threaten, to boast, to

brag. 3. To cry like a buck in rutting time.

IONCE, 5m. Blandiloquence. V. Ronccna.

RONCEAR, rn. 1. To defer, to protract, to USR

evasions. 2. To wheedle, to entice by soft

words. 3. (Naut.) To sail badly or slowly.

RONCERIA, 5/.-1. Sloth, laziness, tardiness. 2.

Flattery, soft soothing expressions. 3. (Naut.)
Bad sailing.

RONCERO, RA, a. 1. Slothful, tardy. 2. Snarling,

growling. 3. Flattering, wheedling, mellilo-

quent. 4. Slow, tardy j applied to the sailing
of a ship.

IONCHA; 5/. 1. Wheal, pustule ; a small swell-

ing filled with matter. 2. Loss of money,
arising from a fraud or imposition. 3. Slice

of any thing cut round.

iloNCHAR, va. To chew any thing crisp or hard.

V. Ronzar. vn. To make wheals.

oNCHOiV, sm. A large swelling.

RONCO, CA, a. Hoarse, having a rough coarse

voice. 5m. (Joe.) Snore. V. Ronquido.
RONCON, sm. Drone of a bag-pipe.
RONDA, 5/. 1 . Rounds, the act of going about at

night. 2. Night-patrole ;
rounds performed

by the night-watch or guards. Cogcr la

ronda, To catch one in the act of committing
a crime -or offence. 3. Space between the

houses and the inside of the wall of a fortress.

4. Three first cards in a hand to play.

RONDADOR, 5m. Watchman, night-guard.
RONDX.I.LA, 5/. Fable, story.

RONDAR, vn.l. To go rounds by night in order

to prevent disorders. 2. To take walks by

night'about the streets. va. 1. To go round,
to follow any thing continually. 2. To move
round a thing. 3. To threaten to relapse, to

impend.
RONDEL, 5m. Roundelay, kind of poetry.

RoNoiN, 5m. 1. Rounds of a corporal on tho

walls to visit the sentinels. 2. Watchmen in

r.aval arsenals.
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RoNofs 6 RONDIZ, sm. Base or face of a pre-
cious stone.

RONDO, sm. (Mus.) Music repeated several

times.

RONDOS, A word merely used adverbially. De
rondon, Rashly, abruptly ; intrepidly.

ROXFEA, sf. A long broad sword.

RO.NGIGATA, sf. V. Rehilete.

RON-QUEAR, vn. To be hoarse with cold.

RONQ.UEDAD, sf. Hoarseness,roughness ofvoice.

RONO.UERA Y ROXQUEZ, sf. Hoarseness, a dis-

order occasioned by catching cold.

RONQI-'IDO, sm. 1. Snore, an audible respiration
of sleepers through the nose. 2. Any rough
harsh sound.

RONO.UILLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim. of Ronco,

Slightly hoarse.

RON/ A, sf. (Naut.) The state of a vessel which
is adrift, and carried along by the wind, tide,

or current.

RON/.AL. sm. Halter, a rope with which a beast

is tied to a manger or post. V. Palanca.

RoNZAR,2Jrt. 1. (Naut.) To rouse, to haul with-

out the aid of a tackle. 2. To chew hard

things.

RONA,.<?/. 1 . Scab, a cutaneous disorder in sheep.
2. (Fain.) Craft, fraud, cunning. 3. (Met.)

Nastiness, dirt, filth. 4. (Met.) Moral infec-

tion or hurt. 5. (Naut.) Garland. Ronddti
de rancho, (Naut.) Mess-garland ;

a bag or

hanging locker for sailors' provisions. Ro-

iiada de la guirnalda de un palo, (Naut.)

Dolphin of a mast.

RONF.RIA, sf. 1. Craft, cunning, deceitfulness.

2. Niggardliness, sordid parsimony.
RONGSO, sA,a.l. Scabby, diseased with a scab ;

leprous. 2. Dirty, nasty, filthy. 3. Wily,

sly, crafty. 4. Mean, niggardly, sordidly

parsimonious.
Km- A, sf. 1. Cloth ; all kinds of stuff, whether

silk, woollen, or linen, used in domestic pur-

poses. 2. Wearing apparel ; all sorts of

clothes. 3. Robe, loose garment worn over

the rest of the clothes ; gown. Ropa blanca

Linen. Ropa de camara, Mourning gown
Poca ropa, III clothed ; poor. 4. (Met.'

Judge, advocate, minister robbed
;
dress of

particular authority for the bar, senate, &c
5. Any thing put between or under others for

a seat. Ropa rieja, Boiled meat, afterwards

fried in a pan. Ropa bucna, Person or thing
of good quality.

ROPAGE, sm. I. Wearing apparel, all sorts of

clothes. 2. Drapery, representation of the

clothing of human figures in pictures am
statues.

ROPALICO, c A, a. Applied to verses with the firs

word a monosyllable, and all the others in

creasing progressively.
ROPAVKJEKIA, sf. Frippery, a place where old

clothes are sold.

ROPAVKJERO, sm. Fripperer, one who deals in

old clothes.

ROPKKI A. sf. 1 . Trade or profession of dealers in

old clothes. 2. Salesman's shop, where clothes

are sold ready made. 3. Wardrobe of a com

rnunity. 4. Office or keeper of a wardrobe

Roperia de riejo. V. Ropavejeria.

R.oPEP.o,sm. 1. Salesman who deals in clothes
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2. Keeper of the wardrobe or vestiary in a

religious community. 3. Head shepherd, who

superintends the making of cheese, and has

the care of them. 4. Boy who guards the

clothes of herdsmen.
ROPETA Y RopirA, 5/. A short garment.
ROPETILLA, 5/. 1. A wretched short garment.

2. Jacket with loose hanging sleeves.

ROPILLA, 5/. Kind of short jacket with double

sleeves, the outer ones hanging loose.

ROPON, sm. A wide loose gown worn over the

rest of the clothes.

ROQUE, sm. Rook, a man at chess. JV'i rcy ni

roque, No living soul.

ROQUEDA, sf. Rocky place.

ROQUEDO, sm. Rock, stony precipice.

ROQUENO, NA, a. Rocky, full of rocks.

ROQUE RO, RA, a Rocky, abounding with rocks ;

situated on rocks.

ROQUETA, sf. I. Ancient kind of tower in a for-

tress. 2. (Bot.) Yellow flower.

ROQUETE, sm. 1. A kind of garment worn by

bishops and abbots. 2. Rocket. V. Atacador.

RORRO, 5m. A sucking child.

ROSA, 5/. 1. (Bot.) Rose, a sweet-scented flow-

er. Rosa L. 2. Red spot appearing in any

part of the body. 3. Rose diamond. 4. Kind
of comet. 5. Rosy or florid aspect ;

rose co-

lour. 6. Flower of saffron ;
artificial rose.

Rosas, Flowers, delights, pleasures ; amenity.
Rosa ndutica, (Naut.) Card of a mariner's

compass. Rosa seca, Pale red or flesh colour,

dried rose colour.

R.OSADA, 5/. V. Escarcha.

ROSADO, DA, a. I. Rosy, belonging or relating
to roses. 2. Made up with roses. Agua rosa-

da, Rose-water.

ROSAL, 5m. (Bot.) Rose-bush. Rosa rubiginosa
et gallica L. Rosal silvestre, Dog-rose. Rosa
canina L.

ROSARIERO, 5m. Maker and seller of rosaries.

ROSARIO, 5m. 1. Rosary, a string of beads for

praying, consisting of 150, divided into tens

and fifties, with a crucifix. 2. Collection of

A-ce Marias and Pater nosters said at once ;

number of persons reciting it in public. Parte

de rosario, The third part of the rosary, or

five tens. 3. A kind of pigeon with variegat-
ed colours. 4. Chain-pump. 5. Backbone.

ROSARY, vr. V. Sonrosearse.

ROSCA, sf. 1. Screw, one of the principal me-

chanical powers. 2. Any thing round and

spiral ; spiral motion. 3. A distinctive badge
of the scholars in some colleges in Spain.
Rosca de cable, (Naut.) Flake of a cable. Ros-

cademar, (Naut.) Sea-rusks, a kind of biscuit.

ROSCOK, 5m. A large screw.

ROSEGA, 5/. (Naut.) Creeper, a grapnel with a

shank and four hooks or claws, to recover an-

chors and other things fallen into the water.

ROSEO, SEA, a. Rosy, of a rose colour.

ROSERO, RA, 5. Collector of saffron flowers.

ROSETA, 5/. l.A small rose. 2. Tassel, worn

instead of shoe-buckles. 3. The blooming co-

lour of the cheeks.

ROSETON, 5m. A large rose on pieces of archi-

tecture and sculpture.

ROSICI.ER, 5m. 1. A bright rose colour. 2. Rich

silver ore.
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ROY RUB

ROSILLO, LLA, a. Clear red.

ROSMARO, sm. Morse, waltron, sea-horse. Tri-

chechus rosmarus L.

Roso, SA, a. Red, rosy.
V. Roxo. A 1 roso y

velloso, Without distinction ; totally.

ROSOLEA, sf. A sort of stuff made of wool and
silk.

ROSOLI, sm. Rosolio, sundew ; a pleasant sweet

spirituous liquor, composed of brandy, sugar,
cinnamon, anise, &c.

ROSONES, sm. Worms, troubled with worms in

the body.
RosquETE, sm. Middle-sized screw.

RosquiLt A, sf. 1. A small screw. 2. Paste made
in a spiral shape. 3. Vine-fretter. JVb saber
d rosquillas, (Fam.) To have occasioned great
pain or uneasiness.

ROSTRA DO, DA, a. Formed in the shape of a beak.

ROSTRILLO Y ROSTRICO, sm. 1. Veil or head-
dress put on the heads of images. 2. Small
seed pearl.

ROSTRITUERTO, TA, a. Showing anger or dis-

pleasure
in the countenance.

ROSTRO, sm. 1. Bill or beak of a bird. 2. Human
face. 3. Aspect of affairs. A' rostro firme,

Resolutely, in front of. Hacer rostro, To bear

up under adversities. Rostro d rostro, Face
to face.

ROTA, sf. 1. Rout, defeat. 2. (Naut.) Course.
3. Court of judicature in Rome. V. Nuncia-
tura. 4. Ratan, a kind of Indian cane. Ca-
lamas rotang L. De rota 6 de rota batida, On
a sudden, in a careless manner ; with total

ruin.

ROTACION, sf. 1. Rotation, circular motion
;
the

act of turning round like a wheel. 2. Revo-
lution of planets.

ROTAMENTE, ad. Impudently, in a bare-faced

a. Rolling, vagrant.
ROT/R, r/n. V. Rodar.

ROTENO, SA, a. Belonging to the town of Rota.

ROTO, TA, a. y pp. IT. of Romper. 1. Broken,
destroyed. 2. Debauched, lewd, intemperate ;

ragged.
ROTULA, sf. Whirlbone of the knee-pan. V.

Trociso.

ROTULAR, va. To inscribe, to put inscriptions
or titles on books and papers.

ROTULO, sm. I. Inscription put on books and

papers. 2. Printed bill posted up in public
places. 3. Certificate of the virtues of one for

beatification. 4. List of bachelors who are to

become masters or doctors in the university
of Alcala.

'ROTUNDA, sf. Rotunda, a round building.

ROTUNDIDAD, sf. Roundness. V. Redondez.

ROTUNDO, DA,O. Round, circular. V. Redondo.

ROTURA, sf. 1. Rupture, fracture. V. Rompimi-
ento. 2. Dissoluteness, libertinism. V. Con-
trarotura.

ROXEANTE, pa. Rubific, rubifying.
ROXEAR, vn. To redden, to blush

;
to rubify.

ROXETE, sm. Rouge, red paint for the face.

RoxE7 Y ROXEZA, sf. Redness, red colour.

Roxfzo, ZA, a. Reddish, inclining to red.

Roxo, XA, a. Red, reddish, ruddy ; ruby.
Roxt'RA, sf. Redness.
Roy 6 Ruy, sm Proper name, Rodrigo.
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ROYA, sf. Mildew.

ROYAL, sm. Kind of French linen.

ROYO, YA, a. Red. V. Roxo.

ROZA, sf. 1. Stubbing, the act of clearing the

ground of brambles and bushes. 2. Ground
cleared of brambles and bushes.

ROZADERO, sm. Stubbing-place ; ground clear-

ed of trees.

ROZADO, DA, a. 1. Stubbed, cleared of brambles
and bushes. 2. (Naut.) Fretted, galled.

ROZADOR, RA, s. Stubber, weeder.

ROZADURA, sf. Interfering; clashing, act of

cutting.

ROZAGANTE, a. 1. Pompous, showy, trailing on
the ground ; applied to robes and gowns. 2.

Haughty, lofty, arrogant.
ROZAR, va. 1. To stub up, to clear the ground of

brambles and bushes. 2. To nibble the grass ;

applied to cattle. 3. To scrape or pare off.

4. To graze, to touch slightly. vn. To touch

slightly against each other. m. l.To strike

or cut each other ; applied to the feet. 2. To
treat or discourse familiarly ; to be similar.

3. To falter, to stammer. 4. (Naut.) To fret,

to gall ; applied to cables or other things
which rub against one another.

ROZAVILLON, sm. (Cant.) Toad-eater, sponger.

ROZNAR, vn. 1. To crack hard things and grind
them with the teeth. 2. To bray, as an ass.

ROZNIDO, sm. 1. Noise made by the teeth on

eating things hard. 2. Braying of an ass.

ROZNO, sm. A little ass.

Rozo, sm. 1. Chip of wood. 2. Stubbing, weed-

ing ; rubbing.
Rtr 6 Rus, sm. Sumac. V. Zumaquc.
RUA, sf. I. Street, formed by rows of houses

built on both sides. 2. High road.

RUAN, sm. Sort oflinen manufactured in Rouen.

RuANES,5m.^/. Linens or cloth made at Rouen.

RUANETE, sm.Kind of foreign linen.

RUANO, NA, a. 1. Prancing about the streets ;

applied to horses. 2. Sorrel coloured
; spoken

of horses. 3. Round, of a circular form.

RUANTE, a. I. Prancing or strutting through
the streets. 2. Spreading the tail ; applied to

peacocks.
RUAR, vn. L To roll through the streets ; ap-

plied to carriages. 2. To strut about the

streets, to court the ladies.

RUBEO, EA, a. Ruby, reddish.

RURETA, sf. Toad. Rana bufo L.

RUBI, sm. 1. Ruby, a precious stone of a red

colour. 2. Red colour ;
redness of the lips.

RtfBIA, sf. J . (Bot.) Madder ; a root used by

dyers and in medicine. Rubia tinctorium L.

2. (let.) Small red coloured river fish.

RUBIAL, sm. I. Field planted with madder. 2.

District or soil having a red colour.

RuBicAN,a. Ofa bay or sorrel colour with whita

hairs
; applied to a horse.

RuBictiNDo, DA, a. Reddish, rubicund.

RIJEIFICAR, va. To rubify, to make red.

RUBIN, sm. Ruby. V. Rubi.

RUBIO, BIA, a. Red, reddish, fair.

RuBio,sw.(Ict.) Redgurnard. Trigla cuculus L.

RUBION, a. Of a bright reddish colour ; appli-

ed to a kind of wheat.

RuBO,sm. (Bot.) Common bramble, blackbor-

rv-bash. Rubus fruticosus L.
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RUBOR, 5m 1 Blush, the red colour of the

cheeks. 2. Shame, bashfulness.

RUBOROSO, SA, a. Shameful. V. Vergonzoso.
RtfBRicA, sf. 1. Red mark. 2. Flourish or dash

with the pen annexed to the signature. 3.

Rubric, inscription or title of law and prayer
books, formerly printed with red-ink. 4. Red
ochre,with which carpenters'mark the timber
5. (Met.) Blood used to attest any truth

Rubrica sindpica. V. Minio.

RuBRicANTE,pa.Rubifying,rubific. sm.Junior
counsellor appointed to mark the divisions of
the acts or proceedings of the council.

RUBRICAR, vr. 1. To mark with a red colour. 2.

To annex a flourish with red ink to a writing.
3. To subscribe, sign, and seal a writing. 4.

(Met.) To sign any'thing with one's blood.

RuBRiQ.ursTA,5m. A person versed in the cere-

monies of the church.

RUBRO, BRA, a. Red, reddish
; rubric.

Rue, sf. Very large fabulous bird.

,
a. 1. Bright

se.

; gray-'

, sf. (Bot.) Rue. Ruta L.

Rucio, CIA, a. i. iJngl
to a horse. 2. Light gra
hair;

silver gray ; applied

jray ; ap
ay-haired. sm. V. Rocu

ay ; app
plied to the

RUDAMENTE, ad. Rudely, roughly. [ings.

RUDERA, sf. Rubbish, ruins ofdemolished build-

RUDEZA, sf. 1. Roughness, asperity or uneven-
ness of surface. 2. Stupidity, dullness.

RUDIMENTOS, sm.pl. Rudiments, the first prin-
ciples of a science or art.

RUDO,DA, a. 1. Rude, rough, unpolished, coarse.
2. Hard, rigorous, severe. 3. Stupid, dull

of understanding.
RUECA, sf. 1. Distaff, the staff from which the

flax is drawn in spinning. 2. Winding, twist-

ing. 3. (Naut.) Fish of a mast or yard. Ar-
mar una rucca, (Naut.) To fish a mast or yard;
to

strengthen it with pieces of timber.

RUEDA, sf. 1. Wheel, a circular body turning
round upon an axis ; roll. 2. (let.) Short sun-

fish, molebut. Tetrodon mola L. Rueda de
un salmon u otro pescado, A round slice

of salmon or other fish. 3. Circle or ring
formed by a number of persons ; crown. 4.

Wool put into the fold ofmen's coats to make
them stiff. 5. Turn, time, succession. Rueda
del timon, (Naut.) Steering wheel. Rueda
delpavo real, Peacock's tail.

RUEDECICA, CILLA, Y ZUELA, sf.A small wheel.

RUEDO, sm. 1. Rotation, the act of turning or

going round
; circuit. 2. Border, selvage.

A' todo ruedo, At all events. Rutdos, Plats
made of bass, and formed into round or square
mats.

RuEGo,sm. Request, prayer, petition. A1

ruego
6 a su ruego, At the petition or request of

any one.

RUEJO DE MOLINO, sm. (Arag.) Mill-wheel.

RUELLO, sm. A roller, which is rolled over the

ground where corn is to be thrashed.

RUEQUECILLA, sf. A small distaff.

RUFAI.ANDARIO, RiA, a. Slovenly, negligent of
dress ; not cleanly.

RUFALANDAYNA, sf. Noisy mirth.

RUFIAN, sm. RUFFIAN, pimp, pander ; the bul-

ly of a brothel.

RCFIANA, sf. Bawd, procuress.
RUFIANAR, va. To pimp, to pander.

RCFIANCETE, cfbLo, Y ijo, sm. dim. Little ruf-

fian or pimp.
RUFIANERIA, 5/. Pimping. V. Alcahueteria.

RUFIANESCO, CA, a. Pimplike, belonging or re-

lating to bawds and pimps.
RtJFO, FA, a. 1. Carroty, red-haired. 2. Frizzed,

curled. 3. (Cant.) Pimp, procurer.
RtroA, sf. 1. Wrinkle, corrugation. V. Arruga.

2. A slight fault.

RUGAR, va. To wrinkle, to corrugate. V. Ar-

rugar.
RccfBLE, a. Capable of bellowing or roaring.
RUGIDO Y RUGIMIE\NTO, sm. 1. Bellowing or,

roaring of a lion. 2. Sound made by the bow-
els from flatulency.

RUGIENTE, a. Bellowing, roaring.

RUGINOSO, SA, a. Covered with rust, rusty.

RucfR, rn. l.To roar, to bellow. 2. To make a

noise, to crack. vr. To be whispered about.

RUGOSIDAD, sf. The state of being wrinkled or

corrugated.
RUGOSO, SA, a. Rugose, full of wrinkles.

RUIBARBO, sm,. (Bot.) Rhubarb. Rheum pal-
matum ,.

RufDO,sm. 1. Noise, clamour, din ; loud sound ;

murmur. 2. Dispute, difference, lawsuit. 3.

Rumour, report ; empty sound or show.

RCIDOSAMENTE, ad. Noisily.

Ruiudso, SA, a.
Noisy,

clamorous.

RUIN, a. 1. Mean, vile, low, despicable ; little.

2. Humble ; decayed ; wicked, malicious. 3.

Covetous, avaricious; insidious, treacherous.

sf. 1. Small nerve in the tail of cats.

Ruines, (Joe.) Beard. 2. Vicious animal.

Un ruin ido, otro venido, When one evil is

gone another comes.

RUINA, sf. 1. Ruin, decline, downfall, destruc-

tion. Ruinas, Ruins ofan edifice. Ir en ruina,
To be destroyed, to goto destruction or ruin.

2. Cause of ruin, decadence.- Batir en ruina,

(Mil.) To batter in breach.

RUINAR, va. To ruin, to destroy. V. Arruinar.

RUINDAD, sf. 1. Meanness, baseness. 2. Humi-

lity, poverty. 3. Covetousness, avariciousness.

RUINMENTE, ad. Basely, meanly.
RUINOSO, SA, a. Worthless, little, ruinous.

RUIPONCE, sm. (Bot.) Rampion. Phyteuma
spicatum L.

RUIPONTICO, sm. (Bot.) Rhapontic, knapweed.
Cen^aurea rhaponticum L. [luscina L.

isEifoR, sm. (Orn.) Nightingale. Motacilla

Ruiz, sin. Proper name, Son ofRuy or Rodrigo.
RULAR, vn. (Vulg.) To roll. V. Rodar.
RtfLO, sm. Ball, bowl ; any globular thing which

easily rolls.

RUMBADAS, sf.pl. V. Arrumbadas.

RUMBO, sm. 1. Point of the compass; an inter-

section of the plane of the horizon, represent-
ed by the card of the compass. 2. Road,

way ; course, the point on which a ship steers.

Rumbo compuesto, (Naut.) Traverse, a com-

pound course. Hurtar el rumbo, (Naut.)
To alter the course. 3. Pomp, ostentation,

pageantry. Rumbos, Tufts or tassels of coarse

silk, fastened to the headstalls of mules.

R.uMBOSAMENTE,ad. Pompously, magnificently.

EluMBOso, SA, a. Pompous, magnificent, splen-
did. feud.

RUMIA, sf. Rumination, the act of chewing the
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RUMIADOR, RA. s. Ruminator
; meditator.

RUMIADURA, sf. Rumination.
Ru MIANTE, pa. Ruminant

; musing.
RUMI!R, va. I. To ruminate, to chew the cud

2. To muse, to meditate over and over again.
RUMION, NA,<Z. Ruminating much.
Rxbio, sm. The first hoop of the head of a cask.

RUMOR, 5?. 1. Rumour, report. 2. A gentle
noise or sound.

RUMORCILLO, co, TO, sm. A flying report.

RtfNFr.A,.^. Series, multitude,number ofthings.
RuNRtfN, sm. (Fam.) Rumour, report. V. Rumor.

RUNAR, va. To groove the ends of staves for

the heads and bottoms of barrels, to fit.

RUPICAPRA, sf. Chamois-goat.
RUPTORIO, sm. (Med.) Escharotic, caustic.

RUPTURA, sf. Rupture. V. Rotura.

RUO.UETA,.<?/. (Bot.) Rocket. Brassica eruca L.

RUR^L, a. Rural.

RURALMENTE, ad. Rurally.
Rtf s, sm. V. Zumaque.
Rusco, c A, a. Rude, peevish, froward. V. Brusco.

RusEtJdL, sm. (Orn.) Nightingale. V. Ruisenor.

RUSIENTE, a. Ruby, reddish, rubicund.

RUSTICAL, a. RUSTICAL, rural, wild.

RUSTICAMENTE, ad. Rustically, rudely, boister-

ously.

RUSTICIDAD, sf. Rusticity, simplicity ; asperi-
ty, rudeness.

RTJSTICO, c\, a. Rustic, unmannerly, clownish,
unpolished.

RtfsTico, sm. Rastic, peasant, country clown.
RusTiquEZ 6'RusTio.uEZA, sf. Rusticity.
RUSTRIR, va. (Ast.) To toast and eat bread when

it is toasted.

RtfsTRo, sm. V. Rumbo.
RtfTA, sf. Route, itinerary.

RUTH^NTE, a. Brilliant, flashing, rutilant.

RUTILAR, vn. (Poet.) To radiate, to shine, to
be splendid, to rutilate.

RtrriLo, LA, a. Of a bright yellow or orange
colour.

RUTINA, sf. Custom, habit acquired by prac-
tice more than theory ; routine.

RUXADA, sf. Heavy shower of rain.

RUXAR, va. (Arag.) To irrigate, to bathe.

RTJY, sm. (Ant.) Proper name. V. Rodrigo.
RUYPONCE, sm. (Bot.) Rampion. V. Ruipdnce.

SAB

gj IS the 22d letter in the order of the Spa-
^5 nish alphabet ; it does not become a liquid

letter at the beginning of Spanish words, but
is nearly pronounced as in English, in conse-

quence of which, in all words derived from
other languages, the s is either omitted or

preceded by an e, as in ciencia, science ; or

escolastico, scholastic.

5 is a contraction for Serior, saint, semi, sancti-

ty or holiness
; su, his or her ; and sur, south.

S. O. South West. S. E. South East. SS
stands for section. S. S. S. su seguro ser-

vidor, His faithful servant.

SA, sf. (Fam.) Contraction of Senora.

S^BA, sf. Sap, the vital juice of plants.
SAB ADO, sm. Saturday, the last day of the week.

SABALERA, sf. Kind of grate in furnaces, for

holding the fire.

SABAJLERO, sm. Shad-fisher.

SABAI.O, sm. (let.) Shad.
Clupea alosa L.

SX.BANA, sf. 1. Sheet, a piece of cloth sufficient-

ly long and wide to cover a bed. 2. A large
plain covered with snow. 3. Altar-cloth.

SABAND!JA, sf. 1. A grub, beetle, or insect. 2.

Little, deformed or despicable person.
SABANiLLA, sf. 1. A small sheet

;
short piece of

linen. 2. Altar-cloth
; napkin. 3. (Navar.)

Handkerchiefor piece of white muslin, which
married women wear round their head-dress.

In Aragon it is called pantielo bianco.

SABANON, sm. Chilblain, a sore or swelling oc-

casioned by cold. Comer como un sabanon,
To eat greedily, to devour.

SABATAHIO, a. Applied to the Jews who keep
Saturday for their subbath.

SAE.4nco, CA, a. Belonging to Saturday or the
sabbath of the Jews.
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SAB

sf. Divine service performed on Sa-

turday ; literary exercise performed by stu-

dents on Saturday evening.
SABATINO, NA, a. Performed on Saturday.
SABAT! SMO, sm. Rest or repose after labour.

SABEDOR, RA, sm. yf. V. Sabidor.

SABEISMO, sm. Ancient fire-worship.

SABELIA.NO, NA, a. y s. Sabellian, belonging to

Sabellius.

SABER, sm. 1. Learning, knowledge. V. Sabi-

duria. 2. (Ant.) Science, faculty. *va. 1.

To know, to have a knowledge of. 2. To ex-

perience, to know by experience. 3. To be

able, to be possessed of talents or abilities ;

to be learned or knowing. Saber mucko la-

tin, To be very sagacious and prudent. 4. To
subject, to submit. 5. To fit, to suit. 6. To
relish, to savour, to taste. 7. To use, to prac-
tise customarily ; to be in the habit. JVb sa-

ber lo que sepesca, Not to know what one
is about. 8. To resemble, to appear like. 9.

V. Pod6r. v. impers. To have a taste of.

Saber d la pez, To taste of pitch. Es a saber,
6 conviene d saber, Viz. to wit, that is, Haccr
saber, To make known, to communicate. Sa-

Itrselo todo, (Iron.) To know every thing ;

applied to assuming intolerant persons. JY0

se sabe, It is not known.

SABIAMENTE, ad. Wisely, knowingly.
SABIDO, DA, a. Learned, well informed.

SABIDOR, RA, s. 1. A learned well-informed

person. 2. Literato, sage ;
a wise man.

SABIDURIA, sf. Learning, knowledge, wisdom.
V. Noticia.

SABIENDAS (A'), ad. Knowingly and pru-

riently.

SABIENTE,^. Sapient, knowing.
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SABIEZA, sf, (Ant.) Knowledge, wisdom.

SABINA, sf. (Bot.) Savin. Jumperus sabina L.

SABINO, NA, a. Applied to horses or mules of a
mixed white and chesnut colour.

SABIO, BIA, a. Sage, wise, learned.

SABIO, BIA, sm. y f. A sage, a wise person.
SABIONDA, sf. Female pedant, woman who af-

fects learning and wisdom.

SABIONDEZ, sf. Malicious sagacity, a profound
knowledge of wicked tricks.

SABIONDO, DA, a. Presuming to decide difficult

questions without being possessed of suffi-

cient knowledge for that purpose.
SABLAZO, sm. Stroke or cut with a sabre.

SABLE, sm. 1. Sabre, cutlass. 2. (Bias.) Sahje,
black. 3. (Ast.) Sand.

SABLON, sm. Coarse sand.

SABOGA y SABOCA, sf. (let.) Shad. Clupea
alosa L. [shads.

SABOGAL, a. Applied to the net for catching
SABOR, sm. Relish, taste

; desire. A1

sabor, At

pleasure ; to the taste ; according to one's

wish. Saborcs, Pieces attached to the bits of SACAR, va. 1. To extract, to draw out, to re-

a bridle to guard the horse's mouth

SABORcfcO, LLO, TO, Y SABORETE, Sm. dim. of
sabor. [a relish or taste.

SABOREADOR, RA, s. Seasoner, that which gives
SABOREAR, va. I. To give a taste or relish

; to

give a zest. 2. To engage one's affections ;

to make one embrace our opinion. vr. 1. To
enjoy eating and drinking with peculiar plea-
sure and delight. 2. To be pleased or de-

lighted.

SABOYASA, sf. 1. A kind of wide petticoat. 2.

A sort of delicious paste of a particular com-

position, [ard ; belonging to Savoy.
SABOYANO, NA, SABOYARDO, DA, a.y s. Savoy-
SABRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Arena.

SABROSAMENTE, ad. Pleasantly, tastefully.

SABROSICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim. A
little savoury. [salted.

SABROSO, SA,. Savoury, pleasing to the taste ;

SABUESA, sf. Bitch of a hound or beagle.
SABUESO, sm. Hound, bloodhound, beagle.
SABULO, 57/1. Gravel, coarse sand. [velly.
SABULdso, SA, a. Sabulous, gritty, sandy, gra-
SACA, sf. 1. Exportation, extraction ; the act of

extracting or exporting. 2. Sack, a large bag
made of coarse stuff. Estar de saca, To be
on sale ; to be marriageable. 3. First au-

thorised register of a sale. 4. (Arag.) Valua-

tion, computation : agreement. No parecer
saca de paja, To have a genteel appearance.
Renta de sacas, Duty on exports.

SACABALA, sf. Crow's bill
; worm.

SACABOCADO 6 SACABOCAoos,sm. 1. A hollow

punch used by sieve-makers and other arti-

eans. 2. Any thing that cuts out a round

piece or effects one's purpose.
SACAB6TAS,s/. Boot-jack.
SACABROCAS, sf. Pincers used by shoe-makers

to draw out the tacks.

SACAB^CHE, sf. 1. (Naut.) A tube or pipe
which serves as a puinp. 2. Sackbut, a kind
of musical wind instrument resembling a

trumpet. 3. Player on the sackbut. 4. Nick-
name of a despicable person.

SACAcdRCHOs, sm. Corkscrew.

SACADA, sf, District separated from a province.

SACADINERO 6 SAC ADI.VEROS, sm. (Fam) Catch-

penny ; expensive toys or baubles.

SACADiLLAjS/. Noise made to rouse game.
SACADOR, RA, s. Extractor, exporter.
SACADURA, sf. A sloping cut, by which tailors

make clothes fit better.

SACAFILASTICAS, sf. A kind of iron used by
artillery-men to take the spikes out of guns.

SACALINA, sf. 1. An ancient kind of dart. 2.

Means of extorting. [off clothes.

SACAMANCHAS, sm. He who cuts the sleeves

SACAMIENTO, sm. The act of taking any thing
from the place where it is.

SACAMUELAS, sm. 1. Tooth-drawer, dentist, one
whose profession is to draw teeth. 2. Any
thing which causes a shedding of teeth.

SACAN.BO, sm. (Naut.) Pump-hook.
SACANETE, sm. Game at cards.

SACAPELOTAS, sm. 1. Nickname given to com-
mon people. 2. Ancient instrument for ex-

tracting balls.

SACAPOTRAS, sm. Nickname of a bad surgeon.

move, to put out of place. 2. To dispossess
of an employment or office ; to except or ex-

clude. 3. To manufacture, to produce. 4. To
imitate, to copy. 5. To clear, to free ; to

Elace

in safety. 6. To find out, to resolve, to

now ; to dissolve
;
to discover, to invent. 7.

To pull out, to eradicate, to take, to extort,
to SACK. 8. To compel to bring forth what
was hidden

;
to show, to manifest. 9. To ex-

cite passion or anger ; to lose the judgment.
Esa pasion te saca de ti, This passion car-

ries you beside yourself. 10. To deduce, to

infer ; to deride. 11. To ballot, to draw lots.

12. To procure, to obtain
;
to gain at play.

13. To colour, to cover with paint. 14. To
wash and rinse linen after it has been bucked.
15. To extend, to enlarge. 16. To buy in a

shop. 17. To transcribe, to copy. 18. To ap-

pear or go out with any thing new. 19. To
carry corn to be thrashed. 20. To draw a

sword, bayonet, &c. 21. It is used in prefer-
ence to salir con, as hemos sacado buen li-

empo, We set out with fine weather. V. Tra-
er. 22. To cite, to name, to quote. Sacar d

baylar, (Fam.) To name or cite unnecessarily

any person or thing not alluded to in conver-

sation. 23. To injure, to impair ; applied to

things which affect the beauty, health, &c,
Sacar d baylar una senora, To invite a lady
to dance. Sacar al campo, To challenge, to

call out. Sacar de pila, To become sponsor
at baptism. Sacar el baxel a tierra, (Naut./
To haul a vessel on shore. Sacar en limpio,
To clear up all doubts. Sacar fruto, To reap
the fruit of one's labour. Sacar raja, To ob-

tain part of a demand. Sacar d luz, To print,

to publish ;
to develope, to exhibit. Sacar

apodos, To call nicknames. Sacar una letra,

To draw a bill of exchange.
SACA SILLAS Y METE MUERTos, (Fam.) Persons.

employed for the menial works of the stage ;

servants
;
in general, persons holding mean

offices.

SACATRAPOS, sm. 1. Worm, an iron screw

fastened to the end of a ramrod for drawing
out the wad of a firelock. 2. One who ob-
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tains from another what he wants by cunning
arid artifice^

SACERDOCIO, sm. Priesthood.

SACERDOTAL, a. Sacerdotal.

SACERDOTE, sm. Priest.

SACERDOTISA, sf. Priestess.

SACHADI^RA, sf. The act of hoeing or turning

up the ground with a hoe or dibble.

SACHAR, va. To turn the ground with a hoe or

dibble. [ing up the ground.
SAcHo, sm. Hoe, an iron instrument for turn-

SACIABLE, a. That may be satiated or satisfied.

SACIAR, va. I. To satiate, to sate, to satisfy the

appetite ;
to fill. 2. To gratify desire.

SACIEDAD, sf. Satiety, fulness beyond desire or

Zleasure.co,sra. 1. Sack, a bag for carrying or trans-

porting any thing. 2. A coarse stuff worn by
country people ;

coarse cloth worn as penance.
3. The act of playing a ball. V. Saque. 4.

Short round jacket worn by the Roman sol-

diers, a sagum. 5. Imaginary place for im-
material beings. 6. Pillage, plunder ; heap.
V. Saqueo. A 1

saco, Sacking, plundering.
Saco del mar, (Naut.) Bay, port, harbour.
Saco de una vela, (Naut.) Drop of a sail.

SACOMANO, sm. V. Saqueo y Forrageador.
SACRA, sf. Each of the three tablets on the

altar, which the priest in saying mass may
read without opening the missal.

SACRAMENTAL, a. Sacramental, belonging to

the sacraments. s. Individual or confrater-

nity destined to the worship of the sacrament
of the altar.

SACRAMENTALMENTE,ad. Sacramentally ; with
or in confession.

SACRAMENTAR, va. To administer the sacra-

ments. vn. V. Juramentar. vr. To tran-

substantiate Christ into the eucharist.

SACRAMKNTARIO, a. Applied to the heretics

who deny the real presence of Christ in the
eucharist.

SACRAMENTE, ad. V. Sagradamente.
SACRAMENTO, sm. 1. Sacrament. 2. V. Misterio

y Juramento. Sacramento del altar, The eu-
charist.

SACRE, sm. 1. (Orn.) Sacre. Falco sacer L. 2.

A sly artful pilferer. 3. Small cannon.

SACRIFICADERO, sm. Place where a sacrifice is

performed.
SACRIFICADOR, sm. Sacrifices
SAC RIFICANTE, a. Sacrificing, hazarding.
SACRIFICAR, va. 1. To sacrifice, to offer or per-

form a sacrifice. 2. To pay homage. 3. To
expose to great hazard and danger. vr. 1.

To devote one's self to God. 2. To submit,
to conform one's self to.

SACRIFICIO, sm. 1. Sacrifice, submission, obse-

quiousness ; obedience, compliance. Sacrifi-
cio del altar, Sacrifice of the mass. 2. Surgi-
cal operation. Sacrificio propiciatorio, Peace-

offering, propitiatory sacrifice.

SACRILEGAMENTE, ad. Sacrilegiously.
SACRILEGIO, sm. Sacrilege, the violation of any

thing sacred ; pecuniary punishment for sa-

crilege.

SACRILEGO, GA, a. Sacrilegious, committing
sacrilege.

SACRILLEJO, sm. Breaking of any thing sacred.
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SACRISMOCHE, CHO, sm. (Joe.) A man dressed
in a ragged black coat.

SACRISTAN, sm. 1. Sacristan, sexton. 2. Hoop
formerly worn by women.

SACRISTANA, sf. 1. Sacristan or sexton's wife.
2. Nun or lay woman who provides every
thing necessary for church service.

SACRISTANEAR, va. (Joe.) To gormandise.
SACRISTANIA,S/. Office of a sexton; vestry.
SACRISTIA, sf. 1. Sacristy, vestry ; a room ap-

pendant to the church, in which the sacerdo-
tal garments and consecrated vessels are de-

posited. 2. Office and employment of a sa-

cristan or sexton. 3. (Joe.) Stomach. Llenar
la sacristia, To guzzle, to gormandise.

SACRO, CRA, a. Holy, sacred. V. Sagrado. Fue-

go sacro, St. Anthony's fire, erysipelas.

SACROSANTO, TA, a. Sacred, consecrated.; very
holy.

SACuninA, sf. The act of shaking off or re-

jecting any thing. De sacudida, Resulting
from.

SACUDIDAMENTE, ad. Rejectingly.
SACUDIDO, DA, a. Harsh, indocile, intractable.

SACUDIDO, sm. Spanish step in dancing.
SACUDIDOR, sm. 1. Shaker, one who shakes off.

2. Instrument for beating or cleansing.
SACUDiotfRA, sf. Dusting, act of cleaning.
SACUDIMIENTO, sm. Act of shaking off or re-

jecting.

SACUDIR, va. 1. To shake, to move violently
from one side to another. 2. To dart, to

throw, to discharge ; to beat, to chastise

with blows. 3. To remove, to separate. 4.

(Naut.) To flap in the wind ; applied to the

sails. Sacudir el polvo, To give blows ; to

chastise severely ;
to reprehend ;

to refute.

Sacudir el yugo, To shake off the yoke. vr.

To reject with disdain, to turn away in a
harsh and violent manner.

SADUCEISMO, sm. Sadducism, doctrine of the

Sadducees.

SADUCEO, sm. Sadducee.

SADUCEO, EA, a. Belonging to the Sadducees.

SAETA, sf. 1. Arrow, dart. 2. Cock of a sundial,

gnomon ;
hand of a watch or clock. 3. Mag-

netic needle. 4. Bud of a vine. 5. Object or

dart, which makes an impression on the mind.
C. Moral sentence or couplet of missionaries.

7. (Astr.) A northern constellation. Ecluir

saetas, To evince agitation by words or ges-
tures. Saetas, Pious ejaculations.

SAETADA Y SAETAZO, s. Arrow-wound, wound
received from an arrow or dart.

SAETEAR, ra. V. Asae.te.ar.

SAETERA, sf. 1. Loop-hole in turrets and old

walkthrough which fire-arms are discharged.
2. A small grated window in prisons.

SAETERO, RA, a. 1. Relating to arrows. 2. Ap-
plied to a honey-comb made in a right line.

SAETERO, sm. Archer, bowman.
ETfA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Settee, a vessel with la-

teen sails, used in the Mediterranean. 2.

Loop-hole. V. Saetera.

SAETILLA, sf. dim. 1. Small arrow or dart. 2.

Small magnetic needle. 3. Hand of a watch
4. Moral sentence.

SAETIN, sm. 1. Mill-trough, a narrow channel

through which the water runs froia the dam to
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the wheel of a mill. 2. Peg, pin, tack. 3. Sort

of drag-net. 4. Tenter-hook.

SAETON, sm. Dart, a sharp-pointed weapon
from a cross-bow.

SAFICO, CA, a. Sapphic ; applied to verse.

SAFINA, sf. Vein, containing the blood of the

SAFIO, sm. (And.) V. Congrio. [foot.

SAFRA, sm. (Min.) Zafre, blue oxide of cobalt.

SAFUMAR, va. V. Sahumar.

SAGA, sf. Witch.
SAGACIDAD, sf. 1. Sagacity, the quickness of

scent in dogs. 2. Sagaciousness, penetration.
SAGAPENO, sm. Gum sagapen, a resinous juice.

SAGA, sm. Kind of woollen cloth like serge.

SAGA'-/;, . 1. Sagacious, quick of scent
; appli-

ed to a dog. 2. A sly, crafty, and cunning
SAGAZMENTE, ad. Sagaciously. [person.

SACK, a. (Ant.) V. Sabio.

SAGITA, sf. Segment of a diameter, contained

between the vertex and the plane.

SAGITAL, a. 1. Sagittal ; belonging to an ar-

row. 2. (Anat.) Sagittal, applied to a suture

of the skull. [in the Zodiac.

SAGITARIO, sm. I. Archer. 2. Sagittarius, sign
SAGMA, sf. (Arq.) Measure taken of many
members, as of a cornice.

SAGO, sm. A loose wide great coat. V. Sayo.
SAGRADAMENTE, ad. In a sacred manner.

SAGRADO, DA, a. 1. Sacred, consecrated ; ve-

nerable. 2. Cursed, execrable.

SAGRADQ, sm. Asylum, a sacred place where
debtors or malefactors take refuge.

SAGRARIERO,STO. Keeper of reliques.

SAGRARIO, sm. 1. Place in a church wherein
consecrated things are deposited. 2. Cibary,
the place where the consecrated host is kept.
3. The inmost recesses of the human breast.

SAGULA, sf. A small or little frock. V. Sayuelo.
SAHORNARSE, vr. To be excoriated, [rubbing.
SAHOUNO, sm. Excoriation, the loss of skin by
SAHUMAUO, DA, a. Select, apposite, proper.
SAHUMADOR, sm. 1. Perfumer, one who pre-

pares or sells perfumes. 2. A perfuming pot,
used to impregnate any thing with a sweet
scent.

SAHUMADURA, sf. 1. The act of perfuming or

impregnating with a sweet scent. 2. (Naut.)

Fumigation on board of ships. [to smoke.

SAFUJMAR, va. I. To perfume. 2. To fumigate,
SAHUMERIO, sm. 1. Smoke, vapour, steam. 2.

The medical application of fumes to particu-
lar parts of the body ; aromatics burnt for

perfumes. [merio.
SAHtJMO, sm. Smoke, steam, vapour. V. Sahu-

SAIN, sm. Grease or fat of an animal ; dirt on
clothes.

SAIN A, sf. V. Jllcandia.

SAINAR, a. To fatten animals.

SAINETF, sm. dim. Slight grease on clothes.

SAJA y SAJADURA, sf. Scarification, an inci-

sion in the flesh.

SAjAR,ra. To scarify, to make incisions in the
-flesh.

SAL, sf. 1. Salt, a substance of a pungent taste

and soluble in water. 2. Wisdom, prudence.
3. Wit, vivacity ofexpression. Sales, Salts, a

general term for all chemical bodies suscepti-
ble of dissolution and crystallization. Ecluir
en sal, To reserve for another occasion. Sal

gema, piedra 6 dc compa~, Salt rock, culina-

ry salt. Con su sal y pimienta, With great
labour and difficulty. Ser un lerron de sal,

(Fam.) To be very witty and facetious.

SALA, sf. 1. Hall, the first' large room in a

house. 2. Hall where judges meet to try and
decide causes. 3. Board of commissioners. 4.

A public meeting, a public entertainment.

Sala de galibos, (Naut.) The mould-loft of a

ship. Sala de secrctos, A whispering-gallery.
Hacer sala, To form a court or quorum ;

(Ant.) To give splendid entertainments.

SALACIDAD, sf. Salacity, lechery.
SALADAMENTE, ad. Wittily, facetiously.

SALADAR, sm. Piece of ground rendered barren

by the overflowing of salt water.

SALADERO, sm. Salting-place.

SALADILLO, sm. A small sea
;
witticism.

SALADO, DA, a. I. Salted, salty. 2. Witty,
facetious.

SALADO, sm. 1. Sea. 2. (Bot.) Salt-wort. Sal-

sola L. 3. Land rendered barren by too large
a portion of saline particles.

SALADOR, RA, s. Salter ; salting-place where
meat is salted.

SALADI^RA, sf. 1. Salting, the act of seasoning
with salt. 2 Fish or meat salted for use. 3.

Hung-beef, smoked or dried by smoke. 4.

Saltness.

SALAMANDRA y SALAMAKDRIA,*/. 1. Salaman-

der, a kind of lizard. Lacerta salarnandra L.

2. (Met.) That which exists in the ardour of

love or affection. [tino.

SALAMANQUES, SA ; v QUINO, NA, a. V. Salm.an-

SALAMANQ,UESA,S/. Star-lizard. Lacerta stellio

L. [serve by impregnating with salt.

SALAR, va. To salt, to season with salt ; to pre-

SALARIAR, va. To give a salary or wages.
SALARIO, sm. Wages, salary ;

a temporary sti-

pend ; military pay.

SALAZ, a. 1. Salty. 2. Salacious, lustful.

SALAZON, sf. Seasoning, salting.

SALCE, sm. (Bot.) Willow. Salix L. V. Sauce.

SALCEDA, sf. Plantation of willows.

SALCF.RETA, sf. Dice-box.

SALCHICHA, sf. 1. Kind of small sausage. 2.

(Mil.) Saucisse, a long narrow bag of pitched
cloth, filled with powder, serving to set fire

to mines. [sold.

SALCHICHERIA, sf. Shop in which sausages are

SALCHICHERO, RA, s. Maker or seller of sau-

sages, [der.
SALCHICON, sm.A large saucisse filled with pow-
SALCOCHAR, va. To dress meat, leaving it half

raw and without salt.

SALDAR, va. To liquidate a debt.

SALDO, sm. Finish or conclusion of a count.

SALEBROSIDAD, sf. Saltness.

SALEDIZO, ZA, a. Jutting out, prominent.
SALERA, sf. Place where salt is given to ani-

mals to eat.

SALERO, sm. 1. Salt-cellar, a vessel with salt

for the use of the table. 2. Salt-mine, from

which rock-salt is obtained. 3. Salt-pan;

magazine of salt.

SALETA, sf. A small hall.

SALGA LO QUE SAMERE. V. Salir.

SAi.fiADA v SALGADERA, sf. (Bot.) Sea purs-
lain. Atriplex halimus L.
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SAL SAL

, sf. A small hall. a. Salique ; applied
to a law.

S A LI COR, sf. (Bot.) Glasswort. Salicornia L.

SALIDA, sf. 1. The act of going out of a place
2. Outlet, passage outwards. 3. Environs of a
town. 4. Issue, result ; conclusion. 5. Pro-

jection, prominence, any thing jutting out
H. Saleableness, the quality of being saleable

7. Expenditure, outlayings. 8. (Mil.) Sally,
sortie. Puerto, de satida, Sally-port. 9.

(Naut.) Departure. 10. (Naut.) Headway ;

progressive motion of a vessel. Estar de sa-

lida, To be ready for sailing. Llevar salida,
To be under weigh or way. Llevar buena

satida, To have fresh head-way.
SALIDIZO, ZA, a Jutting out. V. Saledizo.

SALIDO, a. Projecting, prominent. Salida.

Proud, eager for the male
; applied to a bitch

SAMENTE, a. Salient, projecting.
SAI.IN, sm. Salt magazine. V. Salero.

SALINA, sf. Salt-pit, salt-work.

SALINERO, sm. Salter, one who deals in salt.

SALINO, NA, a. Saline, containing salt
;
consist-

ing of salt.

SALIR, vn. irr. 1. To go out of a place. 2. To
depart, to set out. 3. To get out of a narrow

place or crowd. 4. To appear, to show itself.

5. To shoot, to spring ; to grow. 6. To pro-
ceed, to issue from. 7. To get over difficulties,
to escape from danger ;

to extricate one's self

from errors or doubts. 8. To exceed, to ex-
"el ; (Naut.) To pass another vessel in sailing.
9. To happen, to occur. Saiga lo que saliere,

(Fam.) Happen what will, it does not, con-
cern me. 10. To cost. El caballo ma salid

en sesenta guineas, The horse stood me in

sixty guineas. Salen caros en Madrid los ge-
neros Ingleses, English goods are dear in Ma-
drid. ]]. To finish well or ill

; to correspond
or imply ; to complete a calculation. 12.

(Mil.) To sally, to issue out. 13. To acquire ;

to become
; to grow common or vulgar. 14.

To dismiss, to dispose of. 15. To say or do

any thing unexpectedly or unseasonably. 16.

To resemble, to appear like. 17. To separate,
to retire, to desist, to be chosen or elected.

Salir d luz, To leave the press, to be publish-
ed or printed ;

to be produced ;
to be deve-

loped. Salir con algo, To obtain any thing.
SaJir de si, To be enraptured. Salir de sus

casillas, To step out of one's line or usual

way of acting. Salir de mantillas, Not to

want leading strings. Salir los colores al ros-

tro, To blush. Salir por la ventana, To be
turned out. vr. 1. To violate a contract, not
to fulfil one's engagements. 2. To drop, to

leak. 3. To support or maintain an opinion.
Salirse de la religion, To quit a religious
order.

SALITRADO, DA, a. Impregnated with saltpetre ;

composed of it. [works.
SALITRAL, a. Nitrous. sm. Saltpetre bed or

SALITRE, sm. Saltpetre, nitrate of potash.

SALITRERIA, sf. Saltpetre-work.

SALITRERO, RA, a. Saltpetre-refiner, dealer in

saltpetre.

S.u.rmoso, SA, a. Nitrous.

SALIVA,S/. Saliva, humour formedin the mouth.

SALIVACION, sf. Salivation.
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SALIVAL, a. Salivous.

SALIVAR, vn. To spit, to salivate.
SAL ivERA, sf. Round knob on the bits of a

bridle.

SALIVOSO, SA, a. Salivous.

SALLADOR, sm. Weeder, a weeding-hook, hoe.

SALLAR, va. To weed.
SALM A

, sf. Ton, a measure of weight of twenty
hundred.

SALIMANTINO, NA ; SALMANTICENSE Y SALMATI-
CENSE,a. Belonging to or native ofSalamanca.

SALMEAR 6 SALMODIAR, va. To sing psalms.
S ALMER, sm. (Arq.) Plane or impost from which
an arch srins.

A, 5m. Psalmist, a writer or composer
of psalms; chanter of psalms.

SALMO, sm. Psalm.

SALMODIA, sf. Psalmody.
SALMOGRAFO, 5m. Writer of psalms.
SALMON, 5m. (let.) Salmon. Salmo salar L.

SALMONADO, DA, a. Tasting like salmon.

SALMONETE, sm. (let.) Red-mullet, or sur-mul-
let. Mullus barbatus L.

SALMOREJO, sm. 1. Sauce for rabbits. 2. Repri-
mand, offensive language.

SALMUERA, sf. 1. Brine, water impregnated
with salt. 2. Pickle made of salt and water.

SALMUERARSE, vr. To be diseased by eating
too much salt ; applied to cattle.

SALOBRAL, a. Salty, briny. 5m. Brine.

SALOBRE, a. Brackish, saltish.

SALOBRENO, NA, a. Saltish, containing salt
;

applied to earth.

SALOMA, 5/. 1. (Naut.) Singing out of sailors.

2. (let.) Goldline, gilt-head.

SALOMAR, vn. (Naut.) To sing out.

SALON, 5m. 1. Saloon, a large hall. 2. Meat
salted and smoked.

SALONCETE, CILLO, cfro, sm. dim. Small saloon.

SALPA, 5/. (let.) Goldline. Sparus salpa L.

SALPICADIJRA, 5/. The act of spattering, and
the stain made by it.

SALPICAR, va. 1. To bespatter, to sprinkle with
dirt. 2. To work without continuity or order

;

to fly from one subject to another.

SALPicoN,5m. 1. Salmagundi, cold meat chop-
ped small and dressed with oil, vinegar, salt,

and pepper. 2. Bespattering.
SALPIMENTAR, va. 1. To season with pepper
and salt. 2. To treat with smart or abusive

language ; to dissimulate.

SALPIMENTON, 5m. Salmagundi. V. Salpicon.

SALPIMIENTA, sf. Mixture of salt and pepper.
SAL'PINGA, 5/. African serpent.
SALPRESAR, va. To season with salt.

SALPUGA, sf. Biting kind of ant.

SALPULLIDO, sm. Collection of pustules on the

skin.

SALPui.i.iR, va. To break out in pustules or

pimples on the skin.

SAr.PA, 5/. 1. Sauce, any liquid composition that

promotes the flavour of victuals. 2. Orna-

ments, decorations. Salsa de San Bernardo,
(Joe.) Hunger.

SALSAFRAS,5m. (Bot.) Saxifrage. V. Saxifraga.
SALSEDt/MBRK. sf. Salineness. saltness.

SALSERA, sf. Saucer, a small pan, in which
sauce is served on table. V. Salscrilla.

SALSERETA, sf. A small saucer ;
a dice-box.



SAL SAL

, sf. A small saucer, in which in-

gredients or colours are mixed.

SALSERO, sm. (Bot.) Thyme. Thymus zygis L.

SALSERON, sm. 1. (Burg.) Measure of grain,

containing about a peck. 2. V. Salsa.

SALSERCELO, sm. V. Safserilla.

SALSIFRAGIA 6 SALSIFRA.X,S/. (Bot.) Saxifrage.
SALSIM.A, sf. Sauce of little flavour or taste.

SALTABANCOB, SALTABANCO 6 SALTA EN BAN-

COS, sm. Mountebank, quack'.

SALTABARDALES, sm. Romp, a wild youth.
SAi.TABARRANcos,sm. A noisy turbulent fellow.

SALTACABRAS, sf. Kind of Spanish serpent
which attracts' the eyes of goats.

SALTACHARtiuiLLOs, sm. Boy who walks in

play on tiptoes.

SAI.TACION, sf. The act of leaping, hopping, or

dancing.
SAi.TADERO,sm. 1 . Lcaping-place, ahigh ground
from which leaps can be conveniently taken.

2. An artificial fountain, jet, a contrivance by
which water is violently spouted up. Estar
al gaUadero, (Fain.) To be near promotion.

SALTED i, DA, a. Prominent, jutting out.

SALTADOR, RA, s. One that hops,jumps, or leaps.

SALTADIJRA, sf. Hollow or hole made in the
surface of a stone when hewing it.

SAI.TAMBARCA,S/. A rustic dress, open behind.

SALTANTE, pa. Salient, leaping.
SALTAPAREDES, sm. V. Saltabardalcs.

SALTAR, vn. 1. To
leap,

to jump ; to skip, to re-

bound. SaHar en tierra, To disembark. 2.

To burst, to break into pieces ;
to fly asun-

der. 3. To be clear and obvious, to occur to

the memory ; to excel, to surpass. 4. To be

irritated, to be agitated, to betray emotion ;

to speak incoherently and irrelevantly. 5.

(Naut.) To chop about, to change suddenly ;

applied to the wind. Salte gente a la banda,
(Naut.) Man the ship's side : a word of com-
mand. Saltar de gozo, To be highly delight-
ed. An&ar a lo que salta, To give one's self

up to a vagrant or vagabond life without la-

bour. *. 1. Tr cover the female
; applied

to male animals. 2. To pass from one to an-

SALTAREGLA, sf. A sliding rule. [other.
SAI.TAREO, sm. Ancient Spanish dance.

SALTAREN, sm. 1. Certain tune on the guitar.
2. Grashopper.

SALTARiNf,NA, s. 1. Dancer, one who professes
the art of dancing. 2. A restless young rake.

SALTATERANDATE, sm. A kind of embroidery.
SAI/TATR!/, sf. An immodest female dancer.

SALTEADOR, sm. Highwayman, footpad ; one
who extorts or takes away by violent means.

SALTEAMIENTO, sm. Assault.

SALTEAR, ra. 1. To assault, to attack, to invade ;

to rob on the highway. 2. To fly from one
work to another without continuity. 3. To
anticipate maliciously in the purchase of any
thing ; to surprise, to take by surprise. 4. To
circumvent, or gain ascendency over an-
other's feelings.

SALTEO, sm. Assault, the act of attacking tra-

vellers on the high road.

SALTERIO, sm. 1. Psalter, a collection of

psalms ; a psalm book. 2. Psaltery, a kind of

harp. 3. Rosary. [lander.

SALTERO, UA, a. Living on mountains, high-
78

SALTIBANCOS, sm. Mountebank, quack.
SALTILLO, sm. 1. A little hop or leap. A1 saltil-

/s, Leaping, hopping. 2. (Naut.) Beak, bulk-

head. Saltillos de los pasamanos, (Naut.)

Steps of the gangway. [bank.
SALTIMBANCO Y SALTIMBANQUE, sm. Mounte-

SALTO, sm. 1 . Leap, the act of leaping ;
distance

leaped. 2. Leaping-place, a high ground
from which leaps can conveniently be taken.

3. Irregular transition from one thing to an-

other. 4. Assault, plunder, robbery. 5. Heel-

piece of a shoe. V. Tacon. Salto dc rorazon,

Palpitation. A 1 salto de mala, By flight for

fear of punishment. Salto dc truclia, Tum-
bling ;

tricks played by various vibrations of
the body. Salto mortal, Somersa,ult, or somer-
set ; a leap by which a jumper throws him-

,
self from a beam and turns over his head.

Salto de viento, (Naut.) The sudden shifting
of the wind. Dar tin salto 6. bolina, (Naut.)
To check the bowline. A' saltos, Leaping by
hops. De salto, On a sudden. De un salto,
At one jump. For sdlto, Irregularly, by turns.

SALTON, sm. Grashopper, an insect of the fa-

mily of locusts.

SALTON, NA, a. Hopping, or leaping much. Sal'

tones ojos, Goggle-eyes.
SALUBERRIMO, MA,. sup. Most salubrious.

SALXTBRE, a. Healthful. V. Saludable.

SALUBRID!D, sf. Healthfulness, a sound state

of things, salubrity. 9

SALUD, sf. 1. Health, sound state of the gody.
2. Welfare, prosperity. 3. Salvation, 'preser-
vation from eternal death. En sana sflhid, In

good health. Saludcs, Compliments, greet-

ings ;
courteous actions and expressions.

SALUDABLE, a. Salutary, healthful, salubrious ;

good for the soul. fly.

SALUDABLEMENTE,flrf. Salubriously, healthful-

SALUDADOR, sm. 1. One who greets or salutes.

2. Quack, who pretends to cure distempers
by prayers and religious ceremonies.

SALUDAR, va. 1. To greet, to salute. 2. To ex-

press content or joy by words or actions. 3.

To proclaim one kincr
;
to fire a salute. 4.

To apply some delusive remedies to cure

diseases, like quacks. 5. To punish with

stripes. Saludar A la voz, (Naut.) To give
cheers, to huzza.

SALUDO, sm. Salute with a volley of fire-arms.

SALT^MBRE, sf. Flower of salt, red spume which
forms on salt.

SALUTACION, sf. 1. Salutation, the act of sa-

luting. 2. Exordium or introductory part of

a sermon.

SALITTE, sm. Ancient Castilian gold coin.

SALUTIFERAMENTK, ad. Salubriously.

SALUTIFERO, RA, a. Salutiferous, healthful.

Si.LVA, tf. 1. Pregustation, the previous tast-

ing of viands before they are served up. 2.

Salute, discharge of fire-arms. 3. Chirping
and warbling of birds at break of day. 4.

Salver, a plate on which any thing is pre-
sented. Hacer la salva, To drink to one's

health ; to beg leave to speak. 5. Rash proof
which any one makes of his innocence, by
running a great risk. 6. Oath, solemn pro-
mise, assurance. Senor de salva, Person of

great distinction.
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SAM SAN

SALVACH A, sf. (Naut.) Salvage, a kind of strap
formed of three or more braided cords, serv-

ing chiefly to fasten shrouds and stays.

SALVACION, sf. Salvation.

SALVADERA, sf. Sand-box for writing.
SALVADO, 5m. Bran, the husk of wheat ground
SALVADOR, RA, s. Saviour, rescuer, Redeemer
SALVAGE, a. Savage, wild, barbarous, rude, un-

civilized, uncultivated
; ignorant, foolish

;

undomesticated. sm. 1. A savage, one born
and brought up in forests and wildernesses
2. Mountainous country.

SALVAGEMENTK, ad. Savagely, wildly.

SALVAGEUIA> sf. Rusticity ; clownish, rude, or

uncouth conduct.

SALVAGEZ, sf. Savageness, rustic indocility.

SALVAGINA, sf. 1. Collection of the skins of
wild beasts. 2. Having the taste of game ;

applied to meat.

SALVAGING, NA, a. Savage, wild, untamed.

SALVAGCARDIA, sm. Safeguard, security, pro-
tection

; shield of friendship. sf. Passport.
SALVAJADA, sf. Rude, unmannerly behaviour.

SALVAMENTE, ad. Securely, safely T

SALVAMENTO y SALVAMIENTO, sm. Safety, the
act of saving ; place of safety ; salvation.

Derechos de salvamento, Salvage-money.
SALvA.NTE,/>a. Saver ; excepting. ad. Save.

SALVAR, va. 1. To save, to free from risk or

danger ; to receive into eternal happiness. 2.

To remove impediments or difficulties. 3. To
mention and correct errors of the pen in a
notarial instrument, at the foot thereof. 4.

To pass over or near any thing. 5. To taste,
to prove the food or drink of nobles. vr. To
escape from danger, to get over difficulties

;

to attain salvation.

SALVATIQUEZ^/. Rudeness, rusticity.

SALVE, v. defect. God bless you. sf. Saluta-

tion, or prayer to the Virgin Mary.
SILVIA, sf. (Bot.) Sage. Salvia hispanica L.
SAL viA DO, DA, a. Containing sage.
SALVILLA, sf. Salver, a plate on which any

thing is presented.
SALVO, VA, pp. irreg. ofSalvar. Saved, proved,

corrected.

SXLvo, ad. Saving, excepting. Salvo el guante,
Excuse the glove ; used in shaking hands
with a glove on. A' salvo, Without injury or
diminution.

A[ su salvo, To one's satisfac-

tion, safely, leisurely, easily. En salvo, In

security, at liberty.
'

SALVOCONDUTO v SALVOCONDUCTO, sm. Safe

conduct, passport ; license or permission.
SALVOHONOR, 5m. Breech,. posteriors.
SALZ, sm. V. Sauce.

SAMA,S/. (let.) A kind of sea-bream.

SAMBENITO, sm. 1. Garment worn by penitent
convicts of the Inquisition, having a yellow
cross before and behind. 2. An inscription in

churches, containing the nam, punishment,
and signs of the chastisement of those doing
penance ; note of infamy.

SAMBLAGE, sm. Joinery. V. EnsamMadura.
SAMBUCA, sf. Triangular musical instrument

;

ancient warlike machine.
SA.MIO, A, a. Belonging to the island of Samos.
SAMNTICO, CA, a. Belonging to tha Samnites,

or to the ancient gladiators.
Old

SAMPSUCO, sm. (Bot.) Marjoram. V.Mmoradux.
SAMPSuojjfNo, sm. Unguent, the principal in-

gredient of which is marjoram and thyme.
SAMT^GA, sf. A kind of side-saddle used by wo-
men. V. Xamuga.

SAN, a. Holy ;
used always in the masculine

gender and before the name. V. Santo.

SANABLE, a. Curable, that may be cured.

SANADOR, RA, 5. Curer, one who cures or heals.

SAN ALOTODo,5r/t. Panacea, remedy or plaster for

all distempers and sores ; a general remedy.
SANAMENTE, ad. Naturally ; agreeably.
SANA^R, va. 1. To heal, to cure. 2. To reclaim
from vice, to recal to virtue. vn. To reco-

ver from sickness.

SANATVO, VA, a. Sanative, curative.

SANCHETE, 5m. Ancient silver coin.

SANCHO, sm. (Arag.) Word used to call tame
rabbits.

SANCION, 5/. Sanction.

SANCIONAR, va. To sanction, to authorize.

SANCOCHAR, va. To parboil, to half boil.

SANCT, TA, a. (Ant.) V. Santo.

SANCTASANCTORUM, 5m. Sanctuary.
SANCTIDAD, 5/. V. Santidad.

SANCTIGDAR, va. V. Santiguar.
SANCTIMONIA, sf. V. Santimonia.

SANCTUS, 5m. Mass. Tocan d sanctus 6 santus,

They ring the bell at mass before the canon.

3ANDALiA,5/". Sandal, a kind of slippers.

SANDALINA, sf. A kind of stuff manufactured
in Venice.

SANDALING, NA, a. Tinctured with saunders.

SANDALO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Red mint. Mentha
gentilis L. 2. (Bot.) Saunders, sandal-wood.
Santalum L.

SANDARACA, sf. 1. Sandarach, a red sulphuret
of arsenic. 2. Sandarac, a white gum exuded

by the juniper-tree.
SANDE/., 5/. Folly, simplicity ; want of under-

standing.
SANDIA, 5/. (Bot.) Water-melon. Cucurbita

citrullus L.

SANDIO, DIA, a. Foolish, nonsensical.

*>ANDX, 5m. Minium, red lead.

SANEAMIENTO, sm. Surety, bail, guarantee ;
in-

demnification, reparation.

SANEAR, va. I. To give security, to give bail.

2. To indemnify, to repair.

SANEDRIN, im. Sanhedrim, supreme Jewish
council.

SANGLEY, 5m. Chinese who trade to the Phi-

lippine islands.

SANGRADERA, sf. 1. Lancet, a chirurgical in-

strument for letting blood. 2. Lock, sluice,
drain.

SANGRADOR, 5m. 1. Phlebotomist, a blood-let-

ter. Es gran sangrador, He is a great blood-

letter
; applied to a physician who orders to

bleed much. 2. Fissure, opening.
SANGRADURA,5/. 1. Bleeding, an incision made

in a vein to let blood ; part of the arm usu-

ally bled. 2. Draining of a canal or river.

SANGRAR, va. 1. To bleed, to let blood
;
to open

a vein. 2. To drain, to draw off any quantity
of water from a canal or river. 3. (Impr.)
To indent the first line of a paragraph. Me
sanvro lien la bolsa, He drained my purse
well. vn. To bleed. vr. To be bled.
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SANGRAZA, sf. Serous blood, thin blood abound-

ing with water.

SANGRE, sf 1. Blood, the red humour or fluid

contained in the veins arid arteries of the ani-

mal body. 2. Race, family, kindred. 3. Sub-

stance, fortune. 4. Wound, incision where
blood issues. 5. Entertainment given to one
who bleeds. 6. Inside of the arm where a

vein is usually opened. 7. Drink made of
lemon and red wine.. 8. (Impr.) Indention

of a line. .V sangrefria, In cool blood. A 1

sangre yfutgo, By violent means, with the

utmost rigour.
SANGRIA, sf. 1. Bleeding, an incision made in a

vein to let blood ; any wound or incision

which emits blood. 2. Present made to a

person who is blooded. 3. Taking away or

drawing out any thing in small quantities or

parts. 4. (Impr.) Act of indenting a line.

5. Inside of the arm. V. Sangradura. 6.

SANGREE, a beverage made of red wine,
lemon, and water.

SANGRIENTAMENTE, ad. Bloodily, cruelly.

SANGRIENTO, TA, a. 1. Bloody, stainetj with

blood, blood-coloured. 2. Sanguinary, blood-

thirsty. [L.

SANGUAL, sm. (Orn.) Osprey. Falco ossifragus
SANGUAZO, ZA, a. y s. Serous blood; reddish

fluid.

SANGUENo,sm. (Bot.) Dogberry-tree, cornelian

cherry-tree. Cornus sanguinea L. [idaeus L.

SANGUESO, sm. (Bot.) Raspberry-bush. Rubus
SANGUIFERO, RA, a. Containing blood.

SANGUIFICAR, va. To produce blood, to san-

guify. [blood.

SANGUIFICATIVO, VA, a. That which produces
SANGUIJUELA, sf. 1. Leech. Hirudo L. 2.

Sharper, one who by artful tricks cheats un-

wary persons out of their money.
SANGUINARIA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Knot-grass. Illece-

brum paronychia L. 2. Stone resembling an

agate, of the colour of blood.

SANGUINARIAMENTE, ad. Sanguinarily.
SANGUINARIO, RI A, a. Sanguinary, cruel, bloody
SANGCINEO, NEA ; Y SANGUINO, NA, a. Having

the colour of blood, sanguine ; sanguineous,
abounding in blood. [bloody.

SANGUINOLENTO, TA, a. (Poet.) Sanguinary,
SANGUINOSO, SA, a. Sanguineous ; cruel.

SANGUIS, sm. (Lat.) Blood of Christ.

SANGUISORVA,S/. (Bot.) Burnet. [guijuela.
SANGUISUELA Y SANGUJA, sf. Leech. V. San-

SANICULA, sf. (Bot.) Sanicle. Sanicula L.

SANIDAD, sf. 1. Soundness, health, vigour, sa-

nity. En sanidad, In health. Carta de sani-

dad, Bill of health. Casa de sanidad, Office
'

of health. Juez de sanidad, Commissioner of
the board of health. 2. Candour, ingenuous-

SANIE 6 SANIES, sf. (Med.) V. /cor. [ness.

SANIOSO, SA, a. V. Icoroso.

SANJACADO 6 SANJACATO, sm. Government of
a Turkish province.

SANJACO, sm. Turkish governor of a province.
SANJUAN^DA, sf. Vigil of St. John.

SANJUANERO, RA, a. Applied to fruits ripe at

St. John's day.
SANJUANISTA, a. Religious of the Order of St.

John of Jerusalem.

SANLU^UJENO, NA, a. Belonging to St. Lucar.

SANMIGUELX.DA, .*/. Michaelmas.

SANMIGUELENO, NA, a. Applied to fruits ripe at

Michaelmas.

SASO, NA, a. I.Sound, healthy, wholesome;
salutary ; secure. 2. Sincere, well disposed ;

discreet, wise, steady. 3. Safe, free from
fault. 4. Entire, complete. Sana y salvo,
Safe and sound.

SANT, a. (Ant.) V. San.

SANTA, sf. Female saint. sm. V. Santuario.

SANTA BARBARA, sf. I. (Naut.) Magazine, pow-
der room of a ship. 2. St. Barbara.

SANTAMENTE, ad. 1. Reverently, holily, saint-

ly ; religiously, simply. 2. Briskly, freely.
Me entrc santamcnte en la casa, I slept into

the house without ceremony.
SANTASANTORUM, sm. Sanctuary.
SANTELMO, sm. (Naut.) A fiery meteor which

at times appears on the masts of ships in

stormy weather.

SANTERO, RA, s. Hermit, who begs charity for

keeping the hermitage in repair.

SANTIAGO, sm. I. St. James, the war-hoop of

the Spaniards on engaging Moors and other

infidels. 2. A middling sort of linen manu-
factured in Compostella.

SANTIAGUENO, NA, a. Applied to fruits ripe at

St. James's-day.
SANTIAGUISTA, a. Belonging to the order of

Santiago.
SANTIAMEN, 5m. Moment, twinkling of an eye.
SANTfco, CA> s. Little image of a saint; in fa-

miliar language, a good child.

SANTIDAD,^/". 1. Sanctity, moral perfection. 2.

Holiness, a title of honour given to the popex
SANTIFICACION, sf. Sanctification, the act of

making holy.

SANTIFICADOR, sm. Sanctifier.

SANTIFICANTE, pa. Blessing, sanctifying.

SAJNTiFicAR,ra. 1. To sanctify, to render holy.
2. To devote or dedicate any thing to God.
3. To bless, to praise. 4. (Met.) To justify,
to exculpate. vr. ]. To employ one's self in

pious works. 2. To justify, to clear from

guilt.

SANTIGUADA, sf. Blessing, the act of making
the sign of the cross.

SANTIGUADERA, sf. Act of making the sign of

the crossover a sick person. V. Santiguadora.
SANTIGUADERO, sm. He who makes the sign of

the cross over sick persons, saying certain

prayers.

SANTIGJJAUOR, RA, s. One who cures by the

sign of the cross.

SANTIGU AMIENTO, sm. Act of crossing or curing
with the sign of the cross.

SANTIGUAR, va. 1. To bless, to make the sign
of the cross over a sick person. 2. To chas-

tise, to punish. vr. To make the sign of the

cross over one's self, to cross one's self.

SANTIGUO, sm. The act of making the cross

over one's self.

SANTIMOMA, sf. 1. Sanctity. V. Santidad. 2.

(Bot.) Corn marigold. Chrysanthemum co-

ronarium L.

SANTISCARIO, sm. (Vulg.) Caprice, whim. V.

Capricho.
SANTISIMO, MA, a. Most holy. El santisimo,
The holy sacrament.
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SANTO, TA, a. 1. Saint, holy, virtuous. 2. Sim-

ple, plain, artless. 3. Sacred, dedicated to

God; inviolable. 4. Grateful, delightful,
pleasant. 5. Just, upright, pious. 6. Holy, ap-
plied to the Roman catholic and apostolic
church. Santa ba.rbara, (Naiit.) Gun-room.
Santo dia, The whole day. Pas6 el santo din
en ociosidad, He spent the whole day in idle-

ness. Santo de pajares, Hypocrite. Todos

Santos, All Saints' day. Santo varon, A holy
man

; a harmless idiot or simpleton ;
a great

hypocrite. A1 santo tapado, Clandestinely,
cautiously and secretly. Santo mocarro, Vul-

gar play in which one besmears the face of

another, calling him by this name, on condi-
tion of not laughing ;

if he laughs, he loses,
and takes the saint's place.

SlNTO, sm. 1. Saint, the image of a saint. 2.

(Mil.) Watch-word. An&a con mil santos,
Leave me, away with you.

SANTOLINA, sf. (Bot.) Lavender-cotton. San-
tolina L.

SANTON, sm. A pretended saint, a hypocrite.
SANTORAL, sm. A collection of sermons or lives

of the saints
; church-choir book.

SANTIJARJO, 5771. Sanctuary ; temples and sa
cred things.

SANTtJcHO, CHA
[crite

Y SANTURRON, NA, s. Hypo-
SANTULARIO, RIA, a. (Joe.) Applied to those
who keep things as holy relics. [ness.

SANTURRON, 5. Hypocrite ; pretending holi-

SANTCRRONERfA, sf. Hypocrisy, feigned piety.
V. Beateria.

SA^NTUS, sm. Mass. V. Sanctus.

SANA, sf. Anger, passion, rage and its effects.

SANOSAMENTE, ad. Furiously.
SANOSO, SA, a. Furious.

SANUOAMENTE, ad,. Furiously.
SAN(JDO, DA, a. Furious, enraged.
SAPAN, sm. (Bot.) Narrow-leaved prickly bra-

siletto
; sappan-tree. Caesalpinia sappan L.

SAPERA, */. (Bot.) Sea-heath. Frankenia laevis

L. [site taste.

SApfoo, DA, . High-flavoured, of an exqui-
SAPIENCIA, sf. Wisdom.
SAPJENCIALES, STO.pJ. Books of wisdom, works
on morals.

SAPIENTE, a. Wise. V. Sabio.

SAPILLO, sm. I. A little toad. 2. A small tu-
mour under the tongue.

'NO, sm. (Bot.) Kind of pine.
), sm. 1. A large toad. V. Escucrzo. 2. A

bloated swelled person. 3. Dolt, a dull stupid
person. Pisar el sapo, To sleep much. V.
Pisar. [officinalis L.

SAPON^RIA, sf. (Bot.) Soap-wort. Saponaria
SAPORIFERO, RA, a. Saporific, having the pow-

er to produce taste.

SA<IUE, sm. I. The act of playing out the ball.

2. He that plays out the ball.

SAQUEADOR, RA, s. Depopulator, ransacker.

SAQUEAR, va. I. To ransack, to plunder. 2, To
take away any thing

in an unlawful manner.
SAQUEO y SAQUEAMIENTO, sm. Pillage, the act

of plundering a place.
SAQUERA, sf. Needle for sewing sacks, a pack-

ing needle.

SAR

SAQUILA'DA, sf. A small quantity of grain pot
into a sack to be ground.

SAQULLO, sm. A small bag.
SARAGUETE, sm. Hop, a private family dance.
SARAMPION, sm. Measles, a kind of eruptive and

infectious fever.

SARANGOSTI, sm. (Naut.) Saragosti,agum used
in the East Indies, instead of pitch and tar,
to calk ships.

SARAO,SW. Ball, an entertainment of dancing.
SARCASMO, sm. Sarcasm, a keen and bitter

irony, intended to insult an adversary or op-
ponent.

SARCIA,^/". Load, burthen. V. Cargo.
SARC!LLO, sm. (Burg.) Hoe, an instrument to

cut up the earth. [Persia.

A, */. Place for, or collection of, sacks.

SAQ.UETE 6 SAOJJETO. sm. Little sack.
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SARCOCOLA, sf. A resinous gum imported from
SARCOFAGO, GA, a. Escharotic.

SARCOFAGO, sm. 1. Tomb, grave. 2. Sarcopha-
gus, a sort ofpumice-stone, ofwhich, ancient-

ly, coffins were made to consume the flesh.

SARCOTICO, CA, a. Sarcotic, serving to fill up
ulcers with new flesh ; applied to medicine.

SARDA, if. (let.) A kind of mackerel. Scomber
colfcis L. [2. Rude, stubborn.

SARDESCO, CA, a. 1. Belonging to a small ass.

SARDESCO, sm. A small ass.

SARDISA, sf. (let.) Anchovy. Clupea encrasi-

colus L. La ultima sardina de la banata,
The last shift. [chards.

SARDINERO, RA, s. Dealer in anchovies or pil-

SARDINERO, RA, a. Belonging to anchovies.

SARDINETA, sf. 1. A small anchovy or pilchard.
2. Part of cheese which overtops the cheese
vat. 3. (Naut.) Knittle, a small line either

plaited or twisted, for various purposes on
board of ships. Sardinetes, Fillips with wet

fingers.
SARDIO 6 SARDO, sm. Sardine, a semi-pellucid

stone of a blood colour.

SARDONIA, sf. (Bot.) Crow-foot, spearwort. Ri-

sa sardonia 6 Sardonica, Sardonic laughter ;

consisting in a violent contraction of the
muscles of the face.

SARDONIX, sf. Sardonyx, a precious stone.

SARGA, sf. 1. Serge, a silk stuff; also a kind
of woollens. Sarga de una vara, Serge de
Rome. Sarga de dos viras, Serge de Nis-

mes. 2. A kind of osier or willow.

SARGADO, DA, a. Serge-like. V. Jisargado.
SARGAZO, sm. (Bot.) Sea-lentils, gulf-weed.
Fucus natans L.

SARGENTA, sf. 1. Lay nun of the religious or-

der of Santiago. 2. Serjeant's halbert.

SARGENTEAR, va. 1. To perform the duty of a

serjeant. 2. To take the command. 3. To
act in an imperious and overbearing map-
ner.

SARGENTERiA,5f. Place or duty of a serjeant.

SARGENTIA, sf. Office of a serjeant.

SARGENTO, sm. Serjeant, an under or non-com-
missioned officer.

SARGENTON, sm. A strong masculine woman.
SARGO, sm. (let.) A kind of sea-roach or sea-

bream. Sparus sargus L.

SARGUERO, sm. Painter of serge.
SARGUETA, sf. A thin light serge.

SARILLA, sf. (Bot.) Mountain-hyssop. Teucri-
um montanum L.
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. To scarify. V. Sajar.
SARjiA,s/. Scarification. V. Saja. [vine shoots.

SARMENTADOR, RA, s. One who gathers pruned
SARMEierAR, va. To gather vine shoots.

SARMRCTERA, sf. Place where vine shoots are

kept; collecting of vine shoots.

SARMENTICIO, CIA, . Applied to Christians in

derision, because they suffered themselves to

be burned with the slow fire of vine shoots.

SARMENTOSO, SA, a. Full of vine shoots.

SARMIK.XTO, sm. Vine shoot, the branch on
which the grapes grow.

SARNA, sf. 1. Itch, a very contagious cutaneous
disease. JYo lefalta sino sarna que rascar,
He has every thing which his heart can wish
for. 2. Violent desire.

SARNAZO, sm. Contagion of the itch.

SARNOSO, SA, a. Itchy, affected with the itch,

rough, scaly.

SARPULLIDO, 5m. 1. Flea-bite. 2. Efflorescence,
the breaking out of some humours in the skin.

SARi'uLi.fR, vn. To be flea-bitten. vr. To be
full of flea-bites. [a number of persons.

SARRAcfNA, sf. A tumultuous contest between

SA^RRIA, sf. 1. A kind ofwide net made ofropes,
in which straw is carried. In Toledo it is

called Sarrieta. 2. (Ar.) Large basket.

SARRILLO, sm. 1. A kind of rattling sound in

the throat of a dying person. 2. V. Yaro.

SARRIO, sm. A kind of wild goat, with the
horns bent forward.

SARRO, sm. Incrustation of the tongue in vio-

lent fevers
;
foulness of the teeth

;
sediment

which adheres to vessels. [ment.
SARROSO, SA, a. Incrusted, covered with sedi-

SARTA, sf. String, of beads or pearls, any set of

things filed on a line
; series.

SAUTAL, a. Stringed. sm. String of beads, &c.

SARTALEJO, sm. "A small string of pearls, or

precious stones.

SARTEN, sf. Frying-pan, a vessel in which meat
is fried.

SARTENADA, sf. As much meat or fish as a fry-

ing-pan can hold at once.

SARTENAZO, sm. 1. Blow with a frying-pan. 2.

Trick played off; jest, joke.

SARTENILLA, CA, TA, sf. A small frying-pan.
SARZO, sm. V. Zarzo. [L.

SASAFRAs,sm.(Bot.) Sassafras. Laurus sasafras

SASTRA,S/. Wife of a tailor.

SASTRE, sm. Tailor, one who cuts or makes
clothes. Sastre remendon* Botching tailor.

Es un caxon de sastre, He is a superficial
scribbler.

SASTRECILLO, sm. A petty tailor.

SASTRERIA, sf. 1. Profession or trade of a tai-

lor. 2. A tailor's shop.
SATANAS Y SATAN, sm. Satan.

SATANICAMENTE, ad. Satanically.
SATANICO, CA, a. Satanic, devilish.

SATELiTE,sm. 1. Bailiff, constable, petty officer

of justice. 2. (Astr.) Satellite.

SATERION, sm. V. Satirion.

SATIRA, sf. 1. Satire, a poem, in which wicked-
ness or folly is censured. 2. A lively, bitter,
and witty woman.

SATIRICAMENTE, ad. Satirically.

SATiRico,sm. Satirist, one who writes satires.

CA, a. Satirical, censorious ;
full of invectives.

sf. A sharp sneering insinuation.

SATIRII.LO, sm. A little satyr.

SArfRio, sm. Kind of water rat.

SATIRION, sm. (Bot.) Lizard flower, white saty-
rion. Satyrium albidum L.

SATIRIZAR, va. To satirize, to write satires.

SATIRO, sm. Satyr, a fabulous kind of demigod. *

SATISDACION, sf.(For.) V. Fianza.

SATISFACCION, s/. 1. Satisfaction, amends,
atonement, recompense, apology, excuse.
2. Gratification, the act of pleasing. 3. Pre-

sumption ; confidence, security.

SATISFACER, va. 1 . To satisfy, to pay fully what
is due. 2. To expiate, to atone ; to reward.
3. To allay the passions, to content desire ;

to sate or satiate. 4. To free from doubt, per-

plexity, or suspense. vr. 1. To satisfy one's

self
;
to be satisfied, to vindicate one's self.

2. To be convinced, to be undeceived. 3. To
content hunger, thirst, or sleep.

SATISFACTORIAMENTE, ad. Satisfactorily.

SATISFACTORY, RIA, a. Satisfactory, that which
can satisfy or give content.

SATISFECHO, CHA, a. Arrogant, confident.

SATfvo, VA, a. Sative, that which is sown,
planted, or cultivated, as opposed to what

grows wild.

SATO, sm. Corn-field. V. Sembrado.
SATRAP A, sm. 1. Governor of a province among

the ancient Persians. 2. A sly crafty fellow.

SATRApfA, sf. Dignity of a Persian governor.
SATURACION, sf. 1. Saturity, the act of filling-

one thing with another. 2. Saturation, the

impregnation of an acid with alkali.

SATURAR, va. 1. To saturate, to imbibe, to im-

gregnate. 2. To fill, to glut.

SATURNAL, a. Saturnian. SaturnaieS) Saturna-
lia.

SATCRNINO, NA, a. Saturnine, melancholy,
grave, gloomy. [great mishap.

SATURNO, sm. 1. (Astr.) Saturn. 2. Lead; a.

SAUCE d SAUZ, sm. (Bot.) Willow. Salix L.

SAUCEDAL 6 SAUCERA, s. Plantation ofwillows.

SAtfco, sf. 1. (Bot.) Elder or alder-tree. Sam-
bucus L. 2. Second hoof of horses.

SAUDADA, sf. An ardent desire of any thing
absent.

SAuo.uiLLo,sm. (Bot.) Dwarf elder. Sambucus
ebulus L.

UsERf A, sf. Larder in a palace.

SAUSIER, sm. Chief of the larder in a palace.
SAUZAL, sm. V. Saucedal y Salceda.

irzcATfLLO, sm. (Bot.) Agnus castus tree^
chaste tree. Vitex agnus castus L.

SAXAFRAX, sf. V. Saxifraga. [stones.

SAXATIL, a. Applied to fish breeding among
SAXEO, EA, a. Stony.
SAXIFRAGA 6 SAXIFRAGUA, sf. (Bot.) The sax-

ifrage plant ; mountain saxifrage.

SAXOSO, SA, a. Containing stones, stony.

SAYA, sf. 1. Upper petticoat of a woman. 2. A
certain sum of money which the queen of

Spain gives her maids when they marry. 3.

Ancient tunic or gown worn by men. Saya,

saya, Chinese silk. Saya cntera, A gown
with a train.

SAYAL, sm. A coarse stuff, sackcloth.

SAYALERIA, sf. Shop for weaving coarse cloth.

SAYALERO, sm. Weaver of coarse stuff.
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SAYALESCO, CA, a. Made of sackcloth or other
coarse stuff.

SAYALETE, sm. A thin or light stuff.

SAYAZA, sf. An outward coarse petticoat.

SAYETE, sm. A thin or light stuff.

SAYNETE, 5m. 1. Bit of marrow given to a hawk
2. Any delicate bit of a fine taste or relish. 3.

Any thing pleasing or engaging. 4. A high-
flavoured sauce. 5. Taste or elegance in dress.

6. Entertainment, farce.

SAYNETILLO, sm. A slight relish.

SAYNO, sm. Kind of Indian pig.

SAYO, sm. A large wide coat without buttons ;

any loose coat or dress: Sayo bobo, Tight
dress worn by clowns in plays. Sayo vaquero,
A loose jacket worn by cowherds. A 1 su sayo,
Of one's own accord, in one's own mind.

SAYON,sm. 1. Bailiff; executioner. 2. A corpu-
lent

ill-looking^
fellow.

SAYONAZO, sm. Bailiff; executioner.

SAYUELA, sf. I. Woollen shift worn by some

religious. 2. Kind of fig.
S AYUELO, sm. Little frock, small kind ofjacket.
SAZ, sm. V. Sauce.

SAZGATILLO, sm. V. Agnocasto.
SAZON, sf. 1. Maturity, state of perfection. 2.

Taste, relish, flavour. 3. Occasion, opportu-
nity, season. A1 la sazon, Then, at that time.
En sazon, Seasonably, opportunely.

SA/.ONADAMENTE, ad. Maturely, seasonably.
SAZONADO, sm. A witty saying, a word to the

purpose. DA, a. Having a relish.

SA/ONAUOR, RA, s. Seasoner.

SAZONAR, va. To season, .to give a taste or re-

lish
; to bring to maturity. m. To ripen, to

attain maturity.
SE, A pronoun, possessive to the person or thing

that governs the verb ; used before the pro-
nouns me, te, le, it reflects the action of the
verb on the object which they represent.

SE, prep. Used in composition, as separar, To
separate.

SEA, ad. Whether. Sea que, Whether that.

SEBE, sf. Place enclosed with high pales.
SKBASTIAN Y SEBASTIANO, sm. Sebesten-fruit.

&EBESTEN, sm. (Bot.) Scbesten-tree. Cordia
sebestena L.

SEBILLO, sm. Paste made up with a kind of

suet, to soften the hands
;
kind of soap.

SEBOjsm. 1. Suet, a hard and solid grease or fat

taken from the kidneys of animals ; any sort

of grease or fat. 2. A large capital, a great
fortune. 3. (Naut.) Animal grease, with which
the bottoms of ships, the masts, &c.are rub-
bed or besmeared.

SKBOSO, SA, a. Fat, greasy, unctuous
; greased.

SJKCA, sf. 1. Drought, dry weather. 2. Mint, the

building where money is coined. 3. Sand-
bank not covered by the sea. 4. Inflammation
and swelling in the glands. Secas, Sands,
rocks. A 1

secas, Alone, singly.

SECACUL, sm. (Bot.) V. Eringe.
SECADAL, sm. A dry barren ground.
SECADERO, sm. Place where fruit is dried. RA,

a. Capable of being dried ; applied to fruit.

SECAPILLOS, sm. pi. A sort of dry round bis-

cuits.

SECAMENTE, ad. 1. Drily, morosely ; without
attention or politeness. 2. Coldly, frigidly.

SECOND, sm. 1. Dry arable land which is not
irrigated. 2. Siccity, dryness. 3. Dry sand-

SECANSA, sf. Kind of game at cards.

SECANTE, sm. Dryer, a drying oil used for paint-
ing, and composed of linseed-oil boiled with

garlic, ground-glass, and litharge. sf.

(Geom.) Secant, a line that cuts another or
divides a superficies into two parts.

SECAR, va. To dry, to extract moisture, hu-

mour, or juice. vr. 1. To dry, to be dried

up, to grow dry. 2. To become lank, lean,
or meager ; to decay. 3. To grow cool in the
intercourse with a friend. 4. To be extreme-

ly thirsty. 5. To feel repugnance to do any-

thing however necessary.
SECARAL, sm. Dryness, drought. V. SequeraL
SECATT^RA, sf. A scarcity of news.

SECCION, sf. 1. Act of cutting. 2. Section, the
division of a work composed of books, chap-
ters, and paragraphs. 3. (Geom.) Section, the

cutting of lines, figures, and solid bodies. 4.

(Arq.) Section of a building ; delineation of
its height and depth. 5. Width and depth of
the bed of a river. 6. Superficies which cuts

the visual rays.
SECENO, NA, a. Sixteenth. V. Decimosexto.

SECESION, sf. Secession.

SECESO, sm. Excrement, stool.

SECLtJ so, SA, a. (Ant.) Secluded, separated.
SECO, CA, a. 1. Dry, wanting moisture. 2. Bar-

ren, arid, sapless ; withered. 3. Lean, lank,

meager. 4. Bare, only, mere. A 1

secas, Sole-

ly. Tres shclines secos, Only three shillings.
5. Barren, without ornament or embellish-

ment. 6. Rude, ill-mannered. 7. Lukewarm,
cold, without affection. Pan seco, Dry bread.

A1 secas y sin Hover, Without preparation or

advice, unexpectedly. En seco, Without cause
or motive. Navio a polo seco, (Naut.) Ship
under bare poles. Correr a polo seco, (Naut.)
To scud under bare poles.

SECRECION, sf. (Med.) Secretion, act of sepa-

rating the various fluids of the body.
SECRESTACION, sf. Sequestration. V. Seqttcstro.

SECRESTAR, va. (Ant.) 1. To sequester, to se-

questrate. 2. To pick out, to set apart.

JECRETA, sf. 1. The private examen which, in

the Spanish universities, precedes the gradu-
ation of licentiates in the common law. "2.

Privy, a necessary house, water-closet. 3.

Secret or private orisons said in a low voice

at the beginning of the mass.

JECRETAMENTE, ad. Secretly, clandestinely.

SECRETARIAL/. 1. Confident, awomanentrnst-
ed with a secret ; wife of a secretary. 2. Wo-
man who writes a lady's letters ; secretary of a

nunnery. Secretarla. 1. Secretary's office,

the place where a secretary transacts business.

2. Place or employment of a secretary.

SECRETARIAR, vn. To fill the office, or dis-

charge the duties, of secretary.

SECRETARIO, sm. 1. Confident, the person en-

trusted with secrets. 2. Secretary, one en-

trusted with the management ofbusiness ;
one

who writes for another. 3. Clerk ; amanuensis.

SECRETEAR,M. To secrete, to separate.

SECRETILLO, sm. A trifling secret. Secret'dlos,

Private conversation between friends.
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,
5771. 1. Author who writes on the

secrets of nature, naturalist. 2. Secretist, a

dealer in secrets.

SECRETO, TA, a. Secret ; hidden, obscure. sm.

1. Secrecy, careful silence. 2. Secret, the

thing hidden or concealed ;
arcanum. 3. Cau-

tion, silence, dissimulation. 4. Fob, a small

pocket in the waistband of breeches. 5.

Scrutoire, a case or hidden drawer for papers.
Secrcto dc anc.huelo, A stage-secret. De se-

crcto, Secretly, privately, without ceremony.
En sccreto, Without formality, in secret, in

private, secretly.

SECRETO.f, sm. Fine dimity.
SECT A, sf. 1. Sect, a body of men following
some particular master, or united in some
tenets. 2. Doctrine or opinion followed by a

body of men.

SECTADOR, RA, s. Sectarist.

SECTA^RIO, RIA, a. Sectarian, sectary.

SECTOR, sm. (Geom.) Sector. [tro.

SECUESTRACION, sf. Sequestration. V. Seqiles-

SECUESTRX.R, va. To sequestrate. V. Seqllestrar.

SECUESTRO, sm. V. Seqttestro.

SECULAR, a. 1. Secular, happening or coming
once in a century. 2. Not spiritual, relating
to the affairs of the present world. 3. Not
bound by monastic rules.

SECULARID^D, sf. Secularity, the state or qua-
lity of being secular.

SECULARIZACION, sf. Secularization.

SECULARIZA.R, va. To secularize, to convert
from spiritual appropriations to common use.

SECUNDARIAMENTE, ad. Secondarily.
SECUNDA\RIO, RIA, a. Secondary, accessory.
SECUNUINA,^/". Afterbirth ; heam of beasts.

SECURA, sf. Dryness, siccity, droughtiness ;

want of humidity or moisture.

SECUTA\R, va. (Ant.) V. Executar.

SED, sf. 1. Thirst, the pain suffered for want
of drink. 2. Eagerness, anxiety ; violent de-

sire. JVb dar ni aun una sed de agua, Not
to give as much as a draught of water.

SEDA, sf. 1. Silk, the thread of the silk-worm.
2. Work or stuff formed of silken threads. 3.

Hog's bristle
; strong hair. Texedor de seda,

Silk-weaver. Seda cruda, Raw eilk. Seda

floxa, Flock silk. Ser una seda, To be of a
sweet temper.

SEDADERA, sf. Hackle, an instrument for dress-

ing flax.

SEDX.L, sm. 1. Angling-line fixed to a fishing-
hook. 2. Seton, horse-hair or threads drawn

through the skin to produce a salutary dis-

charge of pus ; by farriers it is called a rowel.

SF.DATIVO, VA, a. (Med.) Sedative.

SEDE, sf. 1. Chair, a seat made of wood or any
other matter on which one can sit. Sedeple-
na, Actual occupation of a chair or dignity.
Sedevacante, Vacant bishoprick. 2. See, seat
of episcopal power.

SE^E JLR, va. To clean jewels, gold, or silver,
with a brush.

SEDENTARIO, RIA, a. Sedentary, passive in sit-

ting still
; wanting motion or action.

SEI>ENA,S/*. Fine tow of flax, produced by the
second hackling ;

cloth made of such tow.

SEDENO, NA, a. 1. Silky, silken ; silk-like. 2.

Made or consisting of hair.

SEDERA,S/. Weaver's seat, the bench on which
weavers sit to work.

SEDERIA, sf. 1. Silks, silk stuff. 2. Shop of a
silk-mercer or silk-man.

SEDERO, sm. Silk-mercer, silk-man.

SEDICION, sf. Sedition, popular commotion.

SEDICIOSAMENTE, ad. Seditiously.
SKDICIOSO, SA, a. Seditious.

SEDIENTO, TA, a. 1. Thirsty, dry ; droughty. 2.

Eagerly desirous, anxious.

SEDIMENTO, sm. Sediment.

SEDUCCION, sf. Seduction, the act of seducing
or deceiving.

SEDUCIR, #a. To seduce, to corrupt, to deprave.
SEDUCTOR, RA, s. Seducer, deceiver ; misleader.

SEE, sf. (Ant.) SEE. V. Sc.de.

SEER, v. y s. (Ant.) V. Ser y Sentarse.

SEGX.BLE, a. Fit to be reaped.
SEGA"DA, sf. V. Siega.

SEGADERA, sf. Reaping-hook.
SEGADERO, RA, a. Fit to be reaped.
SEGADOR, RA, s. Reaper, harvester.

SEGX.R, va. 1. To reap, to cut down with a

reaping-hook. 2. To cut off ; to abscind any
thing grown higher than the rest.

SEGAZON, sf. Harvest season, reaping.

SEGLA^R, a. Worldly ; secular, laical.

SEGLARMENTE, ad. Secularly.
SEGMENTO, sm. Segment, any part cut off.

SEGREGACION,^/". Segregation, separation.

SEGREGA\R, va. To segregate, to separate.

SfiGREGATivo, VA, . That which separates.

SEGRI, sm. A sort of silk stuff resembling dou-

ble taffety.

SEGUDA^R, va. To persecute, to pursue or per-
severe.

SEGUIDA, sf. The act of following, or state of

being followed ; succession. De seguida, Suc-

cessively, without interruption.

SEGUIDILLA, sf. A merry Spanish tune and
dance. Seguidillas, Diarrhoea, a looseness.

SEGUIIIILLERA, sf. Person fond of singing and

dancing seguidi.Uas.

SEGufno, DA, a. Continued, successive, follow-

ed, direct. sm. 1. Narrowing the stitches of

a stocking at the foot. 2. (Art.) A kind of

pedrero having the powder chamber smaller

than the other part of a cannon.

SEGUIDOR, RA, 5. 1. Follower, one who follows

another person or thing. 2. A leaf of ruled

paper which serves to direct boys to write

straight.

SEGUIMIENTO,STO. Pursuit, the act of following
another ; continuation of a law-suit.

SEGCIR, va. I. To follow, to pursue. 2. To pro-

secute, to be in pursuit of one. 3. To accom-

pany, to attend. 4. To follow, profess, or ex-

ercise any science or art. 5. To conduct or

manage a suit at law or any other business.

6. To agree or conform to. 7. To copy, to

imitate. 8. To direct to the proper road or

method. Seguir en compania, (Naut.) To sail

in company with other ships. vr. 1. To en-

sue, to follow as a consequence. 2. To suc-

ceed, to follow in order. 3. To issue, to

spring from.

SEG^LLO, sm. The first stratum or layer of a

gold mine.
. According to. Seguntd.medice,
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According to what you tell me. Begun y
como, Just as. Vuelvo la caxa segun y co-

mo la recibi, I return the box just as I re-

ceived it.

SEGUNDAM^NTE Y SEGUNDARIAMENTE. V. Se-

cundariamente.

SEGUND^R, vn. 1. To repeat over again. 2. To
be second, to follow next to the first in say-

ing and doing.

SEGUNUARIO, KIA, a. Secondary, second in or-

der. V. Secundario.

SEGuNDfi.LA, sf. 1. Snow-water again frozen

after congealing other water. 2. Small bell

used for certain acts of devotion.

SEGUNDILLO, sm. I. The second portion of

bread distributed at table in convents. 2.

(Mus.) Semi-tone, one of those which are

called accidentals.

SECOND A, sf. 1. Second in music. 2. Double
wards of a lock or key.

SEGUNDO, DA, a. Second, immediately follow-

ing the first ; favourable. sm. Second of

time, or of a degree of the earth's circumfe-
rence

; 60th part of a minute.

SEGUNDOGENITO, TA, a. Second born
; applied

to children.

SEGUNDON, sm. The second son of a family ;
a

younger brother.

SEGUNT, prep. (Ant.) V. Segun.
SEGUR, sf. 1. Axe, a large hatchet with a long

handle or helve. 2. Axe or emblem of the
law. 3. Sickle, a reaping-hook.

SEGURADOR, sm. Securer, asserter.

SEGURAMENTE, ad. Securely, certainly.

SEGUKAR, va. V. Jlsegurar.
SEGUREJA, sf. A. small hatchet, a hollow draw-

knife for clearing the inside of staves.

SEGURIDAD, sf. Security, surety, certainty.

SEGURO, RA, a. 1 . Secure, free from danger. 2.

Certain, not doubtful. 3. Firm, constant.

sm. 1. Tumbler of a gun-lock. 2. Permis-

sion, leave, license. 3. Insurance of ships, or

goods on board of ships. Campania de segu-
ros, Insurance company. Camara u oficina
de seguros, Insurance office. Poliza de segu-
ro, Policy of insurance. Prcmio de seguro,
Premium of insurance. A' buen seguro, Cer-

tainly, indubitably. Al seguro, Securely. De
seguro, Assuredly. En seguro, In security
or safety. Sobre seguro, Confidently.

SEDO, DA, pp. of seer, Been.

SEIS, a. Six, sixth. V. Sexto. sm. 1. Six, cha-
racter which represents 6. 2. In cathedrals,

any one of the boys which sing in the choir
;

any one of those members of corporations or

chiefs of villages who aspires to the principal

power.
SEISAVADO, DA, a. That which has six sides

and six angles.
SEisAvo,sm. 1. V. Exdgono. 2. The sixth part

of a number.

SEISCIENTOS, TAS, a. Six hundred.

SEISEN, sm. Silver coin worth half a real or six

dineros of Aragon.
SEISENO, NA, a. Sixth. V. Sexto.

SEISILLO, sm. (M(s.) Union of six equal notes.

SELECCION, sf. Selection, choice.

SELECTO, TA, a. Select, chosen.

S,*/. Selenites, crystallized gypsum.
34
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sf. Selenography, description
of the moon.

SELEUCIDE, sf. (Orn.) A bird which devours
locusts.

SEI.LADOR, sm. Sealer, one who seals.

SfitLADtiRA, sf. Act of sealing.
SELLAR, va. 1. To seal, to put on a seal. 2. To

stamp, to mark with a stamp. 3. To con-

clude, to finish any thing. 4. To cover, to
close up. 5. To obligate, to constrain by be-
nefits. Sellar los labios, To silence.

SELLENCA, sf. Prostitute who carries on her
trade privately, not a street-walker.

SELLO, sm. 1. Seal, impression with a seal
;

thing stamped. 2. Stamp office. Sdlo dc adu-

ana, Cocket. 3. Perfection, completion. Scl-

lo del estdmago, Any solid food taken to set-

tle others. Sello de Salomon, (Bot.) Solo-

mon's seal. Convallaria polygonatum L.

SELVA, sf. Forest. Selva cspesa, Thicket.

SELVATICO,CA, a. Forest-born, reared in a forest.

SELVATIQUEZ, sf. Rusticity, savageness, wild-

S^LVOSO, SA, a. Belonging to forests. [ness.

SEMANA, sf. 1. Week, the space of seven na-

tural days. Mala semana, Menstruation.
Semana santa, Passion-week

;
book contain-

ing the offices of this week. Dia entrc se-

mana, Working-day. 2. Any septenary pe-
riod of time.

SEMANAL, a. Hebdomadal, belonging to a week.

SEMANALMENTE, ad. Weekly.
SEMANARIO, RIA, a. y s. Weekly publication.

SEMANERIA, sf. Functions performed, or work
done in the course of a week.

SEMANERO, sm. One who enters upon some

weekly functions in his turn.

SEMANERO, KA, a. Applied to persons engaged
by the week.

SEMAXIO, sm. Nickname applied to the Chris-

tian martyrs, who were bound to the middle
of the axle-tree of a car when burnt.

SEMBLANTE, sm. Face
; aspect ; countenance.

SEMBL^R, vn. (Ant.) V. Semejar. [jointly.
SEMBLE y EN SEMBRA, ad. (Ant.) Similarly ;

SEMBRADERA, sf. Any thing or instrument

used for sowing seed.

SEMBRADIO, DIA, a. Fit or prepared for sowing
of seed

; applied to land.

SEMBRADO, sm. Cornfield, a piece of ground
sown with grain.

SEMBRADOR, sm. Sower, he that sows or scat-

ters seed in order to a harvest.

SEMBRADtJRA, sf. Insemination, the act of

sowing or scattering seed on ground.
SEMBRAR, va. I. To sow, to scatter seed in the

ground in order to growth. 2. To scatter. t<>

spread, to propagate, to divulge. 3 To give
a cause or beginning. 4. To perform any
useful undertaking. 5. To collect without

order. Sembrar de sal, To chastise those

proprietors
who have been guilty of treason

or disloyalty.

SEMEJA, sf. 1. Resemblance, likeness. 2. Mark,

sign. JVo cs el, ni su semeja, It is not he,
nor any thing like him.

SEMEJARLE, a. Like, resembling, similar.

SEMEJABLEMENTE, ad. Likely.
SEIIEJAUO, DA, a. Like. V. Parecido. [za.

SEMEJANTE,. Similar, like. sm. V. Scmcjan-
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SEMEJANTSME"NTE, ad. Likewise, in the same
manner.

SEMEJANZA, sf. Resemblance, conformity, si-

militude. V. Simil.

SEMKJJLR, vn. To be like, to resemble ;
to liken.

SJEMEN, sm. Semen, or seed by which animals

are propagated.
SEMENCER*, sf. Sowing, the act of scattering

seed for growth.
SEMENTAL, a. Seminal, belonging to seed, con-

tained in the seed.

SEMEN-TAR, va. To sow, to scatter seed.

SEME NTERA , sf. 1 . Sowing, the act of scattering
seed in the ground in order to growth. 2

Land sown with seed ;
the seed sown. 3.

Seed-time, the season proper for sowing. 4.

Origin, cause, beginning.
SEMENTERO, sm. 1. Seedlip or Seedlop, the

vessel or bag in which the sower carries his

seed. 2. Sowing, the act of scattering seed.

SEMENTILLA, sf. dim. of Simiente.

SEMESTINO, NA, a. Belonging to seed or seed-

time.

SEMESTRE, a. Lasting six months. sm. Space
ofsix months, leave ofabsence for six months.

SEMI, s. Semi, a word which, in composition,

signifies half ; sometimes it is equivalent to

casi.

SEMIBREVE, sf. (Mus.) Semibrief, a note or

measure of time comprehending the space
of two minims.

SEMICAPRO Y SEMICABRON, 5m. Satyr.

SEMICIRCULAR, a. Semicircnlar.

SEMICIRCCLO, 5m. Semicircle.

SEMICORCHE A, sf. (Mus.) Semiquaver.
SEMICROMATICO, CA, a. (Mus.) Semichromatic.

SEMIDEO, A, 5. Demi-god, demi-goddess.
SEMIDIAMETRO, 5m. Semidiameter, radius.

SEMIDIAPASON, sm. (Mus.) Semidiapason, de-

fective octave.

SEMioiAPENTEjSm. (Mds.) Semidiapente, de-

fective fifth.

SEMIDIATESARON, 5m. (Mus.) Semidiatessaron,
defective fourth.

SEMIDIFUNTO, TA, a. Half dead, almost dead.

SEMIDIOS, OSA, 5. Demi-god, demi-goddess.
SEMiDiTONo,sm. (Mus.) Semiditone, imperfect

third.

SEMIDOBT.F., a. Applied to a feast celebrated

with little ceremony ;
almost double.

SEMIDOCTO, sm. Sciolist, one who knows a

thing superficially ;
a half-learned man.

SEMIDORMIDO, DA, a. Half asleep, sleepy.

SEMIDRAGON, 5m. Semidragon.
SEMIENTE, sf. V. Linage y Simiente.

SEMIGOLA., 5/. (Fort.) Demigorge, the right
line that passes from the angle of a flank of
a bastion to the capital.

SEMIHOMBRE, 5m. Half-man.

SEMILLA, 5/. 1. Seed, the organized particles
from which plants and animals are produced.
2. Origin, cause. Semillas, AH sorts of seed

and grain, wheat and barley excepted j quan-
tity of seed sown.

SEMILI.ERO v SEMiLLADERO,sm. Seed-plot, the

ground on which plants are sown to be after-

wards transplanted.

SEMILTJNIO, 5m. Halfthe space of time in which
the moon performs her course.

SEMINAL, a. Seminal, belonging to seed, con-

tained in the seed ; radical.

SEMINARIO, sm. 1. Seminary, the ground where

plants are sown to be afterwards transplant-
ed. 2. Seminary, a school, place of educa-

tion. 3. Musical school, for the instruction of
children. 4. Beginning, root, origin, source.

SEMINARISTA, s A scholar, who boards and is

instructed in a seminary.
SEMIMMA, 5/. 1. (Mus.) Crotchet. 2. Trifle, a

thing of no moment.

SEMIOCTAVA, sf. Poetical composition of four

verses in alternate rhymes.
SEMIPEDAL, a. Belonging to half a foot.

SEMIPELAGIANO, NA, 5. One who adopts part
of the errors of Pelagius.

SEMIPLENA, sf. Imperfect proof, half-proof.

SEMIPLENAMENTE, ad. Half-proved.

SEMIPLENO, NA, a. Half full, half finished.

SEMIPOETA, sm. Poetaster.

SEMIPROBANZA, sf. A half proof, imperfect evi-

dence.

SEMiptTTRiDO, DA, a. Half rotten, half putrid.

SEMIRACIONAL, a. Stupid, ignorant.
SEMIRECTO, a. Being of forty-five degrees ; ap-

plied to an angle.
SEMI'S, sm. Haifa pound. V. Semi.

SEMITOKO, sm. (Mus.) Semitone.

SEMIVIBRACION, sf. Vibration of the pendulum
that ascends or descends.

SEMIVIVO, VA, a. Half alive.

SEMIVOCAL, s. Semivowel, as/, Z, m, n, r
}
s.

SEMIVULPA, sf. Animal like a wolf.

SEMOLA, sf. Groats or grits, made of decorti-

cated wheat, wheat ground coarse.

SEMOVIENTE, n. Moving of itself, without the
assistance of any other thing.

SEMPITERNA, sf. Sort of serge, everlasting.

SEMPITKRNAMENTE, ad. Eternally.
SEMPITERNO, NA, a. Eternal, everlasting.
SEN 6 SENA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Sena or senna, a pur-

gative shrub. Cassia senna L. 2. Six marks
on dice.

SENADO, 5m. 1. Senate, a council of senators.

2. Senate-house, town-hall.

SENAUOCONSULTO, sm. Senatus-consultum, de-

cree of a senate.

SENADOR, sm. Senator, one of the chief magis-
trates of a city or republic.

SENARA, sf. A piece of sown ground, assigned
to servants as part of their wages.

SENARERO, sm. Servant, who enjoys a piece of

sown ground as part of his wages.
SENARIO, sm. A number consisting of six units ;

a verse consisting of six iambic" feet.

SE.VAS, s/. pi. Sixes, in the game of backgam-
mon.

SENATORIO, RIA, a. Senatorial, belonging to

the senate or senators.

SENCIENTE, pa. Sentient, perceiving.

SENCILLAMENTE, ad. Ingenuously, plainly.

SENCILLEZ, sf. 1. Slightness, slenderness. 2.

Simplicity, plainness, artlessness. 3. Silli-

ness, weakness, ignorance.
SENCILLO. LLA, a. i. Simple, unmixed, uncom-

pounded. 2. Light, slight, slender. 3. Silly,

weak, easily imposed upon. 4. Ingenuous,

plain, artless. 6. Applied to cannons of a

due thickness of metal for their caliber. G.
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Single ; applied to coin of the same name,
but of more value than the single.

SEND A, sf. Path, footpath ; means.

SENDERAR, va. To make a path, to walk on a

path or footpath.

SENDEREAR, va. 1. To guide or conduct on a

footpath. 2. To adopt extraordinary means
to obtain some end. 3. To make a path.

SENDERO, sm. Path, footpath.
SENDICA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. Little pathway.
SENDOS, DAS, a. Each of two. either.

SNE, sm. An old man. V. Viejo.

SENECTTJD, sf. (Ant.) Old age.

SENESCAL, sm. 1. Seneschal, lord high cham-
berlain or high steward. 2. Chief commander
of a town, especially in time of war. 3. Lord
chief justice. [of a seneschal.

SENESCALIA, sf. Place, dignity, or employment
SENfr. a. Senile, belonging to old age.
SENIOR, RA, s. (Ant.) V. Senor.

SENITES, sf. Selenites, crystallized gypsum.
SENO, sm. 1. Breast, bosom. V Pecko. 2. Lap
of a woman. 3. Womb, place of the fetus in

the mother. 4. Circular space formed by
moving round. 5. Hole, cavity, sinus. 6.

Gulf or gulph, bay. 7. Deceit, craft, dissi-

mulation. 8. Sinus. 9. Security, support ;

asylum, refuge. 10. (Met.) Divinity of the

father; used of spiritual things. 11. Cavity
of a wound. 12. Hell, purgatory; pit. 13.

(Na6t.) Curvature of a sail. Seno todo 6 to-

tal, Total sine or radius.

SENOGIL, sm. V. Cenogil.

SENSACION, sf. Sensation.

SENSATO, TA, a. Sensible, judicious, prudent.
SENSIBILIDAD, sf. Sensibility, quickness of per-

ception ;
sensibleness.

SENSIBLE, a. 1. Sensible, perceptible by the

senses. 2. Sensible, having the power of per-

ceiving by the senses. 3. Perceived by the

mind. 4. Causing grief, anguish, or pain. 5.

Easily moved of affected.

SENSIBLEMENTE, ail. Sensibly, perceptible by
the senses, with grief or pain.

SENSITIVA, sf. (Bot.) Sensitive plant ; so deno-
minated from its remarkable property of re-

ceding from the touch. Mimosa sensitiva L.

SENSITIVO, VA, a. Sensitive, having sense or

perception ; sensual ; sensible.

SENSORIO, sm. Sensorium or sensory, the part
where the senses transmit their perceptions
to the mind

; organ of sensation.

SENSORIO, RIA, a. Belonging to the sensorium.

SENSUAL, a. 1. Sensitive, having sense or per-

ception. 2. Sensual, devoted to sense ; lewd ;

luxurious. 3. Belonging to the carnal appe-
tites.

SENSU ALIDAD, sf. Sensuality, addiction to cor-

poreal pleasures.

SENSUALMESTE, ad. Sensually.
SJENTADA, sf. Stone put in its proper place. V.

Asentada.
SENTADILLAS (A'), ad. With the legs on one

side, in contradistinction to astride ; applied
to persons riding on horseback with both

legs on one side.

SENTADO, DA, a. Sedate, judicious, grave, pru-
dent. Pulso sentado, A steady pulse.

SENTAMIKNTO, sm. (Arq.) V. Asimto.

SEWTAR, va. 1. To fit, to set up, to establish.
Sentar el real, To establish one's self in any
place. V. Asentar. To smooth or press
down the seams of clothes, as tailors, with an
iron, called a goose. Sentar las costuras.

(Met.) To chastize with blows, to reprehend
or accuse. 3. To please, to be agreeable.
JV0 le sentd bien la conversation, The con-
versation did not please him. tr. 1. To sink,
to subside. V. Asentarse. 2. To sit down> to

squat on one's hams
; (Joe.) To fall plump

upon one's breech. 3. To occupy the seat
which belongs to one's place or employment ;

to seat one's self in any office or dignity.
Sentarse los paxaros sobre una rama, To
perch upon a branch

; applied to birds.

SENTENCIA, sf. 1. Sentence, the judicial deci-

sion or determination of a suit at law. 2.

Opinion, persuasion of the mind. 3. A max-
im, an opinion generally moral. Dscir sen-
tencias a alguno, To scold, to abuse one.

SENTENCIAR, va. 1. To sentence, to pass judg-
ment

; to condemn. 2. To give or express
one's opinion. 3. To determine, to decide.
Estar 6, juzgado y sentenciado, (For.) To be

obliged to hear and submit to the sentence

pronounced.
SENTENCIARIO, 5m. Collection of sentences.

SENTENCION, sf. A severe rigorous sentence.
SENTENCIOSAME NTE, ad. Sententiously.
SENTENCIOSO, SA, a. Sententious, abounding

with short sentences, axioms, and maxims.

SENTENZUELA, sf. dim. Slight sentence, [bles.

SENTICAR, sm. A place full of briers and bram-

SENTIDAMENTE, ad. Feelingly, in a painful
manner.

SENTIDO, DA, a. Sensible, feeling, expressive
of sensibility or sentiment

; putrifying ; split,

cloven, relaxed. Darse por sentido, To show
resentment.

SENTIDO, sm. 1. Sense, the power or faculty of

perceiving objects ; any one of the five

senses. 2. Sense, understanding, reason. 3.

Acceptation, signification, import. 4. Wrin-
kles of persons, represented in painting or

sculpture. Sentido comun, Common sense.

SENTIMENTAL, . Sentimental, affecting, pa-
thetic.

SENTIMIENTO, sm. 1. Perception, the act of per-

ceiving objects by the senses. 2. Feeling,
sensation. 3. Grief, pain. 4. Chink or open-
ing in a wall. 5. Resentment, deep sense of

injury. 6. Judgment, opinion, sentiment.

SENTINA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Well, a place in the ship's

hold, close to the keel, which encloses the

pumps. 2. Sink, drain, any place where cor-

ruption is gathered ; place of iniquity.

SENTIR, va. 1. To feel, to perceive by the senses.

2. To hear, to perceive by the sense of hear-

ing. Sin sentir, Without being seen, felt, or

known. 3. To endure, to suffer. 4. To grieve,
to regret. 5. To judge, to form an opinion. 6.

To foresee/to foreknow. 7. To taste. 8. To
accommodate the action to the expression, to

exhibit a suitable feeling. nr. 1. To be mov-

ed, to be affected, to complain. 2. To get a
crack or flaw; applied to a glass, bell, or other

similar thing. 3. To be in a ruinous state. 4.

To be sensible of, to feel pain in any part of
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the body ; to acknowledge the obligation or

necessity. 5. To resent. 6. (Naut.) To
spring ; applied to a yard or mast. Se sentio

nuestro palo mayor, (Naut.) Our main-mast

sprung. sm. Feeling, opinion, judgment. V.

Sentimicnto.

SENA, sf. 1. Sign, mark, token. V. Serial. 2.

(Mil.) Password, watchword. 3. (Ant.)

Standard, banner, colours. For mas senas,
As a stronger proof of it.

SEN"AL, sm. 1. Sign, mark, token. 2. Landmark,
a stone or post set up to mark a boundary. 3.

Sign, indication, symptom. 4. Vestige, stump,

impression ; scar. 5. Representation, image.
6. Earnest, handsel, pledge. 7. (Mil.) Stand-

ard, banner. 8. Prodigy, any thing extraor-

dinary prognosticating some event. 9. Sig-
nal. Senates de incomodidad, (Naut.) Sig-
nals of distress: En serial, In proof of.

SENALADAMENTE, ad. Especially ; remarkably.
SESFALADAMIENTE Y SENALADAMIENTKE, ad.

(Ant.) Signally.
SENALADO, DA, a. Famous, celebrated, noble.

SEN"ALAMIENTO, sm. Assignation, the act of

determining or appointing a certain time or

place.

SENAI.AR, va. I. To stamp, to mark. 2. To sign
decrees or despatches. 3. To point out, to

make known. 4. To speak positively, to say

expressly ; to name ; to determine. 5. To
mark with a wound, especially in the face. 6.

To make signals ;
to indicate. Senalar con

el dedo, To point with the ringer. vr. l.To

distinguish one's self, to excel. 2. To mark
the game at piquet.

SENALE.TA, sf. A little sign or mark.

SENALERO, sm. He who formerly bore the royal

ensign ; king's ensign.

SENX.R, va. (Arag.) To make signs.

SENERA, sf. Ancient signal or pendant.
SENERAMENTE, ad. Singularly, particularly.

SE>JERO,RA, a. Making signs or signals ; solitary

SENOLEAR, vn. To catch birds with a lure.

SEN"OR, RA, s. 1. Lord, master or owner of a

thing ; lady, mistress. 2. Sir, a title given
to-an equal or inferior ; madam, an equiva-
lent title to women. 3. God, the lord and
master of all things, sacrament of the Eu-
charist. 4. Master ; governor ; father-in-law,
mother-in-law. Senor 6 Senora mayor, Aged
man or woman. Senora, The Virgin Mary,
mistress of a house or school.

SEiloR^GE, sm. Seigniorage. V. Senoreage.
SEN"ORAZO, ZA, s. aum. One of feigned nobili-

ty ;
used ironically.

SENORCICO, CA ; LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, 5. dim. of

Senor, ra, Little lord or lady.

SEN"OREAGE, sm. 1. Seigniorage, acknowledg-
ment of power. 2. Duty belonging to the

king for the coining of money.
SENOREANTE, pa. Domineerer.

SENORE.AR, va. 1. To master, to domineer, to

lord, to rule despotically. 2. To excel, to oc

cupy a higher station. 3. To treat another

repeatedly with the title of lord. 4. To go-
vern one's passions. vr. To affect a peculiar

gravity in one's deportment ;
to assume an

air of importance.
, s/. 1. Lordship, a title given to persons

of rank and distinction V. Senorio. 2. Per-

son to whom this title is given. 3. Govern-
ment of any particular state

;
senate ; prince-

SENORIL, a. Lordly, belonging to a lord.

SENORILMENTE, ad. N6bly, grandly, majesti-

cally.

SENORIO, sm. 1. Seigniory, dominion, com-
mand. 2. Imperiousness, arrogance of com-
mand. 3. Manor or territory belonging to a
lord. 4. Gravity or stateliness of deportment.
5. Freedom and self-control in action.

SENORISIMO, MA, a. sup. Most noble lord or

lady ; often used ironically. Senorisima,
Mistress, a woman of easy virtue.

SENORITO, TA ; co, CA, s. Master, miss ; a title

of honour given to young gentlemen or la-

dies. Seiiorito, Lordling, one who assumes
an air of dignity and importance.

SENORON, NA, s. Great seignior or lady.

SESUELO, 5m. Lure, enticement ; attraction.

SEO, sf. (Arag.) Cathedral church.

SEOR, sm. Lord, sir. V. Senor. [the face.

SEPANQU.ANTOS, sm. Box on the ear, slap on

SEPARACION, sf. Separation, the act of sepa-

rating or disjoining.

SEPARABLE, a. Separable.
SEPARADAMENTE, ad. Separately, severally.
SEPARADOR, RA, s. Separator, divider.

SEPARANTE, pa. Separating.
SEPARAR, va. 1. To separate, to part, to divide

;

to divorce. 2. To anatomize, to dissect in or-

der to show or study the structure of animal
bodies. vr. To withdraw, to drop all com-
munication and intercourse.

SEPARATIVO, VA ;
v SEPARATORIO, RIA,. That

which separates.

SEPEDON, sm. A kind of serpent.

SEPELIR, va. To bury, to inter. V. Sepultar.

SEPIA, sf. (let.) Cuttle-fish. V. Xibia.

SEPTEN!RIO, sm. Septenary, a number com-

posed of seven units ; space of seven days.

SEPTENIO, sm. Space of seven years.

SEPTENTRION, 5m. Septentrion, the north, that

part of the sphere which extends from the

equator to the arctic pole ; north-wind.

SEPTENTRIONA.L, a. Septentrional, northern.

SEPTICO, CA, a. Septic, putrefying.

SEPTIEMBRE, 5m. September.
SEPTIMA, sf. Sequence of seven cards, in the

gamo of piquet.

SEPTIMO, MA, a. Seventh, the ordinal number
of seven, one of the seven parts into which
a whole is divided.

SEPTUAGENARIO,RIA, a. Septuagenary, seventy

years old.

SEPTUAGESIMA, sf. The third Sunday before

the first Sunday in Lent.

SEPTUAGESIMO, MA, a. Seventieth, the ordinal

number of seventy.
SEPT^NX, sm. 1. Coin weighing seven ounces.

2. Measure of nine inches and one-third.

SEPTUPLO, PLA, a. Septuple, seven times as

much.

SEPULCRAL, a. Sepulchral, belonging to a grave.

SEPTJLCRO, sm. 1. Sepulchre, grave, tomb. 2. A
small chest in which the sacred host is pre-

served in Roman Catholic churches. 3.

(Met.) An unhealthy country.

, sf. Sepulture ;
interment.
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,
sm. Burier, grave-digger.

SEPULTAR, va. 1. To bury, to inter. 2. To hide
to conceal

SEPULTURA, sf. 1. Sepulture, interment. 2

Tomb, grave.
SEPULTURERO, sm. Grave-digger.
SEQUAZ, a. Sequacious, ductile, pliant ;

follow

ing the opinions of others.

SEQUEDAD, sf. 1. Aridity, dryness, want of

moisture. 2. Barrenness, sterility, scarcity
of provisions in a country. 3. Asperity of in-

tercourse, sourness of temper ; dryness of

style. 4. Want of devotion and fervour in

spiritual matters.

SEQUEDAL 6 SEQUER!L, sm. A dry barren soil

SEQUELA, sf. 1. SEQUEL, continuation. 2. Se-

quence, the act of following a party or doc-

trine. 3. Consequence, induction.

SEQUENCIA, sf. A sequence in prose or verse

said in mass after the epistles.

SEQUERO, sm. Dry arable ground irrigated
De scquero, Adry, arid.

SEQUEROSO, SA, a. Dry, wanting moisture.

SEQUESTRACION, sf. Sequestration.

SEQUESTRADOR, sm. Sequestrator, he who se-

questers.

SEQ.UESTR.4R, va. To sequester, to sequestrate

SEQUESTRARIO, RIA, a. Belonging to seques-
tration.

SEQUESTRO,sm. 1. Sequestration; deprivation
of the use and profits ofa possession ;.

the per-
son or property sequestered. 2. Arbitrator,

umpire. Dcpositario de un seqilestro, Garni-

shee, he in whose hands money is attached.

SEQUETE, sm. I. Piece of hard, dry bread. 2
Harshness and asperity of address or inter-

course. 3. A violent shock.

SEQUIA, sf. Dryness ; thirst ; drought.
SEQufLLo, sm. Biscuit made of flour and sugar
SEQCIO, sm. Dry arable ground not irrigated.

SEQUITO, sm. L Retinue, suite. 2. Popularity,

public applause.
SEQUIZO, ZA, a. Dry ; applied to fruits and

other eatables, that are not juicy.
SER, vn. 1. To be

; an auxiliary verb, by which
the passive is formed. 2. To be in some place
or situation ; to be in existence. 3. To be

worth. A' como es ese caballo ? What is the

price of that horse ? 4. To be born in a place ;

to originate in. Cervantes es de Jllcala, Cer-
vantes is a native of Alcala. 5. To affirm or

deny. Sea. lo quefuere, Be that as it may.
Soy con vd. I will attend you presently. En
ser, In being, in existence. C. To belong to,

to pertain. 7. To serve, to contribute to any
thing. 8. To occur, to happen. sm. Being,
essence, nature

;
value

; point or burthen of
a piece.

SERA, sf. A large pannier or basket.

SERADO, sm. A parcel of panniers or baskets.

SERAFICO, CA, a. Seraphic, angelic ; applied to

St. Francis and his religionists. Hacer la

serf'rjica, (Farn.) To play the angel to effect

some purpose.
SERAFfN, sm. 1. Seraph, angel. 2. An extreme

beauty. 3. St. Francis of Assis.

SEF.AFINA. sf. A sort of swanskin, resembling
a fins baize.

sm. Panniers or baskets of charcoal.

SERAO, sm. (Ant.) V. Sarao.

SERANCOLIN, sm. A sort of marble, found in the

Pyrenees.
SE RAPING, sm. A sort of gum, obtained by in-

cision from the fennel-giant.
SERASA, sf. Chints, a fine cotton cloth.

SERASQUIER, sm. A Turkish general.
SERBA, sf. A kind of wild pear, the fruit of the

service-tree. [bus L.
SERBAL v SERBO, sm. (Bot.) Service-tree. Sor-

SERBRAR, va. 1. To put water into the night
air, to cool. 2. To quiet, to pacify, to quell
disturbances.

SERENAMENTE, ad. Serenely.
SERENAR, vn. 1. To clear up, to grow fair

; to
become serene

; applied to the weather. 2.

To settle, to grow clear ; applied to liquors.
3. To pacify, to tranquillize, to moderate

; to
be serene.

SERENATA, sf. Serenade, concert, night-music.
SERENERO, sm. Nightrail, a loose cover which

ladies throw over the head at night, [spatch.
SERENI, sm. Small boat used for greater de-

SERENIDAD, sf. 1. Serenity, the clearness of
mild and temperate weather. 2. Serene

highness, a title of honour given to princes.
3. Meekness, mildness, easiness of temper.

SERENISIMO, MA, a. sup. Most serene, honorary
titles of princes or kings' children.

SERENO, sm. 1. Evening dew, dew that wets
the ground in the night. 2. Night-watch,
watchman. NA, a. 1. Serene, clear, free from
clouds. 2. Calm, quiet, unruffled. Al sercno,
In the night-air, in the open air, exposed to

the evening dew. [tures.

SERGAS, sf. pi. Exploits, achievements, adven-

SEKIAMENTE, ad. Seriously.
SERICO, CA, a. Silken, made of silk.

SERIE, sf. Series, a regular succession of

things.
SERIEUAD, sf. 1. Seriousness, gravity. 2.

Sternness of mien, truculence of aspect,
rudeness of address. 3. Simplicity, plainness,

sincerity.
SERIJO 6 SERILLO, sm. A small basket made of

palm-leaves.
SERIO, RIA, a. 1. Serious, grave, dignified. 2.

Grand, majestic ; solemn ; important. 3. Un-
couth, rude, severe. 4. Plain, true, sincere.

SERMOCINAL, a. Oratorical, relating to a public

speech or harangue.
SERMON, sm. (Ant.) 1. Language, tongue, idi-

om. 2. Sermon, a discourse of instruction

pronounced by a divine for the edification of
the people. 3. Censure, reprehension.

SERMONARIO, RIA, a. Relating to a sermon.

SERMONARIO, sm. 1. Collection of sermons. 2.

Author, who has published sermons, or a di-

vine who preaches or pronounces sermons.

SERivtoNcfco, LLO, TO, sm. dim. Short address,
brief advice.

SERMONEAR, va. To lecture, to censure, to re-

primand, to reprehend frequently ; to ser-

monize.

SERMONizAcioN,sf. The act ofspeaking in pub-
lic ; colloquy, conversation.

SERNA, sf. (Ant.) Cultivated field.

SEROJA vSEROjo,s. A withered leaf, fallen from
a tree. Serdjas, Small trees which are left on a
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piece of woodland, after the large trees have
been cut down.

SERON, sm. Frail, pannier, seron. Seron de al

mendras, A seron of almonds. Seron cami-

nero, Horse pannier.
SERONERO, sm. Basket or pannier-maker.
SEROSIDAD, sf. Serosity, state of thin or wa-

tery blood, having much serum.

SEROSO, SA, a. Serous, thin, watery.
SERF A , sf. Pro vine, a long shoot of vine planted

in the ground in order to raise another stock

SEKPEAR, i?. To wind and turn IVie a serpent
to move in undulations, to crawl, to creep.

SERPENTARIA, sf. (Bot.) Snake-root. Aristo-

lochia serpentaria L.

SEKPENTARIO, sm. A northern constellation.

SERPENTEAR, vn. To advance or move like a

serpent.

SERPENTICIDA, s.com. Serpent-killer.

SERPENTIGKRO, RA,. (Poet.) Bearing serpents
SERPENTIN, sm. ] . (Min.) Serpentine, a curious-

ly speckled green stone resembling the ser-

pent's skin. 2. Cock ofa gun or rnusket-lock.

3. Worm used for distilling liquors. 4. Ser-

pent, a musical instrument, serving as a bass

to the cornet. 5. Ancient piece of ordnance.

SERPENTINA, sf. 1. Cock of a gun-lock. 2. Cul-
verin

;
missile weapon. 3. Green marble.

SERPENriNAMENTE,a</. In a serpentine manner.

SERPENTINO, NA, a. Serpentine, winding like a

serpent ; resembling a serpent ; belonging to

the oil of serpents ; a slanderous tongue.
SERPESTOS, sm. 1. A large serpent. 2. Ser-

pent, a musical instrument. V. Serpcntin.
SERPEZUELA, sf. dim. of sierpe, Little spiteful

ugly woman. (vine-stock.

SERPIA, sf. Gummy, or viscous matter of a

SERPIESTE, s. 1. Serpent. Serpiente de cam-

paniUa 6 de cascalel, Rattle-snake. 2. Ser-

pent, devil, Satan.

SERPIGO, sm. (Cir.) Tetter, ring-worm.
SERPOL, sm. (Bot.) Thyme. Thymus serpyl-
lum L. [Biserrula L.

SERRAD|LLA, sf. (Bot.) Bastard hatchet vetch.

SERRADIZO, ZA, a. Fit to be sawed ; applied to

timber.

SERRADO, DA, a. Dentated, toothed like a saw.

SERRADOR,S/. Sawer or sawyer. V. Aserrador.

SERRADIJ'RAS,^/'. pi. Sawdust. V. Jlserraduras.

SERAI.LO, sm. Seraglio, the palace of the Grand
Signior ; place of obscenity.

SERRANiA, sf. Ridge of mountains, a mountain-
ous country.

SERRANIEGO, GA, a. V. Serrano.

SERRANIL, sm. Kind of knife.

SERRANO, NA, a. Mountaineer, Highlander, in-

habiting mountains.

SERRAR, . To saw. V. Jlserrar.

SERRATO, TA, a. (Anat.) Denticulated, serrated.

SERKETAS, sf. pi. (Naut.) Pieces of tarred can-
vass for various uses on board of ships.

SERREZIJELA, sf. A small saw.

SERRIJON, sm. Short chain of mountains.

SERRIS, sm. Sawdust. V. Jlserraduras.

SERRINO, NA, a. 1. Belonging to chains ofmoun-
tains. 2. Applied to a quick, irregular pulse.

SERRt;cHo,S7rt. Hand-saw with a small handle.
Scrrucho braguero, Pit-saw, a large two-
handed saw.

SERVAD<SR, sm. Preserver, he that guards or

defends; applied by poets to Jupiter.
SERVATO, sm. (Bot.) Sulphur-wort or hog'3

fennel. Peucedanurn alpestre L.

SERVENTESIO, sm. (Poet.) Quartette, like the
first four verses of an octave.

SERVIBLE, a. Fit for service. [due?.
SERVICIADOR, sm. Collector of the sheep-walk
SERVICIAL, a. Obsequious, diligent. sm. Clys-

ter, [blj,

SERVICIALMENTE, ad. Obsequiously, serviceu-

SERVICIA.RJ va. To collect the sheep-walk dues 7

donations to the state, &c.

SERVICIO, sm. 1 . Service, the act ofserving ; the
state of a servant. 2. Favour, kind ofiice

;
di-

vine service. 3. Sum of money voluntarily of-

fered to the king. 4. Utility, benefit, advan-

tage. 5. Close-stool, privy-chair. 0. Cover,,
course. Servicio de mesa, Service for the
table. 7. Personal service or residence of
beneficed clergy. 8. Service to kings in war.

SERVIDERO, RA, a. 1. Fit for service. 2. Re-

quiring personal attendance.

SERVIDO, DA, a. 1. Served, pleased. Donde Di-
os es servido, Wherever God pleases, tier

servido, To please, to deign to grant. Siendo
Dios servido, Please God. 2. Second-hand,
used.

SERVIDOR, RA, s. 1. Servant, waiter. 2. One
who pays courtship to a lady ; one who po-
litely tenders his services to another. Serci-
dor de vd. Your servant. 3. Pan of a close-

stool. Servidora, Maid, female servant ;

term of courtesy used by women.
SERVIDUMBRE. sf. 1. Attendance, servitude ;

whole establishment of servants. 2. Slavery,
state of a slave. 3. Dressing-chest, travel-

ling-case ; domestic utensils. 4. Privy, coin-

mon-sewer. 5. Mighty or inevitable obliga-
tion to do any thing. 6. (For.) Right which
one has over another person or thing, as the

liberty of passing through a house or garden.
7. Subjection of the passions.

SERVIENTE, pa. y s. Servant, domestic.

SERVIL, a. 1. Servile, relative or peculiar to

servants. 2. Low, mean, abject. [maids.
SERVILLA, sf. A kind of pumps worn by servant

SERVILLETA, sf. Napkin, cloths used at table
to wipe the hands and mouth. Dollar la

serviileta, (Fam.) To die.

SERVILLETERO, RA, a. Relating to table linen.

SERVILMENTE, ad. In a mean and slavish man-
ner

; basely ; indecently.
SERVIOLA, sf. (Naut.) Catheads, two short
beams which project over the ship's bow on.

both sides of the bowsprit.
SERVIR, va. I. To serve, to perform menial ser-

vices. Servir de mayordorno, To serve as but-

ler. 2. To do a favour or kind office. 3. To
hold an employment, to occupy a public sta-

tion. 4. To court alady. 5. To worship the Su-

preme Being. C. To perform another's func-

tions
;

to act as a substitute. 7. To pay vo-

luntarily some money to the king or govern-
ment. 8. To wait at table. 9. To heat the

oven. 10. To dress victuals for the table

Para servir d vd. At your service. rn. 1. To
be in the service of another, to be subject to

another. 2. To correspond, to agree. 3. To
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serve, to answer the purpose ; to be useful ;

to be a soldier. 4. To be employed at any
thing by another's orders. vr. 1. To deign,
to vouchsafe, to condescend, to please. Sir-

vase vd. venir, Please to come. 2. To make
use of; to employ for some purpose.

SERVITAS 6 SIERVOS DE MARIA, s. Religious
order dedicated to the service of the blessed

Virgin.

SERVITOR, sm. (Fain.) Servant. V. Servidor.

SESADA, sf. Fried brains. [e and i as ss.

SESEAR, vn. To lisp, to pronounce the c before

SESELI, sm, (Bot.) Wild spignel. Seseli L.

SESEN, sf. A copper coin m Arragon of six

maravedis.

SESENTA, sm. Sixty, figure of 60. a. Sixtieth.

SESENTON, NA, s. One turned of sixty.

SESERA, sf. Brain-pan, the part of the skull

which contains the brain.

SESGA, sf. Goar or goaring. V. Nesga.
SESGADAMENTE, ad. V. Sesgamente.
SESGADURA, sf. Slope, the act of sloping.
SESGAMENTE, ad. Obliquely, slopingly ; mildly.
SESGAR, va. To slope, to cut slantwise, to take

or give <an oblique direction.

SESGO,SW. 1. Slope, obliqueness, oblique direc-

tion. 2. Mean, medium.
SJESGO, GA, a. 1. Sloped, oblique, turned or

twisted obliquely. 2. Serene, tranquil, un-
ruffled. 3. Severe of aspect, grave, uncouth.
M sesgo, Slopingly, obliquely.

SESILLOS, sm. pi. dim. of seso, Little brains.

SESION, sf. 1. Session, sitting, meeting of a
council or congress. 2. Conference, consul-
tation.

SESMA, sm. The sixth part of a yard or any
other thing ; division of territory.

SESMERO, sm. Manager or steward of the af-

fairs of a district or province.
SESMO, sm. 1. District or tract of country un-

der the government of a steward. 2. Divi-

^

sion. V. Lindc. 3. (Ant.) Six.

SESO, sm. 1. Brain, the soft whitish substance
which is enclosed in the skull

; generally
used in the plural. 2. Understanding, pru-
dence, wisdom. 3. Stone put under a pot to

keep it steady on the fire. 4. (Ant.) Sense,
meaning, judgment.

SESQ,\JI, sm. (Lat.) Used in composition, and

implying the whole and one half, or what-
ever part it is joined with, more.

SfisquiALTERo, RA, . One and a half.

SES^UIMODIO, sm. A bucket and a half.

SESQUIPEDAL, a. A foot and a half in length.
SESQUITERCIO, CIA, a. Sesquitertian, having

one and &. third, having the ratio of 4 to 3.

SESTEADERO SESTERO Y SESTIL, sm. A proper
place for taking a nap after dinner ; resting

place for cattle.

SESTEAR, vn. To take a nap or rest after din-

ner
;
to sleep from 1 to 3 o'clock P. M.

SESITDAMENTE, ad. Maturely, wisely, prudently.
SESI^DO, DA, a. Judicious, discreet, prudent.
SETA, sf. 1. Bristle, the stiff hair of swine. 2.

(Bot.) Mushroom. Fungus L. 3. Blubberlip.
V. Geta. 4. Snuff of a candle. 5. Sect. V.
Secta.

SETE, sm. Mint or office where money is struck
with a die.
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SETECIENTOS, TAS, a. Seven hundred.

TENA,^/. Seventh, the ordinal number, seven-
fold. Setcnas, Sevenfold.

SETENARIO, RIA, a. Septenary.
SETENO, NA, a. Seventh. V. Septimo.
SETENTA, a. Seventy, seven times ten.

SETENTON, NA, a. Turned of seventy.
SETERO, RA, a. Bristly, hairy.
SETIMO, MA, a. Seventh.

SETO, sm. Fence, defence, enclosure.

SEUDO, sm. Pseudo, false.

SEUDONIMO, a. Fictitious ;
assumed name un-

der which one publishes any work.

SEVERAMENTE, ad. Severely.
SEVERIDAD, sf. 1. Severity, rigour, harshness,

austerity; gravity. 2. Punctuality, exactness.

SEVERIZARSE, vr. To become serious or grave.
SEVERO, RA, a. 1. Severe, rigorous. 2. Grave,

serious. 3. Punctual, exact.

SEVICIA, sf. Fierceness, cruelty.

SEXAGENARIO, RIA, a. Sixty years old.

SEXAGESIMA, sf. Second Sunday before Lent.

SEXAGESIMO, MA, a. Sixtieth.

SEXAGONAL, a. Hexagonal.
SEXA'NGULO, LA, a. Sexangular. m. Sexangle.
SEXCTJNS 6 SEXC.UNCIA, sf. Coin weighing an
ounce and a half.

SEXENIO, sm. Space of six years.

XMA,^/*. Coin, worth a real and 5 maravedis.

SEXMERO, sm. V. Sesmcro.

SEXO, sm. 1. Sex, the property by which any
animal is either male or female. 2. Woman
kind, by way of emphasis.

SEXTA, sf. 1. One of the hours in which the

Hebrews and Romans divided the artificial

day, and including three of the hours now
used. 2. A sequence of six cards at the game
of piquet. 3. Sixth, one of the minor canoni-

cal hours after tierce.

SEXTANTE, sm. Coin weighing two ounces.

SEXTARIO, sm,. Ancient measure.

SEXTIL,. (Astro.) Sextile. sm. (Ant.) August.
SEXTILLA, sf. A Spanish metrical composition

of six feet.

SEXTINA, sf. A kind of Spanish poetry in which

every 6th verse rhymes.
SEXTO, TA, a. Sixth, the ordinal number of six.

SEXTO, sm. Book containing canonical decrees.

SEXTULA, sf. Coin worth one real and five ma-
ravedis.

SEVER, va. (Ant.) V. Ser.

SEZENOS, SA, a. Seventeenth.

Si, ad. 1. Yes, yea, without doubt ; indeed. 2.

It is often use.d ironically, and is then a ne-

gation or nay. conj. If, although ;
in case

that, provided that, unless, when. Si bien,

Although. V.Jlunque. Siacasodpor siucaso,
If by chance. Un si es no es, An expression

indicating the paucity, littleness, or nihility
of any thing, which can scarcely be distin-

guished or perceived by the senses ;
ever so

little. pron. Himself. De por si, Apart,

separately. De si, Spontaneously. sm. 1.

Assent or consent to any thing. 2. Note in

the gamut.
SIAMPAN, sm. Dye-stuff produced in the pro-

vince of this name.

SIBIL, sm. A small cellar under ground, where

wine, water, or other things are kept fresh.



SIG SIL

, sf. I. Prophetess : sibyl. 2. (Fam.) A
talJ, portly, good looking woman. Sibila,

doctora 6 doncella jamona, (Joe.) Old maid
who pretends to be very learned and discreet.

SiBiL-iNTE, a. (Poet.) Sibilant, hissing.

SIBILINO, NA, a. Sibyline.

|| SICAMOR, sm. (Bot.) V. Arlol de amor.

SfcLo, 5m. Shekel, an ancient Jewish coin, in

value about two shillings and sixpence.

SICOFA.NTA, sm. Sycophant, a flatterer, a para-
site, [soul.

SicoLocfA, sf. Psychology, discourse of the

SICOMORO, sm. (Bot.) Sycamore, the mulberry-
leaved fig-tree. Ficus sycomorus L.

SIDERITIS, sf. Siderites,a mineral. Sederitis 6

Sidcritide, (Bot.) Iron-wort. Sideritis L.

SIDEREO, REA, a. Sidereal, siderean, starry.

SIDKA, sf. Cider, a liquor made of apple juice.

SIEGA, sf. Harvest, reaping-time ;
fruits ga-

thered.

SIEMBRA, sf. 1. Seed-time, the proper season

for sowing. 2. Corn-field, a piece of ground
sown with corn.

SIEMPRE, ad. Always, at all times. Sitmpre
jamas, For ever and ever. Siempre enxuta,
Blue daisy. Globularia vulgaris L.

SIF.MPREVIVA, sf. (Bot.) House-leek. Semper-
vivum L.

SIEN, sf. Temple, the upper part of the side of

the head.

SIERPE, sf. 1. Serpent. V. Serpiente. 2. Very
ugly woman. 3. Any thing which moves by
undulation in a serpentine shape. 4. A pee-
vish, fretful person.

SiERPF.cii.LA, sf. A small serpent.

SIERRA, sf. 1. Saw, a dentated instrument

with which wood, stone, and metals are cut.

2. Ridge of mountains and craggy rocks. 3.

Waves rising mountain-high in a storm. 4.

(let.) Sawfish. Pristis L. Sierra de agua,
Saw-mill.

SIERRECILLA, sf. A small saw.

SIEKVO, VA, s. 1. Serf, slave, servant. 2. Ser-

vant by courtesy.
SIESO, sm. Fundament, anus.

SIESTA, sf. 1. The hottest part of the day ;
the

time for taking a nap after dinner ; generally
from 1 to 3 o'clock. 2. Sleep taken after din-

ner. 3. Afternoon-music in churches.

SIETE, a. 1. Seven. 2. V. Septimo. sm. 1. Se-

ven, the character or cipher 7. 2. Card with
seven figures. [sleepers.

SIETEDURMIENTES, sm. pi. Seven sleepers, great
* SIETE EN RAMA, */. (Bot.) V. Tormentilla.

SIETKLEVAR, sm. In the game of bank, the

third chance by which seven times the stake
is won. [the conception

SiKTEMEsfwo, NA, a. Born seven months after

SIETENAL, a. Seven years old, septennial.
SiFAC,sm. (Anat.) V. Peritonea.

SiFON,sm. Syphon, a bent tube.

SIGILACION, sf. Impression, mark.

SIGILADO,DA, a. Branded, marked with a crime

SIGILAR, va. 1. To keep any thing secret. 2
To seal.

SIGILO, sm. 1. Seal. V. Sdlo. 2. Secret. Sigilo

sacramental, Inviolable secrecy which con-

fessors should keep respecting what is tolc

them in confession.

SIGILOSAM^NTE, ad. Silently, secretly.

SiGiL030, SA, a. Silent, reserved ; keeping a
secret.

SIGLO, sm. I. Century, the space of a hundred

years. 2. Age, duration of any thing. 3. A
very long time. Un siglo ha que no te veo, 1

have not seen you this age. 4. Worldly inter-

course, the concerns of this life ; the' world.

Buen siglo, Eternal bliss, eternal life. For el

siglo de mi madre 6 de t.odos mis pasados, By
the life of my fathers ;

a familiar oath gene-
rally accompanied with a menace. For 6 en

los siglos de los siglos, For ever and ever.

GNAlcuLO, sm. Seal, signet.

SIGNER, va. To sign, to mark with a signet.
vr. To make the sign of the cross.

SIGNATURA, sf. Sign, mark ; signature in print-

ing ; a Roman tribunal.

SIGNIFERO, RA, fl. Carrying a mark or sign.

JIGNIFERO, sm. Standard-bearer.

SIGNIFICACION, sf. Signification, meaning.
SIGNIFICADO, sm. Object signified by means or

words.

SIGNIFICADOR, RA, s. One who signifies.

SIGMFICANTE, a. Significant, expressive.
'

SIGNIFICAR, . 1. To signify, to denote. 2. To
declare, to make known. 3. To import, to be

worth.

SIGNIFICATIVAMENTE, ad. Significatively.

SIGNIFICATIVO, VA, a. Significative.

SIGNO, sm. 1. Sign, mark. 2. Fate, destiny. 3.

Benediction with the sign of the cross. 4

Notarial signet or flourish, which the nota-

ries in Spain add to their signatures. 5.

(Astr.) Sign of the zodiac. G. Type, emblem,
that which represents any thing distinct

from itself. Signo por costumbre, Sign es-

tablished by usage, as a branch, at the door

of a liquor-seller.

SIGUIDOR, RA, s. V. Seguidor.
BIGUIENTE, a. Following, successive.

SIL, sm. A kind of red ochre used by painters.

:LABA,S/.I. Syllable. 2. (Mus.) Two or three

sounds which correspond with every letter

of the gamut. 3. Metrical composition.
SILABAR, va. To syllable, to form syllables.

SILABARIO, sm. A book which contains and ex-

plains syllables.

SILABICO, CA, a. Syllabical.

SILBADOR, RA, s. Whistler, one that whistles.

SILBAR, vn. 1. To whistle. 2. To whiz, to make
a hissing noise as a musket-ball. va. To hiss,

to express disapprobation.

SILBATO, sm. Whistle, a small wind instrument.

SILBIDO, sm. Whistle. Silbido de oidos, Whiz-

zing or humming in the ear.

SILBO Y SILBIDO, sm. Whistle, hiss.

SILBOSO, SA, a. (Poet.) Whistling, hissing.

SILENCIARIO, sm. Officer appointed to take

care that silence be observed in a place or

assembly ; silent place.

SlLENCI^RIO, RIA ; Y SjLENClERO, RA, O. Ob-

serving a profound silence.

SILENCIO, sm. 1. Silence, a voluntary restraint

of speech ; habitual taciturnity ; secrecy. 2.

State of holding peace. 3. Reservedness,

prudence. 4. Stillness, repose. intcrj. Si-

lence ! an authoritative restraint of speech



SIM SIM

SILENCIOSAMENTE, ad. Silently, softly, gently.
SILENCIOSO, SA, a. Silent

; lonely, solitary.

SILENO, sm. Silenus, a demigod.
SILER MONTANO, sm. (Bot.) Lovage.
SILERIA, sf. Place where subterraneous grana-

ries are made.

SILERO, sm. A subterraneous granary where
wheat is kept.

SILFO, sm. Sylph.
SILGUERILLO, sm. (Orn.) A little linnet.

SILGUERO, sm. (Orn.) Linnet. V XHguero.
SILIBO, sm. (Bot.) Broad-leaved thistle.

SiLfcio, sm. A shirt or girdle made of hair
;

hair-cloth ; wire-net made with projecting
points and worn as a penance. V. Cilicio.

SILIGO, sm. V. Neguilla.
SIMQUA, sf. 1. Siliqua, a carat, of which six

make a scruple. 2. Seed-vessel, husk, pod or

shell of such plants as are of the pulse kind.

Sfi.LA, sf. 1. Chair, moveable seat. 2. See, the
seat of episcopal power ;

the diocese of a bi-

shop. 3. Saddle, the seat which is put upon
the horse for the accommodation of the rider.

4. Seat, any thing on which one may sit. 5.

Seat, anus. SiUa de manos, Sedan-chair.
Silla poltrona, Arm or elbow-chair

;
a lazy

chair. SiUa, de posta, Post-chaise. Silla vo-

lante, Gig. De silla a silla, Face to face.

Hombre de dmbas 6 de todas sillas, A man
of general information

;
a clever fellow.

SILLER, sm. 1. A square hewn stone. 2. Back
of a horse where the saddle is placed.

SILLAREJO, sm. A small hewn stone. [up.
SII.LERA, sf. Place where sedan-chairs are shut

SIBERIA, sf. 1. Seat, set or parcel of chairs. 2.

Shop where chairs are made or sold. 3. Stalls

about the choir or quire of a church. 4.

Buildtng of hewn stone.

SILLERO, sm. Saddler ; chair-maker.

SII.LETA, sf. 1. A small chair. 2. Hollow stone
on which chocolate is ground. 3. Close-stool,

privy-chair. 4. Side-saddle. V. Xamugas.
SIM.ETERO, sm. 1. Chairman, one employed in

carrying sedan-chairs. 2. Chair-maker, one
who makes or sells chairs.

SiLLfco, sm. Basin of a close-stool.

SILLON, sm. 1. (And.) A large arm or elbow-
chair. 2. Side-saddle for ladies.

SILO, sm. 1. A subterraneous granary where
wheat is kept. 2. Any cavern or dark place.
3. A constant drinker of water.

SILOGISMO, sm. Syllogism.
SILOGISTICO, CA, a. Syllogistic.

SILOGIZAR, va. To syllogize, to reason, to

argue.
SILURO, sm. (let.) Sheat-fish. Silurus glanis L.

SILVA, sf. 1. Forest, wood. 2. A kind of Spa-
nish metrical or poetical composition. 3. A
miscellany.

SILVANOS, sm. pi. Sylvans.
SILVATICO, CA, a. V. Selvdtico. [vage.
SILVESTRE, a. Wild, uncultivated

; rustic, sa-

SILVOSO, SA, a. V. Selvoso.

SIMA, sf. I. Deep and dark cavern or cave. 2.

Whirlwind, hurricane.

SIMADO, DA, a. (And.) Deep ; applied to land.

SIMAROUBA 6 SiMARtJBA, sf. (Bot.) Guiana-
bark Quassia simaruba L.

SIMBOLICO, CA
;
Y SiMBOLO, LA, a. 1. Symboli-
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cal, representative ; expressing by signs. 2.

Analogous, having analogy or, resemblance.
SIMBOLIZACION, sf. Symbolization.
SIMBOLIZAR, vn. To symbolize ; to resemble.

SIMBOLO, sm. 1. Symbol, mark, sign, device. 2.

(Mil.) Watchword. 3. Type, that which com-
prehends in its figure a representation ofsome-

thing else. 4. Creed, belief, articles of faith.

SIMBOLOGIA, sf. (Med.) Treatise on the symp-
toms of diseases.

SIMETRIA, sf. Symmetry, adaptation of parts
to each other ; proportion ; harmony.

SIMETRICAMENTE, ad. Symmetrically.
SYMETRICO, CA, a. Symmetrical, proportionate.
SIMIA, sf. A female ape. V. Mona.

SIMIENTE, 5/*. Seed ; source, origin. V. Semen.

SIMIENZA, sf. Seed-time. V. Sementera.

SIMIL, sm. 1. Resemblance, similarity. V. Se-

mejanza. 2. Simile, comparison, parallel.
a. Similar, like. V. Semejante.

SIMILAR, a. 1. Similar, homogeneous. 2. Re-

sembling, bearing a resemblance.

SIMILICADENCIA, sf. V. Simulcadencia.

SIMILIDESIDENCIA,S/". (Poet.) Rhetorical figure,
in which the verses have only assonants.

SnviiLiTtfo, sf. Similitude, resemblance.

SIMILITUDINARIAMENTE, ad. Similarly.

SIMILITUDINARIO, RiA, a. Similar, similitudi-

nary. [parts copper to 1 of zinc.

SIMILOR, sm. Pinchbeck, a composition of 5

SIMIO, sm. Male ape. V. Mono.

SIMON, NA, a. y s. Applied to hackney coaches
or coachmen in Madrid. Alquili un simon

para ir a, paseo, I let or hired a coach to go
to the public walk.

SIMONIA, sf. Simony, the crime of buying or

selling church preferments.
SIMONIACO, CA

;
Y SiMONiATico, CA, o. Simo-

niac or simoniacal, guilty of simony.
SIMPAR, a. Matchless, unequalled.
SIMPATIA, sf. Sympathy, fellow-feeling, mutu-

al sensibility ; similarity, congeniality. Te-

ncr simpatia, To sympathize, to feel with
another.

SiMFATiCAMENTE,a<Z. Sympathetically. V. Con-

formemente.
SIMPATICO, CA, a. Sympathetic, analogous.

SIMPLAZO, ZA, s. A great simpleton ;
a stupid

person.
SIMPLE, a. 1. Single, simple, pure ; uncom-

ponnded ; unsigned ; unconditional. 2. Silly,
foolish. 3. Undesigning, artless. 4. Plain,

mild, gentle ; ingenuous. 5. Insipid, taste-

less. 0. Single, brief; applied to the church
services in which there is no repetition what-
ever. Simple sacerdote, Clergyman without

dignity, degree, benefice, or ecclesiastical ju-
risdiction. sm. Simple, an herb or plant
which alone serves for medicine.

SiMPLEcfLLO, LLA
', TO, TA, s. A little simpleton.

SIMPLEMENTE, ad. Simply, with simplicity and

plainness ; absolutely.

SIMPLEZA, sf. 1. Simpleness, silliness. 2. Rus-

ticity, rudeness. 3. (Ant.) Simplicity, sin-

cerity.

SIMPLICIDAD, sf. 1. Simplicity, plainness, art

lessness. 2. Simpleness, silliness.

SiMPLicisTA,5/re. Simplist ; herbalist.

SIMPLIFICAR, va. To simplify, to make simple



SIN SIN

, MA, a. Extremely silly or foolish.

Snrpi.f.sTA, 577i. Simplist, herbalist.

Snipi.dv, NA
;

Y SIMPLONAZO, ZA, s. Great

simpleton.
SlMCLACids, sf. I. Simulation, the part of hy-

pocrisy, which pretends that to be what it is

not. ~2. Subterfuge, evasion.

SIMULACRO, sm. 1. Image representing some-

thing venerable ;
idol. 2. Ghost, phantom.

SiMur.ADAMENTK,od. In a dissembling or hypo-
critical manner.

SIMULA DOR, RA, s. Simulator, dissembler.

SIMILAR, va. To practise simulation; to pre-
tend to be that which it is not.

SIMUI.CADENCIA, sf. (Ret.) Figure of rhetoric

repeating a consonant in a word forming a

cadence.

Sr.H'i.cADKXTE, a. Applied to words or sen-

tences having a cadence. [tion.

Snit'i.TAn 6 SIMULTANEID^D, sf. Union, junc-

SIMULTANEAMENTE, ad. Simultaneously.

SIMLM.TANF.O, NEA, a. Simultaneous, acting to-

gether, existing at the same time.

SIN, prep. Without, besides. Joined to a verb

it is a negative or privative. Sin embargo,
Notwithstanding, nevertheless. Sm pies ni

r.ttbeza, Without head or tail, without order.

SINABAFA, sf. Cloth or stuff of the natural co-

lour of wool.

SINAGOGA,S/. Synagogue, an assembly of Jews
to worship ;

the place where the Jews meet
to worship.

StNAPiSMOjSm. Sinapism, mustard-poultice.
SINCATEGOREMATICO, CA, a. Word without sig-

nification till joined with another.

SINCEL, sm. Chisel. V. Cincel.

SINCF.LADOR, RA, s. Graver, engraver.
SINCEL!R, va. V. CinceJar.

SINCERADOR, RA, s. Exculpator, excuser.

SI.VCERAMENTE, ad. Sincerely, freely, frankly.

SINCERAR, va. To exculpate, to clear from guilt.

SINCF.RIDAD, sf. Sincerity ; purity of mind.

SINCERO, RA, a. Sincere, ingenuous, honest ;

pure.
SiNciPUcio,sm. Sinciput, front top of the head.

SINCONDROSIS, sf. (Anat.) Union of two bones

by means of a cartilage.

SINCOPA, sf. 1. Syncope, a contraction ofwords,

by cutting off a part. 2. Division of a note.

SiNcopADAMENTE,arf. With syncope. [cope.

SINCOPAL, sm. Fever commencing with syn-

SJNCOPAR, va. 1. To contract words by cutting
off letters or syllables. 2. To abridge.

SINCOPE, sf. (Med.) Syncope, a fainting fit.

SINCOPIZAR, ARSE, va. y r. To swoon, to suffer

a suspension of thought and sensation, to

SiNCRONfsTA, s. com. A contemporary, [faint.

SINCRONO, NA, a. Synchronous, contemporane-
ous, [of a guilty conscience

SINDERESIS, sf. Remorse, pain of guilt, anguish
SINDICADO, sm. 1. Tribunal or court appointed

to try and punish such crimes as are denounc-
ed. 2. Judgment or sentence of the court.

SINDICADOR, RA, 5. Informer, prosecutor.
SINDICAR, va. To inform ; to lodge an infor-

mation
;
to accuse. [die

SINDICADURA, sf. Office and dignity of a syn-

SINIMCO, sm. 1. Syndic ;
recorder. 2. One

whose office is to collect the fines imposed by
SO

a court. 3. Depositary of the alms of some

religious houses.

SINJECDOQUE 6 SINEDOQUE, sf. (Ret.) Synec-
doche, a part for the whole. [hall.

SINEDRA, sf. Seats for the audience in a public

BINEDRIO, sm. V. Sunedrin.

SINERESIS, sf. Syneresis ; a figure, whereby
two syllables are united into one.

SINERETISMO, srtt. Conciliation of various reli-

gious sects.

3iNFisis, sf. (Anat.) Union of the bones.

SINFITO, S7/i. V, Consuelda.

NFONfA, sf. Symphony, the consonance or

concert of several concordant sounds, agree-
able to the ear ; composition of instrumental

music.
NGLAotfRA, sf. (Naut.) A day's run.

SINGLAR, va. (Naut.) To sail daily with a fa-

vourable wind on a direct course.

SINGLONES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Timbers placed
over the keel.

SINGULAR, a. 1. Singular, extraordinary ; ex-

cellent ;
individual. 2. (Gram.) Singular

number. Cosas singuJares, Strange things.

NGULARiDAD, s/. Singularity.
SINGULARIZAR, va. To distinguish, to particu-

larize. vr. To distinguish one's self; to bo

singular.

SINGULARMENTE, ad. Singularly, in a peculiar
manner. [tion.

SINGULTO, sm. Hiccough, a spasmodic affec-

SINIESTRA, sf. The left hand. V. Izquierda.

SINIESTRAMENTE, ad. Sinistrously, perversely.

SINIESTRO, TRA, a. 1. Placed on the left side. 2.

Sinistrous, vicious, cross, froward. 3. Un-

happy, unlucky, inauspicious. [habit.

SINIESTRO, sm. Perverseness, Depravity, evil

SINIGUAL, a. Unequalled, unparalleled, unri-

valled in excellence.

3iNjusTiciA,s/. Injustice. V. Injusticia.

SINNUMERO, sm. A numberless quantity ; that

which cannot be reduced to a fixed number.

SINO, part. conj. 1. If not ;
a conditional parti-

cle. Sino vinieres, If you do not come. 2.

But. JVo es bianco, sino negro, It is not

white, but black. 3. Except ;
besides. 4.

Solely, only ; in this sense it is preceded by
a negative proposition. 5. Otherwise ; fol-

lowed by an interrogation. sm. 1. (Fam.)
Fate, destiny. 2. (Met.) V. Signo.

SINOCA,S/. Putrid fever.

SINOCAL, a. Applied to a putrid fever.

SINODAL, a. Synodic, synodal ; relating to a

synod. sm. 'Examiner of curates and con-

fessors.

SINODATICO, sm. Pecuniary contribution, paid

by the clergy to the bishops.

SINODJCO, CA, a. 1. Synodal, synodical. 2. Sy-

nodic, reckoned from one conjunction of the

moon with the sun until another.

SINODO, sm. 1. Synod, an assembly of bishops,

and other ecclesiastics to treat on matters of

religion. 2. Conjunction of the heavenly bo-

dies. 3. Stipend or charity allowed to mis-

sionaries employed in America.

SINO.V, conj. cond. (Ant.) V. Sino.

NONfHiA, sf. Synonymy, the repetition of

words of the same signification.

SINONOMO, MA, . Synonymous, ex-
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pressing the same thing by different words

SINOPLE, a. (Bias.) Green.

SINOPSIS, sf. Synopsis, compendium, epitome.
SINOVIA, sf. Synovia, the liquor of the joints.

SINRAZON, sf. Injustice, the act of doing any
thing against justice.

SINSABOR, sm. Displeasure, disgust, pain, un-

SINTAXIS, sf. I. Syntax, the manner of co-or

dinating the parts of a discourse. 2. Co-ordi-

nation or arrangement ofthings among them
selves.

SINTESIS, sf. (Alg.) Synthesis, the act of ar-

ranging and joining ; opposed to Analysis.

SINTETICO, CA, a. Synthetical.
SINTOMA, sm. Symptom or preternatural sign

or token of a disease.

SINTOMATICO, CA, a. Symptomatic or sympto-
matical, relating to symptoms.

SINTOMATOLOGIA, sf. (Med.) Part of pathology
treating of the symptoms of diseases.

SINTONIA, sf. Brief account, concise exposition.

SINUOSIDAD, sf. Sinuosity.
SIKUOSO, SA, a. Sinuous, bending in and out.

SINAR, va. (Ant.) V. Signar.
SiSo, sm. (Ant.) V. Signo 6 senal.

Sfo 6 SION, sm. (Bot.) Water-parsnep. Sium L.

SIPEDON 6 SIPIDON, sm. Serpent.
SIPIA, sf. Refuse of olives, which remains in

oil-mills, and serves as food for swine.

SlQUIERA, SlQUIER, Y SlQUIERE, COTlj. Atleast;

though, although ; or, scarcely ; otherwise.

SIRASCOSIS, sm. (Anat.) Syssarcosis, union of
bones by means of muscles.

SIRE, sm. Sire, a title given to kings chiefly in

England and France.

SIRENA, sf. 1. Siren, a sea-nymph. 2. A wo-
man who sings charmingly.

SIRGA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Tow-rope, tow-line ; a

rope for drawing a barge on a canal. 2.

Line used in dragging nets. A1 la sirga,

Sailing with a dragging line.

SIRGADURA, sf. (Naut.) The act of towing or

hauling a barge or vessel along on a canal or

by the banks of a river.

SJRGAR, va. (Naut.) To tow or haul a vessel

along with a rope or line.

SiRGo,s?ft. Twisted silk ; stuff made of silk.

SIRGUERO, sm. (Orn.) Linnet. V. Xilguero.
SIRINGAR, va. V. Xeringar.
Si RIO, sm. Sirius or dog-star.
SIRLE 6 SIRRIA, s. Sheep-dung. [wind.
SIROCO 6 XALOQUE, sm,. Sirocco, a south-east

SIRTE, sf. 1. Syrtes, hidden rock, quicksand,

moving sandbank. 2. Peril, danger.
SIRVIENTA, sf. Female servant.

SIRVIENTE, s. com. Serving, being a servant.

SISA, sf. 1. Petty theft committed by servants.

2. Clippings, which tailors cabbage or steal

in cutting clothes. 3. Si/e. linseed-oil boiled

with ochre, and used by gilders. 4. Assize.

Sisa de pan, Assize of bread. 5. Excise, a

tax or duty laid on eata,bles or liquors.
SISADOR. RA, s. Filcher,apetty thief; ons that

exacts more than is due
;
sizer ; cutter.

SIS!R, va. 1. To pilfer, to filch ; to steal small

quantities of what one buys for another ; to

curtail, to lessen. 2. To cut clothes. 3. To
size, to prepare with size what is to be gilded,
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SISCA, sf. (Mur.) V. Cisco,,

SISELIS, sm. (Bot.) Wild spignel. Seseli L.

SISERO, sm. Excise collector.

SISIMBRIO, sm. (Bot.) Water-radish, radish wa-
ter-cress. Sisymbrium amphibium L.

SISON, sm. 1. Filcher, pilferer, petty thief. 2.

(Orn.) Godart or moorcock.

SISTEMA, sm. 1. System, any complexure or
combination of many things acting together.
2. A scheme which reduces many things to ;i

regular dependence or corporation. 3. Hy-
pothesis, supposition. 4. Gold or silver lace

of one pattern.

SISTK.MATICAMENTE, ad. Systematically.
SISTEMATICO, CA, a. Systematic.
SISTILO, sm. (Arq.) Systyle. an order of build-

ing having the columns two diameters distant.

SfSTOLE, sf. 1. Systole, the contraction of the

heart. 2. (Ret.) Shortening of a long syl-
lable.

SISTRO, sm. An ancient musical wind-instru-

ment, resembling a trumpet.
SITAR/IA, sf. A kind of knapsack, in which

travellers carry their provisions.

SITIADA, sf. (Ar.) Assembly or committee for

the particular government of a house or com-

munity.
SITIADO, sm. V. Situado.

SITIADOR, sm. Besieger, one who lays siege to

a place.

SiTiAL,si. 1. Seat of honour for princes and

prelates at a public assembly. 2. Stool, form,
seat without a back.

SiTiAR, va. 1. To besiege, to lay siege to a

place. 2. To surround, to hem in. 3. To de-

prive of the means of effecting any thing.
Sitiar por hambre, (Met.) To compel one by
necessity to submit.

SITIBTJNDO, DA, a. V. Sedicnto.

SITIO, sm. 1. Place, a space taken up by a body
or substance. 2. Situation of a town or other

place. 3. Siege, blockade. 4. Country-house,

country-seat. 5. (Arag.) Anniversary, festi-

val.

SITO, TA, a. Situated, assigned. V. Situado.

SITU AC ION, sf. Situation, position ; state of af-

fairs
; assignation, appointment, assignment.

SITUADO, 5m. Allowance, pay or salary assign-
ed upon certain goods or effects.

SITUAR, va. 1. To put any thing in a certain

place, to situate. 2. To assign a fund, out of

which any salary, rent, or interest, is to ba

paid. vr. To be established in any place or

business ;
to station one's self.

SIZIGIA, sf. (Astro.) Syzygia, period from the

conjunction to the opposition of the moon.

So, prep. Under ; below. Used in composition,
it sometimes retains its signification ;

as it

occasionally diminishes the import of the

verb, as in soasar, to underdo meat ;
and in

other cases it augments it, as sojuzgar, to

subjugate. Soterrar, To put under ground,
to inter. So color, Under colour ;

on pre-
tence. De so uno, Conjointly, at one time.

pron. pos. (Ant.) V. Su.interj. Used as, cho

and z0, to stop horses or cattle.

SOASAR, va. To half roast, to parboil.

SOBA, sf. The act of making any thing- soft and

limber ; rumpling ; contusion, beating.
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SOB.ICO, 57W. Armpit, the cavity under the

shoulder.

SOBADJRO, RA, a. That may be handled.

SosX DO, sm. The repeated and violent work-

ing, and handling of any thing. V. Sobadura.

Sobudos, Loaves of bread made in La Man-
cha.

SOBADT^RA, sf. Kneading, rubbing.

SOBA.TADURA, sf. Scrubbing, frication.

SOBAJAMIENTO, sm. Friction, rubbing, scrub-

bing.
SOBAJANERO, sm. (Vulg.) Errand boy.

SOBAJAR, va. To scrub, to rub hard.

SOBA"NDA, sf. Bottom or end of a rush.

SOBAQUERA, sf. Opening left in clothes under
the armpit.

SOBAQUIDO, sm. (Cant.) Thief who carries

stolen goods under his arm.

SoBAQuiNA, sf. Smell of the armpit.

SOBAR, va. 1. To handle, to soften. 2. To pum-
mel, to chastise with blows. 3. To scrub, to

rub hard. 4. To rumple clothes.

SOBARBA, sf. Noseband. Sobarbas, Levers or

prominent bars, which raise the pestles in a

fulling-mill.

SoBARBADA,5/. Chuck under the chin ; repri-
mand.

SOB ARCAR, va. 1. To carry any thing heavy
under the arm. 2. To draw the clothes up to

the arm-holes.

SOBEO, sm. (And.) Leather draughts or traces.

SOBERANAMENTE, ad. Sovereignly, supremely.

SoBERANiA,5/. 1. Sovereignty, supreme power
over others. 2. Pride, haughtiness, arrogance,
loftiness.

SOBERING, NA, a. Sovereign, holding supreme
power. 5m. Sovereign ; lord paramount.

SoBERBiA,5/. 1. Pride, haughtiness : an inordi-

nate desire of being preferred to others ; pre-

sumption ; arrogance. 2. Pomp, pageantry.
3. Anger, passion. 4. Insulting word or ac-

tion, [proudly.

SOBERBIAMENTE, ad. Haughtily, arrogantly.

SOBERBIO, BIA, a. 1. Proud, arrogant, elated. 2

Lofty, sublime, eminent. 3. Fiery, mettle-

some ; applied to horses.

SOBERBIOSAMENTE, ad. Haughtily.
SOBERBIOSO, SA, a,. V. Soberbio.

SoBIN A, sf. A wooden pin or peg.
SOBO, sm. Frequent working ot any thing to

make it soft and limber.
* So BON 6 SOBONA/O, sm. A sly lazy fellow.

SOBORNACION, sf. V. Soborno.

SoBORNADo,sm. Misshaped loafof bread in the

oven.

SOBORNADOR, RA, s. Suborner, one that suborns

or bribes
;
one who procures a bad action to

be done.

SOBORNAL, a. Added to the load or burthen
which a beast carries.

SOBORNAR, va. To suborn, to procure by secre'

collusion ;
to procure by indirect means.

SOBORNO, sm. 1. Subornation, the act of suborn

ing. 2. Bribe or money offered for doing {

bad action. 3. Incitement, inducement.

SOBRA, sf. 1. Overplus, surplus, excess. Sobras
de la comida, Offals, leavings, broken victuals

2. Grievous offence, injury. De sobra, Ove
and above ; superfluously.

JOBRAPAMENTE, ad. Abundantly ', superabun-

dantly ; excessively.

SOBRADAR, va. To erect edifices with lofts or

granaries.
SOBRADILT.O, 5wi. 1. A small granary. 2. A small

part or remain. 3. Penthouse
; a shelter over

a balcony or window.

SOBRADO, 5m. Granary, loft ; a story or floor.

ad. V. Sqbradamente.

SOBRADO, DA, a. Bold, audacious, licentious ;

rich, wealthy.
SORRAJA Y SOBRAMIENTO. V. Sobra.

IOBRANCERO, RA, a. 1. Disengaged, unemploy-
ed. 2. A supernumerary ploughman, who
supplies the place of another.

SOBRANTE, pa. y sm. 1. Residue, superfluity. 2.

Rich, wealthy.
SOBRAR, va. To exceed, to surpass. vn. 1. To
have more than is necessary or required. 2.

To be over and above ;
to be more than

enough ;
to be intrusive. 3. To remain, to

be left. [it boil.

JOBRASAR. va. To put fire under a pot to make

SOBRE, prep. 1. Above, over. V. Encima. 2.

Super, over ;
used in composition, as sobrc-

cargar, To overcharge or overload. Tiene

mucha ventaja sobre todos los dcmas, He pos-
sesses great advantages over the rest. 3.

Moreover, besides. 4. A little more ;
a few

more. Tendr6 sobre den reales, I will or

shall have about a hundred reals
;
a little

more than a hundred reals. 5. Above; higher ;

with power or superiority. 6. (Naut.J Off.

El baxel estd sobre el cabo de San Vicente,
The vessel is off Cape St. Vincent. Sobre si,

Selfishly ; carefully, separately ; elated by
real or supposed acquirements. 7. To, to-

wards ; near. 8. On, upon. 9. After, since.

Sobre comida, After dinner. Sobre manera,
Excessively, irregularly. Ir sobre alguno, To
go in pursuit of a person. 10. Before or

around. Estar sobre unu plaza, To besiege a

place. sm. Direction and cover of a letter.

SOBREABUNDANCIA, 5/. Superabundance.
SoBRF.ABUND.4NTE, a. Superabundant.
SOBREABUNDANTEMENTE, ad. Superabundantly.
SOBRE ABUNDAR, vn. To superabound ;

to be ex-

uberant.

SOBREAGUAR, vn. To be on the surface of wa-

ter, to float or swim on water.

>BREAGUDA, sf. One of the seven small let-

ters in music.
SOBRE AGUDO, sm. (Mus.) Highest treble in

music.

SOBREALIENTO, 5m. Difficult respiration.
SOBRE AT.ZAR, va. To praise, to extol.

SOBREANADIR, va. To superadd, to add over

and above.

SOBREANAL, a. Applied to animals more than^.

a year old.

SOBRE ASADO, 5m. (Mallorca) Sausage half

roasted, and done over again when it is to be

eaten. [roasted before.

SOBREASAR, va. To roast again what was half

SOBREBEBER, va. (Joe.) To guzzle liquor ;
to

quaff one bottle after another.

SOBREBOYA, sf. (Naut.) Break-water, a small

buoy fastened to a large one in the water, to

show its position.
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i, */. Coverlet, quilt.
SOBRECAN A, sf. (Alb.) Tumour in a horse's leg

SOBRECAN"AL, sm. Frame of a weaver's comb.
SOBRECARG A, sf. 1 . An additional bundle thrown

over a load. 2. Additional trouble or vexation
3. Rope thrown over a load to make it fast.

SOBRECARGAR, va. 1. To overload, to load to

excess. 2. To make one seam over another

SOBRECARGO, sm. Supercargo of a vessel.

SOBRECARTA, sf. 1. Cover of a letter. 2. The
second injunction ; decree or warrant, re-

peating a former order. [tion

SOBRECARTAR, va. To repeat a former injunc-
SOBRECEBADERA, sf. (Naut.) Sprit top-sail.

SOBRECEDULA, sf. Second royal order or de-

spatch, [the eye-brows
SOBRECEJA, sf. The part of the forehead over

SOBRECEJO, sm. Frown ; supercilious aspect.

SOBRECELESTIAL, a. Supercelestial.
SOBRECENO, sm. Frown. V. Sobrece.jo.

SOBRECERCO, sm. Ornament or fringe placed
round another to strengthen it.

SOBRECINCHA, sf. One of the girths of a saddle

SOBRECINCHO, sm. Surcingle, an additional

girth, put over the common girth.

SOBRECLAUSTRO,S/H. Apartment over a cloister

SOBRECOGER, va. To surprise, to take by sur-

prise.

SOBRECOMIDA, sf. Dessert. V. Postrc.

SOBRECOPA, sf. Cover or lid of a cup.
SOBRECRECER, vn. To out-grow, to over-grow.
SOBRECRUCES, sm. pi. Cross-joints to strength-
en a wheel. [thing ; coverlet, quilt

SOBRECUBIERTA, sf. Double cover put on any
SOBRECUELLO, STK. Collar. V. Collarin.

SOBRECUTIS, sf. V. Epidermis. [ties

SOBREDEZMERO, sm. Assistant in collecting du-

SoBREnfcHo, CHA, a. Above-mentioned.

SOBREDIENTE, sm. Gag-tooth which grows
over another.

SOBREDORAR, va. 1. To gild anew. 2. To pal-

liate, to extenuate, to exculpate.
SOBREEDIFICXR, va. To build over any thing.
SOBREEMPEVNE, sm. That part of spatterdashes

or gaiters which covers the instep of the foot.

SOBREESCRIBIR, va. To superscribe, to inscribe ;

to direct a letter. V. Sobrescribir.

SOBREESCRITO, TA, a. Written on the outside.

SoBREEscRiTo, sm. 1. Superscription, inscrip-
tion, direction, address. 2. Mien, aspect ;

pretext. V. Sobresc.rito.

SOBREESENCIAL, a. That which is more than
essential. [ceed.

SOBREEXCEDER, va. (Ant.) To surpass, to ex-

SOBREEXCEI.ENTE, a. Superexcellent.
SoBRErAz, sf. I. Superficies, surface, outside.

2. (Fort.) Face prolonged, the distance be-

tween the angle of the shoulder of a bastion
and the curtain.

SOBREFINO, NA, a. Superfine, [greater security.

SOBREGUARDA, sm. Second guard placed for

SOBREGDAROILLA,^. Penthouse, shelter, shed.

SoBREHA/,5/". 1. Surface, outside. 2. Outside
cover of any thing.

SOBREHUESO, sm. 1. Morbid swelling on the
bones or joints. 2. Trouble, encumbrance,
burthen. [man.

SOBREHUMANO, NA, a. Beyond the power of

SOBREJUEZ, sm. Superior judge.
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SOBRELECHO, sm. The side of a stone which
lies on a bed of mortar.

SOBRELI.AVE, sf. 1. Double key; a large key.
2. In the royal palaces, an officer who keeps
a second or reserved key of every door.

SOBRELLESO, NA, a. Overfull, superabundant.
SOBRELLEVAR, va. 1. To ease or alleviate an-

other's burthen ; to carry. 2. To inure to

hardships by degrees, to undergo. 3. To
overlook the defects or failings of inferiors

or subjects. [sively.

SOBREMANERA, ad. Beyond measure ; exces-

SOBREMANO, sm. (Albeyt.) Osseous tumour on
the hoofs of horses' fore feet.

SOBREMESA,S/. 1. Table-carpet, a cover over a
table

;
table-cloth. 2. Dessert. V. Postre. De

sobremesa, Immediately after dinner.

SOBREMESANA, sf. (Naut.) Mizen-top-sail.

SOBREMUNONERA, sf. (Naut.) Clamp or cap-

square, a piece of iron which covers the trun-
fnions of a cannon. [any fluid.

SOBRENADAR, va. To swim on the surface of

SOBRENATURAI,, a. Supernatural, preternatural.

SOBRENATURALMENTE, ad. Supernaturally.
SOBRENOMBRE, sm. 1. Surname ; the name of

the family, the name which one has over and
above the Christian name. 2. Nickname ; a
name given in scoff or contempt.

SOBREOJO,,SWI. A supercilious aspect ;
a look of

envy, hatred, or contempt. Llevar sobrfojo d

uno, To keep a watchful eye over one. [pay.

SOBREPAGA, sf. Increase or augmentation of

SOBREPANO, sm. Upper cloth, put over others.

SOBREPARTO, sm. Time of lying in, which fol-

lows the delivery.

SOBREPELLIZ, sf. Surplice.

SOBREPESO, sm. Overweight.
SOBREPEVNE, sm. The act of cutting the hair

but very slightly.

SOBREPIE, sm. (Albeyt.) Osseous tumour at

the top of horses' hoofs.

SOBRRPLANES, srn. pi. (Naut.) Riders.

SOBREPONER, va. To add one thing to another ;

to put one over another. vr. To exalt or put
one's self over or above other things.

SOBREPRECIO, sm. Extra-price.

SOBREPUESTO, TA, a. Counterfeit, fictitious.

SOBREPUESTO, sm. I. A third person. 2. Ho-

ney-comb formed by the bees after the hive

is full. 3. Earthen vessel added to bee-hives

when they are too full.

SoBREptJjA, sf. Outbidding, the act of bidding
more than another.

SoBREptrjANTE,7?a. Surpassing, excelling.

SOBREPUJANZA, sf. Great strength and vigour.

SOBREPUJAR, va. To exceed, to surpass, to ex-

cel.

SoBREQufLLA,s/. (Naut.) Keelson or kelson, a

piece of timber next to the keel, lying right
over it on the inside.

SOBRERONDA, sf. (Mil.) Counter-round.

SOBREROPA, sf. A sort of long robes worn over

other clothes.

SOBRESALIDO, DA, /7p.Elnted, inflated, haughty.
SOBRESALIENTE, . Excelling, surpassing the

rest. sm. 1. (Mil.) Officer \vho commands a

picket, and the troops who compose it. 2.

Substitute. [to surpass.

,
ra. To exceed in height ; to excel,
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SOBRESAT.TADAMENTE, ad. Suddenly, unex-

pectedly.

SOBRKSALT^R, va. 1. To surprise : to make an

unexpected attack. 2. To frighten, to terrify.
vn. To fly in one's face ; to be striking ;

applied to paintings. vr. To be startled a~t.

SoBREsAi.To, sm. Surprise ;
sudden dread or

fear. De sobrcsalto, Unexpectedly.
SOBRESANA.R, va. 1. To heal superficially. 2.

To screen, to palliate. [ly ; feignedly.

SOBRESA.NO, ad. Cured superficially ;
aifected-

SOBRES^NOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Tabling, a broad

hem on sails, to strengthen that part which
is fastened to the bolt-rope.

SOBRESCRIBIR, va. To superscribe, to inscribe,

to address or direct a letter.

SOBRESCRITO, sm. Superscription, address or

direction of a letter.

SOBRF.SEER, vn. To desist from a design ; to

relinquish a claim or pretension. [risk.

SOBRESEGTJRO, ad. In a safe manner ;
without

SOBRESEIMIENTO, sm. Omission, suspension.
SoBRESELLO,5/re. A double seal.

SOBRESEMBRAR, va. 1. To sow over again what
has been sown before. 2. To diffuse errone-

ous doctrines ; to sow discord.

SoBRESENAL,5/. Ensign or standard arbitrarily

adopted by the ancient knights.
SOBRESOL^R, ra. I. To pave anew. 2. To new-

sole a pair of boots or shoes.

SOBRESTA.NTE, sm. Overseer ; foreman.

SOBREST.ANTE, a. Immediate, near.

SOBRESUELDO, sm. Addition to one's pay or al-

lowance, [laid over another.

SOBRESUELO, sm. A second floor or pavement
SOBRET^RDE, sm. Close of the evening.
SOBRETERCERO, 5wi. One more than three to

collect duties.

SOBRETODO, sm. Surtout, a wide or greatcoat.

SOBRETODO, ad. Above all ;
before all things.

SoBRETRANCANiLES,sTO.7?J.(Naut.) Spirketing,
the range of planks which lies between the

water-ways and the lower edge of a ship's

gun-ports.
SOBREVEEDOR, sm. Supervisor, overseer.

So BREVE i. A, sf. (Ant.) Second sentinel.

SOBREVENDA, sf. (Cir.) Surband, bandage plac-
ed over others.

SOBRFVENIDA, sf. Supervention.
SOBREVENIR, vn. To happen, to fall out ; to

come unexpectedly ; to supervene. V. Venir.

SOBREVENTA.R, va. (JNfaut.) To gain the weather-

gage of another ship.

SOBREVERTERSE, TOT. To run over, to overflow.

SOBREVESTA Y SoBREVESTE, sf. Surtout, great
coat.

SOBREVESTIR, va. To put on a great coat.

SOBREVIDRIERA, sf. Wire net before a glass
window. [ous fury, surprise.

SoBREviENTA,5/. (Ant.) Gustofwind ; impetu-
SOBREVIENTO, sm. (Naut.) Weather-gage.
SOBREVISTA, sf. Beaver of a helmet.

SOBREVIVIENTE, pa. y s. Survivor
; surviving.

SoBREvivf R, vn. To survive. Sobrevivir a al-

guno, To outlive or survive a person.
SoBRExAi.MA, sf. Woollen cover for a pack-
SOBRIAMENTE, ad. Soberly. [saddle.

SoBRiF.nAD, sf. Sobriety.

SOBRINITO, TA, s. Little nephew or niece.

SoBRf.vo, NA, s. Nephew, niece.

SOBRIO, RIA, a. Sober, temperate.
SOBRON.ADO, a. V. Sobornado.

SocAiJSA, sf. Cunning, artifice to gain a thing
from one who is not obliged to give it. [gem.

SOCALINA.R, va. To extort by cunning or strata-

SOCALISERO, RA, s. Artful exacter.

SocAPA, sf. Pretext, pretence, ostensible cause.

A' socapa, On pretence, under colour.

SOCAPISCOL, sm. V. Sochantre.

SOCA^R, va. (Naut.) To set taught a rope,

shroud, or stay, which is slack or loose.

SOCA^RRA, sf. 1. The act of half roasting meat
or leaving it half rear. 2. Craft, cunning.

SOCARRA\R, va. To half roast or dress meat.

SOCARREN, sm. Eave, the edge of the roof,
which juts out over the wall of a house.

SOCARRENA, sf. Hollow, cavity, interval.

SOCARRINA,*/'. (Fam.) Scorching, singeing.
SOCARRON, NA, a. Cunning, sly, crafty.

SOCARRONAMENTE, ad. Slyly, artfully.

SOCARRONERIA, sf. Craft, cunning, artfulness.

SocAVA,S/. 1. The act ofmining or undermining.
2. The act ofopening the ground around trees.

SOCAVX.R, va. To excavate, to undermine. So-

cavar la tierra, To turn up the ground ; ap-
plied to wild boars.

SOCAVON, sm. Cave, cavern ; a passage under

ground. Socavdnes, Pits or shafts in mines.
SocA"YRE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Slatch, the part of a

rope or cable, which hangs slack. 2. Shelter.

SOCAYRERO, sm. Sculker, lurker, one who hides

himself from his business or duty.

SOCHA^NTRE, sm. Sub-chanter, the deputy of
the precenter in a cathedral.

SOCIABILIDA.D, sf. Sociableness, inclination to

company and converse, sociability.

SOCIABLE, a. 1. Sociable, ready to unite in a

general interest ; inclined to company. 2.

Familiar, friendly, amiable.

SOCIABLEMENTE, ad. Sociably, friendly.

SOCIAL, a. Relating to company, and friendly,

intercourse, social.

SOCIEDX.D, sf. 1. Society, the company and
converse of persons of sense and information.

2. Friendship, familiar intercourse. 3. Union
of many in one general interest.

Socio, 5m. 1. Comrade, partner, associate. V,

Companero. 2. Member of a literary society.

SOCOLLA^JA, sf. (Naut.) Jerk, the violent strain-

ing and slackening of the ropes, cables, and

shrouds, caused by the rolling and pitching of

bocoLOR,sm. Pretext, pretence, colour, [a ship.

SOCONO, sm. (Cant.) Thing sent by a prostitute
to her bully.

SOCORO, 5m. (Ant.) Place under the choir.

SOCORREDOR, RA, 5. Succourer, assister ; ad-

ministering relief.

SOCORRER, va. 1. To succour, to aid, to admi-

nister relief. 2. To pay a part of what is due.

SocoRRfoo, DA, a. Furnished, supplied. La,

plaza de Madrid es muy socorrida, The
market of Madrid is well supplied.

SOCORRO, 5m. 1. Succour, support, assistance.

2. Part of a salary or allowance, advanced or

paid beforehand. 3. Succour, a fresh supply
of men or provisions thrown into a besieged

place. El socorro de espana, (Fam.) Tardy
arrival of the necessary succour.
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SOCROCIO, sm. 1. Poultice, or cataplasm of a
saffron colour. 2. Pleasure, delight, satisfac-

tion. [Sosa. 2. Headache.

SODA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Glasswort. Salsola L. V.

SODOMIA, sf. Sodomy, an unnatural crime.

SODOMITA, sm. Sodomite, one who is guilty of

sodomy.
SOEZ, a. Mean, vile, base, worthless.

SOFA, sf. Sofa.

SOFALDA.R, va. To truss up ;
to raise ; to tuck

up ; to lift up, to discover any thing.

SOFALDO, sm. The act of trussing or tucking
up clothes.

SOFION, sm. Hoot, shout in scorn or contempt ;

reprimand, censure.

SOFISMA, sm. Sophism, a fallacious argument.
SOFISTA, sm. Sophister, a disputant fallaciously

subtle
; an artful but insidious logician } a

caviller
; anciently a sophist.

SoFisTERfA,s/. Sophistry.
SOFISTICACION, sf. Sophistication, adulteration.

SOFISTICAMEXTE, ad. Sophistically, with falla-

cious subtilty.

SOFISTICAR, va. To cavil, to use fallacious ar-

guments ; to falsify ; to sophisticate.

Sorfsxico, CA, a. Sophistical, fallaciously sub-

tle, logically deceitful.

SOFFTO, sm. (Arq.) Underside of the cornice
ornamented with panels, &c.

SOFLAMA, sf. 1. A subtle flame ; the reverbera-
tion of fire. 2. Glow, blush. 3. Deceitful

language.
SOFLAMAR, va. 1. To use deceitful language, to

impose upon, tq deceive. 2. To raise a blush.

SOFLAMERO, sm. Sophister, one that makes
use of captious or deceitful language.

SOFOCA".NTE, sm. 1. Ribbon with a tassel, worn

by ladies round the neck. 2. A large pin used

by women to scratch their heads.

SOFOCAR, va. V. Sufocar.
SOWREIR, va. To fry slightly.

SOFRENADA, sf. 1. A sudden cheek given to a
horse with the bridle. 2. A rude reprehen-
sion

; a severe reprimand. 3. Fit of sickness

SOFRENAR, va. 1. To check a horse by a vio-

lent pull of the bridle. 2. To reprehend rude-

ly ;
to reprimand severely.

SOFREXAZO, sm. A violent pull of the bridle.

SOFRITO, TA, pp. irreg. of sofreir.
SOGA, sf. 1. Rope made of bass-weed. 2. A sly

cunning fellow. 3. Measure of land which va-
ries in different provinces ;

measure of rope
Soga de un pozo, Bucket-rope for a well
Hacer soga, To make a rope ; to remain be-

hind one's company ;
to introduce improper

things in the course of conversation. interj.
A term expressive of astonishment and aver-
sion.

SOGOEA^R, va. To measure with a rope.
SoGUERfA, sf. Rope-walk or rope-yard, where

bass-ropes are made and sold ; collection of

ropes.

SOGUERO, sm. Bass-rope maker.

SOGUILLO, LLA ; -TO, TA, s. A small rope ; plait-
ed hair.

SOHEZ, a. Vile, base. V. Soez.

SOJUZGADOR, sm. Conqueror, subduer.

SOJUZGAR, va. To conquer, to subjugate, to

subdue.
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SOL, sm. 1. Sun, the principal luminary of tha
world. 2. Any thing that affords either moral
or

physical light. 3. Day. 4. (Quim.) Gold.
5. (Mus.) Fifth note in the gamut. El sol

s#/e,,The sun rises. El sol se pone, The sun
sets. Al sol pucsto, At the fall of night. El
sol pica 6 abrasa, The sun scorches. JVb dcx-
ar a sol ni a sombra, Not to let a man rest,
but molest him constantly. Tomar el sol, To
walk in the sun. Sdles, Sparkling, dazzling
eyes. ad. (Ant.) V. Solamente.

LACED, va. To solace, to administer conso-

lation. V. Solazar.

SOLACIO, sm. V. Consuelo.

SOLADA, sf. Floor, site ; seat.

SOL.DO, sm. Floor, covered with tiles or flags ;

pavement.
SOLADOR, sm. Tiler, he who paves with flags

or tiles.

SoLADtiRA, sf. Act of paving ; materials used
for paving or flooring.

SOLAMENTE, ad. Only, solely.
SOLAN A, sf. 1. Place "struck or beaten by the

sun. 2. V. Solanar.

SOLANAR, sm. (Arag.) An open gallery for tak-

ing the sun.

SOLANAZO, sm. A violent, hot, and troublesome

easterly wind.

SOLANO, sm. 1. Easterly wind. 2. (Bot.) Night-
shade. Solanum nigrum L.

SOLAPA, sf. 1. Lappel, a double breast on clothes.

2. Colour, pretence, pretext. 3. (Albeyt.)

Cavity of a small wound in animals.

SOLAPADAMENTE, ad. In a dissembling man-
ner

; deceitfully.

SOLAPADO, DA, a. Cunning, crafty, artful.

SOLAPADURA (OsRA DE), sf. (Naut.) Clincher-

work, [mals.

SOLAPAMIENTO, sm. Cavity of a wound in ani-

SOLAPAR, va. 1. To button one breast-part of

clothes over another. 2. To cloak, to hide

under a false pretence.
SOLAPO Y SOLAPE, S7. Lappel ; pretence. V.

Solapa. A 1

solapo, In a hidden or furtive

manner.

SOLAR, sm. 1. Ground on which a house is

built. 2. Spot on which stands the original

mansion of a noble family. a. Solar, belong-

ing to the sun. va. 1. To floor a room
;
to

pave a stable or coach-yard. 2. To sole shoes

or boots.

SOLARIEGO, GA, a. 1. Belonging to the ancient

mansion ofa noble family. 2. Relating to free-

hold and other estates, which appertain with

full and unlimited right of property to the

owner. 3. Descending from an ancient noble

family.
SOLX.Z, sm. Solace, consolation, comfort. A1

solaz, Pleasantly, agreeably.
SOLAZARSE, vr. To be comforted ; to be joy-

ful ;
to solace.

SOLAZO, sm. (Fam.) A scorching sun.

SOLAZOSO, SA, a. Comfortable, delectabler

SOLDADA, sf. 1. Wages, pay given for service.

2. (Naut.) Sailors' pay or wages. V. Pr.
SOLDADADO, S7. A soldier who has lost his pay.

SOLDADERO, RA, a. Stipendiary, receiving

wages or hire.

; sf. 1. Soldiery, the profession of a
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soldier ; military art or science. 2. Sham-

fight, a diversion performed in imitation of

military evolutions. A' la soldadesca, In a

soldierly manner, for the use of soldiers. '

SOLDADESCO, CA, . Soldierly, soldier-like.

SornAnico, LLO, sm. A little soldier.

Sor.nX.no, sm. 1. Soldier, a military man. Sol-

dado raso, A common soldier, a private.
Soidado de infanteria, A foot-soldier. Solda-

do de a caballo, Trooper, horse-soldier. 2. A
Christian. ,

SOI.DAUOR, sm. 1. Solderer, one who soldersor

mends metal utensils. 2. Soldering-iron. 3.

Gold-beater.

Sui.r>.u>tfRA, sf. 1. The act of soldering or join-

ing
1

by means of a metallic cement. 2. Solder,
the metallic cement used for soldering. 3.

Correction or mending of any thing. Este
desacierto no tiene soldadura,

r
rha.t error or

mistake cannot be redressed.

SOLDA.N, sm. Sultan, Mohammednn title.

-
SOI.DAR, ra. 1. To soder or solder

;
to unite by

means of a metallic cement. 2. To mend, to

correct.

Soj.DEMENTE,rtd. (Vulg.) V. Solamente.

SOLEAR, va. V. Asolear. [word to another.

SOLECISMO, sm. Solecism, unfitness of one

Soi.Ecfro, sm. A scorching sun. This word is a

diminutive in terminology and an augmen-
tive in sense.

SOLEDAD, sf. 1. Solitude, want of company. 2.

A lonely place ;
a desert. 3. Want of com-

fort, consolation or relief. 4. A work or po-
em on solitude.

SOLEJAR, sm. A place exposed to the sun.

SOLEMNE, a. 1. Anniversary, performed once a

year at the revolution cf the sun. 2. Cele-

brated, famous. 3. Grand, solemn. - 4. Festive,

joyous, gay, cheerful.

SOLEMNEMENTE, ad. Solemnly, in a festive

manner.

, sf. 1. Solemnity, the state and
manner of being solemn. 2. Pomp or magni-
ficence of a feast or festival. 3. Formalities

prescribed by law. Poire de solcmnidad, A
poor man in real distress.

SOLEMNIZADOR, RA, s. One who solemnizes
;
a

panegyrist.
SOI.EMNI/AR, va. 1. To solemnize, to praise, to

applaud. 2. To perform in a festive manner ;

to celebrate joyously.
SOLER, vn. irr. y defect. To be accustomed

; to

wont, to be wont.

SOLER, sm. (Naut.) Under-flooring of a ship.
SOLERA, sf. 1. Entablature, the uppermost row

of stones of a wall, on which the beams or

joists rest. 2. A flat stone, which serves as a

foundation to the base of a pillar ; a plinth.
3. The fixed millstone, on which the runner
turns and grinds the grain. 4. (And.) Lees
of wine. Solera de balaustres de balcones,

(Naut.) Foot-rails of the gallery of a ship. 5.

Plank on which earthenware is dried.

SOLERCIA,*?/. Industry ; abilities, talents ; art-

fulness.

SoLERiAjS/". 1. Floor or pavement made of flags.
2. Parcel of skins used for soles. V. Solado.

SOI.ERO, sm. (And.) Lower millstone. [ous.

SOLEKTE, a. Cunning, sagacious; able, industri-

SOLETA, sf. A linen sole put into stocking*.

Jlpretar 6 picar de soleta, To run away ; to
sheer off.

SOLETAR 6 SOLETE^R, TO,. To vamp a pair of

stockings with a linen sole.

SOLETERO, RA, s. Varnper, one who soles and

pieces old things with something new.

SOLEVANT.ADO, DA, a. Inquiet. agitated, per-
turbed, [rebellion. V. Subhracion.

SOLEVANTAMIENTO, sm. The act of risinor j a

SOLEVANTAR, va. I. To raise any thing and put
another under it. 2. To induce one to leave

his habitation, home, or employment. 3. To
agitate, to excite commotion.

SOLEVX.R, va. To raise, to lift up. V. Sohrantnr.

SOLFA, sf. 1. The art of uniting the various

sounds of music. 2. Accordance, harmony ;

concord. 3. (Joe.) A sound beating or flog-

ging.
SOLFEADOR, sm. 1. Songster, one who aings ac-

cording to the rules of melody and measure.
2. Music-master. 3. One who deals out blows.

SOLFEAR, vn. 1. To sing according to the rules

of melody and measure. 2. To cudgel, to flog.

SOLFEO, sm. 1. Melodious song. 2. Beating,

flogging, drubbing. [music.
SOLFISTA, s. com. Musician, a person skilled in

SOLICITACTON, sf. Solicitation, importunity,
temptation, inducement.

SOLICITADOR, RA, s. Solicitor, agent.
SOLICITAMENTE, ad. Solicitously, diligently.

SoLiciT.4NTE, pa. Solicitor
; applied to persons

who solicit criminal favours in confession.

Confesor solicitante, Priest who seeks to se-

duce women at confession.

SOLICITAR, va. To solicit, to importune, to en-

treat ; to require ; to urge.
SOLICITO, TA, a. Solicitous, anxious, careful.

SOLICITUD,.S/. Solicitude, anxiety, importunity.
SOLIDAMENTE, ad. Firmly ; in a firm and solid

manner, with true reasons.

SOLIDAR, va. 1. To harden, to render firm and
solid. 2. To consolidate, to establish.

SOLIDEO, 5m. Calotte, a small cap worn by cler-

gymen under the hat.

SOLIDEZ, sf. 1. Solidity, firmness, strength. 2.

Integrity, firmness of mind.

SOLIDO, DA, a. 1. Solid, firm, compact. 2.

Built on strong, sound, and solid reasons.

SOLIDO, sm. A solid compact body.
SOLILOQUIAR, vn. To discourse or reason with

one's self; to talk to one's self.

SoLiLoquio, sm. Soliloquy ;
a discourse made

by one to himself.

SOLIMAN, sm. (Quim.) Corrosive sublimate.

SOLID, sm. Throne, a royal seat with a canopy
over it.

SOLIPEDO, DA, a. Solipede, having the feet so-

lid and undivided, whole hoofed.

SOLISA, sf. (Mur.) V. Descarada.

SOLITARJAMENTE, ad. Solitarily.

SOLITX.RIO, RIA., a. I. Solitary, lonely, lone-

some. 2. Cloistered, retired.

SOLITARIO, sm. 1. A sort of game, played by
one person alone. 2. Post-chaise, with one
seat only ; berlin. Paxaro solitario, (Orn.)

Solitary thrush, erroneously called the soli-

tary sparrow. Turdus solitarius L. [ly.

SOLITO, TA, a. Wont, accustomed. Sollto, Lone-
639
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, sf. The act of rising a little.

SOLIVIAR, va. I. To raise or lift up in order to

take any thing from underneath. 2. To rob,
to steal. vr. To rise, to get up a little.

SOLIVIO, 5m. The act of rising or raising a little.

SOLIVION, sm. A sudden and\iolent lifting up.

SOLLA, sf. (Gal.) V. Suela.

SOLLADO, sm. (Naut.) Orlop ; a platform of

planks, laid over the beams of a.ship of war,
where the cables are coiled. Sollado de los

panoles de la despensa, (Naut.) Cock-pit, a

place abaft the capstern for the purser, sur-

geon, and surgeon's mate.

SoLi,ArOR, sm. (Ant.) Blower, one who blows.

SOLLAMAR, Da. To scorch, to singe ;
to burn

slightly. [lows.

SoLLAR,*t?a. (Met.) To blow, to blow with bel-

SOLLASTRE, sm. Scullion, kitchen boy ; skilful

rogue. [scullion.

SOI.LASTRIA, sf. Scullery ; the business of a

SOM. A STROM, 5m. aum. A crafty juggler. [L.

SOI.LO, sm. (let.) Common pike. Esox lucius

SOLLOZAR, vn. To sob, to sigh with convulsion.

SoLLdzo,sm. Sob, a convulsive sigh.

SOLO, 5m. Musical composition for one voice.

SOLO, LA, a. 1. Alone, single. 2. Lonely, with-

out company ; bereft of favour and protec-
tion. A' solas, Alone, unaided. A1 sus solas.

Quite alone, in solitude.

SOLO, ad. Only. V. Solamente.

SOLOMII.LO 6 SOLOMO, 5m. Loin, the fleshy and
boneless part on the spine. [stice.

SOLSTICIAL, a.. Solstitial, belonging to the sol-

SOLSTICIO, 5m. Solstice, the tropical point, the

point at which the day is longest in summer,
or shortest in winter. [ened.

SoLTAofxo, ZA, a. Easily untied, cleverly loos-

SOLTADOR, RA, 5. One that unties, loosens, lets

go or dismisses.

SOLTAR, va. 1. To untie, to loosen. 2. To set at

liberty, to discharge. 3. To burst or break
out into laughter or crying. 4. To explain,
to decipher, to solve. 5. (Ant.) To pardon,
remit, absolve, or annul. Soltar la capa, To
pull off the cloak ; (Met.) To make a slight
sacrifice to avoid danger. Soltar la carga,
To throw down a burthen. Soltar la deuda,
To forgive a debt. Soltar la taravilla, To

five
a loose to one's tongue. Soltar la pala-

ra, To absolve one from an obligation or

promise ; to pledge one's word for any thing.
Soltar la presa, (Met.) To shed tears co-

piously, to be dissolved in tears. So Itar una

especie, To throw out a suggestion by way of

sounding the opinions of others. Soltar el

trapo 6 la rienda, (Met.) To give one's self

entirely up to vices, passions, or bad habits.

Soltar el preso, (Joe.) To break wind. Soltar

el reJox, To raise the spring that a clock may
run down, in token of public rejoicing. El
tablon ha soltado su cabeza, (Naut.) The butt-

end of the plank has started. El ancla ha
soltado el fondo, (Naut.) The anchor is a-

weigh. vr. 1. To get loose. 2. To grow ex-

peditious and handy in the performance of a

thing. 3. To forego all decency and modesty.
SOLTERIA, 5/. Celibacy ; the state ofa single life.

SOLTERO, RA, 5. Bachelor, a man unmarried ;

spinster, an unmarried woman. a. V. Sitclio.

(MO

,
sm. An old bachelor.

SOLTURA, 5/. 1. The act of discharging or set-

ting at liberty ; freedom. 2. Agility, activity.
3. Licentiousness. 4. (Ant.) Remission.

SOLUBLE, a. 1. Soluble, that can be loosened or
untied. 2. Resoluble, that may be resolved.

SOLUCION, 5/. 1. Solution, the act of loosening
or untying. 2. Resolution of a doubt, re'-

moval of an intellectual difficulty. 3. Solu-

tion, the reduction of a solid body into a flu-

id state. 4. Reduction of a natural body into

its chemical principles.

SOLUTIVO, VA, a. Solutive, having the power
of loosening, untying, or dissolving.

SOI.VESTE Y SOLVIENTE, a. Solvent, unbinding,
dissolvent.

SOLVER, va. To loosen, to untie ; to solve.

SOLVITO, sm. Coral, or any other play-thing
put into the hands of children.

SOIMA, sf. 1. The coarse sort of flour, which by
farmers, especially in Spain, is generally
destined for servants' bread. 2. Load, bur-

thensomeness. Bestia de soma, A be;ist of
burthen.

SOMANTA,S/. Beating, severe chastisement.
SOM ATEN,sm. Armed corps destined for the

defence ofa city or province ;
one who serves

in such a corps.

SOMBRA, sf. 1. Shade, darkness occasioned by
the interception of light. 2. Spirit, ghost,
manes. 3. (Met.) Protection. 4. Resem-
blance, appearance. 5. Sign, vestige. P>.

Parts of a picture not brightly coloured. 7.

(let.) Grayling. Salmo thymallus L. 8. Um-
ber, a brown colour. Andar a sombra de te-

jado, To abscond. Andar sin sombra, To
crave, to desire anxiously. JVi por sombra,

By no means. Sombras, 6 sombras invisibles,
Dance behind a curtain where the shadows

only are seen. Poner a la sombra, (Joe.) To
imprison.

SoMBRAGE,sm. Hut covered with branches.

SOMBRAJO, sm. Shade or figure corresponding
to the body, by which the light is intercept-
ed

;
shed or hut in vineyards. [bnir.

SoMBRAR,0fl.To frighten, to astonish. V.Asom-
SOMEREAR, va. 1. To shade, to mark with differ-

ent gradations of colour ; to paint in obscure

colours. 2. To shade gold or silver by adding
a little silk, to diminish the glaring lustre.

SOMBRERA/O, sm. 1. A large hat. 2^. A flap or

blow with a hat.

SOMBRERERA,S/. 1. (Bot.) Butter-bur. Tussi-

lago petasites L. 2. Hat-box, hat-case.

MBRERERfA, s/. 1. Manufactory of hats. 2.

Shop where hats are sold

SOMBRERERO, 5/w. Hatter, hat-maker.

SOMBRE IULLO, v TO, sm. 1. A small or little hat.

Sombrerillo de Senora, Lady's hat. 2. (Bot.)
Navel-wort. Cotyledon umbilicus L.

SOMBRERO, sm. 1. Hat, a cover and ornament
for the head. Sombrero de tres picas, Three-
cocked hat. 2. Sounding-board ; canopy of

a pulpit. 3. Rights and privileges of a Spa-
nish grandee. 4. Chief or head of a house or

family. Sombrero de cabrcstante, (Naut.)
Drum ofthe capstan. 5. Sombrero fli.J patron,

(Naut.) Hat-money, allowance per ton to

captains on their cargo.
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, sf. Shady place.

So.MBRfLLA,s/. 1. Parasol. 2. Slight shade.

SOMBRIO, BRIA, a. Shady, full of shade.

SOMBRIO, sin. 1. Part of a piece of painting
which is to be shaded or painted in darker co-

lours than the rest. 2. A dull, heavy colour

SOMBROSO, SA, a. Shady.
SOMERAMENTE, ad. Superficially.

SOMERO, RA, . Superficial, shallow ; making
but a slight impression on the mind.

SOMF.TER, va. To subject, to suhdue. vr. To

subject or humble one's self; to submit.

SOMF.TIMIENTO, sm. Submission, subjection.

HoMfu, ra. (Ant.) V. Sumir.

SoMNAMBUi.fsMo, sm. Somnambulism, state of

walking in sleep.

SOMNAMBULO, sm. Somnambulo, somnambulist
he who walks in his sleep. V. Sonambulo.

SOMNIKERO, RA, ft. Somniferous, soporiferous.

SoM\oLENCiA,5/. Heaviness, drowsiness.

SOMO, sm. (Ant.) Top, summit.

SOMONTE, 5m. 1. Pile or shaggy part of cloth or

stuff". 2. Rudeness ; unartfulness.

SOMORGUJADOR, sm. Diver, one that sinks vo-

luntarily under water ; one that goes under
water to search for any thing.

SOMORGUJAR, va. To dive, to sink voluntarily
under water/

SoMORGtfjO, SOMORGUJON, Y SoMORMUJO, Sm.

(Orn.) Dun-diver. Mergus castor L. A1 lo

somorgujo, d lo somormujo, 6 d somormujo,
Under water ; privately, secretly.

SOMPESAR, va. To take up any thing in order
to form a guess at its weight ;

to weigh.
SON, sm. Sound, noise, report, tale

; reason,
mode. En son, In such a manner ; appa-

rently. Sm ton y sin son, Without rhyme or

reason. A1

que son, 6 d son de quc, With
what motive, for what reason. A1

son, At or

to the sound of.

SONABLE, a. Sonorous ;
famous.

SoNADA,5/. V. Sonata.

SONADERA, sf. The act of blowing the nose.

SoNADERo,sm. 1. Handkerchief. 2. V. Sonadera.

SoiVADo, DA, a. 1. Blown, wiped ; applied to

the nose. 2. Celebrated, famous. 3. Gene-

rally reported.
SONADOR, RA, s. 1. One who makes a noise. 2.

Handkerchief.

SONAJA, sf. Timbrel, a musical instrument.

SONAJERO, sm. A small timbrel.

SoNAjfcA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. Small tabour or

timbrel. [in his sleep.

SONAMBULO, sm. Somnambulo, one who walks

SONANTE, a. Sounding, sonorous.

SONAR, va. 1. To sound, to play upon a musical
instrument. 2. To like or dislike. Mai me
suena la cantada, I do not like the song.
Bien me son6 lo que dixo, I was much pleas-
ed with what he said. 3. To sound, to pro-
nounce. 4. To allude, to refer to a thing
without any direct mention. vn. To sound or

make a noise. v. imp. To raise or propagate
rumours, to report. vr. To blow one's nose.

SONATA, sf. Sonata, a kind of musical compo-
sition.

SONCO, sm. (Bot.) V. Cerrajas.
SONDA, sf. L (Naut.) Sounding, any place in

the sea, where the ground may be reached
81

with a lead and line. 2. Borer, an instrument
for examining into the bowels and different

layers or strata of the earth. 3. (Cir.) Ca-
theter. Sonda del escandallo, (Na6t.) Lead

soundings. Navegar en sonda por la son-

dalesa, To sail by the log.

SONDABLE, a. That may be sounded.

SONDALSA, sf. (Naut.) Lead-line, the log.
Sondalesa de mano, (Naut.) Hand-lead. Son-
dalesa de la bomba, (Naut.) Gage-rod of the

pump.
SONDJ(R 6 SONDEAR, va. I. (Na6t.) To sound,

to heave the lead ;
to try the depth of wa-

ter. Sondar la bomba, (Naut.) To sound the

pump. 2. To try, to sift, to sound another's
intentions.

SoNEcftLo, sm. 1. A slight sound, scarce per-

ceptible. 2. A short little tune.

SoNETAZo,5m. A loud sound.

SONETICO, m. Merry little song ; slight sound.

SoNETfN, 5m. An insignificant sonnet.

SONETO, 5m. Sonnet, a poetical composition.
SoNfno, 5m. 1. Sound, noise, motion of the air.

2. Fame, report, rumour. 3. Sound, pronun-

f
ciation. 4. Literal signification. Sonido

agudo, Acute sound.

SONLOCADO, DA, a. V. Mocado.
SONORA, 5/. Cithern, a musical instrument.

SoNORAMENTE,flrf. Sonorously ; harmoniously.
SONORIDAD, sf. Sonorousness, the quality of

giving sound.

SONORO, RA ; Y SONOROSO, SA, a. 1. Sonorous,
sounding. 2. Pleasing, agreeable, harmoni-

SONREIRSE, vr. To smile. [ous.
SONRISA y SONRISO, 5/. y m. Smile. [mud.
SoNRODADtJRA, sf. The act of sticking in the

SONRODARSE, vr. To stick in the mire or rnud
;

applied to the wheels of a cart or carriage.
SONROSAR Y SONROSEAR, va. To dye a rose

colour. Sonrosedrse, vr. To blush.

SONROSEO, 5m. Blush.

SONROXAR, va. To make one blush with shame.

SONROXO, 5m. 1. Blush, the act of blushing. 2.

Offensive word which causes a blush.

SONRUGIRSE, vr. V. Susurrarse.

SONSACA, sf. Wheedling j petty theft.

SONSACADOR, RA, 5. Wheedler
; petty thief. *

SONSACAMIENTO, 5m. Wheedling, extortion,

petty theft.

SONSACAR, va. 1. To steal privately out of a

bag. 2. To obtain by cunning and craft. 3.

To pump a secret out of a person.
SONSAQ.UE, 5m. Wheedling ; petty theft.

SONSONETE, 5m. 1. Noise arising from repeated
gentle beats. 2. Sneer, a tone of scorn and
derision.

SONADOR, RA, 5. Dreamer ; one who relates

dreams and idle stories.

SONAR, va. 1. To dream, to be troubled with
dreams. 2. To entertain fantastical ideas and

opinions. JVi sonarJo, Not even dreamt of.

SONARRERA, 5/. (Vulg.) Practiaor act ofdream-

ing, heavy sleep ;
visions.

SONOLENCIA, 5/. Sleepiness, heaviness, dro\v si-

ness. V. Somnolencia.

SONOLIENTAMENTE, ad. Sleepily, heavily.
SONOLIE.N-TO, TA, . Heavy, sleepy, drowsy ;

causing sleep.
SOP A, sf. 1. Sop, a piece of bread steeped in
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broth or other liquors. 2. Soup, a decoction SOPI.ILLO, 5m. 1. Crape, a thin crisp stuff. 2.

of meat for the table. 3. The whole dinner or
A iL: 4

series ofdishes, served up at table. 4. Broken
victuals given to the poor. Sopa de gato,

Meagre soup, made of bread, oil, salt, gar-

lick, and water. Sopa de leche, Milk porridge.

Sopa borracha, Soup made with wine, bis-

cuit, sugar, and cinnamon. Andar d la sopa,
To go begging from door to door. Hecho una

sopa de agua, Wet through to the skin. So-

pa de vino, (Bot.) Flower of the crowfoot.

4 Porqueria son sopas ? Familiar retort to

one who depreciates any thing worthy of re-

spect.

SOPALANCA\R, va. To put a
[thing to lift it.

lever under any
SOPALANDA, sf. Ragged clothes worn by poor

students.

SOPAXDAS, sf. pi. Braces, the thick leather

thongs which support the body of a coach
;

lintels, cross-beams over gate-ways.
SOPAPO, sin. 1. Box, a blow or slap given with

the hand. 2. Sucker, a moveable valve used
in hydraulic vessels or pumps.

SOPAR 6 SOPEAR, va. I. To sop to steep
bread in brotli or other liquors. V. Ensopar.
2. To tread, to trample ; to domineer.

SopiYPA,5/. A sort of fritter steeped in honey.
SOPENA, ad. On pain. Sopena de muerte, On

pain of death.

SOPENA, sf. Cavity or pit formed by a rock.

SOPERA, sf. Soup-dish, a vessel in which soup
is served up at table.

SOPERO, 5m. Soup-plate ;
lover of soups.

SOPESAR, va. To try the weight. V. Sompesar.
SOPF.TEAR, va. 1. To sop ;

to steep bread in

sauce, broth, or other liquors. 2. To abuse

with foul language.
SOPETON, sm. 1. Plentiful soup. Sopeton de

molino, Bread toasted and steeped in oil. 2.

A heavy box or slap with the hand. De sope-

ton, Suddenly.
SOPILI.A 6 SOPITA, sf. Sippet, a light soup.
SOPILOTE. V. Gallinaza.

SOPISTA, sm. Person living upon charity.

SOPLA, intcrj. O strange ! expressing admira-

tion, [raneous passages.

SoPLADERO,5m. Draught or air-hole to subter-

SOPLADO, DA, a. Blown ; overnice and spruce.
SOPLA DOR, RA, s. 1. Blower, that which blows.

2. That which excites or inflames. [nose.

SOPLAMOCOS, sm. Box or slap on the face or

SOPI.ANTE, pa. Blowing, exciting,
SOPLAR, vn. 1. To blow, to emit wind at the

mouth. 2. To blow with bellows. 3. To be

blown away by the wind. ra. 1. To separate
with wind. 2. To rob or steal in an artful

manner. 3. To suggest notions or ideas, to

inspire. Soplar la musa, To get a strain or

vein of poetry, to inspire the muse. 6. (In the

Game of Draughts) To huff a man. 7. To
tipple, to drink much. 8. To charge with

a fault. Soplar la damn, (Met.) To marry a

woman supposed to be engaged or offered to

another. vr. To dress in style ; to be over-

nice in dress. Soplarse las manos 6 las unas,

(Met.) To be disappointed and burlesqued.
SOPLETE, sm. (In Glass-houses) Blowing-pipe

a hollow iron tube with which bottles and all

glasswares are blown or formed.
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Any thing extremely thin and light.

SOPLO, sm. 1. Puff, blast; the act of blowing.
2. Advice given secretly, and with great cau-
tion. 3. Denunciation, accusation, informa-
tion. 4. Interest, favour, protection. 5. In-

stant, moment ; very short space of time. 6.

(Naut.) A sudden gust of wind, which soon
dies away.

SOPLON, NA, s. Tale-bearer, informer.

SOFLONCILLO, LI.A, s. Little tattler.

SOPON, sm. Person living upon charity soup.
SOPONCIO, 5m. Grief arising from disappoint-
ment.

SOPOR, 5m. Heaviness, drowsiness, sleepiness.

SOPORIFERO, RA, a. Soporific, soporiferous.
SOPOROSO, SA, a. Soporific.

SOPORTABLE, a. Tolerable, supportable.

SOPORTADOR, RA, 5. Supporter.
SOPORTAL, 5m. Portico, a large porch at the

entrance of a house. [port.

SOPORT^R, va. To suffer, to tolerate
; to sup-

SOPRIOR, 5m. V. Subprior.
So PROTESTA, ad. (Com.) Under protest.

SOPUNTAR, va. To place marks under a wrong
word.

SOR 6 SEOR, sm. Sir, master. V. Senor.

SOR, sf. Sister. V. Hermana. Sor Maria, Sister

Mary ;
used only to nuns. [of maize.

SORO, sf. Peruvian drink made of a decoction

SORBA, 5/. Sorb-apple. V. Serba.

SORBEDOR, 5m. Sipper, one who sips.

SORBER, va. 1. To sip, to suck, to take a small

quantity of liquors in at the mouth. 2. To
absorb, to swallow

;
to consume. 3. To im-

bibe, to soak as a sponge. Sorbirsele d algu-
no, To conquer or to surpass any one.

SORBETE, 57/1. Sherbet, a liquor made of sugar
and preserved fruit.

SORBETON, 5m. A large draught of liquor.

,
a. That may be sipped up.

SORBICION, sf. (Med.) Absorption.
SORBITO v LLO, 5m. Sup, a small draught.
SORBO, sm. 1. The act of drinking or sipping ;

absorption. 2. Sup, draught, the quantity of

liquor drank at once. 3. Any thing compara-
tively small. 4. (Bot.) Service-tree. Sorbus

SORCE, 5m. Field-mouse. [L.

SORDAMENTE, ad. Secretly, silently.

SORDASTRO, TRA, a. Deaf, hard of hearing.
SORDERA v SORDE/., 5/. Deafness, surdity.

SORDIDAMENTE, ad. Sordidly, dirtily.

SORDIDEZ, sf. Sordidness, nastiness.

SORDIDO, DA, a. Sordid, nasty, dirty, filthy ; li-

centious.

SORDILLO, LLA ; TO, TA, a. dim. Slightly deaf.

SoRDiNA,5/. 1. Kit, a small fiddle. 2. Mute, a

piece put on the bridge of a fiddle, to weaken
the sound. A1 la sordina, Secretly, private-

ly, without noise.

SORDO, DA, a. I. Deaf, deprived of the sense of

hearing ;
insensible of reason. 2. Silent, still,

quiet. 3.
Deafening, producing deafness. 4.

Surd; incapable of hearing ; insensible. A 1

la sorda, d lo sordo, 6 d sordas, Silently,

quietly. Dar musica d un sordo, To labour

in vain.

SORI, 5m. Sory, a vitriolic mineral.

SORICO, a. Belonging to the itch.
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SORITES, 5m. (Log.) Sorites, proposition or ar

gument accumulated on another.

SORMIGR^R, va. (Ant.) V. Sumergir.
S6RNA, sf. Sluggishness, laziness, slowness of

performance ; feigned sloth.

SORNAVIRON, sm. Sudden stroke with the back
of the open hand.

SdRo, sm. Year-old hawk.

SOROFTA\LMIA, sf. Disease in the eyelids.

SOROR, sf. Sister. V. Sor.

SORPREHENDER, va. To execute any thing si

lently : to surprise, to take by surprise, to

deceive.

SORPRESA, sf. 1. Surprise ;
the act of taking by

surprise, deceit, imposition. 2. Amazement
astonishment. Sorprcsa de una carta, The
act of intercepting a letter.

SORRA, sf. I. (Naut.) Ballast of stones or coarse

gravel. 2. Jole or side of a tunny fish.

SORREGA^R, va. To water in another course ; ap
plied to rivulets which casually change their

SORRERO, RA, a. V. ZoTre,TO. [channels
SoRRiEGo,sm. Water which passes occasionally
from one channel to another.

SoRRosTRj^DA, sf. Great face or beak.

SORTEADOR, sm. 1. One who casts lots. 2. Bull

fighter, who fights with great skill.

SORTEAMIENTO, sm, V. Sorteo.

SORTE^R, vn. 1. To draw or cast lots. 2. To
fight bulls with skill and dexterity.

SORTEO, sm. Act of casting or drawing lots.

SORTERO, sm. Fortune-teller. V. Jlgurc.ro.

SORTIJA, sf. 1. Ring worn on the hand. 2. Ring,
a circle of metal used for a variety of pur-

poses ; hoop. 3. Buckle, the state of the hair

crisped and curled. Sortijas, Hoops of ves
sels. [ringlet.

SORTIJITA Y SORTIJUELA, sf. dim. Little ring,

SORTIJON, sm. A large ring.

SORTILEGIO, sm. Sortilege, sorcery. [teller

SORTILEGO, GA, s. Sorcerer, conjurer, fortune-

SoRxtr, sm. 1. Great coat. 2. Pieca of plate.

S6sA, sf. ]. (Bot.) Saltwort. Salsola L. 2.

Soda, barilla. 3. Dross of silver used in some
glass manufactories.

SOSACA^R, va. (Ant.) V. Sonsacar.

SOSAMENTE, ad. Insipidly, tastelessly.

SOSA^NO, sm. Derision, mockery.
So6EGADAMENTE,rtd. Quietly, calmly.
SOSEGA^DO, DA, a. Quiet, peaceful.
SOSEGADOR, RA, s. Pacifier, appeaser.
SOSEGA^R, va. 1. To appease, to calm, to pacify.

2. To lull, to put to sleep. vn. 1. To rest, to

repose. 2. To be calm or composed. Sose-

garse el ayre, To grow calm. Sosieguesc vd.

Compose yourself. [pid expression.
SOSERIA,S/. Insipidity, dull tastelessness

;
insi-

SOSEZ, sf. Insipidness, silliness. Decir soseccs,
To use silly jokes.

SOSIEGO, sm. Tranquillity, calmness. [ly.

SOSLAYAR, va. To do or place a thing oblique-
SOSL A. YO, ad. Obliquely. Msoslayo 6 de soslayo,
Askew, sideways.

Soso, SA, a. Insipid, unsalted ; silly, senseless.

SOSPECHA, sf. Suspicion, surmise.

SospECHjiR, va. To suspect ; to imagine guilt
without proof.

SOSPECHILLA, sf. Slight suspicion. [fully.

SOSPECHOSAMENTE, ad. Suspiciously, doubt-

SOSPECHOSO, SA, a. Suspicious, liable to suspi-
cion ; inclined to suspect ; suspected.

SOSPESA^R, va. To suspend, to raise above the

ground.
SospfRo, sm. V. Suspiro.

SOSQUIN, sm. Slap or blow treacherously given.

SOSTEN, sm. I. Support, the act of sustaining
or supporting. 2. (Naut.) Firmness or steadi-

ness of a ship in pursuing her course.

SOSTENEDOR, RA, s. Supporter j one who sus-

tains or supports.
SOSTENER, va. 1. To sustain, to support, to

maintain. 2. To supply with the necessaries

of life. Sostcner la caza, (Naut.) To pursue
the chase. 3. To suffer, to tolerate. or. 1.

To support or maintain one's self. 2. (Naut.)
To bear up.

SOSTENIENTE, pa. Sustainer, supporting.
SOSTENIMIENTO, sm. Sustenance, the act of

sustaining or bearing up.

SOSTITUIR, va. To substitute. V. Substituir.

SOSTITUTO, sm. Substitute. V. Substitute.

SOTA, sf. I. Knave, at cards. 2. Deputy, sub-

stitute.

SOTA, prep. (Ant.) Under, below. V. De Baxo.

SOTABA^NCO, sm. (Arq.) Pediment of an arch
over a cornice.

SoTACABALLERfzo, sm. Deputy-equerry.
SOTACOCHERO, sm. Postillion.

SOTACOLA, sf. Crupper. V. Ataharre.

SOTACOMITRE, sm. (Naut.) Boatswain's mate.

SOTACORO, sm. Place under the upper choir.

SOTALUGO,SW. The second hoop of a cask.

SOTAMAESTRO, sm. Usher at a school.

SOTAMINISTRO, sm. Undcr-sccretary of state.

SOTAMONTERO, sm. Under-huntsman, deputy-
forester.

SOTA^NA, sf. 1. Cassock, the long under-gown
of a priest. 2. Flogging, drubbing.

SOTANADO, DA, a. Vaulted, arched.

SOTANE^R, va. To beat, to chastise or repre-
hend severely.

SOTANI, sm. Short round under petticoat with-
out plaits.

SOTANILLA, sf. A small cassock ; dress of som

collegians.

SOTANO, sm. Cellar under ground. [ward.
3oTAVENTA\Do, DA, . (Naut.) Driven to lee-

TAVENTA
1

R, va. (Naut.) To fall to leeward, to

lose the weather-gage.
SOTAVENTO, sm. Leeward ;

the side opposite to

windward. Tener buen sotavcnto, (Nai'it.) To
have sea-room. Banda de sotavento, (Naut.)
Lee-side ofa ship. Costa de sotavento, (Naut.)
Lee-shore. A1

sotavento. Under the lee.

3oTAYUDA, sm. Under assistant to officers at

court.

SOTECHADO, sm. A roofed or covered place.

SOTENO, NA, a. Produced in groves or forests.

3oTERRX.NEO, EA, a. Subterraneous.

SoTERRASo, sm. V. Subterraneo.

SOTERRA"R, va. 1. To bury, to put under ground.
2. To hide, to conceal.

SOTIL, a. Subtle, subtile. V. Suttt.

SOTILLO, sm. Little grove.

Sdxo, sm. Grove, thicket, forest.

SOTO, prep. Under, beneath, below. V. Debaxo

SOTOMINISTRO, sm. Assistant clerk of the kitch-
en or steward in convents of the Jesuits.
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SOTROZOS, 5m. pi. Linch-pins.
SOZPRIOR, srn. (Ant.) V. Svprior.
SPAT, 5m. (Min.) Spar. V. Espato.
Stf, pron. pass. His, her

; in the plural, Sus
theirs.

SUADIR, va. (Ant.) V. Persuadir.

SUASIVO, VA, a. V. Persuasivo.
SCASORJO. RIA, a. Suasory, suasive.

SUAVE, a. 1. Smooth, soft, delicate. 2. Easy,
tranquil, quiet. 3. Gentle, tractable, docile.

SUAVEMENTE, ad. Gently, sweetly, softly.

SUAVIDAD, sf. 1. Softness, delicacy, sweetness.
2. Suavity, meekness ; tranquillity.

SUAVIZADOR, sm. Razor-strap.

SUAVIZAR, va. 1. To soften, to mitigate. 2. To
render metals more pliable or ductile.

SUBALCAYDE, sm. Deputy or sub-governor or

jailer.
SUEALTE RNANTEJ pa. That to which another

thing is subject.

SUBALTERNAR, va. To subject, to subdue.

SUBALTKRNO, NA, a. Subaltern, inferior, subject.

SUBAHRENDADOR, RA, s. Under-tenant, sub-

renter, [under another renter.

SUBARRENDAMIENTO, sm. Farming or renting
SUBARRENDAR, va. To rent a farm from an-

other farmer or tenant.

SUBARRIENDO, sm. Renting or farming under
another farmer.

SUBASTA Y SUBASTACION, sf. Juridical sale of

goods by public auction.

SUBASTAR, -ca. To sell by auction.

SUBCANTOR, 5m. Subchanter, he who officiates

in the absence of the precentor.
SUBCINERICIO, CIA, a. Baked under ashes.

SUBCLAVERO, 5w. Under-treasurer or cashier ;

deputy key -bearer.

SUBCLAVIO, VIA, a. Subclavian, under the arm-

pit or shoulder.

SUBCOLECTOR, 5m. Sub-collector.

SUBCOMENDADOR, 5m. Deputy-governor.
SUBCONSERVADOR, 57M. Judge deputed by a con-

servator, [legated.

SUBDELEGABLE, a. That which may be subde-

SUBDELEGACION, sf. Subdelegation, substitu-

tion.

SUBDELEGADO, sin. Subdclegate, one to whom
the delegate has committed his jurisdiction
or power.

SCBDELEGANTE, pa. He who subdelegates.
SCEDELEGAR, va. To subdelegate, to commit

to another one's jurisdiction or power.
SUBDIACONADO 6 ATO, 5m. Subdeaconship.
SUBIMACONO, 5m. Subdeacon, clergyman who

is ordained to assist the deacon at divine
service.

SuBDiSTiNCi<5, 5/. Subdistinction.

SUBDISTINGUIK, va. To distinguish that which
has already been distinguished.

SUBDITO, TA, a. Subject, inferior to another.

SUBDIVIDIR, va. To subdivide, to divide a part

already divided, into more parts.

SUBDIVISION, 5/. Subdivision.

SuBotfpLo, FLA, a. Subduple, containing one

part of two. [ly meant.

SUBENTENDER, ca. To understand what is tacit-

SUBEXECUTOR, 5m. Deputy executor.

SCBFLETAR, va. (Naut.) To hire a ship of an-
other freighter.
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sf. I. Ascension, the act of going up.
2. Ascent, acclivity, rise. 3. Accession of a
disease. 4. Enhancement, augmentation of
value or price, melioration of things.

SUBIDERO, RA, a. Mounting, rising.

SUBIDERO, 5m. Ladder, mounting-block.
SUBIDO, DA, a. Finest, most excellent.

SVJBIDOR, 57. Porter, one who carries goods or
other effects from lower to higher places.

SUBIENTE, 5m. (Arq.) Ornaments of foliage
ascending on columns or pilasters.

SUBII.LA, sf. Awl. V. Alesna.

SUBINQ.UILINO, 5m. Subtenant, one who rents a
house of another tenant.

SUBINTRACION, 5/. Immediate succession of one

thing after another.

SUBINTRANTE, pa. Applied to fevers, one pa-

roxysm of which has not subsided when an-
other begins. [another.

SUBINTRAR, va. To enter successively one after

SUBIR, 7771. 1. To mount, to ascend. 2. To in-

crease, to swell as rivers, &c. 3. To enter

leaves, as silk-worms on commencing their

cods. 4. To rise in dignity, fortune, &c. 5.

(Mus.) To raise the voice gradually. ra. 1.

To climb, to ascend. 2. To raise, to lift up ;

to go up.^,
3. To set up, to erect. 4. To

amount tdr 5. To enhance, to raise or in-

crease the value. Subir el color, To raise a

colour, to render it brighter. Subir a cabalfo,
To mount a horse. Subir la consulta al rey,
To lay an affair before the king. Subirse de

talones, To grow proud and haughty. Su-
birse d las bobedillas, (Fam.) To be violently
irritated.

SUBITAMENTE Y SuBITANEAMENTE, ad. Sud-

denly, on a sudden.

SUBITANEO, NEA ; Y SuBixXNo, SA, a. Sudden,
unexpected, happening of a sudden.

StTBiTO, TA, a. Sudden, hasty, unforeseen, un-

expected. Stibito 6 de subito, ad. Suddenly,
unexpectedly.

SUBJECTAR Y SuBJETAR. V. Sujetar.

SUBJECION, 5/. (Ret.) A figure used in debating
and answering within ourselves. [jeto-

SUBJECTO, 5m. (Ant.) SUBJECT, matter. V. Su-

SuBJExfvo, VA, a. Subjective.

SUBJUGAR, va. To subdue, to subject. V. So-

juzgar.
SUBJUNTIVO, 5m. Subjunctive, one ofthe modes

of conjugating verbs.

SUBLEVACION Y SuBLEVAMIENTO, 5. JllSUrrCC-

tion, sedition, revolt.

SUBLEVAR, va. To excite a rebellion ; to rise in

rebellion. [ing.

SUBLIMACION, 5/. Sublimation, act of sublimat-

SUBLIMADO, 5m. Sublimate, the subtle sub-

stance raised by lire in the retort.

SUBLIMAR, va. 1. To heighten, to elevate, to

exalt. 2. To sublimate, to raise by the force

of chemical fire.

SUBLIMATORIO, RiA, a. (Farm.) Sublimatory.
SUBLIME, a. Sublime, exalted, eminent.

SUBLIMEMENTE, ad. Sublimely, loftily.

SuBLiMiDAD,5/. Sublimity, loftiness, grandeur.
SUBLUNAR^. Sublunar or sublunary,situated be-

neath the moon ; terrestrial, earthly, [joint.

SUBLUXACION, sf. An imperfect luxation of a

SUBMINISTRAR, va. (Ant.) V. Suministrar.
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SUBORDINACION, sf. Subordination, subjection
to the command of another.

SUBORDINADAMENTE, ad. Subordinately.
SUBORDINAR, va. To subordinate, to subject to

the command of another.

SUBPOLAR, a. Situated or falling under the pole.

SUBREPCION, sf. 1. A hidden action, an under-

hand business. 2. Subreption, the act of ob-

taining a favour by false representation, sur-

reptition.

SUBREPTICIAMENTE, ad. Surreptitiously.

SUBREPTICIO, CIA, V SuBRETICIO, CIA, U. 1.

Subreptitious, obtained by unfair representa-

tion, fraudulently obtained. 2. Done in a hid-

den or clandestine manner, surreptitious.

SUBRIGADIER, sm. Sub-brigadier, an officer un-

der the brigadier. [substituting.

SUBROGACION, sf. The act of surrogating or

SUBROGAR, va. To surrogate, to substitute, to

appoint another person in one's stead or place.

SUBSACRISTAN, swi. Deputy sacristan or sexton.

SUBSACRISTANIA,S/. Office of deputy sacristan.

SUBSANAR, va. 1. To exculpate, to excuse. 2.

To mend, to repair.

SUBSCRIBIR, va. To subscribe. V. Suscribir.

SUBSCRIPCION, sf. 1. Subscription, signature.
V. Subscription. 2. Subscription, the act or

state of contributing to any undertaking.
SUBSEGUIRSE, vr. To follow next, to come im-

mediately after.

SUBSEQUENTE, a. Next following, SUBSEQUENT.
Sc BSIDIARIAMENTE, ad. In a subsidiary manner.

SUBSIDIARY, RIA, a. Brought or given in aid,

subsidiary.

SUBSIUIO, sm. 1. Subsidy, aid ; such as is com-

monly given in money. 2. Subsidy, war-tax.

SUBSIGUIENTE, a. Subsequent, next following.
SUBSISTENCIA, sf. 1. Subsistence, permanence,

stability. 2. Subsistence, competence, means
of supporting life.

SUBSISTENTE, pa. Subsistent.

SuBSiSTfR, vn. To subsist, to last, to be firm in,
to retain the present state.

SUBSOLANO, sm. North-east wind.

SUBSTANCIA, sf. V. Sustancia.

SUBSTANCIAL, a. Substantial.

SUBSTANCIALMENTE, ad. Substantially.
SUBSTANCIAR, va. 1. To extract the substance,

to abridge. 2. To substantiate, to prove fully,
to establish the truth of a fact or event. 3.

To pursue the proceedings in a cause until

its final determination.

SUBSTANCIOSO, SA, a. Substantial, responsible ;

moderately wealthy.
SUBSTANTIFICO, CA, a. V. Sustantifico .

SUBSTANTIVAR, va. To use adjectives as sub-
stantives. V. Sustantivar.

SUBSTANTIVO, sm. (Gram.) Substantive.

SUBSTITUCION,S/. Substitution. V. Sustitucion.

SuBSTirufa, va. To substitute. V. Sustituir.

SuBSTiTUYENTE,p. Substituting.
SCBSTITUTO, sm. Substitute. V. Sustituto.

SUBSTRACCION, sf. 1. Subtraction, division, se-

paration. 2. Privation, concealment.

SUBSTRAER, va. To subtract. V. Sustraer.

Substraersc, To withdraw one's self.

SUBTENDER, va. To subtend.

SUBTENIKNTE, SITl. V. AlfcrCZ.

SUBTENSA,S/. (Matem.) Subtense.

SCBTENSO, SA,pp. irreg. of S-ubtender.

SUBTERRANEAMENTE, ad. Subterraneously.
SUBTERRANEO, NEA, a. Subterraneous, lying

under the earth. sin. Cave, vault under

SUBTILEZA,*/. V. Sutilc^u. [ground.
SCBTILMENTE, ad. Subtlely, subtilly, subtly.

SUBTILIZACION, sf. Subtiliation, subtleness.

SUBTRAER, va. (Ant.) V. Sustraer.

SUBCRBANO, NA, a. Inhabiting a suburb.

SuBtTRBio, 5m. Suburb, an inhabited place
without the walls of a city.

SUBVENCION, sf. Help, assistance, aid.

SUBVENIR, va. 1. To aid, to assist, to succour.

2. To provide, to supply, to furnish.

SUBVERSION, sf. Subversion. V. Suversion.

SUBVERSOR, sm. Subverter, overturner.

SUBVERTIR, va. To subvert, to destroy, to ruin.

SUBYUGAR, va. To subdue, to subjugate, to

overcome.

SUCCINO, sm. Amber. V. Ambar.
SUCCION, sf. Suction, the act of drawing in

with the breath.

SUCEDER, vn. 1. To succeed, to follow. 2. To
inherit, to succeed by inheritance. v . impers.
To happen, to come to pass. Sucedi6 asi, It

happened so.

SUCEDIENTE, pa. Successor.

SUCESIBLE, a. Capable of success.

SUCESION, sf. 1. Succession, series. 2. Issue,

offspring, children.

SUCESIVAMENTE, ad. Successively.
SUCESIVO, VA, a. Successive, following in order

one after another.

SUCESO, sm. Event, incident. V. Transcurso.

SucEsdR, RA, s. Successor.

SUCIAMENTE, ad. Nastily, filthily, dirtily.

SUCIEDAD, sf. Nastiness, filthiness.

SuciNTAMENTE,arf. Succinctly, briefly.

SUCINTARSE, vr. V. Cenirse.

SUCINTO, TA, a. 1. Girded, tucked up. 2. Brief,

succinct, compendious, concise.

STJCIO, CIA, a. 1. Dirty, nasty, filthy. 2. Stain-

ed with sin, tainted with guilt. 3. Obscure ;

applied to language. 4. Uncivil, unpolished,
5. Soiled, ill-coloured. 6. Unhealthy, un-

wholesome. 7. (Naut.) Foul ; applied to tho

bottom of a ship.

Suco, sm. Juice ; sap.

Sucoso, SA, a. Juicy, succulent. V. Xugoso.
SUCOTKINO, a. Succotrine ; applied to fine aloes,

SUCUBO, sm. Succuba, incubus, night-mare.
SUCUCHO, sm. Store-room on board of a ship.

Suffuclw del condestable, (Naut.) Gunner's
room. Sucucho del contramaestre, Boat-
swain's store-room.

SUCULA,S/. Cylinder. V. Cdbria.

SUCULENTO, TA, . Succulent. V. Xugoso.
SUCUMBIR, vn. (For.) To lose a process.

StiD,sm. South, the southern part ofthe sphere.

Sud-oeste, South-west. Sud-oeste quarto al

oeste, South-west by v/est. Sud-oeste quarto
al sur, South-west by south.

SUDADERO, sm. 1. Handkerchief for wiping ofT

the sweat. 2. Bath, sweating-room. 3. Moist

ground, a place where water oozes out by
drops. 4. Sweating-place" for sheep previous
to their being shorn. V. Bachc.

SUDANTE,/NI. Sweater, one that perspires inuclt.

SVDAR, va. 1. To sweat, to emit sweat, to pcr-
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spire. 2. To give with repugnance. 3. To
toil, to labour. 4. To ooze, to distil. Sudar

'

la prensa, To print much.

SUDARIO, sm. 1. Handkerchiefor cloth for wip-

ing off the sweat. 2. Cloth put on the face

of the dead.

SUDATORIO, RIA, a. Sudorific, causing or pro-

ducing sweat.

SUDESTE, sm. South-east.

SUDOR, sm. 1. Sweat, the matter evacuated at
the pores by heat or labour. Sudores, Per-

spirations ;
salivation for venereal diseases

2. Labour, toil, drudgery. 3. Viscous matter
or gum, that distils from trees.

SUDORIENTO, TA, a. Sweated, moistened with
sweat.

SUDORIFERO, RA, a. Sudorific, causing sweat

SUDORIFICO, CA, a. (Med.) Sudorific, promoting
sweat.

SUDOSO, SA, a. Sweaty, moist with sweat.

SUDOUESTE, sm. South-west.

SUDSUDESTE,STO. South south-east.

SCDSUDOUESTE, sm. South south-west.

SUDUESTE, sm. South-west. V. Jl'frico.

SUEGRECITA, sf. (Joe.) Little mother-in-law.

SUEGRO, GRA, s. 1. Father-in-law, mother-in-
law. 2. Hard crust of bread.

SUELA, sf. 1. Sole, the bottom of the shoe. 2

Sole-leather, hides tanned for soles. 3. (let.)
Sole. Pleuronectes solea L. 4. A horizontal

joist or rafter, laid as the foundation for par-
tition-walls. Suelas, A kind of sandals, worn

by some religious orders. De tres 6 quatro
suelas, Firm, solid. Tonto de quatro suelas,
A downright fool.

SUELDA, sf. V. Consuelda.

SUELDACOSTILLA, sf. (Bot.) A bulbous plant.

SUELDO, sm. 1. (Arag.) Coin or money worth
half a real of plate ; ancient Roman coin. 2.

Pay, given or assigned to soldiers. 3. Wages,
salary, stipend. Sueldo d libra 6 sueldo par
libra, Rated at so much a pound or per pound.

SUELO, sw. 1. Ground, soil, surface ; superficies.
2. Bottom of a vessel. 3. Dregs, lees. 4.

Groundplot, the piece of ground on which a

building stands.
,
5. Pavement, ground-floor.

"
6. Bottom of a jar of wine which is usually

stronger. 7. Region, district, province. 8.

Hoof of a horse. 9. Limit, bounds, end. 10.

Ignoble origin or condition of any one. 11.

(Met.) Earth, world. Suclo del estribo, Rest
of a stirrup. JV. lleva de suelo el ser necio, N.
was always an ignorant dunce. Sin suelo, To
excess; without bounds. pi. 1. Grain, scat-

tered by cleaning in the field, where it is af-

terwards gathered together. 2. The under
shafts of a carriage. 3. Straw and grain re-

maining in barns from one year to another.

SUELTA. sf. 1. Act of loosening or letting loose
;

solution. 2. Fetters, with which the feet of a

beast are tied, when grazing. 3. Relay of

oxen, which travel loose to relieve those that

are put to the carts. 4. Place where yoked
oxen halt and receive refreshments. Dar
suelta, To liberate for a short time.

SUELTAMENTE, ad. Loosely, lightly, expedi-

tiously ; licentiously ; spontaneously.
SITELTO, TA, a. 1. Loose, light, expeditious, swift,

able. 2. Free, bold, daring. 3. Easy, disen-
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gaged. 4. Voluble, fluent of words. 5. Blank;
applied to verse without rhyme. 6. V. Sol-
tero. Suelto de lengua, Audacious, shame-
less, ill-tongued.

SUELTO, sm. Loose piece of metal or mineral
found near mines.

SUENO, sm. (Ant.) V. Sonido.

SuEffo, sm. 1. Sleep, the act of sleeping. 2. Vi-

sion, dream, phantasm of sleep, the thoughts
and fancies of a sleeping person. 3. Drowsi-

ness, heaviness, inclination to sleep. Tengo
sueno, I am sleepy. 4. Any fantastical idea
without foundation. 5. Shortness, lightness,
or swiftness with which any thing appears or

passes. A1 sueno suelto, Without any care.

En suenos, 6 entre suenos, Dreaming, sleep-

ing. A1 sueno pesado, In a profound sleep ;

deep heavy sleep, and difficult to dispel. JVi

par sueno, By no means ; it was never dreamt
of. JV0 dormir sueno, To be watchful, to be
unable to sleep.

SUERO, sm. 1. Whey, the thin or serous part of

the milk. 2. Serum, aqueous humour of the

blood.

SUEROSO, SA, a. V. Seroso.

SUERTE, sf. 1. Chance, fortuitous event ; lot,

fortune. 2. Kind, sort ; species. 3. Manner,
mode, way. De la misma suerte, The same

way. 4. Skilful movements of a bull-fighter.
5. Piece ofground, separated from the rest by
bounds or land-marks. 6. Lottery-ticket. La
suerte estd echada, The die is cast. Suerte y
verdad, Arbitration, or appeal from players to

the spectators for the justness oftheir case. 7.

Original stock, lineage. 8. (Ant.) Capital,
stock in trade. De suerte, So as, so that. De
suerte que no debe nada, So that he owes no-

thing. Echar suertes, To cast or draw lots.

Este me cupo en suerte, It fell to my lot.

SUESTE, sm. South-east. Sueste quarto al este,

(Naut.) South-east by east. Sueste quarto
al sur, (Naut.) South-east by south.

SUFICIENCIA, sf. Sufficience, sufficiency. A 1

suficiencia, Sufficiently, enough.
SUFICIENTE, a. Sufficient, enough ; qualified,

apt, fit, capable.
SUFICIENTEMENTE, ad. Sufficiently.

SUFOCACION, sf. Suffocation, the act ofsuffocat-

ing ; the act of being suffocated or choked.

SUFOCADOR, RA, s. Suffocater, choker.

SUFOCANTE, pa. Suffocater, suffocating.

SUFOCAR, va. 1. To suffocate, to choke, to smo-
ther. 2. To quench or put out the fire. 3.

To molest, to harass, to oppress.

SUFOCO, sm. Suffocating ; fumigation.
SUFRAGANEO Y SuFRAGANO, sm. Suffragan, a

bishop subject to a metropolitan.
'

SUFRAGANEO, EA, a. Belonging to a suffragan.

SUFRAGAR, va. 1. To favour, to aid, to assist.

2. To suffice, to be sufficient.

SUFRAGIO, sm. 1. Vote, suffrage, voice. 2. Fa-

vour, support, aid, assistance. 3. Any work

appropriated to the souls of the deceased in

purgatory.
SUFRIBLE, a. Tolerable, that may be endured.

SUFRIDERA, sf. Smith's tool for punching holes

on an anvil.

SUFRIDERO, RA, a. Supportable, tolerable.

SUFRIDO, DA, a.l. Bearing up under adversities
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and misfortunes. 2. Consenting, accommo-
dating ; spoken of a contented cuckold. Mai

sufriaOy Impatient, rude, severe.

SUFRIDOR, RA, s. Sufferer, one who suffers or

endures with patience.

SUFRIENTE, pa. Tolerating, bearing. [ranee.

SUFRIMIENTO, sm. Sufferance, patience, tole-

SuFRfR, va. 1. To suffer, to bear or endure with

patience. 2. To bear or carry any load
;
to

sustain an attack. 3. To clinch a nail on the

other side of a board. 4. To permit, to \ols-

rate. 5. To pay and suffer.

SUFUMIGACION, sf. Suffumigation, operation of

fumes, administered as a remedy or cure.

SUFUSION, sf. Suffusion, kind of cataract in the

eyes.

SuGERENTE,/m. Suggesting.
SucERfR, va. 1. To hint, to suggest, to intimate.

2. To prompt, to instigate to an evil action.

STGESTION, sf. Suggestion, intimation, hint.

SCJGESTO, sm. 1. Pulpit, a high desk for preach-
ing. 2. Stage, scaffold.

SUGETO, sm. 1. Any undefined person or indi-

vidual
; distinguished person. 2. Activity,

vigour, strength. 3. Matter, subject, topic,
theme. 4. That in which any thing inheres
or subsists. 5. Subject, that of which any
thing is announced. 6. Disposal, intention,

disposition.

Stftfo, sm. Juice ; sap. V. Xugo.
SUIZA, sf. Company of persons dressed in the

Swiss fashion at a public festival.

SUJECION, s/. 1. Subjection, the act ofsubduing;
the act of submitting or surrendering ; con-
nexion. 2. Objection, argument.

SUJETR, va. 1. To subdue, to reduce to sub-
mission. 2. To overcome, to conquer. vr.

To be inherent ;
to adhere.

SUJETO, TA, a. 1. Subject, liable, exposed. 2.

Amenable before a court of justice. sm.

Subject, topic.

SULC..R, va. To furrow, to plough. V. Surcar.

SXJLCO, sm. Furrow. V. Surco.

SULFONETE, sm. Match. V. Algudquida.
SULFUR, sm. Brimstone, sulphur. V. Azufre.
SutFiJREo, REA, a. Sulphureous, sulphurous.
Sui.FtJRico, a. Sulphuric ; applied to acid ; con-

sisting of sulphur.
StJM.A, sf. (Bot.) French honey-suckle. Hedy-
sarum coronarium /,.

SULTAN, sm. Sultan ; an appellation which the
Turks give to their emperor.

Sui.T.4NA,s/. 1. Sultana or sultaness, the queen
of a Turkish emperor. 2. (Naut.) Admiral's

ship, among the Turks.

StfiWA, sf. 1. Sum, the whole of any thing,
many particulars aggregated to a total ;

sub-

stance, heads of any thing. 2. Amount or
result of reasoning or computation ; act of

summing up, conclusion. 3. Compendium,
abridgment. En suma, In short

; finally.

SUMAMENTE, ad. Chiefly ; extremely.
SUM^R, va. 1. To sum, to collect particulars

into a total ; to add. 2. To collect into a
narrow compass ; to sum up, to recapitulate.

^

vn. To cast up accounts
; to result.

SUM^RIA, sf. The first or preparatory proceed-
ing in a suit at law ; verbal process. [ner.

SUM ARIAMENTE, ad. Summarily ;
in a plain nian-

RIA, a. Summary, compendious;
plain, without formalities.

SUMARIO, sm. Compendium, abridgment, sum-

mary ;
result of computation.

SUMERGIMIENTO, sm. V. Sumersion.

SUKERGIR, va. I. To submerge, to sink, to put
under water, to drown. 2. To embarrass, to

involve in difficulties.

SUMERSION, sf. Submersion, immersion.

SUMIDAD, sf. Top, summit, utmost height.
SuMiDERO,sm. Sewer, drain, sink.

Susifoo, DA, a. Drowned ; overflowed ; plung-
ed into vice.

SUMILLER, sm. Chief of several offices in tho

king's household. Sumiller de corps, Lord
chamberlain. Sumiller de cortina, Groom of
the bed-chamber. Sumiller de la cara y
paneteria, Lord high steward.

SUMILLERIA, sf. Lord chamberlain's office.

SUMINISTRACION, sf. Supply, the act of furnish-

ing or supplying.
SUMINISTRADOR, RA, s. Provider, one who sub-

ministers.

SUMINISTRAR, va. To subminister, to supply,
to furnish.

SUMIR, va. To take, to receive. This term is

confined to the receiving of the chalice in the

celebration ofthe mass. vr. 1. To sink under

ground, to be swallowed up. 2. To be sunk ;

applied to the features of the face.

SUMISAMENTE, ad. Submissively.
SUMISA VOCE, ad. (Lat.) In a low voice.

SUMISION, sf. 1. Submission, obsequiousness,

compliance. 2. (For.) Renunciation.

SUMISO, SA, a. Submissive, humble, resigned.

SUMISTA, sm. Abridger, writer of coin pendiums
or summaries

; computer ; young student in

morality.
Sthio, MA, a. Highest, loftiest, greatest ; most

elevated. A' 16 sumo, At most ; to the high-
est pitch.

SuMOiNTE, sm. Pile on cloth. V. Somontc.

SuMoscAPO,s?/i. (Arq.) Curved termination of
a scapus or first moulding on the top of a
column.

StJMULAs, sf. pi. Compendium, containing the
first elements of logic.

SUMULISTA, sm. Scholar who studies the first

rudiments of logic.
Suiwur ISTICO, CA, a. Belonging to summaries

of logic.

SUNCHO, sm. Clamp, a piece of timber joined
to another to strengthen it ; also an iron plate
used for the same purpose. Sunchos dc la

bomba, (Naut.) Pump-clamps. Sunchos dc

botaloncs de las alas, Studding-sail-boom
irons. Sunchos de cabrestante, Capstern-
hoops. Sunchos del cepo del ancla, Anchor-

stock-hoops. Su7ichosdefoffonaduras, (Naut.)
Partners. Sunchos de los palos, Mast-hoops.
JNTUARIO, RIA, a. Sumptuary, relating to ex-

pense ; regulating the costs of life.

SUNTUOSAMENTE, ad. Sumptuously.
SuNTuosmAD,s/. Sumptuosity, expensive mag-

nificence.

SUNTUOSO, SA, a. Sumptuous, costly, expensive ;

splendid.
SUFEDANFO, sm. Species of pedestal to a cru-

cifix.
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SCPEDITACION, sf. The act of subduing or

trampling under foot.

SupEDiT-ioo, DA, pp. Trampled under foot.

Supeditado de los contraries, Suppressed by
enemies. [foot.

SUPEDITAR, va. To subdue, to trample under

SUPERABLE, a. Superable, conquerable ;
that

may be overcome.

SUPERABUNDANCE, sf. Superabundance, ex-

cessive abundance, great plenty.

SUPERABUNDASTE, pa. Superabundant.
SupRABUNDANTEMENTE,arf. Superabundantly.
SUPERABUNDAR, vn. To superabound, to be ex-

uberant, to abound to excess.

SUPERADITO, TA, . Supcradded, added over
and above.

SUPERANO, sm. Treble, the highest musical
sound. V. Tiple.

SUPERANTE, pa. Surpassing, surmounting.
SUPERX.R, va. To overcome

;
to surpass, to excel.

SUPERAVIT,SI. Overplus, residue.

SUPERBAMENTE, ad. V. Soberbiamente.

SUPERBO, BA, a. Proud, arrogant, haughty. V.
Soberbio.

SupERCHERf A, sf. 1. Artful fallacy, fraud, or

deceit. 2. Incivility, want of civility and po-
liteness

; impudence, irreverence.

SUPERCHERO, RA, a. 1. Wily, deceitful, insidi-

ous. 2. Uncivil, unpolite, impudent.
SUPEREMINENCIA, sf. Supereminence.
SUPEREMINENTE, a. Superemincnt.
SUPEREROGACION, sf. Supererogation, perform-

ance of more than duty requires.

SUPERFETACION, sf. Superfetation, one concep-
tion following another, so that both are in

the womb together.
SUPERFICIAL, a. I. Superficial, that remains on

the surface, or belongs to it. 2. Shallow, not

profound.
SUPERFICIALIDX.D, sf. Superficiality, the state

or quality of being superficial.

SUPERFICIALMENTE, ad. Superficially.

SUPERFICIE, sf. Superficies, outside, surface.

SUPERFICIONARIO, RIA ] 6 SlJPERFICIARlO, RIA,
a. (For.) Applied to those who occupy or use
the property of others by paying hire or rent.

SupERFfNO, NA, 0. Superfine.
SUPERFLUAMENTE, ad. Superfluously, in a su-

perfluous manner.

SUPERFLUIDAD, sf. Superfluity, plenty beyond
use or necessity ; the superfluous thing.

SUPERFLUO, UA, a. Superfluous, exuberant ;

more than enough.
SupERHUMERAt, sm. Ephod, scapulary ; band

for the cover of a reliquary.

SUPF.RINTENDENCIA, sf. Superintendence, di-

rection ; office and duty of superintendent.
SUPERINTENDENTS, s. com. Superintendent, in-

tendant
;
an officer of high rank, who over-

sees any particular allotment of public busi-

ness. Superintcndente de la casa de moneda,
Lord warden of the mint.

SUPERIOR, a. Superior, higher ; greater. Me-
manifi superior, Upper Germany.

SUPERIOR, RA. s. Superior, one who has the

command of another.

SUPERIORATO, sm. Office of a superior.

SUPERIOP.IDAD, sf. Superiority, pre-eminence,
superior excellence.
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SUPERIORMENTE, ad. Masterly, in a superior
manner.

SUPERLATIVAMENTE, ad. Superlatively.
SupERLATivo t VA, o. Superlative, implying or

expressing the highest degree.
SUPERNO, NA, a. Supreme, highest.
SUPERNUMERARY, RIA, a. Supernumerary ;

being above a stated, usual, or round number.

SUPERPARCIENTE^. (Arit.) Superpartient, con-

taining
a number and some aliquot part more.

SUPERSOLIDO, DA, a. (Arit.) The fifth power.
SupERSTicidx, sf. 1. Superstition, religion
without morality ; worship unduly given to

what ought not to be worshipped ;
a conse-

crated selfishness. 2. Over-nicety, too scru-

pulous exactness.

SUPERSTICIOSAMENTE, ad. Superstitiously.

SUPERSTICIOSO, SA, . Superstitious ; scrupu-
lous beyond need.

SUPERSUBSTANCIAL, a. Supersubstantial ; ap-

plied to the Eucharistical bread.

SUPERVACANEO, NBA, a. V. Superfiuo.

SUPERVALENTE, rt. Prevalent, exceeding in

value. [worth more.

SUPERVALER, vn. To exceed in value
;

to be

SUPERVENCIOX y SUPERVENIENCIA, sf. Super-
vention, the act of supervening.

SupERVENiENTE,a. Supervenient ; supervening.
SUPERVENIR, 7771. To supervene 5

to come as an
extraneous addition. V. Solrc*enir.

SUPERVIVENCIA, sf. 1. Survivorship, the state

of surviving another. 2. Money or annuity,

stipulated in marriage-settlements in favour

of the surviving consort.

SUPINACION, sf. Supination, lying on the back
with the arms turned up and the head rest-

ing on the palms of the hands as a pillow ;

act of turning up the hands behind the head.

SUPINO, NA, a. Supine, indolent, lying
with the

face upwards ; ignorant from negligence.

SUPINO, sm,. Supine, a verbal noun in grammar.
SupfR, ra. (Ant.) V. Saber.

SIJPITO, TA, a. (Ant. Fam.) V. Subito.

SUPLANTACION, sf. The act of supplanting.
SUPLANTADOR, RA, s. Supplanter, one that sup-

plants or displaces another.

SUPLANTAR, va. 1. To falsify a writing by blot-

ting out words, and putting others in their

place. 2. To supplant, to displace by strata-

gem, [ing.

SUPLECION,.?/. (Ant.) Act and effect of supply-

SUPLEFALTAS, sm. (Fam.) Substitute, one who

supplies the absence or wants of another.

SUPLEMENTO, sm. Supply, the act ofsupplying ;

supplement, auxiliary.

SUPLENCIA, sf. Substitution, the act of supply-

ing the plaee of another.

SUPLETORIO, RIA, a. Suppletory, that which is

to fill up deficiencies.

STJPLICA,S/. Petition, request ;
memorial.

SUPLICACION, sf. Request, petition. Supiicn-

ciones, Conical tubes of thin and light pasta
thrust into one another, a kind, of pastry. J}'

suplicacion, By petition, memorializing.

SUPLICACIONERO, sm. Dealer in conical tubes

of thin or light paste, pastry-seller.

SUPLICANTE, pa. Supplicant, petitioning.

SupuclR, xa. l.To entreat, to implore, to

supplicate. 2. To make an humble reply to a
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superior. Suplicar en revista, To apply for a

new trial. Suplicar de la sentencia, To peti-
tion against the sentence.

SUPLICATORIA, sf. Office existing among tribu-

nals oirjudges of equal authority, that they
may attend to what is solicited in the king's
name. [death. 2. Place of execution

SUPLICIO, sm. 1. Capital punishment, pain of

SUPMDOK, RA, 5. Substitute, deputy.
Supi.iENTE,/>. Substitute ; supplying.
Sun.iMiENTo, sin. V. Suplcmento.
SUPLIR, ra. 1. To supply deficiencies; to per
form another's functions. 2. To excuse, to

overlook, to disguise.

SUPONEDOR, RA, s. Supposer, one who supposes
SUPONER, va. 1. To suppose, to surmise. Supon-

guse esto, Let us suppose. 2. To fancy, to ima-

gine. vn. To possess weight or authority.
SUPORTAR, va. V. Sobrellevar.

SUPOSICIQN, sf. 1. Supposition, surmise. 2. Au-

thority, distinction, eminence in point of ta-

lents. 3. Imposition, falsehood.

SUPOSITAR, va. (Teolog.) To exist under both

divine and human nature in one person.

SuposiTfcio,ciA,rt. Supposititious. V.Fingido.
SUPOSITO, 5m. V. Supuesto.
SUPOSITORIO, sm. (Med.) Probe. V. Cnla.

SUPRASPINA, sf. (Anat.) Cavity at the top of

the shoulder, the supra-spinal fosstf of the

scapula.
SUPRASPINATO, sm. (Anat.) Supra-spinatus,
muscle which serves to raise the arm.

SUPREMA. sf. The supreme council of the In-

quisition.

SUPREMACA,S/. Supremacy.
SUPREMAMENTE, ad. Ultimately.
SUPREMIDAD, sf. (Ant.) V. Supremacia.
SUPREMO, MA, a. Supreme ; highest, most ex-

alted.

SUPRESION, sf. Suppression ; obstruction.

SUPRIMIR, va. 1. To suppress, to impede, to ob-

struct. 2. To abolish a place or employment.
3. To omit, to conceal.

SupRion, RA, s. Sub-prior, sub-prioress.

SUPRIORATO, sm. Office of sub-prior or prioress.

SUPUESTO, sm.. 1. Supposition, the object or

matter which is not expressed but implied in

a proposition. 2. (Fil.) Individuality of a

complete and incommunicable substance.

SUPUESTO, TA, a. Supposed. Supuesto que, Al-

lowing that, granting that.

SUPURACION, sf. Suppuration, the ripening or

change of the matter of a tumour into pus.
SUPURAR, va. 1 . To waste or consume moisture

by means of heat or fire. 2. (Cir.) To sup-

purate, to form pus. 3. (Met.) To dissipate,
to evaporate ;

to lavish.

SUPURATIVO, VA, a. Suppurative, promoting
suppuration.

SUPURATORIO, RIA, a. Digestive, that which

suppurates.
SUPUTACION, sf. Computation, calculation.

SUPUTAR, va. To compute, to calculate.

SUR, sm. South ; south wind. Navegar al sur,

(Naut.) To steer a southerly course
; to stand

to the southward.

SURA, sf. One of the bones in the leg.

SURALES, a. pi. Sural, belonging to the ball of
the leg.
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SURCADOR, KA, s. Ploughman, plougher. one
who makes furrows.

SURCAR, va. 1. To furrow, to cut the ground
into furrows with a plough. 2. (Met.) To fur-

row, to fluto. 3. To run or pass through any
liquid. Surcar los marcs, (Naut.) To plough
the seas.

SHRCIR, va. To darn or dearn. V. Zurcir.

&URco,sm. 1. Furrow, hollow part of ploughed
land; hollow track. 2. Lino, wrinkle. Ji-

surco. Applied to pieces of ground furrowed
in the middle.

St'RcutADo, DA, a. Applied to plants of one
stem without any branches.

SuRcrr.o, sm. Single stem of a tree or plant
without branches.

SURCULOSO, SA, a. Applied to a plant which has

only one stem.

SuRGENTE,/>a. Surging, salient.

SURGIDERO, sm. Road, port, anchoring-place.
SURGIDOR, sm. He who anchors.

SURGIR, va. 1. (Na6t.) To anchor. 2. To surge.
V. Surtir.

SURIA, sf. Ancient kind of Syrian cloth.

SURTIDA, sf. 1. (Fort.) Sallyport, a small gate
or passage under ground, leading from the

body of the out-works, to facilitate a sally.
2. Sally, sortie. 3. Back-door.

SURTIDERO, sm. Country abounding in grain.
Surtidero de trigo, Public granary, tiurtt-

dero de agua, Reservoir, basin.

SiTRTiDo,5?. Assortment, supply. De surtido,
In common use.

SURTIDOR, RA, *\ 1. Purveyor, caterer. 2.

Mouth whence water rises forcibly.

SURTIMIENTO, sm. Supply, the act of supply-

ing ; assortment.

SURTIR, vn. To rebound, to fly back. va. To
supply, to furnish, to provide. Surtir efecto,
To have the desired eifect.

SURTO, TA, pp. Anchored; it is the old irregu-
lar participle of surgir.

SURTT?, sm. V. Sortu.

Sus, prep. (Ant.) V.Arriba. Sus de gayta,
Blast, whiff; any light airy thing without
substance ; wind'ofa syringe. interj. Holla !

SUSAMIEL, sm. Paste, made of almonds, sugar,
and spice.

SUSANO, NA, a. (Ant.) Superior, above.

SUSCE^CION, sf. Susception, the act of taking.
SUSCEPTIBLE, a. Susceptible.

SUSCEPTIBILIDAD, sf. Susceptibility, quality
of admitting, tendency to admit.

SUSCEPTIVO, VA, a. Susceptible, SUSCEPTIVE.

SUSCITACION, sf. (Ant.) Suscitation.

SUSCITAR, va. 1. To excite, to stir up. Suscitar

una pendenciU) To stir up a quarrel. 2. To
rouse, to promote vigour.

SUSCRIBIR, va. 1. To subscribe. 2. To accede

to the
opinion

of another. 3. To contribute.

SUSCRIPTOR, RA, s. Subscriber.

SUSERO, RA, a. (Ant.) Superior, above.

SUSLERO, sm. Rolling-pin.

Suso, ad. Above. V.Arriba.

SUSODICHO, CHA, a. Forementioned, aforesaid

SUSPECCION, sf. (Ant.)^V. Sospecha.

SUSPENDKDOR, RA, s. Suspender.
SUSPENDER, va. 1. To suspend, to keep sus-

pended in the air : to hanf. 2. To suspend.'

(U!)
"^
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to stop, to delay. Suspenderse d calallo, To
rear, to stand on the hind legs, as a horse.

SUSPENSION,.?/*. 1. Suspension, detention, pause.
2. Hesitation, suspense. 3. Admiration,
amazement. 4. Suspension, privation, an
ecclesiastical censure. Suspension de armas,
Cessation of hostilities.

SUSPENSIVO, VA, a. That which has the power
of suspending.

SUSPENSO, SA, pp. irreg. of suspender, Hung ;

suspended.
SITSPENSORIO, RIA, a. Suspensory, belonging to

that by which any thing hangs. sm. Brace,
truss, suspensory.

SvsPicJCcio, sf. Suspiciousness.

,
a. Suspicious.

,
ad. Suspiciously.

SUSPICION-, sf. (Ant.) V. Sospecha.
SUSPIRADOR, sm. One who continually sighs or

suspires ;
one who breathes with difficulty.

SUSPIRAR, va. 1. To sigh, to suspire. 2. To crave,
to desire anxiously. Suspirar par el favor dc
la corte, To gape for court favour. Suspirar
par el mando, To aspire after command.

SITSPIRO, sm. 1. Sigh, suspiration ; breath. 2.

Hissing of the wind ; sharp sound of a piece
of glass. 3. Fine, delicate comfit made of

sugar. 4. (Bot.) V. Trinitaria.

SUSPIROSO, SA, a. Suspiring with difficulty.

SUSTAXCIA, sf. 1. Substance
; essence ; being;

nature ofthings; something existing. 2. Sup-j
port, nutriment, means of life. 3. Estate, for-

tune. 4. Value, estimation. En substancia,

Briefly ; (Med.) In substance.

SUSTANCIAL, a. V. Substancioso.

SusTANTfnco, CA, a. Giving substance.

SUSTANTIVADAMENTE, ad. Substantively.
SUSTANTIVAR, va. To use adjectives assubstan-

SUSTANTIVO, sm. V. Substantivo. [tives.

SUSTEN, sm. Support. V. Sosten.

SUSTENEDOR, RA, s. V. Sostenedor.

SUSTENER, va. To support. V. Sostener.

SUSTENIDO, sm. Spanish step in dancing.
SusTENfno, DA, a. (Mus.) Applied to a chord a

semitone higher.
SUSTENTABI..E, a. Defensible, sustainable.

SUSTENTACION, s/". Sustentation, support; the
act. of sustaining.

SUSTENTACUI.O, sm. Prop, stay, support.
SUSTENTADOR, HA, s. One who sustains.

SUSTENTAMIENTO, sm. Sustenance, necessaries

of life.

SUSTENTANTE, sm. Defender, supporter ;
he

who sustains conclusions in any faculty.

SUSTENTAR, va. 1. To sustain, to bear up ; to-

TAB
feed or support. 2. To assert, to maintain.
Sustentarse del ayre, To live on vain hopes ;

to live upon the air
; to be extravagant.

SUSTENTO, sm. 1. Food, sustenance. 2. Sup-
port, the act of supporting, sustaining, or

maintaining.
SUSTILLO, sm. A slight fright.

SUSTITUCION, sf. Substitution, surrogation.
SUSTITUIDOR, sm. He that substitutes.

SUSTITUIR, va. To substitute, to surrogate, to

ippoint in one's place ; to put one thins
he stead of another. [g

ng in

ate.

SUSTITUTO, TA, s. Substitute, surrogate, dele

SUSTO, sm. Fright, sudden terror.

SUSTRAER, va. To subtract, to take a part from
a whole. vr. To retire, to withdraw.

SUSURRACION, sf. Susurration.

SUSURRADOR, RA, s. Whisperer, he that whis-

pers or mutters in a low voice.

SUSURRANTE, pa. Whispering ; tattler.

SUSURRAR, vn. 1. To whisper, to speak Avith a
low voice

; to divulge a secret. 2. To purl,
as a stream

;
to whiz gently as the air.

SUSTJRRO, sm. Whisper, humming.
SUSURRON, NA, a. Murmuring or whispering

secretly. s. Grumbler, malecontent.

SUTIL, a. Subtile, thin, slender. 2. Subtle,

acute, cunning. 3. (Naut.) Light swift galley.

StmL6z4, sf. 1. Subtilty, thinness, slenderness.

2. 'Subtlety, artfulness, sagacity ; acumen,
perspicacity. 3. One of the four qualities of
celestial bodies. Sutiteza de manos, Address
in handling or operating ; sleight of hand

;

light-fingeredness or nirnbleness of a thief.

SUTILIDAD, sf. Subtilty, subtlety.

SUTILIZACION, sf. Subtilization, the act of sub-

tilizing.

SUTILIZADOR, RA, s. One who subtilizes or at-

tenuates.

SUTILIZAR, va. 1. To subtilize, to make thin

and subtile. 2. To file, to polish. 3. To dis-

cuss in a profound and ingenious manner.

SUTILMENTE, ad. Subtly, pointedly ; subtilely.

SUTIRO, sm. (And.) Noise made by applying
the hand to the ear.

SUTORIO, RIA, a. Belonging to the shoe-maker's
trade.

SUTURA, sf. Seam, suture. V. Costura.

SuVERSION, sf. Subversion, ruin, destruction.

Suvo, YA, pron. pass. His, hers. De suyo,

Spontaneously, of one's own accord.

St> VA, sf. View, intention, design. Llevar la

suya adelante, To carry one's point.

Suvos, sm. pi. Near friends, relations, ac-

quaintances, servants.

TAB

FORMERLY
the t was sometimes used in-

stead of d, as turar for durar ; but- this

practice is now exploded. Children and

stammerers substitute t for 5, and say tenor

in lieu of senor.
TA ! interj. Take care. Ta, ta, Sure, is it so ?

V. Tatc.

TAB A, sf. 1. Bone of the knee-pan ;
a small
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bone in the leg or heel. 2. Vulgar game with

sheep's shanks. Menear las tabas, To stir

about nimbly. Tomar la taba, To give a

loose to one's tongue.
TABACO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Tobacco. Nicotiana L.

Tabaco dr, polvo^ Snuif. Tabaco de hoja,
Leaf-tobacco. Tabaca somonte, sumontc, 6

hubano, Tobacco in a natural state. Tabaco
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de palillos, Snnff made of the stalks of tobac-

co-plants. Tabaco rapt, Rappee. 2. Mildew
on plants, as wheat, barley, &c. V. Roya.
A' mat dar tomar tabaco, What cannot be

cured, must be endured.

TABACOSO, SA, a. Using much tobacco, snuffy.

TABALADA, sf. A heavy fall upon one's breech.

V. Tabandzo.

TABALAKIO, sm. (Joe.) The breech, scat, poste-
riors.

TAB ALEAR, va. To rock to and fro. vn. To
beat with the fingers on the table as a drum.

TABALEO, sm. (Joe.) Beating on the breech.

TABALETE, sm. A kind of woollen stuff finer

than drugget.
TABANAZO, sm. Blow or buffet with the hand.

TABANCO, sm. Stall for selling eatables to the

poor.

TABANO, sm. (Ento.) Hornet. Vespa crabro L.

TABANQUE, sm. Treadle, which serves for put-

ting a potter's wheel in motion.

TABAOLA, sf. Confused noise of a crowd.

TABA^UE, sm. 1. A small work basket. 2. A
kind of nails somewhat larger than tacks.

Como pera en tabaque, Carefully kept.

TABAO.UERA, sf..
1. A kind of round snuff-box,

with a neck and holes at the end, used by
common people. The Galicians call it fun-

gueyra. 2. Case for a tobacco-pipe. Taba-

quera de humo, Tobacco-pipe for smoking. 3.

Tobacco-plantation.
TABAQ.UERIA, sf. Tobacco and snuff shop.

TABAQUERO, sm. Tobacconist, one who pre-

pares and sells snuff and tobacco.

TABAQ.UILLO, sm. 1. A weak sort of tobacco. 2.

A small work basket.

TABAQUISTA, s. com. One who takes muchsnuff,
or professes to be a judge of tobacco.

TABARDETE Y TABARDILLO, sm. A burning
fever. Tabardillo pintado, A spotted fever.

TABARDO, sm. Wide loose coat of coarse cloth

with hanging sleeves, worn by labourers in

bad weather.

TABELION, sm. V. Escribano.

TABELLAR, va. (Ant.) To fold or double cloth

in woollen manufactories.

TABERNA, sf. A liquor-shop, where wine and
other liquors are retailed.

TABERNACULO, sm. Tabernacle
;
a temporary

habitation ; place where the host is kept.
Fiesta de los taberndculos, Feast of the taber-

nacles
; a feast kept by the Jews.

TABERNERA, sf. Tavern-keeper's wife, woman
who keeps a tavern.

TABERNERIA, sf. Business of a tavern-keeper.
TABERNERO, sm. 1 . Tavern-keeper, one who

keeps a liquor-shop. 2. A frequenter ofdram-

TABESCENCIA, sf. Corruption, putrefaction.

TABI, sm. Tabby, a kind of silken stuff.

TABICA, sf. (Arq.) Lintel or cross-board put
over any vacancy in a_wall.

TABICAR, ra. 1. To shut up with a wall
;
to wall

up. 2. To close, to shut up.
TABICON, sm. A thick wall.

TABIDO,DA,. (Med.) Putrid
; corrupted ; very

meagre and dry.

TABILLAS, sf. pi. Husks of clover-seed ; husks
of radish-seed.

,
5m. A thin wall ; a partition-wall,

TABITENA, */. (Burg.) A.kind of pipe or :;uiall

flute, made of a sialk of wheat.

TABLA, sf. 1. Board, a piece of wood of more

length and breadth than thickness. 2. Board,
a table at which a council or court is held. 3.

Table, a horizontal surface raised above the

ground, for eating and other [airposos. 4.

Place where meat is weighed and sold ;

butcher's block. 5. Map or description of a

country. 0. Table, an index or repertory of
the subjects treated upon, prefixed to a book.

7. A piece of painting on boards or stones.

8. Bed or plot of earth in a garden. 9. Plain

space on cloths. 10. V. Craned. 11. The
broadest and most fleshy part of any of the

members of the body. 12. Plank or board of
a ship to escape drowning in shipwreck. 13.

Chest, seat or bench. 14. House where mer-
chandise is registered as sold at market, in

order to collect the duty. 15. List, catalogue.
Tabla de sembrado, A fine field of corn.

Tabla de juego, Gambling-house. Tabla dc

cliilla, Thin board of slit deal. Tabla de rio,
Bed of a river. Dinero en tabla, Ready-
money. Tabla de manteles, Table-cloth. pi.
1. Stages on which actors perform. 2. An
equal or drawn game at chess or drafts. 3.

Astronomical tables. 4. Tables containing
the decalogue. Tobias reales, Backgammori-
tables. [Icr.

TABLACHINA,*/". Kind ofwooden shield or buck-

TABLACHO, sm. Sluice or floodgate. Echar ci

tablacho, To interrupt one that is speaking
with some reason.

TABLADILLO, sm. A small stage.
TABLADO, sm. 1. Scaffold, stage. 2. Boards or

bottom of a bedstead. 3.-(Naut.) Platform. Ta~
blado de la ciruffia, (Naut.) Cockpit. Tabla-
do de la cosa, (Naut.) Flooring of the cap.

TABLAGE, sm. l.Pile ofboards. 2. Gambling or

gaming-house ; perquisites of the keeper of
a gaming-table.

TABLAGEAR, mi. To gamble ; to be a gambler
or gamester by profession.

TABLAGERIA, sf. Gaining, gambling ; hire of
the gaming-table.

TABLAGERO, sm. 1. Scaffold-maker ; a carpen-
ter, who builds scaffolds and stages. 2. Col-

lector or gatherer of the king's-taxcs. 3.

Keeper of a gaming-house; gambler. 4.

Butcher. V. Cortador. 5. (Ar.) Young sur-

geon walking the hospital. [beds.

TABLAR, sm. Division of gardens into plots or

TABT,AZO, sm. 1. Blow or stroke with a board.

2. Arm of the sea or of a river.

TABLAZON, sm. 1 . Boards or planks put together,
so as to form a platform, or other piece ofcon-
struction. 2. Decks and sheathing of a ship.
Tablazon de la cubierta, (Naut.) Deck-planks.
Tablazon exterior, (Naut.) Outside planks or

planking. Tablazon dc los fondos, (Naut.)

Floor-planking. Tablazon inferior dforro,

(Naut.) Inside planking ;, ceiling, foot-railing.

TABLEAR, va. 1. To divide a garden into beds or

plots. 2. To make the ground even with a thick
board. 3. To hammer bars of iron into plates.

TABLERO,^???.!.Board, planed and fashioned for

some purpose or other. 2. Dog-nail, a sort of
G51
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nails used in the flooring of houses. 3. Chess

board, draft-board. 4. Gambling-house, gam
ing-table. 5. Shop-counter ; money-table. 6
Stock of a cross-bow. 7. (Arq.) Any plane
level part of a building surrounded with a

moulding. V. Abaco. 8. Kneading-board. 9
Skirts oFa coat. 10. Tailor's shop-board. 11

Public, populace. Estar en el tablero, To be ex

posed to public view. Tablero de cocina, Ores
ser

; kitchen table ; chopping-block for meat

TABLETA, sf. 1. Tablet, a small piece of board
a board containing the letters of the alpha
bet for children ; a tablet or memorandum
2. Cracknel, a kind of paste hard baked. Es-

tar en tabletas, To be in suspense.

TABLETEADo,sm. The crackling sound ofboards
trod upon. [making a noise with them

TABLETEAR, vn. To move tables or boards

TABLETILLA, CA, sf. dim. 1. A small tablet. 2
Kind of hard pastry cakes. Trueno de table-

tilla, Thundering or hollow sound made on a
table.

TABLfcA, LLA, 6 TA, sf. 1. A small board.
Board on which indulgences to a condemned
criminal are written and exposed in the streets

while the convict is in the chapel. 3. Table
or lists ofpersons excommunicated exhibited
in churches. 4. Kind ofsweet-cakes. 5. Bands
on a billiard or truck-table. 6. V. Tableta y
Tablctilla. Tablilla de meson, Sign ofan inn.

Tablilla de santero, Poor-box of an hermit.
Tablillas de san Ldzaro, Three pieces ofwood
united with a cord and made to sound toge-
ther

; they are used in begging for the hospi-
tals of St. Lazarus. Par tablilla, Indirectly.

TABLON, sm. Plank, a thick board.

TABLOZA, sf. (Pint.) V. Paleta.

TABUCO, sm. Hut, small apartment.
TABUQ,ufLLo 6 TABUQUITO, sm. A small mise-

rable hut or cottage.
TABURACURA, sf. A kind of yellow rosin.

TABURETE,'WI. Chair without arms. Taburctes,
Forms with backs in the pit ofa play-house.

TABURETILLO, sm. Drawing-room chair for

ladies.

TACA, sf. (Ar. y Ast.) V. Mancha. [resin.
TACAMACA Y TACAMAHACA,S/\ Kind of gum
TACANAMENTE, ad. Sordidly, meanly.
TACANEAR, va. To act the miser ; to behave in

a wicked or malicious manner.
TACANERI A, sf. 1.Malicious cunning ; low craft.

2. Narrowness of mind
;
sordid parsimony.

TAC^NO, NA, a. 1. Malicious, artful, knavish. 2.

Stingy, sordid.

TACAR, va. To mark
; to stain. oil-mills.[

TACETA, sf. A copper basin or bowl, used in

TACHA, sf. I. Fault, defect, imperfection. 2.

Crack, fissure. 3. A sortof small nails, some-
what larger than tacks. Miren que tacha,

(Fam.) An exclamation indicating the par-
ticular goodness or quality of a thing which
enhances its merit.

TACHAR, va. 1. To censure, to find fault with ;

to charge with a fault
; to reprehend. Ta-

char d alguno de lige.ro, To accuse one of

levity. 2. To blot, to efface, to scratch out.

TACHON, sm. 1. Stroke or line drawn through a

writing, to blot it out. 2. Tacks used as an

sort of large nails with gilt or plated heads.

TACUONAR, va. To adorn with lace trimming ;

to garnish with tacks or nails with gilt heads.
TACHONERJA. sf. Ornamental work with gilt-
headed nails.

TACH<JSO, SA, a. Faulty, having some defector
blemish. [head.

TACHIJELA, sf. Tack, a small nail with around
TACITAMENTE, ad. Silently, secretly ; tacitly.

TACITO, TA, a. Tacit, silent
; implied, inferred.

TACITURNIDAD, sf. Taciturnity, profound si-

lence, melancholy.
TACITURNO, N A, a. Tacit, silent, reserved ; me-

lancholy.

TACO, sm.l. Stopper, stopple. 2. Wad. wadding
forced into a gun to keep the powder close in

the chamber. 3. Rammer. 4. Pop-gun. 5.

(Fam.) Draught of wine or other liquor. 6.

(Faro.) Volley of oaths. 7. Mace of a billiard-

table. Tacos delosescobenes, (Naut.) Hawse-
plugs. Ayre de taco, Genteel, lively motion ;

applied to women. Echar tacos, To swear or

speak in a great rage.
TACON, sm. Heel-piece, the hind part of the sole

ofa shoe.

TACON.XZO, sm. Blow with a shoe-heel.

TACONEAK, vn. (Fam.) To make a noise with
the heel-piece ; to walk or strut loftily on the

heels.

TACONEO, sm. Noise made with the heels in

some dancing steps.

TACONEUO, sm. Heel-maker, one who makes
wooden heels.

TICTICA, sf. (Mil.) Tactics, the art of forming
troops and directing their evolutions. Tdcti-

ca naval, Naval tactics.

TACTO, sm. Touch, the sense of feeling ; the

act of touching or feeling. [na L.

TADORNO, sm. (Orn.) Shell-drake. Anas tador-

TAFALLO, sm. V. Chafallo.

TAFANARIO, sm. (Joe.) Breech, nates.

TAFETAN, sm. Taffety, a thin silk. Tafctanrs.

Flags, colours, standard, ensign.
TAFILETE, sm. Morocco-leather. [tlier.

TAFILETE^R, va. To adorn with Morocco lea-

TAFILETERIA, sf. Art of dressing Morocco lea-

ther, and the place where it is dressed, [boat .

TAFUREA, sf. (Nadt.) A kind of flat-bottomed

TAGARINO, sm. Moor who lived among the

Christians, and by speaking their language
well could scarcely be known.

TAGARNILLERA, sf. An artful deceitful person.A, sf.

. V.

ornament for chairs

658
lace trirnmin"1

. 3. A

, sf. V. Cardillo.

TAGAROTE, sm. 1. (Orn.) Hobby. Falco subbu-

teo L. 2. Quill-driver, a writer in any office.

3. A decayed gentleman, who earns a dinner

by flattery and adulation. 4. A tall ill-shaped

person.

TAGAROTEAR, va. To write a bold, free and run-

ning hand.

TAHA, sf. District, region.
sm. Shoulder-belt.

TAHARAL. sm. Plantation of tamarisk-trees.

TAHENO, a. Having a red beard.

TAHONA, sf. Horse-mill, a corn-mill worked by
mules or horses.

TAHONERO, sm. Miller, who directs or manages
a horse-mill.

TAHULI.AJ sf. (Mur.) A piece ofground, near 49
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square yards, sown with about two pecks of

grain.
TAHUR, RA, 5. Gambler, gamester.
TAHURERIA, sf. Gambling ; gaming-house

fraudulent gambling.
TAJA, sf. 1 . A Kind of saddle-tree put over pack-

saddles for carrying loads or burthens. 2. Cut,
incision ; dissection ; operation of cutting for

the stone. 3. Tally, a stick cut or notched in

conformity to another stick.

TAJADA, sf. 1. Slice, a portion or part cut from

another. 2. Hoarseness. Hacer tajadas, To
threaten, to menace.

TAJADERA, sf. 1. Chopping-knife, chopping-
block. 2. Sluice ofa mill-dam. 3. V. Cortafrio.

TAJADERO, sm. Chopping-block for meat
;
tren-

cher.

TAJADILLA.S/. l.A small slice ofliver, &c. in low

chop-houses. 2. (And.) Bit ofconfected orange
sold as a relish by the retailers of brandy.

TAJADO, DA, pp. I. Cut, notched. 2. (Bias.) Ap-
plied to a diagonal bar of a shield.

TAJADOR, RA, s. One who cuts or chops. V. Ta-

jadero.
TAJAutfRA, sf. Cut, notch ;

section.

TAJAMAR, sm. (Naut.) Cutwater, the fore part
of a ship's head, which cuts the water. Esco-

ras del tajamar, Props of the cut-water.

TAjAin6co,sra. (Ent.) Goatchafer. Cerambyx L.

TAJANTE, sm. Butcher.

TAJAPLUMAS, sm. Pen-knife. [To cut a pen.
TAJAR, va. 1. To cut, to divide into parts. 2.

TAJARIN A, sf. A thin Italian paste.

TAJERO, sm. V. Tarjero.
TAJO, sm. 1. Cut, incision. 2. Cutting ofa quill

with a pen-knife. 3. Chopping-block or board.

4. V. Filo. 5. Cutting, reaping, or digging of

labourers in a line ; cut or opening in a moun-
tain.

TAJON, sm. 1. A large block; chopping-block.
2. A vein ofearth or soft stone in a lime-stone

quarry.
TAJONCILLO, sm. A small block. [feet.

TAJUELO 6 TAJUELA, s. A low stool with four

TAL, a. 1. Such, so, as. 2. Equal, similar, ofthe

same form or figure. 3. As much, so great.
Tal qual, Middling, so so. La tal 6 el tal,

A certain person. Tal qual vez, Sometimes,
from time to time. Tal qual carga de pan,
A few loads of bread. Tal par qual, Worth-

less, of no importance ; good and bad. JYo

hay tal, There is no such thing. A 1

tal, With
such a condition, under the circumstances.
Con tal, Provided that. Otro que tal, Similar,

very like, equally worthless.

TALA, sf. 1. Felling of trees. 2. Destruction,
ruin, desolation.

TALABARTE, sm. Sword-belt.

TALA DOR, RA, s. Destroyer, one that desolates

or lays waste.

TALADRADOR, RA, s. Borer, piercer, penetrater.
TALADRAR, va. 1. To bore, to perforate. 2. To

pierce,
to penetrate the ear. 3. To penetrate

into or comprehend a difficult point.

TALADRiLt.o, sm. A small borer, little bore.

TALADRo,s/ra. 1. Borer, gimlet, auger. 2. Bore,
hole made with a borer or auger. 3. (Ent.)
Weevil. Curculio granarius L.

TALAMERA,S/. l.(Bot.) Capsule which contains

the seed. 2. Tree used for ensnaring birds.

TALAMO, sm. 1. Bride-chamber, bride-bed. 2.

Virginal womb of the blessed Mary.
TALANQUERA, sf. Parapet, breast-work of pales

raised round the circle for bull-feasts
;
defence.

TALAM-E,sra.l.Modeor manner ofperforming
any thing. 2. Appearance, aspect. 3. Will,

pleasure, disposition.

TAi,ANTOso,sA,a.Good-humoured,ofa pleasant
disposition.

TALAR, ta. l.To fell trees. 2. To desolate, to lay
waste a country. 3. To steal flour out of the
meal bags. sm. 1 . A long robe hanging down
to the heels. 2. Each one of the wings on the
heels of Mercury.

TALASOMELI, sm. Purgative medicine made of

honey, rain, and salt water, placed before

the sun. [town of Talavera.
TALAVERA,s/.Earthenware manufactured in the

TAXCO, sm.Talc, a transparent fossil,\vhich easi-

ly separates into scales or leaves ; it is distin-

guished from mica by the want of elasticity.

TALEGA, sf. 1. Bag, a wide short sack. 2. Sack
ofhard dollars, containing 20,000 reals vellon,
or 1000 dollars. 3. A bagful. 4. (Fam.) Sins,
which a penitent sinner is going to confess. 5.

Bag for the hair. (5. Knowledge which one
has acquired previous to attending any public
school. 7. (Ant.) Store of provisions.

TALEGAXO, sm. Stroke or blow with a full bag.
TALEGo,sm. 1. Bag or sack made ofcoarse sack-

cloth. Tener tahgo, To have money. 2. A
clumsy awkward fellow.

TALEGON, sm. auin. oftalega or talego.

TALEGVILLA,TA, CA, sf. A small bag. Talcguil-
ladelasal, (Fam.) Daily expenditure, money
spent each day.

TALENT.ADA, sf. Will, propensity, inclination.

TALENTE, sm. (Ant.) Talent, will, mind. V.
Talante.

TALENTO, sm. 1. Talent, ancient weight or mo-

ney of different value. 2. Talents, abilities,

endowments, or gifts ofnature which are car-

ried into practice ; ingenuity ; genius.
TALENTOSO, SA, a. Able, ingenious.
TALIDAD, sf. (EscoL) That which determines
a thing to be included generically or specifi-

cally in another. [trum L.

TAMESTRO, sm. (Bot.) Meadow-rue. Thalic-

TALION, sf. Retaliation, requital.

TALIONA^R, va. To retaliate, to requite.

TALISMAN, sm. 1. Talisman, a magical charac-
ter. 2. Doctor of the Mohammedan law.

S/. 1. Raised work, cut in wood or stone ;

sculpture. 2. Dues paid by the vassals to the
lord of the manor. 3. Ransom. 4. (And.) Jug
with water put into the air to cool, or suspend-
ed in a draught. 5. (Arag.) Tare. 6. Stature,
size.A 1 media talla, Carelessly, perfunctorily.
Media talla, Half-relief, in-sculpture. 7. Mark
or measure ofany thing. 8. Hand, in the game
of basset. 9. (Cir.) Operation of cutting for

the stone. Poner talla, To offer a reward
for the apprehension of a criminal.

TALL^DO, DA, a. Cut, carved, engraved. Bien
6 mal tailado, Of a good or bad figure.

TALLADOR, sm. Engraver.
TALLADtJRA, sf. Engraving.
TAI.LAR.SW. Mount or forest of fire-wood which
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is fit for cutting ; wood fit for cutting. a.

Fellable ; applied to wood for fuel. va. 1.

To cut, to chop. 2. To carve in wood ;
to

engrave on copper-plate. 3. To charge with
dues or imposts. 4. To show all the cards in

one's hand at basset.

TALLARIN, sm. A thin paste which comes from

Italy. [silk in velvet-looms.

TALLAROLA, sf. Iron-plate used for cutting the

TALLAZO, sm. (Joe.) A tall lofty stature.

TALLE, sm. 1. Shape, size, proportion. 2. Waist,
the middle of the body. 3. Mode or manner
of performing any thing, fashion of clothes.

4. Form, figure, position, attitude. 5. Genus,
species, class. 6. Manners, disposition.

TALLECER, vn. To shoot, to sprout.
TALLECJLLO, sm. (Iron.) A small slender waist.

TALLER, sm. 1. Workshop, office
; laboratory. 2.

School, academy ; a seminary of arts and sci-

ences. 3. Ancient coin. Taller de Mesa, Cruet-
stand for salt, pepper, oil, and vinegar.

TALi.fsxA, sm. Carver in wood, engraver.
TALLO, sm. Shoot, sprout.

TALLUDO, DA, a. 1. Grown into long stalks. 2.

Tall, slender. 3. Callous, hardened in vicious
habits. 4. Overgrown ; grown to seed.

TALMUD, sm. Talmud, a book which contains
the doctrines and ceremonies of the law of
Moses.

TALMUD! STA,STO. Professor or interpreter of the
Talmud.

TALON, sm. 1. Heel, the hind part of the foot. 2.

Heel-piece of a shoe. 3. Follower, hanger-on.
4. (Arq.) Cymatium, ogee fluting. Ir a talon,
To go on foot, Jlpretar los talones, To
take to one's heels. Dar con el talon en el

fondo, (Naut.) To touch ground with the

stern-post.

TALONEAR, vn. To be nimble, to walk fast.

TALONESCO, a. (Joe.) Relating to the heels.

TALPA 6 TALPARIA, sf. (Cir.) Abscess in the

pericranium ; tumour in the head.

TALQUE, sm. A kind of argillaceous earth, of
which crucibles are made.

TALUS 6 TALUD, sm. Talus, a slope on the out-

side part of a wall or rampart.
TALVNA, sf. A kind of milk, extracted from se-

veral seeds, of which porridge and dumplings
are made.

TAMANDOA, tf. Ant-eater of Peru. Myrmeco-
phaga L.

TAIWAN AMENTE, ad. As great as ; tantamount.

TAMANITO, TA ; LLO, LLA ; co, CA, a. Very
small. Tamanito, Fearful, intimidated.

TAMANO, sm. Size, shape, bulk, stature. Horn-
Ire de tamano, A man of great respectability
and endowments ; one who holds a high em-

ployment.
TAM!NO, NA, a. Showing the size, shape, or

bulk of any thing ; very little.

TAMANUELO, LA, a. dim. Small, slender, little.

TAMARAS, sf.pl 1. Clusters of dates. 2. Chips,

fagots of brushwood.

TAMARINDO, sm. (Bot.) Tamarind-tree and
fruit. Tamarindus L.

TAMARISCO Y TAMARIZ, sm. (Bot.) Tamarisk-
shrub. Tamarix L.

TAMARRIZQUITO 6 TAMORRUSQUITO, TA, a.

(Fain.) Very small.
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TAMBA, ff. (Cant.) Blanket of a bed.
TAMBALEAR 6 TAMBALEARSE, vn. y r. To stag-

ger, to waver.

TAMBALEO, sm. A waddling motion
; reeling,

staggering.
TAMBANILLO, sm. A raised ornament on the an-

gles of buildings.

TAMBARILLO, sm. Chest or trunk with an arch-
ed cover.

TAMBESCO, sm. (Burg.) Swing, in which boys
rock themselves.

TAMBIEN, con;, y ad. Also, likewise
; as well.

TAMBO, sm. (Peru.) Inn.

TAMBOR, 5m. 1. Drum, a cylindric instrument
of military music. 2. Drummer, he who plays
on the drum. Baquetas del tambor, Drum-
sticks. Tambor mayor, Drum-major. 3. A
small room, made in another foom by means
ofpartition-walls ; tambour or wooden screen
at the doors of churches. 4. Barrel of a watch
or clock ; any cylindrical part of machinery.
5. Tambour-frame for embroidering silk, mus-
lin or linen. A 1 tambor 6 con tambor balientc,

Beating the drum. Tambor del oido, Drum
of the ear. 6. Iron cylinder, with holes for

roasting chesnuts. 7. (For.) Small enclosure
as a screen to the gates of a fortress. 8.

Sieve used in refining sugar. 9. (Arq.) Tho-

lus, keystone of a vaulted roof or cupola.
TAMBORETA, sf. Timbrel.

TAMBORETE, sm. (Naut.) Cap ofthe mast-head.

TAMBORIL, sm. 1. Tabour, a kind of drum
beaten in villages on festive occasions. 2.

(Joe.) Breech.

TAMBORII.ADA, sf. Fall on one's breech ; a slap
on the face or shoulders.

TAMBORILAZO, sm. Blow or fall.

TAMBORILF.AR 6 TAMBORITEAR, vn. 1. To beat
the tabour with one stick, accompanied by a

pipe. 2. To cry up, to be loud in one's praise.
3. (Imp.) To plain or level types.

TAMBORILERO Y TAMBORITERO, sm. One that

beats the tabour, tabouret, or tambourine.

TAMBORILETE, sm. (Impr.) Plainer, flat piece
of wood to level the face of types.

TAMBORITILLO, sm. A small drum for children.

TAMBORIS, sm. V. Tamboril.

TAMIZ, sm. A fine sieve, made of silk or hair.

Pasar por tamiz, To sift.

TAMO, sm. 1. Down which falls from woolle~a

or linen in weaving. 2. Dust in corn. 3.

Mould under beds on dusty floors.

TAMORLAN, sm. Emperor of the Tartars.

TAMPOCO, ad. Neither, not either.

TAM^JO, sm. (Bot.) A kind of furze. Rhamnus
lycioides L.

TAN, sm. 1. Pulverized bark of oak. 2. Sound
of the tabour or tambourine. ad. comp. So

much, as much. Tan grande, So great, very

great. V. Tanto.

TANACETO, sm. (Bot.) Tansy. Tanaceturn L.

TANCA, sf. A viscous matter with which bees

daub their hives before they begin to work
at the honey-comb.

TAHDA, sf. 1. Turn, rotation. 2. Task, some-

thing to be done imposed by another. 3.

Cloak. V. Capa. 4. Certain number of per-
sons or cattle employed in any work. r>.

Number of stripes or lashes.
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TANGANII.LAS (EN), ad. Waveringly, in a va-

cillating manner.

TANGANILLO, sin. A.small prop or stay.

TANGANO, sm. Hob, a play among boys; bone
used in this play.

TANGENTE, a. (Geom.) Tangent.
TANGIBILIDA'D, sf. Tangibility, quality or

condition of being tangible.

TANGIBLE, a. That may be touched.

TANGIDERA, sf. (Naut.) Cable.

TANGIR, va. (Ant.) V. Tocar y Tuner.

TANGO, sm. Bone to pitch at. V. Tdngano.
TAN i, sf. A sort of raw silk which comes from

Bengal.
TANTARANTAN, sm. Tantarara, redoubled beat

of a drum ;
a sounding blow.

TANTEADOR, 5m. Measurer, calculator.

TANTEAR, va. 1. To measure, to proportion. 2.

To mark the game with counters. 3. To con-

sider, to examine. 4. (For.) To sell at the price
offered by others. 5. (Pint.) To sketch or trace

the outlines of a design. vr, 1. To agree to

pay the same sum for a thing which was bid

for it at a public sale. 2. To redeem a barony
or lordship.

TANTKO, sm. 1. Computation, calculation. 2.

Number of counters for marking ,a game. 3.

Agreement to take any thing at a fair ap-

praisement. 4. Outlines of a picture. 5. Va-
luation. 6. Prudent judgment inrany affair.

TANTICO Y TANTILLO,STW.Small sum or quantity.
TX.NTO, sm. 1. A certain sum or quantity. 2.

Copy of a writing. 3. Blow, stroke. 4. Coun-
ter, mark of a game.

TANTO,TA,. 1. So much, as much; very great.
2. Odd, something over a determined number.
Veinte y tantos, Twenty and upwards.

TANTO, TA, a. 1. So, in suchamanner. 2. A long
time. Tanto mas 6 menos, So much more or

less. Tanto que, As soon as. Tanto mejor 6

peor, So much the better or the worse. En
tanto, 6 entre tanto, In the mean time. Tanto

por tanto, At the same price ; upon a par.
Tantos a tantos, Equal numbers. Al tanto,
For the same price ; used to express one's

others. Por el tanto, On that ground. Por
tanto, Therefore, for the reasons expressed.
Tanto de ello, Enough, abundantly. En su

tanto, Proportionably. Algun tanto, A few.
T AN E DOR, RA, s. Player on amusical instrument.

TANER, v. impers. To concern, to be of conse-

quence or importance. V. Tocar. sm. (Ant.)
Act of playing on any musical instrument.

TAN DO, DA, pp. Played ; touched.

TANIDO, 5m. Tune
;
sound.

x

TAO, sm. Badge worn by officers of the orders
of St. Anthony and St. John.

TAPA, sf. 1. Lid, cover. 2. Horny part of a hoof.
3. Heel-piece of a shoe. Tapa de los sesos,

Top of the skull.

TAPABAI.AZOS, srn.pl. (Naut.) Shot-plugs.
TAPABOCA, sf. 1. Slap given on the mouth. 2.

Any action or observation which interrupts
the conversation, and cuts one short.

TAPABOR, 5m. Cap, worn by English sailors.

TAPA.ct;LO, sm. Fruit of the dog-rose.
TAPADA, sf. Woman disguised with her mantle

over her face.

TAPADERA, sf. A loose lid or moveable cover
of a pot or other vessel.

TAPADERO, sm. A large stopper or stopplo.

TAPADILLO, s?n. l.The act of a woman's cover-

ing herself with her veil or mantle, that she

may not be seen. 2. V. Colc'rtizo. 3. One of

the registers in the tube of an organ. De la-

padillo, Without ceremony or show, secretly.

TAPADIZO, sm. 1. Action of women hiding the

face with a mantle. 2. V. Cobertizo.

TAPADOR, RA, 5. 1. One who stops or shuts up,
coverer. 2. Plug, stopper, stopple. 3. (Cant.)
Father of a prostitute, keeper of a brothel.

TAPAD^RA, sf. Act of stopping, covering or

hiding.
TAPAFOGO.V, 5m. Cap of a gun, which covers

the vent-hole.

TAPAFUNDA, sf. Holster-cover or bolster-hous-

ings of pistols.

TAPAMIENTO, sm. Act of stopping or covering.
TAPANA Y TAPARA, sf. (Mur.) V. Mcaparra.
TAPA PIES, 5m. V. Brial.

TAPAR, a. l.To stop up, to cover, to put under
cover. Tapa agujeros, A bad mason. 2. To
conceal, to hide ;

to dissemble. Tapar la bo-

ca, To stop one's mouth. Tapar una abcrtu-

ra de agua, (Naut.) To stop or fother a leak.

Taparse de mcdio ojo, To cover the face to

the eyes with a mantle, as women do to con-

ceal themselves. Taparse cl caballo, To cover
the piste of the fore feet with those of the

hind ones.

TAPATAN 6 TAPARAPATAN, 5m. Word indicat-

ing the sound of a drum.

TAPERUJARSE, vr. To cover one's face with a
mantle or veil ; applied to women.

TAPERUJO, 5m. (Joe.) 1. An ill-shaped plug or

stopple. 2. The awkward manner in which a
woman covers her face with a veil.

TAPETADO, DA, a. Being of a dark brown or
blackish colour.

TAPETE, sm. A small floor-carpet.

TAPIA, sf. 1. Mud-wall. 2. Measure of a mud-
wall containing fifty square feet. Tapia real,
Wall made of earth and lime.

TAPIADOR, sm. Builder of mud-walls.

TAPiAL,sm. Mould for making mud-walls. Tc-
ncr el tapial, To have patience, to rest.

TAPIAR, va. 1. To stop up with a mud-wall. 2.

To stop a passage, to obstruct a view.

TAFICERIA, s/. 1. Tapestry. 2. Office in the

royal palace where the tapestry and carpets
are. kept.

TAPICERO, sm. One who makes or weaves ta-

pestry. Tapicero mayor, Tapestry-keeper
in a palace.

TAPIERIA, sf. Series of mud-walls.
TAPINES 6 TApfNos, sm. pi. (Naut.) Stoppers

for vent-holes.

TAPINOSIS, sf. (Ret.) Figure where, with words
and low phrases, any thing great is explained.

TAPIRUJARSE, vr. V. Taperujarse.
TAPISOTE, sm. (Bot.) Yellow-flowered pea. Pi-

sum ochrus L.

TAPIZ, sm. 1. Tapestry. 2. Grass-plot adorned
with flowers. Jlrruncado de un tapiz, Nick-
name for a ridiculous looking ill-dressed

person.

TAPIZAR, va. To hang with tapestry.
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TAPON, 5m. Cork, plug, bung.
TApsfA, sf. (Bot.) Kind of giant fennel.

TAPUJARSE, vr. To muffle one's self up in a
cloak or veil.

TAPIJJO, 577i. Muffle, a cover for the face.

TAQUE, sm. Noise made by a door which slaps
TAQUETES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Cleats, pieces of
wood used in repairing the seams of ships
which are careened.

TAQCIGRAFIA, sf. Tachygraphy, the art of

writing short-hand.

TAQUIGRAFO, sm. Short-hand writer.

TALLIN, sm. V. Carnicol.

TAQUIFERO, 5m. Player with a bone.

TARA, 5/. 1. Tare, an allowance made for the

weight of sacks, bags, or casks which contain
merchandise. 2. Tally, on which the weight,
number, or quality 01 things is noted. Mtnos
dc t.ara, Making an allowance for.

TARACEA^/. Marquetry, checkered work, work
inlaid with variegation.

TARACEA"R, va.-To make inlaid work.

TARAGALLO, 5771. Clog, a piece of wood sus-

pended from the necks of beasts, to prevent
them from running away.

TARAGONTIA, sf. V. Dragontca.
TARAMBANA, 5. com. Giddy person of little sta-

bility or judgment.
TARANDO, 5m. Rein-deer. Cervus tarandus L.

TARANGANA, 5/. (Vulg.) V. Morcilla.

TARANTELA, 5/. A powerful impressive tune,
such as is played for the bite of the Taran-
tula. Dar la tarantela, (Fam.) To excite or

agitate one inordinately.

TARANTULA, 5/. Tarantula, a kind of venomous
spider, most frequent in the city and neigh-
bourhood of Tarento, in Apulia. Aranea ta-

rantula L. Picado de la tarantula, (Met.)
Infected with some malady, vulgarly the ve-
nereal disease.

TARANTULADO, DA, a. V. Atarantado.

TARARA, 5/. Sound of a trumpet, as a signal to

prepare for action.

TARAREAR, va. y n. 1. To sound the trumpet.
2. To chuck under the chin. . [son.

TARAKIRA, sf. Noisy mirth. 5. com. Noisy per-
TARASCA, sf. 1. Figure of a serpent borne in

processions, indicating the triumph of Christ
over the devil. 2. Crooked, ugly, ill-natured,
licentious and impudent woman.

TARASCADA^/. 1. Bite, a wound made with the
teeth. 2. A pert harsh answer.

TARAscAR,ra.Tobite,to wound with the teeth.

TARASCON, 5m. aum. V. Tarasca.

TARAVILLA, 5/. 1. Clack or clapper of a mill. 2.

A kind of wooden latch for shutting doors or
windows. 3. A person who prattles much
and fast.

TARAY, sm. V. Tamarisco.

TARAZANA, sf. V. Atarazana.

TARAZANAL, sm. Shed. V. Atarazana,

TARAZAR, va. 1. To bite, to wound with the
teeth. 2. To molest, to harass, to mortify.

TARAZON, sm. A large slice, especially offish.

TARAZONC|LLO, 5m. A small slice.

TARBEA, 5/. A large hall.

TARDADOR, RA, 5. Delayer, deferrer.

TARDAMENTE, ad. Slowly, softly.

TARDANAOS, 5/. Fish. V. Remora.

TAR

TARDANZA, 5/. Slowness, delay, detention
; de-

murrage.
TARDAR, vn. To delay, to put off.

TARDE, 5/. 1. Afternoon ; the time from noon
till night. 2. Evening, the close of the day.
3. (Arag.) The first hours of the night. ad.

Late; past the time. De tarde en tard>,Now and then, occasionally. Hacersc tardc,
To grow late. Mas vale tardc. que nuncft,
Better late than never.

TARDECILLO, ad. A little late
; slowly.

TARDECITA Y CA, sf. The close of the evening.
TARDIAMKNTE, ad. Too late, out of time.

TARDIO, DIA, a. 1. Late, too late, after the pro-
per time. 2. Slow, tardy, dilatory.
LRDO, DA, a. 1. Slow, sluggish, tardy. 2. Dull,
inactive.

TARDON, NA, a. Very tardy, phlegmatic.
TAREA, 5/. 1. Task, work to be done, imposed
by another. 2. Care, toil, drudgery. Ahora
disfruta sus tareas, He now enjoys the fruit

of his labour.

TARG^M, 5m. Targum, Chaldaic version of the
Bible.

TARI, 5r?i. Tari, a liquor extracted in India
from the cocoa-nut.

TARDA, 5/. Ancient vessel used in the Medi-
terranean for carrying implements of war.

TARIFA, 5/. Tariff, a list of the prices of goods
or merchandise ; book of rates or duties.

TARIMA, 5/. 1. A moveable platform or boarded
frame on a floor or pavement ; low bench,
table, foot-stool. 2. Bedstead.

TARIMILLA, 5/. A small bedstead.

TARIMON, sm. A large bedstead.

TAR!N, sm. Silver real of 8 1-2 quartos.
TARINA, sf. Middle-sized dish for meat.

TARJA, 5/. 1. An ancient Spanish copper coin
worth about the fourth part of a real. 2. Tal-

ly. 3. Target, shield, buckler. 4. Sign-board.
5. (Fam.) Blow. [ly.

TARJADOR, RA, 5. One who keeps or marks atal-

TARJAR, va. To score on a tally, to mark on a

tally what has been sold on credit.

TARJERO, 5m. Tally-keeper. V. Tarjador.
TARJETA, sf. 1. A small target or shield with a

coat of arms. 2. Board with an inscription,

giving notice of things to be sold, or any other

thino1

. 3. Card, ticket. Tarjeta de visitn,

A visiting card. Tarjeta de despedida, A
farewell card.

TARJETON, 57. A large buckler.

TARLATANA, 5f. A sort ofthin linen or thread-

crape.
TARMA, sf. Wood-tick. Termes pulsatorium L.

TARQUIN, 5m. Mire, mud.

TARQ.UINADA, 5/. (Fam.) Rape.
TARR^JA, 5/. (Arq.) Metal instrument for cut-

ting ornamental mouldings in gypsum.
TARREN A, 5/. Cup, dish. Tarrenas, Two pieces

of slate or earthenware placed between the

fingers by boys to rattle.

TARRO, 5m. 1. A glazed earthen pan, in which
conserves and pickles are preserved. 2. An
earthen milk-pan, into which shepherds milk

the sheep. Cabeza de tarro, Big-headed fool.

TARSO, 5m. Instep, the upper part of the foot.

TARTA, 5/. 1. Tart, a delicate kind of pastry. 2.

Pnn for baking tarts.
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TARTAGO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Spurge. Euphorbia la-

thyris L. 2. Incident, unfortunate event. 3.

A severe jest, galling satire or lash.

TARTA JF.AR, vn. To stut, to stutter
,
to stammer.

TARTAJOSO, SA, a. Stammering, stuttering.
TARTALEAR,n.l. To reel, to stagger. 2. (Fam.)
To be perplexed ;

not to be able to talk.

TARTALETA, sf. A kind of light paste for cover-

ing tarts. Tartaletas, Fruit-pies.

TARTAMHDEAR, vn. To stutter, to stammer.

TARTAMUDO, DA, a. y s. Stuttering, stammer-

ing ;
stutter or stutterer.

TARTAN A, s/. l.(Naut.) Tartan, a small coasting
vessel in the Mediterranean. 2. Long covered

carriage for passengers with two wheels.

TARTAREO, REA, a. (Poet.) Tartarean.

TARTARI, sm. (Ant.) Tartarus. V. Tartaro.

TARTARIZA.RJ va. To tartarize, to impregnate
with tartar, to refine by means of the salt of
tartar.

TARTARO, sm. 1. Argol, tartar, the lees of wine.
2. (Poet.) Tartarus, hell.

TARTERA 6 TORTERA, sf. 1. Pan for baking
tarts and other pastry. 2. Dripping-pan.

TAUTJGA, sf. A swift animal like a sheep in

America.

TARUGO, sm. A wooden peg or pin ; stopper,

plug, bung.
TAS, sm. 1. Kind of anvil used by silversmiths.

2. Clapping of hands.

TASA, sf. 1. Assize, price of provisions fixed by
magistrates. 2. Measure, rule. 3. Rate, set-

tled price or value
; duty, tax. [tion.

TASACION, sf. Valuation, appraisement; taxa-

TASADAMENTE, ad. Barely, scantily, scarcely.
TASADOR, sm. Appraiser.
TASAJO, sm. Hung-beef, beef salted and hung

in the air.

TABARD. 1. To appraise, to value, to estimate.

2. To observe method and rule
;
to fix a regi-

men.' 3. To tax, to rate at.

TASCADOR, sm. Brake, an instrument for break-

ing or dressing flax or hemp.
TASCAR, va. 1. To break or dress flax or hemp.

2. To nibble the grass ; applied to beasts.

Tascar alfreno, To bite the bridle
;
to resist

or complain.
Tlsco, sm. 1. Refuse of flax or hemp. 2. (Naiit.)

Toppings of hemp.
TASCONIO, sm. V. Talque.
TASQUERA, sf. Dispute, scuffle, contest.

TAsquii,, sm. Fragment of a stone.

TASTANA, sf. The partition which divides the
kernel of a walnut.

TASTARA, sf. (Arag.) Coarse bran.

TASTAZ, sm. Polishing powder made of old
crucibles.

TASTO, sm. Bad taste of any food.

TASUGO, sm. V. Texon.

TATAKABUELO, LA, s. The great great grand-
father or mother.

TATARADEUDO, DA, s. Very old and distant re-

lation.

TATARANIETO, TA, s. A great great grandson
or daughter.

TAT AS, ad. (Astur.) Andar a tatas, To walk

timidly ;
to go on all fours.

TATE, interj. Take care, beware ; stay, I recol-

lect. V. Ta.
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TATO, 5771. 1. (Fam.Ar.) A younger brother. 2.

Hog-headed armadillo.

TATO, TA, a. y s. Stammering ;
stutterer who

converts c and s into t.

TXu, sm. V. Tao.

TAUMALIN, sm. A viscous matter found in the
bodies of crabs, and other shell-fish.

AUMATtjRco, sm. The author of great and stu-

pendous things, miracle-worker.

TAURETE, sm. V. Taburete.

.tmfNO. NA, a. Relating to a bull.

TAURO,sm. (Astr.) Taurus, a sign of the zodiac.

~AUTOLOGfA, sf. Tautology, a needless repeti-
tion of the same words in a sentence.

TAUTOLOGJCO, CA, a. Tautological.
TAUXIA, sf. V. Atauxia.

TAVELLADO, DA, a. Marked with the stamp of
the manufactory ; applied to cloths.

TAXATIVAMENTE, ad. Limitedly. [stances.

TAXATIVO, VA, a. (For.) Limited to circum-

TAXEA, sf. Furrow or small channel opened for

the irrigation of land. V. Atarxea.

TAYBIQUE, sm. Partition-wall. V. Tabique.
TAYFA, sf. V. Taha.

TAYMADO, DA, a. Sly, cunning, crafty, [craft.

TAYMONIA, sf. Malicious cunning, impudent
TAYTA, sf. A fondling name, with which a

child calls its father. Ajo tayta, (Fam.) Said
to one who acts like a child.

TAZ A TAZ, 6 TAZ FOR TAZ, ad. This for that ;

tit for tat.

TA/A, sf. 1. Cup, small bowl, dish ; jug, or

drinking vessel. Taza de le, Cup of tea. 2.

Basin of a fountain. 3. A large wooden bowl.

4. (Joe.) Buttocks, breech. 5. (Mil.) Bucket,
a po*uch in which a dragoon rests the muzzle
of his carbine, while he is on horseback.

Amigo de taza de vino, A selfish friend, a

sponger.
TAZANA, sf. Serpent. V. Tarasca.

TAZMIA, sf. Share of tithes.

TAZON, sm. A large bowl or basin
; pitcher.

TE, sm. 1. (Bot.) Tea; a plant. Thea L. 2.

Tea, water or decoction of tea leaves. pron.
Thee, the oblique case of Thou.

TEA, sf. Candlewood, a piece of pine or other
resinous wood, which burns like a torch.

Teas maritales, Hymeneal torches.

TEAME 6 TEAMIDE, sf. A stone repelling iron.

TEATIHO, sm. 1. A delicate sort of paste. 2.

Theatin, one of a religious order founded by
Pope Paul IV.

TEATRAL, a. Theatral, belonging to the theatre.

TEATRISTA, sm. Dramatist
; performer in pub-

lic
;
exhibitor .

TEATRO, sm. 1. Theatre, playhouse ;
the con-

course of people attending at a playhouse ;

collection of plays belonging to one nation

2. Lecture-hall in a university ;
the room

where lectures are delivered. 3. Stage. 4.

Place where any thing is exposed to the cen-

sure of the world. Teatro literario, The lite-

rary world.

TECHAR, va. To roof; to cover with a roof.

TECHO 6 TKCHADO, sm. 1. Roof, ceiling, the

inner roof.of a building. 2. (Met.) Dwelling-
house, habitation, place of abode ; native soil.

TECH^MBRE, sm. Upper roof, ceiling.

TECLA, sf. I. Key of a harpsichord of piano-
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forte. 2. A delicate point, which is to be han-
dled with great prudence. Dar en la tecla,

To touch the right chord, to hit the mark.

TECLADO, sm. The whole series of the keys of

an organ, harpsichord, or other similar mu-
sical instrument.

TECLEAR, vn. To strike or touch the keys of a

musical instrument
;
to move the fingers as

if touching the keys of an instrument. va.

To try a variety of ways and means for ob-

taining some end.

TECNICO, CA, . Technical.

TKCNOLOGIA, sf. Technology.
TEDERO,STO. Iron candlestick for holding burn-

ing fir or.torch.

TEDIAR, va. To loathe, to hate, to abhor.

TEDIO, sm. Disgust, dislike, abhorrence.

TEDIOSO, SA, a. Loathful, fastidious, nauseous
to the taste or rnind.

TEGUAL, sm. Tax or duty paid to the king.

TEGUMENTO, sm. Tegument, covering.
TEISTA, sm. Theist, a deist.

TEJA, sf. 1. Roof-tile, a piece of baked clay for

covering buildings. Teja concava, Gutter or

pan-tile. 2. (Mur.) Cavity at the bottom of a

tree. Teja de gimelga, (Naut.) The hol-

low part of a fish. A1

teja vana, With a shed
cover. Caersc las tejas, (Fam.) Tobe growing
dark. De tejas abajo, In a natural order.

TEJAUILLO, sm. 1. Roof of a coach. 2. Veil,

which covers every part of a woman's head,
but leaves the face exposed to view. 3. Braces
of a coach harness. 4. A small shed. 5. Mode
of cheating at cards.

TEJADO, sm. Roof covered with tiles. Andar A

sombra de tcjado, To lurk, to skulk ; to be at

hide and seek.

TEJAR, sm. Tile-works, place where tiles are

made and burnt. va. To tile, to cover with

tiles. [tiles.

TEJAROZ, sm. Penthouse, a shed covered with

TEJAZO, sm. Blow given with a tile.

TEJERA Y TEJERIA, sf. Tile-kiln. V. Tejar.

TEJERO, sm. Tile-maker, one whose profession
is to make tiles.

TEJILLO, sm. A small tile.

TEJO, S77i. 1. Quoit, round tile with which boys

play,
also the game. 2. (Bot.) Yew-tree.

Taxus L. 3. A round metal plate ; piece of

gold.

TEJOLETA, sf. Piece of burnt clay ;
tile.

TEJUELA, sf. 1. A small tile. 2. Saddle-tree.

TEJUELO, sm. 1. Sole, a square piece of iron,

stone, or timber, on which the point ofa gate
or large door turns. 2. Space between the

bands on tho back of a book. V. Tejo.

TELA, sf. 1. Cloth, any stuffwoven in a loom ;

gold or silver lace. 2. Chain or warp of cloth.

3. Circus, a place enclosed and fitted up for

public shows. 4. Examen, argument ; matter ;

thread of a discourse. 5. Pellicle, the thin in-

terior skin of the animal body, or of fruits ;

membrane ; speck in the eye. 6. Film or pel-
licle collected on the surface of liquors. 7.

Quibble, quirk. 8. Place enclosed with linen

to catch game. Tela cncerada 6 engomada
Buckram. . Tela de arana, Trifling discourse

cobweb.

TKLAMON, sm (Arq.) V. Mlante.
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TELAR, sm. Loom, a frame in which cloth is wo-
ven ; a frame, in which other things are made.

TELARANA, sf. 1. Cobweb. 2. A small cloud. 3.

Any thing trifling and of little weight. Mi~
rar las telaranas, (Fam.) To blunder in con-

sequence of inattention to what one is doing
or saying.

TELEA, sf. (Bot.) Shrub-trefoil. Ptelea L.

TELEFIO, sm. (Bot.) Orpine stonecrop, live-

long. Sedum telephium L.

TELEGRAFo,sm. Telegraph,a machine invented
to communicate intelligence from one distant

point to another.

TELERA, sf. 1. A small iron pin, with which the

plough-share is fastened to the plough. 2.

(And.) A kind of brown bread. Telera de

arana, (Naht.) Dead-eye of a crow-foot. 3.

Railing to enclose sheep, kind of hurdle. 4.

Screw or keeper on a carpenter's bench for

holding the wood fast. 5. Transom, each of
the pieces which cross a gun carriage. 6.

Sloat of a car or cart. a. Applied to a wo-
man fond of making cloth.

TELERO, sm. (Ar.) Rail in the sides of carts or

wagons.
TELESCOPIO, sm. Telescope, an instrument for

viewing distant objects. [paper-mills.

TELETA, sf. 1. Blotting paper. 2. Sieve used in

TELETON, sm. A strong silken stuff.

TEI.EYGETO, TA, a. (Ant.) Loved in preference.
ELfLLA, sf. 1. A light woollen stuff. Rind of

fruit. V. Camisa.

TELINA, sf. V. Almeja.
TELINO, sm. A precious unguent, composed of

oil, honey, melilot, and other ingredients.
ELLfNA, sf. Bivalve shell-fish.

TELLIZ, sm. Cloth thrown over the saddle ofa
horse by way of ornament.

tLfzA, sf. Coverlet of a bed.

TELON, sm. 1. Linsey woolsey, a sort of coarse
stuff. 2. Curtain in a playhouse.

TELONIO, sm. Custom-house.

TEMA, sm. Text, proposition, theme, subject,
matter of argument. sf. 1. Topic of mad-
men's discourse. 2. Dispute, contention

;
ob-

stinacy in asserting a controverted point. 3.

Animosity, passionate malignity ; capricious

opposition. A1

tema, Emulously, obstinately.
Tema celeste, (Astr.) Map or delineation of

the heavens.

TEMATICO, CA, a. Relating to a theme or sub-

ject. V. Temoso.

TEMBLAD^L, sm. V. Tremedal.

TEMBLADERA, sf. 1. Tankard, a wide-mouthed
vessel with two handles. 2. Diamond-pin, or

other similar ornament of the head-dress of

ladies. 3. (let.) Cramp-fish, elastic ray. Raia

torpedo L.

TEMBf.ADOR, RA, s. Quaker, shaker, trembler.

TEMBLANTE, sm. Kind of loose bracelet worn

by women. pa. Trembling, quavering.
TEMBLAR, vn. To tremble, to shake with fear,

to move with violent agitation; to quake.
Temblar la barba, To enter with caution and
dread on any arduous undertaking. Temllar
la contera, (Met. y Fam.) To be greatly
afraid of any thing. Temblar las carnes,

(Fam.) To have a horror of any thing.

TKMBLEQUE, sm. Diamond pin or plume, or
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other similar ornament of the head-dress of

ladies.

TEMBLE^UEXR 6 TEMBLETE^R, tin. To trem

ble, to shake with fear ; to move with vio-

lent agitation. [, To affect timidity
TE MELON, NA, a. Tremulous. Hacer la temblo-

TEMBLON, sm. (Bot.) Aspen or asp-tree. Popu-
lus tremula L.

TEMBLOR, sm. Trembling, an involuntary mo-

tion, which proceeds from fear or weakness,

Temblor de tierra, Earthquake.
TEMBLORCILLO, sm. A slight shivering.

TKMBLOSO, SA, a. Tremulous.

TEMEDOR, RA, a. Awful, dreadful.

TKMEDOR, RA, s. Trembler. a. Dreadful.

TEMER, va. To apprehend, to fear, to dread
;

to reverence, to respect ;
to suspect.

TEMERARIAMENTE, ad. Rashly.
TEMERA"RIO, RIA, a. Rash, inconsiderate, im-

prudent, temerarious.

TEMERIDAD, sf. Temerity, rashness, impru-
dence

; excess. 'Ser una temeridad, To be

excessive. [bullying

TEMERON, NA, a. Affecting noise, authority, or

TEMEROSAMENTE, ad. Timorously.
TEMEROSO, SA, a. Timid, timorous, fearful

;

cowardly.
TEMIBLE, a. Dreadful, terrible.

TEMIDO, DA, a. Feared.

TEMJENTE,. One who dreads or apprehends.
TEMOR,sm. Dread, fear, apprehension,suspicion.
TEMORIZAR, va. (Ant.) V. Atemorizar.

TEMOSO, SA, a. Obstinate, stubborn.

TEMPANADOR, sm. Instrument for cutting the

tops offbeehives, resembling a small bill-hook.

TEMPANAR, va. To furnish staves ;
to cover the

tops of beehives.

TEMPANO,sm. 1. Flitch ofbacon. 2^V. Timpano.
3. Tympan, stretched skin or other thing ;

open, plain space. 4. Large cork put in the

top of beehives. 5. (Arq.) Tympan ofan arch.

Tempano de cuba, Side staves of a barrel or

cask.

TEMPERACION, sf. V. Temperamento.
TEMPERADAMENTE, ad. V. Templadamente.
TEMPERAMENTO, sm. Temperament, tempera-

ture, constitution.

TEMPERANCIA Y TEMPERANZA, V. Templanza.
TEMPERANTE, pa. (Med.) That which tempers.
TEMPERAR, va. V. Atemperar.
TEMPERATURA, sf. V. Temperamento.
TEMPERIE, sf. Temperature of the air.

TEMPERO, sm. Seasonableness, fitness for the

growth of seeds.

TiiM PESTA" D, sf. l.Tempest, the utmost violence
of the wind. 2. Violent commotion or pertur-
bation of the mind. 3. Appointed or seasonable
time. !Temjestades,Violent,abusive language.

TEMPESTAR, vn. To be a tempest. [tunely.
TEMPESTIVAMENTE, ad. Seasonably, oppor-
TEMPESTIVIDAD, sf. Tempestivity, seasonable-

ness, opportunity.
TEMPESTIVO, VA, a. Seasonable, opportune.
TEMPESTUOSAMENTE, ad. Tempestuously.
TEMPESTUOSO, SA, a. Tempestuous, stormy.
TEMPLA,S/. (Pint.) Distemper, size for painting.

TEMPLACION, (Ant.) V. Templanza y Temple.
TEMPLADAMENTE,arf.Temperately, moderately.
TEMPLADERA, s/.(Naut.) Sluice put into a chan-

nel to let a certain quantity of water pass.
TEMPLADICO, CA,. dim. Somewhat temperate.
TEMPLAUO, DA, a. Temperate, moderate.

TEMPLADOR, RA, s. 1. Tuner
; one who tempers.

2. Key for tuning musical instruments.

TEMPLADT^RA, sf. Temperature ; the act of

tempering.
TEMPLANZA, sf. 1. Temperance, moderation.

2. Disposition of the air or climate ofa coun-

try. 3. Degree of heat or cold. 4. Tempera-
ment, temperature. 5. V. Temple. 6. (Pint.)
Mixture of colours.

TEMPLAR, va. 1. To temper, to soften, to mode-
rate. 2. To temper steel, to anneal glass. 3.

To tune musical instruments. 4. To observe

5. (Naut.) To trim the sails to the wind. S.

To mix, to assuage, to soften. 7. To prepare,
to oispose. 8. To train a hawk. vr. To bo
moderate ; to refrain from excess. Templar
la gayta, (Fam.) To pacify, to please.

TEMPLARIO, sm. Templar, one of the order of

Templars.
TEMPLE, &m. 1. Temperature, the degree ofheat
and cold of the season or climate. 2. Temper,
the proper degree of hardness or softness;

given to metals. 3. Frame or disposition of
the mind. 4. The harmonical concordance
of musical instruments. 5. Religion of the

Templars ; a temple or church. M temple,
Painted in distemper.

TEMPLETE, sm. dim. Architectural ornament
in form of a temple.
EMpLfsTA, sm. Painter in distemper.

TEMPLO, sm. 1. Temple, a building erected for

the worship of God. 2. Blessed soul. 3. Tern-

pie dedicated to the false gods of the Gen-
tiles.

TEMPORA, sf. Days of fast prescribed by the
Roman Catholic church.

TEMPORA\DA, sf. A certain space of time.

TEMPORAL, a. Temporary ; secular. sm. 1.

Season whether good or bad. 2. Tempest,
storm. 3. (And.) Temporary labourer.

TEMPORALIDA^D, sf. Temporality, the secular

revenues of the clergy ; temporal concerns.

TEMPORALIZ!R, va. To make temporary, what

might or should be everlasting. [time.

TEMPORALMENTE, ad. Temporally, for some
TEMPOHX.NEO, NEA, a. Temporary, instable.

TEMPORA\RIO, RIA, a. Temporary.
TEMPORERO 6 TEMPORIL, sm. Temporary la-

bourer, one who works only for a season.

TEMPORIZER, vn. 1. To pass the time in any
place or thing. 2. V. Contemporizar .

TEMPRANA^L, a. Producing early fruits ; applied
to land.

TEMPRANAMENTE, ad. Early, prematurely.
TEMPRANERO, RA, a. V. Temprano.
TEMPRANILLAS, sf.pl. A sort of early grapes.

PRANO, NA, a. Early, soon, anticipated.

TEMPRANO, ad. Very early, prematurely.

TEMULENTO, TA, a. Intoxicated, inebriated,

temulent.
TEN A, sf. V. Tinada.
TENACE A"R, va. To tear with pincers. rn.To in-

sist in an obstinate and pertinacious manner.

PENACECO, sm. He who makes or uses pincers.
rENAcfc\s Y LI.AS, sf. pi. Pincers

; snuffers.
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TENACIDX.D, sf. Tenacity, tenaciousness ; per-

tinacity.

TEN^DA, sf. Sheepfold, sheepcot.

TENALI^N, 5m. (Fort.) Outwork on the flanks

of a fortification

TENANTS, sm. (Bias.) Supporter ; figure of a

man, angel, &c. which supports a shield.

TEN^Z, a. 1. Tenacious, sticking. 2. Firm,

stubborn, obstinate. 3. Avaricious, niggard-

ly, covetous.
TENA z A, sf. 1. (Fort.) Tenaille, a kind of out-

work of a fortress. 2. Claws or talons of ani-

mals. 3. Beam-ends of oil-mills. 4. Tongs.
5. Two leading cards at a game. Tenazas,

Pincers, an instrument by which any thing
is griped and held fast.

TENAZADA, sf. 1. The act of griping with pin-
cers. 2. The act of biting strongly.

TKNAZMENTK, ad. Tenaciously.
TENAZOK, sm. (Cetr.) Act of a falcon truss-

ing without binding. Parar de tenazon, To
stop a horse short in his course.

TENAZUELAS, sf. pi. Tweezers, small nippers
or pincers.

TENCA, sf. (let.) Tench. Cyprinus tinea L.

TENCION, sf. Tension, the act of stretching.

TENCON, sm. (let.) A large tench.

TENCONTEN, 5m. Moderation, temperance. T6n
con ten, ad. Equally, making both ends meet.
Andar con un ten con tin, To act guardedly,
to proceed with moderation and equity .

TENDAL, sm. (Na-ut.) Tilt of a row-galley. V.

Limon y Tendedero.

TENDALERA, sf, (Fam.) Confusion and disorder

of things lying about on the floor.

TENDEDERO Y TENDALERO, sm. Place where
washed wool is dried ;

stretcher.

TENDEDOR, sm. Stretcher, one who extends or

stretches.

TENDED^RA, s/.Act ofstretching or extending.
TENDEJON, sm. Sutler's tent in a camp.
TENDEL, 5m. Line by which masons raise a wall.

TENDENCiAjS/.Tendence, tendency, inclination.

TENDENTE, a. Tending, leading, directing.

TENDER, va. To stretch, to extend, to spread
out ; to distend. vn. To direct, to tend, to

refer. m. 1. To stretch one's self at full

length. 2. To give up an intention ; to relin-

quish a claim. Tenderla, To challenge, to

provoke a dispute. Tender elpano de pulpito,

(Fam.) To speak largely and diffusively.
Tender la raspa, To lay one's-self down to

sleep or rest. Tender las redes. To cast the

nets ; (Met.) To use the proper means of at-

taining an object.

TENDERETE, sm. 1. Kind of game at cards. 2.

V. Tendalera.

TENDERIA, sf. Place full of shops.

TENDEKO, RA, s. Shopkeeper ;
tent-maker.

TENDEZUELA, sf. dim. of tienda.

TENDIDAMENTE, ad. Diffusely, diffusively.

TENDIDO, sm. 1. A row of seats for the accom-
modation of the spectators at a bull-feast. 2.

Floor-carpet. 3. Portion of lace wrought on
one pattern. 4. Quantity ofclothes dried by a

laundress at once. 5. Batch of bread baked at

one time. 6. Roof of a house from the ridge
to the eaves.

TKNDIKKTK, pa. Tending, expanding.
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TENDINOSO. SA, a. Tendinous, relating to or

consisting of tendons.

TENDON, sm. Tendon, a ligature by which the

joints are moved.

TENEBRA.RIO, 5m. A large candlestick or giran-
dole, with a triangular branch, holding fifteen

candles^ used in Roman Catholic churches.

TENEBROSIDA.D,S/. Darkness, obscurity, [style.

TENEBROSO, SA, a. Dark, gloomy ; obscure in

TENEDERO, sm. (Naut.) Gripe or hold of an an-
chor. Fondo de buen tenedero, Good anchor-

ing ground.
TENEDOR, sm. 1. Holder, keeper, tenant ; guar-

dian. Tenedor del gran sello, Keeper of the

great seal. Tenedor de libros, Book-keeper.
Tenedor debastimentog, (Naut.) Store-keeper
of the navy. 2. Fork, an instrument with a
haft and prongg to eat with. Tenedor de cal-

dero, Flesh-hook. 3. He who detains balls at

play.
TENEDUR!A, sf. (Naut.) Store-house, a maga-

zine of naval stores.

TENENCIA, s/. 1. Possession, the act of holding
or possessing. 2. Lieutenancy, the commis-
sion and charge of a lieutenant.

TENER, va. 1. To take, to gripe, to hold fast. 2.

To hold, to possess, to enjoy ; to subject.
Sometimes it is used as an auxiliary verb. V.
Haber. 3. To maintain, to support. 4. To
contain, to comprise, to comprehend. 5. To
hold an opinion, to keep, to retain. Tener

miedo, To be afraid. 6. To be rich, and opu-
lent. 7. To hold, to estimate, to judge, to

take. In this sense it is followed by the pre-

position en and the adjectives poco, mucho,
&c. 8. To lodge, to receive in one's house. 9.

To be obliged, to have to do ; to be at the

expense of any thing. 10. To be adorned or

favoured with any thing. 11. To detain, to

stop. 12. To keep or fulfil. With nouns of

time, it signifies duration or age ;
when united

with que and followed by an infinitive verb,
it implies necessity or obligation. Tener ze-

los de uno, To be jealous of one. Tener bra-

20s, To have interest or powerful friends.

Tener mucho de miserable. To have much
of the miser. Tener para si, To maintain a

particular or singular opinion, liable to objec-
tions. Tener ae ahi, Hold \ stop \ to be cle-

ver in some thing. vr. 1. To take care not

to fall. 2. To stop, to halt. 3. To resist, to

oppose. 4. To adhere, to stand to. Tenersc

en pie, To keep on foot
;

to stand. Tener y
tengamos, (Fam.) To take and give ; a mu-
tual security.

TENER! A, sf. Tan-yard, a place where leather

is dressed or tanned.

TENESMO, sm. Tencsmus, a continual wanting
to go to stool.

TENIA, sf. Tape-worm.
TENIENTA, 5/. Wife of a deputy or lieutenant.

TENIENTAZGO, sm. Office of deputy.
TENIENTE, a. 1. Immature, unripe. 2. Possess-

ing. 3. Deaf. 4. Miserly.
TENIENTE, sm. 1. Deputy, substitute. 2. Person

who is hard of hearing. 3. Miser, a person

sordidly parsimonious. 4. Lieutenant. Teni-

ente de una compania, Lieutenant of a com-

pany. Tenicnte general, Lieutenant-general.
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,
sm. 1. Permanent establishment or 6r-

der of any thing ; continuity of state. 2.

Tenor, contents, sense contained. 3. Tenor,
one of the four voices in music ; tenorist,
who sings the tenor.

TENSION, sf. Tension, the act of extending ;

the state of being extended.

TENSO, SA, a. Tense, tight, extended.

TENTACION, sf. Temptation, instigation.

TENTACIONCILLA, sf. A slight temptation.

TENTADOR, RA, s. Tempter, one who tempts or

instigates to evil.

TENTALEAR, ra. To try, to feel, to examine.

TENTER, va. 1. To touch ; to try, to examine or

prove by touching. 2. To tempt, to instigate,
to incite, to stimulate. 3. To attempt, to pro-
cure. 4. To hesitate, to be doubtful. 5. To
probe a wound. 6. To experiment ; to try ;

to prove. Andar tentando, To make essays
or trials. Tentar cl vado, To sound one's abi-

lities or sentiments : to try the depth either

physical or moral. Tentar la ropa, (Met.) To
tergiversate, to use evasions.

TEfiTATivA,s/.Attempt,trial ;
first examination.

TENTATIVO, VA, a. Tentative.

TENTE Bo NETE, ad. Abundantly, excessively. A1

6 hasta tente bonete, Excessively, extremely.
TENTEM6zo,sm. Prop put to a house, to prevent

its falling down.

TENTO.V, sm. Caution, prudence ; seeking or

groping for support.

TENUAMENTE, ad. Slightly.

TENUDO, vti,pp.irreg. of tener, Held. It is ge-

nerally joined with the verb ser, when it sig-

nifies, To be obliged, to be necessitated.

TENUE y TENUO, a. 1. Thin, slender, delicate.

2. Worthless, of little value or importance.
3. Applied to soft Consonants.

TENUID.A.D, sf. 1. Tenuity, weakness. 2. Trifle,

any thing of little value or importance.
TE.NUTA, sf. Provisional possession of an estate

during the course of a law-suit.

TENUTA.RIO, RIA, a. Provisional tenant.

TEtliDtJRA, sf. Art of dying or tingeing.
TENIR, va. 1. To tinge, to dye ;

to impregnate
cloth with colour ; to stain ; to paint the face.

Tenir en rama, To dye in grain. 2. (Met.)
To give another colour to things, to dissem-
ble or misrepresent. 3. To instil into the mind
some opinion, idea, or affection. 4. (Pint.)
To darken, to sadden a colour.

TEOCRACIA, sf. Theocracy.
TEODOLITA, sf. Theodolite, an instrument much

used in surveying, to take angles.

TEOGONiA,s/.Theogony, generation ofthe gods.
TEOLOGAL, a. Theological. Vertud teologal,

Theological virtue, faith, hope, and charity.
sf. Theological prebendary. V. Lectoral.

TEOLOGIA, sf. Theology, divinity. JYb meterse
en teologias, (Fam.) Not to involve one's self

in subtleties.

TEOLOGICAMENTE, ad. Theologically.
TEOLOGICO, CA, a. V. Teologal.
TEOLOGIZAR, vn. To treat or discourse upon

the principles of theology, to theologize.
TEOLOGO, sm. A divine ; a clergyman.
TEOLOGO, GA, a. Theological.
TEOREMA, sf. Theorem.

TEORETICO, CA, a. Theoretic.

TEORICA v TtoRfA, sf. Theory, speculation,
not practice.

TEORICAMENTE, ad. Theoretically.
TEORICO, CA, a. Theoretic, theoretical, specu-

lative.

TEOSO, SA, a. Resinous.

TEOSOK!A, sf. V. Teologia.

TEPE, sm. Green sod.

TEPEIZQUINTE, sm. South American animal,

resembling a sucking pig.

TE^UIO, sm. Custom, duty, in South America.

TERAPEUTAS, sm. pi. Therapeutse, persons
wholly devoted to religious offices. [tics.

TERAPEUTICA, sf. Practical physic, therapeu-
TERCENA, sf. Wholesale tobacco warehouse.

TERCENAL, sm. (Ar.) Heap containing thirty
sheaves of corn.

TERCENISTA, sm. Keeper of a wholesale tobac-

co warehouse.

TERCER, sm. Third. a. Third
;
used before a

a substantive.

TERCERA, sf. 1. Procuress, bawd. 2.v

(Mus.) Con-
sonance comprehending an interval of 2 1-2

tones
;
one of the 5 strings of a guitar. 3.

Series of three cards in order at play.

TERCERAMENTE, ad. Thirdly.

TERCERIA,S/. 1. Mediation, arbitration. 2. Arbi-

tration-dues or fees. 3. Depositary. 4. Tem-
porary occupation of a castle, fortress, &c.

TERCERILLA,S/.A kind ofmetrical composition.
TERCERO, RA, a. Third.

TERCERO, sm. 1. Mediator, arbitrator ; a third

person. 2. Collector of tithes. 3. Religious of
the third order. Tercero en discordia, Um-
pire between two disputants.

TERCEROL, sm. (Naut.) Main-sail ;
third pair

of oars.

TERCEROLA, sf. 1. A short kind of carbine. 2.

Tierce, a kind of barrel or small cask.

TERCETO, sm. Triplet, three verses.

TERCIA, sf, 1. Third, the third part. 2. Store-
house or barn, where tithes are deposited. 3.

Canonical hour which follows immediately
the first, so called from falling at three o'-

clock. 4. At cards. V. Tercera. Tercias,
Two-ninths of the ecclesiastical tithes, which
in Spain are deducted for the king.

TERCIACION, sf. Act of ploughing a third time.

TERCI^DO, sm. 1. Cutlass, a short and broad
swoid. 2. Kind of ribbon somewhat broader
than tape. Pan terciado, Rent of ground
paid in grain, two-thirds wheat, and one-
third barley.

TERCIANA, sf. Tertian, an ague intermitting
but one day, so that there are two fits in three

days.

TERCIANARIO, RIA, s. A person aftected with a
tertian.

TERCIANELA, sf. A sort of silk, resembling taf-

fety.

TERCIANO, NA, a. Tertian.

TERCIAR, va. 1. To sling any thing diagonally.
2. To divide a thing into three parts. 3. To
plough the third time. vn. 1. To make up
the number of three. 2. To mediate, to arbi-

trate. 3. To join, to share, to make one of a

party. Terciar el baston 6 el polo, To strike-

one directly with a stick. Terciar la, cara, To
cut one's face across. Terciar la carTO. To
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divide a load or burthen into three equal parts.
Terciar una pieza, (Art.) To prove a gun.

TERCIARIO, sm. (Arq.) Rib in the vaulting of

Gothic arches.

TERCIAZON, sm. Third ploughing.
TERCIO, CIA, a. Third.

TERCIO, 5m. 1 . The third part. 2. Haifa load. 3.

Regiment of infantry. 4. Third part ofa horse

course. 5. Third part of the Rosary ;
third

part of a sword. En tercio y quinto, Great

advantage which one does to another. Hacer
buen tercio, To mediate, to intercede. pi. 1.

Height of horses, measured by hands. 2. Ro-
bust or strong limbs of a man.

TERCIODECUPLO, PLA, a. Product of any quan-

tity multiplied bv 13.

TERCIOPELADO, sf. Stuff resembling velvet.

TERCIOPELADO, DA, a. Velvet-like.

TERCIOPKLERO, sm. Velvet-weaver.

TERCIOPELO, sm. Velvet, a kind of silk with a
short fur or pile upon it.

TERCO, CA, a.l. Pertinacious, obstinate. 2. Firm
or hard as marble.

TEREBiNTfNA, 5/. Turpentine, a resinous juice
extracted from pine trees. V. Trementina.

TEREBINTO, sm. (Bot.) Turpentine or mastich-
tree. Pistacia terebinthinus L.

TERENIABIN, 5m. White sweetish purgative
matter, resembling mastich, which adheres
to the leaves of plants ; liquid manna, [flesh.

TERETE, a. Round, plump, robust, having firm

TEKGIVERSACION, 5/. Tergiversation, evasion,

subterfuge.
TERGIVERSAR, va. To TERGIVERSATE, to shuf-

fle, to use subterfuges. Originally it signi-
fied, to shrug the shoulders.

TERIACA, sf. Treacle. V. Triaca.

TERIACAL, a. Theriacal, like treacle.

TERICIA, 5/. V. Icterida.

TERISTRO, sm. Light veil.

TERI.Iz,5m. Tick, ticking, twilled stuff for beds.

TERMAL, a. Relating to hot baths.

TERMAS, 5/. pi. Hot baths.

TERMINABLE, a. Terminable, that may be finish-

ed or brought to a close.

TERMINACHO, 5m. Rude word or phrase.
TERMINACION, sf. 1. Termination, the act of

bounding, limiting, or closing. 2. (Gram.)
Termination, the ending or last syllable of a
word. 3. (Med.) Termination of a disease.

TERMINADO, 5m. Story, afloor or flight ofrooms.

TERMINADOR, RA, s. One who terminates.

TERMINAJO, 5m. (Fain.) A low, vulgar, or bar-

barous expression.
TERMINAL, a. Final, ultimate.

TERMINANTE, a. Conclusive or decisive with

regard to a point in question ; definite. En
terminos terminantes, In definite terms, witli

propriety or punctuality.
TERMINAR,??. To end, to close, to terminate.

nn. 1. (Med.) To come to a crisis. 2. (Gram.)

;
To end a word. [term.

TOCRMINATIVO, VA, a. Respective, relative to a

TERMING, 5m.l.The end ofany thing. 2.Bounda-

ry, land-mark ; limit. 3. Manner, behaviour,
conduct. 4. District of a town or city. 5. Aim,
object. 6. Term, word, diction ; conception.
7. Term, the appointed time or determined

place for doing any thing. 8. State, condition.
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D. Crisis of a disease. 10. Determinate object
of any operation. 11. Period including the

beginning and end ofany thing. 12. The pre-
cise moment to do any thing. 13. Term or
word of any language, a technical word. 14.

(Arq.)Stay,resembling the support which the

, ancients gave the head oftheir god Terminus.
15. (Pint.) Compartment in a painting. En
terminos habiles, On reasonable terms, so as

not to prejudice another. Terminos, Terms
of an argument, syllogism, or arithmetical

question. Medios terminos.Eva.s'ions by which

any one avoids a disagreeable subject.

TERMINOTE, 5m. aum. of termino, A vulgar or

affected expression.
TERMOMETRO, 5m. Thermometer, an instrument

for measuring the degrees of heat and cold.

TERNA, sf. 1. A ternary number. 2. A kind of
stuff of a fine appearance after the fur or pile
is fallen off. 3. Game at dice.

TERNX.RIO, RIA, a. Ternary, containing three

unities.

TERNARIO, sm. Three days' devotion or reli-

gious offices.

TERNECICO, CA ; TO, TA, a. Very tender, [calf.

TERNERILLO, LLA ; TO, TA ; co, CA, 5. A young
TERNERO, RA, s. Calf; veal.

TERNEJON, NA ; RON, RNA, a. Easily moved,

weeping
at will.

TERNERCELA, 5/. A sucking calf.

TERNEZA, 5/.1. Softness, delicacy, pliantness. 2.

Tenderness, affection, endearment. 3. Suavi-

ty, softness or smoothness of words. 4. Rea-
diness to shed tears.

TERNILLA, 5/. Gristle, the cartilaginous part
of the animal body.

TERNILLOSO, SA, a. Gristly, cartilaginous;
webbed, fin-footed.

TERNO, sf. 1. Ternary number. 2. Wearing ap-

parel, dress ;
rich clothes. 3. Ornaments for

celebrating high mass. 4. Oath. V. Voto.

Echar ternos 6 tacos, To swear excessively,
to speak in a great rage. 5. (Impr.) Union
of three sheets one within another. Terno

seco, Happy and unexpected fortune.

TERNtfRA,5/. Tenderness, delicacy. V. Terneza.

TERQUEDAD, 5/. Stubbornness, obstinacy, per-

tinacity.

TERQCERIA y TERQUEZA, 5/. Perseverance,

pertinacity, obstinacy.

TERRADA,5/. Kind ofbitumen made with ochre
and glue.

TERRADGO, 5m. V. Terrazgo.
TERRADO, 5m. Terrace, platform ; a flat roof

of a building, for taking the air.

TERRACE. 5m. Rent paid to the owner of land.

TERRAGERO, 5m. V. Terrazgucro.
TERRAJA, 5/. Instrument for making screws,

a screw-plate. V. Tarraja.
TERRAL, sm. A land breeze.

TERRAPLEN Y TERRAPLENO, 5m. (Fort.) The
horizontal surface of a rarnpart, terrace.

TERRAPLENAR, va. To raise a rampart ;
to

make a platform or terrace.

TERRAPLENADOR, 5m. One who makes a terrace

or platform.
TERRA^UEO, QUEA, a. Terraqueous, composed

of land and water.

TKRR!SA, sf. Terrace.
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TERRATENIE"NTE, 5m. Master or possessor of

land or property.
TERRAZA, sf. A glazed jar with two handles.

TERRA" zoo, sin. 1. Arable land, ground fit for

tillage. 2. Land-tax or rent of arable land

paid to the landlord.

TERRAZGUE"RO, sm. Labourer who pays rent

to the lord of the manor for the arable land

which he occupies.
TERRAZO, sm. (Pint.) Ground or field of a

painting.
TERREAR, vn. To show the ground ; speaking

of crops which stand very thin.

TERRECER, va. (Ant.) To terrify.

TERREGOSO, SA, a. Cloddy, full of clods.

TERUEMdro, sm. Earthquake.
TERRENAL, a. Terrestrial, terrene.

TERRENIDAD, of. Quality of the soil or ground.
TERRENO, NA, a. 1. Terrene, terreous, earthy,

earthen. 2. Worldly, perishable.

TERRENO, sm. 1. Place or space of ground. 2.

Quality or properties of the soil.

TERREO, RE A, a. Terreous, consisting of earth.

TERRERA, sf. 1. A declivous or slanting piece
of ground. 2. (Orn.) Kind of lark.

TERRERO, sm. 1. Terrace, platform. 2. Heap of

earth. 3. Mark, aim to shoot at. 4. Terrace,
or other part of the palace, where court is

paid to the ladies. Hacer terrero, To court a

lady. f>. Horse that does not lift his feet high.

TERRERO, RA, a. 1. Earthy, terreous. 2. Abject,
low, humble.

TERRESTRE. a. Terrestrious, terreous.

TERRESTRIDAD, sf. Earthiness, the quality and

properties of the earth.

TERRETREMO, sm. (Mur.) Earthquake.
TERRE/UELA, sf. 1. A small piece of ground.

2. Light and poor soil.

TERRIBILIDAD Y TERRIBLEZA, sf. Terrible-

ness, roughness, asperity, ferocity.
TERRffiLE,ffl. Terrible, dreadful, ferocious, rude,

unmannerly ; immense, very large.

TERRIBLEMENTE, ad. Terribly.
TERR!COLA, sm: Inhabitant of the earth.

TERRfrico, CA, a. Terrific.

TERRIGENO, NA, a. Earth-born, engendered from
the earth.

TERRIN, sm. Peasant, countryman.
TKURIVO, NA, Terrene, earthy. [territory.

TERRITORIAL, a. Territorial, belonging to a

TERRITORIO, 5m. Territory ;
district.

TsRRfzo, ZA, a. Earthy, earthen.

TERROJO, sm. Red earth. [earth.

TERROMONTERO, sm. Hill, hillock, mount of

TERRON, sm. 1. A flat clod of earth. 2. Lump of

any thing ; heap, collection ofthings. Terron
dc, (izucar, Lump of sugar. 3. Dregs of olives

which remain in the mill. Terrdnes. Landed
property. Terron de sal, (Met.) A great wit.

TERRONA/O, sm. Blow with a clod.

TERRONCII.LO, sm. A small clod.

TERRONTERA, sf. Break in a mountain.

TERROR, sm. Terror, dread, fear.

TERROSIDAD, sf. V. Terrcstridad.

TERROSO, SA, a. Terreous, earthy.
TERRtJNo, sm. The good or bad quality of the

soil or ground.
TERSAR, va. To smooth, to make smooth.

TERSIDAD, sf. Smoothness, terseness.

TERSO, SA, a. Smooth, polished, clean, pure, ele-

gant ; correct, terse
; applied to style.

TERSt/RA, sf. Smoothness, cleanliness, purity.
TERTIL, sm. Tax on silk, paid in the kingdom

of Granada.

TERTT^LIA, sf. 1. Club, assembly, circle, meet-

ing, conversation of friends and acquain-
tances

; evening party. 2. Part of the pit in

the play-house.
TERTULIANO, NA, a. Member of a club.

TERTUI.IO, A, a. Relating or belonging to a

meeting of friends or a tea-party.

TERUELO, sm. Bowl or box in w'hich lots are

put to be cast. [old.

TER/.6N, NA, a. y s. Heifer or ox of three years
TERZUELA, sf. Distribution gained for attend-

ing mass at the hour of tierce.

TERZUELO, LA, a. Applied to the third bird

which leaves the nest.

TERZUELO, sm. Third part of any thing.
TESAR, va. Tesar un cabo, (Naut.) To haul

taught a rope, to stretch it tight.

TESAURO, sm. Dictionary, vocabulary, index.

TESERA,S/. Sign or countersign; acubical piece
of wood or bone used by the Romans.

TESIS, sf. Thesis. V. Conclusion.

TESO, SA, a. V. Tieso.

TESO, sm. 1. Hardness, tenaciousness. 2. Brow
or crown of a hill.

TESON, sm. Tenacity, firmness, inflexibility.

TESORAR, va. To treasure, to hoard up.

TESORERIA, sf. Treasury ;
treasurer's place.

TESORERO, RA, s. 1. Treasurer. 2. Canon who
keeps the reliques.

TESORO, sm. 1. Treasure, wealth, riches. 2.

Abridgment or short account of news. 3,

Treasure, any thing valuable and precious.

TESTA, sf. I. Forehead, forepart of the head ;

front, face. 2. Understanding, prudence. Tes-

ta ferrea 6 defcrro, He who lends his name
to any business which in reality belongs to

another.

TESTACEO, CEA, a. Testaceous, covered with
a shell. [tion,

TESTACION, sf. 1. Leaving by will. 2. Oblitera-

TESTADA, s/. V. Testerada.

TESTADO, DA, a. Dying testate.

TESTADOR, RA, s. Testator.

TESTADT^RA, sf. Obliteration.

TESTAMENTARIA, sf. Testamentary execution.

TESTAMENTARIO, sm. Executor.

TESTAMENTARIO, RIA, a. Relating to a last will

or testament, testamentary.
TESTAMENTO, sm. 1. Last will, testament. 2.

Part of the Holy Scriptures.
TESTAR, va. 1. To will, to make a last will or

testament, to leave, to bequeath. 2. To blot,

to scratch out.

TESTARUDO, DA, a. Obstinate, stubborn.

TESTERA, sf. 1. Front or fore part ofany thing ;

forehead of an animal. 2. Head-stall of the

bridle of a horse. Testera de un cache, Back
seat of a coach.

TESTERADA, sf. 1. Stroke or blow with the

head. 2. Stubbornness, obstinacy.

TESTERO, sm. V. Testera.

TESTICOLO. sm. Testicle. [ing or certifying.

TESTiFiCAC]ON,s/. Attestation, the act of attest-

TESTIKICANTE. -pa. Witness ; attesting,
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TESTIFICAR, va. To attest, to witness, to cer

tify, to testify.

TESTIFICATA, sf. (For.) Legal testimony.
TESTIFICATIVO, VA, a. That which testifies.

TESTIGO, sm. Witness. Testigo de oidos, Auri-
cular witness. Testigo de vista, Ocular wit-

ness, [sf. pi. Testimonials

TESTIMONIAL, a. Testimonial. Testimoniales.

TESTIMONIAR, ra. To testify, to attest.

TESTIMONIERO, RA, a. Bearing false witness or

testimony.
TESTIMONIO, sm. 1. Testimony, deposition of a

witness, attestation, proof. 2. Instrument le

galized by a notary. 3. False accusation. V
Testigo. [mony

TESTIMONERO, RA, a. Hypocritical ,
false testi-

TESTIN, sm. A coin having a head.

TESTUDO, sm. Machine for covering soldiers in

an attack on a fortification.

TESTUZ Y TESTUZO, sm. Hind part of the head,

poll.

TESU, sm. Tissue of gold and silver. V. Tisu.

TESXJRA, sf. 1. Stiffness, firmness. 2. Starched
and affected gravity.

TETA, sf. Dug, teat. Tcta de vaca, Teat or dug
of a cow ; kind of large grapes. Dar la teta,
To give suck, to suckle. Nino de tcta, Suck-

ing child ; (Met.) one who is greatly inferior

to another.

TETA NO, sm. Spasm, contraction or rigidity of
the muscles

; tetanus, locked jaw.
'

TETAR, va. To suckle, to give suck. V. Jltetar.

TETAZA, sf. Flabby, ugly dugs. Tetazas, Per-
son possessed of talents and genius.

TETEUA, sf. Tea-pot.
TET!I.LA, sf. 1. A small dug or teat. 2. Kind

of paste in the figure of a teat. Darpar la te-

tilia, To touch a. person to the quick.

TETO, 5m. (Ast.) V. Teta.

TETO.VA. a. Having large teats.

TETRACORDIO, sm. (Mus.) Tetrachord, fourth.

TETRAEDRO, sm. (Geom.) Tetraedron.

TETRAGRAMATOX, sm. Word composed of four
letters, particularly the name of Dios.

TETRARCA, sm. Tetrarch ; absolute governor.
TETRASTILO, sm. Building sustained by four

columns or pilasters.

TETRASII.ABO, BA, a. V. Qv,atrisilabo.

TETRICO,c A, . Froward, serious, grave.gloomy.
TETRO, TRA, a. Black, spotted.
TETUDA, a. 1. Having large teats or nipples. 2.

Applied to a kind of oblong olives.

TEUCRIO, sm. (Bot.) Germander. Teucrium L.

TEUCRO, RA, a. Trojan. V. Troyano.
TEXA, sf. (Bot.) V. Texo.

TEXEDERA, sf. 1. Female weaver. 2. Water-

spider.

TEXEDOR, RA, s. Weaver ; cloth-manufacturer.

TEXEDERA, sf. I. Texture, the act of weaving.
2. Any thing woven.

TEXER,wa. 1. To weave, to form cloth in a loom
with the woof and warp. 2. To regulate, to

adjust. 3. To discuss, to devise, to entangle.
4. To cross and mix according to rule, as in

dancing. 5. To make webs, although not

woven, like spiders, &c.

TEXIDO, sm. V. Tela.

TEXILLO, sm. Kind of band used by women as

a girdle.
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jTjsxo, sm. (Bot.) Yew-tree. Taxus L.

TEXON, sm. 1. Badger. 2. Yew.
TEXTO, sm. 1. Text, the original words of an

author
;
sentence or text of Scripture. 2.

(Impr.) Name of a sizx>f types. [ing-
TEXTORIO, RIA, a. Textrine, belonging to weav-

TEXTUAT., a. Agreeing with the text.

TEXTUALISTA, sm. Textuarist, he who adheres
to the text.

TEXTUALMENTE, ad. According to the text.

TEXTURA, sf. 1. Texture, the disposition and
order of threads in a stuff or cloth. 2. Suc-
cession and order of things.

TEYNADA, sf. V. Tinada. [head.

TE'YTRAL, sm. (Ant.) Ornament on a horse's

TEZ, sf. 1. Grain
; shining surface. 2. Bloom

of the human face, complexion.
TEZADO, DA, a. Very black. \: Mezado.
Tf

,
The termination of the oblique case of tu,

thou. When preceded by the preposition
core, it always takes the termination go, as

contigo, With tkee : the pronouns mi and si

do the same.

TIALISM, sm. Ptyalism, discharge of saliva.

TIARA, sf. 1. Tiara, mitre, a diadem worn by
the pope. 2. Pontificate, papal dignity.

TIBIA, sf. 1. Shin-bone. 2. A flute.

TIBIEZA, sf. 1. Tepidity, lukewarmness. 2.

Carelessness, negligence ; want of zeal and
fervour.

TIBIAMENTE, ad. Tepidly, carelessly. [miss.

TfBio, BIA, a. Tepid, lukewarm, careless, re-

TIBIR, sm. Name of gold-dust on the African
coast.

TIBOR, sm. A large china jar.

TIBORMA, sf. V. Toston. [rias L.

TIBURON, sm. (let.) Shark. Squalus carcha-

TIEMPECILLO 7 TiEMPEciro, sm. A little time.

TIEMPO, sm. 1. Time, successive duration. 2

Term, a limited space of time. 3. Any of the
four seasons of the year. 4. Occasion, oppor-

tunity ;
leisure. 5. Temperature of the air,

climate. 6. State, condition. 7. Draft, por-
tion. 8. (Gram.) Time, tense. 9. Age, num-
ber of years one has lived. 10. Time, part,

space, duration of an action. 11 . Measure of

music. Tiempo cargado, (Na6t.) Thick

hazy weather. Tiempo borrascoso. Stormy
weather. Tiempo grueso, Hazy weather. El.

ticmpo va d meterse en agua, The weather
sets in for rain. Tiempo variable, Unsettled

weather. Tiempo hecho, Settled weather.

Ttempo contrario, Foul weather. Ticmpo
apacible, Moderate weather. Tiempo dc

juanetes, (Na6t.) Top-gallant gale. A 1 tiem-

po, Timely, in time. A un tiempo, At once ;

at the same time. De tiempo en tiempo-From.
time to time. En tiempo, Occasionally. Par

tiempo, For some time, undetermined time.

Un tiempo, Formerly, in other times.

TIENDA, sf. 1. Tent, a soldier's moveable lodg-

ing-place, made of canvass. 2. (Naut.) Awn-

ing, a linen or woollen cover spread over

vessels. 3. Tilt, a linen cover for carts or wa-

gons. 4. Shop or stall, a place where any thing
is sold. La tienda dc los coxos, The next

shop. Poner tienda, To open a shop.

TIENTA, sf. 1. Probe, an instrument with which

surgeons search the depth of wounds. 2.
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Craft, cunning, artful industry. A 1

tientas,

Doubtfully, uncertainly. Andar d tientas,

To grope in the dark.

TIENTO, sm. 1. Touch, the act of feeling. 2. A
blind man's stick, which serves to guide him.

3. Circumspection, prudent consideration. 4.

Poy, a rope-dancer's pole. 5. Mostic, a stick

which a painter holds in his left hand, and on

which the right rests when at work. (>. (Mus.)
Prelude. 7. Stroke. V. Golpe. 8. Pole used

to fasten fowling nets to the ground. Damn
tiento, To make a trial. For el tiento, By the

touch. A1
tiento, Obscurely, doubtfully.

TIERNAMENTE, ad. Tenderly, in a tender man-
ner, [tierno.

TlERNECfcO, CA
', LLO, LLA ; TO, TA, ffl. dim, of

TIERNO, NA,O. 1. Tender, soft, docile ;
delicate ;

young ; easily moved to tears. 2. Affectionate,

fond, amiable. 3. Recent, modern ;
tender ;

applied to age. Tierno de ojos, Tender-eyed.

TIEHRA,S/.I.Earth ; landed property ; province ;

arable land. 2. (Met.) Mankind, mortals. 3.

Earth, globe, world. 4. (Quim.) Prepared an-

timony. Tierra de los duendes, Fairy land.

Tierra de baton 6 de manchas, Fuller's earth.

Sinsentirlo latierra,Wiihout any one's know-

ledge. Tierra d tierra, (Na6t.) Coasting,

sailing along the coast
; cautiously, securely.

Tierra dentro, (Naut.) Inland. Correr hacia

la tierra, (Nadt.) To stand in shore. Buscar

tierra, (Naut.) To make for the land. Tomar
tierra, (Naut.) To anchor in a port. Tierra

de Sevilla. V. Aceche. Tierra firmc, Conti-

nent. Besar la tierra, (Fam.) To fall on one's

mouth against the ground.
TESAMENTE, ad. Firmly, stiffly.

TIESO, SA, a. 1. Stiff, hard, firm, solid. 2. Ro-

bust, strong in point of health
; valiant, ani-

mated. 3. Stubborn, obstinate, inflexible. 4.

Tight, rigid ;
too grave or circumspect. Tieso

de cogote, (Fam.) Stiff-necked, vain, obsti-

nate, elated, indocile. Tenerse tieso, 6 tenerse

las tiesas, (Fam.) To be firm in one's opinion
or resolution ; to insist on or oppose another

firmly. ad. Firmly, strongly.

TIESO, sm. Firmness, inflexibility ; hardness.

Tieso que tieso, (Fam.) Pertinacity, obstinacy
in maintaining an opinion.

TIESTO, sm. 1. Potsherd, part of a broken pot.
2. A large earthen pot. a. V. Tieso.

Tiro, sm. (Med.) Typhus, a malignant fever.

Tifo icterodes, Yellow fever.

TIFON, sm. Whirlwind. V. Torbellino.

TIGNARIA, sf. Knowledge of the fittest timber
for

building.
TIGRE, sm. Tiger. Felis tigris L.

TILA 6 TILIA, sf. (Bot.) Lime-tree. Tilia L.

TILAR, sm. Grove or plantation of lime or lin-

den trees.

TILDAR, va. 1. To blot, to scratch out. 2. To
brand, to stigmatise. 3. To mark letters with
a dot or dash, as the n. [very small thing.

TILDE, sf. Dot or dash over a letter
; point,

TILDON, sm. A long dash or stroke.

TILINO, sm. A kind of perfume.
TILLA, sf. (Naut.) Midship, gangway.
TfLo, sm. (Bot.) Linden-tree. Tilia L.

TILOSIS, sf. Falling out of the eyelashes, [lus L.

Tf.MALo, sm. (let.) Grayling. Salmo thymal-
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TIMBAL, sm. Kettle-drum. V. Atdbal.

TIMBALF.AR, tin. To beat the kettle-drum.

TIMBAI.EO, sm. Beat of the kettle-drum.

TiMBALEKo,sm.Kettle-drummer, one who beats

a kettle-drurn.

TIMBRA, sf. (Bot.) Mountain hyssop. Thym-
bra L.

TIMBRAR, va. To put the crest to the shield in

a coat of arms.

TIMBRE, sm. 1. Crest of a coat of arms. 2. Any
glorious deed or achievement. Es el mejor
timbre de su cscudo, That is the best gem in

his crown.

TIMIAMA, sf. Sweet perfume. V. Almea.

TIMIDAMENTE, ad. Timidly, fearfully.

TIMIDEZ, sf. Timidity, fear, dread.

TIMJDO, DA, a. Timid, fearful, cowardly.
Tiiwo, sm. V. Timalo.

,
sm. 1. Beam of a plough; pole of a

coach ; part which governs any machine. 2.

(Naut.) Helm, rudder. La madre del timon,
The main piece of the rudder. El azafran
del timon, The afterpiece of the rudder. La
cabeza del timon, The rudder-head. La mor-

taja del timon, The mortise of the rudder.

Forro 6 espalda del timon, The back of the

rudder. Sacar 6 apear el timon, To unship
the rudder. Calar el timon, To hang the rud-

der. 3. (Met.) Person or office in which the

chief power exists.

TIMONEAR, va. (Naut.) To govern the helm ;

to steer.

TIMONEL, sw. (Naut.) Timoneer, helmsman.

TIMONERA, sf. (Naut.) The timoneer's post be-

fore the bittacle.

TIMONERO, sm. Timoneer, helmsman.

TIMORATO, TA, a. Full of the fear of God.

TIMPANILLO, sm. dim. (Impr.) Smaller or inner

tympan of a printing-press.

TIMPANITICO, CA, a. Affected with a tympanites
or dropsy.

TIMPANITIS, sf. (Med.) Tympanites, kind of

dropsy .

TIMPANO, sm. 1 .Kettle-drum. 2. Tympanum,the
drum of the ear. 3. Part of a printing-press.
4. Cylinder. 5. (Arq.) Tympan, pediment.

TNA, sf. 1. A large jar. 2. Vat. copper. 3.

Back, a tub for cooling wort. 4. Building, in

which sheep are shorn.

TixAc^, sm. Wooden trough, tub or vat.

TINA.DA, sf. 1. Pile of wood or timber. 2. Shed
for cattle.

TINADO 6 TINADOR, sm. Shed for keeping cattle

from the inclemency of the weather.

TINAHON, sm. (And.) Cow-house, sheepfold,

sheepcot.
TiN-ijA, sf. A large jar.

TiNAJERfA, sf. (And.) Shop where water-jars
are kept or sold.

TINAJERO, sm. One who makes water-jars.

TINAJO*, sm. 1. A large wide-mouthed jar for

catching rain. 2. A very fat and lusty per-
son.

TINAO Y TINAON, sm. (And.) Stable for oxen

or bullocks.

TINEA, sf. Worm in wood rotten in the earth.

TINF.LERO, UA, s. Keeper of the servants' room.

TINELO, sm. Dining-room of servants in great
houses.
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TINERO, sm. Dyer who takes care of the cop-
per in woollen manufactories.

TINETA, sf. (let.) Ox-eyed cockerel. Sparus
boops L.

TINGE, sm. (Orn.) Kind of a black owl.

TINGLADO, sm. Workshop, shed. Tinglado de

la toneleria, Cooper's shed, cooperage.
TIN GLEjsf.Instrument used by glaziers for open-

ing the lead and flatting it on the glass.

TINICLA, sf. Kind of large coat of arras.

TIMEBLA, sf. Darkness, obscurity, privation of

light. Tinieblas, Utter darkness, hell ; gross

ignorance ;
matins sung the three last days

of the holy week.

TINO, sm,. 1. Habit or skill in finding or disco-

vering things by the act of feeling. 2. A
firm hand to hit the mark. 3. Judgment, pru-

dence, circumspection. Snlir de tino, To be
out of one's senses. Sacar dc tino, To astound,
to confound.

TINTA, sf. 1. Tint, hue, colour. 2. Ink, a liquor
used for writing. Tinta incarnada, Red Ink.

3. Art of dying. De buena tinla, Efficacious-

ly, ably, lively.

TINTA.R, va. To tinge, to dye. V. Tenir.

TINTE, sm. 1. Tint, paint, colour ; dye. 2. A
dyer's shop. 3. Palliation, cloak, colour.

Tr.NTEROjSm. Inkhorn, inkstand. Dexarse en el

lintera, To forget or omit designedly. QMC-
ddrse a uno en el tintero, (Fam.) To entirely

forget a thing.

TiNTiLi.o,5?rt. 1.A light-coloured wine. TintUlo

de rota, A deep-coloured sweetish wine. 2.

A despicable dolt.

TINTIRINTIN, sm. Echo or sound of a trumpet
or other sharp sounding musical instrument.

TINTO, TA, a. Deep-coloured ; applied to wine.
V. Tenido. Vino tinto, Red wine.

TINTORERIA, sf. A dyer's shop.
TJNTORERO, RA, s. Dyer.
TINTURA, sf. 1. The act of dying. 2. Paint for

ladies. 3. A superficial knowledge of any art

or science. 4. Tincture, extract of the colour

or substance of drugs.
TINTURAR, na. 1. To tinge, to die. 2. To in-

struct, to teach superficially.

TINA, sf. 1. Scab, a kind of leprosy. 2. Pover-

ty, indigence, misery. 3. Small spider which

injures beehives.

TINERIA, sf. Poverty, indigence, misery.
TINOSO, SA,. 1. Scabby, scurvy. 2. Penurious,

niggardly, miserable
; sordid. 3. Old-nick.

TIXUELA, sf. Plant which grows round the

stems of flax.

Tio, IA, s. 1. Uncle, aunt. 2. Good old man or

woman ; among the peasants, old people so

called, who do not merit the title of Don.
A 1 tu tia que te d6 para libros, I am neither

willing nor obliged to give you any thing ;

or, ask not me but your aunt.

TIORBA, sf. Theorbo, a large lute for playing a

thorough bass.

TIPLE, sm. I. Treble, the third and highest
sound. 2. One who sings the treble. 3. A
kind of small guitar. [tone.

TIPLISONANTE, . (Joe.) Treble-toned, acute

TIPO, sm. Type, pattern, mould.
TiPocRAFf A, s/. 1. Printing. V. Imprenta. 2.

Typography.
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TIPOGRAFICO, CA, a. Typographical.
TIPOGRAFO, sm. Printer.

Tiquis MI^UIS, Barbarous words used to deride
affected expressions.

TI'RA, sf. 1. A long and narrow stripe. 2. A kind
of light dart or arrow. 3. (Naut.) Fall. Tira
de un aparejo, Fall of a tackle. Tira de un
aparejo real, A winding tackle-fall. Tira del

aparejo de la gata, The cat-tackle-fall. Tira
de las aparejuelas de portas, Port-tackle-fall.

Tiras, Fees at the clerk's office in appeal
causes.

TIRABALA, sf. Pop-gun which boys are used to

play with.

TIRABOTAS, sf. Boot-hook for pulling on boots.

TIRABREGUERO, sm. Truss, used to keep up
ruptures.

TIRABUZON, sm. Cork-screw.
TIRACUELLO Y TiRACoL, sm. A kind of sword-

belts worn by officers.

TIRANA, sf. 1. Cast, throw ; the act of throw-

ing. 2. Distance of one place from another.

3. Process or space of time. De una tirada,
At one stretch. Camin6 seis leguas de una ti-

rada, He travelled six
leagues

at one stretch.

TIRADERA, sf. 1. Strap. 2. Indian arrow.

TIRADO, DA, pp. of tirar. Andar alguna cosa

muy tirada, (Met.) To be difficult to find, to

be sold dear.

TIRADOR. RA, 5. 1. Thrower, one who throws or

casts ; drawer. 2. Fowler, a good marksman.
3. An iron button fixed to a door, whereby it

is opened or shut. 4. (Impr.) Pressman. Tira-

dor de oro, Gold-wire drawer.

TIRALINEAS, sm. Instrument for drawing lines

neatly.

TIRAMIENTO, s?n. Tension, act of drawing.
TIRAMIRA, sf. A long narrow path ;

a long

ridge of mountains.

TiRAVioi.i.A.R,va.Tiramollarunaparejo,(Na.ut.)
To overhaul a tackle . Tiramollar las amuras

y e.scotas, (Naut.) To overhaul the sheets and
tacks.

TIUANAMENTE, ad. Tyrannically.
TIRANIA, sf. 1. Tyranny, despotic government.

2. Exorbitant price of goods or merchandise.
3. Ascendency of some passion.

TIRANICAMENTE, ad. Tyrannically, violently.

TIRANICO, CA, a. Tyrannical, despotic, [tion.

TIRAMZACION, .<?/. Tyranny, despotism, domina-

TIRANIZADAMENTE, ad. Tyrannically.
TIRANIZAR, va. To tyrannize, to domineer

;
to

usurp ;
to extort, to sell too dear.

TIRANO, NA, a. Tyrannical, tyrant.
TIRA NO, sm. 1. Tyrant, a despotic ruler. 2. Mer-

chant or trader, who sells his goods at an ex-

orbitant price. 3. Ruling passion.

TiRANTE,i'm. 1. Joist which runs across abeam.
2. Trace, which serves to draw a coach or

other carriage. A 1 tirantes largos, With long
traces. 3. Brace of a drum. a. Extended,
drawn; tightly or firmly bound. Traerdtener
la cuerda tirante, To use too much rigour.

TIRANTEZ, sf. 1. Length of a thing which runs

in a straight line. 2. Tenseness, rigidity.

TIRAPIE, sm. Stirrups or strap, with which
shoe-makers make their work fast.

TIRA\R, va. 1. To throw, to cast, to dart. 2. To
imitate, to resemble. 3. To attract, to draw
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towards one ;
to incline to, to tend. 4. To in-

duce by compulsion. 5. To hurt, to injure, to

thwart. 6. To tug, to pull ;
to draw. 7. To

discharge fire-arms. 8. .To earn, to acquire
9. To enlarge, to extend. 10. To lavish. 11

(Impr.) To print sheets. 12. To draw meta'

into slender threads. 13. V. Quitar. 14. To re-

ceive or take an allotted part. Tirar d la mar
(Naut.) To throw overboard ;

to stand out to

sea. Tirar las riendas, To subject. A 1 todo ti-

rar, To the utmost ;
to the greatest extent

Tirar largo 6 por lo largo, To tell pleasant
stories. Tirar coccs,To kick, to rebel. Tirar

alguno la barra, (Fam.) To sell things as dear

as possible. Tira y afloxa, Boyish play ;

(Met.) Blowing hot and cold ; ordering and

counter-ordering. vn. 1. To direct one's

course, to take the road. 2. To endure, to re-

main. vr. To retire, to withdraw or separate
one's self. A' mas tirar, At most, at the ut-

most, [ment used in midwifery
TIRATETE 6 TIRACABEZA, sf. Forceps, instru-

TIRELA, sf. A striped stuff.

TJRETA, sf. Ribbon or thong of leather, to tie

up breeches.

TIRICIA, sf. Jaundice. V. Ictericia.

TIRILLA, sf. A small stripe of linen ;
a piece

of backstitched linen.

TIRILLO, sm. A small shot.

TIRITANA, sf. A sort of thin silk
; thin woollen

cloth ; a thing of little value or importance.
TIRITAR, vn. To shiver, to shake .with cold.

TiRiTdNA, sf. Shivering, shaking with cold.

TIRO, sm. 1. Cast, throw, shot. 2. Mark, aim.

3. Mark made by a throw. 4. Charge, shot ;

gun which is discharged.
5. Theft. Le hicic-

ron un tiro de cien guineas, They robbed him
ofone hundred guineas. 6. Prank, imposition.
7. Set of coach-horses or mules. 8. Trace of

coach-harness.9.Space between the shoulders,
measured by tailors. 10. Serious physical or

moral injury. 11. Rope which pulls up the

materials used in building. 12. Disease in

horses which makes them bite the manger. Ti-

ros, Sword-belts. Estar d tirade canon,To be
within cannon-shot. Hacer tiro, To incom-

modate, to prejudice. Errar el tiro, To miss
one's shot ; to be deceived or mistaken.

TIROCINIO, sm. First attempt, essay, or trial.

TIRON, sm. 1. Tyro ; beginner, novice, appren-
tice. 2. Pull, haul, tug. 3. V. Estiron. 4.

Time. V. Vez. De un tiron, At once, at a
stroke. No lo sacard de tres tirones, He will

not obtain it easily.

TIBANIANO, a. Applied to Tiro's method of

abridging.
TIRORIRO, sm. (Joe.) Sound of a musical wind-

instrument
;
the instrument itself.

TIROTEAR, vn. 1. To blow wind instruments. 2.

To shoot at random.

TIROTEO, sm. 1. Blast or sound of a wind in-

strument. 2. Act of shooting at random.

TIRRIA, sf. Aversion, antipathy, dislike.

TIRSO, sm. Wand covered with ivy-leaves, used
in sacrifices to Bacchus. V. Tallo.

TISANA, sf. Ptisan, a medical drink.

TISERA, sf. (Ant.) V. Tixera.
TfsicA 6 Tisis, sf. Phthisis, consumption.
Tisico, CA, a. Phthisical.

Tistf, sm. Tissue, silk stuff interwoven with

gold and silver.

TftERE, sm. 1.
Puppet a small image made of

paste. 2. Dwarf, a ridiculous little fellow.

TITERERO, RA, a. V. Titiritero.

TiTE^ETiRf.v, sf. Puppet-shop.
TiTERfsTA, sm. Puppet-show man,

TITI, sm. A very small monkey.
TITILACION, sf. Titillation, tickling.

TITILAR, va. 1. To titillate, to tickle, to affect

with a prurient sensation by slight touches.

2. To please by slight gratification.

TITIMALO, sm. (Bot.) Spurge. Euphorbia L.

TITIRITAYNA, sf. Confused noise of flutes or

festive amusements.

TITIRITERO, sm. Puppet-player, one who directs

a puppet-show.
Tiro, sm. 1. (Bot.) A kind of kidney-beans.

Lathyrus cicera L. 2. Close-stool. [ing.

TITUEEANTE,^. Staggerer; hesitating; grop-
TITUBEAR, vn. 1. To threaten ruin ; applied to

buildings. 2. To stutter, to stammer. 3. To
vacillate, to doubt, to hesitate ;

to be stag-

gered ; to feel, to grope.
TITUBEO, sm. Vacillation, wavering in what one

says or thinks
; making trials or essays.

TITULADO, sm. Person having a title.

TITULAR, a. Titular, distinguished by a title.

va. To title, to give a title or name. vn. To
obtain a title from a king or other sovereign.

iTULftLo, sm. A petty title. Andar en titulil-

los, To stick at trifles.

TITULIZADO, DA, a.. Titled, distinguished.

TfruLO, sm. 1. Title, dignity, appellation of ho-

nour; titled person ; inscription. 2.Cause, mo-

tive, pretext. 3. Title, ground or foundation
of a claim or right. 4. Legal instrument, au-

thority. A' titulo, On pretence, under pretext.
TIXERA

, sf. 1 . Scissors, a pair of shears or blades

moveable on a pivot. 2. Carpenter's horse,

cooper's mare, used for holding the wood
while dressing ; any instrument in the form
of an X. 3. Shearer, one who shears sheep. 4.

A small channel or drain. 5. Brace put across

under the body of a coach, to give it an equal
motion. Buena tixera, A great eater

; good
cutter. 6. Detracter, murmurer. 7. First fea-

ther in a falcon's wing. Tixeras, Beams put
across a river to stop the timber floating in it.

Hater tixera, To twist the mouth ; applied
to horses. [sors.

TlXERETADA 6 TlXERADA, sf. A Cut With Scis-

TIXERETAS, sf. pi. 1. A small pair of scissors.

2. Tendrils, the tender tops of vines, which

cling to any thing within their reach. 3. Ear-

wigs, insects which penetrate the ears.

TIXERETAZO, sm. A cut with scissors.

TIXERETEAR, va. 1. To cut with scissors. 2. To
dispose of other people's affairs according to

one's own will and pleasure. [vines.

TIXERILLA Y TIXERUELA, sf. Small tendril of

TIT: A, sf. Whitening, a kind of chalk or pipe-

clay, used by silversmiths.

TIZNA, sf. Matter for staining or blackening.

TizNAR,tf. 1. To smut, to stain. 2. To tarnish,
to blot.

TIZNE, s. com. Soot which sticks to frying-

pans or kettles.

TIZNON, sm. A large spot, soil or'stain.
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Tfzo, $m. Half-burnt charcoal.

TIZON,STO. 1. Half-burnt wood. 2. Smut in corn
this is a contagious disease which may be ob
viated by washing and cleaning the seed : i

exists in the pistil, style, and stigma or femal

organs which are unable to fulfil their func

tions, while the stamens, anthers, and polle
are found perfect, lying around the putrid am
swollen stigma, consisting of black powder.
(Met.) Spot, stain, disgrace. 4. That part o
a hewn stone which is concealed in the wall

TI/ONA, sf. Sword of the Cid, Ruy Diaz.

TIZONADA, sf. Stroke with a half-burnt stick.

TIZONAZO, sm. Stroke with burning charrec
wood. Tizonazos, (Joe.) Hell fire.

TIZONCILLO, sm. A small burning coal
;
a little

smut in corn.

TIZONEAR, va. To stir up a fire ; to lay or ar

range wood or coals for lighting a fire.

TIZONERA, sf. Heap of ill-burnt charcoal.

TizoNERo,sw.Poker,an instrument for stirring
the fire.

TMESIS, sf. (Gram.) Figure in poetry which di

vides a compound word into two.
To ! interj. 1. A word used to call a dog. 2. Oh

expressing our knowledge of any thing.
TOALLA v TOAJA, sf. 1. Towel, a cloth foi

wiping the hands. 2. A silk cover thrown
over bolsters.

TOALLETA, sf. dim. Napkin.
TOBA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Cotton thistle. Onorpordon
acanthiumL. 2. (And.) Stalk ofa thistle given
to asses. 3. Calcareous matter which collects

on the teeth. 4. Tophus, a soft spongy stone
TOBAJA 6 TOBALLA, sf. Towel. V. Toalla.

TOBALLETA 6 ToBELLETA, sf. Napkin.
TOBERA, sf. Iron pipe, through which the noz-

zle or extremity of a pair of bellows is thrust

in iron-works. [foot to the leg.

TOBILLO, sm. Ankle, the joint which joins the

TOCA, sf. A thin stuff; a kind of head-dress.

TOCADO, sm. Ornament, dress
; a set of ribbons

for garnishing any dress. Tocado de monja
A nun's hood or head-dress.

Tocioo, DA, a. Touched ; contaminated ; in-

fected. Estar tocado, To be begun to rot or

putrefy.
TOCADOR, sm,. 1. One who beats or touches. 2.

Handkerchief tied round the head. 3. Toilet,
a lady's dressing case or table. 4. Dressing-
room. 5. Key for tuning musical instruments.

TOCAMIENTO, sm. Touch
; inspiration. [to.

ToeANTE, a. Respecting, relative. ad. In order

TOCAR, va.l. To touch, to exercise the sense of

feeling ; to attain or reach with the hand. 2.

To play on a musical instrument. 3. To toll,
to ring a bell. 4. To try metals on a touch-
stone

;
to touch, to magnetize : to examine,

to prove. 5. To treat of, to discuss any
matter lightly. 6. To know a thing certainly ;

to inspire, to move, to persuade. 7. To strike

slightly, to sound any thing. No tocar pelota,

(Fam.) Not to hit the mark, to err totally.
8. To communicate or infect

;
to chastize.

9. To comb and dress the hair with rib-

bons. vn. 1. To appertain, to belong. 2. To
interest, to concern ; to be a duty or obli-

gation ; to import. 3. To fall to one's share
or lot. 4. To touch, to be contiguous to ; to
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arrive in passing. 5. To be allied or related.
Tocar de cerca, (Met.) To be nearly related.
6. To infest, to contaminate. Tocar d la

puerta, To knock or rap at the door. Tocar a,

la bomba, (Naut.)'To ring for pumping ship.
Tocar d mudar la guardia, (Naut.) To ring
for relieving the watch. Tocar en un puerto,
(Naut.) To touch at a port. Tocar la diana,
(Mil.) To beat the reveille. Tocar lagenerate,
(Mil.) To beat the general. A' toca teja,

Ready money, money in hand. Tocar d af-

guno, (Met.) To tempt or stimulate any one.
vr. To be covered, to put on the hat.

TOCATA, sf. Concert. [sake.

TOCAYO, YA, a. Having the same name, name-
TOCHAR, va. (Arag.) To bar a door with a pole.

TOCHEDAD, sf. Clownishness, rusticity, igno-
rance, want of education.

TOCHO, sm. 1. Pole. 2. Bar of iron.

TOCHO, CHA, a. Clownish, unpolished, coarse,

homespun.
TOCHURA, sf. Waggishness, sarcastic gaiety.
TOCINERO, RA, s. Porkman, one who sells pork

or bacon.

TOCINO, sm. 1. Bacon, salt pork. 2. Hog's lard.

Timpano de tocino, Flitch of bacon. Torino

rancio, Rank pork.
>

Toc6?f, sm. Stump of a tree ; stump of an arm
or leg.

TODA VIA, ad. 1. Notwithstanding, nevertheless.

2. Yet, still. 3. V. Siempre.
TODO, DA, a. All, entire. Todo un Dios, The
whole power of God, used to indicate great
difficulty. Todos la matamos, We are guilty
of the same fault. Con todo eso, Notwith-

standing, nevertheless. Todo d la landa,
(Naut.) Hard over. Todo el mundo abaxo,
(Naut.) Down all hands. Me es todo uno,
It is all one to me. A1

todo, At most. Del
todo, Entirely, quite. En todo y por todo,

Wholly, absolutely. En un todo, Together,
in all its parts. Ser el todo, To be the prin-

cipal or chief. sm. 1. Whole, composition of

integral parts. 2. (Geom.) A greater quan-
tify compared with a less.

TOESA, sf. Toise, fathom
;
a French measure.

TOKO, sm. Tumour in the belly of cattle.

TOGA, sf. Gown; toga, dignity of counsellor.

TOGA DO,D A,a.Applied to those who wear gowns.
roGiNo,sm. (Naut.) Notch or knob to secure

any thing from moving in a ship ; pieces of
wood on the sides of a vessel used as steps.

POHALLA, sf. Towel. V. Toalla.

["oLANO,STtt. Tumor or swelling in horses' gums.
Tolanos, (Fam.) Short hair on the neck.

'OLD A, sf. (Natit.) Awning.
^OLDADtrRA

, sf. Hanging ofstuffto shelter from
the heat, or moderate the light.

'OLDAR, va. V. Entoldar.

OLDERO, sm. (And.) Retailer of salt.

OLofLLA, sf. Round-house.

OLDILLO, 57ft. Covered sedan-chair.

OLDO, sm. 1. Awning. 2. (And.) Shop where
salt is retailed. 3. Ostentation, pomp. Toldo
del alcazar, (Naut.) Quarter-deck awning.
Toldo del combos, Main-deck awning. Can-
deleros de los toldos, (Naiit.) Stanchions of
the awnings.

,
a. Tolerable, supportable.
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TOLKRABLEMNTK, ad. Tolerably.
ToLBfUlvciA Y TOLERACION, sf. Patience, tole-

ration, permission ; tolerance, indulgence.
TOLERA"NTE, a. Tolerant ; applied to a govern-
ment which tolerates the freedom of worship.

TOLERANTISMO, swt. Free exercise of all wor-

ship and religious opinions.

TOLERA\R, vn. To tolerate, to suffer, to permit :

to indulge.
TOLETES, sm. pi. (Na6t.) Tholes, pins driven

into the upper edge of a boat, to which the

oars are fastened by means of a strop.

TOLLADX.R, sm. V. Atolladero.

Tor.LE TOLLE, (Lat.) Confused noise of the

populace.
TOLLKCER, va. (Ant.) V. Tullir.

TOI.LER, va. (Ant.) V. Quitar.

TOLLO, sm. I. (let.) Spotted dog-fish. Squalus
catulus L. 2. Cave or hollow for concealing

sportsmen in wait of game. 3. Bag. V. Atol-

ladero.

TOI.ONDRO 6 ToLONDRdw, sm. 1. Lump or con-

tusion arising from a blow or stroke. A' topa
tolondro, Inconsiderately, rashly. 2. A giddy,
hare-brained fellow.

TOLONDRON, NA,a.Giddy, hare-brained; foolish

A 1

tolondrones, Precipitately, giddily, incon-

siderately, interruptedly ; with contusions or

bruises.

TOLONES, sm. pi. V. Tolano.

TOLVA, sf. Hopper, the box or trough, into

which corn is put to be ground.
TOLVANERA, sf. Cloud of dust raised by whirl-

winds.

TOM A, sf. 1. The act of taking or receiving. 2

Capture, conquest. 3. Portion of any thing
taken at once. Toma de razon, Entry of re-

ceipts, bills of sale, &c. in books of accounts ;

counting-house journal, account or memo-
randum book. Una torna de tabaco, A pinch
of snuff. Una toma de quina, A dose of bark.

4. Opening into a canal or drain.

ToM.iDA, sf. Conquest, capture.
TOMADERO, sm. 1. Handle, haft. 2. Opening

into a drain.

TOM!DO, sm. Ornamental plait or fold in cloths.

TOMADOR, RA, s. 1. Taker, one who takes or re-

ceives. 2. Dog that finds or fetches the game.
Tomadores, (Naut.) Rope-bands.

TOMADURA, sf. Catch, seizure, gripe.

TOMAJON, NA, a. Taking or accepting easily or

frequently.
TOMAR, va. 1. To take, to receive, to catch, to

seize, to grasp, to recover. 2. To occupy,
to exercise, to take possession of; to apply
one's self to any business. 3. To understand,
to apprehend ; to interpret, to perceive. 4. To
buy, to purchase. 5. To copy, to imitate. 6.

To cover
; applied to a stonehorse. 7. To

eat or drink any thing. 8. To intercept, to

take by stealth, to rob. 9. To invade, to sur-

prise. Tomarle a uno el sueno, (Fam.) To
be attacked by sleep. 10. To choose, to se-

lect. 11. To wish, to desire. 12. To take into

company. 13. To undertake. Tomar A cues-

tas, To take upon one's self. 14. (Naut.) To
arrive in port or at an anchoring place. 15.

To experience effects. Tomarfrio, To catch
cold. Tomar cuentas, To audit accounts.

Tomar el fresco, To take the air. Tomar
viento, (Na&t.) To trim the sails to the wind.
1(5. Joined with some nouns it signifies the
same as the verb from which they spring.
Tomar resolucion, To resolve. Tomar la

plurna, aguja, &c. To write, to sow, &c.
Tomar muger, To marry. Tomar la puertu,
To get away ;

to be off. Tomar puerto,

(Naut.) To get into a port. vr. 1. To get
rusty or musty. 2. To suffer cold, heat, or

grief. 3. To be attacked or affected anew.
Tomarse con alguno, To pick a quarrel witli

one. Tomarse con Dios, To contend with

God, to persevere obstinately in evil. To-

marse del vino, To get into liquor. Tomarse
de colera, To fly into a passion.

j

TOMATE, sm. (Bot.) TOMATO, or TOMATE, a very
nutritious fruit, although, like the potato, bo-

longing to a poisonous genus of plants ; it is

sometimes absurdly and indecently called af-

ter the French, love-apple. Solanum lyco-

persicum L.

TOMATERA,S/. Plant bearing tomates; it is very
like the potato, and belongs to the same genus.

TOMENTO 6 TOMIENTO, sm. Coarse tow.

TOMILL^R, sm. Bed of thyme.
ToMfLLO, sm. (Bot.) Thyme. Thymus vnlgaris

L. Tomillo perruno. V. Abrdtano. Tomil-

lo salsero, (Bot.) Sweet marjoram, down-
leafed white flowered thyme. Thymus zy-

gis L.

TOMIN, sm. 1. Third part of a drachm, Spanish
weight. 2. (Amer.) Real.

TOMINEJO, sm. Least humming-bird. Trochilus

minimus L.

TOMIZA, sf. Bass rope.
TOMO, sm. 1. Bulk or body of any thing. 2.

Importance, value, consequence. Es cosa de
mucho tomo, It is a matter of great conse-

quence. 3. Tome, volume. De tomo y lomo,
Of weight and bulk ; of consideration or im-

portance.
TOMON, NA, a. Accepting. V. Tomajon.
TON, sm. Motive, occasion. V. Tono. Sin ton ni

son, Without motive or cause, without rhyme
or reason ; unreasonably, inordinately.

TONA, sf. (Gal.) Surface of any liquid.
TONAD A, sf. Tune, a musical composition.

TONADICA, 6 TONADILLA, sf. A short tune or

song. [to Jupiter.

TONJ(.NTE, pa. (Poet.) Thundering ; applied

TONA^R, vn. (Poet.) To thunder, to emit a thun-

dering noise.

TONDINO, sm. (Arq.) Moulding on the astragal
of a column.

oNDfR, va. (Ant.) V. Tundir.

TONEL, sm. 1. Cask, barrel. 2. (Naut.) An an-

cient measure of ships ; ten toneles make
twelve toneladas.

TONELA\DA, sf. 1. Tun, a measure or weight of

twenty hundred weight ; collection of casks

in a ship. Baxel de quinientas toneladas,

(Naut.) A ship of five hundred tuns burthen.

Tonnage-duty.
oNELERiA,*/". 1. Trade or business ofa cooper;
shop or workshop of a cooper. 2. Quantity
of water-casks for a ship.

PONELERO, sm. Cooper.
. 1. Ancient armour passing from
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the waist to the knees. 2. Little butt or

barrel.

TONGA Y TONG^DA, sf. Cloak. V. Capa.
TONICO, CA, a. Tonic, strengthening.
TosfLLo, sm. Disagreeable monotonous tone

in reading or speaking.
To NO. sm. 1. Tone, modulation or inflexion of

the voice ; mode or manner ofdoing a thing.
2. Tune, a musical composition. 3. (Med.)
Tone or vigour of body.

ToNstfRA, sf. 1. Tonsure, the first clerical de-

gree of the Roman Catholic church. 2. The|
act of cutting hair or wool.

TONSURAR, va. 1. To give the first clerical de-

gree. 2. To cut the hair, to cut off the wool.

TONTADA, sf. Nonsense, a foolish speech or

action.

TONTAMENTE, ad. Foolishly, stupidly.

ToNxAzo, ZA, a. aum. Doltish, very stupid.

TONTEA^R, TII. To talk nonsense, to act in a

foolish manner.

TONTERIA, TONTED^D Y ToNTERA, sf. Foolish-

ness, ignorance ; nonsense.

TONTICO, LLO, sm. 1. A little dolt. 2. Hoop, a

part of a lady's dress.

TONTO, TA, a. Stupid, foolish, ignorant. Hacer
el tonto, To play the fool. Tonto de capirote,
Great fool, idiot. Tonto en visperas, (Fam.)
Applied to one in a procession without taking
part in it or knowing what to do.

TONINA, sf. (And.) Fresh tunny-fish.

TopAcio, sm. Topaz, a precious stone.

TOPA~DA, sf. V. Topetada.
TOPADIZO, ZA, a. V. Encontradizo.

TOPADOR, 5??i. 1. Encounterer, one who butts or

strikes against another. 2. He who too readi-

ly accepts a bet at cards.

TOPAR, va. 1. To run or strike against. 2. To
meet with by chance. 3. To depend upon, to

consist in. La dificultad topa en esto, The
difficulty consists in this. 4. To accept a bet

at cards. vn. To butt or strike with the head.

Tope donde tope, (Yam.) Strike where it will.

TopARqufA, sf. Seignory, jurisdiction, or lord-

ship.

TOPE, sm. 1. Top, the highest point
or part. 2.

Butt, the striking of one thing against ano-

ther. 3. Rub, the point in which any difficulty
consists. 4. Obstacle, impediment. 5. Scuffle,

quarrel. 6. The highest point ofa mast. Tope
de un tablon, (Naut.) Butt-end of a plank.

Tope de la arboladura, Mast-head. A' tope 6

al tope, Juncture, union or incorporation of

the extremities of things. Al tope, Con-

jointly, contiguously. Hasta el tope, Up to

the top.

TOPERA, sf. Mole-hole.

TOPETADA, sf. Butt, a stroke given with the

head by a horned animal.

TOPETA^R, va. To butt, to strike with the head)
to offend, to encounter.

TOPETON, sm. Collision, encounter, blow.

TOPET#DO, DA,.Applied to animals accustomed
to butt or strike with their head, [lar place.

TOPICO, CA, a. Topical, belonging to a particu-
TOPINA"RIA, sf. V. Talparia.
TOPINERA, sf. V. Topera.
TOPING, sm. (Med.) Bubo, tumour.
To>o. 5m. 1. Mole, a little beast that works un-
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der ground. Talpa L. 2. Stumbler, one who
stumbles or strikes against any thing. 3. A
league and a half among the Indians.

TOPOGRAFIA, 5/. Topography, a description of

particular places.

TOPOGRAFICAMENXE, ad. Topographically.
TOPOGRA\FICO, CA, a. Topographical.
TOPOGRAFO, sm. Topographer.
TOQUE, sm. 1. Touch, the act of touching. 2.

Ringing of bells. Toque a muerto, Passing-
bell. 3. Essay, trial, test. 4. Experience,
proof. 5. Touchstone. 6. Moment, point ;

crisis. 7. Aid, assistance or inspiration by
God. 8. Blow given to any thing. Toque d>.

luz, Light in a picture. Dar un toque, To
give one a trial in any business.

TOQUEADO, sm. Sound of a 'stroke with the
hands or feet.

TOQUERIA, sf. I. Collection of women's head-
dresses. 2. Business of making women's
veils.

TOQUERO, sm. Veil-maker, one who weaves or

makes veils for nuns ; head-dress-maker.

TGQUILLA,, sf. 1. Small head-dress of gauze,
small veil. 2. Ribbon or lace round the crown
of a hat.

TORA, sf. 1. Tribute paid by Jewish families. 2.

Book of the Jewish law. 3. Figure of a bull

in artificial fire-works.

TORACICO, CA, a. Thoracic, belonging to the

breast.

TORADA, sf. Drove of balls.

TORAL, a. Main, principal.

TOKAL, sm. (And.) Yellow wax in cakes un-
bleached. Torales, Boxes filled with pitch

TORAX, sm. Chest, breast, thorax.

TOR.AZO, sm. Large bull.

TORBELLINO, sm. Whirlwind ;
a boisterous,

restless person ; multitude.

TORCAZ, a. Applied to wild pigeons which are

grey with white necks.

TORCE, sf. Link of a chain or collar.

TORCECUELLO, sm. (Orn.) Wry-neck. Yunx
torquilla L.

TORCEDERO, 5m. Twisting-mill, an engine for

twisting. RA, a. V. Torcido.

TORCEDOR, RA, 5. 1. Twister, a spindle for

twisting thread. 2. Any thing which causes

displeasure or grief.

TORCEDURA, s/. I. Twisting, the act of twist-

ing. Quitar la torcedura de un cable, (Naut.)
To untwist a cable. 2. A light, paltry wine,
made of water poured into the press after the

grapes have been pressed.

TORCER, va. 1. To twist, to form by complica-
tion or convolution ; to double, to curve. 2.

To deviate from the right road, to leave the

paths of virtue ; to turn, to deflect. 3. To put
a wrong construction on any thing ; to per-

vert, as judges do justice. 4. To dissuade, to

induce to change an opinion. 5. To impugn,
to refute. Torcer las narices, To turn up the

nose in disgust.' 6. To twist threads or ropes.
Torcer la Have, To turn the key, to lock.

vr. 1. To change a resolution, favourable for

others. 2. To be dislocated ;
to be sprained.

3. To be pricked, to turn sour
; applied to

wine. 4. To deceive at gaming. Torcer la

cabcza, (Met.) V. Enfermar.
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ToRcfoA, sf. 1. Wick, twisted cotton put into

lamps and candles. 2. Daily allowance of

meat given to labourers in oil-mills.

TORCIDAMENTE, ad. Obliquely, tortuously.
ToRciuftLo, sm. A kind of twisted silk.

ToRcfoo, sm. 1. A kind of sweet-meat, which
is twisted, 2. Light, bad wine.

TORCIJON, sm. Gripes, pains in the bowels.

TORCIMIENTO, sm. Turning ; deviation; cir

cumlocution.

TOHCULADO, sm. Female screw.

TORCULO, sm. A small press; a rolling press
for prints.

TORDELLA, sf. Large kind of thrush.

ToRnfcA, sf. Neats' leather for coarse shoes.

ToRnfLLo, LLA, a. Of a thrush-colour, greyish,
between black and white.

TORDO, sm. I. (Orn.) Thrush, throstle. Turdus
musicus L. Tordo de agua, (Orn.) Reed
thrush. Turdus arundinaceus L. Tordo loco,

(Orn.) Solitary thrush. Turdus solitarius L.

2. (let.) Sea-thrush, wrass. Labrus turdus L.

TORDO, DA, a. Speckled black and white.

TOREADOR, sm. Bull-fighter on horseback.

TOREAR, rn. 1. To fight bulls on horseback. 2.

To let a bull to cows. va. (Fam.) To bur-

lesque, to mock
;
to make bulls.

TOREO, 5m. Art or practice of fighting bulls.

TORERO, sm. Bull-fighter on foot.

TORES, sm. (Arq.) Torus, large ring or round

moulding at the base of a column.

TORETE, sm. 1. A small bull. 2. (Fam.) A diffi-

cult point, an intricate business.

TORGA, sf. Yoke put on the necks of hogs.
TORIL, sm. Place where bulls are shut up until

they are brought out.

TORILLO, sm. 1. Little bull. 2. Dowel, round pin
which holds together the felloes of a coach or
cart wheel, or any timber-work. 3. Frequent
subject of conversation.

TORIONDEZ, sf. The cow's desire of the bull.

TORIONDO, DA, a. Applied to black cattle rutting.
TORLOROTO, sm. A shepherd's pipe or flute.

TORMENTA, sf. 1. Storm, tempest; hurricane.
Correr tormenta, (Naut.) To run before the
wind in a storm. 2. Adversity, misfortune.

ToRMENTADdR, RA, s. V. Atormcntador .

TORMENTOR, vn. To be agitated violently ; to
suffer a. storm.

TORMENTARIO, RiA, a. Gunnery ; applied to the

artillery.

TORMENTILA, sf. (Bot.) Tormentil, septfoil.
Tormentilla L.

TORMENTIN-, sm. (Naut.) A small mast on the

bowsprit.
TORMENTO, sm. 1. Torment, pain, anguish ; af-

fliction. 2. Rack, torture. 3. (Mil.) Battering
ordnance. Tormento de toca, Ancient mode
of torturing, by making the victim drink strips
of thin gauze and water

; tedious affliction.

TORMENTOSO, SA, a. Stormy, boisterous, turbu-
lent

; easily dismasted
; applied to a ship.

T6RMO, sm. Tor, a high pointed insulated rock.

TORNA, sf. 1. Restitution. Tornas, (And.)
Coarse straw ; recompense, restitution. 2.

Return. V. Tornada. 3. Drain of water for

irrigation.
TORNABODA, sf. Day after a wedding.
TORNADA, sf. Return from a journey.

ToRNADfzo, ZA, a. j s. Turncoat, deserter.

TORNADO, sm. TORNADO. Tornado de viento,

Whirlwind.

TORNADURA, sf. 1. Return; recompense. 2.

Land measure of ten feet.

TORNAGUIA, sf. Return of a permit received
from the custom-house.

TORNAJO, sm. Trough. V. Dornajo.
ToRNAPtJNTA, sf. (Arq.) Stay, prop. V. Puntal.

TORNA^R, vn. To return, to restore. va. I. To
return, to make restitution. 2. To turn ; to re-

peat. 3. To defend, to protect. Tornar cu-

beza d alguna cosa, To attend to any thing, to

consider, to be attentive. A tornapcon 6 a. tor-

nayunta, (Fam.) Mutually and reciprocally.

TORNASOL, sm. 1. (Bot.) Turnsol. Heliotropium
europaeum L. 2. Changeable colour of stuff,

arising from the different manner in which
the light is reflected.

TORNASOLAR, va. To cause changes in colour.

TORNATIL, a. Turned, made by a turner or

with a wheel.

TORNAVIAGE, sm. Return-voyage.
TORNAVIRON, sm. V. Torniscon.

TORNEADOR, sm. 1 . Turner, one who turns or

works on a lathe. 2. Tilter, one who performs
at tournaments.

TORNEANTE, pa. Tilting, turning, revolving.

TORNEAR, va. 1. To form or shape by turning
on a lathe. 2. To put into a circular motion.
3. To tilt, to fight at tournaments. vn. To
meditate, to revolve in the mind.

ToRNEO,sm. 1. Tournament, a combat on horse-

back
; public festival of knights. 2. Dance

performed in imitation of tournaments.

TORNERA, sf. Door-keeper of a nunnery.
TORNERIA, sf. Turning, the act of forming or

shaping by turning on a lathe.

TORNERO, sm. 1. Turner, one whose profession
is to work or turn on a lathe. 2. Messenger
or servant of a nunnery.

TORNES, SA, a. Applied' to money made at

Tours. Libra torncsa, Livre Tournois.

TORNILLERO, sm. Deserter.

TORNILLO, sm. 1. Screw, or male screw. 2. De-

sertion, the flight of a soldier, who flies from
his colours.' 3. Hog's trough.

TORNIQUETE, sm. Tourniquet, a chirurgical in-

strument.

QRNisodN, sm. Blo\v in the face with the back
of the hand.

TORNO, sm. 1. Wheel, any circular body turning
round on its axis

; axle-tree. 2. Circumvolu-

tion, gyration. 3. Bidding at a sale or letting
of lands. 4. Kind of horizontal wheel or box

revolving on an axis, containing various com-

partments, and used in nunneries to present
refreshments at a blind window. En torno,
Round about. Torno de hilar, Spinning-
wheel. Torno con sus aspas, Windlass.

TORNO 6 TORNEO, sm. Art of turning, turnery.
TORO, sm. 1. Bull, the male of the cow. Bos

taurus L. Toro Mcxicano, Bison. V. Bisonte.

Correr toros, To fight bulls. 2. (Arq.) Ogee
moulding.

TORONDO y TORONDON, sm. V. Tolondro.
ToRONcf L Y ToRONefNA, s. (Bot.) Balm-gentle.

Melissa officinalis L.

TORONJA, sf. (Bot.) Citron; kind of quince.
671
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,
am. (^Bot.) Citron-tree.

TOROSD, SA, a. Strong, robust.

TOROZON, sm. Gripes, severe pains in the

bowels.

TORPE, a. 1. Slow, dull, heavy ; stupid, rude. 2.

Lascivious, unchaste, obscene. 5. Indeco-

rous, disgraceful, infamous.

TORPEDAD, sf. Dulness, rudeness. V. Torpeza.

TORPEDO, sm. (let.) Electric ray, cramp-fish.
Raia torpedo L.

TORPEMENTE, ad. Obscenely, basely ; slowly.

TORPEZA, sf. I. Heaviness, dulness, rudeness,
slowness. 2. Impurity, unchastity, lewdness.

3. Uncleanliness, want of ornament or cul-

ture
; rudeness, ugliness. 4. Base infamy,

turpitude.

TORPOR, sm. Torpor, numbness, want ofmotion.

TOROJJATA, sf. V. Toxa.

TORRAR, V. Tostar.

TORRE, sf. 1. Tower, a high polygonal building
which serves as a defence ; turret, embattled
tower. 2. Steeple of a church, in which bells

are hung. 3. Country-house with a garden.
4. Rook, a piece at chess. Torre de costa,
Watch-tower. Torre de viento, Castle in the

air. Torre de luces, (Naut.) Light-house.
Torre albarrana, Turret, watch-tower.

ToRREAR,wn. To fortify with towers or turrets.

TORREFACCION, sf. Torrification, roasting.
TORREJON, sm. Ill-shaped turret.

ToRRENTADA,s/. Sweep of atorrent, impetuous
current carrying every thing before it.

TORRENTE, sm. 1. Torrent, a violent and rapid
stream

;
an impetuous current. 2. Abundance,

plenty. 3*. Strong coarse voice.

TORREON, sm. Rondel, a round tower.

TORRERO, sm. Bailiff or steward of a country-
house and garden.

TORREZNADA, sf. Plentiful dish of rashers.

TORREZNERO, sm. A lazy fellow, who sits con-

tinually over the fire.

TORREZNO, sm. 1. Rasher, a slice of bacon. 2.

A voluminous book or pamphlet.
TORRIDO, DA, a. Torrid, parched, hot.

TORRIJA, sf. Slice of bread, fried in white wine,

eggs, and butter or oil.

TORRONTERO 6 TORRONTERA, s. Heap of earth
on a declivity.

TORRONTES, sf. A kind of white grapes.
TORTA, sf. 1. A round cake made up of various

ingredients. Tortasypan pintado, These are

trifles to the fatigues yet to come ; said

to persons who complain of trifles. 2. Cake
of wax set out to be bleached.

TORTADA, sf. A kind of large pie.

TORTELA, sf. (Bot.) Hedge-mustard.
TORTERA, sf. 1. Pan for baking tarts or pies. 2.

Knob at the end of a twisting spindle.

TORTERO, sm. Knob of a spindle for twisting.
TORTILLA 6 TA, sf. 1. A little cake. Hacerse

tortilla, To break into small pieces, to cake.

Volvcrse la tortilla, (Met.) To turn the scale,

to take a course contrary to that expected.
2. Omelet, pancake, eggs beaten up and baked
in a frying-pan.

TORTJS, Twisted ornament ;
used only in the

adverb, De tortis, Flowered letter, with which

chapters are commenced in printing, [tur L.

%TOLA, sf. (Orn.) Turtle-dove. Columba tur-

,
a. Innocent, candid, inexperienced.

TORTOLO, sm. (Orn.) Cock or male turtle-dove.

ToRTORES,sm. pi. (Naut.) Fraps. Dar tortores
a un navio, (Naut.) To frap a ship.

TORTOZON, sm. Kind of large grapes.
ToRTtfGA, sf. Tortoise. Testudo L.

TORTUOSAMENTE, ad. Tortuously.
TORTUOSIDAD, sf. Tortuosity, flexure.

TORTUOSO, SA, a. Tortuous, winding, turning.
TORTIJRA, sf. 1. Tortuosity, flexure. 2. Rack,

torture. V. Question.

TORVISCO, sm. (Bot.) Flax-leaved daphne.
Daphne gnidium L.

TORVO, VA, a. Torvous, stern, severe.

TORZAL, sm. Cord, twist ; union, intertexture.

TORZON, sm. V. Torozon.

TORZONADO, DA, a. Contracted or twisted
; ap-

plied to animals diseased in the bowels.

TORZUELO, a. Halcon torzuelo, The third hawk
which leaves the nest.

Tos, sf. Cough, a convulsion of the lungs.
TOSCAMENTE, ad. Coarsely, rudely.

TOSCANO, NA, a. 1. Tuscan ; applied to an ar-

chitectural order. 2. Native of Tuscany.
Tosco, CA, a. 1. Coarse, rough, unpolished. 2.

Ill-bred, uninstructed.

TOSECILLA, sf. dim. Slight cough.
TOSEGOSO, SA, a. Coughing much.

TOSER, vn. To cough ;
to feign a cough.

TOSIDURA, sf. The act of coughing.
TOSIGAR, va. V. Atosigar.
TOSIGO, sm, 1. Poison, especially that which is

extracted from the yew-tree. 2. Grief, pain,

anguish, vexation.

TOSIGOSO, SA. a. I. Poisonous, venomous. 2.

Coughing, having a cough. [ness.

TOSQUEDAD, sf. Roughness, coarseness ; rude-

TOSTADA, sf. Slice of toasted bread.

TOSTADO, DA, a. Of a lively light-brown colour.

TOSTADOR, RA, s. 1. Toaster, one who toasts. 2.

Toaster, the instrument on which any thing
is toasted.

TOSTAR, va. To toast, to dry any thing
at the

fire until it is brown. Tostar caft, To roast

coffee.

TOSTON, sm. 1. Sop, made of toasted bread and
oil ; roasted Spanish pea. 2. Any thing too

much toasted. 3. Testoon, Portuguese silver

coin containing 100 reis, and equal to G3-4d.

sterl. 4. Kind of missile weapon. 5. In

South America, a real de d quatro, or 4 sil-

ver reals
;

i. e. half a dollar or half an ounce.

Tostoncs, Sucking pigs.

TOTAL, sm. Whole, totality. a. General, uni-

versal, total.

TOTALIDAD, sf. Totality, whole quantity.

TOTALMENTE, ad. Totally.

TOTILIMUNDI, sm. Rareeshow, a show carried

about in a box.

TOTOVIA, sf. (Orn.) Wood-lark. Alauda arbo-

rea L.

TOUCAN, sm. (Orn.) Toucan. Rhamphastos L.

Toxico, sm. V. Tosiso.

TOXINES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Belaying cleats, pieces
of wood, having one or two projecting ends,

whereby ropes are fastened. Toxines de los

penoles de las vergas, (Naut.) Cleats of the

yard-arms.
Toxo, sm. (Bot.) Species of broom.
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TovsdN, 5m. V. Tuson.

TOZA, */ 1. (Ar.) V. Tocon. 2. Piece of the

bark of a tree.

TozAr., sm. (Ar.) Height, eminence.

TOZAR, vn. 1. To butt, to strike with the head
2. To contend foolishly.

Tozo, ZA, a. (Pint.) Low in stature.

TOZOLAUA 6 TozotdN, s. Stroke or blow on
the neck.

Toztfuo, DA, a. V. Obstinado.

TOZUELO, sm. Fat part of the neck.

TR.4B A, sf.l.Ligament, ligature, the instrumen
with which one thing is united to another
cord with which the feet of cattle are tied. 2
Obstacle, impediment, hinderance. 3. Tram
mel, fetter, shackle. 4. Steps taken to ob
struct justice. 5. (And.) Cross bar in the

frame which encloses the stones in a horse-

mill. 6. Each one of the arms of a fowling
net. 7. Piece of cloth uniting the two parts
of a scapulary worn by some religious.

TRABACUESTA, sf. 1. Error, mistake. 2. Dif-

ference, dispute, controversy.
TRABADERO, sm. The small part of animals' feet

TRAB.ADO, DA, a. 1. Robust, strong. 2. Having
two white fore-feet, or two white feet on one
side

; applied to a horse.

TRABAD^RA, sf. Union, junction.
TRABAJADAMENTE, ad. V. Trabajosamente.
TRABAJADO, DA, a. 1. Wrought; applied to

metals. 2. Tired, weary ; exhausted with fa-

tigue, [person
TRABAJADOR, RA, s. Labourer, an assiduous

TRA BAJAR,tm.l.To work, to be engaged in some
work or business ; to be diligent. 2. To en-

deavour, to make an effort, to contend for ; to

labour, to toil ; to solicit, to procure. 3. To
support, to sustain

; applied to building or

machinery. 4. To nourish and produce ; ap-

plied to the earth. va. 1. To work, to form,
to execute. 2. To work the ground, to cul

tivate the soil. 3. To molest, to vex, to harass

TRABAJO, sm. 1. Work, labour, toil. 2. Ob-
stacle, impediment, hinderance, difficulty. 3

Trouble, hardship, want, indigence. Trabajos,
Poverty, misery. 4. Work, a writing on any
subject ; thing wrought. Dia de trabajo,

Working-day. Sacar a, uno de trabajos, To
extricate one from troubles and difficulties.

TRABAJOSAMENTE, ad. Laboriously, difficultly.

TRARAJOSO, SA, a. 1. Laborious, elaborate. 2.

Imperfect, defective.

TRA BAT., a. Applied to clasp nails.

TRABAMIENTO, sm. Act of joining or uniting.
TRABANCO, sm. Piece of wood attached to a

dog's collar to prevent him from putting
down his head.

TRAB.<.R, va. 1. To join, to unite ; to connect.
2. To dispute, to quarrel, to scuffle. Tra-
barse de palabras, To have words,to argue, to

dispute or disagree. 3. To seize, to take hold
of. 4. To censure, to blame. 5. To fetter,
to shackle. 6. To thicken, to inspissate. 7.

To set the teeth of a saw. Trabar pldtica,
To chatter together. Trabar batalla, To
combat, to fight. Tralarse la lengua, To
lose the use of speech.

TRABAZON, sf. Juncture, union
; connexion.

TRABE, sf. Beam.

TRABEA, $f. A long gown.
TRABILLA, sf. 1. A small clasp or tie. 2. Stitch,

falling from the needle in knitting stockings.
TRA BON, am. 1. Fetter of a horse's toot, to keep
him quiet in the stable. 2. Cross-planks in

oil mills.

RABtJcA, sf. Cracker, a kind of artificial fire-

work, which bursts with a loud noise.

TRABUCACION, sf. Confusion, mistake.

TRABUCADOR, RA, s. Disturber. [takes.

TRABUcANTE,pa.Preponderating ; causing mis-

TRABUCA.R, va. 1. To derange, to throw into

confusion, to confound, to perturbate. 2. To
interrupt a conversation, to cut the thread

ofa discourse. vn. To stumble, to tumble.

vr. To equivocate, to mistake.

TRABUCAZO, sm. 1. Shot with a blunderbuss. 2.

A sudden fright.

TRABUCO, sm. 1. Catapult, a battering engine
used by the ancients. 2. Blunderbuss, a short

wide-mouthed gun. 3. Piedmont measure of
9 geometric feet. Trabuco naranjero, Kind
of cannon. V. Naranjero.

TRABUQUETE, sm. Machine used by the an-

cients to throw large stones.

TRAC A, -s/". (Naut.) Streak or strake, the uniform

range ofthe planks or boards of a ship. Traca
de palmejares, (Naut.) Strake of the ceiling
or foot wailing.

TRACAMUNDANA, sf. A ridiculous change of
trifles or things of no value.

TRACCION, sf. Attraction.

TRACIA, sf. The Thracian stone, a fossil to

which medical virtues are ascribed.

TRACIAS, sm. North-north-west wind.

AcfsxA, sm. Projector, schemer; intriguer
TRACTO, sm. 1. Space of time. 2. Versicles sung

at mass between the epistle and gospel.
TRADICION, sf. 1. Tradition, an account deliver-

ed orally,from age to age. 2.(For.) V. Entrego.
TRADICION^L, a. Traditional, by tradition.

TRADUCCION, sf. 1. Version, translation, inter-

pretation. 2. A rhetorical figure, by which
the same word is used in different senses.

TRADUC!R, va. 1. To translate, to interpret in

another language. 2. To change, to truck.

TRADUCTOR, RA, s. Translator.

TRAEDIZO, ZA, a. That which may be drawn
;

tractable. [carrier.

TRAEDOR, RA, 5. One who brings or carries,

RA^R, va. 1. To fetch, to bring, to carry, to

conduct. 2. To draw, to attract. 3. To come,
to handle, to manage. Traer bien la espada,
To handle the sword dexterously. 4. To bind,
to oblige, to compel. 5. To prevail upon, to

persuade. 6. To be engaged in, to carry on.

7. To use, to wear. Traer medias de seda,
To wear silk stockings. 8. To cause, to oc-

casion, to contract
; to exercise, to agitate, to

vex. 9. It is sometimes used in preference to

llegar, as Sacamosfrio y traemos calor, We
went out in cold and returned in warm wea-
ther. V. Sacar. Traer perdido a alguno,
To be deeply in love ; to be the ruin or de

struction of a person. rr.To dress one's self,

to appear. Traerse bien, To be of a good ap-

pearance. Traer d conseqttencia, To place

any thing in a situation which enhances or

diminishes its value.
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TBAFAGADOR, sm. Trafficker, dealer.

TRAFAGANTE,P<Z. Trafficker; trading.
TRAFAGAR, vn. 1. To traffic, to carry on trade

or commerce. V. Traficar. 2. To travel, to

make journeys.
TRAFAGO, sm. 1. Traffic, commerce, trade. 2.

A careful management of affairs and con-
cerns.

TRAFAGON, NA, a. Active, industrious, deeply
engaged in trade and commerce.

TRAFALMEJO, JA, a. Bold, intrepid, audacious.

TRAFICACION, sf. Traffic, trade, commerce.

TRAFic^NTE,^a. y s. Merchant, dealer, trader.

TRAFICAR, vn. 1. To traffic, to carry on trade
and commerce. 2. To travel, to journey.

TRAFICO, sm. Commerce, traffic, trade.

TRA FULL A, sf. Cheating, defrauding, swindling.
TRAG ACA\NTA, sf. I. (Bot.) Goat's thorn. Astra-

galus tragacantha L. 2. Tragacanth, a gum
oozing out ofthe bark ofthe above-mentioned
shrub.

TRAGACETE, sm. Javelin, a missile weapon
used by the Moors.

TRAGADERO, sm. 1. (Esophagus, gullet. 2. Pit,

gulph, abyss. Tragadero de un puerto,
(Naut.) Mouth of a harbour. Estar en el

tragadero del mar, (Naut.) To be in the

trough of the sea, or in the midst of two
waves.

TRAGADOR, RA, s. Glutton, voracious person.
TRAGAFEES, sm. Traitor, one who betrays

his trust.

TRAGAHOMBRES, sm. (Fam.) Bully, hector.

TRAGALDABAS, sm. Glutton, gormandizer, a
voracious eater.

TRAGALEGUAS, sm. A great walker, one who
walks much and fast.

TRAGAL^Z, sf. Sky-light.
TRAGAMALLAS, sm. I. Impostor, cheat, swin-

dler. 2. Glutton, gormandizer.
TRAGANTADA, sf. A large draught of liquor.

TRAGANTE, pa. Swallowing, guzzling. sm. 1.

Sluice, mill-dam. 2. Tragante del baupres,
(Naut.) Pillow of the bowsprit. Tragante
de pedrero, (Naut.) Stock or crotch of a
swivel gun.

TRAG ANTON, NA, s.l. Glutton, a voracious eater.

2. The act of swallowing or forcing down the
throat. 3. (Met.) Difficulty of believing any
extraordinary thing. a. Gluttonous, vora-
cious.

TRAGAR, va. 1. To swallow, to take down the
throat. 2. To eat much and quick, to eat

voraciously. 3. To swallow up, to engulph.
4. To receive or believe without examination.

vr. To dissemble, to play the hypocrite ; to

pocket an affront. Trugar el anzuelo, (Met.)
To allow one's self to be deceived. No poder
tragar d alguno, To abhor or dislike one.

TRAGAZO, sm. aum. A large draught.
TRAGAzdN, sf. Voracity, gluttony.
TRACE, sm. 1. Garb, the usual mode of dress in

a province or country. 2. Mask, a dress used
for disguise. 3. Simulation, hypocrisy, co-

lour, pretence. 4. A complete dress of a

woman. Trage de d caballo, Riding-dress.
Trage de mar, (Naut.) Slops.

TRAGEAR, va. To dress or clothe in a manner
suitable to one's rank or condition.
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TRAGEDIAN/. 1. Tragedy, a dramatic represen-
tation of a serious action. 2. Any mournful
or dreadful event. Parar en tragedia, To
have a fatal issue or end.

TRAGELAFO,sm.Kind ofanimal between a goat
and deer.

,
CA ; Y TRAGEDIOSO, SA, a. Tragic,

disastrous.

TRAGICAMENTE, ad. Tragically.
TRAGICOMEDIA, sf. Tragi-cornedy, a drama
composed of merry and serious events.

TRAGILLA, sf. A kind of harrow without teeth
for levelling the ground.

TRAG|N, sm. Carriage. V. Tragino y Trafago.
TRAGINANTE, sm. Carrier.

TRAGINAR, va. 1. To carry or transport goods
- from one place to another. 2. To travel.

TRAGINERIA, sf. Carrying trade.

TRAGINERO, sm. Carrier.

TRACING, sm. Carriage, the act of carrying or

transporting goods or merchandise from one

place to another.

TRAGIO, sm. (Bot.) Bastard dittany.
TRAGO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Satyrion. 2. Draught of

liquor. 3. Calamity, adversity, misfortune.
A' tragos, By degrees, slowly, gently.

TRAGON,NA,a.Gluttonous, voracious, ravenous.

TRAGON, STO. Glutton. Ursus gulo L.

TRAGON!A Y TRAGONERIA, sf. Gluttony.
TRAGOPANA 6 TRAGOPANADE,S/. Fabulous bird.

TRAGORfcANO, sm. (Bot.) Syrian herb, mastic.

TRAGufco, LLO, TO, sm. dim. of trago.
TRAICION, sf. Treason, the want of fidelity or

loyalty to the sovereign. Mia traicion, High
treason. A1

traicion, Treacherously.
TRAID A, sf. Carriage, the act of fetching or car-

rying any thing from one place to another.

TRAIDO, DA, a. 1. Brought, fetched, carried. 2.

Used, worn, second hand.

TRAIDOR, RA, s. Traitor ; treacherous beast.

TRAIDOR, RA, a. Treacherous.

TRAIDORAMENTE, ad. Treacherously.
TRALLA, sf. 1. Leash, a cord or leather thong,
by which a dog is led. 2. Pack-thread. 3. In-

strument for levelling the ground.
TRAILI.AR, va. To level the ground.
TRAINA, sf. Train of gunpowder.
TRAIN A, sf. Jack, a small bowl. V. Bolichc.

TRATE, sm. Act ofraising a bur or nap on cloth.

TRALLA, sf. Cord, bassweed rope.

TRAMA, sf. 1. Weft or woof, the thread or yarn
which crosses the warp. 2. Deceit, imposition,
fraud, plot. 3. Kind of weaving silk.

TRAM ADOR, RA, s. 1. Weaver. 2. Plotter
;
artful

contriver.

TRAMAR, va. 1. To weave, to throw the woof
across the warp. 2. To plot, to contrive art-

fully, to form crafty designs.
TRAMITE, sm. Path

; procedure, proceedings.
TRAMo,sm. 1. Piece, morsel. 2. Piece cfground

separated from another. 3. Flight or pair
of stairs from one landing place to another.

TRAMOJO, sm. 1. Part of grain, which the reaper
holds in his hand. 2. Band for tying the

sheaf. 3. Fright, fear. Pas6 6 mamd el tra-

mojo, He experienced a dreadful alarm
;
he

met a severe misfortune, or swallowed a bit-

ter draught.
TRAMON, sm. The shortest wool which remains
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in the comb during the act of combing.
TRAMONTA.NA, sf. l.The north wind. 2. Vanity,

pride, haughtiness. Perder la tramontana,
(Met.) To become mad with passion.

TRAMONTANO, NA, a. Transmontane, beyond the
mountains.

TRAMONTAR, vn. To pass to the other side of
the mountains. va. To assist, to relieve.

vr. To fly, to escape.
TRAMOY A, sf. 1. Scene, theatrical decoration. 2.

Craft, wile, artifice, artful trick.

TRAMovisTA, sm. 1. Artist who paints scenes
and decorations for the theatre. 2. Impostor,
swindler.

TRAMPA, sf. 1. Trap, snare
; moveable part of a

counter ; trap-door. Caer en la trampa, To
fall into the snare, to be deceived by artifice.

2. Fraud, deceit, stratagem. 3. Debt fraudu-

lently contracted. Trampa adelante, Deceit-
ful procrastination ; applied to persons who go
borrowing with one hand to pay with another.

TRAMPAL, sm. Quagmire ; a dirty or muddy
place.

TRAMPANTOJO, sm. Trick played before one's

eyes.

TRAMPAZO, sm. The last twist of the cord, em-

ployed to rack or torture an offender.

TRAMPEADOR, RA,S. Borrower, swindler, cheat.

TRAMPEAR, vn. To borrow or obtain money on
false pretences, to swindle one out of his mo-
ney. va. To impose upon, to deceive.

TRAMpftLA, sf. 1. A slight fraud, a petty impo-
sition. 2. Small hole in the floor of an upper
story through which a door or shop can be
watched.

TRAMPISTA, sm. Cheat, impostor, swindler,

sharper.

TRAMPOSO,S A, a. Deceitful, swindling ; cheater.

TRANCA, sf. 1. Bar, a piece ofwood, laid across
a door or window, to hinder entrance. 2.

(Naut.) Cross-bar.

TRANCADA, sf. V. Tranco. [eels.

TRANCADO, sm. A small harpoon for catching
TRANCAHILO, sm. Knot in thread or ropes.

TRANCANii,ES,sm.;?. (Naut.) Water-ways ; long
pieces of timber serving to connect the sides
of a ship with the decks, and forming a kind
of channel for carrying off the water from the
latter through the scupper-holes. Trancaniles
reservados 6 intcriores, Under water-ways.

TRANCHE, na. To barricade. V. Mrancar.
TRANcAzo, sm. Blow with a bar.

TRANCE, sm. 1. Peril, danger. 2. A critical mo-
ment ; the last stage of life. 3. Sale of a
debtor's property to satisfy his creditors. A1

todo trance, Resolutely.
TRANCELIN, sm. A gold or silver hatband, gar-

nished with jewels.
TRANCHETE, sm. A broad curvated knife, used

for pruning, &c.
; shoemaker's heel-knife.

TRANCHO, sm. (Gal.) V. Macha.
TRANCO, sm. 1. A long step or stride. 2. Thres-

hold of a door. En dos francos, Briefly, swift-

ly. A 1

francos, In haste, in a trice.

TRANGALLO, sm.Yoke fixed on shepherd's dogs'
necks, during

the brooding-time of game.
TRANquERA, sf. Palisade, palisado.

TRANQUKRO, sm. Jamb or lintel of a door or

window, made of stone.

TRAS<*T;ILAMENTE, ad. Quietly, in a peaceful
manner, tranquilly.

TRANQUILAR, va. 1. To quiet, to appease, to

tranquillize. 2. To balance accounts.

TRAN^UILIDAD, sf. Tranquillity, rest, peace,

repose.
TRAN^UILIZAR, va. To calm, to appease, to

quiet, to tranquillize.

TRANQUILLA, sf. 1. A small bar. 2. Trap, snare,
artful stratagem.

TRANQUILO, LA, a. Tranquil, calm, quiet, un-

disturbed.

TRANS, prep. (Lat.) Used in composition, and

signifying over, beyond.
TRANSACCION, sf. Composition of a difference,

accommodation, adjustment.
TRANSALPINO, NA, a. Transalpine, beyond the

Alps.
TRANSBISABUELO, LA, s. V. Tatarabuelo.

TRANSBORDAR, va. (Naut.) To shift the cargo
of a ship on board of another vessel.

TRANSCENDNCIA, sf. Transcendency ; perspi-

cacity, penetration.

TRANSCENDENTAL, a. Transcendental.

TRANSCENDENTS,^. That which transcends,
transcendent.

TRANSCENDER, vn. 1. To transcend, to transmi-

grate. 2. To be transcendent ; to extend it-

self. 3. To emit or exhale a sweet scent or

pleasing smell or odour. va. 1. To be tran-

scendental. 2. To conceive, to perceive or
understand quickly and clearly.

TRANSCRIBIR, va. To transcribe, to copy.
TRANSCTJRSO, sm. Course or process of time.

TRANSEAT,A Latin word, signifying Let it pass.

TRANSEUNTE, a. Transient, soon past, soon

passing ; transitory ; passenger.
TRANSFERIDOR, RA, s. One who transfers.

TRANSFERIR, va. \. To move, to remove, to

transport. 2. To transfer, to convey, to make
over ; to defer. 3. To employ a word figura-

tively or in a figurative sense.

TRANSFIGURABLE, a. Changeable, that can be
transformed. [figuration.

TRANSFIGURACION, sf. Transformation, trans-

TRANSFIGURA.R, va. To transfigure, to trans-

form. vr. To be transfigured ; to lose form
or figure ;

to be metamorphosed.
TRANSFIXION, sf. The act ofpiercing from side

to side.

TRANSFIXO, xA., a. Transfixed, pierced through
with any instrument.

TRANSFLORA.R, va. (Pint.) To copy any picture
or drawing at a side-light.

TRANSFLOREAJR, va. To enamel, to inlay, to

variegate with colours.

TRANSFOLLA.DO, DA, a. (Albeyt.) Applied to

tumours round a horse's legs.

TRANSFORMATION, sf. Transformation.

TRANSFORMADOR, RA, s. One who transforms.

TRANSFORMAMIENTO, sm. Transformation.

TRANSFORMA.R,?3a.l.Totransform,to transmute;
to metamorphose. 2. To gain such an ascen-

dency in another's affections, that it almost

changes his or her character. vr. To as-

sume different sentiments or manners.
TRANSFORM ATIVO, VA, a. That possesses power

to transform.

TRANSFREGA.R, va. To rub.
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TRANSFRETANO, NA, a. Transmarine.
TRANSFRETAR, va. To cross an arm of the sea
TR^NSFUGA d TRANSFUGO, sm. Deserter, fugi

live. [cate
TRANSFUND|R, va. To transfuse

;
to communi

TRANSFUSION, ^.Transfusion ; communication
TRANSGREDIR, va. To transgress, or violate
law or rule. [a law

TRANSGRESION, sf. Transgression, violation oi

TRANSGRESOR, RA, s. Transgressor, one tha
breaks or violates a law.

TRANSICION, sf. Transition.

TRANSIDO, DA, a. 1. Worn out with anguish
consumed by grief. 2. Avaricious, sordidly
penurious.

TRANSICIR, va. To accommodate differences
to settle disputes on friendly terms.

TRANSITAR, vn. To travel, to go on a journey
to pass by any place.

TRANSJTIVO, VA, a. Transitive, that passes or i

transferred from one to another.

TRANSITO, sm. 1. Passage, the act of passing
from one place to another. 2. Inn, a house
for the accommodation of travellers. 3. Road
way. 4. Change, removal. 5. Death of hoi}
persons.

TRANSITORIAMENTE, ad. Transitorily.
TRANSITO RIO, RIA, a. Transitory, perishable
TRANSLACION, sf. 1. Translation, removal, the

act of removing ; promotion of a bishop. 2

Translation, version. 3. Metaphor, figurativ

expression.

TRANSLATICJAMENTE, ad. Metaphorically.
TRANSLATICIO, CIA ; Y TRANSLATO, TA, a. Me-

taphorical.

TRANSMARiNo, NA, fl. Transmarine, lying on
the other side of the sea.

TRANSMiGRACiON.s/.Transmigration, the remo-
val of a whole family, or several families,
from one country to another. Transmigra-
tion pitagdrica, Transmigration of souls, ac-

cording to the opinion ofPythagoras.
TRANSMIGRAR, vn. To transmigrate, to pass
from one country to another.

TRANSMisfBLE, a. Transmissible.

TRANSMISION, sf. Transmission, the act oftrans-

mitting from one place to another.

TRANSMITIR, va. To transfer, to make over.

TRANSMONTAR, va. V. Trasmontar.

TRANSMUTABLE, a. Transmutable, changeable.
TRANSMUTACION, sf. Transmutacion, the act

of changing or converting into another na-
ture or substance.

TRANSMUTAR, va. To transmute.

TRANSMUTATIVO, VA
; 6 TRANSMUTATORIO, RIA,

a. That which has the power of transmuting.
TRANSPABANO, NA, a. Being beyond the Po.

TRANSPARENCY, sf. Transparency, clearness
;

power of transmitting light.

TRANPPARENTARSK, vr. 1. To be transparent.
2. To shine through ; applied to light.

TRANSPARENTE, a. Transparent; having the

power of transmitting light. sm. Glass-

window.

TRANSPIRAELE, a. Perspirable, [perspiration.

TRANSPIRACION, sf. Transpiration, insensible

TRANSPIRAR, vn. To transpire, to evaporate
insensibly through the pores.

TRANSPLANTS, sm. V. Trasplante,
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TRANSPORTACI^N, sf. Transportation, convey-
ance, carriage, removal.

TRANSPORTAMIENTO, sm. 1. Transportation,
carriage. 2. Rapture, ecstasy ; rage.

TRANSPORTER, va. 1. To transport, to convey, to
remove. 2. (Mus.) To change the key. vr.

To be in a transport j to be out ofone's senses.

TRANSPORTE, sm. Transport, transportation.
Baxel de transporte, (Naut.) Transport or

transport-ship, a vessel fitted out to carry
stores and soldiers.

TRANSPORT-IN, sm. A thin and small mattress,

put between other mattresses to make the
bed more even.

TRANSPOSICION, sf. Transposition.
TRANSTERMINANTE, pa. Transgressing the

limits. sm. Travelling flock of sheep.
TRANSTERMIN^R, va. To pass from the limits

of one jurisdiction to another ; to trespass.

TRANSUBSTANCIACION, sf. Transubstantiation.

TRANSUBSTANCIAL, a. That which is converted
into another substance.

TRA NsuBSTANciAR,ra. To convert entirely into

another substance or nature.

TRANSVERBERACION, sf. V. Transfixion, [teral.

TRANSVERSAL, ^.Transversal, transverse, colla-

TRANSVERSALMENTE, ad. Transversally.
TRANSVERSO, SA, a. Transverse. [Trance.
TRANZA, sf. Peril, danger, critical moment. V.

TRANZADERA, sf. Knot of plaited cords or ri-

bands.

TRANZAR, va. 1. To plait or weave cords of ri-

bands
; to braid. 2. To cut, to truncate. 3. V.

Rematar. [cut or cleared for fuel.

TRANZON, sm. Part of a forest which has been

TRAPA, sf. Noise made by stamping with the

feet, or bawling. Trdpas, (Naut.) Relieving
ropes or relieving tackle : they are furnished
with two pendants, and used for heaving
down a vessel which is to be careened. Tra-

pas de las velas, Spilling lines, ropes fastened
to the main and fore-sail.

TRAPACEAR Y TRAPAZAR, vn. To deceive by
falsehoods and artful 'Contrivances.

PRAPACERIA, sf. Fraud, deceit. V.
Trapaza.

TRAPACERO, RA, a. Cheating, deceitful. V.

Trapacista.
rRAPACETE,s?. Waste-book, the book in which
merchants and traders make their first entries.

TRAPACISTA, sm. y a. Impostor, cheat, sharper,
swindler ;

deceiver ; fraudulent, false.

TRAPAJO, sm. Rag, tatter.

TRAPAJOSO, SA, a. Ragged, tattered.

TRAPALA, sf. 1. A violent noise made by stamp-

ing with the feet, or bawling. s. com. Gar-
rulous loquacious babbler.

I'RAPALEAR, vn. To be loquacious or garru-
lous

;
to babble.

RAPALONO, NA,. Loquacious ; babbler, prater.

RAPAZA, sf. Fraud, a deceitful trick.

RAPAZO, sm. A large rag.

RAPE, sm. Buckram.

RAPECIO, sm. (Geom.) Trapezium, an irregu-
lar figure of four unequal sides.^, sf. 1. Street inhabited by woollen-

drapers. 2. Frippery, rag-fair, the place
where rags and old clothes are sold. 3. Wool-

len-draper's shop.

'RAPERO, RA, a. Dealing in rags or frippery.
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,
sm. A small sugar-mill, or engine

for bruising and squeezing the sugar-cane.
TRAPII.LO, sm. 1. Courtier of a vulgar woman

2. Little rag. De trapillo, Decent or domestic

clothing.

TRAPJSONDA, sf. Bustle, noise, confusion.

TRAPO, sm. 1. Cloth. 2. Rag, tatter. 3. Sails ofag, tal

a ship. A 1 todo trapo, With all might ; (Naut.)
All sails set. Poner como un trapo, To repri-
mand severely.

TRAQUE, sm. Crack, the noise made by a burst

ing rocket, or the priming of a gun. Traque
larraque, (Vulg.) At all times, with whatever
motive. [of plants.

TRAQUEA, sf. 1. Windpipe, trachea. 2. Lungs
TRAQUEAR, ft.To crack, to make a loud noise.

va. 1. To frequent, to handle a thing much.
2. To shake, to agitate, to move to and fro.

TRAQUEO, sm. 1. Noise or
report

of artificial

fire-works. 2. The act of shaking or moving
to and fro.

,

TRAQUETEAR, va. To trace, to track.

TRAO.UETEO, sm. Trace ; noise.

TRAQ.UIARTERIA, sf. V. Traquea.
TRAQUIDO, sm. Noise or report of fire-arms.

, prep. After, behind, besides. Tras una
Tras de venir tarde

In composition it i

TRASCORDARSE, vr. To forget, to lose the me
rnory of. [back of the choir.

TRASCORO, sm. Space or part of a church at the

TRASCORRAL, sm. 1. Back-court or back-yard.
2. (Joe.) Breech, buttocks.

, sf. Treble, triple.

puerta, Behind a door.

Besides coming late.

equivalent to trans, as traspasar. sm. (Fam.
1. Breech, bottom. 2. Blow or stroke attend
ed with noise. Tras, tras, Repeated strokes or

noise. Trastras, The last but one, in boys
plays. Ir 6 ondar tras alguno, To go in pur-
suit of one, to seek diligently ; to follow after

one. JVo tener tras que parar, To be extreme-

ly poor. [rabueto
TRASABUELO, LA, Y TRASAGUELO, LA, V. Tata-

TRASALCOBA, sf. Alcove behind the principa
recess.

TRASANTEAYER, ad. V. Anteanteayer.
TRASANEJO, JA, a. Three years old; particu-

larly applied to wine.

TRASBISNIETO, TA, s. V. Tataranieto.

TRASCA, sf. Leather thong.
TRASCABO, sm. Trip, a trick by which a wrest-

ler supplants his antagonist, and brings him
to the ground.

TRASCANrdu, sm. 1. Stone placed at the corner
of a street. 2. Porter who stands at the corner
of a street and waits for employment.
trascanton 6 trascantonada, To hide
self behind a corner.

Dar

TRASCARTARSE, vr. To remain behind ; applied
to a card, which had it come sooner, would
have won the game.

TRASCARTON, sm. Drawing of a winning card
after the game is lost.

TRASCENDENTAL, a. V. Transcendental.

TRASCENPER, vn. 1. To transcend, to go beyond.
2. To exhale or emit a strong scent or odour.

ra.Topenetrate.to discover,to comprehend.
TRASCENDIDO, DA, a. Acute, endowed with

great penetration.

TRASCOL, sm. (Ant.) Woman's train.

TRASCOLAR, va. (Med.) 1. To strain, to perco-
late. 2. (Vulg.) To pass over a mountain.

TRASCONEJARSE, vr. 1. To squat; applied to

game which is pursued by dogs. 2. To
sheer off, to escape.

TRASDOBLAR,.TO treble, to multiply by three.

TRASDOBLO, sm. Treble, triple.
V. Triple.

TRASDOS, sm. (Arq.) Inner side or back ofhewn
stones in buildings.

TRASEGADOR, sm. One who racks wine.

TRASEGAR, va. 1. To overset, to turn topsy-

turvy. 2. To decant, to rack wine, to pour it

into another vessel.

TRASENALADOR, RA, s. One who alters marks.

TRASENALAR, va. To alter or blot out the mark,
and make a new one.

TRASERA, sf. Back or posterior part. [ter.

TRASERO, RA, a. Remaining behind, coming af-

TRASERO, sm. Buttock, rump, the back part of
animals. Traseros, (Joe.) Ancestors, fore-

fathers, predecessors.
TRASFOJAR, vn. To run over the leaves of a

book. V. Trashojar. [sion.

TRASFUUDICION, sf. Transfusion. V. Transfu-
TRASGO, sm. 1. Goblin, hobgoblin, sprite. V.
Duende. 2. A lively, restless, noisy boy.

TRASGUEAR, vn. To play the hobgoblin.

TRASGUERO, sm. One who imitates the tricks

of hobgoblins and sprites.

TRASHOGUERO, sm. 1. Iron plate, placed at the

back part of a fire-place or hearth. 2. Block
of wood placed against the wall to keep in

the fire. [day near the fire-place.

TRASHOGUERO, RA, a. Idling, loitering the whole

TRASHOjXR,z?a.To run over the leaves ofa book.

TRASHUMANTE,^. Flock of sheep which pas-
ture in the north of Spain in summer, and
in the south in winter. Trashumantes, Tra-

velling sheep.
TRASHUMAR, va. To drive sheep to or from the

common pasture-grounds or the mountains
in spring and autumn.

TRASIEGO, sm. 1. Removal, the act of movinff

things from one place to another. 2. The act ot

decanting liquors from one vessel into another,

TRASIJADO, DA, a. Lank, meager ;
thin flanked,

TRASIJ^R, vn. To grow thin or meager, [cion.
TRASLACION Y TRASLADACION, sf. V. Transla-

TRASLADADOR, RA, s. Translator, one who trans-

lates from one language into another.

TRASLADX.NTE,/>. Translator, transcribing.
TRASLADAR, va. 1. To move, to remove, to trans-

port. 2. To translate, to turn into another lan-

guage. 3. To transcribe, to copy a writing.

TRASLX.DO, sm. 1. (For.) A copy. 2. Imitation,

resemblance, likeness.

TRASLAPAR, va. V. Solapar.
TRASLATIVO, VA, a. Metaphorical.
TRASLOAR, va. To bestow fulsome praise.

TRASLUCIUO, DA, ^.Transparent, clear, pellucid.

TRASLUCIENTE, a. Translucent, transparent.

TRASLUCIRSE, vr. To be transparent; to shine

through ;
to conjecture, to infer.

TRASLUMBRAMIENTO, sm. The state of being
dazzled by excessive light.

TRASLUMBRARSE, vr. 1. To be dazzled with ex-

cessive light. 2. To vanish, to disappear.

TRASL^Z, sm, Light which passes through a
677
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transparent body ; (Pint.) transverse light.

TRASMALLO, sm. Trammel ; iron handle of a

hammer.
TRASMANo,m.Second player at a game ofcards.

A1

trasmano, Out of the right way ;
not with-

in the common intercourse of life.

TRASMANANA,S/. The day after to-morrow.

TRASMARINO, NA, a. V. Transmarino.
TRASMATAR.ZXZ. To outlive ; (Joe.) Topersuade

one's self of having to enjoy a longer life

than another.

TRASMINAR, va. To undermine, to excavate, to

dig under ground. vn. To emit a strong
scent. m. To pierce, to penetrate.

TRASMONTAR, va. To pass to the other side of

the mountain. V. Tramontar.

TRASMOTA,s/.After wine, made by waterpoured
on the pressed grapes.

TRASMUDAR,??a.l.To move, to remove, to trans-

port from one place to another. 2. To change
the affections or inclinations ; to convert. 3.

To turn topsyturvy. V. Trasegar.
TRASMUTABLE, a. V. Transmutable.

TRASMUTACION, sf. V. Transmutation.

TRASMUTAR, va. To alter, to change.
TRASNOCHADA, sf. I. Last night. 2. Watch, the

act of watching or sitting up a whole night.

3.(Ant.)Military surprise or nocturnal attack.

TRASNOCHADO, DA, a. Having watched the

whole night ;
tired or fatigued from having

sat up a whole night.

TRASNOCHADOR, RA, s. Night-watcher.

TRASNOCHAR, vn. To watch, to sit up a whole

night. [names.
TRASNOMBRAR, va. To change or confound

TRASNOMINACION, sf. V. Metonimia.

TRASofR, va. To mistake, to misunderstand.

TRASOJADO, DA, a. Having sunken or hollow

eyes ; emaciated, worn out.

TRA SONAR, vn. To dream, to fancy erroneously.
TRASORDINARIO, RIA, a. Extraordinary.
TRASPADANO, NA, a. y s. Living beyond the Po.

TRASPAGINA, sf. Back page.
TRASPALAR, va. 1. To shovel, to remove with a

shovel from one place to another. 2. To
move, to remove. 3. To

dig
or hoe under a

vine
;
to clear the ground of grass.

TRASPAPELARSE, vr. To be mislaid among
other papers ; applied to a writing which can-

not be found.

TRASPASACION, sf. (For .\Conveyance, transfer

TRASPASADO, DA, pp. Transfixed.

TRASPASAMIENTO, sm. 1. Transgression or vio

lation of the law ; trespass. 2. Transfer, the

act of conveying or making over. V. Tras-

paso.
TRASPASAR, vn. 1. To pass over, to go beyond

to cross. 2. To be touched with compassion,
to be afflicted. va. 1. To remove, to trans-

port. 2. To run through with a pointed wea-

pon, to transfix ; to introduce with great
force. 3. To cross a river. 4. To return, to

repass. 5. To transgress, to violate a law. 6
To exceed the proper bounds

j
to trespass

7. To transfer, to make over.

TRASPA.so,sm. l.Conveyance, transfer. 2. Grief,

,-inguish. 3. Trespass, transgression or viola-

tion of a law ; treachery.
TRASPECHO, sm. Bone on the back of a cross
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bow, as an ornamental guard on the stock.

TRASPEYNAR, va. To comb again what had
been combed before.

TRASPIE, sm. 1. Trip, a trick by which a wrest-
ler supplants his antagonist, and brings him
down to the ground. Echar 6 dar traspies,
To supplant by artifice, to live by tricks. 2.

Slip, stumble.

TRASPILASTRA, sf. (Arq.) V. Contrapilastra.
TRASPILLARSE, vr. To grow thin, to be ema-

ciated.

TRASPINTAR, va. To know from the cards
drawn those that are to follow vr. To be

disappointed ; to turn out contrary to one's

expectation.

TRASPLANTAR, va. To transplant, to remove

plants from one soil into another
;
to migrate.

TRA SPLANTE, sm. Transplantation.
TRASPONEDOR, RA, s. Transplanter, one who

transplants.

TRASPONER, va. i.To remove, to transpose, to

transport. 2. To take a circuitous road in

order to get out of sight. 3. To hide, to con-
ceal. 4. To transplant. vr. 1. To be drowsy
or sleepy. 2: To set below the horizon

; ap-

plied to the sun and planets.

TRASPONTIN, sm. (Fam.) V. Trasero.

TRASPORTAMIENTO, sm. V. Transportamiento.
TRASPORTAR, va. V. Transportar.
TRASPUESTA, sf. 1. Transport,'removal. 2. Cor-

ner or turning of a mountain, which serves

for a lurking-place. 3. Flight, disappearance.
4. Back-yard or court

; back-door; out offices

at the back of a dwelling-house.
TRASPUSTO, tk.pp. irreg. Transported.
TRASQ.UARTO, sm. Back-room.

AsquERO^m. Leather-cutter, one whose pro-
fession is to cut out strong leather thongs.

TRASO.UILADERO, sm. Place where sheep are

shorn.

TRASQUILADOR, s?. Shearer, one who shears.

TRASQUILADURA, sf. The act of shearing.

TRASQ.UILAR, va. 1. To shear sheep ; to cut the

hair in an irregular manner ;
to clip the hair

without order. 2. To clip, to curtail, to di-

minish, [or cropped.

TRASQUILIMOCHO, CHA, a. (Joe.) Close shorn

TRASO.UILON, sm. 1. Cut of the shears ;
as much

wool or hair as is cut off by one snap of the

shears or scissors. A' trasquihnes, Irregu-

larly, rudely, in an ugly manner. 2. Part of

one's fortune, which nas been clipped or lost

through the fraudulent proceedings of others.

TRASTANO, sm. (Ant.) V. Zancadilla.

TRASTE, sm. 1. Fret, a thing tied round the

neck or handle of a guitar, to distinguish the

points of the diapason. 2. A small glass or

cup, kept in wine-cellars for the use ofwine-

tasters. 3. V. Trasto. Sin trastes, Without
head or tail ;

in a disorderly manner.

TRASTEADO, sm. Number of strings tied round

the neck of a lute or guitar.

TRASTEADOR, RA, s. A noisy fellow, who throws

every thing into disorder and confusion ; one

who in ablusterous manner removes furniture

from one room into another. [guitar.

JTRASTEANTE,pa. Dexterous performer on the

TRASTEAR, va. 1. To tie frets round the neck or

handle of a guitar. 2. To remove furniture
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from one part of a house to another. 3. To

play well on the guitar. 4. To talk upon a

subject in a smart and lively manner.

TPUSTEJADOR, sm. Tiler, one whose profession
is to cover houses with tiles.

, */. V. Trastejo.

TRASTEJ^R, va. To tile ; to cover with tiles ;

to repair. For aqui trastejan, Thither they

repair ; applied to debtors who flee the sight
of their creditors.

TRASTEJO, sm. Tiling, the act of covering
houses with tiles.

TRASTERA, sf. Lumber-room.

TRASTERIA, sf. I. Heap of lumber. 2. A ridicu-

lous or foolish action.

TRASTERMiNANTE.swi.Travelling flock ofsheep.
TRASTERMINA.R, va. V. Transterminar.

TRASTESADO, DA, a. Hardened, solid.

TRASTIENDA, sf. 1. Back-room behind a shop.
2. Prudence, precaution, forecast.

TRASTo,sm. 1. Furniture, all sorts of moveables
or goods put in a house for use or ornament.
2. Useless person, puppy. Trastos excusados,
Useless lumber. Trastos, Useful arms, as

sword, dagger, &c.

TRASTORNABLE,. 1. Moveable ; easily turned

topsyturvy. 2. Fickle, restless.

TRASTORNADOR, UA, s. Disturber, a turbulent

person.
TRASTORNADI^RA, sf. Overturning, inversion,

perversion.

TRASTORNAMIENTO, sm. Act of overturning,

inverting.

TRASTORNAR, va. l.To turn upside down, to in-

vert, to overthrow ; to confuse, to perplex the

mind. 2. To persuade, to prevail upon.
TRASTORNO,sm. The act of turning upside down.

TRASTRABADO, DA, ^.Applied to ahorse with the

far hind foot and the near fore foot white.

TRASTRIGO, sm. Wheat of the best quality.

TRASTROCAMIENTO, sm. Transposition, inver-

sion, change of order.

TRASTROCAR, va.To inverter change the order
of things.

TRASTRUECO y TRASTRUEQUE, sm. Inversion,

change of order.

TRASTUELO, sm. dim. Little useless person.

TRASTUMBAR, vn. To throw down, to overturn,
to overset.

TRASUDADAMENTE, ad. With sweat and fatigue.

TRASUDAR, va. 1. To sweat, to perspire. 2. To
apply one's self to some business with assi-

duity and care.

TRASUDOR, sm. A gentle sweat.

TRASUNTAR, ra. 1. To copy, to transcribe. 2.

To abridge, to make shorter in words.
TRASUNTIVAMENTE. ad. Compendiously.
TRAST^NTO, sm. 1. Copy, transcript. 2. Like-

ness, close resemblance. El es un trasunto
de su padre, He is the picture of his father.

TRASVENARSE, vr. 1. To be forced out of the
arteries or veins ; applied to blood. 2. To be

spilled, to be lost by shedding.
TRASVERTER, vn. To overflow, to run over the

brim of a vessel.

TRASVINARSE, vr. 1. To leak, to ooze out of a
vessel

; applied to wine. 2. To be guessed,
surmised or supposed.

TRASVOLAR, vn. To fly across.

,
a. Tractable, ductile, flexible.

TRATADILLO, co, To,sm.A brieftract or treatise.

, s. com. Author of treatises.

TRAT.A.DO, sm. Treaty ; treatise.

TRATADOR, RA, s. Mediator, arbitrator, umpire,
TRATAMIENTO,S/. 1. Treatment, usage,, manner

of using. 2. Compellation, style of address.

TRATANTE, sm. Dealer in provisions, who buys
by wholesale and sells by retail. Tratante de

caballos, Dealer in horses, horse-jockey.
TRATAR, va 1. To touch, to handle. 2. To treat

on a subject, to discuss ;
to confer, to consult.

3. To traffic, to trade. 4. To manage, to con-

duct. 5. To use, to treat. 6. (Met.) To study
or be careful to attain an object. vr. To en-

tertain a friendly intercourse ;
to be on terms

of friendship and intimacy ;
to live well or

ill. Tratar con dios, To meditate, to pray.
Tratar verdad; To profess or love the truth.

TRATILLO, sm. A peddling trade.

TRATO, sm. I. Treatment, usage, behaviour,
co'nduct ; manner, address. 2. Trade, traffic.

3. Friendly intercourse ; criminal conversa-
tion between man and woman. 4. Treachery,
infidelity. 5. Religious meditation, prayer. 0.

Compellation ; style of address. Trato dp,

cuerda, Punishment by suspending the cri-

minal by the hands tied behind his back
; in

this state he is raised up and let fall again in

the air
; (Met.) bad conduct with any one.

TRAVERSAS, sf. pi. (Na6t.) Back-stays.
TRAVES, sm. 1. Inclination to one side, bias. 2.

Misfortune, calamity, adversity. 3. (Fort.)

Traverse, an outwork with a ditch and para-

pet to defend a narrow pass. De Iravcs al

travds, Across, athwart. Foreltravts, (Naut.)
On the beam. For la proa del travts. (Naut.)
Before the beam. For la popa del travds,

(Naut.) Abaft the beam. For el travts de las

barbas, (Naiit.) Athwart hawse. Viento par el

travds, (Naut.) Wind on the beam. For el

travis de Margate, (Naut.) Abreast of Mar-

gate. Ir al traves, To go to any place not to

return ; applied to Spanish ships.

TRAVESANO, sm. 1. Cross-timber. V. Mraxesa-
no. 2. Long bolster of a bed.

TRAVESAR, va. To cross. V. Jltravesar.

TRAVESEAR, vn. 1. To be uneasy ;
to run to and

fro in a restless manner
;
to traverse. 2. To

jest, to joke. 3. To lead a debauched life ; to

behave improperly.
TRAVESERO, sm. Bolster of a bed.

TRAVERSERO, RA, a. Transverse, across. Flauta

traversera, A German flute.

TRAVESIA, sf. 1. Oblique or transverse position
or manner. 2. Distance, road, passage. Ra-
cer buena travesia, (Naut.) To have a fine

passage. 3. Fortification witli traverses. 4.

Money won or lost at gambling. 5. (Naut.)
Side wind.

TRAVESIO,IA,.I. Traversing; applied to cattle

that traverse the limits of their pasture. 2.

Transverse, oblique or lateral wind.

TRAVESIO, sm. Place where persons or things
cross ; transitory place.

TRAVESTIDO, DA, a. Disguised.
TRAVESURA, sf. 1. The act of running to and

fro in a restless manner. 2. Prank, ludicrous

trick. 3. Penetration, lively fancy ; sprightly
679
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conversation. 4. Wickedness, obscenity
TRAVIKSA, sf. 1. Oblique position, passage. V

Travesia. 2. Wager or bet laid by bystand
ers at card-tables.

TRA VIESO, SA, a. 1. Transverse, oblique. 2. Rest-

less, uneasy ; turbulent, noisy. 3. Lively
playful. 4. Intemperate, lewd, debauched
Ser de mesa traviesa, To be an old member
of a corps or society.

TRAYCION, sf. Treason, disloyalty. A1

traycion

Treasonably. La traycion aplace, mas no e\

que la fiace, (Ref.) Men love the treason, but

they hate the traitor.

TRAVCIONERO, RA, . Treasonous.

TRAYDOR, RA, a. 1. Treacherous, perfidious
false. 2. Insidious, deceitful

; applied to ani-

mals. $m. Traitor.

TRAYDORAMENTE, ad. Treasonably, treache-

rously, [traydor
TRAYDORcfcO, CA j LLO, LLA ] TO, TA, a. dim. of

TRAYENTE, pa. Bringer, conductor.

TRA/A, sf. 1. First sketch or draught, trace, out-

line. 2. Plan, scheme, project ;
means. 3. Ar-

rangement, proportion, symmetry. 4. Appear-
ance, aspect, prospect. Tiene la traza de un

picaro, He has the looks of a rogue.
TRAZADO, DA, a. Traced, outlined. Bien 6 mat

trazado, Person of a good or bad disposition
or figure. [first sketch or plan.

TRAZADOR, RA, .9. Planner, one who draws the

TRAZAR, . 1 . To contrive, to devise, to plan, to

project. 2. To draw the first sketcn or plan.

TKA.ZO, sm. 1. Sketch, plan, design, project. 2.

Moulding. V. Linea. Trdzos, (Pint.) Folds
of the drapery. \marse.

TRA/UMARSE, vr. To leak, to ooze. V. Rezu-

TREBAM.A, sf. Sauce for goose, consisting of

almonds, garlic, bread, eggs, spices, verjuice,

sugar, and cinnamon, mixed together.

TREBEDES, sf. pi. Trevet, a tripod.
TRE BEJAR, vn. To play merry tricks, to jest, to

sneer, to scoff.

TREBEJO, sm. 1. Top, play-thing. 2. Fun, jest,

joke. pi. 1. Men, the pieces of a chess-board.

2. Implements, tools of any art or trade.

TREEELIAMCA 6 QCARTA TREBELIANICA, sf.

The fourth part of an estate, to be deducted

by the fiduciary heir, who holds it in trust

for another.

TKEBOL, sm. (Bot.) Trefoil, clover. Trifolium L.

Trcbol real, (Bot.) Melilot. Trifolium itali-

cum vel melilotus L.

TRECE,a. 1. Thirteen, ten and three. Estarse en
sun trece, To persist, to execute with perseve-
rance. 2. Thirteenth. V. Decimotercio. sm.
1. The character or cipher 13. 2. One of the
13 governors in some ancient cities. 3. In the

order of Santiago or St. James, one of the 13

knights nominated to a general chapter.
TRECEMESINO, NA, a. Thirteen months old.

TRECENARIO, sm. Number of thirteen days
dedicated to any object.

TRECENATO 6 TRECENAZGO, sm. Office in the

order of Santiago for which 13 knights are

chosen. [of thirteen.

TRECENO,NA,O. Thirteenth, the ordinal number
TRECESIMO, MA, a. Thirtieth, the ordinal num-

ber of thirty. [ticum subrubrum L.

TRECUL, sm. '(Bot.) Red or brown wheat. Tri-
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TRCHO, sm. Space, distance of time or place.
A1

trechos, By intervals.

TRECJENTOS, TAS, a. Three hundred.

TREFE, a. 1. Lean, thin, meager. 2. Spurious,
adulterated. 3. Afflicted with a consumption.

TREFEDAD, sf. Consumption, hectic fever.

TREGUA, sf. Truce, cessation of hostilities;

rest, repose.
TREINTA, a. Thirty, thrice ten.

TREINTANARIO 6 TREINTENARIO, sm. Space of

thirty days ; thirty masses said for a person
deceased.

TREINTANAL, a. Containing thirty years.
TREINTENA, sf. The thirtieth part, [of thirty.
TREINTENO,N A, a. Thirtieth, the ordinal number
TREJA, sf. Mode of playing at billiards.

TREMADAL, sm. V. Tremedal.

TREMEBTJNDO, DA, a. Dreadful, frightful.

TREMEDAL, sm. Quagmire, a marshy ground.
TREMENDO, DA, a. 1. Tremendous, dreadful,

terrible, formidable. 2. Awful, grand ; wor-

thy of respect and veneration.

TRF.MENTE, pa. Trembling.
TREMENTINA, sf. Turpentine, a resinous sub-

stance, obtained from the turpentine tree.

TREMER, vn. To tremble. [old.
TR'EMES 6 TREMESINO, NA, a. Three months

TREMIELGA, sf. (let.) Electric ray. V. Torpedo.
TREMIS, sm. Ancient gold coin.

TREMO,sm. Ornament in the manner of a frame,

put round looking-glasses fixed in walls.

TREMOLANTE, pa. Waving in the air.

TREMOLAR, va. (Naut.) To hoist the colours,

jacks or pendants. vn. To shiver ; to be
moved by the air.

TREMOLINA, sf. Rustling of the wind ; bustle,
confused noise.

TREMOR, sm. Trembling.
TREMULAMENTE, ad. Tremblingly.
TREMULANTE, TREMULENTO, TA ; Y TREMULO,

LA, a. Tremulous, trembling.
TREN, sm. 1. Travelling equipage, train, reti-

nue. 2. Show, pomp, ostentation.

TRENA, sf. Scarf, sash. 2. Garland of flowers.

3. (Cant.) Prison, jail.
4. Burnt silver.

TRENADO, DA, . Reticulated, formed of net-

work or platted strands.

TRENCAS, sf. pi. Two pieces of wood put across

in a bee-hive. Meterse hasta las trencas en al-

gun negocio, To be deeply implicated or in-

volved in an affair.

TRENCELIJN, TRENCILLA Y TRENcfLLO, s. Hat-

bsrhd of gold or silver, garnished with jewels.

RENcicA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. of trenza.

TRENCILLAR, va. To garnish with a band of

gold or silver lace and jewels.

TRENEO, sm. Sledge.
TRENOS, sm. pi. Lamentations.

TRENQUE, sm. Mole or bank to turn off the cur-

rent of a river.

TRENTENO, NA, a. (Ant.) V. Trienteno.

TRENZA, sf. Braided hair, platted silk.

TRENZADERA, sf. Tape. V. Tranzadera.

TRENZADO, sm. Braided hair.

TRENZAR, va. To braid the hair.

TREO, sm. (Naut.) Square-sail, cross-jack-sail.

TREPA, sf. 1. Climbing, the act of climbing. 2.

Edging sewed to clothes by way
3. Flogging, lashing, beating. T\

wa ofornament.

repas, Artful
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tricks, wiles, cunningness ;
malice ; subtlety

TKEPACABALLOS, sm. (Bot.) Star-thistle, star

knap-weed. Centaurea calcitrapa L.

TREP-4.no, DA, a. Strong, robust.

TREPADO, sm. Edging sewed on clothes.

TREPADOR, RA, s. Climber ; a climbing place

TREPANAR, va. To trepan, to perforate with a

trepan.

TREPANO, sm. 1. Trepan, an instrument with
which surgeons cut out round pieces of the

skull. 2. Borer, piercer, a kind of drill used

by stone-cutters. 3. Mould or frame used in

paper-mills.

TREPANTE, a. Wily, artful, crafty.

TREPAR, vn. To climb ;
to creep upon supports :

applied to ivy and other similar plants. va
1. To ornament with edging. 2. To trepan.

TREPIDACION, sf. Dread, fear, trepidation.

TREPIDANTE, a. V. Temeroso y Tremulo.

TKEPJDO, DA, a. Tremulous.

TRES, a. 1. Three,an unequal number, consisting
of two and one. 2. Third. V. Tercero. sm
1. The character or figure 3. Con dos treses,

With two threes. 2. Counters, any coin given
to children as play-things ;

card with three

spots. 3. Magistrate of a city which is go-
verned by three magistrates. Capitulo tres,

Third chapter. Tres veces, Three times, very.

TRESANEJO, JA, a. Three years old ;
done three

years ago.
TRESDOBLAR, va. To triple. V.

f Triplicar.

TRESDOBLE, sm. The state or quality of being
threefold.

TRESILI.O, sm. Ombre, a game at cards played
by three.

TRESMESINO, NA, a. V. Tremesino.

TRESNAL, sm. Collection of triangular plots of

ground disposed for irrigation.

TRESPASAR, va. (Ant.) V. Traspasar.
TRESQUII.ADERO, sm. Shearing place. V. Tras-

quiladero.
TRKSQ.UILADTJRA, sf. V. Trasquilttdura.

TRESQUILAR, va. To shear. V. Trasquilar.
TRESTANTO, sm. V. Triplo.ad. Three times

os much.

TRESTIGA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cloaca.

TRETA, sf. 1. Thrust in fencing. 2. Trick, wile,
artifice.

TREUDO v TREUDES, s. Trevet. V. Treledes.

TRE/.NAR, va. (Arag.) V. Mresnalar.

TRIA, sf. Frequent entering and going out of

bees in a strong hive.

TRIACA, sf. Theriaca, treacle ; any antidote,

preservative, or preventive.
TRIACAL, a. Made of treacle, theriacal.

TRIANGULADO, DA, a. Made in the shape of a

triangle. [gles -

TRIANGULAR, a. Triangular, forming three an-

TRIANGULARMENTE, ad. In a triangular form.

TRI.NGULO, LA, a. Triangular.
TRIANGULO, m. Triangle, a figure of three sides

and three angles. Triangulo quadrantal,

Spheric triangle having one or more sides

quadrants. Triangulo ambligonio, escateno,

esftrico, isdceles, ortogonio, u oxigonio, An
obtuse-angled, scalene, spheric, isosceles, rec-

tangled, or acute-angled triangle. Triangulo
austral y boreal, (Astr.) Southern and north-
ern triangle, constellations so called.
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TRIAQUKRA, sf. Vessel for theriaca or other
medicine.

TRIAQUERO,S?/I. Chemist and druggist, who re-

tails theriaca, treacle, and other medicaments.
TRIA n, rn. To go out and in frequently, as

bees in a beehive
; to work, as bees.

TRIARIO, sm. Veteran Roman soldier forming
a reserve corps in rear.

TRIBAQUIO, sin. Foot of Latin verse consisting
of three short syllables.

TRI RON, sm. A triangular musical instrument.
TRIBU 6 TRIBO, s. com. Tribe.

TRIBUIR, va. To attribute. V. Mribvir.

TRIBULACION, sf. Tribulation, affliction.

TRIBULANTE, pa. Afflicting.

TRIBULAR, ta. To afflict. V. Jltribular.

TRIBDLO, sm. 1. (Bot.) Caltrop. V. Mrojo. 2.

Condolence, expression of grief, lamentation.

TRIBUNA, sf. TRIBUNE, gallery or pew in a

church.

TRIBUNADO, 5m. Dignity of tribune.

TRIBU NAL, sm. 1. Hall, where judges meet to ad-

ministerjustice. 2. Tribunal, court ofjustice.
TRIBUNALI (?RO), ad. 1. In halls and public

courts with the dress and accompaniments of

a judge. 2. In a decisive tone, decisively.

TRIBT^NICO, CA ; Y TRiBUNfcio, CIA, a. Belong-
ing to a tribune. [Rome.

TRIBTJNO, sm. Tribune, a magistrate of ancient

TRIBUTACION, sf. 1. Tribute, contribution. V.

Tribute. 2. Alienation of property.
TRiBUTAR,t>a. 1. To pay taxes or contributions.

2. To pay, homage and respect. 3. To mark
the limits ofsheep-walks. 4. To put on a trevet.

TRIBUTARIO, RIA, a. Liable to pay taxes on con-

tributions, tributary.

RiBtiTo, sin. 1. Tax, contribution. 2. V. Censo.

3. (Arag.) Trevet. 4. (Cant.) Courtezan,
handsome prostitute.

TRICA d TRICAS, s. Quibbles, sophisms, cap-
tious reasoning, cavillation.

TRICENAL, a. Continuing thirty years, [dred.

TRICENTESIMO, MA,'. Containing three hun-
TRICESIMO. MA, a. Thirtieth, the ordinal num-

ber of thirty.

RicfpETE, a. Three-headed. [mans.
TRICI.INIO, sm. Dining-room ofthe ancient Ro-

TRICOLOR, a. Tricoloured.

icdRNE, a. Three-horned, having three horns.

TRIDENTE, a. Having three teeth. sm. Tri-

dent ; fishing instrument.

RiDENxfFERO, RA, a. Bearing a trident.

TRIDUANO, NA, a. Tertian, consisting of three

days.
TRIDUO, sm. Space of three days.
TRIENAL, a. Triennial, lasting three years;
happening once in three years.

TRIENIO, sm. Space of three years.

TRIENAL, a. Triennial.

TRIFAUCE, a. (Poet.) Three-throated.

TRIFIDO, DA, a. (Poet.) Three-cleft, open in

three parts.

TRIFOLIO, sm. Trefoil. V. Trebol.

TRIFOUME, a. Having three different forms or

shapes.
TRIG Ay, A, sf. Short straw of wheat.

TRIGESIMO, MA, a. Thirtieth, the ordinal num-
ber of thirty. [Mullus barbatus L.

TRIGELLA v TfifoLA, sf. (let.) Red sur-mullet.
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TRIGLIFO, sm. (Arq.) Triglyph.
TRIGO, sm. (Dot.) Wheat. Triticum L. Trigo

de las indias. V. Maiz. Echar par esos trigos,
To speak without thinking. Trigos, Crops ;

corn-fields.

TRIGONO, sm. 1. (Astr.) Three celestial signs.
2. (Geom.) Radius of the signs.

TRiooNOMETRf A, sf. Trigonometry, the art of

measuring triangles.

TRIGONOMETRICO, CA, a. Trigonometrical.
TRIGUENO, N A, a. Swarthy, ofa brownish colour.

TRIGUERA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Common wheat-grass.
Triticum repens L. 2. Canary seed.

TRIGCERO, RA, a. Growing among wheat.

TRIGIJERO, sm. 1. Sieve for sifting corn. 2.

Corn-merchant, corn-factor.

TRILINGUE, a. Talking three languages.
TRILLA, sf. 1. (let.) Red sur-mullet. Mullus

barbatus L. 2. A sort of harrow used for

separating corn from chaff. 3. The act or

time of thrashing.
TRILLADERA, sf. A kind of harrow used to

separate corn from chaff.

TRH.LADO, DA, a. 1. Thrashed, beaten. 2. Trite,

stale, hackneyed. Camino trillado, Beaten
track

;
common routine.

TRILLADOR, sm. Thrasher.

TRILLADURA, sf. Act of thrashing.
TKILLAR, va. I. To thrash, to separate corn from

the chaff; to tread out corn. 2. To beat, to

abuse. 3. To frequent, to visit often; to repeat.

TRILLO, sm. A kind of harrow, used in Spain for

thrashing or separating corn from the chaff.

TRIMESTRE, sm. Space of three months.

TRIMIELGA, sf. V. Torpedo.
TRIM, sm. A sort of linen manufactured in Pied-

mont.

TRINACRIO, IA, a. (Poet.) Sicilian.

TIUNADO, sm. Trill, shake, quaver, tremulous
sound.

TUINAU, vn. To trill, to quaver, to shake the

voice
;
to speak in a tremulous voice.

TRINCA, sf. 1. Assemblage of three things, or

persons of the same class or description.

(Naut.) Any cord or rope used for lashing or

making fast. A1 la trinca, (Naut.) Close-

hauled. Trincas, (Naut.) Seizings. Trincas
del bauprds, (Naut.) Gammoning of the bow-

sprit, [turn or knot.

TRINCAFI A, sf. (Naut.) Closehitch, a kind of

TRINCAFIAR, va. (Naut.) To marl.

TRINCAPINONES, sm. Rake, a dissolute youth.
TRINCAR, ua.l. To break, to chop, to divide into

small pieces. 2. To leap, to skip, to hop. 3.

(Naut.) To keep close to the wind. Trincar
los cabos, (Naut.) To fasten the rope-ends
Trincar las puertas, (Naut.) To bar in the

port-Jids.

TRINCHANTE, sm. 1. Carver, one who carves at

table. 2. Carving-knife. 3. Yeoman of the
mouth.

TRiNCHAR,a.Tocarve,to cut up,to divide meat;
to dispose or decide with an air of authority

TRINCHEAS, sf.pl. Trenches, entrenchments.

TRINCHEAR, va. To entrench. V. Atrincherar

TRINCHERA, sf. (Fort.) Trench, entrenchment
ditch cut in the earth to cover the troops
from the enemy's fire. Ramal de trinchera

(Fort.) Boyau.
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TRINCHERAR, va. (Fort.) To entrench, to make
trenches or entrenchments.

TRINCHERO Y TRINCHEO. sm. Wooden plate on
which meat is cut and eaten at table

; trencher.
TRINC HERON, sm. Dish or large trencher.

TRINCHETE, sm. Knife used by shoe-makers
;

chisel used by stone-cutters. V. Tranchete.

TRINCOS, sm. (Orn.) Kind of stork like a swan.

TRINEO, sm. Sledge, sled.

TRINIDAD, sf. Trinity, the incomprehensible
union of three persons in the Godhead. Me-
terse en trinidades, To endeavour to find out
what is impossible to be known.

TRINITARIO, RIA, a. Trinitarian.

TRINITARIA, sf. (Bot.) Three-coloured violet
;

pansy, heart's ease. Viola tricolor L.

TRINO, NA, a. Containing three distinct things.
TRI'NO, sm. (Astr.) 1. Trine. 2. Trill. V.

Trinado.

TRINOMIO, sm. (Alg.) Number produced by the
addition ofthree incommensurable quantities.

TRINQUETADA, sf. (Naut.) Sailing under the
foresail

TRINQ.UETE, sm. 1. (Naut.) Foremast, foresail
;

trinquet. 2. Tennis, a game played with
balls. A 1 cada trinquetc, At every step.

RiNQUETfLLA, sf. (Naut.) Fore-stay-sail.

TRIO, sm. 1. Working of bees in a hive. 2.

Trio, musical composition.
TRIONES, sm. (Astr.) Stars, called Charles's
Wain.

TRI'PA, sf.
1. Gut, tripe, intestine. 2. Female

belly big with young ; belly or wide part of
vessels. Tripas, Core, the inner part of some
fruit ;

intestines. Tripas del jarro, (Joe.)
The wine contained in a jar. Tripas del

cagalar, Rectum.

TRIPARTIDO, DA, a. Divided into three parts.

TRIPARTIR, va. To divide into three parts.

TRiPARTfro, TA, . Tripartite, divided into

three parts.

TRJPASTOS, sm. Pulley with three' sheaves.

TR|PE, sm. Shag, a kind of woollen cloth.

TRIPERIA, sf. Shop where tripes are sold ;
a

heap of tripes.

TRIPERO, RA, s. One who sells tripes. Tripdro,
Woollen belt to keep the belly warm.

TRIPICALLERO, RA, s. Dealer in tripes.

TRIPILLA, sf. A small gut.
TRIPITRAPE, sm. I. (Fam.) Heap of old, furni-

ture and lumber. 2. Confusion of thoughts
or ideas.

TRIPITROPA, sf. (Fam.) Convulsion of the in-

testines or bowels.

TfifptE, a. Triple, treble.

TRIPLICA, sf. (For.) Rejoinder.
TRIPLICAR, va. 1. To multiply by three, to

make threefold. 2. (For.) To rejoin.

TnipLicE, a. Treble, including any quantity
three times. [things.

TRIPLICIDAD, sf. Triplicity, union of three

TRIPLO, LA, a. Treble.

TRIPODE, sf. Tripod. s. com. Tripod.
TRIPOL. sf. Tripoly.

TRIPOLIO, sm. (Bot.) Sea starwort. Aster tri-

polium L.

TRIPON, NA, a. Having a large gut or paunch.
TRIPTONGO, sm. Triphthong, coalition of three

vowels to form one sound.
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TRIPUDIANTE, pa. Dancer.

TRIPUDIAR, z?n. To dance,

TRIPUDIO, sm. Dance, ball.

TRIP^DO, DA, a. Gorbellied, big-bellied.

TRIPULACION, sf. (Naut.) Crew of a ship.

TRIPULADO, DA, a. (Naut.) Manned, equipped.
Namo tripulado con seis cientos hombres,

(Naut.) Ship manned with six hundred men.

TRIPULAR, vn. 1. (Naut.) To man ships. 2. To

interpolate,
to mix.

TRIQUETE, sm. V. Trinquete. A 1 cada triquvte,
At every stir or step.

TRIQUINUELA, sf. (Fam.) Cheat, defraud
; ap-

plied either to dealing or gaming.
TRio,uiTRAQUE,sm. 1. Crack, clack, clattering,

clashing. 2. Rocket, serpent, artificial fire-

work.

TRIREME, s/.(Naut.) Trireme, galley with three
ranks of oars on each side.

TRIS, sm. 1. Noise made by the breaking of

glass. 2. Trice, a short time, an instant.

Venir en un tris, To come in an instant. Es-
tar en un tris, To be on the verge of; to be
on the point of.

TRISA, sf. (let.) V. Sdbalo.

TRISAGIO, sm. Angelic chorus of holy, holy,

holy ; any festivity repeated three days.
TRISARQUIA, sf. Triumvirate, the joint govern-
ment of three persons.

TRISCA, sf. Noise made by treading on any thing
which breaks under the feet ; any noise.

TRISCADOR, RA, s. 1. A noisy, rattling person.
2. (Cant.) Turbulent refractory person.

TRISCAR, 75?i. 1. To stamp, to make a noise with
the feet. 2. To caper, to frisk about. va.

To mix; to join, to unite. V. Trabar.

TRISECAR, va. To divide into three equal parts.

TuiSECCidN, sf. Trisection.

TRISILABO, BA, a. Consisting of three syllables.

TRISTACHO, CHA, a. Sorrowful, melancholy.
TRISTE, a. Dull, sad, mournful ; wretched, un-

fortunate ; abject, mean, low ; without viva-

city or cheerfulness.

TRISTEGA, sf. Shore, drain, conduit.

TRISTEI., sm. (Ant.) V. Glister.

TRISTEMENTE, ad. In a sad mournful manner.

TRISTEZA, sf. Grief, affliction.

TRISTICIA, TRIST^TRA, Y TRISTOR, (Ant.) V.
Tristcza.

TRISTRAS, sm. 1. V. Trastras. 2. (Fam.) Dis-

gusting repetition of the same thing.
TRISULCO, CA, a. Having three points.
TRITICEO, EA, a. Triticean, belonging to wheat,

wheaten.

TRITON, sm. Triton, a sea-demigod.
TRITON, sm. Musical interval of three tones.

TRITURACION, sf. Trituration, levigation, pul-
verization.

TRITURAR, aa.'To triturate,to reduce to powder,
to grind, to pound, to comminute.

TRIUNFAPOR, RA, 5. Conqueror, victor, one who
triumphs.

TRIUNFAL, a. Triumphal.
TRIUNFALMENTE, ad. Triumphally.
TRIUNFANTE, a. Triumphant, pompous, mag-

nificent.

TRIUNFANTEMENTE, ad. Triumphantly.
TRIUNFAR, vn. 1. To conquer, to gain a victory.

2. To triumph, to celebrate a victory ; to con-

quer the passions. 3. To make an idle ohow
ofgrandeur and wealth. 4. To trump at cards.

TRIUNFO, sm. I. Triumph, victory ; conquest ;

trophy. 2. Slap with the back of the hand. 3.

Trump, a card of a privileged suit.

TRIUNVIRATO, 6 DO, 5m. Triumvirate.

TRIONVIRO, sm. Triumvir.

TRIVIAL, a. 1. Frequented, beaten
; applied to

a road or path. 2. Trivial, vulgar, common.
TRIVIALIDAD, sf. Trivialness, vulgarity.
TRIVIALMENTE, ad. Trivially.

TRfvio, sm. Cross-road, the point where three

roads meet.

TRIZA, sf. 1. Mite, a small part or particle. 2.

Cord, rope.

TROA, sf. (Ant.) V. Hallazgo.
TROCABLE, a. Changeable, that can be changed.
TROCADAMENTE, ad. Contrarily, falsely.

TROCADO, sm. Change, small coin.

TROCADO, DA, a. Changed, permuted. A 1 la tro-

cada 6 trocadilla, In the contrary sense ;
in

exchange.
TROCADOR, RA, s. One who exchanges or per-

mutes.

TROCAMIENTO, sm. V. Trueque.
TROCAR, va. 1. To exchange, to barter, to truck ;

to change, to permute ; to equivocate. 2. To
vomit, to throw up from the stomach. vr. 1 .

To be changed or reformed. 2. To exchange
seats with another. sm. TROCAR, a surgical
instrument for tapping patients in the dropsy.

TROCATINTA, sf. A ridiculous barter, or ex-

change.
TRocATiNTE,sm.Mixed colourChanging colour.

TROCAYCO, a. Trochaic
; consisting of tro-

chees.

TROCEAR, va. To divide into pieces.

TROCEO, sm. (Naut.) Parrel. [high road.

TROCHA, sf. A narrow path, which runs across a

TROCHEMOCHE (A'), ad. Helter-skelter, in con-

fusion and hurry.
TROCHUELA, sf. dim. A little path.

TROCISCAR, va. To make troches or lozenges.

TROCISCO, sm. Troche, lozenge, a medicine pre-

pared as a cake with sugar and flour or paste.

TROCLA, sf. V. Polea.

TROCO, sm. (let.) V. Rueda.

TROFEISTA, sm. Conqueror, victor.

TROFEO, sm. Trophy, colours or other things
taken from an enemy, and treasured up in

proof of victory ; emblem of triumph ; vic-

tory. Trofeos, Trophies, military insignia.

TROGLODITA, sm. Troglodyte, a savage, barba-

rous man ;
an inhabitant of caves ;

a vora-

cious eater.

TROMPA, sf. I. Trumpet, a mufeical wind-instru-

ment. Trompa de cazaconcirculos, A French

horn, or hunting horn. Trompa marina, A
marine trumpet ;

a musical instrument hav-

ing only one chord and played with a bow.

2. Proboscis, the snout or trunk of an ele-

phant. 3. A large top. A 1

trompa tanidu,

At the sound of the trumpet ;
inconsiderate-

ly, rashly. M trompa y talega, Hehcr-skel-

ter, in confusion and harry.
TROMPADA, sf. 1. Blow given with a top. 2.

(Naut.) Falling foul or on board of another

vessel. [whip a top ; to play at chess.

TROMPAR, va. To cheat, to deceive. rn. To
683
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TROMPAZO, sm. 1. Blow given with a top or

trumpet. 2. Misfortune, adverse accident.

TROMPEAR, vn. To whip a top, to play at chess

TROMPERO, sm. 1. Top-maker, one who makes

tops for boys. 2. Cheat, impostor.
TROMPERO, RA, a. Deceptious, false, deceiving.
TROMPETA, sf. 1. Trumpet, a musical wind-in-

strument. 2. Trumpet-shell. Buccinum L.

Pobre trompeta, An idle vulgar prattler. sm
Trumpeter, one who sounds the trumpet.

TROMPETAZO, sm. (Joe.) Stroke with a trumpet.
TROMPETEAR, vn. To sound the trumpet.
TROMPETERIA, sf. Pipes of an organ.
TROMPETERO,sm. Trumpeter; trumpet-maker
TROMPETILLA, sf. 1. A small trumpet. 2. An in-

strument in the shape of a horn or trumpet,
to help the hearing. 3. Trunk or sting of

gnats, and other similar insects.

TROMPEZAR, vn. V. Tropezar.
TROMpicAR,rn. To stumble frequently ;

to fal-

ter. va. 1. To obtain in an irregular manner
an employment, which injustice belonged to

another. 2. To trip, to occasion stumbling.
TROMPICO, sm. dim. A small top.

TROMPICON, sm. Stumbling. V. Tropezon.
TROMPILLAR, vn. To stumble ; to falter.

TROMPO, sm. 1. Man at chess. 2. Whippin
Ponerse como un trompo, (Met.) To
full as a top ;

to eat or drink to satiety.

TROMPON, sm. A big top. A1

trompon 6 de

trompon, In an irregular or disorderly man-
ner.

TRON, sm. Report of fire-arms.

TRONADA, sf. Thunderstorm.

TRONADOR, RA, s. 1. Thunderer, thundering.
2. Squib, cracker, rocket

;
cohorn.

TRONANTE, pa. Thundering.
TRONAR, vn. To thunder, to make a noise like

thunder, or the discharge of guns.
TRONCAL, a. Belonging to the trunk or stock,

or proceeding from it.

TRONCALIDAD, sf. Lineage, race, family.

TRONCAR, va. 1. To truncate, to mutilate, to

cut off. 2. To interrupt a conversation, to cut

the thread of a discourse.

TRONCHADO,.#. (Bias.) Applied to a shield hav-

ing a diagonal bar.

TRONCHAR, va. To cut by the trunk or root ;

to break with violence.

TRONCHAZO, sm. A large stalk
;
a blow with a

stalk or stem.

TRONCHO, sm. Sprig, stem or stalk of garden
plants. Bravo troncho de mozo, (Fam.) Stout

well-disposed youth.
TRONCHIJDO, D A, a. Having a long stem or stalk.

TRONCO, sm. 1. Trunk, the body of a tree. 2.

Stock, the origin of a family. 3. Trunk, the

body of an animal without the head and
limbs. 4. An illiterate, despicable, and use-

less person. 5. Hind pair of horses in a coach.

TRONCO, CA, a. Truncated, cut, mutilated.

TRONCON, sm. A large stalk or trunk ; a large

log of wood.

TRONERA, sf. 1. (Art.) Embrasure of a battery.
2. Dormer, a small sky-light. 3. A harebrain-

ed foolish person. 4. Paper cracker ; squib.
5. (Mil.) Loop-hole. Troneras, Holes and

pockets of truck and billiard-tables.

TRONERAR, va. V. Atronerar.
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TRO

, sf. Woman of pleasure, prostitute.

O, sm. Thunder. V. Trueno.

TRONITOSO, SA, a. Resounding, thundering.
TRONO, sm. Throne, an elevated imperial or

royal seat ; the seat of an emperor or king ;

royal dignity ;
seat of the image of a saint.

Tronos, Thrones, seventh choir of angels.

TRONQ,CISTA, sm. Coachman that drives a pair
of horses.

TRONZAR, m.l. To shatter, to break into pieces.
2. To plait, to fold.

TRONZO, ZA, a. Having one or both ears cut off.

TROPA, sf. 1. Troops, soldiers. 2. Troop, a
small body of horse. 3. Crowd, multitude

;

heap or mass. 4. Beat to arms. Tropa de ma-

rina, Marines. Levantar las tropas, To raise

the camp. En tropa, In crowds, without

regularity and order.

TROPEL, sm. 1. Noise made by a quick move-
ment of the feet. 2. Hurry, bustle, confusion.

3. Heap of things, confusedly tumbled toge-
ther. 4. (Mil.) Ancient troop. De tropel, In
a tumultuous and confused manner.

TROPELIA, sf. 1. Precipitation, hurry, confu-

sion. 2. Vexation, oppression, injustice.

TROPELLAR, va. To trample, to tread under
foot. V. Atropellar.

TROPEZADERO, sm. A slippery place ;
a bad,

uneven road or path.

TROPEZADO, DA, a. Stumbled, obstructed. Con-
serva tropczada, Conserve made of very
small pieces.

TROPEZADOR, RA, s. Tripper, stumbler

TROPEZADURA, sf. Stumbling, obstructing, en-

tangling.
TROPEZAR, vn.l. To stumble, to trip in walking.

2. To be detained or obstructed. 3. To slip or

slide into crimes or blunders. 4. To wrangle,
to dispute. va. 1. To discover a fault or de-

fect. 2. To meet accidentally or casually.
vr. To stumble, to cut the feet in walking ;

applied to horses. Sm tropezar en barras,

Inconsiderately, rashly.

TROPEZON, NA, a. Stumbling, tripping frequent-

ly. A1

tropezones, With a variety of impedi-
ments and obstructions.

TROPEZON, sm. 1. V. Tropiezo. 2. Act of trip-

ping.
TROPEZOSO, SA, a. Apt to stumble or trip.

TROPICO, sm. Tropic, the extreme limit of the

sun's northern or southern declension from
the equator.

TROPICO, CA, a. 1. (Astr.) Tropical. 2. (Ret.)

Containing tropes.

TROPJEZO, sm. 1. Stumble, trip. 2. Obstacle,

obstruction, impediment. 3. Slip, fault, er-

ror. 4. Difficulty, embarrassment. 5. Quar-
rel, dispute.

TROPILLA, sf. A small body or^
detachment of

troops.

TROPO, sm. Trope, a rhetorical change of a

word from its original meaning.
TROPOLOGIA, sf. Tropology, a moral discourse.

TROPOLOGICO, CA, a. Tropological, belonging
to tropology.

TROQUE, sm. Exchange, barter.

TKOQUEL, sm. Die or dye, a solid piece of steel,

in which a hollow figure is engraved.
o, sm. trochee, a foot used in Latin
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poetry, consisting of a long and short sylla-

ble.

TROQULO, sm (Arq.)Trochilus, concave mould-

ing next the torus.

TROTADA, sf. Stretch, route, way.
TROT A DOR, RA, s. Trotter.

TROTA CONVENTOS, sf. (Fam.) V. Alcahueta.

TROTAR, rn. To trot
;
to move swiftly, to be in

haste. va. To make a horse trot.

TROTE, sm. Trot, a jolting pace of a horse. A'

trote, In a trot
;

in haste or hastily.

TROTERO, sm. V. Correo.

TROTILLO, sm. A light trot.

TROTON, NA, a. Trotting high ; spoken of u

horse. sm. V. Caballo.

TROTONERIA, sf. A continual trot.

TROVA, sf. Metrical composition. V. Verso.

TROVADOR, RA,S. 1. Versifier, poet. 2. Finder.

TROVER, va. 1. (Arag.) To find by chance or

accidentally. 2. To versify, to make verses.

3. To imitate a metrical composition by turn-

ing it to another subject. 4. To invert or

pervert the sense of any thing.

TROvisTA,sm. Finder, one that finds
; versifier.

TROX 6 TROXE, sf. 1. Granary, a store-house

for grain. 2. Congregation of the faithful;
the church.

TROX A 6 TROXADA, sf. Knapsack, a bag in

which soldiers carry their stores.

TROXADO, DA, a. Contained in a knapsack.
TROXECILLO, sm. Kind of seat or compartment
made ofbricks about 18 inches high, on which
the Franciscan friars sleep.

TROXERO, sm. Storekeeper, guard of a granary.
TROY A, sf. Troy. Aqui fu6 Troya, Here was

Troy ; applied to the site of any memorable

place.

TROYANO, NA, a. Trojan, native of Troy.
TROZA, sf. I. (Nadt.) Parrel. 2. Trunk of a tree

sawn into boards.

TRozEo,sm. (Naut.) Rope which keeps the yard
firm to a mast.

TROZO, sm. 1. Piece or part of any thing cut
off. 2. (Naut.) Junk, ends of old cables cut
into small pieces for making oakum. 3. (Mil.)
Division of a column, forming the van or rear

guard.
TRUCAR, vn. To play the first card.

TRticHA, sf. 1. (let.) Trout. Salmo trutta L. 2.

Crane. V. Cabria. O' ayunar 6 comer trucha,
Either to fast or eat trout ; neck or nothing.

TRUCHIMAN, NA, a. Fond of business, or of

making agreements.
TRUCHUELA, sf. (let.) Small cod-fish. V. Aba-

dejo.

TRUCIDAR, va. To kill, to destroy.
TRTJCO, sm. A skilful push at trucks. Trucos,

Trucks, a game somewhat resembling bil-

liards.

TRUCULENCIA, sf. Truculence, ferocity.

TRUCULENTO, TA, a. Truculent, fierce, cruel.

TRUE, sm. A sort of fine white linen, manufac-
tured at Troyes. The Madrid-traders call it

Trot.

TRUECO, sm. Exchange, barter. V. Trueque.
A1 trueco 6 en trueco, In exchange.

TRUENO, sm. 1. Thunder; report of fire-arms;
a loud noise like thunder. 2. Ancient piece
of artillery.

TROEQCE,SWI. 1.Exchange, barter. 2. V. V6mito,

TRtTEs, sm.pl. Linens or cloth made at Troyes.
TRFA,S/. 1. Imposition, fraud, deceit. 2. (Dot.)

Truffle. Tuber L.

TRUFAUOR, RA, s. Fabulist, fabler, story-teller,
liar.

TRUFALD^N, NA, a. Dancing or playing in low
farcical representations.

TRUFAR, va. (Ant.) To tell stories, to deceive.,

V. Mentir.

TRUFETA, sf. A sort of linen.

TRUHAN, NA, s. Buffoon, low jester.

TRUHANAMENTE, ad. Jestingly, buffoon-like.

TRUHANEAR, vn. To banter, to jest, to play the
buffoon.

TRuuANERfA 6 TRUHANADA, sf. Buffoonery,
low jests, scurril mirth.

TRUHANESCO, CA, a. Belonging to a buffoon.

TRUHANfLLO, LLA, s. A mean petty buffoon.

TRIJJA, sf. (And.) Place where olives are kept
before being pressed in the mill.

TRUJAL, sm. 1. Oil-mill. 2. Copper, in which
the materials for the manufacturing of soap
are prepared. V. Lagar.

TRUJALETA, sf. Vessel in which the juice of
olives falls from the mill.

TRUJAMAN, sm. 1. Dragoman, interpreter. 2.

Broker, factor, one that buys or sells goods
for another.

TRUJAMANEAR, vn. 1. To interpret, to act as

interpreter. 2. To exchange, barter, buy or

sell goods for others ; to act as a broker or

factor. 3. To play the buffoon.

TRujAMANfA, sf. Brokering, brokerage.
TRUJIMAN, NA, a. V. Trujaman.
TRT^LLA, sf. 1. Noise, bustle; multitude. 2,

Mason's level.

TRtJLLo, sm. 1. (Orn.) Teal. Anas coccea L. 2,

Kind of vat for pressed grapes.
TRUNCADAMENTE, ad. In a truncated manner,

TRUNCAMiENTO,sm.Truncation, the act oftrun-

cating or maiming.
TRUNCAR, va. To truncate, to maim ; to muti-

late a discourse.

TRTJNCO, CA, a. V. Tronco.

TRUQUE, sm. A game at cards.

TRUCIUERO, sm. Keeper or owner of a truck-

table.

Tti,pron.pers. Thou ; used in the familiar style
of friendship. a. Thy, thine. V. Tuyo. A'
tu par tu, Thee for thee ; disrespectful or

vulgar language. Salta tu y ddmela tu, Ju-

venile play of thread-needle.

TOAUTEM, sm. (Fam.) Principal person, leader,

mover, author ; essential point.

TUBERCULO, sm. (Med.) Tubercle in the lungs.
TUBEROSA, sf. (Bot.) Tuberose, oriental hya-

cinth. Hyacinthus orientalis

TUBEROSIDAD, s/. Tuberosity.
TUBEROSO, SA, a. Tuberous.

TUBO, sm. Tube. V. Canon.

TUCIORISTA, s. com. One who follows the safest

doctrine.

ToBEL, sm. A metal pipe with a reed put into

a bassoon.

TUDESCA, sf. (Bot.) V. Maravilla. Lenguatu-
desca, German language.

TDDESCO, sm. 1. A kind of wide cloak. V. Ctf.

pote. 2. German, native of Germany.
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Toico 6 TUECA, 5. Cavity made by wood-lice
in timber.

TUERA, sf. (Bot.) Coloquintida, bitter apple.
Cucumis colocynthis L.

TUERCA, sf. Nut or female screw.

TUERCE, sm. V. Torcedura.

TUERO, sm. Dry wood cut for fuel.

TUERTAMENTE, ad. V. Torcidamente.

TUERTO, TA, a. Blind of one eye ; squint-eyed.
A 1

tuertos, On the contrary, on the wrong
side ; obliquely.

TUERTO, sm. Wrong, injury. Tudrtos, Pains in

the bowels after child-birth
; they are more

commonly called entuertds. A1 tuerto 6 a.

derccho, Right or wrong ; inconsiderately.
T v ET A NO

,
sm. Marrow, an oleaginous substance

contained in the bones ; pith of trees.

TUFARADA, sf. A strong scent or smell.

TUFO, sm. 1. A warm vapour or exhalation

arising from the earth. 2. A strong and of-

fensive smell. 3. Locks of hair which fall

over the ear. 4. High notion, lofty idea,

vanity.

TUGURIO, sm. Hut, cottage.
TUICION, sf. Tuition

; protection.

Tuixfvo, VA, a. Defensive, that which shelters

or protects.

TULIPA, sf. (Bot.) A small tulip.

TCLIPAN, sm. (Bot.) Tulip. Tulipa L.

TULLIDO, DA, a. Crippled.
TULLIDURA, sf. Dung of birds of prey.
TULLIMIENTO, sm. Contraction of the nerves.

TUI.LIR, t>n. To emit dung; applied to birds;
to ill-treat. vr. To be crippled or maimed.

TUMBA, sf. 1. Tomb, sepulchral monument,
vault. 2. Roof of a coach. 3. Tumble. V.
Tumbo.

TUMBADERO, RA, a. Tumbler; falling. Tumba-
deras redes. Drop-nets for catching wild ani-

mals.

TcMBADfLLO, sm. (Naut.) Round-house, cuddy.
TUMBADO, DA, a. Vaulted, arched.

TvtKBAGA,sf. Pinchbeck or tomback; toy made
of pinchbeck.

TUMBAGON, sm. Any large piece made of tom-
back or pinchbeck ; bracelet set with stones.

TUMBAR, va. 1. To tumble, to throw down. 2.

To surprise with a joke or jest. 3. To ine-

briate, to make drunk. Tumbar un navio,

(Na6t.) To heave a ship down. vn. I. To
tumble, to fall down. 2. (Naut.) To heel, to

lie along, to have a false list ; applied to a

ship. vr. To lie down to sleep.

TUMBILLA, sf. Horse for airing bed-linen.

TUMBO, sm. I. Tumble, fall. 2. An important
point, a matter of consequence. 3. Book con-

taining the privileges and title-deeds of mo-
nasteries, &c. Tumbo de olla, What remains
in the pot after the meat is taken out. Tum-
bo de dado, Imminent peril.

TUMBON, sm. 1. Coach , trunk with an arched
roof or lid. 2. V. Tuno.

TUMBONEAR, nit. 1. To vault, to make arches.

2. V. Tunar.

TUMEFACCION, sf. Tumefaction, swelling.

TUMEFACERSE, vr. To tumefy, to swell.

TUMIDO, DA, a. 1. Swollen, inflated. 2. Pompous,
elevated

; applied to the style.

TUMOR, sm. 1. Tumor, a morbid swelling. 2.
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TUR

Tumor, affected pomp, false magnificence
TUMULO, sm. Tomb, sepulchral monument ;

funeral pile.

TUMULTO, sm. Tumult, uproar ; mob.
TUMULTUACION, sf. Tumult, mob.

TUMULTUANTE, pa. Tumultuating.
TUMULTUAR, vn. To raise a tumult, to stir up

disturbances, to excite commotions.

TUMULTUARIAMENTE, ad. Tumultuously.
TUMULTUARIO, RiA, a. Tumultuary, exciting

disturbances or commotions.

TUMULTUOSAMENTE, ad. Tumultuously.
TUMULTUOSO, SA, . Tumultuous.
TUNA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Indian fig, the fig of the

Cactus opuntia. 2. An idle and licentious life.

TUNAL,STO. (Bot.) Indian fig-tree. Cactus opun-
tia L. V. Nopal.

TUNANTE,. Leading a licentious life
; vagrant.

TuNANTERiAjS/". Debauchery, idleness, vagran-
cy and libertinism. [life.

TUNAR, vn. To lead a licentious, lazy, vagrant
TUNDA, sf. 1. The act of shearing cloth. 2. A

severe chastisement or punishment.
TUNDENTE, a. Doing injury to some part of the

body without drawing blood
; raising a tumor.

TUNDICION, sf. Shearing of cloth.

TUNDIDOR, sm. Shearer of cloth. Banco del tun-

didor, Shearing-board.
TUNDIDURA, sf. The act of shearing.
TUNDIR, va. 1. To shear, to cut the pile of

cloth. 2. (Fam.) To cudgel, to flog, to inflict

punishment.
TUNDIZNO, sm. Shearings cut off from clotli.

TUNICA, s/". 1. Tunic, a garment without sleeves

worn by the ancients. 2. A woollen shirt worn

by some religious persons under their clothes.

3. Tunicle, pellicle, or integument which co-

vers the shells of fruit, or the eyes. 4. Along
wide gown.

TUNICELA, sf. Garment worn by bishops ;
wide

gown.
TUNO, sm. Vagrant, libertine. V. Tunante.

TUPA, sf. Satiety, the act of glutting one's

self, repletion.

TUPE, sm. Toupet.
TUPIR, va. To press close. vr. To stuffor glat

one's self with eating and drinking.

TuRA,s/.(Ant.) V. Duray Sopiloted GaUinaza.

TURAR, vn. (Ant.) To continue in the natural

state.

TURBA, sf. 1. Crowd, confused multitude. 2.

Turf, a sod, peat, blackish earth which is used

for fuel.

TURBACION, sf. Perturbation, confusion, disor-

der ; the act of exciting disturbances and
commotions.

TURBADAMENTE, ad. In a disorderly manner.

TURBADOR, RA, s. Disturber, one who excites

disturbances, perturbator. [peat or fuel.

TURBAL,S. Turf-bog, peat-moss ; collection of

TURBAMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) V. Turbacion.

TURBAMULTA, sf. Crowd, multitude.

TURBANTE, sm. 1. Turban or turbant, the head-

dress worn by the Turks. 2. Disturber.

TURBJ^R, va. To disturb, to alarm, to trouble ;

to surprise. vr. To be uneasy or alarmed ;

not to have a composed mind.

TcRBATfvo, VA, ffl. Troublesome, that which
disturbs or alarms.
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TURBIAMENTE, ad. Obscurely, confusedly.

TURBIDO, DA, a. Muddy, turbid. V. Turbio.

TURBIEDXD, sf. Muddiness ; turbidness ;
ob-

scurity.

TITRBINADO, DA, a. Turbinated, twisted, spiral

formed ; applied to shells.

TURBINITA, sm. (Con.) Wreath shell, spiral

shell. Turbo L. [bith.

TURBINO, sm. Powder made of the root of tur-

TURBIO, BIA, a. 1. Muddy, disturbed, troubled.

2. Unhappy, unfortunate. 3. Dark, obscure ;

mguage. A1 turbio correr 6 quan-
io todo turbio corra, (Fam.) However bad

or unfortunate it may be br happen.
TURBION, sm. 1. A heavy shower of rain. 2.

Hurricane ;
violent concussion of a multi-

tude of things,

TURBJT, sm. (Sot.) Turbith. Convolvulus tur-

pethum L. Turbit mineral, (Farm.) Turbith

mineral, yellow oxide or subsulphat of mer-

cury.
TURBONADA Y TURBION^DA, sf. Waterspout.
TURBON, sm. V. Turbion.

TURBULENCIA, sf. 1. Turbidness, muddiness. 2.

Turbulence, confusion, disorder, disturbance.

TURBULENTAMENTE, ad. Turbulently.
TURBUI.ENTO, TA, a. 1. Turbid, not clear, thick,

muddy. 2. Turbulent, confused, disorderly,
tumultuous.

TURCO, CA, a. Turkish, peculiar to the Turks.

TuRofcA, sf. Piece of new leather, about a

foot in width, of which the poor in Spain
make the coarse shoes, called Abarcas.

TURD ION, sm. Ancient Spanish dance.

TuRGENCiAjS/. 1. Swelling, tumour. 2. Osten-

tation, vanity, loftiness, pride. [tuberant.

TURGENTE, a. Turgent, swelling, tumid, pro-

TURIBUI.O, sm. Incensory, a vessel in which in-

cense is burnt.

TURIFERARIO Y TuRiBULARio, sm. The acolo-

thist, who carries the incensory.
TURIFICACION, sf. Incensing, perfuming with

incense.

TURIFICAR, vn. V. Incensar.

TURMA, sf. Testicle. Tiirma de titrra, (Bot.)
Truffle. Tuber cibarium With. [turns

TURNA R, vn. To alternate, to go or work, by
TURNIO, NIA, a. Squint-eyed; torvous, of a

stern countenance.

T#RNO, sm. I. Turn, successive or alternate

order
; change, vicissitude. 2. (Naut.) Time,

in which a sailor or party of sailors is em-

ployed in some particular business. Retevar
el turno d hi bomba, 6 d sondaleza, To spell
the pump or the lead. Al turno, By turns*.

Por su turno, In his turn.

TURON, sm. A kind of field-mouse. Mus silva-

ticus L.

TURPE, a. (Ant.) V. Torpe.
TURQUESA, sf. 1. Mould for making pellets or

balls to be thrown from a cross-bow. 2. Tur-

kois, a precious stone of a beautiful blue co-

lour.

TURQUESADO, DA, a. Of the turkois colour.

TURQUESCO, CA, a. Turkish. A1 la turquesca,
In the Turkish manner. [lour.

TURQCI 6 TURQ.UINO, NA, a. Of a deep blue co-

TORRAR, va. To toast, to roast.

TURRON, sm. Sweetmeat made of almonds,

pine-kernels, nuts and honey.
TURRONERO, sm. One who makes or retails the

sweetmeat, called Turron.

TURSION, sm. Fish resembling a dolphin.

TURULES, sm. Kind of strong grapes.

TURUMBON, sm. Contusion on the head. [dogs.
Tus 6 TtJso, interj. A word used for calling

TUSILAGO, sm. (Bot.) Colts-foot. Tusilago far-

fara L.

Tuso', SA, s. Name given to dogs.

TUSON, sm. 1. Fleece, the wool shorn from a.

sheep. 2. (And.) Colt which is not yet two

years old. Orden del tuson de oro, Order of

the Golden Fleece.

TUSONA, sf. Strumpet, having her head and eye-
brows either shaved, as a punishment, or lost

by disease.

TUTANO, sm. Marrow. V. Tuetano.

TUTEAR, va. To thou, to treat with familiarity.

iiTELAjS/. Guardianship, tutelage, protection.
Tutela dativa, (For.) Guardianship appoint-
ed by a court. [tecting.

TUTELAR, a. Tutelar, tutelary ; defensive, pro-
TUTEO 6 TUTEAMIJENTO, sm. Thouing, the act

of treating one in a familiar manner.

TUTIA, sf. Tutty. V. Mutia.

TUTO, TA, a. Safe. V. Seguro.
TUTOR, RA, s. Guardian, tutor ; protector.

TUTORIA, sf. Tutelage, guardianship.
TUTRIZ, sf. Tutoress, governess.
TIJYO, \A,pron.:pos. Thine. Ese sombrero cs

tuyo, That hat is thine. Tuyos, Friends and
relations of the party addressed .

HE u is the 24th letter in the Spanish al-

phabet ; it loses its sound after q and g,
and becomes a liquid, except where it is fol-

lowed by an a, as in quaderno, guarismo, or
when marked with a diaeresis, as hi aguero,
when it retains its proper sound. Great care
should be taken never to confound u and v
in Spanish,

as they differ not only in sound
but in import, as desuelo and desvelo.

', conj. disj. A disjunctive particle used in

the place of d, to avoid cacophony, when the

following word begins with an o (or former-

i UBI

ly with a d) ;
e. g. Lacre u oblea, Sealing-

wax or wafer.

U 7

, interj. Ah ! alas !

UBERIMO, MA, a. Very fruitful ; extremely
plentiful and abundant.

TPBi, sm. Place, room, sphere.

UBICACION, sf. Actual existence in a determi-

nate place or space.

UBICARSE, vr. To be in a determinate space.

U'BIO, sm. V. Yugo.
UBKIUID^D, ff. Ubiquity, omnipresence.
UBIQUITARIO, sm. Ubiquitary; ubiqiiitarian,
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U'BRE, sf. Dog or teat of female animals.

UBRERA, sf. Thrush, ulcerations in the mouth
of sucking children.

UCE, 5. com. Your honour or worship. V. Vut-
samerced. [r?.

UCENCIA, s. com. Your excellency. V. Vuecellen-

UESNORUESTE, sm. V. Qesnorueste.

UESSUDUESTE, sm. V. Oesuduesle.

UESTE, sm. 1. West. 2. Zephyr, west-wind.

UFANAMENTE, ad. Ostentatiously, boastfully.
UFANARSE, vr. To boast, to be haughty or elated.

UFANEZA Y UrANfA, sf. 1. Pride, haughtiness.
2. Joy, gaiety, pleasure, satisfaction.

UFANO, NA, a. 1. Proud, haughty, lofty, arro-

gant. 2. Gay, cheerful, joyful, content.

U'FO (A'), ad. In a spunging manner
; parasi-

tically.

UGIER, sm. Ushdr, porter.

U'LCERA, sf. Ulcer, a sore or festered wound.

ULCERACION, sf. Ulceration, the breaking out
into ulcers.

ULCERAR, va. To ulcerate, to disease with sores.

ULCERATIVO, VA, a. Causing ulcers.

ULCEROSO, SA, a. Ulcerous, afflicted with ulcers

ULMARIA, sf. Meadow sweet, queen of the
meadows. Spiraea ulmaria L.

ULTERIOR, a. Ulterior, posterior.

ULTIMADAMENTE, ad. Ultimately.
ULTIMAUO, DA, a. Finished, ultimate.

U'LTIMAMENTE, ad. Lastly, finally.

ULTIMAR, va. To end, to finish.

ULTIMIDAD, sf. Ultimity, the last stage.
U'LTIMO, MA, a. 1. Last, latest, hindmost. 2.

Highly finished, most valuable. 3. Remote ;

extreme. 4. Final, conclusive, ultimate. Estar
d lo ultimo, To understand completely ;

to be

expiring. For ultimo, Lastly, finally. Ultimo

entretodos, Last of all, last among them all

U'LTIMAS, sf.pl. Last or end syllables.

U'LTRA, ad. Besides, moreover. [suits

ULTRAJADOR, RA, s. One who outrages or in-

ULTRAJAMIENTO, sm. Outrage, affront, injury.

ULTRAJAR, va. To outrage, to offend, to treat

injuriously ; to despise, to depreciate.
ULTRAJE, sm. Outrage, contempt, injurious

language.
ULTRAJOSAMENTE, ad. Outrageously.
ULTRAJOSO, SA, a. Outrageous, scornful.

ULTRAMAR,*. 1. Ultramarine, beyond the seas

foreign. 2. (Pint.) Ultramarine, blue colour.

ULTRAMARINO, NA, a. Ultramarine.
ULTRAMAR!NO, sm. Ultramarine, the finest blue

colour, produced by calcination from the la-

pis lazuli.

ULTRAMARO. sm. Ultramarine colour.

ULTRAMONTANO, NA, a. Ultramontane, beyond
the mountains.

ULTRAPUERTAS, 5771, Place situated without the

gates.

ULTRIZ, sf. Avenger ;
Divine Justice.

ULTRONEO, NEA, a. Spontaneous, voluntary.
U'LDLA, sf. (Orn.) Owl. V. Autillo.

ULULATO, sm. Howl, screech, hue-and-cry.
UMBELAS, sf. pi. Umbels, the extremities of the

stalks of plants, such as mountain-parsley
which serve in Spain as tooth-picks.

UMBILICADO, DA, a. Navel-shaped. [vel

UMBILICAL, a. Umbilical, belonging to the na-

U'MBLA, sf. (let.) Fish of the salmon family
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found in the lakes of Switzerland and Italy.
Salmo umbla L.

QMBRA, (Ant.) V. Sombra.

UMBRAL, sm. 1. Threshold, the step under a
door or gate ; lintel, architrave. 2. Begin-
ning, commencement, rudiment.

UMBRALAR, .To lay down the ground-timber
of a door or gate ;

to place an architrave.

UMBRATICO, CA, a. Umbrageous, shady, yield-

ing shade.

UMBRATIL, a. Umbratile ; resembling.
BRIA, sf. Umbrosity, shadiness ;

a shady
place.

UitfBRfo, BR|A, a. Umbrageous, shady.
UMBROSO, SA, a. Shady, yielding shade.

UN, a. One
;
used for uno, but always before

words
;

it is also used before verbs occasion-

ally to give force and energy to an exprea-

UNANIME, a. Unanimous. [sion.

UNANIMEMENTE, ad. Unanimously.
UNANIMIDAD, sf. Unanimity, conformity of

sentiments or opinions.

U'NCIA, sf. 1. An ancient coin, the value of

which is not known. 2. Ounce, the sixteenth

part of a pound, and sometimes the twelfth.

V. Onza.

UNCION, sf. 1. Unction, the act of anointing. 2..

Extreme or last unction, the rite of anoint-

ing in the last hours. Unciones, Course of

salivation, a method of cure practised in ve-

nereal cases.

UNCIONARIO, RIA, a. Being under salivation,

salivating ; place of salivating.
UNC! R, va. To yoke oxen or mules for labour.

UNDANTE, a. (Poet.) V. Undoso.

UNDECAGONO, sm. Undecagon, a polygon of

eleven sides or angles.

UNDECIMO, MA, a. Eleventh.

UNDECUPLO, FLA, a. Eleven times as much.

UNDISONO, NA, a. Billowy, sounding like waves.

UNDOSO, SA, a. Wavy, rising in waves, playing
to and fro as undulations.

UNDULACION, sf. Undulation, a tremulous mo-
tion observable in liquids.

UNDULAR, vn. To rise or play in waves.

UNDULATORIO, RIA, a. Undulatory.
UNGARINA, sf. A kind of Hungarian dress.

U'NGAROS, sm. pi. Tanners, who make use of

lime and bark-powder to abridge the process
of tanning.

UNGIDO, sm. Anointed of the Lord, king, so-

vereign. [inff.

UNGIMIENTO, sm. Unction, the act of anoint-

,
va. To anoint, to consecrate.

UNGUENTARIO, RIA, a. Preparing sweet-scent-

ed ointment or perfumes.
UNGUENTARIO, sm. Perfume-box, in which

sweet-scented ointments are kept ;
anointer.

UNGUENTO.sm.l. Unguent, ointment, liniment.

2. Perfume, balsam. Ungllento de Mexico,

(Joe.) Money, cash. Ungilento cetrino,

Ointment made of ceruse, camphor and oil

mixed with citron juice, used to take freckles

off the face, or remove cicatrices.

UNIBLE, a. That which may be united.

U MCAMENTE, ad. Only, simply.
UNICADLE, a. Having but one stalk ; applied

to plants.

, sf. Singularity, distinctive quality.
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U'NICO, CA, a. Singular, alone, that of which
there is but one ; rar.e, excellent.

UNicdRNio, 577i. 1. Unicorn, animal having one
horn. 2. (Min.) Ceratites.

UNIDAD, sf. 1. Unity, the state of being one.

2. Unit, the least number or the root of num-
bers. 3. Principle of dramatic writing, by
which the unity of time and place is pre-
served. 4. Conformity, union.

UNIDAMENTE, ad. Jointly, unanimously.
UNIFICA^R, va. To unite into one.

UNIFORMX.R, va. To make uniform.

UNIFORMS, a. Uniform, of an even tenour.

UNIFORMS, sm. (Mil.) Uniform, regimentals.
UNIFORMEMENTE, ad. Uniformly.
UNIFORMIDAD, sf. Uniformity, resemblance,

even tenour.

UNIGENITO, a. Only begotten ; applied to an

only son, or the Son of God.

UNION, sf. 1. Union, the act of joining two or

more ; the state of being joined, conjunction.
2. Conformity, resemblance. 3. Concord,

conjunction of mind, sentiments, or opinion.
4. Composition resulting from the mixture
of several ingredients; physical or chemical

union. 5. Consolidation of the lips of a

wound. 6. Alliance, confederacy. 7. Conti-

guity, nearness of situation. 8. Symmetry,
Harmony. 9. Incorporation ; sameness, simi-

larity. 10. Hoop, ring. Unidnes, Pearls,

perfectly like each other. Union hypostutica,

Hipostatic union of the divine Word and hu-

man nature.

UNIR, va. 1. To join, to unite. 2. To mix, to

incorporate. 3. To bind, to tie. 4. To ap-

proach, to bring near ; to aggregate. 5. To
conform. 6. To consolidate. vr. 1. To join,
to associate, to be united ; to adhere, to

concur
;
to associate. 2. To be contiguous,

close, near.

UNISON, $m. Unison, musical consonance.

UNISONANCIA, sf. Uniformity of sound ; mono-

tony, want of variety in cadence.

UNISONO, NA, a. 1. Unison, sounding alone. 2.

Having the same sound.

UNISONO, sm. Unison, a single unvaried note.

UMTIVO,-VA, a. Unitive, having the power of

uniting.

UNITOSO, SA
;
Y UNITUOSO, SA, a. Fit for being

joined or united.

UNIVALVO, VA, a. Univalve
; applied to shells.

UNIVERSAL, a. Universal, general, extending
to all ; learned, well-informed.

UNIVKRSAMDAD, sf. 1. Universality, extension

to the whole. 2. Generality of information.

UNIVERSAI.MENTE, ad. Universally, generally.

UNiVERsmAD,5/. 1. Universality, generality. 2.

University, a place where all the arts and
faculties are taught and studied. 3. Body of
masters and students, assembled in a deter-

minate place to teach and study arts and sci-

ences. 4. Corporation, community. 5. The
whole circle of nature

;
the vegetable, ani-

mal, or mineral kingdom. Universidades,
Cities, towns, or other corporations.

UNIVERSO, sm. Universe, the general system
of created things or beings.

UNIVERSO, SA, a. Universal.

UNIVOCACION, sf. Univocation,

UNIVOCAMENTE, ad. Univocally, unanimously.
UNIVOCARSE, vr. To have the same meaning.
UNIVOCO, CA, a. 1. Univocal, having the same
meaning. 2. Unanimous

; like, resembling.
U'NO, 5m. 1. One, the element or root of all

numbers. 2. One, any individual; intimate

friend, another self.

U'NO,NA,a.l . One ; clocely resembling the same ;

sole, only. 2. It is used relatively or to sup-

ply a name, as Una dixo, It was said, or one
said. Uno d otro, One another, reciprocally.
Todo es uno, It is all the same

; it is foreign to

the point. Uno d uno, One by one. Uno por
uno, One and then another; used to mark
the distinction more forcibly. Ya uno ya ot.ro,

By turns. Una por una, At al! events, at

any rate, certainly. Una y no mas, Never, no
more. A 1

una, Jointly, together. Ser para
en uno, To be well matched ; applied to a

married couple. Ir a una, To amount to the

same.

UNTADOR, RA, 5. Anointer, one who anoints;

surgeon who administers or performs mer-
curial frictions.

UNTADURA v UNTAMIENTO, 5. Unction, the act

of anointing.
UNTA^R, va. 1. To rub over with unctuous mat-

ter, to anoint. 2. To suborn, to bribe. Untar
las manos, To grease the hands, i. e. to bribe.

3. To varnish a piece of painting. Untar el

carro, (Fam.) To bribe. Untar el casco 6 los

casc.os, To flatter, to wheedle, to cajole.
Untar la mollera, To be slow or dull of com-

prehension. vr. \. To be greased with unc-

tuous matter. 2. To embezzle, to appropri-
ate by breach of trust.

UNTAZA, sf. Grease. V. Enxundia.

U'NTO, sm. 1. Grease, unctuous matter ; fat of
animals. 2. Unguent, ointment. Unto de

rana 6 de Mexico, Bribe, money given to

suborn. [greasy.

UNTOSO, SA
;

Y UNTUOSO, SA, a. Unctuous,
UNTu6siDAD,5/'. Unctuosity, unctiousness, oili-

ness. greasiness.
UNTURA, 5/. 1. Unction, the act of anointing.

2. Matter used in anointing.
U'NA, sf. 1. Nail, the horny substance at the

ends of the fingers and toes. 2. Hoof, claw,
or talon of beasts. 3. Pointed hook of instru-

ments. 4. Part of the trunk of a felled tree,

which still sticks to the root. 5. Crust grow-,

ing on sores or wounds. 6. Excrescence or

hard tumour on the eye-lids. 7. Dexterity in

stealing or filching. 8. Curved beak of a

scorpion. De unas d unas, From head to

foot. Hincar 6 meter la una, To overcharge,
to sell at an exorbitant price. Mostrar las

unas, To be inexorable. Mostrar la una
t

To show one's teeth, to discover one's foibles.

Quedarse soplando las unas, To bite one's

thumbs, to be disappointed. Tencr uwis al~

gun negocio, To be arduous or extremely dif-

ficult ; applied to a task or business. Una

olorosa, Shell used in pharmacy. Sacar las

unas, (Fam.) To avail one's self of every
means in any difficulty. Una de caballo,

(Bot.) Coltsfoot.

UNAD A, sf. Impression made with the nail,

scratch.
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Y U&ARAZO, s. Scratch, laceration

with the nail.

UifATE, sm. l.The act of pinching with the

nail. 2. V. Uneta.

UNAZA, sf. aum. Large nail.

UNERO, sm. A callous excrescence growing at

the root of a nail.

UN ETA, sf. dim. 1. Little nail. 2. Chuck-far-

thing, a play among boys.

UNIDURA, sf. The act of yoking oxen or mules
for labour.

UNIR. va. To yoke. V. Uncir.

UNITA, CA
;
Y UNHELA, sf. dim. ofuiiei.

Uispso, SA, a. Having long nails or claws.

I
r/

i'A, ftf. Up, up; a term used to make chil-

dren get up from the ground. V. Aupa.
Ur-AR, rn. To endeavour to get up.
UKACHO, sm. (Anat.) Urachus. a membrane
which passes from the top of the bladder to

the umbilicus. This term has been erroneous-

ly defined even by the Academy as signify-

ing the urethra, and by others as the ureter,

prostate gland, &c.

UKANIA, sf. Urania, the muse of astronomy.
URANOGRAF|A, sf. Description of the heavens.

URANOSCOPO, sm. (let.) Star-gazer. Uranosco-

pus scaber L.

URANO, NA, a. Coy, reserved, timid ; wild, un-
tamed. V. IJurano.

URBANAMENTE, ad. Courteously, politely.

URUANIDAD, sf. Urbanity, civility, politeness.
URBANO. NA, a. 1. Peculiar to towns or cities.

2. Courteous, civil, polite, well-bred.

U'RCA, sf. 1. (Naut.) Hooker, dogger ;
a pink-

built, and sloop-rigged vessel. 2. (Naut.)

Storeship. 3. (let.) Species of whale. V.
Orr.a.

U'RCE, sm. (Bot.) Heath. V. Brezo.

U KC HILL A, sf. Archil or orchil, a violet colour,
used by dyers.

URDIDKBA, $/*.
1. Woman who warps. 2. A

warping frame.

URIMDOR, RA, 5. 1. Warper. 2. Warping-mill.
URDJDTJRA, sf. The aet of warping.
URDIEMBRE Y URI>IMBRE,S. Chain, warp, the

threads which are >xtended lengthwise for

the loom.
URDIR. rn. To warp, to dispose the threads

lengthwise for the loom. 2. To contrive.

URETERA, sf. (Anat.) Urethra, urinary canal.

URKTERF.S, sm. pi. Ureters, canals which convey
the urine from the kidneys to the bladder.

URETICO, CA, a. Belonging to the urethra.

URGENCIA, sf. Urgency, pressure of difficulty,

necessity, want ; obligation.

URGKNTE, a. Urgent, pressing.
URGENTF.MKNTE, ad. Urgently.
URGIR, rn. To be urgent, to require a speedy

cure or immediate execution ;
to be actually

obliged.

Unfco, 5m. Natron, carbonate or subcarbonate
of soda

; it is found in a valley of Maracaybo
in Venezuela, at the bottom of a small lake.

URINA, sf. Urine. V. Orina.

URINAL, a. Urinary, urinous. sm. Urinal.

URINA.RIO, RIA, a. Urinary, belonging to urine.

U'RNA, s/. 1. Urn, the vessels in which the ashes
of burnt bodies were formerly put. 2. Glass-
case, in which small statues or ijaajcs are

kept. 3. Urn used by painters and sculptors
to represent rivers."

URNICA, LLA Y TA, sf. A small urn.

URNICION, sf. (Naut.) Top-timbers.
U'RO, sm. A kind of wild ox. Bos urus L.

UROGALLO, sm. (Orn.) Bird like acock.

URRACA, sf. (Orn.) Magpie. Corvus pica L
U'RSA, sf. She-bear. V. Osa.

URUCA, sm. (Bot.) Hart-leaved bixa or anotta.
Bixa orellana L.

USACION, sf. Use, the act of using.
USADAMENTE, ad. According to custom.

USADO, DA, a. 1. Used, worn out. 2. Experi-
enced, skilful. Al usado, At usance, at the

time fixed for the payment of bills of ex-

change, by the custom of the place on which

they are drawn.

USAGE, sm. Usage, custom. V. Uso.

USAGRE, sm. A kind of breaking out in tho
faces of children.

USANZA, sf. Usage, use, usance, custom.

USAR, va. 1. To use, to employ for some pur-

pose, to make use of. 2. To practise, to per-

form, by custom or habit. 3. To exercise or

perform an employment or office. 4. To en-

joy any thing. ~y. To communicate, to treat

or use familiarly. vr. To be in use or fash-

ion.

USENCIA, s. com. Your reverence, a contraction

ofvucstra referenda; an appellation of ho-

nour used to address clergymen.
USENORIA, USIA, 6 USIKIA, "s. com. Your lord-

ship or ladyship, a contraction of vucstra se-

U ;

SGO, sm. V. Asco. [noria.

USIER, sm. Usher, porter. V. Uxicr.

USITADO, DA, a. Frequently used.

U 7

so,.9?. 1. Use, employment, service. 2. Usu-
fruct ; enjoyment. 3. Use, custom, style, ge-
neral practice, habit, fashion,mode. 4. Usance,
a time prefixed for the payment of bills of ex-

change, by the custom of the place on which

they are drawn. 5. Office, exercise
; wearing.

G. Frequent continuation, constant use
;
as-

siduousness. Andar al uso, To conform to

the times, to temporize. A' uso 6 al vso, Ac-

cording to custom.

USTAGA, sf. (Naut.) Tye.
D 6 VD. s. com. You, a contraction of ru-

estra merced ;
a general term used to address;

persons both in conversation and in writing.

USTION, sf. Ustion, the act of making medical

preparations by burning.
USUAL, a. 1. Usual, accustomed. 2. Tractable,

social. Ano usual, Current year.

UsHALMENTK, tf.rf. Usually.
USUARIO, RIA, a. Having the sole use of any

thing.
Usrc AIMON, sf. (For.) Usucaption.
USUCAPIR, va. To acquire the right of proper-

ty of any tiling, by the possession thereof

during a space of time prescribed by law.

USUFRUCTO, sm. Usufruct, profit, advantage ;

enjoyment.
USUFRUCTUAR, va. 1. To possess or enjoy the

usufruct of any thing. 2. To render produc-
tive or fruitful.

USUFRUCTUARIO, RIA, a. Possessing or enjoy-

ing the usufruct of any thing.
7UF..t. sf. \ Interest, money paid for the usa
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of money lent or advanced. 2. Gain, profit.

3. Usury, unlawful interest.

USURER o USUREAR, vn. To lend money on in-

terest ; to practise usury ;
to reap benefit.

USURARIAMENTE, ad. Usuriously, interestedly.

USURARIO, RIA, a. Belonging to interest or

usury ; practising usury.

USURERO, RA, s. Usurer, money-lender.
USURERO, RA, a. Usurious ; excessive profit.

USURPACION, sf. Usurpation, an illegal seizure

or possession.
USURPADOR, RA, s. Usurper, one who seizes or

possesses that to which he has no right.

USURPAR, va. 1 . To usurp, to possess by force or

intrusion, to seize without right ;
to assume

or usurp another's office, dignity, or employ-
ment. 2. To make use of a word in the room
of another, or in another sense.

UT, sm. Ut, the first of the musical notes.

UTENSILIO, sm. Utensil, an instrument for any
use. Utensilios, (Mil.) Articles which the te-

nant of a house is to furnish the soldier quar-
tered with him.

UTERAL, a. Uterine, belonging to the womb.
UjERfNo, NA, a. 1. Uterine, belonging to the

womb. 2. Born of the same mother, but hav-

ing a different father.

U'TKRO, sm. Uterus, womb, the place of the

foetus in the mother. [vantage.
U'TIL, a. Useful, profitable. sm. Utility, ad-

UTILIDAD, sf. Utility, profit ; usefulness.

UTILIZER, vn. To be useful, to yield profit.
vr.\. To reap benefit or profit ; to take ad-

vantage of or profit by. 2. To interest or

concern one's self in some business.

UTILMENTE, ad. Usefully.
UTOPIA, sf. Utopia, imaginary country.
UTRERO, RA, s. Bull or heifer between two and

three years old.

UT stfpRA, ad. As above.

U'VA,*/. 1. Grape, the fruit ofthe vine, or Vitia

vinifera L. 2. Bunch of grapes. 3. Tippler,
one fond of drinking. Hccho una uva, Versr

drunk. 4. Wart on the eye-lid. 5. Fruit en-

berry of the barberry bush. 6. Tumour on the

epiglottis. Uva de Corinto, (Bot.) Currants.
Uva pasa, Raisins. Uva de goto 6 cane!la,
White stone-crop. Sedum album L. Uca o
pina 6 crespa, Gooseberry. Ribesgrossularia
L. Uva lupina 6 verca, Wolf-berries. Aeoni-
tum Lycoctonurn L. Uva de rapdsa, Night-
shade. Solanum nigrum L. Uva taminca 6

taminia, Lousewort.

UVAUA, sf. 1. Plenty or abundance of grapes.
2. (And.) Kind of land-measure.

UVAGUEMAESTRE, sm. (Mil.) Officer who com-
mands the train of baggage-waggons.

UVAL, a. Belonging to grapes.
UVATE, sm. Conserve made of grapes.
UVAYEMA, sf. Species of wild vine.

U'VEA, sf. Uvea, the third or outermost co.it

of the eye.
UVERO, sm. Retailer of grapes.
UVILI,A, TA, sf. A small grape.
UXIER, sm. Porter, groom-porter, gentleman-

usher. Uxier de armas, Gentleman-usher of

the king's arms. Uxier da saleta, Hall-

keeper.
U'ZAS, sf. Kind of Brazilian club.

VAC

THE pronunciation of v (which is the 25th

letter), in the Spanish language is the

same as in English, and somewhat softer

than b, with which it was formerly often con-

founded. It is now generally used instead of

b in words derived from other languages, or

where foreign words are written with a cha-

racter convertible into v, as profectus, makes

provecho ; but vendicion, selling, bendicion,

blessing, &c. follow their Latin origin. V. is

used in contractions for vuestra, your ;
vd.

or vm. you ;
V. M. your Majesty ; V. S. your

Lordship of Ladyship ; V. R. your reverence,
&c.

VAC A, sf. 1. Cow, the female of a bull. Vaca de

Jcche, Milk-cow. 2. Beef, the flesh of black

cattle. SoUmo de vaca, Sirloin of beef. 3.

(And.) Joint stock of two gamblers or part-
ners in gambling. 4. (let.) Sea-cow. V. Ma-
nati. Vaca de la boda, He to whom every
one applies in distress. Vaca de San Jlnton,

(Ent.) Lady-cow, lady-bird.- Coccinella sep-

tempunctata L. If this very common Euro-

pean insect be rubbed between the finger and

thumb, and the finger then applied to an

aching tooth, it gives immediate and effectu-

al relief. Vaca Marina, (let.) Kind of whale,
sea-cow.

VAC

". Vacation, intermission of judicial

proceedings, or any other stated employ-
ment

;
recess of courts of law and public

boards.

VACADA, sf. Drove of cows.

VACANCIA, sf. Vacancy.
VACANTE, a. Vacant, empty, disengaged. sf.

1. Vacation ; vacant office or time. 2. Rent
fallen due during the vacancy of a benefice.

VAC^R, vn. 1. To cease, to stop ; to be vacant ;

to suspend any business. 2. To devote one's

self to a particular thing ;
to follow a busi-

ness. va. To vacate an office.

VACATURA, sf Vacancy.
VACIA. sf. Basin. V. Bacia.

VACIADERO, sm. Drain, sink.

VACIADIZO, ZA, a. Cast, moulded.

VACIADO, sm. 1. Form or image, moulded or

cast in plaster of Paris, or wax ; excavation.

2. (Arq.) Cavity in a pedestal below its or-

namental mouldings.
VAC iA DOR, sm. Moulder, one who casts er

moulds; one who evacuates, hollows, or

makes empty.
VACIAMIKNTO, sm. Casting, moulding ; evacu-

ating, hollowing.
VACIAR, va. 1. To empty, to evacuate, to ex-

haust, to clear. Vaciar d costal^ To tell all

G9J
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that one knows, to divulge the whole secret
2. To mould, to form, to model. 3. To fal

into, to discharge itself; applied to rivers. 4

(Arq.) To excavate. 5. To explain at large
vn. 1. To fall, to decrease

; applied to wa
ters. 2. Not to make a good use of one's time
3. To fade, to lose colour or lustre. vr. 1. To
be spilt, to be emptied ; applied to liquors. 2
To tell or divulge what should be kept secret
3. To empty, to be vacant.

VACJEDAD, sf. 1. Emptiness, void, vacuity. 2
An inconsiderate or arrogant speech ; ob-
scene language.

VACIERO, sm. Shepherd, whose sheep are al

dry or barren.

VACILACJON, sf. 1. Vacillation, the act or state
of reeling or staggering. 2. Perplexity, irre-

solution.

VACU.AR, vn. To vacillate, to reel, to stagger,
to be doubtful or perplexed ; to wander or
be confused.

VACIN, sm. Basin. V. Bacin.

VACIO, CIA, a. 1. Void, empty; vacuous. 2.

Unoccupied, disengaged ; idle
; fruitless. 3

Concave, hollow. 4. Defective, deficient. 5.

Vain, arrogant, presumptuous. 6. Not with

young j applied to cattle. 7. Unloaded or

empty ; applied to horses, carts, &c.
VACIO. sm. 1. Void, empty space, vacuum. 2.

Mould for casting metal. 3. Vacancy, place
or employment unfilled. 4. Concavity, hol-

lowness. 5. Blank, space unfilled in a book or

writing. 6. Ullage of a cask or other vessel.

7. Spanish step in dancing. 8. Animal not
with young. 9. Vacuity, cavity. 10. Flank,
hollow part between the ribs and thigh of ani-
mals. De vacio, Empty ; unemployed. En
vacio, In vacuum.

VACISCO, sm. Fragments in quicksilver
mines.

VACO, CA, a. Vacant.

VACUIDAD, sf. Vacuity, emptiness.
VACUNA, sf. Ulcer on cow's teats, cow-pock.
VACUNACION, sf. Vaccination

;
an eifectual an-

tidote to small-pox.
VACUNADORjSw. Vaccinater, he who com-

municates the cow-pock.
VACUNAR, va. To vaccinate, to inoculate with

the cow-pock to prevent the natural pox.
VAC#NO, NA, a. Belonging to black cattle.

VACUO, A, a. Vacant ; unoccupied. V. Vacante.

VACUO, sm. Vacuum, a void or empty space.
VAUE, sm. Case, portfolio in which school-boys

keep their papers.
VADEABLE, . 1 . Fordable. 2. (Met.) Conquer-

able, superable, possible to be overcome.

VADEAR, z>a. 1. To wade, to pass a river without

swimming or boats. 2. To conquer, to over-

come, to surmount. 3. To sound, to try, to

examine. vr. To conduct one's self.

VADEMECUM, sm. Any thing portable. V. Vude.

VADERA, sf. Ford, a shallow part of a river.

VAno, sm. 1. Ford, a broad, shallow, level part
of a river, 2. Expedient ; resource. JVo hol-

lar vado, To be at a loss how to act.

VADOSO, SA, a. Shoally, shallow.

VAFE, sm. Bold stroke or undertaking.
VAFO,5ro. 1. V. Vnho. 2. Gust, violent blast.

DA, o. Vagabond, idle vagrant.
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VAGAMENTE, ad. In a vague, unsettled, or in-
determinate manner.

VAGAMUNDEAR, vn. (Fam.) To rove or loiter

about, to act the vagrant.
VAGAMtJNDo, DA, a. Vagabond, loitering about

;

not having any fixed abode.

VAGANCIA, sf. Vagrancy.
VACATE pa. Vagrant.
VAGAR, vn. l.To rove or loiter about ; to wan-

der, to range through unknown roads or fields.

2. To be unoccupied, to be at leisure, to be
idle ; to have time and opportunity to do any
thing. 3. To revolve in the mind. 4. To be
loose and irregular, or without the necessary
order and disposition. sm. \. Leisure, free'-

dom from business. 2. Slowness, indolence.
De vagar, Slowly.

VAGAROSAMENTE, ad. Vagrantly.
VAGOROSO, SA, a. Errant, vagrant.
VAGAZO, sm. Skin or peel of pressed grapes.
VAGIDO, sm. Cry of a child ;

a convulsive sob.

VAGO, GA, a. 1. Errant, vagrant. 2. Restless,

uneasy. 3. Vague, wavering, fluctuating,
unsettled. 4. V. Vaco. Voz vaga, A vague re-

port. En vago, Unsteadily, unfirmly ; un-

successfully, in vain, vaguely.
VAco, 5m. 1. Uncultivated plot of ground. 2.

Vagabond.
VAGUEACION, sf. Restlessness, levity, unsteadi-

ness
; flight of fancy.

VAGUEANTE, pa. Vagrant, wandering.
VAGUEAR, vn. To rove, to loiter. V. Vagar.
^AGUEDjCo, sf. Levity, inconstancy.
VAGUIDO, sm. 1. Giddiness, the state of being
giddy or having a sensation of circular mo-
tion. 2. Risk, peril, danger.
AGUIDO, DA, a. Giddy ; perplexed.

^AHANERO, RA, a. Idle, knavish.

HX.R,n. To exhale, to emit steam or vapour.
VAHARADA, sf. The act of emitting steam, va-

pour, or breath.

VAHARERA, sf. 1. Thrush,superficial ulcerations

in the mouth ofsucking children. 2. (Extrem.)
An unripe melon.

HARINA, sf. (Fam.) Steam, vapour, mist.

VAHEAR^TC. To exhale,to emit steam or vapour.

^AHIDO, sm. Vertigo, giddiness.
VA\HO. sm. Steam, vapour of any thing moist

and hot.

HtfNo, NA, a. Savage, low, wild. V. Bahuno.

VAIDA, sf. (Arq.) Vault or arch in the shape
of a semicircle, and cut into 4 vertical planes,

every pair of which are parallel.

AIDO, sm. Cry of children, a convulsive Bob.

AIVASOR, sm. Gentleman, nobleman.

VAL, sm. 1. Vale, dale, valley ;
it is a contrac-

tion of valle, and much used in composition.
2. (Mur.) Sewer, drain, sink 3. Ancient con-

traction of vale, from valer.

VALAR, a. Relating to a rampart, enclosure, or

hedge.
VALAR, vn. (Obsol.) To bleat. V. Balar.

VALE, 5m. 1. Farewell, a parting compliment,
adieu. 2. Bond or promissory note. Vales

reales, Government bonds, exchequer-bills.

3. Note of pardon given to school-boys by
the master. 4. First or single hand at cards.

El uUimo vale, The last farewell ; the point
of death.



VAL VAN

poverty.
with, aff

VALENTIS
feet or c

VALENTON
VALENTAN
VAT.F.NTON

ALEDRO, RA, a. Valid, efficacious, binding
ALEDOR, RA, s. Protector, defender.

ALENTACHO, sm. Hector, bully, braggadocio
ALENTiA, sf. 1. Valour, courage, gallantry, bra

very. 2. Feat, a
glorious

or heroic exploit
3. Brag, boast. 5. Fire or liveliness of imagi
nation. 5. (Pint.) An uncommon

dexterity
in imitating nature. 6. An extraordinary or vi

gorous effort. 7. A public place where mend
ed old shoes are sold in Madrid. Hambre y va

Icntia, Misery and ostentation, or pride am
poverty. Pisar de valentia, To strut, to walk
with, affected dignity, vigour, or strength.
ALENTISIMO, MA, a. sup. Most valiant

; per
feet or consummate in any art or science.

ALENTON, sm. Braggadocio, bragger, hector

ALKNT.iN, NA, a. Arrogant, vainglorious.
ALENTONADA 6 VALENTONA, sf. Brag, boast

ALENTONAZO, sm. Bully, boaster. V. Valenton

ALKNTONCILLO, LLA, a. dim. A little vain or

presumptuous.
VALEO, sm. 1. Kind of shrub used for brooms

2. Round mat
; shaggy mat.

VALER, vn. 1. To be valuable, meritorious, de-

serving. 2. To be saleable or marketable, to

bear a certain price. 3. To prevail ; to avail

4. To serve as an asylum or refuge. 5. To be
valid or binding ; to be a head or have autho-

rity ;
to have power, to be able. H. To be

worth, to yield, to produce. 7. To amount to

8. To be in favour, to have influence or in-

terest. 9. To be equivalent to. 10. To have

course, to be current
; applied to different

coins. va. To protect, to patronise, to defend,
to favour. vr. \. To employ, to make use
of. 2. To avail one's self of, to have recourse
to. Valedios,.By chance, fortuitously. Valgat
6 valgate Dios, Exclamation of surprise and

disapprobation. Valgame Dios, Good God !

expression of surprise and disgust. Mas vale 6

ralicra, It is better, it would be better. Ao
rater un diablo. (Fam.) To be very despica
ble and worth nothing. sm. Value. Menos
valer, Loss of the privileges of nobility or

other rights ; (Met.) Mark of infamy, con-

tempt, disgrace, or disrespect.

VALERIANA, sf. (Bot.) Valerian. Valeriana L.

VALEROSAMENTE, ad. Valiantly, courageously
VALEROSO, SA, a. 1. Valiant, brave, courageous.

2. Peaceful, strong, active ; powerful.
VALETUDINARIO, RIA, a. Valetudinarian, sickly,

infirm of health.

VAL* A,*/. 1 . Appraisement, valuation. 2. Credit,
favour, use. 3. Party, faction. A1 las valias,
At the highest price which a commodity
fetches in the course of the year.

VALID ACION, sf. Validity or force of an act.

VALiDAMENTE,ad.In a s'olid or binding manner
VALIDAR, va. To give validity, to render strong,

firm, or binding.
VALIDEZ, sf. Validity, stability.

VALJOO, DA, a. 1. Relying upon,confident of. Va-
lido defavor, Confident offavour. 2. Favour-

ed,regarded with peculiar kindness ; accepted,
esteemed. 3. Universally respected. 4. Valid,

binding. 5. Strong, powerful. 6. Availed.

VAi.ino,sm. Cry of sheep, bleating.
VALIENTE, a. 1. Strong, robust, vigorous, pow-

erful. 2. VALIANT, spirited, brave, courage-

ous,, active, strenuous ; efficacious, valid. 3.

Eminent, excellent. 4. Great, exceesive.
Hace un valientefrio. It is excessively cold.

5. V. Valenton.

VALIENTE, sm. Bully, hector, braggadocio.
VALIENTEMENTE, ad. 1. Vigorously, strongly.

2. Valiantly, courageously, strenuously. 3.

Superabundantly, excessively. 4. Elegantly,
nicely, with propriety.

VAMMIENTO, sm. 1. Use, the act of using or

employing. 2. Utility, benefit, advantage. 3.

A temporary or gratuitous contribution. 4.

Interest, favour, protection, support.

VALIOSO, SA, a. Rich, wealthy ; very valuable.

VALIZA, sf. (Naut.) Beacon, buoy, or ton,

pointing out sand-banks or shoals to pilots or

navigators. Valiza tcrrestre. Landmark.

VALLA, sf. 1. Intrenchment ; space or ground
surrounded with stakes or palisadoes. 2. Bar-

rier, barricade.

VALLADAR, sm. (Gal.) V. Vallado.

VALLADEAR, va. To enclose with stakes, pales,
or palisadoes. V. Vallar.

VALLADO, sm. Enclosure with stakes or pali-

sadoes, paling.

VALLAR, va. To fence, to hedge, to enclose

with pales, stakes, or palisadoes.

VALLE, sm. 1. Vale, dale, valley. 2. The whole
number of villages, places, and cottages situ-

ated within a district or jurisdiction. Hasta el

valle de Josafat, Unto the valley of Jehosh-

aphat, i.e. until the day ofjudgment, [valley.

VALLECICO, LLO, TO ; Y VALLEJO, sm. A small

VALLEJON, aum. Y VALLEJUELO, sm. dim. of

VALLICO, sm. V. Joyo. [vallcjo.

VALON,NA,a.Native ofthe Netherlands; Waloon.

VALONA, sf. A plaited piece of linen or muslin

hanging from the collar of a boy's shirt. A 1

la valona, In the Waloon style.

VALONES, sm. pi. A sort of trousers or wide
breeches formerly worn in Spain.

VALOR, sm. 1. Value, price ; equivalency. 2.

Validity, force. 3. Activity, power ; valour,
fortitude. 4. Income, revenue. Relacioncs de

valores, Account of rates. [lue.

VALORAR 6 VALOREAR, va. To appraise, to va-

VALOR!A, sf. Value, price, worth.

VALT?A, sf. V. Valia.

VALUACION, sf. Appraisement, valuation.

VALUAR, va. To rate, to value, to appraise.

VALVULA, sf. Valve, the flexible part in the

piston of a pump ; any thing which opens
and shuts, an aperture.

VANAGLORIA, sf. Vaingloriousness, boast, brag.

VANAGLORIARSE, vr. To be vainglorious, to

boast of, to plume one's self with ;
to be elat-

ed with pride.

VANAGLORIOSAMENTE, ad. Vaingloriously.
VANAGLORIOSO, SA, a. Vainglorious, conceited,

proud, boastful.

VANAMENTE, ad. 1. Vainly, uselessly ; without

profit or advantage. 2. Superstitiously, in a

superstitious manner. 3. Without ground or

foundation. 4. Arrogantly, presumptuously,

proudly ; in a vain presumptuous manner.

fANi>ALiA.NO, NA, a. Andalusian, native of An-
dalusia.

NDALO, LA, s. Vandal, one of a northern race

which entered Spain in the 5th century.
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VAR

VANDOLA, sf. (Naut.) Jurymast. En eandolas
Under jurymasts.

VANEAR, vn.To talk nonsense.

VANGUARDIA, sf. Vanguard.
VANIDAD, sf. 1. Vanity, want of solidity or

substance. 2. Ostentation, pageantry, vain

parade. 3. Nonsense, an empty unmeaning
speech. 4. Inanity, vacuity. 5. Illusion, phan-

VANIDOSO, SA, a. Vain, showy. [torn

VANILOQJJENCIA, sf. Verbosity, pomposity.
VAMLOQUIO, sm. Vaniloquy.
VANJLOQUO, UA, a. Vain, useless language.
VANISTORIO, sm. Ridiculous, affected vanity.
VANO, NA, a. 1. Vain, wanting solidity or firm-

ness. 2. Inane, empty. 3. Useless, fruitless

4. Arrogant, haughty, presumptuous. 5. In-

substantial, without foundation, groundless
En vano, In vain, wantonly, unnecessarily.

VANO, sm. (Arq.) Vacuum in a wall, as the win-

dows, doors, &c.

VAPOR, sm. Vapour, steam, breath
; frenzy.

VAPORABLE, a. Vaporous, fumy, capable of

evaporating.
VAPORACION, sf. Evaporation, the act of flying
away in fumes or vapours.

VAPORAR, VAPOREAR Y VAPORIZAR, va. 1. To
evaporate. V. Evaporar. 2. To form vapour

VAPOROSO, SA, a. Vaporous, fumy.
VAPUI.ACION Y VAPULAMIENTO, s. Whipping,

flogging.

VAPCL^R, va. (Joe.) To whip, to flog.

VAPULEO, sm. (Joe.) Whipping, flogging.
VAQUEAR, va. To cover cows with the bull.

, sf. Herd or drove of black cattle.

VAQUERII.ES, sm.pl. Winter pasture for cows.

VAQUERILLO, sm. Boy who attends cows.

VAQUERIZ A, sf. Stable for black cattle in winter.

VAQUERIZO, ZA, a. Relating or belonging to

cows. sm. V. Vaquero.
VAQUERO, sm. 1. Cowherd, neatherd, cow-

keeper. 2. Jacket or long loose dress worn
by women and children.

VAQUERO, RA, a. Belonging to cowherds.

VAQUETA, sf. l.Sole leather, tanned cow or

ox-hides. 2. Ramrod. V. Baqueta.
VAQUETEAR, pa. To flow with leather thongs.
VAQUETEO,STO. Flogging, running the gauntlet.
VAQU!LLA 6 VAQuixA,sf. A small cow, a young

cow, a heifer.

VARA, sf. 1. Rod, a long slender,twig. 2. Pole,
staff. 3. Rod, verge, wand, an emblem of pub-
lic authority ;

to its upper end is fixed a

cross, on which oaths are administered. 4.

Yard, an instrument for measuring ; a mea-
sure of three feet. 5. Herd of forty or fifty
head of swine. G. Perch or roost of a falcon. 7.

Chastisement, rigour. 8. Jurisdiction, autho-

rity. Va.ru, alia. Sway, high hand. Vara de

pescar, Fishing-rod. Varas, Shafts of a
coach. Varas de hiz, Meteors. Vara de Jcs,
(Bot.) Tuberosa. Polyanthes tuberosa L.

VARAUEROS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Skids or skeeds.
V. Postderos.

VARADO, a. V. Listado.

VARA DOR, sm. (Naut.) Voyal, a hawser bent to

the cable for heaving in the anchor.
VARA r,. sm. 1. A long pole or perch. 2. A tall

slender person.

VARAPALO, sm. 1. A long pole or perch ; switch.

VAR
2. Blow or stroke with a stick or pole. 3.

Grief, trouble, vexation.

VARAR, va. (Naut.) To launch a new-built ahip.
-on. 1. (Naut.) To ground, to get on shore,

to be stranded. 2. To be stopped.
VARASCETO, sm. Treillage, a contexture of

reeds, used in gardens.
VARAZO, sm. Strode with a pole or stick.

VARBASCO, sm. V. Verbasco.

VARCHILLA, sf. Measure of grain, which con-
tains the third part ofafanega.

VARDASCA, sf. A thin twig. [switch.
VARDASCAZO, sm. Stroke with a small twig or

VAREADOR, sm. One who beats down with a

pole or staff.

VAREAGE, sm. Retail-trade, the act of selling
by the yard; measuring by the yard.

VAREAR, va 1. To beat down the fruit of trees

with a pole or long rod. 2. To cudgel, to

beat with a staffer pole. 3. To wound bulls

or oxen with a goad. 4. To measure or sell

by the yard. vr. To grow thin or lean.

VAREJON, sm. A thick pole or staff'.

VARENGA, sf. (Naut.) Floor-timber. Varenga
de plan, (Naut.) Midship floor-timber. Va-

renga de sobreplanos, (Naut.) Floor-rider.

VARENGAGE, sm. (Naut.) Collection of floor-

timbers.

VAREO, sm. Measurement, act of measuring.
VARETA, sf."l. A small rod or twig. 2. Liiue-

twig for catching birds. 3. Stripe in any kind
of stuff different in colour from the ground.
4. A smart or piquant expression. 5. A cir-

cuitous manner of speech. Irse de vareta,

(Fam.) To have a diarrhrea. Gorrion con va-

rcta, (Joe.) A little man with a long sword.

VARETEAR, va. To variegate stufts with stripes
of different colours.

VARIABLE, a. Variable, changeable ; mutable.

VARIABLEMENTK, ad. Variably.
VARIACION,*/*. 1. Variation, the act of varying.

2. Change, mutation. Variation de la aguja,
(Naut.) Variation of the compass or magne-
tic needle from the true north point towards
east or west.

VARIADO, DA, a. Variegated.
VARIAMENTE, ad. Variously, differently.

VARIANTS, sf. Various readings in different

editions of a work. pa. Varying, deviating.
VARIAR, va. To change, to alter ; to variegate,

to diversify. vn. I. To vary. 2. (Naut.)
To cause a deviation of the magnetic needle
from the true north point.

VARICE Y VARIZ, sf. Dilatation of a vein.

VARICOSO, SA, . Afflicted with a dilatation of
the veins.

ARiEoAn, sf. Variety, particular distinction ;

change, inconstancy, variation.

VARIEGAUO, DA, a. Variegated, stained with
different colours. [pike.

^ARILARGUKRO, sm. Bull-fighter with a long
VARILI.A, sf. 1. A small rod ; a curtain-rod. 2.

Spindle, pivot. 3. Switch. Varillas, Jaw-
bones

;
frame of a sieve or strainer. 4. Rib

of a fan.

/ARILLAGE, sm. Collection of ribs of a fan.

VARIO, RIA, a. 1. Various, divers, different. 2.

Inconstant, variable, changeable. 3. Vague,
undetermined. 4. Variegated. Varios, Some.



VAY VEE

I

ARfo, sm. (let.) Pink, menow or minnow.

Cyprinus phoxinus L.

VARON, sm. 1. Man, a human being of the male
sex. 2. A male human being, grown up to the

state of manhood, which is considered from
30 to 45 years. 3. Man of

respectability.
4.

(Ant.) Baron, a degree of nobility. V. Baron.
Buen varon, A wise and learned man ; (Iron.)
A plain artless being. Varon del tirnon,

(Naut.) Rudder-pendant.
ARONA, sf. (Ant.) Masculine woman.

A, sf. Male issue ; male descendants.

VARONIL, a. Male, manly ; spirited. [ner.

VAROXILMENTE, ad. Manfully, in a manly man-

VARRACO, sm.V. Verraco.

VARRAQUEAR, vn. To grunt like a boar.

VASALLA, sf. Vassal, a female subject.

VASALI.AGE, sm. 1. Vassalage, the state of a

vassal
; submission, dependence. 2. Liege

money, a tax paid by vassals to their lord.

VASALLO, sm. 1. Vassal, subject ;
one who ac-

knowledges a superior lord. 2. Feudatory.
VASALLO, LLA, a. Subject, relating to a vassal.

Mai vasallo, Disobedient, unsubjected.
VASAR, sm. Buffet on which glasses or vessels

are put.

VASCONGADO, DA, a. Belonging to Biscay.
VASCUENCE, 5m. Biscay-dialect or language ;

any jargon not easily understood.

VASCULAR, a. Vascular, consisting of vessels.

VASCULIFERO, RA, a. Vasculiferous, containing
seed vessels.

VASCULO, sm. Vessel, any cylindrical part of
the animal body.

VASCCLOSO, s A, a. Vascular, containing vessels.

VASERA, sf. Buffet, a kind of cupboard.
VASIJA, sf. I. Vessel in which liquors are kept.

2. Collection of vessels in a cellar for keeping
liquors. Vasija que. rezuma, A leaky cask.

VASI.TILLA, TA, sf. A small vessel.

VASII.LO, TO, sm. dim. A small glass or cup.
Vasillo, Cell or comb of bees.

VASO, 5m. 1. Vessel, a concave piece of any
matter for holding liquors ;

vase. 2. (Naut.)
Room or capacity of a ship ; a vessel. 3. Ta-

lent, genius. 4. (Astr.) Crater, a southern
constellation. 5. Horse's hoof. G. Vessel,
vein or artery. 7. Receptacle, capacity of one
vessel to contain another. Vaso de barro, The
human body ; an earthen vessel. Vasos, Close-

stools, chamber-pots.
VASTAGO, sm. Stem, bud, shoot. [tent.

VASTEDAD, sf. Vastness, immensity, vast ex-

VASTO, TA, a. Vast, huge, immense.

VATK, sm. (Poet.) Bard, druid.

VATICINADOR, RA, s. Prophet, diviner.

VATICINANTE, pa-. Foreteller ; divining.
VATICINAR, va. To divine, to foretel.

VATICINIO, 5777. Divination, prediction.
VATIDICO. CA, a. (Poet.) Prophetical.
VAXI'LLA, sf. 1. Table-service. 2. Plate won at

horse races.

VAVA, sf. Scoff, jest. interj. Vaya, Go !

VV^Y.VA, sf. 1. Knife or scissors'-case ; scabbard
of a sword. Vayna abierta, Scabbard of a

large sword which covers only one-third of it,

in order to be easily drawn. 2. Pod, the cap-
sule of legumes, the case of seeds. 3. (Naut.)
Bolt -rope-tabling, a broad hem made at the

bottom or foot and skirts of sails, to which
the bolt-rope is fastened. De vayna abicrta,

Hastily ; boldly.

VAYNAZAS, sm. (Fam.) A humdrum, dull or

dronish person.

VAYNERO, sm. Scabbard-maker.

VAYNICA, Y LLA, sf. J. A small pod or shell. 2.

A back-stitch near the seam at the edging
of clothes. 3. (Bot.) Vanilla. Epidendrum
vanilla L.

VAYVEN, sm. 1. Fluctuation, vibration. 2. Un-

steadiness, inconstancy. 3. Risk, danger. 4.

(Naut.) Cord or rope of different thickness.

VEASE, See ;
a direction of reference.

VKCEKA, sf. Drove of swine and other animals*

VECERIA, sf. Herd of swine.

VECERO, RA, a. y s. 1. One who performs alter-

nately or by turns. 2. Applied to trees which

yield fruit one year and none another,

VECINAL, a. Belonging to the neighbourhood.
VECINAMENTE, ad. Near, contiguously.

VECINDAD, sf. 1. Population, the inhabitants of

a place. 2. Vicinity, contiguity. 3. Right of

an inhabitant, acquired by the residence in a

town for a time determined by law. 4. Affi-

nity, similarity, proximity. Hacer mala ve-

cindad, To be a troublesome neighbour.

VECINDADO, sm. Vicinity, neighbourhood.
VECIVDAR, va. V. Jlvecindar.

VECINDARIO, sm. I. Number of inhabitants of

a place. 2. Roll or "list of the inhabitants of

a place. 3. Neighbourhood, vicinity ; right

acquired by residence.

VECINO, NA, a. 1. Neighbouring, living in the

neighbourhood ; near, proximate. 2. Like,

resembling, coincident.

VECINO, sm. 1. Neighbour, inhabitant, house-

keeper. 2. Denizen. Medio vecino, He who
in a parish distinct from his residence, paying
half the contributions, enjoys the right of

depasturing his cattle on the commons.

VECTiGAi.ES,sm. pi. Toll, duty paid on goods,
which are carried from one place to another.

VEDA, sf. Prohibition, interdiction.

VEDADO, sm. Warren, park, enclosure for game.
VEDAMIENTO, sm. Prohibition.

VKDAR, va. 1. To prohibit, to forbid. 2. To
obstruct, to let, to impede ;

to suspend or

deprive.
VEDEGAMBRE, sm. (Bot.) Hellebore.

VEDEJA,*/. V. Guedeja.

VEDUA,*/. 1. Entangled lock of wool. 2. Tuft

of entangled hair, matted hair. 3. Scrotum.

VEDIJKRO, RA, s. Collector of the loose locks

of wool at shearing.

VEDufn.A, TA, CA, sf. A small lock of wool.

VEDIJUDO 6 VEDEJUDO. DA; v VEDIJOSO, SA,

a. Having entangled or matted hair.

VEDRIADO, DA, a. Glazed. V. Vidritido y J
r
i-

drioso.

VEDUNO, sm. Quality of vines or grapes. V.

Vinedo.

VEEDOR, RA, 5. 1. Spy, one who pries into the

actions of others. 2. Overseer, inspector. 3.

Caterer, provider of provisions. 4. Principal

equerry to the king after the equerry in

chief. (Mil.) Inspector.

VEEOITRIA, sf. Place or employment of an over-

seer or inspector the inspector's office.

etc



VEJ VEL

VE"GA, sf. An open plain ; a tract of level and
fruitful ground.

VEGADA, sf. Time, turn. A 1 las vagadas, At
times

; by turns.

VEGETABILID^D, sf. Vegetability.
VEGETABLE Y VEGETAL, a. Vegetable.
VEGETACION, sf. Vegetation, the power of pro-

ducing growth in plants.

VEGETANTE, pa. Vegetating.
VEGETARSE, vr. To vegetate.
VEGETATIVO, VA, a. Vegetative.
VEGETO, TA, a. Robust, vigorous, active.

VEGILI.A, sf. V. Vigilia.

VEGUER, sm. (Arag.) Magistrate of a certain

district.

VEGUERIA. v VEGUERIO, s. (Arag.) Jurisdiction

of the magistrate, called Veguir.
VEHKMENCIA, sf. Vehemence, violence, impe-

tuosity ; efficacy, force.

VEHEMENTE, a. Vehement, violent, forcible,

impetuous ; persuasive, vivid.

VEHEMKNTEMENTE, ad. In a vehement or for-

cible manner.

VEHICULO, sm. Vehicle.

VEisTAvOjSm.The twentieth part ofany thing.

VEI.NTE, a. Twenty. V. Vigesimo. A' las veinte,

Unseasonably. sm. 1. Number or cipher
20. 2. Pin standing alone in front of the

nine-pins.

VEINTEN, sm. Twenty reals.

VEINTENA, sf. The twentieth part ; a score.

VEINTENAR, sm. V. Veintena.

VKINTF.NARIO, RIA,. Containing twenty years.
VF.INTENO NA ; Y VEINTESIMO, MA, a. (Ant.)

Twentieth, the ordinal number of twenty.
Veinteno, Applied to cloth containing 2000
threads in the warp.

VEINTENAL, a. Lasting twenty years.

VENTEOCHENO, NA, a. Applied to warp consist-

ing of 2800 threads.

VKNTESESENO, NA, . Applied to the warp of
cloth having 2000 threads.

VEINTICINCO, a. Twenty-five.
VEINTIDOS, a. Twenty-two.
VEINTIDOSENO, NA

;
Y VEINTEDOSENO, NA, . 1.

Applied to cloth, the warp of which contains
2200 threads. 2. Twenty-second.

VEINTINUEVE, a. Twenty-nine.
Vi IXTIOCHO, a. Twenty-eight.
Vr.iNTiquATRENO, NA, a. Twenty-fourth.
VEINTiquATRf A, sf. Office of a Vcintiquatro, or

magistrate of some towns in Andalusia.

VKINTIO.UATRO, sm. Magistrate of some towns
in Andalusia. a. Twenty-four.

VEINTISEIS, a. Twenty-six.
VKISTISIETE, a. Twenty-seven.
VEINTITRES, a. Twenty-three.
VF.ISTIUNA, sf. The game of Twenty-one.
VEINTIUKO, NA, a. Twenty-one.
VEISLE, LO, See it.

VEJANCON, NA, . Decrepit, worn out with age ;

peevish from old age.
VEJARRON, NA, a. Very old.

VEJESTORIO, sm. Old trumpery ;
a petulant old

man.

VEJETE, sm. 1. A ridiculous old man. 2. Actor
of an old man.

VEJES, sf. 1. Old age, the last stage of life. 2

Decay, the state of bcinor worn out. 3. Im-
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becility and peevishness of old age. 4. A
trite or stale story.

VEJE/UELA, sf. An old hag.
VEJON, NA, 5. Very old person.
VEJOTE, sm. An old man.

VELA, sf. 1. Watch, forbearance of sleep, atten-

dance without sleep. 2. Watchfulness, vigi-
lance. 3. Watchman, night-guard. 4. Pil-

grimage. V. Romcria. 5. Candle. Veins

sumergidas, Dipped candles. Velas amolda-

das, Mould candles. 6. A horse's ear
;
act of

raising the ears. 7. Awning. 8. Sail, ship. 9.

Night-work. 10. (Naiit.) Sail, the expanded
canvass which catches the wind, and carries

on the vessel in the water. Vela mayor,
Main-sail. Vela, de tranqucte, Fore-sail. Ve-

la de mesuna, Mi/en. Vela de gavia, Main-

top-sail. Vela de velacho, Fore-top-sail.
Vela de sobremesana, Mizen-top-sail. Ve-

la de juanete mayor, Main-top-gallant-sail.
Vela de juanete de proa. Fore-top-gallant-
sail. Vela de periquito de sobremesana, Mi-

zen-top-gallant-sail. Vela de cebadera, Sprit-
sail. Vela de sobre-ccbadera, Sprit-sail-top-
sail. Vela seca, Cross-jack-sail. Vela de estay,

Stay-sail. Vela de maricangallo, Driver. Ve-

la de senda, Try-sail. Vela de congreja,
Broom-sail. Velas de proa, Head-sails. Ve-

las dc popa, After-sails. Velas mayores, Cour-
ses. Vela baradera, Drabbler. Vela de cruz,
A square-sail. Vela de lastrar, Port-sail. Cai-

da de una vela, Drop or depth of a sail. Gro-

tildeunavcla, Head of a sail. Vela enrapil-
lada. Sail blown over the yard. Vela aferra-

da, Furled sail, a sail which is taken in. Ve-

la cazada, Trimmed sail. Vela larga 6 desa-

ferrada, Unfurled sail. Velacargattaarribad
sabre las candalizas, A sail hauled up in the

brails. Vela tendida, Taught or full sail. Vela

desrelingada, Sail blown from the bolt-rope.
Vela enfacka, Backed sail. Vela queftamea,
Sail which shivers in the wind. Vela quadra-
da, Square sail. Marcar una vela, To set a

sail. Haccrse a la vela, To set sail. Llevar

poca vela, To carry an easy sail. Haccrfu-
erza de vela, To crowd sail. En vela, Vigi-

lantly, without sleep. A 1 la vela, Prepared,

equipped, ready. A 1 vela y pregon, Auction

by inch of candle. Tender las velas 6 vclas,

(Met.) To seize an opportunity for attaining

any object ;
to dilate a subject, to embellish

a discourse with figurative language.
VELACHO, sm. (Naut.) Fore-top-sail.

VEI.ACION, sf. Watch, the act of watching.
Vclaciones, Nuptial benedictions.

VEI.AUA, sf. Watch. V. Vclacion. Veladas,
Wakes.

VELADO, sm. (Fam.) Husband, married man.

VELADOR, RA, s. 1. Watchman, night-guard,
watcher. 2. Careful observer, vigilant keeper,

spy. 3. A large wooden candlestick, used by
tradesmen to work at night ;

table or bench

on which a night-light is placed. [men.

VELAGE,57/i. (Naut.) Sails in general. V. Vela.-

VELAMBRES, sm. pi. Nuptial benedictions.

VELAMEN, sm. (Naut.) Sails in general ;
set of

sails
;

trim of sails. Jlrreglar el velamen,

(Naut.) To trim the sails. Estar con un mismo

xelamen, (Naut.) To be under the same sails
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VKI.AR, vn. 1. To be watchful, to wake, not to

sleep. 2. To keep guard or stand sentinel by
night. 3. To observe attentively ; to watch

carefully. 4. (Naut.) To appear, to show it-

self above the water as rocks. 5. To assist by
turns before the holy sacrament when it is

manifested. Velar las escotas, (Naut.) To
stand by the sheets. va. 1. To guard, to

watch or keep. 2. To marry, to give the nup-
tial benediction. 3. To attend the sick or de-

ceased at night.
VELARTE, 5m. Sort of fine broad cloth.

VELEIDX.D, sf. 1. Velleity, the lowest degree
of desire ; feeble will. 2. Levity, inconstancy,
fickleness. [inconstant, fickle.

VELEIDOSO, SA, . Feeble-willed, inefficacious,

VELEJ.R, vn. (Na6t.) To make use of sails.

VELEIUA, sf. A tallow-chandler's shop.
VF.LERO, sm. 1. Tallow-chandler. 2. Pilgrim.
VELERO, RA, a. Swift sailing ; applied to a ship.

VELESA, 5/.(Bot.) Leadwort. Plumbago europea
VE LETA

, sf. Weather-cock ; fickle person. [L.

VEL^TE, sm. A light thin veil.

VELFALLA, sf. A sort of linen.

VEncAcioN,5/. (Med.) Vellication, stimulation.

VELICA\R, va. To vellicate, to twitch.

VELLLA, sf. A small candle.

VELILLO, TO, co, sm. dim. 1. A small veil. 2.

Embroidered gauze. ,-,

VELL^CO, (Ant.) V. Bellaco.

VELLEC|LLO, sm. A sniall fleece.

VELLERA, sf. Woman who takes off the soft hair

growing on women's faces, women's barber.

VELLfoo, DA, a. Downy, villous.

VELLO, sm. 1. Down, soft hair on parts of the
skin where no strong hair grows. 2. The
downy matter which envelopes some seeds
or fruit. 3. Short downy hair of brutes.

VELLOCINO, sm. Sheep's skin with the wool on.

VELLON,5m. 1. Fleece, as much wool as is shorn
from one sheep ;

flock or lock of wool. 2.

Copper coin of the province of Castile : it is

also used like the English word sterling.
VELLONERO, 5m. Collector of the fleeces at

shearing.
VELLORA, 5/. (And.) Knot or lump taken off

woollen cloth.

VELLOUI 6 VELLORIN, 5m. Broad cloth of the
natural colour of wool.

VELLORfTA, 5/. (Bot.) Cowslip. Primula veris L.

VELLOSA, sf. (Cant.) Coarse cloth or rug worn
by mariners.

VELLOSID^D, sf. Downiness.

VELLOSILLA, sf. (Bot.) Creeping mouse-ear,
mouse-ear hawkweed. Hieracium pilosella L.

VELLOSO, SA, a. Downy, villous.

VELLI/DO, DA, a. Downy.
VELHJDO, 5m. Shag, velvet.

VELLUTERO,5m. Velvet-worker.

VELO, sm. 1. Veil, curtain. 2. Pretence, pretext,
cloak, mask. 3. Veil, female dress worn by
nuns; the novices wear white veils,the profess-
ed black ones. 4. Piece of white gauze thrown
over a couple at marriage, it falls on the man's
shoulders and on the woman's head, at the
same time a

purple sash or ribbon is placed on
the shoulders of both. 5. Feast at the profes-
sion of a nun, or at taking the veil. G. Con-
fusion, obscurity, perplexity, any thing which
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impairs the sight or intellect. Correr el velo,
To pull off the mask. Tomar el velo, To be-
come a nun.

VELOCID.D, 5/. Velocity, quickness, nimble-

ness, readiness.

VELON, sm. Lamp in which oil is burnt.

VELONERA, sf Wooden lamp-stand or bracket.

VELONERO, 5m. Lamp-maker.
VELOZ, a. Swift, nimble, active.

VELOZMENTE, ad. Swiftly.

VisNA,5/. 1. Vein, a blood-vessel, which leads tho
blood back to the heart. 2. Fibre of plants. 3.

Hollow cavity. 4. Vein or course of metal in a
a mine. 5. Tendency or turn of mind or geni-
us. Venapottica, A poetical vein. 6. Diverse

quality or colour of earth or stones ; stripes in

stones; mineral water found under the ground .

Hollar d alguno de vena, To find one in a

favourable disposition. Dar en la vena, 6 hol-

lar la vena, To hit upon the right means.
Ganado en vena, Cattle not castrated.

VEN^BLO, 5m. Javelin, a short spear formerly
used in hunting wild boars.

VENADERO,5wi. Place much frcquentedby deer.

VENA"DO, 57?*. Deer, a kind of stag.

VENA\JE, sm. Current of a stream.

VENX.L, a. 1. Venal, belonging to the veins, con-

tained in the veins. 2. Marketable, saleable.

3. Mercenary, prostitute.

VENALID^D, 5/. Venality, raercenariness, pros-
titution.

VENALOGIA, sf. Treatise of the veins.

VENA/TICO, CA,. Having a vein of madness.

VENATORIO, RIA, a. Venatic, used in hunting.
VENCEDOR, RA, 5. Conqueror, victor.

VENCEJO, 57. 1. String, band. 2. (Orn.) Swift,
black-martin. Hirundo apus L.

VENCER, va. 1 . To conquer, to subdue ; to pre-
vail. 2. To surmount, to overcome, to clear.

3. To gain a law-suit. 4. To bend, to turn
down. 5. To prevail upon, to persuade. 6. To
suffer, to tolerate or bear with patience. 7. To
incline, to twist any thing. vn. 1. To obtain

a place from which emoluments arise. 2. To
gain, to succeed. vr. To be master of one's

passions ; to govern one's desires.

VENDIBLE, a. Vincible, conquerable ; superable.

VENCI'DA, sf. Victory. Llcvar de vencida, To
prove victorious.

VENcfoo, DA, a. Due, payable ; conquered. Ir

alguno de vencida, To begin or be about to

be conquered. Llevar d alguno de vencida,
To begin to conquer one.

VENCiMiENTO,5m. l.Victory, conquest. 2. Bent,
the act ofbending or turning down. 3. Maturi-

ty of a bill of exchange, period of falling due.

Vencimiento deplazo, (Com.) A bill due.

VENDA, 5/. Fillet, a band tied round the head ;

a diadem. V. Venta.

VENDAJE, 5m. 1. Commission on the sale of

goods disposed of by a factor or agent. 2. Li-

gature made with a fillet.

VENDER, va. 1. To tie with a band or fillet. 2.

To hoodwink, to darken or cloud the under-

standing.
VENDAV^L, 5m. A strong wind south by west.

VENDEDERO, RA, 5. One employed in selling

any thing.
, RA, 5. Seller, trader.
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Vr.NDEHtJMOS, sm. He who boasts his influence
with persons in power to sell it to expectants ;

literally, a smoke-seller.

VENDEJA, sf. A public sale.

VENDER, va.l. To give or transfer any thing for

a price, 2. To expose to sale. 3. To prosti-
tute, to devote to crimes for a reward. 4. To
render dear or difficult. 5. To persuade, to
delude with false pretences. 6. (Met.) To be-

tray faith, confidence, or friendship. Vender
falud, (Fam.) To be or to appear very robust.
Venderjuncia, (Fam.) To boast of what one

ought not, or of what in reality he has not
Vender humos, (Met.) To boast of great in-

fluence with men in power to swindle expect-
ants. Vender por mayor, To sell in the lump
or by wholesale. Vender pa)'abras, To deceive

by fair words. vr. I. To brag or boast of ta-

lents or merits one does not possess. 2. To
devote one's self to the service of another.
Venderse caro, To be of difficult access. Ven-
dr.rsc barrato, To make one's self cheap.
Vc.nd.trse, ropa, (Fam.) To be very cold.

VENDERACHE, sm. (Mil.) Vender, dealer.

VENDIBLE, a. Saleable, marketable, vendible.
VENDICA Y TA, sf. dim. Small fillet or diadem.

VENDICATIVO, VA, a. (Ant.) V. Vcngativo.
VENDICION, sf. Sale, the act of selling.
VENDIDO, DA, a. Sold. Estar vendido, To be

duped, to be exposed to great risks. Estar
como vcndido, To be disgusted in the compa-
ny of those holding opposite sentiments or
of strangers.

VENDIMIA, sf. 1. Vintage, the time in which

grapes are gathered. 2. Large gain or profit.

VENDIMIADO, DA, a. Gathered vintage. Como
por vina vendimiada, Easily, freety, without

difficulty.
VENDIMIA DOR, RA, s. Vintager, one who ga-

thers the vintage or produce of vines.

VENDIMIAR, va. 1. To vine or gather the vin-

tage. 2. To enjoy unlawful perquisites ;
to

reap benefit or profit unjustly. 3. (Fam.) To
kill, to murder.

VENDO, sm. List of cloth.

VENEFICIAR, va. 1. To bewitch, to injure by
v/itchcraft. 2. (Ant.) To reap benefit from.
V. Beneficiar.

VENEFICIO, sm. I. Charm, witchcraft ; the act
of bewitching. 2. (Ant.) Benefit, favour. V.

Beneficio.

VENEFICO, CA, a. Poisonous
; using witchcraft.

VENENAR, va. To poison. V. Envenenar.

VENENARIO, sm. Apothecary. V. Boticario.

VENKNIFERO, RA, a. (Poet.) V. Vcnenoso.

VENENO, sm. 1. Poison, venom ; any thing hurt-
ful or injurious to health. 2. Medicine, medi-
cament. 3. Poisonous mineral ingredients,
used in the composition of paints or dye-
stuffs. 4. Wrath, fury, passion. 5. Bad, insi-

pid taste. G. (Met.) Any thing pernicious to

morals and religion.
VENENO SIDAD, sf. Poisonousness. the quality

of being poisonous or venomous.
VENENOSO, SA, a. Venomous, poisonous:
VKNJBRA, s/.l. Porcelain shell, or Mediterranean

scallop, Ostrea jacobaea L. worn by pilgrims,
who return from St. Jago or Santiago in Ga-
licia. 2. Badge worn by the knio-hts of mili-
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tary orders. 3. Vein of metal in a mine ;

spring of water.

VENERABLE, a. Venerable, worthy of venera-
tion

; epithet of respect to ancient ecclesi-
astics of distinguished virtue ; title given by
the king to prelates.

VENERABLEMENTE, ad. In a venerable man-
ner

; with respect or veneration.

VENERACION, sf. I. Veneration, profound re-

spect. 2. Worship.
VENERADOR, RA, s. Venerator, worshipper.
VENERANDO, DA, a. Venerable.

VENERANTE,P. Venerator, worshipping, [ship.

VENERAR, va. To venerate, to respect, to wor-

VENEREO, REA, a. Venereous, venereal.

VENERO, sm. 1. A vein of metal in a mine ; ori-

gin, root
; a spring or source of water. 2.

Radius or horary line of sun-dials.

VENERUELA, sf. A small Porcelain shell. V.
Vencra.

VENGADOR, RA, s. Avenger, revenger.
VENGABLE, a. Worthy of revenge, that may

be revenged.
VENGALA, sf. 1. A kind of thin gauze or veil.

2. (Mil.) A slender cane, or staff used by
captains.

VENGANCILLA, sf. A slight revenge.
VENGANZA, sf. Revenge, return of an injury.
VENGAR, va. To revenge, to return an injury.

vr. To be revenged on.

VENGATIVAMENTE, ad. Revengefully.
VENGATIVO, VA, a. Revengeful, vindictive.

VENIA, sf. I. Pardon, forgiveness. 2. Leave,
permission. 3. Royal license, granted to mi-
nors to manage their own estates. 4. Bow
with the head.

VENIAL, a. Venial, pardonable.
VESIALIDAD, sf. Venialness, state of being ex-

cusable.

VENIALMENTE, ad. In a pardonable manner.

VENIDA, sf. 1. Arrival; return, regress. 2.

Overflow of a river. 3. Attack in fencing. 4.

Impetuosity, rashness.

VENIDERO, RA, a. Future, that will be hereafter.

VENIDEROS, sm.pl. Posterity.
VENfDO, DA, a. Come. Venido del cielo, Come
from heaven ; expressing the excellence of

any thing.
VENILLA, CA, TA, sf. A small vein.

VENIIWO, sm. Bile, a sore angry swelling.
VENINO, NA, a. Venomous, poisonous.
VENIH, rn. 1. To come, to draw near. Ven aca,

(Fam.) Come hither ;
used to call the atten-

tion and advise any one. 2. To happen, to pass.
3. To follow, to succeed. 4. To spring from,
to be occasioned by ; to infer, to deduce ;

to

originate in, to proceed from. 5. To appear
before a judge ; to come into court. G. To as-

sent, to submit, to yield to another's opinion.
7. To answer, to fit, to suit. 8. To grow, to

shoot up. 9. To make an application, to ask.

10. To occur, to be presented to the memory
or attention. 11. To resolve, to determine.
12. To attack, to assault. 13. (Arit.) To re-

sult. 14. To be of one's party or opinion ;
to

accompany. 15. To fall, to be overset. 10.

Used impersonally, Come here, take this. 1 7.

To succeed finally . Vino (i. conseguir la plaza,
He obtained the placo. Vlnod morir, He has
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just died. Here it is an auxiliary with the

preposition d after it ;
in this case it some-

times signifies either the actual action of the

following verb, or the state of readiness for

action, as venir baylando, To dance
;
venir d

cuentas, To calculate, to count. 18. To
change the state or quality. 19. To be trans-

ferred, to pass from one to another. 20. To
adduce ;

to produce. 21. To excite, to effect
;

to attain a degree ofexcellence or perfection.
22. Used to express politely satisfaction or

pleasure at the arrival ofany one ; to welcome.

Vengamos al caso, Let us come to the point.
Vcmr d menos, To decay, to decline. Venir de

])erilla,To come at the nick of time. vr. 1 . To
ferment, to attain perfection by fermenta-

tion, as bread or wine. It is often used
the same as the neuter verb venir. Venirse
d buehas, To be on good terms. Venirse d

casa, To come home. Venirse duriniendo,
To fall asleep.

VENORA, sf. (Ar.) Range of stonqs in a drain

or trench.

VKNOSO, SA, a. Veiny, full of veins.

VENTA, sf. I. Sale, the act of selling, market,
vent. 2. A poor inn on roads far from towns or

villages. Hacer venta, To halt or stop at a

poor inn ; to invite a passenger or traveller to

dinner. Ser una venta, To be a dear place.
Estar de 6 en venta, (Fam.) To be on sale

;

applied to a woman who stands much at a

window to see and be seen. 3. (Met.) Open
place exposed to the inclemency of the wea-
ther.

VENTADOR, 5m. V. Aventador.

VENTAJA, sf. 1. Advantage, preference ; addi-

tional pay. 2. Odds given at play.

VENTAJOSAMENTE, ad. Advantageously.
VENTAJOSO, SA, a. Advantageous, compara-

tively superior.

VENTALLA, sf. Valve. V. Vdlvula.

VENTALLE, sm. Fan. V. Manico.

VENTANA, sf. 1. Window, an aperture in a

building, by which air and light are introduc-

ed. 2. Window-shutter. 3. Nostril, the cavi-

ty in the nose. 4. Any of the corporal senses

of hearing or seeing. Hacer la ventana, To
be constantly at the window ; applied to wo-
men who show themselves at the window to

their courtiers. Tener ventana al cierzo, To
be elated with pride. [building.

VENTANAGE, sm. Number of windows in a

VENTANAZO, sm. Slap of a window.

VENTANEAR, vn. To frequent the window, to

gaze repeatedly from the window.

VENTANERO, RA, a. Window-gazers ; persons
who are constantly at the window.

VENTANERO, RA, sm. Glazier, one whose trade
is to make glass windows.

VENTANICA Y VENTANILLA, sf. A small window.
VENTANICO Y LLO, sm. A small window-shutter.

VENTARRON, sm. Violent wind.
VENTER y VENTEAR, vn. y a. I. To blow, to

move with a current of air. Ventea muy fres-
co del Jf. O. (Naut.) It blows very fresh at

N. W. 2. To smell, to scent, to perceive by
the nose. 3. To investigate, to examine. 4.

To dry, to expose to the air. vr. l.Tobe
filled with wind or air. 2. To break wind.

Vi M I;\DURA, sf. Split made in timber by the
wind.

VENTED, sm. Venthole in a cask.

VENTERO, ISA, s. Keeper of a small inn.

VENTIEBA, sf. A sort of leather case or purae
fastened to a belt.

VKNTILACION, sf. Ventilation
; discussion.

VENTILAR, va. 1. To ventilate, to fan with the

wind ;
to winnow, to fan. 2. To examine, to

discuss. vn. To move with a current of

air, to circulate ; applied to the air.

VENTISCA, sf. Storm, attended with a heavy
fall of snow.

VENTISCAR, vn. To blow hard, attended with
snow.

VENTSCO, sm. V. Ventisca.

VENTISCOSO, SA, ft. Windy, stormy ,tempestuous.
VENTISQUERO, sm. 1. Place where heaps ofsnow

are thrown together by the wind. 2. Storm,
attended with snow.

VJENTOI.ERA, sf. 1 . Gust, a suddenblast of wind.

2. Vanity, pride, loftiness. 3. V. Regilera.
VENTOI.INA, sf. (Naut.) Light variable wind.

VENTOR, sm. Pointer, a dog that points out the

game ;
a fox-hound.

VENTORRILLO Y VENTORRO, sm. A petty inn or

tavern near a town.

VENTOSA, sf. 1. Cupping-glass, a glass used by
scarifiers to draw out the blood by rarefying
the air. 2. Vent, air-hole, spiracle. Pegar
una ventosa, To trick or swindle one out of
his money. [wind.

VENTOSEAR Y VENTOSEARSE, vn. y r. To break

VENTOSERO, RA, a. Fond of cupping.
VENTOSIDAD, sf. Flatulency, windiness.

VENTOSO, SA, a. 1. Windy ; flatulent. 2. Point-

ing ; applied to a pointer dog. 3. Vain, in-

flated. 4. Windy, tempestuous.
VENTRADA, sf. Brood of young brought forth

at once.

VENTRAL, a. Belonging to the venter
; ventral.

VENTRECHA, sf. Belly of fishes.

VENTREGADA, sf. Brood, litter ; abundance.

VENTRERA, ff. Roller or girdle which encircles

the belly.

VENTRICULO, sm. 1. Ventricle, the stomach. 2.

Any of the cavities of the heart or brain.

VENTRILOQUO, sm. Ventriloquist.

VENTRON, sm. aum. of vicntre.

VENTRODO, DA ; Y VENTROSO, SA, a. Big-bel-
lied, having a big venter or belly.

VENTURA, sf. 1. Luck, a favourable chance,
fortune. 2. Contingency, casualty. Bucnu

vcntura, Good fortune told by gipsies and
other vagrants. For ventura, By chance.

Probar ventura, To try one's fortune. 3.

Risk, danger. A' ventura, At a venture, at

hazard ; without much consideration. La
ventura de garcia, (Iron.) Misfortune.

VENTURERO, RA, a. 1. Casual, incidental. 2.

Lucky, fortunate. 3. Vagrant, idle, adven-

turous.

VENTURERO, sm. Fortune-hunter, adventurer.

VENTURILLA, sf. Good luck.

VENTURINA, sf. A precious stone of a yellow-
ish brown colour.

VENTURO, RA, a. Future ; that which will be

hereafter ; or that which is to come.

VESTURON sm. Great luck.
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VER VER

VENTUROSAME>TE, ad. Luckily, fortunately.
VENTCRdso, SA, a. Lucky, fortunate.

VENUS, sf. 1. (Astr.) Evening star, a planet
Venus. 2. A beautiful charming woman, t

Venery, carnal or sensual pleasures. 4

(Quim.) Copper. Monte de venus, (Quirom.
Small eminence in the palm of the hand a
the root of any of the fingers.

VENUSTID.D, sf. Beauty, gracefulness.
VENTJSTO, TA, a. Beautiful, graceful.

VJENZA, sf. Scarfskin, used by gold-beaters.
VER, va. 1. To see, to perceive by the eye. 2
To observe, to consider, to reflect. 3. To see

to visit. 4. To foresee, to forecast. 5. T
fancy, to imagine ; to judge. 6. To find out
to discover

;
to explore. 7. To be present at

the report of a law-suit. 8. To experience. 9
To examine. 10. To see at a future time. 11
Used with the particle ya it is generally a

menace, as ya verd, you shall see. Ver venir
To await the resolution or determination of
another person. Ser 6 estar de ver, To be
worth while seeing. JW> poder ver d alguno
To abhor or detest one. Al ver, On seeing a

thing. A1 mi ver, In my opinion, or as far

as I can see. A' ver, 6 veamosle, Let us see
it. A1 mas ver, Farewell, until we see you
again. Ver las estrellas, (Fam.) To be

deeply afflicted with grief. Ver ticrras 6

mundo, To travel. Tener que ver una per-
sona con otro, To have relation or connexion

;

to have carnal communication. vr. 1. To
be seen

;
to be in a place proper to be seen

to be conspicuous. 2. To find one's self in a
state or situation. Verse pobre, To be re-

duced to poverty. Verse negro, To be in

great want or affliction
;
to be greatly embar-

rassed. 3. To be obvious or evident. 4. To
concur, to agree. 5. To represent the image
or likeness, to see one's self in a glass. 6. To
know the cards, at play. Verse en ello, To
consider, to weigh in the mind. Verse con

alguno, To have a crow to pluck with one.

Ya se ve, It is evident
; (Iron.) Likely indeed

that such a thing should happen. Verse 6
irse viendo, To discover, to view what should
be concealed. Verse y desearse. To have

very great care, anxiety, and fatigue in ex-

ecuting any thing.
VER, sm. 1. Sense of the sight or seeing. 2.

Light, view, aspect, appearance.
VERA, sf. (Extrem.) Edge, border. V. Orilla.

Veras, Truth, reality, earnestness. De veras,
In truth, really ; joking apart ;

in all earnest.

Con mucltas veras, Very earnestly.
VERACID.D, sf. Veracity, honesty of report.
VERANADA, sf. Summer season.

VERANADRO, sm. Place where cattle pasture in

summer.
VERAT?AR Y VERENE.AR, vn. To spend or pass

the summer season.

VERANEO Y VERANERO, sm. Place where cat-

tle graze in summer.
VERANICO Y VERANILLO, sm. A short summer.

VERANIEGO, GA, a. 1. Belonging or relating to

the summer season. 2. Thin or sickly in

summer. 3. Imperfect, defective.

VERA.NO,STO. 1. Summer season. 2.(Ant.) Spring.
VERATRO, sm. V. Eleboro.
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VER.AZ, a. Veracious, observant of truth.

VERBA.L, c. Verbal ; oral. Copia verbal, A li-

teral copy.
VERBALMENTE, ad. Verbally, orally.

VERB!SCO, sm. (Bot.) Great mullein. Verbas-
cum thapsus L.

VERBASCULO 6 GORDOLOBILLO, sm. (Bot.)
Mullein. Verbascum lichnitis L.

VERBENA, sf. (Bot.) Vervain. Verbena offici-

nalis L. Coger la verbena, (Met.) To rise

early to take a walk.

VERBERACION, sf. Verberation; the act of the
wind or water striking against any thing.

VERBERA.R, va.To verberate,to beat, to strike,
to dart against ; applied to wind and water.

VERBIGRACIA, ad. For example, for instance.

VERBO, sm. 1. Word, term, expression, mental

image. 2. (Gram.) Verb, one of the parts of

speech. 3. (Teol.) Word, second Person of
the Holy Trinity. 4. (Log.) Verb or word
which unites the predicate with the subject.

Verbos, Swearing, angry expressions ;
abu-

sive language. Echar verbos, To curse, to

swear. De verbo ad vcrbum, (Lat.) Word for

word, literally.

VERBOSIDAD,S/.Verbosity,exuberance ofwords.

VERBOSO, SA, a. Verbose, exuberant in words,

prolix.

VERDACIIO, sm. A kind of gritty green earth,
used by painters.

VERD^D, sf. 1. Truth, veracity, reality. 2.

Truth, verity, clear expression ;
certain exist-

ence of things. 3. A sort of delicate paste.
4. Axiom, maxim, truism. 5. Virtue of vera-

city or truth. Verdad de perogrullo, A no-

torious truth. Verdad es que, 6 es verdad que,
The truth is that. Tratar verdad, To love

truth. A 1 la verdad 6 de verdad, Truly, in

fact, in truth. Es verdad, It is true.

^ERDADERAMENTE, ad. Truly, in fact, indeed.

e, a sort ofgreen plum.
TERDX.SCA, sf. V. Vardasca.

VERDE, sm. 1. Green, the colour of herbs and

plants. 2. Verdigrise, colour made of an
oxide of copper. 3. Youth, the early stage of
life. 4. Person in the bloom of age. 5.

Green barley or grass, given in spring to

horses or mules in order to purge them.

Darseunverde, To amuse one's self. Verde

forzado, Green made by mixing blue and

yellow. a. 1. Green, of the colour of plants.
2. Unripe, immature, not perfect ; fresh. 3.

Young, blooming. Viejo verde, A boyish old

, sf. A sort of Florence white wine.

,
vn. To grow green, to get a greenish

colour. va. To collect grapes and olives to

sell them.

ERDECELEDON, sm. Sea-green, a colour made
of light blue and straw colour.

fERDECER, vn.To grow green.
^ERDECILLO, 5m. (Orn.) Greenfinch. Loxia
chloris L.

^ERDECILLO, LLA, a. dim. Greenish, inclined

to green.
T

ERDEESMERX.LDA, c. Emerald green.

'ERDEGAY, sm. A light bright green.
, vn. To grow green.



VER VER

VERDEJA, a. V. Vcrdal.

VERDEMX.R, 5m. Sea-green, a colour used by
painters.

VERDEMONTA&A, sf. Mountain-green, a green
mineral colour, imported from Hungary.

VERDETE, sm. Verditer.

VERDEVEXIGA, sf. Sap-green, a sort of deep
coloured green.

VERDEROL, sm. Kind of green shell-fish.

DEROV, sm. (Orn.) The yellow-hammer.
VERDETE, sm. V. Cardenillo.

VERDEZUELO, sm. V. Verdecillo.

VERDIN Y VERofNA, s. 1. Unripeness, immatu-

rity. 2. Sea-weed, pond-weed, duck-meat.

Verdin, Oxide of copper.
r

ERDiNEGRo, GRA, a. Of a deep green colour.

VERDINO, NA, a. Of a bright green colour.

VERDISECO, CA, a. Pale green.
VERDOL^GA, sf. (Bot.) Purslain. Portulaca L.

VERDON, sm. (Orn.) Greenfinch. Loxia chlo-

ris L.

VRDOR,5m. 1. Verdure, herbage, green colour

of plants. 2. Acerbity, the unpleasant taste

of unripe fruit. 3. Vigour and strength of
the animal body. Vcrdores, Youth, age of

vigour.
VERDOSO, SA, a. Greenish.

VERDOVO, sin. A green mouldy substance grow-
ing on walls.

VERDUGADO, sm. Under petticoat formerly
worn by women.

VERDUGAL, 5m. Young shoots growing in a
wood after cutting.

VERDT^GO, 5m. 1. The young shoot of a tree. 2.

Tuck, a long narrow sword. 3. Hangman, the

public executioner. Pagar los azotes al ver-

du<ro, To return good for evil. 4. Mark of a
lash on the skin. 5. Things which afflict the
mind. 6. Very cruel person. 7. (Arq.) Row
of bricks in a stone or mud wall. 8. Small

ring for the ears, hoop. 9. (Mil.) Leathern

whip.
VERDUGON, sm. A long shoot of a tree ;

a large
mark of a lash.

V.ERDUGUILLO, 5m. 1. A small shoot of a tree.

2. Blight, mildew, rust. 3. A small narrow
razor. 4. A long narrow sword. 5. (Ant.)
Ring.

VERDULERO, RA, 5. Green-grocer, one who
sells greens and herbs.

VERDI^RA, 5/. 1. Verdure
; all sorts of greens

and culinary vegetables or garden stuff.

Verduras, Foliage in landscapes and tapes-
try. 2. Vigour, luxuriance.

VERDURITA, 5/. Slight herbage, paucity of ve-

getation.
VEREDA, 5/. 1. Path, narrow way. 2. Circular

order or notice sent to several towns or places.
3. Route of travelling preachers.

VEREDX.RIO, RIA, a. Hired
; applied to horses,

carriages, &c.

VEREDERO, 5m. Messenger sent with orders or

despatches.
VETIED!LLA, TA, CA, s/. A very narrow foot-path.
VERGA, sf. 1. Yard, organ of generation in male

animals. 2. Nerve or cord of the cross-bow.
3. (Naut.) Yard, a round piece of timber
which supports the sails and derives its parti-
cular name from the sail it supports. Verga

seca, Cross-jack-yard. Poncr las tergas en
cruz, To square the yards.

VERGA\JO, 5m. Fizzle.

VERGEL, sm. I. Flower-garden ; a beautiful or-

chard. 2. Any tiling pleasing to the sight.

VERGETA, 5/. A small twig.
VERGETE^DO, DA, a. (Bias.) Vergette, paley,

having the field divided by several small pales.

VERGONZX.NTE, a. Bashful, shamefaced.

VERGONZOSAMENTE, ad. Shamefully.
VERGONZOCfCG, CA

', LLO, LLA
J TO, TA, fl. dim.

Diffident.

VERGONZOSO, s.\,a. 1. Shamefaced, modest. 2.

Shameful. Paries vergonzosas, Privy parts.

VERGONJA, sf. (Ant.) V. Vergiienza.

VERGUEA".R, va. To beat with a rod.

VERGUENZA, sf. 1. Shame. 2. Bashfulness, mo-

desty ; diffidence. 3. A base action. 4. Re-

rrd
of one's own character ; dignity, ho/iour,

(Ant.) Curtain before windows or doors.

Perder la vergticnza, To become abandoned.
5 una mala vergiienza, It is a shameful

thing. Verguenzas, Privy parts, [constable.
VERGUER 6 VERGUERO^WI. (Ar.)Kind of high
VERGUETA, 5/. A small switch or rod.

VERGufLLA,5/. Gold or silver wire without silk.

VEUICUETO, 5m. A rough rugged road. Veri-

cuetos, Strange or ridiculous ideas.

VERIDICO, CA, a. Veridical, telling truth.

RiFiCACidN, 5/. Inquiry, examen ;
confirma-

tion by argument or evidence.

VERIFIC^R, va. To verify, to confirm, to prove
true. vr. To prove true, to accomplish.

VERiFiCATfvo, VA, a. Tending to prove.
RfNo, 5m. 1. A fine sort of tobacco which

grows at Verino,in South America. 2. (Burg.)
Pirnple, small pustule.

VERISIMIL, a. Probable, likely. [lity-

VERISIMILITUD, 5/. VERISIMILITUDE, probabi-

VERISIMILMENTE, ad. Probably.
VERJA, 5/. Grate of a door or window.

VERMICULACION, 5/. Vermiculation.

VERMICULAR, a. Vermiculous, full of grubs.
VERMICULAR, va. To vermiculate, to ornament

part$ of an edifice with worm-like figures.

VERMIFORME, a. Vermiform.

VERMIFUGO, a.(Med.) Vermifuge,anthelmintic.
VERMINOSO, SA, a. Full of grubs. [worms.
VERMIPARO, RA, a. Vermiparous, producing;
VERMIVORO, RA, a. Vermivorous.

VERNAL, a. Vernal, belonging to the spring.

VERO, RA, a. True, real. De veras, In truth,

VERO, 5m. (Bias.) Cup or bell-formed vase on
a shield.

VERONICA, sf. 1. Image of Jesus Christ repre-
sented on a handkerchief, or other things. 2.

(Bot.) Speedwell. Veronica officinalis L.

EROsfMiL, a. Verisimilar. V. Verisimil.

VEROSIMILITUD, 5/. Verisimility. V. Ferisimi-

litud.

VERRUCA, 5/. (Naut.) A kind of tent pitched
on shore by sailors for sheltering stores or

utensils.

VERR!CO, 5m. Boar, the male of a swine.

VERRAQUE^R, vn. To grunt like a boar.

VERRIONDEZ, 5/. 1. Rutting time of boars and

other animals. 2. Withering state of herbs.

VERRIONDO, DA, a. 1. Foaming like a boar at

the rutting time. 2. Withering, flaccid.
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VER VEX

VERROC.AL, sm. A craggy rocky place. V.
Berrocal.

VERRUC^RIA, sf. (Bot.) Wart-wort. Euphorbia
helioscopia L.

VERRUCA, sf. Wart.

VERRUGOSO, SA, a. Warty, covered with warts.

VERRUGUIENTO, TA, a. Full of warts, warty.
VERRUGuiLLA, CA, TA, sf. A small wart.

VERSADO, DA, a. Versed, conversant. Versado
en difcrentes lenguas, Conversant in different

VERSALILLA, sf. (Iinpr.) Small capital letter.

VERSA^R, vn. To whirl, to turn round rapidly.
vr. To be versed or conversant

;
to grow

skilful in the management of some business
or other.

VERSATIL, a. Versatile ; changeable, variable.

VERSECILLO, sm. dim. of verso.

VER|ERIA, sf. Park of small artillery.

VERSETE, sm. dim. Small piece of artillery.

VERSICULA, sf. Place where the choir-books
are placed.

VERSICDLX.RIO, 5m. One who takes care of the

choir-books.

VERSICULO, sm. 1. Versicle, a small part of the

responsory which is said in the canonical
hours. 2. Verse of a chapter.

VERSIFICADOR, RA, s. Versifier, versificator.

VERSIFICAR, z>a. To versify, to make verses.

VERSILLO, sm. A little verse.

VERSION, sf. Translation, version.

VERSISTA, sm. Versifier, verseman, versifica-

tor
; one who writes blank verse.

VERSO, sm. 1. Verse, a line consisting of a cer-

tain succession of sounds and number of syl-
lables. 2. Culverin of a small bore, now dis-

used. 3. Joke, witty saying, jest. 4. (Gal.)
Cradle. Verso de arte mayor. Verse of 12

syllables.

VERTEBRA, sf. Vertebre, one of the joints of

the back-bone.

VERTEBRAL, a. Vertebral, belonging to the

joints of the back-bone.

VERTEDERO, sm. Sewer, drain.

VERTEDOR, RA, s. I. Nightman, one who Qmpties
the common sewer. 2. Conduit, sewer. 3.

(Naut.) Scoop, a wooden shovel for throwing
out water ; used in boats.

VERTELLOS, sm. pi. (Naut.) Trucks, pieces of

wood with a hole in the middle to form the

parrels.

VERTER, va. 1. To spill, to shed. 2. To empty or

clear vessels. 3. To translate writings from
one language into another. 4. To divulge, to

publish, to reveal what was kept secret. 5.

To exceed, to abound.

VERTIBILIDA.D, sf. Versatility, vertibleness.

VERTIBLE, a. Moveable, changeable, variable.

VERTICAL, a. Vertical, placed in the zenith.

VERTICALMENTE, ad. Vertically.

VERTICE, sm- Vertex, zenith, the point over

the head ; crown of the head.

VERTICIDJD,S/. The power ofturning ;
rotation.

VERTIESTE, sm. Waterfall, cascade. pa. Flow-

ing.

VERTIGINOSO, SA, a. Giddy, troubled with gid-
diness.

VERTIGO, sm. Giddiness.

VERTIMIENTO, sm. (Ant.) Effusion.
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VESPERO, sm. Vesper, the evening star.

VESPERTJLLO, sm. Bat. V. Murciefago.
VESPERTINA, sf. Evening discourse in univer-

sities.

VESPERTINO, NA, a. Vespertine, happening or

coming in the evening.
VERPERTINO, sm. Doctrinal sermon preached

in the evening.
sojjfR, vn. (Ant.) V. Vivir.

VESTE, sf. Clothes, garments. V. Vestido.

VESTIBULO, sm. Vestibule, portal.

VESTIDO, sm. 1. Dress, wearing apparel, clothes,

garments. 2. Ornament, embellishment. Ves-
tido usado, Second-hand clothes. Vestido dc

corte, Court-dress. Vestido y calzado, With-
out labour.

VESTIDTJRA, sf. 1. Dress, wearing apparel. 2.

Vesture, robe of distinction.

VESTIGIO, sm. 1. Vestige, footstep ; ruins, re-

mains of buildings. 2. Memorial, mark, sign,
index. Vestigio horizontal 6 vertical. In

stone-cutting, the horizontal or the vertical

figure of the shadows formed by the sun's

perpendicular rays.

VESTIGLO, sm. Horrid and formidable mon-
ster.

VESTIMENTA Y VESTIMENTO, s. Clothes, gar-
ments. Vestimentas, Ecclesiastical robes.

VESTIR, va. l.To clothe, to dress, to cover or

adorn the body with clothes. 2. To deck, to

adorn. 3. To make clothes for others. 4. To
cloak, to disguise. 5. To instruct, to inform,
to advise, b. To roughcast the walls of a

building. 7. To affect a passion or emotion.

8. To give liberally, to make liberal presents.
9. (Met.) To embellish a discourse. Vestir

el proceso, To carry on a suit according
to law. vn. To go well dressed. vr. 1. To
be covered ; to be clothed. El cielo se ristio

de nubes, The sky was overcast with clouds.

Laprimaveraviste los compos, Spring clothes

the fields. 2. To be elated or puffed up with

pride. 3. To dress one's self on rising after

sickness.

VESTU.ARIO, sm. 1. Vesture, all the necessaries

of dress. 2. Vestry, place where clergymen
dress. 3. Money given to ecclesiastics for

dress and stipend to assistants. 4. Green-

room, dressing-room, in a theatre. Vestuti-

rios, Deacon and sub-deacon who attend the

priest at the altar.

ESTtJGO, sm. Stem or bud of an olive.

VETA, sf. 1. Vein of ore, metal or coal in mines.

2. Vein in wood or marble. 3. Stripe of a dif-

ferent colour in cloth or stuff. Descubrir la

veta, To discover one's sentiments or de-

signs.

VETADO, DA; Y VETE^DO, DA, a. Striped,

veined, streaky ; having veins or stripes.

VETEA.R, xa. To variegate, to form veins of

different colours.

VETERA.NO, a. Experienced, veteran, long prac-

tised : particularly applied to soldiers.

VET! LLA, CA, sf. A small vein
;
a narrow stripe.

VETUSTO, TA, a. (Ant.) Very ancient.

VEXACION, sf. Vexation, molestation.

VEXAMEN, sm. Taunt, scurrilous criticism or

censure.

VEXAMIKISTA, sm. Censor, critic.



VIA VIC

VEXAR, va. l.To vex, to molest, to harass. 2

To scoff, to censure, to ridicule.

VEXGA, sf. 1. Bladder, the vessel which con-

tains the urine. 2. Blister, a pustule raised on
the skin ; any slight elevation on a plain sur-

face. pi. 1. Pustules of the small-pox. 2.

Windfalls, an infirmity incident to horses.

Vexiga deparro, (Bot.) Winter-cherry. Phy-
salis somnifera Cavan.

VEXIGACION, sf. Vesication, blistering.

VEXIGATORIO,RIA,O. Blistering, raising blisters.

VEXIGA/O, sm. Blow with a bladder full of

wind. Dar en vexigazo, To trick, to cheat.

VEXIGON, sm. num. Large bladder or blister.

VEXIGUELA 6 VEXIGUILLA, c.\, TA, sf. Small
bladder.

VEXIGCERO, sm. 1. Spectator, by-stander, who
bets at a gaming-table, but does not play. 2
Collector of rents.

VCXILO, sm. Standard, banner.

VEYECE, sf. (Ant.) V. Vejez.

VEZ, sf. 1. Time, turn, alternate succession. 2.

Epoch or epocha, a fixed time. 3. Draught,
the quantity of liquor drank at once. 4. Herd
of swine belonging to the inhabitants o

place. 5. United with cada, it intimates repe-

tition, viz. Una vez, Once. A1 la vez 6 por vez,

Successively, by turns. De una vez, At once
Mas de una vez, More than once. En vez, In-

stead of. Tal vez, Perhaps ; seldom, once in

a way. Tal qual, On a singular occasion or

time. Veces, Power or authority committed
to a substitute. Hacer las veces de otro, To
supply one'3 place. A1

veces, Sometimes, by
turns.

VEZAR, va. To accustom, to habituate. V.

Avezar.

VEZO, sm. 1. Custom, habit. V. Costumbre. 2.

Blubber-lip, a thick lip. V. Bezo.

VIA, sf. 1. Way, road, route. V. Camino. 2.

Way, mode, manner, method, procedure. 3.

Profession, calling, trade, line of business. 4.

Post-road. 5. Passage, gut in the animal

body. 6. Spiritual life. Por via, In a manner,
or form. Via reservada, Office of a secretary
of state and foreign affairs. Via recta, By the

direct way. Via Crucis sacra, Calvary, a

place having paths, stations for crosses, al-

tars, &c. in imitation of Christ's journey on
Mount Calvary. Via purgativa, (Teol.) First

stage ofa soul to perfection, by washing away
its sins with tears. [treadles.

VIADERA, sf. Part of the loom close to the

VIA DOR, sm. Passenger, traveller.

VIAGE, sm. 1. Journey, tour, voyage, travel. 2.

Way, road. 3. (Arq.) Deviation from a right
or straight line. 4. Gait, the manner and air

of walking. 5. Excursion ; errand. 6. Load,
carried from one place to another at once. 7.

Quantity of water which comes from the ge-
neral reservoir, to be divided into various par-
ticular channels or conduits. Buen viagc,
Good journey or voyage ; expression of in-

difference whether a thing is lost or not : it

is also used on throwing dead bodies into the

sea, and signifies rest in peace. Viage re-

dondo, Voyage round the world.

VIAGERO Y VIAJADOR,ST. Traveller, passenger.
VIAJANTE, pa. Traveller, voy:i^er.

VIAJAR, vn. To travel, to perform a journey or

voyage.
VIAJATA, sf. (Joe.) Looseness, diarrhoea.

VIAL, a. Wayfaring ; belonging to a journey
VIANDA, sf. 1 Food, viands, meat, victuals. Ji

(Met.) The eucharist, as food for the soul.

VIANDANTE, sm. Traveller, passenger.
VIANDISTA, sm. Waiter, who serves viands or

puts them on the table.

VIARAZA, sf. 1. Looseness, diarrhoea. 2. A rash
and inconsiderate action.

VIARECTA, ad. Straight along, straight forward.

VIATICO, sm. 1. Viaticum, provision for a jour-

ney. 2. The last rite, used to prepare the

passing soul for its departure.

VIBDO, DA, a. (Ant.) V. Viudo.

VIBORA, sf. Viper. Coluber berus L. [viper.
VIBOREZNO Y VIBORILLO, i.LA, s. Young small

VIBOREZNO, NA, a. Viperine, viperous.

VIBRACION, s/. Vibration, the act of moving or

being moved with quick reciprocation or re-

VIBRANTE, p. Vibrating, undulating, [turn.

VIBRAR, va. l.To vibrate, to brandish, to move
to and fro with quick motion. 2. To thro\v,
to dart. vn. To vibrate, to play up and
down or to and fro.

ViBtJRNO, sm. (Bot.) Wayfaring-tree, mealy
guelder-rose. Viburnum lantana L.

VICARIA,S/. 1. Vicarship ; vicarage ;
office and

jurisdiction of vicar. 2. The second superior
in a convent of nuns. Vicaria perpetua, Per-

petual curacy.
VICARIATO, sm. Vicarage, the dignity of a vi-

car ; the district subjected to a vicar.

VICARIO, RIA, a. Vicarial. s. 1. Vicar, deputy,
one who performs the functions of another in

ecclesiastical affairs. 2. He who exercises tho

authority of the superior of a convent in his

absence ; one who transacts all ecclesiastical

affairs as substitute of a bishop or archbishop.

Sacarpor el vicario, To convey a woman into

a place of safety, by ecclesiastical authority,

against the will of her parents or guardians,
where she may freely declare her consent to

a marriage. Vicario, ria^de coro, Choral vicar,

superintendent of the choir. Vicario general,
Vicar general, an ecclesiastical judge appoint-
ed to exercise jurisdiction over a whole terri-

tory in opposition to a ricario pcddnco, who
has authority over a district only.

VICE, Vice, used in composition to signify de-

puty, or one of the second rank.

VICEALMIRANTA, sf. The galley next in order

to that of the admiral.

ViCEALMiRANTAZGO,sm. Office or rank of vice-

admiral.

VICEALMIRANTE, 5TO. Vice-admiral.

VICECAMARERO, sm. Vice-chamberlain.

VICECANCILLER, 5TO. Vice-chancellor.

VICECONSILIARIO, sm. Vice-counsellor.

VICECONSUL, sm. Vice-consul.

VICECONSUI.ADO, sm. Vice-consulate.

VICEDIOS, SJH. Sovereign pontiff.

VICEGERENTS, a. Vicegerent.
VICELEGADO, sm. Vicelegato.

VicELEGATtJRA, sf. Office and jurisdiction of a

vicelegate.
.rt. Arrived at the age oftwenty years
RONO, sm. Vice-patron
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VID VIE

YicEPREp6siTO, sm. Vice-president, vice-pro-
VICEPRESIDENTE, sm. Vice-president. [vost.

ViCEPROvfNCiA, sf. Collection of religious
houses which are not erected into a province,
but occasionally enjoy that rank.

VICEPROVINCI.L, 5m. Vice-provincial.

VicEREcr6R, sm. Vice-rector. [torship.
VlCERECTOR^DO Y VlCERECTORIA, S. Vice-rCC-

VICESENESCA\L, 5m. Vice-seneschal or steward.

VICESIM!RIO, RIA, a. Vicenary, relating or be-

longing to twenty.
VICESIMO, MA, a. Twentieth, the ordinal num-

ber of twenty. [trary..
VICE VERSA, ad. On the contrary ; to the con-

VfciA, sf. Tare. V. Arveja.
VICIAB, vn. 1. To vitiate, to mar, to spoil or cor-

rupt. 2. To counterfeit, to adulterate. 3. To
forge, to falsify. 4. To annul, to make void.

5. To deprave, to pervert. 6. To put a false

construction on a passage or expression.
vr. To deliver one's self up to vices ; to be-

come too much attached to any thing.
Vicicir.fN, 5m. (Orn.) A small American bird

which seldom perches or sits, and is seen peck-
ing flowers on the wing. V. Resucitado.

Vicio, 5m. 1. Viciousness, faultiness. 2. Vice,
moral corruption ;

evil habits. 3. Artifice,

fraud, craft. 4. Excessive appetite, extrava-

gant desire. 5. Deviation from rectitude, de-

fect or excess. C. Luxuriant growth. Los sem-
brados llevan mucho vicio, The corn-fields

are luxuriant. 7. Forwardness or caprice of

children, arising from too much indulgence
in their education. DC vicio, By habit or cus-

tom, without necessity or cause. 8. Vicious-

ness of horses or mules, [ner ; falsely.

VICIOSAMENTE, ad. Viciously, in a vicious man-

Vicioso, SA, a. 1. Vicious or vitious ; given to

vice. 2. Luxuriant, overgrown, vigorous.
3. Abundant ; provided ; delightful.

VICISITUD, sf. Vicissitude, return of the same

things in the same succession
; successive or

alternate order of events.

VicisiTUDiNlRio,RiA,a. Changeable, variable.

VICTIMA, sf. Victim ;
sacrifice.

VICTIM^RIO, sm. Servant who attended the sa-

crificing priest.

VICTOR, sm. 1. Shout, cry of acclamation, Long
live ! V. Vilor. 2 Public rejoicing in honour
of the achiever of some glorious deed. 3.

Table or tablet, on which is written a short

eulogy of the hero of a festival.

VICTOREA.R, ra. To shout, to huzza. V. Vitorear.

VICTORIA, 5/. Victory, triumph, conquest ; su-

periority, advantage over an opponent.
interj. Victory.

VICTORIAN, a. Relating to victory.

VICTORIOSAMENTE, ad. Victoriously, in a victo-

rious manner.

VICTORIOSO, SA, a. 1. Victorious. 2. Title given
to warriors.

VICUNA, sf. Vigogne, a wild animal in South

America, from which the celebrated Vigogne
wool is obtained. Camelus vicugna L.

VID, sf, 1. (Bot.) Vine. Vitre L. 2. Navel-

string.

VfDA,5/. 1. Life, union and
co-operation

of the

soul and body ; living or continuance in life.

2. Space or duration of life. 3. Livelihood,
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means of living. 4. Conduct, behaviour, de-

portment, way or manner of life
; state, con-

dition. 5. History or memoirs of any one's
actions during life. 6. Aliment necessary to

preserve life. 7. (Met.) Life, any thing very
animating and agreeable. Vida mia 6 mi vida,

My life
; expressions of endearment. A 1

vida, With life. JVo dexar homlire h. vida,
Not "to leave a living soul. 8. State of grace,
eternal life. 9. Principle of nutrition, vital

motions or functions
; any thing which con-

tributes to support life. 10. (For.) The de-

termined number of 10 years. Agua de la

vida, Brandy. Buscar la rida, To earn an
honest livelihood ; to scrutinize the life of
another. Dar mala vida, To treat very ill.

Darse buena vida, To give one's selfup to the

pleasures of life ; to conform one's self to

reason and law. De por vida, For life, during
life. En mi vida 6 en la vida, Never. Hacer

vida, To live together as husband and wife.

Perdona-vidas, Hector, bully. Ser de vida,
To give hopes of life.

VIDENTE, pa. He who sees, seeing ;
a seer.

VIDRIADO, sm. Glazed earthenware.

ViDRfAoo, DA, a. V. Vidrioso.

ViDRiAR,a. To varnish, to glaze earthenware.

ViDRiERA,5/. 1. A glass window. 2.A glass case

or cover. Licenciado vidriera. Nickname for

a person too delicate or fastidious.

ViDRiERfA, sf. Glazier's shop, a shop where all

sorts of glass-wares are sold.

VIDRIERO, 5m. Glazier, a dealer in glass.

VIDRIO, 5m. 1. Glass, an artificial transparent
substance, made by fusing alkaline salts and
flint or sand together. 2. Vessel or other thing
made of glass. 3. Any thing very nice and
brittle. 4. A very touchy or irascible person.
5. (Po6t.) Water.

VIDRIOSO, SA, a. 1. Vitreous, brittle. 3. Slippery.
3. Peevish, touchy, irascible. 4. Very delicate.

VmuAL, a. Belonging or peculiar to widowhood.
ViDtJSfo Y VIDUENO, 5m. Peculiar quality of

grapes or vines.

ViEjAzo, 5m. An old man worn out with age.

VIEJKCITO, TA ; VIEJE/.CELO, LA, a. Somewhat
old.

VIEJO, JA, a. 1 . Old, stricken or much advanced
in years. 2. Ancient, antiquated. 3. Applied
to a youth of judgment and knowledge be-

yond his years. Cuento de viejos, Old wo-

man's story. Perro vicjo, (Fam.) A keen,
clever experienced person.

VIEJOS, 5m. pi. The hair on the temples.

VIELDO, 5771. A winnowing fprk. V. Bicldo.

ViENTEcfi-to, 5TO. A light wind.

VIENTO, 5771. 1. Wind, a violent course or agita-

tion of the air. 2. Windage of a gun, the" dif-

ference between the diameter of the bore and

that of the ball. 3. Scent by which the dogs

pursue the game. 4. Nape-bone ofa dog .which

stands prominent between the ears. 5. Vanity,

petty pride. U. Rope or cord, by which any

thing is suspended in the air. 7. Any very light

thing. 8. Any thing that violently agitates the

mind. 9. That which assists or contributes to

any end. 10. (Cant.) Propagator of evil re-

ports/ Viento de lolina, (Naut.) A scant wind.

Virntocontrario, Foul wind Viento galerni,



VIG VIL

A freshgale. Vientos generates, Trade-winds
I'iento en popa, Wind right aft. Viento der

rotero, Wind on the beam. Quitar el viento

un baxel, To becalm a ship. Dar con la pro
al viento, To throw a ship up in the wind
El viento re/re5ca,(Naut.) The wind freshens

Cosas de viento, Vain, empty trifles. Moversi
d todos vientos, To be fickle, changeable, o:

wavering. Dar el viento, (Met.) To presume
to conjecture truly.

VIENTRE, sm. 1. Belly, that part of the anima

body which reaches from the breast to the

thighs, containing the bowels. 2. Fretus en
closed in the womb

; pregnancy, the state of

being with child. 3. That part of any thing
which swells out into a larger capacity ;

the

belly or widest part of vessels. 4. The body
or more essential part of any instrument or

act. 5. The mother, excluding the father. G
Intestines of animals. 7. Stomach, when
speaking of a great eater. El parto sigue e

vientre, The offspring follows the womb, re-

specting slavery or freedom. Reses de rien-

tre, Breeding cattle, such as are big with

young.
ViENTREcfLLo, sm. Ventricle, any small cavity

in the animal body, especially those of the
heart.

VIERNES, sm. 1. Friday, the sixth day in the
week. 2. Fast-day, any day of abstinence,
when meat is not to be eaten. Cara de vier-

nes, A wan, thin face. Viernes Santo, Good-

Friday.
VIG A, sf. Beam, a large and long piece of tim

ber. Viga de largar, Beam with which grapes
or olives are pressed.

VIGESIMO, MA, a. Twentieth, the ordinal num-
ber of twenty.

VfciA, s. 1. (Naut.) The look out. 2. V. Ma-
laya. 3. Act of watching.

VIGIA.R, vn. (Na6t.) To look out, to watch for

any thing at sea.

VIGIL/I.NCIA, sf. Vigilance, watchfulness.

VIGILANTE, a. Watchful, vigilant, careful.

VIGILANTEMENTE, ad. Vigilantly.
VIGIL^R, vn. To watch over, to keep guard.
Vicir.ATfvo, VA, a. That which makes watchful
VIG f LI A, sf.\. The act of being awake, or on

the watch. 2. Lucubration, nocturnal study.
3. Vigil, a fast kept before a holiday ;

service

used on the night before a holiday. 4. Watch-

fulness, want of sleep. 5. Watch, limited time
for keeping guard. 6. Office of the dead, to

be sung in churches.

VIGOR, sm. Vigour, strength, force, energy ;

activity, liveliness, briskness.

VIGORA^R, va. To strengthen, to invigorate.

VIGORNETA, sf. Silversmith's anvil. V. Bigor-
neta.

Vic6RNiA, sf. V. Bivornia.

VIGOROSAMENTE, < Vigorously.
ViGORosiD.iD,.sf.Vigour, might, strength, force.

VicoRdso, SA, a. Vigorous, strong, active, pow-
erful.

VIGOTAS, sf.pl. (Naut.) Dead-eyes, small blocks

which have eyes or holes but no sheaves.

VIGUERIA, sf. (Naut.) All the beams of a ship ;

the timber-work of a vessel,

VIGUETA, sf. A small beam.

VIHUELA, sf. Guitar, a stringed musical in-
strument.

VmuELfsTA, sm. Player on the guitar.
ViL,rt. 1. Mean, despicable, sordid, low, servile.

2. Worthless, infamous, ungrateful, vile.

VILNO, sm. Bur or down of the thistle. V.
Milano.

VII.EZA, sf. 1. Meanness, lowness, vileness, de-

pravity. 2. A disgraceful action, an infamous
deed

; turpitude. 3. Rabble, mob.
VILICACJON, sf. V. Administration.

VILJPENDIX.R, va. To contemn, to revile.

VILIPENDIO, 5m. Contempt, disdain.

VILLA, sf.1. Town which enjoys by charter
some peculiar privileges. 2. (Ant.) Country-
soat. 3. Corporation of magistrates of a pri-

vileged town.

VILLADIEGO, sm. Cogcr las de villadicgo, To
run away, to pack off bag and baggage.

VILLAGE, sm. Village ;
hamlet.

VILLANA^GE, sm. ViLLANAGE, the middling
class or rank of society in villages ; peasant-
ry opposed to the nobility.

VILLANAMENTE, ad. Rudely, boorishly.
VILLANCEJO Y ViLLANCETE, sm. V. Villancico.

VILLANCHON, NA, a. Clownish, rustic, rude.

ViLLANcfco, sm. A metric composition, sung in

churches on certain festivals. Villancicos,

Hackneyed answers, frivolous excuses.

ILLANCIQUERO^WI. One who composes small
metric compositions, to be sung in churches.

VILLANERIA, sf. 1. Lowness of birth, meanness.
V. Villania. 2. Middling classes of society.
V. Villanage.

VILLANESCO,CA, a. Rustic, rude, boorish, coarse.

iLLANfA, sf. 1. Lowness of birth, meanness.
2. Rusticity, inurbanity ; indecorous word
or act.

VILL^NO, NA, a. 1 . Belonging to the lowest class

of country people. 2. Rustic, clownish. 3.

Worthless, unworthy. 4.Villanous, wicked.

VII.LX.NO, sm. 1. A kind of Spanish dance. 2. A
false, vicious horse. 3. Villain, a rustic, an
unsociable villager. Villano harto de ajos,

(Fam.) Rude ill-bred forward bumpkin.
ViLLANOTE,a. aum. ofvillano, Highly rude.

ILL^R, sm. \. Village, a small place of a few
houses or cottages. V. Village. 2. Billiards,

a game.
VII.L.AZGO, sm. 1. Charter of a town, contain-

ing the privileges of the place. 2. Tax laid

upon towns.

VILLETA, sf. A small town or borough.
VILLETE, sm. Note, billet. V. Billete.

TA, sf. dim. Small town.

/ILLIVISA, sf. A kind of linen.

, sf. Farm-house.

,
sm. A sort of coarse cloth,

,
sm. A rotten borough ; a miserable

little place. [fron.

iLLORfrA, sf. (Bot.) Colchicum, meadow saf-

VILMENTE, ad. Vilely j in a mean, base, or

illiberal manner.

VILO, A word only used adverbially ;
as En

vilo, In the air ; (Met.) Insecurely.

ILORDO, DA, a. Slothful, lazy, heavy.

VILORTA, sf. 1. Ring made of twisted willow.

2. A kind of cricket, played in Old Castile.

fjLT<5so, SA. a. (Ant.)
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VIN VIO

VfiwBRE, sra. (Bot.) Osier. V. Mimbre.

VIMBRERA, sf. V. Mimbrera.

VINAGERA, sf. Vessel in which wine and water
are served at the altar for the mass.

VINAGRE, sm. 1. Vinegar, wine grown sour;
acetous acid. 2. Acidity, sourness. 3. (Met.)
A person of a peevish or fretful temper. 4.

Change for the worse, or from good to bad.

VINAGRERA, sf. Vinegar-cruet.
VINAGRERO, sm. Vinegar-merchant.
VINAGRILLO, sm. 1. Weak vinegar. 2. A kind

of cosmetic lotion, used by women. 3. Rose-

vinegar ; snuff mixed with rose-vinegar, or

prepared with that vinegar.
VINAGROSO, SA, a. Sourish

; peevish, fretful.

VIKARIEGO, sm. Vintager, one who possesses a

vineyard, cultivates vines, and gathers the

grapes.
VIN^RIO, RIA, a. Belonging to wine.

VINATERIA, sf. Place where wine is retailed;
wine-trade.

VINATERO, 5?re. Vintner, wine-merchant.

VINA"TICO, CA, a. (Ant.) Belonging to wine.
VINA"ZA, sf. Last wine drawn from the lees.

VINA" zo, sm. Very strong wine.

ViNCAFERvfNCA, sf. V. Clemdtide.

VINCCLA'BLE, a. That may be entailed.

VINCULACION, sf. Entail, act of entailing.
VINCULA"R, va. 1. To entail an estate. 2. To
ground or found upon ; to assure. 3. To con-

tinue, to perpetuate. 4. To secure with
chains.

VINCULO, sm. 1. Tie, link, chain. 2. Entail, an
estate entailed or settled with regard to the
rule of its descent. 3. Charge or encumbrance
laid upon a foundation.

VINDICACION,S/. 1. Revenge, the act of aveng-
ing one's wrongs. 2. The act of giving every
one his due.

VINDICA'R, va. l.To vindicate, to revenge, to

avenge. 2. To claim, to reclaim. 3. To assert,
to defend.

VINDICATIVO, VA, a. 1. Vindictive, revengeful.
2. Defensive, vindicatory.

VINDICTA, sf. Vengeance, revenge. Vindicta

publica, Public vengeance, the atonement
which crimes should pay to public justice as
an example.

ViNfco, LLO, TO, sm. dim. Small or light wine.

VINIEBLA, sf. (Bot.) Hound's tongue. Cyno-
glossum officinale L.

VINO, sm. 1. Wine, the fermented juice of the

grape. Vino arropado, Ropy wine. Vino

por trasegar, Unracked wine. Vino clarete,

(Rioja) Claret or pale red wine. Vino de

agujas, Sharp rough wine. Vino de cuerpo,
A strong-bodied wine. Vino gola. Mother-

drop, or virgin wine, which flows spontane-
ously from the grape without pressure. Vino

doncel, Sweet clear wine. Vino tinto, Red
wine. Una buena cosecha dp. vino, A good
vintage. 2. Preparation of fruit or vegetables
by fermentation, called by the general name
of wine. 3. Any thing which intoxicates, or

deprives of the use of reason. Vinodepasto,
Wine for daily use.

VINOLENCIA, sf. Temulency, inebriation with

liquor.

VINOLENTO, TA, a. Temulent, inebriated.

Z06

ViNosiplo, sf. Quality of being vinous, or

consisting of wine, vinosity.

VINOSO, SA, a. 1. Vinous, having the qualities
of wine, consisting of wine. 2. Temulent,
inebriated.

VfRiA, sf. 1. Vineyard, a ground planted with
vine. 2. (Met.) Catholic church. Gomo hay
vinas, As sure as fate. Vinas, (Cant.) Es-

cape, flight. DC mis vinas vengo, (Met.) A
familiar excuse for absence.

VINADERO, sm. Keeper of a vineyard.
VINADOR, sm. Cultivator of vines.

VINEDO, sm. Country or district abounding in

vineyards.
VINERO, sm. Vintager who owns and cultivates

vineyards.

VINETA, sf. Vignette, flower, or other small

picture, placed at the top of a page, or be-

ginning and end of a chapter.

VINICA, TA, Y VINUELA, sf. dim. of Vina.

VIOLA, sf. 1. Viol, a. 6-stringed musical instru-

ment, resembling a fiddle or violin, but larg-
er. Viola de amor, A 12-stringed viol. 2.

(Bot.) Violet. Viola L. V. Alhdl.

VIOLATED, EA, a. Violaceous, violet-colour-

ed.

VIOLACION, sf. Violation, the act of violating
or profaning.

VIOLADO, DA,a.l. Having the colour of violets ;

made or confectioned with violets. 2. Vio-

lated.

VIOLADOR, RA, s. Violator ; profaner.
VIOLAK, va. 1. To violate or transgress a law,

to offend. 2. To ravish, to commit a rape, to

violate a woman. 3. To spoil, to tarnish. 4.

To profane or pollute the church.

VIOLARIO, sm. (Arag.) Annual pension given
to any religious by the possessor of his pa-
ternal property.

VioLENciA,s/. 1. Violence, impetuousness, com-

pulsion, force, violent and unnatural mode of

proceeding. 2. Wrong construction, errone-

ous interpretation. 3. Rape, a violent deflo-

ration. 4. Excessiveness, intenseness, of cold,

&c.
VIOLENTAMENTE, ad. Violently, forcibly.

VIOLENT^R, va. l.To enforce by violent means,
to make use of violence ;

to violate. 2. To
put a wrong construction on a passage or

writing, to interpret erroneously. 3. (Met.)
To open or break any thing by force, to en-

ter any place against the will of its proprie-
tor. vr. To be violent.

VIOLENTO, TA, a. 1. Violent, impetuous, boister-

our, irascible ; forced, unnatural,.contrary to

the regular mode. 2. Strained, absurd, erro-

neous ; applied to construction or interpreta-
tion. Poner manos violentas, To lay violent

hands on any clergyman or person who en-

joys ecclesiastical rights.

VIOLERO, sm. (Ant.) V. Guitarrero.

VIOLETA, sf. (Bot.) Violet. Viola L.

VIOLIN, sm. 1. Violin, fiddle, a 4-stringed mu-
sical instrument. 2. Fiddler, musician.

VIOLINETE, sm. A pocket-violin, used by dan-

cing-masters.
VIOLINISTA, sm. Player on the violin or fiddle.

VIOLON, sm. I. Bass-viol, a musical stringed in-

strument. 2. Player on the bass-viol.



VIR VIS

,
$m. Small bass-viol, or player

NA, a. Belonging to vipers, [on it.

VIQUITORTES, sm. pi. (Naut.) Quarter-gallery
knees, curvated pieces of timber which form
the quarter-gallery of a ship.

VIRA, sf. 1. A Kind of light dart or arrow. 2.

Stuffing laid between the upper leather and
inner sole. 3. Welt of a shoe.

VIR^DA, sf. (Naut.) Tacking.
VIRADOR, sm. (Naut.) Top-rope. V. Birador.

VIRAR, va. (Naut.) To tack. V. Birar.

ViRATONj.sm. A kind of large dart or arrow.

VIRAZONES, sm.pl. (Naut.) Land and sea bree-

zes blowing alternately.

VIREO, sm. V. Virio.

VIREY, sm. Viceroy, he who governs in place
of the king, with royal authority.

VIREYNA, sf.Lq.dy of a viceroy.
VIREYN.TO Y VIREYNO, sm. Viceroyship, the

dignity or administration of a viceroy ;
du-

ration of this office.

VfRGEN, s. com. 1. Virgin, a woman unacquaint-
ed with men ; man who has not been con-

nected with woman. 2. Any thing in its pure
and primitive state, untouched, uncultivated.

Cera virgen, Virgin wax. Plata virgen, Na-
tive silver. 3. One of the upright posts,

be-

tween which the beam of an oil-mill moves.
4. The holy Virgin Mary ; image of the Vir-

gin. 5. A nun. Virgenes, Nuns, religious
women who have taken the vow of chastity.

VIRGINAL, a. Virginal, belonging to virgins.

VIRGINEA, sf. (Bot.) Virginia tobacco. Nico-

tiana tabacum L.

VIRGINEO, NBA, a. Virginal.

VIRGINIDJLD, sf. Virginity, maidenhead.

VfRGo, sm. 1. (Astr.) Sign of the zodiac. 2.

Virginity.
VfRGULA, sf. A small rod

; slight line.

VIRGULILLA, sf. 1. Comma, a small stroke or

point, serving to denote the distinction of

clauses
;

it is called coma in printing and tilde

in writing. 2. Any fine stroke or light line.

ViRctTLTo, sm. Shrub, a bush, a small tree.

Vmft, 577i. 1. A clear and transparent glass. 2.

A small box with two plates of
glass,

in which
the host is exposed to public view.

VIRIL, a. Virile, manly.
VIRILIDAD, sf. 1. Virility, manhood. 2. Vigour,

strength.
VIRILLA, TA, sf. dim. ofvira. Virilla, Orna-
ment ofgold or sflver formerly worn in shoes.

VIRILMENTE, ad. In a manly manner.

ViRfo, sm. (Orn.) Canary-bird.
VIRIPOTENTE, a. Marriageable ; applied to wo-
men.

VIROL, sm. (Bias.) V. Perfil.

VIROLA, sf. (Naut.) Ring, hoop. V. Birola.

VIROLENTO, TA, a. Diseased with the small-pox,

pock-pitted, or marked with the small-pox.

VIRON, sm. aum. Large dart.

VIROTAZO, sm. aum. of virote, Wound inflicted

with a dart or arrow.

VIROTE, sm. 1. Shaft, dart, arrow. 2. Spark, a

showy, vain young man, who loiters idly
about ; inflated person. 3. Card of invitation,

note, billet. 4. A long iron rod fastened to a

collar on the neck of a slave, who shows an

intention of running away. 5. (And.) Vine,

which is three years old. Traga virotes, A
starched coxcomb. 6. (Naut.) An indented

piece of timber used in the poop of a ship. 7.

Carnival trick. Mirar por el rirote, (Met.)
To be attentive to one's own concerns or

convenience.

VIROTON, sm. aum. Large dart or arrow.

VIRTUAL, a. Virtual.

VIRTUALIDAD, sf. Virtuality, efficacy.

VIRTUALMENTE, ad. Virtually, in effect though
not formally.

ViRTtJD, sf. 1. Virtue, efficacy, power. 2. Vi-

gour, courage. 3. Power of acting. 4. Virtue,
moral goodness, integrity, rectitude. 5. Power
of motion or resistance ; natural faculty. G.

Habit, disposition, virtuous life. 7. In me-

chanics, the moving power. 8. In the sacra-

ments, their efficacy and value. En virtud

de, In virtue of. Virtudes, The fifth of the

nine choirs in which the celestial spirits are

divided. Hacer virtud, To do well. Varita
de virtudes, Juggler's wand.

VIRTUOSAMENTE, ad. Virtuously.
VIRTUOSO, SA, a. 1. Virtuous, morally good. 2.

Powerful, vigorous.
ViRUELA,5/. Pock, a pustule raised on the skin,

commonly called small-pox. Viruelas locas,

Good or favourable small-pox. Viruelas las-

tardas, Chicken-pox.
VIRULENCIA, sf. Virulence.

VIRULENTO, TA, a. 1. Virulent, Malignant. 2.

Purulent, sanious.

VIRUS, 5771. (Med.) Virus, poison, contagion.

ViRtiTA, sf. Shaving, a thin slice of wood pared
off with a plane.

VISAGE, 5TO. Grimace, distortion of the face
;

VISAGE. Hacer visages. To make wry faces.

VIS^GRE, sf. Hinge. V. Bisagra.
VISA"L, 577i. (Ant.) V. Visera.

VIS^NTE, sm. (Cant.) The eye.

VISAR, va. To examine a document.

VISCERAS, sf.pl. Intestines, bowels.

Vfsco, sm. V. Liga.
VISCOSIDAD, sf. Viscosity, glutinousness ; glu-

tinous or viscous matter.

Viscoso, SA,a. Viscous, glutinous, tenacious.

VISER. ,sf.l. Visor, that part of the head-piece
or armour for the head which covers the face.

2. Box with a spy-hole, through which a pi-

geon-keeper observes the motions of the pi-

geons.
VISIBILIDA' D, sf. Visibility, the state or quality

of being perceptible to the eye.

VISIBLE, a. Visible, perceptible to the eye;
that which is so certain and evident that it

admits of no doubt.

VISIBLEMENTE, ad. Visibly, clearly ; evidently.

VISION, 5/. 1. Sight, vision ; object of sight. 2.

Vision, the act of seeing. 3. A frightful,

ugly, or ridiculous person. 4. Phantom, ap-

parition. 5. Spiritual vision, revelation, pro-

phecy ;
beatifical vision. Ver visiones, To be

led by fancy, to build castles in the air. Vi-

sion beatifica, Celestial bliss.

VISION^RIO, RIA, a. Visionary, affected by phan*
toms ;

not real.

VISI'R, STB. Vizier, the prime minister of the

Turkish empire.
VisfTA, sf. 1. Visit, the act of going to see ano-
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ther ; visit to a temple, or a patient 2. Person
who goes on a visit, visitor. 3. Search, judicial

survey, inquest. 4. Visitation, inquisition.
5. Recognition, register ; examination. 6.

House in which the tribunal of ecclesiastical

visitors is held. 7. Apparition or visible ap-

mans divided the day. 2. Vespers, the even-

ing service. En visperas de, At the eve of.

Visperas Sicilianas, Sicilian vespers, a threat
of general punishment.

VISTA, sf. 1. Sight, the faculty or power of see-

ing ; the act of seeing ; vision. 2. Aspect,
pearance to any one. 8. (Teol.) Visitation of appearance. 3. Prospect, landscape, object
God. 9. Body of ministers who form a tribu of sight. 4. Apparition, appearance. 5. Organ

of sight, the eye. G. Meeting, interview. 7.

Clear knowledge or perception. 8. Relation,
9. Intent,

nal to inspect the prisons ; visit to prisons
Visita de cdrcel, Brief view of the charge
against prisoners, drawn up by a judgi
at certain periods. Visilas, Frequent visits

haunt.

VISITACION, sf. Visitation, act of visiting, visit

VisiTAD6n, RA, s. I. Visiter, one who visits

another often. 2. An occasional judge, search

er, surveyor. Visitador de rcgistro, (Naut/
Searcher of goods on board of ships ;

tide

waiter.

VISITOR, va. 1. To visit, to pay a visit, to go to

see ; to visit a temple or church
; to visit a

patient as physician. 2. To make a judicia
visit, search, or survey ; to try weights and
measures. 3. To search ships ; to examine

prisons. 4. To travel, to traverse many coun-
tries. 5. To inform one's self personally of

any thing. 6. To appear, as a celestial spirit
7. To frequent any place. 8. To visit reli

gious persons and establishments as an eccle
siastical judge. 9. (Teol.) To send any specia
counsel from heaven. 10. (For.) To make
an abstract ofthe charge against a prisoner al

visitation. vr. 1. To try a criminal offence
2. To absent one's self from the choir for

some time. Visitar los altares, To pray be-

fore each altar for some pious purpose.
VISITCA, LLA, sf. dim. ofvisita.

Visfvo, VA, a. Having the power of seeing.
VISLCMBR.R, va. ] . To have a glimmering sighl

of any thing ; not to perceive it distinctly
2. (Met.) To know imperfectly, to conjecture
by some indications.

VisLtfMERE, sf. 1. A glimmering light, a faint

glimpse at a distance. 2. Conjecture, surmise
3. Imperfect knowledge, confused perception
4. Appearance, slight resemblance. 5. Pro-

jecting part of any thing which
discovered.

scarcely

Vfso, sm. 1. Sight, act of seeing. 2. Prospect,
an elevated spot, affording an extensive view.
3. Lustre, the shining superficies or surface of

things; brilliant reflection of light. 4. Colour,
cloak, pretence, pretext. 5. Apparent like-

ness, not a real resemblance
; aspect, appear-

ance. A1 dos visas, With a double view or

design. Al visa de, At the sight of. Visa de

altar, Small square e

before the eucharist.

VISOGODO, DA, a. y s. Visigoth, West-goth.
Visojo, JA, a. Squint-eyed. V. Bisojo.
VISONO,NA, a. Raw, unexperienced. V.Bisono.

VISOREYNO, sm. (Ant.) V. Vireynato.
VISORIO, RIA, a. Belonging to the sight.
VISOREY, sm. Viceroy. V. Virey.
VfspERA,*/". 1. Evening before tho day in con-

templation or question ;
the last evening be-

fore a festival. 2. Forerunner, prelude. 3.

Immediate nearness or succession. pi. 1.

Vesper, one of the parts into which the Ro-
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respective connexion, comparison,
purpose. 10. First stage of a suit at law.

11. Opinion, judgment. 12. Revision of a
sentence. 13. LOOK, simple view. 14. (Ant.)
V. Visera. A1 vista de, In the presence of; in

consideration of. A' vista de ojos, At a

glance. A1 la vista, On sight, immediately ;

before, near, or in view ; carefully observing,

seeing, or following. Conocer de vista, To
know by sight. Ecliar una vista, To look

after. Tcncr vista, To be showy ; to be beau-
tiful. Hacer la vista gorda, To wink, t<>

connive. En vista de, In consequence of; in

consideration of. Comer y tragar con la

rista, (Met.) To have a fierce and terriblo

aspect. pi. 1. Meeting, conference, inter-

view. 2. Presents made to a bride by a

bridegroom the day preceding the nuptials.
3. Lights, windows in a building, balconies,
virandas. 4. Prospect, an extensive view.
sm. Place or employment of a surveyor at

the custom-house.

ISTA^ZO, sm. Vast view, extensive glance.
VISTILLAS, sf. pi. Eminence affording an ex-

tensive prospect, views.

Vf STO, TA, a. Obvious to the sight, clear. Vislo

bueno, Pay the bearer
; put to accounts after

being examined. Visto es 6 estd, It is evident.

JVo visto, Extraordinary, prodigious. A 1 esca-

la vista, Openly, without defence.

VISTOSAMKNTE, ad. Beautifully, delightfully.

VISTOSO, SA, a. Beautiful, delightful.

VISTOSO, sm. (Cant.) V. Sayo y ojo. .

VISUAL, a. Visual, belonging to the sight.

VistjRA, sf. Minute inspection of any thine
1

.

VITA, sf. (Naut.) Cross-beam on the fore-castle,
to which the cables are fastened when the

ship is lying in port.

VITAX, a. Vital, belonging or necessary to life.

ViTAtfcio, CIA, a. Lasting for life ; during life.

Pension vitalicia, Annuity, pension. Empleo
vitalicio, Employment or place of life.

VITALID^.D, sf. Vitality, power of subsisting in

life. [avoided.

ITJ(NDO, DA, a. That ought to be shunned or

VITELA, sf. I. Calf. 2. Vellum, calf-skin.

ViTELfNA,a. Of a dark yellow colour ; applied
to the bile.

, iuterj. Shout ofjoy ; Long live !

.,m.l. Triumphal exclamation; public

rejoicing. 2. Tablet containing some panegy-
rical epithets to a hero.

V^ITOREAR, va. To shout, to huzza, to address

with acclamations ofjoy and praise.

ITORIA, sf. Victory, triumph. V. Victoria.

^ITORIOSO, SA, a. victorious.

7iTRE, sm. Thin canvass.

TREA, a. Vitreous, glassy ; consisting
of glass, resembling glass.
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, sf. Vitrification, the act of con-

verting into glass.
VITRIFICAR, va. To vitrify, to change into glass.

VITRIOLICO, CA, a. Vitriolic.

VITRIOLO, sm. Vitriol, a saline and transparent,

substance, soluble in water, fusible and cal-

culable by fire.

VITUALLA,*/. Victuals, viands, food, provisions ;

abundance of food.

VITUALL!DO, DA, a. Victualled, stored or pro-
vided with victuals.

VI'TULA, sf. V. JBecerra.

VITULO MARINO, V. Becerro marino.

VrruLfNo, NA, a. Belonging to a calf.

VITUPERABLE, a. Vituperable, blame-worthy.
VITUPERACION, sf. Vituperation, the act of

blaming.
VITUPERADOU, RA, s. A blamer, a censurer.

VITOPERAR, va. To vituperate, to censure, to

decry.
ViTUPERio,sm. 1. Vituperation, blame, censure ;

reproachful language. 2. Infamy, disgrace.
VITUPERIOSAMENTE, ad. Opprobriously.
VITUPEROSAMENTE, ad. Reproachfully.
VITUPEROSO, SA, a. Opprobrious, reproachful.

VIUDA, sf. Widow, a woman whose husband is

dead.

VIUDAL, a. Belonging to a widow.

VIUDEDAD, sf. 1. Widowhood. 2. Dowry. 3.

Usufruct enjoyed during widowhood of the

property of a deceased person.
VIUDE/, sf. Widowhood.
VIUDITA, sf. A spruce little widow.

VIUDO, sm. Widower, a man whose wife is dead.
a. Applied to birds that pair or marry.

VIVAC 6 VIVACE, sm. Town-guard to keep
order at night ; bivouac, night-guard.

VIVACIDAD, sf. Vivacity, liveliness, briskness,

activity, vigour ; brilliancy.

VIVAMENTE, ad. In a brisk or lively manner
;

to the life, with a strong resemblance.

VIVANDERO, sin. (Mil.) Sutler, one who follows
an army and sells provision.

VIVAQ.UE. sm. A small guard-house.
VIVAR, 57/1. Warren, a kind of park for the

breeding of rabbits or other animals.'

VIVARACHO, CHA, a. Lively, smart, sprightly.
VIVARJO, sm. Fish-pond.
VIVA/, a. 1. Lively, active, vigorous. 2. Inge-

nious, acute, witty. [vary.
VIVERA v VIVERO, s. Warren ; fish-pond ; vi-

VivF.RES,sr. pi. Provisions, store of provisions
for an army or fortress.

VIVE/A, sf. 1. Liveliness, vigour, activity. 2.

Celerity, briskness. 3. Ardour, energy, vehe-
mence. 4. Acuteness, perspicacity, penetra-
tion. 5. Witticism, an ingenious saying. 6.

Great likeness,strong resemblance. 7. Lustre,
splendour, brightness. 8. Grace and brilliance

in the eyes. 9. Inconsiderate word or action.

VIVIDERO, RA, a. Habitable, capable of being
dwelt in.

Vivio6R, RA, s. 1. One who lives long, a long
liver. 2. An economist, one who manages
his concerns with care, and knows and prac-
tises the methods of frugality and profit.

VIVIENDA, sf. 1. Dwelling-house, apartments,
lodgings. 2. (Ant.) Mode of life.

VIVIESTE, pa. Living, animated.

ViyiCACi<5s,*/
r
. Vivification, the act ofgiving

life, animating or enlivening.
VIVIFICADOR, RA, s. One who vivifies, animates

or enlivens.

VJVIFICANTE, pa. Vivifying.
VIVIFICAR, va. To vivify, to make alive, to ani-

mate, to enliven
; to comfort, to refresh.

ViviFiCATfvo, VA, a. Having the power of giv-

ing life, animating or comforting.
VivfFICO,CA, a.Vivihc, giving life, making alive.

VIVIPARO, RA, a. Viviparous,bringing the young
alive ; opposed to oviparous.

VIVIR, vn. 1. To have life, to live, to be in a
state of animation ; to enjoy life. 2. To con-

tinue, to last. 3. To have the means of sup-

porting life. 4. To live; emphatically, to

enjoy happiness. 5. To pass life in a certain

manner, either good or ill. 6. To be remem-
bered, to enjoy fame. 7. To be, to exist ; to

be present. 8. To inhabit, to reside. 9. To
temporize. 10. To guard the life. 11. To
have eternal life. Viva vd. mil anos 6 muchus

anos, Live many years ; or, I return you
many thanks ; expression of courtesy. Quien
vive f (Mil.) Who is there ? Viva, An excla-

mation of joy and gratitude. Vive, An ex-

clamatory oath generally accompanied with
another word.

Vivo, VA, a. I. Living, enjoying life, active.

2. Lively, efficacious, intense. 3. Disencum-

bered, disengaged. 4. Alive, kindled ; applied
to things burning. 5. Acute, ingenious ;

hasty, inconsiderate
; diligent, nimble ; pure ;

clean. 6. Constant, enduring. 7. Vivid,

florid, excellent. 8. Very expressive. 9.

Blessed. Al vivo, To the life ; very like the

original. En vivo, Living. Viva voz, By
word of mouth. Cal viva, Quick lime. Came
viva, Quick flesh, in a wound. Ojos vivos,

Very bright lively eyes.
Vfvo, sm. 1. The strongest, thickest, and most

solid part of things. 2. (Arq.) Any promi-
nent part of a building which juts out beyond
the level surface. 3. Mange, the itch or scab

in dogs. 4. Edging, border. 5. He who
lives in the grace of God.

VIZCACHA, sf. A large kind of hare, Peruvian
hare. Lepus viscaccia L.

VIZCONDADO, sm. Viscountship, the dignity or

title of a viscount.

VIZCONDE, sm. Viscount.

VIZCONDESA, sf. Viscountess, the lady of a vis-

count.

VOACE, sm. A contraction of Vuesamerced 6

usted.

VocABtfco, LLO, TO, STB. dim. ofvocablo.

VOCABLO, sm. Word, term, diction.

VOCABULARIO, sm. 1. Vocabulary, dictionary,
lexicon. 2. Person who announces or inter-

prets the will of another.

VOCABULISTA, sm. (Ant.) V. Vocdbvlario.

VOCACION, */. 1. Vocation, calling by the will

of God. 2. Trade, employment, calling. 3.

V. Advocadon y Convocation.

VOCAL, a. Vocal, belonging to the voice, modu-

lated, uttered by the voice, as opposed to

VOCAL, sf. Vowel. [mental.

VOCAL, 5W. Voter, one who has the right of

voting in a congregation or assembly.
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VOCALMENTE, ad. Vocally, in words, articu-

lately.
VOCAT!vo, 5m. (Gram.) Vocative, the fifth case

in the declination of nouns.

VOCEADOR, RA, s. Vociferator.

VOCEA\R, vn. To scream, to bawl, to cry out, to

clamour. va. 1. To publish in a loud voice,
to proclaim ; to call to ; applied occasionally to

inanimate things, which manifest something.
2. To shout, to huzza

;
to applaud by accla-

mation
;

to boast publicly. 3. To plead, to

persuade, to incline. 4. To defend in public.
Vocear a un baxel, (Naut.) To hail a ship.

VOCERIA, sf. Clamour, a loud cry ;
defence.

VOCERO, sm. Advocate.

VOCIFERACION, sf. Vociferation, clamour, out-

cry, boast, brag.

VOCIFERADOR, RA, s. Boaster, bragger.
VOCIFERA'.NTE, pa. Vociferating ; caller.

VqciFER^R, vn. To vociferate, to bawl, to pro-
claim in a loud voice. va. To boast, to brag
loudly or publicly.

VocfNA, sf. (Naut.) Speaking trumpet used on
board of ships.

VOCINGLEAR, va. To shout, to cry out.

VOCINGLERIA, sf. 1. Clamour, outcry, a confus-
ed noise made by many voices. 2. Loquacity,
too much talk.

VOCIXGLERO, RA, . Brawling, prattling, chat-

tering. sm. Loud babbler.

VOLADA, sf. (Ant.) V. Vuelo.

VOLADERA, sf. One of the floats or pallets of a

water-wheel.

VOLADERO, RA, a. Volatile, flying, fleeting.

VOLADERO, sm. Precipice, abyss.
VoLAof zo, ZA, a. Projecting from a wall.

VOLADOR, RA, a. 1. Flying, running fast. 2.

Pending or hanging in the air. 3. Blowing
up by the force of gunpowder; applied to

artificial fire-works. s. Flier ; volatile thing
or person.

VOLADOR, sm. 1. (let.) Flying-fish. 2. (Gal.)
Fox, coxcomb,

VOLANDAS 6 EN VOLANDAS, ad. In the air.

VOLANDERA, sf. 1. (In Oil-mills) Runner, the

stone which runs edgewise upon another
stone. 2. A vague or flying report, lie. 3.

Wash of an axle-tree, nave-box of a wheel
4. (Impr.) Moveable ledge on a galley against
which types are arranged.

VOLANDERO, RA, a. 1. Suspended in the air,

volatile. 2. Fortuitous, casual. 3. Unsettled,

fleeting, variable, volatile.

VoLANTE,a.Flying,fluttering,unsettled. sm. 1

An ornament of light gauze hanging down
from women's head-dress. 2. Screen put be-

fore a candle. 3. Shuttle-cock, a cork stuck

with feathers, and driven by players from one
to another with battledoors. 4. Balance of a

watch ; fly of a jack. 5. Pulsation of the ar-

teries. 6. (Mil.) Orderly man. 7. Livery
servant or footboy who runs before his master
8. Noise made in shutting or locking a door

V. Taque. 9. Coining-mill, or that part of it

which strikes the dye. Papel volante, Short

writing or manuscript easily disseminated ; it

generally contains some satire or libel. Sello

volante, Open seal on a letter that those to

whose care it is directed may read it.
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VOLANTON, sm. A fledged or full-feathered bird
able to fly.

VOLAPIE (A'), ad. Half running, half flying.

VOLAR, vn. 1. To fly, to move through the air

with wings ; to move swiftly. 2. To vanish,
to disappear on a sudden. 3. To rise in the
air like a steeple or pile. 4. To make a rapid

progress in studies
;
to subtilize, to refine sen-

timents
;
to move with rapidity or violence.

5. To project, to hang over, to jut out. 6.

To execute with great promptitude and faci-

lity ;
to extend, to publish any thing rapidly.

va. \. To rouse the game. 2. To attack by
a bird of prey. 3. To blow up, to spring or

discharge a mine. 4. (Met.) To irritate, to

exasperate. 5. To ascend high. Volar la

mina, To discover any secret business. Como
volar, It is as impossible as it is to fly. Echar
d volar, (Met.) To disseminate, to give any
thing to the public. Sacar 6 salir d iwlar,
To publish, to expose. VoU el polio 6 golon-
drino, (Fam.) It escaped from between the

hands. Volar losescotinesdejuanetes, (Naiit.)

To let fly the top-gallant sheets.

VoLATERiA,5/. 1.Fowling ; sporting with hav/ks.

2. Fowls, a flock of birds. 3. The act of

finding or discovering by chance. 4. A vague
or desultory speech ;

idle or groundless ideas.

ad. Fortuitously, adventitiously.

VoLATiL,a. 1. Volatile, flying or moving through
the air ; changeable, inconstant. 2. (Quim.)

Passing off by evaporation.

VOLATILIA, sf. (Ant.) Flying bird.

VOLATILIDAD, sf. Volatility ; quality of flying

away by evaporation.
VOLATILIZAR,. To volatilize, to make volatile.

LATfN, sm. Rope-dancer.
VOLATIZAR, va. (Quim.) To volatilize.

VOLAVERUNT, Lat. (Joe.) Either lost or stolen.

VOLCAN, 5m. 1. Volcano, a burning mountain.

2. Excessive ardour ;
violent passion.

VOLCANEJO, 5m. dim. Small volcano.

VOLCAR, va. 1. To overset, to turn one sido

upwards. 2. To make dizzy or giddy. 3. To
make one change his opinion. 4. To tire out

one's patience with pranks and buffoonery or

scurrile mirth.

VoLcJLR, vn. 1. To throw any thing up in the

air so as to make it fly. 2. (Naut.) To over-

set a ship.

VOLEO, 5m. 1. Blow or stroke given to a ball in

the air before it comes to the ground. 2. Step
in a Spanish dance. De un voleo, 6 del primer
voleo, At one blow ;

at the first blow ;
in an

instant. [power of choice exerted.

VOLICION, sf. Volition, the act of willing ; the

VOLITIVO, VA, a. Having the power of volition.

VOLQUEA"RSE, m. To tumble, to wallow. V. Ke-

volcarse. [lity.

VOLTARIED^D, 5/. Levity, inconstancy, volati-

VOLTA"RIO, RIA, a. Fickle, variable, inconstant.

VOLTEADOR, 5m. Tumbler, one who shows or

teaches postures and feats of activity.

VOLTEAR, va. l.To whirl, to turn round rapidly ;

to roll, to move by quick rotation. 2. To

overturn, to overset. 3. To change the order,

place, or state of things. vn. To tumble, to

exhibit postures and feats of agility.

VOLTEJ^R, va. (Ant.) V. Voltear,
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VOLTEJEAR, va. 1. To whirl. V. Voltear. 2.

(NauO To tack in order to avoid a current.

VOLTERETA Y VoLTETA, sf. 1. A light spring or

tumble in the air. 2. The act of turning up
the card which makes trump.

VOLTURA, sf. (Ant.) V. Mozela.

VOLUBILIDAD, sf. Volubility ; inconstancy,
fickleness, changeableness.

VOLUBLE, a. Voluble, inconstant, fickle.

VoLtJMEN, 577i. 1. Volume, size, bulkiness
; cor-

pulence. 2. Volume, tome, book. 3. Body of
laws.

MiNE, sm. (Ant.) Volume, book.

^OLUMINOSO, SA, a. Voluminous ; of a large
bulk or size.

NTAD, sf. 1. Will, choice, arbitrary deter-

mination ; faculty of receiving or rejecting

any notion. 2. Divine determination. 3.

Good-will, benevolence, kindness, affection.

4. Desire, pleasure ; free-will, volition, elec-

tion, choice, assent. 5. Disposition, precept ;

intention, resolution. DC voluntad, 6 de bue-

na voluntad, With pleasure, gratefully.

VOLUNTARIAMENTE, ad. Spontaneous, volunta-

rily, without compulsion.
VOLUNTARIEDAD, sf. Free-will, spontaneous-

ness, freedom from compulsion.
VOLUNTARIO, RIA, a. Voluntary, spontaneous.
VOLUNTARIO, sm. Volunteer, a soldier who

serves without compulsion. [ishly.
VOLI NTARIOSAMENTE, ad. Spontaneously, self-

Von'NTARioso, SA, a. Selfish ; one who merely
follows the dictates of his own will ; desirous.

VOLUPTCOSAMENTE, ad. Voluptuously.
VOLUPTUOSO, SA, a. Voluptuous, luxurious,

given to excess of pleasures ;
sensual.

VOLUTA, sf. Volute, an ornament of the capi-
tals of columns.

VOLVER, va. 1. To turn, to give turns. 2. To
direct, to aim

;
to remit

;
to send back a pre-

sent. 3. To return, to restore. 4. To trans-

late from one language to another. 5. To
change the outward appearance of things ; to

invert, to change a thing from one place to

another. G. To vomit, to throw up victuals.

7. To make one change his opinion ; to con

vert, to incline. 8. To return a ball. 9. To
reflect a sound. 10. To turn away, to dis-

charge. Volver el rostro, To flee, to run away,
to evade ; to pay attention by turning to

look at one, or to show contempt by turning
away. 11. To re-establish, to replace in a

former situation. 12. To plough land a se-

cond time. 13. To resume the thread of a
discourse interrupted. 14. To reiterate, to

repeat. 15. (Ant.) To mix. Volver la puerta,
To shut the door. Volver la tortilla, To turn
the tables or scales. Volver par si, To defend
one's self; to redeem one's credit. Volver a
uno loco, To confound one with arguments,
to vanquish one so that he appears stupid.
vn. 1 . To return, to come again or back to

the same place. 2. To turn out of the roac

or straight line. 3. To repeat, to reiterate

in this sense.it is accompanied by a. 4. To
stand out for a person ;

to undertake his de
fence

;
to defend ; here it is used with por

5. To regain, to recover. Volver sobrc si,

To reflect on one's self; to make up one's

Volver en si, To recover one's senses.
vr. 1. To turn, to grow sour. 2. To turn

towards one. 3. To retract an opinion, to

change. Volverse bianco, To become white.

Volverse el cuajo, To let the milk run from
the mouth ; applied to a child when its head
is too low. Volverse loco, To be deranged, to

become a fool.

VoLvfBLE, a. That may be turned.

VOLVIMIENTO, 57/1. Act of turning.
VOLVO 6 VOLVULO, sm. Iliac passion.

VOMICA, sf. Encysted tumour in the
lungs.

VOMICO, CA, a. That which causes vomiting.
VOMITADO, DA, a. Meager ; pale-faced.

VOMITADOR, RA, s. One who vomits.

VOMITAR, va. 1. To vomit, to throw up from the

stomach. 2. To foam, to break out into inju-
rious expressions. 3. To reveal a secret, to

discover what was concealed. 4. To pay
what was unduly retained. Vomitar sangre,
To boast of nobility and parentage.

VOMITIVO, VA, a. Emetic, vomitive.

VoMiTO,5?. l.The act ofvomiting or throwing
up from the stomach. Volvar al vomito, To
relapse into vices. 2. Matter thrown up from
the stomach. Provocard vdmito, To nauseate,
to loathe ;

used in censuring indecent or

coarse expressions, or to contemn any thing.

VOMITON, NA, a. Often throwing up milk from
the stomach ; applied by nurses to a sucking
child.

VOMITONA, sf. (Fam.) Violent vomiting and

throwing up from the stomach after eating

heartily.

VOMITORIO, sm. Passage or entrance in Roman
theatres.

VOMITORIO, RIA, a. Vomitive, emetic.

VORACIDAD, 5/. 1. Voracity, voraciousness. 2.

(Met.) Destructiveness of fire, &c.

VORAGINE, sf. Vortex, whirlpool.

VORAGINOSO, SA, a. Full of whirlpools.

VORAZ, a. 1. Voracious. 2. Extremely irregular
or disorderly ; excessively destructive.

VORAZMENTE, ad. Voraciously.
VORMELA, sf. Kind of spotted weasel.

VORTANQ.UJ, sm. Sapan-wood.
VORTICE. 5771. Whirlpool, whirlwind, hurricane.

Vdrtice a6rco, Whirlwind, water-spout.

VORTIGINOSO, SA, a. Vortical, having a whirl-

ing motion.

Vos, pron. You, ye. V. Vosotros. Used as

respectful to persons of dignity, and by su-

periors to their inferiors.

Vosco, (Ant.) i. e. Con vos, With you. [ye.

VOSEARSE, vr. To treat each other with you or

Voso, SA, a. (Ant.) V. Vuestro.

VOSOTROS, TRAS, pron. pers. pi. You, ye.

VOTACION, 5/. Voting, act of voting.

VOTADO, DA, pp. Devoted. Votado a cristo 6 d

dios, Wedded to an opinion, obstinate per-
sistence in a notion or sentiment.

VOTADOR, RA, 5. One who vows or swears.

VOTANTE, a. Having the power of voting in a.

corporation or assembly.

VOTAR, vn. 1. To vow, to make vows. 2. To
vote, to give a vote or suffrage ;

to give an

opinion. 3. To curse, to utter oaths. va. 1.

To dart, to launch. V. Botar. 2. To swear to

celebrate a festival, or defend a mystery
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Voxfvo, TA, a. Votive, given by vow.

VOTO, sm. 1. Vow, any promise made to the
Divine Power ; offering made to God or a

saint. 2. Vote, suffrage ; voter. 3. Opinion,
advice, voice. Voto de calidad, A decisive

vote. 4. Wish, desire. 5. Supplication to

God. 6. Angry oath or execration. 7. Vow
taken by a religious on professing a monk or

nun. Voto en cortes, Deputy or representa-
tive of a town in the corses, or assembly ofthe
states of the kingdom. Voto d dios, A me-

nacing oath. Voto 6 tal, (Fam.) A mixed
oath indicating disgust and vengeance.

VOYLA, a word used in playing, signifying a

bar or objection.

Voz, sf. 1. Voice, the sound emitted by the

mouth ; sound in general. 2. Clamour, out-

cry. Dar voces, To cry. 3. Word, term,

expression. 4. Power or authority to speak
in the name of another. 5. Vote, suffrage ;

right of suffrage ; opinion expressed. 6. Ru-
mour, public opinion. 7. Motive, pretence,
pretext. 8. Word, Divine inspiration. 9.

(Gram.) Voice, active, passive, or medial. 10.

(Mus.) Vocal music
; treble, tenor

;
tune cor-

responding to the voice of a singer. 11.

Order, mandate of a superior. 12. (For.)
Life. Voz activa, Right or power of voting.
Voz pasiva, Right or qualification to be elect-

ed. Tomar voz, To acquire knowledge, to

reason ; to confirm or support any thing by
the opinions of others. A1 media voz, With a

slight hint ; with a low voice, in a submis-
sive tone. A 1 una voz, Unanimously, with
common consent. A1

voces, Clamorous cry,
loud voice. A' voz en grito, In a loud voice.

Es voz comun, It is generally reported. En
voz, Verbally ; (Mus.) In voice.

VOZNAR, vn. To cry like swans, to cackle like

VuCELENciA,s.c0wi. A contraction of vuestra

czcellencia,your excellency.
VUELCO, sm, Eversion, overturning.
VUELO, sm. 1. Flight, the act of flying. 2.

Wing, the limb of a bird by which it flies. 3.

Part "of a building which projects beyond the

wall. 4. Width or fulness of clothes. 5.

Ruffle, ornament of lace or plaited linen set

to the wristband of a shirt. 6. Space flown

through at once. 7. Elevation or loftiness in

discoursing or working. 8. Leap or bound
in pantomimes. A' vuelo, 6 al vuelo, Flying,

expeditiously. Coger al vuelo, To catch

flying.

VUELTA, sf. 1. Turn, the act of turning, gyra-
tion

;
turn of an arch

; circumvolution ; cir-

cuit. 2. Requital, return, recompense ; re-

gress. 3. Iteration, repetition, rehearsal. 4.

Back side, wrong side. 5. Whipping, flog-

ging, lashing on the backside. 6. Turn, in-

clination, bent. 7. Ruffle. V. Vuelo. 8.

(Naut.) Hatch. 9. Turn, change of things.
10. Trip, excursion, a short voyage. 11. Re-

consideration, recollection. J2. Land once,

twice, or thrice laboured. 13. Wards in a lock

or key. 14. Order of stitches in stockings.
15. Roll, envelope. 16. Unexpected sally
or witticism. 17. Surplus money to be re-

turned in dealing. 18. (Ant.) Dispute. 19.

(Mus.) Number of verses repeated. A' la

Tttclta, At your return; that laid aside ; about
the time

; upon. La vuelta de, Towards this

or that way. Vuelta dada con los cables,

(Naut.) Turn in the hawse. Media vuelta en
los cables, (Naut.) Elbow in the hawse. Dar
una vuelta, To make a short excursion

;
to

clean any thing ;
to examine a thing properly.

Dar vuelta con un cabo de labor, (Naut.) To
belay a running rope. Andar en vueltas, To
shuffle, to make use of subterfuges. Dar
vueltas, To walk to and fro on a public walk

;

to seek any thing ; to discuss repeatedly the
same topic. A 1 vuelta 6 d vueltas, Very near,
almost

; also, with another thing, otherwise.

Tencr vueltas alguno, To be inconstant or

fickle. Tencr vuelta, (Fam.) An admonition
to return any thing lent. interj. Return

;

let him return or go back the same way.
VuELTEcfcA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. of vuelta.

VUELTO, TA,pp.irreg. ofvolver.

VUESA, a. Contracted from vuestra, and used

before merced, eminencia, &c.

VUESAMERCED, sf. You sir, you madam
; your

worship, your honour ; a contraction of vues-

tra merced, a title of courtesy given to a per-
son who has no right to that of vuesenoria 6

vuestra senoria, your lordship.

VUESARCED, sf. Contraction of vuesamerced.

VUESENORIA,,S/. Contraction ofvuesta senoria.

VUESTRO, TRA, a. pron. Your, yours. It is used

by subjects to a sovereign or by a sovereign
to a subject. May vuestro, Entirely yours.
Vuestra senoria, Your lordship or ladyship.

VULGACHO, sm. Mob, populace, the dregs of

the people.

VULGADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Vulgar.
VCLGAR, a. Vulgar, common, ordinary ; vulgar

or vernacular dialect, as opposed to the learn-

ed languages ; without any specific peculi-

arity. sm. The vulgar.
VULGARIDAD, sf. Vulgarity ;

manners or speech
of the lowest people ; vulgar effusion.

VULGARIZAR, va. I . To make vulgar or common.
2. To translate from another idiom into the

common language of the country. vr. To
become vulgar.

VUI.GARMENTE,</. Vulgarly, commonly, among
the common people. [Bible.

VULGATA, sf. Vulgate, Latin version of the

VtrLGO, sm. 1. Multitude, populace, mob. 2.

Way or manner of thinking of the populace.
3. Universality or generality of people. 4.

(Cant.) Brothel. V. Mancebia. [ed.

VULNERABLE,**. Vulnerable .that may be wound-

VULNERACION,.-?/. The act of wounding or vul-

nerating.
VITLNERAR, va. 1. (Ant.) To wound. V. Herir.

2. To violate a law. 3. To injure the charac-

ter or reputation.

VULNERARIO, RiA, a. 1 .Vulnerary, useful in the

curing of wounds, 2. (For.) Applied to an ec-

clesiastic who has wounded or killed any one.

Vnr.NER.4Rio, sm. Clergyman, guilty of having
killed or wounded a person.

VIILPEJA, sf. A bitch-fox.

VuLPisfo, NA, a. Vulpine, crafty, deceitful.

VUI.TO, sm. 1. Volume ;
bulk, any thing bulky.

V. Bulto. 2. Face.
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,
sm. Hot wind which rises with the

sun at north-east, and comes round with it.

Vtii.VA, sf. Matrix, womb.
Vusco,pron. (Ant.) Con vusco, With you.

VUSTED, sm. You, you sir, your honour, your
worship; a contraction of vuestra merced.
V. Vuesamcrced.

XAB

HE x is the 26th letter in the Spanish al-

phabet, and is a semi-vowel, taken from
the Romans, among whom it had in general
the power ofthe two consonants c and s. This
sound is preserved in Spanish, when it isfol-

T
XAM

XABONC! LLO, XABONETE 6 XABONETE DE OLOR,
sm. Wash-ball.

XABONERA, sf. 1. Box or case for a wash-ball.
2. (Bot.) Soapwort.

XABONERIA, sf. Soap manufactory.
lowed by a consonant, or a vowel marked with i XABON ERO, sm. Soap-boiler, one who rnanufac-
a circumflex, as fxtremo, existencia ; but tures soap for sale,

otherwise it is converted into a strong gut-
tural sound, scarcely to be distinguished from
the Spanish j before all the vowels, or g, be-

fore e and i, when strongly pronounced. In

some provinces of Spain, however, it is

sounded only by a strong emission of the

breath, like the English h in here. In seve-

ral words it has been supplanted by ch and

//, as chapeo was originally written xapco,
and xaga, changed into chaga, and now llaga.
It is also used at the end of many words pro-
nounced gutturally, instead of g or j, which
can terminate no Spanish word whatever

;

and is retained in the plural, as carcax, car-

caxes ; dixe, dixes ; relax, relaxes.

X has been substituted by the Spaniards for s

of the Latins, as inserere is made inxerir,

sapo, xabon, &c. and for the two ss of the

Italians, as in basso, which is become baxo.

XA, ad. V. Fa. Used in Galicia, and the x pro-
nounced soft, almost like ch.

XABALCON v XABAI.ON, sm. Bracket, purlin.
XABALCONAR Y XABALONAR, va. To support

by brackets the roof of a house.

XABARDILLO, sm. Company of strolling play-
ers. V. Jabardillo.

XABEHA 6 XABEGA, sf. A Moorish wind in-

strument, somewhat like a flute.

XX EEC A 6 XXBEGA, sf. Sweep-net, a large net

for fishing.

XABEGUERO, RA, a. Belonging to a sweep-net.
sm. Fisherman who fishes with a sweep-net.

XABEQ.UE, sm. (Naut.) Xebec, a small three-

masted vessel, navigated in the Mediterrane-

an, and on the coasts of Spain and Portugal.

XXBLE, sm. Circular groove in the staves of

casks, which receives the bottoms and heads"

XABON, sm. 1. Soap, a substance used in wash-

ing made of alkaline salt and unctuous mat-
ters. 2. (Met.) Any saponaceous mass or mat-
ter. Xabon de palencia, (Vulg.) Batlet, used

by washer-women to wash linen. Xabon de

piedra, Castile-soap, (Fam.) Smart stroke

with a batlet. Dar un xabon, To reprimand
severely.

XABONXDO, DA, a. Soap, cleaned with soap.
XABONADOjSm. 1. Wash, the act ofwashing with

soap. 2. Parcel of linen washed with soap.

XABON!R, va. l.To soap, to clean with soap.
2. (Fam.) To reprimand severely.

XABONADXJRA, sf. The act of washing. Xabona-

duras, Suds, a lixivium made of soap and
water.

o g
. T

XACARA,S/. l.A sort of romance, generally ce-

lebrating the feats of some distinguished per-
son. 2. A kind of rustic tune for singing or

dancing ;
a kind of dance. 3. Company of

young men who walk about at night-time
singing xdcaras. 4. Molestation, vexation. 5.

Idle talk or prattle, story, tale ; fable, lie,

vain-glorious fiction.

XACARANDINA 6 XACARANDANA, sf. 1. Low
foul language ;

the language of ruffians and

prostitutes' bullies. 2. Singing of xdcaras
or boastings. 3. (Cant.) Assembly of ruffians

and thieves.

XACAREAR, vn. 1. To sing xdcaras. 2. To
about the streets singing and noising. 3
be troublesome and vexatious.

XACARERO, sm. 1. Ballad-singer. 2. Wag, a

merry, droll, facetious person.

XACARILLA, sf. dim. of Xdcara.

XXcARo, sm. Boaster, bully. A 1 lo xdcaro, In
a boastful or bragging manner.

XXcARo, RA, a. Belonging to boasters, or noisy

singers. [rest.

XACENA, sf. Girder, a beam on which the joists

XACHALI, sin. (Bot.) Tree in New Spain, which
bears the fruit called Xagua.

XXco, sm. A short jacket. V. Xaque.
XXDA, sf. (Arag.) V. Azada.

XADIAR,-. (Arao-.) To die up with a spade.

XAGA,S/. Wound! V . Llaga.
XAGCA, sf. Fruit of a tree in Cuba.

XAGUADERO, sm. (Ant.) V. Desaguadero.
XALAPA, sf. Jalap, a medical drug.
XALEXR, va. To halloo, to encourage the dogs,

to chase with shouts.

XALES, sm. Coarse linen, pack-cloth.

XALLULO,SW. (And.) Bread toasted in the ashes.

XXLMA, sf. A Moorish pack-saddle. V. En-
xalma.

XALMERO, sm. Pack-saddle-maker.

XALOQUE, sm. South-east wind. V. Siroco.

XALXACOTE, sm. (Bot.) Guava, a kind of South
American pear tree, the leaves of which are

used for curing the itch and cutaneous dis-

eases. Psidium pyriferum L.

iAMActfco, sm. V. Zamacuco.

XAMAR, va. To call. V. Llamar.

XAMBORLIER, sm. (Ar.) V. Camarero.

XAMBRXR, va. (Ar.) V. Enxambrar.

XAMETE, sm. A sort of stuff, formerly worn in

Spain.
XAM<}GA 6 XAMtJcAS, sf. A kind of side-saddle

for women.
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, sf. dim. Small side-saddle, [car
XAMUSCAR, va. To singe, to scorch. V. Chamus
XANDALO, LA, a. Having the gait and dialec

of an Andalusian, particularly in giving thi

la. a strong guttural sound.

XANO, NA, a. (Gal.) V. Llano.

XANTIO, sm. (Bot.) Lesser burdock.
XANTOLfNA, sf. 1 . Persian worm seed. 2. Laven

der-cotton, female wormwood. Santolina L.

XAPELETE,S/. An ancient covering for the hat

having the shape of a cap. V. Chapcletc.
XAPOVPA, sf. A kind of pancake.
XAPURCAR, va. (Bax.) To stir up dirty water

XAo.UE,sm. 1. Braggart, boaster. V. Xeque. 2
Move at the game of chess. Xaque y mate
Check-mate. 3. Saddle-bag. 4. Sort ofsmooth

combing of the hair. Xaque de aqui, Away
from here, avaunt !

XAQJOEAR, va. To give or make check-mate.

XAQUECA, sf. Megrim, head-ach.

XAO.UEL, sm. Chess-board.

XAO.UELADO, DA, a. Checkered.

XAQ.UERO, sm. Fine toothed comb.

XAQ.UETA, sf. Jacket, a short loose coat.

XAQUETILLA, sf. A small jacket.

XAQUETON, sm. aum. 1. A large wide coat. 2
Great swaggerer, boaster.

XAO.UIMA, sf. Headstall of a halter.

XAQUIMAZO, sm. I. Stroke with the headstal
of a halter. 2. Displeasure ; an unfair trick

ill turn.

XARA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Cistus or rock rose, labda-

nutn-tree. Cistus ladaniferus L. 2. A kind of
dart or arrow. Xara cerval, (Bot.) Round
leafed cistus. Cistus globularifolius L.

XARABE,S/. Sirup or sirop, the juice of fruit or

herbc boiled with sugar; any sweet beverage
XARA BEARSE, vr. To use sirups.

XARAL, sm. 1. Place planted with the cistus or

labdanum shrub. 2. A very intricate or puz
zling point.

XARAMAGO, sm. (Bot.) Hedge mustard.

XARAMENO, NA, a. Applied to bulls reared on
the banks of Xaruma. [others.

XARAMUGO, sm. Small fish used as bait for

XARAPOTE,sm. (Arag.) V. Xarope. [drugs.
XARAPOTEADO, DA, a. Stuffed with medical

XARAPOTEAR, xa. (Arag. y And.) To stuff or

fill with medical drugs.
XARAQUI 6 XARAQUO, sm. Place for a recreat-

ing walk.

XARAYZ, sm. Pit for pressing grapes.
XARAZO, sm. Blow or wound with a dart.

XARCIA, sf. 1. Parcel or bundle of a variety of

things laid by for use. 2. (Naut.) Tackle, rig-

ging and cordage belonging to a ship. 3. A
complete fishing-tackle. Xarcia de primera
suerte, (Naut.) Cordage of the first quality
Mmacen de xarcias, (Naut.) Rigging-house,
store-house for rigging. Xarcias de respeto,
(Naut.) Spare rigging. Tablas dc xarcia,

(Naut.) Suit or set of rigging.
XARETA, sf. 1. Seam, edge oTclothes. 2. (Naut.)

Netting of a ship.

XARIFE, sm. Sheriff. V. Xerife.
XARfro, FA, a. Showy, full dressed, adorned.

XAROPAR, XAROPEAR, 6 XARAPOTEAR, va. To
stuff or fill with medical drugs ; to jive any
liquor as a medical draught.
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XAROPE, sm. 1. Medical draught or potion. 2,

Any kind of bitter drink or beverage.
XARRAGIN, sm. (Ant.) Place having gardens
and pleasure grounds.

XARRO, sm. (Bax. y Ar.) Bawler.

XASTRE, sm. (Ant.) V. Sastre.

XATEO, TEA, a. Chasing the fox ; applied to

fox-dogs.

XATO, sm. (Gal.) A yearling calf; x is pro-
nounced soft.

XAU, interj. A word used to encourage bulls

and other animals. Xau, xau, Clamorous

applause, confused acclamations.

XAURADO, DA, a. (Ant.) Desolate, afflicted, dis-

consolate.

XAURIA, sf. Pack of hounds.

XAUTO, TA, a. (Ar.) Insipid, without salt.

XAZILI.A, sf. Vestige, mark, trace.

XEA, sf. Import-duty formerly paid for all

foods
imported from the Moorish dominions.

BE, sm. V. Alumbre.
XEERA 6 XER A, sf. Piece of drained marshy

ground.
XEFE, sm. Chief, head, superior. Xefe de las

ca,ballerizas, Master of the horse. Xefe de

esquadra, (Na6t.) Rear-admiral.

X'ELFE, sm. A negro slave.

XEMAL, a. Being a span wide or long.

^ME, sm. 1. Span, the space from the end of

the thumb to the end of the little finger. 2.

A woman's face.

XENABE 6 XANABLE, sm. Mustard. V. Mas-
taza.

XENO, NA, a. (Ant.) V. Lleno.

XEPE, sm. V. Mumbre.
XEQUE, sm. 1. An old man ;

a governor or chief

among the Moors. 2. Portmanteau. V. Xa-

que.

XERA, sf. 1. Extent of ground which can be

ploughed in a day with a pair of oxen. 2. V.
Gira.

XERApELiJNA,s/. An old ragged suit of clothes.

XEREZANO, NA, a. y s. Native of or belonging
to Xerez de la Frontera. Vino de Xerez,
Xerez wine, vulgarly corrupted into Sherry.

XERGA, sf. 1. Coarse frieze ; any coarse cloth.

2. Jargon, gibberish, unintelligible talk. V.

Gerigonza. 3. Large sack. Estar 6 poner una.

cosa en xerga, (Met.) To block out, to be

begun but not finished.

XERGON, sm. 1. Large coarse pillow or sack

filled with straw or paper cuttings. 2. Suit

of clothes ill made. 3. An ill-shaped person.
4. (Fain.) Paunch, belly. Llenar el xergon,
To eat heartily.

XERGUILLA, sf. A sort of serge made of silk

or worsted.

XERIFE, sm. Title or appellation of honour

among the Moors.

ERIGONZA, sf. Jargon, gibberish. V. Geri-

gonza.
CERINGA, sf. 1. Syringe, a pipe through which

any liquor is squirted. 2. (Fam.) Importu-

nity, vexation, trouble.

XERINGACION, sf. Act of giving an injection ;

injection or matter injected.

CERINGAR, va. I. To syringe, to spout bv a

syringe. 2. To give or administer an injec-
tion. 3. To importune, to trouble, to vex.
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XEKINGX.ZO, sm. The act of syringing ; injec-
tion.

XERINGUILLA, sf. (Bot.) Pipe-tree. Mabea ta-

quari L.

XEROFTALMIA, sf. (Cir.) Xerophthalmy, dry
disease of the eye.

XERVILLA, sf. A kind of shoes worn by servant
maids.

XERVILLERO, sm. (Ant.) V. Zapatero.
XETA, sf. Bristle. V. Seta 6 Geta.

XETAR, va. (Arag.) To dissolve in a liquid.

XETO, sm. (Arag.) An empty bee-hive rubbed
with honey to attract the bees.

XIA, sf. A sort of black mantle or cowl. V.
Ckia.

XIBIA, sf. (let.) Cuttle-fish. Sepia L.

XiBidy, sm. Cuttle-fish bone used by gold and
silversmiths.

XfcARA, sf. Chocolate-cup.
XiCARfr,LA, TA, sf. Small chocolate-cup.
XIFA, sf. Refuse of slaughtered beasts.

XlFCBADA, sf. Stroke with a butcher's knife.

XIFERIA, sf. Slaughtering, the act of killing
beasts for the shambles.

XIKERO, RA, a. Belonging to the slaughter-
house.

XIFERO, sm. 1. Butcher's knife. 2. Butcher.

XIFIA, sf. (let.) Xiphias, the sword-fish. Xi-

phias gladius L.

XILGUERO, sm. (Orn.) Linnet.

XILOBALSAMO, sm. (Bot.) Tree which yields
the balm of Gilead.

,
sm. (Bot.) Pyrenees honeysuckle,

upright honeysuckle. Lonicera pyrenaica, et

Xylosteum L.

XIMEKZAR, va. (Arag.) To ripple flax or hemp.
XIMIO, MIA, s. Ape, monkey. V. Simio.

XINGLAR, vn. (Bax.) To cry.
XION, sm. (Cant.) Yes. V. Si.

. (Bot.) Plant from which a blue
colour is made in America.

XIRIDE, sf. (Bot.) Stinking sword grass.
XISCA, sf. (Bot.) Coarse cane.

XixAuo, DA, a. Ejected, cast out.

XIXAR, va. (Arag.) To emit, to turn out.

XIXALLAR, sm. A place full of broom or cy-
tisus.

XIXALLO, sm. (Bot.) Prickly broom, hairy cy-
tisus. Cytisus hirsutus L.

Xo, interj. V. Jo 6 Cho.

XORGOLIN, sm. (Cant.) Companion or servant
to a bully or ruffian.

XUAGARZO, sm. (Bot.) Prickly cytisus.

XCBETE, sm. A kind of ancient armour.

XtfcLA, sf. One of the seven vowel marks used

by the Arabs.

XUGO, sm. 1. Sap, juice of plants. 2. (Met.)
Marrow, pith, substance of any thing.

XUGOSIDAD, sf. Sappiness, succulence, juici-
ness.

XUGOSO, SA, a. Sappy, juicy, succulent.

XriouE, sf. Filthiness.

XtJLO, sm. Bell-wether, a sheep which leads
the flock. V. Manso.

XUREL, sm. (let.) Godget, fish like gudgeon.
XUTAJ sf. (Orn.) Kind of American duck

YA

Yia
the 27th letter in the Castilian alpha-

bet, and was derived from the Greeks : it

serves both as a consonant and a vowel
;
as a

consonant, when followed by a vowel, as in

mayo ;
and as a vowel it serves for a conjunc-

tive particle, instead of the ancient d, (which
is a contraction of the Latin et) except when
followed by a word that begins with an i, or y
before a consonant, in which case the ancient
e is retained. Formerly it was used in all

words derived from the Greek
;
but that prac-

tice is deemed pedantic, and pyra, lyra, &c.
are now written pira, lira.

Y, And, a conjunction, is pronounced like the

English e ; when a consonant, it has nearly
the same sound as in English. It is frequently
used in interrogatives, as 6 y tu, donde has
estado ? And thou, where hast thou been ? y
bien 9 And well then ? 6 y que tenemos con
eso ? And what is that to us ? Generally
it is a copulative conjunction, as Jttonso,

Fernando, y Manuel, Alphonsus, Ferdinand,
and Emmanuel.

Y, ad. (Ant.) There. V. Mi.
YA, ad. 1. Already, now. 2. Presently, imme-

diately.
3. Finally, ultimately. 4. At ano-

ther time, on another occasion. part. dist.

YAN

Now. Ya esto, ya aquello, Now this, now
that. Ya que, Since that, seeing that. Ya
si, When, while, if. interj. Used on being
brought to recollect any thing. JVb se acuer-

da vd. de tal cosa ? Ya, ya, Do not you re-

member such a thing ? Yes, yes. Ya se re,

Yes, forsooth ! it is clear
;

it is so.

YACA, sf. (Bot.) A large-leaved Indian tree.

YACENTE, a. Jacent, vacant. Herencia yacente,
Inheritance not yet occupied.

YACER, vn. 1. To lie, to be stretched out. 2.

To be fixed or situated in a place ;
to exist.

3. To sleep with a woman.
YACH 6 YATE, sm. (Naut.) Yacht.

YACIENTE, pa. Extended, stretched ; applied to

honey-combs.
YACIJA, sf. 1. Bed, a place of repose. 2. Tomb,

grave. Ser de mala yacija, To be a vagrant
or of low sentiments and manners ;

to be

restless ;
to have a bad bed.

YACTX^RA, sf. Loss.

YAGRE, sm. A kind of sugar, extracted from

the palm or cocoa-tree.

YAMBICO, CA, a. Iambic ; applied to a Latin

verse.

YAMBO, sm. An iambic foot.

, sf. (Ant.) Dinner, mid-day meal
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YANTAR, va. (Ant.) To dine. V. Comer.

YANTAR, sm. 1. Viands, food. 2. A kind of

king's taxes.

YARDA, sf. An English yard.
YARO, S7n. (Bot.) Yarro. Arum L.

YECO, CA, a. V. Llcco.

YEDGO, sm. (Bot.) V. Yezgo.
YEDRA, sf. (Bot.) Ivy. Hedera felix L.

YJEGUA, s/. Mare, the female of a horse. Yegua
paridera, A breeding mare. Yegua dc vien-

tre, Mare fit to breed.

YEGUADA 6 YEGUERIA, sf. Stud, a herd of

breeding' mares and stallions.

YEGUAR, a. Belonging to mares.
YEGUERO 6 YEG-UERIZO, sm. Keeper of breed-

ing mares.

YEGUEZUELA, sf. dim. Little mare.

YELMO, sm. Helmet, a part of the ancient ar-

mour.

YELO, sm. Frost ; ice. Bancos de yelo, Flakes
of ice.

YEMA, sf. 1. Bud, gem, button, first shoot of
trees. 2. Yolk, the yellow part of an egg.
3. Centre, middle. En la yema del invierno,
In the dead of winter. Dar enla yema, (Met.)
To hit the nail on the head

;
to touch the

critical point. Yema del dedo, Fleshy tip
of the finger. 4. (Joe.) Ace of diamonds. in

cards.

YENTE,/?a. of Ir. Going, one that goes.
YERBA, sf. 1. Herb, a generic name given

to all the smaller plants. 2. Flaw in the
emerald which tarnishes its lustre. 3. Poison

given in food ; poisonous plant. Pisar bu-,

ena 6 mala yerba, To be of good or bad

temper. Yerba piogera 6 piojenta, Louse-
wort. Pedicularis myriophylla L. Yerba

be.nedicta, V. Valeriana. Yerba bucna, Mint.
Yerba cana, Groundsel, ragwort. Senecio L.

Yeiba de ballesteros, White hellebore. Yerba
dc cuajo, V. Cuajo. Yerba de la cabeza,
Tobacco. Yerba del bazo 6 cerval, Spleen-
wort. Yerba del espiritu santo, V. Jlngi-
lica. Yerba de los lazarosos 6 leprosos. V.
Betdnica. Yerba estrella, Swine's cress,
mouse-tail. Yerba mora, A species of night-
shade, or variety of the egg-plant. Solanum

melongena L. Yerba puntera. V. Siemp'rc-
viva. Yerbas del senor san Juan, Odorife-
rous herbs ripe for sale on St. John's day.
Barro de yerbas, Mug or jug made of per-
fumed clay with the figures of herbs upon it.

En yerba, Greenly, tenderly ; applied to

fruits or* seeds. Queso de yerba, Cheese
made of vegetable runnet. Sentir nacer la

yerba, Used to indicate one's vivacity or

quickness ;
to be insensible. pi. I. Greens,

vegetables ; all kinds of garden stuff. 2.

Grass of pasture land for cattle. Otras yer-
bas, (Joe.) Et cetera ; used after several epi-
thets.

YERBEcfcA, LI.A, TA, sf. dim. of Yerba.

YERMAR, va. To dispeople, to lay waste.

YEKMO, sm. Desert, wilderness, waste country.
Padre del yermo, Ancient hermit.

YJERMO, MA, a. Waste, desert, uninhabited.
Tierra

yerma, Uncultivated ground.
YERNALMENTE, ad. (Joe.) In the manner of a

eon-in-law.
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YKRNAR, va. (Joe.) To make one a son-in-law

by force.

YERNECILLO,STO. A worthless petty son-in-law.

YERNO, sm. Son-in-law, the husband of one's

daughter. Engaiia-yernos, Baubles, gew-
gaws, trifles. Ciega yernos, Showy trifles.

YERO, sm. V. Yerro.

YERRO, sm. 1. Error, mistake, inadvertency ;

fault. 2. (Iron.) V. Hierro. Yerros, Faults,

defects, errors. Yerro de imprenta, Erratum,
literal error.

YERTO, TA, a. Stiff, motionless, unpliant, inflexi-

ble
; rigid, tight. Quedarse yerto, (Met.) To

be petrified with fear
;
to be immoveable with

astonishment.
YERVO E YERO, sm. (Bot.) Tare, vetch, tares.

Ervum L.

YESALO YESAR,SWI. Gypsum-pit, a place where

gypsum is dug.
YESCA, sf. I. Spunk, tinder. Yescas, Any thing

excessively dry or combustible. 2. Fuel, in-

centive or aliment of passion.

YESERA, sf. Kiln, where gypsum is calcined,
and prepared for use.

YESERfA, sf. Building constructed with g}-p-
sum.

YESERO, RA, a. Belonging to gypsum.
YESERO, sm. One that prepares or sells gyp-

sum.

YESGO, sm. (Bot.) Dwarf elder. Sambucus
ebulus L.

YESO, sm. Gypsum, sulphat of lime. Yeso mate,
Plaster of Paris. Yeso bianco, Whiting.

YESON, sm. Partition-wall made of gypsum.
YESQUERO, sm. Tinder-box.

YEZGO, sm. (Bot.) Dwarf elder. V. Yesgo.
Yo, pron. pers. I. Yo mismo, I myself. Pro-

nounced with emphasis, yo is an exclamation

of contempt, of surprise, and negation ;
of

commanding and of threatening ; it is also

a sign pf majesty, as, Yo el rey, I the king.
YOGAR 6 YOGUIR, vn. (Ant.) 1 . To copulate, to

come together as different sexes
;

to yoke.
2. To be detained, to make a stay.

YOLANTE, sf. Female proper name, the same
as Violante.

YOLE, sm. (Naiit.) Yawl.

YUCA, sf. (Bot.) Adam's needle
;

the root of

this plant is farinaceous, and eaten like po-
tatoes. Yucca L.

YUGADA, sf. Extent of ground which a yoke
or pair of oxen can plough in a day.

YUGE, sm. (Ant.) V. Juez.

YUGO, sm. 1. Yoke, a frame of wood with ban-

dage placed on the neck of draught-oxen. 2.

Nuptial tie, with which a new-married couple
is veiled ; marriage ceremony. 3. Authority,

power. 4. Confinement, prison, yoke. 5.

Kind of gallows under which the Romans

passed their prisoners of war. 6. (Naut.)

Transom, a beam which lies across the stern-

post. Yugo de la cana, (Naut.) Counter-

transom. Yugo de la cubierta, (Naut.)
Deck-transom. Yugo principal, (Na6t.)

Wing-transom. Sacudir el yugo, To throw

off the yoke.
YUGUERO, sm. Ploughman, ploughboy.
YUGULAR, a. (Ant.) Jugular.

YUNGIR, va. (Ant.) V. Uncir.
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sm. 1. Anvil. 2. Constancy, forti-

tude. Estar al yunque, To bear up under the

frowns of fortune
; to bear impertinent or

abusive language.
*/. 1. Couple, pair, yoke. 2. V. Yu-

gada.
YUNTAR, va. (Ant.) V. Juntar.

YUNTERIA, sf. Place where draught-oxen are

fed.

YUNTERO, sm. V. Yuguero.

, TA, a. Joined, united, close. V. Junto.
Avar yunto, To plough together.

YUSANO, NA, a. (Ant.) Inferior, lower.

YUSERA, sf. The horizontal stone in oil-mill*

which lies under the roller.

YusidN, sf. Precept, command,
Ytjso, ad. (Ant.) V. Debaxo.

YUXTAPOSICION, sf. Juxtaposition.
, sf. V. Azufayfa.

ZAF

THE
z is sounded in Spanish like the Eng-

lish th in think, before all vowels
;
at the

end of words it is pronounced as in Eno--

lish. Latin words terminating iu z take z in

Spanish, as lux, luz ; velox, veloz. In the

plural and in compound words it is supersed-
ed by c, as paz makes paces, pacifico, apaci-

guar.
ZA, interj. A word used to frighten dogs.
ZAB!DA Y ZABILA, sf. (Bot,) Aloes. Aloe spi-

cata L.

ZABORDA v ZABORDAMiENxo,s.(Naut.) Strand-

ing ;
the act of getting on shore.

ZABORDAR, vn. (Naut.) To touch ground, to get
on shore, to be stranded

; applied to a ship.

ZABORDO, sm. (Naut.) Stranding, the act of

getting on shore.

ZABRA, sf. (Naut.) A small vessel, used on the

coast of Biscay.
ZABUCAR, va. To move, to shake, to agitate.

V. Bazucar.

ZABULLIDA, sf. Dipping, ducking.
ZABUI.LIDURA, sf. Submersion, ducking.
ZABULLIMIENTO, sm. V. Zambullida.

ZABULLIR, va. To plunge, to immerge, to put
under water. vr. 1. To plunge suddenly un-

der water, to sink. 2. To lurk, to lie concealed.

ZACAPELA 6 ZACAPELLA, s/". Uproar, yell, noi-

sy bustle.

ZACATIN, sm. A small miserable place. [za.

ZACEAR, va. To frighten dogs away by crying
ZADORIJA, sf. (Bot.) Horned cumin. Hype-
coum procumbens ..

ZAFADA, sf. 1. Flight, escape. 2. (Naut.) The
act of lightening the ship.

ZAFAR, va. 1. To adorn, to embellish ; to dis-

embarrass. 2. (Naut.) To lighten a ship. nr.

1. To escape, to run away. 2. To avoid, to

decline
;
to excuse ; to free one's self from

trouble. Zafarse de los baxos, (Naut.) To
get clear of the shoals.

ZAFARANCHO,STO. 1. (Naut.) The state of being
clear for action fore and aft. Hacer zafa-

ranclw, (Naut.) To make ready for action.

2. Moving, change.
ZAFARECHE, sm. (Ar.) V. Estanquc.
ZAFARI, sm. A sort of pomegranate, with qua-

drangular seeds or grains.

ZAFARICHE, sm. (Ar.) Shelf for holding water
vessels.

ZAFERIA, sf. A small village, a farm-house.

ZAFIAMEUTE, ad. Clownishly.

ZAH

, sf. Clownishness, rusticity.

ZAFIO, FIA, a. Clownish, coarse, uncivil.

ZAF!O, sm. (let.) V. Safio 6 Congrio.
ZAFiR6ZAFiRO,57n. Sapphire, a precious stone

of a blue colour.

ZAFiRfso, NA, a. Being of the colour of a sap-
phire.

ZAFO, FA, a. 1. Free, disentangled, empty. 2.

(Naut.) Clear.

ZAFOR, sm. V. Zahon.

ZAFRAN, sm. (Ant.) V. Azafran.
ZAGA, sf. 1. Load packed on the back part ofa

carriage. 2. The extremity behind. 3. (Mil.)
V.

Retaguardia.
sm. The last player at a

game of cards. ad. V. Detras. A' zaga 6 en

zaga, Behind.

ZAGAL, sm. 1. A stout, spirited young man. 2.

Swain, a young shepherd subordinate to the

chief herd ; subordinate coachman. 3. Under

petticoat.

ZAGALA, sf. Lass, girl ; a young woman.
ZAGALEJO, JA, s. A young shepherd or shep-

herdess.

ZAGALEJO, sm. An under petticoat.
ZAGALILLO v ZAGALITO, co, sm. A little shep-

herd.

Z AGUAN, sm. Porch, the entrance ofa building.

ZAGUANETE, sm. 1. Small entrance of a house.

2. A small party of the king's lifeguards.

ZAGUERA, sf. (Ant.) V. Retaguardia.
ZAGUERO, RA, a. Going or remaining behind.

ZAHARENO, SfA,a. 1. Haggard, wild, intractable
;

applied to birds. 2. (Met.) Sour, haughty,
indocile.

ZAHARRON, sm. (Ant.) V. Moharrache.

ZAHEN, a. Dobla zahen 6 zahena, A Moorish

gold coin.

ZAHERIDOR, RA, s. Censurer, one who blames
or reproaches.

ZAHERJMIENTO y ZAHERIO, sm. Censure,
blame.

ZAHER|R, va. To censure, to blame, to re-

proach ;
to upbraid.

ZAHINA, sf. Kind of tares sown in Andalusia.

Zakinas, A kind of light and soft fritters,

puff-cakes. Zahinas de levadura, Froth of

barm.

ZAHINAR, sm. Land sown with zahina.

ZAHdtf, sm. A kind of wide breeches.

ZAHONADO, DA, a. Of a dark colour, brownish.

ZAHONDAR, va. To dig the ground, to pene-
trate. V. Ahondar.
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ZAHORA, s/.(Manch.) Luncheon among friends

with music.

ZAHORAR, vn. To have a repast with music.

ZAHORI, sm. Vulgar impostor pretending to se

hidden things, although in the bowels of th

earth, if not covered with blue cloth.

ZAHORRA, sf. (Naut.) Ballast. V. Lastre.

ZAHUMAR, va. To fumigate, to smoke. V. Sa
kumar.

ZAHUMERIO, sm. V. Sahumerio.

ZAHtTRDA, sf. 1. Pigsty, hogsty. 2. A small

dirty, miserable house.

ZALA, sf. A kind of religious adoration paid by
the Moors to God and their prophet Mohain
med in the morning. Hacer la zald, To pay
homage.

ZALAGARUA, sf. 1. Ambuscade,ambush. 2. Gin

trap, snare. 3. Sudden attack, surprise. 4

Mock-fight ; vulgar noise. 5. (Fam.) Mali
cious cunning.

ZALAMA v ZALAMER!A, sf. Flattery, adulation

ZALAMERO, RA, s. Wheedler, flatterer.

ZALEA, sf. An undressed sheepskin.
ZALEAR, va, 1. To move any thing with care

from one place to another. 2. To frighten

dogs. V. Zacear.

ZALEMA, sf. Bow, courtesy.
ZALEO, sm. 1. Skin of a beast lacerated by the

wolf, which the herd carries to his master as

an excuse ; undressed sheepskin. 2. The acl

of shaking or moving to and fro.

ZALLAR, va. To direct and level a piece of war-
like arms.

ZALMEDINA, sm. (Arag.) Magistrate with civi

and criminal powers.
ZALOMA, sf. (Naut.) Singing out of seamen
when they haul with a rope.

ZALOMAR, vn. (Naut.) To sing out.

ZALONA, sf. A large earthen jar.

ZAMACUCO, sm. 1. Dunce, dolt, a stupid pers
2. Temulency, inebriation.

ZAMANZA, sf. (Fam.) Drubbing, flogging, cas-

tigation.

ZAMARRA, sf. Dress worn by shepherds, and
made of undressed sheepskins.

ZAMARREAR, va. 1. To shake, to drag or pull
to and fro. 2. To pin up close in a dispute.
3. (Met.) To drag, to ill-treat.

ZAMARRCO, sm. dim. de Zamarro, A portman
teau or bag made of a sheepskin, having the

wool inside.

ZAMARRILLA, sf. 1. A short loose coat made of

sheepskins. 2. (Bot.) Poley, mountain ger-
mander. Teucrium polium L.

ZAMARRO, sm. 1. A shepherd's coat made of

sheepskins. 2. Sheep or lambskin. 3. Dolt,
a stupid person. Barbas de zamarro, Nick-
name for persons having large irregular
beards. [A large sheepskin.

ZAMARRON, sm.aum. of Zamarra 6 Zamarro.

ZAMARRtrco, sm. (Orn.) Titmouse. Parus pen-
dulinus L.

ZAMBAfco, GA, . y s. Son or daughter of an
Indian by a negro woman, or by a negro man
and Indian woman.

ZAMBAPALO, sm. Ancient dance.

ZAMBARCO, sm. A broad breast-harness for

coach-horses and mules.

ZAMBO, BA ; y ZAMBIGO, GA, a. 1, Bandy-
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legged. 2. Applied to the son ofa negro by an
Indian woman, or vice versa. sm. An Ame-
rican wild animal, resembling a dog with the
head of a horse.

ZAMBOA, sf. 1. (Bot.) A sweet kind of quince-
tree. Pyrus cydonia L. 2. Citron-tree.

ZAMBOMBA, sf. A kind of rustic drum. [son.
ZAMBOMBO, sm. Clown, rustic, an ill-bred per-
ZAMBORONDON, NA ; y ZAMBOROTTJOO, DA, a.

Clownish, clumsy, ill-shaped.

ZAMBRA, sf. I. A Moorish festival or feast, at-

tended with dancing and music. 2. Shout,

noisy mirth. 3. Kind of Moorish boat.

ZAMBUCAR y ZAMBUCARSE, vn. y r. To be hid-

den, to be concealed ; to hide one's self.

ZAMBtjco, sm. Squatting, the act of lying close
to the ground, withdrawn from the sight ;

hiding, concealing.
ZAMBULLIDA, sf. 1. Dipping, ducking, submer-

sion. 2. In fencing, thrust on the breast.

ZAMBULLIR, va. y r. To plunge into water, to

dip, to dive.

ZAMORANO, NA, s. Native of Zamora. a. Be-

longing to Zamora. Gayta Zamorana, Kind
of bagpipe, a musical instrument.

ZAMPABOLLOS, sm. (Fam.) Glutton. V. Zampa-
palo.

ZAMPADA, sf. Act of concealing, or putting
one thing within another.

ZAM PAR, va. 1. To conceal in a clever manner ;

to thrust one thing into another, so as to be
covered by it and withdrawn from light. 2.

To devour eagerly. vr. To thrust one's self

suddenly into any place.

ZAMPALIMOSNAS, sm. A sturdy beggar.
ZAMPAPALO Y ZAMPATORTAS 6 BODIGOS, sm.

1. A glutton, a greedy devourer of victuals.
2. Clown, rustic.

ZAMPEADO, sm. (Arq ) Wood-work and mason-
ry in marshy foundations.

ZAMPON A, sf. 1. A rustic instrument, a kind of

bagpipe. V. Pipitana. 2. A poetical vein
;

genius or talent for poetry. 3. (Madrid) A
poor person belonging to a workhouse : a
term of derision. 4. Frivolous saying.

ZAMPONEAR, vn. I. To play the bagpipe. 2.

(Met.) To be prolix and frivolous in conver-

sation, to prose. Marear, zamponear, 6 em-

prenar la gata, (Fam.) To be tiresome and

prolix in gossiping.
ZAMPUZAR, va. 1. To plunge, to dip, to dive, to

put under water. 2. To hide, to conceal.

ZAMPUZO, sm. Immersion, submersion, conceal-
ment.

ZAMT^RO, sm. (Orn.) Carrion-vulture. Vultur
aura L.

ZANAHORI A, s/.(Bpt.) Carrot. Daucuscarota L.

Zanahorias, Deceitful caresses.

JANAHORIATE, sm. V. Azanoriate.

ZANCA, sf. 1. Shank, that part of the leg of a
fowl or bird which extends from the claws to

the thigh. 2. A long shank or leg. 3. Large
pin. Zancas de \trana, Shifts, evasions, sut

terfuges.
ZANCADA, sf. Stride, a long irregular step. En

dos zancadas, Expeditiously, speedily.

ZANCADILLA, sf. 1. Trick, deceit, craft ;
act of

supplanting. 2. (Na6t.) Elbow in the hawse.

ANCADO, DA, a. Insipid.
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ZA^CAJEAR, va. To run about the streets be

spattering the legs with dirt and mud.

ZANCAJERA, sf. Coach-step. [joso

ZANCAJIENTO, TA, a. Bandy-legged. V. Zanca

ZANCAJO, sm. I. Heel-bone of the foot. 2.Th
hind part of a shoe or stocking, which cover
the heel. 3. A short ill-shaped person. 4

An ignorant stupid person. No llegar a

zancajo, (Met.) To be widely distant or ver
far from attaining any thing.

ZANCAJOSO, SA, a. 1. Bandy-legged. 2. Wear
ing dirty stockings with holes at the heel

3. Clumsy, awkward, unhandy.
ZANCARRON, sm. 1. The bare heel-bone, i

Any large bone without flesh. 3. A withered

old, ugly person. 4. An ignorant pretende
at any art or science. Zancarron de Ma
homa, (Joe.) Mohammed's bones, which are

at Mecca.

ZANCOS, sm.p/.l. Stilts, supports on which boys
raise themselves and walk ;

sticks with sup
ports for the feet about their middle, having
one end strapped to the thighs, and by mean
of which herds follow cattle through river

and over moors. 2. Dancers or walkers on
stilts. 3. (Naut.) Flag-staffs. Poner d alguno
en zanros, (Met.) To favour one in obtaining
fortune. Subirse en zancos, To be haughty
and elated with good fortune.

ZANCUDO, DA, a. Long-shanked, having long
thin legs.

ZANDALIA, sf. Sandal.

ZANDIA, sf. (Bot.) Water-melon. V. Sandia.

ZANDIAL, sm. Place where water-melons are

cultivated.

ZANEFA, sf. A printed border. V. Cenrfa.
ZANGA, sf. Ombre played by four.

ZANGADA, sf. Raft or float made of cork.

ZANGALA, sf. Buckram, a sort oflinen stiffened

with gum.
ZANGAMANG A, sf. Falsehood, tending to deceive

or defraud a person.
ZANGANADA, sf. Dronish or sluggardly act.

ZANGANDONGO Y ZAGANDULLO, sm. 1. Idler, a

lazy person, who affects ignorance and want
ofabilities, that he may not be obliged to work
2. Dolt, an ignorant, stupid, awkward person

ZANGANEAR, vn. To drone, to live in idleness.

ZANGANO, sm. 1. (Ent.) Drone, a bee which
makes no honey. 2. Sluggard, idler, sponger.

ZANGARILLA,S/. Asmall watermill for grinding
wheat on the banks of rivers in Estremadura.

ANGARILLEJA, ff. Trollop, a dirty lazy girl.

ANGARREAR, vn. To scrape a guitar.
ANGARRIANA, sf. 1. An infirmity of the head,
incident to sheep. 2. Sadness, melancholy.
ANGARULLON, sm. A tall, sluggish, lazy lad.

ZANGOLOTEAR v ZANGOTEA".R, va. To move in

a violent yet ridiculous manner.

ZANGOLOTEO, sm. A violent yet ridiculous wad-

dling ;
a wagging motion or movement.

ZANGUANGA, sf. A feigned disease
;
a fictitious

disorder.

ZANGUANGO, sm. (Fam.) Lazy fellow who al-

ways finds pretexts to avoid working.
ZANGUAYO, sm. Tall idler that pretends to be

ill, silly, or unable to work.

ZANJA, sf. 1. Ditch, trench, train. 2. Founda-
tion; fundamental principle. Abrirlaszanjas,

To lay the foundation of a building ; to begin
any thing.

ZANJAR, sm. Pit or excavation dug in the

ground. va. 1. To open ditches or drains, to
excavate. 2. To lay a foundation ; to esta-

blish. 3. To terminate a business amicably.
ZANJ|CA, LLA, TA, sf. dim. Small drain ; slen-

der foundation.

ZANJON, sm. A deep ditch
; a large drain.

ZANJONCILLO, sm. A small drain or trench.

ZANQUEADOR, RA, s. 1. One who waddles or
shakes from side to side in walking. 2. A
great walker, one who walks much.

ZANQ.UEAMIENTO, sm. The act of waddling or

shaking from side to side in walking.
ZANQUEAR, vn.To waddle, to trot or run about ;

to walk much and fast.

ZANQUILARGO, GA, a. Long-shanked.
ZANQUILLAS v ZANQCITAS, sf. pi. Thin long
shanks or legs.

ZANQUITUERTO, TA, a. Bandy-legged.
ZANquivANO, NA, a. Spindle-shanked.
ZAPA, sf. 1. Spade, an instrument for digging.

2. (let.) Dogfish. V. Melgacho. 3. Shagreen,
a skin made rough in imitation of sealskin. 4.

Kind ofcarving in silver. Caminar d la zapa,

(Mil.) To advance by sap or mine.

ZAPADOR, sm. (Mil.) Sapper, one who works
at saps or mines.

ZAPAR, vn. To sap, to mine.

ZAPARRADA, sf. A violent fall.

ZAPARRASTRAR, vn. To trail, to drag along on
the ground ; applied to gowns or clothes.

ZAPARRASTROSO, SA, a. 1. Dirty from trailing
or dragging along on the ground. 2. Ill-made,

badly done.

ZAPARRAZO, sm. 1. A violent fall, attended with

great noise. 2. (Fam.) Calamity, misfortune.

ZAPATA, sf. 1. A piece of sole leather put on
the hinge of a door to prevent its creaking.
2. A kind of coloured half-boots. 3. Bracket
of a beam. 4. (Naut.) Shoe. Zapata de un
ancla, (Naut.) Shoe of an anchor. Zapata
de la quilla, (Naut.) The false keel.

ZAPATAZO, sm. aum. 1. Large shoe. 2. Blow
with a shoe. 3. Fall

;
the noise attending a

fall. 4. Clapping noise of a horse's foot.

SAPATEADO, sm. A kind of dance.

ZAPATEADOR, RA, s. Dancer, who beats time
with the sole of his shoe.

ZA PATEAR,a.l. To kick or strike with the shoe.

2. To lead by the nose. 3. To beat time with
the sole of the shoe. 4. To hit frequent^
with the button of the foil. 5. To strike the

ground with the feet
;
used of rabbits when

chased. -vr. To oppose with spirit ;
not to

give up a contested point ;
to resist in de-

bating.
APATEO, sm. Act of making shoes.

ZAPATE RA, sf. 1. A shoemaker's wife. 2. Olive

spoiled in the pickle.

APATERA, sf. 1. Trade of a shoemaker; a

shoemaker's shop. 2. Place or street which
contains a number of shoemakers' shops. 3.

Shoemaking business. Zapateria de vicjo, A
cobbler's stall.

APATERILLO, LLA, s. A petty shoemaker.

ZAPATERO, s?n. Shoemaker. Zapatcro dc viejo,

Cobbler.
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ZAPATETA, sf. Slap on the sole of a shoe.

inter
-j.
Oh! an exclamation of admiration.

ZA.fA.rico, TO y LLO, sin. A nice little shoe.

ZAPATILI-A, sf. 1. Pump. 2. Piece of shamois
or buckskin put behind the lock of a gun or

pistol. 3. Button at the end of a foil. 4. Ex-
terior hoof of animals.

ZAPATILLERO, sm. Shoemaker who makes

pumps and children's shoes.

ZAPATO, sm. Shoe, a cover of the foot. Zapato
botin, A half boot. Zapato Tampion, Thick-
soled coarse shoe. Zapato de madera, A
wooden shoe. Zapato de tierra, Earth or clay
which sticks to the shoes. Andar con zapatos
dcfieltro,.y?o proceed with great caution and
silence. Zapatos papales, Clogs.

ZAPATON, sm. 1. A large clumsy shoe. 2. A
wooden shoe.

ZAPATTJDO, DA, a. I. Wearing large or strong
shoes. 2. Large hoofed or clawed

; applied
to beasts.

ZAPE, interj. A word used to frighten cats

away ; exclamation of aversion, or of nega-
tion at cards.

ZAPEAR, va. To frighten cats away by crying
zape.

ZAPITO, sm. Milk-pail.

ZAPOTE, sm. (Bot.) Sapota-tree. Achras sapota
L. Zapote mamcy, Sweet sapota. Achras
mammosa L.

ZAPUZAR, va. To duck. V. Chapuzar.
ZAQUE, sm. 1. Bottle or wine-bag made of lea-

ther. 2. Tippler, drunkard.

ZAQUEAR, vn. To rack, to defecate
; to draw

off liquor from one vessel into another.

ZAQUIZAM|, sm. 1. Garret. 2. A small dirty
house.

ZAR, sm. Czar, the emperor of all the Russias.

ZARA, sf. (Bot.) Indian corn, maize. V. Maiz.

ZARABANDA, sf.\. Saraband, a lively dance and
tune. 2. Bustle, noise.

ZARABANDISTA, s. com. Dancer.

ZARABUTERO, RA, a. V. Embustero.
ZARADION y ZARADIQ.UE, sm. Medicine for

dogs, especially for curing the mange.
ZARAGATONA, sf. (Bot.) Flea-wort. Plantago

psyllium L.

ZARAGOCI, sm. Kind of plum.
ZARAGTJELLES, sm.pl. A sort ofdrawers or wide

breeches
;
a large pair of breeches ill made.

ZARAMAGO, sm. (Gal.) V. Xaramago.
ZARAMAGULLON, sm. (Orn.) Didapper, minute

merganser. Mergus minutus L.

ZARAMBEQ.UE, sm. A kind of merry tune and

noisy dance.

ZARAMULLO, sm. Busybody ;
a vain meddling

person.

ZARANDA, sf. Screen or frame for sifting earth

or sand.

ZARANDADOR, sm. Sifter of wheat.

ZARANDAJAS, sf.pl. 1. Trifles, worthless scraps
or remnants. 2. Odds given at the game of
trucks.

ZARANDAjftLAS, sf. pi. dim. Little trifles.

ZARAND ALI, ad. Applied to a black spotted dove.

ZARANDAR y ZARANDEAR, va. 1. To winnow
corn with a sieve. 2. To stir and move nim-

bly. 3. To separate the precious from the

common.
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ZARANDEO, sm. Act of sifting or winnowing.
ZARANDERO, sm. V. Zarandador.

ZARANDILLO, sm. 1. A small sieve or riddle. 2.

One who frisks nimbly about. [&.c.

ZARANG^LI.O, sm. Mixture of pepper, tomates,
ZARAPALLON, sm. A shabby dirty fellow.

ZARAPATEL, s. A kind of salmagundi made up
of various ingredients. [son.

ZARAPETO, sm. (Fam.) Intriguer, a crafty per-

ZARAPITO, sm. (Orn.) Whimbrel, curlew-knot.

Scolopax phseopus L.

ZARATAN, sm. Cancer in the breast.

ZARAZA, ./". Chintz, a fine cotton cloth. Zara-

zas, Paste made of pounded glass and poison
for killing dogs.

ZARCEAR, va. To clean pipes or conduits with
briers. vn.

r
^o move to and fro.

ZARCERO, RA, a. Fit to pursue the game among
briers ; applied to pointers.

ZARCETO, TA, s. (Orn.) Widgeon. V. Cerceta.

ZARCILLO,STO. 1. Ear-ring. 2. Tendril, the clasp
of a vine or other climbing plant. 3. (Arag.)
Hoop of a butt or barrel.

ZARCO, CA, a. Of a light blue colour, applied to

the eyes ;
clear and pure, applied to water.

ZAREviTZ,"sm. The first born son of the em-

peror of Russia, and heir apparent to the

throne.

ZARGATONA, sf. V. Zaragatona.
ZARIANO, NA, a. Belonging to the Czar.

ZARITZA 6 ZARINA, sf. Queen of the emperor
of Russia; empress, czarina.

ZARjA,s/.Reel,an instrument for winding silk.

ZARPA, sf. 1. Weighing anchor. 2. Dirt or mud
sticking to the skirts of clothes. 3. Superior
thickness of foundation walls. 4. Claw,
the foot of a beast or bird armed with sharp
nails. Echar la zarpa, To gripe, to claw.

Hacerse una zarpa, To wet one's self ex-

tremely.
ZARPAR,C. (Naut.) To weigh anchor. El ancla

estd zarpado, (Naut.) The anchor is a-trip.

ZARPASTROSO, SA, a. Ragged, dirty.

ZARPAZO, sm. Sound of a body falling on the

ground.
ZARPOSO, SA, a. Bespattered with mire or dirt.

ZARRACATERIA, sf. Deceitful flattery.

ZARRACATIN, sm. Haggler, miser.

ZAKRAMM.fi!?m. Calkin of a horse's shoe

ZAKRAMPLINADA, sf. Sound of calkins.

ZARRAPASTRA, if. Dirt or mire sticking to the

skirts of clothes. [ged fellow.

ZARRAPASTRON, NA, s. Tatterdemalion, a rag-

ZARRAPASTROSAMENTE, ad. Raggedly. fly.

ZARRAPASTROSO, SA. a. Ragged, dirty, unclean-

ZARRIA, sf. 1. Dirt or mire sticking to clothes

2. Leather thongs for tying on abareas.

ZARRIENTO, TA, a. Bespattered with mud or

mire.

ZARRIO, sm. V. Ckarro.

ZARZA, sf. l.v (Bot.) Common bramble. Rubus
L. 2. (Toledo) Company of fellowship por-

ters, who assist at the edicts or decrees for

burning, issued by the Inquisition. Zarzas,

Thorns, difficulties.

ZARZAGAK. sm. A cold north-east wind.

ZAUZAGANETE, sm. dim. A light north-east

wind. [east.

LO, sm. A violent storm at north-
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ZARZARAN, sm. A kind of striped silk.

ZARZAIDEA, sf. (Bot.) Raspberry-bush. Rubus
idasus L.

ZARZAL, sm. Place full of briers or brambles.

ZARZAMdRA,s/(Bot.) Blackberry-bush. Rubus
fruticosus L.

ZARZAPARfLLA,s/. (Bot.) Sarsaparilla. Smilax

sarsaparilla L.

Z ARZ APARII.I.AR, sm. Plantation of sarsaparilla
ZARZAPERRT^NA, sf. (Bot.) Dog-rose. Rosa ca

nina L.

ZARZAROSA, sf. (Bot.) Dog-rose. V. Zarzaper
runa.

ZARZO, sm. Hurdle, a texture of canes, sticks

or twigs. Menear el zarzo, (Fam.) To threat-

en to beat or chastise.

ZARZOSO, SA, a. Full of brambles or briers.

ZARZUELA, sf. Play of two acts.

ZAS, ZAS, Words used to express the sound of

repeated blows ; raps at a door.

ZASCANDIL, sm. I. An unforeseen accident. 2.

A crafty impostor or swindler. 3. An up-
start proud person of mean sentiments and
extraetion.

ZATA Y ZATARA, sf. Raft, a frame or shoal made

by laying pieces of timber across each ottyer

ZATfco, sm. A small bit of bread.

ZATJOJJ^RO, 5m. Pantler, an officer of the king's
household who keeps the bread.

ZXro, 577i. Morsel or piece of bread.

ZAYAR, va. (Naut.) To bowse, to haul a tackle.

ZAY'DA, sf. (Orn.) A variety of the African

heron, having a blue head and long pendent
crest ;

it is easily domesticated, and delights
to perch on the top of farm-houses. Ardea

caspica L.

ZAY'NO, NA, a. 1. Of a chestnut colour ; applied
to a horse. 2. Vitious, treacherous, wicked

;

insidious. Mirar de zayno, To look sideways ;

to cast an insidious glance.
ZAZAHAN, sm. Sort of flowered silk.

jZAZosixo, TA, a. dim. of Zazoso.

ZAZOSO, SA, a. Pronouncing an 5 instead of a c.

V. Ceceoso.

ZEA, sf. 1. Hip-bone. V. Cea. 2. (Bot.) Spelt-
corn. Triticum spelta L.

ZEBRA, sf. Zebra.. V. Cebra.

ZEDA, sf. Sound of the letter z in Spanish.
ZEDILLA, sf. The ancient letter which was

formed of a c and a comma under it, thus <j.

ZEDOARIA, sf. (Bot.) Zedoary.
ZEE, a. V. Zahen.
ZE LA DO R,5wi.l. Zealot, one passionately ardent

in any cause. 2. Overseer, superintendent.
ZELAR, r>a. 1. To watch, to be attentive, to be

vigilant or carefully observant. 2. To observe

the actions of others, to spy, to explore. 3.

To be jealous. 4. To engrave. V. Celar.

ZELER.VS, sf.pl. (Ant.) V. Zclos.

ZELO, 5TO. 1. Zeal, careful observance. 2. V.
Luxuria. 3. Rut, the appetite for generation
in animals. 4. Religious zeal. pi. 1. Ap-
prehensions, suspicions, fears. 2. Jealousy.
Pedir zelos, To be jealous. Dar zehs, To oc-

casion or excite suspicion.

ZELOSAMENTF., ad. Zealously.
Zr.i.dso, SA, . 1. Zealous, carefully observant.

2. Jealous. 3. Rutting, hot. 4. Excessively
careful or anxious.
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ZELorfpiA, sf. Jealousy.
ZENIT, sm. Zenith, the point over-head, oppo-

site the Nadir.

ZENZALINO, NA, a. Belonging to gnats.

ZENZ^LLO,
sm. Gnat.

ZEQUI, sm. European gold coin formerly used
in Africa.

ZEQUIA, sf. Canal for irrigating lands. V. Azt-

quid.

ZERO, 5m. Zero, the cipher, nought. V. Cero.

ZETA, 5/. Name of the letter z. V. Zeda.

ZILORGANO, 5m. A kind of musical instrument.

ZiMosfMETRO, 5m. Kind of thermometer.

ZiMOTECNiA,5/. (Quim.) Treatise on fermenta-

tion.

ZINCO, ZINC, 6 ZfNojJE, sm. Zinc or zink, a

whitish metal.

ZINGA, sf. (Naut.) V. Singladura.
ZIPIZAPE, 5m. A noisy scuffle with blows.

ZIRIGANA, 5/. Adulation. V. Chasco y Frio-

lera.

Zis ZAS, (Fam.) Words expressing the sound
of repeated blows or strokes.

ZfTARA, 5/. A thin wall. V. Jsitara.

ZIZANA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Darnel. Lolium temulen-

tum L. 2. Discord, disagreement ; any thing

injurious. 3. Vice mixed with good actions.

Sembrar zizana, To sow discord.

iZANADdR, RA, 5. V. Zizaiiero.

ZIZANAR, va. To sow discord or vice.

i/.AfJERo, 5m. Makebate, a breeder of quarels.

dcALo, sm. Socle or zocle, a flat square mem-
ber under the base of a pedestal.

ZOCATO, TA, . Over-ripe ; applied to cucum-
bers which grow yellow.

ZOCLO, 5m. V. Zueco.

Zoco, 5rn. hA wooden shoe. V. Zueco. 2. Plinth.

ZOCOBA, sf. 1. (Bot.) Herb in South America
used as an antidote to poisons. 2. Tree in

New Spain yielding fine yellow wood.

ZODIACO, sm. (Astr.) Zodiac,-the course of the

sun through the twelve signs.

Z6FRA, sf. A Moorish kind of carpet.

ZOLLIPAR, vn. To sob, to sigh with convulsive

sorrow.

ZoLLfo, 5m. Sob, a convulsive sigh.

ZoLdcHo, CHA, a. Stupid, silly.

ZOMA, 5/. A coarse sort of flour. V. Soma.

ZOMPO, PA, a. Clumsy, awkward.
ZONA, 5/. 1. Zone, girdle. 2. Zone, a division

of the terraqueous globe. [relish.

ZONCERIA, 5/. Insipidity, want of taste and

ZONZAMENTE, ad. Insipidly.

ZONZO, ZA, a. 1. Insipid, tasteless. 2. Stupid,

thoughtless. Jive, zonza, (Fam.) Careless,
inert simpleton.

ZONZORRION, NA,S. A very dull and stupid per-
son.

ZOOFAGO, 5m. Insect which sucks the blood of

animals.

ZoopfTO, sm. Zoophyte, a body between a plant
and animal, the link which unites the ani-

mal and vegetable kingdoms.
Zoo FORICA, a. Zoophoric ; applied to a column

bearing an animal.

ZoooKAFf A, sf. Zoography, description of ani-

mals.

ZOOLATRA. sf. Worship of animals.

ZOOLOGIA, sf. Zoology, treatise of animals,
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ZOPAS 6 ZOPITAS, sm. Nickname to a person
pronouncing z for s.

ZOPILOTE, sm. (Orn.) Carrion-vulture. Vultu
aura L. [Block

ZOPENCO, CA, a. Very stupid. sm. (Burl.

ZOPETERO, 5m. V. Ribazo.

ZOPISA, 5/. Pitch scraped from the bottom of

ships ; pitch mixed with wax.

ZOPO, PA, a. Lame, maimed.
ZOPO, sm. A clumsy stupid fellow.

ZOQUETE, sm. 1. Block, a short piece oftimber
2. Bit or morsel of bread. 3. A rude, thick

sluggish, ugly little person ;
a dolt. 4. Bel

fry. 5. A short thick stick used in bending
or twisting ropes. Zoquete de cuchara

(Naut.) Scoop-handle.
ZOQ.UETERIA, 5/. Heap of blocks, plank-ends o

short pieces of timber.

ZoquETERo, RA, a. Beggarly, poor, indigent
asking charity.

ZOQUETICO Y ZOOJJETILLO, SOT. A small morse
of bread.

ZoquETtJoo, DA, a. Rough, ill-finished.

ZORITA, 5/. (Orn.) Stock dove, wood-pigeon
Columba oenas L.

Z6RRA, 5/. 1. Fox. Canis vulpes L. 2. Pros

titute, strumpet. Zorra corrida, Artful street-

walker. 3. Drunkenness, inebriation. 4. A
sly crafty person. Caldo de zorra, A false ap-

pearance. 5. Low strong car for heavy goods
6. V. Sorra. Tener zorra, (Met.) To have the

head-ache
;
to be melancholy. A la zorra

candilazo, Address with which one cunning
person deceives another knowing one, dia-

mond cut diamond.

ZORRASTRON, NA, s. Crafty, cunning, roguish
person.

ZORKAZO, 577*. aum. 1. A big fox. 2. A very
artful fellow

;
a great knave.

ZORRERA, 5/. 1. Fox-hole. 2. A smoking chim-

ney, a smoky kitchen or room. 3. Heaviness
of the head, drowsiness.

ZORRERIA, sf. 1. Artfulness of a fox. 2. Cun-

ning, craft, knavery.
ZORRERO, RA, a. 1. Slow, tardy, inactive ; lag

ging, loitering behind. 2. (Naut.) Sailing hea-

vily ; applied to a ship which is a bad sailer. 3.

Applied to large shot. 4. Cunning, capricious.

ZORRERO, 5771. 1. Terrier, a dog which follows

foxes and other game under ground. Canis
Gallicus L. 2. Keeper of a royal forest.

ZORRILLA, 5/. 1. A little bitch fox. 2. Hoiden.
an ill-taught awkward girl. 3. A kind of un-

guent, [fox.
ZORRILLO Y ZORRUELO, sm. dim. Whelp of a

ZORRITA, 5/. dim. Little bitch fox.

ZORRO, sm. 1. A male fox. 2. One who affects

simplicity or silliness for the purposes offraud
and imposition. 3. Terrier. V . Zorrero. Estar
hecho un zorro, To be extremely drowsy or

heavy with sleep. Zorros, Fox-skins
;
fox-

tails used in dusting furniture.

ZORRO, RA, a. V. Zorrero.

ZORROCLOCO, 57??. ]. (Mur.) A thin paste rolled

up in a cylindric shape. 2. A dronish, hum-
drum, heavy fellow ; one who feigns weak-
ness to avoid work. 3. Caress, demonstration
of love or friendship. V. Arrumtico.

ZORRONGLON, NA, . Slow, heavy, lazy.

ZORRUELA, sf. A little bitch-fox. V. Zorrilla.

ZoRRtiLLO, 5771. A cylindrical piece of timber.

ZoRRtruo, NA, a. Vulpine, belonging to a fox.

ZORZA.L, sm. 1 . (Orn.) Thrush. Turdus musicus
L. 2. (let.) Wrasse. Labrus tinea L. 3.

Artful, cunning man.

ZoRZALEffA, sf. Applied to a small round kind
of olives.

ZoRZALfco, LLO, TO, sm. dim. of Zorzal.

ZOSTER, sf. Shingles, a kind of tetter that

spreads itself around the loins. [son.

Zote, sm. Ignorant, stupid, dronish, lazy per-

ZOYLO, sm. A malicious or invidious critic or

censurer.

ZOZOBRA, sf. 1. Uneasiness, anguish, anxiety.
2. (Naut.) A foul or contrary wind. 3. An
unlucky cast of the die.

ZOZOBRANTE, pa. Anxious, dangerous.
ZOZOBRAJS, vn. 1 .(Naut.) To be weather-beaten ;

to sink, to founder. 2. To be in great danger.
3. To grieve, to be in pain ;

to be afflicted.

ZtfA 6 ZUDA, sf. Persian wheel. V. Azu&a.

siA, sf. Drain, channel for water.

ZtJcio, CIA, a. V. Sucio

ZUECO, sm. 1. A wooden shoe. 2. A sort of
shoe with a wooden or cork sole. 3. A plain,

simple style.

ZUFRE, sm. Sulphur. V. Azufre.
ZUFRIR, va. To suffer. V. Sufrir.

ZUIZA, sf. 1. A party of young men at a feast.

2. Quarrel, dispute.

ZUIZON, sm. (Na6t.) A halfpike, used in board-

ing.

LAC^R, va. To anoint or cover with bitumen.

ZULX.QJJE, s?tt. 1. Bitumen. V.Betun. 2. (Naut.)
Stuff, a composition of quick-lime, fish-oil,

tar, and other ingredients, with which the

bottom of ships is paid.

ZULLA, sf. 1. (Bot.) French honey-suckle. He-

dysarum coronarium L. 2. (Vulg.) Human
excrements.

ZULL^RSE, vr. To go to stool, to break wind
behind.

ULLENCO, CA
',
v ZuLixJN, NA, c. Breaking

wind behind ; flatulent.

ZULLON, sm. The act of breaking wind, flatu-

lence, [mach.
ZUMACA\L 6 ZUMACA"R, 5771. Plantation of su-

CMAC!R, va. To dress or tan with sumach.

uatAo,uE, 577i. 1. (Bot.) Sumach-tree. Rhus
coriaria L. 2. (Joe.) Wine. Ser aficionado
al zumaque, To be fond of wine, to be ad-

dicted to drinking.
ZUMACA^YA Y ZcMA^YA, sf. (Orn.) The common

owl, barn-owl. Strix flammea L.

IUMBA, sf. 1. A large bell, used by carriers. 2.

Joke, jest ; facetious raillery.

'UMBAR, vn. 1. To resound, to emit a continued
harsh sound

; to hum. 2. To be near a cer-

tain time or place. El no tiene aun cincuenta

anos, pero Ic zumban, He is not yet fifty years
old, but very near that age. va. y r. To
jest, to joke. Hacer zumbarlas orejas, (Fam.)
To make one feel by a smart

reprehension.
Ir zumbando, To go with great violence and

celerity.

UMBEL, $m. 1. (Fam.) Frown, an angry mien
or aspect. 2. (And.) Cord with which boys

spin tops.
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Y ZtfMBo,sw. Humming, a continued

buzzing sound.

ZUMBON, NA, a. Waggish, casting jokes. Cen-
cerro zumbon, Bell placed on the head of the

leading horse or mule in carts.

ZUMBON, sm. Pigeon with a small maw.
ZUMIENTO, TA, a. Juicy, succulent.

ZUMILLO, sin. (Bot.) Deadly carrot. Thapsia
villosa L.

ZtfMo, sm. I. Sap, juice, liquor, moisture
;

it is

properly the juice obtained by expression;
that obtained by boiling is xugo. 2. Wine,
the juice ofgrapes. 3. Profit, utility. Zumode
cepus 6 yarras, (Joe. y Fam.) Juice of the

grape.
ZCMOSO, SA, a. Juicy, succulent. [V. Ceno.

ZtfNo, sm. Frown, angry mien or countenance.

ZtfpiA, sf. 1. Wine which is turned, and has a

bad taste and colour
; any liquor of a bad

taste. 2. Refuse, useless remains.
ZtfRA Y ZURANA, sf. Stock-dove. V. Zorita.

ZURCIDERA, sf. Bawd, pimp.
ZURCIDO, sm. Stitching, uniting, fine-drawing.
ZURCIDOR, RA ,

s. 1.Fine-drawer, one whose busi-

ness is to sew up rents. 2. Pimp, procuress.
ZORCIDTJRA, sf. Fine-drawing, the act of sew

ing up rents.

Zimcf R, va. 1. To darn, to sew up rents, to fine

draw. 2. To join, to unite. 3. To patch up
in haste. 4. To hatch lies. Zurcir voluntades,
To unite, to agree, to join issue ; to pander

ZURDEAR, vn. To be left-handed. [ed

ZuRcfLLOjSm. One who is somewhat left-hand-

ZURDO, DA, a. Left-handed. JVo ser zurdo, To
be very clever. A 1

zurdas, The wrong way
ZURITA, sf. (Orn.) Stock-dove. V. Zorita.

ZURIZA, sf. Quarrel, dispute. V. Zuiza.

ZI?RO, RA, a. Belonging to a stock-dove.

ZtJRRA, sf. 1. The act of tanning or currying
leather. 2. (Ant.) Fox. 3. Flogging, drubbing
castigation. 4. Toil, drudgery. 5. Quarrel

dispute. 6. A severe reprimand. Zurra al cd-

namo, (Fam.) An expression used to stimulate
the punishment of any one, or to indicate ob-

stinate perseverance in any thing.
ZtJRRA, intcrj.A term expressive ofdispleasure

or anger.
ZURRA\CO, sm. (Joe.) Cash.

ZURRA\DO, DA, a. Curried, dressed. Salvo el

zurrado, (Fam.) V. Salvo el guante.
ZURRADOR, sm.l. Leather-dresser, currier, tan

ner. 2. One who flogs or chastises.

ZURRA>A, 5/. J. Lees, sediment, dregs. 2. Any
thing vile or despicable. Con zurrapas, In

an uncleanly, dirty manner.

ZITRRAPILLA, sf. Small lees in liquor.

ZuRRApdso, SA
; ZURRAPIENTO, TA, a. Full of

lees and dregs.
ZURR^R, va. I. To curry, to dress leather. 2.

To flog, to chastise with a whip. 3. To con-

test, to urge with vehemence. 4. To get one's
theme done by others ; applied to school-

boys. vr. To have a sudden call of nature ;

to dirty one's self. Zurrar el balago, (Fam.)
To beat, to strike, to bruise, to cudgel. Zur-
rar la badana, (Fam.) To ill-treat.

ZURRIX.GA, sf. 1. Thong, a long leather strap ;

a whip for tops. 2. (Orn.) Lark. V. Calan-
dria

ZURRIAGAR, va. To flog, to chastise with a

whip.
ZURRIAGX.ZO, sm. 1. A severe lash or stroke

with a whip. 2. Unexpected ill treatment ;

unfortunate calamity or misfortune.

ZURRI.AGO,ST. Whip for inflicting punishment.
ZURRI^R, vn. 1. (Vulg.) To hum, to buzz. 2.

To speak in a harsh and violent tone.

ZURRIBA.NDA, sf. 1. Repeated flogging or chas-

tisement with a whip. 2. A noisy quarrel.

ZURRIBTJRRI, sm. Ragamuffin, a vile despicable

person.
ZURRIDO Y ZuRRiOjSm. 1. Humming, buzzing

2. Confused noise or bustle.

ZURRIR, vn. To hum, to buzz, to tinkle.

ZURRON, sm. 1. Bag or pouch in which shep-
herds carry their provisions. 2. Rind ofsome
fruits. 3. Chaff, husks of grain. 4. Amnion
or amnios, the innermost membrane with
which the foetus in the womb is covered. 5.

Bag, sack, purse, tumour.

ZURRONA, sf. Prostitute who ruins her gallants.

ZURRONCILLO, sm. A small bag.
ZURRONERO, sm. One who makes bags or sacks.

ZURRUC^RSK, vr. To experience a sudden call

of nature ; to
dirty

one's self.

ZURRUSCO, sm. A slice of bread which is over-
toasted.

ZURUGIA, sf. (Ant.) V. Cirugia.
ZURUJ^NO, sm. (Ant.) V. Cirujano.
ZuRtJLLO,sm. Rolling-pin, any cylindrical piece

of wood.

ZuRUMi,ET, sm (Bot.) Large East Indian tree.

ZuTAufco, LLO, sm. dim. of Zutano.

ZUTA^NO, NA, s. Such a one. Zutano yfulano,
Such and such a one.

ZuzX.R, va. To set oti dogs. V. Azuzar.

ZtJzo, intcrj. A word used to call or set on a

dog.
ZU/ON, sm. (Bot.) Spatlin poppy, catchfly. Si-

lone behen L.

ZYGOKfr,LUM, sm. (Bot.) Beancaper. Zygophil-
lum L.
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